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To THE ELEVENTH Volume OF THE DEMOCRATIC REVIEw.

IN the few words of “ſºfmale To THE TENTH VoIUME of THE DEMocratic RE

VIEw,” addressed to his readers in the last Number, the Editor stated that

arrangements were in preparation for material improvements in its publication,

highly creditable as its conduct in that respect had been during the past year to

the publishers who had had it in charge; as also, that a considerably increased

quantity of matter would be given to its readers. The present Number will

exhibit the performance of the promise thus made. Without any increase in

the price of subscription, the quantity of matter now and henceforward to be

furnished is increased about seventy-five per cent., being nearly doubled; the

page and print of Blackwood and the leading English magazines being adopted

with that view, together with an increase in the number of pages. The charge

of publication will continue as heretofore in the hands of the Messrs. Langley;

and full reliance may be placed, both on the punctuality of the appearance of

the work by the first day of every month, and on the efficiency and complete

ness of all its mechanical and business arrangements.

With respect to its conduct and management in other respects, the Editor

can have nothing farther to say, than that he will endeavor to make the Demo

cratic Review deserve in a higher degree than ithas yet known, the kind favor,

on the part of its friends, which has heretofore been far more liberally bestowed

upon it, both by the press and in other modes, than, as he is perfectly conscious,

it has had any right to claim or expect. He will receive most valuable aid to his

own efforts, during the course of the coming year, from a number of the ablest

pens in the country. On this point he would refer to the Prospectus to the

Eleventh Volume, which will be found on the cover to the present Number.

And in conclusion he would beg leave to repeat, that, if the severe pressure and

distraction of other simultaneous labors and cares have at times within the

past year left their traces too manifest upon its pages, he asks for them that in

dulgence which he trusts not to have to invoke again.

THE EDITOR.

July, 1842.
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THE MODERN FRENCH JUDICATURE.

BY AN AMERICAN IN PARIS.

THE proceedings in the French courts

of justice are in unison with those traits

of national character which are so

strikingly developed in public and pri

vate life, throughout the greatest and

freest and wisest country upon the face

of the earth. “Greatest and wisest,”

may pass. It would be lost labor to

call the facts in question, or to suggest

to a Frenchman any doubts derived

from the history of the past or from a

comparative examination of the pre

sent. But I did venture once to raise

a doubt as to the exclusive claim to

true “freedom,” which was made by a

naval officer of some reputation attach

ed to the Department of the Marine,

who was disposing very summarily

of the pretensions of other nations,

and exalting very grandiloquently those

of his own. He had visited New York

in a French ship of war; and though

he had never been out of the city, still

he had returned with a perfect know

ledge of the country, and a full deter

mination to see in all its institutions

that inferiority which a Frenchman

finds or fancies everywhere. When

he spoke of the greater freedom which

was enjoyed in France than in the

United States, and when I ventured

rather to doubt than deny the proposi

tion, though his contradiction assumed

the polite shape of “pardonnez-moi,”

and his language was unexceptionabl

civil, yet there was no mistaking his

vol. xt.—No. xlix. 1

sº

expressive look or manner, which said,

as plainly as looks and manners could

say, Voilà an ignorant foreigner, who

can't appreciate the character of the

Great Nation.

From pure malice I pushed the dis

cussion from general assertion to par

ticular facts. I asked him if he had

found any conscription in the United

States? He did not know. Any army

parading the streets prepared to repress

all movements, political or criminal?

He had not seen any. Any armed po

lice, municipal guards, gensd'armerie

or other force, under whatever names

it abounds in French cities, towns,

villages and fields : It was a subject

of which he knew nothing. Any cen

tral authority, pushing its ramifications

throughout the country, and without

whose consent, direct or indirect, a

road cannot be repaired, a bridge con

structed, a mill built, a forge or tan

yard established, a school kept, a

church opened, a political meeting

held, a public banquet given, nor a

play exhibited Any regulations by

which a newspaper cannot be estab

lished without a deposit of 200,000fr.,

nor printed without being stamped, and

which provide for a vast multitude of

other interferences in the affairs of life,

ressing upon industry and enterprise,

!...";. neither5. nor º:

to recapitulate? These small matters

entered for nothing into his estimate of
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true liberty, and he knew nothing of

them. I asked him what was the

practical remedy in France, by which

a man arrested by the police could

rocure an immediate examination of

is case, and be discharged, if innocent.

He could not point out any, as indeed

I well knew there was none. It has

just been remarked in the “Journal

des Débats,” that equality is dearer to

a Frenchman than liberty. It is so.

They have had the good feeling to

abolish all the feudal oppressions and

aristocratical nonsense which ages of

misgovernment had established, but

the principles of individual freedom

have yet much progress to make be

fore they can enter into competition

with the security afforded by English

and American law. No process ana

logous to that of our writ of Habeas

Corpus is known to French jurispru

dence. Instances ofiſſal oppres

sion are no doubt rare, perhaps, I

might say, almost unknown; but this

result is rather owing to the spirit of

the age, and the wise moderation of

the government, than to any operating

}. principle in the law itself.

et menot, however, be misunderstood.

The days of lettres de cachet, when

the executive power could seize a per

son because he had offended a favorite

or a minion, or something still worse,

have disappeared never to return. No

person can be imprisoned but by the

judicial authority. But this authority

is too extensive, according to our no

tions of practical security; or rather,

we might say, it is left too much with

out salutary checks. Arrests may be

made at the discretion of the magis

trates, without those circumstances

of probable guilt which with us are

indispensable; and as there is no legal

provision for the termination of the

proceedings within a limited time,

these may be longer or shorter as cir

cumstances may dictate. In political

accusations, where the passions are

awakened, and where the government

is interested in the result, it were idle

to expect that this fundamental defect

in criminal jurisprudence should not

sometimes be revealed by practical in

justice. The same elements of oppres

sion were formerly the reproach of the

British laws, as§ efficient remedy

has been the glory ofBritish legislation.

Strange as it may appear, I do not re

collect that in the French Chambers,

nor in the eight or tenjournals of Paris

which, unfortunately, lead the public

opinion of France, instead of following

it, this subject has been seriously

brought forward with a view to any

practical redress. It has been occa

sionally mooted both at the tribune

and in the press, as have a thousand

other topics, practicable and impractica

ble, but it has disappeared before some

temporary exciting question, of no real

interest to the millions, but where the

words honor and glory could be repeat

ed to satiety by the deputies and by

the journalists. There is a highly en

lightened American here, a shrewd

observer of passing events, as well as

a just appreciater of the French cha

racter. He told me that during the

interminable discussions arising out of

the affairs of the East, he had the cu

riosity to count the number of times

these catch-words, these shibboleths of

the French statesmen, were repeated

in the journals of Paris. ... I wish I had

kept a memorandum of the amount,

but I did not, and I am afraid to state

my impression, lest I should make a

larger demand upon the reader's cre

dulity, than he might be disposed to

grant. However, the number was as

enormous as it was characteristic.

This defect of the French law, on

the subject of personal liberty, is the

more to be deplored, as, in cases of

oppression, there is not that resort for

redress to a public prosecution or a

private suit, which makes part of the

system of remedies provided by the

Anglo-Saxon code. No legal proceed

ings can be instituted against a public

officer in France, for any act done un

der color of his duty, without the pre

vious assent of a great political body

of the state, called the “Conseil d’

Etat.” This arbitrary provision made

no part of the ancient French law, but

it was contrived during the reign of

Napoleon, in order to strengthen the

authority of the government by render

ing its functionaries independent of all

control but its own. And it has been

found so convenient for the deposita

ries of power, that it has survived the

revolutions which have since taken

place, and yet exists in full rigor. It

may well be supposed, that, as a prac

tical remedy for the redress of wrongs

committed by the order of the govern

ment, or justified by it, such a provision

is perfectly illusory; and while I am
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writing these remarks, the journals of

Paris are furnishing a proof that this

shield of power between the wrong

doer and the oppressed is interposed

now with as much facility as in the

palmiest days of the imperial régime.

I quote the paragraph which is an

extract from “Le Temps,” December

21, 1841:

“The Council of the State, which

had to pronounce upon the authority

demanded by Mr. Isambert, a mem

ber of the Chamber of Deputies and

of the Court of Cassation, to pursue

in justice Mr. Jubelin, ex-Governor of

Guadeloupe, has refused its consent to

the application.”

One of the earliest and most un

toward signs which the progress of

the French Revolution presented to the

lover of rational liberty, was the ea

gerness with which questions of dress,

of uniform, and of display, were dis

cussed, and the earnestness with

which they were settled. In the midst

of deeds of blood, such as the world

had never witnessed, and which, it is

to be hoped, will never again be ex

hibited—in the midst of the most seri

ous projects for levelling down ancient

institutions and for building up new ones

—for defending the very heart of the

country, and for carrying a war of arms

and opinions among almost every other

nation—a grave debate would arise

respecting the color of a municipal

officer's scarſ, the uniform of a deputy,

and, later in the shifting of the scenes,

the embroidered coat of a Director, or

the robe of a Consul. This taste for

external show yet exists, though the

deputies have thus far resisted all

the efforts which have been made to

induce them to put on a uniform; and

they alone are the privileged persons

who are permitted to enter the Tuile

ries, upon great days of reception, in a

plain costume. But the predisposition

to assimilate, by the external appear

ance, conditions the most opposite in

their duties to the military state, is not

less striking than ridiculous. It would

seem, that the man of war is par ex

cellence honorable, and that the offi

cers of other employments are more

respected as they assume more nearly

his official badges. This tendency to

military display is a bad augury for

the progress of liberal institutions.

But it is one of the first things which

strikes the traveller arriving from Eng

land or from the United States, and

the incongruities it reveals are not a

little amusing. The impatient sea

worn traveller, when about to put foot

upon the shore, is accosted by a police

man, covered with an enormous cha

peau and girded with a formidable

sword, who demands his passport, and

bars his progress till he finds all is, as

they say, “en régle,” and that the

western republican does not come to

overturn the constitutional throne of

the dynasty of July. Then he is

seized by a Douanier, equally armed

cap-a-piè, and conducted to the depôt,

where he is examined to ascertain that

he carries upon his person no luckless

cigar, nor piece of tobacco, by which the

revenue of the country may be defraud

ed. Then he is free to seek his hotel,

but, upon the route, if he passes a street

where repairs are making, he will

again find a formidable sword with

some miserable-looking creature at

tached to it, watching a pile of stones

or an open ditch, to prevent accidents.

If he enters a church, he will meet the

beadle at the door with a chapeau

bras bordered with gold lace, a red

coat with ample folds, a long spear or

halbert in his hand, and the eternal

sword, ready to conduct the procession

through the sounding aisles of the

venerable and impressive edifice. If a

funeral procession passes him, thesword

is there; if an octrol employé at the

gate of a town searches his baggage,

he does it sword by his side; and by

whatever route, land or sea, he leaves

the country, he is bowed out, with all

politeness, by some agent of the police

or treasury, in the prescribed costume,

and girded with this ever-present em

blem of authority. All this is not

merely laughable; it is unfortunately

much worse. It is a continued display

of physical force. It is an eternal

lesson which teaches that the moral

ower of the laws is nothing, but that

|. strength is everything. There is

already too much military spirit in

France for her own good, as well as for

the peace of the world, even when

restrained within the narrowest limits

by a prudent government, without

encouraging its progress by these visi

ble proofs of thejºin. efficacy

of a military organization.

But I am led from my object, which
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was to describe a characteristic scene

in a French court of justice. And, as

I am in rather a rambling vein, I may

indulge in other episodes before I pro

ceed to my principal action.

The magistracy of France, as a

body, enjoys a large share of the pub

lic confidence. It must deserve it; for

so many are the subjects of discussion

which occupy the public press, so free

the right of discussion, and so warm

the passions which are enlisted, that

were the tribunals of justice ignorant,

or corrupt, or incompetent, there would

be enough to proclaim and denounce

their unworthiness. I have no doubt

but that the administration of the law

between man and man is as able and

ure in France as in any other country

in the world. But I am going much

farther than this; and far enough to

shock many a prejudice which believes,

with the firmest conviction, that the

old code of the common law is the

wisest system of jurisprudence which

the world has ever seen, and that Lyt

telton and Coke, and their metaphysi

cal successors, are the ablest commen

tators which ever guided the human

intellect in its search after truth. For

my part, I consider it a reproach to our

age and country, that a system should

yet govern all the relations of society

among us, all the rights of persons

and of property, indeed of life itself,

which is at the same time so rude in

its principles and artificial, as contra

distinguished from simple, in its pro

cedure—unwritten, and therefore sub

stituting the legislation of courts and

commentators for that of responsible

representative bodies—which was

founded upon a policy whose barbar

ism was cloaked by the word feudal—

that grew up in the darkest ages—that

pressed almost equally upon mind and

body, and that has disappeared before

the advancing reason of mankind;

while, to crown the absurdity, this

system of jurisprudence is almost un

known to the immense mass upon

whom it operates, and but darkly and

doubtfully shadowed out to the chosen

few who are the priests of the sanctu

ary, and whose oracles are almost as

hidden as were those of the expounders

of Delphi. “Great is Diana of the

Ephesians,” was the rallying cry of

those who were attached by their

duties to the temple of Ephesus; and

a similar sentiment pervades human

nature in all the great departments of

life. We are prone—honestly, no

doubt—to magnify the advantages and

importance of the pursuits to which

we are devoted; and, with our system

of jurisprudence, those who profess, it

have inherited as a dogma not to be

doubted, that the English common law

is “the perfection of human reason.”

It is my deliberate opinion, confirmed by

the observation of every day, that much

of it is the perfection of human non

sense. What can be more absurd than

a judicial code which gravely permits

one of the parties to call the other be

fore a court ofjustice, where the whole

cause is examined, the witnesses are

heard, the verdict rendered, and the

judgment given, and then allows the

other party to carry the proceedings

before another tribunal, administering

an entirely different system of juris

prudence, which reverses, in effect, all

that had previously been done, and

establishes the right of the opposite

party 2 And yet this solemn farce is

every day acted in almost every state

in the Union, and we are so familiar

ized to this complicated procedure,

under the names of common law and

chancery jurisdiction, that every effort

to simplify it and to consolidate these

discordant principles into a single sys

tem, administered at one time and by

the same tribunal, as is done in every

other country under heaven except

England and the United States, has

been heretofore useless and still

threatens to be so.

I am not about to pursue this inves

tigation, and to present a catalogue

raisonné of the anomalies and inconsis

tencies of our legal code. It is a task

for which I have neither time nor

talent. I have often wished that some

shrewd observer, adequate to itsaccom

plishment, divesting himself of profes

sional prejudices, would undertake this

elabor, one of the most useful, in the

present state of society, which could

be performed. But I must quit this

topic and pass to my more immediate

object; and as in the sequel I propose

to relate an anecdote characteristic of

the proceedings in the French tribunals,

I will briefly call the attention of the

reader to a remarkable difference in the

progress of judicial investigation in

France and the United States.

With us, as is well known, the in

dictment, or in other words the charge
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which is preferred against the accused,

is a contrivance as little calculated to

attain its object, as human ingenuity

could well devise. It ought to have

two great ends, one to give proper no

tice to the defendant, of the accusation

against him, that he may be prepared

to meet it, and to the officers charged

with the trial, whether called judges

or jurors, that they may know to what

facts their attention is to be directed ;

and the other, that sufficient certainty

may exist, by which the acquittal or

conviction may always prevent a sub

sequent prosecution. A plain man,

who had never wandered in the mazes

of legal metaphysics, would say, with

out hesitation, that the true mode of

effecting these objects would be by

preparing a clear and succinct state

ment of the circumstances attending

each case. But alas for the weakness

of common sense ! It is not thus the

Justinians of our code went to work,

when they established its principle—

nor is it thus that its expounders ad

minister it, when required to decide

upon the liberty, perhaps upon the life,

of the unfortunate persons brought be

fore them. The variety of human ac

tions is endless. But as if to show its

contempt of this eternal truth, the law

has prepared certain forms for the

various classes of offences, and every

succeeding crime is described in the

identical words which were employed

in the description of the immense num

ber which preceded it. The only dif

ference that exists is as to the day and

lace; and to render the whole process

if possible still more absurd, if such a

term may be applied to so grave a sub

ject, these incidents are not required to

e truly stated, and the indictment may

name any day and place, and the proof

willj. as every lawyer knows, to

any other.

i. French law avoids this absurd

ity. The act of accusation is a narra

tive of the circumstances as they

occurred, plainly prepared, and giving

therefore to the court and the party all

the necessary information. When the

defendant is placed at the bar, he is

questioned by the court, and he is free

to answer or not, as he pleases. I have

never been able to see the wisdom of

that procedure in our tribunals, which

leads the court to caution the defendant

against the confession of his guilt, or

against saying anything which may

commit him. On the contrary it seems

to me much more rational to encour

age the party to disclose the truth. By

this means, the great ends of justice

would be much better attained. There

is no fear that innocence would suffer.

No innocent man will avow his guilt.

It is the guilty only who by silence or

prevarication seek to escape the penalty
of their crimes.

I was forcibly impressed with the

absurdity of the prescribed formula in

our criminal jurisprudence, by a fact

that was stated in the journals which

published accounts of the proceedings

of the court at Utica, where McLeod

was recently tried and acquitted. And

by-the-bye, no American in Europe can

have failed to observe the favorable

effect which that trial has produced

upon our public character throughout

this quarter of the world. The gravity

of the question and the consequences

involved in it, and I may add the pre

diction ofthe English journals—always

inclined to magnify the difficulties to

which the state of our society is ex

posed, but which are as the small dust

of the balance when contrasted with

the open and covert evils which in

Europe are preparing for mighty

changes—had fixed the attention of

Christendom upon the conduct of the

tribunal charged with the fate of

McLeod, and with peace or war be

tween two great countries. And well

did the court, and bar, and jury, and

spectators, issue from that trial. The

dignity and impartiality of the pro

ceedings, the learning and patience of

thejudge, the able efforts ofthe respect

ive counsel, tempered with a just con

sideration for the rights and feelings of

their opponents, and the admirable

conduct of the public, within and

without the walls of the court-rodm,

were as honorable to the character of

our country as they seem to have been

unexpected to Europe. Certainly the

crisis through which England and the

United States have passed, connected

with this affair, was sufficiently alarm

ing to excite the apprehension of all

reflecting men in both countries, and

it is to be hoped, that a similar ques

tion will not again present itself for

solution. But should it come, we can

ask no more honorable termination,

than that which at Utica released

McLeod from his danger, and two kin

dred people from the alarm of war.
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But to return from this digression to

the indictment against McLeod. It is

stated in the narrative of the proceed

ings, published by the journals, that

this indictment, which, common sense

would say, should be a recapitulation

of the principal facts, contained seven

teen counts, as they are technically

called, or in other words seventeen

formal modes of telling the same story

of the guilt of the accused, not one of

which was true, or, at any rate, was

required to be true, and all of which

were almost useless for the great pur

poses an act of accusation ought to

seek to attain. And this multiplica

tion of forms is intended to guard

against that refining, metaphysical

spirit, which prevails too much in our

judicial tribunals, and which too often

sacrifices the great objects of justice to

subtle distinctions, more befitting the

school of the Stagyrite, in the days of

its power over the human intellect,

than grave magistrates, in the nine

teenth age of the world, charged with

the peace of society and the protection

of rights public and private. The

immunity of crimes, of which we see

so many examples, is more owing to

the play of words (for it is nothing bet

ter) that disfigures our jurisprudence,

than to any other circumstance what

eWer.

The Palais de Justice of Paris is the

Westminster Hall of France. It is

situated upon the “Ile de la Cité,” a

small island in the Seine, where was

the Paris of the Romans, then called

Lutetia, which was first captured and

afterwards rebuilt by Julius Caesar. In

infant societies, one of the first objects

is security—places of defence and re

fuge, where the population may be safe

against those sudden incursions to

which semi-barbarous tribes are ex

posed. , Hence it happened that the

small islands in the Seine were the

first positions which were occupied,

and they now exhibitsome of the oldest

and most interesting monuments which

have survived the revolutions of ages.

Their dark, narrow and winding streets,

and the style of their architecture, pro

claim the antiquity of their origin.

Upon this island is situated the Cathe

dral of “Notre Dame,” one ofthe most

splendid and imposing structures of the

middle ages, and the “Sainte Cha

pelle,” built in 1245, for the reception

of the relics bought by St. Louis of

Baldwin, Emperor of Constantinople.

My bump of admiration is not greatly

developed, and I am especially defi

cient in powers of architectural de

scription. But I have hardly seen a

building in Europe which has more

powerfully affected me, or has given

me a stronger impression of the genius

and skill of the men whose talents

seem to have been so admirably adapt

ed to the construction of religious edi

fices, calculated to produce in the spec

tator that feeling ºsolemnity so much

in unison with their objects. This

church is now in a course of complete

reparation; and with much good taste

all the restorations are to be made in

the style of the original work; so that,

when finished, it will exhibit a perfect

specimen of an order of which, though

many remains exist, yet there are few

which are not dilapidated and disfig

ured. The revenues of the city of

Paris are enormous, amounting to al

most twenty millions ofdollars, levied,

against all just principles of civil econ

omy, principally upon articles of

food, and thus operating oppressively

upon the poorer classes of society.

However, if the money is unwisely ac

quired, much of it is certainly wisely

expended. The city authorities are

vigorously pushing a system of im

rovement which in a few years will

eave Paris without a rival. They

have appropriated no less a sum than

7,800,000 francs to the reparation of the

Palais de Justice, and they have just

completed, at an expenditure of more

than four million francs, the Hôtel de

Wille, which is situated in the same

quarter, but on the right bank of the

river.

The Palais de Justice was the palace

of the ancient kings of France. It is

an immense pile of buildings, erect

ed at different periods, and exhibiting

every form of architecture, and its cren

nelled towers show, that the crowned

heads who inhabited it, trusted for

security, rather to its means of defence,

than to their personal consideration or

their regal characters. After it was

abandoned for a more comfortable

residence, it was appropriated to the

judicial tribunals, and its vast space is

now filled by the pomp and circum

stance of law. It contains an im

mense hall, called the salle des pas

erdus, and from this great promenade

ateral doors open to the various courts,

which occupy apartments adjoining it.

The physiognomy of a French tri
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bunal ofjustice has nothing very pecu

liar or imposing. In the miscellaneous

groups which watch its proceedings,

and in many of its circumstances, it

sufficiently resembles the English

courts and our own. But the French

lawgivers have not discovered that

virtue in horse-hair, with which their

neighbors across the Channel have be

decked the heads of their magistrates,

and which some of their accute travel

lers who visit our country regard, if

not as judicial wisdom itself, as at any

rate its best security, and whose ab

sence they lament as a fatal augury

for the duration of our institutions.

Alas for the “Times” and the “Quar

terly Review " The French judges

and bar wear a small cap, which is

uniformly black for the latter, but

which is of various colors for the form

er, indicating the nature and rank of

their office. The lawyers wear also

a plain black gown, thrown over their

ordinary dress, with a kind of white

band hanging from the neck, resem

bling what is called a Geneva band,

which gives them somewhat of a cler

ical appearance. It strikes me disa

greeably, and this impression is still

further strengthened by the loose and

slovenly manner in which the dress is

worn. As you enter the Palais de

Justice, you find many little stalls,

where various articles are sold, and

here the Avocats deposit their costume;

and each day, before the opening of the

courts, you may see them resuming

and hastily throwing it on. Its sombre

appearance is in singular contrast with

the vivacity of manner, and the rapid

ity and vehemence of conversation,

which make part of the national char

acter. Some of the judges wear red

robes, and others robes of ermine. I

have not felt interest enough on this

subject to inquire on what distinctions

these differences are founded. I be

lieve, however, that they indicate, not

only various degrees in the judicial

hierarchy, but that they bear some re

lation to the nature of the duties to be

performed, as the English judge puts

on his cap of judgment when he is

about to pronounce sentence of death.

There is no formal proclamation at

the commencement of the session of a

French Court. The Judges enter

through a side door from their private

apartments, and the audience rise and

uncover while they take their seats.

The president proceeds immediately to

call the causes, in the order in which

they are placed in a roll hung up in a

conspicuous part of the room. The

relative situation of the judges, the bar,

thejury,and the spectators, is not unlike

that in our own courts. But there is a

peculiar officer, who occupies a distin

guished station in Frenchjurisprudence,

and who, with his substitute or deputy,

has a prominent seat or badge assigned

in the courts, and is clad in a special

costume. This is the Procureur du Roi,

the details of whose functions I do not

fully understand. He is placed in a

kind of intermediate position between

the magistracy and the bar, and exer

cises a part of the authority of both.

This office owed its origin to a humane

effort on the part of the lawgiver to

counteract a most cruel and absurd re

ulation, which seems to have general

y prevailed in the middle ages, that

which interdicted the aid of counsel to

persons accused of certain capital

crimes. The Procureur watches the

interests of the government and of pub

lic morals in all cases, civil and crimi

nal, public and private, and has always

the right to offer his suggestions to the

court. He generally closes the dis

cussions, summing up the arguments

which have been presented, with much

impartiality, and concludes by giving

his opinion respecting the nature and

extent of the decision which is about

to be pronounced.

When a French lawyer rises to ad

dress the court, he removes his little

cap, replaces it, and then commen

ces his observations. Understanding

French but imperfectly, I have hardly

a right to hazard an opinion upon the

character of their forensic eloquence.

But the impression it has made upon

me is not very favorable. And in this

remark, I mean to include not only their

style and manner, but also the more

important department of mental exer

tion. The cause I do not stop to inves

tigate, but I consider the fact as certain,

that in the public discussions in France,

there is not that profound investigation,

that analysis ofthe subject, that exami

nation of principles, which often pro

claims the power of the true orator, and

subdues his auditory in the United

States and in England. The French

literati have given to the world many

profound works, and many even in that

most difficult branch of knowledge, the
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operation of the human mind. But in

life they are certainly not much inclin

ed to abstraction. Their views of sub

jects are more striking and less meta

physical than similar pursuits among

the Anglo-Saxon family. . Their law

yers do not, as a shrewd judge in our

courts once remarked, begin at Adam,

whenever they begin their speeches.

Nor do they as often push principles to

extremes. In observing the progress

of affairs in their courts, it is evident

that disputed points of law are much

more rare than with us. That subtlety

which is for ever seeking to disturb the

plain meaning of words, and to push

every thing to its most possible and

most remote consequences, and which

is one of the greatest practical evils of

our system of jurisprudence, seems

unknown here. And yet their code

is comparatively new, and although

founded substantially upon their for

mer system (itself a modification of the

Roman law), still from the numerous

changes it necessarily underwent to

adapt it to the altered circumstances of

the times and the country, and to give

it that systematic form which consti

tutes such an essential part of its value,

the ancient superstructure was in fact

demolished, and the new one which

has taken its place is as different as the

characters of the periods in which they

were respectively erected. In such a

state of things, the discussers of the

English common law would run wild

in metaphysical investigations. Every

step of onward progress would be met

by doubts, difficulties and discussions.

It seems to me the war of words would

be interminable. Every ardent young

man, in his legal noviciate, would find

on every occasion some fearful conse

quence, to result now or ten thousand

years hence, which nothing could avert

but the adoption ofhis own views; and

all this he would press with a vehe

mence of manner and a rotundity of

diction, out ofany just proportion to the

circumstances of his position. But the

French tribunals have marched steadily

on, giving to wordstheir natural import,

and without meeting any of those fre

quent evils which elsewhere might

have excited such dismay. Talley

rand's witty definition of speech, that it

was given to conceal thoughts, is not

more applicable to the school of diplo

macy, than to that school of legal con

struction which tortures the phraseolo

gy of our statutes, till they are made

to mean 'anything rather than what

was intended by the law-maker. I

have been sometimes not a little di

verted at the remarks of the French

journals, upon the trials in our courts,

and at the facility with which persons

notoriously guilty escape the punish

ment of their crimes, in consequence of

this play of words, for it is nothing bet

ter, which seems to have engrafted

itself upon our legal code. One of the

old English anecdotes illustrating the

absurdity of this tendency, and confirm

ing the truth of the legal dogma, that

he who misses a letter misses his cause,

has just been resuscitated and is going

the round of the French papers. The

incident has been transferred to our

country, and the scene laid in Boston,

and it is looked upon here as a happy

example of the judicial probity and wis

dom ofJudge Lynch, who is generally

supposed, in continental Europe, to

preside in almost all the courts of the

Union. There is not a single journal

ist who has sufficient knowledge of

the Anglo-Saxon institutions, to be

aware that this absurdity belongs to

the code which is common to the whole

human family, and that this miserable

perversion of the true ends of justice is

as likely to happen in London as in Bos

ton; and in fact happens every day,

wherever the common law prevails, and

where the practical good sense ofmod

ern times has not provided a remedy

for that judicial logomachy, which was

a professional disease in those ages that

gave birth to our legal system.

Still, though our bar too often indulge

in these speculations, it certainly brings

to the investigation of its topics more

power of analysis and a greater depth of

reasoning than I have found here. With

us, principles, though pushed too far,

are examined with great power, and

illustrated with much learning. The

French lawyers frequently make bril

liant displays; they are happy in occa

sional allusions to topics of exciting in

terest; they often aim at wit, and they

are almost always loud in their ad

dress and vehement in their gesticu

lation. It would be a very false stand

ard, if we were to measure the import

ance of the cause either in its princi

ples or its amount by the earnestness

which its advocate brings to the dis

cussion. One can sometimes hardly

preserve his gravity, when amidst the
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thunder of declamation and the most

violent muscular exertion, he discerns

that the question in dispute is of the

value of a few francs, or possibly of a

few sous.

At this moment there is a trial pend

ing before the Chamber of Peers, where

are arraigned the persons accused of

the late attempt to assassinate one or

more of the princes of the royal fami

ly, while entering the city at the head

of the 17th regiment, returning from

Africa. This Chamber, under the ex

isting organization of the government,

in addition to its authority as a compo

nent part of the legislative power, has

jurisdiction as a criminal court over all

offences affecting the safety of the state,

and which are brought before it by roy

al ordinance. Attempts against the life

of any of the reigning family are includ

ed in this category; and however ne

cessary the exercise of this jurisdiction

may be, of which I do not profess to

judge, it is attended with one promi

nent evil. The very dignity of the ju

dicature and the éclat of the circum

stances with which the proceedings are

surrounded, nourish that passion for

exhibition, which, whether for good or

for evil, has so often and so sadly visit

ed this land of strong impressions.

The trial becomes a kind of spectacle,

and the conspirator or the martyr, for

he is too often one or the other, as po

litical opinions divide the community,

sees himself placed upon an elevation

where the eyes of the whole country

are directed upon him. The disciples

of the school of eraltation (by this

word I mean to express their feelings

only, without reference to their cause)

find in this circumstance a compensa

tion for the hazard they encounter, or

rather one powerful motive for the

commission of the crime, in the pomp

and imposing formality of its trial and

punishment. This is a state of feeling

which is, happily, without the range

of our observation in the United States.

This sublimation of the imagination,

which pushes its unhappy votaries to

the most frightful excesses, that they

may make their little hour of display,

even if it be upon the judgment seat

and the scaffold, forms no part of the

Anglo-Saxon mental organization. No

doubt there are political evils enough

to remedy here and elsewhere in Eu

rope, and the remedy, I think, is coming

rapidly and certainly. But that reme

vol. Ix.-No. XLIX. 2

dy will not be hastened nor strengthened

by assassination. It is an odious, re

volting crime, for which there can be

no justification and ought to be no ad

vocates.

I will quote from the proceedings in

the Chamber of Peers a few of the

questions and answers; or rather, I

might say, a part of the dialogue be

tween the President of the Chamber—

as the first judge of a court is always

called here, and who in this case is the

Chancellor of France—and the accused,

placed at the bar. . I shall limit my ex

tracts to some of the more piquant

scenes, best calculated to give a correct

notion of the physiognomy of an exhi

bition so little in conformity with the

grave character of our judicial investi

gations. These displays are sometimes

eminently theatrical; and when an

event of this kind is anticipated, the

tribunes are filled to overflowing by the

amateurs of this species of judicial

oralism, not pugilism, and the journals

are replete with the reports, which are

eagerly perused and admired.

The Chamber of Peers holds its ses

sions at the Luxembourg, one of the

splendid palaces which have been erect

ed from the contributions of the tax

payers, and whose extent and decora

tions render but the more palpable the

profusions of luxury and the miseries of

poverty. It was the scene ofsome of the

most striking events during the Revo

lution, and among others it was the re

sidence of the Directory, or as they are

sometimes called, the Five Kings. On

approaching this stately edifice, when

the high court of criminal jurisdiction

is in session, the first observation which

occurs to an American is the display

of military force by which it is invest

ed. Round the exterior wall, in the

extensive court, and in the basement

story, officers of police, gensd’armes,

municipal guards, national guards,

troops of the line, are everywhere

upon duty. You would almost sup

pose you were entering a beleaguered

§ No one is admitted without a

ticket previously obtained from the

proper authority; and this you present

from door to door, till by successive in

dications wou reach the box to which

you are destined. The hall now oc

cupied by the Peers is a plain, unassum

ing apartment, which is temporarily

devoted to this object, while their pro

per room is in a course of reparation
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and embellishment. The President is

seated in an elevated tribune, and the

members are ranged in seats, disposed

in a semi-circular manner, in his front.

They all wear an uniform, which con

sists in an embroidered coat, white pan

taloons with a gold stripe, a sword and a

chapeau-bras. In the general appear

ance of the tribunal there is nothing

very impressive. I think the spectator

is more struck with the advanced age

of the Peers, than with any other cir

cumstance. Almost all of them have

passed the middle term of life, and not

a few of them are approaching its ex

tremity. This is the necessary conse

quence of the constitutional provisions

which regulate the duty of the execu

tive government in the selection of

these functionaries. No person can be

called to the Chamber of Peers, except

those who have filled important em

ployments, or who have otherwise

given proofs of capacity and know

ledge. The charter enumerates the

various classes of public men from

whom these selections must be made,

such as marshals, generals, admirals,

ministers, préfets, mayors,judges,mem

bers of the Institute, members of the

departmental councils, and others; and

prescribes the number of years they

must have filled these employments

before they are eligible to the upper

Chamber. The appointments are for

life, and without compensation.

But I proceed to make the extracts

from the examination of the parties.

In doing so I shall not observe any con

tinuity, because I seek only general re

sults, and that within a short space:

President.—Fougeray has declared

that the packet of cartridges found at

his house, had been delivered to him

by you.

Bouger.—He lied, if he said that.

President.—Did you know Darmes?

Consideré.—Yes, you knew him too;

you have seen him as well as me.

President.—You persist in these de

clarations?

Fougeray.—Yes, because it is the

truth.

Consideré.—He is a wretch.

Fougeray.—You consider me a

wretch, because I tell the truth; you
are a liar ! -

. President.—You are one of the prin

cipal members of the Society of Equal

Workmen 2–(“Travailleurs Egali

taires.”)

Bagni.-No, sir.

President.—Was it not you who

carried the orders of the committee in

the Faubourg St. Antoine !

Bagni.-No, sir.

President.—Don’t you know by

whom you have been succeeded in

your functions, since your detection ?

Bagni.-How could I know it, since

I never had anything to do with those

societies?

The President to Launois.-You

wrote also in the same letter, “don’t

forget to tell all those persons to keep

the secret, for if they don't, I shall be

ruined.” Of course this secret might

have had grave consequences to you ?

Launois.-My object was that these

persons should not compromit me in

consequence ofmy having been seen at

Madame Douilroux.

President.—You terminate thus:

“Many compliments to all my ac

quaintances. There are rascals who

have sold us.”

Launois.--I did not know what I

wrote. Very certainly, if I have com

prehended the bearing of my words, I

should not have written in that man

ner, for Quenisset could not accuse me,

since he declared in my presence that

he did not see me during the 13th.

President.—You will remark the

bearing of the word sold.

Launois.--I did not comprehend it at

the moment I wrote the letter.

President.—You did not say, they

have accused you, but sold you ; that

is, they have revealed things that

ought to have been kept secret.

Launois.-He could not sell me, it

was impossible ; but he might have

compromitted me.

President.—You avow you wrote

that letter ?

Launois.-Yes, I wrote it, but at

what a moment

I quote the interrogatory of Prioul,

word for word.

The Chancellor.—Did you not make

the acquaintance of Quenisset in the

prison of St. Pélagie 2

Answer.—I saw him at St. Pélagie.

Question.—Was it not Matthieu

who put you in relation with him 2

Answer.—Nobody put me in relation

with him.

Q.—Were you not one of those who
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in the prison attempted to convert

Quenisset to the republican party 2

A.—No, sir!

Q.—Did you not speak ofa projected

insurrection of the workmen 3

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Did you not lend Quenisset a

pair of pantaloons in case he should

fight 2

A.—No, sir.

Q.—When Quenisset left the prison,

did you not give him a letter to deliver

to Leclerc, marchand de vins, Fau

bourg St. Antoine?

A.—A letter was written; it may be

it was me who delivered it.

Q.—Did you write it?

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Who wrote it 2

A.—A political accused.

Q.—What was his name 2

A.—I don't know.

Q.—And yet it was you who deliv

ered the letter?

A.—That may be.

Q.—Ten months after Quenisset left

the prison, did you not meet him in the

Rue St. Antoine, at the moment you

were with Boggio, called Martin 3

A.—Yes, sir.

Q.—Did you not propose to him to

enter into the society of the Equal

Workmen 2

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Did you not put him in relation,

for that purpose, with Boggio, called

Martin 2

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Did you say to Boggio, striking

Quenisset upon the shoulder, “Here is

a good comrade #"

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Did you not announce to him

that you had not slept for some time,

and that you were occupied in making

cartridges 2

A.—No, sir.

Q.—Did you not assist at the meet

ings with Mallet and others, although

not making part of the society, but

only when there was something se

rious.

A.—No, sir.

The President to Mallet.—Did

you receive a letter from one Le

clerc, which had been addressed to

him by Prioul, and that he would not

read 2

A.—A lie

The President to Boggio.—Do

you recollect that Quenisset in his

examination told you that you were

a chief?

A.—Yes, sir.

Q.—You answered: “No, I am not

a chief; it is rather you who went with

Colombier and the others; but was I

seen anywhere 2°

A.—I did not know what I said at

that moment. I was so sick that I

could not stand up.

Q.-You had not, however, a sick

appearance.

A.—The next day I was obliged to

take medicine.

The Chancellor to Mallet.—You

deny with a great assurance even

what is established by the most posi

tive testimony ; but that is not as

tonishing, for you said in your exami

nation: “Yes, sir, that's true, I took an

oath which hinders me from telling the

truth, but I have never done anything

evil.”

A.—I have been in Paris since 1830;

there have been many meetings, and

many insurrections, during that time.

What offence have I been charged

with ? I was received in 1832. I

was not pleased and I retired.

Q.-You had no need of entrenching

yourself in your oath. It is when you

see that the demonstration ofthe charg

es is evident, that you allege your oath

in order to escape the necessity of an

swering ; you sº yºu were not at Co

lombier's and yet'it is certain you were

there on the morning of the 13th.

When the question was discussed

whether they should commence the

attack or not, Coturin having main

tained that they ought not to do so, you

broke out in a violent passion against

him, and called him a stupid brute.

Mallet (raising his voice)—I never

make use of such expressions.

The Chancellor.—I advise you to

speak in a more modest tone. ...You are

not in a position to take airs like those

you wish to take.

A.—I find myself insulted when they

say, I called a man a stupid brute.

None but vile persons make use of such

expressions.

Among the accused was a Mr. Du

poty, the editor of a paper called the

Journal of the People. Circumstances
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connected with his prosecution reflect

much light upon the course of state

trials in France, and upon what the

French jurists call moral proofs. Du

poty's journal, from the extreme libe

rality and republican tendency of its

opinions, and himself, from his activity

and intrepidity, were obnoxious to the

authorities, as calculated to exert a

powerful influence over that class of

society most easy to excite and most

dangerous when excited. It is not un

charitable to suppose, that the law of.

ficers were willing to seize the first

plausible opportunity of arraigning him

and of pressing his conviction. The

attempt, appears to me to have been

extremely ill-judged; no fact was prov

ed which showed the slightest connex

ion between Dupoty, and the persons

obviously guilty of the attempt at as

sassination. And this defect, so deci

sive and fundamental by our laws, is

attempted to be supplied by these

moral proofs—that is, by the political

opinions of Dupoty; by occasional re

marks in his journal, violent indeed,

but far from recommending insurrec

tion; by his associations; and by some

of the previous circumstances of his

life. It seems to me that the facility

with which prosecutions are instituted

in France against the conductors of the

press is a great error in the internal

policy of the country. Probably three

times out of four the parties areacquit

ted, and almost always the public sym

pathy is enlisted in their favor, and the

obnoxious article acquires a notoriety

and importance which its intrinsic

merit would have never given to it.

My settled conviction is, that under

any government there are very few

aberrations of the press which ought to

be visited by public prosecutions. If

these consist of hard words, they may

be safely left for their correction to the

good sense of the community; if they

state injurious facts, let these be ex

plained, corrected or denied, by means

of the same great vehicle of communi

cation, and the truth will finally pre

yail, with as much certainty and far

better effect than if the law were in

voked to find a judge or an avenger.

Dupoty conducted himself before the

Chamber of Peers with much sang

froid and dignity, never losing his pre

sence of mind, and from time to time

evincing great shrewdness in his an

swers and remarks.

One of the principal moral proofs

which were offered in support of the

charge against him was a letter which

Launois, one of the accused, had ad

dressed to him from the prison, but

which never reached Dupoty, having

been seized by the agents of the police.

In this letter Launois requests Dupoty

to take up the defence of the accused

in his journal. This is its only object,

but in reading it paragraph by paragraph

the Chancellor stopped to make his

comments and to show its bearing upon

Dupoty; and the latter gave his views

and explanations, proving that no just

induction by which he might be com

promitted could be drawn from such

circumstances. And he was right upon

all just principles ofjurisprudence; for

the consequences which would result

from admitting such testimony, depend

ing solely on the action of one of the

parties and tending to convict the other,

are too obvious to require examination.

The letter contained the following

expression: “This monster maintained

before the examiningjudge that he had

been received in my chamber and in my
• * - -

presence,—this is a thing which I don’t

recollect.” One would suppose that

this sentence was a very harmless one,

so far as regards its effect upon the

journalist. Not so, however, thought

the Chancellor. The manner in which

he connects it with the accused is one

of the most extraordinary instances of

judicial ingenuity, or, I may rather say,

of judicial absurdity, which it has ever

been my lot to meet. That I may not

be accused of perverting the meaning

of this high functionary, I will quote

verbatim his remarks: “This phrase,

more than any other, shows that he

who wrote the letter believed that you

would easily understand him ; and

when he said simply received, it is evi

dent that in his opinion you knew what

had passed in that chamber, and in

what society Launois had been , re

ceived; otherwise how can you explain

the motives that dictated this letter 3’’

To this shrewd suggestion, Dupoty

very justly replies, that this effort on

the part of Launois was but an absurd

ity; that, ignorant of the condition of

the press and its duties, he supposed it

could take up his defence, and that

this might be useful to him.

The Chancellor.—“I read at the bot

tom of the letter that was addressed

to you these words: “We are always
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au secret since our arrest. Adieu, dear

citizen, I squeeze all your hands.’—

Remark the choice and the bearing of

these expressions,—don't you see that

they suppose a great degree of intima

cy ‘I squeeze all your hands'—that

is to say apparently, not only yours,

but those of your common friends.”

I assure the reader that I obey the

poet's injunction, “Nothing extenuate,

nor set down aught in malice.” I

quote the expressions of the Chancellor

of France, word for word, and as they

are given in the Moniteur, the official

journal of the government. The criti

cal acumen which they display is be

yond my power of appreciation.

Dupoly replies, that every one

who knows the relations of the press

with the uneducated portion of the

Fº knows that there is much

ooseness of expression in their letters.

And he appeals to the examiningjudge

to say if he has not often seen similar

expressions which pre-suppose much

intimacy between the writers and those

to whom the letters are addressed, al

though they were strangers to one

another.

The Chancellor, continuing his

reading, says: “In fine the letter thus

terminates: “In awaiting a better for

tune the time fails me’—although

these expressions are less formal than

those which precede, they seem yet to

indicate a community of situation and

sympathy, which is the more remark

able when they see the author of the

letter invoke the same future for you

and for him.”

Dupoty.—“I cannot enter into the

motives of the writer, all I can affirm

is, that there was nothing in common

between Launois and me, and that

before I had been confronted with him,

I had never seen him.”

I terminate these quotations with

the following remarks of Dupoty in

answer to a series of questions having

reference to almost the whole course

of his preceding life; it is impossible

to expose more vividly the injustice of

this procedure: “I have not strength

enough to protest against this manner

of proceeding. I have vainly sought,

since you commenced this interroga

tory, and I cannot find, what relation

there can be between the circumstances

to which you allude, and which were

not called into question at the time

they occurred nor since, and the accusa

tion of having participated in an assas

sination.”

To appreciate, however, the true

character of this examination, as well

as the ordinary examinations before

the French tribunals, it must be borne

in mind that the accused party has the

right to shut himself up in what the

French jurists call a complete system

of dénégation, or denial, or of absolute

silence, without thereby occasioning

the slightest injury to his case. If he

says (and he often does so by the ad

vice of his counsel,) I do not choose to

answer, there is an end to the interro

gatory, and the trial must proceed up

on the proofs which the prosecution

may be able to furnish. In the trial

to which I have referred, in the Cham

ber of Peers, all the prisoners were

defended by able counsel, and the most

unlimited intercourse was permitted

between them. The counsel was no

doubt satisfied, that the rejoinders of

their clients to the questions of the

President would not make their cases

any worse than if they remained si

lent. As to Dupoty, he evidently re

lied upon his own resources, and in

the encounter between him and the

Chancellor, he proved himself more

than a match for that distinguished

magistrate. His fate, as well as that

of his co-accused, is now in the hands

of the Peers, all the proceedings both

testimonial and argumentative having

terminated. I may be able to announce

to the readers of the Democratic Re

view the result. It is looked to with

great anxiety by all rational lovers of

good order and of popular liberty.

The present code of jurisprudence in

France, both civil and criminal, was

the work of a commission of eminent

jurists; and after its preparation it was

discussed, paragraph by paragraph, in

the Council of State, presided over by

Napoleon.

The Emperor encouraged the fullest

expression of opinion; and the record

of the deliberations, which has been

!". everywhere bears proof of

is sagacity and of the ability of the

men by whom he was surrounded.

He himself judged and decided, and

the result has been the construction of

a monument far more honorable and

durable than his fame as a conqueror,

acquired upon a hundred bloody fields.

This code is now the law of France, of

Belgium, of Greece, and of the Rhen
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ish provinces of Prussia. In Holland,

in Lombardy, and in Naples, though

it has been modified, it is still the basis

of their jurisprudence. Some of its

forms of procedure have been recently

adopted in Prussia, wherea commission

is now sitting charged with the duty

of preparing a uniform code for the

monarchy. The progress it has made

is the best proof of its intrinsic merit,

and of its adaptation to the existing

state of society in Europe. Its provi

sions are expressed in simple and in

telligible language, without that inter

minable multiplicity of words, that

never ending iteration of “ said” and

“aforesaid,” and of the kindred mem

bers of that family, which disfigure

our statutes, and overlay their mean

ing in a redundant phraseology. . Its

divisions follow each other in their

natural order, and such was the

original perfection of the work,

joined also to a desire to avoid that

great evil under which we suffer,

too much legislation, that very few

changes have been introduced. And

in the introduction of those which have

taken place, an excellent practice has

been adopted, not to amend the exist

ing law by a supplementary provision,

which often renders it extremely diffi

cult to determine whether a statute is

repealed in whole or in part; but to

strike out from the code the entire pa

ragraph, and to replace it by another,

bearing the same number, and con

taining the desired amendment, in

corporated with what remains of the

original provision.

France, for the purpose of justice

and police, is divided into eighty-six

departments, including the island of

Corsica. Each of these departments

is divided into arrondissements; the

arrondissements into communes, and

the communes into cantons. At the

head of each department is a high offi

cer, called a préfet, who administers

the executive functions under the Min

ister of the Interior; in each arrondisse

ment is a sous-préfet, in each canton a

justice of the peace, and in each com

mune a mayor. The justice of the

eace and the mayors are invested with

judicial and police authority.

At the head of the judicial organiza

tion of the kingdom is the Court of

Cassation, so called from the French

word casser, to break, because at its

institution it had power only to re

verse the judgments of inferior tri

bunes. This obvious defect of juris

diction was the more remarkable from

the course which cases submitted to

its decision might take, and in fact did

often take. If the Court of Cassation

judged that the decree of the Cour

Royale was erroneous, it annulled it,

and then ordered the cause to another

court for a rehearing. If on the second

trial a judgment similar to the first

was rendered, the affair was ended,

and the decisions of the two inferior

tribunals outweighed the decision of

the appellate court. The question of

law thus in contest was then laid be

fore the Minister of Justice, and by him

carried to the knowledge of the Cham

bers. Sometimes an act was passed

declaratory of the law, and sometimes

the uncertainty was suffered to remain

perplexing the tribunals, the parties,

and the bar. This state of things,

however, so incompatible with the

unity of the laws, was corrected by an

act of the legislature in 1837; and

now, if a judgment is reversed by the

Court of Cassation, it is still sent to

another Cour Royale for a rehearing;

but if this court agrees in opinion with

its co-ordinate court, the case is then

again carried before the appellate judi

cature, where a solemn session of all

the chambers is held, and the judg

ment rendered. If this judgment is

confirmatory of the first, the inferior

tribunals are then bound to conform

themselves to the decision. Why a

much more simple process is not adopt

ed to arrive at the result, than this ap

parently complicated procedure, I pro

fess my inability to explain. I do not,

however, belong to that class of ob

servers who dogmatically condemn all

they do not comprehend; and I am

disposed to believe there must be some

good reason for this seeming anomaly,

or the able men who conduct the le

gislative and judicial departments of

the French government would inter

pose a prompt remedy.

Next in dignity to the Court of Cas

sation, but out of the circle of the ordi

nary jurisdiction, is the “Court of Ac

counts.” It is an admirable institution,

and I find that public sentiment attri

butes to its constant surveillance much

of the economy, promptitude, and re

gularity, which prevail in the collec

tion and disbursement of the public

revenue of France. Those depreda
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tions, resulting from the defaults of

fiscal agents, which are so lamentably

frequent in our country, are almost un

known here. And I do not find in

the most vehement discussions of the

Chambers any intimations that ac

counts have been unjustly allowed by

the treasury officers, or the public

money diverted from the purposes

designated by law. If such events

were to happen, it would be the duty

of the Court of Accounts—and they

would no doubt rigorously fulfil it—to

expose and punish the malversation.

Its jurisdiction is divided into two

great branches. The first relates to

the collecting and disbursing agents of

the government. The terms of this

proposition sufficiently explain the na

ture of these functions. The second

embraces a branch of the public service

which unfortunately has no analogous

institution in our country or in England.

I say, in England, because if it had

existed, we should doubtless have

copied it; as we have been pretty close

imitators of the legal system of our

father-land. That spirit of innovation

and improvement, so prominent and

powerful in all the other great depart

ments of life, mental and material,

wholly fails us when we touch the

charmed circle of jurisprudence. The

French Court of Accounts supervises

the operations of the treasury officers

in the allowance and payment of claims

against the government. It examines

their accuracy, and compares them

with the acts of appropriation. Every

year all the operations of the treasury

for the preceding year are submitted to

this court; and it prepares a detailed

report, stating the result of its examina

tion of this great branch of service.

This report is laid before the Chambers,

at the commencement of their session.

In France, two legislative acts are ne

cessary in the progress and settlement

ofaccounts. The first makes the appro

priations, and the second, which is

passed upon the report of the Court of

Accounts, at the termination of the

operations of a given year, grants the

sanction of the legislature to the trea

sury proceedings. I am certain that

the institution of a similar tribunal in

the United States, with such modifica

tions as might be demanded by the

nature of our institutions, would pro

duce incalculable advantages to the

public treasury.

Next to these two sovereign tribu

nals, in the French judicial hierarchy,

are the “Cours Royales.” Of these

there are twenty-six, each of which

embraces several departments within

its jurisdiction. It is this class of

courts upon which devolves the adju

dication of far the greater portion of

the subjects of litigation arising in the

community. Its members also hold

Courts of Assizes, where persons “put

in accusation,” or, as we should say,

indicted, are tried.

Next come the courts of “Première

Instance,” of which there is one in

each arrondissement, resembling in

their general duties our county courts.

Besides these inferior tribunals,

there are courts of commerce, sitting

in the principal commercial places,
with special jurisdiction over al coin

mercial questions. The judges are

elected by the persons engaged in

trade. The number of these courts

is 219.

Last in order are the justices of the

peace. They have jurisdiction in civil

affairs to the amount of fifty francs,

without appeal; and, with the right of

appeal, to the amount of 100 #.

They have also summary power in

many cases of disputes, relating to

fields, fruits, grain, etc., changes of

landmarks, reciprocal complaints of

masters and servants, and other contro

versies of a similar nature.

In criminal cases, they can inflict a

fine not exceeding fifteen francs, and

imprisonment not extending beyond

five days. Each justice of the peace

has a greffier, or clerk.

The personnel, if I may so speak, of

the French courts is entirely different

in its composition from that of ours.

It is vastly more numerous, and each

court is divided into various chambers;

which, in fact, become separate tribu

nals, for all of them are simultaneously

engaged in the trial of causes assigned

to them, I believe, according to their

nature, whether civil or criminal. One

chamber of the Court of Cassation is

called the Chambre des Requêtes, and

its exclusive duty is to examine ques

tions of appeal, and to judge if there is

sufficient cause to send them to the

proper chamber for decision. If its

opinion is adverse to the appellant,

there is an end of the matter. If it is

favorable, the cause is then carried to

the appropriate chamber for final de
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cision. Appeals exist in civil and

criminal cases. In the former, the

parties are allowed three months to

take their appeal, and in the latter,

three days. Every person sentenced

to a capital or infamous punishment

has the right to carry his case before

the Court of Cassation. These cases

are promptly determined, so that there

is little delay, and that little is far

more than overbalanced by the secu

rity to the most precious rights which

the existence of this process ensures to

the community and the party. I have

often wondered, that we, who are so

jealous upon all other subjects of per

sonal liberty, and who have provided

such ample means for the re-examina

tion, by a supreme tribunal, of ques

tions—indeed almost the smallest ques

tions—affecting the value of property,

should have left persons accused of

crimes without any resource against

the errors of judges, engaged in the

pressing business of a session, and lia

ble, from the very circumstances of

their position, to decide hastily and,

of course, erroneously. I say without

resource, because the provisions which

exist upon this subject, where they

exist at all, are so hedged round with

difficulties, as greatly to diminish if

not to destroy their value.

In the Cours Royales there is a

chamber called the “Chambre d'Accu

sation,” whose functions bear some

analogy to those of our own grand

juries. It examines the charges, and

if these are deemed insufficient or in

sufficiently supported, the accused is

released from the prosecution—other

wise, the act of accusation or indict

ment is drawn up from the statements

of the witnesses, and then the cause

is referred for trial to the chamber to

which it appropriately belongs. The

investigations in criminal cases in the

French courts are far more searching

than in ours. The necessary facts are

collected and arranged with great

care, and the parquet, as the law

officers of the crown are technically

called, places itself in possession of all

the incidents which can serve to de

velop the affair. The antecedents of

the accused are carefully sought, and

the proof, moral and material, or, as

we should say, circumstantial and di

rect, are brought to bear with great

force upon the accusation. The presi

dent of the tribunal is always charged

with the duty of interrogating the pri

soner, and, to fulfil this task, he makes

himself perfectly acquainted with all

the facts, and comes to the trial fully

prepared to draw them out. These

eculiar attributes of the French

udges are of inestimable importance

in the prosecution of criminal affairs,

and they are performed with great

labor and study.

The following is the number of the

judicial officers of France, which I

have taken the trouble to extract from

the “Almanach Royal et National” for

1840, the Blue Book of the kingdom,

and also from the budget of the

“Garde des Scéaur” submitted to the

Chambers:

Judges ofthe Court of Cassation, - - 49

-- -- Accounts, - 102

Cours Royales, - 791

Tribunals of 1st Instance, 1678

-- Commerce, 909

Justices of the Peace, - - - 2745

-- --

-- --

-- -

Judicial officers in France, - . . 6274

Salaries in France are generally low.

In a comparatively few exceptional

cases, where the nature of the station,

either at home or abroad, leads to inev

itable expense, the allowances are

large. But otherwise they are quite

moderate, when the wealth and habits

of the country are taken into view.

I extract from the budget of the

“Garde des Scéaux,” or Minister of

Justice, the following exhibit of the

salaries of judicial officers. I put the

sums in francs, but I add also the

amount in dollars, not precisely, but

with sufficient exactness for all use

ful purposes ofcomparison:

COURT OF CASSATION.

Francs. Dolls.

The First President has 30,000 6,000

Three other Presidents, each 18,000 3,600

Each other Judge, 15,000 3,000

COURT OF ACCOUNTS.

First President, 25,000 5,000

Three other Presidents, each 15,000 3,000

Eighteen Judges, each 12,000 2,400

Eighteen other Judges, each 5,500 1,100

Sixty-two other Judges, each 2,400 480

COURS RoyALES.

27 First Presidents, average each 13,500 2,700

93 Presidents de Chambre,average each 4,380 87.6

The other Judges, average each 3,590 718

TRIBUNALS OF FIRST INSTANCE.

The Presidents, average 2,600 520

The Vice-Presidents, 3,000 600

The reason ofthis apparent anomaly

is, that the Vice-Presidents are much

fewer than the Presidents, and there

fore the increased allowance in some

of the larger cities makes the general

average greater. The great majority
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of the Presidents and Vice-Presidents

receive the same sum, to wit: 2.250 450

Judges, 2 000 400

The Judges of the tribunals of Commerce are

generally merchants, who perform their duties

gratuitously.

JUSTICES of THE PEACE.

At Paris the Justices of the Peace re

ceive 2,400 430

At Bordeaux, Lyons, and Marseilles, 1,600 320

At Lille, and four other cities, 1,200 240

At Amiens, and thirteen other cities, 1,000 200

And in all other parts of the kingdom, 800 160

I subjoin a few other salaries of civil

officers, that a general notion may be

formed of the system of remuneration

adopted by the French government.

The Ministers, or as we should say

the Secretaries of the Departments, are

ſº with houses, and these are

eated and lighted at the public ex

pense, and their salaries (with one ex

ception) are S0,000 fr., $16,000.

ut their expenses are great, as cus

tom imposes upon them the duty of

iving expensive dinner parties, and of

eeping their houses open one evening

in the week, more than half the year.

Paying officers in the Departments

receive the following salaries:—

Francs. Dolls.

First class, 10,000 2,000

jº -- 8,000 1,600third “ 7,000 1,400

Fourth “ 6,000 1,200

The Directors of the Custom Houses

(or in our alministrative nomencia

ture, Collector», ) in twenty-six of the

10,000 2,000

4,800 960

99 Snh Inspectors, each 3,000 600

165 Principal Clerks, each 1,600 s20

565 Accountable Receivers, each 1,450 290

95 Comptrollers, -- 3,000 600

816 Verificators, -- 2,200 440

711 Clerks, -- 1,500 300

In further illustration of the remark

I have made upon the low scale of offi

cial salaries in France, I subjoin also

the following statement of the rates of

pay in the army, the general accuracy

of which may be relied on, being de

rived from official sources:—

peace war On leave

ſooting. footing. of absence.

Field Marshal, $5,000 $14,000

Lieutenant General, 3,000 3,730 $1,520

Marechal de Camp, -

(Major General) : 2,000 2,500 1,014

1 NºraNºtry or the line ANto Licht tºwfantry.

Colonel in the Staff, 1,250 sanne. 623

Colonel of Artillery, 1,250 -- --

Colonel of Engineers, 1,250 -- --

Colonel, 1,000 -- 500

Lt.Colonel, 860 -- 430

Chefde Bataillon, (Major) 720 -- 360

surgeon, 480 -- 240

Assistant Surgeon, 290 -- 145

Captain of 1st Class, 4so -- 2 to

-- 2d “ 400 -- 200

Lieut. of 1st Class, 290 -- 145

-- 2d “ 260 -- 130.

Sous-Lieutenant, 240 -- 120

In addition to the above stated pay,

there are also in some cases allowances

for rent and furniture; but they are

very moderate, and, I suppose, in real
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ity do not defray the expenses they are

intended to meet,_a colonel receiving

but 950 francs ($192), and a captain

but 360 francs ($72), per annum for

rent; and the former 320 fr. ($64), and

the latter 180 fr. ($38), for furniture.

I believe the officers in all the cities of

France, except the officers of the staff,

lodge in hired quarters; rarely, if ever,

in the public casernes. They receive

no rations, nor any allowance for them

except during war. A colonel and

lieutenant-colonel are allowed forage

for two horses; and all other regimen

tal officers required to be mounted are

allowed for one. The horses must be

actually kept in the service. No pro

vision exists for servants, nor any com

pensation for them.

In all the above calculations, for the

sake of round numbers and facility, the

dollar has been assumed as worth five

francs. In exact truth it is worth about

six cents more, so that all the sums

here stated in dollars may be reduced

about one-fifteenth lower.

I had intended to place in juxtaposi

tion with this scale of compensation,

the rate which is paid in England for

similar services, but I have not time to

make the necessary researches, and

must therefore forego my object. The

salaries allowed, however, to some of

the principal functionaries in the Bri

tish metropolis are well known to be

enormous, and may be referred to not

unprofitably, as showing the tendency

to profuse expenditure which is the ne

cessary consequence of large revenues

and little responsibility. They will be

found to contrast significantly with the

olicy of the French government.

When is the day to arrive, when the

weary and heavy-laden masses of Eng

land, of whose oppressive burthens of

taxation these great aristocratic sala

ries constitute one of the chief items,

will arouse themselves to a full consci

ousness of their own mighty wrongs,

and to that energy of will and deter

mination alone necessary, to cast off

those burthens and redress those

wrongs?

In the Court of Cassation, and in

many cases in the Cours Royales, the

questions in litigation are referred to

one of the judges, who is there styled

the referendaire, and who is required

to make an elaborate written report,

embracing all the points in discussion,

and his views upon them; and this re

port is then discussed by the court, and
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adopted, modified, or rejected. And in

the execution of this duty, the reféren

daire, or where there is no reférendaire,

the president of the tribunal, is exposed

to a custom, formerly universal and

yet very prevalent; but which is so ir

reconcilable with our notions of judi

cial reserve, that we are involuntarily

induced to look with suspicion upon

the administration of justice where

magistrates are liable to such importu

nities. The parties are expected to

wait upon the judge, and to tender him

their compliments, and this visit is

called in technical language, “visite

de supplique,” or visit of supplication.

Justice has always been venal in the

East, and this plague-spot yet adheres

to its ermine wherever the Moslem has

planted his institutions. It assumes

the softened appearance of a free gift,

and vain are the hopes of the Giaour,

however just his cause, if the itching

palm of the Cadi does not feel this ju

dicial stimulant or corrective. Among

the western nations of Europe the

bribe became much earlier a present,

but both had so far disappeared before

the advancing opinions of the age, that

in England Bacon furnishes the last

example of an eminent judge who dis

honored himself and his profession by

this practice. In France, however,

presents to the magistrates made part

of the duty of suitors, and constituted,

I am told, the greater portion, if not

nearly all the compensation of these

officers. These contributions were

familiarly called, their epice, their spice,

and were universally paid by the suitors

down to the revolution of 1789; and

a very able French advocate, who was

driven to our country by the storms of

that period, and who afterwards re

turned to enjoy a high reputation for

learning and probity in his own—M.

De La G.--has assured me, that the

traditions upon this subject had not

altogether lost their force, even a few

years since. An instance passed with

in his own observation, and the judge

extricated the maladroit suitor from a

serious embarrassment, with equal

good sense and good feeling. Without

the knowledge of his Avocat, the

client had sent to the judge a basket of

game, with a note requesting his ac

ceptance of it. The magistrate direct

ed the note and the basket to the

Avocat, informing him it had been sent

by mistake to the wrong place, and

that it was intended by the donor as a

mark of satisfaction for the exertions

of his lawyer.

At present, bribery, whatever form

it can assume, is utterly unknown in

the French tribunals. The robes of

their members are spotless. But the

practice of intercession, or rather, of

complimenting the judge, still exists.

It is a mark of respect which is looked

for, and whose omission is considered

as violating the established rules of

professional etiquette. This want of

conventional propriety has, assuredly,

no other operation upon the issue of the

process, than any other mark of ill

breeding, though from the constitution

of human nature it may occasionally

excite feelings not reconcilable with

an impartial decision. The inconve

niences of this custom are felt and de

plored by many members of the bar

and the bench; and at least two of the

Cours Royales, those of Orléans and

Rouen, have abolished it within their

jurisdiction. It yet maintains, however,

its sway at Paris and in many other

parts of the kingdom; and as the pro

fession is everywhere somewhat tena

cious of established usages, it may be

difficult to effect its entire suppression.

And in proof of this difficulty I am

able to refer to a letter from an able

and estimable judge of the Court of Cas

sation, to whom I had applied for in

formation upon this subject. Among

other things, he says: “The visits of

the parties have no longer the obliga

tory character they possessed under the

parliament. We receive those who

think they have any useful information

to communicate upon their process.

This appears to us free from impropri

ety. But there are some tribunals who

have thought proper to interdict these

visits by special regulations. This is

an example which we (the Court of

Cassation) have neither wished to give

nor to follow.”

But I repeat, that this ancient cus

tom thus modified leaves untouched

the purity of the French judicial char

acter; and that it is obnoxious to cen

sure, only as it exposes the judges to

unseasonable, and, as we should say,

indelicate visits.

To show the practical nature of this

application, I annex a letter, which

was written by an American function

ary here to the president of a tribunal,

to which one of his'countrymen had

been compelled to appeal, in a case of

signal injustice, involving a question of
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the laws of nations. The letter was

prepared in the usual form by the avo

cat of the party, and was sent with the

official card of the writer. It will be

rceived that it is altogether a harm

ess epistle, and is in fact but a com

pliment of usage, like the formal ter

mination of a letter, or any other mark

of respect, which the forms of society

require :

“To M. de B–, President of the

Tribunal of the First Instance.

“M. le President,

“Certain articles and papers,

belonging to M. , have been de

tained at a certain house in Paris, and

he has commenced suit before you on

the subject.

“Permit me to ask of you, that this

affair may experience as little delay as

possible, and accept the assurances of

my high consideration.

(Signed) “— —.”

In the memoirs of the Marquise de

Créquy, that extraordinary woman,

who had the good fortune to be pre

sented to Louis XIV. and to Napoleon,

there is an interesting recital of an in

cident which in its day made much

noise in Europe, and where this pro

cess of supplication is prominently in

troduced. It was the trial of the

Comte de Horn for an atrocious mur

der. This man was related to many

of the most noble families of Germany

and France, and among others to that

of the Regent Duke of Orleans. The

miserable trash of that day—for it de

serves no milder epithet—which pre

scribed the privileges of the feudal

aristocracy, pronounced also what

should dishonor it. So far as disgrace

was the consequence of crime, and was

limited to the criminal himself, the

everlasting principles of true justice

and policy were faithfully observed.

But this was not enough for an age of

barbarous pride. The thirty-two quar

terings of the escutcheon, in the lan

guage of the heralds, must not be

soiled. The dishonor of a criminal

attached to all his kinsmen within

many degrees of propinquity: and to

render the prejudice ridiculous as well

as unjust, it was not the crime but the

punishment, which provoked the dis

grace. An assassination like that of

which Horn was guilty, instigated not

by sudden passion, nor even by ven

geance, but by rapacity, upon an octo

genarian Jew, if expiated upon the

scaffold, with the usual accompani

ments of prolonged torture, which be

longed to the code of that day, would

have entailed disgrace upon a crowd

of his noble relations; and they would

have found the entrance to the rich

and princely chapters, abbeys, and

bishoprics, both of France and Germa

ny, and many commanderies and orders,

even that of Malta, closed to them.

All these comfortable places of refuge

for the cadets of noble families requir

ed, as indispensable preliminaries to

their participation, that the applicant

should exhibit his proofs for four gen

erations. “Sir,” said the Prince de

Ligne to the Regent, “I have in my

genealogical tree four escutcheons of

Horn, and consequently I have four

ancestors of that house ! I must then

erase them; the result will be blanks,

and as it were blots in our family.”

The lively and garrulous old lady

then recounts the supplication of the

relatives of Horn, by which they hoped

to relax the severity of justice. “It

was decided that they should begin by

soliciting the magistrates, to whom

they stated the high rank, the illness,

the disposition, and the unfortunate

derangement of the Comte de Horn.

On the eve of his trial we went in a

body of relations, consisting of fifty

seven persons, into a long corridor of

the palace, which led to the room

where the trial was to take place, that

we might solicit the judges upon their

passage. It was a melancholy cere

mony, though every one entertained

great hopes, except Madame de Beau

fremont, who was gifted with second

sight, as it is called in Scotland. We

both felt painful misgivings, with a

dreadful heaviness of heart. I must

mention this custom of saluting the

judges as a strange ceremony. They

had waited in St. Louis’ Cabinet, that

they might all be assembled to receive

salutations, which they returned by

making each a low curtesy.”

Here, with a versatility significative

of the deep impression which ques

tions of costume and etiquette had

graven upon her mind, Madame de

Créquy suddenly forgets the melan

choly narrative which had absorbed

her attention, and, with equal solem

nity and naiveté, quits the professional

duties on which depended life and

death, to occupy herself with profes

sional robes and curtesies. “I must
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add, that custom has long decided on

lawyers saluting thus in their long

robes. It is the same with the Che

valiers de St. Esprit, when in their

long mantles, which always deter

mined parents of rank in my time to

make curtesying a part of the educa

tion of their sons, in hopes of their

attaining that distinction. Boys were

kept in petticoats as long as possible

—often until the age of thirteen or

fourteen. It subjected them to annoy

ance and persecution, but, until they

were dressed as men, they always Sa

luted by curtesying.” Oh! for the

dignity of human nature! If it is hu

miliating it is also instructive, and may

be profitable, to survey its absurdities.

Not a century has passed away since

vile stuff like this was an important

study in life, and since its slavish vota

ries were par earcellence the great ones

ofthe earth, and ruled by the divine right

of hereditary wisdom. We have follies

enough in our day, no doubt, which

our successors will be sufficiently acute

to discover and ready enough to ex

pose; but I trust, whatever else we do,

we shall eschew the contemptible non

sense which, till after the middle of the

eighteenth century, made much of the
wisdom of some of the European na

ticns, and was a powerful and proxi

mate cause of the mighty revolution

which swallowed up the Sybarite and

his traditions.

The effort, however, of the relations

of De Horn to save his life, and what

was called their honor, having failed

with the magistrates, they repaired in

another family procession to the Re

gent, to ask, first, that the criminal

should not be executed, and second,

if this favor could not be obtained,

that he should be nobly decapitated,

instead of being ignobly racked ; and

that thus the genealogical tree might

flourish unscathed. The Regent, to

his immortal honor, refused this appli

cation. And this act of vigorous just

ice is a redeeming trait in the sad

history of that able but dissolute

prince, whose public and private life

presents so much to condemn. Keep

ing in view the notions of the ancient

régime, one can scarcely conceive a

reater proof of magnanimity than he

urnished upon this occasion. He was

himself a relative of De Horn, through

his mother, a German Princess; and

the Prince de Ligne, the speaker of

the family council, urged this circum

stance upon his consideration, and

warned him of the heraldic dishonor

which awaited him. “I will share

the shame with you, gentlemen,” an

swered the Duke of Orleans, and bowed

the supplicators out of his cabinet,

The institution of the jury has been

transplanted into the French law, but

it has somewhat of the sickliness of an

exotic. It is, however, making its

way, and even now there is no fear of

its failure. Unanimity is not required

in its decisions. A simple majority of

one is sufficient for a verdict; but in

that case the court has a discretionary

power to accept or modify. Over that

number, the verdict is absolute.

The French judgments are all drawn

up by the judges themselves. There

is no established form, as in our courts,

which, while its observance is essential

to the validity of the proceedings, in

reality is utterly insignificant as to any

practical utility; which teaches nothing

and guards nothing, and yet if not fol

lowed “in literis,” all the preceding

investigations, both by the court and

jury, founded upon the statements and

proofs of the parties, are rejected; and

the final decision, instead of turning

upon the question of right, turns upon

some idle dispute about words or forms,

the relics of a monkish age, but still

preserved and worshipped with fatui

tous reverence. And this is gravely

called justice /

A brief abstract of the judgment

rendered yesterday by the Chamber of

Peers, in the prosecutions pending

there for treason, referred to in the

earlier part of this paper, will exhibit

the good sense of the French tribunals

upon this subject. And, by-the-bye, I

lament to see that the journalist Du

poty has been condemned to imprison

ment for five years.

I am disposed to speak with all the

deference which becomes a foreigner

upon the internal questions of a coun

try that he can never fully compre

hend; but it appears to me that this

act of judicial rigor is almost a folly,

and certainly a great error. Many will

consider it a great crime. Certainly,

agreeably to any general principles

recognised among us, this editor could

not be convicted of treason, which em

braces that class of acts that in France

is submitted to the Chamber of Peers

under the denomination of complots
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and attentats against the state. His

writings may have been seditious, and

in that case he was responsible to the

ordinary tribunals. But how publica

tions in a newspaper, condemnatory of

the proceedings of the government, but

without the slightest instigation to acts

of violence, and without even the pre

tence that the writer had any actual

participation in the atrocious attempt

at assassination, can connect him with

the explosion, and unite him in the

punishment, passes my comprehension

to discover. I regret the result the

more, as I am sincerely anxious for

the preservation of the existing state

of things in France, with such modifi

cations and meliorations as the com

munity ought to expect, and as a pru

dent government should grant. As to

resisting the march of opinion, it would

be as wise to attempt to stop the cur

rent of Niagara upon the brink of its

face. And well is it for the general

good, that there is this life-improving

principle in human societies. But in

these older countries of the world,

where the population is redundant and

the compression great, where there is

much misery and excessive poverty,

and where there are wild imaginations

to broach the most terrible theories,

and desperate men to execute them,

changes, to be salutary, though they

should be gradual, should yet be pro

gressive, not yielded when too late—

when the fountains of the great deep

are broken up, and the deluge is ap

proaching to submerge the moral

world.

The Court of Peers, in its arrét, pro

ceeds as follows:

The Court of Peers having seen the ac

cusation against the persons named, &c.

Having heard the witnesses for and

against the prosecution.

Having heard the réquisitoire of the

king's procureur general, which requisi

toire is thus conceived.

(Here follows this act, which names the

accused, states their crimes, and invokes

upon them, severally, the punishment

which they have incurred.)

Having heard the accused, by their avo

cats, (naming them in succession, parties

and counsel.)

Having called upon the accused agree

ably to article 13th of the code of criminal

instruction.

Having deliberated in its sittings of the

19, 20, &c., &c.

In what concerns the attentat;

Seeing that it results from the proceed

ings, that an attentat was committed, &c.

Seeing that Quenisset is convicted of

having committed the attentat, &c.

Seeing that Jean Baptiste Colombier,

&c., &c., are convicted of having rendered

themselves accomplices, &c., &c.

Seeing that it does not result from the

proceedings, that the charges against Lau

nois are sufficiently proved.

In what concerns the complot;

Seeing that a complot was concerted to

destroy the government, &c.

Seeing that this complot was concerted

in secret associations, where members

were bound together by oaths, &c., and di

rected by chiefs, &c.

Seeing that by article 60 of the penal

code those are accomplices of a crime who,

by artifices or machinations, provoke any

one to commit it, or who give instructions

to this effect, or who aid the author in his

projects.

Seeing that the 1st article of the law

of May 17, 1819, has comprehended in

the class of crimes, which render those

guilty of them accomplices, every provo

cation by writings whether written or

printed, and distributed and followed by

an act.

Seeing that this disposition makes part

of the penal code, according to the said

law, which orders that the preceding pro

visions of articles 102, &c., shall be abro

gated and replaced by this provision.

Seeing that the law of Oct. 8, 1830, has

not touched this subject.

Seeing that the law of Sept. 9, 1835, has

defined as attentats against the safety of

the state, all publications containing pro

vocation to the commission of crimes,

foreseen by articles 86 and 87 of the penal

code, &c.

Seeing that the crimes of attentat and

complot, of which the court has retained

jurisdiction by its arrêt of November 16,

present the characters of connection,

foreseen by article 227 of the code of

criminal instruction.

Seeing that François Quenisset dit

Papant, &c., &c., are convicted of having

participated in the said complot, in aiding

or assisting, with knowledge, the authors

of the crime in its commission, &c., or of

having provoked to it by machinations,

&c., or by writings, &c., and particularly

Dupoty by the publication of an article in

the journal, The Friend of the People, of

the 12th ofSept. last, commencing by these

words, “Monsieur le Maréchal Gerard,”

and terminating by these, “This is what

we consider necessary to recall to them;”

which publications have been followed by

an act.

In what touches

Auguste, Marie, Prioul, &c. Seeing
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that there does not result from the pro

ceedings any sufficient proof that they

have rendered themselves guilty, either as

principals or accessories, of the crimes of

complot or attentat.

Declares Auguste, Marie, Prioul, &c.,

acquitted of the accusation preferred

against them. Orders that the said, &c.,

be immediately set at liberty, if detained

for no other cause.

Declares Quenisset guilty of the crime

of attentat against the lives of their R. H.

the Dukes of Orleans, of Nemours, and of

d'Aumale, members of the royal family.

Declares Jean Baptiste Colombier,

&c., guilty, as accessories, of the said at

tentat; crime foreseen by articles 86, &c.,

of the penal code, thus conceived. (Here

follow four articles of the code bearing

upon this subject.)

Declares Quenisset, &c., &c., guilty of

the crime of complot against the safety of

the state, crime foreseen by articles 87,

&c., of the penal code, thus conceived.

(Here follow various articles relating to

the crime.)

Seeing that punishments ought to be

graduated agreeably to the nature and

the gravity of the participation of each of

the criminals in the crimes committed.

Seeing the articles 7, &c., of the penal

code, thus conceived. (Here follow a

number of articles prescribing various

punishments.)

Condemns Quenisset, &c., &c., to the

punishment of death.

Condemns Auguste, Petit, &c., &c., to

deportation, (and others to imprisonment

for longer or shorter terms.)

Orders conformably to the 87th article

of the penal code, that Antoine Boggio,

&c., &c., shall, after the expiration of

their punishment, be all their lives under

the surveillance of the high police.

Condemns Quenisset and all the rest

to the expenses, jointly, &c.

Orders that the present arrét shall be

diligently executed by the Procureur du

Roi, printed and published whenever ne

eessary, and that it be notified to the con

demned by the clerk of the court, (Greſ

fier.) Done and deliberated at Paris,

Thursday, 23 December, 1841, in the

Chamber of Council, where sit—(Here

follow the signatures of all the Peers.)

And so ends the first act of this sad

drama.

But I must shift the scene from grave

to gay, and conclude with telling the

story which first attracted my attention

to this subject, but which I had almost

lost sight of, led away by various col

lateral topics that presented them

selves from time to time. This judi

cial anecdote is at once characteristic

of the French courts and of Corsican

manners. It is altogether dramatic.

Few parts upon the stage were ever

better performed, than was the part of

Rigaldi. He is the true Italian, pious

and revengeful. Obeying with filial

reverence the injunctions of his father,

and coming from Corsica to Paris to

resent an indignity which that father,

now dead, had received half a century

before. And no doubt, after paying his

fine, having finished his pilgrimage, he

seeks his native country, to live the

pride of his friends, and the very beau

ideal of filial piety.

Rigaldi is a Corsican, whose dark

complexion, ferocious eyes, and im

mense black whiskers, give a most

sinister aspect to his appearance. He
declares himself, however, to be one

of the mildest of men, in fact a perfect

lamb ; but he is accused of having

tweaked the nose ofa peaceable inhabit

ant of the Marais. M. Bonjeu, the

unfortunate man whose nose was thus

maltreated, has entered a complaint

against the Corsican.

“Can you imagine,” gentlemen, said

he to the judges, “such an unheard-of

thing? I never in all the days of my life

had the honor ofseeing this gentleman,

and here, at our very first rencontre, he

ve me a blow on the nose. It is too

umiliating.”

Rigaldi.-Nor I either, I do not

know you, but what will astonish you

still more, is that I have come all the

way to Paris to see you.

Bonjeu.-What, to pull my nose?

Rigaldi.-Yes, signor.

Bonjeu.-Right in the street?

Rigaldi.-Yes, signor.

Bonjeu.-Without ever

known me?

Rigaldi.-Yes, signor.

Bonjeu.-This is too much I de

mand justice of the court.

The President.—Rigaldi, is it true

that you did not know the complain

ant?

Rigaldi.-Yes, it is very true.

The President.—Had you any cause

for complaint against M. Bonjeu ?

Rigaldi.-Personally none, my lord.

Bonjeu.-Personally or not, what is

that to me? It is most outrageous; why,

it is no longer safe to walk in the streets

of Paris. You meet a face which you

have never even seen, never known ;

you think you are going quietly on

having
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§. way—but you are quite mistaken.

he face stops before .." looks at you

between two eyes, asks you, are you

M. Bonjeu ?–Yes, I am.–You had a

father of the same name 2—Yes, to be

sure.—Your father went in 1786 to

Ajaccio 2–Yes, as a Parisian tailor—

Then you are really the son of the M.

Bonjeu, who lived in Ajaccio 2–Yes,

yes, yes, to be sure I am, what do you

want of me?—Not much, raise up your

head a little.—What for 2–Raise it up.

There that'll do—smack –and at the

same moment my nose was flattened

down by a hand blow. I screamed out,

and the passers-by all collected in a

crowd around me, asking what had

happened. What in the world is the

matter 2 Nothing, replies the face,

only Monsieur has received a slight

tweak of the nose. This is all very

agreeable certainly.

Rigaldi.-Yes, yes, my lord, this is

the true story; and now as I am quite

satisfied, I shall soon return to Cor

sica.

The President.—But why did you

insult a stranger in this way ?

Rigaldi.-I will tell you all about

it. One day last month being at

Ajaccio examining the papers of my

father, I found a little note sealed and

addressed, “Al figlio mio"—“to my

son.” “The 16th of April, 1786, I was

tweaked on the nose by my master, M.

Bonjeu, a tailor from Paris, to whom I

was apprenticed. M. Bonjeu left Ajac

cio before I could return it to him. My

son, you know what this means.” The

next morning I embarked for Mar

seilles. I took the post for Paris—went

immediately to the prefecture—where,

after making all possible researches, I

was told that M. Bonjeu was dead, but

that he had a son living. I then looked

for him, found him, and gave him back

the tweak I owed him, and now I am

going home.

M. Bonjeu was almost speechless

with indignation and wrath.

The court, not accustomed to the

manners ofCorsica, condemned Rigaldi,

as the price of his revenge, to 25 francs

amende, and to pay the costs.

EMILY PLATER, THE POLISH HEROINE."

ONE of the most remarkable and

beautiful characters of history is that

of the young Countess Plater of Po

land. Descended from an ancient and

honorable family, possessed of rank,

charms, wealth, intelligence, at an age

when the female heart is most open to

the blandishments of society, and sur

rounded by all that could gratify the

vanity or social ambition of an ardent

mind, she yet voluntarily subjected

herself to the hardships of war and

dangers of death, in the prosecution of

a lofty and disinterested purpose,_in

the defence of the liberties of her coun

try and the rights of man. -

Such a character cannot but excite a

curious interest. That one so young

should have been so bold—that a

female exposed to so many fascinating

influences should have courted a life of

hardship and suffering—that a noble

lady, gifted with the finest qualities of

the intellect and the noblest graces of

the heart, should adopt the apparel

of man, join the ranks of a rough and

rugged soldiery, and through the vicis

situdes of a disastrous contest, bear

herself with the energy of a veteran

warrior—animating the downcast by

her cheerful courage, and sustaining

the hopes of a nation when its hardiest

defenders had quailed—is a phenome

non that the world does not often wit

ness, and which our love for the heroic

compels us to dwell upon with equal

wonder and delight. We follow with

the eagerness of a tender sympathy her

novel, brilliant, and perilous career.

Emily Plater was born at Wilna, on

the 13th of November, 1806. Her

mother, the Countess Anna De Mohl,

a young heiress of rare accomplish

ments and fine character, on account of

Exile. New York, 1842.

* The Life of the Countess Emily Plater. Translated by J. K. Salomonski, a Polish
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some unfortunate differences, found her

self obliged to separate from her hus

band in 1815. She went to reside with

an elderly relative, Madame Lieberg,

a woman who devoted a large fortune

to projects ofjudicious benevolence, in

the province of Livonia. Respected b

her family, of which shewas the head,

the oracle of her neighbors, who saw in

her the benefactress of the district, a

mother to her tenantry whose children

she educated, she enjoyed an almost

universal esteem. In her society, and

cherished by her tenderness, the Count

ess gave her whole attention and time

to the instruction of her daughter, who

had now become her only solace. All

the circumstances of the place and po

sition of the girl, conspired to the pecu

liar formation of mind which her char

acter and career afterwards exhibited.

The domain of Madame Lieberg

lay in the midst of a picturesque and

majestic region. Her stately mansion

combined the solemn architecture of

the middle ages with the more grace

ful adornments of a modern palace.

It was situated on the brow of a hill,

near the banks of the beautiful Dzwina,

commanding on one side a lively pros

pect of meadows and streams, and on

the other the sombre shades of a vast

forest of black fir-trees. But the effect

of the contrast was rather mournful

than pleasing.

In this retreat, Emily received her

earliest impressions of nature and hu

manity. The quiet and monotonous

life of the castle, with the admoni

tions of its pious and affectionate in

mates, increased her disposition to

thoughtfulness, while the antique as

pect of the buildings and scenery

formed her to habits of masculine and

noble energy. From her first years,

she had manifested few of the tastes

of the young. The usual playthings

of children were thrown aside for the

higher pleasures that were to be found

in books, and in silent meditations un

der the open sky or in the depths of

the forest. Her favorite study was

history—and above all other histories

that of her native land—in the words

of enthusiastic patriotism of her bio

grapher, “the free, the faithful, the

generous Poland: that Poland so proud

of its freedom, and which was already

civilized when the rest of Europe was

scarcely removed from a state of bar

barism; which was free, when all

other nations were enslaved; the firm

barrier against the encroachments of

Islamism, and which was always brave,

and prepared to succor the oppressed,

even without hope of reward; a coun

try which fell at last a victim to the in

gratitude of its neighbors, of which

the one owed to her its existence, and

the other its preservation—a country,

in fine, which, even in its fall, has forced

from the rest of the world the mingled

feelings of admiration and regret.”

She loved to linger over the narratives

which told her of the long-sufferings

of Poland, ,and of the devotion and

heroism of her sons and daughters.

The bloody record of the massacres of

Praga filled her with a detestation of

the oppressors of her race; and the

same pages told her how much had

been done, and dared, and suffered, by

the virtuous, the tender, and the brave,

who had perished in the battles of

freedom. There she read how the

ancientSarmatian women accompanied

their husbands on horseback to the

chase or the fight. How the young and

gentle Princess Henwige, anxious for the

happiness of her people, and impatient

of the Hungarian yoke, placed herself

at the head of an army and drove her

enemies away. How Alexandra, the ac

complished daughter of Stephen Czar

niecki, when he left his peaceful home

to go against the Swedes, bitterly wept

that her tender age would not allow

her to share the glory and danger of her

father. . How the mother of Henry II.,

duke of Breslau, putting a sabre into

his hands, to be wielded against the

Tartars, added such words as these:–

“My son, if you wish that I should

not disown you, fly to the defence of

our dear country.” How the virtuous

Sobieska welcomed the return of her

sons from a foreign country with these:

—“I see you again with unspeakable

joy; but I would disown you as my

children, had you imitated the base

cowardice of those who deserted the

field of battle at Pilawce.” How the

resolute Chrianowska saved Trem

bowla, which her unworthy husband

would have surrendered to the besieg

ing Turks. How the Princess Radzi

will was always found by the side of

her brother, the Prince Charles, in the

thickest of the fight. How the Coun

tess of Kamieniec, when her nephew

Stanislas, after the infamous treason of

Sargowica, wrote her a.congratulatory
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letter, overwhelmed him with indig

nant rebukes of his ignominy and

shame. How the Duchess of Wurtem

berg separated from her husband be

cause he served with the enemies of

Poland, and could even afterwards dis

own her own son for the same cause;

and how hundreds of noble women

had aided to sustain the noble struggle

of Kosciusko for 9ational independence.

So many examples of woman's patriotic

devotedness and lofty heroism might

well kindle the enthusiasm of her wo

man's heart.

But that which made the deepest

impression upon her was the singular

history of Joan of Arc, the inspired

virgin of Domremi, who for a time

rescued France from the tyranny of

English arms. She dwelt on the ana

logy between France, under the English

oppression, and Poland groaning under

the Russian yoke. She made the life

of that unfortunate but immortal hero

ine a subject of constant study. She

procured all the books that related to

her career; her chamber was hung

round with plates representing its pro

minent incidents; and a similar ſame

became the object of her wishes by

day and of her dreams by night. She

strived to emulate the exercises by

which her prototype had been pre

pared for her exalted mission. Her

ordinary amusements consisted in rid

ing on horseback, shooting at a mark,

and every other feat that had a ten

dency to inure her to the dangers of

travel and the rigors of the seasons.

In the saloon, she was sad, for the

heartless etiquette and cold formalities

of society were irksome to her; but

mounted on a favorite steed, coursing

the fields, braving the tempests, and

facing dangers, the sprightliness and

energy of her character returned, and

her spirit seemed to rise as her perils

and difficulties increased.

An event in 1821 gave an additional

ardor to her patriotism. A beloved

cousin had taken part in the patriotic
associations of the students of Wilna,

and was condemned by the Emperor of

Russia to serve as a private in the Rus

sian armies. The ignominy and pain

which this disgraceful act of tyranny

brought upon the family, added a

still deeper resentment to the aversion

with which she had been taught to

regard the despotism of Alexander.

Her conduct, as described by her

WOL. IX.-NO. XLIX. 4

biographer, under circumstances in

which most women are said to betray

weakness, serves to show the lofty

spirit that actuated all her deportment.
The commanding general of the engi

neer corps of the Russian army, then

stationed at Dünabourg, near the resi

dence of Madame Lieberg, being a vis

itor in her family, was smitten with

the charms of Emily. He was a favor

ite, who stood high in the confidence

of the Emperor, and fondly imagined

that the heart of the maiden would be

struck by his high pretensions and ac

complishments. One day, being alone

with her, he resolved to avail himself of

the opportunity to urge his suit. Ad

vancing as if to throw himself at her

feet, he said, “Mademoiselle, I come to

offer you my hand.” He waited a

while for an answer, when he again

exclaimed, “I am come to offer you

my hand.”

“Sir, I refuse it,” was the laconic

º“But think of my rank, and the fa

vor I enjoy with the Emperor.”

“I am fully aware of the honor you

intend to bestow upon me—but”—

“Well—but”—

“The thing is impossible.”

“Impossible!” iterated the impa

tient and disappointed general. “Have

I been so unfortunate as to incur your

aversion ?”

“I do not hate you personally.”

“Is the disproportion of our ages an

objection ?”

“The husband should be always

older than the wife.”

“It is exactly what I think myself.

Perhaps your heart”—

“Is perfectly free.”

“You can never

choice.”

“I do not deny it.”

“Then nothing is in the way”—

“I am a daughter of Poland.”

And with this, the conference ended.

In the year 1829 her love of activity

and thirst of knowledge induced her

to accompany her mother on a visit to

Cracow and Warsaw. The objects

she met with on the journey, the thou

sand scenes that recalled the great

events of Polish history, the statues,

the pictures, and the buildings associ

ated with the names of patriots and

martyrs, but above all the traditions

which she took pains to hear from the

lips of the honest peasantry whom she

find a better
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met on the road, and whom she visited

in their cottages, contributed to swell

the tide of patriotic feeling that already

filled her soul. To tread the sacred

soil where repose the bones of Krakus,

the founder of Cracow, and which con

tain the ashes of Kosciusko, the valiant

and the good; to see the field of Raszyn

where the eight thousand raw recruits

of Poniatowski braved the forty thou

sand minions of imperial Austria; to

touch the relics of Ladislas, and Koper

nik and Hedwige; to kiss the sword of

Batory or the baton of Czarnecki; and

to kneel in worship in the vault where,

silently inurned, lay the mortal remains

ofnoble spirits who had long since ceas

ed from their struggles in the cause of

freedom, to join their kindred spirits on

high, all this was indeed a pure and

unspeakable joy to the excited mind of

our heroine.

An incident is related as having oc

curred during her visit to Cracow, the

bearing of which on the tendencies

already so strongly fixed in her mind

may be readily imagined:

“In her visits to the spacious halls of the

Piaskowa Skala, a painting representing

a beautiful black-eyed young nun, with a

sword in her hand, attracted her particu

lar attention, and excited her curiosity;

she sought an explanation, which the

keeper of the castle afforded. He said it

was the portrait of a lady of the Wielo

polski family, who lived a great many

years since, and who, imbued from infancy

with the spirit of chivalry, disguised her

self in man’s attire and joined the army

against the foes of her country. She be

came celebrated for her bravery and heroic

achievements, but no one ever suspected

that the valiant arm, which so skilfully

wielded the sword, was by nature destined

to handle only the distaff. Mere chance

did unravel the mystery. The heroine

cast off her military trappings, and desir

ous of shunning a world which could not

forgive her so glaring a departure from its

received customs, sought the seclusion of

a cloister. But habituated as she was to

the fatigues of the camp, she could not

endure the monotonous tranquillity of a

contemplative life, and she soon after died.

But, as a memorial of her bold adventure,

she was buried with her arms, and with

them also did the painter represent her.

These incidents threw Emily into a deep

meditation, and we may well say that the

keeper’s narrative had a decided influence

on her subsequent life; and under the tent

as well as on the field of battle the image

of the nun of Piaskowa Skala was ever

present to her mind. She often made it

the subject of her conversation, and that

painting remained indelibly impressed on

her memory. Much to her regret, she

could not learn from the keeper either the

name of the war in which she served, or

the time of her death.”

The brilliant scene; of the capital
had no charms for her. Warsaw, we

read, with all its pomp, its palaces and

theatres, could not satisfy a soul in

which strong emotions had become a

passion. She seemed actually wrapt

in the past, and in it she thought to

descry a pledge for the future. All

the amusements of the capital, on the

ve as it were of her country's free

om, she regarded as actually criminal;

and if at any time she was allured by

the hilarity and pleasures of the day, a

Russian presence would soon dissipate

the delusion, and she would at once re

lapse into her habitual melancholy.

From this tour she returned to Lith

uania, “more a Pole than ever,” with

her purpose concentrated and strength

ened, and her character expanded to a

more masculine cast; though at the

same time a melancholy sadness took

possession of her mind, and developed,

in her that pensive yet fascinating

grace, which never afterwards deserted

her. The religious principles which

had been early instilled by her mother,

took a deeper root in her being. She

avoided the companionship of her

ounger friends; she joined no more

in thejoyous dance; but in the solitude

of her chamber or the fields, meditated

plans for the future liberty of Poland.

Her mother dying about the same time

—a mother whose every wish she had

sought to anticipate, whose death-bed

she attended with affectionate tender

ness, and whose grave she daily sprink

led with flowers, and wet with her

tears—left her heart no object for its

sympathies but the welfare of her un

happy country. It is true, that she

sought a reconciliation with her fa

ther, to whose service she had been

accustomed to appropriate a large

share of her income; but finding all her

advances repelled, there was no duty

to interfere with her entire devotion of

her whole soul and her whole life to

her country.

Though possessing all the sensibility

of her sex, yet the emotion of love she
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mever knew ; though her affections

were very warm and devoted for the

few individuals who could awaken

her friendship. For these she was ever

ready to give proofs of her attachment,

even at the risk of incurring the cen

sure of public opinion; which, by the

way, as we are told, she little cared for,

the only guide she ever followed being

her own conscience. “Although she

believed her heart incapable of love,”

is the language of her cousin and earli

est friend, Mademoiselle D , “yet

her conduct was regulated by an in

stinctive prudence, which would ne

ver allow her to forget her duty. Had

she ever married, no view to ambition,

neither birth nor fortune, would have

in the least determined her choice.

The disinterested inclination ofher own

heart would have been her only guide,

and she would have loved with the

deepest passion.” But, as she after

wards adds, it was reserved for “the

most glorious event of our time” to de

velope “all the energy of a character

which no domestic felicity could ever

have satisfied.”

She never dreamed of marriage, says

her biographer—an intimate friend of

the subject of his memoir. “Poland,

with whom she had identified herself,

was the sole object of her thoughts.

Her only ambition was to devote her

self to the service of her unhappy and

oppressed country. She would never

have consented to destroy, by her mar

riage, this splendid image of her imagi

nation; in fact, she felt that the quiet

felicity of domestic life could never be

her lot, and could never satisfy the ar

dor of her soul.”

Her personal appearance is thus de

scribed:

“Emily, without being perfect in beau

ty, was nevertheless well calculated to in

spire sentiments of deep attachment; es

pecially in a man who can value the quali

ties of the soul and mind, more than those

of the body. She was of middle size,

well shaped, of a rather pale complexion;

her face was round, with a small mouth

now and then adorned with a sweet smile;

she possessed a clear, sweet voice, which

reached to the heart ; and large blue

eyes, whose brightness was softened by a

melancholy expression. There was no

thing very striking in her person at first

sight, but, on acquaintance, one would

discover new charms in her almost every

day.”

It was the insurrection of 1830 that

first opened to her the path of glory

which she had so long in silence panted

to pursue. Her mental sufferings hav

ing impaired her health, she had re

tired to Libau, on the coast of the Bal

tic, for the advantages of sea-bathing.

There she first learned the stirring

events which had been enacted in the

streets of Paris, during the three days

of July ; there she first heard of the

revolution which immediately follow

ed in Belgium; and there she first be

gan to manifest publicly that deep in

terest in the politics of Poland, which

in privacy had grown into so deep and

strong a passion. From that period

her domestic life may be said to be at

an end. Her mild and gentle bearing,

her courtesy and her benevolence, had

made for her, in the depths of her re

tirement, many warm and sincere

friends; but she was now to win the

affections of a whole nation, and the

admiration of the world, by sterner

qualities, and in a wider and higher

sphere of action.

When the news of the insurrection

at Warsaw, on the 29th November,

spread like a fire over Poland and Li

thuania, Emily joined with vehemence

in the revolutionary schemes of her

countrymen. The influence which her

wealth, her rank, and her virtues, gave

her, over neighbors that both loved and

respected her, she instantly employed

in advancing the common cause. She

set to work with the skill, sagacity and

courage of a disciplined leader. As

soon as matters were ripe for action in

Lithuania, (to which, throughout the

country surrounding her own vicinity,

she had contributed more actively than

any other individual), she applied to

the directing committee at Wilna, to

concert measures and take instructions

for her future conduct. But they re

ceived the overtures of a woman with

coldness, and distrust of her capacity

and fitness for such enterprise; but no

thing daunted by their repulse, she im

mediately conceived the plan of execut

ing a daring enterprise for herself.

On the 29th of March, she parted with

her golden tresses; she assumed the

attire of a man, armed herself with

pistols and dirks, and, followed by two

oung men, her cousins, to whom she

}. communicated her designs, she

repaired to the village of Dousiaty, to

arouse the inhabitants to a grand sally
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against the Russian fortress of Düna

bourg. It was Sunday when she en

tered the place: a large concourse had

been attracted to the church; these

were immediately summoned to the

public square, where the national stand

ard was unrolled. She arose in the

midst of the multitude, and, after a

spirited harangue,she cried,“Oh people,

it is time to run to the aid of our breth

ren who are fighting upon the shores

of the Vistula . We must break the

chains which crush us—we must be

free—we must fight! God wills it!”

The crowd responded with shouts, they

ran hither and thither to furnish them

selves with scythes, pikes, and fowling

pieces; ammunition was distributed,

volunteers flocked in from the country,

and before night-fall a body of deter

mined troops were ready to march at

her bidding into the jaws of death,

The next day they set out upon their

march. The whole force consisted of

eighty chasseurs or light cavalry, sixty

cavaliers or mounted gentlemen, and

several hundredfaucheurs, men armed

with scythes. As they moved along,

the population hearing their objects,

joined to swell their numbers. But the

Russians were apprised of their move

ment, and senta detachment of infantry

to intercept them at Ucinia. These

were mowed down by the resolute lit

tle troop like so many rushes. . They

then pushed their way to the fortress

of Dünabourg. The commander of

that fortress, however, trusting in his

strength, sent out two more companies

to arrest their march. Emily and her

gallant soldiers did not wish to avoid

the encounter. ... At the break of day, on

the 4th of April, the two parties met.

The Poles rushed to the contest un

der the guidance of their fair younghe

roine; they plied their scythes and pikes

with the coolness of men who were

threshing grain ; and in a short while,

the Russians were again completely

routed. These successes animated

Emily to a vigorous attack upon the

main encampment. But here the for

tune which had attended her previous

battles failed. The Russians were far

superior in discipline and numbers, and,

possessed ofartillery and the more effi

cient species of fire-arms, after a despe

rate rally, dispersed her little army.

She lamented her defeat, but did not

retire ingloriously from the career

which she had so gloriously com

menced. Gathering the shattered re

mains of her corps, she united them to

the command of her cousin, Count

Plater, quitted the neighborhood where

she then was, and attended only by a

single follower, a woman, too, Made

moiselle Pruzzynska, hastened to join

the insurgents under the guidance of Za

luski. She found that brave man en

camped near Smilgi, in the district of

Upita. Her reception with some of

the troops, those, who had been made

acquainted with the boldness of her

plans and the promptness of their ex

ecution, was enthusiastic in the ex

treme; but there were others who de

murred to the right of a woman to

share their councils and dangers.

“You are a woman,” said the latter to

her, willing to put their objections in

the mildest form, “and cannot endure

the fatigue of a camp. We do not

question your talents or your intrepid

ity, but how can one so delicate and

slender bear the constant hardships of

marches and battles, nights passed

without sleep, and days without rest

and without food?” To this, she mod

estly replied, “I know that my body is

weak, but my spirit is strong; nor can

I forego the curiosity to witness your

courage and success, or the desire to

dress the wounds received in a glorious

cause, on the very spot on which they

may be inflicted.” Struck with her

whole bearing and conversation, she

was shortly admitted to the ranks of

the free chasseurs of Wilkomir. This

corps, composed of many of the princi

pal citizens, who had already given

signal proofs of their valor, was proud

to enroll her among the number of their

recruits, and instantly set about prepar

ing a military fete in honor of the

event. In the midst of their rejoicings

a sudden firing announced the approach

of the enemy. A force of two regi

ments of cavalry, and one brigade of

infantry, fell with violence upon the

insurgents, whowere just resting from

the fatigues of a long march. “These

gentlemen,” said the commander-in

chief, “are very impolite to break in

upon our fête in this abrupt way.”

“No,” answered Emily, “they only

come to grace it; to give me an oppor

tunity to show myselfworthy of being

your companion in arms.” In a few

minutes the battle raged on both sides.

At the outset the Russians were re

pulsed with great loss. Recovering
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their energy, they made a second at

tempt, and were again driven back in

confusion. But when victory appeared

to be about to crown the Polish arms,

it was discovered that the chasseurs

had completely exhausted their car

tridges. A panic seized upon the troops

who before had fought with so much

animation, throwing them into disor

der, and compelling the officers to order

a retreat. The Russians pursued and

cut down all they met. During the

whole battle, Emily had been in the

front line, passing from rank to rank,

braving the severest fire, but cheering

her countrymen by her presence and

words. When the retreat was sound

ed, she found herself in a perilous po

sition. Her friends were flying on

every side, and the Russians, driving

furiously upon the fugitives, seemed to

have cut off every mode of escape.

Several guns were discharged at her,

without effect. Her fortitude did not

forsake her; but, perceiving an oppor

tunity to make a desperate flight, she

spurred her horse for the effort, and

finally succeeded in getting out of the

reach of the enemy. She concealed

herself in a wood; and towards evening,

crawling to the hut of a forester not

five hundred yards from the Russian

camp, persuaded him to furnish her

with a secure lodging for the night.

Early the next morning, feeling a little

recovered, she departed to join the rem

nant of Zaluski's followers, on the

banks of the Doubissa ; with whom

she shared the adventures of the gue

rilla warfare which it was the system

of the Lithuanian insurrection to main

tain, to harass the Russians and keep

them engaged, so as to weaken the

forces they could send to the main seat

of war in Poland. From there, she

passed to the corps of Constantine Parc

zewski, then lying about six leagues

from Wilna, upon which they were

|..."; to make an attack. It was

ere that she was joined by another

female, whose history and fate were

similar to her own. This was Mary

Raszanowicz, a young girl in the

twentieth year of her age, blooming in

appearance, frank and gentle in her

disposition, and lively in her manners.

The identity of sex and feeling soon

united her in the closest bonds of

friendship with Emily. From the day

of their § meeting, they became in

separable, solemnly pledging to each

other to fight side by side, in the cause

oftheir afflicted country—and they kept

their faith, until one was called away

by death. Together they entered Li

thuania with the troops, and together

suffered the disasters of the terrible de

feat at Kowno. Emily had been raised

to the rank of captain, and took an ac

tive part in all the operations of the

stirring events about her, though unfor

tunately the effect of her unresting ex

ertions and exposures began at last to

make serious inroads on her health.

“In the rank of captain, which the com

mander-in-chief had conferred on her,

Emily saw but the means of being useful

to her country; she therefore applied her

self to the study of military tactics, and

patiently bore the heat of a burning day

in June, as well as the chill of nights. She

was a model to her men, and the object of

their admiration. She seemed endowed

with supernatural strength, when all in

her was the effect of energy and firm re

solve: her frail and delicate health was

greatly impaired. Unfortunate woman :

thrown as she was into the midst of dan

gers and fatigues, she, whom nature had

destined for the luxury of the boudoir, to

tally unmindful, as she was, of the com

forts of life, she soon experienced the dire

effects of her military life upon her deli

cate constitution. But she was never

heard to utter a single word of dissatisfac

tion, or the least murmur of complaint.

She was resolved to abide by all the con

sequences of the war. She ever kept her

self actively employed, and worked as

hard as if it had been her inevitable desti

ny. The first company, the men of which

being just arrived, were yet in the fresh

ness of their ardor and patriotism, soon

became the choice company of the regi

ment.”

The following is the account of her

participation in the disaster of Kowno,
in which Colonel Kiekiernicki, thecom

mander of the place, sacrificed the

regiment under his command by an

act of imprudence ill-atoned for by the

personal gallantry which he afterwards

exhibited on the field:

“The enemy, once in possession of the

bridge, crossed the river without meeting

an obstacle, and rushed at once on the

weak columns of the Poles, which they

overcame without difficulty. Overwhelm

ed by numbers and by the artillery, the

25th of the line began to give way; now

the ranks are all disordered, the confusion
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increases, cartridges are exhausted, and

our men, deprived of all the means of re

sistance, either allow themselves to be

butchered by the Russians or seek safety

in flight.

“Stationed on the right of the line, Emi

ly Plater maintained her position with her

company; she received the charge of the

Russians with unflinching firmness; but

as the artillery thinned her ranks more and

more, she was at last forced to retreat.

This intrepid heroine gave not up until

the last, and she made the enemy pay

dearly for every inch of ground they

gained upon her; they fought almost hand

to hand.

“Her regiment was nearly all shot

down, hardly one-third of it remaining;

and although surrounded by the Russians

on all sides, yet she continued to fight;

but it is no longer for victory nor to

break through the battalions of Cossacks

that she rushed into the midst of them, in

defiance of a thousand deaths; it is to

avoid falling alive into the hands of the

Russians; she wished to leave them

mothing but her dead body.

“Kiekiernicki, the first cause of this

bloody slaughter, being closely pursued by

the Russians, arrived at the place where

our heroine had been so long holding out

in such an unequal contest. As soon as

he perceived her, he cleared his way to

her through the ranks of the enemy, and

offering her his horse, entreats her to save

a life so precious to the army, and at least

spare him the grief of her death. She re

fused him, but seemed uncertain how to

decide for herself. Overcome, at length,

by the entreaties of the colonel, and the

solicitations of her men, who had formed

a fence around her with their own bodies,

she retired. It was quite time she did so;

her strength being so exhausted as to ren

der her unable to stand any longer; her

sword fell from her grasp, she could no

longer offer any resistance. But, at last,

making a final effort, she gathered her re

maining strength, and rushing with ashout

into the midst of the Cossacks, she cuts

and thrusts, and at length succeeds in

opening for herself a path through them,

which she covers with their bodies.”

The Lithuanian campaign failed en

tirely, owing chiefly to the jealousies of

the two generals, Gielgud and Chla

powski, and the perhaps equal incom

petency of both. After it became mani

festly impossible to make head any

longer in that province against the

overpowering forces of the Russians,

it was resolved to divide into three

bodies the remains of the little patriot

army, as gallant in the matériel of its

troops as it was ill-officered in its su

º chiefs, with a view to make the

est of their way across the Niemen

into Poland, threre to take part in the

last great struggle, for which the war

was now concentrating upon the capi

tal, Warsaw. The command of each

of these three corps was given to the

Generals Chlapowski, Rohland, and

Dembinski, respectively. The great

est number—among whom was our

young heroine—attached themselves to

the command of Chlapowski; under

whose guidance they felt confident of

effecting a successful return intoPoland,

where all hoped to clear themselves of

the disgrace with which Gielgud had

covered the whole army. For this ob

ject they were ready to make any sacri

fice; the burning of the baggage ex

cited but a slight murmur; and in the

anticipation of rejoining the standards

of their brethren under the walls of

Warsaw, they cheerfully endured their

continual marches and want of food

and rest. What was their astonish

ment when, after forced marches for

two days and nights, they found them

selves led by their commander to the

Prussian frontier, where, halting, they

were for the first time informed that

their general regarded it as impracti

cable to reach Poland in safety, and

that he thought it his duty to take ad

vantage of the only chance of safety

remaining—namely, the protection of

Prussia!

Brought to this point, the army found

itself cut off from all other possible re

source; and, bitter as was the morti

fication, the neutrality of Prussia hav

ing been little better than nominal, the

greatest part of them were compelled

to follow their unworthy leader into the

Prussian territory, where they of

course had immediately to lay down

their arms. Not so Emily.

When the report first reached her of

the destination to which they were

about to be led, she refused to believe

it, and hastened to Chlapowski him

self, to ascertain the truth. At his first

words she resigned all hope; but then,

in the words of her biographer,

“A sublime scene took place in Chla

powski’s tent. A female, weak and timid,

though strong in patriotism, and as full of

hatred for the Russians as she was ofcon

tempt for cowards and traitors, dared to

face him and reproach him with his base,

ignominious conduct.
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“‘You have betrayed the confidence

reposed in you,” said she to him; “ you

have betrayed the cause of freedom and

of our country, as well as of honor. As

for myself, I will not follow your steps

into a foreign country to expose my shame

to strangers. Some blood yet remains in

my veins, and I have still left an arm to

raise the sword against the enemy. I

have a proud heart, too, which never will

submit to the ignominy of treason. Go to

Prussia Your representation of our

situation does not afiright me. I prefer a

thousand deaths to dishonor, and I fear

not to encounter them while forcing my

way through the Russian battalions, in

order to go and offer to my country this

sword, which I have already raised in her

defence, and the sacrifice of my life, if

necessary.’”

The same evening she left the army,

determined to make her own way, at

least, back into Poland. She was ac

companied by her inseparable friend,

the young Mary Raszanowicz, and her

cousin, Count Caesar Plater, who wish

ed to share the dangers as well as the

glory of the noble girl. On the follow

ing day Chlapowski surrendered his

sword and army to the Prussian au

thorities, who, says our author, “were

astonished to see a Pole lay down his

arms.”

The rest of the story of our young

heroine we leave for her biographer to

tell:

“Ten days after this event, three per

sons might be seen reclining upon a knoll,

surrounded by a marsh and the thick

forests of Augustin. They are clad in the

common dress of the peasants of the coun

try. They have on coarse linen frocks,

and their feet are covered with sandals of

bark. But their noble and delicate fea

tures betray their real station; and those

arms, carefully concealed under their gar

ments, show that they belong to the re

mains of the Lithuanian army, which

the Russians are everywhere in pursuit

of. They seem to be impatiently and

anxiously waiting for some one, although

a profound silence prevails among them,

and they are startled at the least noise.

“‘Cover your arms, Emily,” says one of

them in a low voice, ‘the air is damp and

we have but little powder.” These are

the only words which are uttered during

a long and fruitless expectation of three

or four hours.

“The sun was beginning to decline, the

woods re-echoed the lowings of the flocks,

which were leaving their pasture, and the

plaintive and monotonous song of the

herdsman, who was leading them back to

the village. The evening was dark and

cloudy; very soon, a cold, fine rain set in;

the young people wrapped themselves up

as well as they were able in their misera

ble frocks, but they did not dare to leave

their retreats in order to go to seek shelter

in some cottage.

“‘How slow in returning !” said the

youngest of the three, smiling.

“‘Have no fear, Mary,’ was the reply,

“our guide is a Samogitian, and the faith

of the Samogitians has been well proved.

Some obstacle, without doubt, has detained

him beyond the appointed hour, but he

will soon return, and I hope we shall re

sume our journey to-night.”

“‘That is if he brings us something to

eat,” said Mary; “for it is now twenty

four hours since we partook of food, and I

feel that I have great need of refresh

ment.”

“‘Have courage, ladies,” said Caesar

Plater, smiling, “and our misfortunes will

soon be ended. Our journey, as you well

know, has been thus far difficult and dis

agreeable, but the most difficult part of it

has been accomplished. Thank God and

the brave peasants of Samogitia, we have

passed the Niemen, that barrier which

separated us from Poland, and in a few

days, I hope, we shall be in Warsaw.”

“‘A few days yet,” repeated Emily,

casting a look of the deepest sadness upon

her limbs, which were bruised and torn by

a long journey through marshes and dense

forests, and which seemed to refuse to

bear her further. The train of sorrowful

thoughts which was passing through her

mind was interrupted by a sharp and pro

longed whistle, and a peasant, about sixty

years of age, but still fresh and vigorous,

was seen approaching.

“‘God be thanked, my children,” said

he to them, ‘ I am somewhat late, but it has

been impossible for me to arrive sooner.

These Russian dogs seized me, as I was

coming out of the wood, and I have passed

a very bad quarter of an hour in the hands

of these brigands. They were a long time

searching me and asking me questions.

Fortunately, I belong to the country, and

am well known, thank God . So the

whole village confirmed my statement,

when I told them that I was going to the

neighboring village to see my father-in

law, Martin the blacksmith. At last they

let me go, and I came off with only a few

blows, which God, in his own good time,

will, without doubt, return to them.”

“‘The infamous villains !’ cried Mary.

“‘In the meanwhile I have brought you

something to eat, and I am very sure you

must have great need of it;’ and at the
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same time, he drew from his wallet a black

loaf, half bran, a piece of cheese, hard as

a stone, and a small bottle of brandy. “All

this is not worth much ; but it will never

theless serve to appease hunger in some

degree. God knows I feared to take any

thing more, for fear of exciting the suspi

cion of these Russians.”

“‘This is better than nothing,” said

Mary, gaily, and she began to eat with

apparent appetite.

“‘What news, old man º' asked Count

Plater. “Can we soon renew our march 2’

“‘Impossible yet, my good sir; the

country is full of Russians, who are in pur

suit of our brave Pouschet. We must wait

until this rabble quits the country, or at

least until sleep closes their eyes, so that

you may pass, with safety, through these

files of Cossacks. In the mean while,

take some rest ; sleep, and I will awaken

you when it will be safe for you to com

mence your journey.”

“Emily took but little nourishment.

For several days a burning fever had con

sumed her. The blood boiled in her veins,

and her hot breath had rendered her lips

parched. Her heavy head fell back upon

her shoulders, and she felt within her the

germ of a malady which she knew would

not permit her to pursue her projects, and

witness the accomplishment of her beau

tiful dreams. She concealed, in the mean

while, her frightful condition from the un

fortunate companions of her journey, and

passed whole nights in prayer to God that

he would grant her, at least, one thing;

that she might behold Warsaw—might

see the Polish standard, and then die.

Long before daylight the old man called

up our pilgrims, and told them it was time

to set out. He enjoined on them the

most profound silence, and recommended

the utmost precaution until they should

have passed the Russian camp, along

which they had to pass.

“The young people followed their guide

in deep silence, hardly venturing to

breathe. Thanks to their precautions and

the darkness of the night, they succeeded

in winding round the camp without alarm

ing the sentinels, whose calls they distinct

ly heard. Although she felt her illness

increase continually, Emily kept up her

march, repressing with the greatest care

all expression of pain. Fever was con

suming her, but still, notwithstanding her

lacerated feet, she still continued to ad

vance. The strength of the spirit exceed

ed that of the body. Patriotism, alone,

helped to sustain her, but at last she was

obliged to give up. All at once, her sight

became dim, her limbs refused to per

form their office longer, and she at length
fainted.

“‘ Great God!’ ejaculated the old man.

‘Take up your brother, my children, and

carry him where I will show you; the

Russians will not seek him there.”

“Mary Raszanowicz and the Count

Plater took Emily in their arms, and in

about a quarter of an hour the mournful

train stopped before the door of a misera

ble-looking hut. It was that of the for-.

ester.

“During this unhappy war it was not a

rare sight to see insurgents pursued by the

Russians, or indeed citizens flying before

persecution, soliciting shelter from the

peasants, which was always most eagerly

granted.

“The arrival, therefore, ofthese four per

sons did not astonish the peaceable inhabit

ants of this poor cottage. The old man

entered first, exchanged a few words in

Samogitian with the forester and his wife,

who instantly arose to furnish aid to the

sick one. They placed the cold and pal

lid body of Emily upon a bed and covered

it up warmly, and sought to recall it to

life, for she had not yet recovered her

sensibility. It was a body in which death

and life were sustaining a fierce struggle

for the mastery.

“‘Blessed Jesus !” exclaimed the for

ester’s wife, as she was bathing Emily’s

temples with brandy; ‘so young and al

ready so unfortunate! Poor child, he has .

suffered much.”

“‘ May the curse of heaven fall upon

the Tzar,” answered the peasants.

“All at once, the woman raised a shriek,

which neither Caesar nor Mary understood

thereason of.-In her effort to re-animate

Emily she had discovered her sex, and the

idea immediately occurred to her, that this

person could be no other than the Coun

tess Emily Plater, whose exploits she had

often heard praised. Admiration and as

tonishment rendered her, sor a moment,

mute and motionless.

“She stared in mute contemplation upon

the thin and pale face of the dying Emily.

She took her husband aside, and commu

nicated to him the curious discovery

which she had made, but which she would

not make known to any other individual

so long as Emily lived.

“They had relinquished all hope of

restoring her, when a sudden and convul

sive chill pervaded her frame. She then

opened her eyes, and perceiving herselfin

a hut, surrounded by her fellow-travellers,

her fainting-fit in the forest came to her

recollection, and pressing the hand of her

cousin, she said to him, not without effort:

“‘My strength is failing me; I feel

that death is not far distant. Continue

your journey.—May you reach Warsaw

in safety;-you may be able to render,
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there, some service to our country. As

for me, my career is ended. Grieve no

more for poor Emily, she well knows how

to die.’”

Notwithstanding the low point to

which she was reduced, the native

strength of her constitution began to

recover. She was placed by her cousin

under the care of the proprietor of the

village, and supplied with medical care

and every other provision in his power

to make for her safety, while he him

self hastened on to Warsaw, where

he performed the duty of a gallant

patriot in the front ranks of the terrible

struggle which the walls of that ill

fated city witnessed. Count Caesar

Plater is now living in exile, in Paris.

Emily, meanwhile, was slowly con

valescing in her impatient retirement,

where she was secreted under the

name of Mademoiselle Korawinska,

still attended by her faithful friend and

companion-in-arms, Mary Raszano

wicz. The disasters that resulted in

the surrender of Warsaw, through the

treachery of the infamous Krukowi

ecki, have not yet ceased to be fresh in

the recollection of most of our readers.

Poland fell, and her lovely and glorious

young child did not and could not sur

vive her:

“All these events closely followed each

other, and becoming known to the citizens

of the distant provinces, destroyed their

deeply-cherished hopes. This sad news

was kept with the most scrupulous care

from the knowledge of Emily, in the ap

prehension that it would produce a re

lapse which might prove fatal. But all

precaution proved fruitless. The over

whelming intelligence of the Poles having

sought refuge in Prussia reached her ears,

and gave her the fatal blow. Her soul,

identified with the existence of Poland,

refused to inhabit longer its shattered

tenement, worn out by fatigues and suffer

ings; and all that medical skill could pos

sibly effect was to prolong for a few mis

erable days an existence which had be

come hateful to her since she had learned

that Poland, her beloved country, had been

enslaved again. She could not longer

dwell on that soil which had, once more,

fallen into the possession of barbarians,

who would overwhelm its enslaved inhab

itants with wo. Her heart was broken,

and her noble soul disdained an existence

which henceforth was to be replete with

misery and suffering. She had no wish

to live any longer; all her ties with this
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world were rent asunder, and, therefore,

it was with feelings of gladness that she

saw the approach of death. Hardly any

thing in the world could have induced her

to sacrifice the freedom of her own dear

Poland, which, in her own imagination,

she had so long considered free and happy,

but now trampled under the feet of two

hundred thousand Russians, and, like her,

self, breathing her last.

“Feeling the approach of her last hour,

after having submitted herself to God’s

holy will, and received the last consola

tions of religion, she asked for her arms.

She seized them with a feeble grasp, and

a burning tear escaped from her eyelid.

Her look seemed for a moment to express

regret. Alas! all she regretted and wept

for, was that she had failed in saving her

country, and that she was unable to serve

that country longer. Unwilling to be

separated from her arms, she requested

that they might be placed in her tomb;

and in the very act of pressing them close

to her heart, she expired. Her last breath

was a supplication to the Supreme Being,

that he would vouchsafe to take under his

holy protection her suffering compatriots,

who, less fortunate than herself, remain

ed exposed to the vengeful ire of their

tyrants, as well as her unhappy coun

try, which Heaven seemed to have for

saken.”

She died on the 23d December, 1831.

Her obsequies were as simple as they

were sorrowful. The whole country

being in the possession of the despot,

there were few to follow her remains

to their last repose. She was private

ly buried, like a precious relic, which

her poor and afflicted friends were en

deavoring to hide from the rude gaze

of the stranger and the foe. A small

wooden cross was placed at the head

of the grave, which was covered with

a white stone slab, and all that exists

to tell of her brilliant life and sad death,

is engraved upon it in the simple word

“EMILIA.”

Poland has yet to raise her monu

ment—but it must be that Poland she

so earnestly panted to call into exist

ence—Poland again Free. Till the ar

rival of that hour, let her rest where

she is still lying, while her memory

shall remain imperishably embalmed

in the admiration and sympathy of

every heart that can know a throb at

the sacred names of Patriotism and

Liberty, wherever those words exist,

or such hearts are to be found, on the

face of the globe.
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THE STARS THAT HAVE SET IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

NO. IV.-SCHILLER.

THERE was a time in Germany when

the name of Schiller was not repeated

without the name of Goethe, and

every one who pronounced it attempted

with eagerness to draw a parallel be

tween those two poets, though they

followed very different paths, and may

be said only to have met towards the

close of Schiller's life. The subject of

these remarks displayed high poetical

talents at a very early age, but the

laws of the karl-schule being exceed

ingly severe, and tending particularly

to restrain the free will of the students,

these were rather suppressed than

encouraged. Nevertheless, (or, may it

not be said, in consequence of their in

fluence?). Schiller there imagined the

plan of his famous tragedy, “The

Robbers,” and wrote the greater part

of it clandestinely. After having

finished the course of his studies, he

entered the service of the reigning

Duke of Stuttgart, as regimental sur

geon, and completed his tragedy, which

he got printed without the permission

of his superiors. This was a cause

of trouble and vexation to him, and he

was threatened with the fate which

poor Shubarth had suffered—a ten

years' imprisonment on the Hohen

Asberg for some indiscreet verses. He

therefore resolved to fly, and to leave

his country till better days should come.

His first sojourn, after having quitted

Würtemberg in the year 1782, was at

Mannheim, where he was appointed

poet to the theatre; but he did not

remain there long, and lived success

ively at Dresden, Leipzig, and lastly at

Weimar. The late Grand Duke,

eager to protect distinguished men,

conferred upon him a professorship at

the University of Jena, which post he

occupied from the year 1789 to 1799,

with the greatest credit to himself;

but his health made it necessary for

him to relinquish it. He returned to

Weimar, and died there on the 9th

of May, 1805, having lived too short

a life for the friends who adored him,

and for Germany, which considered

him as one of the greatest poets of the

age, and the reformer, if not the crea

tor, of German tragedy. The words

which his great contemporary and in

timate, Goethe, spoke over his grave,

bear a testimony to his merits which,

as long as the German language is

spoken, will be acknowledged as true,

just, and in every respect due to him.

Strictly speaking, Schiller was, per

haps, even a greater poetical idealist

than Goethe. With more than Heine's

felicitousness of language, and not in

ferior to Goethe himself in truth and

tenderness of feeling, he had gifts in

addition, which justly entitled him to

take the pre-eminence over all but one.

No poet had ever the power of dig

nifying little things more by his man

ner of treating them, or of composing

from the inconsiderable floating inci

dents of the day creations of such im

perishable splendor. Goethe had, un

doubtedly, more of the cleverness of

one who wished to be a fine writer,

and therefore was not loth occasion

ally to mix up with the pure ore of

real passion a proportion of the alloy

of fiction and pretence, in order to

make it fitter for receiving the stamp

and impress of his genius. Schiller

seldom does this. There is a fresh

ness and nature in his conceptions

which could only be derived from a

constant irrigation of the living and

flowery currents of the heart. It is

true that the soul of all his creations

lies in his ideal characters; that he

not only paints man, but man in his

highest moral beauty and elevation;

and that it was almost impossible for

him to give the high and honorable

name of poetry to any work which

does not idealize man. But his ideals

are at the same time true, and no

German poet knew like him to unite

moral and poetical interest. We have

no picture of virtue more poetical than

his—no poet more virtuous than he.

His heroes are distinguished by a no

bleness of nature which shows itself

in action as a pure and perfect beauty.

There is something in them which ex

cites a pious worship; this beam of

heavenly light, falling into the obscur

ity of earthly perverseness, shines

with higher splendor. The angel of

God is the more beautiful amongst the
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detestable faces of hell. The first se

cret of this beauty is that angelic in

rocence which dwells eternally in no

ble natures; and this nobleness of

innocence returns with the same celes

tial features of a pure and youthful

angel in all the great poems of Schil

ler. The second secret of the beauty

of his ideal characters lies in their dig

nity—their high-mindedness. His he

roes and heroines never disown that

pride and dignity which attest an ele

vated nature, and everything which

they utter bears the stamp of gener

osity and of inborn nobleness. The fire

of noble passions constitutes the third

and highest secret of beauty in his po

etical creations. Every heart is in

vaded by this fire; it is the flame of

sacrifice to the heavenly powers—the

vestal fire guarded by the initiated in

the temple of God.

Nothing that is great can thrive

without the ardor of noble passions,

either in life or in poetry. Every ge

nius owns its celestial light, and all

his productions are penetrated by it.

Schiller's poetry, therefore, seems, a

strong and generous wine; all his

works sparkle with the noblest senti

ments. The ideal beings which he

created are the genuine children of

his own glowing heart, and beams of

his own fire. He is the strongest and

urest of all poets, and the love

}. spirit has painted, and which

he most intensely felt himself, is

likewise the chastest and holiest of

all. In his soul could abide no wrong,

and he enters armed into the lists to

fight for eternal justice. He teaches,

an inspired poet, the holy doctrine of

that blessing which dwells with just

tice, and the curse of that evil which

inevitably follows injustice. Liberty,

inseparable from justice, was, there

fore, the most precious treasure of his

heart. There is no poet who painted

immortal freedom with such heavenly

inspiration and such purity and disin

terestedness.

It is scarcely necessary to add, that

Schiller's style is, in every way, worthy

of his mind and of his poetical con

ceptions. “Le style c'est l'homme,”

says Buffon, and this sentence proved

never so true as with him. He showed

the nobleness of the German language;

the dialogue which he introduced upon

the stage has ever since been a stand

ard with Germans, and will always be

a model of tragic elocution. There is

a vigor, a softness, and a charm, in

Schiller's poetry, which are unequalled;

and his verses overflow with a melo

dious harmony that has not been sur

passed, though Germans may, with

due right, boast of the progress which

their language has made since the

time when he flourished.

There are three periods to be noticed

in his dramatic works. The first is

that in which “The Robbers,” “Don

Carlos,” “Fiesco,” “ Cabal and Love”

(Kabale und Liebe) were written.

These tragedies are the free productions

of a mighty and irregular genius, who

feels that a new path is to be opened,

but is still in want of an experienced

guide. It was easy to see in these

early works extraordinary breadth and

dramatic power, and life-like vigor of

character, and yet feel that he over

flowed with words, said a hundred idle

things, and pursued dialogues till they

grew tedious and wanted coherence

and proportion. The language is some

times too lofty and elaborate; there

is an artificial sustainment about it,

which liſts it above the rough unstud

ied vigor of the language of actual

life; but the genius of the poet shows

itself surpassingly fertile in combina

tions, and quick in the invention of in

cident. Ifthe plant is to be judged by its

fruit, Schiller's genius might be consi

dered at this time as a kind of passion

flower, planted in a luxuriant soil, but

left to wander about at its own will,

without pruning, direction, or support;

and consequently running wild and

to waste, and producing few leaves

and scarcely any blossoms.

During the second period appeared

his “Wallenstein,” where he seems to

have found the leader he wanted:—it

was philosophy, which threw a new

light over poetry and the fine arts, and

taught that the drama should represent

the struggle of the individual with

fate. We do not go too far in our ad

miration of one of the human mind's

noblest efforts when we say that no

writer of any age or country ever pro

duced a finer work than “Wallen

stein.” As a study of character, a

record of feeling, and a narrative of

action, it is unrivalled. In this drama

he has exhibited such force of nature,

such knowledge of the world, and

painted so vividly the light and shade

of passion, that we know of no one
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who can be named with him. In the

pathetic scenes he resembles Shak

speare ; his dialogues are full of

thought; he is no dealer in splendid

nothings, nor does he seek to dip his

thoughts in the obsolete hues of anti

quity; in the plot and distribution of

time, he avails himself of the liberties

of the romantic drama, while in many

things else he resembles the stern,

statue-like drama of the classic era.

Some of the characters might be stu

died in the presence of the antique

statues, for their heroic dignity and

perfect individuality of representation.

He does not tell us what was, but,

sculptor-like, he shows us what is. He

neither hides his hero under the daz

zling splendor of a coat armorial, nor

overwhelms the distinct beauty of his

thoughts in the flowers of embellished

language; and yet the poetry is rich

and glowing, and there is a picturesque

splendor in its imagery, and a luxu

riance of fancy, such as few have

equalled.
“Wallenstein” has been translated

into English by one of the master-spirits

of our age of poetry, whose own deep

and sad philosophy, whose own views

of metaphysics, made him a poet wor

thy to be the Python of oracles in ano

ther tongue. Not having, however, Mr.

Coleridge's beautiful version at hand,

we will endeavor, with all humble

ness of spirit, to illustrate our meaning

by substituting our own translation of

some of those splendid passages with

which the play abounds. The follow

ing selections are full of lofty senti

ments, and may suffice to show—what

we have said, -that the muse of Schil

ler has all the serene dignity and aus

tere composure of an antique statue:

** MAX.

Ye call a spirit in the hour of need;

And when it rises, then ye shake and

shudder!

With you th’ uncommon and sublime

must be

Done calmly, as a thing of course. But in

The field all is rapidity. The personal

Must influence—man’s own eye behold.

The leader

With every boon of nature must be gifted,

Then let him live in their free exercise—

The oracle within—the living spirit—

Not musty books,and old forgotten forms—

Not mould’ring parchments—must he call

to council.

** OCTAVIO.

My sonſ despise not these old narrow

forms.

Precious invaluable weights are they,

With which oppress'd mankind have over

hung

The tyrannizing will of their oppressors:

For arbitrary power was ever terrible.

The way of order, though it lead through

windings,

Is still the best.

lightning—

Straight cleaves the cannon-ball its mur

d’rous way—

Quick by the nearest course it gains its

goal,

Destructive in its path and in its purpose.

My son the peaceful track which men

frequent,

The path where blessings most are scat

ter'd, follows

The river's course, the valley's gentle

bendings,

Enºs the corn-field and the vine

yard,

Revering property’s appointed bounds,

And leading slow but surely to the mark.”

** OCTAVIo.

There is a worth,

My son, beyond the worth of warrior;

In war itself the object is not war.

The great, the rapid deeds of human

power—

The glory and the wonder ofthe moment—

It is not these, alas ! that minister

Lasting repose or happiness to man.

Sudden the wand'ring soldier comes, and

builds

Ofcanvass his light town,and soon is heard

The busy hum and movement ofthe crowd;

The market throngs, the roads and rivers

near

Are cover'd with their freight, and trade

is busy.

But, lo! some morrow dawns, and all is

gone;

The tents are struck—the troop hath

march'd away—

Dead as a churchyard is the land around,

All desolate the trampled seed-field lies,

And wasted is the harvest of the year.

“MAx.

O, Father, that the Emperor could make

peace

This blood-stained laurel would I change

with joy

For the first violet of early spring,

The fragrant pledge of the reviving year!”

Right forward goes the

- “Max. - -

O life,

My father, life has charms we know not

of

We have but cruised along its barren

coasts,

Like some wild, wandering horde of law

less pirates,

That in their narrow, noisome vessel, pent
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On the rude ocean, with rude manners

dwell;

Naught of the main-land knowing, but the

bays,

Where they may risk their predatory

landing.

The treasures that within its peaceful

vales

The inner land conceals—of these—of

these

Nought in our stormycircuit have we seen.”

“ MAx.

O blessed day ! when, at the last, the

soldier

Turns back to life, and is again a man ;

For the blythe route the banners are un

furl’d,

And homeward beats the melting march

of peace;

When every cap and helmet is bedeck'd

With boughs, the latest plunder of the

fields:

The city's gates fly open of themselves—

They need no longer the petard to burst

them :

The walls are circled with rejoicing thou

sands,

With peaceful people greeting i' the air;

Clear sounds from every tower the bell

that peals

The jocund vespers of the days of blood:

From towns and villages comes streaming

forth

A shouting throng, with loving eagerness

And importunity their march impeding.

There, happy that he lives to see the day,

The old man shakes his son’s returning

hand.

A stranger he comes back unto his own, .

His long-forsaken home. With spreading

boughs

The tree o’ershadows the long-absent man,

Which oft the boy had bent ere he depart

ed *

And, bashful blushing, comes a maid to

meet him,

Whom at the nurse’s breast a child he left.

O happy he for whom a door like this,

Soft arms like these, shall open to unfold

him '''

The valuable discovery which Schil

ler had made in the second period of

his writings was followed rather too

anxiously, and the poet was often led

astray by the philosopher; for to his

natural gifts were added extensive ac

quirements, on almost all subjects con

nected with abstruse as well as elegant

learning, the whole tempered by a

mild simplicity of heart and manners as

rare as it is delightful. That such a

man should be content to let any por

tion of his life melt away in dreamy

contemplation, was more to be lament

ed than wondered at, considering the

constitution of poor human nature, and

the subjection in which it is held by

the existing institutions of society.

Schiller had been bred up, too, in a

school where contemplation is suffer

ed, if not trained, to take place of ac

tion; and where the chief study seems

to be directed to the discovery of what

ought to be : leaving what may be, and

what is, as matters of comparative in

difference. Accordingly, he soon began

to evince considerable delight in the

metaphysical and the obscure; and not

being plain enough for the public, his

reputation suffered for a season with

the crowd, though not at all in the

opinion of those who can appreciate

the true beauties of imagination. In

the third period, however, the poet

gained the superiority; and “Maria

Stuart,” “William Tell,” &c., were

the results of this victory: but an un

timely death snatched away this great
man in the midst of his career, before

he had gained the height which he

would certainly have attained if fate

had granted him longer life.

In his lyrical poetry Schiller gives

too much way to rhetorical artifices,

and his minor poems, particularly his

songs, are deficient in that simplicity

which is so peculiar to Goethe's pro

ductions of this kind:—they are more

fit for declamation than for singing;

nevertheless, they are all the true ex

pressions of his noble and elevated

mind, and this continues, and will al

ways continue to make them popular

with the young, particularly those of

the fair sex. It would be very difficult,

indeed, to find a young man or a young

lady in Germany, who is not the most

decided admirer of Schiller, and does

not prefer his works to those of all

other poets, whatever they may have

written. And, in fact, to read and en

ter into the spirit of this poet, is to be

living in a world “not made with

hands, immortal, above the heavens.”

To the young, it is to feel that they will

for ever remain young ; and to those

who have ceased to be so, it is to be

come so again. It is to drink the wine

of human existence without the lees;

to inhale the perpetual breath of

spring and summer in our native place;

to wander hither and thither on the

banks of the sweet stream of life, as it
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goes leaping, and singing, and sparkling

along among the pleasant hills, before

it has yet reached the flat plain through

which it is to keep and stagnate along

the rest of its dull, dreary course;—it

is to be carried back, as in a dream,

“to that imperial palace whence we

came,” and whence we have wan

dered like children from their home.

His martial lyrics especially have

much passionate energy, united to re

gularity and classic elegance; a concise

vigor, a glowing rapidity of words, and

such liquid harmony of versification as

make them more than a match for all

kindred compositions, save the “Bruce's

Address” of Burns, and the “Donuil

Dhu” of Scott. They have, likewise,

a tenderness which softens the rigors

of war, and calls upon us, amid the

earthquake voice of victory, to sympa

thize with the fortunes of the vanquish

ed and the fallen. With all his love

for luxurious adornment, he can some

times lay it all aside, and be as simple

and chaste as the purest touches of pa

thos, and the most tender breathings

of sentiment require; while there is

always to be discovered, throughout, a

vigorous and healthful perception of

truth and beauty, and their opposites,

as they really exist in nature. From

all which it is evident that Schiller

saw things through a brightening and

embellishing medium, only because he

desired and chose so to see them. Pro

bably it arose from those two opposite

dispositions so happily blended togeth

er, that in this poet there was none of

that dreamy and diseased melancholy

which infects the writings of some of

his most popular contemporaries, and

which in a great degree counteracts the

purifying and ennobling effects which

might otherwise result from their pe

rusal and study. His most honorable

qualities—those which bestowed a high

dignity on him, both as man and as

poet—are the nobility of his mind, the

purity of his virtue, his hatred against

vice and injustice, and his warm love

of liberty.

Schiller himself would probably have

been the first to confess, that nature had

not gifted him with the power of origi

nating grand and lofty conceptions—as

she had his great contemporary,Goethe,

but she has, perhaps, more than com

pensated him for this in other respects.

If she has not lifted him to the rank

of a conqueror and a king in her domi

nions, she has, perhaps, done better for

him, by placing him among the number

of her favorites and bosom friends—by

initiating him into her most hidden

mysteries, and making him acquainted

with her secret thoughts—by conde

scending to lead him by the hand

through all her private haunts, and

point out to him the objects of her

minutest cares—by peeping with him

into those secluded nooks and dim re

cesses which she hides from prouder

eyes, and into which they would dis

dain to look; but where lie all the

brightest gems, and all the sweetest

flowers which she uses to deck her

every-day robe, (which is also her most

becoming one,) and where she gathers

the materials for all those little home

made cates on which she delights to

feed her humble-hearted worshippers.

In short, she has gifted him with that

better than Ithuriel's spear, whose

touch reveals the beauty which exists in

everything.

We have already observed that

Schiller's poetical enthusiasm was of

a more purely ideal character than any

that ever belonged to so rich and lofty

a mind as that with which he was

gifted: so much so, indeed, that it

amounted to nothing short of fanati

cism ; and it threatened at one time to

annul, as fanaticism always does, (at

least as it respects others,) all the real

practical value of the powers and ac

quirements to which it was linked—

for they could not lie idle, but must be

working either for good or evil. In

this respect he strongly resembled

Shelley, who never could be made

to see any beauty but in the ideal

forms that were perpetually thronging

through his imagination—no truth but

in the abstraction of his own mind—

no value or virtue but in that which

was not. With the world in which

we live, the forms and objects that

are about us, and the actual things that

nature and custom together have made

us, -he had no real concern or sympa

thy whatever. Poetry with him was

formed of the mere images of a sha

dowy world, floating in the mind of

the poet, and by him breathed forth in

volumes of misty vapor—like the hu

man breath received into a dense at

mosphere, which only becomes visible

from the extraneous matter that is

mingled with it, and which disappears

in the same moment that it appears.
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There is this great difference, how

ever, between these two poetical ideal

ists. Shelley's works are of so purely

abstracted a character, that notwith

standing the splendid poetry inter

spersed throughout them, they never

can become popular, because they must

for ever remain unintelligible to the

great majority of even poetical readers.

They seem intended to shadow forth

certain portions of a peculiar system of

ethical philosophy, which the writer

had adopted; and to develope some of

the means by which that system might

be brought to bear on nature and so

ciety, and some of the ends that would

result in consequence. But all this is

done in so abstruse, and at the same

time so desultory a manner, that with

out a running commentary on the text

as it proceeds, it must be impossible

for the general reader to make out the

drift of it. On the contrary, Schiller's

mind was so purely and exclusively a

poetical one, and it was so rich in all

the collateral aids by which poetry is

brought out and made tangible to

others, that, as it respects his readers,

the poetry of his writings is everything,

and the philosophy of them absolutely

nothing. The latter was only used as

a medium of diffusing the poetry, or

a means of making it palatable with a

nation, who he knew would not be

satisfied with merely admiring the

beauty of the outward covering, but

are too apt to look upon poetry as only

the garb in which metaphysical specu

lations, and other matters considered

of infinitely more importance than

poetry, should be dressed.

It may with justice be said, how

ever, that true poetry and true philo

sophy, however sincere a love they

may bear towards each other, cannot

express themselves intelligibly in one

and the same language, still less

through the medium of each other;

and when they are seeking for ad

mirers and followers, they do well not

to go hand in hand—for we are never

in a mood to love them both at the

same time: and yet the presence of

both will always so distract and divide

our attention, that it will be not worth

possessing by either. Whatever in

trinsic value there may be in Shelley's

doctrines, and of this we do not pre

tend to judge, because we are not quite

sure that we thoroughly understand

them,--he soon found that poetry was

not the proper medium through which

to develope and enforce them. Where

as Schiller had accomplished all the

practical good that can possibly be

done in the world through the medium

of poetry, and he only wasted the pow

ers of his rich and resplendentmind on

what eventually proved only a tor

ment to himself, and to others, an

empty speculation. There was also

one point relative to Shelley's personal

character and opinions that is worth

mentioning here, because it affords a

curious example of inconsistency either

in feeling or in reasoning; for it must

be from one or other of these sources

that he derived the different articles

of his philosophical creed. He had a

faith in the abstract existence of every

conceivable moral beauty and virtue

under heaven: for no other reason that

any one can divine, but that he could

nowhere find any of these things in

erfection in actual life; and he disbe

ieved and denied the existence of a

supreme and controlling Deity, for the

very same reason He had a firm faith

in every good thing, except that iden

tical one which alone requires faith.*

We have said that Schiller's genius

was not so excursive and comprehen

sive as that of Goethe. But over all

subjects that came within the sphere

of its operation it exercised more abso

lute control. It pierced into their

essences with an eye made doubly keen

by universal kindness and love; and

was perpetually discovering in them,

and bringing forth to the sight of others,

what never can be found but through

the desire of finding it, and what per

haps, in some instances, only exists

through that ; but which does not,

therefore, the less really exist for all

the purposes of instruction and delight.

Schiller wrote as if he believed Nature

to be more poetical in herself than all

the devices of man could make her;

and was, therefore, content to be her

* Taking a somewhat different view of Shelley as a great poet, from that here ex

pressed, we propose at an early day to make him and his works the subject of an

article, in which we shall endeavor to make him somewhat better known to our read

ers, in his true poetical character, than is now probably the case with respect to most

of them.—ED. D. R.
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Interpreter, where others sought to be

her teacher and guide. And perhaps

it is true that more is to be learned

by silently listening to her voice, and

earnestly watching her slightest mo

tions, than even by walking hand in

hand with her, taking part with her

in talk, and occasionally disputing a

point with her: for if the latter teaches

us to cavil cleverly or dispute success

fully, the former does still better for

us, in making us kind, humble, toler

ant, susceptible, and sincere.

Another of Schiller's characteristics

is, the extreme directness and simpli

city of the means he takes to arrive at

his poetical ends. Indeed, there is no

doubt that he carried this to a faulty

extent. He saw everything so clearly

and so vividly himself, that he thought

nothing more was needed to make

others see in the same manner, than to

place it before them in the same aspect

in which it may happen to have pre

sented itself to him. But he was mis

taken in this opinion, or rather feeling

—for such it is. If this were true,

there would have been no need for

him to write at all. He is not a poet,

unless he makes obvious to others,

things which they could never have

seen without his intervention,-not

without the intervention of a poet, but

of him, individually. A writer may see

and point out poetry to others, without

being himself a poet. Strictly speak

ing, a poet is such only in so far as he

has created that which would, and, in

fact, could, never have existed, but for

him. This may at first seem incon

sistent with what we have said above,

as to Schiller's characteristic power of

detecting and making known the poe

try that exists in nature, and his being

satisfied to serve as her interpreter;

but we do not think it is so. There

may be twenty different translations of

a sentence; and, though the actual

dry meaning may be the same in all,

the feelings and associations excited

and called forth by each will be differ

ent from those of all the others. It is

the same in interpreting the language

of nature. Every one who is a poet

will interpret her differently, not only

from all other men, but from all

other poets; and, in so doing, will cre

ate images and sensations which

would not in any other case have ex

isted. Perhaps this may be taken as

one of the criterions of genius. Without

this power, a man may occasionally

write what will be poetry to others,

but he is not a poet.

There are many German critics who

do not hesitate to pronounce Schiller a

much more pleasing poet than his

great contemporary, Goethe ; but we

suppose his most enthusiastic admirers

will not demand for him the title of

the greatest. He is the only German

poet, however, who is deserving of

being placed side by side on the same

lofty pedestal with the author of Faust.

It is true, that the poetry of Schiller

does not bear us away with it, from

the world in which we live, and “the

thing we are,” and place us among the

sounds and images and fancies of other

spheres. But, if it cannot make us see

“Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt,”

or snatch the “prisoned soul” from its

fleshly dungeon,“and lap itinelysium;”

it can revive the visions of our fancy,

and cast a halo of radiance round the

forms our memory has consecrated. It

can bring back the days of our child

hood, and help us to carry forward

those days into after life, by clothing

the whole moral and visible world in

a mantle of impossible beauty, or

causing it to burst upon us again in all

the freshness of a new creation. It can

restore “the glory to the grass, the

splendor to the flower.” . It can

breathe into us that lofty and ideal pu

rity of thought and principle, which,

if it makes us yearn after and adore

what may be, never seeks to make us

despise what actually is. It can do

these, and a thousand other things,

which the imagination of a great poet,

acting on and acted upon by that of

his readers, can. It comes to us in

our homes on the face of the earth,

and makes us content with them—it

meets us with a smile, and, what is

better, makes us meet others with a

smile—it shows us what is good and

beautiful, and teaches us to love that

goodness and beauty wherever we find

them. In short, | Schiller has not

that transcendant genius which can

lift us from the realities of daily life

into the very sky of poetry, he can at

least make us see the reflections of

that sky in the waters of our own earth,

and hear the echoes of its music in the

song of our own birds, and fancy we

feel its airs in the breezes that come

about us in our own bowers.

In speaking of Schiller we find it
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very difficult to separate his two cha

racters of prose writer and poet: nor

does it seem necessary that we should;

for all his prose works bear the genuine

stamp of his noble mind, and the holy

fervor of his endeavors. His philo

sophical essays, though the investiga

tions of later times have discovered

some errors in his principles, have

nevertheless exercised an immense

influence upon the literature of his

country, and may, upon the whole, be

recommended for models of style in

scientific composition. Like Thomas

Babington Macaulay, he united high

imagination with deep sagacity—a

feeling of the tender and the touching,

with a love of the sharp and the satiric;

which, however, he seldom suffered to

prevail, except on fitting occasions;

when he did not content himself with

flashes of wit and strokes of irony,

which were only the accompaniments

of his argument, as rain and tempest

are of thunder and fire, but flayed his

victim alive while he showed him in

the wrong, and then anointed him with

nitric acid and oil of vitriol. This was

the way he served the celebrated Gott

fried August Bürger, undoubtedly the

greatest poet of the Gottinger Dichter

bund. Unhappy man there was a

time, when, as a poet, he was the fa

vorite of his countrymen, but he was

not permitted the happiness of taking

this consciousness to the grave with

him, for some years before his death

Schiller had shrewdly searched out the

weak points of Bürger's poetical works,

and displayed them to the notice of the

German people.

As a historian, Schiller distinguishes

himself by the brilliancy and vivacity

of his pictures; but he wants that calm

ness and clear-sightedness which the

chronicler of other times ought to pos

sess: in this respect he is far too

dramatic, and not epic enough. But

the scientific skill of a commander is

visible in all his motions; he sees, as

with the eye of an eagle from the

cloud, the whole country spread before

him ; he makes himself familiar with

its mountains, its vales, its forests, its

strengths natural and artificial; he

looks on the people and their condition

—weighs the noble against the knave,

and then proceeds to relate the fortunes

of the land in its greatest contest for

freedom with the great conquerors of

modern times. Some German writers

have questioned his accuracy, and

charged him with high coloring. His

greatest fault, however, appears to

have been his love of country, his

love of national independence. He

wrote in the spirit of a freeman: he

sought out every means of making his

readers wiser and happier, by making

them more conscious of the causes of

their own faults and follies, and more

tolerant towards those of others, and at

the same time more alive to the innu

merable sources of delight that exist

within themselves, and everywhere

about them, covered, but not concealed

by the thick veil of habit and custom.

We fear that it never could yet be said

of any popular and professed author,

that the fulfilment of this desire

was the predominant object of his

writings. But we are of opinion, if

ever it could be said of any one, it may

of Schiller. We are certain, at least,

that this is the predominant tendency

of his works, when they are read in

the spirit in which they were written,

and with eyes not blinded to the wis

dom of simplicity, and feelings not

deadened to a perception of the innate

goodness of our common nature.

L. F. T.

A DREAM.

A LovELY Dream descended once to me,

Bright as some revelation sent from heaven,

Such as in olden time there used to be

To the rapt trance of seer or poet given.

6vol. IX.—NO. XLIX.
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Alone, amid a far unbounded waste,

Faint, slow and sad, methought I held my way;

Dark the wild path my bleeding steps had traced,

Darker before them onward still it lay.

While through the shadows that encompassed it,

Shrouding alike its outset and its close,

Myriads of fearful phantom shapes did flit,

Doubts, terrors, passions, sorrows, sins, and woes.

They hemmed me round—they shook my soul with dread—

För every step they strewed a subtler snare—

For each that as I braved it shrieked and fled,

A thousand yet more fearful still were there.

And I had sunk, but for one glimmering Star,

Of Hope and Faith, that led the weary way—

But ah, through that wild gloom how faint and far

On my earth-darkened vision shone the ray !

When sudden, lo! beside me stood a Form,

Whether of heaven or earth I might not guess,

For oh, how bright methought it beamed, and warm

With earth's and heaven's mingled loveliness'

Thought on her brow, as on an ivory throne,

Sat pure and high, that scarce beseemed her youth,

While from her eyes a holy radiance shone

Of innocence and tenderness and truth.

Lowly, yet with rapt fervor, to my knee,

Half worship and half passion, did I bend

To that sweet Shape—in which so wondrously

All love and loveliness did seem to blend.

And gently then her worshipper to raise,

The Vision smiled, and stretched her hand—when, lo,

As met our spirits in one kindling gaze,

Methought her being into mine did flow.

And into hers my soul did pass from me,

While each its separate self could yet retain—

Blent and commingled thus mysteriously

That sacred Twain in One and One in Twain.

And I was changed—how gloriously!—as though

New life a new creation did inspire,

And through my veins meseemed did stream and glow

Swift tides as ofsome fine ethereal fire.

And I became, by gazing ever on

That radiant purity which thus on me

Like a soft halo from the Vision shone,

Almost like her through love's sweet sympathy.

High thoughts and noble sprang within my mind,—

Glowed my new heart with all of good and pure, .

Infinite love, for all of human kind,

Infinite power, to dare and to endure.
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Then shrank the darkness, like a shrivelled scroll,

That late upon the desert path did brood,

Shrank each wild shape that had appalled my soul,

From that blest Presence by my side that stood.

And all the mighty mystery of Life,

That once bewildered, stood revealed, in Love;

As when o'er the dark Void's wild-whirling strife

Creation's word of harmony did move,

And lo! a world ofbliss and beauty starts

To its bright being—and mid Eden's bowers

First meet the throbs of loving human hearts,

And heaven is strewn with stars and earth with flowers.

So now beneath the Star's unclouded ray,

The guiding Star of Bethlehem's lowly Child,

Hand clasped in hand, methought we took our way,

Through the bright Paradise that round us smiled.

Such was the Dream—quick fled to heaven again!

Yet ah, 'twas not wild fancy's web alone,—

The desert and the pilgrim still remain,

Left darker by the light for ever gone!

LINES

To tell why I LovE THE STARs, THE BIRDs, AND the FLowERs.

I Love the stars—for methinks their light,

Through the calm blue deep of the holy night,

Like glimpses of heaven to mortals gleaming,

Beams like the ray from the soft eyes beaming

Of my Lady bright.

I love the birds—for methinks I hear

In the gush of their melodies sweet and clear

The thrill of those accents whose joyous ringing

Sings to my heart like an angel's singing,

Ofmy Lady dear.

I love the flowers—for methinks they wear

The stolen hues of that beauty rare,

And their fragrance, its balm to the breeze bequeathing,

Breathes like the sigh from the sweet lips breathing

Ofmy Lady fair.

But oh, fairer to me and brighter far,

Is my Lady than flower or bird or star ;

For within her soul dwelleth ever aº

Of whose radiance all things that are fair and bright,

Methinks but the shadows are.
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CATLIN'S NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS.*

THE publication of these splendid vol

umes must be eagerly welcomed by

all those—and their name is legion—

who enjoyed the opportunity and pri

vilege of visiting Mr.Catlin's exhibition

of Indian portraits and curiosities while

he remained in this country; while to

those who have been less fortunate it

will go far to serve as some equivalent

for their loss. It mayin truth be esteemed

the most valuable work on the inhabit

ants of the vast untrodden west which

has been as yet produced. For although

many have rambled over the prairies,

and dwelt in the tents of the Sioux

and the Pawnee; and occasional tra

vellers have given to the world their

“Impressions of the West,” or “Re

miniscences of the Prairies,” none

other than Mr. Catlin has combined

the pencil with the pen, and placed so

vividly before the eye of the reader a

double portraiture of the wild person

ages of whom he writes, and the scenes

of his adventures.

Of the truthfulness of his represen

tations there can be little or no doubt,

for they have been confirmed by many
of the inhabitants of the western fron

tier; and we had once in person the

pleasure of witnessing a recognition of

many of the landscapes and portraits

collected by Mr. Catlin, by a party of

Sioux warriors who passed through

New York several years since, and

whose likenesses afterwards adorned

the walls of the Exhibition. Mr.Catlin

himself seems peculiarly adapted to

describe, as well as to paint, the life of

the savage, and in the pursuit of his

favorite study has become so ena

mored of the free and roving life

through which it has led him, as to

seem himself, if we may be allowed the

expression, at least semi-indianized.

A perusal of his volumes can hardly

fail to recall to the reader's mind the

old fable of the man and the lion, and

to suggest the idea that the lions

have at last taken their turn at paint

ing. He contrasts the regular habits

and systematic progress of the whites

most unfavorably with the careless

and hardy life of the sons of the forest;

and, in his strong Indian partiality,

hardly does justice to the bold and un

tiring backwoodsmen who are daily

extending the boundaries of the eastern

civilisation. He lays at their door the

whole of the vices and bad habits of all

the Indian tribes, while he forgets that

they are at least as ready to receive as

the whites to give, the evils of that

civilisation, while its advantages they

despise and consider as only fit for

women and Pale-faces. Our author

pours forth eloquent lamentations, on

the advances of the settlers, and paints

in glowing colors the high spirit and

noble traits of the savages who as yet

have been almost unvisited by civilized

man; and dilates in one place with

great apparent satisfaction on the ap

pearance and manners of a warrior of

the Blackfoot tribe, Pe-toh-pe-kiss or

“Eagle's Ribs” by name, who “de

liberately boasted of eight scalps which

he said he had taken from traders and

trappers with his own hand.”

The predatory habits of the Indians

are denied by Mr. Catlin, almost on the

same page in which he strives to ac

count satisfactorily for the plundering

of a party oftraders on their way to As

toria; whose horses were stolen by the

“Crows” because the party did not

choose to traffic with them, and dis

pose of goods intended for another

market. The defence of the plunder

ers reminds one of Le Balafré, in Wal

ter Scott's Quentin Durward, who of

fers to maintain at the point of the

sword that “driving a spreagh or so is

no robbery.” In this one respect we are

inclined to think that our author is car

ried away by his enthusiasm ; and

though he says that he was welcomed

generally in their country, and treated

to the best they could give him, with

out charge for his board; that they often

escorted him through their enemies'

country at some hazard to their lives,

and aided him in passing mountains

and rivers with his baggage; and that

* Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Condition of the North American

Indians. By Geo. Catlin. Written during eight years travel amongst the wildest

tribes of Indians in North America, in 1832, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39.
In two

volumes, with four hundred illustrations, carefully engraved from his original paint

ings. New York : Wiley & Putnam, 161 Broadway. 1841.
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under all these circumstances no In

dian ever betrayed him, struck him a

blow, or stole from him a shilling's

worth of property, yet it appears some

what problematical whether his char

acter as a “medicine man,” derived

from his skill in painting, did not con

tribute to his safety at least as much as

any abstract principles of honor or mo

rality in his red friends.

This over-enthusiasm for savage

life forms almost the only fault we

have to find with Mr. Catlin. It is,

however, to this very enthusiasm that

we owe his very admirable and enter

taining work, and the still more valu

able drawings that accompany it. We

have no right, and certainly no disposi

tion, to criticise a trifling defect, natu

rally, if not necessarily, incidental to

the very merits to which we owe so

great a debt of gratitude. Had he

been like other mortals he would pro

bably have lived a quiet and decent

citizen of his native State; and the

tribes of the more remote western ter

ritories might perhaps for ever have re

mained unvisited by any one capable

of thus portraying to the world their

habits and features. It is a well known

fact that the interesting tribe of Man

dans, to whom a large portion of our

author's first volume is devoted, and

whose peculiar religious rites tend in a

manner to afford an additional confirm

ation to the received account of the

early history of the world, exist now

only on his canvass and in his pages.

Since the visit of Mr. Catlin they have

been swept by disease from the face of

the earth, and little else than a few

ruined huts now remains to tell that a

people once existed there. So may it

perhaps be with many others of the

nations among whom i. dwelt ; and

in a few centuries, the races of the for

est and prairie will in all apparent hu

man, probability be numbered among

the things passed away for ever.

The style of Mr. Catlin is free, bold,

and manly, though careless and uncul

tivated; without any effort at refine

ment or effect, he tells the story of his

adventures; and if we are sometimes

led into a suspicion that he indulges a

little in the traveller's standard privi

lege, we must allow him to make his

own apology, which he does most am

ply at the commencement of his work:

“If,” says he, “some few ofmy narra

tions shall seem a little too highly col

ored, I trust that the world will be ready

to extend to me the pardon which

it is customary to yield to all artists

whose main faults exist in the vivid

ness of their coloring rather than in the

drawing of their pictures; but there is

nothing else in them, I think, that I

should ask pardon for, even though

some of them should stagger credulity,

and incur for me the censure of those

critics who sometimes unthinkingly or

unmercifully sit at home at their desks,

enjoying the luxury of wine and a good

cigar, over the simple narration of the

honest and weather-worn traveller,

who shortens his half-starved life in

catering for the world, to condemn him

and his work to oblivion, and his wife

and his little children to starvation,

merely because he describes scenes

they have not beheld, and which conse

qnently they are unable to believe.”

After so frank a statement as this,

we ought, in all fairness, to receive

Mr. Catlin and his adventures with an

open and kindly spirit; and, should we

find anything in |. pages rather hard

to digest, apply to it the granum salis

which from the days of antiquity has

formed the sovereign remedy for all

narrations bordering on the con

fines of the marvellous.

It is not an easy thing to give in a

few of the pages for which we are

writing these presents, even an outline

of the contents of two goodly octavo

volumes; and we must confine our

selves to a strong commendation of the

original work itself to a place in every

library making any pretensions to an

American character; and to a very

brief notice of the long and varied

journeys of our enthusiastic explorer.

The design of visiting the remote

Indian tribes was engendered in the

mind of Mr. Catlin, as he says, by see
ing a delegation of some ten or fifteen

“noble and dignified-looking Indians,”

from the wilds of the Far West, who

|..." through Philadelphia, where he

ad established himself as an artist.

The sight of these singular beings in

flamed at once the ardent mind of the

artist, who, as he remarks, was seeking

for some branch of his art on which to

devote a whole life of enthusiasm;

and he was seized with a desire to

visit their country, and to become their

historian and their painter.

This resolution once formed, he lost

no time in putting it into execution;

and having made all necessary prepar

ations, he left his parents and family,
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and departed on an expedition, uncer

tain in its termination and results, and

guided only by his determination to

}. as far as man might do, into the

ands of the remotest West. Furnished

with letters from the highest sources,

to the military commandants and In

dian agents on the frontier, he obtained

every facility in prosecuting his darling

pursuit; and he was fortunate enough

to form one of the party, who first

ascended by steam the Missouri, as far

as the mouth of the Yellow Stone

River. This voyage on the Missouri

occupied between two and three

months, as there were difficulties of

every kind to oppose the successful

navigation of the stream; which for a

thousand miles above St. Louis is ob

structed by snags and rafts formed by

trees of the largest size, which have

been washed from its banks by the

force of the descending current. The

roots of these trees becoming fastened

in the bed of the river, their tops float

on the surface, and, pointing down the

stream, present to the ascending'trav

eller an almost insurmountable barrier.

In reference to the dangers of their

voyage, Mr. Catlin observes, “with

what propriety this Hell of Waters

might be denominated the River Styx,

I will not undertake to decide, but

nothing could be more appropriate

than to call it the River of Sticks.”

The Upper Missouri, however, pre

sented fewer obstacles to the travellers,

and they at length attained their jour

ney's end,-the fort of the American

Fur Company at the mouth of the

Yellow Stone. The steamer, on its

passage up the river, excited thegreat

est wonder and terror among the In

dians, who, as might be expected,

were lost in astonishment at seeing the

progress of the apparently self-moving

monster. “There were many con

jectures,” remarks Mr. Catlin, “among

their wise men with regard to the na

ture and powers of the steamboat.

Among the Mandans, some called it the

big thunder canoe, for, when in the dis

tance below their village, they saw the

lightning flash from its sides and heard

the thunder come from it. Others

called it the big medicine canoe with

eyes. It was “medicine” or mystery to

them, because they could not under

stand it; and it must have eyes, for,

said they, it sees its own way and

takes the deep water in the middle of

the channel.

Arrived at the termination of his

route, our author had a fine opportuni

§ for making himself acquainted with

the habits and sports of savage life;

and was also supplied with many sub

jects for his pencil; for parties of the

tribes of the Crows, Blackfeet, Assine

boins and Crees, or Knisteneaux, were

encamped in the immediate neighbor

hood of the fort—having brought in

their annual supply of fur for the use

of the Company. These tribes, though

all deadly foes to each other while on

their hunting grounds, when assembled

for a common purpose preserved a

dignified reserve towards each other;

and while Mr. Catlin was engaged in

delineating the braves of each tribe,
the warriors of the others would

look coolly on, and peaceably and

calmly recount the deeds of their lives

and smoke their pipes together, though

a few days would again bring them in

to deadly collision, and the scalps of

one-half the party might by that time

adorn the costumes of the remainder.

During his sojourn at this fort, Mr.

Catlin collected a large store of dresses,

arms, and curiosities, from the various

tribes in the vicinity, and laid the foun

dation of his portrait gallery. Before

his departure, an incident occurred

which at the same time displays forci

bly the reciprocal hostility of the In

dians around the fort, and is well cal

culated to give an insight into the su

perstitions of the remotest northwest

ern tribes. Although rather long, we

will extract his description of the af.

fair, as a specimen of Mr. Catlin's

powers of description, and as illustra

tive of the character of his red friends:

“Not many weeks since, a party of

Knisteneaux came here from the north for

the purpose of making their annual trade

with the Fur Company; and whilst here, a

party of Blackfeet, their natural enemies,

came from the west, also to trade. These

two belligerent tribes encamped on differ

ent sides of the fort, and had spent some

weeks here in the fort and about it, in ap

parently good feeling and fellowship; un

able, in fact, to act otherwise, for accord

ing to a regulation of the fort, their arms

and weapons were all locked up by Mc

Kenzie, in his “arsenal,” for the purpose of

preserving peace among these ‘fighting

cocks.”
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“The Knisteneaux had completed their

trade, and loitered about the premises, un

til all, both Indians and white men, were

getting tired of their company, wishing

them quietly off. When they were ready

to start, with their goods packed upon

their backs, their arms were given to

them, and they started ; bidding every

body, both friends and foes, a hearty fare

well. They went out of the fort, and

though the party gradually moved off, one

of them, undiscovered, loitered about the

fort, until he got an opportunity to poke

the muzzle of his gun through between

the pickets, when he fired it at one of the

chiefs of the Blackfeet, who stood within

a few paces talking with Mr. McKenzie,

and shot him with two musket-bullets

through the centre of his body. The

Blackfoot fell, and rolled about upon the

ground in the agonies of death. The

Blackfeet who were in the fort, seized their

weapons and ran in a mass out of the fort,

in pursuit of the Knisteneaux, who were

rapidly retreating towards the bluffs.

The Frenchmen in the fort, also, at so

flagrant and cowardly an insult, seized

their guns and ran out, joining the Black

feet in the pursuit. I at that moment ran

to my painting-room, in one of the bastions

overlooking the plain, where I had a fair

view of the affair; many shots were ex

changed back and forward, and a skirmish

ensued, which lasted half an hour; the

parties, however, were so far apart that

little effect was produced. The Kniste

neaux were driven over the bluffs, having

lost one man, and had several others

wounded. The Blackfeet and Frenchmen

returned into the fort, and then I saw what

I never saw before in my life—I saw a

medicine-man performing his mysteries

over a dying man. The man who had been

shot was still living, though two bullets

had passed through the centre of his body,

about two inches apart from each other ;

he was lying on the ground in the agonies

of death, and no one could indulge the

slightest hope of his recovery; yet the

medicine-man must be sent for, and hocus

pocus applied to the dying man as the

dernier ressort, when all drugs and all spe

cifics were useless, and all possibility of re

covery was extinct. Such was the case, and

such the extraordinary means resorted to in

the instance I am now relating. Several

hundred spectators, including Indians and

traders, were assembled around the dying

man, when it was announced that the

* medicine-man’ was coming; we were

required to form a ring, leaving a space

of some thirty or forty feet in diameter

around the dying man, in which the doctor

could perform his wonderful operations;

and a space was also opened to allow him

free room to pass through the crowd with

out touching any one.

“This being done, in a few moments

his arrival was announced by the death

like “hush—sh,’ through the crowd; and

nothing was to be heard, save the light

and casual tinkling of the rattles upon his

dress, which was scarcely perceptible to

the ear, as he cautiously and slowly moved

through the avenue left for him; which at

length brought him into the ring, in view

of the pitiable object over whom his mys

teries were to be performed.

“His entree and his garb were some

what thus:—he approached the ring with

his body in a crouching position; with a

slow and tilting step—his body and head

were entirely covered with the skin of a

yellow bear, the head of which (his own

head being inside of it) served as a mask;

the huge claws of which, also, were dan

gling on his wrists and ancles; in one hand

he shook a frightful rattle, and in the

other brandished his medicine spear or

magic wand; to the rattling, din, and dis

cord of all which, he added the wild and

startling jumps and yells of the Indian,

and the horrid and appalling grunts, snarls

and growls of the grizzly bear, in ejacu

latory and guttural incantations to the

Good and Bad Spirits, in behalf of his

patient, who was rolling and groaning in

the agonies of death; whilst he was danc

ing around him, jumping over him, and

pawing him about, and rolling him in every

direction.

“In this wise this strange operation

proceeded for about half an hour, to the

surprise of a numerous and death-like

silent audience, until the man died; and

the medicine-man danced off to his quar

ters, and packed up and tied and secured

from the sight of the world, his mystery

dress and equipments.”

After a tolerably long sojourn in this

region, our traveller resolved to embark

in a canoe on the turbulent Missouri,

and under the guidance of two “voya

geurs” to visit in succession the various

races inhabiting its banks between the

Yellow Stone country and the frontier

of the States. In pursuance of this

lan, he one fine morning launched his

ittle craft upon the bosom of the migh

ty river, and entered upon a journey of

two thousand miles, the difficulties and

dangers of which cannot easily be ima

gined. The account of his voyage

forms one of the most interesting por

tions of this book, and several of his

descriptions of scenery are well worthy

of quotation. One we must give, as a
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specimen of Mr. Catlin's descriptive

style in natural scenery:-

“The scene in front of our encampment

at this place was placid and beautiful;

with its flowing water, its wild fowl, and

its almost endless variety of gracefully slop

ing hills and green prairies in the dis

tance. It was, however, not less wild and

picturesque in our rear, where the rugged

and various-colored bluffs were grouped

in all the wildest fancies and rudeness of

nature’s accidental varieties. The whole

country behind us seemed to have been

dug and thrown up into huge piles, as if

some giant mason had been there mixing

his mortar and paints, and throwing toge

ther his rude models for some sublime

structure of a colossal city, with its walls

—its domes—its ramparts—its huge por

ticoes and galleries—its castles—its fosses

and ditches—and in the midst of his pro

gress, he had abandoned his works to the

destroying hand of time, which had already

done much to tumble them down, and de

face their noble structure, by jostling them

together, with all their vivid colors, into

an unsystematic and unintelligible mass

of sublime ruins.”

After various adventures and escapes,

he arrived among the tribe of the Man

dans, who inhabited two villages about

two hundred miles below the point ofhis

departure. This race he describes as dif

fering in appearance from all other In

dians, many of them having light-col

ored eyes, and some, grey hair even

in their early youth, a peculiarity

possessed by no other nation of the

Aborigines. Among the Mandans he

remained for a considerable time, paint

ing their chiefs and purchasing their

dresses and ornaments. A large por

tion of the first volume is taken up with

a description of this people, and of their

habits and religious ceremonies, which

kast are very singular, and entirely dis

tinct from those of any other tribe.

This people preserved a distinct tradi

tion of the great deluge; and at a par

ticular season of the year devoted seve

ral days to certain mysterious rites and

eelebrations, in honor of that event.

This period was also chosen by them

as the time of initiation of their young

men, by almost incredible tortures, to

the rank of warriors; and although a

severe ordeal is generally undergone by

Indians of all tribes, the ceremonies of

the Mandans far surpassed in severity

and torture those of any nation visited

by our author.

These rites of the Mandans were ce

lebrated with great secrecy, and Mr.

Catlin was only indebted to a fortunate

portrait of the chief Medicine-man of

the tribe, for an adoption into his hon

orable fraternity, under the appellation

of Te-ho-pe-nee-washee-waska-pooska,

(the white medicine painter.) which

gave him the privilege of admission to

the Medicine lodge, where the myste

ries were celebrated. The “White

Medicine Painter” gives a detailed des

cription of all their proceedings, but at

so great length that we must content

ourselves with referring the reader to

the book to satisfy any curiosity he

may have upon the subject.

Leaving this tribe, Mr. Catlin retra

ced his steps for a short distance, to

visit the Minitarees, a branch of the

Crow nation, who were living in a

manner under the protection of the

Mandans. By these also he was hos

pitably received, and while among

them made several important additions

to his collection. He then revisited

his Mandan friends, and again embark

ed on the Missouri on his homeward

voyage. In concluding his account of

the Mandans, he broaches, a theory

respecting their origin, which at least

has the merit of originality. He deems

it possible that they may be remote de

scendants of the followers of Madoc

the Welsh chieftain, who attempted to

discover a new continent; but he wish

es it only to be taken as a suggestion,

promising at a future time to collect

proofs in support of his theory, if theory
it deserves to be called.

The remainder of the first volume

is occupied by a description of the pow

erful nation of Sioux or Dahcotahs,

among whom our traveller remained

for some time on his ascension of the

river, and whom he revisited in his

canoe voyage down the stream.

Among this people, Mr. Catlin pur

sued his usual occupation with great

success, and besides many warriors, he

transferred to hiscanvass several of the

Sioux beauties. He had more than

his customary difficulty in obtaining

the portraits of the latter, for the Dah

...iſ chiefs, more ungallant even than

the more northern tribes, refused to

allow their more exquisite forms to be

represented, if the artist persisted in

delineating those whom they consid

ered not as their better, but inferior

halves; and the matter was settled:
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only by an explanation on the part of

the artist, not exactly founded on ve

racity; that his object in preserving

the portraits of the fair ones, was that

they might be hung under the likeness

es of their husbands, “merely to show

how their women looked, and how

they were dressed, without saying

more of them.” In this way, he suc

ceeded in sketching a few of the wo

men. Concerning one of these, the

daughter of a distinguished chief,

“Black Rock” by name, a touching

anecdote is related, which came to the

knowledge of Mr. Catlin, after his de

parture from the Sioux country. The

portrait in question had been copied by

the artist and given to Mr. Laidlaw,

the agent of the United States among
the Dahcotahs:

“Several years after I left the Sioux

country, I saw Messrs. Charden and Pi

quot, two of the traders from that coun

try who recently had left it, and they told

me in St. Louis, whilst looking at the por

trait of this girl, that while staying in Mr.

Laidlaw's fort, the chief, “Black Rock,”

entered the room suddenly, where the por

trait of his daughter was hanging on the

wall, and pointing to it with a heavy

heart, told Mr. Laidlaw that whilst his

band was out on the prairies, “making

meat,” his daughter died, and was there

buried. “My heart is glad again,” said

he, “when I see her here alive; and I

want the one the medicine-man made of

her, which is 'now before me, that I can

see her, and talk to her. My band are

all in mourning for her, and at the gate

of your fort, which I have just passed,

are ten horses for you, and E-ah-sa-pa’s

wigwam, which you know is the best one

in the Sioux nation. I wish you to take

down my daughter, and give her to me.”

“Mr. Laidlaw, seeing the unusually lib

eral price that this nobleman was willing

to pay for a portrait, and the true grief

that he expressed for the loss of his child,

had not the heart to abuse such noble

feeling, and taking the painting from the

wall, placed it in his hands; telling him,

that it of right belonged to him, and that

his horses and wigwam he must take

back and keep, to mend as far as possible

his liberal heart, which was broken by

the loss of his only daughter.”

But as a set-off against this exhibition

of feeling, we must be allowed to

quote an anecdote of Sioux humanity,

which Mr. Catlin, in his admiration for

Indian nobleness and perfectionism,

might more prudently have omitted:—

WOL. XI.-NO. XLIX, 7

“When we were about to start on our

way up the river from the village of the

Puncahs, we found that they were pre

paring to start for the prairies farther to

the west in pursuit of buffaloes, to dry meat

for their winter’s supply. My attention

was directed by Major Sandford, the In

dian agent, to one of the most miserable

and helpless looking objects that I ever had

seen in my life, a very aged and emaciated

man of the tribe, who, he told me, was to

be erposed. The tribe were going where

hunger and dire necessity compelled them

to go, and this pitiable object, who had

once been a chief and a man of distinc

tion in his tribe, who was now too old to

travel, being reduced to mere skin and

bone, was to be left to starve, or meet

with such death as might fall to his lot,

and his bones left to be picked by the

wolves. * * His friends and children had

all left him, and were preparing in a little

time to be on the march. He had told

them to leave him. “He was old,” he

said, ‘and too feeble to march.” “My

children,” said he, “our nation is poor, and

it is necessary that you should go to the

country where you can get meat, my

eyes are dimmed, and my strength is no

more; my days are nearly all numbered,

and I am a burthen to my children. I

cannot go, and I wish to die. Keep your

hearts stout, and think not of me; I am

no longer good for anything.” In this

way they had finished the ceremony of ex

posing him, and taken their final leave of

him.”

The Indian character, as delineated

by Mr. Catlin in these volumes, exhi

bits an odd mixture of generosity and

barbarity, of nobleness and low cun

ning; and though he strives to conceal

the dark points in their natures, they

will often peep out unintentionally from

the very midst of his laudations. It is,

however, extremely natural that our

author should look upon the savages in

a most favorable light, from his almost

uniform success among them; and he
in fact seems to cherish for his Indian

friends a regard somewhat similar to

that which Carter or Van Amburgh

may be supposed to entertain for their

lions or tigers, which, although not par

ticularly amiable towards the world in

general, are affectionately familiar with

their masters. And, toº out the

simile, the journeys of Mr. Catlin

among the Indians are not so very un

like the favorite amusement º the

beast-conquerors, of putting their heads

within the mouths of their formidable

pets,
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Our author pursued his voyage in

safety, and arrived, with his faithful

companions, at Fort Leavenworth,

on the Lower Missouri. On his

passage down he made the acquaint

ance of many other Indian tribes, whom

henotices in his lively and spirited man

ner, and for whom, as a matter of

course, he has a store of admiration

and compassion. In one of his rambles

in this region he encountered a fire in

a high prairie, of which we must ex

tract a part of his description. He was

riding with his two attendants and an

Indian guide, denominated “Red Thun

der,” who had been discoursing to him

of the Great Fire Spirit, and foretelling

an approaching conflagration. The

travellers had listened to his forebodings

with little faith, when their attention

was called to a sudden movement on

the part of their guide:

“‘Red Thunder was on his feet!—his

long arm was stretched over the grass and

his blazing eyeballs starting from their

sockets. ‘White man,” said he, “see ye

that small cloud lifting itself from, the

prairie —he rises The hoofs of our

horses have waked him . The Fire Spirit

is awake—the wind is from his nostrils

and his face is this way !” No more, but

his swift horse darted under him, and he

gracefully slid over the waving grass as it

was bent by the wind. Wewere swift on

his trail. The extraordinary leaps of his

wild horse occasionally raised his red

shoulders to view, and he sank again in

the waving billows of grass. The tremu

lous wind was hurrying by us fast, and on

it was borne the agitated wing of the soar

ing eagle. His neck was stretched for the

towering bluff, and the thrilling screams

of his voice told the secret that was be

hind him. Our horses were swift and we

struggled hard, yet hope was feeble, for

the bluff was yet blue, and nature nearly

exhausted . The sunshine was dying, and

a cool shadow advancing over the plain :

Not daring to look back, we strained every

nerve. The roar of a distant cataract

seemed gradually advancing on us—the

winds increased—the howling tempest

was maddening behind us—and the swift

winged beetle and heath hens, instinctively

drew their straight lines over our heads.

The fleet-bounding antelope passed us

also ; and the still swifter long-legged

hare who leaves but a shadow as he flies

Here was no time for thought—but I re

collect the heavens were overcast, the

distant thunder was heard—the lightning’s

glare was reddening the scene—and the

smell that came on the winds struck ter

ror to my soul | * * * The piercing yell

of my savage guide at this moment came

back upon the winds, his robe was seen

waving in the air, and his foaming horse

leaping up the towering bluff. Our breath

and sinews in this last struggle for life,

were just enough to bring us to its sum

mit. We had risen from a sea of fire P’

+ + + +

We are here tempted to quote from

another volume now lying before us for

review, Mr. Colton's recent poem of

“Tecumseh,” (of which weshall prob

ably give our readers some account in

our next Number,) another description

of the same scene of terrific sublimity

on our western prairies. Fisher's fine

§". of the Prairie on Fire is proba

ly familiar to many from the engra

ving of it which has been published in

one of the Annuals. The incident here

related, of the escape of a man from

the fiery fury that rages around—and

which sometimes travels in a line of

many miles in length, at the rate of

ten or twelve miles an hour—by burst

ing through it, is of course extremely

rare, being next to an impossibility. It

is said, however, to be occasionally

achieved successfully, by the last wild

daring of despair:

“He reached a swell—amazement grew

Ten-fold before th’ appalling view.

The prairie was on fire! Afar,

With semblance of destroying war,

In army widening as it came,

On strode the vast, consuming flame.

A league away and on each hand

Beyond the utmost ken, and fanned

By swift hot airs, in massive sweep

The lofty columns, red and deep,

Wide-waving rushed—with furnace-glare

Wreathing their spiral arms in air,

Or bending to the earth; and where

The withered grass was serer grown,

Long lines ran forth and blazed alone;

And ever flames, like steeds of fire,

Did mount and lift them high and higher.

Fast—fast they came ! The earth before

Was swept with a continuous roar,

That filled all heaven; above them high

Glowed tremulous the heated sky,

As one great furnace, where, upsent,

Flaked cinders strewed the firmament;

But ne'er was seen their fearful track,

How waste, and desolate, and black,

For all behind, in billows broke,

Convulsed and rolled a sea of smoke.

And—lo! what darkly heaving mass

Confused before the fire doth pass 7

Enormous herdſ Unconscious caught

By some green course, with terror fraught,
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Th’ unwieldy bisons driven along,

Heaved, pitched the grassy swells among,

Like huge, black creatures of the sea,

With bellowings of mad agony,

That rose above the roaring flame;

Right towards that rising ground they

came,

In heedless course and headlong?—Where

Shall Moray fly in this despair

“Less merciful the savage foe,
Than fire or furious buffalo.

Aslant he fled, if so he might

Escape the vast herds' frantic flight.

Brief time he strove, he sprang, he flew,

When lo! so near their breath he drew,

With shaggy bulk, and tumbling leap,

And foamy mouth, and bellowings deep,

And eye that glowed, and tossing head,

On—on they plunged their myriad tread,

Trampling the earth with thunder Fast

Still Moray fled, this peril past :-

The flames were near—he felt their

breath—

He stood their lurid ranks beneath—

He saw them tread the quivering reeds

In wrath, and rise, like warrior-steeds,

To whelm him down;–he looked—how

near

Ken-hát-ta-wa's brandished, fatal spear !

No more—he turned his blinded gaze,

And rushed into the glaring blaze.

The spear sang past him through the fire,

And, yelling in his baffled ire,

The chief pursued with maddened mind,

While closed the dark-red walls behind.

Scorched by the flames through which he

broke,

With ashes smothered, wrapt in smoke,

And treading, every step he took,

With bleeding bare feet’s blistering soles

O'er burning roots and glowing coals,

The weary captive staggered on,

Nor knew what way his course might run,

Till all the blackened air and ground

Spun like a mighty whirlpool round,

When suddenly he faltered—fell—

What passed beside he might not tell.

“He woke—what were they? Dungeon

bars,

Through which looked down the silent

stars

And calmly smiled at him 7–In pain

Of throbbing eyes and dizzy brain,

And limbs that hardly might be raised,

He half arose and round him gazed.

It was a pit, deep, damp and round,

Beneath the prairie's level ground,

Wherein the greener grass that grew,

And reeds yet moist with rain or dew,

Were scathed not by the fiery scourge

That rolled above its rapid surge,

And, bending o'er his helpless trance,

Had veiled him from the savage glance.

He breathed a prayer, and climbing thence,

Strove to awake each deadened sense.

Some stars were on the cloudless sky,

The moon was riding pale and high,

And looked with that most tranquil mien

Upon how desolate a scene !

As when the orbed Earth is burned,

Some wandering spirit, back returned,

Beneath lone Luna's waning ray

May all the wasted world survey,

Throughout whose prospect still and wide

No living thing shall be descried,

Beast, bird, nor flower, nor waving tree,

But all of bare, bleak lava be,

Spread dark, or glittering ghastly-bright:

So Moray in that silent light

Beheld, where’er he turned his eyes,

No shrub nor plant nor leafarise,

Nor reed that quivered in the air,

But all was cold and black and bare;

Save in the North a distant glare

Upon the heavens was redly cast,

Where the far-marching flames were

passed,

Blent with their blue in fearful hues sub

lime,

Like the last burnings of the sphere of

Time!”

We regret that space is denied us

even to hint at the tribes of Ioways,

Konzas, Pawnees, Ottoes, Missouris,

Delawares, and all the other tribes

whom our traveller visited while in

the vicinity of Fort Leavenworth; but

we must now suppose him to have re

turned to St. Louis, and to have revis

ited the “States.” We will call on

him again at Fort Gibson, in Arkan

sas, about to take part in the unfortu

nate expedition of General Leaven

worth, into the country of the Paw

nees and Camanches; a journey com

menced with the highest hopes and

expectations, but which, from the late

ness of the season and badness of the

climate, cost the lives of so many gal

lant officers and men. This expedi

tion was projected by the United States

government, with the view of forming

a treaty and establishing friendly rela

tions with the southwestern Indians,

whose territories hadas vet been unvis

ited by Americans. The party con

sisted of the first regiment of dragoons,

about four hundred strong, under the

command of Col. Dodge, and was ac

companied by General Leavenworth,

the commandant of Fort Gibson, and

his staff. A portion only of the com

mand ever reached the Camanche

country, as nearly one-half, including

the veteran General, were attacked by
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a fatal illness almost in the commence

ment of the march. The progress of

the regiment through the prairies might

almost have been traced by the sick

camps they were compelled to leave

behind them at the end of each day's

journey; and, had the party been re

ceived in a hostile manner by the In

dians, it is doubtful whether many of

the soldiers would ever have returned.

Our traveller himself was among the

sufferers, but by great effort was ena

bled to accompany the troops on a

great part of their journey. They

were met at last by a war party of

Camanches, who escorted them to

their great village. Here they were

InOSt hospitably received, and were

partially successful in the object of

their mission. But the sickness which

prevailed among the party forced the

commanding officer to return much

earlier than had been intended to their

place ofdeparture, after the loss by dis

ease of nearly one-third of his force.

The whole of this melancholy journey

is recorded with great. by

Mr. Catlin, and forms a most interest

ing portion of his work; for his indispo

sition did not prevent his collecting

many valuable portraits for his gallery,

and facts for his letters. His return

to Fort Gibson was attended, however,

by a renewal of his illness, which de

tained him there for a considerable

time; when at length, determining, as

he said, not to die in that detestable

country, he boldly resolved to attempt,

in his enfeebled state, a journey on

horseback, alone, to Fort Leavenworth,

five hundred miles to the north of Fort

Gibson. We cannot follow him on

this expedition, nor in any of his sub

sequent wanderings; suffice it to say,

that the second volume is in every way

equal to the first, and that we have

only noticed the incidents selected by

us, as they happened to fall under ob

servation.

Mr. Catlin afterwards visited the In

dians of the North Mississippi and of

Florida, and in fact appears to have

sought out every tribe within the lim

its of his rambles; and he laments

sincerely that he has as yet been una

ble to penetrate among the inhabitants

of the Rocky Mountains, and the al

most unknown regions between them

and the Pacific Ocean.

We take leave of our author with

regret, for in spite of ourselves he al

most gives us his own liking for his

Indians; and when we close the book

we are almost for a moment involun

tarily convinced that the savages are

as humane and worthy of admiration

as the whites are cruel and contempt

ible. It positively requires a little ex

ertion of the organ of self-esteem to

bring ourselves up to our former degree

of respect for civilisation; and to com

pare our own people favorably with

the wild nations of the west; and al

though the desired effect is at last pro

duced, and our own race is restored in

our minds to its elevated position, we

are forced, molens volens, to admit that

in reference to the Indians as well as

many other things the old maxim

holds true, that—

“The devil is not so black as he is

painted.”

ON THE INFLUENCE OF PROTECTIVE DUTIES ON THE MANU

FACTURING PROSPERITY OF A COUNTRY.

THERE is no greater fallacy than the

notion that high protective duties are

beneficial to a country. They never

fail on the contrary to exercise in the

end the most injurious influence on its

industry. This has been already prov

ed clearly enough in a great many in

stances; our present object is to derive

a further and most conclusive illustra

tion of the truth from the present state of

Belgium and France, two countries in

which the protective system has cer

tainly been tested to the fullest extent

that could be desired by its most in

fatuated advocate.

It wasan axiom of Jean Baptiste Say,

which can never be successfullycontro

verted, that “wherever you limit a
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people in markets to purchase in, you

never fail, to the same extent, to limit

markets for them to sell in.” And un

less one single nation can produce eve

rything in any way required for her

consumption, which never has, nor ever

can happen, no one nation can dispense

with her markets to sell in, or cut off

her foreign commerce without suffer

ing the most serious evils. Although

Say was a Frenchman, no nation has

ever acted upon principles more dia

metrically opposite to his doctrines

than the French. , M. Say was at one

time residing, in his youth, at the vil

lage of Hampstead, near London, in the

time of Pitt's administration, when the

celebrated window tax was imposed.

The room occupied by him had two

windows. The landlord, in order to

save on his taxes, found it necessary to

close one of these windows, which cir

cumstance attracted Say's mind to the

subject of taxation in general; which

finally resulted in the publication of his

great work on “Political Economy;”

which, though it may contain some er

rors nevertheless full of irrefragable

proofs of the advantages of free trade,

of the ruinous effects of high duties,

and the injustice and the impolicy of

unnecessary taxes of all kinds.

There are no two branches of trade in

which France has shown more jealou

sy toward England than in the iron

and the cotton trade. There have

been none which she has been more

anxious to foster and promote under

every form of government, from Bona

parte down; and falling into the com

mon error of governments, she has al

ways imagined this could be best done

by exorbitant protective duties.

Now, no fact is clearer, than that high

protective duties, (or protection or

bounties at all,) except in the legiti

mate way of simple revenue, never fail

ultimately in a measure to defeat the

very object of their adoption.

he first result of high duties, it is

true, is to put money temporarily in the

pockets of one class, iron-masters and

cotton-spinners, for instance,—taken

from the purses of another class, or of

the people at large, without the coun

try in the aggregate becoming a shil

ling richer. The prosperity of this

class, or these classes, has a tendency

to divert a large share of capital from

other channels, and cause it to be in

vested in the Government bounty fac

tories. An advance of wages, and in

the value of raw material, and in

provisions, follows. As a matter of

course, this increases the cost of pro

duction, and an increase in the market

price of the product, to meet the cost of

manufacture. This enhancement in

the cost of production cuts off compe

tition, in the neutral markets, with the

productions of nations more favorably

situated for the production of similar

...; The consequence is, their mar

ets for selling in are finally narrowed

down to their own domestic consump

tion; and this once supplied, the de

mand falls off to such an extent as

seriously to embarrass the whole pro

tected or bounty trade. This has been

fully realized in France and Belgium.

Their iron and cotton trade, the two

most highly protected, are at this time

two of the most languishing and em

barrassed trades in either country.

Large sums of money have been em

barked in them, which in many cases

have been wholly sunk, or have only

derived sufficient support from the do

mestic demand, to keep them in unpro

fitable operation. They cannot avail

themselves of any export trade to

neutral markets, as the cheaper and

better, English production shuts them
out. And it is rather curious that arti

cles which have been the least protect

ed are at this time the most prosperous

in these countries. An article which

cannot be made to compete in neutral

markets with the manufactures of

other nations without high domestio

duties, will be still less able to do so

when such duties are levied. The ten

dency of all high duties, therefore, is to

cramp and annihilate trade in neutral

markets, and to glut those at home.

And high duties not only ultimately

result in the embarrassment of the

trade at home as soon as the home

market is gorged; but they almost

entirely fail in yielding any revenue to

the Government.

They give rise, also, to a system of

smuggling, which injures both the rev

enue and the manufacturer. We have

stated that the import of lace from

England into France is prohibited, and

what is more curious, they also prohi

bited the importation of fine Sea Island

yarn, spun into high numbers at Man

chester, which is the only suitable ma

terial for the manufacture of lace.

The consequence was, after repeated
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experiments and expensive efforts made

to spin this fine cotton thread in

France, it was measurably abandoned

as a failure. The numbers spun in

Manchester for the lace manufacturers

at Nottingham, ran as high usually as

240, the production of which is favored

by the climate of England, as well as

by the better selections of the raw

cotton made by the English manufactu

rers. The result of these prohibitory

duties on the lace trade in France is,

that 25,000,000 francs' worth of lace

is smuggled annually into the country,

at a premium to smugglers of 30 per

cent. The government is cut off from

revenue, while no trade in France is

more depressed, embarrassed and lan

uishing, than this same protected and

#. lace trade at the present

time.

Belgium, acting on the example of

France, which adjoins her whole

southern border, thought to encourage

manufactures, and especially the iron

and cotton trades, by a similar policy

of high protective duties. This course,

as usual, gave an active temporary im

pulse to trade, and a few manufacturers

made money at the outset.

Companies were soon formed in

various parts of the kingdom, called

“Sociétés Anonymes,”in which the peo

ple freely subscribed for shares. Im

mense sums were drawn from other

channels of trade, to be invested in

manufactures, under the control of

these companies, especially in the

manufacture of iron, machinery, and

of cotton; and it seemed that Bel

gium was as ardent and as anxious to

close her ports to British goods of this

kind as France. Belgium being a

smaller country than France, the re

sults of increased wages, living, and

over-production at home, soon began

to show themselves. What little ex

port trade they enjoyed under their

connection with Holland, if not sacri

ficed by their separation from that

country, has been in a fair way of an

nihilation under the fatal influence of

their subsequent high protective duties.

For, while they are wholly unable to

compete with England in foreign neu

tral markets, they have glutted their

domestic and neighboring markets,

especially in the leading branches of

trade alluded to; and out of 50 blast

furnaces, only about 18 are now in

operation. Many mills are idle. Even

Cockerill's great works, at Seraing,

after his death ceased to be worked to

profit. The “Sociétés Anonymes”

have proved losing concerns; the whole

country has been injured and thrown

back by the policy of high duties

levied for protection, and the govern

ment itself forced to have recourse to

direct taxation for support. Whereas,

on the other hand, here, as in France,

those branches of trade which have

had the least protection are at this

day by far the most flourishing; such

as the manufacture of guns, pistols,

#. lead, linen goods, carpets, and

ax.

No country that does not possess

within itself the elements of manu

facturing resources in such abundance

as to cause their development in a

sufficient degree to meet existing de

mands, and to compete with foreign

nations in neutral markets, under the

protection afforded by the revenue

wants of the government, can be

made a permanent, healthy, and pros

#. manufacturing country by the

ighest duties that can be imposed. It

is as unnatural to legislate for the ex

istence of manufactures in a country

where nature has denied their exist

ence, or, what is just as effectual a

bar, where no foreign or domestic de

mand exists sufficient to call them into

being and sustain them in prosperity

when created, as for a legislature to

will that the ocean be turned into dry

land, or that stones shall be converted

into loaves of bread, and serpents into

fishes. In all cases of such demand in

foreign and domestic markets, success

would be the result if no protective

duties existed. In the United States,

we should still compete with the

English in coarse cotton goods, if no

duty on them existed; and so of hats,

shoes, saddlery, and many other of the

products of our active and intelligent

industry. All the protective duties the

South American States, Old Spain,

and so many other countries which

have vainly exhausted themselves in

such experiments, can impose upon

themselves, cannot create manufactures

among them. They have often tried

it, and have always failed. Their re

strictions have always acted as a

bounty on smuggling, and defeated the

collection of revenue for government.

The reason is plain. They do not pos

sess in sufficient abundance those in
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dispensable and requisite elements so

necessary in such pursuits as to cause

them to engage in the same. Other

wise they would spontaneously embark

in the business | manufacturing. It

requires no legislative act to make an

acre of land in the valley of the Mis

sissippi sufficiently rich to yield an

abundant crop of corn; and without

paying a man a bounty in order to se

cure its cultivation, it will be culti

vated in due season as its produce is

wanted.

And when our country becomes suſ.

ficiently populous, and our foreign

trade sufficiently extensive and well

established, and our capital sufficiently

abundant, and the demand at home

and abroad sufficient to warrant it, our

iron trade, coal trade, cotton trade,

wool trade, and all the other branches

of trade, will become sufficiently pros

perous without the aid of restrictions

on commerce in the way of high pro

tective duties. The iron mountains

in Missouri, and iron ore in the Alle

gany mountains, and coal mines in

many sections of the Union, will find

a plenty of workers. These great

mineral reservoirs are rather to be held

in store or reserve for our posterity,

whose numbers and wants will so far

exceed our own; and all attempts of

the legislature to unlock them at pre

sent, i. offering bounties for ºl a

remature disturbance of them, must

e attended with unjust and injurious

consequences. A few individuals

might gain at the moment, but the

whole country would suffer in the end.

We are too much prone to spend

money for objects, and engage in enter

prises, which are not required by the

wants or exigencies of the country,

and which it would be more wise to

leave to be developed by the wants of

succeeding generations. Thus, man

canals have been cut, and rail

roads either made or attempted to be

made, which might do well enough

some hundred years hence, and at that

time prove even profitable; but which

at present serve no other purpose than

to involve the states and people thereof

in almost hopeless debt, and to embar

rass to some extent the whole country.

The same must for ever happen with

all pursuits pushed beyond their legiti

mate bounds, as indicated by the free

and natural action of the great laws of

trade, and can never fail to happen

with manufactures bolstered up by

bounties in the way of protective du

ties. In our own country, experience

has tended to prove, as everywhere

else, that manufacturing prosperity

and high protective duties do not

usually exist together, unless backed

by natural and other advantages, and

the free and open ability to compete in

neutral markets; and then protection

lºſſ beyond revenue, is wholly use

eSS.

It is well known, that in the period

from 1828 to 1832, when our protect

ive tariff existed at its highest point,

the manufacturers of the United States

were never in a worse condition. In

vestment in them became so great, and

the resulting over-production so enor

mous, without meeting an adequate

demand at home or abroad, they one

and all became more or less embar

rassed, and many wholly failed, involv

ing hundreds and thousands in irre
trievable ruin."

Contrast this period of high protec

tion with the present of reduced du

ties, say, during the past year, 1841,

and none can fail to observe the great

difference in favor of the present con

dition of our manufacturing interest.

We venture to assert, that since the

commencement of our government, the

manufacturing prosperity of this coun

try was never greater than it is at this

time. And there is no portion of the

United States so prosperous and thriv

ing as Massachusetts, the head-quar

ters of manufactures in the United

States. To our certain knowledge, if

we have not been wrongly informed by

a party interested, the directors of a set

of print-works in this state, which

cost $1,500,000, have, during the last

two or three years, been in the habit

of declaring 14 per cent. semi-annual

dividends, or about 28 per cent. per

annum. And what other interest yields

such dividends ! Another evidence

of the present prosperous condition of

manufactures in Massachusetts may

be gathered from the fact, that all the

stocks invested in their large factories

sell on an average about at par, while

many of them range considerably

above it.

We cannot see how this thriving and

prosperous state of things is to beaug

mented by increased protective duties.

We reverence the people of New Eng

land for their general intelligence, their
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industry and enterprise, and wish them

all possible prosperity and happiness;

yet, independently of the effects of

such a policy on other sections of the

Union, we are satisfied, that we should

not advocate their own best interest,

by advocating higher duties than al

ready exist. We are not sure, that an

branch of trade which cannot flouris

with a protective duty of 20 per cent.

ad valorem, ought safely to be engaged

in. And it may be taken as a pretty

sure and conclusive evidence, that its

introduction would be as premature

for the exigencies of the country, as

the digging a canal, or making a rail

road, through an uninhabited country

or wilderness; while to undertake to

force it, either by bounties or taxes of

any kind, would only end in the injury

of the parties investing, as well as the

generalprejudice of the country at large.

ANDREW JACKSON.

By w. wallACE, Esq., AUTHOR of “PERDITI,” ETC.

STAR of THE WEST whose steadfast light

Sparkles above our troubled sea,

Well may the watcher of the night

Turn with a trusting heart to thee—

To thee, whose strong hand steered the bark

When all around was wild and dark,

And bent the white wing of the mast,

That trembled, like a thing of fear

Within the tempest's thunder-blast,

Before its haven-rest is near.

Undying ray! unfading flame,

Of glory set within our skies,

For ever burning there the same,

Above a nation's destinies,

~ And linked with all the noble band

Of Freedom worship in their land,

Whose rolling streams and rugged sod

Still, still no monarch own but God!

Beam on Beam on 1 while millions turn

To where thy lofty splendors burn,

Like seraph-wings, whose rainbow plumes,

From Heaven's far battlement unfurl’d,

Shine grandly through the fearful glooms

That pall a sun-deserted world!

CHIEF OF THE BRAVE ' 'Twas thine to wield

Resistless arms in battle-field !

'Twas thine to give the gallant blow

º.lº. low !

en as a mighty harp with strings

§ beneath *... ings,

So thrilled the nation's soul, when thou

Trampled the foe beneath thy feet,
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And saw, victorious o'er thy brow

Unfurled, Columbia's glory-sheet.

Oh! when the storms of Treason lower

O'er freedom's consecrated tower,

And that for which the grey-haired sire

With boyhood gladly gave his life,

Shall wither fast beneath the fire

Of wild Ambition's demon-strife;

The Patriot then shall boldly start,

With kindled eye and swelling heart,

Murmur devotedly thy name,

Rush where the ranks of Treachery stand,

And ſearless quench the unholy flame

Lit on the altars of our land.

What though around thy brow sublime

We see the snowy wreath of Time !

Aye! let the very marble rest,

Old Chieftain' on thy mouldering breast–

Thy spirit bravely flashing out,

Like the bright Grecian torch of old

By mailed warriors hurled about,

Shall beam on centuries untold.

Long as a Hero's grave shall be

A cherished altar for the free—

Ah! dearer far, and more divine,

Than Persian orb or orient shrine—

Long as the River, by whose wave

Thou led'st the armies of the brave,

Shall, in the shades of evening dim,

Echo the anthem of the sea,

And mingle with its solemn hymn

The ancient songs of liberty—

Long as the spirits of the blest

Shall hover o'er each patriot's sleep
True as those planets ..". West

That watch the shut eyes of the Deep—

Long as our starry banner flies

On dashing seas, through azure skies—

A radiant hope from heaven displayed

To all who groan in tyrant-chains,

That still, despite of throne and blade,

- For them a brighter lot remains—

So long, oh! Soldier–Patriot–Sage,

So long, unterrified, sublime,

Shalt thou, unheeding envy's rage,

Tower up, the land-mark of our age,

The noblest glory of thy time!

Wol. Xi.-No. XLIX, 8
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THE GYPSIES.*

WE have been wandering awhile over

the pleasant hills and valleys of Spain,

in company with an agent of the Brit

ish and Foreign Bible Society; and yet

in rather strange company, too, for

such a personage to keep, viz.: profes

sional thieves and vagabonds;–and

that not officially, with the view of

bringing them to justice, but as pure

amateurs of humanity, or rather of

rascality, in one of its most questiona

ble shapes, and with the design of ren

dering to these vagabonds no otherjust

ice than that of the critic and his

torian.

Mr. Borrow has devoted much of his

time and attention to the study of the

Gypsy race, as it exists at the present

day in Europe. He has collected many

curious facts concerning it, and his

work contains much that is interesting

in respect of its past and present condi

tion. Although devoted principally to

an account of the Spanish branch of

this great family, it gives us a good

deal of information touching the

other scions of the same stock, and de

monstrates beyond a doubt the fact

that this people, though now divided

into various tribes, having little inter

course with each other, are yet one in

their origin and in their language. The

facts which Mr. Borrow has laid before

us are drawn, not so much from the

writings of others, as from his own ob

servation and experience of the Gyp

sies, during a long and familiar ac

quaintance with them ; facilitated by a

knowledge of their peculiar tongue,

which few Europeans have had either

the opportunity or the patience to ac

quire. His work has a practical and

genuine character belonging only to

that information which comes thus, as

it were, from the fountain head ; and

the light which he has thrown upon

the habits of this mysterious people,

enables us to trace out the rusty and

decaying links that bind them to ages

long past, and to far distant lands.

The origin of the Gypsy race has

puzzled many an antiquarian, and has

given rise to various speculations in the

different countries inhabited by them.

They have been called by some Moors

or Arabs; by others, Tartars; and by

others, again, Bohemians,—with a great

variety of other designations derived by

accident and adopted by ignorance.

They represent themselves as Egyp

tians, bound to do penance by their

wanderings for the sin of having re--

fused hospitality and protection to the

Virgin Mary and her son, when they

fled from the wrath of Herod—a solu

tion, doubtless, framed for the problem

of their existence by the pious imagina

tion of Oriental Christians, who, glad

to demonstrate in every way the stern

vengeance of God, laid this sin upon

them, and read its punishment in their

restless and precarious mode of life.

The more extensive learning of the

present day teaches us that they came

from the heart of India, which posi

tion the shreds and patches that now

remain of their original language

serve not a little to demonstrate. This

language, with the additions it has de

rived from those of the various coun

tries through which they have passed,

would seem to be as curious an organic

remain as now exists in the world,

a shadowy image of the confusion of

Babel. It is perhaps in itself the most

authentic history both of the origin and

progress of those who have so long

spoken it. At first it was assuredly

Sanscrit, but a multitude of Greek,

Persian, and Sclavonic words have be

come mingled with it ; while in the

present day it has yielded somewhat

to the influences of the modern lan

uages of Europe, and the Gypsy dia

ects of Spain, of Germany, and of

England, vary slightly from each other,

* The Zincali; or an Account of the Gypsies of Spain. With an original collection

oftheir songs and poetry. By George Borrow, late Agent of the British and Foreign

Bible Society in Spain. Two vols, in one. New York: Wiley & Putnam, 161

Broadway. 1842.
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and become moreand more akin to the

tongues of those respective countries.

These people are known in different

parts of Europe, under different names.

In England they are called Gypsies

merely; in Russia, Zigani; in the

East, Zingarri; in Hungary, Chingany;

in Germany, Zigeuner; in Spain, Gita

nos. Mr. Borrow derives these words

from the etymon Zincali, which the

sometimes apply to themselves, signi

fying The black men of Zend or Ind.

The name which they all in common

give to both themselves and their lan

guage, is Rommany, from the Sanscrit

word Rom, which our author trans

lates, The Husbands, or that which

pertains to them—a strange epithet,

truly, and one that marks a time and

a country in which strongly metaphori

- cal expressions were in use.

The condition of the Zincali varies

somewhat in the several countries in

which they have found a refuge. In

England they are sometimes smiths,

but more generally jockeys, buying and

selling horses, the women fortune

tellers, and both roving about as if they

could find no rest for the soles of their

feet. In Russia they are yet thieves

and vagabonds, but distinguished in

some parts by a wonderful talent for

music. In Moscow, the finest choirs

are those composed by the Zigani.

Their young girls have in some in

stances married into Russian families

of respectability; and Mr. Borrow tells

us of a lovely and accomplished Coun

tess, who was once the chiefattraction

of a Gypsy choir in that city.

The Chingany of Hungary are ex

empted by the very abjectness of their

condition from the servitude which in

that country oppresses the peasantry.

The tax-gatherer passes them by, for

they have nothing to lose,being, in point

of property and of standing, one degree

lower than the lowest slave. They,

too, are tinkers and smiths, wandering

from place to place, and living in pov

erty, but in merriness of heart. They

have also a great love of music, and

are said to touch the violin with a pe

culiar excellence, which has given

leasure to even a Parisian audience.

all parts of the world the trade of

smith seems to be a favorite one with

them, both the taste and the profession

being an inheritance from the fathers

of their line. Of the arts which they

are said to have brought with them

from the East, few traces now remain ;

yet even from these one may easily
see how, in an ignorant and supersti

tious age, they raised themselves to

the rank of sorcerers and magicians.

Great activity and agility of body,

joined to a certain subtlety and acute

ness of mind, the knowledge of poisons

and precious stones, and a remarkable

knowledge of the means of changing

the colour and appearance of animals,

—these characteristics might well give

them, in the eyes of the credulous and

unenlightened Europeans of the middle

ages, the reputation of supernatural at

tributes, and class them as the confede

rates of the devil himself. The art of

preparing and administering poisons,

of which the remedies are known to

themselves alone, is gradually disap

pearing among the Spanish Gypsies.

In olden times it must have been one

of great profit to them, as they were

often called upon to cure thein:

which they themselves had secretly

caused; or where the animal was of a

kind fit to be eaten, they suffered it to

die, and then easily obtained its car

case. But their imagined powers of

witchcraft and fortune-telling have

been, and still are, their greatest

source of revenue. They still gravely

º to read the fate of their willing

upes in the stars, or in the lines of

the palm, and are as gravely believed

—often, within our own knowledge, by

persons who might be supposed far re

moved by education and intelligence

above the level of absurdities so gross.

Mr. Borrow relates an instance which

proves equally that no elevation of

rank is beyond the reach of their im

pudence, or above the infatuation of the

credulity on which they thus practise:

“There were two Gitanas at Madrid, and

probably they are there still. The name of

one was Pepita, and the other was called

La Chicharona; the first was a spare,

shrewd,witch-like female, about fifty, and

was the mother-in-law of La Chicharona,

who was remarkable for her stoutness.

These women subsisted entirely by for

tune-telling and swindling. It chanced,

that the son of Pepita having spirited

away a horse, was sent to the presidio of

Malaga, for ten years of hard labor.

This misfortune caused inexpressible af.

fliction to his wife and mother, who deter

mined to exert every effort to procure his

liberation. The readiest way which oc

curred to them, was to procure an inter
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view with the Queen Regent Christina,

who, they doubted not, would forthwith

pardon the culprit, provided they had an

opportunity of assailing her with their

gypsy discourse; for, to use their own

words, “they knew well what to say.”

I, at that time, lived close by the palace,

in the street of Santiago, and daily, for

the space of a month, saw them bending

their steps in that direction.

“One day, they came to me in a great

hurry, with a strange expression on both

of their countenances. “We have seen

Christina, hijo,” (my son,) said Pepita

to me.

“Within the palace f * I inquired.

“‘Within the palace, oh child of my

garlochin,” answered the sybil: “Chris

tina at last saw and sent for us, as I knew

she would. I told her bahi (fortune),

and Chicharona danced the Romalis,

(gypsy dance,) before her.’

“‘What did you tell her ?”

“‘I told her many things,” said the hag,

• many things which I need not tell

you: know, however, that amongst other

things, I told her, that the chabori, (little

queen,) would die, and then she would be

Queen' of Spain. I told her, moreover,

that within three years she would marry

the son of the King of France, and that

it was her bahi to die Queen of France

and Spain, and to be loved much, and

hated much.”

“‘And did not you dread her anger,

when you told her these things tº

“‘Dread her, the Busnee ?? screamed

Pepita: “no, my child, she dreaded me,

far more; I looked at her so—and raised

my finger so—and Chicharona clapped

her hands, and the Busnee believed all I

said, and was afraid of me: and then I

asked for the pardon of my son, and she

pledged her word to see into the matter,

and when we came away, she gave me

this baria of gold, and to Chicharonathis

other, so at all events we have hokkanoed

(humbugged 2) the Queen. May an evil

end overtake her body, the Busnee P”

The female Gypsy, is, according to

Mr. Borrow's account, the better half

of her race. She still retains, wild and

untaught though she be, some of the

best and strongest instincts of woman's

nature. As a maid, she is inviolable;

as a wife, true and devoted; as a moth

er, tender and watchful. She has a

sense of the beautiful, and feels per

haps the dignity, factitious though it

be, which hangs around one who is

thought to have some knowledge of

the unseen world, and to interpret

rightly its hidden purposes. She sends

forth, at times, bright flashes of genius.

There is poetry in her soul, as well as

in her form and mien. True, she is

an impostor, but her imposture has

descended to her from many genera

tions; the equivocal trade which she

follows is almost respectable from its

antiquity; the very lie she tells is, as

it were, old enough to be true. Her

deceit, too, is but partial, and of a su

erficial kind, for in her unconscious

ooks and gestures you read her as she

is, a free and fearless creature, with

more of nature and perhaps of truth

in her, than most civilized women.

She is no cultivated and developed

flower, but

“A weed of glorious feature,”

whose hardy fibres and brilliant hues

might be envied by the more refined

beauties of the parterre.

It must not be supposed that these

better characteristics are always con

fined to the Gypsy woman; there are

traits in the man, also, which command

our respect. His is indeed a dark pic

ture, but it too is not without its bright

er side. There is in him a dignity and

independence of character, joined to

great courage, a quick and subtile in

telligence, and a certain loyalty to the

laws of his fathers, and to the brothers

of his race. He, however, has coarser

tasks, a grosser fraud to practise, and

is often not only hardened, but brutal

ized, by desperate crime.

The following description of a Gitá

na will give those who have not seen

such a person some idea of the form

which envelopes this wild, erratic spirit:

“She is of the middle stature, neither

strongly nor slightly built, and yet her every

movement denotes agility and vigor. As

she stands erect before you, she appears

like a falcon about to soar, and you are

almost tempted to believe that the power

of volitation is hers; and were you to

stretch forth your hand to seize her, she

would spring above the house-tops like a

bird. Her face is oval, and her features

are regular, but somewhathard and coarse,

for she was born among rocks in a thicket,

and she has been wind-beaten and sun

scorched for many a year, even like her

parents before her; there is many a speck

upon her cheek, and perhaps a scar, but

no dimples of love; and her brow is

wrinkled over, though she is yet young.

Her complexion is more than dark, for it

is almost that of a mulatto; and her hair,

which hangs in long locks on either side
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of her face, is black as coal, and coarse

as the tail of a horse, from which it seems

to have been gathered.

“There is no female eye in Seville can

support the glance of hers, so fierce and

penetrating, yet so artful and sly, is the

expression of their dark orbs; her mouth

is fine and almost delicate, and there is

not a queen on the proudest throne be

tween Moscow and Madrid who might

not, and would not, envy the white and

even rows of teeth which adorn it, which

seem not of pearl, but of the purest ele

phant’s bone of Multan. She comes not

alone; a swarthy two year old bantling

clasps her neck with one arm, its naked

body half extant from the coarse blanket

which, drawn around her shoulders, is se

cured at her bosom by a skewer. Though

tender of age it looks wicked and sly, like

a veritable imp of Roma. Huge rings of

false gold dangle from wide slits in the

lobes of her ears; her nether garments

are rags, and her feet are cased in hempen

sandals. Such is the wandering Gitana,

such is the witch-wife of Multan, who has

come to spae the fortunes of the Sevillian

countess and her daughters.”

“Mention to me a point of devilry

with which that woman is not ac

quainted "--is the emphatic exclama

tion in which, on another occasion, our

author sums up the total of the char

acter of the wild creature we have

thus allowed him to depict. Now

comes her address to the lady of the

house, and her own running commen

tary upon it, which, be it imagined or

described, is sufficiently amusing:

“Oh may the blessing of Egypt light

upon your head, you high-born lady! (may

an evil end overtake your body, daughter

of a Busnee harlot!) and may the same

blessings await the two fair roses of the

Nile here flowering by your side' (may

evil Moors seize them and carry them

across the water') () listen to the words

of the poor woman who is from a distant

country; she is of a wise people, though

it has pleased the God of the sky to pun

ish them for their sins by sending them to

wander through the world. They denied

shelter to the Majari, whom you call the

queen of heaven, and to the Son of God,

when they fled to the land of Egypt, be

fore the wrath of the wicked king; it is

said that they even refused them a draught

of the sweet waters of the great river

when the blessed two were athirst. O,

you will say that it was a great crime;

and truly so it was, and heavily has the

Lord punished the Egyptians. He has

sent us a-wandering, poor as you see, with

scarcely a blanket to cover us. Oh, bless

ed lady, (accursed be thy dead, as many as

thou mayst have 1) we have no money to

purchase us bread; we have only our wis

dom with which to support ourselves and

our poor hungry babes. When God took

away their silks and gold from the Egypt

ians, he left them their wisdom as a re

source that they might not starve. Who

can read the stars like the Egyptians ?

and who can read the lines of the palm

like them 2 The poor woman read in the

stars that there was a rich ventura for all

of this goodly house, so she followed the

bidding of the stars, and came to declare it.

Oh, blessed lady, (I defile thy dead corse!)

your husband is at Grenada, fighting with

King Ferdinand against the wild Corohai,

(May an evil ball smite him, and split his

head') Within three months he shall re

turn with twenty captive Moors, round

the neck of each a chain of gold. (God

grant that when he enters the house a

beam may fall upon him and crush him :)

Your palm, blessed lady, your palm, and

the palms of all I see here, that I may

tell you all the rich ventura which is

hanging over this house; (may evil light

ning fall upon it and consume it!)”

“Such,” says our author, “was the

Gitána in the days of Ferdinand and

Isabella, and much the same is she

now in the days of Isabel and Chris

tina.” And having thus conveyed

some tolerable idea both of the physique

and the morale of the Gitána, it is but

fitting that we should clothe her in her

proper costume:

“‘The dress of the Gitánas is very va

ried : the young girls, or those who are in

tolerably easy circumstances, generally

wear a black bodice laced up with a string,

and adjusted to their figure, and contrast

ing with the scarlet-coloured saya, which

only covers a part of the leg; their shoes

are cut very low, and are adorned with

little buckles of silver; the breast, and

the upper part of the bodice, are covered

either with a white handkerchief, or one

of some vivid color; and on the head is

worn another handkerchief, tied beneath

the chin, one of the ends of which falls on

the shoulder, in the manner of a hood.

When the cold or the heat permits, the

Gitäna removes the hood, without untying

the knots, and exhibits her long and shin

ing tresses restrained by a comb. The

old women, and the very poor, dress in

the same manner, save that their habili

ments are more coarse, the colors less in

harmony, and more disorder in their array.

Amongst them misery appears beneath

the most revolting aspect; whilst the
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poorest Gitáno preserves a certain deport

ment which would make his aspect sup

portable, if his unquiet and ferocious

glance did not inspire us with aversion.’”

The Gypsy race has been at sundry

times the subject of severe persecutions.

Their supposed acquaintance with the

arts of magic, and their real thievish

and mischievous propensities, were

enough to make them unwelcome

guests, wherever they might seek a

home. In France, they met at the

very first with a hostile reception, and

such strong and deadly measures were

taken for their ejection that they soon

retired into Spain. Even there, vari

ous edicts have sought to drive them

out, and the hatred of the common

people has often threatened their exist

ence; but, strong in the celerity oftheir

movements, in their power of enduring

every species of exposure and of priva

tion, the Gitános stood their ground,

until the storm had blown over, and a

milder government sought to win those

whom it could not subdue.

The crimes of the Gypsies against

the Busnee, or whites, and their deadly

hostility to them, if once only defen

sive, are now comparatively aggressive

and unprovoked. Still, this feeling

prevails with great force among them.

The Gypsy nurse hates the Christian

child committed to her care, for its

white blood, and is capable of doing it

a secret injury which may ruin it both

in mind and body for life. Had the

people in general power to execute that

which they have skill and malignity

to invent, not a Christian would be left

in the countries in which they reside.

Yet it seems that, as a nation, they feel

the influence of the milder treatment

which they now receive; the strength

and ferocity of determination which

were called forth in them by severity

and persecution have died away with

these causes, and in many places the

peculiarities of the race are gradually

disappearing, while they themselves,

so long the outcasts of society, are

insensibly blending with the civilized

fraternity of man. The love of wan

dering from place to place, the strong

feeling of brotherhood among them

selves, appear less and less in the mod

ern Zincali of Spain. Those who are

able to support themselves comfortably

generally settle in the towns, and be

come more and more like other people.

The bond of sympathy which once unit

ed the richest and the poorést is

slowly decaying, and giving place to

indifference, or, one would hope, in

time, to a wider and more comprehen

sive charity. One can scarcely, per

haps, see these changes without some

degree of regret. Wearied with the

uniformity of the mass of civilized men,

the eye rests with a certain pleasure

on the exaggerated and unharmonious

traits of savage life. The wild man,

whose religion is a superstition, whose

virtue is an instinct, has yet, in his un

trammelled liberty, a grandeur and dig

nity which belong not to the poor crea

ture whose every action and word is

influenced by laws often trivial and

arbitrary; a grandeur which his many

imperfections, and even his unpoetical

eccentricities, cannot conceal. There

is in the mind of the savage something

of the faith and fearlessness of the little

child, and they are beautiful, even

though, like the child, he should at the

same time be mischievous, destructive,

and self-willed. True it is, these Gyp

sies have fallen far below the rank of

such children of nature, and differ but

little from the lower classes of civilized

people, except perhaps in being more

wretched and ignorant than they. Yet

they are a curious type of humanity, a

strong link between the present and

the past, and we cannot but grieve a

little, though unreasonably, to see the

bundle of rods unbound, and unbound

to be broken.

Mr. Borrow complains somewhat of

the want of fidelity in those highly

wrought pictures of the Zincali which

are given us in those novels of which

they are the heroes or accessaries. He

contends, and with reason, that the

lofty and poetic diction with which

they are generally invested, are not true

to either their feelings or expressions.

Without descanting upon the merits of

the examples adduced by him, we will

only observe that they are probably

as faithful as the novelist's picture of

human nature is apt to be. It is not

man, as we see him every day, who is

therein portrayed, but man in a sort

of holiday dress, which may become

him more or less, but never so well,we

think, as his working clothes. It must

be acknowledged that the brief space

allotted for the development of cha

racter in the novel and the drama,

seems to render this exaggeration ne

cessary. The personages of the tale
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or play must be painted in quick, bold

strokes, in strong light and shade;

they must say that which they would

never have said, and do that which

they would never have done. Thus

the highest truth must be sacrificed to

that which shall be most distinguish

ing and striking, to bring out that inner

nature of man which in life is rarely

brought out in deeds and words. For,

did it take us as long to find out men

in works of fiction as in real life, the

novel would be a biography, the

drama, long and wearisome as life

itself.

The Gypsy of the present day is

indeed a sad relic of barbarism; he

wears but the very rags and tatters of

humanity; yet such is our faith in that

wondrous and indestructible texture,

that we willingly believe his to be

made of the same stuff as our own.

We would fain regard him in his pres

ent position as the mere wreck and

vestige left by, one of those mighty

principles, which, having slowly raised

to themselves a monument from the

crude material of mind and matter,

pass on in their eternal march, leaving

the mass to crumble and return to no

thingness, to be one day recombined

into new form and grandeur by the

Master workman ofi.universe. We

would find in the distinguishing traits

of his character some remnants of

barbaric virtue. We would hope that

he learned to steal when the whole

human race was one mighty horde of

robbers; that his vindictiveness of spi

rit was not at first an unprovoked hos

tility to the rest of mankind, but the

impulse of resentment awakened by

some cruel injury and outrage; that

his indifference to the pleasures of

sense, his strong attachment to his own

race, and his native cunning, have one

day deserved the names ofaustere tem

perance, of true patriotism, of deep

..". Of these qualities there re

main few traces at the present day.

The world itself has changed for the

better, and these people have not

changed with it, the great tide of bar

baric life has ebbed, and has left these

to wither on the shore, the mass of

mankind around them have risen, and

stand erect, while these still retain

their crouching and recumbent posture,

clinging to their mother earth, until

those who have combined to trample

and weigh them down shall lend them

a helping hand, and bid them, as he

of old, in the name of Jesus Christ of

Nazareth, to arise and walk.

The religion of the Gypsies appears

to have been originally the Brahmin

ism of India, a dim and mystical creed,

of which they retain nothing save a

belief in their own immortality, and

in the existence of a God, whom, how

ever, they have ceased to worship.

Mr. Borrow anathematizes this wild

and imperfect faith, and terms this

god of the Brahmins “the father of all

imposture;” but this view seems to us

unjust. The deity of the wildest sav

age, abominable as may be his worship

and degraded his attributes, is yet but

a defaced representation of the true

God who has written his name upon

every heart. The hymn to Brahmah

or to Buddh, which our author has an

nexed to his translations of Gypsy

rhymes, has in it some views so just

and noble, that we are tempted to

quote it partly for the sake of over

throwing his position. We cannot

speak of the correctness of the trans

lation, yet we wish that the poem had

not been rendered into English doggrel

—brief blank lines would have given

a better idea of the wild measure and

language of the original:

“Should I Foutsa's force and glory,

Earth’s protector, all unfold,

Through more years would last my story,

Than has Ganges sands of gold.

Him the fitting reverence showing

For a moment's period, brings

Ceaseless blessings, overflowing,

Unto all created things.

If, from race of man descended,

Or from dragon’s kingly line,

Thou dost dread, when life is ended,

Deep in sin to sink and pine,

If thou seek great Foutsa ever,

With a heart devoid of guile,

He the mists of sin shall sever,

All before thee bright shall smile.

Whosoe'er his parents losing,

From his earliest infancy,

Cannot guess, with all his musing,

Where his brethren now may be;

He who sister dear, nor brother,

Since the sun upon him shone,

And of kindred aſl the other

Shoots and branches ne'er has known—

If of Foutsa Grand the figure

He shall shape and color o'er,

Gaze upon it rapt and eager,

And with fitting rites adore,

And through twenty days shall utter

The dread name with reverent fear;
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Foutsa, huge of form, shall flutter

Round about him, and appear,

And to him the spot discover

Where his kindred breathe again,

And, though evils whelm them over,

Straight release them from their pain.

If that man, unchanged, still keeping,

From backsliding shall refrain,

He, by Foutsa touched when sleeping,

Shall Biwángarit's title gain.

If to Bouddi’s elevation

He would win, and from the three

Confines dark of tribulation

Soar to light and liberty;

When a heart with kindness glowing

He within him shall descry,

To Grand Foutsa's image going,

Let him gaze attentively:

Soon, his every wish acquiring,

He shall triumph, glad and ſain,

And the shades of sin, retiring,

Never more his soul restrain.

Whosoever bent on speeding

To that distant shore, the home

Of the wise, shall take to reading

The all-wond’rous Soudra” tome;

If that study deep beginning,

No fit preparations made,

Scanty shall he find his winning,

Straight forgetting what he’s read;

Whilst he in the dark subjection

Shall of shadowing sin remain,

Soudra's page of full perfection,

How shall he, in mind, retain

Unto Him the earth who blesses,

Unto Foutsa, therefore, he,

Drink and incense, food and dresses

Should up offer plenteously;

And the fountain’s limpid liquor

Pour Grand Foutsa’s face before,

Drain himself a cooling beaker

When a day and night are o'er;

Tune his heart to high devotion;

The five evil things eschew,

Lust and flesh and vinous potion,

And the words which are not true;

Living things abstain from killing

For full twenty days and one;

And meanwhile, with accents thrilling,

Mighty Foutsa call upon—

Then of infinite dimension

Foutsa's form in dreams he’ll see,

And if he, with fixed attention,

When his sleep dissolved shall be,

Shall but list to Soudra's volume,

He, through thousand ages' flight,

Shall, of Soudra's doctrine solemn,

Ne'er forget one portion slight.

Yes, a soul so highly gifted

Every child of man can find,

If to mighty Foutsa lifted

He but keep his heart and mind.

He who views his cattle falling

Unto fierce disease a prey,

Hears his kindred round him brawling,

Never ceasing night nor day,

Who can find no rest in slumber

From excess of grief and pain,

And whose prayers, in countless number

Though they rise, are breathed in vain–

To earth favouring Foutsa’s figure

If but reverence he shall pay,

Dire misfortunes’ dreadful rigor

Flits for ever and for aye.

No domestic broils distress him,

And of naught he knows the want ;

Cattle, corn, and riches bless him,

Which the favoring demons grant;

Those who sombre forests threading,

Those who sailing ocean’s plain,

Fain would wind their way undreading

Evil poisons, beasts, and men,

Evil spirits, demons, javals,

And the force of evil winds,

And each ill which he who travels

In his course so frequent finds,-

Let them only take their station,

*Fore the form of Foutsa Grand,

On it gaze with adoration,

Sacrifice with reverent hand,

And, within the forest gloomy,

On the mountain, or the vale,

On the ocean wide and roomy,

Them no evil shall assail.

Thou, who every secret knowest,

Foutsa, hear my heartfelt prayer;

Thou who earth such favor showest,

How shall I thy praise declare

If with cataract’s voice the story

I through million ealaps roar,

Yet of Foutsa’s force and glory.

I may not the sum outpour.

Whosoe'er, the title learning

Of the earth's protector high,

Shall, whene'er his form discerning,

On it gaze with steadfast eye,

And at times shall offer dresses,

Offer fitting drink and food,

He ten thousand joys possesses,

And escapes each trouble rude;

Whoso into deed shall carry

Of the law each precept, he

Through all time alive shall tarry

And from birth and death be free.

Foutsa, thou, who best of any

Know'st the truth of what I’ve told,

Spread the tale through regions many

As the Ganges’ sands of gold.”

Is not this hymn the voice of aspir

ing and adoring humanity ? Is there

not in it something of revelation, at

* The sacred Codex of the Buddhists, which contains the canons of their religion.
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least of holy doctrine, and of heavenly . It is well perhaps that Mr. Borrow

consolation ? It is a comfort to us, does not himself entertain any very

to read in these, and other such scat- sanguine hopes for the realization of

tered hieroglyphics, that God has al- such a result, so that he is at least safe

ways been with all his creatures in from all danger of disappointment. “I

wisdom and in love, not only to create can scarcely flatter myself,” he says,

and sustain, but also to guide and in- “with having experienced any success

struct; that his wide bounty has never in my endeavors. Indeed I never ex

been bounded by the confines of either pected any, or at least any which I my

country or race; but that, spiritually as self could hope to witness; I knew too

well as temporally, among the heath- well the nature of the ground on which

en, as well as among the Christian and I was casting seed. True it is that it

the Hebrew, his rain has descended may not be lost, and that it may even

and his sun has shone, upon the evil tually spring up in this or that direc

and the good. It is a comfort to us, tion, as barley has been dropped from

to distinguish a drop of his precious the cerements of a mummy, and has

essence in the very dregs of humanity, sprung up, and displayed vitality after

to find his stamp upon its basest coin, lying choked and hidden for two thou

for he made us in his own image, and sand years.”

even when we have passed through We are tempted to quote two or

the hands of evil spirits we are no three passages from which the reader

counterfeits. may form some idea of the nature of

One word concerning Mr. Borrow's the task our good missionary had to

mission among the Zincali. It is one perform, in his attempt to exert on such

upon which he cannot look back but minds the slightest influence of a reli

with pleasure. He has left behind him gious character. At Madrid, on one

a valuable legacy, and a monument to occasion, he receives a visit from Pépa

his own erudition and industry, in va- and Chicharona, already mentioned, ac

rious portions of the Scriptures render- companied by two daughters of the

ed by him into the dialect of the Rom- former; one of whom, a very remark

many. He seems, moreover, in his eſ- able female, was called La Tuérta,

forts to enlighten them, to have acted from the circumstance of her having

with forbearance and consideration, and but one eye, and the other, who was

to have endeavored to accommodate a girl of about thirteen, La Casdami,

his expositions ºf Christian doctrine to or the scorpion, from the malice she

their peculiar character and position. occasionally displayed. The following

We gather from his own account of his scene then occurred:

intercourse with them, that he did not

dazzle and bewilder their dim vision

with the deeper mysteries and dogmas what". you been doing this morning 2*

of the church; but that he went ºmong "... Pºpa. ... I have been telling baji, and

them as a brother, gently and kindly Chicharona has been stealing a pastºsas;

reproved their evil practices, and strove we have but little success, and have come

with patience and discretion to guide to warm ourselves at the brasero. As

them to even a remote perception of the for the One-eyed, she is a very sluggard,

truth, following his own sense of their (holçazana,) she will neither tell fortunes

wants and capacities, rather than the nor steal.”

guidance of a wildly zealous spirit. Nor “The One-eyed.—‘Hold your peace,

do we doubt that his labor, lost as it mother of the Bengues; I will steal, when

may have seemed to him, will produce I see occasion, but it shall not be a Rºsté,
• the wished-for result. The good seed, **** and I will hokkawar (deceive) but it

sown in so good aspirit, cannot fail, we ...!!!"; ","." fºrtunes. If I de
would fain hope, to bring forth at least ...". it shall be by horses, by jockeying.

...” “... ', :- - If I steal, it shall be on the road—I’ll rob.

some fruit, even in this stony ground. . .. already what I am capable of,

And those even who mocked at his
- - ... yet knowing that, you would have me tell

pious endeavors to enlighten them, will foºt.s like yourself or steal like Chicha

perhaps one day gladly and gratefully roma. Me dinela cônche (it fills me with

acknowledge, the debt they owe him fury) to be asked to tell fortunes, and the

who visited them when sick and in pri- next Busnee that talks to me of bàjís I

son, for their own sake, and for the will knock all her teeth out.”

sake of One greater than they. “The Scorpion.—“My sister is right;

WOL. XI.-NO. XLIX,

“Myself.-: I am glad to see you Pépa;
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I, too, would sooner be a salteadóra (high

waywoman, ) or a chalāna (she-jockey,)

than steal with the hands, or tell băjis.”

“Myself.- You do not mean to say,

O Tuérta, that you are a jockey, and that

you rob on the high-way.”

“The One-eyed. — ‘ I am a chalāna,

brother, and many a time I have robbed

upon the road, as all our people know.

I dress myself as a man, and go forth with

some of them. I have robbed alone, in

the pass of the Guadarama, with my horse

and escopéta. I alone once robbed a cua

drilla of twenty Gallégos, who were re

turning to their own country, after cutting

the harvests of Castile; I stripped them

of their earnings, and could have stripped

them of their very clothes had I wished,

for they were down on their knees like

cowards. I love a brave man, be he

Busnö or Gypsy. When I was not much

older than the Scorpion, I went with seve

ral others to rob the cortijo of an old man;

it was more than twenty leagues from

here. We broke in at midnight, and

bound the old man; we knew he had

money; but he said no, and would not

tell us where it was; so we tortured him,

pricking him with our knives and burning

his hands over the lamp; all, however,

would not do. At last I said, “Let us try

the pimientos ;” so we took the green pep

per husks, pulled open his eye-lids, and

rubbed the pupils with the green pepper

fruit. That was the worst pinch of all.

Would you believe it 2 the old man bore

it. Then our people said, “Let us kill

him,” but I said, no, It were a pity : so

we spared him, though we got nothing.

I have loved that old man ever since for

his firm heart, and should have wished

him for a husband.”

“The Scorpion.— Ojalá, that I had

been in that cortijo to see such sport P

“Myself-‘Do you fear God, O Tu

érta ?? -

“The One-eyed.— Brother, I fear no

thing.”

“Myself.--Do you believe in God, O

Tuérta ??

“The One-eyed.— Brother, I do not; I

hate all connected with that name; the

whole is folly; me difiela cônche. If I

go to church, it is but to spit at the images.

I spat at the bálto of María this morning;

and I love the Corojai, and the Londoné,

because they are not baptized.”

“Myself.- You, of course, never say

a prayer.’

“The One-eyed.—“No, no; there are

three or four old words, taught me by

some old people, which I sometimes say to

myself; I believe they have both force

and virtue.”

“Myself—‘I would ſain hear; pray

tell me them.”

“The One-eyed.—‘Brother, they are

words not to be repeated.”

“Myself.-: Why not º'

“The One-eyed.—“They are holy words,

brother.”

“Myself- Holy 1 You say there is no

God; if there be none, there can be no

thing holy; pray, tell me the words, O

Tuérta.”

“The One-eyed.—‘Brother, I dare not.”

“Myself.-‘Then you do fear some

thing.”

“The One-eyed.—“Not I’—

“Saboca Enrecar María Eréria,

and now I wish I had not said them.”

“Myself.-- You are distracted, O Tu

érta: the words say simply, “Dwell with

in us, blessed Maria.” You have spitten

on her búlto this morning in the church,

and now you are afraid to repeat four

words, amongst which is her name.”

“The One-eyed.— I did not understand

them; but I wish I had not said them.”

“I repeat that there is no individual,

however hardened, who is utterly godless.”

Again, after having taken infinite

pains to enlighten their minds and to

touch their hearts, he has the satisfac

tion of witnessing the following pleas

ing evidence of the serious impression

he had succeeded in making:

“My little congregation, if such I may

call it, consisted entirely of women; the

men seldom or never visited me, save they

stood in need of something which they

hoped to obtain from me. This circum

stance I little regretted, their manners

and conversation being the reverse of in

teresting. It must not, however, be sup

posed that, even with respect to the wo—

men, matters went on invariably in a

smooth and satisfactory manner. The

following little anecdote will show what

slight dependence can be placed upon

them, and how disposed they are at all

times to take part in what is grotesque

and malicious. One day they arrived,

attended by a Gypsy jockey whom I had

never previously seen. We had scarcely

been seated a minute, when this fellow,

rising, took me to the window, and with

out any preamble or circumlocution, said,

—‘Don Jorge, you shall lend me two

barias’ (ounces of gold.) “Not to your

whole race, my excellent friend,” said I;

‘ are you frantic 2 Sit down and be dis

creet.” . He obeyed me literally, sat down,

and when the rest departed, followed with
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them. We did not invariably meet at my

own house, but occasionally at one in a

street inhabited by Gypsies. On the ap

pointed day I went to this house, where

I found the women assembled; the jockey

was also present. On seeing me, he ad

vanced, again took me aside, and again

said, ‘Don Jorge, you shall lend me two

barias.” I made him no answer, but at

once entered on the subject which brought

me thither. I spoke for some time in

Spanish; I chose for the theme of my

discourse the situation of the Hebrews in

Egypt, and pointed out its similarity to

that of the Gitanos of Spain. I spoke

of the power of God, manifested in

preserving both as separate and distinct

people amongst the nations until the pre

sent day. I warmed with my subject. I

subsequently produced a manuscript book,

from which I read a portion of scripture,

and the Lord's Prayer and Apostle's Creed,

in Rommany. When I had concluded, I

looked around me.

“The features of the assembly were

twisted, and the eyes of all turned upon

me with a frightful squint; not an indi

vidual present but squinted,—the genteel

Pépa, the good-humored Chicharona,

the Casdami, &c., &c., all squinted.

The Gypsy fellow, the contriver of the

búrla, squinted worst of all. Such are

the Gypsies.”

No wonder that he remarks on one

occasion, with some simplicity, and

with a truth which may be fairly set

down as incontrovertible—“I was con

vinced that should I travel to the end

of the universe, I should meet with no

people more in need of a little Christian

exhortation "

We will conclude with one more

anecdote to illustrate the trait of the

fraternai spirit which binds them all

together, as well as the hatred and con

tempt with which they regard , all

others, or Busné. At Badajoz he is visit

ed by an old Gypsy named Antonio.

It should be borne in mind, that from

his knowledge of the Rommany, or

Gypsy tongue, Mr. Borrow was gene

rally regarded by them as one of their

own blood:

“...Antonio.—‘Give me your ºnd, bro

ther I should have come to see you be

fore, but I have been to Olivensas in

search ofa horse. What I have heard of

you has filled me with much desire to know

you, and I now see that you can tell me

many things which I am ignorant of. I

am Zincalo by the four sides, I love our

blood, and I hate that of the Busné. Had

I my will I would wash my face every day

in the blood of the Busné, for the Busné

are made only to be robbed and to be

slaughtered; but I love the Caloré, and I

love to hear of things of the Caloré, espe

cially from those of foreign lands; for the

Caloré of foreign lands know more than

we of Spain, and more resemble our fa

thers of old.”

“Myself.-‘Have you ever met before

with Caloré who were not Spaniards º'

“...Antonio.—“I will tell you, brother.

I served as a soldier in the war of the in

dependence against the French. War,

it is true, is not the proper occupation of

a Gitano, but those were strange times,

and all those who could bear arms were

compelled to go forth to fight; so I went

with the English armies, and we chased

the Gabiné to the frontier of France; and

it happened once that we joined in despe

rate battle, and there was a confusion,

and the two parties became intermingled,

and fought sword to sword and bayonet

to bayonet, and a French soldier singled

me out, and we fought for a long time,

cutting, goring, and cursing each other,

till at last we flung down our arms and

grappled; long we wrestled, body to body,

but I found that I was the weaker, and I

fell. The French soldier's knee was on

my breast, and his grasp was on my throat,

and he seized his bayonet, and he raised

it to thrust me through the jaws; and his

cap had fallen off, and I liſted up my eyes

wildly to his face, and our eyes met, and

gave a loud shriek, and cried Zincalo,

Zincalo' and I felt him shudder, and he

relaxed his grasp and started up, and he

smote his forehead and wept, and then he

came to me and knelt down by my side,

for I was almost dead, and he took my

hand and called me Brother and Zincalo,

and he produced his flask and poured wine

into my mouth, and I revived, and he

raised me up, and led me from the con

course, and we sat down on a knoll, and

the two parties were fighting all around,

and he said, “Let the dogs fight, and tear

each other’s throats till they are all de

stroyed, what matters it to the Zíncali;

they are not of our blood, and shall that

be shed for them f° So we sat for hours

on the knoll and discoursed on matters

pertaining to our people; and I could

have listened for years, for he told me

secrets which made my ears tingle, and I

soon found that I knew nothing, though I

had before considered myself quite Zinca

lo; but as for him he knew the whole

cuenta; the Bengui Lango himself could

have told him nothing but what he knew.

So we sat till the sun went down and the

battle was over, and he proposed that we

should both flee to his own country and
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live there with the Zincali; but my heart

failed me; so we embraced, and he de

parted to the Gabiné, whilst I returned

to our own battalions.”

“Myself.--Do you know from what

country he came *

“...Antonio.—“He told me that he was a

Mayoro.”

“Myself—“You mean a Magyar or

Hungarian.”

“...Antonio.— Just so; and I have re

pented ever since that I did not follow

him.’”

We are here constrained to part with

our worthy missionary, and our other

less respectable§§ in whose com

pany he has led us to pass some agree

able and instructive hours. Farewell

to you, our kind guide; and to you, poor

wanderers—we wish you a happier lot

in the future, than you have met with

in the past. We could hope that, so

long as you love your roving life, the

wildernesses of the world might be left

open to you, and that you might for

sake these only for gardens of pureand

beautiful culture. May the bright

stars which you once so devoutly wor

shipped, shed their gentlest influences

upon you; and, degraded and ignorant

as you now are, may Heaven's last

born star lead you to that faith and

hope which can make man, erring, im

erfect though he be, but “a little

ower than the angels.”

LINES IN A BALL ROOM,

TO A BEAUTIFUL PERSON WHO OUGHT NOT TO HAVE BEEN THERE,

I saw thee mid that radiant throng,

Where all were innocent but thou;

And marvelled that a soul so wrong

Could lurk beneath so fair a brow.

Thine eye was bright, thy laugh was loud,

And to thy cheek no blushes came,

And every look and step was proud,

As though thou wert not lost to fame.

Some meteor drooping from the skies

Thus blazes toward the murky flood,

Beheld by all the pitying eyes

That sparkle where it lately stood.

Not Hebe's fault was dark as thine,

Though banished from the eternal sphere,

No more she pour'd the ethereal wine,

Nor dared again in heaven appear.

The pearls that bound thy jet

The jewel glittering on th

hair,

reast,

As sparks by night contrasted glare,

The deeper all thy guilt expressed.

Say, when that bauble met thy gaze—

The ring, the signet of thy shame—

Swept not the thoughts of better days

Along thy shuddering heart like flame?
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Thou hast a maiden's softness yet,

Thou hast a voice of Circean guile;

Thy waywardness we might forget,

But for the serpent in thy smile.

Go weep ! there's virtue in a tear;

Go blush ' repentance yet may save;

And if thy off ring be sincere,

May heaven restore the light it gave!

VINCENT E. BARON.

THIS IS NOT THY REST.

“Arise and depart, for this is not thy rest.”

THAT strain—it comes when weariness

Steals on the stricken heart,

And Hope's bright phantoms, one by one,

Like summer flowers depart;-

It cometh, when the spirit bows

To Sorrow's mild behest,

And pointing upward, sweetly breathes—

“This—this is not thy rest ſ”

That strain—it comes when Pleasure

Lights up the banquet hall,

And hearts are bounding joyously

To music's fairy call.

It comes—and laughter dies away,

Like sunlight in the West,

And sick of mirth, the reveller sighs—

“This—this is not thy rest ſ”

That strain—it comes upon the soul

In triumph's noon-tide hour,

When Glory twines her brightest wreaths,

To bind the brow of power,

It cometh—and the clarion's voice

Thrills not the victor's breast,

For through his laurels breathes that strain—

“This—this is not thy rest.”

That strain—it cometh still alway;

It whispers 'mid the throng ;

It mingles with the words of love,

And Glory's triumph song.

It cometh alway—for a void

Is alway in the breast,

Andºº: the spirit sighs—

“ Thi is is not thy rest.”

RH. S. S. ANDROs.

New Bedford, Mass.
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THE RHODE ISL

THERE have been already, in the histo

ry of this nation, several occasions on

which it has been necessary to recur to

the first principles of government in

general, and to the nature of our own

in particular. Ordinarily, in the quiet

movement of its machinery, we lose

sight of the ultimate principles upon

which government depends, and ac

cording to which it has been construct

ed. But if ever any part of this ma

chinery breaks, or it has become neces

sary to enlarge it or apply its power in

a new direction, we set ourselves di

rectly to consider the principle itself.

The present is such an occasion.

The Rhode Island controversy has

started several questions, not new in

the days of our forefathers, but appa

rently forgotten by us, which can only

be solved by the application of ultimate

principles. The turn which the contest

has taken cannot affect these questions.

Whether the movement against the

charter and in favor of a new constitu

tion has been finally stified, or whether

it will re-appear, the questions of law

and of policy remain. There cannot

be a better time for their examination.

Everybody knows that the colony of

Rhode Island was governed by a char

ter granted by Charles the Second,

which incorporated certain associates

and all such others as should be admit

ted free of the company and society, and

which provided that the government

thereofshould be administered by a gov

ernor, deputy governor, and ten assist

ants, chosen by the freemen of the com

pany, and by representatives,not exceed

ing six for Newport, four for each of the

towns of Providence, Portsmouth and

Warwick, and two for each other place,

town, or city; that the Assembly could

admit any persons to be freemen whom

they pleased to admit, without any

gualification whatever; that they did,

however, prescribe a property qualifi

cation, which was finally established

in 1762, as it now stands, confining the

elective franchise to persons having a

freehold of the value of one hundred

and thirty-four dollars, and the eldest

sons of such freeholders; that no con

AND QUESTION.

stitution whatever was adopted attº

Revolution, but the government cº

tinued to be administered according:

the charter; and that in its actual state.

the legislative body was elected by less

than one-half of the white male adu:

resident citizens of the United States,

and even then, so far from representing

the people, or the electors, in proportiºn

to their numbers, the majority of the

Assembly were elected by about one.

third of the freemen.

At the time this charter was granted

and for a long time afterwards, the

population of the State was chiefly

agricultural. Limiting the franchise to

freeholders and their eldest sons, ex

cluded but a small number of persons.

The apportionment of representatives

was also, then, nearly in proportion to

the population. Newport was one of

the most important and flourishing

towns in America, while Providence

was scarcely greater than Portsmouth

or Warwick. In the lapse of eigh

years, the State has passed throug

great changes. Newport has fallen

from its pre-eminence, and is now

chiefly thought of as an unequalled

watering place of S000 inhabitants.

Portsmouth has 1700 inhabitants, while

Providence has 23,172: yet Newport

has six representatives, and Portsmouth

and Providence each four. The popu

lation of the State has become emi

nently manufacturing and commercial;

so that while the whole number of

adult male resident citizens is 23,000,

the number of electors, according to

the charter and the existing law, is

supposed to be only about nine thou

sand.

To change this system, various

efforts have been made from time to

time within the last thirty-five years.

Motions and petitions to open the

** and to equalize the

representation, or to call a convention

for the purpose offorming a constitution,

were made and lost, renewed and re

jected, till at length, early in the last

year, they who had so long appealed in

vain to the Assembly determined to

appeal to it no longer, but to what they

electi

_*=–
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conceived to be the ultimate principles

of American freedom. Assuming that

the sovereignty resided in the people,

they of their own motion, and in their

own names, in April, 1841, called a

convention; which assembled in Octo

-- ber, and in the month following pro

--posed a constitution extending the right

of suffrage to every white male adult

citizen of the United States who had

resided one year in the State, and ap

portioning the representatives among

the towns and cities of the State, as

- nearly as possible in proportion to their

actual population. This constitution

was submitted to the people by the

convention, in December, (the General

Assembly giving no sanction whatever

to it, nor providing any means for as

– certaining under oath the number of

-

º

*:

.

votes for or against it,) and received,

as its friends allege, 13,944 votes in its

favor, of which 4,960 were given by

persons having a right to vote under

the charter and the acts of the Gene

ral Assembly, being a majority not

only of all the citizens, but even of the

old electors.

Meantime the General Assembly,

taking alarm at this new state of

things, had themselves, in February,

1841, passed a resolution requesting

the freemen to choose, in August, dele

gates to attend a convention in Novem

ber to form a new constitution in

whole or part, with full powers for

that purpose. This convention met in

November, and being unable to agree

on the question of the franchise, ad

journed to February, 1842. They met

again in February, and extended the

franchise to all white male adult na

tire citizens resident in the state two

years, and to naturalized citizens,

three years resident, and having the

old property qualification; but though

they changed the rate of representa

tion, they made it nearly as unequal as

before. The constitution thus formed

was submitted to all those persons who

were made electors by it, and was lost

by a majority of 676.

The movement in favor º the

people's convention and consºlution

was denounced by the old government

in all its stages, as revolutionary and

illegal, and, after the rejection of their

constitution, they passed in March an

act declaring the exercise of any of the

principal offices under the people's

constitution an act of treason, to be

punished by imprisonment for life.

The friends of the people's constitu

tion still persevering, the General As

sembly resolve that an insurrection

exists in the state, and call upon the

President for assistance to put it down

by force. He promises to give it. His

interference does not actually take

place, only because, on the first colli

sion between the two parties, the suf

frage party is overthrown. Whether

they will ever rally is the problem of

the future.

Here are questions which go to the

foundation of this government:

First. In whom does the sovereignty

reside 2

Second. What is the right of resist

ance or of revolution ?

Third. How far does the Federal

Constitution authorize an interference

by the Union with the exercise ofsove

reignty in a State 2

Fourth. In what manner can such

interference be made 2

In discussing them we do not mean

to enter any further than we have

done into the questions of fact. It is

of no importance to the questions we

are about to consider, whether, in this

particular case, the majority of the re

sident citizens of Rhode Island did or

did not sanction the people's constitu

tion. We certainly think there is rea

sonable evidence that they did, not the

least part of which is the refusal of

the Charter Assembly to examine and

count the votes. If they had admitted

the right of such majority to change

the organic law of the State, and had

been sincerely desirous to ascertain the

fact whether the majority had done so

or not, they would, we think, have

made the examination which the

friends of the constitution desired them

to make. It is true that the charter

government has always denied the fact

of a majority of the people being in

favor of the constitution; but they have

also denied the right of such majority

to make the constitution if they would.

It is this latter position which we are

about to discuss.

All Americans agree, in general

terms, that the sovereignty resides in

the people. This is the language of

our constitutions, our bills of rights, our

legal formulas. But who are the peo

ple? Is the people, in whom, accord

ing to our American theory, the sove

reignty resides, the body of the elect
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ors, or the whole body of adult male

citizens, or the whole body of human

beings in the State 2

The question here put is general, as

if the same answer could be given for

all the States of the Union. This may

not be really the case. The states,

being independent, except so far as

they surrendered their independence by

the act of Union, each must determine

for itself what qualifications or excep

tions shall be made to the general doc

trines which, as we shall show here

after, were promulgated by the whole

circle of American States. The excep

tions may qualify so much the general

result, that in fact the sovereignty in

Massachusetts may reside in one body

and in South Carolina in another. The

constitution of the United States does

not fix it, nor interfere with it, except to

require a “republican form of govern

ment in every State.” It is possible,

therefore, that the general doctrines

upon which, as we shall show, the re

volution was defended, may have been

modified in a single State so that the

sovereignty may in fact reside in a

greater or less body compared with

the whole population. These, how

ever, are exceptions, and do not destroy

the rule.

There were, we think, certain prin

ciples promulged at the revolution, by

the authority and on behalf of all the

States, which necessarily lead to the

doctrine, that the sovereignty resides,

with some exceptions, in the whole

body of the male population.

To understand this matter clearly, it

may be necessary to refer to the state of

opinion at and previous to the revolution.

Ever since the time of the English com

monwealth,the general mind ofEngland

had been much engaged upon ques

tions of government, and among others

of its origin and the social compact.

The dethronement ofJames the Second,

and the accession of William and

Mary, gave a new occasion and a new

impetus to the discussion. Beginning

with philosophers, the question spread

among the people, and finally, in the

latter part of the last century, engaged

the attention of Christendom.

There were persons who maintained

the divine right of kings. Sir Robert

Filmer wrote a book to prove that the

kingly office was transmitted from

Adam, down through the eldest sons

in countless generations of his descend

ants, till it rested upon the consecrated

shoulders of the actual possessors of

thrones. Locke wrote his celebrated

treatise in answer to Filmer, in which,

after exposing the absurdity of Fil

mer's theory, he entered upon a pro

found investigation of the origin and

rightful authority of government, in a

manner which has illustrated even his

own illustrious name.

His doctrine, in short, was this: that

all men were born free, equal, and in

dependent; that no human being

could rightfully exercise any control

over another but from his own free

contract, children and idiots excepted;

that this contract might be expressed

or implied; and that the authority

conferred by a political society upon its

government could be resumed.

“Men being, as has been said, all free,

equal, and independent, no one can be

put out of this estate and subjected to

the political power of another, without

his own consent. The only way whereby

any one divests himself of his natural lib

erty, and puts on the bonds of civil society,

is, by agreeing with other men to join and

unite into a community, for their comfort

able, safe, and peaceable living, one

amongst another, in a secure enjoyment of

their properties, and a greater security

against any that are not of it. This any

number of men may do, because it injures

not the freedom of the rest; they are left

as they were in the liberty of the state

of nature. When any number of men

have so consented to make a community

or government, they are thereby presently

incorporated, and make one body politic,

wherein the majority have a right to

act and conclude the rest.”—Locke on .

Civil Government. Book 2, chap. 8,

Sec. 95.

“Though I have said above, that all

men by nature are equal, I cannot be sup

posed to understand all sorts of equality;

age or virtue may give some a just prece

dency; excellency of parts and merit may

place others above the common level;

birth may subject some, and alliance or

benefits others, to pay an observance to

those to whom nature, gratitude or other

respec ay have made it due ; and yet

all thiſ brisists with the equality which

all men are in respect of jurisdiction or

dominion over one another ; which was

the equality I then spoke of, as proper to

the business in hand, being that equal

right, that every man hath to his natural

freedom, without being subjected to the

will or authority of any other man.”—

Chap. 6, sec. 54.
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“Though in a constituted common

wealth, standing upon its own basis, and

acting according to its conviction, that is,

acting for the preservation of the commu

nity, there can be but one supreme power,

which is the legislative, to which all the

rest are and must be subordinate; yet the

legislative being only a fiduciary power

to act for certain ends, there remains still

in the people a supreme power to renew

or alter the legislative, when they find the

legislature act contrary to the trust

reposed in them.” — Chap. 13, sec.

149.

“To conclude; the power that every in

dividual gave to society when he entered

into it, can never revert to the individuals

again, as long as the society lasts, but

will always remain in the community; be

cause without this there can be no com

munity, no commonwealth, which is con

trary to the original agreement; so also

when the society hath placed the legisla

tive in any assembly of men, to continue

in them and their successors, with direc

tion and authority for providing such

successors, the legislative can never revert

to the people, whilst that government

lasts; because, having provided a legisla

tive with power to continue for ever, they

have given up their political power to the

legislative and cannot resume it. But if

they have set limits to the duration of

their legislative, and made this supreme

power in any person or assembly only

temporary; or else when by the miscar

riages of those in authority it is forfeited ;

upon the forfeiture or at the determina

tion of the time set, it reverts to the

society, and the people have a right to act

as supreme and continue the legislative

in themselves, or erect a new form, or

mnder the old form place it in new hands,

as they think good.”

Such were the doctrines of Locke, a

few years after the English revolution

of 1688. The point which we wish to

establish by these extracts is, that the

people, as the word is usedby Locke, in

cludes every person in the state who

could have been a party to the social

compact, if it had been formed anew at

the time, or in other words, every hu

man being of suſlicient age and judg

ment to enter into a contract.

Locke was not alone. The same

opinions were entertained by others;

nor were there wanting antagonists

who combated these doctrines with

great power. Hooker, Bolingbroke,

Hume, Burke, are some of the English

names that have been engaged in the

discussion.

WOL. XI.--NO. XLIX. 10

The people, then, who entered into

the social compact, were the whole

people, without any distinction of pro

perty or other qualifications. Accord

ing to this theory, all government was

originally founded on some original

agreement of all the persons then exist

ing, acting as equals, and concurring

in the formation of a state. Persons

who afterwards came upon the stage

became in their turn parties to

the compact. It was from such a

compact that the legality of existing

institutions was deduced, the consent

thus originally given attaching to and

rendering legal all the forms which the

governments afterwards underwent in

all their changes. Such was the theory

of the social compact.

It was also a very general inference

from this theory, that if consent had

been originally necessary to justify

government, there were conditions or

stipulations implied on the part of

those in whom it was vested, or that

there still remained a right in the peo

le to compel a fulfilment of the ob

jects for which the compact was form

ed. It was upon this point that there

arose a great difference of opinion.

One party insisted, that although it

might be very true that the consent of

the governed was necessary to make

the government rightful in its establish

ment, yet that the consent once given

could not be recalled, and that the

power conferred by the people

upon their government could not be

resumed. The other party maintained,

that the right of |. people to self

government was inalienable and inde

feasible—that it could not be surren

dered nor forfeited.

We come now to the period of our

revolution. The abuse of the kingly

office had absolved the people from

their allegiance. The fountains of

power were broken up. The govern

ment of prescription, whose roots were

in the dark ages, and which had flour

ished a thousand years, lay prostrate.

There was no successor, according to

any received legal opinions, to the au

thority which had been torn from the

crown. What was the consequence?

There were no legal rights resulting

from it, for no law had provided for

such a case. All the laws which the

Anglo-Saxon race had ever known,

had proceeded upon the notion that

the supreme government was in the
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King and Parliament. The conse

quence was, that the whole population

was remitted to their original rights.

The rights to which they had succeed

ed were their rights, not as British sub

jects, for they were such no longer; not

as American citizens, for they had not

become such by the formation of an

American government ; but to their

rights as men—to their natural equali

ty. Every person, of a competent age

and judgment, had as much right as

any other to participate in the new

government. No man, or number of

men, had any right to exclude any

other man from his equal share in its

foundation.

Such was the state of things at that

particular crisis. Society was resolved

into its elements, and the authority of

the state devolved upon the whole peo

ple. Such was thegeneral understanding

at that time. For that reason, Congress

recommended to the several States

to frame governments suited to their

condition and wants. It was, to use

the language of the old constitution of

Virginia, because “the government of

this country, as before exercised under

the crown of Great Britain, was totally

dissolved,” and “viewing with great

concern the deplorable condition to

which this once happy country would

be reduced, unless some regular, ade

quate mode of civil polity should be

speedily adopted,” that all the States,

excepting Connecticut and Rhode Isl

and, created forms of government for

themselves. How were these govern

ments formed? By the actual or im

plied consent of the whole people. It

was not necessary, that every human

being should be personally present and

consent to the new constitution, nor

that they should all actually act on the

matter. Acquiescence might be equi

valent to consent, and silence to acqui

escence. In theory, the new consti

tution was the act of a majority of all

the persons in the state, capable of en

tering into a contract; in fact, it was

. act of a portion acquiesced in by

all.

A constitution being thus once estab

lished by an act of popular sovereign

º the actual administration might

then be delegated to a smaller number,

who thenceforth were to wield all the

powers of the state. The majority of

the whole people being competent to

make such constitution as they please,

might, if they saw fit, restrict the elect

ive franchise to any particular class,

and exclude some of their own num

ber from the choice of public officers.

Would such a delegation be revocable?

Could such a restriction be removed

by a majority of the whole people af

terwards? Is the consent thus given

really or by implication, to a constitu

tion, revocable, and can the exercise of

the sovereignty be resumed at any

time by the whole people, without the

consent of the parties to whom the

power may have been confided, or, to

use a legal expression, without the

consent of the grantees 2 Can it be

resumed without a revolution? After a

constitution is once adopted, by which

an electoral body is established small

er than the whole people, does there

still remain a legal right to change

that constitution, in a manner not pro

vided by the constitution itself, and

without the consent of the electoral

body ?

This depends entirely upon another

question, before alluded to, whether

the rights which belonged to the whole

people, when they entered into the social

compact, or when at the revolution

they formed a new government, were

transferable or defeasible. That at the

formation of the social compact all men

were equal, and entered into it as such,

we have clearly shown ; that at the

revolution they acted as equals again,

is equally clear. Have they surrendered

or lost that equality—that equal right

to participate in the government—

“that equal right that every man hath

to his natural freedom, without being

subjected to the will or authority of

any other man 2° The answer is

contained in the Declaration of Inde

pendence, and firmly imbedded in our

fundamental laws, as iſ our glorious

ancestors had some presentiment

that theremight come some inglorious

day when this great right of rights

should be questioned :

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.

“We hold these truths to be self-evi

dent: that all men are created equal; that

they are endowedby their Creator with cer

tain UNALIENABLErights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi

ness. That to secure these rights, govern

ments are instituted among men, deriving

their just powers from the consent of

THE GOVERNED; that whenever any form

of government becomes destructive of
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these ends, it is the right of THE PEoPLE

to alter or to abolish it, and to institute

a new government, laying its foundation

on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem

most likely to effect their safety and hap

piness.”

constitution or MAINE.

“All power is inherent in the people;

all free governments are founded on their

authority and instituted for their benefit;

they have, therefore, an UNALIENABLE

AND INDEFEAsible right to institute

government, and to alter, reform, or to

tally change the same, when their safety

and happiness require it.”

If their right to institute and to

change government is inalienable, then

no form of government, no contract,

no agreement, can be devised by which

the people can be bound not to resume

the powers which they have granted.

A delegation of the administra

tion of government to a limited

body of electors is valid so long as it

is not revoked; but it is always revo

cable; and the constitution of this

year may be abrogated the next, with

out the consent of any of the bodies

which it may have created. If the

whole people cannot alienate their

right º self-government, so cannot

any portion of them, for the same rea

son. The right resides in every mem

ber of the body politic, and is inaliena

ble, i.º. and indestructible.

No time can bar it—no act or consent

can give it away—no calamity can de

stroy it.

constitution of MASSACHUSETTS.

“ Government is instituted for the com

mon good; for the protection, safety,

prosperity, and happiness of the PEOPLE,

and not for the profit, honor, or private

interest of any one man, family, or class

of men. Therefore, the PEople alone

have an inalienable and indefeasible

right to institute government, and to re

form, alter, or totally change the same,

when their protection, safety, prosperity,

and happiness require it.”

The people in the latter sentence,

is certainly the same people mentioned

in the former; and they for whom gov

ernment is instituted have alone the

right to change it.

constitution of NEW HAMPshire.

“All men are born equally free and in

dependent; therefore, all government of

right originates from the people, is found

ed in consent, and instituted for the ge

neral good.”

If the “people” mentioned in this

sentence includes “all men,” the argu

ment is conclusive—otherwise it is al

together fallacious.

constitution of VERMoNT.

“Government is or ought to be consti

tuted for the common benefit, protection,

and security of the people, nation, or

community, and not for the particular

emolument or advantage of any single

man, family, or set of men, who are a

part only of that community; and that

the community hath an indubitable, in

alienable, and indefeasible right to reform

and alter government in such manner as

shall be by that community judged most

conducive to the public weal.”

Community must mean the same

thing, wherever it is used in this sen

tence, and plainly signifies the whole

population.

The State of Rhode Island herself,

in 1790, in convention, met to delibe

rate on the constitution of the United

States, used this remarkable language

in the solemn instrument by which

she made known her ratification of that

constitution :

“We declare, That there are certain

natural rights, of which men, when they

form a social compact, cannot deprive or

divest their posterity, among which are

the enjoyments of life and liberty, with

the means of acquiring, possessing, and

protecting property, and preserving and

obtaining happiness and safety.

“That all power is naturally vested in,

and consequently derived from the people.

That magistrates are their trustees and

agents, and at all times amenable to them.

“That the powers of government may

be re-assumed by the people, whenever it

shall become necessary to their happiness.

“Under these impressions, and declar

ing that the rights aforesaid cannot be

abridged or violated, and that the expla

nations aforesaid are consistent with the

said constitution, we, the said delegates,

in the name and behalf of the people of

the state of Rhode Island and Providence

plantations, do by these presents assent to

and ratify the said constitution.”

constitution or connecticut.

“That all men, when they form a social

compact, are equal in rights; and that no

men, or set of men, are entitled to exclu
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sive public emoluments or privileges from

the community.

“That all political power is inherent

in the people, and all free governments

are founded on their authority and insti

tuted for their benefit; and that they have

at all times an undeniable and indefeasible

right to alter their form of government

in such manner as they may think expe

dient.”

CONSTITUTION OF NEW JERSEY.

“Whereas all the constitutional author

ity ever possessed by the kings of Great

Britain over these colonies or their other

dominions were, By compact, derived from

THE PEoPLE, and held by them for the

common interest of the whole society.”

The constitutions of nearly all the

States assert similar doctrines.*

* THE CoNstitution of PENNsylvani A, “That the general and essential prin

ciples of liberty and free government may be recognised and unalterably established,

we declare,

“1. That all men are born equally free and independent, and have certain inherent

and indefeasible rights, among which are those of enjoying and defending life and

liberty, of acquiring, possessing, and protecting property and reputation, and of pur

suing their own happiness,

“2. That all power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are found

ed on their authority, and instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness. For the

advancement of these ends, they have at all times an unalienable and indefeasible

right to alter, reform, or abolish their government in such manner as they may think

proper.”

THE CoNSTITUTION OF DELAwarE.—“Through Divine goodness, all men have

by nature the rights of worshipping and serving their Creator according to the dic

tates of their consciences, of enjoying and defending life and liberty, of acquiring and

protecting reputation and property; and, in general, of attaining objects suitable to

their condition, without injury by one to another; and as these rights are essential

to their welfare, for the due exercise thereof power is inherent in them; and there

fore all just authority in the institutions of political society is derived from the people,

and established with their consent to advance their happiness. And they may for

this end, as circumstances require, from time to time, alter their constitution of

government.”

THE CONSTITUTION of MARYLAND.—“1. That all government of right originates

from the people, is founded in compact only, and instituted solely for the good of the

whole.

“4. That all persons invested with the legislative or executive powers of govern

ment are the trustees of the public, and, as such, accountable for their conduct;

wherefore, whenever the ends of government are perverted, and the public liberty

manifestly endangered, and all other means of redress are ineffectual, the people may,

and of right ought to, reform the old, or establish a new government. The doc

trine of non-resistance against arbitrary power and oppression is absurd, slavish, and

destructive of the good and happiness of mankind.”

THE CoNSTITUTION of VIRGINIA.—“A declaration of rights made by the repre

sentatives of the good people of Virginia, assembled in full and free convention, which

rights do pertain to them and their posterity, as the basis and foundation of govern

ment, Unanimously adopted, June 12, 1776,

“1. That all men are, by nature, equally free and independent, and have certain in

herent rights, of which, when they enter into a state of society, they cannot, by any

compact, deprive or divest their posterity; namely, the enjoyment of life and liberty,

with the means of acquiring and possessing property, and pursuing and obtaining

happiness and safety.

“2. That all power is invested in, and consequently derived from, the people;

that magistrates are their trustees and servants, and at all times amenable to them.

“3. That government is or ought to be instituted for the common benefit, protec

tion, and security of the people, nation, or community; of all the various modes or

forms of government that is best, which is capable of producing the greatest degree

of happiness and safety, and is most effectually secured against the danger of mal

administration; and that where any government shall be found inadequate or con

trary to these purposes, a majority of the community hath an indubitable, unalien

able, and indefeasible right to reform, alter, or abolish it in such manner as shall be

judged most conducive to the public weal.”

THE CoNSTITUTION of North CAROLINA.—“1. That all political power is vested

in and derived from the people only.”
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Here is evidence of the highest de- and equal, and government being insti

gree that, according to the public law tuted for the protection of their una

of America, all men being created free lienable rights, the right of the whole

THE CoNstitution of South CARolinA.—“All power is originally vested in the

people; and all free governments are founded on their authority, and are instituted

for their peace, safety and happiness.”

THE Constitution of KENtucky.—“That the general, great and essential prin

ciples of liberty and free government may be recognised and established, we declare,

“1. That all freemen when they form a social compact are equal; and that no man

or set of men are entitled to exclusive, separate, public emolument or privileges from

the community, but in consideration of public services.

“2. That all power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are ſounded

on their authority and instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness. For the ad

vancement of their ends, they have at all times an unalienable and indefeasible right

to alter, reform, or abolish their government in such manner as they may think

proper.”

ARKANSAs has nearly the same.

THE Constitution of TENNEssFE. DEcLARAtion of RIGHTs.—“1. That all power

is inherent in the people, and all free governments are founded on their authority, and

instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness. For the advancement of those ends,

they have at all times an unalienable and indefeasible right to alter, reform, or abol

ish their government, in such manner as they may think proper.”

“2. That government being instituted for the common benefit, the doctrine of non

resistance against arbitrary power and oppression is absurd, slavish, and destructive

to the good and happiness of mankind.

THE CoNstitution of Ohio.—“ That the general, great and essential principles

of liberty and free government may be recognised, and for ever unalterably estab

lished, we declare,

“1. That all men are born equally free and independent, and have certain natural,

inherent, and unalienable rights, amongst which are the enjoying and defending life

and liberty, acquiring, possessing, and protecting property, and pursuing and obtain

ing happiness and safety; and every free republican government, being founded on

their sole authority, and organised for the purpose of protecting their liberties and

securing their independence, to effect these ends, they have at all times a complete

power to alter, reform, or abolish their government, whenever they may deem it

necessary.”

THE Constitution of Mississippi. DEcLARATION of Rights.-"That the general,

great and essential principles of liberty and free government may be recognised, and

for ever unalterably established, we declare,

“1. That all freemen, where they form a social compact, are equal in rights; and

that no man or set of men are entitled to exclusive, separate, public emoluments or

privileges from the community, but in consideration of public services.

2. That all political power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are

founded on their authority, and established for their benefit; and therefore, they have

at all times an unalienable and indefeasible right to alter or abolish their form of

government in such manner as they may think expedient.”

ALABAMA has the same.

CoNSTITUTION of ILLINois.—“That the general, great, and essential principles of

liberty and free government may be recognised and unalterably established, we de

clare,

“1. That all men areborn equally free and independent, and have certain inherent

and indefeasible rights; among which are those of enjoying and defending life and

liberty, and of acquiring and possessing and protecting property and reputation, and

of pursuing their own happiness.

“2. That all power is inherent in the people; and all free governments are founded

on their authority and instituted for their peace, safety, and happiness.”

CoNstitution of Missouri.-“That all political power is vested in and derived

from the people.

“That the people of this state have the inherent right of regulating the internal gov

ernment and police thereof.”

CoNSTITUTION of Michigan.—“ All political power is inherent in the people.
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conſMUNITY to change their govern- in any of their constitutions restricted

ment at pleasure cannot be surrendered the right of suffrage or not, the right

or taken away; that whether they have to open or change it at any time is in

Government is instituted for the protection, security and protection of the people;

and they have the right at all times to alter or reform the same, and to abolish one

form of government and establish another, when the public good requires it.”

No additional authority can be given to these doctrines by single names. If it

could, we might refer to a great number. For example, -

JEFFERSoN.—“It is not only the right but the duty of those now on the stage of

action to change the laws and institutions of government to keep pace with the pro

gress of knowledge, the light of science, and the amelioration of the condition of

society. Nothing is to be considered unchangeable but the inherent and inalienable

rights of man.”

MADison.—“It is essential to such a government,” (that is, republican) “that it be

derived from the great body of the society, not from an inconsiderable proportion or a

favored class of it; otherwise a handful of tyrannical nobles, exercising their oppres

sions by a delegation of their power, might aspire to the rank of republicans and

claim for their government the honorable title of republic.”

WILson.—“Of the right of a majority of the whole people to change their govern

ment at will, there is no doubt.”—1, Wilson, 418.—1 Tytler’s Black. Comm. 165,

cited p. 324, Vol. 1, Story’s Comm.

“Permit me to mention one great principle, the vital principle I may well call it,

which diffuses animation and vigor through all the others. The principle I mean is

this, that the supreme or sovereign power of the society resides in the citizens at

large; and that, therefore, they always retain the right of abolishing, altering, or

amending their constitution, at whatever time, and in whatever manner, they shall

deem expedient.”—Lectures on Law, vol. 1, p. 10.

JAY.—“At the Revolution, the sovereignty devolved on the people; and they are

truly the sovereigns of the country; but they are sovereign without subjects, (unless

the African slaves among us may be so called,) and have none to govern but them

selves: the citizens of America are equal as fellow citizens, and as joint tenants in the

sovereignty.”—2 Dallas’s Reports, 219.

MARSHALL.-‘‘It has been said that the people had already surrendered all their

powers to the state sovereignties, and had nothing more to give. But surely the

question, whether they may resume and modify the powers granted to government,

does not remain to be settled in this country.”—4 Wheaton’s Reports, 405.

“Perhaps some politician, who has not considered with sufficient accuracy our

political systems, would answer, that in our government the supreme power was

vested in the constitution. This opinion approaches a step nearer to the truth,” (than

the supposition that it resides in the legislatures) “but does not reach it. The truth

is, that our government, the supreme, absolute and uncontrollable power, remains in

the people. As our constitutions are superior to our legislatures, so the people are

superior to our constitutions. Indeed, the superiority, in this last instance, is much

greater, for the people possess over our constitutions control in act as well as right.”

—Works, vol. iii., p. 292.

“The consequence is, that the people may change the constitution, whenever and

however they please. This is a right of which no positive institution can deprive

them.”

RAwLE.—“Wattell justly observes, that the perfection of a state, and its aptitude

to fulfil the ends proposed by society, depend upon its constitution. The first duty to

itself is, to form the best constitution possible, and one most suited to its circumstances,

and thus it lays the foundation for its safety, permanence, and happiness. But the

best constitution which can be framed with the most anxious deliberation that can be

bestowed upon it, may, in practice, be found imperfect and inadequate to the true

interests of society. Alterations and amendments then become desirable. The peo

ple retains, the people cannot perhaps divest itself of the power to make such altera

tions. A moral power, equal to, and of the same nature with that which made, alone

can destroy. The laws of one legislature may be repealed by another legislature,

and the power to repeal cannot be withheld by the power which enacted them. So

the people may, on the same principle, at any time alter or abolish the constitution

they have formed. This has been frequently and peaceably done by several of these

states since 1776. If a particular mode of effecting such alterations has been agreed
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disputable. If all persons entered into

the social compact, equal in rights,

and if their rights could not be trans

ferred or forfeited, they have them

still, and their exercise of them depends

on their own will and pleasure.

The people, we repeat, are all those

who were capable of entering into the

social compact. Those who are not

competent to form a contract are not

included. Children are not included,

for this reason. At what age persons

shall be deemed men, emancipated

from parental tutelage, and of sufficient

judgment to enter into contracts, must

necessarily depend on some arbitrary

rule, which might not suit every indi

vidual case. Thesociety itself has the

right to determine this time. In the

absence of any other rule, that of the

common law, among an Anglo-Saxon

people, would be adopted. Idiots and

insane persons are for the same rea

son not included. Strangers are not

included, because they belong to some

other political society, and could not

enter into a new compact without re

nouncing the old one. Permanent re

sidents, therefore, are alone included;

those who have established their home

with the new society. Are women

included ? By the practice of the

world, a practice as old as history,

and almost universal, women have

been excluded from political power.

All our governments having been

formed during the existence of such a

ractice, and no innovation upon it

ſº been attempted, they must be

deemed to have been framed in con

formity to it. They virtually declared,

in accordance with the general voice

of the rest of the world, that women

take no part in the formation of the

social compact. Whether such an

exclusion is justifiable upon principle,

it is not our province now to discuss.

But suppose slavery to exist in a

state, how does that affect the ques

tion ? Wherever slavery exists, the

slaves must of necessity be excluded

from political power. They cannot

enter into any political relation. They

cannot contract. To say that they

are slaves, is to say that they are

not thought of as beings having a po

litical existence. “In the calm of re

gular government they are sunk below

the level of men.” Their exclusion is

a fact, which we take as we find it.

It has been defended upon the ground

of necessity, and of their incapacity,

from weakness of intellect, to enter

into any political questions.

We believe now that we have gone

over the whole ground, and that we

are safe in asserting it to be the law

of all the American States, wherever

slavery does not exist, that the sove

reignty resides in the whole body of

adult male permanent residents ofsound

mind. If this be a just conclusion, then

the right of a majority of this body to

change the government at pleasure,

whatever may be the wishes of the

electors, is beyond dispute.

But it may be asked, where will all

this lead us ; May you at any time

take a census of. this body of per

sons, and if you can procure the con

sent of a majority P them to any

scheme, does such scheme, ipso facto,

become the law of the land? To this

we answer—first, that if the people

should choose to act in an irregu

lar manner, it cannot be helped ; that

they have the ultimate power to act as

they shall judge best; second, that the

people of this country never will act in

that manner, so long as they are fit for

freedom. We repeat the language

of Locke, “Perhaps it will be said

that the people, being ignorant and

always discontented, to lay the founda

tion of government in the unsteady,

opinions and uncertain humor of the

people, is to expose it to certain ruin;

and no government will be able long

to subsist, if the people may set up a

new legislature whenever they take

offence at the old one. To this I an

swer, quite the contrary. People are

-

T

upon, it is most convenient to adhere to it, but it is not exclusively binding.”—Rawle

on the Comstitution, p. 17.

Congress gave its sanction to the same doctrine, in the case of Michigan, when the

people of that state, acting in their original capacity, without the intervention of its

legislature, and even in opposition to the different action of the legislature, aecepted

the conditions on which it was received into the Union.

In North Carolina, also, the same doctrine was appealed to some years since by the

people of the western part of that state, who were about to put it in practice, when

the other party, who had possession of the actual government, gave way.
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not so easily got out of their old forms

as some are apt to suggest. They are

hardly to be prevailed with to amend

the acknowledged faults in the frame

they have been accustomed to.” The

will of the people is the supreme law.

So is an act of Congress, passed within

the scope of the constitution. Con

gress may pass a very absurd law;

but that is no reason for denying them

power. Our government rests upon

the people. If it cannot rest upon

that foundation, it can rest upon no

thing. It supposes the right and

the capacity of the people to govern

themselves. No scheme of govern

ment is practicable which does not re

quire the will of the people to be clearly

ascertained and formally promulged,

before it can become a rule of action.

Order is one of the chiefest laws of

society. While, therefore, we declare

the right of the people, at all times

and in any manner that seems proper

to them, to signify their will and to

carry that will into effect; we declare

at the same time that this very right

exists partly because of the capacity of

the people to govern well and dis

creetly, and that an irregular, tumul

tuary exercise of their authority would

destroy one of the foundations upon

which the right itself rests. These

two things must go together, order and

the sovereignty of the people, or the

latter will eventually fill.

There is little danger that it will

ever be otherwise in this country.

Certainly, in this particular case, it was

not otherwise. During the progress of

the election of the conventions—and the

formation, promulgation, and adoption

of the constitution of Rhode Island,eve

rything was conducted in a peaceable

and orderly manner. There was no

violence, no secresy, no tyranny. If the

people's constitution was the act of a

majority, never did a majority conduct

themselves with greater moderation or

take more pains to show the grounds

on which they acted.

The conclusion from these argu

ments is, that the sovereignty resides

in the majority of the parties to the so

cial compact; and that these parties

in the free States are all the male re

sidents of full age and of sound mind.

If, therefore, in the State of Rhode Isl

and, a majority of such have ratified

the people's constitution, it is the true

and real organic law of the State.

Before we leave this part of the sub

ject, we cannot help adverting to two

considerations in addition to those we

have already brought forward, not ne

cessary indeed to the argument, but

proper to be borne in mind by all who

would take a view of the whole subject.

The first is, that those who exercise

for the time being the functions of elect

ors in this country, bear a relation to

the elective officers, and to the whole

people, quite different in fact from that

which is borne by electors in the con

stitutional governments of Europe.

There the electors are in fact invested

with the whole power of the state.

No practice has ever prevailed with

them, of establishing an organic law,

by the authority of the whole body

politic, superior to the legislative

authority. The theory of the social

compact is there hitherto a mere specu

lation. No authority supreme to the

legislature is recognised in the state,

and its acts are supreme. Here the

theory of the social compact has been

reduced to practice. The body politic

establishes on our soil constitutions

superior to the legislature. There is

no inconsistency therefore in holding

that the body of the electors is an in

termediate body, established between

the whole body politic and the elective

officers by the will and authority of the

whole. As such, the electors are the

agents of the whole body. To hold

that the consent of the agent is neces

sary to the revocation of his power by

his principal, is to hold, not only that he

is more than agent, but that the prin

cipal has bestowed upon him a power

irrevocable and unchangeable.

The other consideration is this,

that even if the doctrine of the unalien

able nature of the right of self-gov

ernment were otherwise, still, in

the case of Rhode Island, the people

are not precluded from now exercising

that right, because they had never yet

done anything to delegate their sover

eignty. There the people have never

acted in any solemn manner upon the

subject of their government. They have

never established an organic law. Upon

the abolition of the authority of the

crown, the old electoral body continued

to elect a governor and representa

tives as before. Until the whole body

olitic, in its own good time, chose to

egin the work of framing a govern

ment, the old government was permis
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sive only. It could not bar the rights

of the sovereign people; even if those

rights were, as we have shown they

are not, capable of alienation.

Such is our answer, in the best form

in which we are able to give it, to the

first question.

The second question it is not difficult

to answer. There is another right, a

right above all human law—a right of

resistance to law—a right of revolution.

When does it exist, and on what is it

founded ? It is founded on the natur

al rights of the individual, and is to be

exercised only when government tran

scends the limits of its just authority.

There are rights of every human being,

which are not submitted to govern

ment, and which it cannot rightfully

interfere with. If it ever pass those

limits, be it a government of the people

or any other, resistance is justifiable.

A majority may abuse their power and

become tyrants; when they do so, they

may be treated as other tyrants may

be treated. Resistance to tyranny is a

right—nay, a duty—inscribed upon our

hearts by Providence.

There are occasions, therefore, when a

minority of the people—an individual,

even, may resist the majority. This

right is not incompatible with the

right of the majority to change the

government at will. The principles

of both may be stated in few words.

The right of the people to frame and

to change their government is unques

tionable and unalienable; but govern

ment itself, as all political society, has

limits to its power. If it steps beyond

those limits, it may be resisted, by vir

tue of a law higher than human soci

ety. This is the great lesson of po

litical and personal freedom.

This right of resistance is the right

also of revolution. It is the right to

resist law, when the law becomes the

instrument of intolerable oppression—

the right to overturn a tyrannical gov

ernment even though it were supported

by a majority of the political society.

It must never be confounded with the

right we first considered. That was a

legal right, a right of a majority to

change their government in their own

way and at their own time. This is a

right against law and above law; a

right of minorities and individuals.

The third question with which we

set out, is this: how far the federal gov

ernment can constitutionally interfere

WOL, XI,-NO, XLIX, 11

with the exercise of their sovereignty

by the people of the States? Can the

Union constitutionally repress a move

ment of a majority of the people of a

State to change their government 2

It was one object of the framers of the

Constitution, we will admit at the out

set, to maintain the internal tranquillity

of the States. This motive is apparent

upon the face of the state papers of

that period. Did they intend to effect

this object at the expense of the great

hº for which they themselves

ad been engaged in a long war 2 Did

they assume that there never would

be another occasion for the exercise of

the same principles, or if there were,

that it would only occur upon the the

atre of the Union, and not confine itself

to a single State 2 This was at least

very unlikely. It should seem littleless

than a condemnation of their own acts

and doctrines, to insert in the constitu

tion of the country a provision for such

an end. Is there any reason to sup

pose they did so :

The only portion of the constitution

which gives any ground whatever for

the claim of interference, is the 4th

section of the 4th article—“The Uni

ted States shall guarantee to every State

in this Union a republican form of

government, and shall protect each of

them against invasion; and, on applica

tion of the legislature or of the execu

tive, (when the legislature cannot be

convened,) against domestic violence.”

One other provision has been some

times mentioned as giving authority,the

15th subdivision of the 8th section of

the 1st article. Congress shall have

power “to provide for calling forth the

militia to execute the laws ofthe Union,

suppress insurrections, and repel inva

sion;” but it will be apparent, on a

slight reflection, that the insurrections

here referred to are insurrections

against the Union, not against the indi

vidual States. If it were not so, the lat

ter clause of the section in the 4th article

would have been unnecessary, for Con

gress had already all the power they

wanted under the first article; and the

condition on which alone the United

States are authorized to interfere by the

4th article is nolimitation at all, if they

are also authorized to do the same thing

by the first article; for that, if it ap

i. to the case, could give them full

authority over the subject so far as to

use all the militia of the country. It
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cannot therefore be deemed applicable

to an insurrection against a State.

Let us then take up the 4th article.

What authority does that confer upon

the United States ? Simply this, to

protect the States against domestic vio

lence, and then only when applied to

by the legislature or executive. The

question then divides itself into these

three: Whois to be protected ? against

what ? and when 2 It is the STATE that

is to be protected. What constitutes

the State 2

“What constitutes a state 2

Not high-raised battlement or labored

mound,

Thick wall or moated gate;

Not cities proud, with spires and turrets

crowned ;

Not bays and broad-armed ports,

Where, laughing at the storm, rich navies

ride;

Not starred and spangled courts,

Where low-browed baseness waftsperfume

to pride.

No: Men, high-minded Men,

With powers as far above dull brutes en

dued,

In forest, brake, or den,

As beasts excel cold rocks and brambles

rude;

Men who their duties know,

But know their rights, and knowing dare

maintain,

Prevent the long-aimed blow,

And crush the tyrant, while they rend the

chain :

These constitute a state;

And sovereign law, that state's collected

will,

O'er thrones and globes elate,

Sits empress, crowning good, repressing

ill.” -

The people—the community—the

majority of the members of the body

politic, these constitute the state.

Against domestic violence. What is

domestic violence 2 Is the execu

tion of the laws domestic violence 2

Is the enforcement of a constitution

domestic violence 2 Is the use of

force for any of these purposes, to

overcome resistance, domestic violence?

When & When application is made by

the legislature or the executive. What

legislature?—a spurious, a usurping

Iegislature ? After a legislature is ab

rogated by a change of government,

can it still call upon the United States

for aid 3 It is clear, then, that the ques

tion comes back to the question of

right in the State. The United States

are to protect the majority of the

social body, on the application of its

lawful legislature or executive, against

wnlawful violence. The question then

falls back on the one we first consid

ered, whether the majority of the peo

ple have a right at all times to change

their government. If they have, then

it follows that the new government is

the one to be protected, on the applica

tion of the new legislature, against the

violence of the old legislature or the

old electors.

This conclusion must necessarily fol

low from the course of argument we

have pursued. Not only have the peo

ple given no power to the general

government to oppose the majority of

a State, but they could give no such

power. The power of self-government

is unalienable and indefeasible. It is a

power of which the people cannot divest

themselves. In the emphatic language

of Franklin—“the people cannot in

any sense divest themselves of the su

preme authority.” The people of a state

could, doubtless, incorporate themselves

in a larger community, and thus divest

themselves, in their separate capacity,

of the sovereignty, but then the same

sovereignty would be instantly vested

in the whole community into which

they had become incorporated. Either,

then, the power of self-government re

mains in the people of a State, or it is

vested in the people of the Union,

and we have a consolidated govern

ment. Either the people of a State

may change their government at plea

sure, (subject only to the condition of

maintaining a republican form,) or the

people of the Union may do it for them.

That the latter is the case, the wildest

advocate for consolidation never yet

pretended. The power of the people
in each State over their own form of

government is intact.

No State is more strongly committed

on this head than Rhode Island. In

giving her consent to the Constitution

of the United States, she declared, as

we have seen, that “the powers of gov

ernment may be re-assumed by the

people whenever it shall become ne

cessary to their happiness;” that “the

right aforesaid cannot be abridged or

violated; ” and that the federal consti

tution was consistent therewith.

We come now to the fourth and

kast question. In a case of domestic
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violence, within the constitution, in

what manner can the United States

interfere? There is at present an act

of Congress empowering the President,

in such cases, to interfere with the

militia of the other States, or the forces

of the Union. Was that act constitu

tional 2 We doubt it extremely. If

it be competent for Congress to dele

gate such a power to the President, it

was competent to delegate that other

power mentioned in the same sentence,

the guarantee of a republican form of

government. Is it competent for Con

gress to do this 2 Can they constitute

the President a judge to decide when

the government of a State is or is not

republican, and empower him,to change

it by force? If they can do this, then can

they arm him with a more than kingly

power.

If it be urged that the power to in

terfere in a case of domestic violence

ought to be given to the President, be

cause it might become necessary to act

immediately, when Congress was not

in session, and before it could be called

together; we answer that the argument

from inconvenience is always a danger

ous argument on a constitutional ques

tion. But here we think the balance of

inconvenience is on the other side. The

President may do more mischief by

interfering in the wrong case, as he has

done in this instance of Rhode Island,

than could possibly happen from delay

in many cases of real insurrection or

domestic violence. The States are to

be presumed, in the first instance, able

to put down violence within their own

borders. Until their own force had

proved insufficient, there could be no

occasion for federal intervention.

One thing seems to be more than

probable, that the framers of the con

stitution, themselves, contemplated on

ly an intervention by Congress; for

Mr. Madison, writing of this very arti

cle in the forty-third number of the

Federalist, uses this language:—“In

cases where it may be doubtful on

which side justice lies, what better

umpires could be desired by two vio

lent factions, flying to arms and tearing

the state to pieces, than the represent

atives of confederate states, not heat

ed by the local flame 2 To the impar

tiality of judges they would unite the

affection of friends. Happy would it

be, if such a remedy for its infirmities

could be enjoyed for all free govern

ments; if a project equally effectual

could be established for the universal

peace of mankind.”

A very cheerless and fallacious doc

trine is that which teaches to deny

the yielding to natural feelings, right

eously directed, because the conse

quences may be trouble and grief, as

well as satisfaction and pleasure. The

man who lives on from year to year,

jealous of ever placing himself in a

situation where the chances can possi

bly turn against him—ice, as it were,

surrounding his heart, and his mind

too scrupulously weighing in a balance

the results of giving way to any of

those propensities his Creator has

planted in his heart—may be a philoso

pher, but can never be a happy man.

Upon the banks of a pleasant river

stood a cottage, the residence of an

ancient man whose limbs were feeble

with the weight of years and of former

sorrow. In his appetites easily grati

fied, like the simple race of people
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among whom he lived, every want of

existence was supplied by a few fertile

acres. Those acres were tilled and

tended by two brothers, grandsons of

the old man, and dwellers also in the

cottage. The parents of the boys lay

buried in a grave near by.

Nathan, the elder, had hardly seen

his twentieth summer. He was a

beautiful youth., Glossy hair cluster

ed upon his head, and his cheeks were

very brown from sunshine and open

air. Though the eyes of Nathan were

soft and liquid, like a girl's, and his

cheeks curled with a voluptuous swell,

exercise and labor had developed his

limbs into noble and manly propor

tions. The bands of hunters, as they

met sometimes to start off together

after game upon the neighboring hills,

could hardly show one among their

number who in comeliness, strength,
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or activity, might compete with the

youthful Nathan.

Mark was but a year younger than

his brother. He, too, had great beauty.

In course of time the ancient sicken

ed, and knew that he was to die. Be

fore the approach of the fatal hour, he

called before him the two youths, and

addressed them thus:

“The world, my children, is full of

deceit. Evil men swarm in every

place; and sorrow and disappointment

are the fruits of intercourse with them.

So wisdom is wary.

“And as the things of life are only

shadows, passing like the darkness of

a cloud, twine no bands of love about

your hearts. For love is the ficklest

of the things of life. The object of our

affection dies, and we thenceforth lan

guish in agony; or perhaps the love

we covet dies, and that is more pain

ul yet.

“It is well never to confide in any

man. It is well to keep aloof from the

follies and impurities of earth. Let

there be no links between you and

others. Let not any being control you

through your dependence upon him for

a portion of your happiness. This, my

sons, I have learned by bitter experi

ence, is the teaching of truth.”

Within a few days afterward, the

old man was placed away in the mar

ble tomb of his kindred, which was

built on a hill by the shore.

Now the injunctions given to Na

than and his brother—injunctions fre

quently impressed upon them before

by the same monitorial voice—were

pondered over by each youth in his in

most heart. They had always habi

tually respected their grandsire: what

ever came from his mouth, therefore,

seemed as the words of an oracle not

to be gainsayed.

Soon the path of Nathan chanced to

be sundered from that of Mark.

And the trees leaved out, and then

in autumn cast their foliage; and in

due course leaved out again, and again,

and many times again—and the bro

thers met not yet.

Two score years and ten what

change works over earth in such a

space as two score years and ten

As the sun, an hour ere his setting,

cast long slanting shadows to the east

ward, two men, withered, and with

hair thin and snowy, came wearily up

from opposite directions, and stood to

gether at a tomb built on a hill by the

borders of a fair river. Why do they

start, as each casts his dim eyes to

ward the face of the other ? Why do

tears drop down their cheeks, and

their frames tremble even more than

with the feebleness of age 2 They are

the long separated brethren, and they

enfold themselves in one another's

arinS.

“And yet,” said Mark, after a few

moments, stepping back, and gazing

earnestly upon his companion's form

and features, “and yet it wonders me

that thou art my brother. . There

should be a brave and beautiful youth,

with black curls upon his head, and

not those pale emblems of decay. And

my brother should be straight and

nimble—not bent and tottering as

thou.”

The speaker cast a second searching

glance—a glance of discontent.

“And I,” rejoined Nathan, “I might

require from my brother, not such

shrivelled limbs as I see,_and instead

of that cracked voice, the full swelling

music of a morning heart—but that

half a century is a fearful melter of

comeliness and of strength; for half a

century it is, dear brother, since my

hand touched thine, or my gaze rested

upon thy face.”

Mark sighed, and answered not.

Then, in a little while, hº made

inquiries about what had befallen

either during the time past. , Seated

upon the marble by which they had

met, Mark briefly told his story.

“I bethink me, brother, many, many

years have indeed passed over since

the sorrowful day when our grandsire,

dying, left us to seek our fortunes amid

a wicked and a seductive world.

“His last words, as thou, doubtless,

dost remember, advised us against the

snares that should beset our subsequent

journeyings. He portrayed the dan

gers which lie in the path of love; he

impressed upon our minds the folly of

placing confidence in human honor ;

and warned us to keep aloof from too

close communion with our kind. He

then died, but his instructions live, and

have ever been present in my memory.

“Dear Nathan, why should I con

ceal from you that at that time I loved.

My simple soul, ungifted with the

wisdom of our aged relative, had

yielded to the delicious folly, and the

brown-eyed Eva was my young heart's
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choice. O brother, even now, the

feeble and withered thing I am,_dim

recollections, pleasant passages, come

forth around me, like the joy, of old

dreams. A boy again, and in the con

fiding heart of a boy, I walk with Eva

by the river's banks. And the gentle

creature blushes at my protestations of

love, and leans her cheek upon my

neck. The regal sun goes down in the

west, and we gaze upon the glory of

the clouds that attend his setting, and

while we look at their fantastic

changes, a laugh sounds out, clear like

a flute, and merry as the jingling of

silver bells. It is the laugh of Eva.”

The eye of the old man glistened

with unwonted brightness. He paused,

sighed, the brightness faded away, and

he went on with his narration.

“As I said, the dying lessons of him

whom we reverenced were treasured

in my soul. I could not but feel their

truth. I feared that if I again stood

beside the maiden of my love, and

looked upon her face, and listened to

her words, the wholesome axioms

might be blotted from my thought, so

I determined to act as became a man:

from that hour I never have beheld

the brown-eyed Eva.

“I went amid the world. Acting

upon the wise principles which our

aged friend taught us, I looked upon

everything with suspicious eyes. Alas!

I found it but too true that iniquity

and deceit are the ruling spirits of

mnen.

“Some called me cold, calculating,

and unamiable; but it was their own

unworthiness that made me appear so

to their eyes. I am not—you know,

my brother—I am not, naturally, of

proud and repulsive manner; but I

was determined never to give m

friendship merely to be blown .#

again, it might chance, as a feather by

the wind; nor interweave my course

of life with those that very likely

would draw all the advantage of the

connexion, and leave me no better

than before.

“I engaged in traffic. Success at

tended me. Enemies said that my

good fortune was the result of chance,

—but I knew it the fruit of the judi

cious system of caution which govern

ed me in matters of business, as well

as of social intercourse.

“My brother, thus have I lived my

life. Your look asks me if I have

been happy. Dear brother, truth im

pels me to say no. Yet assuredly, if

few glittering pleasures ministered to

me on my journey, equally few were

the disappointments, the hopes blight

ed, the trusts betrayed, the faintings of

the soul, caused by the defection of

those in whom I had laid up treasures.

“Ah, my brother, the world is full

of misery !”

The '# iple of a wretched faith

ceased his story, and there was silence

a while.

Then Nathan spake :

“In the early years,” he said, “I too

loved a beautiful woman. Whether

my heart was more frail than thine, or

affection had gained a mightier power

over me, I could not part from her I

loved without the satisfaction of a

farewell kiss. We met,_I had resolved

to stay but a moment, for I had chalk

ed out my future life after the fashion

thou hast described thine.

“How it was I know not, but the

moment rolled on to hours; and still

we stood with our arms around each

other.

“My brother, a maiden's tears

washed my stern resolves away. The

lure of a voice rolling quietly from be

tween two soft lips, enticed me from

remembrance of my grandsire's wis

dom. I forgot his teachings, and mar

ried the woman I loved.

“Ah! how sweetly sped the sea

sons ! We were blessed. True, there

came crossings and evils; but we

withstood them all, and holding each

other by the hand, forgot that such a

thing as sorrow remained in the world.

“Children were born to us—brave

boys and fair girls. Oh, Mark, that,

that is a pleasure—that swelling

of tenderness for our offspring—which

the rigorous doctrines of your course

of life have withheld from you!

“Like you, I engaged in trade. Wa

rious fortune followed my path. I will

not deny but that some in whom I

thought virtue was strong, proved cun

ning hypocrites, and worthy no man's

trust. Yet are there many I have

known, spotless, as far as humanity

may be spotless.

“Thus, to me, life has been alter

nately dark and fair. Have I lived

happy?—No, not ºº: it is

never for mortals so to be. But I can

lay my hand upon my heart, and

thank the Great Master, that the sun
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shine has been far oftener than the

darkness of the clouds.

“Dear brother, the world has mise

ry—but it is a pleasant world still, and

affords much joy to the dwellers"

As Nathan ceased, his brother look

ed up in his face, like a man unto

whom a simple truth had been for the

first time revealed. W. W.

POLITICAL PORTRAITS WITH PEN AND PENCIL.

NO. XXXI.

THE LATE THEODORE SEDGWICK,

of stockbridge, MAss.

(With a fine Engraving on steel.)

In the Democratic Review for Feb

ruary, 1840, Mr. Sedgwick, then re

cently deceased, was made the subject

of No. XVII. of the Series of Political

Portraits. We expressed in the follow

ing terms the regret we entertained

that it was not in our power to add an

engraving to the biographical narrative

and portraiture of character to which

we were compelled to confine our

selves: “We regret that from the fact

of no other portrait of him being left

than that deeply impressed on the

hearts of his friends, it is not in our

power, in like manner, to accompan

the present written sketch of his life

and character with an engraved like

ness of a countenance that well har

monized with the spirit of which it was

the transparent expression.” Since

that period a portrait has been painted,

chiefly from the faithful memory of the

artist, an attached friend, aided by the

suggestions of Mr. Sedgwick's family,

from which we have procured the ac

companying engraving to be copied by

one of our ablest engravers. It will be

recognized by the wide circle of friends

who have not forgotten to lament the

loss sustained in such a man, as a

likeness full of the character which

made him the object of so warm an

attachment and so high a respect.

Inasmuch as there are some thou

sands of readers now taking the Demo

cratic Review who did not take it at

the period referred to, it is due to them,

in thus presenting the present portrait,

to accompany it with at least a slight

outline sketch of Mr. Sedgwick's life

—though at the necessary expense of

a repetition, which will doubtless be

readily pardoned by those who have

the former more extended sketch at

hand to refer to.

Mr. Sedgwick was the eldest son of

JudgeSedgwick,who—(after rendering

valuable service to his country during

the struggle of the Revolution, and

after having served his State, Massa

chusetts, in many representative capa

cities, at home as well as in the House

of Representatives and Senate of the

United States)—spent the concluding

years of his life on the bench of the Su

preme Court of Massachusetts, till his

death in the year 1813. Theodore, the

subject of the present notice, was born

in Sheffield, in that State, in December,

1780. When he was about the age

of seven, his father removed his family

to the village of Stockbridge, in the

same State, which has since consti

tuted their central residence and home.

Mr. Sedgwick removed to Albany for

the practice of his profession, the law,

immediately on his admission to the

bar, in 1801. He continued there, in

artnership with Mr. Harmanns Bleec

er, the late Chargé d'Affaires of the

United States at the Hague, until the

year 1821, when his impaired state of

health compelled him to withdraw

from the profession, of which he had

been an honorable ornament. From

that period the even current of his life

flowed tranquilly on till his death on

the 7th November, 1839—in the midst

of a rare combination of the best ele

ments of true happiness for himself,
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and in the active diffusion of an en

lightened beneficence to others in all

directions within the sphere of his in

fluence.

After his retirement to Stockbridge,

Mr. Sedgwick applied himself, with

all the active habits of his mind, to the

cultivation and enjoyment of philoso

phical and literary pursuits, to the

pleasures of society, and of a home as

eminently blessed to him, as its kindly

hospitality was agreeable to all who

visited it, to the various usefulamuse

ments of country life, and to the ex

emplary discharge of all the duties of

his position, not only in the more pri

vate relations at which it is not for us

here even to glance, but in every capa

city in which it was in his power to

do good to others, whether collectively

or singly, as a man, a neighbor, and a

citizen. One of his favorite objects

was to promote, by his example, ad

vice, and aid, the formation of a taste

among his fellow-townsmen for the

fine cultivation of the fruits of the field

and of the garden. He was twice

elected President of the Agricultural

Society of the county. He also repre

sented his town several times in the

Legislature of the State. In the lat

ter capacity, as early as the year 1827,

after much examination and reflection,

he introduced a project for the construc

tion of a railroad from Boston to Alba

ny; which, after several years of ear

nest effort, in which he had to encoun

ter every obstacle of prejudice, timidity,

and ridicule, he at last saw, by the

impetus which he had given to it, car

ried successfully through. And though

it was not permitted him to witness

the full completion of this great mea

sure, of which he may be regarded as

the father, yet he lived long enough to

see its partial accomplishment, the

road having been opened but shortly

before his death for more than half the

distance—with the universal favor of

the public opinion, at first strongly

hostile to it.

As an enlightened political econo

mist and zealous philanthropist, Mr.

Sedgwick could not be indifferent to

the important subject of Politics. He

took an especial interest in the great

controversy of the Tariff; he was a

member of the Free Trade Convention

at Philadelphia in 1831; and notwith

standing the strong prevalence of a

different public opinion, and imagined

sectional interest in his portion of the

country, he was a strenuous opponent

of the whole “American System.” In

fact the general direction of the politi

cal opinions to which his candid reflec

tions and warm popular sympathies

had by this time led his mind, were

decidedly adverse to those of the party

which supported Mr. Adams in the

Presidential Chair. The reader will

not, therefore, participate in the sur

prise which was felt by many of the

old Federal friends of Mr. Sedgwick

and of his family, on his coming out

with his characteristic earnestness and

fearlessness, in behalf of General Jack

son's election to the Presidency. No

man ever for an instant questioned the

disinterested sincerity of Mr. Sedg

wick's opinions; and his open accession

to the Democratic ranks—then in hope

less minority in his native State—was

received by the latter with warm wel

come and congratulation. It is scarcely

necessary for us to add, that Mr. Sedg

wick ever after, by the unwavering

consistency of his subsequent course,

through all the darkest of the hours

which ensued, amply justified and con

firmed that confidence which his well

known character and name at once

unreservedly commanded from the De

mocracy of the State. He was more

than once, we believe, the candidate

of the Democratic party in Berkshire

for Congress. His name, as the most

popular that could be selected, was

more than once united, on the guberna

torial ticket,with that of Judge Morton.

At the election of 1839, at which the

Democratic party succeeded in Massa

chusetts, by its celebrated majority of

one, Mr. Sedgwick had declined the

nomination for Lieutenant-Governor,

which he was earnestly pressed to ac

cept. Private circumstances alone in

fluenced him to this course; for at no

period were his convictions stronger,

or his sympathies more warm, with

the cause of his party than at the

period hereºl to,when principles

were involved in it of which his saga

cious understanding appreciated all the

importance, to the object nearest his

heart—the amelioration of the condi

tion of the great mass of the people.

Mr. Sedgwick died at Pittsfield,

about twelve miles from Stockbridge,

on the 7th of November, 1839, by a

stroke of apoplexy which attacked him

while engaged in addressing a meet
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ing of his political friends, on the eve

of the election then about to take

lace. He fell thus nobly, “with his

arness on.” The following account

of the occasion is from the pen of the

physician who was present, and who

tried vainly every expedient of hisart to

preserve a life so valuable to the com

munity:

“Being requested to address the com

pany, at about half past 8 o’clock he rose,

and in a most solemn and impressive man

ner introduced the subject of his remarks.

Among other observations, he said, that

the principles he advocated and the senti

ments he should advance were the result

of much reflection and no inconsiderable

observation; that under existing circum

stances, and especially at his period of

life, he should be pardoned for what

otherwise might seem to savor of egotism

—he could now have no object but so to

speak and so to act, that his rapidly ap

proaching end might be that of peace.

“His remarks bore the characteristics

of feeling and sentiment of a disinterest

ed friend and patriot, giving his parting

admonitions. He adverted to the fact of

the existence of a difference of political

principles, of the grounds of that differ

ence, and the causes which tended to its

perpetuation; he spoke of the influence

of wealth, both individual and corporate,

as maturally hostile to democratic princi

ples, and that the great security of a free

and equal government rested with the

great class of our community possessed of

moderate property, and mainly on the in

dustrious farmer and mechanic.

“The subject ofthe monetary affairs of

the country occupied his chief attention.

The conduct of the banks was arraigned

and exhibited in its true light—the fallacy

of their pretensions exposed, and the

proper basis of the credit system present

ed, its importance admitted, and the folly

of charging the Government with any

attempt to destroy it. ‘The credit sys

tem,” he said, “we must have and shall

have; the public ought not to suffer from

bank suspension; they have yielded large

profits, and if necessary they ought to

make sacrifice, rather than that the pub

ſic should suffer.’

“He adverted to the state of parties in

the country and commonwealth, aud ex

horted the friends of equal rights to ala

crity and perseverance, anticipating that

their efforts would eventually be crowned

with success. Every sentiment he ut

tered was from the heart, and dictated by

the liberal spirit of a philanthropist.

“Near the close of one of the most im

pressive addresses ever delivered, it was

evident, from his subdued manner and a

slight faltering of his voice, that some

change had come upon him. Fondly did

we hope, as he sat down, that it was

merely a temporary exhaustion, from

which he would soon recover. But alas !

the citadel of life was attacked, and as

he attempted, soon after, to leave the

room, he fell partly down, and it was too

evident he had received a paralytic at

tack, partially disabling one half the left

side of the body. Still he retained the

exercise of his intellectual faculties, and

expressed a strong confidence of a speedy

favorable result. The character of the at

tack was, however, gradually and more

surely developing its real nature. All the

aid which physicians and kind friends

could render was unavailing. It only pal

liated and contributed to prolong life for

a few hours. The affection of the head

increased to a complete apoplexy, and be

tween two and three o’clock he ceased to

breathe.

“Till within a few minutes of his de

parture, he conversed freely with those

about him, neither suffering bodily pain

nor mental aberration. He died without

the slightest convulsion, with a counte

nance placid even in death. Though per

haps himself not fully aware of his im

mediate danger, still he expressed a calm

submission, by repeating the emphatic

language, ‘It is all right.”

“Thus is one suddenly removed from

us, severing the tenderest ties of love and

friendship. None who knew him but

mourn his loss. An affectionate family

are plunged in sorrow, and the community

are deprived of one whose kindness and

liberality will not soon be forgotten.

When such men die, the country has rea

son to mourn. The Providence of God is

inscrutable, but it is our strong consola

tion that infinite wisdomand infinite bene

volence orders all events.”

The announcement of Mr. Sedg

wick's sudden decease, elicited from

the press, from many quarters, strong

expressions of respect and regret. He

was felt to be a great loss to the pub

lic, as well as to all who were brought

in any way in private life within the

circle of his influence. We conclude

this very slight notice, which will

serve as the necessary accompaniment

to the portrait, with quoting again the

closing words of our former article

above referred to:

“Such, then, was Theodore Sedgwick.

The memory of his virtues, that gave

their keenest poignancy to the first regrets
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of his friends, affords too the most sooth

ing balm to heal them; while the example

left by the daily beauty of his life will

long continue to exert a pleasant and a

good influence, on all those whose fortune it

was to be familiar with it. His death—

calm as an infant's slumber, and leaving

upon his countenance, undimmed by any

trace of physical or mental suffering, all

the light of the transparent loveliness of

one of the purest and kindliest of earthly

spirits—seems to our imaginations but a

natural and happy transition from one

mode of existence to another, without

affecting the intimate ties of mutual sym

pathies and affections, which so strongly

bound him to the numerous friends who

mourn his departure from before the bo

dily vision and contact of the human sense.

A singular presentiment appears to have

brooded over his mind for several preced

ing months, that the close of his earthly

way of life was rery nigh at hand—a pre

sentiment revealing itself on frequent

occasions which the memory of various

friends can now too distinctly recall and

intepret. To a mind thus pure from

thought, feeling, or memory of evil—

thus fortified with all the preparation of

calm philosophical reflection—and secure

in its reliance on the anchor of that re

ligion whose essential truths were as

deeply established in the convictions of

his reason, as its spirit was seen of all

men to be the animating principle of his

whole character and conduct in life—

such a presentiment wore no terrors for

him, however it might at times cast a

passing shadow of gloom over domestic

and social affections peculiarly strong and

tender; while in the actual mode of his

death—its tranquillity, its freedom from

distracting pain, accompanied with the

full retention of his mental faculties—

he was happy in realizing a wish always

entertained and often expressed by him.

Rarely has the hand of friendship had to

record a death—rather, let us say, a de

parture, for a temporary and brief separa

tion--in which a more emphatic meaning

is felt, by all who knew him, to reside in

the exclamation with which we conclude

this imperfect tribute to his rare worth–

‘Quis desiderio sit pudor aut modus

Tain cari capitis!' "

THE WORDS OF FAITH.

F. R O M T H E G E R M A. N. O. F. S. C. H. I. L. L. E. R.

THREE things I tell you of weight and might;

Though mouth to mouth may speak them,

Yet spring they not to the wide world's sight;

In the depths of the heart you must seek them.

And man o all that is dear is reft,

When no faith in these three things is left.

First, MAN is creatED FREE,-and when born,

Though fetters of iron bound him,

He need not be turned by the demagogue's scorn,

Or the clamor of fools around him.

For the slave, when the day of release is near,

But not for the freeman, let tyrants fear.

And virtue, It Is No EMPTY sound ;-

'Tis the same in sense and letter;

And though man stumble on treacherous ground,

He can still press onward to better.

And what seems folly in wisdom's eyes,

Is truth and light to the truly wise.

2VOL. IX.-No. XLIX, 1
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And THERE Is A GoD,-an Omnipotent Will,

However mankind may waver,

That weaves over Time and Space, with skill,

A system of thought for ever;

And though the revels of change ne'er cease,

Still reigns in all changes a spirit of peace.

These three things cherish with faith and might;

From mouth to mouth ever speak them.

And though they spring not to every one's sight,

In the depths of the heart you may seek them:

And never is man of all '...}. bereft,

So long as faith in these words is left.

H. GATES.

LUCY HOOPER.”

SHE was born on the 4th of February,

1816; she died on the 1st of August,

1841, of consumption. Through twen

ty-five years, a gentle, thoughtful, and

modest maiden, the brightness and

blessing of a quiet little family circle,

she lived in her daily walk all the poe

try which she breathed from time to

time aloud, in most melodious music of

verse. Such is all, in the way of inci

dent or event of a character at all pro

minent, that biography has to record of

her;-as one might write the life of a

flower; springing, and dying; and

through the brief meanwhile between

those two bounding points, looking

ever up to heaven, and revealing the

sweet soul within it by that perfume

and bloom which constitute the lovely

life God has bestowed upon it. The

expression of the comparison has

scarcely passed from our pen, when the

recollection rises of some beautiful lines

of her own, “To a little wild flower,”

which would seem to have been prompt

ed by a prophetic consciousness of her

own nature and its natural early fate.

We need not disclaim the suspicion of

having plagiarized the idea from her

self-it was so obvious and fitting, that

it could scarcely fail to suggest itself to

any one who had ever given a thought

to the two objects of kindred loveliness,

. sweet flower and the sweet young

girl:

“I wish I was this simple flower,

Born "neath the sky of May,

Brightly to bloom my little hour,

Then quickly pass away.

I wish I was as low and small,

Its destiny to prove;

For surely none would mind at all,

Who did not mind to love.

I wish that I was guarded so,

From every cruel storm,

Mark how each taller plant doth throw

A shelter round its form.

And see ye not this little flower

Can fold its petals bright,

When storms do rise, or clouds do lower,

Or draweth on the night.

It only lifts its meek bright eye,

Through summer days and spring,

It gazes ever on the sky;

Oh! 'tis a happy thing !

I wish that I could change my form,

And blossom on the plain,

Live wild and happy, though not long,

Then die ere Autumn came.

Or still more blest be plucked to cheer

Some heart in lonely hour,

That sick of human strife and fear,

Would wish to be a flower l’”

Notwithstanding its length, we are

tempted to add also the following, as

* Poetical Memoirs of the late Lucy Hooper; collected and arranged by John

Keese. New York: Published by Samuel Colman. 1842.
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well from the appositeness of the sub

ject to the present occasion, as from the

unconscious correspondence of the des

cription to the case of the “Young

Poetess” herself:

LAST HOURS OF A YOUNG PortEss.

“Throw up the window ! that the earnest

eyes

Of the young devotee at Nature’s shrine,

May catch a last glimpse of this breathing

world

From which she is removing.

Men will say

This is an early death, and they will write

The record of her few and changeful

years

With wonder on the marble, and then

turn

Away with thoughtful brows from the

green sod,

Yet pass to daily business, for the griefs,

That press on busy spirits, may not turn

Their steps aside from the worn paths of

life,

Or bear upon the memory, when the quick

And selfish course of daily care sweeps by.

Yet when they speak of that lost one,

*t will be

With tones of passionate marvel, for they

watched

Her bright career as ye would watch a

star

Of dazzling brilliancy, and mourn to see

Its glory quenched, and wonder while ye

mourned,

How the thick pall of darkness could be

thrown

O'er such a radiant thing.

Is this the end

Of all thy glorious visions, young Estelle?

Hath thy last hour drawn on, and will

thy life

Pass by as quickly as the perfumed breath

Of some fair flower upon the Zephyr's

wings 2

And will they lay thee in the quiet grave,

And never know how fervently thy heart

Panted for its repose 2

Oh! let the peace

Of this sweet hour be hers; let her gaze

forth

Now on the face of Nature for the last,

While the bright sunbeam trembles in the

alr

Ofthe meek coming twilight, it will soothe

Her spirit as a spell, and waken up

Impassioned thoughts, and kindle burning

dreams,

And call back glorious visions.

Marvel not

To see her color pass, and view the tears

Fast gathering to her eyes, and see her

bend

In very weakness at the fearful shrine

Of memory, when the glory of the past

Is gone for ever.

Gaze not on her now,

Her spirit is a delicate instrument,

Nor can ye know its measure.

How unlike

That wearied one to the bright, gifted

girl,

Who knelt a worshipper at the deep shrine

Of Poetry, and 'mid the fairest things,

Pined for lone solitude to read the clouds,

With none to watch her, and dream plea

sant things

Of after life, and see in every flower

The mysteries of Nature, and behold

In every star the herald and the sign

Of immortality, till she almost shrank

To feel the secret and expanding might

Of her own mind; and thus amid the

flowers

Of a glad home grew beautiful.—Away

With praises upon Time! with hollow

tones

That tell the blessedness of after years;

They take the fragrance from the soul,

they rob

Life of its gloss, its poetry, its charm,

Till the heart sickens and the mental wing

Droops wearily, and thus it was with her,

The gifted and the lovely. Oh! how

much

The world will envy those, whose hearts

are filled

With secret and unchanging grief, if Fame

Or outward splendor gilds them :

Who among

The throngs that sung thy praises, young

Estelle,

Or crowned thy brow with laurels, ever

recked

That wearier of thy chaplet than the

slave

Maybe with daily toil, thy hand would cast

The laurel by with loathing, but the pride

Of woman’s heart withheld thee!

Oh! how praise

Falls on the sorrowing mind, how cold

the voice

Of Flattery, when the spirit is bowed down

Before its mockery, and the heart is sick;

Praise for the gift of genius, for the grace

Of outward form, when the soul pines to

hear

One kindly tone and true !
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What bitter jest

It maketh of the enthusiast, to whom

One star alone can shine, one voice be

heard

In tones of blessedness, to know that

crowds

Of Earth’s light-hearted ones—are trea

suring up,

Against the day of sorrow, the deep words

Of wretchedness and misery which burst

From an o'erburdened spirit, and that

minds

Which may not rise to Heaven on the

wings

Of an inspired fancy, yet can list

With raptured ear, to the ethereal dreams

Of a high soaring genius.

For this end

Did'st thou seek Fame, Estelle;—and hast

thou breathed

The atmosphere of poetry, till life

With its dull toilgrew wearisome and lone?

* # * * * *

Her brow grew quickly pale—and mur

mured words

That not in life dwelt on that gentle lip,

Are spoken in the recklessness of death;

They tell of early dreams—of cherished

hopes

That faded into bitterness, ere Fame

IBecame the spirit’s idol, of lost tones

Of music, and of well remembered words

That thrill the spirit yet.

Again it comes

That half reproachful voice that she hath

spent

Her life at Passion’s shrine, and patient

there

Hath sacrificed, and offered incense to

An absent idol—that she might not see

Evenin death—and then again the strength

Of a high soul sustains her, and she joys,

Yea, triumphs in her fame, that he may

hear

Her name with honor, when the dark

shades fall

Around her, and she sleeps in still repose;

If some faint tone should reach him at the

last

Of her devotedness, he will not spurn

The memory from him, but his soul may

thrill

To think of her, the fervent-hearted girl,

Who turned from flattering tones, and idly

cast,

The treasures of her spirit on the winds

And found no answering voice

- - Then prayed for death,

Since Life’s sweet spells had vanished, and

her hopes

Had melted in thin air, and laying down

Her head upon her pillow, sought her rest,

And thought to meet him in the land of

dreams (*

We abandon the design with which

we began—that of a descriptive critical

sketch of the poetical character and

genius of the bright young creature of

whom we have so sweet a record and

monument in this volume. The task

is far more pleasing—its results will be

far more pleasing to our readers—to

give them rather the opportunity of

forming such judgment for themselves,

by the selection of some further ex

tracts, which may be taken as fair

specimens of her powers and style.

What she was already, all can read

and see—what she would probably

have become, had she lived to a greater

maturity of life and thought, we can

only imagine from the high promise of

her early performance. . We select the

following three poems for the purpose,

and only regret that our necessary re

striction of space curtails within these

limits so many quotations we should

have taken an equal pleasure in mak

Ing:

EVENING THOUGHTS.

THou quiet moon, above the hill-tops

shining,

How do I revel in thy glances bright,

How does my heart, cured of its vain re

pining,

Take note of those who wait and watch

thy light—

The student o'er his lonely volume bend

1ng,

The pale enthusiast, joying in thy ray,

And ever and anon, his dim thoughts

sending

Up to the regions of eternal day !

Nor these alone—the pure and radiant

eyes

Of Youth and Hope look up to thee

with love,

Would it were thine—meek dweller of the

skies,

To save from tears 1 but no l too far

above

This dim cold earth thou shinest, richly

flinging

Thy soft light down on all who watch

thy beam,

And to the heart of Sorrow gently bring

ing

The glories pictured in Life’s morning

stream,
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As a loved presence back; oh! shine to

me

As to the voyagers on the faithless sea!

Joy's beacon light! I know that trembling

Care

Warned by thy coming hies him to re

ose,

And on his pillow laid, serenely there

Forgets his calling; that at Day's dull

close

Meek Age and rosy Childhood sink to

rest,

And Passion lays her fever dreams

aside,

And the unquiet thought in every breast

Loses its selfish fervor and its pride,

With thoughts of thee—the while their

vigil keeping,

The quiet stars hold watch o'er beauty

sleeping !

But unto me, thou still and solemn light,

What may’st thou bring high hope, un

wavering trust

In Him, who for the watches of the night

oriº thy coming, and on things of

ust

Hath pour’d a gift of power—on wings to

rise

From the low earth and its surrounding

gloom

To higher spheres, till as the shaded skies

Are lighted by thy glories, gentle Moon,

So are Life's lonely hours and dark des.

pair

Cheered by the star of faith, the torch of

prayer.

THE DAUGHTER OF HERODIAs.

Written after seeing among a collection of beauti.

ful paintings, copies from the old masters, recent.

ly sent to New York from Italy, one representing

the daughter of Herodias, bearing the head of

John the Baptist on a charger, and wearing upon

her countenance an expression, not of triumph

as one might suppose, but rather of soft and sor

rowful remorse, as she looks upon the calm and

beautiful features of her victim.

MothER I bring thy gift,

Take from my hand the dreaded boon,

I pray

Take it, the still pale sorrow of the face

Hath left upon my soul its living trace,

Never to pass away;-

Since from these lips one word of idle

breath

Blanched that calm face—oh mother,

this is death !

What is it that I see

From all the pure and settled features

gleaming f

Reproach reproach My dreams are

strange and wild,

Mother had'st thou no pity on thy child?

Lo a celestial smile seems softly

beaming

On the hushed lips—my mother, can'st

thou brook,

Longer upon thy victim's face to look?

Alas! at yestermorn

My heart was light, and to the viol’s

sound

I gaily danced, while crowned with sum

mer flowers,

And swiftly by me sped the flying hours,

And all was joy around;—

Not death Oh! mother could I say thee

nay ?

Take from thy daughter’s hand thy boon

away !

Take it;-my heart is sad,

And the pure forehead hath an icy

chill—

I dare not touch it, for avenging Heaven

Hath shuddering visions to my fancy

given,

And the pale face appals me, cold and

still,

With the closed lips, oh! tell me, could I

know

That the pale features of the dead were

So f

I may not turn away

From the charmed brow, and I have

heard his name

Even as a prophet by his people spoken,

And that high brow in death bears seal

and token,

Of one whose words were flame;—

Oh! Holy Teacher! could'st thou rise

and live,

Would not these hushed lips whisper, “I

forgive 1°

Away with lute and harp,

With the glad heart for ever, and the

dance,

Never again shall tabret sound for me.

Oh! fearful Mother, I have brought to

thee

The silent dead, with his rebuking

glance,

And the crushed heart of one, to whom

are given

Wild dreams of judgment and offended

Heaven

ILINEs.

SAY, have I left thee, wild but gentle lyre,

That on the willow thou hast hung

so long f
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Oh! do not still my unbidden thoughts

aspire

From my heart’s fount 2 flows not the

gush of song,

Though heavily upon the spirit’s wing

Lies earthly care—a dull corroding thing?

Must it be ever so

That in the shadow and the gloom,

my path

Is destined —shall the high heart always

bow 2

Father, may it not pass, this cup of

wrath—

Shall not at last the kindled flame burn

free

On my soul's altar—consecrate to thee?

Say, in my bosom’s urn

Shall feelings glow, for ever unex

pressed,

And lonely, fervent thoughts unheeded

burn,

And Passion linger on, a hidden

guest—

Hath the warm sky no token for my heart,

In my green early years shall Hope depart?

Peace at this quiet hour

And holy thoughts be given. Let me

Soar

From Life’s dim air and shadowy skies

that lower

Around me, and with thrilling heart

adore

Thy mercy, Father who can'st soothe the

Wild

Forgetfulmurmurings ofthine erring child.

Aye, by the bitter dreams,

The fervor wasted ere my spirit’s

prime,

The few brief sunny gleams

Ripening the heart’s wild flowers,

that ere their time

Blew brightly and were crushed,—by all

the tears

That quenched the fiery thoughts of early

years,

Yes! by each phantom shade that Memory

brings,

Voices whose tone my heart remem

bers yet,

Names that no more shall thrill—departed

things

That I would fain forget—

By the past weakness and the coming trust,

Father I lay my forehead in the dust.

Meekly adoring—yielding up my care

To Thee,who through the stormy past

hath tried

A wayward mind, which else had deemed

too fair

This fleeting world, and wandered far

and wide

Astray,+and worshipped still, forgetting

Thee,

The one bright star of its idolatry.

Nor be these thoughts in vain

To aid me in this rude world’s ruder

strife,

When a high soul doth struggle with its

chain

And turn away in bitterness from

life,

Strengthen me, guide me, till in realms

above

I taste the uncontrolled waters of thy love.

Mr. Keese has admirably performed

his task of editor. The memoir is in

itself a beautiful production, and evin

ces a fine appreciation both of the love

liness of the character of its subject,

and of the high poetic merits of her

productions. We understand that the

contents of the present volume form

but a portion of the materials, of simi

lar value and interest, remaining in the

ossession of her friends. We sincere

y hope that such encouragement will

be given by the public taste to the pre

sent volume, which may be regarded

as an experiment on its favor, as to call

forth the early appearance of another.

We would gladly add, to what we have

said, the beautiful tribute which Whit

tier's muse has cast, as a poet's offer

ing of flowers on a sister poet's grave;

but are forbidden by its length. The

reader may find it appended to the me

moir. The following brief offering by

H. T. Tuckerman, with which we

conclude, is not unworthy of a place

here, as well as there:

“AND thou art gone! sweet daughter of

the lyre,

Whose strains we hoped to hear thee

waken long;

Gone—as the stars in morning’s light ex

pure,

Gone like the rapture of a passing song;

Gone from a circle who thy gifts have

cherished,

With genial fondness and devoted care,

Whose dearest hopes with thee have sadly

perished,

Andnow can find no solacebut in prayer;

Prayer to be like thee, in so meekly bearing

Both joy and sorrow from thy Maker’s

hand;

Prayer to put on the white robes thou art

wearing,

And join thy anthem in the better land.”
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THE WHIG REGIME AT WASHINGTON.

PATIENCE—patience —a brief year and

a half more, and a Democratic con

gress will re-assemble, and the dis

graceful spectacle of the Whig rule,

which has so often and deeply suf

fused the cheeks of both friend and foe,

will be at an end They cannot now

continue together more than a few

weeks; three months, at their remain

ing session, will be the limit of their

last opportunity of making themselves

ridiculous; and they will then share

the fate of their own log cabins,

cider barrels, and raccoon skins, which

the people, where they have not for

gotten, remember only with a blush of

mingled regret and shame.

Patience, then—patience —we say,

for yet a brief year and a half longer,

and all will then be well again. At

the farthest, 1844 will speedily come

round,-and by that time we shall

have recovered all the three branches

of the Federal Government, the Execu

tive and Senate, as well as the House

of Representatives. Nor will there

then be any great danger of the good

people of these United States allowing

themselves to be a second time entrap

ped by so gross an imposture as that of

which they are now tasting the bitter

and nauseous fruits. Their hokkano

baro, their “grand humbug”—to quote

an appropriate expression from the dia

lect of the Gypsy race—has played its

part and effected its object, and is not

likely ever to be sº again—at

least within the memory of the genera

tion which has had one experience of it.

It is vain for them to talk of a want

of harmony between their President

and their party; and to ascribe to that

cause all the miserable and imbecile

stumbling and staggering along of their

party, in its possession of power pur

chased at the cost of so sad a wear and

tear of whatever political conscience it

ever possessed. That state of things

is manifestly itself but the effect of an

other and a deeper cause, going back

to the foundation of their organization

as a party. Why did they have re

course to so disgraceful a system of

electioneering tactics as that by which

alone they got into power ? Why did

they make themselves all things to all

men : Why did they select candidates,

from one of whom they allowed no

distinct expressions to be elicited of the

leading principles of policy which

should govern his administration—and

the other of whom was identified, by

whatever, political character he pos

sessed, with all that was antagonistic

to the real designs of the great major

ity of their own leaders and party 2

hy wereº guilty of the shameful

treachery to their only proper and na

tural leader as a party, poor Clay—

fine, bold, and manly fill. that he

was ofabandoning him for men whose

“availability” consisted only in non

committalism and dissimulation? Why

did they, in the face of all the manifest

truths of the great laws of trade and

political economy, assume the respon

sibility of promising to the people con

sequences to follow a change of gov

ernment, the absurdity and impossibil

ity of which all the better informed

intelligence of their own party must

have known perfectly well ? This

system of electioneering—in connection

with other modes of popular influence

no more honorable than this—brought

them into power; and how could they

. what right had they to expect,

to be able to govern the country on any

thing like a distinct and harmonious

system of administration, through any

set of men, representing the different

elements of such a heterogeneous, dis

cordant and chaotic rabble of a party?

One of the senseless imputations in

which our opponents are wont to in

dulge against us, is what they term our

spirit of party discipline and union,

keeping us together in a more com

pact and steady organization, to

which they mean to ascribe a certain

slavish want of independence of

thought and action. And this we some

times hear them contrast with the oppo

site character claimed as a subject of

º on their side, to which they attri

ute the generalascendency maintained

by us, notwithstanding occasional tem

porary exceptions, in the politics of the

country. The existence of a difference

between the two parties in this respect
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is not without a foundation in fact,

though the Whigs both misunderstand

and misname it. It grows simply out of

the fact that the one party does possess

a certain set of definite and distinct

general principles, and the other does

not. The difference is that between a

fleet of vessels united for a common

voyage and provided each with a com

pass, and one deprived of that means of

safe and independent self-direction, in

the forward way along which all are

bound, and compelled to watch only the

signals and flags of uncertain leaders.

We do sail together much better in

squadron than the Whigs—because we

all collectively and individually know

whither we are going, and why; and

because we steer by a steady guide

common to all while distinct for each;

while our leaders are fain compelled

to keep true to the same general tack,

under the necessary penalty of ceasing

to be either our leaders, or of us at

all. The nomination of such candi

dates as Harrison and Tyler—(we

mean candidates occupying similar re

lative political attitudes towards their

Fº and the public)—never could

ave happened to us, nor could we

therefore have been plunged into a

similar confusion by the death of an

individual. No man could be nomi

mated in our party, no man would be

voted for by it, whose opinions were

not so thoroughly known, and his cha

racter proved, as to assure a perfect

harmony between us and him in the

administration of the government.

To carry the question a step farther

back, to a higher general principle, or

rather to a more general statement of

the law of which the present state of

things in the Whig camp is the result

—no party can govern a free republic

whose character is not in harmony

with the genius of the people and their

fundamental institutions. That genius

is democratic, and the Democratic par

ty can alone govern this country. The

natural and proper attitude for the

Whig party to occupy is that of oppo

sition—a vigilant and severe opposition

to check the tendency of power to

abuse and misuse. A combination of

accidental circumstances can alone ever

bring them into power—transferring

them from the negative to the positive

pole, in the electrical equilibrium—

and then it can only be by such very

means as must necessarily make it im

possible for them to frame and main

tain any conceivable administration, in

consistency with itself and harmony

with its party. This can only happen

occasionally and at distant intervals;

it cannot continue beyond a single term

of administration; and after effecting

the good for which it was designed, in

the order of Providence, as a lesson to

the proper dominant party, a moderat

ing check on their natural tendency to

over-action, and a re-purification from

the corruptions and abuses of prolonged

political power, the anti-democratic

party must naturally and necessarily

subside back into its accustomed and

proper place, ofminority and opposition.

We speak here of the characters and

tendencies of principles. We know

indeed that among a considerable por

tion of the Whig party themselves,

there is as much of the democratic

sentiment and spirit as among any por

tion of our own. Wast numbers whose

more natural position would be on our

side, are misled by the confusion in

which some of the principal issues be

tween the parties are kept by the clam

ors and misrepresentations of an active

press; others by those protestations

of a democratic character which have

been so freely plied, notwithstanding

the unconcealed disgust and contempt

of other portions, as expressed in the

intercourse of private life; others by

difference of opinion on one point or

another of practical policy from that

of the controlling majority of our party.

We speak of the general tone and ten

dency of their principles, and that is

essentially anti-democratic. For they

are the party that never fails to advo

cate strong and splendid government—

to favor all latitudinarian constructions

of the Constitution—to oppose all new

projects of reform in the direction of

popular liberty and the extension of

power of the numerical masses—and to

discountenance the adoption of univer

sal suffrage in other communities, even

when compelled to a silent acquies

cence and submission to it at home.

For their leaders, we have not the

same respect, nor the same confidence

in their honesty of intention and prin

ciple, that we cheerfully accord to the

great body of their followers. In a

democratic country, the leader of a

party essentially anti-democratic in

character cannot, as a general rule, be

honest politicians—excepting,ofcourse,
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the small number ofprouder and braver

spirits, who, sincerely imbued with

anti-popular principles, have the cou

e and the truth to avow and main

tain them in defiance of their unpopu

larity. They must perpetually dis

semble, pretend,º intrigue—

they must have recourse to the vile

trickeries of demagoguism—they must

cheat the people, indirectly if not di

rectly, to gain their support, even

though they console their consciences

with the belief that it is for their own

best good; and they must always and

everywhere address themselves as

eagerly as possible to all great special

interests, and accumulations of wealth

and power; such as banks, manufac

turing interests, corporations, &c.,&c.—

to gain their favor and support, by

those concessions, to their special ad

vantage, which can only be made at

the corresponding injury to the rights

and interests of the people at large.

And look at the spectacle of all their

shuffling, shifting, shambling, and

shameful manoeuvring now at Wash

ington See one cabinet minister

sticking to his place, for the manifest

solesake of the place, after a full par

ticipation in transactions which com

pelled the withdrawal of the rest of his

colleagues—-though on which side rested

the imputation of bad faith in those

transactions, may well be a question.

See another,wº a few days after

penning with his own hand a violent

political and personal denunciation of

the President, coolly and quietly walk

over to take a seat at his very council

board; thus proving an admirable fitness

for the place, so far at least as regards his

knowledge of one of the manoeuvres of

military tactics, the “right about face!”

See, in the composition of a cabinet,

the harmonious fraternization of nulli

fication with federalism, the ultra-lati

tudinarianism of a Webster with the

ultra strictness of construction of an

Upton. See all the intriguing chica

nery of legislation, the unblushing bar

gaining and selling of mutual votes, the

train-band discipline of caucussing, the

undisguised subordination of patriotic

duty and right to personal animosities,

jealousies, and ambitions, in a degree

which has never before disgraced the

action of any Congress. See a Bankrupt

act bought by a Land Fund Distribu

tion act. See a Land Bill secured by

the concession of an essential proviso

WOL. XI.-NO, XLIX, 13

to guard against a violation of the faith

of the Compromise act—and then see

the insertion of a clause in a subse

quent bill repealing that proviso, in

disregard of all the indignant out

cries against the bad faith of the

transaction, raised by those who, most

deservedly, were made its dupes.

See those repeated instances of vacilla

tion in action on the most important

measures, which proves it in neither

case to be prompted by any higher

motive than shifting calculations of a

petty expediency, as, for instance, on

the Apportionment Bill in the Senate,

when a strict caucus-trained party

vote reverses one day a proposition un

deniably reasonable and right which

had been adopted on the day before by

a large majority. And again, in the

other House, in its action on the Senate

amendments to the same Bill,—after

elaborate discussion they had been

rejected, by decisive votes, accompa

nied by every indication of a very de

termined spirit; when suddenly, behold,

one fine morning after an evening

caucus, the House, with beautiful pre

cision of drill, wheels short round,

abandons its position and all the argu

ments by which it had been sustained,

and without even a committee of con

ference, or any attempt at compromise,

i. in a submissive adhesion to the

ictation of the party leaders of the

other branch ' See, too, in the one

body the purely factious rejection of

nominations of the most unexception

able personal character—in one marked

case even after the same individual had

been but a short time before confirmed

without objection for an office of a

higher value and responsibility;-and

in the other body, the adoption of le

gislation for the undisguised object of

“heading” the President, and of coer

cing his assent to an obnoxious principle

by coupling it as a proviso with an in

dispensable Revenue Bill for the very

continuance of the government. Who

can behold such a spectacle as is thus

daily exhibited to the world by the pre

sent dominant majority in both branches

of Congress, without a blush of shame

and a sigh of sorrow, and an earnest

prayer that Time would speed the

slow wheels of his car, and expedite

the welcome hour which shall soon

witness the country's riddance from

the ascendency of the Whig Régim

at Washington'
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MONTHLY FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL ARTICLE.

IN the spring of 1837, owing to a

complication of causes that have fre

quently been discussed, the banking

system of the States reached its culmi

nation and exploded, prostrating in

bankruptcy every institution of the

country. In the short space of one

year the banks of New England and

New York returned to specie pay

ments, and have since firmly main

tained their position. In all other sec

tions of the country, west, south, and

south-west, a false system has been

pursued, and for five years an unremit

ting struggle has been kept up be

tween the bank debtors on one hand,

and their creditors on the other. The

banks themselves have supposed it for

their interest to side with the former,

and have refused to pay their own

debts, under the plea that they could

not do so without oppressing their

debtors. At times, however, public

opinion has expressed itself so forcibly

in favor of a sound currency, that the

banks have been compelled to attempt

specie payments. On the 1st January,

1839, the United States Bank took the

lead, and resumption became general

throughout the Union. The inherent

weakness of the dreadfully misman

aged institution at the head of the

movement was such, however, that it

soon became evident that specie pay

ments could not be maintained. The

catastrophe was hastened by threat

ened hostilities between Great Britain

and the United States, in January and

February, 1839, growing out of diffi

culties in relation to the boundary

question. The immediate effect of the

war panic was to prevent the negotia

tion of American stocks in the London

market. The sale of these stocks was

the only means by which the United

States Bank could hope to sustain

itself. The stocks of the several States

were obtained by it on credit, and as

long as they could be sold in the fo

reign market, the bank was supplied

with active means. Aswe have stated,

this was checked by the apprehension

of hostilities, and it became evident

that nothing could save the institution

from bankruptcy. Just at this junc

ture, therefore, Mr. Biddle, with com

mendable foresight, resigned the pre

sidency of the". his was in

March, 1839. His letter of resignation

stated that the bank was in “a sound

and prosperous condition.” This state

ment was endorsed by the directors,

who voted him a service of plate, va

lued at $25,000, equal to one ton of

pure silver, as a compliment for his

services. On the 11th of October, 1839,

five months after this occurrence, the

bank failed, and was followed in sus

pension by all the banks of the south

and west. The delusion was still kept

up that the institution was suspended,

not broken, and an irredeemable

paper currency was continued fourteen

months longer, until January, 1841,

when public opinion again enforced

resumption, which became general.

Practical men had, however, no confi

dence in it. The United States Bank

was felt to be insolvent; accordingly

that monster, raised upon its legs by

artificial means, staggered on six weeks

and then fell prostrate to rise no more.

Shortly after it was put in process of

liquidation. Its stock now sells for

$3 per share, and its circulating notes

at 63 per cent. discount. After the

failure of this ghost of a national bank,

the sound banks in different parts of

the Union began to discover that to

save themselves they must resume on

their own footing. The South Caro

lina and Savannah banks accordingly

successively returned to specie pay

ments, and have since maintained it,

with the exception of someweak ones,

which gave way. The cloak of sus

ension no longer served to screen the

insolvent institutions, and they were

forced to wind up—to what extent,

the list furnished in our last number

gives evidence. We would here men

tion, however, that in that list we

stated that the “Planters' Bank” of

Georgia had stopped. It should have

been “Planters and Mechanics' Bank.”

The people in all parts of the Union

became so impatient of the depreciated

currency furnished by the banks, that
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several State legislatures were forced

to take the matter in hand, and fix days

on which payments were to be re

sumed, under pain of forfeiture. The

Ohio banks did so in March, those of

Pennsylvania and NewJersey, in April,

and were followed by those of Balti

more, and at the date of our last, the

following banks were paying specie:

Ohio, Michigan,

Maryland, Delaware,

Georgia, North Carolina,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

Missouri.

The banks of the following States

have since returned to specie pay

ments:

Illinois, Kentucky,

North Carolina, New Orleans,

Indiana.

The banks of Tennessee were re

quired, by law, to resume within 20

3. after those of Kentucky and New

Orleans should have done so. The

law of Louisiana required the banks

of that State to resume on the first

Monday of December, 1842. The

same state of the public mind which

forced resumption in Philadelphia was,

however, operating to produce the

same effect in New Orleans, and at the

date of our last, discredit had forced

five institutions into liquidation. There

then remained ten, five of which were

in favor of immediate resumption. The

others being insolvent, wished to put

it off as long as possible. Hence disa

greements arose, in the midst of which

specie payments were resolved upon,

and were perfected on the 16th of May

by 17 banks. In a few days the

remaining three came into the

measure. The resumption effected

under these circumstances, did not

command public confidence, and the

demands upon the banks for coin were

constant. Their liabilities were ra

pidly returned upon them for payment,

and the continued disagreement among

the banks created a panic which ended,

on the 3d of June, in the failure of five

banks. The following is a table of

the liabilities and assets of the five

banks which failed, and of those which

continue to pay their debts:

Assets AND LIABILITIEs of The NEw orLEANs BANKs, MAY 28, 1842.

Suspended Banks.
Liabilities. Assets.

Canal Bank, 390,449 5,457,627

Citizens' Bank, 2,824, 868 10,886,593

Commercial Bank, 1,026,301 4,306,683

Consolidated Bank, 968,595 3,604,437

State Bank, 1,048,282 3,230,460

Total, May 28, $6,253,495 27,485,800

“ April 30, 7,100,702 28,595,472

Reduction, - 847,207 1,109,632

Increase, - - - - - -

This table indicates how powerfully

the test of specie payments acts in dis

criminating the sound from the un

sound banks. It is to be hoped, that

the remaining banks may be enabled

to sustain themselves. If so, the puri

fication that has taken place will be

of vast benefit to the whole commu

nity. New Orleans being the great

market for the sale of western and

southern produce, it is of the highest

importance to the whole community

that a sound currency should be main

tained there.

We have thus rapidly sketched the

leading events that have overtaken the

Specie-paying Banks.
Liabilities. Assets.

Bank of Louisiana, 840,095 5,503,152

Carrollton Bank, 120,311 2,409,725

City Bank, 1,312,113 3,932,687

Mec. & Trad. Bank, 414,104 2,843,728

Union Bank, 1,482,721 11,240,344

4,177,348 25,929,636

4,469,181 25,851,213

291,833

78,423

aper system since the great revulsion,

in order to bring them down to the

resent time. The great struggle is,

owever, by no means yet complete.

Alabama, Virginia, Florida, and other

sections, have yet to go through the

ordeal; and the probability is, that few

institutions, more especially those

based upon borrowed capital, will re

main. The country is slowly but

surely returning to that state of things

. existed during its earlier history,

when its whole capital was applied to

production, thereby increasing the

actual wealth of the country. At that

period the trade of the country, or the
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exchange of commodities, was con

ducted in the Atlantic cities with very

little aid from bank paper. Men were

then patient, industrious, frugal, and,

of course, prosperous. The aggregate

wealth of the whole country rapidly

increased. The morals of the people

were of a grade much higher than

now, when the paper system has left its

corrupting influence; and credit, or that

...?confidence in the integrity of the

borrower, which enabled the young

and enterprising to obtain the capital

of the wealthy on easy terms for a

length of time, existed to a much

reater extent now. The great Frank

#. states in his memoirs, that his in

dustry and good conduct procured him

the offer of a loan of money at six per

cent. for a term of two or three years,

to purchase a press, and type where

with to prosecute his business. Such

an instance, we will venture to say,

does not take place under the rule of

the banking system. If Franklin

should have lived in our day, and been

in want of money to buy a press, capi

talists would have told him that their

money was invested in bank stocks.

The banks would have told him, that

if he could get two responsible endor

sers, they would lend him the money

for 90 days' Of what use would that

have been to him? Could he have

earned the price of his press and re

turned the money in 90 days 2 . Cer

tainly not. The operation of banks is,

therefore, to destroy that credit which,

under a specie system, enables the in

dustrious poor to obtain the means of

prosecuting their labor. Banks can

not, from the nature of their business,

lend money for more than 60 to 90

days. Hence it is that their useful

ness is confined to traders and commer

cial towns. In industrial and pro

ductive countries their presence is a

detriment rather than a benefit.

Where they are carried to excess, as

has been the case in this country, their

demoralizing effects are soon apparent

—a fact that has been made too pain

fully evident during the past month in

the conviction of a forger whose opera
tions were so extensive and so skil

fully conducted, that, at the moment of

their discovery, commercial men were

paralysed, and paper of any kind was

with difficulty negotiated. Another case

has been a defalcation of near $153,000

by the officer of an insurance company.

The defalcations and frauds that have

been discovered in moneyed institutions

during the past three years, amount to

near $15,000,000, a fact which speaks

volumes for the state of morals brought

about by the use of paper money.

The state of commercial affairs during

the month has been one of great uncer

tainty, growing mostly out of the ac

tion of the federal government, in rela

tion to its financial affairs. The lead

ing events of the past year are known

to most of our readers; but it may be

well to sum up the events here, in

order to arrive at a correct understand

ing of the present most disgraceful po

sition of things. The tariff law of

1832–3, commonly called the compro

mise act, was essentially protective in

its nature. The mass of the people

composing the great south and west

were opposed to the aristocratic princi

ple of “protection,” or taxing the man

for the benefit of the few. The nort

and east, however, who were of the

interest that wished to be protected,

exerted themselves powerfully to pro

cure the imposition of the required

taxes, which was done in the tariff of

1832. They stated that if the protec

tion was extended to them for a few

years, they should become so strong as

not to need it for the future. Accord

ingly the masses of the people yielded

to their entreaties, and high duties were

imposed. These were, however, to be

diminished by biennial reductions until

June, 1842, when the rates would yield

a uniform duty of 20 per cent., which it

was then supposed would be, there

after, sufficient for the revenues of the

government. This arrangement was

continued with great success, and under

the high duties, $28,000,000 of sur

plus revenue was accumulated, which

was divided among the States. With

the revulsion in the banking system,

however, the revenues fell off, and it

was found that the receipts were not

equal to the expenditure, especially

during the Florida war. The deficiency

was supplied by treasury notes, and

never reached more than about $5,000,-

000 until the close of last year, when

the present administration came into

power. The late able Secretary of

the Treasury, Mr. Woodbury, in

making his report, showed clearly that

by levying a duty of 20 per cent. on

articles heretofore free, the revenues of

the government would be increased
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$5,000,000, which would amply make

ood the deficiency in its expenditures.

he new administration, however, en

tered upon a new system. An expen

sive extra session was called, in order

to devise ways and means of saving

money, and increasing the revenue.

Their first act was to take the reve

nues from the public lands out of the

Treasury and give it to the States.

This bill the new chief magistrate,

Mr. Tyler, signed on condition that the

tariff should not be raised above the

maximum of the compromise act.

Congress then imposed 20 percent. duty

on all articles before free, which were

collected after September, 1841. They

then created a national debt of $12,-

000,000, and adjourned. Congress

again met as usual in December, and

have now been in session six months,

having done absolutely nothing, with

the exception of authorizing the emis

sion of $5,000,000 of Treasury notes,

and increasing the stock debt of the

extra session to $17,000,000. In Jan

uary a reduction of the duties according

to the compromise act took place, and

the decrease of the revenue was such

that the President addressed a special

message to Congress recommendin

the repeal of that land bill whic

he had signed six months before.

Congress, however, has not taken any

action upon the matter.

Three tariff schemes have been pro

posed to the House, one by the secretary

of the treasury, one by the committee

on manufactures, and one by the com

mittee of ways and means. All these

lans propose to carry the rate of duties

{.. to those of 1832, in violation of

the faith pledged to the people by the

spirit of that act. The object is osten:

sibly revenue; but the rates proposed

are so high, as to become protective,

and to iniure the revenue. If these

ratesº be adopted, the condition

on which the land bill was passed ren

ders that measure inoperative, and on

this point the President and Congress

are directly at issue; and no action can

take place until the iniquitous design

of depriving the treasury of a part of

its revenue for the benefit of speculat

ors is relinquished. This could be

comparatively of but small importance

but for the peculiar situation of the

tariff laws. The compromise act pro

vides that “after June 30th, 1842, a

duty of not higher than 20 per cent.

may be levied upon any one article, in

a manner to be prescribed by law.”

Now, up to the moment when the rev

enue laws are about to expire, no pro

vision has been made for their renewal.

A bill was proposed by one faction to

extend the operation of the compromise

act up to August 1st, to give time for

the passage of a law. The bill, how

ever, is hampered with a proviso, that

the condition on which the land bill

was passed shall be violated, and the

proceeds be unconditionally divided.

This it is supposed will be vetoed, and

the revenue laws cease to exist for a

time, leaving all imports free ofduty and

the government without income. The

singular pertinacity with which the dis

tribution act is adhered to, is the more

remarkable that if the distribution takes

place, the federal government must go

into the market and borrow the money

at a high rate of interest in order to

make the payment due on the first of

July, the proceeds of the lands having

thus far been absorbed in the current

expenditures of the government. Many

of the States have refused to re

ceive their portion of the land. This

is particularly the case in Virginia,

which State, although heavily involved,

refuses to become a party to such dis

º plunder. ew Hampshire

as also adhered to her ancient faith,

and instructed her Senators to advocate

the immediateand unconditional repeal

of both the land bill and the bankrupt

acts. These events have of course had

a powerful effect upon business; the

contraction of the banks in the interior

has removed those artificial springs of

trade that formerly produced an un

healthy activity; and the real business

of the country has been paralysed by

events growing out of the singular fact

that both our own country and Great

Britain, as well as Russia, are making

great changes in the laws relating to

their foreign commerce. The conse

quence has been, that while merchants

depending upon their remittances from

the interior havebeen severely cramped

and unable to meet their liabilities, toa

great extent, causingnumerous failures,

money has accumulated in the banks

and the hands ofthe capitalists, without

experiencing any demand for new mer

eantile enterprises. This fact, notwith

standing the discredit that has of late

overtaken paper securities, has caused

the prices of sound stocks to improve
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and the new New York City 7 per

cents, have been held at 10 per cent.

premium, and 4 per cent. offered for

them. The State 7 per cents, sell at

102}, and the 6 per cents. at 95; some

small sales of the new United States

government stock have been made at

ar, perhaps to the extent of $500,000;

ut under the present system of finance,

adopted by the State of New York, her

stocks are preferable. American credit

abroad has not improved; on the con

trary, the prejudice on London 'change

against United States securities seems

rather to increase. By one of the last

packets the heads of two leading Lon

don stock houses arrived in New York,

to look after the wreck of old property.

From the tone of conversation reported

by these gentlemen, a long time must

elapse before American credit can be

restored, even if existing liabilities are

met. This may be considered a favor

able circumstance, rather than other

wise. The more so when we consider

the enormous load of debt with which

the produce of the soil is already bur

dened. Some estimate of the burden

imposed upon the country by the ac

tion of its foreign debt may be formed

by, inspecting the following table of

the debts of the several sections

of the Union, in connection with

the exports of their produce. The pro

duce of the sea and the manufactures

belong mostly to the New England

section alone, where but little debt is

due. The resultis, however, as follows:

DERTs of THEDIFFERENT SECTIONs of THE UNION, witH THE ExpoRT of THE PRODUCE

of THose SECTIONS IN 1840.

Section. Debt. Interest. Producc exported.

N. England, $8,178,367 $356,500 $12,027,294

Middle States, 83,067,000 3,653,350 9,602,771

Northern, 20,706,608 980,139 21,203,130

South Western, 51,901,666 3,279,808 52,170,307

Western States, 52,418,356 2,605,915 8,892,132

Total, $216,271,997 $10,875,712 $113,895,634

All the State stocks are not owned

abroad, therefore all the interest is not

remitted ; but other stocks, as com

pany, city, and bank, are owned abroad

in sufficient quantities to make the an

nual remittances for interest equal

to that here given. We have the fact,

that near 10 per cent. of our whole

exports is for interest on money bor

rowed. One-third part of the exports

of the western States is for money bor

rowed and lost; no equivalent now ex

ists for it. In the New England section,

where the debt is small, no drawback

exists upon its industry. In fact the

interest on that debt is paid by the

western States in the shape of toll upon

their produce over the Western Rail

Road to Boston market. Had there

been no interruption to this contraction

of debt probably our whole exports of

agricultural produce, amounting in

1842 to $18,593,619, would have been

required to pay interest in England.

Ohio and Illinois would have become

rovinces of the British empire. Their

|. fields would have become but a

kitchen garden for the supply of Lon

don, and their hardy yeomen but the

bondsmen of British bankers. Instead,

then, of fearing that England will not

lend us any more money, we have to

dread that they will renew their loans.

In the fall of 1839, the period to

which we alluded in the first part of

this article, as that when American

stocks became unavailable, a leading

London house in one of its circulars

proposed that the federal government

should guarantee the debts of the States

collectively, by pledge of the public

lands or otherwise. Shortly after this

a plan for funding the State debts in a

national stock, was published in a

New York paper. In the Senate of the

United States, however, Daniel Web

ster denied that any such assumption

or guarantee could take place without

infringing the constitution. At the

extra session of Congress, a partner of

the London house with which the

proposition originated, was in attend

ance at Washington, accompanied by

a number of other foreign bankers.

These people submitted to Congress

letters signed by upwards of sixty ſo

reign houses as representatives of the

holders of American bonds, soliciting

the Congress to interfere and take care

that its dependencies should fulfil their

contracts. A proposition has now been

brought forward in Congress to issue a
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national4 per ct, stock of $100,000,000,

based on the proceeds of the public lands,

to be issued in redemption of the State

debts. This is undoubtedly the most

dangerous proposition ever yet made.

It is neither more nor less than an un

conditional assumption of the State

debts. If the government endorses

$100,000,000, they must endorse the

whole; by which process, not only

will the unindebted States, as New

Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New Jersey, Delaware,

and North Carolina, be obliged to be

taxed for the debts of Illinois and Penn

sylvania; but a direct and increased

tax must be levied in order to pay the

THE NEW BOOKS

Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and

Geology. By J. J. W. Johnston, M.A.

and R.S.S., &c. New-York: Wiley &

Putnam. 1642.

The progress of the science of agricul

ture depends so intimately upon that of

chemistry, that the improvements of the

one are constantly following discoveries

in the other. Within late years, how

ever, the advancement of chemistry, par

ticularly of that branch which relates to

organic bodies, has been so rapid, that

few have been found willing to turn aside

from the exciting pursuit of investigation

and discovery, for the purpose of compar

ing their results, and reducing them to prac

tical application.

This has at last been done in an able

manner by Prof. Liebig of Lessen, whose

work has received, very properly, uni

versal approbation. But although con

taining profound and original views, the

work is hardly of that class which can

strictly be called practical. To the pro

fessed chemist no difficulty can occur;

but the practical agriculturalist will often

find himself at a loss in following up a

train of reasoning so foreign to his usual

studies and pursuits.

These difficulties have been entirely

removed in the valuable work of Prof.

Johnston now before us. The subject is

taken up and pursued in a most appro

priate manner; the style is clear, simple,

and entirely free from any unnecessary

display of scientific refinement. Being

addressed to a society of practical farmers,

these lectures are exactly what is most

called for at present, by those whose in

interest on the new stock. The revenue

of the public lands for 1841 and 1842,

will be short of $3,000,000. The Se

cretary of the Treasury estimates it for

the future at $2,000,000 per annum.

A stock of $40,000,000 bearing 4 per

cent. interest, with one per cent. for a

sinking fund, will require $5,000,000

per annum. After absorbing the whole

revenue of the lands, therefore, $3,000,-

000 additional must be raised by taxa

tion to pay the interest on this new

stock,--this tax to come out of the

pocket of a New Hampshire man to

pay the debts of a speculator in Mis

sissippi. Such proposals need no com

ment at our hands.

OF THE MONTH.

formation and employments do not allow

them to make profitable use of a work

presupposing a general knowledge of the

principles of chemical science. The sub

ject is gradually unfolded, and arranged

so dexterously, that no branch of it is intro

duced to the reader before the way is clear

ed for it, and every needful explanation

made. Prof. Johnson seems to have ob

tained that happy medium so rarely ar

rived at, in which so much of scientific

knowledge is communicated as is neces

sary, and no more. Thus all incumbrances

strictly foreign to the purpose are care

fully avoided. But although practical in

its character and free from pedantry, it

is by no means an inaccurate or unscien

tific production. On the contrary, the

professed chemist may find therein a very

neat solution of some of the difficulties in

Liebig’s theory, as well as certain views

original to the author.

The appendices containing suggestions

for the application of manures, &c., are

enriched by the results of the first year’s

experience, and in themselves present a

mass of original and valuable information

not to be obtained by consulting any other

writer on the subject. These alone would

give a character to the work, were the

remainder as dull and useless and it isvalu

able and entertaining.

Jºn Erposition of the Thirty-Nine Articles

of the Church of England, by GILBERT,

Bishop of Serum. With an Appendir,

containing the Augsburg Confession,
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Creed of Pope Pius the IV., &c. Ap

pleton & Co. New York: 1842.

THIs is the famous work of Bishop BUR

NET, so great a favorite with the divines

of the Episcopal Church, on account of

both the piety and learning it displays.

It has become a standard religious author

ity with all who adopt the creed of the

Church of England. The plainness with

which it states its positions, the power

of argument with which it defends them,

and the wealth of learning brought to

bear upon the elucidation of every diffi

cult point of faith, justify the high esti

mation in which it is held by those who

would fortify their religious knowledge

and faith. It is true, as it has sometimes

been objected, that he often overloads his

pages with erudition; and presupposes in

the mind of his readers an extent of ac

quirement to which few have attained;

but it will be found on closer inspection

that most of this erudition has its use,

and has been culled from the choicest

gardens of theology. With the peculiar

beliefof Burnet, we may have little sympa

thy, but it would be idle to withhold from so

great an intellect the praise which has

been accorded it for more than a century.

The advantages of the present edition,

as stated in the editor's preface, are :

“1st. That the learned author's text has been pre

served with strict fidelity.

2d. The references to the Fathers, Councils, and

other authorities, have been almost universally

verified ; and, in many instances, corrected and so

enlarged as to render them easy of access to the

student.

3d. A large number of Scripture references have

been added. In different parts of this work, Bish

op Burnet lays down propositions without giving

the Scripture by which they may be proved. The

editor has, however, added references in these and

all other instances where they might be considered

not merely additions, but also improvements.

4th. The Canons and decrees of Council and other

documents of importance referred to have been

given in the original, and from the most authentic

sources—the places where they are to be found

being specified.

5th. Copious Notes have been added, containing,

besides other information, notices of the principal

heretics and persons of note, with an accurate ac

count of their opinions. Also extracts chiefly from

the works of the most distinguished divines of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, opening and

illustrating the chief points in controversy be

tween us and the Church of Rome. In an appendix

has also been given the Confession of Augsburg,

and Creed of Pope Pius IV., in the English and ori

ginal tongues, and in the original only, the canons

and rubric of Watt.”

•An Exposition of the Creed, by John

PEARson, D.D. Appleton & Co. New

York: 1842.

THIS, like the work we have just noticed,

is one of the standard works of the Epis

copal Church. It is indebted for its cele

brity to the same qualities of learning and

piety. It has been too long and too well

known to need remark at our hands. Let

us observe, however, that the editor, the

Rev. W. S. Dobson of Cambridge, urges

its superiority to previous editions in the

following particulars;

“First—Great care has been taken to correct the

numerous errors in the references to the texts of

scripture, which had crept in by reason of the re

peated editions through which this admirable

Work has passed; andmany references, as will be

seen on turning to the Index of Texts, have been

added.

Secondly–The Quotations in the Notes have

been almost universally identified and the referen

ces to them adjoined.

Lastly—The principal symbola, or Creeds of

which the particular Articles have been cited by

the Author, have been annexed; and wherever the

original writers have given the Symbola in a scat

tered and disjointed manner, the detached parts

have been brought into a successive and connected

point of view. These have been added in chrono

logical order in the form of an Appendix.”

.A. Descriptive and Historical Account of

Hydraulic and other Machines for Rais

ing Water, Ancient and Modern, with

Observations on Various Subjects con

nected with the Mechanic .4rts, includ

ing the Progressive Development of the

Steam Engine ; Descriptions of every

variety of Bellows, Pistons and Rotary

Pumps, Fire Engines, Water Rams,

Pressure Engines, Air Machines, Eoli

piles; Remarks on Ancient Wells, Air

Beds, Cog-Wheels, Blowpipes, Bellows of

various people, Magic Goblets, Steam

Idols, and other Machinery of Ancient

Temples: To which are added Experi

ments on Blowing and Spouting Tubes,

and other Original Devices ; Nature’s

Modes and Machinery for Raising Wa

ter; Historical Notices respecting Si

phons, Fountains, Water Organs, Clepsy

dra, Pipes, Valves, Cocks, &c., &c., Il

lustrated by near three hundred Engrav

ings. By THOMAS EwBANK. New

York: Appleton & Co. 1842.

THIs is the title-page in full of an inter

esting work of science about to be pub

lished by the Appletons. It will furnish

the reader a good general notion of the

matter of the book—but not of the clear

ness, method, precision, and ease of the

manner of it. The author has made the

subject of Hydraulics the study of his

life, and has given us in these pages the

results of that study, as they have been

gathered by the perusal of books, and by

the performance of actual experiments.

We believe there is no work extant which

treats of the specific topic which he has

chosen,-none, we are certain, which dis

cusses it with more fulness of argument

and illustration. To the practical me

chanic, who is perhaps as much interest

ed in the failures as in the successes of
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those who have gone before him, Mr.

Ewbank has rendered a very great assist

ance. He has put together in an accessi

ble form a description of the vast variety

of devices which the human intellect

has developed for raising liquids; and it is

curious to trace the progress of inquiry,

and the numberless shifts to which men

have been compelled to resort, before they

attained the comparative perfection of ex

isting methods. The general reader, no less

than the philosopher and mechanic, will

find much that is both profitable and en

tertaining in its observations.

Sketches of Foreign Travel and Life at

Sea; Including a Cruise on board of a

Man of War, as also a Visit to Spain,

Portugal, the South of France, Italy,

Sicily, Malta, The Ionian Isles, Greece,

Liberia and Brazil; and a Treatise on

the Nary of the United States. By Rev.

CHARLEs Rockwell, late of the U. S.

Navy. 2 vols. Boston: Tappan &

Bennet. New York: Wiley & Putnam,

and Appleton & Co.

THESE volumes embrace topics enough

to make them interesting to any class of

readers. The travels of the writer appear

to have been as various as those of Baron

Munchausen, though we have no doubt

they are far more authentic. We have had

time only to read a passage here and there

which has impressed us favorably with the

author's power of description. What he

says of Central and Western Africa, and

of parts of Italy is full of statistical in

struction. We should think, however,

that the plan of the author covers too

much ground to suffer him to give many

details.

Therapeutical Arrangement of the Ma

teria Medica, or the Materia Medica

arranged upon Physiological principles,

and in the order of the general Practical

value which Remedial Agents hold, winder

their several denominations, and in con

formity with the physiological doctrines

set forth in the “Medical and Physiolo

gical Commentaries.” By MARTYN

PAINE, M. D., A. A., author of “Com

mentaries,” etc. New York: J. & H.

G. Langley. 1 vol. 12mo.

THE main purposes of this work, as we

learn from the preface, are as follows:–

To arrange the Materia Medica upon in

telligible, physiological and therapeutical

principles. To indicate the relative the

rapeutic value of the various articles under

WOL. xi.-NO. XLIX. 14

their different denominations, by arrang

ing them in the order of their value. To

give to the student a comprehensive and

ready view of the merits of the various

articles composing the Materia Medica,

and of their relations to each other, phy

siologically considered. And lastly, to

supply a convenient means of graduating

the doses of medicine, etc.

Besides the ten great classes into which

medicines are distributed, these are di

vided into orders. And some of these

orders are subdivided into groups which

are adapted to diseases of a particular

character. Thus, alteratives are an order

of remedies embraced in the class of anti

phlogistics. This order is subdivided into

seven groups, the first of which are general

alteratives, such as are adapted to acute

and chronic inflammation, and to fever, in

a general sense, and in the relative order

of their value. The next division em

braces all the remedies for scrofula, bron

chocele, chronic enlargements of the liver,

spleen, etc., and in the order of their

value. The third is relative to syphilis,

etc. The fourth to syphilis complicated

with scrofula. The fifth to rheumatism

and gout. The sixth to intermittent fever

and intermittent inflammation. The

seventh to obstinate chronic cutaneous

diseases, etc. Such is an example of this

branch of the work, by which it is well

fitted for immediate practical uses.

This not being a work for literary cri

ticism, nothing need be said of it on that

score; and we presume the professional

reputation of the author will alone prove

sufficient with the members of the medical

faculty, for whom it is more particularly

designed.

Chapters on Churchyards. By CARoline

SouthEY. 1 vol. pp. 170. New York:

Wiley and Putnam.

This work has been long before the

English public, having, we believe, passed

its third London edition. This amiable

and skilful writer is better known by her

maiden name—Caroline Bowles. Her

“Solitary Hours” and “Ellen Fitzarthur”

are both delightful books, and we are

happy to find that an American publisher

has been found so discriminating as to

select them for republication. There is

a gentleness and delicate beauty of style

about these sketches which render them

exceedingly pleasing; several passages,

indeed, discover a power of delineation

and pathos scarcely inferior to some pro

ductions of the very first writers of the

age. We have been tempted to make
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many extracts from the work under review,

which, however, we are obliged to omit

for want of space. Our readers will not

regret this, as, we doubt not, we have

said already enough to induce their peru

sal of the volume.

-

The Life of Peter Van Schaack, LL.D.,

embracing Selections from his Corres

pondence and other Writings during the

American Revolution, and his Erile in

England. By his Son, HENRY C. VAN

SchAAck. “Superanda fortuna feren

do.” New York: D. Appleton and Co.

1842.

The Official and other Papers of the late

Major-General Alexander , Hamilton.

Compiled chiefly from the Originals in

the Possession of Mrs. Hamilton. Vol. I.

New York and London: Wiley and

Putnam. 1842.

The History of Political Parties in the

State of New York, from the Ratifica

tion of the Federal Constitution to De

cember, 1840. In 2 volumes. By JA

BEz D. HAMMOND. Albany: Stereotyped

and printed by C. Van Benthuysen.

1842.

THE above-named works, all highly

valuable in their respective kinds, we

notice now only by their titles, to ac

knowledge their reception, and to indicate

to our readers the fact oftheir publication.

We do no more on the present occasion,

for the reason that we intend to make

them each hereafter the subject of a more

full-dress review. We have long con

templated the task, now too long perhaps

delayed, of presenting to the readers of the

Democratic Review a pretty full and elab

orate article on Hamilton and Jefferson—

the great antagonist master-spirits of their

respective schools of political philosophy.

The appearance of this elegant volume of

the Papers of the former—worthily edited

by the Rev.Dr. Hawks—will afford a con

venient opportunity for the performance

of the intention.

The life of Mr. Van Schaack is a novel

and highly interesting contribution to our

national literature of the Revolution. The

task of biography has been executed by

his son in a manner highly creditable

alike to his good feelings, good sense, and

good taste. While he manifests a just

and laudable earnestness in his desire to

vindicate his father’s memory from any

odium that should attach to it from hisop

position to the Revolutionary war, he at

the same time does so with so much mo

desty and moderation of language, as well

as clearness of statement, as not only fully

to succeed in his object, but also to do so

in a manner entitled to high commenda

tion for its own sake.

Judge Hammond’s work will doubtless

find its way into the hands of every poli

tician (and who in this country is or

ought to be excluded from that designa

tion?) of the State of whose history he

treats—and of many others besides. We

will simply say here, in general terms, that

it is written in a spirit of candor and

impartiality, as well as with a degree of

knowledge and ability, worthy of the

source from which it proceeds.

º

Random Shots and Southern Breezes. By

L. F. TASISTRo, Esq. 2 vols. 12mo.

Harper & Brothers. New York: 1842.

IN advance of the appearance of the

entire work, which has been retarded by

the effects of their recent fire, the publish

ers have sent us for inspection the first

volume of Mr. Tasistro’s forthcoming

work. We have read it through with no

slight degree of entertainment, and have

no doubt that the book will prove as tak

ing as its title. We should be glad to

prove our words, which would be but an

easy task, by quoting a few of the pas

sages which our instinctive editorial pencil

hasnoted forthe purpose,butare compelled,

by the crowding pressure upon our con

cluding pages, to forego the wish, with

the exception of a single extract subjoined

by way of a brief specimen, on the ea uno

disce omnes principle. The plan of these

volumes is novel and agreeable. Mr.

Tasistro is something of a rover. At the

period to which they refer, he was en

gaged on a starring theatrical tour through

some of the cities of the South and West,

commencing with New Orleans. He

writes and sketches as he goes his observ

ations of places and things, men andman

ners,interspersing the wholewith a variety

ofmiscellaneous criticism and reflection, on

any interesting topic that may chance to

present itself in his way. We understand

that he contemplates a similar volume ev

ery year, so long asthe public may continue

to find them as agreeablein the reading as

they are in the writing. Being aman ofcul

tivated literary taste and accomplishment,

of a happy facility of language and style,

with no small degree of experience of

society and knowledge of the world, he is

peculiarly qualified to make them pleas

ant and popular. We might select many

graphic and spirited extracts from thc

sheets lying before us. We take much

at random, the following sketch of his

first impression of New Orleans:
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“It is an instinct of our nature to judge by ex

ternals. In the present state of the world, I know

this instinct is apt sometimes to lead us astray;

but it is, upon the whole, a very valuable one, and

I generally, to a certain extent, yield myself up to

it. I suffer it to influence, but not to fix me.

“No one can visit a strange country with less

prejudice against the inhabitants of it than I had

against those of the South ; and yet my first im

pressions of the ‘Crescent City," as New-Orleans

has been called, were anything but agreeable. It

seemed, at first, to contain all the horrors of New

York, without any of its general character of ex.

ternal grandeur. The filth of the streets, and the

eternal din of carts loaded with cotton, and driven

by coarse, hideous looking negroes—the antithesis

of everything spirituel in human nature - struck

me as truly execrable. The endless succession of

plain, brown, dirty-looking bricks piled up for

houses, with plain, square holes for windows and

doors, equally execrable :

“What a delightful thing it would be if we could

habituate our minds and senses to employ them.

selves about nothing else save that which is pleas

ing and gratifying ! to have no eyes but for beau

ty, no ears but for music, no thoughts but for plea

santness; to admit no memcry but of joy, no fore

thought but of hope. But is this a possible state to

arrive at I am afraid not : but that should not

deter us from striving after it.

“That which makes us content with the thing

we are, for instance, and with all that is about us,

binds us to earthly and tangible reality with a chain

that is the more strong from its being invisible, and

from our having no desire to break it. It keeps

the mind in perpetual subjection; checks the

growth of all its faculties except the very worst;

and, in the end, inevitably destroys the very best.

But that which induces us to fly from ourselves,

though it often leads to more fatal consequences

than the other, may have a contrary effect. The

human mind cannot exist without love and admi

ration ; they are its daily food–food that is scat

tered about for it everywhere. It is true, that

when the mental appetite becomes vitiated, and

cannot relish what it finds strewed about its feet,

it may starve; but, on the other hand, it may be

driven to seek its food at a distance. Hatred of

itself and of humanity may force it to seek refuge

in other worlds—in the world of books, the world

of thought, the world of nature; and let it but once

gain a true insight of these, and all its finer facul

ties must expand. Its fancy and imagination,

which are always progressive, and yet always

young, will then travel through all the regions of

possible or impossible existence; and iſ they return

without finding a dwelling-place, they will yet

bring back with them stores from which they may

for ever after create worlds of their own. The

affections, too, will then recognise their kindred

with humanity; they will learn the true objects

on which they should be made to rest; and will

find that if they can, for a while, expatiate in ex

ternal nature as in their country, they can, after

all, have no home but in the human heart. The

mind's vitiated appetite will then be corrected; its

taste for the simple and true will revive, and all

will be right again.

“After all, the approach to New-Orleans, if not

the most pleasing, is by far the most remarkable

part of the journey up the,Mississippi. But the

view of the city itself from the wharf, or rather

the hollow which it occupies, is the most singular

Ysight I ever beheld. I really, at the first view of it,

felt quite a shock at the idea of living in such a

place. In the low countries of Europe they have

ºilkes, and are otherwise well guarded against all

chances of inundation; but here the whole city is

exposed to imminent danger from every overflow

of the river, which is apt, at times, to play the most

extraordinary freaks, destroying property to an

immense amount, as an earnest of what it might

do, should it, one of these fine days, think proper

to erect its crest a little higher than usual, when

not all the saints in the calendar could save the

city from utter devastation. However, on coming

a little closer, the town did not look quite so bad.

So, after a great deal of trouble, confusion, and loss

of time in getting clear of the cotton pyramids that

everwhere obstructed my passage, I ventured into

it, and soon found myself extremely well accom

modated at the Exchange, or, as it is more com

monly called, the St. Charles Hotel.

“ Notwithstanding that I was well prepared for

striking and novel sights on my first entrance into

New Orleans, the reality of what I saw far exceeded

anything that I had imagined. Everything, indeed,

seemed to be on a larger scale than what I had

been accustomed to see. I felt as if I had got on

the surface of a larger globe than that on which

the Northern States are situated. The steamboats

on the North River, for instance, are, in point of

size, like baby-toys compared with those I have

seen in the South. Indeed I can in no way bring

to my mind so striking a feeling of the contrast in

this respect, as by fancying one of those trading be

tween Cincinnati and New Orleans placed at any

of the wharves between Fulton and Bull's Ferry.

Imagine to yourself, gentle reader, one of these re

gular “screamers,” with its deck weighed down to

the water's edge by a cargo of several thousand

bales of cotton, stowed in every direction, and co

vering every inch of space, so as to leave nothing

but the tops of the reeking chimneys exposed to

view—imagine, I say, such a thing as this, triumph

antly ploughing its way through the beautiful val

ley of the Mississippi, bellowing forth in sounds of

thunder, its proud defiance to the world, as if every

created object in nature, compared with it, was

but a cipher; and then bursting into port like a

floating mountain of merchandise, secretly put in

motion by some supernatural agency, elbowing

everything out of its way that dares to come within

fifty yards of its track, and then you may have

some idea how these things are managed in the

South.

“The most amusing sight to me. however, as I

stood on the deck of the Fairfield, gazing on the

vast quantity of interesting objects flitting by, was

a curiously-constructed machine, unlike anything

I ever beheld, either on land or water, which the

people of the country call a flat-boat; and a very

odd affair it is, to a certainty. This presents an

other remarkable instance of that go-ahead system

which forms so important a feature in the Ameri

can character, and by which the present generation

has been enabled to outstrip all former ages in the

great race of amelioration and improvement. Had

no other mode of conveyance for the exportation of

provisions from the up-country presented itself

except through the regular medium of a steam-boat,

New-Orleans would have been deprived of many

luxuries with which its market now is so abun

dantly supplied; for, whatever might have been

the demand for the article imported, the profits

accruing from a ready sale could harely have suf

ficed to pay freight. The rapidity of the current,

by rendering the return of sailing boats a matter of

impracticability, placed a still greater obstacle in

the way of trade. To the ingenious mind of the

Mississippian, however, the facility by which these

difficulties could be obviated soon became mani

fest. He saw that temporary vessels might be

constructed with very little cost by knitting a few

shapeless logs together, which could easily be set

afloat, and then sold for waste timber as soon as

the object was accomplished. When the first of

these primitive specimens of naval architecture

made its appearance at the wharves of New-Orleans,

the apparition must certainly have excited consi

derable merriment. The crew of a flat boat is ge

nerally composed of five or six dare-devils, armed

to the teeth with bowie-knives and pistols; the

sworn foes of unadulterated water; equally alive

to the attractions of a fight as of a mint julep ; the

loudest in their applause of a theatrical perform

ance, and invariably noisy everywhere : they are,

in short, a concentrated essence of good and evil,

and may truly be said to constitute, not the cream,

but the cayenne and mustard of ordinary life in

New-Orleans.”
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MR. Cooper's New WoRK.—A new

work by Cooper, entitled “Le Feu

Follet, or Wing-and-Wing, a Nautical

Tale,” isº and will soon

be put to press. The scene of the nar

rative is the Mediterranean, the time

1799.

A NEw Work By LoNGFELLow.—PRO

FEssoR LoNGFELLow, prior to his depart

ure for Europe, placed in the hands of

his publishers the manuscript of a new

Dramatic Poem, entitled “The Spanish

Student,” which the public may expect

to see during the summer.

Mr. BRYANT has a New Volume of Poems

just ready, entitled “The Fountain and

other Poems,” comprising his recent fu

gitive pieces.

WILEY & PUTNAM have in press a new

work by MR. A. J. DownING—Designs

for Cottage Residences, adapted to

North America; including elevations

and plans of the buildings, and designs

for laying out the grounds.

There-publication ofPROFEssoR BRANDE’s

excellent Dictionary of Literature, Sci

ence and Art, has recently been com

menced in this city by WILEY & PUT:

NAM. In a former number we invoked

the attention of our readers to the dis

tinguishing merits of this important Cy

clopedia. It comprises the entire circle

of knowledge, including all the modern

improvements of science down to the

present day, a feature peculiar to the

work: each department having been

under the superintendence of the most

proficient scholars of Europe, whose

names alone afford a sufficient guaran

tee for their able and faithful accom

plishment of their task. It is cha

racterised by a succinctness and brevity

so desirable in a book ofready reference;

and although the entire work will be

complete in one handsome octavo, so

admirably condensed are both matter

and style, that it will in fact contain not

only more than ten times the amount of

valuable information to be found in any

similar work extant, but be equally

legible.

C. K. MooRE, of this city, has issued in a

neat volume 18mo. “The Protestant Ez-.

iles of Zillerthal; ”—a narrative of

deep interest, detailing thestory of their

persecutions and expatriation from the

Tyrol, on separating from the Romish

church, and embracing the Reformed

faith.

It is stated that MR. WELTHAM, a former

husband of Mrs. Kenney, who was ac

cused and acquitted of murdering her

third husband, has in press a “Life”

of the lady; and that it will shortly be

published at Bangor, Maine.

A work of considerable attraction and

value has just been published by MR.

SEARs, of this city, entitled “Bible Bi

ography,” comprising the history of the

lives and characters of the leading per

sonages mentioned in Holy Writ. This

volume should unquestionably find a

welcome at every fireside throughout the

country: its contents are as interesting

as they are important and instructive,

and the judicious editor has, by the aid

of numerous pictorial embellishments,

contrived to present us with one of the

most attractive and at the same time

useful books that have appeared this

side the Atlantic.

J. C. RIKER, of this city, has in prepar

ation for the fall season, an exceedingly

ingenious and attractive novelty in the

way of Albums, which is to be called

“...A Floral Scripture Album; ” the in

tention of which is, as we gather from

a cursory glance, to teach Scripture his

tories and incidents, by Floral Language.

The work will comprise about twenty

floral plates finely colored, with which

scroll work and scenic etchings will be

incorporated—the effect of which is ex

ceedingly beautiful. It is to be richly

bound and gilt.

A Literary Novelty in the form of a Dic

tionary of the English language for

schools, constructed on a plan entirely

original, and embracing some important

features not found in the works of John

son, Walker, Webster, &c., is about to

be published shortly, by Mr. J. C.

RIKER.

A Manual of Toxicology, on the basis of

Christison and Orfila, by D. P. GARD

NER, M. D., Professor of Chemistry in

Hampden Sidney College, Va., Corres

ponding Member of the New York Ly

ceum, &c., is in preparation for the

press, and will be published by J. & H.

G. LANGLEY, early in the fall, in one

duodecimo volume.

This work is published to answer the de

mand for a treatise on poisons. It is
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intended to furnish the student with a

manual, and the practitioner with a

concise treatise on the means of detect

ing poisoning, administering antidotes,

and appearing before the coroner with

satisfaction to himself and benefit to the

community. Hitherto the subject has

been neglected both in the schools, and

amongst the physicians of this country.

It was undertaken in part from the ne

cessity of such a book in the medical

department of the New York Universi

ty, where Toxicology is a recognized

study, and from the probability that this

improvement will extend to other col

leges. The treatise is for the most part

compiled from the standard European

works on the subject, and the cases

from American periodicals. There is

also a chapter on poisonous reptiles,

and the common families of dangerous

plants indigenous to the United States.

MR. LE BLANc, of this city, has just com

menced the re-publication of Miller’s

new work, “Godfrey Malvern, or the

Life of an Actor.” The works of this

author are peculiar for minuteness and

delicacy of touch, as well as verisimili

tude and simplicity of delineation. This

new production, from the specimen be

fore us, bids fair to enhance the already

wide-spread fame of the basket-maker

author. It is to be completed in fifteen

numbers, each to comprise two very

spirited engravings, by Phiz.

Merico in 1842. A complete description

of the Country, its Natural and Politi

cal Features, with a sketch of its His

tory brought down to the present year.

To which is added an account of TExas

and YUcATAN, and of the Santa Fe Ex

pedition. C. J. Folsom, of this city.

We have had the pleasure of inspecting

the new and exquisite miniature of

General Jackson, the octogenarian

chief. This, the last portrait of the

General, is a perfect gem, both as to its

elaborate workmanship and its resem

blance to the living original. Mr. John

W. Dodge, the successful artist, has

done himself great credit by presenting

to the country so valuable a memento

of one, destined to take his station with

the highest of the true nobility of our

land. Mr. D., who has just returned to

this city, is about to place his picture

in the hands of Mr. Danforth, one of the

first engravers in the country, with a

view to its speedy publication.

We would also invite attention to the

new method of Engraving by the Om

nigraph, by BURR, Jones, & Co., 192

Broadway. The merits of this ma

chine consist in the great expedition

and extreme accuracy, as well as uni

formity and beauty, with which it ac

complishes its purpose. It is peculiar

ly adapted for engraving maps, plans.

surveys, &c., and as it will accomplish

the labor of eight or ten hand engra

vers, it offers every inducement in the

way of economy. This valuable ma

chine, which is of English invention,

has been recently brought over to the

United States by Mr. Jones, the patent

of which has been secured.

ENGLISH.

The following are among the recent liter

ary novelties on the other side of the

Atlantic :-

The Civil History of the Jews, from Josh

ua to Adrian ; with Incidental Notices

of Manners, and Customs, Geography

and Antiquities, by the Rev. O. Cock

ayne, M. A.

Lord Londonderry, the well-known tourist

and diplomatist, has nearly ready for

publication, a Narrative of recent Tra

vels and Voyages through Germany,

Austria, on the Danube, into Turkey,

Greece, the Ionian Isles, Italy, Spain

and Portugal, entitled the “Journal of

a Tour to Constantinople by the Dan

ube, in 1840–41, and of a Tour to the

South of Spain in 1839.” 2 vols. with

illustrations.

Mr. Vigne's work of Travels in Cashmere,

Tibet, &c., with numerous illustrations,

is nearly ready, and will, it is stated,

supply some important particulars of

those remote parts of the world not

hitherto possessed by our geographical

knowledge.

A rather singular work, under the title of

The Life and Apology of Edmund Bon

ner, D.D., sometime Lord Bishop of

London, is nearly ready for publication,

in one vol. 8vo.

English Surnames; a series of Essays on

Family Nomenclature, Historical, Ety

mological, and Humorous; illustrated

by Anecdotes, &c., by M. A. Lower.

There is announced for publication, by

subscription, a New, and, if made out,

certainly, a very curious, Elucidation of

the subjects on the celebrated Barberini

or Portland Vase, and those on the Sar

cophagus in which it was discovered,

attributing them to Galen, the Physician

and Surgeon of Pergamus; by Thomas

Windus, F.S.A.

Romantic Biography of the age of Eliza

beth ; or Sketches of Life from the

Bye-ways of History, by the Benedictine

Brethren of Glendalough. Edited by

W. C. Taylor, LL.D., of the Trinity

College, Dublin. 2 vols. 8vo.
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The Recreations of Christopher North,

vol. 1, was to have been published on

the 25th inst.

Brief Notices of Hayti, with its Condition,

Resources and Prospects; by John

Chandler.

Tour in Austrian Lombardy, the North

ern Tyrol, and Bavaria; by John Bar

row, Esq.

Nearly ready—Narrative ofVarious Jour

neys in Balochistan, Afghanistan, and

the Panjab, including a residence in

those countries from 1826 to 1838. By

Charles Masson, Esq., 3 vols. 8vo.,

with Illustrations.

Stonehenge; or the Romans in Britain: a

Romance of the days of Nero. 3 vols.

A new and beautiful Drawing Book, con

taining elementary instructions in the

Art, has been commenced in monthly

parts, under the patronage of the Coun

cil of the Government School of Design

at Somerset House.

Also, the First Number of a series of Di

agrams illustrative of the principles of

Natural Philosophy, published under

the superintendence of the Society for

the diffusion of Useful Knowledge. No.

1, is devoted to the Lever. The plates

are drawn on stone and colored.

The same institution intend to publish a

complete Biographical Dictionary : the

first half volume will be published early

the present month. It was the original

intention of the Society to include in

their undertaking only the period from

the commencement of historical records

to the close of the year 1543 of our

AEra; but it has since been determined to

undertake the entire work at once.

This new biographical work will pre

sent many new features of improve

ment over those of Chalmers, Garton

and others, but we regret our limits will

only permit us to refer the reader to the

printed prospectus issued by the pub

lishers.

Mr. and Mrs. Hall’s “Ireland, its Scenery

and Character,” has progressed to a

second volume. This is unques

tionably the most beautiful, as it is the

most valuable work on the Emerald Isle

that has ever appeared.

“The Great Western Magazine,” is the

cognomen of another Literary Miscel

lany which is designed for the piratical

purposes of culling from the fugitive

American literature as our mammoth

journals do here without leave or li

cense.

“Japan in the 19th century,” described

from the visits of recent Dutch travel

lers, isjust published, in 1 vol.8vo.

Preparing for publication—The Life of

Sir David Wilkie, R. A., his Tours in

M. Panofka is at Berlin.

France, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain,

Germany, Turkey, the Holy Land, and

Egypt; with his Select Correspondence,

and Remarks on Arts and Artists. By

Allan Cunningham, Esq., 3 vols. 8vo.

It is with pleasure we observe the an

nouncement of a new work of fiction,

by the justly celebrated author of

“Tales of the O’Hara Family,” enti

tled “Father Connel.”

A Life of Dr. John Scott, late chaplain to

Lord Nelson, is also shortly to appear,

which is said to be full ofinterest.

We are glad to see announced as nearly

ready for publication, in a 4to. volume,

Discourses delivered to the Students of

the Royal Academy, by Sir Joshua Rey

nolds; illustrated by explanatory Notes

and Plates, by John Burnet, F. R. S.,

whose own productions in and on the

Fine Arts designate him as being fully

able to perform this task in a worthy

Inanner.

The Portable Commentary, containing the

Authorised Version of the Old and New

Testaments, with many thousand Ex

planatory Notes, by the Rev. Ingram

Cobbin, M. A., and the Analytical Bi

ble, with upwards of 50,000 original and

selected References, in a centre column,

and concluding Observations to each

Book.

CONTINENTAL.

A new edition of Juvenal by Heinrich, the

late professor at our university, is claim

ing that attention among philologists

which it sojustly merits. Heinrich devot

ed a great part of his life to the editing of

this author, and it was not till after his

death that it was found how much new

matter he has furnished for the illustra

tion of this classic. The bookseller

Koenig, already so well known as the

enterprising publisher of some of the

best Sanscrit works lately produced in

Germany, has added another to his list

of oriental publications; it is “ Kammu

ra, liber de officiis sacerdotum Buddhi

corum,” in Pali and Latin, edited with

notes, by F. Spiegel.

Dr. Lipsius has been appointed Professor

of Archaeology, and he is on the eve of

publishing his work upon the Egyptian

Antiquities and Oscan inscriptions.

He is likely to

succeed M. Koehler in the office of the

keeper of the antiquities at St. Peters

burg.

“Die bedingte Pressfreiheit, historisch

kritisch entwickelt und beleuchet von

Theodor Heinsius,” is a work which at

this moment is attracting attention in

Prussia.
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MAN CONSTITUTE A SINGLE

SPECIES 2*

IN surveying the globe in reference to

the different appearances of mankind,

the most extraordinary diversities are

apparent to the most superficial ob

server. The Patagonian and Caffre,

compared with the Laplander and Es

quimaux, are real giants, the stature

of the latter being generally two feet

less than that of the former. What a

striking contrast does the coarse skin

and greasy blackness of the African,

present to the delicate cuticle and the

exquisite rose and lily that beautify

the face of the Georgian | Compare

the head of the Circassian having those

roportions which we so much admire

in Grecian sculpture, with the flat

skull of the Carib or that of the Negro

with its low retreating forehead and

advancing jaws' Or behold in the one

the full development of intellectual

power, as displayed in arts, science,

and literature, and in the other a mere

instinctive existence | Hence arises

the question—Have all these diverse

races descended from a single stock 2

But notwithstanding these extremes

would seem, at first view, to forbid the

supposition of a common origin, yet we

find them all running into each other by

such nice and imperceptible gradations,

not only in contiguous countries but

among the same people, as to render

it often impracticable to determine, in

* Researches into the Physical History of Mankind. By James Cowles Prichard,

M.D., F.R.S., M.R.I.A., etc. London: 3 vols. 8vo., 1836, 1837, and 1841, pp. 376,

373, 550.

Crania Americana; or a Comparative View of the Skulls of various Aboriginal

Nations of North and South America. Illustrated by seventy-eight plates and a

colored map. By Samuel George Morton, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the Medi

cal Department of Pennsylvania College at Philadelphia. Philadelphia: 1839.

Folio pp. 296.

Lectures on Physiology, Zoology, and the Natural History of Man, delivered at

the Royal College ofSurgeons. By W. Lawrence, F.R.S., etc. Salem: 1828. 8vo.

pp. 495. (American Edition.)

De Generis Humani Varietate Nativa. Gött. 3d edit. 1795, 8vo. Collectio Cra

niorum Diversarum Gentium, Decades I–VII. Gött. 1790--1826, 4to. By John Fre

derick Blumenbach, M.D., Aulic Counsellor to his Britannic Majesty, Professor of

Physic in the University of Göttingen, etc.

An Essay on the Causes of the variety of Complexion and Figure in the Human

Species. By Samuel Stanhope Smith, D.D., LL.D., President of the College of

New Jersey, etc. New Brunswick: 1810. 8vo. pp. 410.

WOL. XI.-NO. L. 15
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dependent of the individual's locality,

to what family of the human race he

belongs.

Any one who allows himself to

speculate upon this subject, will at first
view be inclined to adopt the opinion

that every part of the world had ori

ginally its indigenous inhabitants—

“autochthones,”—adapted to its phys

ical circumstances. Voltaire, for ex

ample, ridicules the idea of referring

such different beings as the Circassian

and the Negro to the same original.

By this hypothesis, a ready solution is

orded of some of the most difficult

questions presented in the investiga

tion of the physical history of mankind;

for instance, the remarkable diversity

in figure and complexion observed

among different nations—their differ

ence of moral and intellectual charac

ter—and their peculiarity of language

and even dialectic differences, observed

as far back in antiquity as the days of

Jacob and Laban. We might thus

explain the fact that the oldest records,

ever since Cain went to the land of

Nod, seldom allude to an uninhabited

country; or the no less surprising fact

that in many parts of the world, as for

instance, Central America, we discover

vestiges of a primeval population, who,

having dwelt there for ages and brought

the civil arts to a comparatively

high degree of cultivation, were

swept away before the dawn of his

torW.

ö, the opposite side of the question,

an argument thought by many to be

conclusive as to the point at issue, is

the inference deduced from the scrip

tural history of man, which ascribes to

him a single origin. But such an ap

plication of the Sacred Records is mani

festly contrary to their spirit and design;

for the most sincere believers in Reve

lation now freely admit the deduction

of the geologist, that the period of the

creation of the earth extends far be

yond 6000 years. However, as truth

can never be in opposition to truth, the

investigation of any subject which does

not transcend the scope of the human

faculties, cannot possibly detract from

the authority and importance of the

Sacred Writings. Indeed, many inves

tigations into the laws of natural sci

ence which were thought at first to

conflict with Holy Writ, have evenbeen

found in the end, as will be shown in

this inquiry into the unity of the human

family, to afford confirmation and eluci

dation of its divine truths.

One of the most interesting problems

in history is, the geographical distribu

tion of the human family; but history,

if we exclude the Mosaic account, af.

fords no data for determining this great

problem. In the introduction to his

great work on language, Adelung re

marks as follows:—“Asia has been in

all times regarded as the country where

the human race had its beginning, re

ceived its first education, and from

which its increase was spread over the

rest of the globe. Tracing the people

up to tribes, and the tribes to families,

we are conducted at last, if not by his

tory, at least by the traditions of all old

people, to a single pair, from which,

families, tribes, and nations, have been

successively produced. The question

has been often asked,—What was this

first family, and the first people de

scending from it 2 where was it set

tled ? and how has it extended so as

to fill the four large divisions of the

globe 2 It is a question of fact, and

must be answered from history. But

history is silent; her first books have

been destroyed by time ; and the few

lines preserved by Moses are rather

calculated to excite than to satisfy our

curiosity.”

Assuming that the earth's surface

was formerly covered to a certain

depth with water—an opinion warrant

ed by physical facts as well as the

Mosaic records—the portions which

first became dry and habitable, would

of course be those which are now the

most elevated. , Hence the region of

Central Asia, which in respect to ele

vation, can be compared only to the

lofty plain of Quito in South America,

has been with good reason pointed out

as the spot on which the Creator plant

ed the first people—a point from which

the human race gradually dispersed as

new lands became habitable. This

great table-land, when it first became

dry, was but an island in the watery

expanse, with vegetable productions so

entirely different from its present Al

pine class, that it may have combined

all the characters of the Garden of

Eden. But Adelung, forgetting the

influence of physical geography on cli

mate, speaks of its “snowy mountains

and glaciers.”

History then points out the East as

the earliest or original seat of our spe
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cies, as well as of our domesticated ani

mals and of our principal food ; but as

historical sources of testimony are con

sidered inadequate to determine the

question whether the globe has been

peopled from one or more original

stocks, it has been found necessary to

seek for satisfactory evidence through

the medium of researches into the

natural history of the organized world.

Hence the inquiry has been resolved

by the learned Dr. James Cowles Prich

ard, in his “Researches into the Phy

sical History of Mankind,” into the two

following problems:—

“1. Whether through the organized

world in general it has been the order of

nature to produce one stock or family in

each particular species, or to call the

same species into existence by several

distinct origins, and to diffuse it generally

and independently of propagation from

any central point; in other words,

whether all organized beings of each par

ticular species can be referred respect

ively to a common parentage 2

“2. Whether all the races of men are

of one species Whether, in other words,

the physical diversities which distinguish

several tribes are such as may have arisen

from the variation of one primitive type,

or must be considered as permanent and

therefore specific characters tº—Vol.

i., p. 9.

In our researches into the origin of

the varieties of mankind, it is, there

fore, necessary to dismiss all argument

& priori. Let us repudiate that spe

ciousness of argumentation which

maintains that it is much more conso

nant with the wisdom of the Deity

that each region of the earth should

teem ab initio with vegetable and ani

mal productions adapted to its physical

circumstances, than that immense

tracts, while a single species is slowly

extending its kind, should remain for

ages an unoccupied waste. The ques

tion belongs to the domain of natural

history and physiology, as based upon

the observation of facts. Hence, too,

it is obviously improper to set out, as

most writers on the subject have done,

with a distribution ofthe human family

into certain races, as this is in fact a

º anticipation of the result.

t is only by proceeding in the analyti

cal method, surveying the ethnogra

phy of various countries, and deducing

conclusions from the phenomena col

lected, that the subject can be legiti

mately investigated.

Before proceeding to the details con

nected with the question, whether the

various races of man belong to a single

species, it may be well to state that by

the term species in natural history is

understood a collection of individuals,

whether plants or animals, which so

resemble one another that all the differ

ences among them may find an expla

nation in the known operation of physi

cal causes; but if two races are distin

ſº by some characteristic pecu

iarity of organization not explicable on

the ground that it was lost by the one

or acquired by the other through any

known operation of physical causes,

we are warranted in the belief that

they have not descended from the same

original stock. Hence, varieties, in

natural history, are distinguished from

species by the circumstance of mere

eviation from the character of the par

ent stock; but to determine whether

tribes characterized by certain di

versities, constitute in reality distinct

species, or merely varieties of the same

species, is often a question involving

much doubt—a doubt which can, how

ever, be generally removed by a com

prehensive survey of the great laws of

organization.

As the natural history of man in re

rd to his origin may receive valua

le elucidation from comparative phy

siology and the diversities observed

among inferior animals, our attention

will be first directed to this branch of

the subject.

In regard to the question whether

all the existing plants and animals, of

each species, can be referred respect

ively to a common stock, Linnaeus

maintained the affirmative, averring

that in every species of plants as well

as of animals, only one pair was origi

nally produced. Now if in tracing the

dispersion of the genera and species of

organized beings, (plants and animals,)

it shouldº that they exist in those

regions only to which they may have

wandered or been conveyed by acciden

tal means, from some single point re

garded as the primitive or original seat,

the inference that each species has des

cended from a single origin is warrant

ed; but if, on the contrary, the same

species are found in localities so sepa

rated by natural barriers or vast dis

tances as to forbid the supposition of
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their passage, the opinion of their dis

tinct and separate origins is equally

authorized.

In regard to the dispersion of plants

and of the primary habitations of indi

vidual species, Prichard refers to three

hypotheses:–1. That all the species of

º in every country, had their pri

mary seat in one particular region,

from which they have spread as from

a common centre. 2, That every spe

cies had a particular centre or birth

place, but that different regions of the

earth afforded the primary habita

tions of different species. 3. That the

vegetable tribes, independent of any

centres of propagation, have sprung

into existence wherever the physical

circumstances favorable to their de

velopment obtain. The first of these

hypotheses is now considered irrecon

cilable with established facts. The se

cond has many powerful advocates,

among whom is Prichard. But the

third, in our opinion, is gradually

gaining ground, in proportion as the sci

ence of botanical geography is being

developed by the accumulation of new

facts.

In proportion as naturalists have ex

plored the botany of remote countries,

the distinguishing characters, on a

comparison of their respective aggre

gates of plants, have become more ap

arent. Many important results have

een deduced from the researches of

Mr. Robert Brown, and MM. de

Humboldt and de Candolle. In relation

to the distribution of plants in reference

to the three great classes, we find that

the dycotyledonous family diminishes

as we proceed from the equator to

wards the poles; that this law is revers

edin respect to the acotyledonous class;

whilst the monocotyledonous plants,

in which De Candolle includes the

ferns, exhibit but little variation of

number in different zones. “If we

know,” says Humboldt, “in any coun

try under the temperate zone, the num

ber of Cyperaceae or of Compositae, it

will be possible to estimate that of the

Gramineae or ofthe Leguminosae.” But,

notwithstanding a certain analogy in the

character of vegetation in distant coun

tries, lying on the same parallels and

characterized by similar physical cir

cumstances, we do not discover an

identity of species. America has, in

common with Asia and Europe, many

genera; but on comparing the intertro

pical regions of these three countries,

the species, notwithstanding the genus

may be common to two or even all

three of them, are in each very dissimi

lar. It has been remarked by M. de

Humboldt, as was before observed by

the Count de Buffon in relation to the

distribution of animals, that it is chiefly

in the Arctic regions where the two

continents approximate, that we dis

cover the same identical species of the

vegetable kingdom common to both.

Proceeding south, as for example in the

United States, we meet these common

plants more rarely ; and in their trav

els in equinoctial America, MM. de

Humboldt and Bonpland found only

twenty-four species, º of which be

long to the monocotyledonous tribes,)

identical with those of any part of the

Old World. In ascending a lofty moun

tain of the torrid zone, we also find that

the parallel temperatures of more nor

thern latitudes display a general bo

tanical analogy. Hence several at

tempts have been made to divide the

surface of the earth into botanical pro

vinces or distinct regions of vegeta

tion.

But as Nature seems to have pro

vided means for the dispersion ofplants,

it is necessary to consider the bearing

of these facts upon the present inquiry.

Of these means, one of the most .

vious is human agency. Animals in

general, more particularly birds, also

contribute to their dispersion. The

same end is promoted by means of at

mospheric currents; for we often find

the smallest seeds provided with wing

lets and feathery appendages, which

facilitate their transportation by winds.

Lastly, we know from actual observa

tion that plants have migrated from

distant coasts by means of the great

oceanic currents.

From a consideration of these various

facts, Prichard arrives at the inference,

“that the vegetable creation was ori

ginally divided into a limited number

of provinces,”—a conclusion which he

thinks strongly corroborated by the fact

that in the northern continents, where

their near approach affords facilities

for migration, many plants are com

mon to both,whilst in proportion as the

continents become widely separated the

number diminishes. “On the whole,”

he says, “we may conclude, with a

great degree of probability, that each

tribe of plants, and especially of the

more perfect plants, had on the earth

one original habitation, from which it
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has been dispersed according to the ca

pabilities. by its structure, and

the aid of external agencies.” The

phenomena connected with the vegeta

tion of islands are also thought by

Prichard to be strongly confirmatory of

the dispersion of species from particu

lar central points. In opposition to the

hypothesis that the vegetable tribes,

independent of any centres of propaga

tion, will spring into existence wher

ever the physical conditions are conge

nial to their nature, he adduces also

the negative evidence that similar cli

mates on each continent, notwithstand

ing a general analogy, have dissimilar

vegetation. But if we reject the theory

of equivocal production, that is, of the

spontaneous generation of the same

species in many and remote localities,

how are we to account, by the means

of dispersion above enumerated, for the

existence of similar aquatic plants in
the marshes of distant countries 2 We

find, for example, that under the same

Fº circumstances, the Nymphaea

otus will spring up in India and in

Hungary, and the Potamogeton Natans

in Europe and in St. Domingo. Towhat

other theory can we refer the phenome

non observed by Humboldt, that the

samesubterranean cryptogamous§.

are seen in the mines of New pain,

which are known to grow in deep exca

vations of the earth in Europe? How else

are we to explain the fact that when
those mountains of Italy, which are of

comparatively modern origin, were up

heaved, their upper regions became

covered with the vegetation of Lapland,

whilst the intermediate country is de

void of those plants 2 In ascending

Mount Ararat, according to Tourne

fort, we observe at its foot the plants

of western Asia; a little higher up, the

vegetable forms of Italy are recognized;

next, those of cen France; at a

still higher level those of Sweden; and

beyond this last point, the flora of Lap

land and the .. Besides, geologi

cal investigations prove that subse

quent to the era of the secondary form

ations, there has been a new develop

ment of vegetation on the surface of

the earth. These facts favor the hypo

thesis that plants, independent of ori

ginal dispersion from certain centres,

will spontaneously arise wherever phy

sical conditions exist adapted to their

nature.

Reference may here be made to the

fact that seeds may actually lie con

cealed in the earth for ages without

losing their vitality. Thus, seeds found

at Stirling, Scotland, in a bed of clay,

which had been buried under fourteen

feet of peat-earth, produced, upon be

ing sowed, a crop ofchrysanthemum sep

tum ! The circumstance that the pine

forests ofour western States,when burnt

or cut down, are succeeded by forests

of oak trees, is an analogous fact. It

would seem, then, that where both the

soil and the atmospheric conditions are

equally suitable for many social plants,

the strongest will choke the others, and

finally obtain the complete mastery: but

that the seeds of the weaker plants will

for ages preserve their vitality in the

earth, and spring into visible existence

as soon as the proper conditions arise.

Dispersion of Animals.-One of the

most powerful supporters of the theory

of the spontaneous origin of animals is

Rudolphi. “As mould and various

fungi,” he says, “generate themselves

under the necessary conditions, so like

wise do infusory animalcules; and the

most unbridled fancy can hardly ima

gine that the infusoria were produced

in Asia, and from thence have been

spread over the world.” But whether

or not these lower orders of animals,

whose diminutiveness baffles all accu

rate researches into their mode of ori

gination, spring into existence without

parentage, we know at least that the

opinion derives no confirmation from

the argument of analogy among the

higher order of animals, whose struc

ture admits of more satisfactory in

vestigation.

As the existence of insects is closely

connected with that of the plants and

animals on which they subsist and often

live, it follows that the laws of their

dispersion must be much dependent

upon those of the latter. According to

M. Latreille, who has given much at

tention to the geographical distribution

of the insect tribes, it appears that

they are very distinct in countries se

parated by seas, vast deserts, and lofty

chains of mountains, of which the lo

cality, soil, temperature, and other

physical conditions, are apparently si

milar. But although the same tribes

of insects may not be found under the

same parallel and similar local condi

tions, yet it has often been observed

by naturalists that they are replaced by

analogous groups.
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Notwithstanding the adaptation of

birds for extensive migration, we find

that their geographical distribution

bears an analogy to the rest of organ

ized nature. Thus, in regard to the

vulture tribe, we discover peculiarities

in Europe and America, whilst in New

Holland they are entirely unknown.

in, the parrot tribes found in Asia,

rica, and America, are each peculiar.

Although the inhabitants of the

ocean are not, like those of the land,

confined to particular regions, yet even

among them we find a geographical

distribution. If there do exist any cos

mopolites in the ocean, it is some

species of whales, which, according to

the testimony of whale-fishers, traverse

the globe from pole to pole. In regard

to fishes it is known that those of the

Mediterranean differentirely from those

of the Red Sea; that the silurus electri

cus appertains exclusively to the rivers

of Africa, and the electric gymnotus to

those of America; that flying-fishes

are almost unknown beyond intertro

pical seas, and that among a vast as

semblage of antarctic animals, none is

found which is known to the waters of

the northern hemisphere. The pheno

menon of the same species of fishes

being found in inland collections of wa

ter, however distant from one another,

is very analogous to the fact of the dif

fusion of aquatic plants under the same

circumstances. Those opposed to the

theory of equivocal generation explain

this fact by reference to the inundations

attested by historical and geographical

proofs, or on the supposition, as is done

by Lyell, that the minute eggs of fishes

are occasionally transported from lake

to lake among the feathers of birds.

Having now reached that part of our

inquiry which refers to the mammifers

and reptiles of the land—animals con

fined by their limited powers of loco

motion to the regions that gave them

birth—the facts presented will lead to

more positive conclusions, than in the

case of the animals that cleave the air

with wings, or elude our view in the

ocean's depths, or in the researches of

the botanist who may mistake for

original centres of diffusion plants

whose seeds have been transported to

a distant shore by an oceanic current.

In regard to tellurian animals, we may

divide the surface of the earth into

zoological provinces, each the abode of

a particular group of animals, illus

trating an admirable conformity be

tween the organic capabilities of each

and the surrounding physical circum

stances. Thus, in the Old World, in

analogous climates north and south of

the equator, the species, notwithstand

ing many genera exist in common, are

entirely different. The horse and the

ass found in the northern hemisphere,

are represented in the southern by the

zebra and the quagga. On comparing

the two continents, if we except the

northern regions which approximate,

the same law is discovered. When

the Spaniards landed in the new world,

they did not find a single quadruped of

Europe, Asia, or Africa. For instance,

the elephant, the rhinoceros, the camel,

the dromedary, the hippopotamus, the

giraffe, the lion, the tiger, the horse

and the ass, were not found in Ame

rica. On the other hand, the lama,

the peccari, the tapir, the jaguar, the

agouti, the sapajous, the sloth, and

others, were equally unknown in the

eastern hemisphere. We read, it is

true, of the American lion, but he is

widely different from the lion of Africa

—a remark that applies equally to the

monkey tribes. As the continent of

New Holland is remotely separated

from all the other extensive tracts of

land, so it has an assemblage of ani

mals not less peculiar than its vegeta

tion. Of the marsupial or pouched

animals, which are so exceedingly rare

in other countries, there are here

more than forty species. In the class

of reptiles, the same law obtains.

Thus, the crocodile of the Nile is totally

different from the alligator of America,

and so of the boa of India and the

python of the New World; and, as

regards the poisonous species, the

hooded snake is peculiar to Asia, the

cerastes to Africa, and the rattlesnake

to America. The peculiar adaptation

of organic structure to local conditions

is apparent in the camel of the sandy

deserts, in which he is placed, as his

stomach has cells for holding water;

and also in the circumstance that the

hoofed animals of South America are

suited to the precipitous Cordilleras,

whilst the solidungular quadrupeds of

southern Africa are equally adapted to

its vast sandy plains. With the ex

ception of the extreme north, where

the two continents so approximate that

the distance between them, which is

broken by islands, is partially frozen
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over in winter, the researches of the

zoologist have not yet discovered that

any individual species are common to

distant regions. Nevertheless, particu

lar groups are represented in parallel

climates of distant countries by analo

gous tribes; for example, the tribes of

the simiae, and the dog and cat kinds,

and other terrene animals, which, how

ever, are very differently organized in

the three great continents; and, not

withstanding this diversity of or

ganization in the monkey, (an animal

supposed by some to have a close

affinity to man,) all the tribes, in the

natural state, are confined almost

wholly to the intertropical zone. As

regards the zoology of islands, we find

that small ones, remotely situated from

continents, are in general quite desti

tute of land quadrupeds, whilst those

near to continents have mostly the

tribes which belong to the main land.

From a general view of the facts

above adduced, the inference may be

fairly drawn that each species of ani

mal had an original centre of ex

istence, to which it was by nature

peculiarly adapted, and from which

point they have dispersed themselves

in proportion to their capabilities of

enduring a change of physical circum

stanceS.

Lest these conclusions, in regard to

the distribution of organized beings,

should be deemed hostile to the sacred

records, a word of explanation may be

necessary. If we follow the words of

Scripture literally, maintaining that a

pair of all living species was gathered

from all the climates of our globe and

preserved in the ark of Noah, we be

come involved in a zoological incon

sistency, unless we call in the aid of

supernatural agency; for, as animals

are adapted by their structure, and

functions to the local conditions of food,

soil, temperature, &c., all could not

have existed on the same spot. More

over, either the carnivorous animal

must have perished in the ark, or some

other species have been annihilated.

Independent of this, the same super

natural agency was demanded in re

storing these animals to their natural

and primitive abodes; for how else

could the polar bear, whose organiza

tion is adapted to a frozen region, re

trace his steps through the torrid zone?

But it is unnecessary to call in the aid

of such a suspension of the ordinary

WOL. XI.-NO. L. 16

laws of nature; for the meaning of the

passage, in reference to the submersion

of the “universa terra”—the whole

earth—may be fulfilled by rendering it

in the words, “the region inhabited

by man,” inasmuch as the destruction

of the depraved human race was the

end proposed by the deluge. Hence

the tribes of wild animals belonging to

remote regions may have been spared.

We have now reached the main

object of the inquiry before us—Do

the various races of man belong to a

single species 2 In the general classi

fication of mankind, we find that nearly

every author has some peculiar views.

Thus, whilst Cuvier makes the dis

tinction of three races, Malte-Brun has

no less than sixteen. As the division of

Blumenbach, consisting of five varie

ties, viz., the Caucasian, Mongolian,

American, Ethiopian, and Malay, is the

One mostº adopted, it may be

well to present here their general dis

tinguishing characters. Among their

principal characteristics, those of the

skull are most striking and distinguish

ing. It is on the configuration of the

bones of the head that the peculiarity

of the countenance chiefly depends.

In the Caucasian race, the head is

more globular than in the other va

rieties, and the forehead is more ex

panded. The face has an oval shape

nearly on a plane with the forehead

and cheek-bones, which last project

neither laterally nor forwards as in

other races; nor does the upperjaw

bone, which has a perpendicular direc

tion, to which the lower jaw corres

nds, give a projecting position to the

ront teeth, as in the other varieties.

The chin is full and rounded. The

skin may be described as generally
fair, but it is susceptible ofº tint,

and in some nations is almost black;

and the eyes and hair are variable, the

former being mostly blue, and the latter

yellow or brown, and flowing. It is
the nations with this cranial formation

that have attained the highest degree

of civilisation, and have generally ruled

over the others; or, rather, as we will

attempt to show more fully, it is among

these nations that the progress of civili

sation and the development of the an

terior portion of the brain, each exer

cising on the other a mutual influence,

have gone hand in hand. Of this

variety of the human race, the chief

families are the Caucasians proper,
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the Germanic branch, the Celtic, the

Arabian, the Lybian, the Nilotic, and

the Hindostanic.

In the Mongolian variety, the head,

instead of being globular, is nearly

square. The cheek-bones project from

under the middle of the orbit of the eye,

and turn backwards in a remarkable

outward projection of the zygoma.

The orbits are large and deep, the eyes

oblique, and the upper part of the face

exceedingly flat; the nose, the nasal

bones, and even the space intermediate

to the eye-brows, being nearly on the

same plane with the cheek-bones.

The color of this variety is olive or yel

lowish brown, and the hair is blackish

and scanty. This variety of the human

family has formed vast empires in

China and Japan, but its civilisation

has been long stationary.

The Ethiopian variety, which re

cedes the farthest from the Caucasian,

presents a narrow and elongated skull,

the temporal muscles, which are very

large and powerful, rising very high on

the parietal bones, thus giving the idea

of lateral compression. The forehead

is low and retreating. The cheek

bones and the upper jaw project for

wards, and the alveolar ridge and the

teeth take a similar position. The nose

is thick, being almost blended with the

cheeks; the mouth is prominent and

the lips thick; and the chin is narrow

and retracted. The color varies from

a deep tawny to a perfect jet; and the

hair is black, frizzled, and woolly. It

is not true, as is remarked by M. Cuvier,

that the people composing this race

have always remained in a state of

barbarism. On the contrary, we will

adduce facts showing that many negro

tribes have made considerable advances

in civilisation, and that in proportion

to this improvement do they approxi

mate to the physical characters of the

Caucasian.

These three constitute the leading

varieties of mankind, the American and

Malay being no more than mere inter

vening shades. In the American race

the head is less square and the face

less flattened than in the Mongolian.

The color resembles that of copper,

and the hair is black, thick, and

straight. “Although the Americans,”

says Morton, “possess a pervading

and characteristic complexion, there

are occasional and very remarkable

deviations, including all the tints

from a decided white to an unequivo

cally black skin.” This race was ori

ginally spread over nearly the whole of

the Americas south of the sixtieth

degree of north latitude. From this

point, towards the Arctic circle, our

Indian manifestly belongs to the Mon

golian variety; from Greenland, we

trace the same family of men to the

north of Europe, comprising the Fin

land and Lapland coasts; and thence to

the polar races of Asia, which are part

of the Mongolian tribes, covering the

immense region extending from the

line of the Ural and Himmaleh moun

tains to Behring's Straits.

As the American variety seems to

form a middle point between the Cau

casian and Mongolian, so may the

Malay be said to hold a similar rela

tion to the Caucasian and Ethiopian.

The forehead is more expanded than in

the African, the jaws are less promi

ment, and the nose more distinct. The

color is blackish brown or mahogany,

and the hair is long, coarse, and curly.

This variety is found in New South

Wales and the South Sea Islands in

general. -

To these great races, more especially

the first three, it has been customary

to refer all the ramifications of the

human family. Taking the country

of the Georgians and Circassians as the

radiating point of the Caucasian race,

we may trace out its principal branches

by the analogies ...P language. The

Armenian or Syrian division, directing

its course to the south, gave birth to

the Assyrians, Chaldeans, and untame

able Arabs, with their various subdi

visions. In this branch, science and

literature have occasionally flourished,

but always under fantastic forms.

Another division embraced the Indian,

German, and Pelasgic branch, in whose

four principal languages we recognize

a striking resemblance. The first is

the Sanscrit, now the sacred language

of the Hindoos; the second is the Pelas

gic, the common mother of the Greek

and Latin, and of almost every language

now spoken in the south of Europe;

third, the Gothic or Teutonic, from

which arose the German, Dutch, Eng

lish, Danish, and Swedish languages,

and their dialects; and fourth, the

Sclavonian, from which are derived the

Russian, Polish, Bohemian, &c. This

division is the most respectable branch

of the Caucasian variety; for among
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them have philosophy, the arts and

sciences, been carried to a degree of

perfection unknown to any other race.

This subject, by tracing out the analo

gies of language, has been followed up

into its minutest ramifications. Much

credit is due to Prichard for his inde

fatigable researches in this respect in

reference to Europe, Asia, and Africa;

but it too often happens that the affi

nities of languages in the last two are

not sufficiently known to lead to un

doubted results. Among the American

variety, it has been generally believed

that the languages are as innumerable

as the tribes, it being impracticable to

establish any analogies among them,

or with those of the eastern continent;

but this opinion is manifestly founded

in error. “With respect to the Ame

rican languages,” Morton says, “it

may be sufficient in this place to ob

serve, that they present resemblances

not less remarkable than those we have

noticed in the physical and moral traits

of these people.” (p. 85.) This ana

logy, it would seem, is not of an inde

finite kind. It consists mostly in pecu

liar conjugational modes of modifying

the verbs by the insertion of syllables.

The supposed infinite variety of North

American tongues has been reduced by

the late researches of Dr. Heckewelder

and other American archaiologists, to

three or four radical languages; and

the beliefin the affinities between these

languages and those of Eastern Asia

has been strengthened by the researches

of Klaproth and other German philo

logists. This affinity with the people

of Eastern Asia, it may be here added,

is confirmed by the inferences drawn

from physiognomy. Thus Sidi Melli

melli, Tunisian envoy to the United

States in 1804, on seeing the deputies

of the Cherokees, Osages, and Miamis,

assembled at Washington city, was

instantly struck with the resemblance

between their general physiognomy

and that of the Asiatic Tartars."

But the question still recurs—Whence

proceed the remarkable diversities ob

served among the different nations of

the earth 2

If we pursue an analogical mode of

investigation in reference to the vari

ous branches of the human family, we

will arrive at certain results, the ag

gregate of which will throw much i.

ditional light upon the question, whe

ther they all belong to a single species.

These conclusions will now be summed

up under distinct heads.

From an extensive survey of vari

ous nations in reference to the propor

tionate duration of human life, it is evi

dent that there exist no well-marked

differences in this respect among the

different families of man. If the com

parison, however, is extended to the

simiae, notwithstanding they approxi

mate to man very closely in physical

structure, the contrast is very great.

The greatest longevity of the troglo

dyte is no more than thirty years. As

we discover no difference in this re

spect between the Negro and the Eu

ropean, there is little ground, as was

done by Linnaeus, Buffon, Helvetius,

and Monboddo, for introducing the

ourang-outang into the human family.

Moreover, we find as attributes com

mon both to the Negro and the Euro

pean, the erect attitude, the two hands,

the slow development of the body,

and the exercise of reason. On the

other hand, the whole structure of the

monkey, who is four-handed, proves

that to him the erect attitude is not

natural. The striking characteristics

of the predominance of the fore-arm

over the upper arm, and the great

length of the upper and the shortness

of the lower limbs, are peculiarly

adapted to his climbing habits. How

beautifully is the majestic attitude of

man, which announces to all the other

inhabitants of the globe his superiority,

described in the words of Ovid:—

Pronaque cum spectent animalia cetera

terram,

Os homini sublime dedit; caelumque tuer

Jussit; et erectos ad sidera tollere vultus.

• There is nothing in the relative position of America that forbids the supposition

of an eastern origin of its aborigines. Navigators have often picked up frail boats

in the ocean, containing people who had been driven five hundred, one thousand,

and even one thousand five hundred miles, from their homes.

f And while all other creatures to the dust

Bend their low look, to man a front sublime

He gave, and bade him ever scan the skies,

And to the stars lift up his lofty gaze.
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In regard to the principal phenom

ena of physical life, such as the pro

gress of corporeal development, the

periodical phenomena of the constitu

tion, and those other processes termed

by physiologists the natural functions,

the opinion is warranted, from a com

prehensive view of the question, that

there is no marked difference among

the different races of mankind.

The pathological history of the dif

ferent races constitutes as much a part

of their physical description, as any

feature in §: anatomical structure.

From a survey of the facts connected

with this question, it appears that the

whole human family, making due al

lowance for endemic influences, are

equally subject to those ills which

“flesh is heir to,” thus confirming the

doctrine that a common nature pertains

to mankind. This comparison is based

on the fact that certain diseases are

peculiar to man, a list of which has

been made out by Blumenbach.

An identity of species between two

animals, notwithstanding a striking

difference in some particulars, has been

inferred, as a general rule, if their off

spring has been found capable of pro

creating. Although this doctrine has

been generally maintained by our most

distinguished naturalists, yet some have

rejected it as a hasty generalization.

The production of hybrids is a phenom

enon observed not only among mammi

fers, but among birds, fishes, the insect

tribes, and the vegetable kingdom;

and when we survey the numerous

facts opposed to the generally admitted

law of nature that all hybrid produc

tions are sterile, there would seem to

be some ground for doubting the sound

mess of the general conclusion, Thus

the dog and the wolf, and the dog and

the fox, will breed together, and the

mixed offspring is capable of procrea

tion. And that mules are not always

barren, is a fact not unknown even to

Aristotle. But as hybrid productions

are almost unknown among animals

in their wild and unrestrained condi

tion, it would seem that there is a mu

tual repugnance between those of dif

ferent species; and thus nature guards

against a universal confusion of the dif.

ferent departments of organized crea

tion. Notwithstanding the occasional

exceptions to the general fact of the

sterility of hybrid productions, it has

never been observed that an offspring

similar to themselves has proceeded

from hybrids of an opposite sex. It is

thus apparent that the vis procreatriæ

between different species, both in the

animal and vegetable kingdoms, is very

defective, and that the law of nature

which maintains the diversity of tribes

in the organized world, is not really

infringed by the isolated phenomena

observed in reference to hybrid pro

ductions. That animals generally have

the same form and endowments now

as at the remotest period of ouracquaint

ance with them, is an opinion confirm

ed by the oldest historical records, as

well as by the works of art and the

actual relics found in Egyptian tombs.

The zoological descriptions of Aris

totle, composed twenty-two centuries

ago, are still faithful to nature in every

particular. Hence it would appear that
insurmountable barriers to the inter

mixture of species, at least among wild

animals, have been provided by nature,

in the instinctive aversion to union

with other species, in the sterility of

hybrid productions, and in the law of

the reproduction of the corporeal and

psychical characters of the parentin the

O #.

These facts have an important bear

ing upon the doctrine that mankind

constitutes a single species. It is well

known to horticulturists and those en

gaged in breeding domesticated ani

mals that, by crossing and intermixing

varieties, a mixed breed superior in

almost every physical quality to the

º races is often produced ; and it

as also been observed that the inter

mixture of different races of the human

family has produced breeds physically

superior, generally speaking, to either

ancestral race. Now, as it is a law,

according to the high authority of Buf

fon and Hunter, that those animals of

opposite sexes, notwithstanding some

striking differences in appearance,

whose offspring is equally prolific with

themselves, belong to one and the

same species, it follows that these facts

afford a strong confirmation of the con

clusion deduced from many others,

viz., that there is but one human spe

cies; for, as just remarked, whilst the

offspring of distinct species, (real hy

brids,) are so little prolific that their

stock soon becomes extinct, it is found

that the mixed offspring of different

varieties of the same species generally

exceeds the parent races in corporeal
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vigor and in the tendency to multipli

cation. This law, however, does not

apply to the moral and intellectual en

dowments; for we find these deterio

rated in the European by the mixture

of any other race, and, on the other

hand, an infusion of Caucasian blood

tends in an equal degree to ennoble

these qualities in the other varieties of

the human family.

Before proceeding to the considera

tion of the diversities exhibited among

the various tribes of mankind, we will

bring under notice what may be called

accidental or congenital varieties.

Among all organized productions, we

find variety of form and structure in

the same species, and even in the oſſ

spring of the same parents; and what

is equally remarkable, we discover a

tendency to perpetuate in their offspring

all individual peculiarities. This con

stitutes an exception to the general

law that animals produce their like,

an exception by which it were easy to

. the present existence of diver

sified races, originating from the same

primitive species, did not a new diffi

culty arise in the question, having refer

ence to the extent of deviation of struc

ture that may take place withoutbreak

ing in upon the characteristic type of

the species. There are many instances

on record in which these accidental va

rieties havebeen perpetuated by heredi

tary transmission. One of the most

extraordinary is the recent origination of

a new variety of sheep in New

England, called the “ancon or otter

breed,” in consequence of the short

ness of the limbs and the greater

proportionate length of the body, the

fore-legs being also crooked. A male

lamb produced by a ewe of the com

mon kind, was the first ancestor of

this breed ; and his offspring often ex

hibited the same peculiarity of organi

zation. Finding the animal unable to

jump over fences, the propagation of

the breed became a desirable object.

That the breed is permanent appears

from the following facts, communica

ted to the Philosophical Transactions

for 1813, by Col. Humphreys:–

“When both parents are of the otter

breed, their descendants inherit the pecu

liar appearance and proportions of form.

I have heard but of one questionable

case of a contrary nature.

“When an otter ewe is impregnated

by a common ram, the increase resembles

wholly either the ewe or ram. The in

crease of a common eve, impregnated by

a ram of the new breed, follows entirely

the one or the other, without blending

any of the distinguishing and essential

peculiarities of both.

“Frequent instances have happened

where common eves have had twins by

otter rams, when one exhibited the com

plete marks and features of the ewe, the

other of the ram. The contrast has been

rendered singularly striking when one

short-legged and one long-legged lamb,

produced at a birth, have been seen suck

ing the dam at the same time.”

Among instances of variety of struc

ture originating in the race of man,

which are in like manner propagated

through many generations, may be

mentioned the oft-observed fact of su

pernumerary toes or fingers, and cor

responding deficiencies. Hence the

names of Varus and Plautus among

the ancient Romans. Likewise those

peculiar features by which the indivi

duals of some families are character

ized; as, for instance, the singular

thickness of the upper lip in the impe

rial house of Austria, which was intro

duced, three centuries ago, by inter

marriage. These organic peculiarities

are often transmitted to children, even

when one of the parents is of the ordina

form, for three and four generations.

ence there is reason to believe that if

persons of this organic peculiarity were

to intermarry exclusively, we might

have a permanent race characterized

by six toes or fingers. We have a si

milar fact in the history of the English

family of “porcupine men,” in whom

the greater part of the body was cover

ed with hard excrescences of a horn

nature,which were transmitted heredi

tarily. These remarks apply equally

to those peculiarities of organization

which predispose to many diseases, as

well as to the transmission of mental

and moral qualities, all of which are

truly hereditary. It is thus seen that

varieties of structure are not always

transmitted from first parents, and that

when they have once arisen, they be

come, under favorable circumstances,

permanent in the stock.

In considering the diversities pre

sented by the human family, we will

notice first the varieties of color. The

Negro and the European are the two

extremes,which, as in every other par

ticular in which the various tribes of
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the human family differ, run into each

other by the nicest and most delicate

dations. Hence we are warranted

in the opinion that difference of com

plexion constitutes no distinction of

species, inasmuch as the skin is almost

black in some nations classed as Cau

casian, and even among the American

tribes the extreme of a white and a

black skin is exhibited. This subject

is investigated at length both by Law

rence and Prichard, the former main

taining that climate has no agency in

causing the varieties of color observed

in the human species, whilst the latter

advocates the opposite opinion. That

Prichard is correct to a certain extent

we will attempt to show in the sequel;

but it is equally evident that the differ

ence of color in the primary races

comes under the head of accidental

or congenital diversities. Having stated

many facts which favor the latter opi

nion, Lawrence adduces analogous ones

among the inferior animals. Thus, the

circumstance that in many parts of

England all the cattle have the same

color, he refers to the custom of

slaughtering all the calves which have

not the desired tint. We also know

that white sheep may produce black

lambs; and so well aware are farmers

of the liability of this color's being again

transferred that they always reject black

rams in breeding. But the influence of

local circumstances,on the other hand,is

apparent in the fact that, notwithstand

ing the horses which run wild in Para

guay are descended from variegated

European stocks, yet they are now of

one peculiar color.

As regards the hair, beard, and color

of the iris, we also observe strongly

marked varieties in the human family.

Whilst the head of the Caucasian race

is adorned with an ample growth of

fine locks, and his face with a copious

beard, the Negro's head presents short

woolly knots, and that of the American

or Mongolian, coarse and straight hair,

all having nearly beardless faces; and

with this diminution of the beard is

combined a general smoothness of the

whole body. . That the coloring prin

ciple in the skin and hair is of a com

mon nature is evident, from the fact that

among the white races every gradation

from the fair to the dark is accompa

nied by a corresponding alteration in the

tint of the hair. . This remark applies

equally to the colored varieties of men,

for all these have black hair; but

among the spotted Africans, according

to Blumenbach, the hairs growing out

of a white patch on the head are

white. These facts, in connection

with others observed among inferior

animals, as the dog, sheep, and goat,

prove sufficiently that a distinction of

species cannot be established on the

mere difference in the hair. What a

striking contrast there is between the

hairy coat of the argali or mouflon and

the beautiful fleeces of our most valu

able sheep, both of which belong to

the same species. It is probable that

the black and crisp hair of the negro

tribes, called from a loose analogy

woolly, may be an accidental variety.

That a similar connection in point of

color also exists between the skin and

iris was noticed as long ago as the days

of Aristotle.

As regards the difference of stature

and features, and peculiarity of organ

ization, it has been already remarked

that these do not give sufficient ground

for establishing a distinction of species.

Hence, seeing the varieties of form

and structure which distinguish the in

habitants of the same region, it should

not excite our surprise when we con

sider the diverse influence of external

agencies in remote regions, to find a

much greater diversity between the

natives of each respectively. Indeed

we find in all the departments of or

ganized nature a diversity of structure

within the limitations of species analo

gous to those exhibited in the human

races. It is conceded on all hands, as

is remarked byBlumenbach, that swine

were unknown in America until car

ried hither from Europe; yet, notwith

standing the comparatively short pe

riod that has intervened, there now

exist many breeds, exhibiting the most

striking peculiarities as compared with

each other or with the original stock.

The pigs carried in 1509 from Spain to

Cuba degenerated, according to Her

rera, into a monstrous race, with toes

half a span long. They here became

more than twice as large as their Eu

ropean progenitors. Again, we find

the breed of domestic swine in France,

with a high convex spine and hanging

head, just the reverse of that of Eng

land, with a straight back and pendu

lous belly. In Hungary and Sweden

we meet a solidungular race. It is

also observed by Blumenbach “that
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there is less difference in the form of

the skull in the most dissimilar of man

kind than between the elongated head

of the Neapolitan horse and the skull

of the Hungarian breed, which is re

markable for its shortness, and the ex

tent of the lower jaw.” It thus a

pears, as was shown before, and will

be still further illustrated, that organic

structure is strikingly adapted to the

necessity of local circumstances. .

The classification of skulls under the

five general forms already described, is

of course entirely arbitrary. As in

every other corporeal diversity, so we

find in regard to crania an impercepti

ble gradation among the nations of the

earth, filling up the interval between

the two extremes of the most perfect

Caucasian model and the most exagge

rated Negro specimen. Hence we must

conclude that the diversities of skulls

among mankind do not afford sufficient

ground for a specific difference,—an in

ference confirmed by the variations

which occur in animals of the same

species.

Admitting then that the phenome

na of variation brought under view in

regard to inferior animals, which are

observed both in their wild and domes

tic state, are analogous to the varieties

which distinguish the various races of

the human family, it follows that the

latter should present still greater diſ.

ferences; for whilst each species of

animals inferior to man is mostly con

fined to a limited region and to a mode

of existence that is simple and uniform,

the human races are scattered over the

whole face of the earth, under every

variety of physical circumstances, in

addition to the influences arising from

a moral and intellectual nature.

Having surveyed the diversities of

corporeal formation among the various

races of man, it now remains to con

sider their moral and intellectual diſ.

ferences; and so remarkable are these

cºntrasts between the races usually

distinguished as white and black, that

the distinction of coloris not more strik

ing. , Whilst the , most disgusting

moral as well as physical portrait of

man is exhibited by the hideous sava

ges of Congo, New Holland, and New

Guinea, we discover, on the other

hand, that those nations which have

produced the richest fruits in art and

science, in religion and morals, in civili

sation and government—in a word, in

all that can dignify and ennoble man,

—have a beautifully formed head, char.

acterized by great development of its

anterior portion. It is these races which

have, at all times, not merely van

quished those of a more ignoble forma

tion, characterized by the low retreat

ing forehead, but held them in per

manent subjection. The remarkable

prominence of the cheek-bones and the

projection of the jaws is another char

acteristic trait of savage tribes, indi

cating their coarse and animal nature

in a great development of the organs

of taste and smell." But notwithstand

ing their cruelty and selfishness, their

unfeeling barbarity to women and chil

dren, and their brutalapathy and indo

lence, unless stimulated by the desire

of revenge, or roused by the pressure

of actual physical want, which give to

the dark races, generall speaking, the

lowest degree of moral eelings, we yet

find the inferiority of the intellectual

faculties, compared with the white ra

ces, more general and strongly marked.}

From an extensive series of analogies

among the different races of man

brought under view by Prichard, he

attempts to establish the conclusion,

“that the phenomena of the human

mind and |. moral and intellectual

history of the human races afford no

* The physiognomy of the Fejee Chief, recently brought to this country by the

squadron of the Exploring Expedition, and who had been captured on account of the

massacre, several years ago, of part of the crew of one of our vessels, upon whom he

displayed his cannibal propensities, afforded a fine illustration of this law.

f We would be distinctly understood as using the terms, white and black races, in the

general sense of Caucasian and Ethiopian varieties. The color of the skin implies

no distinction of races; for, as is shown throughout this article, the African tribes

vary much in this respect, the American exhibit the extremes of white and black,-

and even the Caucasian, generally characterized as white, present nations decidedly

In the frontispiece to the third volume of Prichard’s work, we have a strikingblack.

specimen of a black Caucasian, being a portrait of Ramohun Roy, “a Brahmin of

undoubtedly pure race.”
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proof of diversity of origin in the fami

lies of men. * * * Nor can it be

pretended that any intellectual superi

ority of one human race over another,

which can be imagined to exist, fur

nishes any argument against this con

clusion. If, for example, it were al

lowed that the Negroes are as deficient

in mental capacity as some persons

have asserted them to be, this could

not prove them to be a different species,

since it must be allowed that there are

differences equally great, and even

greater, between individuals and fami

lies of the same nation. * * *

There are some Negroes whose mental

faculties fully attain the standard of

European intellect.”

From these facts, as will be seen,

Prichard, following the footsteps of

Blumenbach, draws the inference that

there is nothing in the organization of

the brain of the most debased Negro

tribes, which affords a presumption of

inferior moral or intellectual endow

ments. On the other hand, Lawrence

uses the following language:—“I

deem the moral and intellectual char

acter of the Negro inferior, and deci

dedly so, to that of the European; and,

as this inferiority arises from a corres

ponding difference of organization, I

must regard it as his natural.
Now, we will attempt to show, in fol

lowing up the physical ethnography of

various nations, that both these conclu

sions, though correct in part, abound in

error.

The writer would here, however, first

announce his own creed. We believe

that the brain is an aggregate of many

distinct organs, each having a peculiar

function,--that the varieties of moral

feeling and of capacity for knowledge

and reflection, as a general law, de

pend on diversities of cerebral organi

zation, which are indicated by differ

ences in the shape of the skull,—that

a cerebral organ is not, perhaps, less

susceptible of improvement and deve

lopment than a muscle,”—that moral

and intellectual qualities, not less than

physical, are transmittible from the

parent to the offspring, that the mind,

notwithstanding it is immortal and im

material, depends for its manifestations

and developments on organic struc

ture, which last determines the intel

lectual grade of the individual,—and

that there is an intimate connection

between physical features and moral

and intellectual character, both ofwhich

are influenced by local causes.

Hence it follows that we regard the

mind of every human being, as it ema

nated from the Creator, identical in its

nature. The difference between indi

viduals, in this respect, is the result of

the peculiar organization of the brain

and of education. Towards the Deity,

the original relation of the Negro and

the European is the same, but the one

has far outstripped the other in the de

velopment of the material structure

through which mind is manifested.

We repudiate the idea of a “mind dis

eased;” for as it is immortal and im

material, it can suffer no change from

disease; but to have sound manifesta

tions of mind, we must have healthy

organic structure. Upon the doctrine

of a plurality of mental organs, we

are enabled also to explain the phe

nomenon of monomania or madness

upon a single subject.

In taking a general survey of the

physical ethnography of the African

races, it will be necessary first to ad

vert to its physical geography. Africa

has generally been divided into three

great regions, two of which comprise
immense mountainous tracts or table

lands, whilst the third is the interven

ing space consisting of an ocean of

sand. The elevated region of North

ern Africa is a continuous system of

highlands, which, under the denomina

tion of Atlas, extend along the Medi

terranean coast. These highlands on

the border of the Atlantic ocean seem

to be a continuation of the system of

mountains in the Spanish Peninsula,

separated only by the narrow strait of

the Mediterranean ; and on each side

of this sea, the vegetation in general

presents a marked analogy. The

* It cannot be doubted that a partial change of figure in the cranium of the adult

takes place from time to time, according to the pursuits of the individual. That

bones change more easily than the softer parts is proved by physiological experi

ments and the phenomena of disease. By the absorbents, their elements are contin

ually removed—a loss which is as constantly repaired by the deposition of new par
ticles secreted from the blood.
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mountainous region of Central Africa,

lying south of the Great Desert, still

remains the “terra incognita" of the

civilized world. This high plateau ex

tends, according to Lacépède, from

100 north to 200 south of the equator,

approaching the sea-coast in some parts,

whilst other portions are environed by

vast deserts of sand, which, as a sea of

fire, prevent all approach to the cen

tre of the continent. As the rivers,

compared with those that descend from

the steppes of Central Asia, are small,

it is inferred that the mountain eleva

tions contain great lakes, or that snow

and rain fall in comparatively small

quantities. Of the lowlands of Africa,

the fertile plains are mostly confined to

the immediate vicinity of the mountain

chains, which supply them with rivers.

These fertile tracts bound on the north

and south the great Sahara, whose vast

sandy plains, estimated at half the ex

tent of Europe, are traversed by chains

of rocky mountains, interspersed by

innumerable oases—islands of verdure

that spring into existence wherever

water finds its way to the surface.

From Prichard's survey of the ethno

graphy of Central Africa, it appears

that the native races of this region,

properly called Negroland, differ much

in their physical, intellectual, and moral

state, according as they have lived un

der moral and physical conditions of a

different character. As human races,

as we are taught by history, seldom

emerge from the state of instinctive

existence until moved by some impulse

from without, so we here find tribes of

aboriginal people secluded amid their

mountains and forests, which serve as

almost impenetrable barriers against

foreign influence of every kind. But

even among these tribes, human society

has not been stationary and unprogres

sive from age to age. There have ex

isted for centuries, (not to speak of the

kingdom of which the ancient city of

Timbuctoo is the capital,) several Ne

o empires, originally founded by Ma

omedans, in which many of the arts of

civilized society have been adopted.

They even live in large cities of 30,000

inhabitants—a fact which implies a

considerable advancement in civilisa

tion. The Mandingos, for example,

are a numerous and powerful tribe;

their government is well organized ;

they have public schools, in which the

WOL, XI.-NO. L., 17

children are taught to read the Koran;

and their fields are well cultivated and

ornamented with palms, fig-trees, and

bananas. Now, there is the strongest

evidence to show that the decided su

periority of this nation over many other

African tribes, who are found in vari

ous stages of improvement, did not

arise from any original difference, but

from the circumstance of the degree of

civilisation brought about by the reli

gion of Islam. As the various races

of man constitute but a single species,

is it not then reasonable to ascribe the

superiority of the Caucasian variety to

a similar impulse ? When a people

have once received the impulse of so

cial improvement, the portion of the

brain devoted to the intellectual pow

ers will be stimulated into more than

ordinary action, and as these two

causes mutually re-act on each other,

we ultimately behold the coincidence

of a high degree of civilisation and a

great development of the intellectual

organs, as manifested in the cranial

formation of the Caucasian race. As

mind is immortal, and the brain is the

material instrument of its manifesta

tion, we conceive that this doctrine re

conciles the diversities observed in the

moral and intellectual qualities of the

various races of man, with the well

established conclusion of a single

species.

These inferences are not hypotheti

cal, but deduced from historical facts

relative to the aborigines of Central

Africa. “Tribes having what is

termed the Negro character in the most

striking degree,” says Prichard, “are

the least civilized. The Papels, Bisa

gos, and Ibos, who are in the greatest

degree remarkable for deformed coun

tenances, projecting jaws, flat fore

heads, and for other Negro peculiarities,

are the most savage and morally de

raded of the nations hitherto described.

#. converse of this remark is appli

cable to all the most civilized races.

The Fulahs, Mandingos, and some of

the Dahomeh and Inta nations, have,

so far as form is concerned, nearly Eu

ropean countenances and a corres

ponding configuration of the head.”

Strange to say, this evidence is afforded

by the writings of a philosopher who,

with Blumenbach, maintains that

there is nothing in the cerebral organi

zation of the debased and savageS.
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tribes, which affords a presumption of

inferiority of moral or intellectual en

dowments!

It may be here remarked, that the

cradles or nurseries of the first nations

of which we have any historical re

cords—the people in which the intel

lectual faculties were first awakened

from the brutal sloth of savage life—

appear to have been extensive plains

or valleys, irrigated by fertilizing

streams, and blessed with a mild

climate. As the means of sustenance

are in such localities easily obtained,

the human mind, if man in this pri

mitive state will reflect at all, is most

apt to receive that impulse which leads

to the cultivation and development of

his nature. It is in such regions that

we discover the most ancient centres

of population; as, for example, the

splendor and luxury of Nineveh and

Babylon were exchanged by the Semitic

nations for the. habits of wan

dering shepherds; and in the fertile

valley watered by the Nile, we also

find the first foundation of cities and

the earliest establishment of political

institutions; and here, too, were in

vented hieroglyphic literature and

#: arts which embellish human

IIc.

Having taken a general survey of

African ethnography, Prichard attempts

to arrive at some conclusions in refer

ence to the relation, if any exists, be

tween the climate of Africa and the

physical character of its nations, and in

regard to the constancy or liability to

variation of these physical characters.

That the physical characters of na

tions have certain relations to climate,

is an opinion warranted by facts, the

erudite arguments of Lawrence to the

contrary notwithstanding. The limits

of Negroland, properly so called,

seem to be confined to the intertropi

cal regions of Africa. Now, if we pro

ceed southward of Central Africa, we

find the hue of the Negro grow less

black, as in the Caffres and Hottentots;

and, on the other hand, we discover

the same law north of the tropic of

Cancer. Although some of the tribes

in the oases of the Great Desert are

said to be black, yet they are generally

brown or almost white; and when we

reach the second system of highlands,

which has a temperate clime, the in

habitants present the flowing hair and

complexion of the southern Europeans.

This general law, if the comparison is

extended to Europe, is confirmed. On

comparing the three elevated tracts

bounding and containing between them

the Mediterranean and the Great Sa

hara, we find that the intermediate

region, (Mount Atlas,) differs much

less from the northern, (the Alps and

Pyrenees,) than from the southern

chain, (the Lunar Mountains). The

same law is evident in each, as respects

vegetation and the physical characters

of the human races. Whilst the moun

tains of Central Africa are inhabited by

Negroes, the Berbers of Mount Atlas

show but little difference of physical

characters when compared with the

Spaniards and Piedmontese. For the

purpose of more extended comparison,

Prichard divides Europe and Africa

into eight zones, through which he

traces a gradation in the physical

characters of the human race. Within

the tropics, as just observed, the inha

bitants, if we confine ourselves to the

low and plain countries, are universally

black. South of this region are the

red people of Caffreland; and, next

to these, are the yellowish brown Hot

tentots. North of Negroland, are the

“gentes subfusci coloris” of Leo,

tribes of a brownish hue, but varying

from this shade to a perfect black.

The next zone is the region of the

Mediterranean, including Spaniards,

Moors, Greeks, Italians, &c., among

whom we find black hair, dark eyes,

and a brownish white complexion, pre

dominant features. In the zone north

of the Pyreno-Alpine line, the color of

the hair is generally chestnut-brown, to

which that of the skin and eyes bears

a certain relation. Next come the

races characterized by yellow hair, blue

eyes, and a florid complexion, such as

those of England, Denmark, Finland,

the northern parts of Germany, and a

great portion of Russia. And north of

these are the Swedes and Norwegians,

distinguished by white hair and light

grey eyes.

We could have wished that Prichard

had proceeded still farther north, and

told us why the Laplanders Green

landers, Esquimaux, Samoiedes, &c.,

have a very dark complexion. This

fact has always been a stumbling

block in the way of the advocates of a

connection between climate and the

human complexion. By them it has

been referred to their food, consisting
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of fish and rancid oil, to the grease and

paint with which they besmear the

body, aided by the clouds of smoke in

which they sit constantly involved in

their wretched cabins. The agency of

these causes is strongly advocated by

Dr. Smith, who also refers to Blumen

bach, Fourcroy, and J. F. Meckel, who

concur in the opinion that, from the

affinity of the bile with the fat or oil of

the animal body, nations that subsist

chiefly on food consisting of animal oil,

not only smell of it, but acquire a very

dark complexion. But these northern

tribes have the olive complexion, the

broad large face and flat nose, and the

other features which characterize the

Mongolian variety. Hence Lawrence

maintains that the distinguishing char

acters of the German and French, or

the Esquimaux or more southern In

dians, find no explanation in climatic

influences. On the contrary, he as

cribes the peculiarities of these northern

pigmies to the same cause that makes

the Briton and German of this day re

semble the portraits of their ancestors,

drawn by Caesar and Tacitus. The

French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Ita

lians, belong, he says, to the Celtic

race, whose black hair and browner

complexion are distinguished from the

blue eyes and fair skin of the German

tribes, which include the Swedes, Nor

wegians, Danes, English, modern Ger

mans, &c. It is moreover alleged by

Lawrence, that the Germans, who,

under the names of Saxons, Angles,

Danes, and Normans, successively in

vaded England, and gradually drove

the original Celts into the most distant

and inaccessible parts of the island,

have not, in the smallest degree, ap

proximated to the latter in their physi

ognomy. The varieties of the human

species he considers to be as distinct as

the greyhound and bull-dog, the essen

tial distinctions of which can be blended

only in their mutual offspring.

As the Jews have been scattered for

ages over the face of the whole earth,

and as the race has been kept uncom

monly pure by the most sacred prohi

bition against intermarriage with

strangers, it might be supposed that

here is presented a case decisive of the

question at issue. But, alas! for hu

man knowledge. “In Britain and

Germany,” says Smith, “they are fair,

brown inFrance and in Turkey, swarthy

in Portugal and Spain, olive in Syria

and Chaldea, tawny or copper-colored

in Arabia and Egypt.” Besides, a tribe

of Jews, according to Buffon, was dis

covered in India, known to be of the

stock of Israel, by the Hebrew Penta

teuch preserved among them from time

immemorial, who had become as black

as the natives. But this swarthiness,

it is maintained by Lawrence, is the

effect of the sun's action upon the indi
vidual, whose children will have the

original complexion of the race; and

that, in the case of the black Jews, an

explanation is found in their intermar

riage with the Hindoos.

Blumenbach and Smith maintain

that the different shades of the dark

colors prevail in proportion to climatic

heat and the predominance of bile in

the constitution, which is a refinement

upon the opinion of the ancients; for

}. ascribes the complexion of the

Africans solely to the excessive ardor

of the sun in that region, whilst Ovid,

in his fable of Phaeton, refers it to the

same cause. The diversities of the

human family, found in Africa for ex

ample, are, according to Smith, abun

dantly explained by reference to the

following causes:—“Vicinity to the

sun, elevation of the land, the nature of

the soil, the temperature of winds, the

manners of the people, and the mixture

of nations who, at different periods,

and in a state more or less civilized,

have established themselves within it,

either by conquest or the purposes of

trade.” #. the jetty hue of the skin

on the coasts of Congo and Loango, he

refers to the tropicaſwinds which tra

verse three thousand miles of sand

heated by a vertical sun, whilst the

eastern coast receives the breezes tem

ered by the vast expanse of the Ara

ian and Indian seas.

Of all writers, Smith is the most

determined advocate of the absolute

dependence of all the diversities of

mankind upon local causes. He erro

neously thinks every other explanation

incompatible with the doctrine of the

unity of the human race, which rests

upon the authority of divine revelation.

ence, too, he argues that the primi

tive man was placed upcn the earth

surrounded by the elements of civilisa

tion, and that the barbarous state had

its origin in man's degeneration. It

has ever been the misfortune of meta

physics to have among its cultivators a

greater number of divines than of phy
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sicians. Hence arose the many absurd

speculations on the nature of the mental

faculties, regarding them as inde

pendent of the corporeal organs through

which they are manifested.

That climate exercises an influence

in causing the diversities of mankind,

is an opinion likewise strengthened by

the analogy of inferior animals. As

we approach the poles we find every

thing progressively assume a whiter

livery, as bears, foxes, hares, falcons,

crows, and blackbirds; whilst some

animals, as the ermine, weasel, squir

rel, reindeer, and snow-bunting, change

their color to grey or white, even in the

same country, as the winter season

advances.

We thus discover a marked relation

between the physical characters of na

tions and climate as expressed by lati

tude—a law that obtains equally in

the modification of climate induced by

elevation. Thus the sandy or brown

hair of the Swiss contrasts strongly

with the black hair and eyes of those

that dwell below on the plains of Lom

bardy. Among the natives of the more

elevated parts of the Biscayan country,

the black hair and swarthy complexion

of the Castilians give place to light

blue eyes, flaxen hair, and a fair com

plexion. In the northern parts of Africa

we observe the same law as regards

the Berbers of the plains and the Shu

lah mountaineers. And even in the

intertropical region of Africa, several

examples are adduced by Prichard.

As regards the influence of locality,

it is also observed by Prichard that

those tribes which have the Negro cha

racter in an exaggerated degree dwell

in the ...i. “Not only

the Mandingos and Fulahs,” he says,

“but all the other races yet described

who are aborigines of mountainous re

gions are more intelligent than the

maritime tribes, as well as physically

superior to them.” As these effects

result mainly from the deterioration of

the constitution induced by malaria,

this law is mostly confined to the region

of the tropics; for it has been already

shown that the first centres of civilisa

tion were in the extensive plains oftem

perate latitudes. We may trace a still

further connection in the fact that the

physical characters of tribes are inti

mately connected with their moral and

social condition. The Negroes in the
lowest stage of civilisation are the

ugliest, having depressed foreheads,

flat noses, projecting jaws,and crooked

legs. Such are the mostferocious sav

ages—stupid, indolent, and sensual.

On the other hand, whenever we find

a negro tribe who have been elevated

in the scale of social condition, we ob

serve a correspondent improvement in

their physical features.

Whether the woolly nature of the

hair is connected with local causes is a

question not positively admitting of

solution in the present state of our eth

nographical researches. Although the

shape of the head among the South

African tribes differs in a degree cor

responding to the extent of their civil

isation, yet it would seem that the

crisp and woolly state of the hair, not

withstanding the complexion is consid

erably lighter than among the tribes of

Central Africa, experiences no modifi

cation. The Caffres, for example, who

have black and woolly hair, with a deep

brown skin, have the high forehead

and prominent nose of the Europeans,

with projecting cheek-bones and thick

ish lips. This tribe, as well as the Io

loſs near the Senegal, scarcely differ

from Europeans, with the exception

of the complexion and woolly hair.

Other tribes, as for instance the darkest

of the Abyssinians, approximate the

Europeans still more in the circum

stance that the hair, though often crisp

and frizzled, is never woolly. Again,

some of the tribes near the Zambesi,

according to Prichard, have hair in ra

ther long and flowing ringlets, notwith

standing the complexion is black, and

the features have the negro type. The

civilized Mandingos, on the other hand,

have a cranial organization differing

much from that of their degraded

neighbors, yet in respect to the hair

there is no change. In the United

States, it has been alleged byDr. Smith,

with much confidence, that the features

of the Africans, after several unmixed

generations, lose much of the native

African cast. Approximating the white

races, the nose becomes higher in the

ridge, the mouth smaller, the teeth less

º and the hair considerably

onger and less crisp. As Central

Africa presents aregion ofburning sand,

Dr. Smith thinks that the excessive

heat of a vertical sun here tends to curl

and involve the hair—an inference that

he derives from the analogous effects

produced upon other animals by hot
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and arid climates. But he thinks it

probable that this curl may be chiefly

caused by the quality of the secretion

by which it is nourished, as the strong

and offensive smell of the African Ne

gro indicates something peculiar in

this respect.

such a gas,” he says, “rendering the

surface dry, and disposed to contract,

while the centre continues distended,

tends necessarily to produce an involu

tion of the hair.” Upon the whole,

however, the woolly hair of the Negro

may be, with good reason, classed

among the accidental or congenital di

versities of mankind, which are trans

mitted from the parent to the offspring.

But in no point of view can the facts

resented above be reconciled with the

ypothesis that the Negro constitutes a

distinct species, inasmuch as we do not

find in any department of nature that

separate species of organization ever

pass into each other by insensible

degrees.

he complexion, however, cannot,

as has been already shown, be legiti

mately placed in the category of acci

dental diversities. Even admitting

that the color of the skin has no rela

tion with the laws of climate, it is

plainly obvious that it has an intimate

connection with local circumstances.

We surely cannot regard as a mere

coincidence, the two facts that the in

tertropical countries all around the

globe have black inhabitants, (tropical

America, from its great elevation, con

stituting only an apparent exception,)

and that the constitution of these races

is better adapted than that of the

whites to these climates. As the cells

of the camel's stomach show a won

derful adaptation of organic structure

to local conditions, without being re

ferrible to climatic agency, so the sys

tem of the negro, as his skin is a much

more active organ of depuration than

that of the white man, is better adapt

ed, let the remote cause be what it

may, to the warm, moist, and miasmial

climates of the tropics.

If it be claimed, however, that the

characters of nations have their origin

in local causes, it will at once be con

tended that a transmutation of other

races ought to occur when exposed to

similar external agencies, that the

descendants of the European, for ex

ample, after living several generations

in Southern Africa, ought to exhibit

“The evaporation of
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some of the peculiarities which distin

guish the Hottentot. But the fallacy

of this inference can, we think, be

readily shown. We agree with Pri

chard that the experiment has never

been fairly tried, as the European and

Asiatic, who dwelt for generations on

the soil of intertropical Africa, never

adopted the manners of the aborigines.

But even if a nation, by migrating to a

different climate, should, in time, be

impressed with new characteristics,

the primitive features and complexion

would be the ground for the impres

sions of the second climate; and if we

thus make a third and fourth removal,

we perceive, each time, a new cause

of variety in the family of nations.

Prichard contends that the Arab races

in Africa have undergone a change of

complexion, and maintains, upon the

authority of Mr.Waddington, Dr. Rüp

pel, and M. Roget, that there are black

races in Africa among the genuine de

scendants of emigrants from Arabia.

But we have no authentic instance of

the transmutation of other races of

mankind into negroes, unless we admit

as an established fact the statement of

Lord Kaimes that a colony of Portu

guese in Congo, in less than three cen

turies, so degenerated in complexion

and figure as to be no longer distin

guishable from the neighboring tribes

of Hottentots; or the similar facts,

mentioned by Dr. Smith, that the de

scendants of the Spaniards in South

America acquired absolutely a copper

color, and that a colony of Hungarians,

who are among the best-proportioned

eople of Europe, became, on migrat

ing to Lapland, completely assimilated

to the diminutive and deformed natives

of that region. That deviations to

wards the European, however, have

taken place, there is no doubt, thus de

monstrating that the physical charac

ters of human races are not permanent.

There is positive evidence showing

that the descendants ofgenuine Negroes

have, in several instances, lost many

of the peculiarities of the original

stock.

It must be borne in mind, however,

that climate is but one among many

causes which modify the human frame.

Hence it were absurd to contend that

the well-developed head of the Euro

pean should sink back into the low re

treating forehead of the savage Negro,

as a consequence of climatic influence.
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What may have been the relative cra

nial organization of the Briton and the

African, at the period when the former,

as described by Julius Caesar, was

smeared over with paint and clothed

in the skins of wild beasts, whilst the

latter was far advanced in civilisation

in the kingdom of Bambarra, of which

Timbuctoo is the capital 2 Comparing

these barbarian Circassians with these

civilized Negroes, it is found that the

relation which now exists between the

well-developed European skull and

that of the savage African, was then

reversed; for the crania of the ancient

Britons found in different parts of Eng

land, according to Prichard, are cha

racterized “by a remarkable narrow

ness of the forehead compared with

the occiput, giving a very small space

for the anterior lobes of the brain, and

allowing room for a large development

of the posterior lobes.” Here then we

still observe an inseparable relation be

tween physical characters and social

condition, if we may judge from the

barbarous state in which the natives of

Ireland are represented to have been

in the first century of the Christian era.

“They are voracious cannibals,” says

Strabo, “and even think it a laudable

thing to eat the dead bodies of their

parents.” Strabo, however, does not

ut mueh confidence in his witnesses.

iodorus also asserts that the Irish

were man-eaters. In the writings of

St. Jerome it is stated that he saw,

during his residence in Gaul, human

flesh eaten by certain Scots. These

Scots are supposed to refer to slaves or

other persons brought from Ireland.

But it may be asked—What has ena

bled the rude and painted Britons to

become the most renowned people on

the face of the earth, whilst the Bam

bareens, like the Chinese, have been

almost stationary for, perhaps, more

than two thousand years ? It is cer

tainly not the difference in the com

lexion; for we have evidence in the

istory of the ancient Egyptians that

the Africans are capable of the highest

degree of civilisation. The cause may

doubtless be found in the nature of po

litical and religious institutions and so

cial organization.

In regard to the Egyptians, Prichard

has entered into the most extensive and

learned researches, the results ofwhich

are thus summed up:-‘‘Wemay con

sider the general result of the facts

which we can collect concerning the

hysical characters of the Egyptians to

e this : That the national configura

tion prevailing in the most ancient

times was nearly the Negro form, with

woolly hair; but that in a later age,

this character had become considera

bly modified and changed, and that a

part of the population of Egypt resem

bled the modern Hindoos. The gen

eral complexion was black, or at least

a very dusky hue.” That this people

had the Circassian form of skull

is an inference that might be legiti

mately deduced merely from the innu

merable monuments still existing of

their former splendor, after so many

ages of desolation ; but positive evi

dence in confirmation is afforded by

their mummies.

We have further evidence in the

ethnography of Europe of a connection

between physical features and moral

and intellectual character. The sepa

ration of the Magyars from the other

Ugrian nations, for instance, took place

about ten centuries ago; and their de

scendants who now inhabit Hungary,

differ widely in physical and moral

character from their ancestors. “They

exchanged,” says Prichard, “their

abode in the most rigorous climate of

the old continent, a wilderness where

Ostiaks and Samoiedes pursue the

chase during only the mildest season,

for one in the south of Europe, amid

fertile plains, which abound in rich

harvests of corn and wine. They laid

aside the habits of rude and savage

hunters, far below the condition of the

nomadic hordes, for the manners of

civilized life. In the course ofa thou

sand years they have become a hand

some people, of fine stature, regular

European features, and have the com

plexion prevalent in that tract of Eu

rope where they dwell.” Now these

people were originally not superior to

the most destitute tribes of Central

Africa.

Lawrence maintains that the Negro

has a moral and intellectual organiza

tion inferior to that of the white races,

and that this is his “natural destiny.”

“The retreating forehead and the de

pressed vertex of the dark varieties of

man,” he says, “make me strongly

doubt whether they are susceptible of

these high destinies;–whether they

are capable of fathoming the depths of

science ; of understanding and appre
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ciating the doctrinesand the mysteries of

our religion.” In opposition to the

opinion that a natural and permanent

inferiority, compared with the white

man, belongs, as a general attribute, to

the Negro, Blumenbach and Prichard

maintain that there is nothing in the

organization of his brain which affords

a presumption of inferior moral or in

tellectual endowments. Now, we

think that we have already clearly

shown that both these opinions are

founded in error. That the Negro

race is intellectually inferior, at the

present day, to the European, is a po

sition established beyond the shadow

of a doubt; but that this inferiority, at

least to the degree now existing, is a

permanent law of nature, is not even

probable. As regards the perceptive

faculties, the Negro is evidently not

inferior to the white man, but in the

organs of reflection he evinces a decided

inferiority. As respects, for example,

what phrenologists designate as time

and tune, the African as a general rule

is superior to the European. To show

that the native races of Africa are not

mentally inferior to the rest of mankind,

Prichard adduces the example of the

woolly-haired Caſſres of Southern Afri

ca, who approximate to the European

characteristics, whilst the tribes that

we meet on approaching the intertro

pical region gradually present the pe

culiarities of genuine Negroes. He

also thinks, in confirmation of the same

position, that he has “collected evi

dence sufficient to prove that the lan

guages of many African nations,

including particularly the Egyptian,

the Caffre, and the Kongoese nations,

belong to one department of human

idioms.” And lastly, he believes the

same opinion established by the rela

tive capacity of the entire cavity of the

cranium, as regards the Negro and the

European, based on the measurements

ofTiedemann, who shows satisfactorily

that it is in no degree smaller than in

other races. Now, it is truly extraor

dinary that a man of the intellectual

acumen of Prichard, and with such a

multitude of facts before him, should

allow his judgment to be so greatly

prejudiced by the preconceived opinions

of earlier years. In the instance of the

Southern Caffres, we see the depressed

forehead of the uncultivated Negro

rising into high and broad dimensions

pari passu with civilisation; and as

respects the people of ancient Egypt,

venerated even by antiquity as the

birth-place of the arts and sciences, the

same law doubtless obtains. That the

mere relative capacity of European and

Negro skulls, as determined by Tiede

mann, (who weighed them when

empty and when filled with millet

seeds,) aſſords no criterion of the com

parative degree of intellectual power,

may now be regarded as an admitted

truth. Surely no one who has kept

pace with the progress of modern psy

chological science, will deny that the

organs through which the nobler attri

butes of man act and manifest them

selves, reside in the anterior portion of

the brain; or that the superior devel

opment of this part, a principle by

which even the Grecian sculptor was

guided, -is an index of those ex

alted prerogatives which elevate man

above the brute. Assuming these as

admitted truths, how absurd is the idea

of taking simply the whole mass of

brain as a standard of moral and

intellectual power

That the number and kind of psycho

logical phenomena in different animals

have a close relation with the develop

ment of the brain, is not only evident

from a comparison of the Negro and the

European, but we also observe that

the large cranium and high forehead

of the ourang-outang elevate him above

his brother monkeys. And this com

parative relation between organization

and mental power, (if we may apply

this latter term to brutes,) may be

traced, in the descending scale, through

the monkey, dog, elephant, horse, etc.;

thence to birds, reptiles, and fishes;

and so on till we reach the last link at

which the animal chain loses itself in

the commencing degrees of the vegeta

ble world.

Although, upon this point, the facial

angle is not an exact test, yet it may

be remarked that in the human race,

it varies from 650 to 850, the former

being a near approach to the monkey

species. Amongst the remains ofGre

cian art, we find this angle extended

to 90° in the representation of poets,

sages, legislators, etc., thus showing

that the relation here referred to was

not unknown to them, whilst at the

same time the mouth, nose, jaws, and

tongue, were contracted in size, as indi

cative ofa noble and generous nature.

That the development of the organs of
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taste and smell, is in an inverse ratio

to that of the brain, and consequently

to the degree of intelligence, is consid

ered by Bichat as almost a rule in our

organization. In the statues of their

gods and heroes the Greeks gave a

still greater exaggeration to the latter,

and reduction to the former character

istics, thus extending the forehead over

the face, so as to make a facial angle

of 1000. It is this that gives to their

statuary its high character of sublime

beauty. Even among the vulgar, we

find the idea of stupidity associated

with an elongation of the snout.

It is further alleged by Prichard that

the crania of Negroes found in Euro

pean collections, are mostly unfavor

able specimens, being the skulls of the

most degraded tribes on the African

coast, who have been kidnapped, or the

skulls of the enslaved offspring of these

unfortunate wretches. But this differ

ence in the shape of skulls merely

proves that the physical characters of

the human family are not permanent.

Thus the Mandingos, who are strictly

Negroes, have shown themselves sus

ceptible of civilisation and mental cul

ture; and as a consequence, we ob

serve a correspondent change of cranial

organization. This tribe and man

others of Africa, are, at this day, muc

superior in civilisation to the aborigines

of Europe at the period which preceded

the conquest of the Romans in the

south of Europe, and of the Goths and

Swedes in the northern parts. Living

in the squalid sloth of a mere animal

existence, our European progenitors

might have continued thus for as many

ages more, had not their conquerors

from the East introduced the rudiments

of mental culture—that impulse which

has been found necessary to rouse a

barbarous people from the slumber of

ages. Can it be supposed that their

European descendantshave notchanged

in physical character—that the noble

developments of the present races con

trasted with the low forehead, diminu

tive stature, and deformed figure, of

some of the northern hordes who over

ran Southern Europe, are not owing

mainly to the influence of civilisation

and a more genial clime 2 And hence,

too, there are incontrovertible reasons

for doubting the truth of the universally

admitted opinion, that human nature

is the same in all ages and in all coun

tries.

National Character dependent on Cerebral Development. [Aug.

It is thus seen that the inhabitants of

Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,

present distinct and permanent features

of character, which strongly indicate

natural differences in their mental con

stitution. The inhabitants of Europe

have, in all ages, evinced a strong ten

dency towards moral and intellectual

improvement. The people of Asia

early arrived at a certain degree of

civilisation, comparatively low in the

scale, beyond which they have never

passed. The history of Africa, if we

except ancient Egypt, presents similar

phenomena. And the aspect of Ame

rica, with the exception of ancient

Peru and Mexico, is still more deplor

able. That there is a remarkable co

incidence between the natural talents

and dispositions of nations and the

development of their brains, cannot be

denied. And what object more replete

with interest than an inquiry into the

causes of this difference in national

character, can be presented to the phi

losophic mind? If the causes are phy

sical, do these differences originate in

corporal organization or in the in

fluence of climate 2. Or are they the

result solely of moral and political cir

cumstances? That this subject has

been investigated by philosophers in

general, without any knowledge of the

functions of different parts of the brain,

is evident from the following extract

from Dugald Stewart,who says that the

favorite opinion with philosophers has

been, “that the capacities of the human

mind have been, in all ages, the same;

and that the diversity of phenomena,

exhibited by our species, is the result

merely of the different circumstances

in which men are placed.” Now we

think it may be set down as estab

lished truths; firstly, that the physical

frame is not independent of external

or even mental causes, and that the

moral, and intellectual phenomena of

man are not independent of the former;

and, secondly, that the key to a cor

rect appreciation of the differences in

the natural mental endowments of the

various nations of the earth, is found in

a knowledge of the size of the brain and

the relative proportion of its different

parts. As different mental faculties

are manifested by different parts of the

brain, it is necessary to judge of the

size of these different parts in relation

to each other. For example, the ante

rior lobe of the brain is the seat chiefly
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of the intellectual powers; the organs

devoted to the moral and religious sen

timents lie in the region of the crown

of the head; and posterior to this is

the seat of the animal propensities, and

of the sentiments common to man and

the lower animals. Among individuals

and nations distinguished for great ag

#. force of mind, moral, intel

ectual, and animal, we find large

brains. It thus appears that mind

dwells in a material tabernacle, and is

acted upon by material causes.

There is great probability even that

among neighboring nations, as, for ex

ample, between the German and

French, distinct differences in the shape

of the skull would be found to exist

on minute inquiry. Thus it is well

known that among the French the

lower region of the forehead is large,

whilst the upper parts are more pro

minent in the Germans; and hence,

too, in conformity with the doctrine of

the phrenological school, we find the

latter characterized by a great de

velopment of the reflective faculties,

whilst the former are more remarkable

for the exercise of the observing

organs.

Much attention has been given by

Smith to the peculiarity of features ob

served in different nations, but many

of his explanations will be deemed

fanciful. Thus the elevation of the

shoulders and the shortness of the neck

in the Tartar race, are referred to the

effects of extreme cold. As exposure

to severe cold prompts involuntarily

the raising of the shoulders in order to

protect the neck, this cause, acting

with the constancy inseparable from

the frigid zone, from the tenderest

period of infancy, when the features are

most susceptible of impressions, affords,

he thinks, an adequate explanation.

Reference may here be made, in a

few words, to the effect produced by

the climate of the United States upon

its inhabitants of European, and more

particularly of Anglican descent. The

frame of the American is longer and

leaner, at the same time that it is less

compact and symmetrical, and the

countenance does not exhibit so clear

a red and white as the British or Ger

man—effects ascribable to the great

extremes of the seasons. On the low

lands, more especially as the southern

States are approached, the complexion

has a tinge of sallowness, which con
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trasts strongly with the ruddy counte

nances of those that dwell in the

parallel mountainous regions. In cast

ing one's eye over our national legis

lature, the diversity of physiognomy,

caused by endemic influences, is so

obvious, that the general countenance

of each State's delegation sometimes

affords a pretty sure criterion to judge

of its comparative salubrity.

That the civilisation of countries is

likewise greatly influenced by their

physical features and by the relation of

the interior to the coast, has been very

correctly observed by Professor Ritter.

As the Mediterranean coasts have

been the great centres of early civili

sation, Europe has derived the greatest

advantage in consequence of the easy

communication with the interior by

separating gulfs and inland seas. The

continent of Africa, on the other hand,

exhibits a compact and undivided

form, thus cutting off the great regions

of the interior by natural barriers from

the same influence. It was in the

river-system of Egypt alone that the

progress of civilisation was favored.

Asia also contains vast interior spaces,

individually distinct, each of which

must depend for culture upon its own

impulses. Europe and the greater

part of Asia, however, are devoid of

these insulated tracts, the inhabitants

of which exhibit strongly marked pecu

liarities of physical character, which

may be attributed to their subjection

from immemorial ages to the influence

of the same external agencies. Hence

we find the most distant parts of Europe

and Asia overspread by the same races

of people, brought about chiefly by

those repeated migrations of whole

communities from one region toanother,

recorded in history, by which the social

condition of entire nations has often

been changed. In Italy we find geo

graphical features which seem to have

destined that country for the abode of

a peculiar people, inasmuch as it is

accessible on every side, and has a po

sition which enabled it to partake, at

an early period, of the advances of

civilisation made among the nations of

the Mediterranean coast. In the land

of Greece, we discover a similar com

bination of circumstances. But in

which of its physical features are we to

seek for the causes which produced in

the Hellenic race the most perfect cor

poreal organization and the fullest deve
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lopment of the mental powers? Why

was it that barren Attica effected al

most superhuman achievements in

sculpture and painting, rhetoric, and

oratory, and developed systems of phi

losophy that were taught in a language

the most majestic, expressive, and elo

quent of human idioms? An offset

from the same stock from which arose

the nations who spoke the Gothic,

Celtic, Slavonic, Sanscrit, and Latin

languages, is the superiority of the

Greek, or are the differences among all

these nations, to be ascribed to phy

sical agencies? As the same nation

subsequently sank, as though a period

of growth, acmé, and decay, belong to

races, the result shows that not only

physical, but moral and political cir

cumstances control the destinies of a

people. But notwithstanding nations

may degenerate, the qualities which

distinguished them in their proudest

state will still burst forth in glowing

impulses. Italy, even in her degrada

tion, can boast the immortal names of

Dante and Petrarca, Tasso and Alfieri,

Galileo, and Torricelli, Raphael, and

Michael Angelo, and what a shining

host of others!

It is, according to Malte-Brun, be

//º the fortieth and sixtieth degrees

of north latitude, that we find the

nations most distinguished for know

ledge and civilisation, and the display

of courage by sea and by land. This

limitation, as a general law, no doubt

well adapted to Europe, is inapplicable

to the United States, inasmuch as the

isothermal lines suffer great depression

in the Atlantic region of North Ame

rica. With us, then, the thirty-second

and the forty-sixth parallels would

form a correspondent boundary. It has

been well remarked, that for a full

mental and corporeal development, the

due succession of the seasons is requi

site. Those countries which have a

marked spring, summer, autumn, and

winter, are best adapted, by this agree

able and favorable vicissitude, for de

veloping the most active powers of

man. In countries which have no

summer, the inhabitants are destitute

of taste and genius; whilst, in the re

gions unfavored by winter, true valor,

ſoyalty, and patriotism, are almost

unknown. In surveying the different

regions of the earth, as it were with a

coup d'aeil, the mental eye is equally

struck with the dissemblances and

analogies which appear. Each cli

matic zone has a peculiar aspect, the

physical circumstances of which mould

everything with a plastic hand. Even

man, endowed with those functions

which constitute him a cosmopolite,

becomes, in appropriating to his wants

the objects which surround him, assi

milated in nature. At the same time,

it is equally apparent that political in

stitutions and social organization often

struggle successfully against climatic

agency; for, heroes, men of genius, and

philosophers, have arisen both in

Egypt, under the tropic, and in Scan

dinavia, under the polar circle.

It is thus seen that the natural his

tory of man presents a most extensive

and complicated subject of investiga

tion. Much research and erudition

have been employed by anthropological

writers to establish the unity of the

human family; but as insuperable dif

ficulties have been presented in tracing

back the diverse varieties of mankind

to the same single pair, some have cut

the Gordian knot by calling in the aid

ofsupernatural agency. Thus Morton,

like others before him, thinks it “con

sistent with the known government of

the universe to suppose that the same

omnipotence that created man, would

adapt him at once to the physical, as

well as to the moral circumstances, in

which he was to dwell upon the earth.”

Now this supposed miracle did not of

course occur until the dispersion of

Babel; and inasmuch as man is en

dowed with a pliability of functions,

by which he is rendered a cosmopolite”

—a faculty possessed in the highest

degree by the inhabitants of the middle

latitudes—there is not the slightest

* It may perhaps with good reason be alleged, that man is more indebted for the

boasted power of accommodating himself to all climates, to the ingenuity of his mind

than to the pliability of his body; for, whilst inferior animals are naturally less de

fenceless against external agents, man, by the exercise of his mental endowments,

can interpose a thousand barriers against the deleterious effects of climate. It is

thus seen that he and other animals, in their terrestrial migrations, set out upon very

unequal terms.
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ground for the belief that it ever did

occur, simply because no such special

adaptation was demanded. Equally

irrational is the opinion of Good, in his

“Book of Nature,” that, like the

“otter-breed” of sheep in New Eng

land, “from some primary accident re

sulted the peculiar shape of the head

and face in most nations as well as in

most families.” Still more irrational

are the conclusions of Lawrence:—

“First, That the differences of physical

organization and of moral and intellec

tual qualities, which characterize the

several races of our species, are analo

gous in kind and degree to those which

distinguish the breeds of the domestic

animals, and must therefore be ac

counted for on the same principles.

Secondly, That they are first produced,

in both instances, as native or conge

nital varieties; and then transmitted to

the offspring in hereditary succession.”

The conclusion of Prichard that there

is an intimate relation between the

physical features of man and his moral

and intellectual character, is indis

putably founded in nature; but,

wedded to the old opinion that the

mind is a unit, he obstinately main

tains, with Blumenbach, that there is

nothing in the cerebral organization of

the most barbarous Negro tribes, which

indicates an inferiority of moral or in

tellectual endowments; and, although

he tells us that the most civilized Negro

tribes have “nearly European coun

tenances and a corresponding configu

ration of the head,” yet he cannot see

that the intellectual superiority of an

individual or a nation depends upon the

development of the anterior portion of

the brain.

As regards the long-continued dis

cussion relative to Negro slavery, we

thus perceive that both parties have

contrived to be in the wrong. Consti

tuting a single species, the European

and the Negro, however unwelcome to

the former, must necessarily trace back

their origin to the same Adam. Al

though the Negro is not originally in

ferior, yet the abolitionists have erred

in denying that he is naturally so at

the present day, when compared with

the Caucasian race. We must, there

fore, admit the quaint but humane ex

pression of the preacher, who styled

the Negro, “God’s image, like our

selves, though carved in ebony.”

Whilst this, however, is an error on

the side of humanity, the advocates of

the anti-christian practice of traffic in

human flesh, have committed the moral

mistake of perverting into a justifica

tion that which should constitute a

claim upon those to whom nature has

granted higher gifts. Instead of de

ressing more deeply into the abyss of

º those naturally low in the

intellectual scale, the superior endow

ments of a more fortunate race should

be exercised in extending the blessings

of civilisation. “From him to whom

much is given, much will be required.”

We shall conclude this article,

which we have vainly endeavored to

compress within more narrow limits,

with some observations relative to the

ancient inhabitants of our own conti

ment. It is remarked by Morton, that

“the concurrent testimony of all tra

vellers goes to prove that the native

Americans are possessed of certain phy

sical traits that serve to identify them

in localities the most remote from each

other; nor do they, as a general rule,

assimilate less in their moral character

and usages,” (p. 62.) The ancient Pe

ruvians and Mexicans, however, appear

to have constituted an exception to this

general resemblance; so much so, in

deed, that they have been considered

by some as a race of mortals sui

generis. The arid region of Atacama,

which was the favorite sepulchre of

the Peruvian nations for successive

ages, divides the kingdom of Peru from

that of Chili, and is nearly one hundred

leagues in length. “In the midst of

it,” says Herrera, “is the River of

Salt, the water whereof is so brackish

that it presently grows thick in the

hand or any vessel, and the banks are

covered with salt.” As the climate,

owing to the mixed sand and salt of the

desert, tends rather to the desiccation

than to the putrefaction of the dead,

the lifeless bodies of whole generations

of the ancient Peruvians, like those of

the Theban catacombs, may at this

day be examined.

From an examination of about one

hundred of these crania, Morton ar

rives at the opinion, “that Peru ap

pears to have been at different times

peopled by two nations of differently

formed crania, one of which is perhaps

extinct, or at least exists only as

blended by adventitious circumstances,

in various remote and scattered tribes

of the present Indian race.” p. 97.
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In physical appearance, these peo

ple do not appear to have differed from

cognate nations, except in the conform

ation of the head, which is greatly

elongated, with a very retreating fore

head. Morton is decidedly of opinion

that these skulls afford no evidence of

mechanical compression, as they do

not present the lateral expansion found

among the tribes who have this artifi

cial formation. Reasoning from the

analogy of all other nations, it would

be natural to infer that a people with

heads so badly formed, if not distorted

by art, would occupy the lowest point

in the scale of intelligence. Such was

not, however, the case with these peo

ple or the ancient Mexicans. Morton

shows conclusively, “that civilisation

existed in Peru anterior to the advent

of the Incas, and that those anciently

civilized people constituted the iden

tical nation whose extraordinary skulls

are the subject of the present inquiry.”

Mr. Pentland, an intelligent English

traveller, who has recently visited the

upper provinces of Peru, says that he,

as quoted by Morton, “discovered in

numerable tombs, hundreds of which

he entered and examined. These mo

numents are of a grand species of de

sign and architecture, resembling Cy

clopean remains, and not unworthy of

the arts of ancient Greece or Rome.

They, therefore, betokened a high de

gree of civilisation; but the most ex

traordinary fact belonging to them is

their invariably containing the mortal

remains of a race of men, of all ages,

from the earliest infancy to maturity

and old age, the formation of whose

crania seems to prove that they are an

extinct race of natives who inhabited

Upper Peru above one thousand years

ago, and differing from any mortals

now inhabiting our globe.” So greatly

is the cranium distorted that “two

thirds of the weight of the cerebral

mass,” says Pentland, “must have

been deposited in this wonderfully

elongated posterior chamber.” He adds

the opinion that these extraordinary

forms cannot “be attributed to pres

sure, or any external force similar to

that still employed by many American

tribes;” and adduces, in confirmation

of this view, the opinions of Gall, Cu

vier, and other naturalists and ana

to mists.

The constructive talent of this people

is also conspicuous in their roads, one

of which is thus described by Hum

boldt, in his journey across the plains

of Assuary:-‘‘We were surprised to

find in this place, and at heights which

greatly surpass the top of the Peak of

Teneriffe, the magnificent remains of

a road constructed by the Incas of Peru.

This causeway, lined with freestone,

may be compared to the finest Roman

roads I have seen in Italy, France, or

Spain. It is perfectly straight, and

keeps the same direction for six or

eight thousand metres.”

Another writer, (Long, Polynesian

Nation, p. 78,) remarks, that “at a

time when a public highway was ei

ther a relic of Roman greatness, or a

sort of nonentity in England, there were

roads fifteen hundred miles in length

in the empire of Peru. The feudal

system was as firmly established in

these transatlantic kingdoms as in

France. The Peruvians were ignorant

of the art of forming an arch, but they

had constructed suspension bridges over

frightful ravines: they had no imple

ments of iron, but their forefathers

could move blocks of stone as huge as

the Sphinxes and Memnons of Egypt.”

In the ancient Mexican skulls, we

behold a sugar-loaf formation, even

more extraordinary, perhaps, than the

Peruvian. Of the skulls examined by

Morton, he says—“No one of them is

altered by art, and they present a

striking resemblance, both in size and

configuration, to the heads of the an

cient Peruvians.”

As regards the degree of civilisation

of these Mexicans, when first known

to the Spaniards, it has been justly re

marked, that it was superior to that of

the Spaniards themselves on their first

intercourse with the Phenicians, or

that of the Gauls when first known to

the Greeks, or that of the Germans and

Britons in their earliest communication

with the Romans. They seemed to

have a mental constitution adapted to

scientific investigation. Their know

ledge of arithmetic and astronomy was

both extensive and accurate. In ar

chitecture and sculpture they had made

great advances. The remains ofaque

ducts and canals for irrigation yet

exist. They knew how to extract

metals from ores—how to form images

of gold and silver, hollow within—

how to cut the hardest precious stones

with the greatest nicety—how to dye

cotton and wool, and to manufacture

them into figured stuffs.

As the monuments of the Egyptians
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indicate a Caucasian formation of the

skull—an inference confirmed by the

positive evidence of their mummies,

and as this connection between civili

sation and cranial organization holds

good among all races now living, we

cannot but regard the opinion of Morton

and others, that the Peruvian and Mexi

can cranial configuration is natural, as

contrary to a universal law of nature.

Besides, there seems no necessity,

simply because there are no lateral

expansions, to resort to this conclusion,

inasmuch as when the pressure is as

eat on the sides of the head as on the

orehead, the skull must necessarily

assume the cone shape. At the period of

the Spanish invasion, the custom of

moulding the cranium into artificial

forms was quite common. Ciega, one

of the oldest authorities, states that,

“in the province of Anzema, and that

of Quinbaya, as well as in some other

arts of §. continent, when a child

is born they fix its head in the shape

they wish it to retain; thus, some have

no occiput, others have the forehead

depressed, and a third set have the

whole head elongated. This conforma

tion is, in the first place, produced by

the application of small boards, and is

subsequently continued by means of

ligatures.” As it is one of the human

weaknesses, both in savage and civil

ized communities, for every one to

admire his own national character

istics, so we find each evincing a dis

}." to exaggerate this peculiar

eature by artificial means. Hence,

whilst the Greeks in their Apollo in

creased the facial angle preternaturally,

the naturally elongated head of the

Mexican and Peruvian—a feature that

was considered beautiful—was doubt

less rendered more so, by the interven

tion of art, the compression being so

applied as to prevent the lateral ex

pansion.

As these ancient Peruvians do not

differ in stature from the rest of man

kind, reference may here be made to

the general notion that the human

family have undergone a physical as

well as moral degeneracy since their

first formation—a notion that was not

less prevalent in ancient than in modern

times. The frequent comparisons by

Homer of the powerful heroes of the

Trojan war, with his own degenerate

contemporaries, are very disparaging to

the latter. The assertion that men in

general were taller in the earlier ages

of the world than at the present time,

is not sustained by proof. It finds no

confirmation in the remains of human

bones discovered in the most ancient

burial-places, nor by any mummies ever

brought to the light of day, nor by the

sarcophagus of the great pyramid of

Egypt. That civilisation has been no

cause of degeneration is obvious in

every quarter of the globe—a truth that

we can confirm from extensive per

sonal knowledge in regard to our Abo

rigines. On the contrary, in proportion

to its advancement, does man improve

morally and intellectually, and to some

extent physically. The experiments

of the voyager Peron with the dyna

mometer, showed that Frenchmen and

Englishmen have a physical superior

ity compared with the natives of the

southern hemisphere. But the same

thing is established by a hundred his

torical facts. “Bodily strength,” says

Mr. Lawrence very correctly, “is a

concomitant of good health, which is

produced and supported by a regular

supply of wholesome and nutritious

food, and by active occupation. The

industrious and well-fed middle classes

of a civilized community, may reason

ably be expected to surpass, in this en

dowment, the miserable savages, who

are never well fed, and too frequently

depressed by absolute want and all

other privations.”

We have now passed under review

the leading principles of the works,

the titles of which head this article.

Although our remarks have frequently

not been in commendation, yet we take

pleasure in bearing testimony to the

great value ofall these erudite research

es. So well are these works, however,

established in public estimation, that

any praise from us were supereroga

tory. Like the ancient Egyptians,

whose still existing monuments of the

arts attest that their authors had the

shape of head now called the Cauca

sian, so do these literary monuments,

of themselves, mark the heads of such

men as Blumenbach, Prichard, Law

rence, Morton, and Smith, not only as

belonging to the same race, but as lay

ing claim to the beau ideal of cranial

organization.

* Chronica del Peru, chap. xxvi., as quoted by Morton, p. 116.
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THE CONSTITUTION_THE FRAMERS AND THE FRAMING."

THE publication of these long-desired

“Madison Papers” affords one of the

few instances in literary history, in

which the public expectation, though

raised to a high pitch, has been fully

satisfied. The nature of the subject

with which the work is occupied suf

ficiently establishes its intrinsic im

portance. An authentic record of the

proceedings of the assembly that form

ed the constitution of the United States,

by one of the leading members of that

illustrious body, must of course be a

document second in interest to none in

the whole circle of political literature.

By a fortunate concurrence of circum

stances, this precious document is pre

sented to us in a form so nearly

perfect that it would, perhaps, be

difficult to point out any particular

of the least consequence in which it

could be improved. Mr. Madison, in

fact, united in his person a number of

different, and in some cases almost dis

cordant qualities,which were yet all ne

cessary to the reporter of these great de

bates, in which the fortunes of countless

millions,—perhaps the failure or success

of the great cause of good government

itself through all future time, were

so deeply involved. . His position as a

prominent—we might, perhaps, say,

without injustice to others, the most

prominent member of the Convention,

made it necessary for him to attend to

every part of the proceedings, while

the superiority of his talents qualified

him to appreciate with correctness the

force and bearing of every argument,

and to present its strong points in a

condensed and summary shape. In

addition to these essential qualifica

tions he had the habits of constant

attendance and indefatigable industry,

not always the companions of first-rate

intellectual power, which were requi

site to enable him to discharge simul

taneously the almost incompatible of

fices of actor and historian,—to be, like

Caesar, but on a far more glorious field,

the commentator of his own cam

paigns. He was never absent from his

place for more than a few minutes at

a time during the whole course of the

proceedings. The return of every

morning found him seated at the desk

in front of the President's chair, which

he had selected as the best position for

hearing everything that should be said.

There, with the delegates from the thir

teen States arranged around him, and

the good genius of his country, personi

fied in the manly form of Washington,

presiding in graceful majesty behind,

he pursued his steady course of labor

through the day, interrupted only by

his own frequent participation in the

debates, for the purpose of offering the

most important motions and making

the most judicious remarks. Other

qualities of mind and heart were still

wanted, and these too Mr. Madison

possessed;—the perfect discretion

which enabled him to select the ma

terials proper for his use from a vast

mass, of which a small part only could

be preserved ;-the kind and candid na

ture which prompted him, on all occa

sions, to render the fullest justice to

every adverse or rival pretension; and

the fine taste in style which instinct

ively taught him to clothe his work

in language as pure and pellucid as the

light of day, dignified, correct, and ele

gant, without the slightest effort at

effect, in short, precisely what it should

be. The brilliant political career

which he subsequently ran under the

constitution that he had done so much

to form gives a new sanction of author

ity to his report. Finally, the almost

fastidious reserve with which he kept

* The Papers of James Madison, purchased by Order of Congress, being his Cor

respondence, and Reports of Debates during the Congress of the Confederation, and

his Reports of Debates in the Federal Convention, now published from the Original

MSS., deposited in the Department of State, by Direction of the Joint Literary Com

mittee of Congress, under the Superintendence of Henry D. Gilpin.

1841.New York: J. and H. G. Langley.

3 vols. 8vo.
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it unpublished in his own possession

till the close of his protracted life,

while it for a time somewhat tanta

lized the public curiosity, contributed,

nevertheless, by affording annple op

portunity for repeated revision, to give

it, in point of form, the last degree of

finish and perfection.

This prepared, elaborated, and per

fected, it has at length come before the

country. We receive it with welcome,

as a precious treasure for ourselves and

our offspring through all future time,

—ºrnia tº act It comes to us in the

midst of our distracting controversies

on topics of transient and often very

trifling interest, like a voice from the

sepulchre of our departed fathers,

fraught—if we could but listen to it—

with lessons of the deepest import; or

rather it evokes and brings before us,

from the night of the past, the vision

of our ancestors, as they thought and

spoke and acted in the fulness of their

strength, and the rich maturity of their

mental powers. We hear their words

of truth and wisdom. We witness the

calmness, the grave decorum, the mu

tual condescension and gentle courtesy,

with which they conducted their mo
1mentous discussions. Difficult as it is,

in all cases, to gather wisdom from the

example and experience of others, we

cannot believe that such a spectacle

can fail of producing a most salutary

effect. What reward—were he still

living to receive it—would be too great

for the service which the distinguished

reporter has rendered to the country

and the world by this publication. In

this, as in most other cases of disinter

ested labor for the public good, the act

itself carried with it its own best re

compense, in its results to the actor and

the country. It was his good fortune

—the greatest that can happen to any

man—to witness, through a long

course of years, the fruits of his early

efforts realized in the prosperity and

happiness of his fellow-citizens; while

this report, which, valuable as it is,

was yet in itself one of the least im

portant and substantive of these efforts,

—will remain an imperishable monu

ment to his memory, perpetuating his

renown through all time, as the imme

diate Father and Founder of the Con

stitution of the United States.

It is unnecessary, for the present pur

pose, to recapitulate in detail the his

tory of the preparation and publication

of this interesting work. It is given

with sufficient fulness in the prefa

tory notice of the Editor, and in the

introduction to the debates, by Mr.

Madison himself. But we should do

injustice to the occasion, if we were

to omit to notice, with proper commen

dation, the diligence and discretion with

which the accomplished editor, Mr. Gil

pin, lately attorney-general of the Uni

ted States, has executed the task com

mitted to him by Congress. Resisting

with resolute consistency the tempta

tion to incorporate his own labors with

those of his illustrious author, in the

form of annotation, or commentary, he

has strictly limited himself to the un

pretending but indispensable duty of

facilitating the use of the work by copi

ous references to contemporary docu

ments and collections. The publishers

have also contributed their share to

the general result by the beauty and al

most faultless accuracy of the impres

sion, so that the work has finally found

its way to the light in an outward

form not less agreeable to the eye of

taste, than the substance is gratifying

to the discerning mind and patriotic

heart.

A publication like this is entitled to

something more than the merely tran

sient observation which is given to the

countless literary novelties of the day.

We propose in our humble sphere, to

bestow upon it a more extended and

careful notice than our monthly limits

generally permit, and in order to ac

complish our purpose shall be compel

led to distribute our remarks into two

or three articles. On the present occa

sion we shall make a few suggestions

in regard to the characters of the mem.

bers of the Convention who took the

most prominent part in the debates on

the constitution. In our future papers

on the same subject we shall add a ra

pid sketch of the proceedings, and some

concluding remarks on the character of

the great result, the Constitution of

the United States.

It has been already observed, that

although the formation of the consti

tution followed so nearly after the

close of the revolutionary war, the per

sons who took the most active part on

that occasion were not precisely those

who had fought, in civil life, the bat

tles of Independence. They belonged,

in general, to a younger generation, the

worthy rivals and imitators oftheir gen

-
===
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erous fathers. Of the prominent revolu

tionary patriots, JoHN ADAMs andTHOM

As JEFFERSON, the twin pillars of inde

pendence in the Continental Congress,

were serving the country, at the time

when the constitution was formed, on

foreign embassies. HANcock, SAMUEL

ADAMs, PATRICK HENRY, were opposed

to innovation,and werenot elected to the

Convention, or refused to attend. WASH

INGTON, as the presiding officer, took no

art in the debates, though hisnameand

influence were far more powerful than

any other single cause in determining

the result, and recommending its adop

tion to the people. FRANKLIN, who was

just then terminating his long career,

by a close corresponding well with its

calm and varied glories, could now,

under the disadvantages of extreme old

age, and feeble health, do little more

than throw the shield of his world-re

nowned nameover theacts ofthe Assem

bly. SHERMAN, ELLsworth, and others

who were active in proceedings, were

no doubt already somewhat advanced

in years, but the labor, the responsibili

ty, and, on the whole, the ultimate hon

or of forming the constitution devolved

upon a younger class,still comparatively

unknown to fame, the most prominent

of whom among the members of the

Convention, were such men as MADI

soN, HAMILTON, GouverNEUR MoRRIs,

PINCKNEys, RANDOLPH, WILSON, ELLs

worth, and RUFUs KING. The Constitu

tional Convention was a body so limited

in number, and considered at the time

of so much importance, that almost

every member was a citizen of weight

and influence within his sphere; but the

persons we have mentioned were

those who generally gave the impulse

to the proceedings, and are mainly res

ponsible for their character.

Of these persons the one who was

considered at the time, perhaps by all,

certainly by the large and respectable

portion of the community which then

and since sympathized with him in his

peculiar opinions and feelings, as deci

dedly, the primus inter pares, the

prominent one among the intellectual

and moral peers of the republic, was

HAMILTON. Although it has been gen

erally understood that this distin

guished patriot and statesman did not

fully concur, as a member of the Con

vention, in some of the leading princi

ples of the constitution, the decision

and activity with which after its adop

tion he labored by his eloquence as a

member of the New York Convention,

and with his pen, as a writer in the

Federalist, in recommending it to the

people, brought him before the country

as one of the principal champions of

the new form of government. It is,

therefore, not without a feeling of sur

prise and almost regret, that we find,

from the complete record of the de

bates, now published, for the first time,

in the Madison papers, how very small

was the part taken by Hamilton in

forming the constitution,which he after

wards defended with so much energy

and effect; and how entirely adverse

the spirit of the new plan was to his

own ideas of political justice, expedi

ency, or truth. . Of the four months,

during which the Convention sate, he

was absent nearly two, and those the

busiest of the whole. During the

time when he was in attendance, he

appears, from the report, to have

hardly made any attempt to exercise

influence, either in suggesting plans of

his own or maturing those of others.

His reason for this inactivity, so foreign

to his natural character, as repeatedly

given by himself, was a total disappro

bation of the leading principles ofall the

plans proposed. Thus, in a speech made

on the 18th of June, a month after the

opening of the Convention,-in the dis

cussion of the comparative merits of

the two projects of Randolph and

Patterson, which divided the opinions

of the meeting, he remarks, that he

“ had hitherto been silent on the bu

siness before the Convention, partly

from respect to others, whose superior

abilities, age, and experience, render

ed him unwilling to bring forward

ideas dissimilar to theirs; and partly

from his delicate situation with respect

to his own State, to whose sentiments,

as expressed by his colleague, he could

by no means accede. He was obliged,

however, to declare himself unfriendly

to both plans.” On the 29th of June

he left ſº Convention, and, though he

is said by Mr. Madison to have re

sumed his seat on the 13th of August,

his name does not appear again in the

proceedings until the 6th of September,

about three weeks before the close.

In the discussion of that day, upon the

mode of electing the President, he

made some observations, which he

prefaced by saying, “that he had been

restrained from entering into the discus

sion by his dislike of the scheme ofgov

ernment in general; but, as he meant
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to support the plan to be recommended

as better than nothing, he wished in

this place to offer a few remarks.” In

fact, no sooner was the plan adopted

and sent out to the people, than he

became its most active and strenuous

supporter. In the New York Conven

tion he was the leading champion of the

constitution, and simultaneously with

his efforts in that body, wrote, as

is well known, above two-thirds of the

Federalist,--by far the most effective,

if not the only formal defence of the

system that was furnished at the time

through the press:—a work, which, by

its great intrinsic merit, taken in con

nection with the interesting character

of the subject and of the crisis when

it appeared, has been rescued from the

class of ephemeral newspaper publica

tions to which it belonged by its form,

and incorporated with the standard and

classical literature of the country.

It may appear, at first blush, as if

this sudden change of position was a

proof, in Hamilton, either of a very

fickle mind, or of insincerity in one or

the other of the opposite courses which

he took before and after the adoption

of the constitution. But a nearer view

of the circumstances under which he

acted shows that neither conclusion is

necessary. The constitution was op

posed, in the Convention, by two dis

tinct classes of persons, on directly oppo

site grounds. One of these classes con

sidered both of the plans which chiefly

occupied the attention of the meeting,

and particularly that of Governor Ran

dolph, which finally became, with

many alterations, the basis of the con

stitution, as too strong. The other

class regarded even this plan as much

too weak. Hamilton, as we have

seen, belonged to this latter class, and

made no secret of his opinions. In

the speech of the 18th of June, al

luded to above, he explained at some

length the nature of the system which

he should himself have recommended,

and, at the close of his remarks, read a

formal draft of a constitution founded

on his own views, which appears in

the present report. Towards the close

of the proceedings he gave to Mr. Madi

son, another still more formal draft, of

which the latter, took a copy, and

which is published in the appendix to

the work before us. It provides for an

Executive and Senate, who are to hold

their places, like the judges, during

WOL., XI.-NO. L. 19

good behavior; the Senate being, like

the House of Representatives, made

up of members elected from each State

in numbers proportioned to their

wealth and population. The governors

of the States were to be appointed by the

general government, and to possess an

unqualified negative on the acts of the

State legislatures. It is hardly neces

sary to say, that in this system the po

litical efficiency of the States is entirely

destroyed, and that the confederation

is consolidated into a simple elective

monarchy. Even this plan, however,

did not probably indicate the full ex

tent of Hamilton's theoretical views,

which undoubtedly included a prefer

ence for even the hereditary feature of

the British constitution. He was aware

that this preference was not shared by

any considerable portion of the Ame

rican people, and did not make it the

basis of either of the two systems

which he drafted for the constitution;

but it is very distinctly expressed in

many of his remarks, even as reported

by the candid and considerate pen of

Madison. It stands out in still bolder

relief under the less delicate, though

erhaps not less correct hand of Yates.

hus, in his speech of the 18th of

June, he is represented by Madison

as saying, that he adopts the senti

ments of Necker, that “the British

government is the only government in

the world which unites public strength

with individual security.” He declares

the British House of Lords to be a

“noble institution”—the British exe

cutive, the “only good model” for this

part of the government. “The here

ditary interest of the king was so in

terwoven with that of the nation, and

his personal emolument so great, that

he was placed above the danger of

being corrupted from abroad, and, at

the same time, was both sufficiently

independent, and sufficiently controlled,

to answer the purpose of the institution

at home.” The same ideas are thus

expressed in the report of the same

speech in Yates: “I believe the British

government forms the best model the

world ever produced.” “Nothing but

a permanent body can check the im

prudence of democracy.” “It is ad

mitted that you cannot have a good

executive upon a democratic plan.

See the excellency of the British exe

cutive. He is placed above temptation.

He can have no distinct interest from
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the public welfare. Nothing short of

such an executive can be efficient.”

After reading his plan, he concludes

his speech, according to the report of

Yates, in the following terms:—“I

confess that this plan, and that from

Virginia, are very remote from the

ideas of the people. Perhaps the Jer

sey plan is nearest their expectation.

But the people are gradually ripening

in their ideas of government. They

begin to be tired of an excess of de

mocracy: and what even is the Vir

ginian plan, but pork still, with a little

change of the sauce £"

Hamilton's opposition to the consti

tution, while a member of the Conven

tion, proceeded, therefore, from his

conviction that it was too weak to ac

complish the object of government.

Had it been opposed in the New York

Convention, or before the people, on the

same ground, he would have found it

difficult, without obvious inconsistency,

to occupy the position which he took

as its leading champion and advocate.

But this was not the case. The con

stitution, after it had been adopted in

the Convention and submitted to the

people, was publicly opposed in the

State Conventions, popular meetings,

and newspaper publications, on no

other ground, than that it was alto

gether too strong—that the liberties of

the people were in danger—that the

rights of the States would be lost in

the overwhelming power of the general

government—that the form of admi

nistration established by it would be,

in short, nothing better than an elective

monarchy, and the future President a

despot in disguise, who, as Patrick

Henry afterwards said in the Virginia

Convention, would place onefoot on the

borders of Maine, and the other on the

farthest extremity of Georgia, and thus

bestride the narrow world like a co

lossus, while the citizens, like the de

generate Romans in the time of Caesar,

would have no option left but to

“Walk under his huge legs, and creep
about

To find themselves dishonorable graves.”

With the views which Hamilton en

tertained of the character of the con

stitution, it was easy for him, without

even the appearance of inconsistency,

to defend the constitution against an

opposition founded on such apprehen

sions. Believing the plan, as he did,

to be quite too weak, it was no very

difficult exercise of his faculties to find

reasons which tended to show that it

was, at least, not too strong. In points

of detail there was, no doubt, a pro

bability that his position, as the leading

champion in the New York Convention,

would sometimes lead him to express

views at variance with those which

he had supported before. This result

appears, in fact, to have occurred on

one rather remarkable occasion, and to

have produced a disagreeable scene,

which occupied the meeting for two

days. In the discussion of the rela

tions established by the constitution

between the general and State govern

ments, Hamilton remarked that, “the

State governments were necessary to

secure the liberty of the people, and

treated as chimerical the idea that

they could ever be hostile to the general

government.” In reply to these re

marks, Mr. Lansing, who had also

been a member of the general Con

vention said, that he “was firmly per

suaded that a hostility between them

would exist—that this was a received

opinion in the general Convention—that

amilton himself then entertained the

same view, and argued with much de

cision and great plausibility, that the

State governments ought to be sub

verted, at least, so far as to leave them

only corporate rights, and that even

in that situation they would en

danger the existence of the general

government. The honorable gentle

man's reflections had probably induced

him to correct that sentiment.” Mr.

Hamilton, says the report of the de

bate, “here interrupted Mr. Lansing,

and contradicted in the most positive

terms, the charge of inconsistency in

cluded in the preceding observations.

This produced a warm personal alter

cation between these gentlemen, which

engrossed the remainder of that and

the greater part of the following day.”

The particulars of this altercation are

not given in the report. It might not,

perhaps, be easy to reconcile the asser

tion here attributed to Hamilton, with

some of his remarks, as reported by

Madison and Yates; and though no

great importance can ever be attached

to particular expressions in reports,

not revised by the speaker himself, it

cannot be questioned that the general

view of Hamilton, as developed in his
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speeches and drafts, contemplated leav

ing to the States a much less consider

able share of power than they, in fact,

possess under the present constitution.

It may be proper to remark, that far

from regarding the opinions on gov

ernment expressed by Hamilton in

the general Convention—including even

his avowed admiration of the British

constitution—as evidences either of

erroneousº or of undue aspi

rations after political distinction,-we

consider them rather as showing the

firmness and ability with which he

reasoned from the premises then be

fore the world, and the honorable

frankness with which he declared his

conclusions, without inquiring whether

they were likely to be popular or not.

He had too much sagacity not to know,

if he entertained any ambitious views,

the surest way of defeating them would

be to declare himself in favor of a

strong government.

“Lowliness is young Ambition’s ladder.”

As to the correctness of his opinion,

although a preference for the British

constitution over others might not be

thought, at the present day, to argue,

in a citizen of the United States, much

soundness ofjudgment, it should be re

collected that the constitution of the

United States did not then exist. The

State constitutions had been very re

cently established, and, as their value

cannot be realized without the co-ex

istence of an effective general gov

ernment, they had not yet, in practice,

worked very well. The attempts at

urely democratic institutions, which

ad been made in other countries in

ancient and modern times, had been

all unsuccessful, and had thrown dis

credit on the very name of democracy,

which was, accordingly, a bye-word of

reproach with all parties in the Con

vention. The British constitution was,

in fact, as Hamilton and others des

cribed it, “the only model then eristing

of good government.” It was natural,

therefore, and necessary, that men of

powerful intellect and extensive infor

mation should desire to see it copied in

this country, as closely as the popular

feeling would permit. The opposition

to such a course was the result of state

pride and the instinctive jealousy of

power inherent everywhere in the

mass, rather than from an enlightened

preference for the particular form of

government now established, which, at

the opening of the Convention, was not

contemplated, even in some of its most

important features, by any one. It ap

peared in the Convention too strong to

one-half of the members, and too weak

to the other. One of its two most es

sentialº and the one which

is probably ever regarded by most per

sons as the most beautiful and charac

teristic trait in the system—we mean

the equal vote of the States in the

Senate—was extorted from the Con

vention with the utmost difficulty, in

the way of compromise, by the smaller

States, and was regarded by the pro

minent members, at the time, as fatal

to the success of the plan; for Ran

dolph, the father of it, for this reason

chiefly, renounced his offspring, and

refused to sign the constitution as

adopted, though he afterwards became

reconciled to it, and defended it vigor

ously in the Virginia Convention. iłut

the force of circumstances is a safer,

as well as a more efficient guide for

ractical purposes than mere theory.

he friends of a stronger and more

consolidated system yielded with a

good grace to what they probably

thought the honest prejudices and

errors of less enlightened men, and even

stood forward as open champions of a

system which they valued only as

“better than nothing.” The result

was, a form of government which no

one anticipated, but which has far sur

passed, in its practical operations,

through the first, and, of course, the

most dangerous half century of its ex

istence, the most sanguine calculations

that had been formed by any one of

the results of his own favorite views.

This constitution, thus tried and ap

proved by the only sure test of expe

rience, has now become another

“model of good government”—the

“model#piº #: the British con

stitution may still, perhaps, be called

the “model monarchy.” Those among

us, if any such there be, even with this

splendid system in full operation

around them, who still feel the same

preference which Hamilton did for the

British constitution, must do it on other

grounds, and from an abstract preference

for monarchical forms and principles

over republican ones, even when the

latter are ascertained to be practicable,

and are working out the best results,
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with, perhaps, as little alloy of any

kind as is consistent with the imperfec

tion of all human institutions.

Most of the remarks which we have

made upon the part taken by Hamilton

in the proceedings of the general Con

vention, apply with equal force to

GouverNEUR MoRRIs and RUFUs KING,

—whoapproached, if they did not fully

equal him in talent, shared his politi

cal opinions, and pursued practically

nearly the same course. Gouverneur

Morris was absent from the Conven

tion for several weeks after the open

ing, but resumed his seat in season to

oppose the report of the compromise

committee in favor of the equal vote of

the States in the Senate, which formed

the principal crisis in the progress of

the debates. The leading features of

the constitution having been settled

by the adoption of this report, though

without his concurrence, and against

his opinion, he nevertheless appears,

like Hamilton, to have cheerfully ac

quiesced in the result, and took a rather

more active part in the subsequent de

bates on matters of detail. The only

independent proposition of much im

portance which he submitted to the

Convention, was that of establishing a

Council of State to aid the President in

the discharge of his executive duties,

This suggestion was afterwards re

newed in a different form by Mr. Madi

son. Mr. Morris was a member of the

committee of five, appointed on the 9th

of September to arrange the articles

that had been agreed upon, and revise

the style, The other members were

Dr. JohnsoN of Connecticut, HAMILTON,

MADISON, and KING. It hasbeen stated,

—we do not recollect in what quar

ter,-that in this committee MoRRIs

held the pen. If so, he is, of course,

entitled to the honor ofhaving made the

final draft of the constitution. But as

every clause, and almost every word,

had been the subject of long discussion,

and finally settled by vote, there was,

at this stage of the business, not much

scope for revision. MoRRIs does not

appear to have been a member of the

State Convention of Pennsylvania,

where he then resided. Mr. KING,

whose activity in the general Conven

tion was rather less than that of Mor

ris, was a member of the Massachu

setts Convention, and took an efficient

part in the proceedings.

The persons whom wehave thus far

mentioned, belonged to the portion of

the Convention whose views in regard

to the strength of the constitution went

far beyond the plan finally adopted.

This plan,º much undefined in

the course of the debates, represented,

as proposed, the feeling of Virginia. It

is impossible, in reading the history of

the country at this period, not to be

struck with the great predominance of

Virginia in the affairs of the Union, and

her vast superiority in political efficien

cy and intelligence over her sister

States. If any doubt were entertained

upon this subject after the perusal of

the work before us, it would be settled

by a comparison of the debates in the

State Conventions of the other States

with those in the State Convention of

Virginia. The debates in the Massa

chusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania

Conventions, were highly creditable to

those States, and, though imperfectly

reported, comprehend fine specimens of

eloquence, as may well be supposed,

when it is recollected that they were

honored by the presence of such men

as KING, AMEs, JAY, WILSON, and HAMI

ILTON. But the Virginia volume, while

it includes the speeches of champions,

on both sides of the question, who

would not have shrunk from compari

son with any of those, such as MADI

SON, HENRY, and MARSHALL, is fuller,

richer, and, on the whole, far superior

in general ability. The decided as

cendency of Virginia at this period is

naturally accounted for, as well by her

precedence in years, population, and

extent of territory, as by the simulta

neous appearance among her citizens

of several individuals, WASHINGTON,

JEFFERSON, MADISON, HENRy, MAR

SHALL,~who must have taken the lead

in public affairs in whatever part of the

Union they might have flourished, and

who have left the decided impression

of their personal qualities upon several

of the great departments of our social

institutions.

At the particular moment of the es

tablishment of the constitution, the

influence of Madison in his native State

was, perhaps, more conspicuous than

that of any other person. It seems to

have been his mission,--as honorable

an one as could well devolve upon any

individual,—to be the immediate agent

in recommending and carrying through

all its stages from the first to the last,

the great reform then necessary in the
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political system of his country. As a

member of the Continental Congress

he had been compelled to witness,

more nearly than most other persons,

for a series of years, the defects of that

plan; and had naturally turned his

thoughts very intently upon the means

of amending it. In the introductory

article, prefixed to the report of the de

bates in the Convention, he gives a

succinct account of the measures resort

ed to for this purpose, in all which he

appears himself to have taken the ini

tiative. As early as the year 1783, he

retired from Congress, and accepted a

place in the Assembly of Virginia, in

order to employ his influence there in

effecting the desired object. He took

his seat in May, 1784, and after strug

gling for two years against a strong,

and often successful opposition, obtain

ed, on the 26th of January, 1786, the

appointment ofcommissioners,ofwhom

John Randolph and himself were the

two first named, to “meet such com

missioners as might be named by the

other States for the same purpose, in

order to take into consideration the

trade of the United States, to consider

how far a uniform system in their com

mercial regulations may be necessary

to their common interest, and their per

manent harmony, and to report to the

several States such an act, relative to

this great object, as, when unanimously

ratified by them, will enable the United

States in Congress effectually to pro

wide for the same.”

The appointment of this commission

was the first public proceeding in the

course of measures that terminated in

the adoption of the Federal Constitu

tion. The resolution was moved by

Mr. Tyler,-father to the present, Pre

sident of the United States, “an influ

ential member,” who, from not having

been a member of Congress, was

thought a more suitable person than

Mr. Madison to make the formal mo

tion. It met, at first, with very little

favor; but after the failure of some

other propositions for increasing the

powers of Congress, was proposed a

second time by Mr. Tyler, on the last

day of the session, and met with gen

eral acquiescence. Three of the com

missioners, including the two first

named, met at Annapolis on the first of

September following, where they were

joined by commissioners from Dela

ware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and

New York. Not deeming it prudent

for a meeting so thinly attended to

attempt to transact the important busi

ness entrusted to them, the commis

sioners contented themselves with a

recommendation to the State Legisla

tures, by which they had been dele

gated, “to concur themselves, and use

their endeavors to procure the concur

rence of the other States, in the ap

pointment of commissioners, tomeet at

Philadelphia on the second Monday in

May next, to take into consideration the

situation of the United States; to de

vise such farther expedients as may

appear to them necessary to render the

Constitution of the Federal Govern

ment adequate to the exigencies of the

Union, and to report such an act for

that purpose to the United States in

Congress assembled, as, when agreed

to by them, and afterwards confirmed

by the Legislatures of all the States,

will effectually provide for the same.”

The recommendation, of which these

are the concluding sentences, was writ

ten by Hamilton, and is a document of

great ability. It is inserted entire in

Mr. Madison's introduction to the de

bates. The Legislature of Virginia

was the first that acted upon this re

commendation. The proceedings were

arranged with great unanimity, and

delegates were appointed on the 4th of

December. The venerated name of

WASHINGTON, standing at the head of

the line, already sanctified, as it were,

to the American people, the plan in

uestion, and gave, at the very outset,

at favorable impulse to public opinion

which is always so important to suc

cess. The law passed !. the Virginia

Legislature in compliance with the re

commendation from Annapolis was

drafted by Madison, and is given en

tire in his introduction. The pream

ble contains a succinct, but impressive

statement of the motives for attempt

ing a reform, and is written with not

less ability than the recommendation

of Hamilton. Thus, these two illustri

ous men, who figured afterwards so

prominently together, as the leading

supporters of the Constitution, are seen

already, moving harmoniously, side by

side, towards the accomplishment of

the great object, in the very initiatory

steps of the proceedings.

The idea ofa general Convention was

not entirely new to the American peo

ple, having been previously suggested

#
t
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in several quarters of greater or less

authority. Hence the proceedings in

Virginia, sanctioned as they were by the

great name of Washington,were imme

diately imitated in all the other States,

with the single exception of Rhode

Island. That State, as is well known,

took no part in the Convention, and

did not adopt the constitution until two

years after it went into operation. She

was determined to this course, accord

ing to Mr. Madison, “by an obdurate

adherence to an advantage which her

position gave her, of taxing her neigh

bors through their consumption of im

ported supplies, anº: which

it was foreseen would be taken from

her by a revisal of the Articles of Con

federation.”

As Virginia had thus taken the lead

in the proceedings which produced the

Convention, it was natural that she

should also take the lead in the Con

vention itself; and Mr. Madison, as the

most effective member of the delega

tion from that State on the floor, be

came, of course, the most important

and prominent member of the body.

Unaffectedly modest as he was, and

continued to be through life, he was

yet fully aware of the nature of his

own position, and of the character of

the proceedings in which he was en

gaged. He was resolved to do justice,

so far as lay in his power, to the occa

sion. His remarks on the spirit with

which he entered on the business, and

the arrangements which he made for

reporting the debates, as given in the

introductory article before alluded to,

—are highly interesting:

“On the arrival of the Virginia depu

ties at Philadelphia, it occurred to them

that from the early and prominent part

taken by that State in bringing about the

Convention, some initiative step might

be expected from them. The resolutions

introduced by Governor Randolph were

the result of a consultation on the sub

ject, with an understanding that they left

all the deputies entirely open to the lights

of discussion, and free to concur in any

alterations or modifications which their

reflections and judgment might approve.

The resolutions, as the journals show,

became the basis on which the proceed

ings of the Convention commenced, and

to the developments, variations, and mo

difications of which the plan of govern

ment proposed by the Convention may be

traced.

“The curiosity I had felt during my

researches into the history of the most

distinguished confederacies, particularly

those of antiquity, and the deficiency

which I found in the means of satisfying

it,---more especially in what related to

the process, the principles, the reasons

and anticipations which prevailed in the

formation of them,---determined me to pre

serve, as far as I could, an exact account

of what might pass in the Convention,

whilst executing its trust, with the mag

nitude of which I was duly impressed, as

I was by the gratification promised to fu

ture curiosity by an authentic exhibition

of the objects, the opinions, and the rea

sonings from which the new system of

government was to receive its peculiar

structure and organization. Nor was I

unaware of the value of such a contribu

tion to the fund of materials for the his–

tory of a constitution on which would be

staked the happiness of a people, great

even in its infancy, and possibly the cause

of liberty throughout the world.

“In pursuance of the task I had as

sumed, I chose a seat in front of the pre

siding member, with the other members

on my right and left hands. In this fav

orable position for hearing all that passed,

I noted, in terms legible and in abbrevia

tions and marks intelligible to myself,

what was read from the chair or spoken

by the members; and, losing not a moment

unnecessarily, between the adjournment

and re-assembling of the Convention I

was enabled to write out my daily notes

during the session, or within a few finish

ing days after its close, in the extent and

form preserved in my own hand and on

my files.

“In the labor and correctness of this I

was not a little aided by practice, and by

a familiarity with the style and the train

of observation and reasoning which char

acterized the principal speakers. It hap

pened also that I was not absent a single

day, nor more than a casual fraction of

an hour in any day, so that I could not

have lost a single speech, unless a very

short one.

“It may be proper to remark that,with

a very few exceptions, the speeches were

neither furnished, nor revised, nor sanc

tioned by the speakers, but written out

from my notes, aided by the freshness of

my recollections. A farther remark may

be proper, that views of the subject might

occasionally be presented in the speeches

and proceedings, with a latent reference

to a compromise on some middle ground,

by mutual concessions. The exceptions

alluded to were,_-first, the sketch fur

nished by Mr. RANDolph of his speech

on the introduction of his propositions on
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the 29th day of May; secondly, the

speech of Mr. HAMILToN, on the 18th

of June, who happened to call upon

me when putting the last hand to it,

and who acknowledged its fidelity, with

out suggesting more than a very few ver

bal alterations, which were made ; third

ly, the speech of GouverNEUR MoRRis

on the 2d day of May, which was com

municated to him on a like occasion, and

who acquiesced in it without even a ver

bal change. The correctness of his lan

guage and the distinctness of his enuncia

tion were particularly favorable to a re

porter. The speeches of Dr. FRANKLIN,

excepting a few brief ones, were copied

from the written ones read to the Conven

tion by his colleague, Mr.Wilson, it being

inconvenient to the doctor to remain long

upon his feet.

“Of the ability and intelligence of

those who composed the Convention the

debates and proceedings may be a test;

as the character of the work, which was

the offspring of their deliberations, must

be tested by the experience of the future,

added to that of nearly half a century that

has passed.

“But whatever may be the judgment

pronounced on the competency of the ar

chitects of the constitution, or whatever

may be the destiny of the edifice prepared

by them, I feel it a duty to express my

profound and solemn conviction, derived

from my intimate opportunity of observ

ing and appreciating the views of the

Convention, collectively and individually,

that there never was an assembly of men,

charged with a great and arduous trust,

who were more pure in their motives, or

more exclusively or anxiously devoted to

the object committed to them than were

the members of the Federal Convention

of 1787 to the object of devising and pro

posing a constitutional system, which

should best supply the defects of that

which it was to replace, and best secure

the permanent liberty and happiness of

the country.”

It appears from the phrase marked

in italics that the interesting paper of

which these paragraphs form the con

clusion, and which is not dated in the

original manuscript, was written nearly

fifty years after the adoption of the

constitution, and was, of course, one of

the lamented author's last productions.

The draft does not even appear to have

been corrected with much care, as

there are some errors in it either of the

º or the memory. One of these will

e observed in the remark included in

the above extract upon a speech of

GouverNEUR MoRRIs, which is sup

posed to have been made on the 2d of

May, when the Convention was not

in session. In general the paper is dis

tinguished by the same correctness and

simple elegance of style, the same pu

rity of sentiment, and the same vigor

and clearness of thought, which have

been so much admired in the author's

more elaborate efforts. It affords a

satisfactory evidence of the full perfec

tion in which Mr. Madison retained his

intellectual and moral powers up to the

very close of his long-continued life.

In a future paper we propose, with

the aid of the information supplied by

the invaluable work now before us, to

offer a rapid sketch of the several plans

that were offered to the Convention,-

of the progress of the discussion, and

of the manner in which the materials

employed were finally wrought up into
the mature and finished instrument

that has obtained so extensive a cele

brity as THE CONSTITUTION OF THE

UNITED STATEs.
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sING ON, THoU waywarD wiND !

SING on, thou wayward Wind! and sweep

The lyre as suits thy will;

And be the strain sad, wild, or deep,

Right glad the music still ;

Right glad—for it so mindeth me

That thou art fetterless and free!

Man binds the mountain stream, and guides

The lightning's fiery wing;

And o'er the ocean billow rides

A ruler and a king;

But thou, the wayward and the bold,

Goest forth, unconquered, uncontrolled !

Sing on ' Right glad it is to hear

Thy free and fearless song,

Where Power and pamper’d Pride career,

And hearts are crush’d by Wrong;

Where spirits bruised andhº cry

For vengeance to the shuddering sky!

Oppression wrings, with iron hand,

The withers of the weak,

Nor heeds the burning tears that brand

Pale Hunger's hollow cheek;

And Pride in joy looks on, the while

The Many weep, that Few may smile !

Fetters and prison-bars control

The children of the poor;

And, not content, upon the soul

Power shuts the dungeon door;

But, praised be God it cannot bind

In chains or walls the wayward Wind

Sing on, proud spirit, then, and sweep

The lyre as suits thy will;

And be the strain sad, wild, or deep,

Right glad the music still ;

Right glad—for so it mindeth me

That thou art fetterless and free!

RH. S. S. ANDROs.

New Bedford, Mass.
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NEW NOTES ON RUSSIA.

BY A RECENT WISITER.

St. Petersburg.—WE are surprised

to find a population of 470,000 in a

city founded only in 1703, on a barren,

desolate, and discouraging spot, and

liable to occasional and disastrous in

undations. More than 200,000, how

ever, consists of the army, nobility,

and their domestics. Its effective po

pulation is about 100,000 less than

New York, including its suburbs on

the opposite bank of the East River.

The latter is rapidly outstripping the

former. Since 1783 St. Petersburg has

increased from 200,000 to 470,000,

while New York has risen from 20,000

to 360,000, with its suburbs; and in an

other generation the latter will have a

greater number of inhabitants than the

capital of Russia, even including the

army, nobility, and their servants.

The Architecture of St. Petersburg

is distinguished for an admirable union

of classic taste and oriental grandeur.

It has nearly five hundred palaces, tem

ples, and other public edifices, and a

hundred and fifty bridges over the

Neva and its branches, and the Moika,

Fontanka, and Catherine canals. The

Neva is walled with the red granite of

Finland, and bordered on one side

for more than a mile and on the other

for more than two miles with ranges o

palaces. Nothing can be more enchant

ing than the appearance of this fairy

city, when illuminated, and the glit

tering lights of the palaces on its bor

der are reflected in the clear and rapid

waters of the Neva. At such a mo

ment, stationed on the Admiralty Place,

you are surrounded by the most splen

did specimens of architecture in St. Pe

tersburg. Below, on the opposite bank

of the Neva, you have the chaste and

beautiful Academy of Fine Arts;

above, you see the new Exchange, a

copy of one of the ruins of Poestum;

opposite to this stands the colossal

Winter Palace,—in its rear, the column

of Alexander and the admirable archi

tecture of the Etat-Major. Returning

to the Admiralty Place, you have the

Admiralty on one side, the Palace of

the Senate on the other; in front the

still-unfinished church of St. Isaac,

the grandest in Russia; and in the

centre of this brilliant illumination

rises the splendid statue of Peter the

Great, the flying horseman, appa

rently coursing his way, among the

stars, and waving the hand of that ma

gician who raised all these glittering

palaces from the marshes and solitudes

of the Neva. But how long distant

may be the day when all this magni

ficence is to be destroyed by the inun

f dation to which it is well known that

the peculiar situation of the city ren

ders it every year liable 2*

—

• The following speculation, by another late traveller in Russia, M. Kohl, in a

work entitled “Scenes in Petersburg,” may be here appropriately quoted:---

“The Gulf of Finland stretches in its greatest length in a straight line from Peters

burg westward. The most violent winds are from this quarter, and the waters of

the gulf are thus driven direct upon the city. Were the gulf spacious in this part,

there would not be so much to apprehend; but, unfortunately, the shores contract

immediately towards Petersburg, which fies at its innermost point; while close to

the city the waters lie hemmed in the narrow bay of Cronstadt. In addition to this,

the Neva, which flows from east to west, here discharges its waters into the gulf,

thus encountering the violent waves from the west in a diametrically opposite direc

tion. The islands of the Neva Delta, on which the palaces of Petersburg take root,

are particularly flat and low. On their outer and uninhabited sides, towards the sea,
they completely lose themselves beneath the waters, and even those parts which lie

highest, and are, consequently, most peopled, are only raised from twelve to fourteen

feet above the level of the gulf. A rise of fifteen feet is sufficient, therefore, to lay

all Petersburg under water, and one of thirty or forty feet must overwhelm the city.

To bring about this latter disaster, nothing more is requisite than that a strong west

wind should exactly concur with high water and ice-passage. The ice masses from

2
WOL. XI.-NO L. ()
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St. Petersburg in Summer is com

paratively dull and deserted, although
it is the season of its foreign trade, and

when most travellers visit it. But the

imperial family are at one of the im

erial villas—usually Peterhoff or

zarskoe-selo, the Tzar’s village—

with its celebrated palace, parks, and

grounds, and its halls of amber and

lapis-lazuli. The nobility have gen

erally gone to their estates in the inte

rior, except those connected with the

government at St. Petersburg. Sum

mer is, however, not without its enjoy

ments even in the latitude of sixty.

The nobility remaining resort to their

retreats in the Summer Islands, where

the people of St. Petersburg, fashion

able and of all classes, spend most of

their long midsummer evenings. Here

we find the neat, and unpretending

wooden cottages of the nobility; gar

dens filled with flowers of every clime;

and boatmen in their caiques, on the

branches of the Neva, chaunting their

mariners' hymns,—indeed we can al

most fancy ourselves suddenly trans

ported to some Neapolitan or Sicilian

scene. It is delightful to wander in

the long summer evenings through the

parks and grounds of Imperial Yelagin

and the other islands; passing from

island to island, over light and airy

bridges, through gardens of flowers

and groves of fir, larch, cedar, beech,

and weeping birch; watching the wan

ing splendor of a northern sky—the

blended hues of red, orange, and violet

gradually ſading away till midnight—

when you behold, in the same land

scape, the pale twilight welcoming, as

it expires, the silver gleam of the

morning dawn—a sublime emblem of

immortality.

The Winter in St. Petersburg is a

very different affair. We pass through

the fogs and storms of autumn till win

ter comes, when the Summer Islands

are deserted, the flowers gone, and the

cottages, literally, boarded up; pre

senting, indeed, a scene of wintry deso

lation. Then St. Petersburg itself be

comes all bustle and activity. The

ice-hills are in motion, and the Neva

ornamented with its evergreens. You

see all the costumes of Europe and

Asia—the Laponian and Siberian hun

ter of the North—the Kossack, Geor

gian, Circassian, Calmuck, and Tartar

of the South. The markets are sup

plied with fish, flesh, and fowl, frozen

as hard as marble, from Archangel and

Astracan—from every province of the

empire; the mighty Autocrat of all
the Russias is seen flying about in his

little one-horse sleigh, without an at

tendant but his coachman—driving

with great rapidity, and occasionally

tumbled out into a snow-bank by the

“fortune of war” as unceremoniously

as the humblest of his subjects; the

solemn ceremony of the blessing of the

waters of the Neva is performed, after

which some at least believe them to

be a sovereign remedy for all diseases;

and last come the popular amusements
of the carnival.

The Winter Palace has an appro

priate name; for in that season it blazes

With oriental splendor—with its crys

als and gold, its rubies and diamonds,

fountains and baths (the latter copied

from the Alhambra) its winter gar

den, saile-blanche, Hall of St. George

and its banquet room—resembling, on

grand occasions, an orange grove laden

with fruit. In these halls assemble

the court of Russia—the most splendid

in Eurºpe. Its gorgeous nobility ap

pear all glittering with jewellery and

shining with embroidery, and amidst

all this splendor the monarch enters in

the gulf would then be driven landward, and those of the Neva seaward, whilst in

this battle of the Titans, the marvellous city, with all its palaces and fortresses,

princes and beggars, would be swallowed in the flood like Pharaoh in the Red Sea.

Scarce may we speak thus lightly of the future, for, in truth, the danger lies so near

that many a Petersburg heart quails at the thought. Their only hope lies in the

improbability of these three enemies,west wind, high water, and ice-passage, combin

ing against them at one and the same time. Fortunately for them there are sixty

four winds in the compass. Had the old Finnish inhabitants of the Neva Islands

made their observations and bequeathed them to their successors, the average chances

would have warned them how often in a thousand years such a combination must

occur. In short, we shall not be astonished to hear any day that Petersburg, which,

like a brilliant meteor, rose from the Finnish marshes, had just as suddenly been

extinguished in the same. God protect it !”
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a simple but graceful military costume.

At his approach all this jewellery and

embroidery, these plumes and ribbons,

epaulettes and orders, fall back and

open a path, as if an uncaged lion were

advancing. But the most extraordinary

scene in the Winter Palace, or in any

other in the world, is unquestionably

the national popular festival. It is an

annual féte. That in 1840–41 was the

first given in the Winter Palace since

it was rebuilt, and the most numerous

assemblage ever within its walls,

This festival includes every class

from the Emperor to the peasant, all

in appropriate costumes; on that occa

sion more than forty thousand tickets

were said to have been issued, and

there were probably not far from that

number assembled within the walls of

the palace. There were seen the Im

perial family and court, surrounded by

merchants, tradesmen, mechanics, ser

vants, and peasants, forming vast and

waving crowds, impenetrable to all but

the Emperor and his train when prom

enading. It is curious to see the em

broidered nobleman, proud of the anti

quity of his blood—boasting his Scandi

navian or Tartar origin—elbowed, jos

tled and pushed aside, by the humble

Sclavonian peasant, in #. anxiety to

approach nearer to his monarch, as he

passes through the halls. For one

night in the year there is certainly “lib

erty and equality” even in the Imperial

Winter Palace. Opposite to this colos

sal palace, on the other bank of the Ne

va, stands, in humble contrast within

and without, the wooden palace of

Peter the Great, which may truly be

called Peter's log-cabin; for it is nothing

more. While the Winter Palace blazes

with its thousand lights, this log-cabin,

now converted into a chapel, is only

lighted by a few candles on the altar—

the one a scene of revelry, the other

of devotion, where the peasantry stop

to worship.

Moscow.—The road from St. Peters

burg to Moscow presents little to inter

est the traveller. The country is gen

erally, like most of northern Russia,

flat and barren, until you reach the hills

of Waldai ; and towards Moscow, it

becomes undulating; but is still unin

teresting to an eye accustomed to our

luxuriant and varied scenery. You pass

over an admirable turnpike of about

500 miles in length, drawn by miser

able looking but hardy and quick

horses, and driven by postillions, gen

erally in shabby costumes. , You pass

many villages and but few towns.

Among the latter is Novgorod—an

ciently renowned as the Rome of the

north, and the seat of Scandinavian

power—now a town of 8,000 inhabit

ants, pleasantly situated on Lake Ilmen

and distinguished for its Kremlin. The

beautiful lake and convent of Waldai

and the town of Tver are worthy of

notice ; after passing the latter there is

nothing of interest till you reach Mos

cow. St. Petersburg, now the capital

of the empire, cannot be called, like

Moscow, a Russian city. The former

is altogether modern in its style, almost

entirely European—the latter ancient,

more Asiatic and truly Russian. The

destruction of the city in 1812 has not

altered its general appearance. It

changed the style of some of the pri

vate buildings; but the venerable

Kremlin, the churches, convents, &c.,

&c., appear now very much as they did

before the conflagration, and give the

city its ancient, and in a great degree,

oriental character. The general view

of Moscow is more striking and com

bines more sublime features, than that

of any other city in Europe: approach

it from what quarter you may, you are

on some elevated ground. You sud

denly see before you the panorama of

an immense city, with its thousand

towers and steeples—its green, red,vio

let, and gilded domes glittering in the

sun—its seven gracefully undulatin

hills, spreading over a vast*

combining something of Europe and

Asia, of Rome and Constantinople, and

uniting the cross and the crescent.

The Peasantry.—It is almost dan

erous to say anything favorable of the

ussians, so universal is the opinion

in Europe, and America too, that they

are a nation of ignorant and savage

barbarians, not susceptible of civilisa

tion, and fit only for the brutal bondage

in which we are told they are still held.

These impressions arise from travels

written a century ago, copied by suc

ceeding travellers, even to the present

time; from the monthly fabrications

of English and French journalists, who

find it a profitable business to abuse

Russia and the Russians; and from

hasty opinions formed by discontented

travellers, who fly, as fast as they can,

through a country where they find few

good roads or public conveyances, soft

*
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beds, or comfortable inns. The Ameri

can traveller, as he passes through

their villages and towns, and sees the

Russian peasants clothed in sheep-skins

and sleeping in groups upon the pave

ments, is strongly reminded of the sa

vages of our wilderness, and imagines

them equally benighted. But, those

who will take the trouble to inform

themselves will learn that the Russian

Sclavonians, though held in vassalage

for centuries, are naturally distinguish

ed for genius, enterprise, courage, devo

tion to their country, an unwavering

fidelity to their vows, and a devout

reverence for their church. There

are innumerable instances of the inven

tions and mechanical works of serfs

who could neither read nor write. At

the present time the instructed serfs

are employed in every branch of trade

and industry—in every art and science.

This was in some measure the case

even in the last century. We are told

by the Count de Ségur, who was the

Minister of France in the time of Catha

rine II.,that on her return from her cele

brated expedition to the Crimea, Count

de Cheremetieff gave a splendid enter

tainment at his beautiful villa near

Moscow, on which occasion there was

an opera and ballet. He says that the
architect who constructed the hall for

the opera, the painter who ornament

ed it, the poet and the musicians, the

authors ...”the opera, the performers

in it and in the ballet, and the musi

cians of the orchestra, were all serfs

of the Count de Cheremetieff. The pea

sants are also remarkable for their su

perstitious courage. On more occasions

than one have the Russian troops been

slaughtered by an overpowering force,

refusing to obey the order to retreat, in

consequence of some vow that they

would not turn their backs upon the

enemy. Their conduct in abandoning

their Homº and evacuating Moscow in

1812—following their priests with the

sacred symbols of their religion, chaunt

ing hymns of lamentation, and invok

ing the aid of heaven,_as the scene is

described by the French historian of

that disastrous campaign—was char

acteristic of the self-sacrificing devotion

of the Russians to their country.

The number of serfs is estimated at

about forty-five millions. I.ittlereliance,

however, can be placed on Russian

statistics, whether relating to finance

or population, owing to the fluctual.

ing value of the currency; the vast ex

tent of her dominions; the imperfect

returns from the provinces, and the va

riety of tribes and nations composing

that empire. Most travellers take it

for granted that all these peasants are

not only in a state of deplorable igno

rance but of abject slavery. This is not

so. About one third, as is estimated, pay

an annual hire to their masters or to

the crown, and are employed as mer

chants, tradesmen, mechanics, archi

tects, nay, in every branch of industry,

art and science; some of them are

wealthy, and some distinguished for

their skill and talents. Such is the condi

tion of this portion of the serfs. It is

supposed that about another third are

on the crown lands. These pay an

annual quit-rent to the crown, and en

joy the produce of their own labor.

He; are virtually mere tenants of the

crown, and are in as good a condition as

any peasantry in Europe. Theremain

ing third are on the lands of the nobili

ty. Even these would be quite as well

off as most of the peasantry in neigh

boring nations, if the laws for their pro

tection were executed. According to

these they cannot be sold without the

land; their punishment is regulated ;

they are required to labor only three

days for their master and three for them

selves, on land which the master must

set apart for their use. But these laws

are evaded or violated ; and, on badly

managed estates particularly, the con

dition of the serf is wretched indeed.

It may well be imagined what must be

the condition of this portion of the peas

antry of Russia in times of famine,

when a single proprietor, perhaps with

out any property but his lands and serfs,

and without credit, is called upon sud

denly to supply food for the ten, twen

ty, thirty, forty, may up to 150,000—for

that is the estimated number belong

ing to the estates of the Count de

Cheremetieff. The serfs of some of the

nobility are no doubt cruelly treated ;

and when the crops fail, the peasants,

on improvidently managed estates,

wander about begging for food, and in

their desperation sometimes commit

horrid atrocities. But a large majori

ty of the serfs of Russia suffer less than

most of the peasantry and laborers of

Europe.

The Emperor Nicholas.-It is still

more dangerous to say anything in favor

of, or even to do common justice to the
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Emperor of Russia, whose character

and fame seem to be under the special

and charitable guardianship of British

reviewers. If we believe these, and

some French and German journals, the

Emperor has not even the merit of By

ron's Corsair—not “one virtue” amidst

“a thousand crimes.” Under a mili

tary despotism, where absolute power

not only exists in the head, but, of ne

cessity, is delegated to fourteen Govern

ors General, or Viceroys, and more

than a hundred civil and military Pro

vincial Governors, scattered over a vast

empire, and far removed from the

fountain of authority, a thousand cruel

and atrocious wrongs must be expect

ed. For while there are many wise

and just men among these Viceroys and

Governors, (like Count de Woronzoff.)

in so large a number there must una

voidably be many tyrants; for all

whose acts the Emperor is held respon

sible, whether he has any knowledge

of them or not. Whatever British re

viewers may say, the Emperor Nicho

las isan extraordinary man and admira

bly fitted for his station, as the chief

in a military despotism. He is superior

to his brother and predecessor, Alex

ander, in character and mind, and espe

cially in those stern qualities so neces

sary to sustain a crown so often under

mined by treason. His personal a

pearance and deportment are remark

able, and on all occasions he is distin

guished for grace and propriety, whe

ther in the martial pomp of a parade,

on grave occasions of state, or amidst

the solemn ceremonials of the Russian

Greek religion. In his character he

unites those extremes, so frequently

found in men accustomed to military

command or absolute power, of gentle

ness and fiery impetuosity. The slight

est neglect or viºlation of military re

gulation instantly rouses his passions,

and the reprimand follows quickly,

whether the offender be his brother

the Grand Duke, a major-general, or a

subaltern. His conduct before and

after his coronation, exhibited strong

traits of character. Prior to the death

of Alexander, at Taganrok, Constan

tine had renounced his right to the

succession, and Alexander had sanc

tioned the act. These documents were

sealed up and deposited with the

Council of the Empire. When intelli

gence was received at St. Petersburg

of the Emperor's death, Nicholas im

mediately took the oath of allegiance

to his brother, Constantine, required

the army and all to do the same, and

despatched a courier to his brother, who

was then at Warsaw, announcing this

intelligence. The Council of the Em

pire disclosed the renunciation cf Con

stantine; but Nicholas persisted in his

allegiance. Two days after, the Grand

Duke Michael arrived from Warsaw,

with a second renunciation of Constan

tine in favor of Nicholas; but the latter

refused to accept it, and all the decrees

were still issued in the name of the

former. At length, seventeen days aſ

terwards he received an answer by his

own courier, with Constantine's final

abdication of the crown. Not until

then did the Emperor consider the act

of his brother in conformity to the fun

damental law regulating the succes

sion, as the voluntary act of an ac

knowledged sovereign. But then oc

curred the stormy scenes following his

coronation, when a conspiracy, which

had been maturing for some time pre

vious against Alexander, burst upon

his head. The conspirators, availing

themselves of the fidelity of the Rus

sians to their oath, took the side of

Constantine, to whom the army had

sworn allegiance, notwithstanding his

voluntary abdication. The Emperor

Nicholas displayed extraordinary

promptitude and courage in advancing

to the revolting regiments and offerin

his life, if they desired it ; and equa

forbearance in not permitting a cannon

to be fired, until Milarodovitch, a dis

tinguished officer in the campaign of

1812, was shot down by his side. The

events of that day have had, no doubt,

a strong influence on the character and

reign ofthe present Emperor; and have

given a higher tone of severity to his

conduct, as a military commander, and

as the chief of the secret police of his

empire.

Many striking anecdotes are told of

the Emperor's conduct during and after

this revolt; of his fearless exposure

of his person, and of his anxious solici

tude to conciliate a favorite regiment

by personal appeals, to spare the effu

sion of blood. One of the conspirators,

who had repeatedly attempted to fire

at him, refused to make any confession

except to the Emperor himself, and

alone. It is said he immediately or

dered him to be brought to him. What

was the nature of their conference was
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never known; but it was understood

to have had some effect on the fate of

the prisoner. One of the chief conspir

ators, Troubetskoi, an officer of high

rank and one of the nobility, who had

not acted, it is said, very bravely, when

the Emperor found it necessary to fire

upon the insurgents, was sentenced to

death.” He petitioned the Emperor

to change his punishment for exile to

Siberia. He granted his petition, not

as an act of grace, but as a heavier pun

ishment, to live a dishonorable life,

than to undergo the sentence of death.

Others besides Troubetskoi will pro

bably differ with the Emperor in this

opinion, particularly after seeing, in the

Museum of the Mines, landscapes of

the beautiful scenery in Siberia. In

deed, looking at the barren and cheer

less aspect of the country in Northern

Russia in Europe, generally, and espe

cially about St. Petersburg, rather than

spend one's life in that region, we

should be strongly tempted to petition

the Emperor for the privilege of such

an exile; or, if that was rejected, to

commit some crime which would

transfer us from the barren and deso

late plains around St. Petersburg, to

the grand and more refreshing scenery

of the Oural Mountains.

Many of the measures of this mon

arch are worthy of admiration. The

Hiterature of the country has been much

advanced during his reign. Notwith

standing the censorship of the press,

there is a large and constant increase

of printing establishments and journals,

and more than a thousand volumes are

printed annually. This is almost en

tirely, the work of the present century

and chiefly of his reign. He has had

published all the ukases, regulations,

diplomas and treaties since 1649, and

declared them to be in force since the

1st of January, 1835. Although these

form an incongruous mass, they are

useful for purposes of reference and re

form, and the measure was an impor

tant step in the progress of law and

civilisation in Russia. By his ukase

of February, 1831, the Emperor order

ed the establishment of 4000 primary

schools on the crown lands, on which

there are some fourteen millions of

serfs. Another ukase of the 1st ofJan

uary, 1830, decreed that the crown

lands should be farmed out, and that

of the 2d of November, 1832, ordered

the execution of this important mea

sure, on leases of 24 to 99 years, which

must eventually, to a considerable ex

tent, emancipate the serfs of the crown.

In the present year, the Emperor has

decided on the construction of a rail

road of 500 miles, from St. Petersburg

to Moscow, and has employed Major

Whistler, one of our most distinguished

engineers, to superintend the work.

These are a few of many measures

adopted during the present reign. It

is but sheer justice to the Emperor

Nicholas to say, that he has labored

zealously, and has done more than any

of his predecessors, to enlighten and

improve the condition of the peasantry

of Russia. These humane, wise, and

just measures are, however, looked

upon with jealousy and apprehension,

by a portion ofthe ancient nobility, who

believe that every measure tending to

enlighten the serf undermines the

foundation of their property and author

ity. The Emperor perfectly compre

hends his position. He knows he is

* It is well known that the practice of Capital Punishment has been abolished in

Russia for about a century, as forming any part of the ordinary penal justice of the

country—exile to Siberia being substituted for it with most satisfactory efficiency

and success. The occasion here referred to, after the suppression of this insurrec

tion, was an isolated exception, the execution of a number of the conspirators being

rather a political measure, than an ordinary criminal sentence,—and even to this it

is said that the consent of the Emperor was not obtained without great reluctance

and hesitation. One somewhat similar act took place during the reign of the great

Catharine, in the case of Pougatcheff, the leader of a large predatory band or army,

which had ravaged whole provinces, and for a considerable time defied and resisted

all the forces sent for their suppression. Such exceptions in no respect militate

against the settled regularity of the wise and humane principle of the penal law of

Russia here referred to. The words of Catharine to the Count de Ségur convey a

keen rebuke to the more “civilized” nations which have as yet been so slow in fol.

lowing so noble an example —“We must punish crime without imitating it; the pun

ishment of death is rarely more than a useless barbarity.”
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surrounded by a wealthy, powerful,

and often discontented aristocracy,am

bitious of regulating the succession to

the crown as they have done repeatedly

in past generations. He is admonished

by the example of his predecessor, that

towards them familiarity would be

folly—concession dangerous. While,

therefore, his manner is cordial to mer

itorious officers and those known to be

his friends, he moves among his dis

satisfied, intriguing, and frequently

conspiring nobility, with all the stern

majesty of a monarch.

One would naturally suppose that

the head of a military despotism would

be necessarily a sort of prisoner in his

own palace; especially one who is so

frequently denounced as a cruel tyrant,

and against whom we might suppose

a thousand daggers ever ready to be

drawn. Or, if such a monarch ever

passed the portals of his palace, we

should suppose he would at least take

the precaution of other monarchs, and

appear surrounded by his attendants

and guards. It is not so, however,

with the Emperor Nicholas; whether

walking, riding, or travelling, he is

never attended by any, except upon

some military occasion. His only

guards seem to be “a lion heart and

eagle eye;” for, fearless of danger and

conscious of his own security, he suf

fers no other guards to attend him in

his promenades or drives by day or

night. No one knows better than the

Emperor when to play the monarch,

and when to dispense with majesty.

He often visits balls and soirées at the

houses of the nobility, and very fre

quently attends the balls and concerts

at the Hall of the Nobility, where there

are usually from two to three thousand

persons assembled; among whom he

moves about conversing familiarly with

many. He seldom suffers a masquer

ade to pass without being present,

whether at the theatre or the Hall of

the Nobility; and no one engages in

this amusement more heartily or fami

liarly. His manner is always adapted

to the occasion. Indeed, had his lot

been the stage, he would have been the

Garrick of the day; for he is equally

successful, whether he appears in

comic or grave scenes. No monarch

is seen so frequently among his sub

jects, or on so many and such various

occasions; and none in a more unpre

tending style. Scarcely a day in winter

passes without his appearance in his

one-horse sleigh. On his journeys he

travels rapidly. He usually makes the

journey from St. Petersburg to Moscow,

754 versts, about 500 miles, in thirty

six hours, with post horses.

He is devoted in his attentions to the

empress, who is and has been for years

an invalid. It is said that her nerves

were shattered by the revolutionary

scenes at the time of his coronation,

from which shock she has never en

tirely recovered. He frequently accom

panies her in her walks in the streets

of St. Petersburg, or on the English

quay, -and, in her rides, sometimes

driving in a barouche and acting as her

coachman.

Government and Laws.-The Em

peror is the absolute head of every

branch of the government, civil, mili

tary, and ecclesiastical. There are in

the empire fourteen governors general,

and about a hundred civil and military

governors of provinces. The council of

the Emperor is the highest in authority.

The Senate is the high court of appeals

in all civil and criminal cases; but the

Emperor can reverse any of its deci

sions. While we see these despotic

features in the higher branches of this

government, we find in its minor insti

tutions the forms of primitive demo

cracy. The superintendants of labor,

justices of the peace, petty police,

mayors and assistants, assessors, and

some of the judges, are elected by the

people: and it is a rule there, as else

where, that the party prosecuted in

any civil or criminal suit must be tried

by his peers; that is, a portion of the

judges must be selected from his class,

whether peasant, freeman, or noble

man. All the ancient laws and regu

lations were ordered to be embodied by

the present emperor, and have been in

force since the 1st of January, 1835.

They have now, at least, the forms of

law in Russia; but it will require some

generations to obtain what is more

important, justice, owing to the ha

bitual corruption so long and so uni

versally practised in the courts of that

empire, where in former times cor

ruption was connived at by government

as a means of support to the judges.

Religion.—Although the imperial

family, and four-fifths of the Russian

people profess the Russian Greek faith,

there is universal toleration in that

empire; and the avenues to office and
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renown are open to all, whatever may

be their religious doctrines. Some of

the highest offices under that govern

ment are held by Protestants. The

monks, of whom there are five or six

thousand, do not marry; but the secu

lar clergy of the Russian Greek church

—more than two hundred and fifty

thousand—are obliged to be married

Inlen.

Finances.—The public debt of Rus

sia, funded and unfunded, amounts to

upwards of three hundred millions of

dollars, and was increased during the

last year by a new loan; but its un

funded debt, of more than a hundred

millions, consists of a government

bank-note currency, which is constantly

fluctuating, and will probably perma

nently increase, without any prospect

of its ever being reduced. T. gov

ernment is, apparently, one of the most

economical, considering the vast ex

tent of the empire, its numerous gov

ernments, and large army. The whole

of its expenditure appears to be little

more than a hundred millions ofdollars;

and the expense of an army of about

seven hundred thousand effective and

three hundred thousand non-effective,

with a perpetual war in the Caucasus,

seems to be about thirty millions of

dollars. But their financial reports

present only a small proportion of the

vast receipts and expenditures of the

empire. The crown is an extensive

agriculturalist, manufacturer, miner,

banker, and merchant, in almost every

branch of trade and industry. It is

from all these sources, besides provin

cial commutations and contributions of

commodities, that the supplies are

chiefly drawn for the support of the

armies, fleets, and governments of Rus

sia. . This extraordinary, and, as it

would now be thought, unwarrantable

interference of the crown with the in

dustry of the nation, began prior to the

time of Peter the Great, and owes its

origin to the existence of a vast terri

tory of crown lands and mines, and the

possession of millions of serfs, then in a

barbarous condition. It has been per

petuated because the officers of gov

ernment have for generations profited

by it. When we consider what a waste

of labor must result from this trading

and manufacturing system of the Rus

sian crown, and the extensive corrup

tion and peculation always attending

it, we find that government to be one

of the most expensive in the world.

Its extravagance is not, however, the

worst fruit of such a system. When

government becomes, in effect, a mono

polist in every branch of industry, it

not only wastes labor and produces

almost universal corruption and pecu

lation, but it stifles private enterprise,

restricts individual industry, and re

tards the growth of the aggregate

wealth of the nation.

Banks and Currency.—The crown

is the proprietor of three banks, of

Assignats, of Loans, and of Commerce.

The first was established by Catharine

II., in 1768. It began with an issue

of forty millions of roubles,” redeem

able in current money, which meant

copper ; but the paper and silver rou

ble were nearly equal, and continued so

for about twenty years. In 1787, an

other issue of sixty millions was made,

and the faith of the crown pledged that

the aggregate amountshould never ex

ceed a hundred millions; but in 1790

the faith of the crown was violated,

and continued to be violated in each

and every year, till 1810; issue follow

ed issue, till the aggregate amount was

five hundred and seventy-seven mil

lions. The faith and wealth of the

crown were then pledged for their re

demption; but in 1811 one silver rou

ble was equal to four in paper. In late

years the Emperor . Nicholas has

attempted to raise their relative value

by ukase, and 3% in paper are now ex

changed for one silver rouble; but prices

had become fixed for more than a gen

eration in this currency, at the old rate

of four for one. The consumer is thus

obliged still to pay the same number

of paper roubles, while he receives

34 instead of four in paper, and the im

perial decrees already operate as an

indirect tax upon consumption to the

extent of 12% per cent.

The Bank of Loans was established

by Catharine in 1786, for the purpose,

it is said, of making the nobility more

dependent upon the crown, by loaning

them money upon their estates, to em

barrass them and weaken their au

thority.

The Bank of Commerce was estab

*The value of the rouble is about 76 cents.
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lished by Alexander, in 1818. It makes

advances on merchandise at 6 percent.

and receives money on deposite at 4.

It has branches in the different cities

of the empire, and deals in bills of ex

change. Since the 1st of January,

1840, this Bank has been authorized to

issue a new description of bank notes,

equivalent to silver, in exchange for

deposits. More than ten millions of

these were issued in the first quarter.

The crown monopolizes all the profit

arising from the circulation of bank

notes,

The Navy.—It is very much the

fashion to treat the naval power of

Russia with contempt. She has not,

it is true, that essential basis of a navy,

a commercial marine; but her navy is

well manned and officered, and she has

now what she had not formerly, about

2,300 naval cadets. In vessels and

force her navy is nearly equal to the

French, and is constantly increasing.

Among her admirals are some of the

most scientific members of the acade

my, especially Admirals Greig and the

celebrated voyager Krusenstern. Al

though the Lord High Admiral of the

Russian Navy is but a lad of fourteen,

he is too important a personage to be

overlooked. He is the Grand Duke

Constantine, the second son of the Em

eror, and a youth of great promise.

ome anecdotes are told of him, which,

whether accurate or not, afford an idea

of his character. It is said that on one

of his cruises in the Baltic, the little

admiral fell from the shrouds and was

caught by a sailor, to whom he instantly

said, “I make you a midshipman.”

When this reached the ears of the offi

cers, and especially the midshipmen—

generally connected with the nobilit

—it created no little commotion. It

became a subject of inquiry at the Ad

miralty, and ultimately the case came

before the Emperor, who had a confer

ence with the little admiral. After

listening to his father attentively, it is

said his reply was, “Either I am Lord

High Admiral, or I am not; if I am

not, then you are all right; but if I am

Lord High Admiral, I have a right to

appoint a midshipman, and you are all

wrong.” The Emperor, it is said, ad

monished him to take care how he

made any more such midshipmen.

When afloat the young Grand Duke

appears in his admiral's uniform and

commands as such. We had but one

WOL., XI.-NO. L. 21

opportunity to witness this display,

when two frigates were launched in

honor of the marriage of the Grand

Duke Alexander. After it was over,

the Empress and others returned from

the Admiralty to the Winter Palace in

barges. The Empress was in the

leading one, commanded by the little

admiral.

Another anecdote told of the little

admiral is, that while lying on the

sofa, as it was thought asleep, his

elder brother, the Grand Duke Alexan

der, in conversation with his sister, ex

pressed his opinion of the difficulties

and vexations attending the govern

ment of a vast empire, and hoped that

it might never be his fate to ascend the

throne. The little admiral, who is the

next heir to the crown, immediately

sprang up and exclaimed, “Why don't

ou abdicate 2" Whether these stories

e true or not, the young Grand Duke

Constantine promises to make an able

officer, and it is not improbable, at

some future day, may realize the am

bitious dream of Catharine II., and,

with his fleet, summon the Sultan

to surrender, or batter down the walls

of the Seraglio.

The MilitaryPower of Russia alarms

Europe. If it was deemed formidable

in 1812, what must be thought of it

now, when a material change has oc

curred in the organization and disci

pline of the Russian armies. Prior to

Napoleon's invasion Russia was de

pendent on the military science of Ger

many, France, and Great Britain.

Suwarroff was said to have been the

first native-born Russian who could

fight a battle, or plan a campaign,

without instruction from his foreign

aids; and he relied, not upon science,

but on his own genius, which enabled

him, on the plains of Lombardy, to

contend successfully with Moreau,

M“Donald, and Joubert. Now, how

ever, the Russian armies are com

manded, generally, by natives of the

empire, possessing all the skill and

science of Europe, and actively em

ployed in every province. There are

besides about 9,000 military cadets at

schools under the superintendence of

the Grand Duke Michael, and more

than 170,000 pupils at schools under

the direction of the Minister at War,

including more than 10,000 officers.

St. Petersburg is a camp. , Not a day

passes without a review of some kind;
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and on special occasions of 40 or 50,000

men, displaying the costumes of every

regiment in the empire, and sometimes

exercised in mock campaigns and sham

battles. From this school of instruc

tion officers and troops are sent to the

provinces. Russia is ready for war at

any moment, whether in the east or

the west; and whenever she is gov

erned by a monarch of an exclusively

military ambition, willing to sacrifice

his own country to acquire renown

and transient dominion abroad, the na

tions of Europe may well fear the dis

ciplined armies and immense resources

of that mighty power, whose bounda

ries already extend to the Danube in

Europe and the Araxes in Asia, near

the foot of Mount Ararat—in the north

to the Arctic Ocean; and whose longi

tude reaches the frontier of Prussia,

through Europe, across the Oural

Mountains, through Asia, even to the

hunting grounds of the Hudson's Bay

Company on our continent.

The History of this warlike people

is worthy a brief notice—especially in

their relations with the Poles. Tra

dition traces the origin of the great

body of the nation to the ancient Scla

vonians—the vassals for centuries of

the Goths, the Huns, the Scandinavians

and Tartars. To these masters may be

ascribed their appetite for conquest and

war; and to them, and other neighbor

ing nations, are they indebted for that

military instruction and character

which have enabled them, for more

than a century past, to turn the tide of

war and conquest against their ancient

invaders. Ten centuries ago they were

conquered by the Scandinavians, who

governed them more than three centu

ries and a half, and under whose ban

ner they captured Byzantium. Next

came the Tartars of the South, who

ruled them for more than two centu

ries and a half. In the meantime and

subsequently they had other instruct

ors, in the Teutonic Knights of Livo.

nia—now a Russian province—and es

pecially in the Poles. The wars be

tween the Poles and the Muscovites

were frequent, during many centuries,

and generally favorable to the former,

who ultimately extended their frontier

by conquest to Mojaisk, not far from

Moscow. The crisis, however, in the

fate of Poland and of Russia happened

in their wars from 1604 to 1613, when

the former aided the two impostors,

who assumed the name of Demetrius.

The result was that the King of Poland

determined to unite the two crowns,

through his son, to whom the Musco

vites in 1610 did homage, by proxy, as

their future sovereign, at the same

time surrendering Moscow to the Poles.

The hesitation of Sigismund to allow

his son to adopt the Greek faith lost

him the crown of Russia. He returned

to Warsaw, carrying with him the

Tzar in chains, and leaving Moscow in

the hands of a Polish garrison. The

latter, however, became disorderly,

quarrelled with the inhabitants, and

committed disgraceful excesses; and

the result was, according to an English

historian, “that the Poles murdered

100,000 Russians, and laid the greater

part of Moscow in ashes, after having

possessed themselves of a great quan

tity of treasure, with which they re

treated into the citadel.” After a long

and severe struggle and “an enormous

sacrifice of blood,” the Muscovites

drove the Poles out of the capital and

the empire. The King of Poland then

“offered to make his son conform to

the Greek church;” but it was too

late, and the proposition was indig

nantly rejected. After this bloody con

flict was over, the nobles and people

fasted for three days, and invoked the

aid of heaven. The noblemen elected

Romanoff, son of the Metropolitan, as

their sovereign; but, admonished by

the tyranny of former monarchs, in ele

vating him to the throne, they admi

nistered an oath, by which he was

prohibited from altering any old or

making any new law; from interfering

in any manner with the administration

of the laws, civil or criminal; or, of

his own accord, making war or enter

ing into any stipulations for a treaty of

peace. Thus Poland not only lost the

crown, but was instrumental in estab

lishing, early in the seventeenth cen

tury, a limited monarchy in Russia.

In 1709 Charles XII., by losing the

battle of Pultowa, enabled Peter the

Great to establish an imperial and abso

lute despotism on the ruins of the mon

archy; and in 1812 Napoleon, by des

stroying the combined army of Europe

in a disastrous campaign, enabled the

Emperor Alexander, in 1814, to review

the Russian Imperial Guard in the

Boulevards at Paris in presence of the

assembled sovereigns and armies of

Europe, whothus tacitly acknowledged

the military supremacy of that colossal

power. C.
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MADAME D'ARBLAY'S DIARY AND LETTERS.*

THIS is one of the very pleasantest

books of the day—that is to say, the

first two of the three parts which have

as yet appeared. The third part, con

taining the journal of her court resi

dence, as one of the attendants on the

Queen of George III., not even her vi

vacity and gracefulness of style can

rescue from the dulness derived from

the stupid monotony of life which it

portrays. It consists of the private

diary and letters of a woman both

witty and wise, spirited and spirituelle,

who mingled intimately in all that

was most distinguished alike in litera

ture and rank in English society “Sixty

Years Since.” A bond fide private

diary, too, and not that mere “solilo

quy” or “aside" of the stage,which is

so often palmed off as such, and which

is so artificially natural, so elaborately

careless, so publicly confidential. No.;

a real. and honest private diary, ad

dressed, in anjº, form, without

the shadow of a shade of an idea of

publication, chiefly to a sister, and

father, by themost affectionate of sisters

and the fondest of daughters—free and

frank, sportive and sketchy, gossipping

and gay, and withal transparent in

truthfulness and sincerity. Quick and

just in her appreciation of character—

not less quick and just in its expression

by a word, and exactly the word, pre

cise and pat—and with a fine felicity

in dialogue style, by which to make

her personages speak for themselves,

so as to reveal in a few touches of their

own talk all the sense or nonsense in

them—no person could have been bet

ter fitted to diarize delightfully out of

the rich materialsafforded by her social

position and career. There is much in

the book that will remind the reader

of the unforgotten pleasure derived

from Boswell. In general plan—in

the period and|..." the nice dis

crimination of character—in the happy

knack of hitting off odd or whimsical

peculiarities of the dramatis persona,

and of recording, in evident freshness

from the lip, their smart small-talk—

they are, on the whole, much alike ;

though there is a finer delicacy of a

prehension, a subtler sense of the ludi

crous, and a more graceful sportiveness

of style, in the light, and lively lad

than in the fond and foolish old Scotc

“memorandummer,” the “caricature

of a caricature,” as she herself calls

him. After we have closed her na

tural and graphic pages, giving an ac

count, from time to time, to the absent

friends for whose benefit she writes,

of the various people she has met,

the when and the where, and how

they talked and acted, and what was

said and thought of them, and how they

struck her, &c., &c., we feel very

much as if we had been actually intro

duced into the midst of that splendid

circle, and had formed a sort of personal

acquaintance with a long array of the

rincipal celebrities that gave it a

rilliancy unsurpassed, unequalled, by

any social period that has followed it.

ith Dr. Johnson we are on intimate

terms—can visit freely at Bolt court—

and are accustomed to bear with the

growlings of the fine “old lion,” full

well as we have come to know the

right noble nature which, after all, so

grandly characterized the mighty mon

arch of the forest. At Streatham we

are quite the habitués de la maison,

and have learned to love so well its

bright and warm-hearted mistress that

we are half inclined to quarrel with

“dear little Burney" herself, for not

standing more stoutly by her side when

all the world felt called upon to turn

so unmercifully against her, for pre

suming to marry without their consent

a man they did not approve, and to

transform the beloved and bewitching

Mrs. Thrale into the abused and de

serted Mrs. Piozzi. With Sir Joshua

Reynolds we are on quite good terms.

* Diary and Letters of Madame d’Arblay, author of “Evelina,” “Cecilia,” &c.

Edited by her Niece.

volumes. Wol. I. Philadelphia: Carey and Hart.

“The spirit walks of every day deceased.”—Young. In two

1842.
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We have had the honor of being intro

duced to Edmund Burke—have met

our own Franklin, on his dropping in

once just after tea, in Dr. Burney's

quiet parlor—have frequently seen

Hannah More in the suite of Mrs. Gar

rick—have often heard Mrs. Montagu

“flash away” for a whole evening—

and have made some pleasant addi

tions to our visiting list, in such names

as Sheridan, Horace Walpole, Mrs.

Siddons, Gibbon, Madame de Genlis,

Benjamin West, Nollekens, Soame

Jenyns, Dr. Parr, General Paoli, Bos

well, Hoole the translator of Tasso,

Warren Hastings, Cumberland, Barry

the painter, Arthur Young, Murphy,

the dramatist—a score of other “nice

people,” whose names we forget—

and, most democratically last, we will

add King George III., a very respect

able old lady his wife, that profligate

and undutiful reprobate the Prince of

Wales, and in short the royal family in

general.

“Where will you meet with such

another set !”—is the language of her

dear, delightful old friend, Mr. Crisp,

written to her from his own hermit

retirement at Chesington. “O Fanny,

set this down as the happiest period of

your life; and when you come to be old

and sick, and health and spirits are fled,

(for the time may come), then live

upon remembrance, and think that you

have had your share of the good things

of this world, and say, ‘For what I

have received, the Lord make me

thankful ſ” ”

A few words about Miss Burney

herself—afterwards Madame d’Arblay

—and we shall then proceed to give

up a few of our pages to a purpose

more entertaining, probably, to the

reader than any other we could put

them to, by quoting from her own as

liberally as we may find it in our

power. She was the second daughter

of Dr. Burney, the author of “The

General History of Music,” and was

born in the year 1752. Whatever she

was destined to become in after-life,

she exhibited nothing of the “infant

phenomenon” in her childhood, having

been remarkable for little else than

an extreme shyness and backwardness

at learning; for we are told that at

eight years of age she did not even

know her letters, and her elder brother

used to amuse himself by pretending

to teach her to read, and presenting the

book to her turned upside down, which

he declared she never found out. The

future author of “Evelina” and “Ce

cilia,” who, while yet a mere girl, was

to command the admiration and hom

age of all the wits of the day, and to

be the delight of all that was greatest

and highest in the world of letters and

of intellect, was designated generally

among her mother's friends as “the

little dunce.” That mother, however,

knew her own child rather better,

backward and unpromising assheseem

ed to those who saw only the surface

of her bashful and silent manner, and

was always content to reply, that “she

had no fear about Fanny.” Unfortu

nately, she lost that mother when but

nine years old, on which occasion the

agony of her grief was such that her

governess declared she had never met

with a child of such intense and acute

feelings. After this time she enjoyed

fewer of the ordinary external advan

tages of education than her sisters,

having been brought home from school

while her twosisterswere sent toa semi

nary in Paris. Her education “carried it

selfon.” By theage often years she could

read, and she taught herself to write

with the occasional assistance of her

eldest sister. She immediately be

came a great scribbler of little poems

and works of invention; and after two

or three years her curiosity waked up

so effectually that she became a most

devoted though desultory reader, and

by the age of fourteen she had carefully

studied many of the best authors in her

father's library, of which she had the

uncontrolled range—making extracts

and keeping a very intelligent cata

logue raisonné of the books she read.

A large part of her education, however,

—like Madame de Stael, on her little

stool at her mother's knee, in the midst

of the visiters who frequented the

house of M. Neckar—she picked up

from the conversation of the enlighten

edliterary circle ofacquaintance which

was accustomed to assemble around

her father's tea-table. When she

afterwards became herself so suddenly

and brilliantly distinguished, he used

to say that she had received no other

education than she had made out for

herself; and her own words were,

that “her sole emulation for improve

ment, and sole spur for exertion, were

her unbounded veneration and affection

for her father, who nevertheless had
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not, at the time, a moment to spare for

giving her any personal instruction, or

even for directing her pursuits.”

Dr. Burney married a second time—

a very sensible and excellent lady; an

event which, instead of at all marring

its harmony, brought only a new hap

piness to the most affectionate and

amiable of homes. She happened,

however, not to have a very exalted

idea of the profitableness or propriety of

female authorship, and did all in her

}. to discourage the tendency early

etrayed by Fanny, who was con

stantly employed in secret scribbling,

of which her elder sister, Susanna, was

the sole confidante. Her affectionate

alarm led her, as we are told, to in

veigh very frequently and seriously

against the evil of a scribbling turn in

young ladies—the loss of time, the

waste of thought, in idle, crude inven

tions—and the (at that time), utter

discredit of being known as a female

writer of novels and romances. And

such was the effect of her homilies on

this theme, that Fanny, when in her

fifteenth year, made an auto-da-fé of a

eat accumulation of her manuscripts,

in the shape of a bonfire in a paved

play-court, a sacrifice which was copi

ously moistened with the tears of her

faithful Susanna, if not with her own.

But whatever virtuous resolutions she

may have been thus induced to form to

throw away her pen, they do not seem

to have availed much more, against

the strong bent and destiny of her ge

nius, than the rhymed promises of

young Watts when under the persua

sion of the paternal whip. She not

only began, from about that period, to

diarize pretty copiously, but she could

not resist the temptation from time to

time, as an occasional interval of lei

sure and solitude would permit, to

scribble disjointed scraps, out of which

she afterwards put together her first

published novel, which ushered her

with so much éclat into the literary

world, “Evelina.” It was written, for

the most part, at the age of about

eighteen, though it was arranged for

publication, and actually, published,

about seven years afterwards. Within

that period she was kept pretty labo

riously at work for her father, as an

amanuensis and assistant (besidesother

tasks) in preparing the great work to

which he devoted a most zealous in

dustry and research, his “History.”

This was not published till 1776. It

was while thus actually engaged in

the midst of this kind of literary occu

pation and publishing concerns, that—

naturally enough, in sympathy with

her father's feelings—she too was

seized with that passion of print, which

is the legitimate instinct and tendency

of the most modest genius, as well as so

often the fond fancy of conceited folly.

Bnt as she had not written for print,

so did she not print for praise—at least

for the public praise of acknowledged

authorship. So timid was her diffi

dence, almost to a degree of morbid

absurdity, that she kept her secret care

fully dark from her most intimate asso

ciates, even the father to whom she

was attached with the tenderest devo

tion. Her sisters and her younger

brother, Charles, were her only accom

plices—the latter as the necessary in

termediary between herself and the

publisher. Her two aunts, as persons

of reliable discretion, were afterwards

let into the secret. It was in January,

1778, that the book was published, by

Lowndes, a comparatively obscure

bookseller, who gave for the manuscript

the price of twenty pounds—an offer

which was accepted “with alacrity

and boundless surprise at its magnifi

cence " From the successful run it

had, the lucky publisher made for him

self an enormous profit—though he

never remembered to feel that there

was any call upon his generosity or

justice to admit the author to any de

gree of participation in the fruits of the

success due solely to her own talent.

However, she received an ample com

pensation in other and better ways, as

is made abundantly manifest in the

pages of the Diary, the publication of

which, in the volumes before us, is

made to commence at this point—where

she for the first time emerges out of the

modest shades of her former quiet and

retired life, into a strong light of fame

and social distinction, which might

well have dazzled stronger eyes with

so sudden a blaze. Never was a book

more instantaneously and universally

successful—and never did one procure

for its author more flattering tributes

from quarters whose praise was praise

indeed. For several months she enjoyed

the success of which she heard in all

directions, herself snugly ensconced in

her well-guarded anonymous. Noth

ing gave her equal pleasure with that
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afforded her by the praise of her own

father—who, after reading it, in perfect

innocence of all suspicion of its author

ship, expressed an unbounded admira

tion of it, setting it down as the best

novel he knew, except Fielding's, and,

in some respects, better than his.

“This account,” she thereon remarks,

after hearing of this from her sister,

“delighted me more than I can ex

press. How little did I dream ofbeing

so much honored ' But the approbation

of the world put together would not

bear any competition in my estimation

with that of my beloved father.” The

happy secret could not long after this

be withheld from him. One of her

sisters let the cat out of the bag, and

the proud and fond father was not slow

in carrying it about to let all the world

see it. He told it to Mrs. Thrale—and

this brought Fanny fairly “out” at

Streatham, a house upon which she

seems to have looked with an awe, for

the high and rare literary tone and

character of its circle, which made her

first entrée there a matter of no slight

degree of terror and trepidation.

Johnson fell dead in love with her at

once, as he had with her book on his

perusal of it, and she continued an un

abated pet with the rough old mam

moth hiſ the day of his death. And

when to all this was added the fact,

speedily bruited about, that Burke and

Sir Joshua Reynolds entertained a si

milar opinion of it—that the former

had sat up all night to finish it, and

that the latter had not only done the

same, but offered fifty pounds to know

the name of the author—it will not be

surprising that all the rest of the gay

and literary world thronged to obey the

authority of such an imprimatur; and

that she speedily found herself trans

formed, in spite of her own most pain

ful timidity and modesty, into a lion of

the most approved roar and most

fashionable parts. She afterward pub

lished “Cecilia” with a not inferior

success, and was induced by the im

portunities of her friends (Sheridan in

cluded) to attempt a play, which she

completed, with the title of “The

Witlings;” but was wisely led to sup

ress it, by the kind criticism of her

ather and her excellent old friend, Mr.

Crisp, of Chesington, of whom a de

lightful portrait appears, as well on the

face of his own letters as of her own

account of him. She continued to

move as a courted and flattered mem

ber of the best society of England at

that period, and herself as highly re

spected for her dignity and sweetness

of character and manners, as admired

for her talents and literary successes,

till she was invited by the Queen to

accept a post at court as one of her

own personal attendants, in the year

1786. It was not without reluctance

that she was induced so far to sacrifice

her personal freedom, as to accept this

honor, though it was an object of am

bition to thousands of the daughters of

the nobility. Her “place” was that of

Keeper of the Robes, in which she had

the misfortune of having for her senior

coadjutrix a mighty disagreeable and

ill-tempered old German lady, Madame

Schwellenberg. She had to assist at

the toilet of the Queen at stated hours,

the duties very nearly resembling what

would be termed, if performed in any

inferior service, those of a “lady’s

maid.” The highest pride of English

nobility rarely, however, sees degra

dation in the most menial duties about

the sacred person of royalty; and how

ever they may sneer at the Yankee

pride which more truly expresses the

relation it denotes, by the more kindly

word of“help,” they have no objection,

in their own persons, to being held in

the regular attendance of a hireling

servitude, morning, noon, and night,

fed at an inferior table, and obedient

to the tinkle of a bell, summoning to

the duty of dressing and undressing a

mistress, whose every smile they are

officially bound to regard as a sunbeam,

and whose every word of kindness a

grace and condescension ineffable.

So much, then, for Miss Burney her

self, and her mode of life during the

period embraced within these portions

of her “ Diary and Letters.” We will

now turn to other people, and as

we skim lightly over the leaves of the

book itself, dipping in as we pass

here and there, introduce our readers

to as many of the agreeable acquaint

ance she has helped us to form, as we

can accommodate with, room within

our present limits.

And first, enter old Johnson. Indig

nant as we are so often made by his

savage temper, his cruel rudeness, and

his merciless tyranny in criticism and

social intercourse, there is always, after

all, something so great and good and

glorious about the old fellow, bitter and
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bad Tory as he was, which always fas

cinates our attention, and gives an in

terest to the slightest anecdote about

him and almost every word that drops

from his lips. She hears of his ap

plause of “Evelina,” in a letter from

Mrs. Thrale to her father, before she

had herself seen Mrs. Thrale, or known

Dr. Johnson—with what sensations

she shall herself relate:

“But Dr. Johnson’s approbation —it

almost crazed me with agreeable surprise

—it gave me such a flight of spirits that

I danced a jig to Mr. Crisp, without any

preparation, music, or explanation;–to

his no small amazement and diversion.

I left him, however, to make his own

comments on my friskiness, without af.

fording him the smallest assistance. . .

Well may it be said that the greatest

minds are ever the most candid to the in

ferior set ! I think I should love Dr.

Johnson for such lenity to a poor mere

worm in literature, even if I were not my

self the identical grub he has obliged.”

She is soon after invited and taken

to Streatham ; is placed at dinner

next to his seat, and

“Soon after we were seated this great

man entered. I have so true a veneration

for him, that the very sight of him inspires

me with delight and reverence, notwith

standing the cruel infirmities to which he

is subject; for he has almost perpetual

convulsive movements, either of his

hands, lips, feet, or knees, and sometimes

of all together.

“Mrs. Thrale introduced me to him,

and he took his place. We had a noble

dinner, and a most elegant dessert. Dr.

Johnson, in the middle of the dinner,

asked Mrs. Thrale what was in some

little pies that were near him.

“‘Mutton,” answered she, “ so I don’t

ask you to eat any, because I know you

despise it.”

“‘No, madam, no; I despise nothing

that is good of its sort; but I am too

proud now to eat of it. Sitting by Miss

Burney makes me very proud to-day !”

“‘ Miss Burney,” said Mrs. Thrale,

laughing, “you must take great care of

your heart if Dr. Johnson attacks it; for

I assure you he is not often successless.”

“‘What’s that you say, madam?”

cried he, “are you making mischief be

tween the young lady and me already ?”

“A little while after he drank Mrs.

Thrale’s health and mine, and then added:

“‘’Tis a terrible thing that we cannot

wish young ladies well, without wishing

them to become old women ſ”

“But some people,’ said Mr. Seward,

‘ are old and young at the same time, for

they wear so well that they never look
old.”

“‘No, sir, no,' cried the doctor, laugh

ing, ‘that never yet was; you might as

well say they are at the same time tall

and short. I remember an epitaph to

that purpose, which is in—”

“ (I have quite forgot what, and also

the name it was made upon, but the rest

I recollect exactly :)

-- - lies buried here;

So early wise, so lasting fair,

That none, unless her years you told,

Thought her a child, or thought her old.’”

Johnson was too sensible a man not

to understand the charms of occasional

nonsense—too wise and too great a one

not to be fully up to the philosophy of

fun. If he was often savage as a tiger,

he was at times frolicsome as a kit

ten. The following is a scene from

her journal at Streatham:

“I fear to say all I think at present of

Mrs. Thrale, lest some flaws should ap

pear by and by, that may make me think

differently. And yet why should I not

indulge the now, as well as the then, since

it will be with so much more pleasure ?

In short, I do think her delightful; she has

talents to create admiration, good humor

to excite love, understanding to give en

tertainment, and a heart which, like my

dear father's, seems already fitted for an

other world. My own knowledge of her,

indeed, is very little for such a character;

but all I have heard, and all I see, so well

agree, that I won’t prepare myself for a

future disappointment.

“But to return. Mrs. Thrale then

asked whether Mr. Langton took any bet

ter care of his affairs than formerly 2

“‘No, madam, cried the doctor, and

never will; he complains of the ill effects

of habit, and rests contentedly upon a

confessed indolence. He told his father

himself that he had “no turn to econo

my;” but a thief might as well plead that

he had “no turn to honesty.” ”

“Was not that excellent 2

“At night Mrs. Thrale asked if I

would have anything 2 I answered

* No ;’ but Dr. Johnson said,

“‘Yes; she is used, madam, to sup

pers; she would like an egg or two, and

a few slices of ham, or a rasher—a rasher,

I believe, would please her better.”

“How ridiculous ! However, nothing

could persuade Mrs. Thrale not to have

the cloth laid : and Dr. Johnson was so
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facetious, that he challenged Mr. Thrale

to get drunk

“‘ I wish,” said he, “my master would

say to me, “Johnson, if you will oblige

me, you will call for a bottle of Toulon,

and then we will set to it, glass for glass,

till it is done;” and after that I will say,

“Thrale, if you will oblige me, you will

call for another bottle of Toulon, and then

we will set to it, glass for glass, till that

is done;” and by the time we should have

drunk the two bottles, we should be so

happy, and such good friends, that we

should fly into each other’s arms, and both

together call for the third ſ”

“I ate nothing, that they might not

again use such a ceremony with me. In

deed, their late dinners forbid suppers,

especially as Dr. Johnson made me eat

cake at tea, for he held it till I took it,

with an odd or absent complaisance.

“He was extremely comical after sup

per, and would not suffer Mrs.Thrale and

me to go to bed for near an hour after we

made the motion.”

We here get a glimpse into Dr. John

son's own domestic economy at Bolt

Court, which is altogether too good to

be lost:

“ At tea-time the subject turned upon

the domestic economy of Dr. Johnson’s

own household. Mrs. Thrale has often

acquainted me that his house is quite

filled and overrun with strange creatures

whom he admits for mere charity, and

because nobody else will admit them—

for his charity is unbounded—or rather,

bounded only by his circumstances.

“The account he gave of the adven

tures and absurdities of the set was highly

diverting, but too diffused for writing—

though one or two speeches I must give.

I think I shall occasionally theatricalize

my dialogues.

“Mrs. Thrale—Pray, sir, how does

Mrs. Williams like all this tribe 2

“Dr. Johnson—Madam, she does not

like them at all; but their fondness for

her is not greater. She and De Mullin

quarrel incessantly; but as they can both

be of occasional service to each other,

and as neither of them has any place to

go to, their animosity does not force them

to separate.

“Mrs. T.-And pray, sir, what is Mr.

Macbean 2

“ Dr. J.-Madam, he is a Scotchman :

he is a man of great learning, and for his

learning I respect him, and I wish to

serve him. He knows many languages,

and knows them well; but he knows'no

thing of life. I advised him to write a

geographical dictionary; but I have lost

all hopes of his ever doing anything pro

perly, since I found he gave as much

labor to Capua as to Rome.

“Mr. T.-And pray who is clerk of .

your kitchen, sir?

“Dr. J.-Why, sir, I am afraid there

is none; a general anarchy prevails in

my kitchen, as I am told by Mr. Levat,

who says it is not now what it used to

be

“Mrs. T.-Mr. Levat, I suppose, sir,

has the office of keeping the hospital in

health 2 for he is an apothecary.

“Dr. J.-Levat, madam, is a brutal

fellow, but I have a good regard for him ;

for his brutality is in his manners, not his

mind.

“Mr. T.-But how do you get your

dinners drest ?

“Dr. J.---Why, De Mullin has the

chief management of the kitchen; but our

roasting is not magnificent, for we have

no jack.

“Mr.T.---No jack 2 Why, how do you

manage without 2

“Dr. J.---Small joints, I believe, they

manage with a string, and larger are done

at the tavern. I have some thoughts

(with a profound gravity) of buying a

jack, because I think a jack is some cre

dit to a house.

“Mr. T.---Well, but you will have a

spit too?

“Dr. J.---No, sir, no, that would be

superfluous, for we shall never use it;

for if a jack is seen a spit will be pre

sumed !

“Mrs. T.---But pray, sir, who is the

Poll you talk of She that you used to

abet in her quarrels with Mrs. Williams,

and call out “At her again, Poll ! Never

flinch, Poll P

“Dr. J.---Why, I took to Poll very well

at first, but she won’t do upon a nearer

examination.

“Mrs. T.---How came she among you.

sir?

“Dr. J.---Why, I don’t rightly remem

ber, but we could spare her very well

from us. Poll is a stupid slut; I had

some hopes of her at first; but when I

talked to her tightly and closely, I could

make nothing of her; she was wiggle

waggle, and I could never persuade her

to be categorical. I wish Miss Burney

would come among us; if she would only

give us a week, we should furnish her

with ample materials for a new scene in

her next work.”

Presently afterward—(he had been

complaining that he could not get

Miss Burney to “prattle” with him)—

Mrs. Thrale told him that Mrs. Mon

tagu was to dine there the next day,
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and then he would have talk enough,

when—

“Dr. Johnson began to see-saw, with

a countenance strongly expressive of in

ward fun, and after enjoying it some time

in silence, he suddenly, and with great

animation, turned to me and cried,

“‘Down with her, Burney !—down with

her!—spare her not —attack her, fight

her, and down with her at once You are

a rising wit, and she is at the top; and

when I was beginning the world, and

was nothing and nobody, the joy of all

my life was to fire at the established wits'

and then everybody loved to halloo me

on. But there is no game now; every

body would be glad to see me conquered:

but then, when I was new, to vanquish

the great ones was all the delight of my

poor little dear soul! So at her, Burney—

at her, and down with her.”

“O how we were all amused By the

way I must tell you that Mrs. Montagu

is in very great estimation here, even

with Dr. Johnson himself, when others

do not praise her improperly. Mrs.

Thrale ranks her as the first of women in

the literary way.”

In these passages we have exhibit

ed “the old lion” roaring you as gently

as any sucking dove. But there are

plenty of instances at hand in which

he gives some very cross growls, and
shows his teeth and claws in a manner

which would tempt any one to protest

against so disagreeable a brute being

suffered to go at large throughout so

ciety. Poor Miss Hannah More gets a

very savage pat of his paw—though

she deserved it for her habit of adula

tion to the great and grand. And, by

the way, that was a habit which she

never entirely cured herself of; and if

half the stories are true which are yet

told of her by those who knew her, she

was a much more agreeable acquaint

ance to that class of her friends, than to

the humbler ones whom she could very

unceremoniously thrust behind the

screen to make way for a statelier

visiter. A few such rebuffs as the

following, however, might probably

have sufficed to cure the worst degree

of such a habit:

“When she was introduced to him, not

long ago, she began singing his praise in

the warmest manner, and talking of the

pleasure and the instruction she had re

ceived from his writings, with the highest

encomiums. For some time he heard her
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with that quietness which a long use of

praise has given him: she then redoubled

her strokes, and, as Mr. Seward calls it,

peppered still more highly; till, at length,

he turned suddenly to her, with a stern

and angry countenance, and said, “Ma

dam, before you flatter a man so grossly

to his face, you should consider whether

or not your flattery is worth his having.’”

On Johnson's part this was abomi

nable enough, there being no point of

wit to sharpen the blunt roughness of its

incivility. He must have had at the

moment a very sharp twinge of his

malady to afford a palliation for it.

Nor is the next instance much better,

which was addressed to a gay, good,

and good-humored girl, to whom it

was cruel to administer such a box on

the ears as the following:

“Mr. Seward then told another in

stance of his determination not to mince

the matter, when he thought reproof at

all deserved. During a visit of Miss

Brown's to Streatham, he was inquiring

of her several things that she could not

answer; and, as he held her so cheap in

regard to books, he began to question her

concerning domestic affairs, puddings,

pies, plain work, and so forth. Miss

Brown, not at all more able to give a

good account of herself in these articles

than in the others, began all her answers

with “Why, sir, one need not be obliged

to do so, or so,” whatever was the thing

in question. When he had finished his

interrogatories, and she had finished her

* need nots,” he ended the discourse with

saying, “As to your needs, my dear, they

are so very many, that you would be

frightened yourself if you knew half of

them.’”

And was there ever anything more

unbearable than the following 2

“Lady Ladd; I ought to have begun

with her. I beg her ladyship a thousand

pardons—though if she knew my offence,

I am sure I should not obtain one. She

is own sister to Mr. Thrale. She is a

tall and stout woman, has an air of

mingled dignity and haughtiness, both of

which wear off in conversation. She

dresses very youthful and gaily, and at

tends to her person with no little compla

cency. She appears to be uncultivated

in knowledge, though an adept in the

manners of the world, and all that. She

chooses to be much more lively than her

brother; but liveliness sits as awkwardly

upon her as her pink ribbons. In talking
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her over with Mrs. Thrale, who has a

very proper regard for her, but who, I am

sure, cannot be blind to her faults, she

gave me another proof to those I have

already had, of the uncontrolled freedom

of speech which Dr. Johnson exercises

to everybody, and which everybody re

ceives quietly from him. Lady Ladd has

been very handsome, but is now, I think,

quite ugly—at least she has a sort of face

I like not. Well, she was a little while

ago dressed in so showy a manner as to

attract the doctor’s notice, and when he

had looked at her some time he broke out

aloud into this quotation:

“’ with patches, paint, and jewels on,

Sure Phillis is not twenty-one :

But if at night you Phillis see,

The dame at least is forty-three ''

I don’t recollect the verses exactly, but

such was their purport.

“ . However,” said Mrs. Thrale, ‘Lady

Ladd took it very good-naturedly and only

said,

“‘ I know enough of that forty-three

—I don’t desire to hear any more of it!’”

However, he sometimes got from

Mrs. Thrale, though in a very nice and

ladylike way, almost as good as he

gave:

“I have had a thousand delightful con

versations with Dr. Johnson, who,

whether he loves me or not, I am sure

seems to have some opinion of my dis

cretion, for he speaks of all this house to

me with unbounded confidence, neither

diminishing faults, nor exaggerating

praise. Whenever he is below stairs he

keeps me a prisoner, for he does not like

I should quit the room a moment; if I

rise he constantly calls out “Don’t you go,

little Burney !’

“Last night, when we were talking of

compliments and of gross speeches, Mrs.

Thrale most justly said, that nobody

could make either like Dr. Johnson.

‘Your compliments, sir, are made seldom,

but when they are made they have an ele

gance unequalled; but then when you

are angry, who dares make speeches so

bitter and so cruel ?”

“Dr. J.-Madam, I am always sorry

when I make bitter speeches, and I never

do it, but when I am insufferably vexed.

“Mrs. T.-Yes, sir; but you suffer

things to vex you that nobody else would

vex at. I am sure I have had my share

of scolding from you !

“ Dr. J.-It is true you have; but you

have borne it like an angel, and you have

been the better for it.

“Mrs. T.-That I believe, sir; for I

have received more instruction from you

than from any man, or any book: and

the vanity that you should think me worth

instructing, always overcame the vanity

of being found fault with. And so you

had the scolding, and I the improve

ment.

“Fanny Burney.—And I am sure both

made for the honor of both !

“Dr. J.-I think so too. But Mrs.

Thrale is a sweet creature, and never

angry; she has a temper the most de

lightful of any woman I ever knew.

“Mrs. T.-This I can tell you, sir, and

without any flattery—I not only bear

your reproofs when present, but in al

most everything I do in your absence, I

ask myself whether you would like it, and

what you would say to it. Yet I believe

there is nobody you dispute with oftener

than me.

“F. B.-But you two are so well

established with one another, that you

can bear a rebuff that would kill a

stranger.

“Dr. J.-Yes; but we disputed the

same before we were so well established

with one another.

“Mrs. T.-Oh, sometimes, I think I

shall die no other death than hearing the

bitter things he says to others. What he

says to myself I can bear, because I know

how sincerely he is my friend, and that he

means to mend me; but to others it is

cruel.

“Dr. J.-Why, madam, you often pro

voke me to say severe things, by unrea

sonable commendation. If you would

not call for my praise, I would not give

you my censure; but it constantly moves

my indignation to be applied to, to speak

well of a thing which I think con

temptible.

“ F. B.-Well, this I know, whoever I

may hear complain of Dr. Johnson’s

severity, I shall always vouch for his

kindness, as far as regards myself, and

his indulgence.

“Mrs. T.-Ay, but I hope he will trim

you yet, too !

“Dr. J.-I hope not: I should be very

sorry to say anything that should vex my

dear little Burney.

“F. B.-If you did, sir, it would vex

me more than you can imagine. I should

sink in a minute.

“Mrs. T.-I remember, sir, when we

were travelling in Wales, how you called

me to account for my civility to the

people; ‘Madam,” you said, “let me have

no more of this idle commendation of

nothing. Why is it, that whatever you

see, and whoever you see, you are to be

so indiscriminately lavish of praise 22

“Why, I’ll tell you, sir,” said I, when I
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am with you and Mr. Thrale, and

Queeny, I am obliged to be civil for

four !”

“There was a cutter for you! But this

I must say, for the honor of both---Mrs.

Thrale speaks with as much sincerity,

(though with greater softness,) as he

does to her.”

One more specimen of Johnson in his

real wrath. The following scene takes

place at a dinner at Mrs. Thrale's:

“The long war which has been pro

claimed among the wits concerning Lord

Lyttleton’s ‘Life,” by Dr. Johnson, and

which a whole tribe of blues, with Mrs.

Montagu at their head, have vowed to

execrate and revenge, now broke out

with all the fury of the first actual hos

tilities, stimulated by long-concerted

schemes and much spiteful information.

Mr. Pepys, Dr. Johnson well knew, was

one ofMrs. Montagu's steadiest abettors;

and, therefore, as he had sometime de

termined to defend himself with the first

of them he met, this day he ſell the sacri

fice to his wrath.

“In a long téte-à-tête which I accident

ally had with Mr. Pepys before the com

pany was assembled, he told me his ap

prehensions of an attack, and entreated

me earnestly to endeavor to prevent it;

modestly avowing he was no antagonist

for Dr. Johnson; and yet declaring his

personal friendship for Lord Lyttleton

made him so much hurt by the “Life,”

that he feared he could not discuss the

matter without a quarrel, which, especi

ally in the house of Mrs. Thrale, he

wished to avoid.

“It was, however, utterly impossible

for me to serve him. I could have stopped

Mrs. Thrale with ease, and Mr. Seward

with a hint, had either of them begun the

subject; but, unfortunately, in the middle

of dinner it was begun by Dr. Johnson

himself, to oppose whom, especially as he

spoke with great anger, would have been

madness and folly.

“Never before have I seen Dr. John

son speak with so much passion.

“‘Mr. Pepys,” he cried, in a voice

the most enraged, ‘ I understand you are

offended by my “Life of Lord Lyttleton.”

What is it you have to say against it?

Come forth, man! Here am I, ready to

answer any charge you can bring !’

“‘No, sir,’ cried Mr. Pepys, “not at

present; I must beg leave to decline the

subject. I told Miss Burney before din

ner that I hoped it would not be started.”

“I was quite frightened to hear my

own name mentioned in a debate which

began so seriously; but Dr. Johnson

made not to this any answer: he repeated

his attack and his challenge, and a vio

lent disputation ensued, in which this

great but mortal man did, to own the

truth, appear unreasonably furious and

grossly severe. I never saw him so be

fore, and I heartily hope I never shall

again. He has been long provoked, and

justly enough, at the sneaking complaints

and murmurs of the Lyttletonians; and,

therefore, his long-excited wrath, which

hitherto had met no object, now burst

forth with a vehemence and bitterness

almost incredible.

“Mr. Pepys meantime never appeared

to so much advantage; he preserved his

temper, uttered all that belonged merely

to himselfwith modesty, and all that more

immediately related to Lord Lyttleton

with spirit, Indeed, Dr. Johnson, in the

very midst of the dispute, had the candor

and liberality to make him a personal

compliment, by saying—

“‘Sir, all that you say, while you are

vindicating one who eannot thank you,

makes me only think better of you than I

ever did before. Yet still I think you do

me wrong,’ &c. &c.

“Some time after this, in the heat of

argument, he called out—

“‘The more my “Lord Lyttleton” is

inquired after, the worse he will appear;

Mr. Seward has just heard two stories of

him, which corroborate all I have re

lated.”

“He then desired Mr. Seward to repeat

them. Poor Mr. Seward looked almost

as frightened as myself at the very men

tion of his name; but he quietly and

immediately told the stories, which con

sisted of fresh instances, from good au

thorities, of Lord Lyttleton’s illiberal be

havior to Shenstone; and then he flung

himself back in his chair, and spoke no

more during the whole debate, which I

am sure he was ready to vote a bore.

“One happy circumstance, however,

attended the quarrel, which was the pre

sence of Mr. Cator, who would by no

means be prevented talking himself, either

by reverence for Dr. Johnson, or ignorance

of the subject in question; on the con

trary, he gave his opinion, quite uncalled,

upon everything that was said by either

party, and that with an importance and

pomposity, yet with an emptiness and ver

bosity, that rendered the whole dispute,

when in his hands, nothing more than ridi

culous, and compelled even the disputants

themselves, all inflamed as they were, to

laugh. To give a specimen—one speech

will do for a thousand.

“‘As to this here question of Lord

Lyttleton I can’t speak to it to the pur

pose, as I have not read his “Life,” for
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I have only read the “Life of Pope;” I

have got the books though, for I sent for

them last week, and they came to me on

Wednesday, and then I began them; but

I have not yet read “Lord Lyttleton.”

“Pope” I have begun, and that is what I

am now reading. But what I have to say

about Lord Lyttleton is this here: Mr.

Seward says that Lord Lyttleton’s steward

dunned Mr. Shenstone for his rent, by

which I understand he was a tenant of

Lord Lyttleton’s. Well, if he was a tenant

of Lord Lyttleton’s, why should he not

pay his rent 2'

“Who could contradict this 2

“When dinner was quite over, and we

left the men to their wine, we hoped they

would finish the affair; but Dr. Johnson

was determined to talk it through, and

make a battle of it, though Mr. Pepys

tried to be off continually.

“When they were all summoned to tea,

they entered still warm and violent.

Mr. Cator had the book in his hand, and

was reading the “Life of Lyttleton,” that

he might better, he said, understand the

cause, though not a creature cared if he

had never heard of it.

“Mr. Pepys came up to me and said, --

“‘ Just what I had so much wished to

avoid I have been crushed in the very
onset.”

“I could make him no answer, for Dr.

Johnson immediately called him off and

harangued and attacked him with a vehe

mence and continuity that quite concerned

both Mrs. Thrale and myself, and that

made Mr. Pepys, at last, resolutely silent,

however called upon.

“This now grew more unpleasant than

ever; till Mr. Cator, having some time

studied his book, exclaimed,—--

“‘What I am now going to say, as I

have not yet read the “Life of Lord Lyt

tleton” quite through, must be considered

as being only said aside, because what I

am going to say 5

“‘I wish, sir, cried Mrs. Thrale, ‘it

had been all said aside; here is too much

about it, indeed, and I should be very glad

to hear no more of it.”

“This speech, which she made with

great spirit and dignity, had an admirable

effect. Everybody was silenced. Mr.

Cator, thus interrupted in the midst of his

proposition, looked quite amazed; Mr.

Pepys was much gratified by the inter

ference; and Dr. Johnson, after a pause,

said,

“‘Well, madam, you shall hear no

more of it; yet I will defend myself in

every part and in every atom l’

“And from this time the subject was

wholly dropped. This dear violent doctor

was conscious he had been wrong, and

therefore he most candidly bore the re

proof.”

Johnson afterwards behaved much

better in relation to thismatter—making

the advances and the amende honorable

with great magnanimity the next time

he met poor Mr. Pepys. On a subse

quent occasion, meeting Mrs. Monta

gu herself, he had great difficulty in

refraining from a similar scene with

her, being held in check only by a pro

mise to Mrs. Thrale not to quarrel any

more in her house. We are not sur

prised to learn that society in return

could punish him back, in some degree,

for the habit of rude and unmerciful

domineering in which he used thus to

indulge—for we find the following

entries in Miss Burney's Diary, close to

each other, together with other occa

sidnal intimations of the same kind.

All the world was not so servilely

grateful for the conversational kicks

and cuffs which he used to dispense

right and left, as his own Boswell:

“Thursday, October 31, (1782.)—A note

came this morning to invite us all, except

Dr. Johnson, to Lady Rothe's. Dr. John

son has tortured poor Mr. Pepys so

much, that I fancy her ladyship omit

ted him in compliment to her brother-in

law. She mentions me in the civilest

terms, &c.”

“Saturday, November 2.—We went to

Lady Shelly's. Dr. Johnson again ex

cepted in the invitation. He is almost

constantly omitted, either from too much

respect or too much fear. I am sorry for

it, as he hates being alone, and as, though

he scolds the others, he is well enough

satisfied himself; and, having given vent

to all his occasional anger or ill-humor,

he is ready to begin again, and is never

aware that those who have so been

‘downed’ by him, never can much covet

so triumphant a visiter. In contests of

wit, the victor is as ill off in future con

sequences as the vanquished in present

ridicule.”

But enough of the glorious old lexi

cographer—or rather as much of him

as we can find room for now. His name

runs like a thread of gold through the

varied webofMiss Burney's diary down

to the period of his. on the 12th

of December, 1784, of which she gives

a very impressive and touching ac
COUnt.
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Her first meeting with Sheridan,

accompanied by his beautiful wife, was

at a party at Mrs. Cholmondeley's—

(pronounced, by the way, Chumly.)

}. lady of the house had just been

scattering her guests about into little

parties, or cabals, of three or four

each,-

“Just then the door opened, and Mr.

Sheridan entered.

“Was I not in luck 7 Not that I believe

the meeting was accidental; but I had

more wished to meet him and his wife

than any people I know not.

“I could not endure my ridiculous situ

ation, but replaced myself in an orderly

manner immediately. Mr. Sheridan

stared at them all, and Mrs. Cholmondeley

said she intended it as a hint for a

comedy.

“Mr. Sheridan has a very fine figure,

and a good though I don’t think a hand

some face. He is tall, and very upright,

and his appearance and address are at

once manly and fashionable, without the

smallest tincture of foppery or modish

graces. In short, I like him vastly, and

think him every way worthy his beauti

ful companion.

“And let me tell you what I know will

give you as much pleasure as it gave

me, that, by all I could observe in the

course of the evening, and we stayed

very late, they are extremely happy in

each other; he evidently adores her, and

she as evidently idolizes him. The world

has by no means done him justice.”

“About this time Mrs. Cholmondeley

was making much sport, by wishing for

an acrostic on her name. She said she

had several times begged for one in vain,

and began to entertain thoughts of writing

one herself.

“‘For,” said she, ‘ I am very famous

for my rhymes, though I never made a

line of poetry in my life.”

“‘An acrostic on your name,” said Mr.

Sheridan, “would be a formidable task: it

must be so long that I think it should be

divided into cantos.”

“‘Miss Burney, cried Sir Joshua, who

was now reseated, “are not you a writer

of verses.”

“ F. B.—No, sir.

“Mrs. Chol.—O don’t believe her. I

have made a resolution not to believe any

thing she says.

“Mr. Sheridan.-I think a young lady

should not write verses till she is past re

ceiving them.

“Mrs. Chol. (rising and stalking ma

jestically towards him.)—Mr. Sheridan,

pray, sir, what may you mean by this in

sinuation; did I not say I writ verses 2

“Mr. Sheridan.-Oh, but you—

“Mrs. Chol.—Say no more, sir! You

have made your meaning but too plain

already. There now, I think that’s a

speech for a tragedy 1"

The following extract introduces a

name which will be welcome to the

American eye, though it shows that the

good old gentleman did not know much

about “Evelina.” He had other things on

hand to think of at that time (1779):

“On Thursday, I had another adventure,

and one that has made me grin ever since.

A gentleman inquiring for my father, was

asked into the parlor. The then inha

bitants were only my mother and me.

In entered a square old gentleman, well

wigged, formal, grave, and important.

He seated himself. My mother asked if

he had any message for my father 7

“‘No, none.”

“Then he regarded me with a certain

dry kind of attention for some time; after

which, turning suddenly to my mother,

he demanded,

“‘Pray, ma'am, is this your daughter?”

“‘Yes, sir.”

“‘O ! this is Evelina, is it 7”

“‘No, sir,’ cried I, staring at him, and

glad none of you were in the way to say

Yes.

“‘No’ repeated he, incredulous; is

not your name Evelina, ma’am 7”

“‘Dear, no, sir,’ again quoth I, staring

harder.

“‘Ma'am, cried he, drily, ‘ I beg your

pardon I had understood your name was

Evelina.”

“And soon aſter he went away.

“When he put down his card, who

should it prove but Dr. Franklin Was

it not queer?”

She is introduced to another of her

great admirers, at a dinner at Sir Jo

shua Reynolds's:

“Miss Palmer soon joined us; and, in

a short time, entered more company, three

gentlemen and one lady; but there was no

more ceremony used of introductions.

The lady, I concluded, was Mrs. Burke,

wife of the Mr. Burke, and was not mis

taken. One of the gentlemen I recollected

to be young Burke, her son, whom I once

met at Sir Joshua’s in town, and another

of them. I knew for Mr. Gibbon : but the

third I had never seen before. I had been

told that the Burke was not expected; yet I

could conclude this gentleman to be no
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other: he had just the air, the manner,

the appearance, I had prepared myself to

look for in him, and there was an evident,

a striking superiority in his demeanor, his

eye, his motions, that announced him no

coininon Inarl.

“I could not get at Miss Palmer, to sa

tisfy my doubts, and we were soon called

down stairs to dinner. Sir Joshua and the

unknown stopped to speak with one another

upon the stairs; and, when they followed

us, Sir Joshua, in taking his place at the

table, asked me to sit next to him ; I will

ingly complied. “And then,” he added,

“Mr. Burke shall sit on the other side of

you.”

“‘Oh, no, indeed” cried Miss Geor

giana, who had also placed herself next Sir

Joshua; ‘I won’t consent to that; Mr.

Burke must sit next me ; I won’t agree to

part with him. Pray, come and sit down

quiet, Mr. Burke.”

“Mr. Burke, -for him it was, smiled

and obeyed.

“‘ I only meant,” said Sir Joshua, “to

have made my peace with Mr. Burke, by

giving him that place, because he has

been scolding me for not introducing him

to Miss Burney. However, I must do it

now ; Mr, Burke l—Miss Burney !”

“We both half rose, and Mr. Burke

said,-

“‘I have been complaining to Sir Joshua

that he left me wholly to my own saga

city; however, it did not here deceive me.”

“‘Oh dear, then,” said Miss Georgiana,

looking a little consternated, “perhaps you

won’t thank me for calling you to this

place f*

“Nothing was said, and so we all began

dinner, young Burke making himself my

next neighbor.

“Captain Phillips knows Mr. Burke,

Has he or has he not told you how delight

ful a creature he is 2 If he has not, pray,

in my name, abuse him without mercy; if

he has, pray ask if he will subscribe to my

account of him, which herewith shall

follow.

“He is tall, his figure is noble, his air

commanding, his address graceful; his

voice is clear, penetrating, sonorous, and

powerful; his language is copious, various,

and eloquent; his manners are attractive,

his conversation is delightful,

“What says Captain Phillips? Have I

chanced to see him in his happiest hour?

or is he all this in common 7 Since we

lost Garrick, I have seen nobody so en

chanting.

“I can give you, however, very little of

what was said, for the conversation was

not swivie, Mr. Burke darting from subject

to subject with as much rapidity as enter

tainment, Neither is the charm of his

discourse more in the matter than the

manner; all, therefore, that is related

from him loses half its effect in not being

related by him.”

And the following letter among Ma

dame d’Arblay's papers must be an

autograph worth preserving to her

family :

“From the Right Hon. Edmund Burke to

Miss F. Burney.

“Madam,_I should feel exceedingly to

blame if I could refuse to myself the na

tural satisfaction, and to you the just but

poor return, of my best thanks for the very

great instruction and entertainment I have

received from the new present you have

bestowed on the public. There are few

—I believe I may say fairly there are none

at all—that will not find themselves bet

ter informed concerning human nature,

and their stock of observation enriched,

by reading your “Cecilia.” They certainly

will, let their experience in life and man

ners be what it may. The arrogance of

age must submit to be taught by youth.

You have crowded into a few small vol

umes an incredible variety of characters;

most of them well planned,well supported,

and well contrasted with each other. If

there be any fault in this respect, it is one

in which you are in no great danger of

being imitated. Justly as your characters

are drawn, perhaps they are too numer

ous. But I beg pardon; I fear it is quite

in vain to preach economy to those who

are come young to excessive and sudden

opulence,

“I might trespass on your delicacy if I

should fill my letter to you with what I fill

my conversation to others. I should be

troublesome to you alone if I should tell

you all I feel and think on the natural

vein of humor, the tender pathetic, the

comprehensive and noble moral, and the

sagacious observation that appear quite

throughout that extraordinary perform

ance.

“In an age distinguished by producing

extraordinary women, I hardly dare to

tell you where my opinion would place

you amongst them. I respect your mo

desty, that will not endure the commenda

tions which your merit forces from every

body.

“I have the honor to be, with great

gratitude, respect, and esteem, Madam,

“Your most obedient and most humble

Servant,

“ EDM. BURKE.

“Whitehall, July 29, 1782.

“My best compliments and congratula
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tions to Dr. Burney on the great honor

acquired to his family.”

At a party at a Miss Monckton's, the

whole of which is sketched off with

great vivacity, Mrs. Siddons is intro
duced:

“I was extremely happy to have my

dear father with me at Miss Monckton’s.

We found Mrs. Siddons, the actress, there.

She is a woman of excellent character,

and, therefore, I am very glad she is thus

patronised, since Mrs. Abington, and so

many frail fair ones, have been thus no

ticed by the great. She behaved with

great propriety; very calm, modest, quiet,

and unaffected. She has a very fine coun

tenance, and her eyes look both intelligent

and soft. She has, however, a steadiness

in her manner and deportment by no

means engaging. Mrs. Thrale, who was

there, said, “Why, this is a leaden goddess

we are all worshipping ! however, we

shall soon gild it.’”

She does not seem to have been a

great favorite with Dr. Johnson, who

thus makes, however, a very pretty

speech to Miss Burney herself:-

“ Mr. Burke then went to some other

party, and Mr. Swinerton took his place,

with whom I had a dawdling conversation

upon dawdling subjects; and I was not a

little enlivened, upon his quitting the

chair, to have it filled by Mr. Metcalf,

who, with much satire, but much enter

tainment, kept chattering with me till Dr.

Johnson found me out, and brought a chair

opposite to me.

“Do you laugh, my Susan, or cry at

your F. B.’s honors 2

“‘So,” said he to Mr. Metcalf, “it is

you, is it, that are engrossing her thus *

“‘He’s jealous,” said Mr. Metcalf,

drily.

“‘How these people talk of Mrs. Sid

dons !” said the Doctor. “I came hither

in full expectation of hearing no name but

the name I love and pant to hear, when

from one corner to another they are talk

ing of that jade Mrs. Siddons ! till, at last

wearied out, I went yonder into a corner,

and repeated to myself, Burney ! Burney !

Burney ! Burney !’

“‘Ay, sir,” said Mr. Metcalf, ‘you

should have carved it upon the trees.”

“‘Sir, had there been any trees, so I

should ; but being none, I was content to

carve it upon my heart.”

She does not say much of Horace

Walpole, to whom she evidently did

not “cotton” very closely:-

“I went to Mrs. Vesey’s in the evening,

for I had promised to meet at her house

Mrs. Garrick, who came to town that day

from Hampton. I found her and Miss

More, and Lady Claremont, and Horace

Walpole, Mr. Pepys and Miss G.; no one

else.

“Mrs. Garrick was very kind to me,

and invited me much to Hampton. Mrs.

Vesey would make me sit by Horace Wal

pole: he was very entertaining. I never

heard him talk much before ; but I was

seized with a panic upon finding he had an

inclination to talk with me, and as soon as

I could I changed my place. He was too

well-bred to force himself upon me, and

finding I shied, he left me alone. I was

very sociable, however, with Mrs. Gar

rick.”

And on another occasion she thus

hits him off with fine and just point:-

“In the evening, indeed, came in Mr.

Walpole, gay, though caustic; polite,

though sneering; and entertainingly epi

grammatical. I like and admire, but I

could not love, nor trust him.”

Miss Burney gives a great deal of

detail of the life and talk of the King

and Queen—a very kind, good-natured,

and worthy old couple, no doubt. The

former's opinion about Shakspeare is

as much, however, as our readers will

Care to See :-

“‘Was there ever,’ cried he, “such stuff

as great part of Shakspeare 2 only one

must not say so But what think you ?—

What 2—Is there not sad stuff?—What 2

—what 7°

“‘Yes, indeed, I think so, sir, though

mixed with such excellences, that—”

“‘O !’ cried he, laughing good-humor

edly, “I know it is not to be said but it’s

true. Only it’s Shakspeare, and nobody

dare abuse him.”

“Then he enumerated many of the

characters and parts of plays that he ob

jected to ; and when he had run them over,

finished with again laughing, and ex

claiming,

“‘But one should be stoned for saying
SO * xx

We will make but one more extract

—for the sake of this saucy Mr. Tur

bulent, who certainly wrote no mis

nomer when he signed his name, and
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who was one of the King's equerries.

Occurring as it does in the midst of her

life at court, where all is usually a

most tiresome monotony of homage

and reverence toward all the mem

bers of the royal family, it is quite re

freshing. It was certainly, under the

circumstances, a flight of impudence

approaching the sublime:–

“With all the various humors in which

I had already seen Mr. Turbulent, he gave

me this evening a surprise, by his behavior

to one of the princesses, nearly the same

that I had experienced from him myself.

The Princess Augusta came, during coffee,

for a knotting shuttle of the Queen’s.

While she was speaking to me, he stood

behind and exclaimed, a demi voir, as if to

himself, ‘Comme elle est jolie ce soir, son

...Altesse Royale !” And then, seeing her

blush extremely, he clasped his hands, in

high pretended confusion, and hiding his

head, called out, “Que ferai-je ? The

Princess has heard me !”

“‘Pray, Mr. Turbulent,’ cried she

hastily, “what play are you to read to

night !”

“‘You shall choose, ma’am ; either La

Coquette Corrigée or—” [he named another

I have forgotten.]

“‘O no l’ cried she, “that last is shock

ing ! don’t let me hear that l”

“‘I understand you, ma'am. You fix,

then, upon La Coquette 2 La Coquette is

your Royal Highness’s taste tº

“‘No, indeed, I am sure I did not say

that.”

“‘Yes, ma'am, by implication. And,

certainly, therefore, I will read it, to please

your Royal Highness P

“‘No, pray don’t; for I like none of

them l’

“‘None of them, ma’am 7”

“‘No, none;—no French plays at

all !”

“And away she was running, with a

droll air, that acknowledged she had said

something to provoke him.

“‘This is a declaration, ma'am, I must

beg you to explain l’ cried he, gliding

adroitly between the Princess and the

door, and shutting it with his back.

“‘No, no, I can’t explain it; so pray,

Mr. Turbulent, do open the door.”

“‘Not for the world, ma'am, with such

a stain uncleared upon your Royal High

ness’s taste and feeling !”

“She told him she positively could not

stay, and begged him to let her pass in

stantly.

“But he would hear her no more than

he has heard me, protesting he was too

much shocked for her to suffer her to de

part without clearing her own credit!

“He conquered at last, and thus forced

to speak, she turned round to us and said,

“Well—if I must then, I will appeal to

these ladies, who understand such things

far better than I do, and ask them if it is

not true about these French plays, that

they are all so like one to another, that to

hear them in this manner every night is

enough to tire one *

“‘Pray, then, madam,’ cried he, “if

French plays have the misfortune to dis

please you, what National plays have the

honor of your preference tº

“I saw he meant something that she

understood better than me, for she blushed

again, and called out ‘Pray, open the door

at once I can stay no longer; do let me

go, Mr. Turbulent.”

“‘Not till you have answered that

question, ma'am! what Country has plays

to your Royal Highness’s taste 7°

“‘Miss Burney,” cried she impatiently,

yet laughing, ‘pray do you take him away !

Pull him tº

“He bowed to me very invitingly for

the office; but I frankly answered her,

“Indeed, ma'am, Idare not undertake him :

I cannot manage him at all !”

“‘The Country the Country I Prin

cess Augusta! name the happy Country tº

was all she could gain.

“‘Order him away, Miss Burney,”

cried she ‘’tis your room ; order him

away from the door.”

“‘Name it, ma'am, name it !” exclaimed

he ; “name but the chosen nation 1’

“And then, fixing her with the most

provoking eyes, “Est–ce la Damemarc *

he cried.

“She colored violently, and quite angry

with him, called out, ‘Mr.Turbulent, how

can you be such a fool 7”

“And now I found . . . . the Prince

Royal of Denmark was in his meaning,

and in her understanding !

“He bowed to the ground in gratitude

for the term fool, but added with pretended

submission to her will, “Very well, ma'am,

s’il me faut lire que les comédies Danoises.”

“‘Do letme go!’ cried she, seriously;-

and then he made way, with a profound

bow as she passed, saying, ‘Wery well,

ma'am, La Coquette, then your Royal

Highness chooses La Coquette Corrigée 2°

“‘Corrigée 2 That never was done t”

cried she, with all her sweet good-humor,

the moment she got out, and off she ran,

like lightning, to the Queen’s apartments.

“What say you to Mr. Turbulent now *

“For my part I was greatly surprised.

I had not imagined any man, but the King

or Prince of Wales, had ever ventured at

a badinage of this sort with any of the

Princesses; nor do I suppose any other

man ever did. Mr. Turbulent is so great
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a favorite with all the Royal Family, that

he safely ventures upon whatever he

pleases, and doubtless they find, in his

courage and his rhodomontading, a novelty

extremely amusing to them, or they would

not fail to bring about a change.”

We must here take our leave of the

very entertaining gossip who has led
us into the midst of so much distin

guished and agreeable company. She

herself appears throughout in a very

amiable light—exhibiting so much

ingenuousness, modesty, playfulness,

delicacy, and dignity—so much free

dom from vanity and egotism at the

very time when diarizing about her own

adventures and in the first person sin

gular—and so much warmth of feeling

and sweet familiar fondness toward her

own family and friends, combined

with rectitude of principle, and pru

dence and propriety of conduct—the

whole exhibited on the face of these

records of herself with the most inno

cent unconsciousness, and absence of

all desire or thought of effect—that you

cannot help liking herself best of all

the persons on her pages, and feeling

anxious to welcome the appearance of

the promised continuation of her Diary.

Few of her readers will wonder that

old Johnson could not bear to let her go

a moment out of his sight when in her

vicinity, and none, we think, refuse to

ratify and adopt his favorite mode of

speaking of her, as “dear little Bur

ney.” In one of his admirable letters

to her, her old friend Mr. Crisp, before

mentioned,—after reproaching her for a

long lapse of time without the receipt

of one of her journalizing letters—thus

prophesies, what no doubt proved true

to herself, as we fully vouch for the

truth of the concluding words as appli

cable to us:—“If you answer me you

have not continued it, you are unpar

donable, and I advise you to set about

it immediately, as well as you can,

while any traces of it rest in your

memory. It will one day be the de

light of your old age—it will call back

your youth, your spirits, your friends,

whom you formerly loved, and who

loved you, (at that time, also, probably,

long gone off the stage,) and lastly,

when your own scene is closed, remain

a valuable treasure to those that come

after you.”

THE POETS AND POETRY OF AMERICA.”

MR. GR1swold has “done the state

some service” in the preparation of this

elegant volume; and there is probably

no other man who could have done the

same. In no other repository, we be

lieve, than on his shelves, is to be

found so complete a collection of all

the printed records of American verse,

from its earliest quaint rhymings to its

latest strains whose echoes may be yet

lingering on the ear. In no other re

pository than in the faithful memory

where an enthusiastic industry has

stored it, is to be found such a fund

of knowledge, at once extensive and

minute, respecting its authors, great

and small, their histories, works, and

personal and poetical characters. It is

well, too, that Mr. Griswold, thus pos

sessed of so rich an accumulation of

materials, and well qualified in point

of cultivated literary taste to digest

and use them, ...?have performed

this task, for it may well be ques

tioned whether any other individual

than our insatiate helluo would ever

have dared to venture upon, would ever

have been able to persevere through

it. Let the reader expand his imagin

ation to a full conception of its extent

and nature. In the body of the book

there are between ninety and a hun

dred of the “Poets of America” from

whose writings he has made selections,

in some cases pretty copious, and upon

whom he passes successively his sen

tence of critical judgment, implying a

careful familiarity with all they have

"The Poets and Poetry of America. By Rufus Wilmot Griswold. Philadelphia :

Royal 8vo. pp. 468.

WOL. XI.-NO, L. 23

Carey & Hart: 1842.
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written God forbid that we should be

competent, as an appellate court of re

view, in all these cases to revise his

decrees and criticise his criticisms —

since the possession of the proper de

gree of acquaintance with his subjects

would ''', the devotion of so large a

part of the brief span of human life to

their study, as must needs have left but

slender opportunity for the cultivation

of any other. We therefore make the

confession without shame—may, with

satisfaction—that, with respect to not

a few of them, till we saw them here

arrayed in regimental line, we were

innocent as the unborn child, not only

of their “Poetry,” but of the fame, yea,

even of the very names, of the “Poets”

now for the first time introduced to us.

The more, then, the praise to Mr. Gris

wold, whose antiquarian ardor, and

spirit of avaricious accumulation in the

way ofpoetical treasure--disdaining not

to gather coppers to add to the store

already rich with ingots—have stimu

lated and sustained him through so

tedious a toil—“Multa tulit, fecitgue

puer, sudavit et alsit "

In justice to our indefatigable col

lector, we will give the muster-roll of

this regimental array he has thus re

cruited, and which it is ours to review.

Omitting all the ante-revolutionary

names which he enumerates in the

Historical Introduction prefixed to the

work, we take from Mr. Griswold's

table of contents the following list of

those whom he admits to rank under

the designation attached to the vol

unne :-

Philip Freneau, John Trumbull,

Timothy Dwight, David Humphreys,

Joel Barlow, Richard Alsop, St. John

Honeywood, William Cliffton, Robert

Treat Paine, Washington Allston,

James Kirke Paulding, Levi Frisbie,

John Pierpont, Andrews Norton, Rich

ard H. Dana, Richard Henry Wilde,

James A. Hillhouse, Charles Sprague,

Hannah F. Gould, Carlos Wilcox,

Henry Ware, Jr., William Cullen Bry

ant, John Neil, Joseph Rodman Drake,

Maria Brooks, James Gates Percival,

Fitz-Greene Halleck, John G. C. Brai

nard, Samuel Griswold Goodrich, Isaac

Clason, Lydia Huntley Sigourney,

George Washington Doane, William

B.O. Peabody, Robert C. Sands, Gren

ville Mellen, George Hill, James G.

Brooks, Albert G. Greene, William

Leggett, Edward C. Pinckney, Ralph

Waldo Emerson, Sumner Lincoln Fair

field, Rufus Dawes, Edmund D. Griffin,

J. H. Bright, George D. Prentice, Wil

liam Croswell, Walter Colton, Charles

Fenno Hoffman, Mrs. Seba Smith, N.

P. Willis, Edward Sanford, J. O. Rock

well, Thomas Ward, John H. Bryant,

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Wil

liam Gilmore Simms, George Lunt,

Jonathan Lawrence, Elizabeth Hall,

Emma C. Embury, John Greenleaf

Whittier, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Al

bert Pike, Park Benjamin, Willis Gay

lord Clark, William D. Gallagher,

James Freeman Clarke, Elizabeth F.

Ellett, James Aldrich, Anna Peyre

Dinnies, Edgar A. Poe, Isaac M“Lel

lan, Jr., Jones Very, Alfred B. Street,

William H. Burleigh, William Jewett

Pabodie, Louis Legrand Noble, C. P.

Cranch, Henry Theodore Tuckerman,

Epes Sargeant, Lucy Hooper, Arthur

Cleveland Coxe, James Russell Lowell,

Amelia B. Welby, Lucretia and Mar

garet Davidson—ninety-two, all told !

He then spreads a sort of second table

for the servants, as it were—bundling

up together a considerable number of

º productions, under the general

title of “Poems by Various Authors,”

—luminaries of a lesser brilliancy, yet

not wholly unworthy of the privilege

of giving a single modest twinkle or

two in an Appendix. We must con

fess that in the descending scale of our

measurement of poetic genius, as we

behold it become “fine by degrees

and beautifully less,” we do not find it

easy to discern the rule or principle of

discrimination by which Mr. Griswold

has been guided, in distributing the

several names on the one side or the

other of this broad line of distinction.

There are certainly several among the

more “common sort,” of the Appendix,

who would be justly entitled to contest

the right of some of the others to the

seats above the dais which Mr. Gris

wold, in the omnipotence of editorial

discretion, has seen fit to assign them.

Were we constituted thejudges ofsuch

a new election case, we frankly confess

that we should be sorely puzzled in

some instances how to decide—though

we fear we should have to take refuge

under the example of some ofthe late

election committees in Parliament, who

were compelled to oust the sitting

members—but at the same time to de

clare the claimants equally unworthy

of the seats. The following is the list
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of the names composing the “under

crust” of the poetical pie, according to

Mr. Griswold's distribution of the parts

and places:—

Edward Everett, John Quincy

Adams, Henry Pickering, Samuel

Woodworth, John Shaw, Robert M.

Reid, Katharine A. Ware, Henry Rowe

Schoolcraft, J. K. Mitchell, Elizabeth

Townsend, R. C. Waterston, James J.

Fields, Sarah Josepha Hale, George P.

Morris (ah, Mr. Griswold ! Mr. Gris

wold! was not this cruel, if not unjust?),

Prosper M. Wetmore, Mrs. Lydia M.

Child, William B. Tappan, James

Nack, George B. Cheever, Alexander

H. Bogart, Catharine H. Esling, John

B. Van Schaick, Elizabeth Margaret

Chandler, Hugh Peters, Frederick W.

Thomas, C. G. Gamage, Horace Gree

ley,William H. C. Hosmer, Seba Smith,

illiam Pitt Palmer, James Hall,

Charles West Thompson, Robert M.

Charlton, Horatio Hall, Charles W.

Everest, George W. Patten, William

Wallace, Mary E. Brooks, Micah P.

Flint, William Lloyd Garrison, Otway

Curry, Frances Sergeant Osgood, Na

than C. Brooks, Mrs. Laura M. Thur

ston, Carter Morris, Rev. George W.

Bethune, Job Durfee, Bryan Ransom,

Henry Carey, Mrs. Sarah Ellen Whit

man, Benjamin D. Winslow, C. G.

Eastman, Ephraim Peabody, John M.

Harney, Sarah L. P. Smith, Elizabeth

Bogart, P. P. Coke, Julia H. Scott, Ca

roline M. Sawyer, W. J. , Snelling,

Lindley Murray, John Rudolph Suter

meister, Theodore S. Fay, Clement C.

Moore, Francis S. Key, Joseph Hop

kinson.

There is one omission, by the way,

in Mr. Griswold's work, which we are

sure our readers, after exhausting their

breath in the rehearsal of all this long

array, will agree with us in censuring.

It is on the title-page, and on the bac

of the cover. The alliteration of the

name of the volume ought to have

been carried out one step farther, and

it should have run “The Poets, Poetry,

and Poetasters of America.” It is

true that in the Preface to the Reader

this omission is substantially supplied;

but this was hardly enough to give

us that fair and public warning we

have a right to look for on the outside

title to a volume. In the passage of

the preface we allude to, Mr. Griswold

tells us, with great naïveté, that in se

lecting the specimens in the work, he

has not hampered himself by any very

“strict definition ” of “Poetry,” but

that he has regarded “humorous and

other rhythmical compositions, not

without merit in their way, as poetry,

though they possess but few of its true

elements.” And he absolves himselffrom

the literary responsibility of the case,

and hints at the necessity imposed on

him by his contract with his publishers

in relation to the cubic bulk of the

|...}. book, by intimating that if

e had acted on a different principle he

“might have experienced difficulty in

filling so large a volume.” However,

we have no idea of seriously finding

fault on this ground with either the

accomplished editor or the beautiful

result of his labors. His remark is as

true as it is gratifying, that “nearly

everything in the poetic manner pro

duced in this country is free from licen

tiousness, and harmless, if not elevating

in its tendencies.” All the selections

which he has admitted rise up to the

level of a certain degree of merit;

many indeed constitute genuine poetry

of a high order; and the collected

whole makes a truly valuable volume,

which the public ought to be glad and

#. to receive, glad and grateful

or what is given—in some instances,

we are half tempted to add, glad and

grateful for what is omitted.

“There is in all this nation hardly a

native inhabitant of Saxon origin who

cannot read and write,”—is an excla

mation of just patriotic pride in which

Mr. Griswold indulges. We think he

might almost have ventured to add,

“and rhyme.” The question among

us will not long be, who is a “poet,”

but who is not ; and among all “the

mob of gentlemen who write with

ease,” it will be quite refreshing to

find anything over the age of military

duty who has escaped the epidemic

cacoethes, and who can declare him

self, on honor, innocent of all flirtation

with the universal muse. Among the

various passports to distinction one of

the rarest as well as most honorable,

it seems to us, will ere long be, that

“he is the man who never wrote a

verse”—and that man, we venture to

predict, will be quickly sought out by

a grateful people, in the retirement of

his modest merit, and rewarded with

at least thejust tribute of a presidential

election.

It is really astonishing the quantity
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of very decent verse which is poured

forth by every day's fresh issue of its

fresh periodicals ofall sorts—abounding

in smooth and flowing rhyme and

rhythm, correct language, pretty con

ceits, and imagery that might pass for

beautiful were it not all already hack

meyed in the service of a thousand

bards. Any quantity of this may be

collected every year into as large a

volume as that before us—all rising

up just so high , and no higher—all

intolerably tolerable. This is all very

well, and we have no disposition to

quarrel with its amiable authors, who

are perfectly welcome to the flattering

unction for their souls of fancying

themselves possessed of “the vision

and the faculty divine.” They have an

incontestable right to print it too, if

such be the impulse of the innocent

illusion under which they labor—for

no one is under any obligation to read,

at least beyond the first stanza. We

are strenuous advocates of “the largest

liberty”—the liberty to write, the

liberty to print, and the liberty to skip.

We only remark on the fact incident

ally in passing, seeing in it simply

one of the consequences of the general

diffusion of a certain degree of educa

tion; of the influence of republican

institutions suggesting universally that

sentiment of equality which scorns to

shrink from what other men, named

Milton, or Shakspeare, or Byron, or

Shelley, or Wordsworth, or Bryant,

have attempted and achieved ; and of

the poetical culture which the language

has received within the present cen

tury, bidding it flow more smoothly

and easily than of old into rhythmical

moulds and patterns, of every variety

of shape and size. They are pretty

little things while they last, these my

riad ephemera, which thus flutter into

their harmless existence with every

morning's dawning beam, and fade

again out of life and remembrance

with the same evening's parting ray—

let them flutter and let them fade

We have no objection either to any

curious entomologist gathering up a

few of each kind as specimens, from

time to time; spreading out the filmy

gauze of their bright little wings, and

preserving them pressed and dried for

immortality between the leaves of a

book—as Mr. Griswold has done. Let

them remain there, not only to show

that they once existed themselves, but

as mementos of those countless swarms

of others just like them, though less

fortunate in being thus caught and

kept for the gratification of the curiosity

of posterity. We take it for granted

that—throwing out of view some

dozen or half-dozen, perhaps, of the

names above transcribed from Mr.

Griswold's catalogue raisonné, which

will live by their own deathless vital

ity, “for a spirit is in them "–the im

mortality of this volume, or of some

other anthological collection of the

same kind, is all that is to be expected

for the “Poets and Poetry ofAmerica.”

here embodied.

A few words in conclusion on one

other point in Mr. Griswold's pre

face. He falls into a great mis

take in the importance he attaches

to what he terms “an honest and

politic system of RECIPROCAL COPY

RIGHT and PROTECTION to the native

mind,” for the encouragement of men

of the first order of genius to devote

themselves to authorship—especially

in the poetical “line ofbusiness.” This

argument assumes that fewer English

books would be printed for circulation

in this country, if they had the benefit

of a copyright protection, than is now

the case, inferring that a sort of mo

nopoly of the home market would ac

crue to the benefit of the “native mind,”

which would constitute a stimulus to

its activity analogous to that supposed

to reside in a protective tariff for the

promotion of the “native manufac

tures.” Now we think there is little

doubt that a much larger number

would in that case be published,

of the very works he would discour

age. Many books would then be un

dertaken, with the protection of copy

right, by the publishers whonow shrink

from the insecurity ofsuch enterprises,

liable to be baffled to-morrow by the

competition of a cheaper edition, driven

with steam-engine velocity through the

unresting press of their opposite neigh

bors. The fact, now well settled,

that it is the best interest of all con

cerned, author as well as publisher, in

the book trade, to reduce prices down

to the minimum point of profit, would

prevent the addition of the author’s

copyright remuneration from being

very sensibly felt in the market price,

to any extent sufficient to counteract

this tendency on the other side of the

balance. The only effect would probably
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be to discourage the system which has

recently grown up of the republication

of the current popular novels of the day

in the mammoth weeklies—a result

which would enure rather to the benefit

of the regular book-selling publishers,

than either to the American author or

the American public; while there

can be no doubt that many books in

England would be written for the

American market, either chiefly, or

conjointly with a reference to the Eng

lish sale; so that the competition of the

rich and active talent of the English

literary classes with our own would

be rather favored and extended than

discouraged by the operation of such a

law. Not that we are opposed to it—

on the contrary, on the ground of ab

stract justice we would rather advocate

its passage—though neither of the two

nations concerned has yet recognised

the...'..."; of the essential and

perpetual right of literary property, on
which alone can rest the claim so

strenuously urged for the reciprocal

protection of international copyright.

Supporting that principle, we must

needs admit the inference resulting

from it, on the ground of its abstract

moral obligation ; though we think

that in demanding the recognition of

the one before that of the other, its

necessary “condition precedent,” the

internationalists commit the mistake

of proposing to drag forward the horse

by the cart—at the same time that the

American portion of them totally mis

take the grounds of national interest,

and of peculiar benefit to themselves,

on which we see them generally rest

their argument. This point, however,

we propose to discuss more fully and

elaborately at an early day—having for

some time been compelled or induced,

by the claims of other matter for inser

tion in our pages, to postpone the pub

lication of an article prepared on the

subject.

THE PRINCE OF EDOM.

BY MIRS. L. H. SIGOURNEY.

Kings I., chapter 11.

THE warriors of David came down in their ire,

And Edom was scathed 'neath their deluge of fire,

O'er the wrecks of its throne rolled oblivion's dark flood,

And the thirst of its valleys was satiate with blood.

º Its prince, a lone outcast, an orphan distrest,

In the palace of Egypt found refuge and rest,

And the queen's gentle sister, with eye like the dove,

Became in her beauty the bride of his love.

Yet, still a dark shade o'er his features would stray,

Though the lute-strings thrilled soft and the banquet was gay,

For the land of his fathers in secret he pined,

And murmured his grief to the waves and the wind.

“The voice of my Country! It haunteth my dreams ?

I start from my sleep, at the rush of its streams,

Oh monarch of Egypt –$ole friend in my woe,

I would see it once more, -Let me go! et me go!”
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“Would'st thou hie to the desert, and couch with the bear 2

Or the lion disturb in his desolate lair 2

Would'st thou camp on the ruins, with brambles o'ergrown,

While the blasts in their mockery respond to thy moan 3

“Know'st thou not, that the sword of stern Joab was red,

Till the dukes of Idumea were slaughtered and dead?

Know'st thou not that his vengeance relaxed not, nor stayed

Till six moons waxed and waned, o'er the carnage he made 2"

“I know that our roof-trees in ashes were laid,

And the vine and the olive hewed down from each glade,-

Yet still, some pale sprouts from their roots may be seen,

And the clefts of the rock with their foliage be green.

“I know that our virgins, so stately and fair,

Who wreathed with the pearl and the topaz their hair,

That our merchants, whose wealth with a monarch has vied,—

In Phenicia and Sidon like servants abide.

“But roused by my trumpet, the exiles shall haste,

From the far, foreign realms where their life-blood they waste;

From the walls of Azotus with speed they shall fly,

And rest, like the bird, 'neath their own native sky.”

“O, prince of red Edom, content thee,_be still !

In the treasures of Egypt partake at thy will ;

Lo! thy wife lights thy bower with the wealth of her charms,

And thy babe, as she names thee, leaps high in her arms.

“Thou know'st from thy realm all the people have fled,—

That the friends of thy childhood are cold with the dead,

Every drop of thy blood from that region is reft,

Not a voice of thy kindred to welcome thee left.”

“Let me go, king of Egypt, to visit my slain,_

To weep o'er their dust, who revive not again;

Though nought in their courts save the lizard, should glide,

And the bat flap his wing in their chambers of pride.

“Yet still doth Mount Seir in his grandeur remain,_

Still the rivers roll on, to the fathomless main,_

Though no voice of the living should solace my woe,

To the land of my birth, let me go! let me go "

L. H. S.

Hartford, (Conn.,) July 4th, 1842.
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THE YEOMAN'S REVENGE.

The events of the following story occur

red in England,about fifty years ago, the

principal persons concerned being well

known to the writer. The established

rule of fiction, when an ignoble lover is

brought on the stage in conjunction

with a high-born mistress, is to com

pensate for his inferiority of rank by an

inverse ratio of superiority in all the

truer nobility of nature. If this rule

is not strictly adhered to in this in

stance, it is not her fault but that of

the fact.

The sweetest creature in all Cheshire

was young Alice B–, the pride of

one of its proudest old families, and

the delight of one of its happiest and

most splendid homes. It was one of

those families of very ancient and pure

descent, and vast landed wealth, in

which, though not within the pale of

the peerage, the sentiment of aristo

cracy of birth and blood is perhaps

stronger than in the highest ranks of

the latter. Her father, Sir Wilmot

B , was a mighty hunter before the

Lord—a regular, glorious old fox-chas

ing squire of the most thorough breed,

such as there are but few to be found,

lingering like last roses, at the present

day. With the finest pack in the

county, the places of the numerous re

tainers in his hunting establishment

were no sinecures; and a week rarely

passed that the Hall did not ring from

foundation to roof-tree with the loud

and long revelry that wound up the

sports and fatigues of a hard day's

hunt. -

Next to the chace, his second passion

was his beautiful and lovely child.

He could never tolerate her absence

from his side or sight for many hours

at a time; so that from her earliest

years he had so trained her up to a

participation with him in the sports of

the field, that there were few better

shots or bolder riders in all the country

round than the fair young girl, who, un

der all other circumstances, was every

thing that was delicate, feminine, and

refined, in womanly sweetness and

loveliness. She had never breathed

any other atmosphere than one of

idolatry, and happiness. The early

death of her mother had been the only

grief she had known. She had an in

dependence of character and of habits

amounting sometimes to a wild wilful

ness, which was almost her sole ima

ginable fault, and to a proud contempt

for the opinion of the world, which was

the most threatening danger that

seemed to await her in life. Romantic,

generous to a weakness, with a deep

and impetuous tide of affections, not

only was there no sacrifice of which

she was incapable in obedience to the

impulses of any noble passion, but she

would be rather likely to find a plea

sure in such a sacrifice proportioned to

its magnitude, and to the high disin

terestedness of her own efforts in

making it.

She had a brother, about two years

older than herself, who was at Cam

bridge—a young man of a less high and

noble natural mould than Alice—

proud and passionate, yet withal affec

tionate and not ungenerous, though

ssessed with a morbid jealousy of

is family dignity, as also oil. sister's

charms and claims to the most splendid

rank and distinction in society, when

ever she should condescend to bestow

the priceless treasure of her heart upon

any of the applicants who had thronged

to aspire to her hand. A very respect

able old maiden aunt, the baronet's

only sister, as stiff as buckram in a

straight-lacing of etiquette and pro

priety, though kind-hearted and sim

ple, completed the family at the Hall.

But there was another person whose

intimacy made him almost an inmate

there, though occupying a peculiar

and somewhat equivocal relation to the

family. It was a young farmer, whose

property, very considerable in extent,

and held in his family for many gene

rations, adjoined the B– estates,

the successive owners of which had

frequently in vain attempted to pur

chase the former, but had always met

with a peremptory refusal. The Flet

cher farm happened to occupy a situa

tion in which it seemed a very incon

venient intrusion on the completeness

and symmetry of the lands surrounding

the Hall. Whether from this cause,

or from any other, a certain ill feeling

seemed to have subsisted for two or
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three generations between the great

people of the Hall and the yeoman ſa

mily of the farmstead. In another

way, the latter, themselves at the head

of their own class in the country round,

were probably not less proud than the

former—toward whom, from the im

measurable social distance that sepa

rated them, they looked up with a

kind of envious though hopeless jea

lousy, which was almost a family

hostility, angry and even bitter, though

smothered and without ostensible ex

cuse. There had been several displays

of ill-will between them, on some of

the various occasions created by the

relation of such close neighborhood;

and the scornful superiority with

which the pride and power of the

B 's had borne down the hum

bler and weaker party in such collisions,

together with the contemptwith which

the dogged independence set up by

them was treated, had rankled down

deep on the side of the latter. This

had been especially the case with the

father of the young Edward Fletcher

above alluded to, now the present

owner; and almost from his infancy

the latent germs of this malignant

º of hereditary bad feeling had

een planted among his earliest asso

ciations and impressions.

However, no trace of their existence

was apparent to any eye, nor indeed

to the consciousness of the young man

himself, at the period here referred to.

On the contrary, notwithstanding the

wide disparity of birth and social posi

tion, circumstances had brought him

into a close intimacy at the Hall,

which seemed to have obliterated even

all recollection of the old feud, if so it

may be called, of former years. About

eight years before, he had happened, at

great peril to his own, to save the life

of the young heir of B–, while

swimming, by an extraordinary effort

of courage, strength, and self-posses

sion, having plunged into the water

with all the encumbrance of his clothes.

He was then less than fourteen years

old, being about a year the senior of

the boy he so gallantly rescued. The

feat was witnessed by Sir Wilmot

himself, as also by the little Alice, who

already, child as she was, was the fre

quent companion of the latter in his

rides, herself mounted on a little pony

specially trained for so gentle a service.

The bold young farmer's son, his own

brave and handsome face glowing with

the excitement of the moment, and his

stout frame easily supporting his slight

and now insensible burthen, had borne

the boy he saved in his arms, the pallid

face of the latter drooping upon his

own ruddy cheek, till he delivered him

into those of the distracted father him

self-from whom, as also from the

beautiful girl who shared all the in

tensity, first of despair, and then of

rapture, that marked the moment, he

received such demonstrations of grati

tude as would well have tempted and

repaid—so felt the delighted boy—a

hundredfold greater efforts and dan

gers. The consequence of this was

that Edward Fletcher became the

constant companion and playmate of

George and his sister; he was admit

ted to share their education, under the

guidance of an excellent tutor and mas

ters, at the Hall; while from his bold

ness and dexterity in all the sports to

which the life of the old baronet was

chiefly devoted, he became the peculiar

pet and attendant of the latter, a spe

cial aide-de-camp, as it were—a ser

vice which the youth discharged with

the less unwillingness because, in ad

dition to the charms of the various

sports themselves, it threw him more

constantly than any other opportunities

could have done, into the society of

Alice, who was growing up through

this period a perfect flower of loveli

ness and a perfect star of brightness.

His own parents having been dead

many years, he had no restriction at

home upon the course of habit into

which he insensibly ran, of almost

living at the Hall. Everything went

on smoothly and happily. In the easy

and affectionate familiarity of the rela

tions in which he lived with the family,

of which he seemed all but a member,

his own natural pride and imperious

ness of temper found nothing to chafe

or cross its grain. When George went

to college he did not accompany him.

Sir Wilmot never dreamed of such an

idea; and though for George, a “gen

tleman,” and the heir ofB– and its

baronetcy, it was proper, as a matter

of course, he would have as soon ima

gined the propriety of sending a colt

of one of Edward's own plough-horses

to Cambridge, as their young owner

and destined driver. Besides “Ned”

was to himself an absolute indispen

sable—especially in George's absence
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—and so, nothing loth to remain in his

present relation to the one inmate of

the Hall who had long been all in all

to his secret heart, Edward remained

behind; though the proud ambition

which was the second—perhaps the

first—passion in his nature, made him

a hard student at home, with the be

nefit of the library of the Hall, in all

the intervals of time he could com

mand, from the constant round of the

sports which were there the chief em

ployment of life.

It was, perhaps, a singular infatua

tion, but such was the fact, that no

thought of alarm for the possible con

sequences of so close and constant an

intercourse between so handsome and

gallant a youth and a maiden so lovely

in herself, and so ardent and generous

in her own affections, ever for a mo

ment, seemed to cross the mind of

either Sir Wilmot or his sister, the

presiding personage of the Hall, so far

as regarded the department of female

concern and control. They would as

readily have imagined a similar danger

between Alice and the “Man in the

Moon,” as conceived the idea that the

young yeoman, who was made a quasi

gentleman only by the kind patronage

of B Hall, and who was nowhere

else known or recognised as anything

more than his father and .

had been before him, would ever think

of raising so bold an eye as to aspire to

such a star;-still less that the star

could ever cast down on such an aspir

ation any other look than a twinkle of

infinite contempt. However, they did

not think of either boldness or contempt

in the matter—they did not think

about it at all, any more than they

would concern themselves with specu

lations on the possibility of that long

prophesied falling of the skies, at

which, as is weſi known, so many

larks are to be caught. What would

have been the rage of the old Baronet!

—what the dismay of prim and stately

Aunt Edith !—had they known that

their Alice loved the presumptuous

peasant with all the fervor of her ten

der and generous nature—that she was

to him the object of a passion in which

was concentrated all the fiery force of

his high-toned and energetic character

--nay more, that for nearly a year from

the time to which this narrative refers,

they had been self-betrothed to each

other, with all the solemnity that vows

WOL. XI.-NO. L. 4

can add to the sacred meeting and

mingling of hearts. But so it was.

How it had come to pass, I cannot

afford the time to tell,—nor would it

much matter if I could.

One evening, after a morning of a

most glorious run, in which Edward

Fletcher had met with his frequent

fortune of carrying off the brush, while

Sir Wilmot had returned home with

one of the fox's(". in his cap, as a

trophy and proof that he had got in at

the death, the former made his escape,

at an earlier hour than was often per

mitted, from the table at which the

Baronet dispensed a flowing and rather

uproarious hospitality to the hunt of

the day. The company breaking up

and dispersing about a couple of hours

afterward, Sir Wilmot himself follow

ed him to Alice's parlor, with a step

steady enough, it is true, for all prac

tical purposes, but with the habitual

hale and hearty ruddiness of his com

lexion flushed toa more than ordinary

#. and his faculties not quite so clear

and distinct in their intelligence as they

had been before breakfast, and as they

probably would be again to-morrow

morning. As he approached the door

he paused a moment to listen to the

beautiful effect of the mingling of the

two voices of Alice and young Fletcher,

in one of the fine old English duets

which they often sang together.

“Bravo, Ned–brayo, my boy!” was
the exclamation with which he inter

rupted them—with a slap on the

shoulder of the young man, which was

a much more energetic demonstration

of affection than would have been at

all agreeable to a less stout and stal

wart frame. “And as for you, you

dear little bird, your voice is almost as

sweet as your kiss to your foolish old

father. Your humble servant, Ma

dam!” he then added, turning round to

Madam Edith, with a bow and flourish

of mingled gallantry and gravity which

were highly comical. “But Ned, you

ought to have been down there, why,

they unkennelled you after you had

gone, and were off in full cry on the

scent, with a regular tallyho' You

ought to have been there to see how I

stood up for you. They talked of your

pride and your airs, and so forth, above

your station in life, and all that sort of

thing. But I stood up for you, that I

did—and swore it was all envy, because

you got the brush which Sir Harry

I?"
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Horn had vowed should be his, with

that new hunter he sported this morn

ing, and because you cleared so

handsomely those five bars which

young Lord Maurice Paget was com

pelled after all to get down and open

on their hinges. And I swore, too,

what none of them could gainsay, that

even though you weren't a gentleman

—and that's only your misfortune, too,

Ned, and no fault of yours—'egad, I

wish you were though, Ned, 'pon my

soul I do —yet this I said for you,

that you were the best shot, the best

rider, the best trout-fisher, and the best

swimmer, too, havn't forgot that,

Ned –no, we never forget that, do

we, Alice 2—and altogether, except in

blood and birth and all that, you know,

altogether about the best fellow in

general, in the whole county.”

If Alice could have dared to give the

utterance of words to the thought that

sprang quick and warm up from her

heart, as she listened to her father's

category of Edward's manifold superi

orities in his eye, she could have added,

“the best lover.” Whoever could have

looked down yet deeper into the darker

elements of his character, than either

father or daughter had done, might

have seen that which would have

taught them that he could become “the

best hater” too.

During this speech, most cruel when

meant to be most kind, the face of the

young man had alternately flushed and

faded into a deadly paleness. In her

pain and mortification, Alice had not

ventured even to steal a glance at it.

With a strong effort mastering the

passion that shook his very soul, he

commanded his voice so far as to ask,

with a tone that strove to be calm, but

which betrayed the futility of the

effort even to the not very delicate ear

of the Baronet at the present moment—

“Your high-blooded and high-bred

guests have done me too much honor,

sir, in taking for their topic a humble

farmer and farmer's son, who claims

to be nothing more than a Man. I re

gret indeed that I was not there, to

take some slight part in such a discus

sion; but I should be glad to know

who it was in particular who thus

indulged himself in my absence 2"

“Nonsense, Ned,—why, they were

most of them pretty well agreed, I

believe; and there was after all nothing

you've any right to take offence at; and

all that was to be said, and all that

could be said, I did say—and that

right stoutly and cordially, my dear

boy. Besides it was at my table, too,

you know—and it's myself who told

you—I thought you'd be glad to hear

what I said. Pooh, pooh! there's no

thing for you to quarrel about—and

then, you know, what would you

have 2 Of course, you know, you

could not expect or ask any of them to

fight you, or any of that sort of thing.

But 'egad, Ned, you ought to have

been born a gentleman, as well as a

good fellow as you are—and what’s

more, I wish from my heart you had

been You and George together could

then—by the way, Alice, I’ve got a let

ter from George, and he'll be here

in three or four days, and that same

handsome Cantab chum of his who

was with him before, Lord Frank Fo

rester, it's you he comes to see, Alice,

much more than my hounds and horses,

—ah, yes it is, you little mischief, you!”

The old gentleman kept all the talk

to himself for some time longer, and

went on with the most perfect uncon

sciousness, turning the steel round and

round, and deeper and deeper, in the

wound he had made in the proud and

sensitive heart of the youth before him.

The latter seized the first moment to

withdraw, abruptly, in a tumult of bit

ter and stinging feelings, which even

the gentle whisper added by Alice to

her good-night—“to-morrow morn

*; !” had no power to assuage.

º rapidly over all unessential

details. In a long and passionate in

terview on the following morning,

Alice was startled and grieved to ob

serve how deeply and even fiercely the

soul of her lover was roused in arms by

an occurrence so little worthy of pro

ducing such an effect, on a nature so

noble and gallant as she loved to con

sider his. She did not dissemble the

effect it had produced on her own mind,

not only of pain for him, but of almost

despair of ever obtaining her father’s

sanction to an idea so preposterous as

her marriage to this humble “peas

ant.” In his impetuous resentment,

Edward Fletcher was strongly bent on

making an immediate disclosure to

him, of claiming his daughter's hand,

boldly, if not even haughtily, by the

right divine of the possession of her

heart, and of at once speeding the last

extremity, when, if he should not ex
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tort the consent which he now panted

for as much for pride as for love, from

that antagonist pride which he would

freely give life and all it could contain

to force down to the level of his de

spised and insulted position, he would

at least make one decisive trial of his

dominion over the affections of his

mistress; and either quaff at one

draught the mingled bliss of triumph

ant revenge in triumphant love, or, if

disappointed, casting the latter scornful

ly forth, surrender his heart to hate, and

his whole faculties to the aim of com

ssing its indulgence. She shrank

rom thus precipitating all the worst

she apprehended. She knew the cer

tain consequence of such a collision be

tween the quick and vehement pas

sions of her father and the terrible

temper she trembled to discover in her

lover. There was one hope remain

ing, to which, though with dark mis

givings, she clung as the drowning

mariner to a straw—George's aid and

influence. He owed his life to Ed

ward—had been the affectionate play

mate of his childhood and friend of his

youth—and his own warm fondness

for her would appeal strongly to his

heart when he should come to know

the extent to which her hopes and hap

piness were involved.

“We will wait for George's return,”

she urged with an earnestness and

eagerness not to be resisted. “He

knows you, as I know you, Edward,

for what you are in yourself. He

knows you his full equal—nay, even

his superior in all manhood and true

nobleness,” and her eye brightened

proudly, through her tears, as she

laced her hand confidently in her

over's; “he loves you, too, he is not

ungrateful,--he will not forget that hour

when my love for you first entered my

heart, child as I was, through the

avenue ofmy love for him, when the

young hero who had saved his life,

almost at the sacrifice of his own,

brought him to us on the bank, nearly

beyond recovery, and looked so bright

and beautiful to our eyes as he did it!

He will not forget, either, that it was

your brave and strong arm, dear Ed

ward, that saved my life, too, that

terrible day when the lightning drove

§: Rowena wild, and you prevented

er and me from plunging down the

Wolf Crag, only by dashing your own

horse in between me and it, when it

was only a miracle that kept you from

going over yourself! He has not for

gotten all this—and when I see him—

when I tell him all—he will not have

forgotten how dear my happiness used

to be to him, ought to be to him still !

Let us wait for George—he will be

home in a few days—and he will not,

he cannot refuse to help us, and all

will be safe.”

“I fear, Alice, that your own heart

overcolors George'sfeelings in regard to

me. We have been much apart of

late years. He has been at college,

and in the world, in the midst of every

influence to strengthen his natural

pride of birth and rank. I have no

very strong hold on his heart now—I

saw it when he was home last—nor

has he written me a line since he left.

And you know he has his heart set on

your being won over to favor the suit

of his present friend, that Lord For

ester | No, Alice—if I have little hope

in your father, I have not much more

in George! I have only one hope,

dearest and sweetest, and in whom

that hope is garnered, who knows so

well as herself?”—and his arm en

circled the fair girl's slender waist, and

no resistance repelled the kiss accom

panying the look with which he seemed

to ask what was to be his reliance on

that hope.

“Come what may,” was the beau

tiful answer of the trusting and enthu

siastic maiden, “the life you saved is

justly and rightfully yours, -when Icon

ſessed to you that my heart was yours

also, I told you no untruth, and when

I added the pledge over my mother's

grave, I felt all the sacredness both of

the pledge and the place; and never

fear, Edward, that I shall be the first

to forget it!”

Her spirit moved over the dark and

troubled elements of his like the wing

of a seraph on a mission of peace.

He was calmed, and consented to her

counsel, though still at the bottom of

his heart there was a dull and com

pressed heaving of the waves of the

worst passions, which might yet break

forth with a fury which he could not

himself calculate nor perhaps restrain.

On the third day from this morning

the expected arrival took place. Ed

ward was at first shy of coming in con

tact with his former friend; and very

soon found or fancied reason to feel con

firmed in his worst apprehensions as
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to the relation and the sentiments with

which he was regarded by him.

There was a great deal of kindness,

and a certain kind of familiarity; but

there was something of condescension

in it, of conscious distinction of rank

and social position; altogether a some

thing which he felt to be very differ

ent from the tone and manner of his

intercourse with his newer but more

“noble” friend, whom he brought with

him from Cambridge. But he before

long found the opportunity he sought.

Alice detained George at home one

morning that the Baronet rode out to

show Lord Forester some fine coursing

with a favorite pair of greyhounds.

The two young men strolled together

in the park. Edward opened the sub

ject with a fluttering heart, though

abruptly and with a bold and proud

manliness which was almost haughti

ness, and which would have done no

discredit to any peer or prince in the

realm. The other listened for a while,

first in incredulity, then amazement,

then pity for the insane infatuation

which had led Edward even to admit

within the range of his wildest fancy a

thought so absurd as that of aspiring

to the love of his sister—still less, to

a hope of winning it. But when the

whole truth came out, and he heard—

and instinctively felt even a species of

latent exultation which lent a peculiar

emphasis and energy to the speaker's

language—that this insolent love had

been not only avowed but returned, and

sealed with a secret but sacred pledge

ofbetrothal, dating back as far as nearly

a year ago, and that Alice's own af

fections were so deeply involved in

this plebeian and impossible union, that

she even authorized Edward to plead

the certain wreck of her whole happi

ness in life, if not her life itself, as an

inducement to his consent and aid, a

deep and powerful revulsion of feeling

swept over his heart. His astonish

ment kept him for some moments

speechless, though his flushed and

darkened countenance foreboded the

storm that was about to break ; and,

even before he spoke, roused as to a

deadly conflict of antagonist passions,

all those fierce devils of a bad and

selfish pride, which, long undeveloped,

had nevertheless made theirhome deep

in the breast of the youth who stood

before him, silent, with compressed

lips and ominous eye, awaiting the

answer in words, already sufficiently

given by the electric and more eloquent

expression of looks.

A bitter quarrel ensued. With a

thousand words of keenest sting and of

the mostscornful bitterness, the brother

charged the lover with a treacherous

abuse of theprivileges of hospitality; of

the opportunities afforded by a patron

izing kindness which had its origin in

an accidental occurrence of childhood;

and of that confidence which was

founded on the presumed impossibility

of such a return. He accused him of

taking an unmanly and ungrateful ad

vantage of his position to ensnare the

too generous and romantic feelings of

an enthusiastic girl, whose life he had

happened to save, for the promotion of

an overweening ambition even if for no

baser motive. Rejecting the idea that

so unworthy a sentiment could possibly

have taken any deep root in his sister’s

heart, he repulsed with every the most

contemptuous insult the application

which it was Edward's object to make,

for his own consent, and aid to obtain

that of his father. On the other hand,

the latter met him with equal haugh

tiness and anger, scoffing contempt

uously at his pretensions of aristocratic

...Y. and losing sight of every

prudential motive, as well as all com

mand of his temper, he repaid insult

with insult, and scorn with scorn.

What would have been the result of so

fiery a collision, notwithstanding all

the restraints, on the one hand ofa con

scious debt of life, and on the other, of

the fraternal relation of his antagonist

to his mistress, cannot be known ; for

before it had proceeded to the length of

a blow on either side, on the very verge

of which the altercation seemed al

ready to hover, the Baronet and Lord

Forester appeared at a turn of the ave

nue of the park where they stood,

riding leisurely back from their sport.

Observing the flushed and angry coun

tenances of the young men and the

violence of their manner, he spurred

quickly up to them, and in great sur

prise inquired the meaning of what he

saw. Almost beside himself with the

exasperation both of the quarrel and

its cause, George at once disclosed the

whole, in the bitterest language of in

vective against the treachery and

ingratitude and base presumption of

the other. Its effect on Sir Wilmot—

presented so suddenly—in so dark an
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aspect—in a form calculated most vio

lently to shock all his deepest preju

dices and to arouse all his angriest pas

sions—was fearful. His face purpled

with the blood that flooded to his head

—it was a moment of insanity—“Ser

pent —Hound !” were the only words

he could articulate, when, denied the

vent of language, his passion, always

impetuous but never perhaps simi

tºº. sought that of instinct

ive action. Spurring his horse upon

the youth, who stood bareheaded, with

his arms folded across his breast, and

without a syllable of reply to either,

the old Baronet, in his madness, with

the handle of a very heavy riding-whip,

dealt him a sudden blow on the right

temple, which, stalwart as he was in

frame, stunned him instantly and felled

him to the earth. When he recovered

his consciousness, he found himself in

the hands of the servants who had been

left with him as he lay, and who, by

the command of their master, had borne

him for some distance across the park,

(which on this side was on the edge of

the B– estate,) and placed him out

side of the lodge and wall, and of

course beyond the limit of the domain

from which, by this act, in addition to

his other insults and wrongs, he was

even forcibly ejected. Disengaging

himself from their hands when they

were in the act of wiping from his

face the blood which had trickled

down from a broad gash made on his

forehead by Sir Wilmot's blow, he

made his way to his own home, his

head whirling with a chaos of confused

thoughts of vengeance, and all hell

in his heart. All this had taken place,

too, in the presence, forgotten or dis

regarded, both of Lord Forester and of

the two servants by whom they were

attended.

A servant soon arrived from the

Hall, bringing a variety of articles of

sporting gear which belonged to him,

and a prohibition against being ever

again seen either at the Hall or within

the B– domain.

Poor Alice, sorely as she was strick

en, behaved nobly and beautifully;

developing a degree of independence

and energy of character they were not

prepared to find. When she was in

formed of what had occurred, she her

self reproved even her father with a

most eloquent severity for the great

wrong he had done, to one whose only

*

crime, besides that of saving the lives

of both George and herself, had been

that of loving her well, and of well

deserving her love. She steadily re

fused to send him any message of re

jection, though she made no disclosure

of what course she might pursue; and

when hard pressed by her father, she

claimed the right of being left to com

pose her own thoughts, so violently

agitated and agonized by such events,

within her own privacy; after which,

for three days, she neither made her

appearance among the family nor ad

mitted any one but her own maid to

her room, imploring her father's for

bearance and permission to indulge for

a few days her natural desire of being

left alone and undisturbed.

She there formed her own resolve,

through prayers and many tears, but

bravely and worthily of her own right

noble nature. She felt how heavily

her lover had been wronged. Her

sense of justice revolted indignantly

against it. She felt his right to an

atonement commensurate with the

outrage that had been heaped upon

him, and that she alone could make

it, she alone heal the deep and en

venomed lacerations that had been

ploughed into his heart. Had the

course of her father and brother been

different, had it been less violent and less

unjust, her own too might have been

different; and the affections of nature

and kin might have triumphed over

that other love which, however strong

in her heart, was yet of later growth

and less deep root. But they had placed

themselves so widely in the wrong,

that they cast over into the opposite

side of the balance every consideration

ofjustice and right, as approved by her

conscience, to be added to every im

pulse of generosity and womanly ten

derness, as prompted by her heart;

and she resolved to abandon home

and rank, father and kin, to be the wife

of her lowly, yet, as she deemed him,

noble and worthy peasant lover; and

as such' to devote her life to the com

pensation of all he had had to endure

on her account and from her own blood.

It was a hard trial both of heart and

conscience; yet, convincing herself, by a

generous elevation of reasoning, that

in the choice between conflicting du

ties she chose the highest and most

truly sacred, in remaining faithful to

the plighted troth she had given in
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exchange for another heart, she wrote

him the following note, which she had

no difficulty in conveying to him

through the agency of her devoted

maid, to whom she did not hesitate to

impart a full confidence of the deter

mination she had arrived at:

“If the house ofB–, in their pride,

have scorned and spurned their very pre

server, her gratitude, her love, and her

faith are not forgotten by their daughter,

** ALICE.”

When she re-appeared in the midst

of her family, though sad and abstract

ed, Alice was yet calm. Her first

words to her father were a simple

request that no allusion should be

made to the recent occurrence, or to

any concerned in it. Deeply grieved

as both he and her brother were for

her, in the midst of all the stern bitter

ness of their resentment against Ed

ward, whose conduct their deep-rooted

prejudices of family pride permitted

them to see only in the worst of lights,

they willingly complied with this re

quest;which, moreover, they construed

into an acquiescence with their own

severance of all communication with

the low-born peasant, as they regarded

him, who had been the cause of this

thunderbolt which had thus fallen in

their midst. If Alice now, for the first

time in her life, departed from the

transparent candor and truthfulness

which had always hitherto so beauti

fully marked all her intercourse with

them, if it was a fault—or, rather,

though it was a fault, it was surely

not “the unpardonable sin.” In reply

to her note she received the most de

voted protestations of gratitude, and

an entreaty for an interview, which,

however, must not be within the limits

of any portion of the B– domain.

The spot he named was that at which

he had been cast forth beyond the wall

of the park—the hour being left to her

to fix. There was an indescribable

something in his letter which grated

rather harshly on the intensely-strung

feelings of Alice; but she complied

with his request, and promised to be

at the spot indicated that same night,

at the only time at which she could

escape the many eyes to which she

was exposed, after the household of

the Hall should have retired to rest.

Attended by her maid, supported by

her own nobleness of spirit, and fear

less in her innocence and loving trust,

she kept the promise; and gliding

noiselessly forth, stole like a ray of

moonlight through the deep shadows

of the stately avenues of the park, till

she stood at the spot appointed, and was

folded in the tender clasp of her lover,

now as it seemed to her a hundredfold

dearer than he had ever been before.

The Muse that invented history

never meant it for such interviews. I

confine my narrative to its results. In

about a month George was to become

of age, and a great family festival

was to commemorate the event; after

which, on the ensuing day, it had been

planned that they were to leave the

Hall, for a visit to town and a continen

tal tour—designed chiefly for the pur

pose of withdrawing Alice from the

scene ofso much painful association, and

of obliterating the impression of which

they were as much ashamed as grieved

that any trace should remain. Shenow

consented that she would on that day

become Edward's wife. She was half

terrified still by a something in her

lover's manner. Though vehement in

his language and lavish in every en

dearment of tenderness, there seemed

on the whole a want of a living warmth

and truth; a dark shadow rested still

evidently on his spirit; and occasional

unguarded expressions half betrayed

the fires of pride, revenge, and hatred,

still pent up in his heart, and still

burning to embrace the authors of his

recent outrage, though they were her

father and her brother, in some fierce

and consuming vengeance. The fear

more than once crossed her, like a cold

shadow of death, that there was more

of pride than love in the passion he

pleaded,—that his heart was more

earnestly bent on the punishment and

humiliation of her house through her

means, than on the possession of herself

for herself alone. His protestations,

however, re-assured her, aided as they

were by the trusting impulses of her

own sweet and generous nature; and

they at length parted, not to meet

again till the appointed hour on the

morning of the day when she was to

be received in a chaise which should

await her in this very spot, and con

vey them to a church in a parish about

twenty miles distant, where he would

have every arrangement complete to

take her, by the highest law of God
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and man, under the protection of that

relation paramount to any right or

claim of parent or kindred. In the

meantine, he was to absent himself

from the county, both to avoid the

chance of any rencounter with Sir

Wilmot or George, and also to pre

clude the formation of any suspicion,

and to favor the course she herself

ursued at the Hall, of simple silence

in relation to him. And so they part

ed. She was wrong perhaps; but if

so, she was, or at least believed herself

to be, generously and magnanimously

wrong.

I hurry over the concluding incidents

of my story. The appointed day came

round, and nd preparations were

made at the Hall for its celebration by

all the tenantry. All was in readiness

also for the intended departure of the

family on the following day—arrange

ments in which Alice, silent and pas

sive, had borne no personal part, every

thing being directed by Aunt #.

She had requested that she might not

be disturbed in her room, before the

hour at which her presence would be

required to greet the gathering of the

guests of the day. Unobserved amidst

the general confusion and excitement,

she left the Hall, in her simple bonnet

and shawl, accompanied by her maid;

and making her way†: through

the park, was in season to meet the

chaise which drew up at the spot of

her former meeting at the exact hour

of the appointment, ten in the morn

ing. Startled and distressed not to

find her lover in it, she would have

hastily withdrawn had not a note been

handed her by the driver, in Edward's

handwriting—stating that a cause

which need not then be explained, com

pelled him to send the chaise empty

for her and her maid; but that the

driver was entirely to be trusted, and

would convey her to the church where

the marriage ceremony would be imme

diately performed, for which he had

procured the license and engaged the

attendance of the minister. Retreat

was now too late, even if it had been

her own desire. , Stepping hastily into

the chaise and closing its blinds, they

were whirled rapidly off. After a ride

of about a couple of hours, and a single

stoppage to change horses, the chaise

drew up at the gate of an old church

yard, from which a pathway led to the

open door of the church; one of the

prettiest of those old Gothic structures,

small, half-covered with ivy, and em

bosomed in the solemn shade of vener

able trees, of which there are so many

scattered about in the most retired

places in England. Embarrassed at

remaining in the chaise at the gate,

and uncertain what to do, while un

able to conquer a certain feeling of

vague uneasiness in her surprise at not

seeing Edward ready to receive her,

she alit from the vehicle; and raising

the latch of the old worn and decayed

gate, they passed up the path, and

Alice presently found herself within

the shadow of the deep and low-arch

ed entrance or portico that opened into

the main aisle of the building—when

she was startled at the sound of a

voice from within. Looking hastily

in, she perceived a group of persons

collected about the altar, at which the

minister was standing in his white

bands and surplice, evidently, as a

glance revealed, performing some mar

riage ceremony, which had just been

commenced. Not without some ap

prehension that a mistake had been

committed as to the place, and conclud

ing that, if such was not the case, some

other couple must have destined near

ly the same hour to the same purpose,

i. drew back behind the massive side

columns of the arched doorway, great

ly distressed and alarmed at her posi

tion, yet supposing that the postillion

by an undue speed had anticipated the

moment calculated by her lover for her

arrival, and expecting him momently

to relieve her by his appearance. Un

der any circumstances, retreat was out

of the question. Before this time her

absence must have been discovered,

and the letter she had left in her

room for her father must have dis

closed the purpose though not the

direction of her flight. It was con

ceived in a beautiful spirit, explain

ing all the grounds and motives of the

step she had taken, and appealing

earnestly for their forgiveness and re

conciliation, though she knew it was

vain to implore their consent. A cer

tain vague fascination, too, perhaps of

curiosity to hear the responses, and,

when it should be concluded, to see

the parties to the same ceremony she

was herself about to take part in under

circumstances so peculiar and painful,

held her rooted to the spot. It was in

vain, however, that she listened. Ut
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tered in the low tones usually prompt

ed by the solemnity of such a moment,

the words did not reach her ear, and

only an indistinct murmur, swelling

vaguely through the echoing arches of

the building, told of its progress. At

last she caught the familiar words of

the concluding benediction, followed

presently by a sound of the shuffling of

feet, and it was evident that the bridal

company was moving down the aisle

towards the doorway within which

she stood. Impelled partly by an

irresistible though indefinable curiosity,

and partly by a sense of awkwardness

and shame at being surprised in a si

tuation which seemed almost an im

pertinent intrusion, she moved hastil

forth, her bonnet in the act falling ha

back from her head, and before turn

ing to leave the church, paused for an

instant, almost in the midst of the

entrance, for a glance at the advancing

train. In that momentary pause Alice

B— stood fixed as a statue of mar

ble—and as white and cold. A glance

revealed everything to her, and press

ed home—so rapid are sometimes the

mental processes of such intense mo

ments—a full understanding and feel

ing of all its horror. The bride was a

fair, blue-eyed young creature, looking

upward, with a countenance all flood

ed with light, into the face of a tall

and noble looking young man, who

walked by her side with a proud step,

and a cold brightness of triumph and

exultation in his eye, with her still

ungloved hand in his. The bridegroom

was Edward Fletcher. This is no

fiction, but simple fact, familiar doubt

less to the memory of not a few still

living.

I should have mentioned before,

that about half an hour after Alice's

departure, a letter had been placed in

Sir Wilmot's hands, strict injunction

having been given by the messenger

who brought it to the Hall, that it

should be delivered immediately, how

ever the Baronet might be engaged.

It ran as follows:

“Mr. Edward Fletcher presents his

compliments to Sir Wilmot B– and his

son, and, congratulating them on the

happy event of this day, begs leave to in

vite them, at the parish church ofM-, at

the hour of noon of this morning,to a wed

ding, from which, notwithstanding the

unpleasant circumstances under which

he last parted from them, he should great

ly regret their absence. To save Sir

Wilmot the delay and trouble of seeking

Miss Alice, he would inform him, that

she has preferred to precede them, having

taken a chaise furnished by Mr. Fletcher,

in the lane by the eastern gate of the

park; a spot marked by two previous

events, namely, his kind ejection by the

hands of Sir Wilmot's grooms when in a

state of insensibility, and a subsequent

interview with Miss Alice three days

thereafter—at which she did not scorn to

promise to bestow her fair hand, with all

the broad estates of which she is heiress

in her mother’s right, on the humble

farmer’s son whom her father thought

worthy of no better return, for the lives of

his two children, than insult, outrage,

and a blow.”

It is needless to describe the rage of

Sir Wilmot and George on the perusal

of this terrible letter. To verify it sofar

as regarded Alice—to spring on the best

and fleetest blood that his stable afford

ed, ordering a servant to follow with a

travelling carriage—was the work of

but a few minutes. To reach the

place to which he was so tauntingly

invited, in time to prevent the cere

mony, he knew to be next to impossi

ble. He saw that Fletcher had so

perfectly combined his plans, that he

was expected to arrive only to witness

the completion of his own humiliation,

and the triumph of his now hated

enemy, who would then be placed be

yond the reach of vengeance by the pro

tection of Alice as his wife.

Still, trusting to the chances ofdelay

or hindrance, and to the speed and

bottom of the horses they bestrode,

they thundered over the road, follow

ed by a single groom, and hoped yet

to succeed in averting the threatened

ruin and despair.

But to return. Alice stood, as I be

fore said, her face blanched to the hue

of death, her eyes, fixed in a glassy

stare, and her whole frame as motion

less as though struck instantaneously

with the frozen spell ofcatalepsy. Ed

ward continued to lead his bride stead

ily onward, though there was some

movement of surprise at the sudden

strangeness of this all-white apparition,

standing in the very middle of the en

trance, between them and the light of

the open sky without. The thought

crossed the mind of most present, that

it was some maniac that had escaped
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from her keepers, and had been attract

ed by the event of the wedding and the

open door of the church. She stirred

not though they approached within

two or three paces of her, when Ed

ward, bowing low and with a smile

such as demons may smile, saluted

her with—“We thank you, Miss Al

ice, for your kindness in coming thus,

and all unattended, to witness our wed

ding, and only regret that you seem to

have been a few minutes too late.

We would beg, too, the kindness of

being suffered to pass.”

The sound of his voice seemed to

break the spell of the deathly trance

which had locked her senses and ar

rested the currents of her life-blood.

Gasping quick and painfully, as though

for the breath which was leaving her,

the red tide rushing back from the

heart about which it seemed to have

retreated, almost empurpled her whole

face;—she trembled as though about to

sink to the earth; and able to articulate

in a hoarse and husky whisper only

one word, “Educard ”—she fell for

ward, and was saved from falling quite

to the ground, on the stony flagging

where they stood, only by being caught

in the arms of her lover, now the hus

band of another bride. Without trust

ing himself with another glance at his

lifeless burthen, the latter hastily plac

ed her in those of her maid, bidding

her tend her for a few moments, when

her father would arrive; and at the

head of the bridal train, following his

guidance, he passed as before out ofthe

church.

He reached the gate of the church

yard, at which was still drawn up the

chaise into which he was about to

hand his bride, just in time to meet

the expected arrival of the other guests

he had invited to this ill-omened mar

riage. Nothing would have induced

him to go before their arrival. The

Baronet, witnessing the issuing of the

bridal train from the porch of the

church, with another bride hanging on

Fletcher's arm than the one he had

expected to find, and seeing no appear

ance of Alice, was so bewildered as

scarcely to have any distinct use of his

faculties. He sat, without dismounting,

at the gate, staring half vacantly at

what he saw, till Edward addressed

him, with a bitter mockery of polite

neSS :

“I am too happy, Sir Wilmot, at the
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favor of your presence,—too much hon

ored that you should have ridden so

far and so fast to witness the wedding

of a farmer's son, a poor yeoman, sir,

of England. You are perhaps disap

pointed, sir, in the bride—(suffer me

to make known my sweet cousin, now

my wife)—but I concluded to decline

the honor of an alliance with your

family; and you will find Miss Alice—

'tis a pity, Sir Wilmot, that she should

have taken the pains of coming so far

for nothing—you will find Miss Alice

within the church, and I fear she some

what needs your presence.”

Bowing with a studiedly scornful

courtesy, he moved forward, and placed

his bride within the chaise, handing

forth, at the same time, to the enraged

old Baronet, as a token full of silent

significance, the shawl which Alice

had left in it.

“Scoundrel ! we will settle this ac

count another time!” was all that Sir

Wilmot was able to utter, as he threw

himself from his horse, alarmed by

what he had heard of Alice, and hast

ened forward into the church.

“With your grey hairs,” Sir Wil

mot,” was the prompt reply, “I can

have no other account to settle than is

now sufficiently discharged; but if you,

sir,” to George, “have anything farther

with me, either on your own account

or that of your father, I need not ex

press the gratification with which I

shall be only anxious to afford you

every facility for such a purpose.”

“Depend upon it, infernal villain,

that every account with you shall be

fully settled,” the latter answered, as

he hastily followed his father, compa

ratively indifferent to any other present

object than the care of his sister.

Edward Fletcher bowed a courteous

farewell to the other guests composing

his wedding train; and without bestow

ing on them any explanation of all the

strange scene they had witnessed,

quickly entered the chaise, which, as

before, drove rapidly off. Dark, stern,

silent, with his eyes fixed on vacancy,

and under a terrible reaction from the

wild and fierce excitement under which

he had been acting, he sat in one cor

ner through the whole ride, conscience

stricken with the sense of his own base

ness, his arms folded over his breast,

and with neither word nor look for his

hapless bride; who,a timid though affec

tionate little creature, cowered, fright
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ened, and sick at heart, by his side. It

was not till they arrived at his home that

a syllable was interchanged between

them. As he then turned, after him

self alighting, to assist her from the

chaise, she gave a slight scream, and

shrinking back, exclaimed, “Ah!

there's blood on you !—on your bosom

—on your hand ſ”

Edward Fletcher then himself for

the first time perceived red spots on

the whiteness of one of his gloves, and

more of the same crimson horror on his

bridal vest,-and he then knew that

Alice had burst a blood-vessel at the

moment when she fell forward into his

arms. We need not linger longer

with the wretched author of so much

wretchedness. It suffices to say, that

when he that night crossed the thresh

old of his nuptial chamber, he had

rather it had been the portal of hell.

The Baronet found Alice lying inani

mate on the ground, supported by her

maid, who, together with the clergy

man and one or two others who re

mained by her, was endeavoring to

revive her. The whiteness of her dress

was here and there fleckered with a

light crimson stain, while the blood

continued to ooze slowly from both her

mouth and nostrils. I hasten to con

clude so melancholy a recollection.

With great care and difficulty they

were able to reach the Hall that night

with their burthen of blighted and

heart-broken loveliness, borne on a

litter. The agonies of father and bro

ther I need not attempt to depict.

On the following morning, though

feeble and faint, she was considerably

restored; and, while conscious that she

had but a few hours yet to live, was

in full possession of her faculties.

Supported by the pillows of her bed,

she wrote with a trembling hand the

following lines, which she sealed, and

begged that they mightbe immediately

despatched :—

“You have taken the life you once

saved. If it is for your happiness, it is

willingly given. I would see you, Ed

ward, once more before I go. But if you

would receive my farewell blessing yet

from my own lips, hasten or it will be in

vain. If not, take it by this, for yourself

and your fair bride, from ALICE.”

Informing her father and brother of

what she had done, she claimed for

them all personal forbearance and re

spectful treatment for Edward when

he should come. He came—already

crushed in spirit, and with the tortures

of the damned at his heart. Yet had

he not reaped the full fruition of his

vengeance, even beyond the measure of

his hope or his aim 2

His interview with her was long and

private. She spoke tohim as an angel

might speak to the human wretched

ness and guilt which its own pure es

sence fled from, back to heaven, at the

same time that it wept over it, would

comfort, and purify it. She at last

touched a little silver bell that lay by

her on the white coverlet, and her

father and George entered the room,

and stood on the opposite side of the

bed from that at which the miserable

man was kneeling, his face buried in

his hands, and his whole frame heav

ing with fearful sobbings to issue from

the breast of a great strong man.

“I bring you together, before I go,”

the dying girl thus spoke, in a voice

low and trembling, though sweet as

some dim spiritual music borne ſaintly

to the ear from the world on whose

threshold she was standing, and whose

light seemed already reflected upon the

unearthly beauty shining on hercounte

nance, “I bring you here together, father

—George—Edward—to unite you thus

all in my last prayer and my last bless

ing—so that it will be a sacrilege to

my memory and my grave if any fur

ther enmity continue between you. We

all suffer in a common retribution—you

all, for your evil pride and passions—I,

for my sin in so wildly loving anything

below my God—and most justly for

my want of perfect truthfulness to you,

dear father. Edward, you have acted

awfully, but you stand now more aw

fullyº than your victim ;-and

father—George—it was you that mad

dened him to it, and turned to bitter

ness and poison a heart which nature

filled with all sweet and noble things,

though it had one element of evil

which I knew not, at least in its terri

ble force. I do not bid you not to

mourn me, but I would have you min

gle your tears and your hearts, now

chastened, I trust, not fruitlessly though

so sorely. Edward, as you would

have been to me, be to her who now

fills the place which was to have been

mine. Father, it is hardest to leave

you !”—She sank back exhausted
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by the effort she had made, and the

intensity of her own feelings. The

sweet spell ofher words, and the looks

that gave them their eloquence, fell

upon the hearts of her listeners with a

power like the descent of the dove of

the holy spirit; and before they parted,

at her request, and in her calm sight

—so solemn is the sway of the pre

sence of death over the wildest rage of

human passions!—so almighty the

wer of divine forgiveness and love!—

incredible as it might almost seem, Ed

ward Fletcher had been locked in the

arms of the heart-stricken father and

the mourning brother, even as might

be a son and a brother, by the death-bed

of a sister, in the sympathy of a com

mon anguish. Blood and birth were

forgotten now.

She did not die till the following

day—though she never spoke any

more, except a slight motion of her lips

in an attempt to join in the services of

the church which were performed at

her bedside. She passed away so

calmly and quietly, that it can be no

better described than in the following

lines of which I have forgotten the au

thor :—

“We watched her breathing through the

night,

Her breathing soft and low,

As o'er her heart the waves of life

Came heaving to and fro.

“And still our hopes belied our fears,

Our fears our hopes belied;

We thought her dying when she slept,

And sleeping when she died '''

A few words will conclude all that

remains to be told. Edward never

came again into contact with any of

the family at the Hall. That such a

meeting should have been avoided by

all was but natural. The old Baronet

did not survive his daughter quite a

year. All his habits broken up—his

accustomed sports and exercise entirely

abandoned—his home and heart now

all desolate and dark—it is not sur

prising that he sank rapidly and fa

tally, though he died of no particular

disease. According to his own request,

he was laid by her side, in the family

vault. His son may, perhaps, survive

still in possession ...”the baronetcy,

though doubtless disjoined for ever from

the inordinate family pride which

seemed to have made so fatal a part

of its inheritance. Edward Fletcher

withdrew from that part of the coun

try, selling the patrimony which had

also descended to him through many

generations. He settled in a rude

neighborhood on the west coast of

Ireland, within the sound of the great

surge of the Atlantic; to whose wild and

dark unrest he was, perhaps, attracted

by an unconscious sympathy, such as

often exists between the soul of man

and the mysterious soul of nature and

its elements. His eventual fate I do

not know. One circumstance only I

afterward learned respecting his future

life. His marriage was for ever, in

one respect, under the shadow, as it

were, of a curse. He had many child

ren. One after another they grew up

around his board, in an outward show

of beauty, which was their natural

birthright. They were healthy, too,

and they neither sickened nor died.

Yet, whether girl or boy, no one at

tained the age of seven or eight years,

before it became manifest that all this

beauty, strength and health, were but

the most fearful of mockeries to the

eye and heart of the father. They were

. pure idiots. And when he looked

around upon the ghastly loveliness of

the array that would encircle his board,

he thought not of any natural physical

laws of which they might by others be

regarded as a terrible evidence; but, as

his eve rested on one after another of

his Šiš. he saw in each—and his

heart sank and sickened as he saw—

only a living and an undying monu

ment of theiust moral#. fruits

of his unhallowed and vainly repented

revenge.
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HOME FLOWERS.
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HoME flowers' dear flowers' as I pause to inhale

The perfume each zephyr hath stole,

What loved recollections are borne on the gale,

And sweep, with your breath, o'er my soul!

Fair flow'rets! what spells round each bud are entwined'

What dreams of the past ye renew'

As, raptured, I gaze, 'mid your rosy leaves shrined,

Lo, memory's mirror I viewſ

Reflected before me, in brilliant array,

What scenes of enchantment now rise!

Sweet scenes that have faded, as ye must decay,

And bright as your rainbow-hued dyes.

The time-endeared mansion, the bride's early home,

Whose portals joy guarded, I see;

The garden, where erst I delighted to roam,

And feel 'twas an Eden to me.

The vine-covered arbor—mine own shaded bower—

Rise again on my sorrowing sight!

And with themFiº a long vanished hour,

By hope and affection made bright.

The tones that I hung on, oh! now I recall,

And love-breathing accents I hear,

And gleeful-toned laughter, that shook the old hall,

Now peals as of erst on mine ear !

The friends by that hearth that so lovingly thronged

Are crowding around me once more

The friends! Oh, that thought! who forsook me—who wronged

And where is the friendship of yore?

This heart's fond affections, how ran they to waste?

This bosom, by whom was it torn ?

Go, flow'rets—I linger'd your sweetness to taste,

And now I can feel but your thorn.

|

THE REBELLION OF FREEDOM.

AN Extract FROM “THE REBEL chIEFTAIN,” A MANUSCRIPT PoEM.

BY G E O R. G. E. D. S T R O N G.

'Twas sunset, and the sceptered Day

But half his golden banner furled,

Reluctant to resign his sway,

And leave so fair, so bright a world;
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The Rebellion of Freedom.

The sobbing waves had sunk to rest,

Like infant on its mother's breast,

Beneath thy shadow, bleak Cronest'

The placid slumberers, gently ſanned

By fragrant breezes from the land.

The smile how bright, the kiss how sweet,

When summer winds and waters meet!

And though the zephyr doth but lave

His warm lip in the amorous wave,

And though unto its swelling breast

The wanderer is but briefly pressed,

Yet have not myriad lovers sworn

Of such fleet joys is rapture born ?

While in one fond endearing kiss

Is centred, at a time like this,

A whole eternity of bliss'

The light had paled in hall and bower—

The virgin dew had kissed the flower—

The dog-wood's odorous blossoms swung

Like snowy censers o'er the deep,

And vines, like faithful vassals, cling

To crag and fissure, rock and steep ;

But though each sweet, low sound that rose

From vale and thicket, breathed repose,

Yet he who viewed the gathering storm

That lowered o'er manhood's brow of care,

And scanned, in many a varied form,

The stern resolve that triumphed there,

Would deem some moral earthquake throe

Was heaving in the depths below.

The sexton's spade slept by the tomb,

The shuttle paused upon i. loom,

The axe reposed within the wood,

The plough-share in the furrow stood,

Inactive lay the useless flail,

The rusty scythe swung from the nail,

No echo from the anvil came,

Mute hung the millstone on its frame,

No more the herd-boy's whistle rang,

But soon was heard the cymbal's clang,

While battle shout and cannon's roar

Shook the vexed earth from sea to shore.

Fierce carnage, then, with crimson trail

Rode like a meteor on the gale,

And leprous wrongs, by hatred nursed,

In lava streams of vengeance burst !

Then forth in dazzling streams of light

Our Eagle standard winged its flight!

Where'er it waved, ...; or sea,

Iprose the anthems of the free,

Till nations, awed, in wonder gazed,

To where its spangled glories blazed

They saw before its track of fire

Systems of fraud in pangs expire,

While bigot thrall and despot sway

Were swept like noxious mists away!
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DEMOCRACY AND LITERATURE.

THE Literary state has always been

represented under the form of a Re

public—a free Commonwealth—of all

others the most liberal, where every

shade of opinion was tolerated, and

every varying creed allowed. This

polity is not always the same, nor does

it possess a character of permanency.

On the contrary, its chief defect arises

from its instability and tendency to

change ; changes, sometimes, that

threaten to destroy its primitive sim

plicity and independent republicanism.

At one epoch, it is “a fierce demo

cratie,” in which a number of candi

dates happen, at the same time, to be

struggling for pre-eminence ; at an

other period, it is a quiet despotism,

under which a powerful dictator lords

it without opposition over his rivals;

but in the latter case this dictator must

be a Johnson or a Voltaire, to preserve

his supremacy unquestioned. It is now

a community of sages presiding in

joint and harmonious dignity and power,

like the Athenian Archons or the We

netian Council of Ten, the nominal

head of whom, for the time being, pos

sesses a nominal superiority conceded

by the rest of his associates. Again

it sometimes approaches, though very

rarely, the haughty pride of an aris

tocracy, a form it cannot long hold in

its integrity, as the literary spirit can

no more be confined within such nar

row limits, than the spirit of liberty.

If, as we find it to have been the case

at a few epochs, the republic ever loses

any portion of its internal integrity and

becomes merged in a monarchy, it

may be noticed that its chief or king, is

literally--by the birthright ofnature, not

the lineage of even centuries—a king of

men; that his is an elective sovereignty

like the kingdom of Poland. This is

the only redeeming feature, which

plainly implies, that there is no here

ditary line of genius royal, though

there may be of blood royal. Intellect

is too divine a thing to be accidentally

transmitted, as wealth and titles are.

We generally find the children of

great men much inferior to their

fathers.

The spirit of Literature andthe spirit

of Democracy are one. They both che

rish the feeling of man by self-reliance

and an untrammelled will; they both

speak to the instinctive aspirations of

the human soul after liberty of thought

and freedom of expression; both recog

nise in a wise toleration and an intel

ligent self-dependence the two great

principles of all nobility of character

and manly achievement. Letters are

the best advocates of principles. Phi

losophy, next to religion, recognising

the demands of the Divine will, and

acknowledging the dictates of the con

science as the sole source of inviolable

authority, forms the best defence of all

creeds,human and divine. Thus Litera

ture is not only the natural ally of free

dom, political or religious; but it also

affords the firmest bulwark the wit of

man has yet devised, to protect the

interests of freedom. It not only

breathes a similar spirit, it is imbued

with the same spirit. It employs

analogous means to reach the same

end : in what manner and with what

effect we shall endeavor to show.

Of all men the author and scholar

should come nearest to the ideal of the

Patriot. His pursuits, his reflections,

his feelings, his mode of life, all tend to

that character. Every discovery he

makes is for the benefit of his country

men: every truth vigorously enunciated

should instruct them. National honor,

national admiration, is more eagerly

coveted by him than a wide and undis

tinguishing regard. He would be loved

by those in whose mother tongue he

speaks or writes; foreign nations may

admire his writings in the gross, but

his own countrymen alone can appre

ciate his individuality of character, and

relish the idiomatic graces of his style.

From the very nature of things, too,

every true writer is an independent,

and in some one or more particulars, in

however low a degree, is likely to re

semble those two grand specimens of

the Patriot and Independent united,

John Milton and Oliver Cromwell.

His circumstances, too often narrow

and circumscribed, impress the noble

virtues of fortitude and self-denial, the

most efficient tutors of the genuinephi

=-m
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losopher. The same poverty which

emasculates the merely elegant scholar,

who seeks patronage instead of inde

pendence, imparts fresh energy to the

conceptions, and higher aims to the

ambition of the manly student and the

robust thinker. The education and

training of the scholar, moral as well

as intellectual, are calculated to foster

generous ideas of development, and

an abhorrence of servility, narrowness,

and cant. The sequestered path of

life in which he willingly walks, at

tended by his immortal friends, “his

master and the angel death,” leads him

to form a truer estimate of things and

a juster conception of character, than

he can arrive at whose whole existence

is passed in the confusion and hurry of

business, or spent in the breathless pur

suit of short-lived and inconstant

pleasure. And, above all, the natural

sympathy with his race, that innate

love of his fellow creatures which every

manly heart delights to cherish, more

than anything else contributes to impel

the author to stand forward as the ad

vocate of humanity, the friend of the

oppressed, the defender of the rights of

man. Thus have we seen the great

men of all ages acting or speaking ;

thus spoke Demosthenes and Henry—

thus wrote Plato and Montesquieu

for this fought Gustavus and Wash

ington—for this lived Howard and

Xavier—for this died the Christian

martyrs, and that Sublimest of all

Martyrs, in whose name and for whose

name they died.

The sincerest Christian should be the

firmest democrat; for democracy is

that creed which teaches peace on

earth and good-will toward men, reve

rence for the innate worth of all human

ity,and respect for the equal divinity and

ultimate capability of all human souls.

Its missionaries are the political high

priests of the ark of state, and they have

ever been its Praetorian guard, also.

The noble synonyme and badge of free

dom, has been so often perverted from

its true meaning, to express a vicious

unbelief and destructivism, for unbe

lief's and destruction’s sake, that it is

too often confounded with it. In its

pure sense, an upright democrat is no

more, but on the contrary far less, a

time-server than a sincere believer in

any other political creed. Democracy

is a principle not a fashion, and hence

appeals neither to prejudice nor passion.

It is supported by justice and human

ity, two unfailing pillars. Surely, a

rock of defence for ever.

The moralist, the historian, and the

poet, the three intellectual characters

who include all others, are essentially

democratic,+-with very rare exceptions,

which may be easily reconciled to the

general facts.

The sagacious moralist inculcates

republican doctrines for obvious reasons.

The advocate of freedom of the will,

(as the soundest and profoundest ethical

theorists have ever been,) must of con

sequence teach the doctrine offreedom

in action—for the one doctrine leads

naturally to the other. The free mind

only can accept the plain precepts

which are enforced by a regard to moral

obligation. The licentiousness, an

incidental evil accompanying this great

good, is merely an incidental evil, and

comparatively infrequent. It by no

means amounts in importance to a cause

sufficient for the extinction of liberty.

The freedom of the press has been

time and again most eloquently de

fended on the same general grounds,

from the Areopagitica of Milton to the

famous speech of Lord Erskine. We

need not therefore repeat them here.

The highest morality appeals directly

to conscience, and truckles not to human

creeds, nor that self-constituted author

ity which is wanting in its approval. It

asserts the right of private judgment,

implying intelligence and candor, at the

same time that it respects the highest of

all authorities, the sources of all others,

and unadulterated by any admixture

with them, Conscience and the Holy

Scriptures. Pure ethics is democracy

moralized, to speak after the quaint

fashion of our forefathers. It would

make a man erect, calm, courageous,

and forbearing. Its object is, by the

practice of self denial and ofuncompro

mising truth, to form a manly robust

ness of character.

It coincides with the purest Christian

teaching, in striving to arouse the two

finest and sublimest of all reliances,

the two heart-strings of the human

soul formed to create the most melo

dious music, Love and Faith; by the

first of these, to encourage and extend

an universal spirit of philanthropy; by

the last, to preserve a stedfast hope and

sacred trust in the truth, the beauty,

and the wisdom of God's providence,

and the operations of nature and for
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tune, guided by his unerring hand.

This morality allows of a reasonable

pride and a tolerant ambition: it is

especially occupied in promoting the

growth of the generous sympathies,

the finest impulses of joy and grati

tude; in encouraging works of charity

and affection; and, in a word, in the

cultivation of benevolence in its purest

forms. At the same time, it renoun

ces utterly all the meaner springs

of conduct and palsies the action of

fear. Its policy would make man bet

ter by making a friend and a freeman

of him rather than a coward and a

slave; by acts of mercy rather than by

acts or words of harshness; by court

ing his good will rather than by appeal

ing to his dread and hatred.

The study of history is a study of

political importance, and which most

effectually demonstrates the progress

of the democratic principle. In the

earliest ages, the people were consi

dered as little better than a mere rab

ble rout. The immense armies of the

first devastators of the globe were com

posed of willing slaves or timid mer

cenaries. Fear was the dominant

principle, then. As we advance to

wards the progress of Grecian, and

later yet, of Roman power, we perceive

a republican spirit growing up gradu

ally, which at times appeared maturing

and about to promise the revival of a

fabulous golden age. Brief experience

soon, however, dispelled any such illu

sion, and the stately Roman no less

than the lively Greek, ignorant of the

true principles of Christian morality

and individual liberty, on which alone

democracy can rest, was found incapa

ble of self-government for any length

of time. In Greece, the force of intel

lect served to repress a constant revo

lutionary tendency in the fickle popu

lace, who certainly wanted not infor

mation to become a free people: but

in Rome, the intellectual refinements

of Greece tended rather to emasculate

than to invigorate a naturally stern and

stoical people. The history of the

middle age in Europe, is almost wholly

taken up with the records of noble

houses, of knights and courts, and

bishops and earls, with their wars and

tournaments, and councils and cru

sades. Feudalism prevailed, which

resolved the whole of society into two

classes, the patron and the follower,

ennobling, as it were, personal depend

ence by peculiar conditions, reciprocal

rights, and mutual and generous senti

ments of truth and loyalty.

After a while, a new class came to

be considered, the wealthy mercantile

class—the “merchant princes” ofAm

sterdam and Florence, of Antwerp and

Genoa; and, in general, the middle

classes in the Hanse towns, and the

free Italian cities. Even at a much

later date, and nearer to our own time,

the middle class was, in effect, the

predominant class in the state. But

three great revolutions, the three revo

lutions of modern history, finally settled

the question as to which power was

to rank supreme—the English revo

lution, and the American and French

revolutions. The first expelled one

dynasty with one set of principles for

another dynasty with another set. It

did little for the people. The French

revolution attempted to do more. It

may perhaps be said to have attempt

ed too much. Yet horrible as were

the excesses it saw, still it was of

unquestionable benefit to society and

civilisation, iſ only by attracting at

tention to that forgotten, though

most important class, the third estate ;

while the revolution itself was less

justly responsible for those excesses

than the perpetual counter-revolution

which was always struggling against

it, with all the animosities of a virtual

civil war, of which the guillotine was

the military engine. The American

revolution, of all revolutions the justest,

gave independence to the first of mo

dern states, and put an end to foreign

º and ignorant despotism. These

three great revolutions set in motion

by the popular sentiment, if not led on

directly in the first instance by the

people, yet by their best representa

tives, have at last taught the world

the simple lesson, that the people are

the only rightful source of power—that

government is a business delegated by

them to their elected agents—that the

voluntary obedience they pay to right

eous law, is only the reasonable tax

incurred for surrendering the smallest

possible portion of individual freedom

to the general guardian of national

freedom.

The thorough historical student must

therefore become a believer in demo

cracy. It is the only creed which can

be borne out by the facts of history:

the only theory by acting on which
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THOMAS WILSON DORR, OF RHODE ISLAND.

(With a fine Engraving on Steel.)

“War victis"—Wo to the conquered

—is as true now as when the speech

broke from the fierce lip of the rude

Gaul. And never is it more so, than

when, in the civil struggles of parties,

the cause of popular liberty sustains a

reverse, and its supporters, by force,

fraud, or fortune, find themselves com

pelled to succumb again beneath the

pressure of the power they have vainly

attempted to overthrow. The defeated

are then, always and everywhere,

traitors, rebels, caitiffs and brigands !

The felon's fate for their bodies—the

felon's fame for their memories'

This is a sad truth—and it is still

more sad to find the spirit out of which

it proceeds not less rife and rancorous

among a very large portion of our own

population, than it has ever shown
itself in the most insolent and bitter

ferocity of English Toryism. It is

brought strongly to our mind when

ever we reflect upon the treatment

which within the past few weeks has

been showered upon the high-minded

and pure-minded man, the courageous

and patriotic gentleman, scholar, and

democrat, with whose name—in the

midst of all the obloquy with which

the very air resounds—we esteem itno

dishonor to adorn this page.

There is said to be but one unpar

donable sin. So far as the affairs of

this world are concerned, it is true,

and that sin is failure. Of this, Mr.

Dorr has certainly been guilty. We

are well aware that this is therefore

precisely the proper moment at which

every friend, whether of his principles

or of his person, ought to turn round

and abandon and abuse him. Now,

though we happen to stand in this

double relation toward him, yet, for the

very singularity of the thing, we think

proper to pursue a different course.
When our intention was announced of

inserting his engraved portrait in the

present series of distinguished Ameri

can Democrats, it was because we saw

in Mr. Dorr the representative of great

and true democratic principle, to which

it was meet and right to do honor in

his person. The misfortunes which

have caused him to fail in carrying that

principle into practical effect, in no re

spect weakening his identification with

at least its abstract truth, constitute no

sufficient reason to divert us from that

purpose. On the contrary, we are

induced by this cause to anticipate b

several months the Number in whic

it was originally contemplated to insert

it. However disastrous the event may

have been, the principle remains un

touched, and not less true and great

than it was when it triumphed in the

achievement of our own Revolution.

And however disgraceful that event

may have proved, its disgrace does not

attach to Mr. Dorr, whose individual

conduct—though he may have been at

times mistaken in judgment, and de

ceived in his estimate of men—has in

no single respect been wanting in cou

rage, firmness, disinterestedness, or de

votion to the cause at the head of

which he stood.

It may have been Alexander, Caesar,

or Hannibal—no matter which—who

said, that better was an army of deer

with a lion for their chief, than an

army of lions under command of a deer.

There would probably be not much to

choose between the two. Without de

siring, by such a juxtaposition ofnames,

to convert Mr. Dorr, from his proper
eaceful capacity of a quiet civilian

into the military one for which he was

probably neither meant by nature nor

trained by art, we may yet be permit

ted to express our doubt whether Alex

ander, Caesar, or Hannibal—or all the

“three single gentlemen rolled into

one”—could have made much out of

the greater part of the materials which

seem to have surrounded him, in his re

cent unsuccessful attempt to establish

and maintain the Constitution of the

State of Rhode Island. It has been
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stated in the examination of several of

the prisoners taken in the recent mise

rable affair at Chepachet, that they said

they had been stimulated to go and

take part in the affair by the persua

sions and taunts of the “girls.” We

are glad to find that they at least in

Rhode Island are not unworthy oftheir

mothers of old, however little credit

their lovers may have done to the me

mory of the men of the past. . It is only

a pity that they did not go themselves

instead of some of those they sent.

Mr. Dorr has little else of history as

sociated with his name than that of his

recent honorable though unsuccessful

attempt. He was born in the year 1805,

at Providence,his family being one ofthe

most wealthy and “aristocratic” of the

place. His father, Sullivan Dorr, has

for many years been an extensive man

ufacturer, his mills being situated

chiefly, we believe, in the town of

Woonsocket. He received the rudi

ments of his education at Exeter Acade

my,” in the State of New Hampshire,

and graduated at Harvard College in

1823; and after studying law in the

office of the present Vice-Chancellor

M'Coun, in the city of New York, was

admitted to the bar in the year 1827.

He has since pursued the practice of

his profession in Providence, though

we believe with but little zeal or interest

in it; his tastes having inclined him

much more to the cultivation of literary

habits and enjoyments, and to the high

and noble fascination of politics—stu

died in the light of the great principles

of that political philosophy which is

founded on the basis of the equal rights

of all humanity, and in reference to the

great aim of ameliorating and elevating

the condition of the vast suffering and

degraded mass of mankind. The asso

ciations and prejudices of his earlier

years made him at that time a Fede

ralist. But at about the year 1837, the

independent action of his own manly

intelligence, aided by the generous bent

of his popular sympathies, brought

him out to a decided adhesion to the

Democratic side of the great division

of parties; in which faith he has ever

since been earnest, unwavering, and

active. The chief object to which he

devoted himself from the outset of his

political life, was that of overthrowing

the antiquated and absurd anomaly of

a government under which the people

of that state were living—its Royal

Charter; founded on no basis of popular

adoption; which blended into one con

fused mass of legislative omnipotence,

many of thosedifferent functions ofgov

ernment which all liberal and philo

sophical constitutions are careful to

distribute and to surround with checks

and limitations; which established an

apportionment of representation at utter

variance with the present numerical dis

tribution of the population; and under

the operation of which, not only was

the elective franchise confined to about

one-third of the resident white Ameri

can citizens in the State, by means of

a real estate qualification coupled with

a primogeniture privilege, but also

various other lawsand practices existed,

involving the most odious and disgrace

ful discrimination between the favored

dignity and respectability of this domi

nant minority caste, and the presumed

inferiority of the other two-thirds in

personal worth and civil rights. Such

was the character—indisputable, undis

puted, in its broad facts—of the gov

ernment for which Mr. Dorr was ear

nestly bent on substituting a constitu

tion, in harmony with the enlarged po

litical science of the age, and with the

free institutions working with entire

success and excellence in nearly every

other State in the Union. He was a

member of the Assembly in the years

1834–5–6–7, laboring zealously toward

this end. With what chance of suc

cess in obtaining anything from the

* The following anecdote is related of Mr. Dorr’s childhood, which we insert as

illustrative of the character which years have only served to mature. In his whole

walk and aim of life, Mr. Dorr is no less just and generous, no less warm in his sym

pathy with the rights of humble and hard-toiling poverty, as a man, than he was as a

boy. In the award ofsome prizes at a Sunday School, we believe, the master hesitated

between two boys whose claims were so evenly balanced that he was at a loss to de

cide between them;—the one was a rich man’s son, and the other of a poor mechanic.

“Give it to him,” was the answer of the former boy, who was young Dorr; “he has

the best right, as I have nothing else to do than to study as much as I please, while he

has to work hard a good deal of his time beside.”
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voluntary concession of the dominant

caste, may be judged from the fact that

the highest vote he could get for an ex

tension of the suffrage was seven.

A few years before, the efforts of Mr.

Dutee J. Pearce, in the same body, had

obtained the votes of three. Mr. Dorr

made an effort to organize a separate

party for the promotion of the object in

view, under the name of the Constitu

tional Party; but in the midst of the

violent excitements of the general poli

tical contest of that period, it was im

possible to maintain the cohesion of

any distinct party organization; and he

found himself after two or three years

compelled to abandon it—though he

continued unremitting in his own zeal

and personal labors in the same cause.

We need not repeat here the narra

tive of the recent effort, at the head of

which he stood, in its public aspect.

Mr. Dorr's individual part in it may be

briefly related. Though he had long

been the head and heart of the Suffrage

Party in the State, yet so far was he

from pushing himself forward for the

post of distinction and honor under the

constitution, as Governor, that he con

sented to accept it only after it had

been offered in vain to several other of

the prominent individuals of the party.

And when he accepted it, it was with

the mutual interchange of the pledge

between himself and the leading mem

bers who pressed it upon him, that they

should faithfully in all events stand by

each other, and the principle and cause

to which they committed themselves.

That pledge has been as honorably re

deemed on the one side, by Mr. Dorr, as

it has been shamefully broken and be

trayed on the other.

The ground on which he stood in

that capacity should be distinctly un

derstood by all who would pass a judg

ment on his conduct. It was this:—

1. He assumed the right of the peo

ple, as a fundamental principle of Ame

rican political law, to establish a con

stitution for their own self-government,

in the mode regulated by their own

wise discretion, and without regard to

the pleasure or displeasure of the au

thorities existing under the forms of

government which it is proposed to su

persede. If this principle is wrong,

then almost every existing constitution

of this Union ought to be re-written—

the Declaration of Independence can

celled—and the Revolution itself rolled

back again, to the point at which the

consent of the British Crown and the

British Parliament might be obtained,

to the initiatory steps for the organiza

tion of the new and independent gov

ernment, which our fathers believed

they had the right, as they had the de

termination, to establish. If this prin

ciple is wrong, then ought an expurgat

ing pen to be passed through the writ

ings of many of the most revered sages

of political science, to whom we are

wont to look for authority and guid

ance, including even some who have

never been charged with too strong a

leaning to popular ideas and sympa

thies—such as a Marshall, a Jay, a

Wilson, a Jefferson, a Madison, a

Rawle; and even from all future im

pressions of the Farewell Address of

the Father of his Country, ought to

be erased such a heresy as this, that

“the basis of our political systems is

the right of the people to make and alter

their constitution of government.”

2. The constitution proposed to the

people by a publicly and freely elected

convention, was adopted by a large

majority of the resident white male

American citizens above the age of

twenty-one. This fact was declared

by the convention on the strength of

the returns by the officers who con

ducted the voting, accompanied by the

original ballots, with the names of the

voters inscribed. The Charter Legisla

ture was invited to investigate the

genuineness and truth of this expres

sion of the will of the people; which

they refused to do, on the ground of

the illegality of the whole proceeding—

that is to say, because it was a spon

taneous movement of the people them

selves, and not founded on the author

ity of the Charter government. Mr.

Dorr and the Suffrage Party, therefore,

having fairly satisfied themselves of

this fundamental fact of the popular

majority, having offered to the other

party the means of scrutiny into its

genuineness, and being repulsed on the

ground of the denial of the principle of

their movement—the principle above

stated—assumed, most rightfully, that

the constitution was now the true fun

damental organic law of the State;

abrogating and superseding the old

charter, which rested on no other sove

reignty than that by which it was ori

ginally granted, which had been con

firmed in no other mode by the people

of Rhode Island than by passive sub

mission.
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3. The election prescribed by this

constitution for the first organization

of its machinery having been held, and

Mr. Dorr having been elected Governor,

he regarded himself, as most unanswer

ably he was, by perfect right, and the

highest legitimacy, as the Governor of

the State—bound by his oath, and by

the most sacred of duties to a people

and to a principle, to uphold the consti

tution, and to carry it into practical ope

ration. The Constitutional Legislature

which assembled on the third day of

May, adjourned, after taking the proper

initiatory steps to organize the new

government, leaving on the Executive

the responsibility and duty of sustain

ing it against all attacks that might be

directed against it.

Such was the ground on which he

stood. A great principle—a noble cause

—himself a brave and resolute man,

though at the same time mild, amia

ble, and humane; but the people of

Rhode Island proved themselves un

worthy of their principle, their cause

and their leader. They have allowed

themselves to be cowed and prostrated

and bullied into submission, by the

energy, activity, and resources of the

minority in possession of the acting ma

chinery of the old government, aided by

the moral influence of the promised in

tervention of the Federal Government.

Their leader has been at his post. He

has twice summoned them to be true

to themselves and to him. Though de

serted by them, at the moment of crisis,

on the first occasion, and overpowered

by a combination of circumstances, he

did not abandon their cause, but with

drew to organize other preparations for

another attempt. He again afforded

them a second opportunity, again rais

ing the standard ºthe constitution, and

summoning them to rally around it.

They againſproved faithless to it and to

him. Full half of those who called

the constitution into living being by

their votes, ought to have gone up, arm

ed or unarmed, to that call. They did

not come—and he had no greater relia

ble force at Chepachet than about 300

men, against whom a well-armed and

supplied force of ten times their num

ber were advancing, confident in their

own strength, and in the manifest weak

ness and disorganization of their enemy.

Thus situated, Governor Dorr had done

all his duty. The people interested

failed in theirs. To engage in a battle

of desperation—to sacrifice the gallant

few who might be willing to stand by

him to that extremity, and to shed the

blood of an equal number of their as

sailants—would have been as wicked as

insane. He therefore, as any honorable,

brave, and conscientious man must

have done, dismissed them and with

drew again. The future course he may

contemplate we have, at the date ofthis

article, no means of knowing; but have

no hesitation in declaring our confi

dence that it will exhibit nothing in

consistent with the simply true and

just view of his character we have here

presented. Perhaps (though it might

by many be deemed an act of Quixotic

heroism) he may be restrained from

going back in person to Providence

only by the martial law still most

shamefully prevailing there, and the

probability he would encounter of per

sonal outrage, even if not of murder.

Perhaps he may yet contemplate an

appeal to the next Congress, to test the

comparative legality of the two govern

ments, the de facto government within

the State, and the de jure government

in exile from it. From the firmness

and perseverance by which he is in a

remarkable manner characterized, we

should not be surprised if such should

prove his purpose—even though under

the circumstances it could not now but

be vain and futile. But wherever he

may be, whatever he may meditate,

we are abundantly confident that he

will neither by act or word disgrace

his own past honorable career, nor dis

credit the eulogy which a simple sense

of justice renders not less freely to ad

versity and defeat, than it would have

done to prosperity and triumph.

Mr. Dorr has undoubtedly committed

some mistakes, which it is easy now

to scan and criticize by the light of the

event. But if he did not take posses.

sion of the public buildings on the 3d

of May, it was because his own views

were overruled by the leading mem

bers of the Legislature then assembled.

If he went on to Washington to en

deavor to relieve his party from the

depressing moral influence exerted

against them by the Federal Govern

ment, it was because he was so urged

by his supporters, and requested by

the vote of a large public meeting,

that he felt compliance to be necessary

in order to satisfy them and secure

their support. And if he returned to
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the abortive attempt at Chepachet—

though contrary to the counsels of

some of his best friends out of the State

—it was because he received from

great numbers of his friends within it,

both by letter and by personal visits,

assurances of preparation and resolu

tion, on the part of the people, which

the result has proved utterly deceptive.

If he has overrated the spirit of his

own party and underrated that of his

opponents, it is a mistake of judgment

for which he has to pay in failure. His

motives, however, have been as pure

and high as his cause has beenjust and

righteous; and for the devoted self

sacrifice with which he has given him

self to it, at the cost of every personal

interest and association of his own—

persevering in opposition to the strong

est family influences, and in contempt

of munificent offers made to induce

him to withdraw from the State—he

deserves, as he will not fail to receive,

the gratitude of the people of his own

State and the admiration of those of

every other. And whatever measure

of extension of suffrage Rhode Island

is now about to receive as a boon from,

the sovereign grace of her rulers, in

stead of taking it by her own voluntary

action, as her just and natural right,

she will owe to him. For without

him and what he has done, even this

imperfect and deceptive concession in

volved in the late call of a Convention

by the Charter Assembly would never

have been obtained.

One other event in Mr. Dorr's poli

tical life claims a brief allusion. When

a member of the Assembly in 1836, he

introduced and carried through a ve

important bill of bank reform, wº.

so far curtailed the powers of those

institutions—especially the right of

|. they before enjoyed in the col

ection of their debts over other credit

ors—that it made him an object of

great outcry and odium on the part of

the managers and special friends of

those institutions. A year, however,

had scarcely elapsed before the good

effects of the measure were realized

by the experience of 1837, when nearly

the whole mass of property in the State

would haveº at once into their

hands, but for the operation of this law,

for which he was then well repaid by

a general sentiment of public gratitude.

CLAY IN THE FIELD AGAIN 1

Yes, and we are right glad of it. We

hate ingratitude—we despise mean

ness—we scorn trickery—and these

things are scarcely less disagreeable

and offensive when we meet them in

foe than in friend. In proportion,

therefore, to the disgust with which

we witnessed Mr. Clay's treatment by

his party, at the time of their last Pre

sidential nomination, is the gratifica

tion—yes, sincerely and truly, the real

gratification—with which we now wit.

ness the more grateful justice which

they do to him, the better credit they

do to themselves, in again º;
him as their candidate and their chief.

He is the best stone they have got, and

though their builders and cunning ar

chitects rejected him before, they are

now fain to pick him up again, in the

hope, zealous however vain, of success

in the object of making him the key

of the corner.

Clay is a fine fellow, and our Whig

readers, and those who do not and will

not read us because they'are Whigs,are

welcome to all the benefit of the ad

mission. We have always had a con

siderable penchant to coquet a little

with Clay. He is so bold, he is so

brave, and in the political mêlée he rides

thundering along at the head of his

host, in the van of the strife, so gallant

} and with so “haught a crest.” Like

the panache of Henry IV., wherever

the fight is hottest and the blows hea

viest, there streams its white flutter as

the signal to his friends of the point of

pressure, and the direction to which

they should follow. He is a man,

every inch of him—worth fighting,

worth beating. And when we hear and

see in all directions the evidence of

Clay in the Field Again, we repeat, as

heartily as any of his own friends, that

we are right glad of it !

“Give us light!” was the prayer of

Ajax. Let us but see our foe, and not

be compelled, while ourselves the aim

of a thousand shafts, to deal about us,
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abandon all idea of its repetition. We

shall hear no more of conscience

keeping committees. There will be

no refusals to answer for fear of self

crimination, when bold Harry Clay is

- in the dark, wild and random blows,

'. which encounter no palpable and vul

nerable enemy on whom to tell. So it

- was with us during the last Presiden

* * tial contest. Laying aside their own

roper and veteran leader, who was

É.if something, and whose name

meant something, they seemed by the

act almost expressly to disclaim re

sponsibility as a party for the positive

and tangible principles and plans of

which he might be taken as the repre

sentative. They took up candidates

whose “availability” consisted chiefly

in the fact that they were not thus

identified with any one distinct set of

political opinions, the fact to which

their success was mainly due. It was

in vain that we might argue against a

national bank, and impute to them the

design of reviving the dead policy of

such an institution,-in a section of the

Union possessing a climate uncongenial

to that idea, we are met by vehement

protestations that the imputation is a

falsehood and a calumny; as it was de

clared by no less eminent a person

than General Harrison's Secretary of

the Navy, Mr. Badger, in a public ad

dress to a State Convention in North

Carolina. It was in vain that we

might impute to them a probability of

the revival of a high-tariffpolicy, when

their candidate for the Vice-Presidency

was a man who had stood next door to

Mr.Calhoun himself in the day ofNul

lification. How could even the charge

of an intended distribution of the pro

ceeds of the public lands be sustained

in all parts of the country, in the face

of Harrison's letter, pledging himself

emphatically against a disturbance of

the Compromise Act 2—evident as it

was that without the revenue derived

from that source the rate of duties of

that act could not support the govern

ment; so that the promised mainte

nance of that measure necessarily in

volved the retention of the land fund.

And where could we lay our fingers

on the real responsible opinions of a

party, which at the south, and at par

ticular quarters of the north, was able

to exhibit the most satisfactory evi

dences of diametrically opposite sen

timents on such a subject as that of

Abolition? But now all this is

changed. They have reaped the bit

ter fruits of the former policy, as de

veloped by time and Providence out of

its very success; and they wisely

under examination before the country.

His hand will be spread out fair and

open, and there will be no “knave” in

reserve, hid under his sleeve. He will

sail under no false colors, but, nailing

his true and long-borne flag to his

mast, he will point manfully to the

inscription on it, under which he will

sink or swim—“A National Bank—

Land Distribution—and the Highest

Tariff that can be got "'

We hope that Mr. Clay will not

refuse himself to the wishes of his

friends. It may, indeed, be unkind

of them—cruel—unmerciful—so soon

after he has at last attained that haven

of repose for which, as he has often

assured the Senate and the country, he

has so long been sighing, to force him

forth again from the cool “shades of

Ashland,” to mingle again in the midst

of the hot and dusty din of politics. It

may be a hard and reluctant sacrifice

of all his plans and desires, just at the

very moment of first fruition, to yield

to this unexpected, this unwelcome

call from his party. Yet we appeal,

and we are sure the appeal will not be

in vain, to Mr. Clay’s patriotism not to

shrink from this sacrifice. In the

name of both of the two great parties

we call upon him for his consent to

run again as a Presidential candidate

—for the sake of the Whigs, as the

easiest candidate for them to rally

under again—for our own sake, as the

easiest to beat. When Mr. Pickwick

fell through the ice, he kindly yielded

to Mr. Winkle's entreaties, who, with

out venturing from the shore to his

aid, implored him to keep himself up

“for his sake.” We must frankly

confess that we do not intend to help

him much, yet we can conscientiously

assure Mr. Clay that we are truly

anxious that he should be the Whig

candidate in the coming campaign, for

our sake, if not for his own.

In his present position Mr. Clay

reaps at least a full and fine triumph

over his party, by which he was so

shamefully treated in the last election

—even though that may be all he will

reap from his present nomination. The

prodigal children have returned home,

with tears of repentance—the deserters
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flock back to the once betrayed and

abandoned standard, having found

that they had gained nothing by their

treachery— the truant lover does

penance for past fickleness, and be

seeches a renewal of the former smile.

This is all well; Mr. Clay will not be

too obdurate; and he is now once

more in his proper and rightful place,

as the acknowledged head and repre

sentative of his party. This is the

second post of honor in this country—

to be the head and representative of

the majority in their hour of triumph

and dominion being the first; and as

Clay is a man who would always pre

fer to be the Caesar of the village than

the second at Rome, we have no doubt

he entertains a sense of pleasure and

pride—and most rightfully and wor

thily—in the eminence of his present

position, far greater than any inferior

rank under any other chief could yield

him, however it might be accompanied

with the outward trappings of power

or place.

Between the two parties, Mr. Tyler

falls to the ground like lead. In the

course he has pursued he seems to

have exhibited great weakness, at

the same time with a commendable

firmness in some respects. It is a pity

for his fame that he did not, early in

his administration, come out with a

declaration of adhesion to the “one

term principle,” which, coupled with

their professed and promised “pro

scription of proscription,” was almost

the sole distinctive principle which the

Whigs, as a united party, carried into

the election. There were, on the con

trary, several indications which made

it manifest that Mr. Tyler did che

rish the idea of a possible re-election;

and the course he has pursued ever

since, endeavoring to organize a

middle party for his support, between

the opposite extremes of the two main

bodies which divide the country, has

resulted only in provoking suspicion of

the disinterestedness of his motives

on the part of all, without attaching

to his administration any considerable

strength from any quarter. Mr.Tyler

might have become the candidate of

the Democratic party for re-election.

No statesman has ever had a more

gloriousº than that afforded

to him on his accidental accession to

the Executive chair. There was a

most liberal and patriotic disposition
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on the part of the Democracy to sustain

him, had his course been such as to

challenge their sympathy, and to se

cure their respect and confidence.

But he fell short—far short of those

expectations and hopes which not a

few were well disposed to cherish of

him, that he would at once take a

strong, and bold position on the high

ground of Virginia principles—frown

sternly down the whole bad set of

measures which a bad set of men,

placed in the possession of power by

the most abominable of political frauds,

were endeavoring to fasten on the

country—and by manfully braving,

from the outset, the worst hostility he

had to expect from the baffled cabal

thus deservedly punished and exas

perated, rally to his support, as against

their opposition, that great mass of

the Democracy who care far more for

the ascendency of their principles than

for the possession of place by their

politicians. No, he still clung to the

ghost of the old imposture of “Whig

Principles,” of which he made several

demonstrations that went far to disgust

the Democrats. It is true he vetoed

the Bank Bills, but in the manner of

the act he showed such a miserable

want of any distinct and fixed ideas on

the subject, and such a desire to keep

still on the sunny side of Whig favor,

as effectually threw the most freezing

discouragement over º tendency of

the Democrats to open their hearts to

him and to identify with his person

the cause of their principles. It is

true, too, that he has now again given

to the country another veto, for which

he deserves well; yet the best that can

be claimed for it is that he has thereby

simply taken the sting of another bad

measure which he ought to have vetoed

at the last session. His course, too, in

the Rhode Island affair, in suffering his

mind to be swayed so weakly and so

widely from the truth and the right,

by the strong federal and anti-demo

cratic advice that stood next to his

ear, would alone have sufficed to be

utterly fatal to any possibility of

awakening a friendly feeling on the

part of the Democratic Party. His

promise of interference with the whole

force of the armed hand of the General

Government, was one of the most

flagrant acts of invasion upon the in

dependence of State sovereignty that

has ever yet been perpetrated; while it
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was put forward on the side of a cause

and a principle irreconcileably hostile

to the first elements of the democratic

political theory. To that promise,

too, in its moral influence upon both

of the parties to that controversy, is

more directly to be ascribed its morti

fying and disastrous result than to any

other cause,_and it could never be

forgiven to Mr. Tyler, nor forgotten in

the account of public opinion to be

settled with his administration. Nor

has he gained much more credit by

his singular course on the Apportion

ment Bill—a measure of high-handed

Federal usurpation,and clearly contrary

to the contemporaneous views and

understanding of a majority of the ori

ginal parties to the compact of the

Constitution. A statesman may enter

tain “serious doubts” as to the con

stitutionality of a measure on the first

blush of its presentation to him ; but

to remain so long in such a state of

opinion as to be able to sign a bill only

under protest, after so thorough and

protracted a discussion as had taken

place, argues a feebleness, and a want

of all clear and manly decision of

mind, calculated to forfeit still more of

our respect for the head, than it can gain

for the heart, of a President so acting.

Mr. Tyler, then, has no chance now

left with the Democratic party. He

lost them, irrecoverably, while he was

trying to maintain his foot-hold among

the Whigs. The latter attempt proved

as futile in its results as it was feeble

in its mode of action. Clay would not

tolerate the idea an instant. Early

perceiving the aspiration Mr. Tyler

dared to entertain, and for the promotion

of which the latter had the power and

influence incident to the actual posses

sion of the administration, he exhibited

his characteristic energy and prompt

ness in the means he adopted to drive

him off into a hostile relation toward

the main body of his party;-an object

in which he so well succeeded, that

poor Mr. Tyler, though then guilty of

no other serious offence against his

party than the veto of the Bank Bills,

and though straining every point in

his power to enable himself to remain

a Whig, and retain the favor of the

Whigs, soon found himself so abused

by the Clay press and Clay politicians,

and so harassed by the opposition of

the Senate in the performance of his

Executive duties, that a mutual exas

peration of the angriest character

arose between the united body of the

Whig leaders and himself. Nor has

either side been sparing in the most

candid expression of their mutual feel

ings; to the signal entertainment and

edification of the Democrats standing

quietly by the while, and generally dis

posed to regard both as not far from right

in their mutual opinion of each other.

Who may be the candidate whom

the Democratic Party will select to

beat Mr. Clay, we neither can know,

nor do we regard it as a point of much

comparative importance. There are

half a score it would be easy to name,

among whom it would be safe enough

that a choice should be made blindfold.

The object of our efforts will be, less

that a great statesman, of this name or

of that, of this section of the Union or

from that, should be made President,

than that the Divorce of Bank and

State, involved in the policy of the In

dependent Treasury, should beconsum

mated; that the indirect and partial

assumption of the State Debts by

means of the distribution of the land

revenue, to be replaced by custom

house taxation, should be rescinded;

and that Federal Taxation—theproper

name for a tariff—should be kept down

to the lowest possible point. These

are the three main branches of the

issue now to be contested between the

two great parties of the country—the

one under the guidance of Clay, and

the other under the lead of we little

care whom. We have now a fair

field, and ask no favor. And if the

American People—as we have, indeed,

little apprehension—should hesitate

to decide such an issue, thus distinctly

made up, in accordance with that en

lightenment we are wont to ascribe to

them, it is enough to say, that they

will well deserve the infliction of the

worst consequences to result from the

consummation of all the measures, of

which Mr. Clay may be regarded as

the embodiment and expression.
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MONTHLY FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL ARTICLE.

SINCE our last Number the aspect of

financial and commercial affairs has un

dergone no very material alteration.

The general state of the country is such

that the rapid recovery of its commer

cial activity might be safely looked for,

were it not for the untoward action of

the federal government. There are

now no revenue laws, or, at least, none

the validity of which is undisputed,

and the imports are wavering between

free entry and high protective duties,

affording so broad a sweep, that, in the

extreme uncertainty which attends the

result of the present movements at

Washington, but few merchants are

inclined to speculative enterprises, the

success or ruin of which must depend

alone upon the fortune of desperate po

litical partisans. The holders of those

goods on which a high duty is proposed

to be levied by the advocates of pro

tection, are firm in their demands, and

by no means anxious to sell. On the

other hand, buyers and importers have

not given up the hope of receiving

goods on more liberal terms. The in

fluence of these conflicting opinions,

growing out of the state of the tariff

question, causes all branches of trade

to be exceedingly inert. There is no

demand for money for business pur

poses, and the banking institutions con

tinue to find great difficulty in employ

ing their funds to advantage. The

Banks of this city have more specie in

their vaults than circulation outstand

ing, so that the volume of the curren

cy would absolutely be increased were

the institutions to redeem their liabili

ties. A large proportion of the capital

employed in banking is now idle for

want of suitable investments; conse

quently the institutions have been

obliged, some of them, to pass their

usual dividends, and others to declare

a reduced per centage.

They are all making efforts, generally

with fair success, to collect the old

debts due them in various parts of the

country. This process moves very

slowly, however, in consequence of the

greatly reduced volumeof the currency

of the interior, which diminishes the

means of remittance to the Atlantic

merchants on their old indebtedness,

as well as the availability of the Bank

assets. The condition of the Western

Banks has generally improved, since

our last, with the exception of the

Bank of Illinois, at Shawneetown,

which has refused to resume. There

is, therefore, now no sound bank in that

State. One only of the New Orleans

Banks has maintained specie pay

ments, viz.: the Bank of Louisiana.

The Mechanics’ and Traders', and the

Union Bank, having again stopped be

fore the opposition of the suspended

banks. All the others have failed,

and their circulating bills are from 10

to 40 per cent. discount. The Banks

of Tennessee have agreed to resume

on the 1st of August; also, the Miners'

Bank of Dubuque, Iowa. This will

leave the following as the only States

where an irredeemable paper currency

is now tolerated, and in Virginia the

Banks have held a consultation as to

the propriety of immediate resump
tion, which resulted in a resolution to

resume on the 15th of August next.

Depreciation.

Illinois, - - - 50 to 60

Arkansas, - 50 to 75

Alabama, . - - 35 to 40

While the currency is thus purifying

itself and approaching a sound basis,

the productive wealth of the country is

greatly in excess of that of any other

period, and the elements of prosperity

exist in greater abundance than ever.

Agricultural products, which are the

chief source of wealth in this country,

exist now at the close of the year, just

previous to the receipt of the new

crops, in such quantities, that prices

rule lower now in the New York mar

ket than for any period within ten

years. The following is a table of the

prices of the leading articles in the

month of July of each year since 1833:
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PRICEs of LEADING ARTICLEs of AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS IN NEw York, IN JULy,

FOR TEN YEARs.

1833. 1834. 1835.

Beef, mess,

Pork, “

Cotton,

Flour, Western,

Wool, Am., 42 44 50

In the abundant products and low

prices now presented by the above

table, we have the sure indication of

great national wealth, as well as of an

absence of paper credits. Where those

credits cease to be the means of pur

chase, only those become the possess

ors of the product of the farmer's indus

try, who can give him an equivalent.

All these articles enter into the cost of

manufactured products, the prices of

which must be proportionably reduced.

'The abundance and cheapness of agri

cultural products become, therefore, the

cause of abundant and cheap manufac

tured goods. The interchange of these

goods and produce forms the great trade

of the country. Every canal and every

rail-road carries the produce in one di

rection, and transports the goods back

in payment. The great medium by

which these exchanges are effected,

are the private bills of the dealers,

which are created in representation of

This amount of private paper forms

the real credit system of the country.

This paper in a great measure cancel

led itself; that is, the notes given for

imports and manufactures in one sec

tion, were cancelled by the bills drawn

against the crops on their being sent

forward. At the close of the accounts,

the existing balances required to be

settled in specie, in which all this pa

per was payable. This paper was,

however, seized upon and made the

basis of the banking system. Through

the instrumentality of the banks, ac

commodation paper began to be mixed

with the mass of business paper, and

liabilities to a great extent were set

afloat, to meet which no actual wealth

existed. The specie, which was be

1836.

$9.50 8.75 13.00 11.00 13.00 15.00 15.50 15.75 9.50 7.69

13.75 12.75 17.00 19.00 19.00 20.00 18.00 14.00 10.00 8.00

11a15 11a1417a31 15az08}a 12 9a13 12a1574a11 10a12 5a10

5.50 5.00 6.50 7.00 9.50 7.50 5.50 4.75 5.50 6.00

1837. 1838. 1839. 1840. 1841. 1842.

50 52 36 37 40 42 30

every bill of goods shipped, and every

quantity of produce sent to market.

These take the form of foreign bills of

exchange, internal exchange, and the

notes of all grades of dealers, coming

between the importers and manufac

turers, and the consumers. These bills

are all based upon, and representactual

property, the equivalent values of

which are all measured by the consti

tutional standard—gold and silver–

which is itselfthe product of labor,and

therefore an actual equivalent. In

England a stamp duty is paid on all

similar bills, which is necessary to their

recovery at law, consequently the

quantity in circulation may be pretty

nearly approximated, and was ascer

tained to average for five years, out

standing at one time, £116,000,000 or

$580,000,000. In the United States,

by data derived from the late census,

these bills outstanding, or running to

maturity, may be estimated as follows:

f . . . . Individual notes based on the imports, . - e . $125,000,000

}. &c. & 4 G& “ manufactures, . - 125,000,000

w - Internal bills based on the crops, . - - - - 200,000,000

| f Foreign bills, - - - - - - - 20,000,000

# ,
--

Total business paper, - - - - - $470,000,000

fore equal to the wants of the commu

nity, no longer sufficed to represent the

volume of paper afloat. Instead, then,

of requiring specie in payment of these

bills, the promises of the banks became

substituted. An immense fictitious

system became thus engrafted upon

and interwoven with the regular bus:

ness of the country, burdening it with

most oppressive taxes for the suppºrt

of the banking machinery by which

the false paper was engendered and

kept afloat. The operation now going

forward is to sift out this false pape;

from that which represents the rº
wealth of the country, to confine bank

ing to this latter description, payable
in the constitutional standard.

We some time since gave a table of
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the comparative cost of the paper and

specie currencies of the United States,

France, and Great Britain. Events

recently transpired in London enable

this comparative cost to be traced more

closely. The government of England

issued a proclamation calling in all the

light sovereigns in exchange for those

ºstandard weight, preparatory to a

new coinage. The result of this move

ment exhibits in a clear and tangible

light the economy of a specie over, a

paper currency. We refer now to the

mere expense of keeping up the circu

lation, without taking into view theim

mense losses growing out of the dis

astrous revulsions incident upon the

fluctuation of paper money. Of 50,000

sovereigns received at the bank, 15,000

were light—averaging about 3% per

cent. short weight. These sovereigns

were mostly of the coinage of 1817,

and the average time of the circu

lation of the whole was computed

at twenty years. The whole gold

circulation being estimated at £12,-

000,000, one half, or £6,000,000, may

be considered as light. This would

give a loss of 1.25 per cent. upon the

whole amount, or £150,000 for the

wear and tear of the gold circulation

of the realm for twenty years, equal to

1-16 per cent. per annum. This was

English gold currency,

In this enormous expense of the paper

currency to the public, consisted the

chief source of the profits of the bank,

and enabled it during twenty years to

divide 8 per cent. on its capital of

$35,000,000, which dividends amount

ed to the enormous sum of$59,000,000!

Of this,amount $37,333,000 were sent

to England. This was the case with

the United States Bank alone. The

other bank capital in the United States

averaged, in the twenty years from 1820

to 1840, $251,000,000, on which 7 per

cent. dividends were declared, making

the enormous sum of $351,400,000

taxes paid by the producers of this

country to the banks for the use of their

credits asFº money to the average

amount of $105,000,000 per annum.

A large proportion of this bank capital

was fictitious. One half the remainder,

say $100,000,000, would, if applied to

the prosecution of productive industry,

have been instrumental in developing

60,000,000 14 per cent.

United States bank paper, 8,500,000 6

the whole loss to the nation by the

use of a metallic currency. Let us

now examine the cost of the paper cir

culation furnished by the late National

Bank. It has been ascertained that

the mere cost of the material to manu

facture paper money is 1 per cent.

The highest circulation of the late Na

tional Lank was $24,000,000, which

must have cost $240,000 to make it.

From the creation of the bank up to

the time when the United States gov

ernment dissolved partnership with

that precious concern, its circulation

had averaged per annum $8,500,000.

The committee of examination at that

time, with the concurrence of its presi

dent, allowed $900,000 for circulation

worn out and lost. This for sixteen

years was $56,250 per annum, or .66

per cent. of the circulation. Here are

two items of expense which are more

than equal to that of the gold currency

of England; but there is a far more

important consideration. Specie gets

into circulation in exchange for the pro

ducts of industry as a fair equivalent

without extra charge ; on the other

hand, every emission of paper money

is attended with a charge of at least

6 per cent. We may now compare

the expense of the two currencies for a

period of twenty years.

Expense per annum.

37,500 - -

<< 510,000 - -

Expense 20 years.

$750,000

10,200,000

the actual wealth of the country, to an

extent probably equal to its own value.

On the other hand, it has decreased the

wealth of the country by promoting

consumption instead of production, and

sloth instead of industry. Burdened

with the enormous bank tax indicated

in the above figures, it is no wonder

that the people have found themselves

too poor to pay their debt, and have in

some instances had recourse to repu

diation.

We have here treated only upon the

actual cost of the paper money. The

ruin and distress caused by its disastrous

fluctuations and revulsions are incal

culable. These effects are described

in a parliamentary speech of Henry

Lord Brougham, as follows:—

“It is monstrous, my Lord, that any

man or body of men, corporate or other

wise, should have the power of making

money cheap or dear, at will, combining

the office of regulator of national cur
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rency, with that of bankers—that they

should be both the money-makers and

money dealers—that they should have

the privilege at any one period of inun

dating the country with an immense

amount of paper currency, thereby sti

mulating speculation as well as trade,

raising prices, and profits; and at

another period drawing in their rags,

screwing up all legitimate sources of

credit, as well as capital, and thereby

lowering prices and wages, and diminish

ing profits, producing a stagnation of

trade, ruining merchants and manufac

turers by the hundred, and spreading

misery and wretchedness among thou

sands.”

If this was the experience of the

eminent men of England, what must

have been the case in this country,

where the inherent evils of the system

have been heightened by the most pal

pable charlatanry, ignorance, presump

tion, knavery, and fraud, on the part

of those who have undertaken to ad

minister , the paper currency. The

people of the United States will not

soon forget the monstrous delusion

which made them look upon the late

national bank as the great giver of

all good, and fix their eyes upon its

mountebank president, who, like a

rocket, dazzled their visions for a mo

ment in his flight, and then exploded

in corruption, leaving nothing in the

darkness that succeeded but an offen

sive odor, which Daniel Webster mis

took for the “odor of nationality.”

The enormous cost of banking has

been a main cause of the inability of

many of the States to pay their debts;

accordingly we find that those States,

where banking has been pushed to the

greatest extent, are the first to dishonor

their liabilities. Six sovereign and in

dependent States are now under dis

grace, as follows:

Mississippi, Arkansas,

Michigan, Indiana,

Illinois, Pennsylvania.

And the territory of Florida has threat

ened repudiation through its executive.

In all these States banking has been

most encouraged, and has been attend

ed with the most disastrous results.

The great and rich State of Pennsylva

nia has been eminently the victim of

her banks. Her wild and speculative

system of public improvements, which

have cost the State near $20,000,000,

and yield no revenue, was the result of

her fatal connection with the late Na

tional Bank. That institution was the

direct agent in the negotiation of the

stock, and its malign influence was the

cause of their creation. The debt of

the State is now near $40,000,000,

nearly one-fourth ofwhich was borrow

ed to pay the interest on, and the ex

penses ofnegotiating the other half. For

along time the State existed by borrow

ing money from her banks, until, in the

winter of 1840, public opinion demand

ed a resumption on #. part of the

banks. To enable themselves to pay

their own debts, it became necessary

for the banks to cease lending money

to the State; and pending the passage

of a law in the Pennsylvania legisla

ture, compelling the banks to resume

on the 15th of February, 1840, the

State interest to the amount of $800,-

000 fell due, and was not paid. At

this moment of discredit, the insolvent

banks came forward, and offered to

furnish the money to the State on con

dition that they should be allowed a

longer period for suspension. This

disgraceful compact was completed,

and the interest paid. The Pennsylva

nia Houseof Representatives instituted

a committee to investigate whether

any corrupt means was used by the

Banks of that State, in 1840, to procure

a legalized suspension of specie pay

ments. The chairman of that com

mittee reported, on the 13th of July,

that corruption had been used, but that

there had been no direct evidence that

the Executive or Legislature had re

ceived money. The U. S. Bank alone

wasreported to havedisbursed $131,400

for corrupt purposes. Since that time

the State has continued its payments,

by various expedients, up to the pre

sent month, when the payments again

fell due. Notwithstanding all the ex

perience of the past, the Legislature,

which has been convened in extra ses

sion, have again neglected to levy a

tax; but have again authorized the

governor to borrow the money on a 6per

cent. stock, or to issue that stock in pay

ment of the State interest. This, at

best, is but a partial payment, as the

stock will be unavailable to the hold

ers. The 5 per cent. stock ofPennsyl

vania is selling at 32 cents on the dol

lar, and the Stateis bankrupt, although

possessing one of the largest, richest,

and most industrious populations in the

Union. It is true that these people are
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already heavily taxed, paying, accord

ing to a late message of the Executive,

near $4,000,000 per annum; of which,

however, but $700,000 comes into the

State Treasury—the balance being

town and county taxes.

We have gone thus particularly into

the state of affairs in Pennsylvania, be

cause she assumed in relation to the

late National Bank the position before

occupied by the Federal Government;

and the question may be well asked,

with this fearful wreck before us, what

would have been the fate of these

United States, had that concern been

rechartered by Congress? What Penn

sylvania now is, on comparatively a

small scale, would have been the whole

Union, on a plan so magnificent, that

its fall would have shaken Europe to

its centre. The bubble, which was

blown up to such a height on the basis

of State credits, would have oversha

dowed the commercial world, backed

by the support of the United States;

and when the towering mass of credits

was sapped by the utter exhaustion of

the country, what wide-spread and

irretrievable ruin would not the fall

have occasioned ?

The state of commercial affairs

throughout the month has been cha

racterized by the same degree of uncer

tainty as described in our last; and for

the same cause, viz., the want of some

permanent settlement of the tarifflaws,

through legislative action. The tariff

bill, which we noticed in our last as

likely to be vetoed, and the object of

which was to extend the revenue laws

to the first of August, has met the fate

anticipated, and for the cause alluded

to in our last Number. The collection of

duties has, however, been continued

under regulations prescribed by the

President; not, however, without op

position from the merchants, who

pay duties, under protest. The prob

ability now is, that this state of

things will exist until a new Congress

shall give a more efficient action to

federal legislation. Should the Execu

tive be sustained by the judiciary in his

construction of the existing powers to

collect revenue, the existing rate of

duty, viz., 20 per cent. on the home

valuation,will probably be the best, both

for the revenue and the country, that

could be adopted under existing cir

cumstances. The abundance of pro

duce in this country renders it neces

sary that a foreign market should be

found to as great an extent as possible;

and to do so the return of foreign goods

in payment must be encouraged. The

specie level of the currency forbids the

idea that goods can be imported toany

great extent under high duties. Du

ties levied upon the foreign, cost of

goods, when prices here are inflated by

the action of a paper currency, do not

much restrict trade; but duties levied

upon the home valuation, when demand

and supply in a specie currency alone

govern prices, must seriously affect the

amount of imports. It has been a fa

vorite notion with the advocates of a

high tariff, and has been frequently

laid down by Daniel Webster, that

where one country is the principal pro

ducer of one article, and another a

principal consumer of it, a duty im

posed by the latter would have the ef

fect, not of raising the price in the

country where it was laid, but to re

duce it where they were produced. To

illustrate the i. of this assump

tion, we have compiled the following

table of three articles of import into the

United States, from the Treasury re

turns, from 1821 to 1841, showing the

uantity imported, the foreign cost, and

the home value under each rate of duty.

The value is that contained in the

Treasury reports for the same articles

exported, as follows:—

QUANTITIEs of HAMMERED IRoN, HEMP, AND coAL, IMPORTED ANNUALLY, UNDER THE

vArious duties since 1821, witH THE ForEIGN cost of EACH ARTICLE, AND THE

HoME v.ALUE or EACH ARticle. At the corresponding PERIoD.

havinif, Red frton. hemip. CoA.L.

Cwt. Foreign Cwt. Foreign Bush.

Duty. 45 cost. price. 150 cost. Price. 5 Cost. Price.

1821, 343.09.4 3.12 2.85 86.192 5.92 627.717 14, 29

1822, 532.805 2.94 4.25 178.503 5.97 10.00 970.828 14+ 26

1823, 591.880 2.76 3.30 115.735 5.84 7.35 854.983 133 38

1824, 426.966 2.80 3.51 94.846 5.10 7.00 764.815 14; 36

Duty. 90 175 6

1825, 492.998 3.17. 4.30 76.817 5.61 722.255 15; 31

1826, 467.515 3.23 4.71 88.116 6.21 11.50 970.021 14; 27

1827, 440.200 3.00 4.34 100.566 6.31 12.80 1,127.388 12; 38

1828, 667.849 3.20 4.42 161.604 6.65 906.200 11+ 38
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I)uty. 112 300 6

9.20 1.272.970 11, 431829, 589.638 3.19 6.50 95.195 6.83

1830, 613.920 2.85 4.30 30.782 6.55 8.35 1.640.295 12; 19,

1832, 763.001 2.55 3.01 150.739 5.95 2.043.389 10;

I)uty. 90 200 6

1833, 722.486 2.50 3.85 96.026 5.10 10.80 2.588.102 10; 19

1834, 635.698 2.75 3.10 102.211 5.30 6.00 2.005.522 9, 21

1835, 630.584 2.60 4.36 102.163 5.12 5.10 1.679.119 8; 20

1836, 658.752 2.87 4.70 147.190 5.55 3.076.087 8; 32

1837, 626.512 3.21 4.90 84.965 3.52 11.00 4.268.598 8; 30

1838, 426.389 2.75 4.10 81.391 (3.25 3.614.320 8, 27

1839, 711.159 2.87 5.50 87.461 7.95 11.10 5.082.424 8+ 26

1840, 576.381 2.95 4.25 93.788 7.35 4.560.287 8, 24

This presents the operation of four

different tariffs, on two articles, the

chief products of England, and one,

hemp, a staple of Russia. It will be

seen, in the case of iron, that under the

low duty of 1816, the foreign cost ofthe

article was less than that of the four

succeeding years, when the duty was

doubled here, and that the value in

this market bore the same proportion

ate increase. In the year 1828,

when the high duty was expected, the

demand for iron in England to export

to this country before the new duty

should be levied, increased 50 per cent.,

and apparently caused an increase in

the foreign cost of 20 cents. This was

the natural operation of trade, and is

directly the reverse of the assumption

of Daniel Webster and others. In the

next two#. ofhigh duty, the foreign

cost was higher than in the four years

of How duty prior to 1825; and the

value in the home market was reduced

apparently by the increased supply.

Since 1832 the duty has undergone

biennial reductions. We have not here

taken the influences of the paper cur

rencies in both countries, upon prices,

into consideration. The article of

hemp exhibits still more clearly the

operations of trade, in opposition to the

propositions of the tariff men. In the

article of coal the price in this country

has fluctuated in a great degree. The

tariff has not been altered since 1825;

but the foreign cost has steadily de

creased, while the import has increased

in the same proportion, the price here

remaining nearly the same, giving evi

dence of the greatly increased consump

tion of the article here, as well as of

its production abroad. The import of

iron, since 1832, has been greatly in

creased by the internal improvements

of the States. The iron in very many

cases was purchased for State bonds,

without much regard to cost. This

operating cause will cease to act for

the future, and the effective demand

for foreign iron will be regulated by

the profit that it will yield to importi,
and the American ironmasters will

have decidedly the advantage over

others. A very moderate duty under

such circumstances must be protective.

The same influences operate upon all

articles of import, to a greater or less

extent. The breaking down of the

credit system affords of itself the most

ample protection to manufactures, and

to yield a revenue the rates of duty

must be very moderate.
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THE NEW BOOKS OF THE MONTH,

Poems. By ALFRED TENNyson. 2 vols.

12mo. Boston : William D. Ticknor.

1842.

We have long regretted that the exqui

site verse of Alfred Tennyson has been

suffered to remain comparatively unknown

to the American reader, for want of a pub

lisher who would venture on the enterprise

of reprinting, what has been before the

public on the other side of the Atlantic for

nearly ten years. The same intelligent

publisher, to whom we were indebted a

few months ago for the sweet sadness

of Motherwell’s volume, has now again

rescued the “trade” from the imputation

of insensibility to the merits of some of

the most beautiful poetry of the day. We

are half inclined to place Tennyson at the

head of that younger growth which, in

the sacred groves of Poesy, has sprung

up under the shadow of those towering

monarchs of the wood, whose contem

poraneous greatness illustrated the past

generation. We speak thus of the past

generation, for although some of those

“mighty masters of the lyre” may yet sur

vive, who swelled the grand chorus of Eng

lish song to which the first quarter of the

present century listened enchanted, yet it

is only as retired veterans—the emeriti of

campaigns now historical—that they are

reposing on their unfading laurels. True,

the traveller still visits the home ofWords

worth as the shrine of a pious pilgrimage,

and the beautiful abode of Rogers as a

museum replete with charming interest—

and deems himself fortunate in meeting

Moore or Campbell as the greatest of the

lions he is anxious to see abroad—yet are

Wordsworth, and Rogers, and Moore, and

Campbell, as poets, quite as much of a

day that is past, as the contemporaries

with whom we are wont to associate them,

Byron and Shelley, Coleridge and Scott—

and poor Southey, who, between the living

and the dead, occupies now a middle place

which is scarcely more the one than the

other.

A certain dim and shadowy beauty, a

fanciful and floating grace, with a very

tender sweetness, a delicate and refined

purity of taste, and a melody of language

as soft as a flute, are the chief character

istics of Tennyson's poetry. Some of his

poems on the various loveliness of young

maidenhood, seem to have a charm almost

as exquisite as their inspiration. But

there is also a certain effeminacy in his

WOL. XI.-NO. L., 28

verse, which does not permit it to rise to

the level of the more severe and robust

dignity and power of that of Bryant. It

flies on the humming-bird's wing, suck

ing the sweet soul out of the loveliest

flowers it meets, rather than on the pinion

of the eagle which spurns the cloud and

soars toward the sun. The present vol

umes are a reprint of a recent new edi

tion published by Moxon, in London, the

first containing the earlier poems which

appeared in 1829 and 1832; and the

second consisting of poems published

now for the first time. The last exhibit

a sensible progress in comparison with

the former, which are themselves in not

a few instances amended by a judicious

revision. Tennyson has already what

may almost be termed a “school” of imi

tators—of whom, in this country, the

most successful is Mr. Longfellow.

The Fountain, and other Poems. By WIL

LIAM CULLEN BRYANT. 12mo. pp. 100.

New York and London: Wiley and

Putnam. 1842.

Another volume from Bryant— not

much of it perhaps in bulk, but so, too,

may it be said of diamonds. The greater

part ofthese poems, we observe, including

the one from which the volume takes its

title, have appeared originally in the pages

of the Democratic Review—and many of

our readers doubtless, therefore, know

them by heart, though we are well as

sured that that will constitute a recom

mendation, rather than a reason to deter

them from purchasing the beautifully

printed volume in which they will find

them here collected, together with a num

ber of others of kindred beauty, well wor

thy to be threaded on the same string of

pearls.

The Poetical Works of John Sterling.

(First American Edition.) 12mo, pp.

268. Philadelphia: Herman Hooker.

1842.

Mr. Griswold, who appears as the edi

tor of this volume, has conferred a sub

stantial benefit on the public by the act,

for which, independently of his other liter

ary deserts, he is entitled to its thanks.

There is a calm contemplative depth of

thought, and a pure tenderness of senti
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ment, with a classic chasteness of lan

guage and versification, in the poetry ofthe

Rev. Mr. Sterling, (better known as the

“Archaeus” of Blackwood,) which will

secure for this volume many a reader who

will return more than once to dwell upon

the quiet and pleasant charm of its pages.

“The Sexton's Daughter” is one long

strain of deep and gentle pathos, inex

pressibly sweet and beautiful; and seve

ral of the Hymns are a fit music to swell

through the echoing temple of a devout

heart in adoration to its God.

The Climate of the United States, and its

Endemic Influences. By SAMUEL For

Ry, M.D. 8vo. pp. 380. New York:

J. and H. G. Langley. 1842.

Several months have now elapsed since

the appearance of this work, during

which period it has been noticed by nearly

all of our periodicals, both literary and

exclusively medical, in terms of very

high commendation. “The design of the

work,” says the writer, “is to exhibit a

connected view of the leading phenomena

of our climate both physical and medical,

comprising a condensation of all the

author’s observations on the subject.”

It is based chiefly on the “Army Meteor

ological Register,” and the “ Statistical

Report on the Sickness and Mortality in

the Army of the United States,” em

bracing a period of twenty years, (1819

to 1839,) both of which are the result of

the labors of the same author. We hail

the appearance of this volume with no

ordinary degree of pleasure, inasmuch

as it is the first systematic treatise on the

climate ofthat great portion of the globe,

embraced within the boundaries of the

United States, from the Atlantic to the

Pacific Ocean. Unlike all other treatises

on the same subject, which are generally

loosely written and made up of the most

vague and general statements, Dr. F.’s

deductions are based upon precise instru

mental observations. The isolated facts

relative to our climate have been care

fully collated by him, and their relations

to one another and to general laws deter

mined. Having thus presented in Part

First a classification of the principal phe

momena of our climate, physically consid

ered, he traces out in Part Second the

medical relations of these laws, thus

establishing in both a classification of

climates having for its basis observation;

and by extending his observations through

a long series of years, and over vast

masses of individuals, Dr. F. has dis

closed many important relations having

reference to the health and disease of our

wide-spread borders. The advantages

of change of climate to pulmonary and

other invalids—a subject of the highest

interest to every class of readers—have

been pointed out most happily by the

author. But as we do not feel ourselves

competent to express an opinion upon a

subject pertaining strictly to medical

science, we will here make the following

quotation from the “Select Medical Li

brary” of Philadelphia, edited by Dr.

John Bell:—“ The present work of

Dr. F. comes out under peculiarly im–

posing auspices. This is just such a vo

lume as every physician has felt the want

of, whether his opinion be invoked re

specting the effects of season or of travel

and change of place for a common inva

lid, to say nothing of the eagerness and

anxiety with which these questions are

propounded, when the answer will direct

the movements of a person in incipient

consumption, or one, alas! in its last,

and, to all others but himself, hopeless

stage.”

Did our space permit, we would will

ingly present to our readers some extracts

bearing upon the interesting topics dis

cussed in this volume; such as the in

fluence of our ocean-lakes on our climate

—the different laws of temperature on

the eastern and western coasts of the

same continent—whether the climate of

Europe has experienced any permanent

change since the era of the first Roman

Emperors—whether the climate of the

New World has been rendered milder by

the cultivation of the soil—whether the

region west of the Alleghanies enjoys a

milder temperature than that to the east.

We must conclude, however, with the

remark that Dr. F. has brought to the

investigation of these various points,

great industry and method as well as

good sense; and, that seeing the vast

mass of information collected and digested

into fixed results in this volume, and

adapted, too, for general perusal, we take

pleasure in commending it to our readers

as a standard production.

Forest Life. By the Author of “A New

Home.” In 2 vols. 12mo. New York:

C. S. Francis and Co., 252 Broadway.

Boston: J. H. Francis, 128 Washing

ton street. 1842.

No less graphic, witty, kindly, sen

sible, and amusing a book than the pre

decessor of which it is a sequel. And

agreeable as are both the volumes from

beginning to end, there is no portion of

either which we read with greater plea

sure than the concluding intimation, that

it is only “for the present” that the
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charming author, who still denies her

real name to fame, takes her leave of the

public. Her voice connes to us out of the

far unknown wilderness from which she

sends it forth, like the clear ringing song

ofa bird, issuing from the heart ofa wood;

although we may not see the sweet vo

calist, nor distinguish the particular tree

within whose green shade it is hiding and

singing, yet we listen with delight, and

wait impatiently at every pause for an

other strain of the merry music.

Elements of Agricultural Chemistry and

Geology. By JAs. F. W. Johnston,

M.A., F.R.S., Honorary Member of

the Royal English Agricultural Society,

and Author of “Lectures on Agricul

tural Chemistry and Geology.” 12mo.

pp. 250. New York: Wiley and Put

nam. 1842.

We noticed in our last number the ap

pearance of Professor Johnston’s larger

work on this same subject—or rather of

the first portion of it—his “Lectures,”

in terms of praise not beyond its deserts.

The present volume will doubtless diffuse

a more widely-spread usefulness, from the

cheap and compendious form which adapts

it to large classes of readers into whose

hands the former would probably never

come. Its price (50 cents) places it

within the reach of every farmer, to

whom, as well as to the miscellaneous

reader, unwilling to remain ignorant of

so useful and interesting a branch of gen

eral knowledge, we would strongly re

commend it.

-4 Discourse delivered upon the Opening of

the New Hall of the New York Lyceum

of Natural History. By John W.

FRANcis, M.D., Member of the Wer

nerian Natural History Society of Edin

burgh, late Professor of Materia Me

dica, Medical Jurisprudence, Institutes

of Medicine, and of Obstetrics and the

Diseases of Women and Children, in

the University of the State of New

York, &c. New York: H. Ludwig,

Printer, 72 Vesey street.

The distinguished reputation of Dr.

Francis, both in the profession of which

he is an ornament, and as a man of high

and extensive scientific and literary culti

vation, will awaken an expectation in the

reader taking up this Discourse, which,

when he lays it down at its close, he will

acknowledge not to have been disap

pointed. It is an eloquent and elegant

production, evidently the overflowing of

a mind laboring only with the embarras

de richesses; and presents an outline com

prehensive, though necessarily rapid and

general, and nowhere else within our

knowledge to be found, of the various

contributions by American writers and

observers to the cause of natural science,

in all the leading branches into which it

distributes itself.

.4 Treatise on Algebra; embracing, besides

the Elementary Principles, all the higher

parts usually taught in Colleges; con

taining moreover the New Method of Cu

bic and Higher Equations, as well as the

Development and Application of the more

recently discovered Theorem of Sturm.

By Geo. R. PERKINs, A. M., Principal

and Professor of Mathematics in the

Utica Academy, and author of “Higher

Arithmetic.” Utica: D. Hutchinson.

New York: Saxton & Miles. 1842.

8vo. pp. 360.

Compared with the great mass of books

which are constantly falling from our

American press, very few are purely sci

entific works. Out of that few, many

possess little merit, except that they may

be good translations of some foreign au

thor. Not so with the work which is at

present before us. There is an air of

newness and originality about it, which

few volumes of the kind seem to carry with

them. Not that the grand principles laid

down are new; but that the methods of

operating are, in many respects, original.

The great fault with most of the existing

works upon this interesting branch of

mathematics, seems to be a want ofjudi

cious arrangement and practical combin

ation of its parts. To the remedy of this

defect, we think the present valuable

“Treatise” well adapted. The new

rules for extracting the roots of cubic

polynomials—the extensive formulae on

the progressions—the clear elucidation of

equations ofthe third and fourth degrees—

together with the new and complete rule

for the numerical solution of equations

of all classes, constitute an improvement

upon former works, which cannot fail to

be noticed by all who are interested in the

subject.

In addition to the above will be found

a new Logarithmic Theorem, by Prof.

Catlin; also, a very neatly abridged ex

emplification, and the application of the

lately discovered theorem of Sturm, for

the discovery of the number of real roots

in any equation, which has now, for the

first time, found its way into an American

publication.

The typographical execution of the

book is of the best order; and it comes
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out to the world in a dress which does

much credit to the enterprise of the

publisher.

.4 Treatise on the Right of Suffrage, with

an Appendia. By SAMUEL. JonEs.

Boston; Otis, Broaders & Co. 1842.

12mo, pp. 274.

Had this work appeared but a few

months ago, we should have expressed

some surprise at beholding any writer

coming before the public, at the present

day, in this country, with a grave and

formal treatise on this subject, to argue

backward in favor of such propositions as

—a general property qualification for the

elective franchise; a real estate qualifica

tion for the franchise as exercised in the

election of one of the two branches of the

legislature; and for naturalized citizens, a

ten years’ residence, and real estate in the

district of residence, of the clear value of

$1000. But after recent events, instead

of surprise, we must content ourselves

with a simple expression of regret. We

recommend the book to the Charter Party

in Rhode Island, and to their friends the

Whig Party elsewhere. It will hardly

find much sale among democratic readers,

—unless they should seek to confirm their

own different faith, by the feebleness of the

best argument that can be made by an in

telligent and well-meaning writer on the

opposite side. To Mr. Jones we would

recommend Dr. Franklin’s story of the

Ass, worth the prescribed property qualifi

cation, which passed successively from one

owner to another, carrying with him the

elective franchise; and would invite from

him an answer to Dr. Franklin’s shrewd

question, which of the two possessed the

franchise, the Man or the Ass? And before

he should issue a second edition (assuming

that the first will be promptly absorbed by

the Rhode Island demand), we would re

commend to him to consider what greater

“stake” any man can have in a commu

nity, than his existence, his humanity, his

body and his soul, his head and his heart,

his wife and his children, his past, present

and future, his memories and his hopes,

and whether the poor man has not all these

as well as the rich man. We would ad

vise him to reflect, too, whether the poor

man, hanging ever over the gulfof starva

tion, and holding on to subsistence only by

the unrelaxing clutch of perpetual toil,

has not quite as great an interest in whole

some and wise government, as his rich

neighbor, who has but to curtail a luxury

where the former yields a necessary of life.

He may also with advantage consult the

science of political economy, where he

will learn the fallacy of the idea which

constitutes one of the principal founda

tions of his reasoning—namely, that it is

Property which really pays Taxation.

But Mr. Jones means well, and does not

write ill, though he argues from wrong as

sumptions to necessarily wrong results;

and there is something in the kindly spirit

of his book, which wins from our good

nature a forbearance of severe criticism—

a forbearance even to a heresy so justly

provocative of democratic wrath.

Facts involved in the Rhode Island Contro

versy, with some views upon the rights of

both Parties. Boston: B. B. Mussey.

1842.

.A Discourse delivered in the Meeting House

of the First Baptist Church, Providence,

May 22, 1842. By FRANCIS WAY

LAND. Providence: R. Comstock &

Co., and H. H. Brown. 1842.

Review of Dr. Wayland’s Discourse on the

.Affairs of Rhode Island. By a Member

of the Boston Bar. Boston: B. B.

Mussey. 1842.

In our notice of these three pamphlets,

we place Dr. Wayland’s in the middle, to

typify how completely he is crushed be

tween the other two as by the upper and

the nether millstones. The learned Pre

sident has added nothing to his past lau

rels by this publication; and the day is

not distant when he will sincerely regret,

that he ever allowed himself to be so far

overcome by the contagious excitement

surrounding him, as to give the double

utterance of speech and print to all the

falsehoods of fact, the fallacies of reason

ing, and the uncharitable errors of judg

ment contained in his pamphlet, and so

pungently and forcibly exposed in the

Review of it by a very able “Member of

the Boston Bar.” We would recommend

this with the first named of the above, par

ticularly to our democratic readers, as

containing together both a valuable and

succinct summary of the historical facts

of the case, and a lucid and unanswerable

statement of the argument in justification

of the popular side of the question. The

ablest of the writers on the opposite side

may safely be challenged to the attempt

at refuting them.
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The American in Egypt, with Rambles

through Arabia Petra'a and the Holy

Land, during the Years 1839 and 1840.

By JAMEs Ewing CoolEy. Illustrated

with numerous steel Engravings: also

with Designs and Etchings, by John

ston. 8vo. pp. 610. New York:

D. Appleton and Co., 200 Broadway.

1842.

An odd, rambling, but entertaining vol

ume, beautifully printed and “got up,”

and copiously and richly illustrated. The

author is well known in this city, as hav

ing formerly been for a number of years

the conductor of the semi-annual book

trade sales. He has now so far modified

his vocation as to manufacture the books

he once only sold; and he proves that he

can do the one as well as of old he did

the other; for we doubt not this volume,

which is laid on our table in advance of

its public appearance, will prove one of

the most popular and saleable of those

that were formerly wont to pass under

his hammer. There is a great deal of

good writing and good sense in it, though

rather more profusely intermixed than

need have been with nonsense; and we

sincerely hope that in the next volume,

which is hereafter to follow the present

one, when he is to carry us with him on

his travels out of Egypt into Arabia and

Palestine, he may not again fall in with

the Builderdashes, Rimtapers, the Reve

rend Mr. Dunderblix, Dr. O'Squeebey, or

any of the English acquaintance who

figure so largely in the present narrative

of his adventures and observations on

and about the banks of the Nile; through

which we shall probably in an early

Number follow him a little more closely

than we can do on the present occasion,

when our chief purpose is to announce

the appearance of the book; and to re

commend it as a novelty quite unique in

its plan, and containing a great deal

of agreeable information and amusement,

presented in a very elegant style of pub

lication.

Tales for the People and their Children.

Little Coin, Much Care. By MARY

Howitt. 18mo. pp. 171. New York:

D. Appleton & Co., 200 Broadway.

1842.

A nice little tale, in Mary Howitt's

easy and natural vein, presenting at the

same time a sad picture of the hardships

and sufferings of the poor in an English

manufacturing town.

.A Memoir of India and Arghanisłaum, with

Observations on the present Erciling and

Critical State and Future Prospects of

those Countries. Comprising Remark's

on the Massacre of the British virtny in

Cabul, British Policy in India, a De

tailed Descriptire Character of Dost Ma

homed and his Court, &c. With an ºp

pendir. By J. HARLAN, late Counsellor

of State, Aide-de-Camp, and General of

the Staff to Dost Mahomed, Ameer of

Cabul. 12mo, pp. 208. Philadelphia:

J. Dobson, 106 Chesnut-street; R.

Baldwin, Paternoster Row, London;

H. Bossange, 11 Quai Voltaire, Paris.

1842.

This volume appears very seasonably

at the present moment, to convey reliable

information from a source eminently able

to furnish it, in relation to the scene of

the late disastrous military operations of

the British in India, and of the future ones

which they are now preparing. Of the

personal history of the author, and of the

adventures which placed him in the va

rious important posts indicated on his title

page, and which have again brought

him back to the plain capacity of a citi

zen of his native country, resident, we

believe, in Philadelphia, we are not in

formed. He is evidently, from the in

ternal proof of this volume, a man of

a high order of ability, and he writes

from the abundance of great familiar

ity with his subject, as well in its more

minute details, as in its larger general

aspects. It is pervaded also by an air

of truthfulness which wins the entire

confidence of the reader. It is accompa

nied with a topographical map of Cabul

and the surrounding country. General

Harlan writes in a spirit of strong hostility

to the British dominion in India, which is,

indeed, as it has ever been, in the words

of Burke, “an awful thing.” Their

late disaster, while he freely bestows on

so much human suffering the sigh which

it must extort from every human heart, he

regards as but the just retribution of Pro

vidence upon their own rapacity, cruelty,

and injustice; and prophesies the speedy

advent of the day which shall witness the

crumbling into the dust of all that stu

pendous blood-cemented structure of the

Anglo-Indian Empire. At the conclusion

we find announced, as in preparation for

the press, what we shall look for with

much interest, a personal narrative of the

author's eighteen years’ residence in Asia,

comprising an account of the manners

and customs of the various Oriental na

tions with whom he has had official and

familiar intercourse.
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AMERICAN.

The first edition of Mr. GR1swold's

elegant and valuable volume of Ameri

can Anthology, “The Poets and Poetry

of America,” which is more particularly

noticed in another part of our present

Number, having been exhausted, ano

ther is to be issued, incorporating some

improvements, probably as soon as the

present announcement of it reaches the

eye of our readers. Mr. Griswold, we

understand, has nearly ready for the

press his “Curiosities of American Li

terature,” a work for which the Puritan

period of our history especially affords

much valuable material, and which

must prove one of the most entertain

ing and curious performances yet pub

lished in this country. Mr. Griswold

is, without doubt, better qualified than

any other person to prepare a book of

the kind. In this connection we take

pleasure in noticing the fact, that this

gentleman, who possesses peculiar

qualifications for such a post, has been

placed in the editorial charge of one of

our most popular monthly miscellanies,

“Graham's Magazine;” in which capa

city he has made arrangements with a

number of the ablest writers in the

country to contribute to its pages.

Cooper is to furnish a series of sketches

of naval biography, and Bryant, Long

fellow and Hoffman, are to be regular

contributors to its poetical department.

The change of editorial policy denoted

in these announcements promises to

raise this magazine to the level of a

literary rank to which it has heretofore

scarcely pretended, and which we deem

a just subject of congratulation to the

public as well as to the enterprising

publisher.

A new edition of Dr. CRoly’s celebrated

romance, “Salathiel, a Story of the

Past, the Present, and the Future,” will

be published in a few days by Mr. L.

Johnson, of Philadelphia, and Mr.

James, of Cincinnati. “Salathiel” is

one of the best romances in the lan

guage, and it will always be eminently

popular. It has been out of print for

several years, and the new edition will

therefore be eagerly sought.

We understand that the Report of the

Geological Survey of the State of New

York is in process of printing in a very

splendid style; and that Governor

Seward has taken measures to enrich

it by an Introduction, contributed from

the pens of various scientific and lite

rary gentlemen, to whom he has ad

dressed himself for the purpose, de

signed to present a general view of the

industrial, educational, literary, and

moral history, progress, and present

greatness of the State.

We are happy to find that a new work is

about being prepared by Messrs. STE

PHENs and CATHERwood, embodying

the result of their recent additional ex

plorations in Central America. Their

materials, we understand, are abundant,

and exceedingly novel. The illustra

tions are already progressing in the

hands of the engravers, and from the

specimens we have seen, are of a deeply

interesting character.

Dr. ANTHoN is rapidly advancing with the

printing of his new Archaeological work,

—a Sequel to his Classical Dictionary.

WILEY & PUTNAM have just issued

JoNHSTON's new volume on “Agricul

tural Chemistry.” The same publish

ers have nearly ready, DownING's

“Cottage Architecture,” with beautiful

illustrative designs, uniform with that

writer’s former work, “Landscape

Gardening.” Also, the third, and will

in a few days, we believe, publish the

fourth, number ofProf. BRANDE’s inval

uable Cyclopædia, to be completed in

one handsome octavo. -

D. APPLETON & Co. are about immedi

ately to publish Mr. CoolEy’s “..Ameri

can in Egypt,” in one handsome octavo,

with numerous illustrative engravings,

some of which are beautifully executed;

of its literary character we have already

spoken. The same firm have the fol

lowing just completed—“The Book of

the Navy,” with many plates; the vol

umes already announced, under the

general title of “.4 Library for my

Young Countrymen.” Also some new

volumes of the series “Tales for the

People and their Children;” “The Fa

vorite Child,” and “First Impressions,”

by Mrs. ELLIs, and “Work andWages,”

and “Little Coin, Much Care,” by

MARY Howitt. Dr. URE’s valuable

Dictionary, No. 12, is just out; also No.

6 of Handy Andy, and No. 3 of Hector

O’Halloran, all of which need no fresh

commendatory notice.
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DAyton & NEwMAN have just put out a

volume by Prof. OLMsTED, of consider

able interest, a “Biographical Sketch

of Ebenezer P. Mason,” a youth of sin

gular precocity, who exhibited indi

cations of extraordinary genius, and

whose premature decease imparts an

additional interest to the narrative. The

biographer ranks the subject of his me

moir not merely with Kirk White as a

poet, but even with Herschel, Galileo,

and Newton, for his surprising attain

ments in philosophy and the abstract

sciences;–but here, of course, allow

ance must be made for the enthusiastic

admiration of the writer.

CAREY & HART will, we observe, com

plete the publication of QUAIN’s splen

did work of .dnatomical Plates, edited

by Prof. Pancoast, ofJefferson College,

early this month. They also announce

for speedy publication, a new volume

of “The Gift for 1843;” which is to

include a series of superb illustrations,

after Chapman, Cheney, Sully, Inman,

and several other of our leading artists.

This new Annual is to exceed all its

predecessors, we understand, in the

exquisite beauty of its embellish

ments.

We would again remind our readers of

the announcement by Mr. RikeR, of a

new Dictionary of the English lan

guage, designed for Schools, on an ori

ginal plan; also his other novelty, be

fore alluded to, of a Scripture Floral

.Album, with finely colored embellish

ments, &c.

A clever little elementary work on the

study of Conchology, has just appeared,

entitled “Lessons on Shells,” with ten

plates, exhibiting upwards of eighty

specimens, drawn from nature. This

popular Manual has already passed

through three editions, and the present

is greatly improved by the editor, Mr.

Cozzens, Librarian of the New York

Lyceum. Scarcely any scientific sub

ject can be selected more agreeable and

amusing for youth, as well as adults,

or one from which may be educed a finer

moral than this favorite study. Pub

lished by Folsom, of this city.

A new and elegant Annual is announced

by WILLIAMs, of Boston, for the 15th

prox. It is entitled “The Christian

Souvenir for 1843;” its embellishments

will be well executed, and literary mat

ter characterized by a high religious

tone, &c.

ENGLISH.

We observe the announcement of a new

work from the pen of Horace Smith,

entitled, “Masaniello.” Much new

light, it is said, is about to be thrown

on the history of the unfortunate Mary,

Queen of Scots, by the publication of

her recently discovered correspondence

at Hampton Court Palace, by Prince

Labanoff. The Memoirs of Prince

Charles Stuart, the Pretender, are also

about to appear; and a new work offic

tion is in progress from the pen of Bul

wer, to be called “Mabel Meredith, or

the Bride of the North;” the scenes of

which are laid in Russia, during the

luxurious and dissolute reign of the

Court of the Empress Catharine. A

superb work has just been completed,

of which only 50 copies have been

struck off, embellished by 75 sumptuous

illustrations in colors, entitled “Ves

tiarium Scoticum,” by John Sobieski

Stuart. This extraordinary work com

prises a historical account of the tar

tans of Highland clans, and the feudal

times of Scotland—the price is ten

guineas. A new work on the Seat of

the Eastern War is announced, as fol

lows:–“Narrative of various Jour

neys in Balochistan, Afghanistan, and

the Punjab; including a residence in

those countries from 1826 to 1838.” By

Charles Masson, Esq. My Bee Book,

by the Rev. W. C. Cotton, with many

plates. Travels in Kashmere, Sadak,

Iskardo, the countries adjoining the

mountain course of the Indus and the

Himalaya north of the Punjab. By J.

T. Vigne, Esq. 2 vols. many plates.

The posthumous fame of poor Theodore

Hook seems to be rapidly increasing,

and his publishers will not be at fault

at any rate if it shall not become greater

than his reputation when living. Al

ready we have had “Fathers and Sons,”

and even now observe two others, “Pe

regrine Bunce, or Settled at Last ;” and

“The Man of Sorrow.” This last,

however, is said to be edited by him

only. We hear of several other new

works of fiction, such as “Stonehenge,

or the Romans in Britain;” “The Mar

chiomess, a strange but true tale,” by

Mrs. Thornton; and “The Hungarian

Castle,” by Miss Pardoe.

CONTINENTAL.

Necrology.—France, as it appears from

the last foreign news, has to register

the death of several of her distinguish

ed men, and among them two literary

characters—J. N. Bouilly, a moralist

and dramatic writer, and a member of

the Academy, in which it leaves a new

vacancy to be filled; the Count of Las

Casas, the field companion of Napoleon
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in exile, and the author of the Atlas

Historique, &c., and of the Memorial

de St. Helena.

We understand the fifth volume of Pro

fessor Leo’s Course of Universal Histo

ry, for the use of superior Schools, is

just out, (Lehrbuch der Universalge

schichte zum Gebrauch in höhern Un

terrichtsanstalten,) published at Halle.

This volume treats of the history of the

French Revolution and of Napoleon,

and thus forms a valuable work of it

self. It is written in a spirit of stern

justice; the author, with the law of the

gospel in his hand, sitting in judgment

upon the deeds of nations and individu

als, and tracing in all the ramifications

of the astounding events of that memo

rable period, the finger of God. It will

also please the English reader of Ger

man, for the beauty and simplicity of

its style.

Der Nibelungen Noth, illustrirt mit Holz

schnitten nach Zeichnungen von Julius

Schnorr von Carolsfeld und Eugen Neu

reuther. Die Bearbeitung des Textes

von Dr. Gustav Pfizer. 8 Lieferungen,

à 14 gr.

Technologische Encyclopädie, oder alpha

betisches Handbuch der Technologie,

der technischen Chemie, und des

Maschinenwesens. Zum Gebrauche

für Kameralisten, Oekonomen, Künst

ler, Fabrikanten, und Gewerbtreibende

jeder Art. Herausgegeben von Joh.

Jos. Prechtl. k. k. n. o. wirkl. Regier

ungs-Rathe, und Director desk. k. poly

technischen Instituts in Wien. Die

ersten neun Bände, mit 230 Kupfer

tafeln, kosten jeder, 6 fl.

Der Magnetismus im Verhältniss zur Na

tur und Religion, von Dr. Jos. Enne

moser. Preis, 2 Rthlr, 12 gr.

Schutt, — Dichtungen von Anastasius

Grün.

Sammlung Architektonischer Entwirſe

von Dr. C. F. Schinkel, Köngl. Preuss.

Ober-Landes-Bau-Director,etc. etc. etc.

Das Werkaus 16 Lieferungen à 6 Blatt

bestehend. wird in drei Jahren volls

tändig sein, und der Subscriptionspreis,

pro Lieferung Rthlr. 2., Pr. Cour. sein.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WALUE CF Books IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

—Dunau, a French philosopher, has

observed that we live too near the

epoch of the Discovery of Printing, to

judge accurately of its influence upon

society, and yet too far from it to ap

preciate its earliest fruits; he says it

will require perhaps many centuries be

fore we can justly form an opinion of

its effects upon the destinies of man.

We may at least even now form some

thing of an estimate, if we refer merely

to the enormous cost of some MSS.

prior to the invention of this invalua

ble art. One Parnarme, writing to the

King of Naples, says, “you lately wrote

me from Florence that the works ofTi

tus Livius are there to be sold, in very

handsome books, and that the price of

each is 120 crowns of gold. Therefore

I entreat your Majesty that you cause

the same to be bought; and one thing

I want to know of your prudence,

whether I or Poggius have done best,

—he, that he might buy a country house

near Florence, sold Livy, which he had

writ in a very fine hand, or I, that I

might purchase the books have exposed

a piece of land for sale 2 °–Tuscas, Pe

trarch’s tutor, was, it is stated, obliged

to pawn two little volumes of Cicero,

to save himself from confinement for

debt. A few MSS. were considered in

early times a sufficient dower for the

daughter of even a wealthy baron; and

such importance was attached to the

disposal of books, that they were sold

on contract and securities in the same

manner as landed property. To pur

chase a Bible in the fifteenth century,

would have cost, according to their rate

of wages, fifteen years of daily labor.

In the middle of the 9th century, Lu

pus, the abbot of a monastery, sent a

commission of two Monks to Pope Ben

edict III., with a letter requesting a copy

of Cicero and Quintilian, assigning as

the reason, that "there was no copy

of either throughout France.

In Spain also, books were so exceedingly

scarce about this time, that one and

the same Bible often served for the use

of several Monasteries. And even the

Royal Library at Paris down to the 14th

century possessed only four of the clas

sic authors, Cicero, Lucan, Ovid and

Boethius. The bestowment of a book

on a convent, was furthermore looked

upon as a highly religious act, and at

the Monastery of St. Swithin at Win

chester, a daily mass was actually

founded for the soul of Bishop Nicholas

de Ely, because he had given a Bible to

that institution.
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LUCIAN AND HIS AGE.

“Maa\akºv tºut, rat ptcoyáns, rat picoptvös, kat ptačrv$os, kat ptač rāv ro rotovröðe;

tléos rºw ptapåv av00%rov távo di rox\ot two ty, Ös ofaffa.”—AAEIYX, H ANABIOYN

TES. LuciaNI Opera, Ed. Lehman, tom. iii., § 20.

“I am the declared enemy of all false pretences, all quackery, all lies, and all false

puffing; and hate, from the bottom of my heart, all and every one who belongs to that

infamous tribe, including a mighty host, as you know full well.”—Tooke's Lucian.

Mr. EMERSON, in a course of lectures

delivered in this city during the past

winter, expressed his conviction that

within twenty years, the literature and

history of antiquity would become

subjects of general interest and study

among the American people. At first

this would appear almost a paradox—.

for probably no other civilized nation

has at any period of its history so com

pletely thrown off its allegiance to the

past, as the American. The whole

essay of our national life and legisla

tion, has been a prolonged protest

against the dominion of antiquity in

every form whatsoever. In our ethni

cal mythology, Jupiter has taken the

place of Saturn, and all the old Satur

nian prejudices and customs have been

dethroned.

Yet extravagant as the above pre

diction may appear, we have no doubt

that it is to be substantially fulfilled.

We have rebelled against the domi

nion of antiquity, but we shall not re

main long vindictive, nor harden our

hearts but for a season to her advice.

We are willing to be cautioned by her

errors, to be sustained and encouraged

WOL. XI.-No. LI. 29

by her example, even though we can

not permit that example again to be

come our law.

And herein lies the error of all the

idolaters of the past. Because the

ancients did well in their day with

their means, therefore we should do

like them in our day with our means.

Instead of qualifying our institutions to

the changes wrought by time and re

flection, they would have us translate

the institutions of Greece and Rome

into American forms. They have no

sympathy or taste for native virtues.

They grieve that we have no Caesars

in our day that they may show the

stoical patriotism of Brutus, and they

would almost take the trouble to be

“just” if there were an institution of

ostracism which could give them the

immortality of Aristides. Until this

spirit of imitation is eradicated, anti

quity can never exert an altogether

healthy influence. “Fool,” said St.

Paul, “that which thou sowest is not

quickened except it die.” No man's

experience is useful to another for the

same purposes exactly that it had been

to himself. It dies out in him, but the
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essentials of it are to be born again in

a new body, that is, in a new state of

facts. To the latter it becomes a law,

but to issues as different as the circum

stances under which he lives. This is

true in respect to individuals, it is

of course true in respect to nations.

Among theAmerican people this death,

which is the harbinger of a regenera

tion, has overtaken antiquity. Our

contest with the past has been long

and very bitter, and some years must

elapse before our animosity can sub

side, before we can exchange our agon

istic attitude for one of unsuspicious

ease and confidence. Should the free

institutions of our country be permitted

to continue for another quarter of a

century undisturbed by any extraordi:

nary political convulsions, we should

expect to see the literature and history

of the ancients more thoroughly un

derstood by the American people than

they have ever been by any other na

tion since the revival of letters, per

haps not excepting the ancients them

selves. It is hardly to be expected

that this regenerated taste for the

works of antiquity will discover the

same preferences altogether which

have been entertained by those who

have had charge of the ark of ancient

learning for the last 300 years. We

shall naturally search for that kind of

experience which may be most readily

adapted to our own wants, and which

will most speedily solve the mysteries

of our own condition. We shall ap

propriate the discovery of Archimedes

for measuring the specific gravity of

bodies, not because the author lived

more than 2000 years ago, but because

it is one of our most efficient coadju

tors inº our physical re

sources. We shall not commemorate

the marriage of Geometry and Mecha

mics, because Archytas who officiated

at the ceremony was a pupil of Pytha

oras, or conversed familiarly with

lato, he bridged together two con

tinents of science—the usefulness of

his labours is the only earnest of his

immortality. In literature we shall

exercise the same discrimination. We

shall prize the most faithful exponents

of the social system of the ancients,

while their works of art and aesthetic

achievement will be set aside for the

}. to constitute some subsequent
ormation in the strata with which

our national character is being slowly

builded up. With us the disputes

about political constitutions and forms

of government will soon have passed

away. We are satisfied as a people

that the less of government we have,

consistently with the protection of the

rights of all, the better. The age of

individualism is already upon us. We

are not much longer to judge of right

and wrong by the statute book. The

independence of the individual at once

enthrones the conscience. The con

science will be disciplined and edu

cated more or less by the complicated

interest of individuals in society. The

difficulties that will occur in harmon

izing these interests are not to be cut

by the sword of the state, but to be

solved by the moral sagacity of each

individual. Their interpretations will

be the veratae quastiones of the ap

proaching phase of our civilisation.

Casuistry and ethics will take the

place of constitutional discussions and

political engineering. Whatever will

throw light upon this department of

social science, whatever faithful expe

riments the ancients may have made

therein, we shall undoubtedly esteem

as so much labour saved and endurance

spared us.

Such being our views on this sub

ject, we feel justified in presuming that

among the ancient writers, Lucian will

be among the first to receive a widely

extended and certainly a well deserved

popularity. Indeed at this present, we

know of no labour for a thoroughly

liberal and accomplished scholar which

would be likely to prove more general

ly acceptable to the mass of our reading

community than a good translation and

a thorough exegesis of Lucian's works.

The whole history of the human race

through the mysterious operation of

causes comparatively hidden from the

observation of men, appears to have

crystalized itself into cycles, in each

of which some particular idea or aspira

tion has become dominant. That idea

has usually incorporated itself into a

peculiar body of institutions, and has

organised for itself a priesthood or

ministry, whose province it was to

interpret them to the multitude. It

was their mission to fortify, sustain,

and propagate the doctrine of which

they were made the apostles, until all

opposition should be removed, and the

public mind prepared, to receive it
without exhortation. After a time all
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the truth of this doctrine is absorbed,

and is taken up into the national cha

racter, while the formulae through

which its vitality was made manifest,

the temple, the priesthood, and the

worshippers, perhaps together with

the bushel of error which entered in

with the grain of truth, still go on in

their appointed courses with as much

seriousness and regularity as if fulfilling

a destiny. The day comes, however,

when some person out of sheer curi

osity, perhaps, determines to look into

this temple, and get a view of this

mysterious spirit about which all his

world is making such ado. He knocks

repeatedly, but no answer; he timidly

ventures to open the door—nothing is

visible to satisfy his expectations. He

looks to the altar and behind it—above

and below—within and around,-he

discovers nothing but the implements

of priestcraft—there is no Divinity

there. He rushes to the window and

proclaims to the multitude the extent

of the imposition. That the God

whom they so ignorantly worshipped,

was but a simulacrum. Then|.

the reaction. They not only believe

that they have been worshipping a

simulacrum, but they are persuaded

that the impostrous altar was never

sanctified by the spirit of truth. They

thereupon tear down the temple—drive

out and persecute the hierophants of

its mystery, and for a time give them

selves over to utter scepticism about

the truth itself, which had once so en

grossed their devotions.

Cycles like the one we have at

tempted to describe, were those il

lustrated by the early idolatries in

Canaan, by the sophists of Athens, and

their lineal offspring at Rome.

The Koreshitish worshippers of the

Black-stone in Arabia—the Knights

Errant of modern Europe—the religious

bigots of the sixteenth century. The

idolaters ofCanaan had their Iconoclast

in Abraham—the sophists of Greece

had their Aristophanes, those of Rome

their ..". Knights Errant had

their Cervantes—the bigots had their

Encyclopædists and writers of Philo

sophical Dictionaries. Men whose ca

reers thus résume or sum up their age,

constitute altogether the most interest

ing subjects of study to the philosophi

cal historian. Their interest never

dies—they turn a new aspect full of

attraction to every form of civilisation,

and to each succeeding generation. It

is this pivotal position in history, which

ives Lucian another claim to the care

ul study of posterity, and which has

procured for his writings in our day,

more substantial respect and consider

tion, than they have ever received in

any preceding generation. He was

present and an active agent in the dis

solution of an old society, and was an

unconscious participator in building up

a new. He helped to eject one dis

pensation of prejudices, and thus pre

pared the world for a new faith. His

was a mission kindred to that which

every American in his humble

sphere has been fulfilling either con

sciously or unconsciously for the last

two hundred years. It is this reason

that inclines us to think that a well

translated and well-edited edition of

Lucian would be one of the most popu

lar works, with the American people,

which the ancients have left behind

them. Being under the impression

that a more elaborate statement of the

round of this position may be interest

ing to a portion of our readers, we trust

we shall be pardoned for noticing more

at length those points in the career of

Lucian, which connect him most dis

tinctly with social and political sci

ence.

Almost all the interest which attaches

to the name of Lucian, springs from the

writings which he left behind him, for

it is a singular fact that no mention

made of him by any of his cotempora

ries, has reached us, and the only notice

approaching the truth which he has

received, that transmitted by Suidas,

might have beenº with as much

propriety to any other saucy sophist of

the third century as the one to whom

it purports to relate. He simply says

that Lucian wasan “impious sophist,”

who lived about the time of Trajan or

afterwards—which is too vague to

constitute a fact; who practised law at

Antioch—which is doubtful at least,

“who wrote furiously against the

Christian faith,” as did almost every

unbeliever of the period who wrote at

all; and “was torn to pieces by dogs

as a punishment for his blasphemy,”

which is altogether false. It is diffi

cult to account for the weakness of Phi

lostratus in leaving him out of his

“Lives of the Sophists,” though it was

a gallery from which Lucian himself

would not probably have experienced
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much regret at the prospect ofbeing ex

cluded. The brave menwho lived before

Agamemnon would have hardly receiv

ed the immortality which Horace pro

mised them, if they had had no more

adequate exponent of their prowess

than the author of Biot Soºtarºv. By

this suppression or exclusion, however,

Philostratus has secured to his own

bigotry and narrowness a very unenvi

able immortality.

As we are so exclusively indebted to

the writings of Lucian himself, for the

details of his life, it is not surprising

that any accounts of him should be

more or less imperſect. He never

vaunts himself in his writings, and con

sequently none of them are in an auto

biographic spirit at all, unless, perhaps,

we except the “Dream” and the “Dou

ble Indictment,” where he introduces

his personal experience as auxiliary to

other purposes which he then had in

view.

Lucian was born about one hundred

and twenty years after the advent of

our Saviour, at Samosata, a small town

on the west bank of the Euphrates.

The early history of this town entitled

it to some celebrity; but it is now an

insignificant place attached to the pa

chalic of Aleppo, and is called Sche

misat. Trajan hadjust completed his

ambitious though comparatively happy

reign, and the whole life of Lucian fell

within that gilded parenthesis in the

history of Imperial Rome, during which

Gibbon thought the condition of the

human race more happy and prosper

ous than during anyº, period in the

history of the world.

The parents of our author appear to

have lived in very humble circumstan

ces, and to have been under the neces

sity of putting their son immediately

after leaving school to some productive

business. He was accordingly sent to

work with his uncle, where he gained

no distinction except that of passing

his earlier years, like Socrates, in the

trade of a statuary. In his “Dream,”

a short address delivered before his

fellow-townsmen of Samosata after he

had established his reputation as well

as his pecuniary independence, he gives

us an account of this, his first attempt

to take care of himself. He says that

after considerable debate about the

choice of his future occupation it is re

solved that he might make a good

stone-cutter, and that his uncle was

the best person to teach him in the

town, whereupon the father says to the

uncle, “‘Take * the young man home

with you, and make of himadexterous

stone-cutter and statuary; he is not

deficient in abilities, as you know.”

This he said in allusion to certain toys,

with the making of which while a boy

I had amused myself. For after school

hours I used to scrape together pieces

of wax wherever they fell in my way,

and make cows, horses, aye, God for

give me, even men' and very fine like

nesses, as my father thought. This

childish amusement, for which I had

got many a box on the ear from my

schoolmaster, was now brought as a

K. of my natural turn, and the best

opes were conceived that by this plas

tic disposition I should in a short time

become a great proficient in the art.

As soon, therefore, as a lucky day had

been pitched upon for entering on my

apprenticeship, I was transferred to

my uncle, and, to say the truth, not

much against my will. On the con

trary, I thought it would be very di

verting, and procure me no small con

sideration among my comrades, to

carve gods and other little images, for

myself and those lads whom I liked

best.

“It fell out with me, however, as is

usual with young beginners; for m

uncle giving into my hands a chisel,

ordered me to ply it gently to and fro

on a smooth slab of marble which lay

upon the ground, adding withal the

old ...; “Well begun is half done,’

and then left me to my own direction;

but for want of knowing better, and

striking too roughly, the marble broke

in two. Upon which he fell into a

passion, laid hold on a whip that was

lying near him, and ushered me into

a new trade, with so unfriendly a wel

come as deprived me at once of all in

clination to the art. I ran home, cry

ing and roaring, related the story of

the whip—showed the marks of the

lash, and made vehement complaints

* We extract from Tooke's version of Wieland’s translation of Lucian, to which

we uniformly refer throughout the article, as the best English version in print. Vol. i.

p. 4. quarto.
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of the cruelty of my uncle. “I am sure

he did it out of pure jealousy,” said I,

‘ he being afraid that I should in the

end prove a better workman than him

self.’ My mother at this was very

angry, and vented bitter reproaches on

her brother. Night coming on, how

ever, I went to bed, where I passed

many tedious hours of grief and vexa

tion, till at length, with tearful eyes, I

fell asleep,”—when the “Dream ” is

supposed to occur through of which

he conveyed to his fellow-citizens the

grounds of his preference for a literary

profession.

After such an inauspicious collision

with the graces of his new profession,

we are not surprised that he declined

any further attempt at forming a per

manent attachment. He immediately

resolved to qualify himself for the bar,

and, like most headstrong and proud

}.". men, vindicate the propriety of

is rebellion by achieving the highest

honors which the state could confer.

As rhetorical brilliancy and artifice

were at that period, as they had been

for some 300 years previous, the chief

pre-requisite to the success of an ambi

tious advocate, Lucian devoted himself

to that study until he was about thirty

years of age, meanwhile travelling

through the principal cities of Asia

Minor and Greece, and studying the

manner of the best artists he could

find. It is probable that at the con

clusion of this period he commenced

his professional career, at the city of

Antioch. There is no evidence what

ever of his success, nor, indeed, that he

continued it for any length of time.

The profession of the law at Rome,

and throughout the empire, was al

ways a very unsatisfactory occupation

to high-minded and accomplished men,

unless they had already achieved a

high reputation. A despotic govern

ment can only rule a people which

feels little interest in the social oppres

sion of tradesmen and handicraftsmen,

and the lawyer whose reputation could

secure him retainers from only such as

these must have felt but too painfully

the sickness of heart which comes

from hope deferred. When some

haughty proconsul had sacrificed a

province to his pleasures, or some dis

solute nobleman had murdered an im

perial officer, the fashionable world

Was ready to forsake, for a period, the

gladiatorial displays of the arena for

those of the tribune. But Sylvanus

Julian or Sabinus, the Ciceros or the

Antonies of the time, engrossed all such

retainers. An undistinguished Asiatic,

of low birth, and with a tongue alto

gether too free for a despotism, who

spoke bad Latin, though that was the

language of the statute-book and the

court room—certainly he was not the

person whom, at such a bar, we should

expect would achieve, to say the least,

a very rapid distinction. We may

readily conceive that Lucian could

hardly have mistaken his vocation

more signally. Here again, as before,

his chagrin took refuge behind his

pride, and he conceived a disgust for

the profession, which he took every

convenient opportunity to indulge. He

charges upon its incumbents, and,

doubtless, with propriety, ignorance,

impudence, indecency, and corruption.

“I had not long carried on the profes

sion of a pleader at the bar,” says

he, “ when experience convinced

me that deceit, lies, unblushing im

pudence, clamor, chicanery, and a

thousand more such odious qualities,

are inseparable from that mode of

life.” Even when laughing at the ab

surdities of the prevailing mythology,

he must go out of his way to have a

fling at the lawyers. In his “ Double

Indictment,” Drunkenness sues the

Academy in the celestial courts for

having seduced Polemon from his alle

giance. But when Drunkenness is

called upon to open his case, he finds

his tongue too thick to articulate to his

satisfaction, as might have been ex

pected, whereupon Justice promptly

intercedes, and says, “Then let her

employ a proper attorney: there are

advocates enough at hand who are

ready to split their lungs for three

oboli (about fourpence).” Whereupon

they finally determine that the Acade

my should be his attorney; but the

Academy is defendant; therefore it is

resolved that the Academy shall speak

first for the plaintiff, and afterwards

for herself.f

But although Lucian abandoned his

* The Angler, vol. i., p. 254. f Double Indictment, vol. ii., p. 606.
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recently-adopted profession with so

much disgust, yet we are inclined to

think that its discipline had already

been of essential service to him.

No one of the writers of the iron age

approaches him in the skill with which

he seizes the weak point of an antago

nist's argument, and presses it by fair

debate into every possible service which

can be available to his own case. He

seldom if ever states his antagonist's

position unfairly for the sake of an argu

ment,though frequently to make it more

ridiculous; but once having seized his

premises he never loses sight of them.

With a directness and a pertinacity

which almost awakens our sympathy

for his adversary, he forces him along

until he has reduced both him and his

argument to the most hopeless absurd

ity; for with Lucian they both usually

have to expiate their errors together.

His “ Hermotimus” and his “Con

victed Jupiter” are masterly exhibi

tions of dialectic sagacity and vigor.

The absence of all evidence that Lu

eian possessed either a philosophical

or an investigating mind, compels us

to think that his superior dexterity in

debate was chiefly the result of his

education. He certainly had been ex

posed to no educational influences bet

ter adapted to such ends than the

gymnastics of the Roman bar.

Having now abandoned the profes

sion of an advocate, for which he en

tertained so little sympathy, he devoted

himself chiefly to the profession of a

rhetor, or sophist—travelled about in

Greece, Italy, and Gaul, and, perhaps,

in Spain. In Gaul he established a

large school of rhetoric, and was so

successful as to secure for himself,

while there, a pecuniary independence,

which enabled him to withdraw from

all professional avocations, and devote

himself exclusively to literature, an

opportunity of which he was prompt

to avail himself. For the sophists he

appears to have entertained far deeper

contempt than for the lawyers, al

though their professional education

and duties were of so kindred a nature.

To him they appeared, as a class, a

set of vulgar, presuming, and ignorant

charlatans, who, if they had not been

dishonest enough to be sycophants,

would have been ostracised for their
conceit.

. In his “School for Orators,” which

is a letter of advice conceived through

out in a spirit of most bitter and cutting

irony, and which in form Swift has

imitated with such signal success in

his “Directions to Servants,” he shows

up the charlatanry of this class of

literary functionaries with too much

naturalness and graphic power to be

far from the truth. “What therefore

you must in the first place bring with

you are, ignorance and audacity, with

a good proportion of presumption and

impudence; but you will do well to

leave decency, modesty, and bashful

ness at home, as they are not only per

fectly useless, but would even prove

prejudicial. Get, however, a good sten

torian pair of lungs, and a confident

declamatory tone, and a gait and ges

ture like mine: these properties are in

dispensably necessary, but these alone

are not sufficient. You must strike

the eye by the elegance of your dress.

Provide yourself, therefore, a habit of

the finest Tarentine stuff, white, and

gaily embroidered, and have handsome

Attic slippers, such as the ladies wear,

or Sicyonian shoes, which suit admira

bly with white stockings. Next you

must get by rote fifteen or at most

twenty Attic phrases of all descrip

tions, and render them so fluent to you

that they shall regularly slip off your

tongue of themselves. With these

bestrew all your speeches, as with.

sugar, and never mind if the rest of

your words suit well or ill with them,

or what effect they have upon the sen

tence in which you introduce them.

If the purple gown be extremely fine

and of a fine color, the rest may be of

ever so coarse a cloth.

“In the next place, you must take

especial care to employ a great pro

fusion of unintelligible, unprecedented

words, seldom appearing in the an

cients; for that gives you consequence

with the great mass—causes them to

regard you as a man of immense study,

and learned above their comprehension.

You may perhaps occasionally venture

to surprise them with strange and

quite new words of your own inven

tion; and should it happen to you from
time to time to commit soleeisms and

barbarisms, you have an infallible re

source in impudence, and may name

some poet or prose writer for your

authority though he never existed, who

was a profound scholar and an excel

lent judge of language, and approved

of this mode of expression. Should a
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case occur in which you are to speak

on a given subject upon the spur of the

occasion, put aside the difficult propo

sitions with disdain as too easy and

schoolboyish, and then begin without

premeditation, and run with your dis

course, speaking whatever comes into

your head, careless whether you pro

ceed from first to second, as the pedants

do, and so on to the third, severally in

their order; but what comes up is with

you the first, though the boot light on

the head and the helmet on the leg.

Do you always rush on, make one

word strike upon another; so that none

of them stick in the middle, all goes

well. Suppose you are to speak at

Athens about some robber or adulterer,

do you speak of what is done in India

or Ecbatana, but above all forget not

the battle of Marathon and Cynaezius,

without which nothing at all is to be

effected. Sail likewise round about

Mount Athos, and cross the Hellespont

on foot. Let the sun be darkened by

the arrows of the Persians. Let Xerxes

be put to flight, and Leonidas be the he

ro. Let the letter be read which Ottry

rades wrote with his blood, and Salamis,

Artemisium, and Plataea, be bravely

blazoned forth; the thicker these come

upon each other the better.” This is

doubtless caricatured, but “a character,

even in the most distorted view taken

of it by the most angry and prejudiced

minds, generally retains something of its

life. “No caricaturist ever represent

ed Mr. Pitt as a Falstaff, or Mr. Fox

as a skeleton.”

We have nothing in modern litera

ture which will compare exactly with

the rhetorical exercises of the ancient

Sophists. Our industrial classes in li

terature, as in all other occupations,

aim at the advancement of some prac

tical interest, to make out some point,

to which the skill of the artist is only

an auxiliary, otherwise they command

the attention of a very limited class.

The Rhetors, on the other hand, wrote

and spoke, not to prove any case, nor

“as they needed anything,” but mere

ly to display the capabilities of their

art. . Where the demand of society

would sustain such a species of literary

industry, we may readily conceive the

character of the article produced. It

was the form of expression, not the

thought expressed, upon which the

speakers relied for awakening the in

terest of their hearers. Hence a per

petual demand for startling phrases,

and forms of expression, for musically

balanced periods and expressions, with

out any of that nervous energy which

springs only from a mind in earnest

and anxious to convince. Hence, too, a

fatiguing sameness both in the outline

and the filling up of these exercises.

They are usually wrought upon some

model which has become the fashion.

They are filled up like a law pleading,
frompº and altogether desti

tute of that abandon on the part of the

artist which indicates earnestness, and

which is the invariable accompaniment

of true eloquence. Lucian ridicules

this vice of the Sophists very happily

in his Jupiter Tragoedus. Jupiter is

about to open a public assembly, when

he suddenly discovers that he has for

otten a very fine exordium which he

ad prepared for his speech. In the

extremity of embarrassment, he asks

Mercury how it would do to rhapsodize

to them the old Homeric Exordium:

“Mercury. Which

“Jupiter. “Hear me, all ye gods, and

eke ye goddesses all.”

“Mercury. Pshaw! you have so often

chaunted that of old that we are surfeited

of it. But if you will take my advice,

let alone the jingling of syllables, and

put together somewhat from one of the

harangues of Demosthenes against Philip,

with some slight alterations. It is the

common practice of most of our modern

orators.”

Jupiter approves of the advice, and

proceeds accordingly.

This absence of all originality, this

sterile exuberance of words, could

only have been aggravated by the sin

gular insignificance of the topics which

such a style was required to clothe and

adorn; undiscriminating panegyric or

abuse formed the burden of these dis

courses. Lucian confesses himself tired

of “complaining in empty declama

tions against tyrants and praising he

roes,”f as if j. were the chief occu

pation of his craft. Probably Seneca

would be as little inclined to trifle as

* Jupiter Tragoedus.

WOL. XI.-NO, LII. 30

f Double Indictment, vol. ii., p. 618.
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any of the rhetors of the empire; yet

we are continually encountering in his

“suasoriae” and “controversiae,” ques

tions in which he could never have

taken other than a coquettish sort of

interest. For example. Ought Alex

ander to have prosecuted his conquests

by sea 7 Ought the three hundred

Greeks to have fought when deserted

by their comrades 2 Should Cicero

have begged his life of Antony ?

Should Hannibal after the battle of

Cannae have marched directly to Rome?

&c., &c. What amount of refreshment

the audience might have derived from

discussions of imaginary theses such

as these, it is difficult for us at the

present day to estimate; but under

any view of the matter, we cannot

think otherwise than meanly of the

mental culture and aspirations of those

who found in them permanent sources

of amusement and occupation—doubt

less fit audience, however, for such in

struction. Both parties richly deserved

the sarcasm which the philosopher

Demonax applied to a pair of dunces

standing in a somewhat similar rela

tion to each other:-‘‘One of these

honest men,” said the philosopher,

“appears to be milking a he-goat,

while the other is holding a sieve for

him.”

The success of Lucian as a rhetor

was very distinguished. The best

exercises of this kind which he has

left us, and which he seems to have

selected himself from a mass of similar

compositions most deserving preserva

tion, are “the Tyrannicide,” the “Dis

inherited Son,” and the “First and

Second Phalaris.” They are not desti

tute of the wit and fancy which dis

tinguish his other writings, while they

abound in those lesser graces of diction

and melody which gave this class of

writing its chief attraction to the an

cient Greeks.

But it is not Lucian the sophist, nor

Lucian the lawyer, nor Lucian the sta

tuary, that we propose here to study

and interpret. It is the approaching

phase of his career, when, in the full

maturity of his intellect and the pleni

tude of his experience, he boldly ad

dressed himself to the task of exposing

the social absurdities and errors of his

age, in defiance of the veneration and

sanctity with which time and author

ity had invested them. Before enter

ing upon that part of his career, how

ever, we will dispose of the few re

maining incidents in the life of Lucian

which history has preserved.

We are told that he married, and

had one son, and was made a Prefect in

Egypt, at an advanced period of his

life, by the Emperor Marcus Antoni

nus. About all we know of his occu

pation while there, and during the re

mainder of his life, we gather from his

own writings. “For if you please to

inquire into it, you will find that not

the least considerable part of the gov

ernment of Egypt is in my hands, as

I am appointed to preside over and re

gulate the several courts ofjudicature,

and to provide that all the legal pro

ceedings are conducted in due order—

to register whatever is said or trans

acted, to arrange the speeches of the

lawyers, and, above all, to preserve

the rescripts of the Emperor in their

utmost exactitude and perspicuity, with

the most sacred and inviolable fidelity,

and deposit them in the public archives,

for posterity to the end of time. More

over, I receive my salary, not from a

private individual, but from the Empe

ror himself; neither does it consist in

such and such a number of oboli and

drachmae by the year, but amounts to

several talents. Besides, I have no

small hope, if things go on in a regular

channel, as they ought, to be elected

governor-general of the province, or to

obtain some other post of equal pro

mise.” Probably things did not go on

as they ought, as this announcement is

the latest act of his life which history

has recorded.

As near as we can judge Lucian was

about forty years of age when he re

linquished the profession of a rhetori

cian, and devoted himself exclusively

to the cultivation and indulgence of his

literary tastes. Hitherto he had made

use of prevailing opinions and institu

tions as a means of support. Hence

forth history commends him to our

consideration as an innovator. To ap

preciate him properly in this new atti

tude, it is necessary to take a view of

the society which he was to move so

powerfully, and select the point in

that social system upon which this re

former, sunlike, should have stationed

himself, at the time of which we speak,

to radiate the agents of decomposition

most effectually upon the errors and

vices of the existing institutions.

Every nation, while in a state of
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formative or organizing civilisation,

has its ideal. To realize this ideal is its

chiefend and purpose—the burden of its

aspirations. In whatsoever nation this

ideal is not aspired to, we may con

clude that its institutions are in a state

of decomposition. Their purpose—

the element of their vitality, is gone.

Decay takes possession of a deceased

institution, with as little hesitation as

of a dead beast of the field. The Ro

mans had found their ideal in war, re

ligion, and philosophy. The Roman

law, probably their greatest national

originality, and which constitutes one

of their most permanent claims to our

admiration, presented no ideal attrac

tions to the mass of the nation beyond

the element of stoical philosophy,

which was present at its birth, and

which presided over its growth and

invigorated its character. Their law,

therefore, never formed an ideal to the

Romans distinct from their philosophy.

It is hardly too much to say that at the

commencement of the reign of the Em

peror Adrian, the Roman people had

achieved every result which was to

have been expected, with their mate

rials, in war, in religion and philo

sophy. The energies of all these

three powers had been exhausted,

as, we think, can be readily made to

appear.

For upwards of two centuries the ci

vilized world had enjoyed almost unin

terrupted peace. The Roman was no

longer a conquering nation, except in

vindication of national dignity. The

Emperor Adrian not only declined to

enlarge the territory of the empire, but

perilled his reputation by voluntarily

relinquishing many of the military ac

quisitions ofhis ambitious predecessors.

Foreigners, and even slaves, were fast

filling the ranks, and engrossing the

faded honors which once attracted the

proudest and the bravest of the Roman

nobility. That famous soldiery, then

but recently so terrible among na

tions, had exchanged the profession

of the soldier for that of the dema

gogue; were dictating laws to a

Roman Senate; raising up and pulling

down Emperors with as little ceremo

ny as they would change a guard; and

soon were to crown their mercenary

career of insubordination by selling the

empire of the world at public auction

to a wealthy and infatuated blockhead.

An equally fatal termination awaited

the favorite schools of philosophy,

which for so long a time had deluded

with their absurdities the wisest phi

losophers and statesmen of the repub

lic. The military spirit expired when

no more unconquered nations could be

found to gratify its insatiable appetite.

A military spirit, like fruit, the day it

ceases to grow, that day, it begins to

corrupt. Even so the mission of the

old philosophies had been fulfilled:

their work was accomplished, and nei

ther the genius of Lucretius, nor the

imperial encouragement of the Anto

nines could prolong their dominion.

The reason, we think, may be readily

shown.

At the time of which we speak the

Epicurean and Stoic philosophies were

by far the most popular and acceptable

systems then known throughout the
civilized world. Almost all the power

ful and influential men of the time

who affected philosophy at all, had

ranged themselves under one of these

sects. And it may be added that the

other systems, whose influence had ei

ther expired or was for a time suspend

ed, contained many of the elements of

finality and dissolution which were

found incompatible with perpetuity in

the two we have mentioned.

It is quite obvious that the first of

these, the Epicurean philosophy, had

no chance of maintaining a permanent

dominion over the minds of a people

who were ready to appreciate the lof

tier ethics of the Christian dispensa

tion. The negation of a future life,

the absence of future accountability,

and the grossest practical selfishness,

can never maintain, as a scheme of

life, even a speculative confidence for

any length of time. The selfishness

of Epicurus was by no means the en

lightened self-interest of Bentham or

of Paley; “sensibus ipsis judicari vo

luptates,” was his creed.” He never

pretended that the observance of the

true interest of each would result in

the true interest of all. He contem

plated a collision of interests, andjusti

fied it. The moment that point was

assumed the existence of right and

wrong as entities was denied. The

* Cicero, de Fin. Lib. II,
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conscience would be guided in different

men by codes of law as different as

the circumstances by which they found

themselves respectively surrounded.

A practical adherence to the logical

consequences of this theory would

effectually prevent the harmonizing of

motives among men, and must inevit

ably result in the dissolution of all so

ciety. We would not be understood

to intimate that the Epicureans were

all abandoned men. On the contrary,

that school has been illustrated by

some of the wisest, purest, bravest men

in history, not through, but rather

in spite of their philosophy. They

were not all like Aristippus, but

their principles were liable to make

them even worse. We should no

more judge of the practical operation

of the selfish philosophy by the per

sonal character of Epicurus, than of the

influence of absolute power on its pos

sessors from the behavior of Marcus

Aurelius or Haroun al Raschid.

The Stoic philosophy, though less

offensive to the moral sense, was

equally incompetent to marshal with

success the varied and mysterious for

ces of the human soul. Its obstinate

antagonism to nature was alone fatal

to its perpetuity. Pain and pleasure

were but diseases of the mind, not to

be prevented by removing the cause,

but to be endured. Epictetus sums up

their whole system in three words

“ avexow kai arexow” (bear and forbear).

Abstinence, resistance, patience, were

their cardinal virtues, for the exercise

of which they avoided no opportunity,

not because by these virtues they were

enabled to bear up with less, pain

against the necessary ills of life, but as

a process of educating their senses into

a perfect indifference to all pain or mis

fortune, their ideal state of humanity.

Epictetus, while yet a slave, permits

his master, who was trifling with

him one day, to twist his leg until

he broke it, rather than complain.

But every one has not, like Epictetus,

the fortitude to endure the breaking of

a limb with composure. Such an out

rageous warfare upon the laws of na

ture, beside that it is full of error, is

perfectly intolerable, as Epictetus him

self substantially admits. “Alas! we

are able to read and write these things,

and to praise them when they are read,

but very far from being convinced by

them; therefore what is said of the La

cedemonians, ‘lions at home, foxes at

Ephesus,” may be applied to us, ‘lions

in the school, but foxes out of it.’”

There are some afflictions to which the

stoutest heart must yield, and so the

Stoic found. The pain would some

times bear so hard that even the firm

est mind could not maintain its inde

pendence. Then what was their re

source 2 Suicide, in itself a practical

refutation of their philosophy: this was

the only refuge ... Zeno, the great

doctor of their system, could find from

the pains of a broken thumb. He

thought it wiser, and so taught his dis

ciples, to destroy himself than to at

tempt to mitigate the calamities of

life. “You may live now, if you

please,” says Marcus Antoninus, “as

you would choose if you were near

dying. But suppose people will not

let you, why then give life the slip,

but by no means make a misfor

tune of it. If the room smokes,

I leave it, and there is an end;

for why should one be concerned at

the matter?” Seneca parades his esti

mation of the privilege of suicide, and

nowhere does he display a more ade

quate utterance of strong enthusiasm

than in describing the desperate act

& which Cato terminated his career.

ith equal perverseness did this phi

losophy refuse all sympathy for the

sufferings of others. A Stoic detected

indulging an emotion of pity would

blush as quickly as if caught in the act

of stealing. Any kind of weakness was

a crime. Endurance was the law.

But in this law where do we look for

the impulses to action and improve

ment? Where are the motives to

discover or invent methods of increas

ing the comforts of men, of assuaging

pain, of increasing our powers over the

physical universe, of improving our

heart or cultivating our understanding 2

The leading Stoics were always en

gaged, more or less, in public life, yet

what have they done? What great

instances of devotion to humanity have

they ever exhibited? What great his

toric achievement have they ever ac

complished ? What durable institu

tions have they ever established 2

* Discourses of Epictetus, book iv.
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Where, upon the face of the whole

earth, shall we look for a monument

of their industry, their ability, or their

usefulness 2 With the exception of

the stoical element in the Roman ju

risprudence, which, doubtless, contri

buted much to the justness of that

body of law, we know of no offspring

of that philosophy, which deserves to

awaken in us an enthusiastic emotion.

If there be any exception in their favor,

it is in their reach toward the doctrine

of individual independence, to which

the Cynics, from whom the Stoics

derived all that was most meritorious

in their system, appear to have made

the most decided advance.” In this

respect we have always thought Dio

enes a sort ofanachronism. He came

into the world before his time, half

made up. He wished to disengage

man from his trappings, to free our

judgment from all social illusions.

his was putting an estimate upon the

individual which the old Greek civili

sation never recognized, and which

was never elsewhere so practically

Wºº. before the coming of Christ.

hen the Canopian, with his lanthorn

in his hand, wandered about the streets

of Corinth, looking for an homest man,

he sought what Christ sought, and

what society is now striving, to create,

But when, in striving to free himself

from the trappings of conventionalism,

he stripped himself naked—when, to

show his independence of all artificial

appetites, he permitted his person to

become filthy, and an object of loathing

—when, to protect himself against the

undue influence of other minds, he

stifled every emotion of generosity,

rejected with insults the most court

eous advances of his fellow-citizens,

and trampled upon all the severe and

delicate sentiments both of his own na

ture and of those who came in contact

with him, he no longer presented an

example of manhood, but rather the

impersonation of some very disgusting

propensities, an unavailable and un

seemly fragment of a man.

Such were some of the organic de

fects in the prevailing systems of phi

losophy at Rome, as they appear in

the pages of their most enlightened

expositors. One word farther touching

those expositors, their deportment, and

claims to consideration at the time

when Lucian was erecting against

their venerable fortifications the mighty

enginery of his ridicule and his sound

common Sense.

It is true that all the dignity which

the imperial patronage and encourage

ment of the Antonines could confer on

philosophy was hers. True, the purest,

yea, the purified doctrines of the Stoa,

were publicly taught from the throne,f

and colleges founded to diffuse them.

True, the yet recent epic of Lucre

tius and the “Discourses”of Epictetus

still kindled the enthusiasm of the

Roman patriot and student. But

the kiss, which was expected to have

protected, betrayed. The patronage,

which was intended to foster the

philosophical spirit ofthe nation, served

rather to disguise ignorance and pre

tension in the uniform of the schools.

The useful professions were deserted,

while their incumbents were scram

bling for the wealth and preferments

which were distributed without the

least discrimination from the hand of

Adrian and his successors. “You would

as soon fall into a ship,” says Lucian,

“ and miss striking the timbers, as to

miss of a philosopher now-a-days in

our streets.” . “Tradesmen, arti

sans, alike stupid and uneducated, de

serted the trades in which they might

have made themselves. adds

the same author, “donned the mantle

and wallet, and let their beards grow

—a disgrace at once to the sect to

which they attached themselvesand the

government that encouraged them.”

* Et quinec Cynicos nec Stoica dogmata legit.

A Cynicis tunica distantia.-Juvenal, Lib. v., Sat.13, 121.

f The following is characteristic of the man, the philosopher, and the Emperor,

Antoninus was about embarking in a fatiguing and hazardous war in his old age,

and the Romans testified their anxiety about his fate by requesting him to give them

some good advice before parting. Antoninus was so much affected with the probity

and good disposition of this address, that he spent three whole days in moral dis

courses, explaining the greatest difficulties upon that argument, and giving the people

some short maxims to assist their memory, and govern their practice.—See Dacier's

Lize of the Emperor Marcus Antoninus,
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Their conduct and success might well

have suggested to Halifax one of his

most excellent maxims, that “where

the least useful part of the people have

the most credit with the prince, men

will conclude that the way to get

everything is to be good for nothing.”

So utterly degraded had their order

become through indiscreet patronage,

that with their ridiculous sophisms

and syllogisms and fanciful conceits

they anticipated the court fool of latter

times, by prostituting themselves to

the silliest buffoonery wherever such

exhibitions were a consideration for

countenance and protection.

“Ascribing to themselves the vener

able name of virtue,” says Lucian’s Ju

piter, who gets into a terrible rage about

their infidelity, “ they strut about the

world with elevated brows and pendulous

beards, and hide the most despicable man

ners under a varnished outside: like tra

gic aetors, of whom, when stripped of

their vizors and embroidered robes, no

thing remains but a miserable fellow, who,

for seven drachms," is hired to play the

hero.f. If you should ask one of these

declaimers, “What, then, I beseech you,

are you good for yourself? What in all

the world do you contribute to the general

emolument fº If he should speak the

truth, he must answer, ‘Although I think

it not necessary either to till the ground,

or carry on trade, or to perform mili

tary service, or to make profession of any

other art, yet I roar out upon all men,

live in dirtiness, bathe in cold water, go

barefoot in winter, and carp, like Momus,

at all that other men do.’”;

Such is the character of the philo

sophers that patronage in all ages has

generally, had the misfortune to pro

duce. The Stoic who paid a hundred

pounds for the earthen lamp of Epicte

tus, under the expectation of thus in

heriting his wisdom, was a fair type

of the order. He had acquired, by that

purchase, about all of the peculiarities

of that man's greatness which he could

comprehend.

Against this inharmonious gang

of charlatans and mercenary impos.

tors Lucian prepared several of his

most clever pieces. Indeed, upon

whatever matter he happens to be en

gaged, he always finds some oppor

tunity of reminding them of their in

firmities. His most deliberate attacks

upon philosophy are made in the “Con

vivial Entertainment of the Modern

Lapithae,” the “Sale of the Philoso

phical Sects,” and “Hermotimus.” In

the first, the author takes advantage

of a nuptial entertainment, at which a

number of philosophers representing

different sects were present, to expose

the unkempt and vulgar behaviour of

these pedants of the schools when

allowed access to the tables of the

wealthy. They there find strong in

ducements to violate every principle of

professional consistency, which, by the

ingenuity of the writer, is made to lead

to the most ridiculous exhibitions.

This piece, though full of wit, humour,

and real dramatic power, is inferior to

The Sale of the Philosophical Sects,

which is generally and justly consider

ed one of Lucian's choicest produc

tions. Jupiter, who appears to have

been substantially of the same opinion

as Cicero, that “Eos qui philosophiae

dant operam non arbitrari Deos esse,”

determines to sell them all off at a

public auction. Mercury, who is the

auctioneer, puts them up, and each

philosopher, as he is called, states his

value to the buyers, which gives Lu

cian a convenient opportunity of ex

posing all the absurdities of their re

spective systems. The sale of Chry

sippus is a favourable specimen:

“Chapman. Hola! draw nigh, good

friend. I have an inclination to buy you;

tell me who you are, and whether it does

not grieve you to be sold and made a ser

Want 2

“Chrysippus. By no means, for these

things are not in our power, and what

ever is not in our power concerns us not.

“Chap. I understand you not.

“Chrys. What? Do you not under

stand the difference between acceptable

and rejectable objects, (IIpomyueva and

àrom ponypeva.)

“Chap. Still less.

“Chrys. No wonder, because you are

not accustomed to our technical terms,

and have not a cataleptic imagination.

Whoever has taken the pains to study our

logic fundamentally, knows not only that,

"In allusion to the salaries allowed by the Emperors to the heroes of the various

sects of philosophy at Rome.

f Icaro Menippus. Vol. ii., p. 139. # Ibid., p. 140.
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but likewise what a great and important

difference subsists between symbana and

parasymbana.

“Chap. In the name of all philosophy,

be so good as to explain to me what sort

of things these are. According to the

bare sound of the words, I am persuaded

they must be something surprising.

“Chrys. Cheerfully. Suppose somebody

having a lame leg should stumble against

a stone and hurt himself, his "lameness

would be a symbana, and the hurt on the

lame leg he would get additionally as a

parasymbana.

“Chap. This I call being very ingeni

ous. But what else can you do?

“Chrys. I can make speech-traps, in

which I catch those who talk with me,

and shut their mouths as completely as if

I put a muzzle on them. This stratagem,

my friend, is the far-famed syllogism.

“Chap. By the great Hercules, that

must be a powerful stratagem truly.

“Chrys. You shall immediately see a

specimen of it. Have you a son 2

“Chap. Well, what if I had 2

“Chap. Suppose a crocodile spying the

boy as he walked near the Nile, should

dart out of the river and seize him, and

then should promise to restore your child,

if you could guess whether he would re

store him or not, what would you say to

him 2

“Chap. That is a difficult question'

I fear I should not get the boy again,

whether I said yes or no. For heaven’s

sake do you answer for me, and rescue

the lad before the crocodile has devoured

him.

“Chrys. Do not make yourself uneasy

on that account. I will teach you many

more stupendous things.

“Chap. As for example 2

“Chrys. The reaper and the hornet;

but, above all, the electra and the hooded.

“Chap. And what may be a hooded

and an electra 2

“Chrys. The electra is no other than

that famous daughter of Agamemnon,

who at the very same time knew and knew

not ; for when her brother Orestes stood,

as yet unknown, before her, she knew,

indeed, that Orestes was her brother, but

she knew not that the man standing be

fore her was Orestes. Now I will like

wise teach you the veiled. It is a most

amazing syllogism. Answer me directly,

do you know your father

“Chap. I should think so.

“Chrys. If I should now produce to

you a hooded man, and ask you, do you

know him 7 What would you answer 7

“Chap. That I know him not.

“Chrys. Ridiculous! The hooded

man was precisely your father. As you

knew him not, it is clear that you do not

know your own father.”

Highly as we admire the spirit and

humor of this whole satire, we do not

think it, nor any other of the produc

tions of Lucian, inspires so much con

fidence in his judgment, or so much

faith in his purposes as his “Hermoti

mus. He here seems to vindicate the

sincerity of his declaration in the “An

gler,” “I am the declared enemy of

all false pretences, all quackery, all

lies, and puffing, and hate from the

bottom of my heart all and every one

who belongs to that infamous tribe,

including a mighty host, as you know

full well.”f Lycinus, who is Lucian's

organ, meets his friend Hermotimus,

an aspirant for the eudaimony, or divine

good, on his way to his master, and

enters into conversation with him upon

the subject of his studies. By a course

of skilful interrogation, he gets his

friend to take the popular position upon

all the important topics connected with

the sect to which he belonged, and

then, with those admissions for pre

mises, forces Hermotimus into the most

transparent inconsistencies, without

himself assuming a single questioned

fact. He forces him to admit finally

that no person in an imperfect state,

in other words, no student of philoso

phy, is competent, from any inner light,

to judge which of the numerous schools

or teachers he should attend—that

there is no outer means provided for

informing himself—that he must enter

a school, at the risk of being in error—

that human life is seldom, if ever, long

enough to achieve the required perfec

tion, if he commence right—that fail

ure, which is probable if he takes a

right start, is therefore certain if he

takes a wrong one—that if he perishes

before compassing his object his labor

has all been fruitlessf—that most of the

* Sale of the Philosophical Sects. Vol. i., p. 229 et seq. # Ibid., p. 248.

f The Stoics made no distinction between the different degrees of vice and virtue.

Everything short of perfection was equally imperfect.
It was as fatal to their cate

chumen as to Orpheus, to look back for a moment upon the gloomy world which

they were striving to leave.
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guides upon whom he is to rely live in

open violation of their principles, and,

finally, that none of them have ever

arrived at the condition to which Her

motimus is so zealously aspiring. By

this time Lucian has completely si

lenced his friend: he then lectures

him upon the absurdity of the course

he has pursued, and advises him very

judiciously as to the course he should

adopt. Hermotimus is convinced, and

determines at once to set about altering

his externals:–

“You shall see this long, shaggy beard

very soon disappear, and the melancholy

life I have hitherto led exchanged for

one upon a more easy and liberal plan.

I will, in the next place, dress in scar

let, that all may see that I have no

thing more to do with these follies.

Would to heaven that I knew some eme

tic, that I might bring up all the idle trash

I have taken in from them. I do assure

you I would not be long hesitating to

swallow twice as much hellebore as Chry

sippus took to strengthen his memory, if

thereby I could sweep away all their rub

bish out of mine. . . And if I should

ever hereafter meet a philosopher by pro

fession, though only on the public high

road, I shall get out of his way, as I see

him at a distance, no otherwise than as I

would avoid a mad dog.”

In reviewing the religious aspect of

the age, we shall leave entirely out of

view the intrinsic defects of the Roman

mythology, presuming that it will at

once be conceded to have been one of

the most indefinite, unauthentic, and

unworthy bodies of theology that has

ever risen in any civilized society to

the dignity of a religious faith. That

such was the case, its utter and total

extinction among men would be a suſ.

ficient proof, were there no other. This

fate, which was to signalizei it among

that countless offspring of the imagin

ation baptized by human credulity

with the name of religion, had been

maturing with portentous rapidity for

more than a hundred years before

Lucian turned upon it that jeering

smile which was to make it a bye-word

and a shaking of the head unto the

nations. About five hundred years be

fore, the sophist Protagoras had been

banished, and his writings had been

ublicly burnt in the streets of Athens,

i. he had therein expressed sen

timents of disrespect for the prevailing

religion. We now behold one of the

most witty and accomplished satirists

that ever lived devoting the best ener

gies of his mind to bring that same re

ligion into contempt during the reigns

of the very devout Antoninus Pius and

of his adopted son and successor, the

equally devout Marcus Aurelius. For

his exertions in this behalf, there

awaited him, not disgrace nor persecu

tion, but an office of dignity and emo

lument, to comfort his declining years.

It should not be forgotten, that the im

perial philosopher, who was so consid

erate for his unbelieving subject, was

himself an aspirant for the glory of a

seat in the Olympian councils, to which

he was elevated by his grateful sub

jects at the very first opportunity that

occurred after his soul had taken a con

venient form for the transportation.

Whence this difference in the moral

i. of the Olympian faith in five

undred years? The Romans had not,

as yet, given any convincing proofs of

moral or intellectual superiority over

the worthy fathers of their church in

the East. They had originated no bet

ter faith. Their literature was still, as

ever, but a feeble copy of its Greek

original. They seldom changed the

Greek philosophy but to corrupt it, and

never relinquished it for a better. In

physical sciences, and in the fine arts,

they had never approached the Greeks.

Why, then, did that religion, which

was strong in its association with the

state, venerable from its age, enriched

by every style of enchantment which

poetry and art could confer upon it, and

imposing from the long line of an illus

trious priesthood, command less respect

from the subjects of Antoninus Pius

than it had done from the contempo

raries of Socrates and AEschylus, who,

in almost every other respect, have

shown such superior sagacity in de

* Hermotimus.

f The ruin of Paganism, in the age of Theodosius, is, perhaps, the only example

of the total extirpation of any ancient and popular superstition, and may therefore

deserve to be considered as a singular event in the history of the human mind.—

Milman’s Gibbon, vol. 2, c. xxxviii.
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tecting and exposing error? Because

with the Romans it could no longer be

idealized. The elder Greek, whose

first and only revelation was Homer

and Hesiod, very naturally deified the

varied and surprising powers of nature

and of man. He had no explanation

of that mysterious mechanism through

which he lived, and moved, and had

his being. It was very natural that

he should take omne ignotum pro miri

jico, and people a heaven with his own

unaccountable attributes. To him,

that multiplied Godhead represented

wers which deserved his worship.

ut to the Roman of the age of Antoni

nus,the Olympian mythology represent

ed no such sublime constituency ofpow

ers. He had seen men polluted by every

species of vice which absolute power

could suggest or human depravity con

trive, raised to an equal participation

in the honor, and the power, and the

glory of those whom he supposed were

one day to reward and punish his con

duct according to its deserts. How

could he respect the divine councils

which were to be influenced by the

nod of a Tiberius or a Caligula? where

Domitian divided with Mars the pa

tronage of heroism, and where intel

lectual merit had to receive the impri

matur of Claudius as well as Minerva 2

It does not require history or philo

sophy to teach us, that this right of

advowson to the vacant seats of Olym

pus, which the Roman Emperors and

Senate began to exercise after the ac

cession of Augustus, did not exalt the

new incumbents to the dignity of their

celestial station in the popular mind.

On the contrary, it provoked a scrutiny

of their title—a scrutiny which they

could not endure, and which resulted

in the extirpation of the venerable de

lusion which had sustained them, and

with it of all genuine religious faith.

Not thus, because the mysteries of

nature were no longer unexplained, or

because unbelievers felt no sufficient

indebtedness to the orderer and dis

poser of the universe. On the con

trary, there was hardly ever a people

under heaven soj. or so super

stitious as the Roman,during the second

and third centuries. But they were

discovering that the gods whom they

so ignorantly worshipped were all of

human contrivance, of man's de

vising; that they were the capital

furnished by poets to a few designing

priests and potentates, upon which to

traffic with the credulity of the mul

titude, and that, in fact,

“Nos prêtres ne sont pas ce qu'un vain

peuple pense,

Notre crédulité fait toute leur science.”

Against the growth of this convic

tion the priesthood had no evidences of

paganism, no inspired revelation or

standard creed, upon which they could

unite for their common defence. Poets

had been not onlytheir chieftheologians,

but also their evangelists, and no better

authority could be produced to sustain

the most vital dogma of their faith. A

singular proof of their defencelessness

in this particular is reported by Tacitus.

The Messenians prosecuted the Lacede

monians before the Emperor Tiberius,

for the exclusive possession of the tem.

ple of Diana Limnatide. The Lacede

monians relied on sundry traditions,

some old scraps of verses, and a subse

quent recognition of their title by Caesar

and Antony. The Messenians, on the

other hand, rested their claim upon an

ancient partition of the Peloponnesus

among the descendants of Hercules,

by which this temple fell to one of

their ancient kings, as appeared by va

rious inscriptions on stone and łº

then remaining. They claimed also to

have more abundant poetical and tra

ditionary authorities than their anta

gonists, and several praetorian decrees

in addition. Not a single fact is put

in evidence, however, which could

affect the rights of either party to any

thing but the real estate, tenements,

and appurtenances of the matter in suit.

Not a word is said nor an authority

quoted to indicate the location which

the divinity had herself selected. No

evidence is offered to show her own

preference or original intentions. How

different is this from the line of defence

which the Jews might have adopted,

had their title to the temple of Solomon

been assailed by the Babylonians or

the Egyptians.

About three hundred years later, and

after the predominance of the Christian

faith in Rome, the venerable and elo

* Voltaire's CEdipus. Acte iv., scene 1.

WOL. XI,”-NO, LII. 31
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quent Symmachus" is sent by the

Pagans, as a delegate to request the

Roman Senate to restore the altar of

Victory which had previously been

cast down by the prevailing party. He

is eloquent and impressive, but he has

no argument. In the course of his

speech he introduces Rome herself, the

celestial genius that presided over the

fate of the city, to plead her own

case:—

“Most excellent Princes, Fathers of

your country, pity and respect my age,

which has hitherto flowed on in an unin

terrupted course of piety. Since I do not

repent, permit me to continue in the prac

tice of my ancient rites. Since I am born

free, permit me to enjoy my domestic in

stitutions. This religion has reduced the

world under my laws. These rites have

repelled Hannibal from the city and the

Gauls from the Capitol. Were my grey

hairs reserved for such intolerable dis

grace? I am ignorant of the new system

which I am required to adopt, but I am

well assured that the correction of old

age is always an ungrateful and ignomi

mious office.”f

But when Ambrose, the old Arch

bishop of Milan, arose, and, in a tone

not without contempt, asked him why

he had introduced an imaginary and

invisible power, as the cause of deeds

which were sufficiently explained by

the valor and discipline of the legions,

the delegate was confounded. Hehad

no power whatever of identifying the

causes of Rome's greatness with the

Pagan faith. Hence we see that

whenever the Roman polytheists were

thrown back upon their integrity, they

were forced to admit that their best

reason for believing that their gods did

exist was, that such had, for several

centuries, been the general impression.

Lucian did themno injustice when, in a

controversy supposed to occur between

an orthodox Stoic, by the name ofTimo

cles, and a sceptic, he represents the

former winding up the contest by the

following crushing syllogism : “If

there be altars, gods must exist; but

there are altars, therefore gods do

exist.”f

A creed thus destitute of proofs, and

without any common and standard

authority by which its believers might

be guided, could not, ofcourse, originate

a pulpit. We look in vain throughout

the empire of Pagan Rome for the

Preacher. The thousands and tens of

thousands of priests, whom Christian

Rome subsequently distributed over all

the cities and villages and hamlets of

Europe, to become the advocates and

defenders of the “new faith,” exercised

an influence to which Paganism was

an entire stranger. It had no Chrysos

toms and Augustines, no Bossuets and

Taylors to expound its doctrines; no

#. with his Evidences, nor Butler,

with his Analogy, to demonstrate their

truth; still less could it boast of its

“noble army of martyrs,” like those

whomarched forth from the foot of the

cross, to bear testimony by their suffer

ings and death to the holiness of that

calling wherewith they were called.

There are other reasons no less de

serving of consideration, for the falling

away of the tº. from the Pagan

faith. From the time when Augustus

made his declaration ofuniversal peace,

the Roman army had been compara

tively idle. Consequently the custom

ary sacrifices and consultations of

augurs, which always used to precede

their military expeditions, soon went

into comparative disuse, and with them

all the pomp and circumstance which

made those mysterious ceremonies so

* The eloquent Symmachus, a wealthy and noble Senator, who united the sacred

characters of Pontiff and Augur with the civil dignities of Proconsul of Africa and

Prefect of the City.—Gib., vol. ii., p. 185.

f Epist. Sym., lib. 10. e. 54.

f Jupiter Tragoedus.-This logic reminds

the empirical physician in Molière:—

Mihi demandatur

us of the very satisfactory explanation of

A doctissimo doctore

Quare opium facit dormire,

Et ego respondeo,

Quia est in eo

Virtus dormitiva,

Cujus natura est sensus assoupire.

y
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imposing upon the people. A like

result followed the great concentration

of power into the hands of the Empe

rors. The Senate was no longer a

legislature but in name, while those

primary assemblies through which the

people, under the republic, would

sometimes influence with success the

legislation of their rulers, were almost

entirelyº With them dis

appeared all the rites and ceremonies

which were intended to make the pro

ceedings of those assemblies solemn

and imposing.

While the state was thus gradually

withdrawing its countenance from the

faith in which it had been baptized,

the introduction of foreign religions

precipitated the latter to its ruin with

a rapidity quite disproportioned to its

natural gravitation. Almost every

form of polytheism in the world at that

time had a temple in the capital of the

Roman empire, and every form of

licentiousness and wickedness which

the enervating climates of Asia and

Egypt could engender, were practised

in them. Ovid had to warn the Roman

daughters against the dangerous prac

tices of the belted priests of Isis, whom

they were in the habit of consulting.

The mutilated priests of Cybele divided

with the severer priesthood of Westa

and Eleusis, the patronage of the noble

and the wealthy; while Nero threw off

the last restraint from his people which

had bound them to their national creed,

by becoming himself a public minister

at the altar of the Syrian goddess.

Surely no farther explanation can be

needed for the patience with which the

Roman people endured Lucian's ridi

cule of their religion. A nation is

never intolerant about that to which it

is indifferent.

It will be obvious from what we

have said that the duty which Lu

cian's satire had to perform was not to

convince men of the errors of poly

theism, but to force them into a posi

tive and public rejection of it—to make

them ashamed of owning it. “Dans

les voies de la Providence,” says Victor

Hugo, “il y a des hommes pour les

fruits verts, et d'autres hommes pour

les fruits mürs.” Of the latter class

was Lucian. His certainly was not

the vocation of the hero, but it was a

task for no ordinary mind to attempt.

How he executed that task remains to

be considered.

“It may be doubted,” says Dr.

Mayne, one of the ablest, and we be

lieve the earliest of the English trans

lators of Lucian, “whether Christian

ity is more indebted to the grave con

futations of Clemens Alexandrinus,

Arnobus, and Justin Martyr, or to the

facetious art of Lucian.”

It would be almost impossible to

enumerate all the different forms of

attack which Lucian employed in

assailing the Olympian dynasty. In

his “Dialogues of the Gods,” al

most every form of weakness and in

consistency is noticed which he has

alluded to in any part of his writings,

though not always with the same

force. He frequently presents the

same argument in a different form.

The doctrine of fate, which has puzzled

the theologians of all ages, was a

stumbling-block against which Lucian

delighted to crowd his antagonists.

This absurdity of the Pagans' faith is

armed against them several times, but

nowhere with so much completeness

as in the “Convicted Jupiter,” which

is a debate between Jupiter and Cynis

cus. The former is completely cornered

by the latter, and fairly, too, upon the

idea that the Parcae, or Fates, are

independent and superior to Jupiter,

who assumes to be omnipotent. Jupi

ter, in accordance with this view, ad

mits that “nothing happens which the

Parcae had not previously ordained.”

He likewise is |. to admit that the

gods, Jupiter included, are likewise

subject to the Parcae. “If matters

really go thus,” says Cyniscus; “if all

be subject 'to the Parcae, and nothing

can be altered which they have once

been pleased to decree, to what purpose

do we offer hecatombs to you, and

pray you to be kind to us?” Jupiter

then gets angry and tries to change

the issue, but Cyniscus lugs him back

to the question. “But we are not

sacrificed to,” says Jupiter, “from in

terested motives, but to do us honor,

who have superior and more perfect

natures.” “Wherein,” asks Cyniscus,

“are you superior, since, like us, you

are but instruments, fellow-servants,

and subject to the same distresses?”

* Le Rhin.
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“Because we live an endless life, in

the fruition of all conceivable goods.”

“Not all of you,” says Cyniscus,

“Vulcan is lame, and a dirty black

smith; Prometheus was crucified, to

say nothing of your father, who, to this

day, lies shackled in Tartarus. Acci

dents befall you: many of you, who

were of gold and silver, have even

been melted down—because it was

their fate.”

“Jupiter, You begin to be insolent,

but have a care. You may hereafter re

pent having provoked me.

“Cyniscus. You may spare your

threats, Jupiter, since, as you are aware,

nothing can betide me, excepting what

the Parcae have long since foreordained.

Why, else, are so many church robbers

tolerated with impunity ? Most of them

happily escape you—since it was not

their fate to be caught, I suppose.”

The doctrine of rewards and punish

ments is thus disposed of:-

“Jupiter. What do I hear 7 You do

not believe then that there are rewards

and punishments, and a judgment, where

the life ofevery one will be examined 7

“Cyniscus. I have, to be sure, heard

that a certain Minos, of Crete, presides

there below as judge over all this; and

he being your son, as it is reported, may

I be allowed to put one question more

respecting him? . . . Who are those

whom he punishes 2

“Jup. That is understood, ofcourse,

the wicked; for example, murderers—

church-robbers.

“Cyn. And who are those whom he

sends to the heroes 7

“Jup. The good, who have led a vir

tuous and blameless life.

“Cym. Why so, Jupiter?

“Jup. Because these deserve reward,

those punishment.

“Cyn. If, however, a man has done

wrong against his will, would you deem it

just to punish him 2

“Jup. By no means.

“Cym. And iſ a man has done good

involuntarily, would you not judge him,

for the same reason, unworthy of reward 2

“Jup. Möst assuredly.

“Cyn. Therefore, best Jupiter, nobody

can justly either be punished or rewarded.

“Jup. How so

“Cym. Because we men do nothing

voluntarily, but stand under the command

of an invincible necessity, supposing that

to be true which we agreed at first setting

out, that the Parcae are the prime cause

of all things. For if a man murder, they

are the murderers, and if he robs a temple,

he only executes what they have ordered,

&c., &c.

“Jup. Such questions deserve no far

ther answer. You are a shameless, so

phistical fellow, and I shall listen to you

no longer.”

The Pagan doctrine of special pro

vidence, is described with ludicrous

detail, in the excursion of Icaro Me

nippus, who visits Jupiter on some

private business, and thus has an op

portunity of witnessing the order in

which the colonial affairs of his depart

ment are conducted:

“We arrived at the place where he

was to sit down and give audience to

mankind. There were apertures, resem

bling the mouths of wells, at regular in

tervals, provided with covers, and by every

one of them stood a golden chair of state.

On the first chair Jupiter now seated him

self, liſted up the cover, and gave ear to

the supplicants. Many and diverse were

the prayers that came up to him from

every region upon earth, some of them

impossible to be granted at the same time.

I also stooping down, on the side contigu

ous to the opening, could distinctly hear,

‘O Jupiter, let me be a king !’ ‘O Jupi

ter, send my onions and garlic to thrive

this year !’ ‘O Jupiter, let my father

speedily depart hence P Another cried

out, ‘Oh, that I could soon be rid of my

wife l’ Another again, ‘Oh, that I might

succeed in my plot against my brother l’

A third prayed for a happy issue to his

lawsuit, a fourth wanted to be crowned

at Olympia. One seaman prayed for a

north wind, another for a south wind; a

husbandman for rain, a fuller for sun

shine. Father Jupiter hearkened to them

all. . . . The equitable requests were

admitted through the aperture, and depos

ited on the right hand: the iniquitous and

futile he puffed back ere they had reached

the skies. With respect to one alone, I

perceived him very much puzzled. Two

parties preferred petitions for favors in

direct opposition to one another; at the

same time both promising equal sacrifices.

For want, therefore, of a decisive reason

why he should favor either the one or the

other, he was in the predicament of the

academies, not knowing to which he

should say “Aye,’ but was forced to say,

with honest Phyrro, “We shall see l’

“Having done with hearing prayers, he

rose up, and seated himself in the second

chair, adjoining the second aperture, to

lend his attention to oaths, protestations,
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and vows. When this was over, and after

having on this occasion smashed the Epi

curean Hermodorus's head with a thun

derbolt, he went on to the third chair,

where he gave audience to presages, prog

nostications, divinations, and auguries.

This done, he proceeded to the fourth,

through which the fume of the victims

ascended, wafting to him severally the

names of the sacrificers. This business

being despatched, the winds and storms

were admitted, and orders given to each

what it was to do, as– To-day let it rain

in Scythia, thunder and lighten in Africa,

and snow in Greece. You, Boreas, blow

towards Lydia. You, South Wind, shall

have a day of rest. The West Wind will

raise a tempest in the Adriatic | Let a

thousand bushels of hail, or thereabouts,

be scattered on Cappadocia,”—and the

like.”

It is impossible here to go more into

detail upon this subject, except to

allude for a moment to a single para

graph which occurs in one of Lucian's

ieces,f on the subject of the Christian

aith. We deem this the more proper,

because it has, probably, cost him more

popularity with posterity than any

thing else he ever wrote.

A notorious charlatan, by the name

of Peregrinus, who had tried every

form of imposture which ºa mind

capacious of such things” could invent,

whose skilfully devised villainy had

made victims of multitudes of intelli

gent men and women, wishing to give

symmetry to the chaplet ofhis infamies

associated himself with the sma

band of Christians, who were as yet

without any effective organization,

and were struggling with the burden

of their new faith against a strong tide

of oppressive penal legislation, and

popular prejudice. In sketching the

arts of this infamous wretch, Lucian

is naturally led to speak severely of the

Christians, who for a time had given

him countenanceand protection. From

what he says, it is evident that he knew

comparatively nothing about them. To

him they were of even less importance

than the ten thousand other sects by

which he was surrounded wherever

he went. Our Saviour was no more to

lim than Isis or Osiris. The Apostles

exhibited to him no better credentials

than the Pastophori whofed the croco

diles of the Egyptian temples. Indeed,

of so little consideration were the

Christians held as yet at Rome, that,

to the best of our recollection, he never

has alluded to them again in any part

of his works. This unfortunate para

graph, however, roused the Christians

to a fury. They could keep no terms

with an ally in their warfare against

Paganism who was equally ready to en

list in a campaign against Christianity.

“Non tali aurilio,” they all cried out,

in universal horror, and from that time

forth, until history suggested an apter

illustration, Lucian was the Antichrist

of the Revelations. To us, who are

more familiar with the laws of human

belief, it seems very ridiculous for any

one to get so indignant about Lucian's

scepticism. We should as soon think

of abusing Bacon for rejecting the Co

Fº theory of the universe, or of

lackening the name of Henry VII.,

for having despised the scheme of

discovery which has given Columbus

immortality. Hence the charge of

blasphemy, which hung like plummets

at the heels of Lucian's reputation for

several hundred years, has with us

entirely disappeared, and we look at

the stand which he had the misfortune

to take toward Christianity as more

deserving of pity than of censure.

We have thus far attempted to pre

sent to our readers those leading points

in the Life of Lucian which most

commend him to the student of history,

and to the respect of men. We have

found him a man of extraordinary

discernment, almost preternaturally

susceptible to ludicrous impressions, a

sincere lover of truth, a man who de

voted the best of his life to a warfare

upon hypocrisy and imposture, fair to

his opponents, and a bold and success

ful innovator upon the most serious

and inaccessible abuses to which society

is exposed. We may add farther, that

though Lucian was an uncompromising

antagonist of hypocrisy, he never ap

pears to have been vindictive. He is

never personal, except in his attacks

upon the Peregrines and Alexanders,

the social outlaws of his time, who

have abandoned all claim and lost all

right to courtesy. In all his writings

* Icaro Menippus. Vol. i., p. 137-8. f Peregrinus.

f Lehmann, Luciani Opera. L. lxxvii.

.
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it is obvious that he pursues errors,

and not those who are possessed with

them. His moral character appears to

have been eminently symmetrical. No

vicious impulses appear upon the face

of his writings, no personal immorali

ties disfigure his life. He was one of

the most witty writers, we think the

wittiest, that preceded Rabelais, not ex

cepting Aristophanes. He was learned

in the elegant literature of Greece and

Rome, though grossly ignorant of ma

thematical and natural science. He

had an active, nervous temperament,

like Voltaire, with whom he has been

frequently and justly compared. Indeed

they are said to have strongly resem

bled each other in personal appearance.

They were both witty, both lived in a

state of open warfare with the popular

religious institutions of their times;

both jobbed somewhat in politics; both

lived more or less under the influence

of a king who affected letters, without

being literary, and were jostled by

upstart courtiers, who had been made

impudent by undeserved prosperity,

and who made themselves foolish to

be qualified for the bounty which an

undiscriminating patron had laid upon

folly. But, unlike Voltaire, Lucian

was not malignant, he was not cruel,

he was not selfish, he was not mean,

he never became morbid and misan

thropical. Lucian ridiculed a religion

that was absurd and corrupt: Wol

taire ridiculed a religion of which

the priests and institutions only had

become corrupted. This was their

great difference: the one laughed at

Olympus—the other made a mock of

Heaven; the one scoffed at Jupiter—

the other scoffed at the living God!

But highly as we esteem Lucian's

personal character, potent and useful

as we think his influence undoubtedly

was upon his age, in the various ways

we have attempted to specify, tho

roughly as we admire the moral inde

pendence of his whole literary career,

yet, as we have before remarked, he

never rises in our mind to the dignity

of a Hero. He maintained an unflinch

ing hostility to established abuses, but

he never vindicated any higher claim

to the character of a Reformer. He was

potent to destroy, but he built up no

thing. He discerned the vices of the

[. with incomparable sagacity,

ut he was prescient of no more en

larged or happier future. He had not

much of faith in man, and his future

was lit up by no comprehensive philo

sophy. He condemned the popular

abuses from an instinct, not from a

principle. And it is, perhaps, the most

singular fact in Lucian's history, that,

in all the writings he has left us, not a

hint is given, nor a suggestion made,

for any substantial improvement in the

institutions of religion or the science

of government. His was not the high

est apostolic mission—he was sent to

destroy, but not to fulfil. He never

appears to have speculated upon the

future, nor to have turned to the past,

but for deeper colors to paint the pre

sent. There is no reason to suppose

that he ever indulged the hope that

the human race would ever effect any

amelioration which would depend

upon the caprice of an absolute mon

arch, or the discordant councils of an

oligarchy. Of course he is never so

childish as to complain of the condition

of things, in which he anticipates no

improvement. He can only jest at its

defects. Hence Lucian never assumes

a serious tone while engaged in his

vocation. He smiles upon the popular

creed of an empire, with the same

tolerating contempt that he might ex

perience in overlooking the amuse

ments of a nursery. Such are not the

men who become martyrs to great

principles, who are willing to brave

every danger in defence of their con

victions. Some of the friends of Luther

once compared the great reformer to

our Saviour. “I,” said he, “but I

have never been crucified for any one.”

Apart from the real sacrifices and perils

j, Luther did pass through, we

may discern, in his reply, the real dif

ference between the hero and the artist.

Lucian not only had no claims, he had

no aspirations for the glory of martyr

dom. He reconciled himself, appa

rently without regret, to a life of poli

tical inactivity, when he should have

thundered and lightened until he had

cleared from the face of heaven the

pestilent cloud of abominations which

had exhaled from that unnatural peo

ple. But in the mysterious dispensa

tions of Providence it had been other

wise ordained. That great work of re

generation had been entrusted to an

arm which never wearied, to a mind

which never devised an error, to a

ower which never resolved upon what

it did not execute. Under such mys
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terious superintendence, the world was

ripening for results of which it had

never entered into the heart of man to

conceive. The prejudices of past

civilisations were to be exorcised, from

which was to follow the emancipation

of the human mind; the equality of

man before God was to be established,

whereby justice and good faith were

to ºil among men; a value was

to be given to this life, by the reve

lation of another and a better— a

revelation which was to purify our

motives, give activity to our virtues,

and sanctify the pursuits of each indi

vidual to the happiness of his race. In

that great scheme of Providence, far

more incomprehensible and exalted

agencies were required than any hu

man intellect could marshal. In work

ing out its stupendous results Lucian

had been called unconsciously to per

form a part of no light importance, but

a part which might safely have been en

trusted to one who was neither a phi

lanthropist, a hero, nor a philosopher.

HOPE.

FROM THE GERMAN OF SCHILLER.

How many there are who sing and dream

Of happier seasons coming,

And ever is fancy, to catch the beam

Of a Golden Era, roaming !

The world may grow old,—and young again,_

And the hope of a better shall still remain.

Hope comes with life at its dawning hour;

Buffalo, N.Y.

Hope sports with the infant creeper:

Hope cheers up the youth, with her magic power;

And when, too, the grey-haired weeper

Has closed in the grave his weary round,

He plants the tree of hope on the mound.

It is not an empty, vain deceit,

In the brains of fools created ;

It speaks to the soul of a state more meet,

Where its longings shall all be sated.

And the promise the indwelling voice thus makes

To the hoping soul—it never breaks.

H. GATES.
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MRS. SIGOURNEY.”

By A L E X A N DE R. H. E. W. E. R. et T.

WE look upon Mrs. Sigourney as the

first of the lady-poets of our country.

If there were any doubt about the fact,

the appearance of the present volume

would be sufficient to remove it. We

are inclined to think, indeed, that we

might, without injustice, go farther,

and place our gifted countrywoman,

without hesitation, at the head of the

lady-poets of the day. Since the death

of Mrs. Hemans, and considering

Joanna Baillie as a relic of the last

generation, rather than a member of

the present, we know no person in

England who can fairly contest the
claims of Mrs. Sigourney to this dis

tinction. In the peculiar character of

her genius, she resembles Mrs. Hemans

more nearly than any other recent

writer, and her permanent reputation

is likely, we think, to be quite as great.

“Pocahontas” is fully equal to any one

of Mrs. Hemans's longer poems—

which, by the bye, are not her best:

and if Mrs. Sigourney's works are infe

rior in volume—no very certain test of

excellence in poetry—to those of her

English rival, they contain, perhaps,

at least as large a number of composi

tions which, from some peculiar feli

city in the choice of the subjects, or

the mode of execution, will be received

into the canon of standard verse, and

float down the current of time as a pre

cious heir-loom for future generations.

The subject of the principal poem in

the present volume is happily selected,

and would afford materials for a much

more extensive development than has

here been given to it. It is, perhaps,

better fitted for a historical romance, in

the manner of the Waverley novels,

than for a poem; and waits, in order to

receive entire justice, for the pen of

some American Walter Scott. We

rather wonder that Cooper, in survey

ing the field of our history, in search

of subjects, never happened to direct

his view to this attractive point. In

the work before us a knowledge of the

facts is supposed, and the material

employed consists chiefly of reflections

on the successive changes in the for

tunes of the Forest Heroine. The de

scription of her person—as it ripened

from the native grace of childhood

into the mature and thoughtful per

fection of womanly beauty—is one of

the best passages, and may be cited

with advantage, as a fair, or rather

favorable specimen of the whole:—

“ On sped the seasons, and the forest

child

Was rounded to the symmetry of

youth;

While o'er her features stole, serenely

mild,

The trembling sanctity of woman’s

truth,

Her modesty, and simpleness, and

grace;

Yet those who deeper scan the human

face,

Amid the trial-hour of fear or ruth,

Might clearly read upon its heaven

writ scroll,

That high and firm resolve, which nerved

the Roman soul.

“The simple sports, that charmed her

childhood’s way,

Her greenwood gambols 'mid the

matted vines,

The curious glance of wild and search

ingray,

Where innocence with ignorance

combines,

Were changed for deeper thought’s per

suasive air,

Or that high port a princess well might

Wear :

So fades the doubtful star when morn

ing shines;

So melts the young dawn at the enkin

dling ray,

And on the crimson cloud casts off its

mantle grey.”

The closing verses of the second of

these stanzas are not inferior in grace

to the passage in Milton's Lycidas,

* Pocahontas, and other Poems. By Mrs. L. H. Sigourney. 12mo. New York. 1842.
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of which they seem to be, in part, a

reminiscence:

“Weep no more, woful shepherds ! weep

no more

For Lycidas, your sorrow, is not dead,

Sunk though he be beneath the watery

floor:

So sinks the day-star in the ocean bed,

And yet anon repairs his drooping head,

And tricks his beams, and with new

fangled ore,

Flames in the forehead of the morning

sky,” &c.

“Pocahontas,” though the longest

poem in the volume, and the one

which gives it its title, occupies only

thirty-seven, out of nearly three hun

dred pages. The remaining space is

taken up by a series of short, and

mostly lyrical pieces, many of which

had previously appeared in the periodi

cal publications. The talent of Mrs.

Sigourney displays itself, we think, to

still greater advantage in these effu

sions, than in the Pocahontas, beautiful

as it is. We must say, indeed, that

whatever merit there may be in some

two or three very long poems—the

Iliad, for example, or the Paradise Lost

—we much prefer, in general, for our

own private reading, the shorter com

positions even of the greatest masters

to their longer ones. The Sonnets and

Canzonets of Petrarch are fresh in the

memories and on the lips of the youth

of Italy, while his Africa has long

since slept undisturbed in the dust of

the library. The Melodies of Moore

and Byron will be sung, when their

Lalla Rookhs and Childe Harolds are

forgotten. Poetry is so exquisite a

production of the mind, and requires

for its composition so much concen

tration of thought, and intensity of

feeling, that the attempt to spread it

over hundreds and thousands of pages,

must generally, from the necessity of

the case, end in failure. Poetry is the

“cordial drop " of the literary ban

quet. In its genuine state it is as

“ rich and rare" as the precious atar

1 of the East, of which it takes five

fº weight of rose-leaves to make

a single ounce. The dealer who offers

either article in large quantities ex

poses himself by the very fact to a

strong suspicion that he is cheating the

public with a worthless imitation of

the “true thing.”

Mrs. Sigourney's compositions belong

exclusively to the class of short poems,

for the Pocahontas, which is the long

est of them, does not, as we have said,

exceed thirty or forty pages. They

commonly express, with great purity,

and evident sincerity, the tender affec

tions which are so natural to the

female heart, and the lofty aspirations

after a higher and better state of being,

which constitute the truly ennobling

and elevating principle in art, as well

as in nature. Love and religion are

the unvarying elements of her song.

This is saying, in other words, that

the substance of her poetry is of the

very highest order. If her powers of

expression, were equal to the purity

and elevation of her habits of thought

and feeling, she would be a female

Milton, or a Christian Pindar. But

though she does not “inherit

The force and ample pinion

That the Theban Eagle bear,

Sailing with supreme dominion

Through the liquid vault of air,”

she nevertheless manages the lan

guage with great ease and elegance;

and often with much of the curiosa

felicitas, that “refined felicity” of ex

pression, which is, after all, the prin

cipal charm in poetry. . In blank verse

she is very successful. The poems

that she has written in this measure

have not unfrequently much of the

manner of Wordsworth, and may be

nearly or quite as highly relished by

his admirers. One of the best of this

class of her works was addressed to

the celebrated bard at his own resi

dence during her late visit to England,

and is published in the present volume

under the title of

GRASSMERE AND RyDAL WATER."

“Oh vale of Grassmere ! tranquil and shut

Out

From all the strife that shakes a jarring

world,

* * Although this poem happens to have originally appeared in a former Number of

this Review, yet having been selected by the writer of the present article for the illus

tration of his criticism, we do not believe that any reader will object to its repetition,

—ED. D. R.

WOL. XI.-NO, LII. 32
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How quietly thy village roofs are bowered

In the cool verdure, while thy graceful

spire

Guardeth the ashes of the noble dead,

And like a fixed and solemn sentinel

Holm-Crag looks down on all.

“And thy pure lake,

Spreading its waveless breast of crystal out

*Tween thee and us, pencil nor lip of man

May fitly show its loveliness. The soul

Doth hoard it as a gem, and fancy-led,

Explore its curving shores,-its lonely

isle,

That like an emerald clasp'd in erystal

sleeps.

“Ho, stern Helvellyn ! with thy savage

cliffs,

And dark ravines, where the rash travel

ler’s feet

Too oft have wander’d far and ne'er re

turned,

Why dost thou press so close yon margin

green,

Like border-chieftain, seeking for his

bride

Some cottage maiden Prince amid the

hills,

That each upon his feudal seat maintains

Strict sovereignty, hast thou a tale of love

For gentle Grassmere, that thou thus dost

droop

Thy pluméd helmet o'er her, and peruse

With such a searching gaze her mirror'd

brow 2

She listeneth coyly, and her guileless

depths

Are troubled at a tender thought from

thee.

And yet, methinks, some speech of Love

should dwell

In scenes so beautiful. For not in vain,

Nor with a feeble voice doth HE who

spread

Such glorious charms, bespeak man’s

kindliness

For all whom He hath made, bidding the

heart

Grasp every creature with a warm em

brace

Of brotherhood.

“Lo! what fantastic forms,

In sudden change are traced upon the sky:

The Sun doth subdivide himself, and shine

On either side of an elongate cloud,

Which, like an alligator huge and thin,

Pierceth his disk. And then an ostrich

seem’d

Strangely to perch upon a wreath of foam,

And gaze disdainful on the kingly orb,

That lay o’erspent and weary. But he

roused

Up as a giant, and the welkin glow’d

With rushing splendor, while his puny

foes

Vanished in air. Old England’s oaksout

stretch'd

Their mighty arms and took that cloudless

glance

Into their bosoms, as a precious thing

To be remember'd long.

“And so we turn’d

And through romantic glades pursued our

way,

Where Rydal Water spends its thundering

force,

And through the dark gorge makes a

double plunge

Abruptly beautiful. Thicket and rock,

And ancient summer-house, and sheeted

foam,

All exquisitely blent,while deafening sound

Of torrents, battling with their ruffian foes,

Fill'd the admiring gaze with awe, and

wrought

A dim forgetfulness of all beside.

“Thee, too, I found within thy sylvan

home,

Whose music thrill'd my heart, when life

was new,

WoRDsworth ! with wild enchantment

circled round

In love with nature’s self, and she with

thee.

Thy ready hand, that from the landscape

cull’d

Its long familiar charms, rock, tree, and

spire,

With kindness half-paternal leading on

My stranger footsteps through the garden

walk,

*Mid shrubs and flowers, that from thy

planting grew;

The group of dear ones, gathering round

thy board,

She, the first friend, still as in youth be

lov’d;

The daughter, sweet companion,-sons

mature,

And favorite grandchild, with his treasur’d

phrase,

The evening lamp, that o'er thy silver

locks

And ample brow fell fitfully, and touch'd

Thy lifted eye with earnestness of thought,

Are with me as a picture, ne’er to fade,

Till death shall darken all material things.”

Several other poems in the collection

derive, like this, additional interestfrom

allusions to scenes in foreign countries,

where they were composed. We

gather from these and other sources of

information, that the amiable author

had opportunity, while recently in Eu
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rope, of storing her mind with a rich

treasure ofnew impressionsand images.

We trust that the public will be permit

ted to share still further in the fruits

of this excursion, in any form, whether

prose or verse, that may best suit the

fair pilgrim's taste. She is entirely

free from the spirit of malignant cavil

which renders the works of so many

travellers a mere libel on the countries
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they describe. Her instinctive sympa

thy with the beautiful and good leads

her to seek, and of course to find them

in everything around her; and her

works, whatever may be their form,

will always be a lesson of kind and

noble feelings, an echo of the sweet

harmonies of nature, and a h of

raise, gratitude, and adoration to its

ivine Author.

THE ANCIENT FEUDAL AND MODERN BANKING SYSTEMS.

IT is a fact rendered evident to the

most cursory observer of the history of

society, that in its progress of improve

ment it is constantly developing some

peculiar system . internal govern

ment, which pervades every part of its

structure, and sways it for the time

being with paramount control. The

rise, development, and decline of these

master influences upon the body politic,

would appear to i. a law of social

existence, for they have kept pace

with the progress of civilisation, and

manifested themselves in every condi

tion of social advancement.

In the progress of human improve

ment two influences are constantly at

work—the tendency ofthe Few to avail

themselves of the labor and control the

energies of the Many, and the efforts

of the latter to resist it. Both are

equally a part of man's nature; and if

we may judge by the experience of

the past, these opposite influences will

continue to act, whatever modifications

society may assume, or however great

may be its eventual improvement.

That our own age and country has

witnessed the predominance of the lat

ter of these influences, we are readily

prepared to admit; but even in the

improved condition which has result

ed from the positive assertion of the

great principles of political equality,

the efforts of the few may be readily

distinguished, pursuing the same object

by adapting themselves to the altered

condition of society, and securing the

control of the new elements of power

which that improved condition has

evolved.

In every condition of society, some

element exists in its social composition,

arising from the peculiarity of its pur

suits and the state of its progress,

which, controlled by a privileged few,

ives them a dominant influence over

its welfare. Thus, if the pursuits of a

nation be chiefly warlike, then those

to whom is entrusted the conduct and

management of its wars have the con

trol of an element by which its inte

rests are mainly affected. On the other

hand, if the pursuits of a nation be

chiefly agricultural, then the land of

the nation, which is the productive

source of its wealth and industry,

becomes the principal element of

power; and when the great landed in

terests of the nation are entrusted to

articular individuals, they wield an

influence over the strongest element

that enters into its social composition.

It has been by securing a control over

the leading and highest interests of the

state, that the dominion of the Few

over the Many has been accomplished.

This disposition has given rise to the

creation of systems, through the in

strumentality of which power might

be concentrated, its exercise secured,

and its dominion perpetuated. To this

cause is to be attributed the establish

ment of the feudal system of the mid

dle ages, and to it are we indebted for

the rapid growth of the modern bank

ing system.

The object of the present Article is

º
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to trace the progress of these respective

systems, to exhibit the circumstances

lunder which they were developed, and

the leading features by which they are

characterized; and, by contrasting their

practical, operation upon society, to

satisfy the reader that the motive
which has led to the creation of both

is essentially one and the same.

To the proper understanding of the

feudal system, it will be necessary to re

fer to the circumstances of its growth;

we shall therefore briefly trace it from

the period of its rise down to its final

development immediately after the pe

riod of the Norman conquest.

The rude original of this singular

structure is to be found in the state of

society, handed down to us by Tacitus,

of those nomadic German tribes, who

were subdued by the arms of the vic

torious Romans, and who, in their turn,

subjugated, and finally gave laws and

customs to their more polished conquer

ors. The overthrow of the Roman em

pire by these northern barbarians forms

a singular exception to the general con

sequence resulting from the conquest

of a highly civilized nation by a rude

and barbarous people. In nearly every

similar instance, the conquerors, as in

the conquest of Greece by the earlier

Romans, have imbibed the arts of the

conquered, and have insensibly sunk

under the dominion of their alluring

civilisation. But the terrible irruption

which effected the downfall of the Ro

man empire, swept away the whole

structure of ancient civilisation in Eu

rope, and left little behind it but the rude

organization of the warlike barbarians

by which the task of destruction had

been accomplished.

From the re-organization of society

which followed this mighty irruption,

the feudal system took its rise. As this

new order of men turned to possess

themselves of the countries they had

devastated, they introduced the laws,

customs, and manners with which they

were familiar in the wilds of Germany.

And as they gradually began to com

bine the scattered elements of social

existence, and weave out of their de

tached and irregular confederacies the

more settled plans of national organiza

tion, they slowly perfected a political

fabric of massive grandeur, which, from

the compactness of its structure, the

harmony of its parts and the compre

hensiveness of its design, is entirely

-

without a parallel in the history of
mankind.

Among the early Germans, the exist

ence of separate landed property, or pri

vileged classes in society, was utterly

unknown. They lived in separate com

munities, governed byj.who were

elected with exclusive reference to their

merits. Their king was but the presid

ing officer of their annual council, where

everything pertaining to the interest of

the state was submitted to the free

voice of a popular assembly. All landed

property was vested in the community

at large; and at the end of every year,

distributed in the annual council to the

chiefs, and by them redistributed in

their respective communities. Every

member of the community thus chang

ed his habitation yearly, and migratory;

and unsettled as this custom rendered

them, it answered the purposes of a

people whose pursuits were limited to

the exercise of war, and to the rudest

forms of agriculture.

The Germans retained at first in

their new possessions the outlines of

their primitive organization. They

retained their kings, among most of

them their annual council, their origi

nal mode of distributing lands, and

yearly change of habitation. Being

scattered, however, over a large extent

of country, their general assemblies be

came less frequent ; and in proportion

as they declined, the power of their

kings and chiefs increased. With the

decline of the general assemblies, the

kings appropriated to themselves the

exclusive power of distributing lands,

which they granted to the chiefs, who,

learning the value of permanent pos

sessions, gradually assumed the owner

ship of them ; and, as a consequence of

that ownership, established the here

ditary right to their possession in their

descendants, Immediately after the

conquest, large portions of lands were

allotted to the more prominent of their

warlike leaders, who were followed to

their new possessions by large bodies

of their subordinates, naturally desirous

of adhering in their new condition to

those leaders to whom they had be

come attached by a long companion

ship in arms. The chiefs parcelled

out their lands to their followers, in

nts for life or at will, which, in the

eudal law, were denominated benefi

ciary estates; and from this disposi

tion sprang up the feudal relation of
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lord and vassal, which eventually

spread itself over the whole structure

of society. These feudal lords or ba

rons increasing in wealth and influence

by the gradual improvement and ex

tension of their estates, their protection

and influence were sought by the minor

landed proprietors, as a security against

the depredations and oppressions to

which they were exposed in a lawless

military age; and the more effectually

to secure it, they granted their lands

to the barons in fee, and held them

thereafter as their tenants or vassals.

From these and other causes, these

feudal barons became possessed of im

mense landed estates, cultivated and

improved by a host of dependent vas

sals. As the warlike propensities of

their age involved them in continual

quarrels with their neighbors, their

first attention was directed to the effi

cient military organization of their

vassals, and He general cultivation of

the law of arms; to effect which ob

ject, the lands which were formerly

eld at gift or at will, were granted to

the tenants upon the tenure of military

service. Where the primitive institu

tion of things was not retained with

the gradual increase of estates, new

states or kingdoms were formed, by the

combination of estates, either through

conquest, alliances by marriage, or by

union for mutual protection, until from

this primitive organization nations

sprang up, governed by kings, over

shadowed by nobles, and compactly

knit together in that dependent rela

tion which pervaded every part of the

feudal system.

From customs peculiar to the origi

nal Germans, many of them were re

duced to a state of servitude, and

formed a considerable body at the

period of the conquest of the Roman

empire. After that period great num

bers of the conquered Romans were

reduced to a similar condition; and as

it was the custom of the feudal barons

to reduce to slavery the captives taken

in their wars, this inferior class, who

were known by the appellation of serfs

and villains, became in the progress of

time a body of prodigious extent. As

the tenants or vassals, in conformity

with the requirement of their tenures,

and in the indulgence of the ruling

passion of their age, devoted them

selves almost exclusively to the pur

suit of arms, upon those serfs or villains

devolved the duty of cultivating the

earth and the performance of the labor

necessary for the support of their pri

vileged superiors. They were, in fact,

the producing classes of their age, the

really valuable members of the com

munity, the foundation ofsociety, which

in our age and in our country, is digni

fied by the honored appellation of the

people. From an utter disregard of the

value of labor, and a total insensibility

to the rights of humanity, they were

crushed to the earth, under the iron

dominion of a most despicable servi

tude. Fixed as bondmen to the soil,

they were sold and transmitted with

it. Their lives, like their liberties,

were equally subject to the caprice of

their lords. They were prevented

from acquiring property—all political

rights denied them—from self-elevation

and individual advancement for ever

shut out by their condition, so elo

quently expressed by their name of

“villain,” which, surviving the causes

that gave rise to it, has descended to

our age, as a characteristic appellation

for all that is despicable and vile.

The feudal barons reigned with des

potic power over theirpossessions. They

made war, or entered into alliances of

peace at pleasure, coined money, and

administered supreme judicial power

within their baronies. In their earlier

condition, most of them were inde

pendent of their kings, and made war

upon them, with the same indifference

as upon each other; but as the system

became more compact, and the neces

sity of the dependant feudal relation

more apparent, they assumed a subor

dinate position; and, in the feudal in

stitution of vassalage, occupied about

the same position to their sovereign

that the inferior vassals occupied to

them.

The feudal system was based upon

the predominant influence of landed

property, and the necessity of efficient

military organization. It was the or

ganization of a people, whose pursuits

were confined to war and agriculture,

and in which land, the most valuable

quality in an agricultural state, was

converted into a means for effectually

establishing a powerful and permanent

military organization. Through the

whole feudal relation, the performance

of military service was the condition

by which land was possessed and en

joyed. By the principles of the feudal

----- -
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law the king was the supreme lord and

owner of the soil, and all who pos

sessed it held mediately or immediate

ly from him. The barons held it upon

the tenure of military service, and the

tenants held from the barons by the

same tenure. The tenants were bound

to the performance of military service

whenever required by their lords, and

the barons, at the head of their vas

sals, were bound to the performance of

the same, whenever required by their

sovereign.

“My castles are my king’s alone

From turretto foundation stone,”

is the exclamation that Scott puts in

the mouth of Douglas, and in this de

claration the fiery old baron but frank

ly expresses, the ruling sentiment of

his age. The king, from uniting in

himself the supreme control of the

military power with the general own

ership of the land, concentrated in his

own person a control over the two great

leading elements of the state, and dis

tributed its exercise through the de

pendent parts of the wholefeudal rela

tion. A structure was thus reared,

presenting the same aspect in civil so

ciety that the Egyptian pyramid pre

sents in architecture, massive and

deeply laid in its foundations, each

layer of the structure supporting and

supported by another, diminishing as

it rose, gradation upon gradation, to its

topmost stone, which, as the crowning

point, to the elevation of which every

part was subservient, filled the mind

of the observer, when contrasted with

the mass beneath it, with an over

whelming sense of its utter insignifi

Cance.

The great object of this structure is

embraced in one word—power. It pre

sents us with one of the most striking

examples that history has afforded of

the successful labor of the few, in esta

blishing a permanent control over the

interests and welfare of the many.

The history of the ancient world fur

nishes many examples of the over

throw of a people's liberties by some

vigorous despot, and the successful

establishment of himself and descend

ants in the permanent exercise of

power. But the growth of the feudal

º exhibits, on the grandest scale,

the silent workings of one of the

strongest principles of human action,

the tendency of the few to encroach

upon the rights of the many. In its

growth, we observe the gradual deve

lopment of this principle, toiling up

wards, through the slow progress of

centuries, without revolution or social

dismemberment, to a state of more

perfect organization, until the whole

machinery of society was effectually

constructed for the concentration of

power at one unnatural point, which,

radiating from this common centre,

was felt through every part of the

structure which secured it. From the

king downward, it presented one com

mon feature of political inequality,

more unequal as it approached the

great mass of society, until a total de

privation of political rights was real

ized in the person of the down-trodden

serf. What in this age is regarded as

the common heritage of man, was en

joyed in the feudal only as the gift of the

sovereign. The laws were the king's

laws, graciously vouchsafed to the peo

ple; the courts, the king's courts; the

peace of the community, the king's

peace; the people, the king's subjects.

Even a holy religion, bestowed upon

the world for the common benefit of

man, lent its sanction to establish the

divine right of a political ruler; and

the presuming mortal, thus placed

above his race, rioted in authority as

“the Lord's Anointed.”

In the causes which contributed to

the decline of the feudal system, we

discover the germs of a new and en

tirely different state of society. Eu

rope, in slowly emerging from the ig

norance and superstition of the mid

dle ages, was operated upon by a vari

ety of influences, eminently calculated

to shake the stability of the feudal

fabric. The pure spirit of Christianity,

though faintly struggling, was slowly

advancing upon the mere physical pro

pensities of the age; and even the in

stitution of chivalry, though warlike

in its objects, cast an elevating influ

ence over the face of society. The

domestic feelings which civilisation

engenders, inspired the tenants with a

love of home; and as, stimulated by

this genial influence, they turned their

attention to the assiduous cultivation of

their lands, personal military service

became an onerous and oppressive ex

action. To relieve themselves from

the burdens imposed by their tenures,

they began at first by the employment
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of military substitutes, and finally com

muted for the service altogether, by

the payment to their lords of a stipu

lated rent for their lands. The haughty

arrogance of the nobles brought them

into constant collision with the sove

reign; and the sovereign, to check

their growing power, courted the alli

ance and extended the privileges of

the people. The long and distant

wars, connected with the crusades,

gave rise to the institution of merce

nary armies, in place of the uncertain

service of military vassals; and the te

nants, shaking off the more onerous re

strictions imposed upon their lands,

gradually assumed the more elevated

osition of independent proprietors.

o these causes, together with the in

stitution of free burghs or towns, the

growing importance of the class of

merchants and traders, and the gra

dual increase of the commercial upon

the agricultural interests of the people,

is the decline of this system mainly to

be attributed. The rise of the free

burghs or towns exhibits the best

practical workings of the causes

which contributed to its overthrow.

The burgher enjoyed privileges un

known to the feudal tenant of the

country. He was governed by the

by-laws of his own corporation, enjoyed

property in his own right, and was un

fettered in the exercise of his skill and

industry, by the grasping avarice of a

feudal proprietor. #. oppressed vil

lain, if he could escape from his mas

ter's estate to the protecting limits of a

free burgh, and conceal himself from

ursuit for a year and a day, was re

eased from his servitude for ever, and

took his rank among his fellow towns

men as a freeman and an equal.

Causes so congenial operated power

fully upon these thriving little burghs,

and speedily raised them to the condi

tion of active democracies, illustrating,

in the heart of the feudal system, the

unfailing tendency of the principles of

political equality.

The spirit of maritime adventure in

the fifteenth century, and the migra

tory influence it exercised upon socie

ty, gave a new impulse to the political

condition of Europe. With it arose

the commercial age, and the restraints

which the feudal system had imposed

upon society insensibly yielded to the

silent and equalizing influence of traf

fic. The more frequent communica

tion it established between nations, en

larged the field of individual enter

prise, and broke up that local exclu

siveness by which the feudal system

was mainly sustained. The wants and

luxuries resulting from a more extend

ed intercourse, and an advancing civili

sation, increased the mutual depend

ence of the different parts of society;

and the more equal distribution of

wealth, a greater individuality, and the

#. enjoyment of political liberty,

llowed the new impulse thus stimu

lated through the active channels of

trade. The possession of wealth, as

the fruits of individual exertion, will

eventually make itself felt, whatever

may be the condition of society, and

the dignity of labor be gradually ac

knowledged, from the influence its ex

ercise commands. This elevating re

sult the commercial spirit has gradu

ally effected in the condition of society;

and through its instrumentality, the

haughty baron with his host ofdepend

ent vassals has sunk into political in

significance before the independent til

ler of the soil, the industrious artizan,

the merchant, and the trader. Per

sonal property, which might scarcely

be said to have had a legal existence in

the feudal ages, has become, through

the instrumentality of..".
available capital of the larger portion of

mankind, and the more equal posses

sion and independent control of proper

ty in general the distinguishing mark of

a more improved condition, of a more

advanced civilisation.

In the change which the spirit of

commercial enterprise has wrought in

the political condition of the world, we

discover the gradual development of

new means of power, growing out of

the altered pursuits and changed con

dition of society. One of the princi

pal of these is the superior influence

effected through the powerful instru

mentality of money. From the nature

of the feudal organization, the para

mount influence of money was unfelt.

The feudal baron, when unoccupied by

war, dwelt among his retainers and

dependents; and whatever was pro

duced by the community which he

governed was required for its own im

mediate consumption. When engaged

in war he was attended by an unpaid

soldiery; and whatever became neces

sary for the support of his troops was

obtained from the bountiful hospitality
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of his allies, or plundered from the de

fenceless fields of his enemies. But the

first development of the trading spirit

in Europe called into active exercise

this potent agent of modern civilisa

tion; and the revolution which com

merce has effected in the condition of

mankind has given to it, as an element

of wealth and power, a vigorous vital

ity. What was accomplished in the

middle ages through the possession of

land, is now effected through the in

strumentality of money. As the ex

changing product of all other commo

dities, and the universally recognized

standard of value, it has become the

great engine of society, and its subtle

representative, Credit, the means

through which its influence is dissemi

nated, for the welfare or misery of mil

lions. The former distinctions of so

ciety, and even the purposes of govern

ment, yield to the potency of its com

bined and directed energies; the anta

gonist principles, passions, and preju

dices of men, meet and fraternize at its

common altar, and even the inspiration

of genius and the far-soaring spirit of

|. abstraction stoop to ac

nowledge the supremacy of its sway:

“The age of bargaining hath come,
+ + # +

And noble name and cultured land,

Palace and park, and vassal band,

Are powerless to the notes of hand

Of Rothschilds and the Barings.”

For the rise of the system, by which

this controlling element of modern

times has been rendered an instrument

of power in the hands of the few, we

must turn our attention to those Italian

states which, from the tenth to the

fifteenth century, maintained the limit

ed commerce then known to Europe.

To them are we indebted for the origin

of many of the facilities by which the

present commercial intercourse of the

world is regulated, and, among others,

to the origin of banking. The word

bank is derived from the Italian word

banco, or bench, and owes its present

signification to the stalls, or benches,

in the market-places of the principal

Italian cities, where the Jews, in the

infancy of European commerce, sat for

the purpose of loaning money. The

first institution of the kind was the

Bank of Venice. It was established

in the year 1157, during the Crusades,

and for the purpose of rendering assist

ance to these expeditions. . It was ex

clusively a bank of deposit, and conti

nued in existence as such for more than

six hundred years. The next bank

was established in Genoa. It was

founded in 1345, and effectually estab

lished in 1407, after this.#

republic had destroyed the commerci

superiority of its rival, Pisa, and super

seded Venice in the trade of the east

ern archipelago. It originated in loans

furnished by the wealthy citizens to

the State, which it continued to sup

ply, deriving its interest from imposts

pledged to it by government, to the

period of the destruction of the republic

by Napoleon. Genoa, of all the Ita

lian States, dealt most extensively in

the business of money and exchange;

and the bank, taking its character

from the prevailing pursuits of the

people, enlarged upon the sphere of its

E. of Venice, by uniting the

usiness of granting loans to that of

receiving deposites. The next in the

order of succession was established at

Barcelona, in Spain. It was founded

in 1350, by an ordinance of the King

of Arragon, granting banking privileges

to the cloth merchants of that city,

which they continued to exercise for

about fifty years, when the control of

the bank was assumed by the city, and

it was conducted thereafter as a muni

cipal institution.

The commercial superiority of the

Italian states having yielded to the

vigorous enterprise and indomitable

perseverance of the Dutch, Holland, in

the fulness of commercial prosperity,
became flooded with the coin of other

nations. This coin, from being clip

ped and otherwise debased below its

standard, became of uncertain value,and

the commercial transactions conducted

through a medium souncertain became

exceedingly complicated and difficult.

To remedy this defect, the Bank ofAm

sterdam was established in the year

1609. The bank received this irregu

lar coin upon deposit, ascertained its

roper weight and fineness, and issued

its own bills for the actual standard

value of the coin it received. These

bills rose into high repute, and became

exceedingly valuable instruments for

º: on the extensive commerce of

this prosperous and enterprisi le.

This bank was.#.#P.

lishment of the Bank of Hamburgh,

upon the same principle, in 1619; by
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the Bank of Rotterdam, in 1635, and

by the Bank of England, in 1694.

The latter bank may be Pºpº
denominated the great parent of the

modern banking system. It first effect

ually exhibited the powerful influence

which a systematic control over mone

and credit may give to a few indivi

duals, and how deeply interwoven

with the great interests of society is

the tremendous machinery by which

that control is effected. The bank was

projected by a merchant named Patter

son, and was chartered in the reign of

William and Mary, in consideration of

a loan of £1,200,000, to enable the

government to carry on the war against

France. The management of this

loan was entrusted to the bank, the

government paying £4000 annually for

the service. This £4000, together with

an interest of 8 per cent. upon the ori

ginal loan, was the capital, in fact,

upon which the bank commenced ope

rations. Still farther enlarging upon

the sphere of its predecessors, it em

braced the three functions of a bank of

deposit, discount, and circulation; and

being originally chartered as an engine

of government, it has become inti

mately blended with the whole govern

mental policy of the British empire.

The entire revenue of the government

passesº its hands. It acts as a

overnmental agent in Inanaging the

#. and the public debt, in the col

lection of taxes, and in the payment of

interest and annuities. And this im

portant vocation, added to its extensive

discount of commercial paper, and the

circulation of its notes as money, gives

it a commanding influence, not onl

over the monetary aſſairs of Great Bri

tain, but throughout the civilized world.

It is in this country, however, that

this subtle system has arrived at its

greatest maturity, and where its dele

terious effect upon the welfare of so

ciety has been most forcibly illustrated.

Paper money was issued in the colony

of Massachusetts as early as 1690. It

was issued for the purpose of defray

ing the expenses incurred by the colo

ny in its expedition against Quebec,

and afterwards continued with the de

sign of defraying the general expenses

of government. In 1712 a public bank

was established by the colony of South

Carolina, and before the year 1730

aper money was issued as currenc

y the colonies of Rhode Island, Con

WOL. XI.-NO, LII, 33

necticut, New Hampshire, and Penn

sylvania. In most of the colonies, this

vacillating currency was made a legal

tender, but so disastrous were its effects

upon the morals and pursuits of the

people, so effectually had it subjected

the industrious classes to the schemes

of designing speculators, that an act

was passed by the British Parliament

in 1763, prohibiting thereafter the issu

º paper money in the plantations

of North America. At the war of the

Revolution, however, a resort was had

to the former provincial paper-money

system, and Congress, for the purpose

of carrying on the war, issued a forced

currency, under the well-known appel

lation of continental money. This gov

ernmental scrip purported to be an evi

dence of debt due by government to the

individual who held it, and the only

value it possessed was such as the au

thority of government might give it.

It was issued under the fallacious im

pression that it was in the power of

government to create money, by giving

a value to that which possessed no

intrinsic value in itself, and so deeply

imbued were the Continental Congress

with this conviction, that laws were

enacted making it treason to refuse it

in payment,and summary punishments,

executed with relentless severity, by

military force as well as by the civil

power, were inflicted, to secure its gen

eral acceptance. The ruinous effects

of this fatal error were felt, not only

during the war of the Revolution, but

long after its close. Penal laws were

found insufficient to give it vitality, and

the whole power of government and

the patriotism of the people ineffectual

to control the simple principles of

trade. An impression remains to this

day, that it was highly instrumental

in carrying on the war, but it will be

apparent to a careful observer that the

object might have been far better

effected by a simple resort to di

rect taxation. The use of this ficti

tious agent but added to the calamities

of the struggle, and as the Tories parted

with it as speedily as possible, the

main burden of itsi. fell upon those

whose patriotism sustained the contest,

and whose swords achieved the result.

The Bank of North America was

founded in 1781. It was established

at Philadelphia, with a capital of

$400,000, $254,000 of which was sub

scribed by the United States, and but
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$70,000 by individuals. It was estab

lished as a bank of discount, deposit,

and circulation, after the model of the

Bank of England. This bank, by va

rious shifts and contrivances, managed

to obtain an extensive credit; but so in

jurious were its effects on the interests

of the community, that its charter was

repealed in 1785. By great exertions,

however, it obtained a new charter in

1787 for fourteen years, which was

afterwards continued by successive acts

of the Legislature of Pennsylvania.

Among the first measures of the do

minant federal party, after the adoption

of the federal constitution, was the

creation of the old Bank of the United

States, by a charter from the General

Government. It was chartered in

1791, avowedly, to use the language of

its projector, Hamilton, “as a powerful

political engine,” with a capital of ten

millions, and continued in operation

until the expiration of its charter in

1811. About the time of its charter,

State banks were established in Mas

sachusetts, New York, and Rhode

Island, and before the close of its

eventful career, eighty-nine banks had

sprung up in different parts of the Union,

whose aggregate capitals exceeded

fifty-two millions of dollars. In 1816

the late Bank of the United States was

chartered by Congress, with a capital of

thirty-five million dollars, one-fourth of

which was required to be paid in coin,

and the remainder in stock. As the

history and effects of this institution

have become a part of the current in

formation of the day, any further de

tail for the purpose of this article

would be superfluous. From the report

of the Secretary of the Treasury, the

number of State banks in the year

1836, at the expiration of the charter

of the United States Bank, had in

creased from eighty-nine to five hun

dred and sixty-seven, and, according to

the table furnished by Mr. Raguet, in

his late work on banking, the number

had been swelled in 1840 to nine hun

dred and one, with an aggregate capi

tal exceeding three hundred and fifty

eight millions of dollars, and a circula

tion of bank paper, amounting to about

one hundred and seven millions.

By insensible degrees these institu

tions have increased in number and in

fluence, until they have become deeply

interwoven with the business and ope

rations of all classes of society. The

system resulting from their establish

ment has gradually emerged, like the

feudal, from the changed pursuits of a

new condition of society. Like the

feudal, it has developed itself from the

wants and necessities of that new con

dition, noiseless in its progress, but gra

dually increasing in power and influ

ence, until from its simple vocation as

a means for facilitating the complicated
relations of commercial intercourse it

has grown into a system of the high

est political importance, overspreading

the whole structure of society, and

pervading its minutest ramifications.

The business of banking being espe

cially devoted to the operations of mo

ney and credit, it embraces within its

influence the two most powerful ele

ments existing in the present commer

cial structure of society; and the control

effected over them, through its subtle

organization, operates in a greater or

less degree upon every member of the

community. The relation which mo

ney bears to the present wants of soci

ety, affords to any system designed to

regulate and control its operations a

means of influence the most powerful

that can be devised, for affecting the

general interests of mankind. The

acquisition of property is a pervading

feature in our social organization, and

that condition of society which leaves

unrestricted the power of individuals

legitimately to acquire it, realizes one

of the most important ends of political

liberty. When its acquisition is left

unrestricted, the inevitable result must

be a more general distribution of it,

and consequently a more independent

social condition. Property, from being

more equally devised, must more fre

quently change owners, and the im

portance of the standard by which its

value is estimated, must be proportion

ably increased, the more frequent that

change and the more general its distri

bution. The universally recognized

standard being money, it becomes the

most valuable as well as the most in

fluential property in the state. Money

can at all times procure every other

commodity, but other commoditiescan

not at all times procure money. A

system, therefore, devised for the pur

pose of placing the control of this

powerful social auxiliary in the hands

of the few, and of enabling them, by

means of that control, to make it plenti

ful or scarce, to increase or decrease its
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value at pleasure, is placing the great

interests of society effectually in their

hands, and subjecting its welfare to

their ignorance, ambition, or cupidity.

By the operation of the banking sys

tem, the money of the nation, its gold

and silver, is placed in the vaults of

the banks, and their paper is furnished

to the community as its circulating

medium in its stead. By a harmony

of interests, andº the subtle

operations of credit and bank paper,

these monetary rulers are enabled to

operate in concert, to combine their in

fluence and concentrate their energies,

and the power wielded through such a

combination, has subjected the people

of this country to a dependant reliance

upon its action. A population of seven

teen millions of souls, the most active,

energetic, and thriving in the world,

and living under institutions professed

ly the most free, are reduced to a de

pendance upon the operations of power

ful moneyed corporations, and compelled

to regulate the conduct of their affairs,

business, and pursuits, by a careful ob

servance of their movements. Credit,

from whose healthy exercise society

derives one of its most efficient stimu

lants, is subjected to the arbitrary con

trol of a leagued corporate influence;

and a dependant community, at one

period stimulated to speculative mad

ness by its wanton abuse, through the

expansion of bank paper, are reduced

at another to wide-spread distress and

calamitous suffering from its ruinous

contraction. Yet what are the insti

tutions upon which we have thus free

ly conferred this omnipotent influence

over property, morals, and happiness?

The most able writers upon banking

have proved with the clearness of de

monstration, that they neither create

capital nor permanently render money

more plentiful; and that so far as the

employment of the industry of the

country or the commerce of trade are

concerned, no advantage whatever is

gained by their establishment. Is this

tremendous monetary machinery or

ganized, then, for the purpose of ena

bling a privileged few to profit at the

expense of the many ? To enable

them to circulate their credit in the

shape of bank bills, as money, and to

realize a multiplied interest upon their

capital by receiving it upon the credit

º circulate in addition to their capi

tal? If so, then have we in effect a

monetary feudal system, exercising, in

the peculiar state of society that has

produced it, as positive an influence

upon its action as was exercised in a

former condition by the gothic struc

ture of the middle ages. Throughout

the wide-spread limits of this country,

the great agricultural producers watch

the influence of this monetary power

upon the rise and fall of their produce

with as deep an interest as they watch

the effect of the atmosphere upon

their crops. To them the existence of

this system is in every sense deleteri

ous, yet when their number is com

pared with the trading classes, for

whose benefit the system is alleged to

be instituted, it will be found that the

government of the few over the many

is realized by the most marked dispro

portion. By the census of 1810, the

number engaged in agricultural pur

suits is estimated at 3,717,756; while

those engaged in trading pursuits, in

cluding merchants, shopkeepers, &c.,

are put down at 117,575, a number

amounting to about the thirtieth part

of the former; and when this is again

reduced to those who have the control

of banking institutions, or who profit

by their existence, the number sinks

into comparative insignificance.

The banking system, though acting

upon an entirely different state of soci

ety, and compounded of elements of a

totally different character, is marked,

if not in its present state, at least in

that to which its advocates desire to

advance it, by the great leading feature

which characterized the composition

of the feudal system. It is equally a

systematic concentration of power in

the hands of the few, effected by an

organized control over the most valua

ble interest in the state. If the power

inherent in the feudal organization

was effected by the control it esta

blished over land, its modern proto

type secures the same by the control it

establishes over money. If one was

based upon the paramount influence of

landed property, the other is establish

ed upon an interest in the state fully

as influential and paramount; and, so

far as they respectively accomplish an

inequality in the social condition of

man, there is little to choose between

an hereditary titled nobility, and a per

manent aristocracy of wealth. The

tendency of power, unrestricted, is to

concentrate, from the many to the
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few; the great end of political liberty,

to resist that concentration. When

the feudal barons had secured to them

selves an hereditary control over their

tenants or vassals, the desire of still

greater power led to the establishment

of a superior baron or sovereign. The

power thus plundered from the people

was enjoyed by its possessor as the

gift of God, and justified as a necessity

for preserving the organization that

upheld it. So far as the preservation

of that organization was necessary,

this great head of the system was ne

cessary to sustain it; and an argument

so potent in the feudal age is not want

ing in application to the system of our

age, the advocates of the extension of

bank power among us having disco

vered an equal necessity for the institu

tion of a “great regulator.”

The rise and progress of these re

spective systems equally illustrate the

assertion with which we set out at the

commencement of this Article. As il

lustrating the concentrative tendency

of power they are equally forcible ex

amples; and whatever may be the ulti

mate destiny of our race, whether, as

the far-seeing minds of Germany have

redicted, it is destined to arrive at the

enign dominion of an all-pervading

humanity when the individual as well

as the general interests of men shall

dictate an harmonious equality, the

history of the past is but the history

of its concentrative tendency; and the

nations that have perished in the pro

gress of the race have either sunk

from the anarchy produced by the

struggle for its attainment, or the na

tional degeneracy consequent upon its

unlimited development. The progress

of the feudal system was from a state

of agricultural independence to the

most abject political subjection, and

out of the new order of things pro

duced from its dismemberment, weare

rapidly hastening to the creation of

another system, calculated to sway as

omnipotent an influence over the state

of society that has produced it. We

are building up a power in society

more potent than government; a power

which, by affecting men in their pro

perty, takes root in the strongest in

terest in the state, and against the

overspreading influence of which writ

ten constitutions and the forms of gov

ernment are but feeble barriers. A

vast extent of country is becoming

studded over with a host of moneyed

barons in the guise of banking corpo

rators, exercising within the sphere of

their local operations a paramount in

fluence over the monetary interest;

and when we have concentrated their

influence and subjected their action to

the dictatorial sway of a mammoth

monetary monster, we shall have built

up a power which, in the ambitious

grasp of some future Caesar, may ena

ble him to crush for ever the liberties of

the republic.

To those who contend for the neces

sity ofthis feudal monetary organization,

and who believe that the general inte

rests of society as at present constituted

demand its institution, we answer, that

the advantages flowing from the dis

memberment of the feudal system con

clusively establish that the continuance

of such systems is prejudicial to the

progressive improvement of our race.

The feudal system declined as the

great mass ofmankind toiled upward to

wards a greater individuality. As that

individuality or personal independence

was realized by the more general dis

tribution and enjoyment of property,

weare irresistibly led to the conclusion,

that a system calculated to repress its

more general distribution, to render

more unequal its enjoyment, to divide

society into classes, to subject the in

dustry of the many to the selfish con

trol of the few, and to widen and render

more permanent the distinctions be

tween the rich and the poor, is high

ly inimical to the present welfare and

future advancement of society. In the

simple and natural operations of free

trade, in leaving the field of indivi

dual enterprise and exertion unrestrict

ed by controlling monopolies and com

plicated systems, do we believe the

great interests of society to be ad

vanced. Legitimate freedom in every

thing we regard as a cardinalº
of republicanism. We hold that every

rational being is entitled to the full

exercise of his powers when that exer

cise conflicts not with the rights of his

fellows. The glory of our institutions

consists in the fact, that they are fitted

for the highest degree of moral and in

tellectual development that man is

capable of attaining. As the most ele

vating feature in the development of

individual character consists in its own

faithful self-government, so, in a nation,

the noblest spectacle is that of a people
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governing themselves; and we can

only hope to realize that condition

which the structure of our institutions

contemplates, by resisting the growth

of systems in society calculated to

render more unequal the enjoyment of

property, and opposed to the spirit of

our free institutions. In the stability

and equalizing tendency of those insti

tutions we rely with a living faith.

To the realization of that overspread

ing and spiritual democracy, which the

whole philosophy of Germany has pre

dicted, we cling with the earnest de

votion of a hopeful heart. From the

blood and carnage, the evil passions,

the selfish struggles that have blotted

the pages of past humanity, we turn

our eyes towards the dim and distant

future for the realization, in this west

ern land, of that condition, when man,

having worked out the glorious destiny

of his own perfection, shall stand erect

in the native vigor of his moral purity,

the reflection of his spiritual Creator—

the mortal image of his God.

THE WORDS OF ERROR.*

F. R O M T H E G E R M A N OF SC H II, L E R .

WE hear three things, and we hear them with heed;

For the good, aye, the best, receive them ;

Yet their sound is in vain,_and in eve

They betray the hearts that believe them :

For robbed of the fruit of life is mankind,

When they follow these shadows—these phantoms of wind.

So long as we dream of a Golden Age,

When shall triumph the just and the purest,

The just and the pure their war shall wage,

And the tyrants' chance be the surest.

If we triumph not in the free world's view,

The foe gains strength from the earth anew.

So long as we dream that happiness rests

With the Noble by Birth united,

The world hails the base as its welcome guests,

The good are turned out and slighted :

And man is a stranger doomed to roam

In search of an unmolested home.

Solong as we think that our earthly gaze

The sunshine of Truth is blessing,

No mortal hand her veil shall raise,

And we grope on, dreaming and guessing !

We fetter the spirit in words and forms,

While our reason wanders forth in storms.

Then, generous souls, that trust withdraw;

To a holier faith give duty;

What ear never heard, what eye never saw,

Is heavenly truth and beauty

It is not a form to the outward sense;

It is in you, draw it ever thence

Buffalo, N.Y.

need

H. GATES.

* Evidently designed by Schiller as a pendant to the “Words of Faith,” of which

a translation was given in our July Number.
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WHITE SLAVERY.

THE main question discussed in all the

works on political economy that have

been issued from the press within the

last twenty years, relates to the best

means of ameliorating the condition of

the laboring population; consequently,

all these writers, whatever differences

of opinion may divide them on other

topics, agree that there is something

of which the “working class” may

justly complain. But, what is that

something 2 We shall not be very

wide of the truth, we think, in answer

ing, that while wealth has increased

in certain quarters, poverty has not

been proportionately diminished in

others. It is perhaps a fallacy either

to assert or deny that the poverty of

one class has increased with the wealth

of the other, because poverty and

wealth are sometimes used in a posi

tive and sometimes in a relative sense.

Taking comforts and necessaries as the

measure of poverty—as a greater share

of these can be obtained by labor now

than a century ago, it might be said

that the poor are at this moment in

better circumstances than they were;

but, taking the amount of distance be

tween the poor and the rich as our

measure, there exists, unquestionably,

more relative poverty now than at any

former period.

It seems to us, however, that the

extreme schools of political economists

have founded their systems too exclu

sively on the one or the other of these

views: whereas, for any good result,

both should be taken into considera

tion. The complaint then might, per

haps, be stated thus: For a certain

period, the wealth of this country has

been increasing, but that wealth has

been hitherto disproportionately distri

buted; now, as. is but an accu

mulation of profits, this disproportion

proves that a class has been unjustly de

prived ofits fairshareofprofits, and must

continue to be so until a more equitable

mode of distribution is adopted. This

would be a just ground of complaint—

view the question how we may ; for it

is no argument to tell a man that he is

well off, when he has a right to be

still better.

If asked, whence arises this unequal

distribution of wealth 2—it might be

answered, from the system of com

mercial laws which regulate the dis

tribution. But that system is composed

of parts so numerous and varied, that

it is no easy matter to discover the

peccant member, and when found, it

is questionable whether it can be at

once removed without injury to a sound

part. This is the greatest difficulty

that the practical statesman has to en

counter, and it is that for which least

allowance is made by the generality

of mankind.

The easiest and most accessible

notions of political economy are mere

corollaries of moral philosophy; and

these, again, are consequences of the

nature and necessities of the individual

man, and of the action and reaction

resulting from his intercourse with his

species, in their simplest domestic re

lations. The very right which is

claimed for society to good govern

ment, to the utmost development of

its power, and to the greatest attain

able happiness of all, is but a conse

quence of the individual,—his disposi

tion to seek what is congenial, and to

repel what is abhorrent to his nature.

These are the propositions which lie

at the bottom of political economy;

and they are, moreover, propositions

of which the unlearned possess, or

may possess, as clear and compre

hensive an idea as the profoundest phi

losopher.

We are not disposed, however, to

enter at any great length on this much

agitated question, on which most per

sons have now made up their minds,

and that too, the more determinately,

because they have very generally done

so without consulting the evidence.

But we cannot refrain from expressing

our opinion, that another and a greater

matter than that between the advo

cates and opponents of any particular

set of principles remains behind; name

ly, a consideration of the necessity

which is supposed to entail pauperism

on society. That casual poverty could

be prevented, even in the best consti

tuted state, is assuredly an Utopian”
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dream; but such poverty is not difficult

to deal with, and may be met either

by voluntary or compulsory charity, as

may seem best to the law-giver. The

poverty to which we allude, is that

wholesale pestilence, which is now

considered as a natural grade in so

ciety, and which makes perpetual calls

on the legislator and the magistrate to

satisfy its ceaseless cravings. It is the

sure inheritance of the White Slave

of the factory and of the coal-mine,

who in the midst of the most dazzling

social improvements and political ame

liorations, still continues to trudge on

from morning till night for the bare

privilege of living—without even so

much as a prospective termination to

the period of his revolting bondage.

Of this poverty we have a strong

conviction that in a really civilized com

munity, in which substantial justice

was administered to all classes of the

people, it would not exist. We believe

it to be the immediate consequence of

undue privileges—of undue obstacles

to the free circulation and natural re

ward of labor, the most sacred of all

properties. In England, for instance,

the entire course of the legislation has

tended to manufacture paupers, and to

squeeze out of the pale of the national

industry an increasing portion of the

most helpless of the laboring popula

tion. The great scope of the English

statute law, (not to go to remoter

sources), has been to favor accumula

tion, to promote monopoly, and to place

manual labor in dependence on capi

tal. Providence has, indeed, imbued

the species with so strong a disposition

to labor, in order to overcome the diſ

ficulties with which nature has sur

rounded our means of subsistence, that

it requires a very strong pressure to

depress and beggar the many, and the

history of modern commerce is one

entire illustration of this truth.

Another evil, tending to the multi

plication of pauperisin, is the unequal

pressure of indirect taxation, which,

falling on articles of primary consump

tion, weighs the more heavily in pro

portion to the narrowness of the indi

vidual's income. But the greatest

cause of mischief is the utter indiffer

ence long shown by the state to the

moral education of the people; and we

would refer, in proof, to the large pro

portion of the laboring population who,

whether they have or have not receiv

ed doctrinal instruction, are utterly

ignorant of the very elements of pru

dential wisdom, and are left at the

mercy of their passions and appetites,

to waste or misapply their resources,

and to sink into wretchedness, pauper

ism, and perhaps criminality.

The following passage, which occurs

in a beautiful discourse delivered by Dr.

Channing, at Boston, in the year 1835,

on the anniversary of the Benevolent

Fraternity of Churches, will bring

home the subject to the heart of the

reader, far more certainly than we

could hope to do:

“It is the boast of our country that the

civil and political rights of every human

being are secured;—the impartial law

watches alike over rich and poor. But

man has other, and more important, than

civil rights; and this is especially true of

the poor. To him who owns nothing,

what avails it that he lives in a country

where property is inviolable 2 or what

mighty boon is it to him that every citizen

is eligible to office, when his condition is

an insuperable bar to promotion ? To

the poor, as to all men, moral rights are

most important:---the right to be regard

ed according to their nature---to be re

garded, not as animals or material instru

ments, but as men; the right to be es

teemed and honored, according to their

fidelity to the moral law; and their right

to whatever aids their fellow beings can

offer for their moral improvement---for

the growth of their highest power. These

rights are founded on the supremacy of

the moral nature, and until they are re

cognized, the poor are deeply wronged.

“Our whole connection with the poor

should tend to awaken in them a con

sciousness of their moral powers and re

sponsibilities, and to raise them in spirit

and hope above their lot. They should

be aided to know themselves by the esti

mate we form of them. They should be

rescued from self-contempt, by seeing

others impressed with the great purpose

of their being. We may call the poor

unfortunate, but never call them low. If

faithful to their right, they stand among

the highest. They have no superiors but in

those who follow a brighter, purer light;

and to withhold from them respect, is to

defraud their virtue of a support which

is among the most sacred rights of man.

Are they morally fallen and lost ---they

should still learn, in our unaffected con

cern, the worth of the fallen soul, and

learn that nothing seems to us so fearful

as its degradation. This moral, spiritual

interest in the poor, we should express
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and make effectual by approaching them---

by establishing an intercourse with them,

as far as consists with other duties. The

strength, happiness, and true civilisation

of a community are determined by nothing

more than by this fraternal union among

all conditions of men. For the sake of

the rich as well as poor, there should be

a mutual interest, binding them together

---there should be but one caste, that of

humanity.”

It is, we believe, an incontrovertible

fact, that people are always most lavish

of their sympathies when the subject

which is supposed to call for the exer

cise of active benevolence, is either

partially shrouded in mystery, or alto

gether too remote from the sympathi

zer's comprehension, to admit of its

being understood. It is also a very

common foible with persons of san

guine temperament, that, in their ea

gerness to chase the horrid spectres of

some imaginary evil from the dark

places of the earth, they always appear

to be kindly forgetful of their own im

mediate business at home, and singu

larly deaf to the echoes of real distress

which surround their very hearths. It

would be easy to multiply instances.

In no record of the most savage and tru

culent nations that ever fattened upon

human flesh, have there been instances

of such remorseless cruelty as have

been exhibited by the proprietors of

English factories and coal-mines. No

exaggeration could heighten the hor

rors and atrocities connected with their

system; and this has been suffered to

exist by kings and governors who hold

themselves accountable to God for

their actions, in order that some hand

ful of their subjects may obtain a due

er centage on the capital which they

|. criminally invested in the labor

of their victims. And yet, in the very

face of these enormities, crying impe

ratively for redress—nay, at the very

moment when the friends of humanity

throughout Europewere being shocked

by the frightful disclosures made be

fore the Commissioners appointed to

inquire into the physical and moral

condition of the victims of the mining

and factory systems, a writer in the

Edinburgh Review launches out with

thefollowing bitoftawdry declamation:

“Every American who loves his coun

try should dedicate his whole life and

every faculty of his soul to efface the foul

blot of slavery from its character. If

nations rank according to their wisdom

and their virtue, what right has the Ame

rican, a scourger and murderer of slaves,

to compare himself with the least and

lowest of the European nations, much

more with this great and humane country,

where the greatest lord dare not lay a

ſinger on the meanest peasant 2 What is

freedom where all are not free? Where

the greatest of God’s blessings is limited,

with impious caprice, to the color of the

body ? And these are the men who taunt

the English with their corrupt Parlia

ment, with their buying and selling votes ?

Let the world judge which is the most

liable to censure—-we, who, in the midst

of rottenness, have torn the manacles off

slaves all over the world, or they who,

with their idle purity or useless perfection,

have remained mute and careless, while

groans echoed and whips clanked round

the very walls of their spotless Congress.

We wish well to America---we rejoice in

her prosperity–-and are delighted to resist

the absurd impertinence with which the

character of her people is often treated in

this country. But the existence of slavery

in America is an atrocious crime, with

which no measures can be kept---for

which her situation affords no sort of apo

logy--which makes liberty itself distrust

ed, and the boast of it disgusting.”

Now in the notice we design to be

stow upon this precious piece of pious

philippic, we do not intend to wage our

war on our own soil. We prefer to

carry it into the heart of the enemy's

country. . Without at all entangling

ourselves in the uncongenial task of a

defence of the slavery which we sigh

to behold in a portion of our own,

whether in a moral, social, or political

point of view, it would be easy enough

to expose the ignorance with which

these few lines are so richly replete,

both of the history of that institution

among us; of the comparative degree of

criminality attaching to the colonies

and the mother country for its exist

ence; its actual condition; and ofthe re

lations in which different portions of

our population are placed toward it, by

the peculiar constitution which unites

us together as a confederation of dis

tinct republican sovereignties. But in

accordance with a rule of action early

adopted with respect to this subject, in

the conduct of this Review, of the pro

priety of which we remain fully satis

fied, we purposely pass by the copious

topics upon which we have thus slight
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ly glanced; and following the example

perpetually set to us, by the very Brit

ish philanthropy with which we are

now dealing, we shall take the liberty of

crossing the ocean in quest of a vent to

our sensibilities, and point out, at home,

a few objects on which that cosmopoli

tan charity would do well to begin its
exercise.

Our present business is with White

Slavery. Of the black slavery existing

on our side of the Atlantic, and which

the hand of England herself planted

here so deeply and so widely, we

have little to say here and now. God

forbid that that little should be in its

justification. But however sincerely

we may deplore the existence of so ex

traordinary an anomaly in a country of

absolute freedom in most respects, while

we wait with patience the workings of

an overruling Providence in behalf of

our black brethren, through the opera

tion of such human agencies as may

be at the same time wisely efficient to

ward this end, and in harmony with

other objects and principles of still

greater importance,—we are also free

to confess, by way of retort upon Brit

ish imputations against us, that it were

well for England and most honorable

to human nature, if the mode of treat

ment pursued by most southern plant
ers towards their slaves, were intro

duced into English factories and coal

mines. Then we might hope to see a

renewal of the bond of kindness and

consideration, now so much interrupt

ed between the higher and lower

classes of so large a portion of the

English population. But it is a lamen

table fact, that even the tillers of soil

in that country are so oppressed and

degraded, that we question much if the

slave of the south would be willing to

exchange his bondage and his toil for

the crushing labor, and soul-and-body

destroying tyranny which break down

the free peasant of Northumberland.

It is in order to divert the attention of

their own serfs from the miseries of

their condition, that English politicians

amuse themselves in drawing exagger

ated pictures of the evils of slavery in

this country.

“The life of the bulk of the people

of England is worse than death,” ob

serves an author, whose graphic de

scription of the White Slavery system

was the cause of so much controversy

between partisan writers a few years
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ago. To prove the correctness of this

writer's assertion, we shall place be

fore our readers a synoptical sketch of

the incipient stages of White Slavery.

In the slave States of America, a

strong, healthy boy or girl, is worth

about $400. In London on the gates of

poor-houses one reads: “Strong, heal

thy boys and girls, with the usual fee;

apply within.” With, not for the usual

fee: you do not pay the fee to obtain a

boy or girl, but the parish officers pay

ou for taking one. The usual fee in

ondon is $50; so that in America

you pay eight times as much as you

receive in England. To be sure, the

boys and girls in London are neither

strong nor healthy; the notice on the

work-house gates says that they are

both, to invite customers, just as the

keepers of the splendid gin-palaces of

the same great metropolis placard their

windows with “mountain dew' and

“cream of the valley.” But a little,

a very little care and kindness would

make the English children as strong

and healthy as young negroes in Ame

rica. It is not, therefore, the difference

of strength which causes the differ

ence of value between young people in

Louisiana and young people in Lon

don; nor can it be the difference of

color. On the contrary, one might

suppose that a white boy or girl would

be worth more than a black one, in

stead of being, so to speak, worth $50

less than nothing.

About twelve years ago, a woman,

Esther Hibner by name, was hanged

in London for beating and starving to

death a parish apprentice. The evi

dence in the case proved, that a num

ber of girls, pauper apprentices, were

employed in a workshop; that their

victuals consisted of garbage common

ly called hog's-wash, and that of this,

i. had never had enough to stay the

pangs of hunger; that they were kept

half-naked, half-clothed in dirty rags;

that they slept in a heap on the floor,

amid filth and stench; that they suſ

fered dreadfully from cold; that they

were forced to work so many hours to

gether that they used to fall asleep

while at work; that for falling asleep

and for not working as their mistress

wished, they were beaten with sticks,

with fists, dragged by the hair, dashed

on to the ground, trampled upon, and

otherwise tortured; that they were

found all of them more or less covered
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with chilblains, scurvy, bruises, and

wounds; that one of them died of ill

treatment; and, mark this, that the dis

covery of that murder was made in

consequence of the number of coffins

which had issued from Esther Hibner's

premises and raised the ...'. of

her neighbors. For this murder Mrs

Hibner was hanged; but what did she

get for all the other murders which,

referring to the number of coffins, we

have a right to believe that she com

mitted 2 She got for each $50. That

is to say, whenever she had worked,

starved, beaten, dashed, and trampled

a girl to death, she got another girl to

treat in the same way, with $50 for
her trouble. She carried on a trade in

the murder of parish apprentices; and

if she had conducted it with modera

tion, if the profit and custom of mur

der had not made her grasping and

careless, the constitution which “pro

tects the poor as well as the rich "

would never have interfered with her.

The law did not permit her to dowhat

she liked with her apprentices, as

Americans do with their slaves. Oh, no.

Those free-born English children were

merely bound as “apprentices” with

their own consent, under the eye ofthe

magistrate, in order that they might

learn a trade and become valuable sub

jects. But did the magistrates ever

visit Mrs. Hibner's factory to see how

she treated the free-born English girls?

Never. Did the parish officers? No.

Was there any legal provision for the

discovery of the woman's trade in mur

der ? None. What hanged her ?

The glorious constitution, or the num

ber of coffins? Plainly, the number

of coffins;–that is, the impunity, the

security, with which shehad murdered;

the forlorn state of her apprentices;

the utter neglect of them by parish of.

ficers, magistrates, laws, and the con

Stitution.

Since Mrs. Hibner was hanged, the

inimitable constitution of England has

been greatly altered, but not with re

spect to parish apprentices and factory

girls. You still read on the gates of

London poor-houses, “Strong, healthy

boys and girls, &c.,” and boys or girls

you may obtain by applying within,

as many as you please, free-born, with

the usual fee. Having been paid for

taking them, and having gone through

the ceremonies of asking their consent

and signing bonds before a magistrate,

you may make them into sausages for

anything the constitution will practical

ly do to prevent you. Ifitshallbe proved

#.you kill even one ofthem, you will

be hanged; but you may half-starve

them, beat them, torture them, any

thing short of killing them, with per

fect security; and using a little cir

cumspection, you may kill them too

without much danger. Suppose they

die, who cares? Their parents?—They

are orphans, or have been abandoned

by their parents. The parish officers ?

—very likely indeed, that these, when

the poor-house is crammed with or

phan and destitute children, should

make inquiries troublesome to them

selves; inquiries, which being trouble

some to you, might deprive them of

your custom in future. The magis

trate?—he asked the child whether it

consented to be your apprentice; the

child said, “Yes, your worship; ” and

there his worship's duty ends. The

neighbors ?—of course, if you raise

their curiosity like Esther Hibner, but

not otherwise. In order to be quite

safe, it is only necessary to half-starve

your apprentices, cuff them, kick them,

torment them until they run away from

you. . They will not go back to the

oor-house, because there they would

{. flogged for having run away from

you; besides the poor-house is any

thing but a pleasant place. The boys

will turn beggars or thieves, and the

girls prostitutes; you will have pocket

ed $50 for each of them, and may get

more boys and girls on the same terms

to treat in the same way. The trade

is as safe as it is profitable.

There are proofs without end that

“the life of the bulk of the English

people is worse than death.” It was

some of this class whom an English

bishop described as being harnessed to

CartS}. cattle. In our slave-holding

States, too, they may sometimes har

mess men to carts, but then they treat

them as valuable cattle ; give them

plenty to eat; shelter them from the

weather; keep them in good heart;

and bring up their little ones in clover

and in the fear of God. English slaves

are harnessed to carts, ill-fed, ill

clothed, ill-housed, and generally grow

| in a state of brutish ignorance, in

all that relates to the serious concerns

of life. This ignorance is not confined

to the children of tender age, but is

manifested by those who are verging
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on puberty. This is fully proved by

the following extracts from the first

Report of the “Children's Employ

ment Commission.”

“Wm. Drury (aged 10 years.) “I

havn't been much to school, only on Sun

days. I don’t know who Jesus Christ

was ; I have never been told that. I

don’t know where I shall go if I’m a bad

boy; I’ve not been taught that.”

“James Holmes (aged 12.) “I read of

Jesus Christ, in the Testament; they tell

me he was a shepherd. I don’t know

whether it is long since, or that he was on

earth.”

“John Roper (aged 13.) “Jesus

Christ was a shepherd; he came a hun

dred years ago on earth to receive sin; I

don’t know who the apostles are.”

“...Ann Hayne (aged 13.) “They teach

me to read in the Testament at the Sun

day school. Jesus Christ was the Son of

God; but I don’t know what he came on

earth for.”

“George Glossop (aged 12.) “I don’t

know whose son Jesus Christ was; but he

was nailed on a cross. I don’t know

what he came on earth for.”

“Bessy Bailey (aged 15.) “Jesus

Christ died for his son to be saved. I

don’t know who the apostles were. I

don’t know what Ireland is, whether it is

a country or a town.”

“Elizabeth Eggley (aged 16.) “I can

not read. I do not know my letters. I

don’t know who Jesus Christ was. I

never heard of Adam either. I never

heard about them at all. I have often

been obliged to stop in bed all Sunday

to rest myself.”

“Elizabeth Day (aged 17.) “I don’t

go to Sunday school. The truth is, we

are confined bad enough on week days,

and want to walk about on Sundays. I

can’t read at all. Jesus Christ was

Adam’s son, and they nailed him on a

tree; but I don’t rightly understand these

things.”

“William Beaver (aged 16.) ‘The

Lord made the world. He sent Adam and

Eve on earth to save sinners. I have

heard of the Saviour; he was a good man,

but he did not die here. I think Ireland

is a town as big as Barnsley, where there

is plenty of potatoes and lots of bullocks.”

“...Ann Eggley (aged 18.) “I’ve heard

of Christ performing miracles, but I don’t

know what sort of things they were. He

died by their pouring fire and brimstone

down his throat. I think I once did hear

that he was nailed to a cross. Three

times ten make twenty. There are four

teen months in the year, but I don’t know

how many weeks there are.’”

Thus it is evident that that class of

persons whose care should be bestowed

upon the youthful population rising

around them, know nothing, literally

nothing, about them. As to the time

when the children have to go to work

in the morning, or leave in the even

ing; whether they stop to take a meal,

or have none at all; whether they are ed

ucated or debased,—they are profound

§ ignorant, and appear to attach to

themselves neither responsibility nor

care, so long as they enjoy the com:

forts and affluence that their daily toil

brings them. These White Slaves

generally dieº of hunger,

wet, cold, and sorrow. From the di

rect and indirect operation of these

causes they die off by hundreds

and thousands per annum. From in

fancy their food has been bad as well

as insufficient. Too degraded to be

desperate, they only become thorough

ly depraved. Rheumatism and asthma

º conduct them to the work

house, where they will breathe their

last without one pleasant recollection,

and so make room for other wretches,

who may live and die in the same

WaW.

º White Slavery is by no means

confined to the factory or the coal

mine, reared or sunk by the hand of

man. It flourishes with equal felicity

in the corn-field, the meadow, spread

out by the hand of God. The pea

santry of the North of England suffer

nearly all the evils, but enjoy none of

the advantages of slavery. They have

large muscles, and upright mien, and a

quick perception. ith strength, en

ergy, and skill, they would earn a com

fortable subsistence as laborers, if the

modern fashion of paying wages out of

the poor-box did not interfere with the

due course of things, and reduce all

the laborers of a parish, the old and

the young, the weak and the strong,

the idle and the industrious, to that

lowest rate of wages, or rather of

weekly payment to each, which in

each case is barely sufficient for the

support of life. Toshow the condition

of some of the English laborers, we

shall quote the words of a popular

British writer, William Howitt, whose

love for his native land is too strong to

permit him to say ..". injurious

to her reputation which Truth herself

would not endorse. Look at the fol

lowing picture of the field-gangs of
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female slaves laboring under their

maSter:—

“A person from the south or midland

counties of England, journeying north

ward, is struck when he enters Durham,

or Northumberland, with the sight of

bands of women working in the fields un

der the surveillance of one man. One or

two such bands, of from half-a-dozen wo

men, generally young, might be passed

over; but when they recur again and

again, and you observe them wherever

you go, they become a marked feature of

the agricultural system of the country, and

you naturally inquire how it is that such

regular bands of female laborers prevail

there. The answer, in the provincial

tongue, is, ‘O, they are the boneditchers,”

i. e. Bondagers. Bondagers! that is an

odd sound, you think, in England. What,

have we bondage, a rural serfdom still ex

isting in free and fair England 2 Even

so. The thing is astounding enough, but

it is a fact. As I cast my eyes for the

first time on these female bands in the

fields, working under their drivers, I was,

before making any inquiry respecting

them, irresistibly reminded of the slave

gangs of the West Indies: turnip-hoeing

somehow associated itself strangely in my

brain with sugar-cane-dressing: butwhen

I heard these women called Bondagers,

the association became tenfold strong.

“On all large estates in these counties,

and in the south of Scotland, the bondage

system prevails. No married laborer is

permitted to dwell on these estates unless

he enters into bonds to comply with this

system. These laborers are termed hinds.

Small houses are built for them on the

farms and on some of the estates, as those

of the Duke of Northumberland. All

these cottages are numbered, and the num

ber is painted on the door. A hind, there

i. engaging to work on one of the farms

elonging to the estate, has a house as

signed him. He has £4 a year in money,

the keep of a cow, his fuel found him, a

prescribed quantity of coal, wood, or peat,

to each cottage; he is allowed to plant a

certain quantity of land with potatoes, and

has thirteen bolls of corn furnished him

for his family consumption; one-third be

ing oats, one-third barley, and one-third

peas. In return for these advantages, he

is bound to give his labor the year round,

and also to furnish a woman laborer at 1s.

per day during the harvest, and 8d. per

day for the rest of the year. Now it ap

pears, at once, that this is no hereditary

serfdom—such a thing could not exist in

this country; but it is the next thing to it,

and no doubt has descended from it, being

serfdom in its mitigated form.

“The hiring for a year begins on the

28th of May. The farmer takes the man

just at the season to get the sweat out of

him; and if he dies, he dies when the

main work is done. The laborer is wholly

at the mercy of the master, who, if he will

not keep him beyond the year, can totally

ruin him by refusing him a character.

And the necessity of character from

the last employer makes the man a real

slave, worse off than the negro by many de

grees; for here there is neither law to en

sure him relief, nor motive in the master

to attend to his health, or to preserve his

life.

“Let any one imagine a body of men,

bound by one common interest, holding in

their possession all the population of se

veral counties, and subjecting their men

to this rule. Can there be a more posi

tive despotism The hind is at the mercy

of the caprice, the anger, or the cupidity

of the man in whose hands he is; and if

he dismiss him, where is he to go? As

Cobbett justly remarks, he has No HoME,

and nothing but utter and irretrievable

ruin is before him.

“A condition like this must generate a

slavish character. Can that noble inde

pendence of feeling belong to a hind,

which is the boast of the humblest Eng

lishman, while he holds employment,

home, character, everything, at the utter

mercy of another ?

“It is a system which wrongs all parties.

It wrongs the hind, for it robs his children

of comfort and knowledge;—it wrongs the

farmer, for what he saves in labor he

loses in rent, while he gains only the

character ofa task-master;-and it wrongs

the landholder, for it puts his petty pecu

niary interest into the balance against

his honor and integrity; and it causes

him to be regarded as a tyrant, in hearts

where he might be honored as a natural

protector, and revered as a father.”

And yet notwithstanding this power

ful array of testimony, showing the

degraded condition of the great bulk

of the English people, British Tory

journals would make us believe that

England was the chosen home of free

dom—that there she made her resting

place, and every Briton basked in her

sunny smile ! And by way of con

vincing us of that fact, they strain

every nerve to counteract the favorable

impression which a knowledge of our

actual condition is likely to make upon

the laboring and down-trodden portion

of the population of Great Britain;

many of whom yearly commit crimes

for the avowed purpose of becoming
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galley-slaves in New South Wales.

They do not keep this purpose secret;

but declare it loudly, with tears and

passionate exclamations, to the magis

trate who commits them for trial, to

the jury who try them, and to the

judge who passes sentence on them;

and all this is published in the news

papers, but so often, that no one ex

claims—“Great God, am I in “merry

England " " . Well may judges on the

bench talk of the misery and degrada

tion of the people !

It is counmon to hear people say,

“work like a negro–like a galley

slave.” But this is mere child’s play

compared with the working of a }.
cashire weaver. There is no such

work in France or America, even

among slaves; all day long, from Mon

day morning till Saturday night, week

after week, and year after year, till the

machine is worn out. Talk of negro

and galley-slaves—American slaves,

or convicts in New South Wales, are

fat and happy compared with many

free-born Englishmen'

Some years ago, a mass of evidence

was laid before parliament, touching

the condition of children employed in

factories, which describes a system of

torture, compared with which the

treatment of galley-slaves appears truly

benevolent. When this evidence was

published, the whole press of England

repeated, day after day, that the worst

kind of slavery existed in England.

Children of tender years, it was shown,

—babies they would be called in Ame

rica, were shut up in factories during

12, 14, and 16 hours every week day,

and there compelled to work inces

santly, or as hard, at least, as their

slight frames will permit, and , for

wages which but just satisfied their

ruined appetites. The pale cheeks,

parched lips, swollen stomachs, deform

ed limbs, and melancholy looks of these

little wretches will be easily imagined.

They died off with strange rapidity; but

the places of those who perished were

instantly filled, and a frequent change

of persons made no alteration in the

scene ! If any lingered on to the first

stages of manhood, they were easily re

cognizable by their calfless legs and

stooping shoulders;–the premature

wrinkles and furtive glances betray

ed that weakness of mind and body,

that inertness and pusillanimity, for

which the adult White Slaves of Eng

land are everywhere distinguished.

To remedy these evils, a law was

proposed to fix within some limit,

dictated by common humanity, the

number of hours during which chil

dren might be employed in factories.

This law, however, appears to have

gone but very little way towards the

mitigation of English Slavery ; for, in

the year 1842—the age of ultra refine

ment and civilisation,--when Moral

Reform Societies go about with an in

satiable curiosity searching the sewers

of vice and immorality for statistics of

crime, when America and her insti

tutions are slandered and attacked by

British writers,–when Englishmen

dwell with peculiar complacency upon

the triumph of their efforts in the great

cause of abolition,--when England

boasts, a gorge deployée, of having

wiped off from herself as a Christian

nation the foul reproach and stain of

slavery, a report appears of the “Chil

dren and women's employment com

mission,” which astounds all the civi

lized world with its frightful details

of cruelty, violence, and desolation—

details unparalleled in the history of

human serfdom, and exhibiting the most

revolting spectacle that the legislator

and the philanthropist, in their efforts

to ameliorate the mental and moral

condition of the poor, ever yet had to

encounter'

The express objects of these investi

gations appear to have been, to collect

information as to the ages at which

the subjects ofthem are employed—the

number of hours they are engaged in

work, and the time allowed each day

for meals;–as to their actual state,

condition, and treatment; and as to

the effect of such employment, both

with regard to their moral and bodily

healths. We cannot attempt to por

tray one tithe of the horrors which

these “reports” exhume and exhibit.

Suffice it to say, that the evidence by

which they are attested, amply justi

fies the assertion of one of the com

missioners, that, “now when the na

ture of this horrible labor is taken into

consideration,-its extreme severity,

its regular duration of from twelve to

fourteen hours daily,–the damp, heat

ed, and unwholesome atmosphere in

which the work is carried on;–the

tender age and sex of the workers;–
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when it is considered that such labor

is performed not in isolated instances

selected to excite compassion, but that

it may be truly regarded as the type

of the every day existence of hundreds

of our fellow-creatures,-a picture is

presented of deadly physical oppression

and systematic slavery, of which I

conscientiously believe no one unac

quainted with such facts would credit

the existence in the British dominions.”

The age at which children are first

taken into collieries, usually varies, in

the thick coal-pits, from eight to ten;

and in the thin ones, from seven to

nine. Instances appear, however, by

no means rare, where infants of six,

and even five years of age, are taken

to attend the trap-doors, and often at

seven or eight, to assist an elder child

in pushing the waggons; in all in

stances, the children remain as many

hours, and not unfrequently more, in the

pits than the adults. The reasons for

this cruel incarceration of very young

children, may be summed up; 1st, in

the assertion, that unless early inured

to the work and its terrors, the child

would never make a collier; 2d, that

the thin coal-pits could not possibly be

worked with a profit otherwise, as,

after a certain age, the vertebrae of the

back do not so easily conform to the

required posture; 3dly, that their pa

rents cannot afford to keep them idle.

It is universally remarked that the

parentsº bring their chil

dren at this early age of their own ac

cord, and are frequently checked by

benevolent employers. What is also

worthy of observation, is, that coal

proprietors rarely visit their collieries.

Thus children are debarred from the

benevolence of a master, who knows

not of the need of its exertion; and

thus the condition and safety of the

laborers employed in a branch of in

dustry eminently perilous, and, above

all others, needing benevolent superin

tendence, is more than any other left,

hidden and unheeded, to #. mercy of

a menial, whose power is exercised

apart from the responsibility even of

ordinary observation . This is what

makes Mr. Symmons (another com

missioner) observe, that “much suffer

ing and overworking of children will

continue to occurso long as the amount,

duration, and nature of their work be

left to the uncontrolled will of the col

liers. In respect to age, in respect to

severity of work, and in respect to its

duration, the children in mines are at

the entire mercy of the individualwork

men who hire them; their lot is de

pendent on the chance of his humanity

or the impulse of his avarice.”

But allowing that the life of a little

collier child is, perhaps, one of the

most dreary in the whole range of la

bor, granting that there is something

very oppressive at first sight in the

employment of children hurrying all

day in passages under 30 inches in

height, and altogether not much above

the size of an ordinary drain,_how

shall we find terms in which to depre

cate the brutality of subjecting females

to similar degradation . And yet such

appears to be equally the practice with

both sexes. The practice of employ

ing females in coal-pits is flagrantly

disgraceful to a Christian as well as to

a civilized country. Girls, some of

whom were of the age of puberty, have

been seen standing stark naked down

to the waist with men in a complete

state of nudity, and thus assist one

another to fill the corves, eighteen or

twenty times a day. In order that our

readersmay fully appreciate theenormi

ty of these abuses, we will subjoin two

extracts from the evidence given by

these women and girls themelves:—

“Betty Harris (examined by Mr. Ken

nedy).---‘I was married at 23, and went

into a colliery when I was married. I

used to weave when about 12 years old.

I can neither read nor write. I work for

Andrew Knowles, of Little Bolton, and

make sometimes 7s. a week, sometimes

not so much. I am a drawer, and work

from six o'clock in the morning to six at

night; stop about an hour at noon to eat

my dinner; have bread and butter for

dinner; I get no drink. I have two chil

dren, but they are too young to work. I

worked at drawing when I was in the fa

mily way. I know a woman who has

gone home and washed herself, taken to

bed, been delivered of a child, and gone

to work again under the week. I have a

belt round my waist, and a chain passing

between my legs, and I go on my hands and

feet. The road is very steep, and we

have to hold by a rope; and when there

is no rope, by anything we can catch hold

of. There are six women, and about six

boys and girls in the pit I work in : it is

very hard work for a woman. The pit is

very wet where I work, and the water

comes over our clog-tops always, and I

have seen it up to my thighs: it rains in
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at the roof terribly; my clothes are wet

through almost all day long.”

“Patience Kershaw (examined by Mr.

Scriven).---' I wear a belt and chain at the

working to get the corves out. The get

ters are naked, except their caps; they pull

off all their clothes. I see them at work

when I go up. They sometimes beat me,

if I am not quick enough, with their

hands. They strike me upon my back.

The boys take liberties with me some

times; they pull me about. I am the only

girl in the pit. There are 20 boys and 15

men. All the men are naked. I would

rather work in the mill than the coal-pit.’”

Such are ordinary practices prevail

ing just beneath the surface of a coun

try where Christian sympathies and

sensibilities are so delicate and intense,

that not only do they roam over the

globe in search of objects for philan

thropy, but evoke fervor of compassion

for the wrongs of Sunday coachmen

and Sabbath shavers.

But let us not pass from the subject,

sad and sorrowful as it is, without ap

plying what we have laid before our

readers to some other purpose beyond

the mere retort upon the wanton inso

lence and injustice of our Edinburgh

contemporary. There is another moral

to be found in it well worthy of our

own most serious contemplation.

And by what means, it may be ask

ed, has this deplorable state of things

been brought about 2. By restrictive

laws, which decree that the people of

the United Kingdom shall have no

bread but that which is grown in the

United Kingdom—laws which retard

the gradual increase of capital, by ren

dering the producing faculties of the

community less productive, and thus

prevent that rapid accumulation of

wealth in which alone is to be found

the means of aſſording employment to

an increasing population—laws which,

in the eloquent language of the late Mr.

Raguet, “operate precisely in the same

manner as a law would operate which

should enact that a man with two

hands should only labor with one—

that a farmer who could work with a

plough should dig with a spade—that

the owner of a cotton factory who has

mules and spindles should spin with

the distaff—that a wood-cutter should

º trees with a dull axe, instead of

a sharp one—or, that a tailor should

sew with a blunt needle, instead of a

sharp-pointed one.” This limited field

of production is, moreover, so full of

capitalists, that these, by competing

with each other, reduce profits to a

very low rate; and so full of laborers,

that these, by competing with each

other, reduce wages to a very low rate

also. If it were not for this severe

competition among capitalists, a greater

difference than actually exists between

the prices of English and American

corn would show the vast difference

between the natural fertility of land in

England and land in America: if it

were not for the severe competition

among laborers, English labor, which,

from the mode in which it is employ

ed, is so much more productive than

American labor, in proportion to the

number of hands,would be better paid,

instead of being far worse paid than

American labor. In England both

classes, capitalists and laborers, are

fighting for room. Consequently, it

may be said that in England low pro

fits and low wages are owing to the

small proportion which the field of

production continually bears to capital

and labor.

It is fortunate that that great body

corporate, styled a nation—a vast as

semblage of human beings, knit toge

ther by laws and arts and customs,

by the necessities of the present and

the memory of the past—offers in this

country, through these its vigorous and

enduring members, a more substantial

and healthy frame-work than falls to

the lot of other nations. Our stout

built constitution throws off with more

facility and safety those crude and dan

gerous humors which must at times

arise in all human communities. We

are preserved from those reckless and

tempestuous sallies that in other coun

tries, like a whirlwind, topple down

in an instant an ancient crown, or

sweep away an illustrious aristocracy.

And this very constitution which has

secured order, has, consequently, pro

moted civilisation; and the almost

unbroken tide of progressive ameliora

tion has made us the freest, and may

yet make us the wealthiest and most

refined society of modern ages. But

still the condition of the peasantry and

the laboring population of the manu

facturing districts is yet strongly sus

ceptible of improvement. The present

clamors of the Whig party to favor

and foster the factory system among

us are fraught with direful mischief.
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With the high price of labor that

exists in the United States—with our

scanty supply of moneyed capital—

with our unlimited range of unculti

vated or half-improved soil—it is almost

a crime against society to divert hu

man industry from the fields and the

forests to iron forges and cotton factor

ies. Nature has pointed out the course

which we ought to pursue for perhaps

half a century to come, till the plough

and the spade have followed the axe

of the wood-cutter into their “prime

val wilderness of shade,” and till hap

py plantations shall have been formed

on the deserted domains of the Indian

huntsman from the Atlantic to the

Ohio, and from the Mississippi to the

Pacific. She has directed us to cling

to the bosom of mother Earth, as to the

most fertile source of wealth, and the

most abundant reward of labor. She

has told us to remain planters, farmers,

and wood-cutters—to extend society

and cultivation to new regions—to

practise and improve the arts of the

builder, the carpenter, and the naval

architect—to facilitate every means of

internal communication—to promote

every branch of internal trade—to en

courage every variety of landed pro

duce, but not to waste the energies of

our labor; or to interrupt the course of

our prosperity, by forcing at home the

manufacture of articles which foreign

ers could supply at half the price for

which they could be made in Ame

rica.

During a recent visit we made to

Lowell, Nashua, and other manufac

turing districts of New England, we

had an opportunity of ascertaining the

true condition of the laboring classes

both as to the severity of their toil, and

their frequent liability to destitution

from irregularity of work. Superficial

or interested observers, the advocates

of a protective tariff and the favorers

of commercial restrictions, would fain

persuade you, that the indwellers of

these gloomy piles of brick and mortar

are contented, cheerful, and well-pro

vided—that they have no wish beyond

the immediate means of gratification

—that because the wail oflamentation

is not heard, there is consequently no

cause of distress—that because thou

sands of destitute females passively

submit to all the horrors and privations

of the factory system, under the present

existing restrictions upon trade, rather

than encounter the moral degradations

of a life of vice and infamy, there is

no necessity for legislative attention—

no scope for the exercise of philan

thropy—no occasion for enlightened

reform. Such is the argument of a

certain class of economists, who have

never troubled their heads about a sci

entific investigation of the matter, but

who, for political objects, or through

interested motives, have preferred to

remain in the dark, rather than be en

lightened, for fear that the truth would

militate against their advancement as

politicians, or take money out of their

pockets as editors of newspapers, or

as parties protected by the restrictive

duties.

To say that these hapless victims of

man's cupidity, confined within the

dungeon-walls of factories, are to be

excluded from legislative protection on

account of that beautiful spirit of resig

nation which carries them through the

fiery ordeal without one audible mur

mur of discontent, is the same as saying

that a man who had been accustomed

to eat but one meal in twenty-four hours

without repining, was not entitled to

two ; or that the very negro whose

emancipation is so loudly cried for, was

altogether unworthy of the boon of

freedom, because he had been guilty of

forbearance in not turning upon and

murdering his master. This would be

a refinement upon cruelty worthy of the

darkest ages of error and feudalism.

Wehave no desire to exaggerate the

existence of these evils:–we are well

aware that in point of humane treat

ment, rate of wages, and moral restric

tions, our factory system is far superior

to that which is the shame and degra

dation of England:—we are also willing

to acknowledge that there are occasion

ally startling instancesof prosperity and

happiness growing out of early initia

tion into these dens of toil and trouble:

but it does not require a great deal of

penetration to perceive that, notwith

standing these negative advantages, the

principles of WHITE SLAVERy are grad

ually taking root in the very midst of us.

The multitude of defective beings, with

sallow complexions, emaciated forms,

and stooping shoulders—with prema

ture wrinkles and furtive glances, that

are to be met at all our manufacturing

places, tell of misery and degradation

in language not to be mistaken.

The doctrine, that there are in the
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United States a vast number of persons

who cannot procure employment, has

long been a favorite one with the re

strictive party. If there be, however,

any truth in the position, they may

thank their own policy for it. Restrict

ive laws, as we have already observed,

retard the accumulation of capital; and

as capital is the only source of affording

employment to laborers, it is manifest

that any measure which diminishes the

ratio of accumulation, must have the

effect of throwing people out of employ

ment. To attempt to cure such an evil,

therefore, by further restrictions, would

only be making the matter worse; and

would be as silly, as if the quack, who

had brought his patient to death's door

by debility from bleeding, should insist

upon it that the way to cure him would

be to apply the lancet again.

There is a class of writers, who, of

late years, have undertaken a crusade

against Adam Smith and his followers,

averring that the modern school of po

litical economy is based on erroneous

principles, that the system of protect

ive duties established by our ancestors

was the consummation of human wis

dom, and that it is not merely the

right, but the duty, of a state to deter

mine in what channels capital should

flow, and toward what objects industry

should be directed. The principal ar

guments adduced in favor of this anti

quated theory are these: First, that

a nation imports from a distance a ma

nufactured commodity which it could

make as cheap, or cheaper, at home,

were the manufacture introduced there.

Secondly, that as the introduction of

such manufacture would be too expen

sive a project to be carried into effect

by any private individual, the whole

society might do so, through the expen

diture for a few years of a portion of its

revenue, much less than what an equal

number of years succeeding them will
return to it in the diminished cost of the

article. Thirdly, that he, or they, who

legislate for the society, embrace the

apparent benefit, and by means of a

small expenditure, effect an increase of

the productive powers of the communi

ty. Fourthly, that in this the legislator

acts in a manner that would be ac

counted prudence in a private person,

who conducted any system of industry

for his own emolument.

Now, the whole ſallacy of those who

support the restrictive system, is con

WOL. XI.-N Q. Li. 35

tained in these few sentences; for the

existence of such a nation, importing

commodities from a distance which it

could make as cheap, or cheaper, at

home, may fairly be questioned. Nor

is the introduction of any manufacture

to a position which nature has rendered

peculiarly favorable to it, beyond the

power of a private individual, or, at

least, a body of individuals:—witness,

for instance, the establishment of man

ufactures in New South Wales, in con

sequence of the discovery of coal in that

colony; and that by individuals, who

never thought of calling on the nation

to defray the cost.

But it would not be very easy to count

the expense to which the forced esta:

blishment of any manufacture would

put a nation. Let us suppose, that in

order to encourage the manufacture of

stockings, our government should place

a high duty on their importation. Now,

every purchaser loses the difference

between the American and the English

prices; but the manufacturer does not

gain that amount, because the cost of

production is greater to him than to the

Englishman. The purchaser also loses

in the inferiority of the article supplied;

for forced manufactures, protected by

monopoly, are not only dear, but bad,

as was proved within our own memory

by the English silk trade. The govern

ment must lose, by the necessity of ºm

ploying means to prevent smuggling.

And finally, the improvement that is to

remunerate all these losses is at best

problematical ; for no manufactory

protected by a monopoly has ever yet

improved. Protection and monopoliºs
are not only evils, but they are evils

that love to perpetuate themselves.

To establish them is easy enough but

to remove them has been the most

difficult task that modern statesmen

have had to encounter.

Again—the supposition that those

who legislate for the society embrace

the apparent benefit, &c., is a rash and

daring assumption, contradicted by

daily experience. The legislator, in

the first place, does not increase the

roductive powers of the community;

|. only gives them a new direction.

If the manufactory be one less suited to

his own country than that in which the

manufacture was previously establish

ed, he gives them a wasteful direction.

The article must, in the first instance,

confessedly be produced at a greater
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expense; and that expense operates as

a tax on the productive powers of the

nation, by checking the production of

articles to exchange with the foreign

manufacturing country. There is but

one request that manufacturers of any

country should make to their govern

ment: it is that which was addressed

to Colbert—“LAISSEz NOUs FAIRE.”

ANECDOTES OF GENERAL JACKSON.

By AMOS KENDALL.”

PUBLIC men often suffer great wrong

in reference as well to their pri

vate as their public character and con

duct, from the misrepresentations of

their political adversaries, frequently

aggravated by personal animosities.

Individuals of a party who mean to be

honest, and would not in word or

thought intentionally do injustice to a

human being, often believe, with a too

ready credulity, the assertions of party

presses, political leaders and personal

enemies, thereby becoming accom

plices in the infliction of injuries at

which their own consciences, if proper

ly instructed, would revolt with hor

ror.

The opinions imbibed by a largepor

tion of mankind in reference to the

temper and conduct of General Jack

son in his personal relations, furnish a

striking illustration of these truths.

Multitudes there are, both in the Uni

ted States and other countries, who,

having received their impressions with

out due consideration, from presses and

persons opposed to him, believe that

distinguished man to be reckless of re

ligious faith, if not of moral obligation,

ferocious in temper, and in all the re

lations of life a tyrant. Such individ

uals will learn with astonishment, that

this picture is all the reverse of truth;

that the tone of Gen. Jackson's mind

during his Presidency was decidedly

devout; that no man could be more

kind and indulgentin all his private re

lations; and that if he be censurable

on this score, it is for too much forbear

ance. With what pain he found him

self compelled to give up his favorable

opinion of old friends, and with what te

nacity he clung to them, in many cases,

after everybody else pronounced them

venaland treacherous, was witnessed by

those who were intimate with him

during his administration. But with

out touching at present upon anything

connected with his political course, I

propose to give in the present and in

some succeeding papers a few authen

tic anecdotes which will tend to cor

rect the erroneous opinions entertained

by many as to his religious impres

sions and imputed violence of temper.

Those who sat down with General

Jackson at his private table to break

bread, know with what fervor he uni

formly invoked the blessings of Hea

yen upon the repast provided by its

bounty. A stranger could not witness

the scene without according to the ven

erable man before him, who thus

bowed his grey head in humble sup

plication, to the Giver of all good,

a heart sincerely religious.

All will remember, that toward the

close of his administration the General

* It is generally known to the friends of Gen. Jackson, that he has committed all

hispapers, &c., to the hands of Mr. Kendall, from whose able hand a Biography worthy

of the subject may be expected at no very distant day. In the mean time, the
readers of the Democratic Review will have the benefit of some portions of these

authentic materials, for the illustration of some of the most interesting passages in

the life of the good and great old man.—ED. D. R.
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was attacked by a bleeding at the

lungs which threatened to be fatal.

Nor will it be forgotten, that some of

the party presses attributed this attack

to a violent fit of passion, in the pa.

roxysms of which they said he had

ruptured a blood-vessel. What a con

trast the real scene presented, I had an

opportunity to learn from the mouth of

an eye-witness. The cruel fabrication

had reached the members of the Presi

dent's family, and from the lips of Mrs.

Jackson, the lady of the General's

adopted son, rendered unusually elo

quent by the indignation which lighted

up her beautiful face, I heard the fol

lowing narrative:–

“Father,” said she, “is in the habit,

every night before he goes to bed, of

calling me in to read to him a chapter

in the Bible. On that night, having

finished his business, he called me in to

perform that service. I read to him as

usual, and having finished the chapter,

received from him an affectionate

good-night and retired to my bed

chamber, which was in an adjoining

room. He then called the servant who

usually attended on him in his cham

ber, and was undressing. Suddenly he

called me, and entering the room I

found him bleeding at the mouth.

What produced the attack I know not;

but certain it is, that so far from in

dulging in any outbreaks of temper,

his mind was calm and devotional,

seeking to close the business of the day

by communion with heaven.

The practice of reading or listening

to a chapter of Holy Writ and sending

up fervent aspirations to Heaven every

night before he retired to rest, Gen.

Jackson brought with him into the

Presidency. No man had a deeper

sense of dependence on the Giver ofall

good, or a more sincere and earnest

desire to avail himself of the wisdom

which comes from on high, in the dis

charge of his arduous duties. But it

cannot be doubted, that in his devo

tional fervor there was mingled a holy

and never dying affection for his de

º wife, whose presence was, in

is susceptible imagination, as neces

sary an incident of Heaven as that of

the angels.

A portrait of this dearest object of

his earthly affections hung in his cham

ber. “Is that a good likeness?” said

a lady to him in my presence. “Pret

ty good,” said he, “but not so good as

this,” taking a miniature from his

bosom.

On another occasion, calling upon

him on some urgent business, I was in

vited into his bed-chamber. I found him

too ill to sit up. The curtains in front

of his bed were open, and he lay with

his head somewhat elevated on a full

pillow. Opposite the foot of his bed,

nearly touching the post, stood a little

table, and on it was the miniature of

Mrs. Jackson leaning against a small

Bible and a Prayer Book which had

been hers. It was evidently so placed

that he might, as he lay, gaze upon the

shadow of those loved features which

had enraptured his youthful heart, and

contemplate those virtues which, in old

age, and even death, rendered them

dear to the bosom of the hero and

statesman beyond any other earthly

object.

I was not then so thoroughly ac

quainted with Gen. Jackson as I after

ward became ; but on witnessing this

scene, I said to myself, this must be a

good man. None other could enter

tain so deep, so abiding an affection

for a departed companion, however

cherished while living. Love like this

is all good, all heavenly, all divine, as

nearly as anything on earth possibly

can be; it cannot dwell in a bad heart;

it cannot assimilate with a perverted

mind.

I had never seen Mrs. Jackson; but

from that moment I pronounced her a

superior woman. None but a woman

of surpassing virtues could so fix the

affections of such a man. None other

could maintain such a hold on such a

mind, amidst the enjoyment of glory,

the gratification of ambition, the cares

of state, and never-ceasing excitements

sufficient to overpower and swallow

up the kindly affections of ordinary

men. None other could occupy, in

life and in death, so broad a space in

the remembrance and affections ofone

who in devotion to his country never

had a superior. And I could not but

regret, that she had not lived, not so

much to enjoy a signal triumph over

her own* i. husband's traducers,

as to comfort, advise, and sustain her

devoted companion in the midst of new

er-ceasing toils and vexations, the heart

lessness of false friends, and the as

saults of unrelenting enemies.

Who that visited the President's

House during General Jackson's ad
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ministration does not remember Jemmy

O'Neal, the Irish doorkeeper ? Jemmy

was kind-hearted, but blunt in his

manner; so much so on some occa

sions as to appear rude if not insult

ing. Often one might ring the bell

time after time, and no Jemmy make

his appearance. There was a particu

lar cause for Jemmy's apparent rude

ness and occasional absence.

Calling one day, upon business, I

rang the bell repeatedly, but no door

keeper appeared. As I had done before

under like circumstances, I opened the

door and walked up stairs to the Presi

dent's office. There I found the Gen

eral and Major Donelson. Presently the

bell rang again, again, and again.

“Where can Jemmy be ſ” said the Gen

eral. “Drunk, most likely,”replied Ma

jor Donelson. I then stated that I had

not been able to raise him, though I

had rung until I was tired, and that

this was not the first occasion. Major

Donelson then observed, that this dif.

ficulty was now of almost daily recur

rence; that he had, on several occa

sions, found Jemmy in his room wholly

unable to get to the door; that when

not so disabled, his conduct towards

visiters was often, from his peculiar

situation, anything but polite or re

spectful; and he expressed the opinion

in very decided terms, that a more

suitable person should be entrusted

with that duty. “Well, well,” said

the General, “we cannot bear it any

longer; tell Jemmy he must find a

home elsewhere.”

Again and again I called, and Jem

my still presented his rubicund face at

the door, often in a plight not befitting

his station. “How is this,” said I one

day to Major Donelson, “I heard the

General tell you that Jemmy must be

discharged.” “Yes,” said the Major,

“and that was the third time I had re

ceived such an order; but on each oc

casion Jemmy waited on the General

in person, was exceedingly sorry for

his fault, shed tears of repentance in

abundance, promised to behave betterin

future if he could be forgiven this once,

and never desisted until he obtained a

promise that he should be tried a while

longer.”

And whoever was familiar at the

White House, will remember Jemmy's

red face and bluff voice at the door down

to the end of General Jackson's admin

istration, ever and anon repeating his

fault, and as often by unfeigned re

pentance and distress extorting for

giveness from his kind-hearted master.

Can such traits of character belong

to a tyrant or a bad man 3 All that is

good in human nature answers, no.

FOLLEN.

B Y J O H. N. G. W H IT TI E R .

ON READING HIS ESSAY ON “THE FUTURE STATE.”

FRIEND ofmy soul!—as with moist eye

I look up from this page of thine,

Is it a dream that thou art migh,

Thy mild face gazing into mine?

That presence seems before me now,

A placid heaven of sweet moonrise,

When, dew-like, on the earth below

Descends the quiet of the skies.

* Dr. Follen's Works, vol. v.
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The calm brow through the parted hair,

The gentle lips which knew no guile,

Softening the blue eye's thoughtful care

With the bland beauty of their smile.

Ah me!—at times that last dread scene

Of Frost and Fire and moaning Sea,

Will cast its shade of doubt between

The failing eyes of Faith, and thee.

Yet, lingering o'er thy charmed page,

Where through the twilight air of earth,

Alike enthusiast and sage,

Prophet and bard, thou gazest forth :

Lifting the Future's solemn veil,

The reaching of a trembling hand

To put aside the cold and pale

Cloud-curtains of the Unseen Land!

In thoughts which answer to my own,

In words which reach my inward ear

Like whispers from the void Unknown,

I feel thy living presence here.

The waves which lull thy body's rest,

The dust thy pilgrim footsteps trod,

Unwasted, through each change, attest

The fixed economy of God.

Shall these poor elements outlive

The mind whose kingly will they wrought?

Their gross unconsciousness survive

Thy god-like energy of thought 2

Thou Livest, FolleN'—not in vain

Hath thy fine spirit meekly borne

The burden of Life's cross of pain,

And the thorned crown of suffering worn.

Oh! while Life's solemn mystery glooms

Around us like a dungeon's wall—

Silent earth's pale and crowded tombs,

Silent the heaven which bends o'er all!—

While day by day our loved ones glide

In spectral silence, hushed and lone,

To the cold shadows which divide

The living from the dread Unknown;–

While even on the closing eye,

And on the lip which moves in vain,

The seals of that stern mystery

Their undiscovered trust retain;–

And only midst the gloom of death,

Its mournful doubts and haunting fears,

Two pale, sweet angels, Hope and Faith,

Smile dimly on as through their tears;–

'Tis something to a heart like mine

To think of thee as living yet;

To feel that such a light as thine

Could not in utter darkness set.
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Less dreary seems the untried way

Since thou hast left thy footprints there,

And beams of mournful beauty play

Round the sad Angel's sable hair.

Oh!—at this hour when half the sky

Is glorious with its evening light,

And fair broad fields of summer lie

Hung o'er with greenness in my sight;

While through these elm boughs wet with rain

The sunset's golden walls are seen,

With clover bloom and yellow grain

And wood-draped hill and stream between ;

º!º,

I long to know if scenes like this

Are hidden from an angel's eyes;

If earth's familiar loveliness

Haunts not thy heaven's serener skies.

For sweetly here upon thee grew

The lesson which that beauty gave,

An ideal of the Pure and True

In earth and sky and gliding wave.

And it may be that all which lends

The soul an upward impulse here,

With a diviner beauty blends,

And greets us in a holier sphere.

Through groves where blighting never fell

The humbler flowers of earth may twine ;

And simple draughts from childhood's well

Blend with the angel-tasted wine.

But be the prying vision veiled,

And let the seeking lips be dumb,

Where even seraph eyes have failed

Shall mortal blindness seek to come 2

We only know that thou hast gone,

And that the same returnless tide

Which bore thee from us, still glides on,

And we who mourn thee with it glide.

On all thou lookest we shall look,

And to our gaze ere long shall turn

That page of God's mysterious book

We so much wish, yet dread to learn.

With Him, before whose awful power

Thy spirit bent its trembling knee,_

Who, in the silent greeting flower,

And forest leaf, looked out on thee,_

We leave thee, with a trust serene

Which Time, nor Change, nor Death can move,

While with thy child-like faith we lean

On Him whose dearest name is Love .
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PETRARCH.”

It is rather late now to offer our

readers a review of Campbell's Life of

Petrarch. We took it up with such a

purpose when it was new, but desisted

on finding the book a performance very

inferior to the promise of its title. The

matter is not new, nor put in any new

light; the manner is not good, nor

consistent in any one kind of badness;

the style is sententious, turgid, flippant,

and familiar, by turns; the language

sometimes pedantic and at others vul

gar; and the whole work so flimsy that,

like the Sybilline oracles, if two-thirds

of it were burned, the remainder would

be worth the whole. There are traces

too of incompetency deeper than de

fect of style; there are tokens of ig

norance of the subject and of congenial

subjects, signs of a learning hastily

laid in pro-hac-vice, and laid out again

still crude, lumpy, and unassimilated.

But enough: we have something to

say about Petrarch, something about

Campbell, and something about what

ever may come in our way, but no

more about this book.

Prose by a Poet, is not, on the whole,

a very taking title; Mr. Montgomery

once tried if it would sell a book, but

did not meet with very distinguished

success. It is a little as if one should

say, English by a Dutchman, or Horse

manship by a Sailor. Excellence in

verse, as a general rule, destroys prose,

and the contrary. Byron excelled in both;

but such instances are rare. Moore's

prose is Lalla-Rookh-ish, and South

ey's poems are Book-of-the-Church-ish.

Such rules cannot be absolute ; but

Campbell is not an exception to this

one, and his prose has so many defects,

and so little merit of any kind to re

deem it, that it gives rise to unpleas

ant suspicions as to the grounds on

which we have admired his verse.

What is good verse : What makes a

good or a great poet 2 And what claim

has Campbell—what claim has Pe

trarch, to such a title : These are diſ

ficult and doubtful questions; and we

shall give them some consideration in

the tone of our age and country; in

that sceptical cross-examining spirit

which tries the spirits, and likes to see

things proved.

For there is proof even in matters of

poetry. Verses are intrinsically and

really good or bad; like fruits from the

tree, or water from the fountain, taking

essential character from the minds that

produce them. If the mind be not in

stinct with immortality, then is the

poetry a form without a substance;

specious, perhaps, but empty; a result,

according to Campbell's own clever

expression, of “tactics in the march of

words;” not a speaking of the soul to

the soul, for the age has a soul, and

the true poet has his mission to speak

to it, and such an one shall never lack

hearers. His voice sounds to the initi

ated—to the elect; and they, in this

busy generation, are all the active and

honorable, all who are true children of

the age; all who, while the long sleep

is not yet fallen on them, would fain be

up and doing, aye, up and doing goºd;

and something great, if possible—but

let it be good first. What they would

highly, that they would holily; and,

unlike Macbeth, not only would not

lay false, but would not wrongly win.

These are the children of the spirit of

the age—the sharers of that spirit

which, like a little leaven, is now lea

vening this vast lump of a world.

These are they to whom Longfellow

speaks, and let us hear him. . We may

imagine strange and improbable chang

es in times to come, but does anybody

believe that such words as these sha

be lost 2–

“Life is real, life is earnest,

And the grave is not its goal;

Dust thou art, to dust returnesi,

Was not spoken of the soul.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,

Is our destined end or way;

But to act, that each to-morrow

Find us farther than to-day.”

* Life of Petrarch. By Thomas Campbell, Esq. London. 1841. 2 vols. 8vo.
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Sir Philip Sidney said, the old ballad

of Chevy Chace made his heart leap as

at the sound of a trumpet. Sir Philip

was a warrior: his taste is in a meas

ure lost, and so is the force of his com

parison. Blow a trumpet in Pearlstreet,

or on 'Change, and you shall see what

you shall see: it will stir as many

hearts as a hurdy-gurdy, and no moré.

But pick me out one of those plain citi

zens, and put me a touchstone to his

soul; follow him to his counting-house

and to his desk; come behind him, and

try him unawares with a criterion: he

has no sympathy with a war-horse;

but has he therefore none with man,

none with nature, none with futurity ?

His coat is threadbare, perhaps; his air

negligent, or even common; he passes

halfhis life in obscure labors; the other

half, unseen and unheard-of, at his do

mestic hearth. He has no ambition,

you say—no sublime longings nor high

aspirations. But read these verses in

his ear, and he will answer you like

Isabel:

“There spoke my brother, there my

father’s grave

Did utter forth a voice.”

For this man, who appears so simple

and humble, is, nevertheless, possessed

with deep and high aspirations; so

deep as to be out of the ken of general

observation, and so, high as to look

above the approbation of man for its

reward. He has received from his pa

rents a precious inheritance of good

º: it has been wrought into

is early education, and made the stuff

of his earliest thoughts: it has become

chronic and constitutional in him, and

his hope is to transmit it to his children,

and perpetuate it with increase in the

world. In this design every morrow

finds him farther advanced than to-day

—in this track the footsteps he leaves

are permanent. Castles and walled

cities, palaces and temples of false

gods, shall pass away; but the eternal

pyramids of virtue shall remain ; and

He that seeth in secret shall reward

the builders openly.

If we consider for a moment, we shall

see that there is no perennial work but

this—no other laboring for immortality.

The highest and noblest occupation for

human energy is open to us all ; the

only one whose effects survive and in

crease while everything else human

decays. We cavil at human nature;

we talk of the increase of crime, of the

general tendency to corruption, and we

shut our eyes to the mighty truth that,

so far as history can be interpreted,

every great vice and crime diminishes,

every virtue is more and more diffused

and cherished. Religious persecution,

war, tyranny, slavery, and intemper

ance, are put under the ban of the civil

ized world, and the whole world now

must eventually, inevitably be civilized.

That we have arrived at our present

stage of improvement by a gradual

º through many ages, who can

oubt? In any given ten or twenty

years the change may not be apprecia

ble; but take the view by centuries,

and the conclusion is brought home.

Look at England in 1540, under the

brutal and cruel Henry VIII. ; in 1640,

on the eve of civil war; in 1740, under

Walpole; and in 1840. What giant

strides of progress' And if you go

back fromH. VIII. to the Heptar

chy, it is a regular ſalling off from order

and some semblance of good govern

ment, to a life nearly savage, and bat

tles, as Milton expressed it, of kites and

crows.--So France, Germany, Russia:

everything but Italy; and there, too, in

spite of Rome, there has been progress,

for Rome has grown weaker.—But

these remarks to our present subject

only signify this, that wisdom accumu

lates where fathers teach and children

learn; that true wisdom is virtue, and

thus civilisation is transmitted. How

far it is from its perfection yet; how

liable to cavil, to misapprehension ;

how overlaid with hypocrisy, and beset

with false friends and open enemies,

we know, but the gates of hell shall

not prevail against it. Each rising

generation will choose more good, and

reject more evil; for God so forms the

minds of children that, though the good

seed thrown into them may be choked,

it never dies. And there is in this

community a vast mass of men who

never theorized upon this matter, nor

put it into shape in their own thoughts,

yet who do effectively believe this

principle, and who act on it in their

unseen lives, with a true vocation to a

great but anonymous immortality.

Now, for such men, what is Poetry?

It may be hard to say what poetry will

suit them, but certainly none will that

a man writes who could not write

prose. Read “Hohenlinden” to a man of
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this class, or “Lochiel,” and if you find

he does not relish it, macadamise the

poetry, take the rhymes out, disjoint

the measure, and see whether you can

relish it yourself. There remains no

thing but the common-places of bal

lad-singing. Campbell's “tactics in

the march of words” are admirable, his

measure is most perfect and harmoni

ous; his poetry would appear delight

ful even if read to a man who under

stood no English: it is sweet, graceful,

perfect, what you please, but burning

words and breathing thoughts there

are none.

Campbell, then, shall not be the lau
reate of the march of mind—that is ea

sily decided; but the question is much

more difficult, who shall? He who

will have minds march to his music

should have some progress in his own;

he should cheer us on, and go before

like a trumpeter, not sit like a fiddler

in an orchestra, and keep us promenad

ing up and down; and yet most poets

do so. They seclude themselves from

the world, at least from its active em

ployments, and go round and round in

one circle of ideas; and, so far from

to-morrow finding them farther than

to-day, in any progress towards know

ledge, it is a chance rather if yesterday

did not. The age marches and leaves

them behind, as it must all non-practi

cal men. This is not the true system.

He who would tell the world some

thing, should inform himself first what

it knows already. He who would ex

cite, surprise, or please it, must first

know it; and to know it, must mix in

it. He must mix in its real bustle of

business, in its contests for material

interest; he must watch the collisions

that take place there, expose himself

to them, and note his experience well

of himself and others; and if he live a

century, every day will add to this ex

erience some new and unexpected

ine. Such a man will not write much,

but what he writes will have its mean

ing, and the ardor and enterprise of

youth, the riper and deeper thoughts,

the more enlarged, sadder, yet more

charitable and impartial views of man

hood, and the serene wisdom of age,

will appear in their due succession.

His works will be the reflection of his

life—a chart for those who shall come

after—an impressive precept added to

many precepts—a grain in the pyra

mid, contributed toward the building
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up of human º Such

should the poet be for the benefit of

his poetry, and for his own, and for his

readers. Not a pensioner like Words

worth ; not a troubadour like Petrarch;

not a man living in morbid seclusion

like Cowper; not one writing verses by

contract at so much a day like Moore;

but an active denizen of the every-day

world, independent, vigorous, and

observant, writing from fulness of

thought and knowledge. Such a man

would stir up the hearts of Pearl-street,

and only such a man. If one went to

them from the dead, though it were

Homer, they would not hear him ; but

let one come who lives, and who has

lived to some purpose, and whose

works give evidence of his life, and to

him they will give ear.

It is an old, but a stale and false

adage, which would persuade us that

matters of taste are not subjects of

argument. It is a convenient thing

for a prating critic first to set taste

above reason, and then to give himself

out for the oracle of taste, after which

he leaves you no alternative but to

worship his false gods, or be proscribed

as a Wandal. Yet there is reason even

in matters of poetry. Like the bubbles

on alcohol, which, to the skilful eye,

are the sure proof of the spirit, even so

it is with these bubbles of the mind.

The weak and washy intellect cannot

give then forth bright and strong; the

false and perverted cannot produce the

pure and holy. What is Petrarch to

us? What was he to himself, to his

family, to his friends, to his age 2 A

false priest, a negligent father, an

amiable and attached friend and cor

respondent perhaps, but not free from

interest in his attachment, and not

known in his long life ever to have

done one generous or disinterested act.

Yet he was something beyond his age

both in virtue and knowledge, enough

so to have made it his highest duty to

educate his children and bequeath that

knowledge and virtue to them. Such

a legacy, in the then existing state of

Italy, would have been worth more

than his poetry. Such a family might

have been a leavening nucleus in the

mass of the depravity of the time.

Petrarch thought not of that; he ran

about after laurel crowns, and danced

attendance on emperors and nobles,

dawdling on in endless verse about

Laura, and pedantic epistles to Virgil
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and Quintilian, and others equally

effective to contemporary princes,

popes, and tribunes. The story of his

attachment to Laura, of which we

have heard so much, is treated with a

respect it never merited; the grave ar

guments which learned men have

written about it are as puerile as the

thing itself, but they have succeeded in

sheltering it from the contempt it de

serves. If it was a solemn hoax, it

was wondrous pitiful to persist in it

fifty years—to treat it in his letters to

his intimate friends, and no doubt in

his conversation too, as a reality, as the

absorbing passion of his soul. He

might have used it as a stalking-horse

for his poetry without all this silly du

plicity and affectation. But he liked

the foppery of the thing; he was dis

posed, like those young gentlemen

Prince Arthur speaks of, to “be as sad

as night only for wantonness;” and, as a

young gentleman and an old one, he

played on this interesting part to the

last. We have slid insensibly here

from the hypothetical into the posi

tive, and find ourselves asserting the

humbug which we set out by suppos

ing, but really the alternative is too

nonsensical for a Yankee imagination.

A passion suddenly conceived, even at

first sight—by a priest, too—a man

sworn to celibacy before God, and by

all the religion he believed, perhaps

more—and for the wife of another, and

this passion lasting without encourage

ment, with little or no intercourse, or

even acquaintance, through long ab

sence—and, inspite of the lover's having

another mistress and a family, lasting

twenty years, to Laura's death, and

outliving her thirty more! All this is

so contrary to our ideas of love, of sense,

of reason, and of propriety, that it is

hazarding very little to say, the poetry

that sets it forth could never, under

any circumstances, become popular or

continue so here. The poetry is beau

tiful, often exquisite, polished, ingeni

ous, soft, and musical, but as monoto

nous as an AEolian harp, and as worth

less, when you sum its sense up, as

a penny-whistle. Expressions occur

which you remember and treasure up,

gems of prettiness in language and

thought, but all wasted on this silly

tissue, which annoys and tires one

more than all these incidental plea

sures refresh. But this is what Pe

trarch has left behind him; to this

purpose helived and died; by this per

formance he is now chiefly had in re

membrance. Shall we say that he

was great?

It would be a balm to many am

bitious minds to be set right, once

really and truly right, on this subject of

greatness. It would be a pleasure to

shake off the oppression of presumed

inferiority, to reconcile one's self to ob

scurity, to feel the consciousness of ap

proaching some standard of worth and

honor which no breath of popular

opinion, no caprice of fashion, nor pre

judice can exalt or debase. Philip Van

Artevelde has said, “the world knows

nothing of its greatest men,” and very

probably indeed it is so. The quali

ties which make a man famous and

conspicuous, the qualities which give

success in any career, or very often the

chances which give it without quali

ties, are what poets have taught men

to respect; but these are not what our

natures are formed in sincerity and

truth to revere. The poets have mis

led us; they have pandered to our vi

ces, and have used their art to set forth

the joys of intemperance, the honors of

tyranny and cruelty, and the puerili

ties of amatory nonsense; and thus

possessing fully with their sweet tones

the ear of childhood and youth, they

have falsified our ideas of pleasure,

honour and ambition through succes

sive generations. The main error they

teach is everywhere the same; they

place the objects of life always in some

thing extrinsic, they bid us look for

celebrity and notoriety as the great

tests and essential principles of happi

ness, and not to our own hearts or con

sciences, or to that narrow circle of

domestic relations where alone we can

in general be truly appreciated. No

one can doubt that if bacchanalian

songs had never been invented, millions

of recruits would have been withheld

from the armies of intemperance. If

no Lauras had been sung and celebrat

ed, many a female heart that now

pants for the reputation of a belle,

would be easy in the enjoyment and

diffusion of some more tranquil and

more attainable happiness, . Many a

man who now annoys mankind by his

efforts at some sort of violent pre

eminence, who seeks, if not to extort

our respect or approbation, at least to

force himself upon our knowledge and

compel us to be familiar with his name;
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many a man of this kind might have

been a saint and a sage in private life,

had the finger-posts of his infancy

pointed him the way to independence,

—true independence; that loftiest and

most perfect condition of the soul,

which only can place a man above

mankind ; can teach him to measure

his faculties with his duties, and do

truly and quietly that which he can do

most effectually ; and can procure to

him sometimes theº of that

“self-approving hour,” when he feels

in the still small voice that says

to him “well done,” the direct inspira

tion of his God.

It is a detestable heresy and one

for which poets chiefly are responsible,

which teaches that there is no scope for

great talent in private life. The mute

Milton must be reproached that he is

also inglorious; the guiltless Crom

well is set in our estimation at a pin's

fee in comparison with the guilty one.

A presumption of inferiority is deduced

from the want of notoriety, success

becomes thus invidious, and bad feel

ings are generated which cause half

the misery of society. All this is

wrong. It is in private life that the

human mind is most generally des

tined and designed to act; it is thither.

ward that its highest qualities tend—

it is there they must seek their natural

exercise, their appointed tasks, and

their reward. It is there that poetry

should follow them; there it should

seek the undisguised, unstudied man,

in the freshness, the originality, the

rich variety of nature. The mask, the

costume, the grimace of public life are

gone; the monotony of etiquette and

affectation have given place to the play

of feeling, the ebbs and flows of pas

sicn, and the modes, phases and phan

tasies, and caprices, that successive

hours and days, and time, and chance,

bring with them. But sock and bus

kin courage, rhetorical patriotism, and

scenic love, have had their day; our

relish of them is gone, and we even hate

them, except indeed in the fresh sim

plicity of those earliest bards who

sang when everything was new.

Yet we must have poetry; the desire

of it is as natural to man as language; he

makes it wherever he has words. The

step humanity is now taking, the ob

ject it is now seeking, the inspiration

which is now breathing through the

vast mind of the million, must some

where reach its sublimest conception,

and find its loftiest and purest expres

sion, and there is the Poet of the Age.

Of the age only, if his theme be local,

personal or transitory; and of all ages,

if it be deep and broad, and general.

Chevy Chase may go to its repose, it

touches no chords that vibrate in this

generation. We have all read it, and

perhaps with a certain pleasure; but

when the page is laid aside, there is

nothing in our daily life to call it up to

us again, and its traces are effaced from

our minds. But Prospero's reflections

on the vanity of the world, Claudio's

on Death, or Isabel's apostrophe to Hea

ven on Mercy; these, for the very con

trary reason, we never forget; nor can

they ever, after they are once impressed

upon our memories, be very long ab

sent from our thoughts. Scenes fitted

to recall them pass before us every

day; and when they do so, these refin

ing, softening, and elevating thoughts

find a readier welcome in our minds,

dwell in them longer, and exercise on

them a more familiar influence, by the

aid of the exquisite beauty of the lan

guage in which they present them

selves. Without the informing spirit,

the beauty of expression and imagery

were nothing; the polishers of words

would be just as well employed to po

lish pebbles; but the man who has

made the forms his own in which our

holiest thoughts are ſain to dress them

selves, who is the interpreter between

us and them, is become something

higher than a man; he is an influence

º a power upon the souls of a peo

e.
p Take this view of a poet's office, and

what is Petrarch 2 Take this view of

the subjects of poetry, and what is

Laura ; View the world from this

point, and we perceive immediately

that the thoughts which master it, are

something widely different from the

shrewd devices which attract its eye

or please its ear for a moment, or gain

a certain command of its physical en

ergies. They are thoughts which the

noise of war and conquest does not

suggest, which grasping schemes of

domination are certain to shut out, and

which dwell not in the aspirations of

him who through any of the thousand

aths of human life is seeking mainly

º self-glorification. But they are

breathed and reciprocated through a

vast brotherhood of sympathising spir
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its, each one of whom is alone but as

a drop, but the whole are as a tide,

setting with irresistible force towards

a point to which it is now God's mani

fest will to conduct Humanity. The

mountains and hills shall be brought

low, the valleys shall be exalted, the

proud shall be abased, and grace shall

be given to the humble; and the holiest

and purest and highest endowments

of which our nature is susceptible, shall

be as abundantly developed in our so

ciety, as beryl and jacinth and chryso

prasus in the foundations of the New

Jerusalem.

THE ANGEL OF TEARS.

BY WALTER WHITMAN.

HIGH, high in space floated the angel

Alza. Of the spirits who minister in

heaven Alza is not the chief; neither

is he employed in deeds of great im

port, or in the destinies of worlds and

generations. Yet if it were possible

for envy to enter among the Creatures

Beautiful, many would have pined for

the station of Alza. There are a million

million invisible eyes which keep con

stant watch over the earth—each Child

of Light having his separate duty.
Alza is one of the Angels of Tears.

Why waited he, as for commands

from above?

There was a man upon whose brow

rested the stamp of the guilt of Cain.

The man had slain his brother. Now

he lay in chains awaiting the terrible

day when the doom he himself had in

flicted should be meted to his own per

SOI).

People of the Black Souls!—beings

whom the world shrinks from, and

whose abode, through the needed se

verity of the law, is in the dark cell

and massy prison—it may not be but

that ye have, at times, thoughts of the

beauty of virtue, and the blessing of a

spotless mind. For if we look abroad

in the world, and examine what is to

be seen there, we will know, that in

every human heart resides a mysterious

prompting which leads it to love good

ness for its own sake. All that is ration

al has this prompting. It never dies. It

can never be entirely stifled. It may

be darkened by the tempests and

storms of guilt, but ever and anon the

clouds roll away, and it shines out

again. Murderers and thieves, and

the most abandoned criminals, have

been unable to deaden this faculty.

It came to be, that an hour arrived

when the heart of the imprisoned fra

tricide held strange imagining. Old

lessons and long forgotten hints, about

heaven, and purity, and love, and gen

tle kindness, floated into his memory

—vacillating, as it were, like delicate

sea-flowers on the bosom of the turgid

ocean. He remembered him of his

brother as a boy—how they played to

gether of the summer afternoons—and

how, wearied out at evening, they

slept pleasantly in each other's arms.

O, Master of the Great Laws' couldst

thou but roll back the years, and place

that guilty creature a child again by

the side of that brother! Such were

the futile wishes of the criminal. And

as repentance and prayer worked forth

from his soul, he sank on the floor

drowsily, and a tear stood beneath his

eyelids.

Repentance and prayer from him '

What hope could there be for aspira

tions having birth in a source so pollut

ed? Yet the Sense which is never

sleepless heard that tainted soul’s de

sire, and willed that an answering mis

sion should be sent straightway.

When Alza felt the mind of the Al

mighty in his heart—for it was ren

dered conscious to him in the moment

—he cleaved the air with his swift

pinions, and made haste to perform the

cheerful duty. Along and earthward

he flew—seeing far, far below him,

mountains, and towns, and seas, and

stretching forests. At distance, in the

immeasurable field wherein he travel

led, was the eternal glitter of countless

worlds—wheeling and whirling, and

motionless never. After a brief while

the Spirit beheld the city of his desti

nation; and, drawing nigh, he hovered

over it—that great city, shrouded in

-
__
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the depths of night, and its many

thousands slumbering.

Just as his presence, obedient to his

desire, was transferring itself to the

place where the murderer lay, he met

one of his own kindred spreading his

wings to rise from the ground.

“O, Spirit,” said Alza, “what a sad

scene is here !”

“I grow faint,” the other answer

ed, “at looking abroad through these

guilty places. Behold that street to

the right.”

He pointed, and Alza, turning, saw

rooms of people, some with their minds

maddened by intoxication, some utter

ing horrid blasphemies—sensual crea

tures, and wicked, and mockers of all

holiness.

“O, brother,” said the Tear-Angel,

“let us not darken our eyes with the

sight. Let us on to our appointed

missions. What is yours, my bro

ther 2”

“Behold!” answered the Spirit.

And then Alza knew for the first

time that there was a third living thing

near by. With meek and abashed

gesture, the soul of a girl just dead

stood forth before them. Alza, with

out asking his companion, saw that

the Spirit had been sent to guide and

accompany the stranger through the

Dark Windings.

So he kissed the brow of the re-born,

and said,

“Be of good heart! Farewell, both !”

And the soul and its monitor depart

ed upward, and Alza went into the

dungeon.

Then, like a swinging vapor, the

form of the Tear-Angel was by and

over the body of the sleeping man. To

his vision, night was as day, and day

as night.

At first, something like a shudder

went through him, for when one from

the Pure Country approaches the wick

edness of evil, the presence thereof is

made known to him by an instinctive

pain. Yet a moment, and the gentle

Spirit cast glances of pity on the un

conscious fratricide. In the great Mys

tery of Life, Alza remembered, though

even he understood it not, it had

been settled by the Unfathomable that

Sin and Wrong should be. And the

angel knew too, that Man, with all

the darkness and the clouds about him,

might not be contemned, even by the

Princes of the Nighest Circle to the

White Throne.

He slept. Hishair, coarse and tangly

through neglect, lay in masses about

his head, and clustered over his neck.

One arm was doubled under his cheek,

and the other stretched straight for

ward. Long steady breaths, with a

kind of hissing sound, came from his

lins.

'', he slumbered calmly. So the

fires of a furnace, at night, though not

extinguished, slumber calmly, when

its swarthy ministers impel it not.

Haply, he dreamed some innocent

dream. Sleep on, dream on, outcast !

There will soon be for you a reality

harsh enough to make you wish those

visions had continued alway, and you

never awakened.

Oh, it is not well to look coldly and

mercilessly on the bad done by our fel

lows. That convict—that being of the

bloody hand—who could know what

alliations there were for his guilt 2

ho might say there was no prema

ture seducing aside from the walks of

honesty—no seed of evil planted by

others in his soul during the early years?

Who should tell he was not so bred,

that had he at manhood possessed aught

but propensities for evil it would have

been miraculous indeed Who might

dare cast the first stone 2

The heart of man is a glorious tem

ple; yet its Builder has seen fit to let

it become, to a degree, like the Jewish

structure of old, a mart for gross traf.

fic, and the presence of unchaste things.

In the Shrouded Volume, doubtless, it

might be perceived how this is a part

of the mighty and beautiful Harmony;

but our eyes are mortal, and the film

is over them.

The Angel of Tears bent him by the

side of the prisoner's head. An instant

more, and he rose, and seemed about

to depart, as one whose desire had been

attained. Wherefore does that plea

sant look spread like a smile over the

features of the slumberer?

In the darkness overhead yet linger

the soft wings of Alza. Swaying

above the prostrate mortal, the Spirit

bends his white neck, and his face is

shaded by the curls of his hair, which

hang about him like a golden cloud.

Shaking the beautiful tresses back, he

stretches forth his hands, and raises

his large eyes upward, and speaks

murmuringly in the language used

among the Creatures Beautiful:

“I come. Spirits of Pity and Love,

favored children of theLoftiest—whose
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pleasant task it is with your pens of

adamant to make record upon the Sil

ver Leaves of those things which, when

computed together at the Day of the

End, are to outcancel the weight of the

sum of evil—your chambers I seek "

And the Angel of Tears glided away.

While a thousand air-forms, far and

near, responded in the same tongue

wherewith Alza had spoken:

“Beautiful, to the Eye of the Centre,

is the sigh which ushers repentance"

POLITICAL PORTRAITS WITH PEN AND PENCIL.

NO. XXXIII.

CHURCHILL C. CAMBRELENG,

or NEW-York.

(With a fine Engraving on steel.)

About three years ago the name of

Mr. Cambreleng was introduced in the

present series, but owing to his ab

sence from the country—(he was then

travelling in Europe, before his ap

pointment to the Russian Mission)—it

was not in our power to procure a por

trait, from which an engraving might

be taken. That which serves as the

usual monthly embellishment of our

present Number, is copied with admi

rable fidelity from a Daguerreotype

miniature recently executed by an art

ist in that line, who has certainly car

ried it to a degree of perfection unsur

passed, if equalled, on our side of the

Atlantic.

Mr. Cambreleng, who returned about

a year ago, from St. Petersburg, to

which court he was appointed Minister

by Mr. Van Buren, has long held a pro

minent position before the public eye,
as one of the ablest and most consist

ent supporters of democratic princi

ples, and of that liberal public policy

which is closely akin to democratic

principles, and which is comprised in

the one expression, the result of all the

analysis of the science of Political

Economy, Free Trade. More dis

tinctively, perhaps, than any feature of

his public life, this may be said to con

stitute the chief characteristic which

marks and individualizes him as a po

litician and a statesman.

He was born at Washington, North

Carolina, in October, 1786. His name

was derived from his great-grandfather,

Churchill Caldom, whose father came

from Scotland, and settled on the Pam

lico River, in the beginning of the last

century. On the maternal side he is

the grandson of Col. John Patten, a

gallant revolutionary officer, who was

a major in the second regiment in the

North Carolina line, and who bore an

honorable part in the battles of the

Brandywine, Germantown, and Mon

mouth, and in the defence of Charles

ton.

Mr. Cambreleng, by the death of his

father, was left an orphan at an early

age, the oldest of four children—three

sons and a daughter; and the strait

ened circumstances of his family, occa

sioned by the long absence of his

randfather from home, while engaged

in the service of his country, and the

necessary sacrifices of such a period,

together with the early death of his

father, deprived him of the advantages

of classical education. He was com

pelled to return home from the acade

my at Newbern, at which his first ru

diments of instruction had been ac

quired, before the age of twelve years.

None acquainted with Mr. Cambre

leng can fail, however, to be made sen

sible how well this deficiency has been

since supplied, by the native energies

of a remarkably vigorous and observing

mind, by self-cultivation, and by exten

sive travel both at home and abroad.

At school he had been very ambitious,

and soon, though but a short time en

joying its advantages, outstripped in a

signal manner all his competitors for

its distinctions. He was then studying

with the expectation of being sent to

Princeton College, when he was com

pelled to leave the academy, and retire

to his grandmother's plantation, or
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farm, where he spent about a couple

of years. He here prosecuted his stu

dies in private for several months,

though unaided, yet with undiminished

zeal, to maintain his position with his

more fortunate classmates who were

able to remain at school; and it was

not till reluctantly forced to abandon

all hope of going, either to Princeton

or to the University at Chapel Hill,

that he discontinued them in despair.

Disappointed in these early and am

bitious hopes, he became an enthusi

astic hunter and fisherman, and passed

many a night in scouring the swamps

with his dogs, torch and axe, and

many a day in his canoe on the Pam

lico River. Being young, it was also

his province to “drive” the hounds in

the stag hunts, which were frequent

in that neighborhood. These traits

of the boy are thus referred to, because,

sooth to say, the veteran statesman

may still be said to lead much the

same sort of life, in the intervals

which the force of early formed tastes

and habits still induce him occasion

ally to snatch from more ambitious

pursuits.

At the age of fourteen he was placed

in the store of a merchant in Carolina,

with whom, about two years there

after, he removed to New York, in

1802; to which circumstance is to be

ascribed the transfer of his public ca

reer from the soil of his birth and fa

mily associations, to the great commer

cial metropolis of which he afterwards

became, and continued through not less

than nine Congressional terms, or

eighteen years, a Representative in

Congress.

After this, he passed through a life

of chequered fortune and adventure in

the great game of commerce. The

failure of his employer threw him on

his own unaided resources. In 1806,

he was engaged as a clerk by an emi

nent merchant in Providence, Rhode

Island, who was largely concerned in

the Northwest Coast trade of the Pa

cific ocean. It may be cited as a sig

nal evidence of the character for talents

and integrity which he was early able

to establish for himself, that, on the

death of this gentleman, two years

afterward, he was employed by the

executors, at his recommendation, and

entrusted with the important duty of

adjusting the affairs of the estate,

which were exceedingly complicated

and extensive. This very responsible

and difficult duty was discharged with

entire success, and to the full satis

faction of the executor and heirs of the

estate. While thus situated at Provi

dence, as a clerk, with a salary of but

$600, it is highly honorable to Mr. Cam

breleng, that he brought on both of his

brothers from North Carolina, and

laced them at school, detraying out of

is own slender income all their ex

penses, and well discharging toward

them all the duties of the paternal rela

tion. From Providence he returned to

New York; after a few years proceeded,

in 1812, to New Orleans, on a large com

mercial speculation, which was frustrat

ed by the declaration of war in June ;

and he was compelled to return to New

York, by an overland journey alone,

through the Indian country. On this

journey he met with a variety of ad

venture, hardship, and danger, which

would be inexhaustible were we per

mitted by our limits to linger over their

narration. About this time commenced

his connection with Mr. John Jacob

Astor, with whom his most important

commercial transactions were had; and

who, one of the most acuteſº of

men, always reposed an implicit confi

dence in Mr. Cambreleng, entrusting

to his discretion many business com

missions and enterprises of the highest

importance." In the prosecution of

* .4propos of a man so remarkable as Mr. Astor, in more points of view than one,

such a testimony as that of Mr. Cambreleng, who had peculiar opportunities of form

ing a correct judgment, to the character of a man so distinguished as Mr. Astor has

long been in the commercial community, may be worth recording. From a letter we

have seen, written by Mr. Cambreleng to a friend, we are permitted to make the fol

lowing extract:-" Most very great fortunes are either inherited, or owing more to

chance than to bold enterprise or deep calculation. The most enterprising are

generally in the end the least successful. It was not so with Mr. Astor. No man

ever surpassed him in the variety and originality of his projects, in boldness of specu

lating, or in foreseeing and comprehending every event which might possibly affect

any of his plans. Independently of his various speculations on a large scale, his set
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these, Mr. Cambreleng became an

extensive traveller, through various

parts of Europe and Asia Minor. He

was afterwards also extensively en

gaged in business for himself—which,

however, aſter some years, from the

recarious fluctuations of commerce

in this country, eventually termi

nated unsuccessfully. In the year

1825, he again made a tour, through

out England, Scotland, Ireland and

Wales.

Mr. Cambreleng’s life has thus been

a very adventurous and roving one; it has

been replete with striking incident and

romantic adventures, for which, as well

as for scenery and the novelty of travel,

he has always had a strong passion. His

observation has been keen and extensive,

and he has been very laborious in study

in the intervals of occupation, and espe

cially while his days have been occupied

and distracted with business, through the

hours of night. He has been more a

writer than a reader, and has depended

more upon observation, experience, and

reflection, than upon the borrowed trea

sures of other minds. Though his career

has been commercial, Mr. Cambreleng

has always been a zealous politician, and

a uniform advocate of Democratic princi

ples. He had not long been permanently

settled in New York, before he took an

active part in its politics. The doctrine

of restrictions on trade for the protection

of manufactures was then advocated or

sanctioned by almost all our public men,

and all who ventured to oppose an increase

of duties, for the benefit of manufactures,

were considered as wanting in patriotism.

The Democratic party had been made an

instrument, for the promotion of their own

interests, by prominent capitalists engaged

in that branch of business, and memorials

were annually sent to Congress fromTam

many Hall, praying for an increase of the

tariff. Mr. Cambreleng was among the

few more clear-sighted and fearless who

then protested against these memorials,

and ultimately succeeded in persuading his

political friends to discontinue them. In

the winter of 1820-21, before he had en

gaged in public life, he wrote his ‘Era

mination of the New Tariff, proposed by

the Hon. Henry Baldwin, a Representative

in Congress. By One of the People.” This

was a remarkably clear and forcible expo

sition of the fallacy of the experiments

by which the high-tariffschool of that day

---not yet extinct, though now for the pre

sent abashed into silence---sought to fas

ten upon the young, free energies of this

country the fictitious system of commer

cial policy, of prohibitions, premiums, and

drawbacks, which, whatever division of

opinion exists as to its effects on the true

prosperity of England, is at least the most

fatal and false to the true spirit of our

institutions that we could adopt. It form

ed an octavo volume of near three hun

dred pages, and was composed during the

evening hours, when the author was re

leased from the business occupations of

the day.

In the spring of 1821, Mr. Cambre

leng was nominated for Congress by the

Democratic party, and though a powerful

effort was made to defeat his election, by

his political opponents, and by the manu

facturing interest, he succeeded, over a

very popular candidate nominated in op

position to him, by a large majority. The

seat thus obtained he has ever since pre

served till the election in that city in the

fall of 1838, when the convulsion of the

then recent political crisis at last effected

the objectfor the accomplishment ofwhich

all the former efforts of his opponents had

failed. He thus continued a Member of

Congress for eighteen years consecutively.

When the Republican party sustained its

overwhelming defeat in 1824, he was the

only Member of Congress of that party

re-elected from the State. Yet has Mr.

Cambreleng always, from the outset, been

opposed by the mercantile interest of that

city; though in reality, however tardy

that class may be in recognizing the fact,

he has always been, from the soundness

of that theory of public policy which has

always given its entire shape and charac

ter to his public course, their best friend,

and a most valuable representative of

their true interest. In 1828, particularly,

he was vigorously opposed by the mer

chants generally, for refusing to advocate

a high federal duty on sales at auction.

How violent and embittered the hostility

has been made of late years by Mr. Cam

breleng’s uncompromising adherence to

those great principles of the Democratic

policy in relation to the public currency

and banking, which the mercantile class

tlement at the mouth of the Columbia river would of itself have rendered him one of

the most wealthy men in the world, but for our war with Great Britain, and the sale

of Fort Astoria, contrary to his orders. I have enjoyed his confidence for five-and

twenty years, and I can say of him, that, however he may be in small matters, he is

a man of extraordinary genius–of a comprehensive and profound mind—and capable

of managing the affairs of a nation.”

--- ... I
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were so prodigiously mistaken in regard

ing as antagonist to their real interests, is

too well known to require comment or no

tice at our hands. In proportion, how

ever, to this hostility of political oppo

nents have the attachment and confidence

of the Democratic party of his city and

State increased with the continued mani

festation of his unwavering Republican

principles—his pure and firm political

integrity—the consistent soundness of his

leading doctrines of commercial policy—

and the eminent ability which he has dis

played in the advocacy of thein.

Mr. Cambreleng’s career in Congress

during the eighteen years that he occupied

a seat in the House of Representatives,

was eminently useful and honorable. He

always preferred that post of duty in the

public service, resting on the free election

of his constituency, to any other offices of

honor or emolument, under the Executive

appointment, which his distinguished ser

vices, character, and abilities must have

made readily accessible to him. He al

ways in the House played a prominent

and influential part---having been gener

ally chairman of some of the more im

portant committees, Commerce, Foreign

Affairs, and Ways and Means; the chair

manship of which latter is well known as

being the nearest approach that our prac

tice admits to the post of leadership of the

dominant party in the body. In the exercise

of these functions Mr. Cambreleng was

the author of numerous reports, charac

terized by remarkable ability, research,

and value. His celebrated report on

commerce and navigation, in 1829, cannot

be forgotten by many of our readers. Two

editions of it were published by the mer

chants of New York, and a third in Lon

don. His report on the Surplus Revenue,

in 1837—on the Independent Treasury and

on the Public Expenditures—during his

two last sessions in Congress—are not less

entitled to special notice.

Mr. Cambreleng always well sus

tained the character of an able and

lucid debater. Especially on questions

connected with the great topics of cur

rency and commerce, he was always

at home, in an abundant knowledge of

facts and familiarity with the leading

principles by which their apparent in

tricacies are to be resolved. We sin

cerely regret that he did not happen to

be a Member of the Congress which

has just passed through one of the most

extensive and important Tariff debates

that have yet taken place in this coun

try. He would have been found equally

able and willing to contribute to the

Free Trade side of the discussion, an

aid which, though not indeed made

necessary by any want of force or ful

ness on the part of its numerous able

supporters, would yet have been of an

eminently high interest and value.

In the summer of 1839, Mr. Cam

breleng gladly took advantage of the

first interval of leisure afforded him,

in retirement from public life, to re

visit some of the scenes of his earlier

travels and adventures in Europe.

While abroad, after travelling over the

continent, he received, in England,

the appointment from the President

of Minister to the Court of Rus

sia. His official residence there was

rendered short by the change of admi

nistration at home, which took place

by the Whig victory of 1840; for he

was prompt to send in his resignation,

so that it should reach the new Presi

dent immediately on his installation.

He reached New York, on his return

from Russia, in September, 1841,” since

which period there remains nothing

for biography to chronicle,º the

simple fact that he has recently retired

to a country residence, at the town

of Huntington, Suffolk county, Long

Island, on the shore of the Sound,

which he designs, we understand, to

make his fixed abode—in a spot admir

ably adapted for the indulgence of his

unforgotten tastes for the sports of field

and flood, as well as among a people

of political character most staunchly

in harmony with that of his own entire

past public career.

* It is probably needless to advert to Mr. Cambreleng, as the author of the inter

esting paper in the last Number of this Review, under the title of “New Notes on

Russia, by a Recent Visiter.”

WOL. x 1.-NO. L.I. 37
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WHIST :

I will be King of Diamonds,

With treasures all untold,

And I will win me men of worth,

For what upon this venal earth

May not be bought and sold 2

P will be Ace of Clubs,

A warrior clad in arms,

I will o'ercome, not buy, my foes,

And conquer by my prowess, those

For whom gold iº, no charms.

I will be Knave of Spades,

And softly undermine

What thou would'st overwhelm by force,

Deep but unerring in my course,

And the brave game is mine.

But I’ll be Queen of Hearts,

For doughty warrior,

And jewelled king, and cunning knave,

The rich, the wily, and the brave,

All, all belong to her!

RECONCILIATION.

OH, lovelier far

Than her fairest star,

Like Dian 'mid her nymphs beamed the night's sweet queen;

And gazing on her smile,

Seemed the very earth the while,

Almost another heaven in that magic sheen.

O'er her radiant path

Swept a cloud's dark wrath,

And veiled the gentle glory from her brow that shone,

And as the shadow stole,

O'er the gazer's rapt soul,

All light from heaven, all beauty from the earth, were gone.

But the cloud swept by,

And earth again and sky,

And that lonely watcher's heart, from its dark sway were free,

And then—ah, then it deemed

It ne'er before had dreamed

How bright that heaven, how beautiful that earth, could be 2
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A FOOL OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

FROM THE GERMAN OF ZSCHöKKE.

preliMINARY REMARKS.

ON my last journey through the north

of Germany, I did not regret going a

little out of the way, to see once more

one who had been a favorite in the

golden time of my life. It must be un

derstood, however, that in the following

story, the names of countries, places

and persons, are concealed or disguised.

Yet the history, as improbable as it

may appear to some, is none the less

true on that account.

This favorite was the Baron Olivier

of Flyeln, with whom I had pursued

the sciences at the High-School of

Gottingen. He was then an excellent

youth, and at the same time one

of the most intellectual. A love of

Greek and Roman literature had

brought and bound us together. I called

him my Achilles, and he called me his

Patroclus. In fact, he was a model

that might have served any artist for

an Achilles. In form and bearing like

a young demigod, pride and goodness

alike shone in the dark fire of his

glance; supple and active as any one ;

the boldest swimmer, the swiftest

footed runner, the wildest rider, the

most graceful dancer, he had withal,

the most generous and fearless heart.

His very nobleness involved him in

many an unpleasant affair, as he al

ways took the part of the oppressed.

He had therefore many occasions to

fight with others; did not avoid even

the best swordsman; went into the

contest as to a pastine; was never

bimself wounded, as if he bore a

charmed life, yet never suffered any one

to escape him unmarked.

Since our separation, we had several

times written to each other, but as it

happens, when one begins to be tossed

by the waves of life, though we did

not wholly forget one another, we at

last dropped the correspondence. I

knew nothing of him, finally, except

that he had become a Captain in a

regiment of infantry. He must have

been already about five-and-thirty

years old, and in the first rank. In the

course of my journey, I had learned,

quite accidentally, the station of his

regiment, and this reconciled me to the

roundabout way.

The post-boy drove me into the

streets of an old, straggling, rich com

mercial city, and stopped before one of

the most respectable hotels. As soon as

I had learned which was my chamber

from the waiter, I asked him, whether

the Baron of Flyeln was with the regi

ment now in possession of the place?

“Do you mean the Major ** asked

the waiter.

“Major he may well be! Is his dwell

ing far from this 2 Can he be spoken

with at this time ! It is late, I know

—but I wish some one to conduct me

to him.”

“Pardon me, but the Baron is not

with his regiment—he has not been for

a long time. He took leave, or he

would have been obliged to take it.”

“Obliged 2 Wherefore ?”

“He has played all sorts of pranks

and wonderful capers—I know not

what ' He is at least not right in the

head: he is cracked—crazed. They

say, he has studied himself out of his

Wits.”

The news frightened me so at first,

º: I completely lost possession of my

Schi.

“And what then 2" stammered I at

last, in order to learn something of him

more accurately.

“Pardon me,” said the obsequious

waiter, “but what I know, is only from

hearsay, for he was sent away before I

came to this house: still they tell

many things about him. For instance, he

had many affairs with the officers, and

called each one thou, even the General

—each one, let him be who he might.

When he came into possession of a rich

inheritance from his uncle, he imagined

himself as poor as a beggar, could not

pay his debts, and sold what he had on

and about him. He even vented blas.

phemous speeches in his phrenzy. But

the funniest part of it is, that he mar
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ried himself to an ordinary woman, a

gypsy, in spite of his family. . His

very dress became that of a madman,

so that the boys in the street ran after

him. They grieved very much in the

city, for he was generally liked before

that, and must have been, while he

had his right mind, an excellent man.”

“And where is he now 2 ”

“I cannot say. He has quitted the

town—we hear and see nothing of him.

His family have probably got him a

place somewhere where he may be

healed.”

The waiter could give no further in

formation. I had already heard too

much. I threw myself shuddering into

a seat. I thought to myself of the

heroic form of the intellectual youth, of

whose future I had indulged such fond

anticipations;–he who, by his stand

ing as well as through his large family

connexions, might have so easily

claimed the first place in the army or

the state; he who, by his knowledge

and rare endowments, seemed to have

been called to all that is great, and

who was now one of theunfortunate,be

fore whom men shrunk back in dread

Oh that the Angel of Life had rather

withdrawn him from the world, than

left him a miserable and mournful

spectacle to his friends.

As willingly as I would have seen

the good Olivier, it was no longer plea

sant to me to inquire for him in the city.

Alas, he was no more Olivier—no more

the manly Achilles, but a pitiable un

known Torso. I would not have

wished to see him, even if it had been

easy for me tofind him. Imust then have

changed the memory of my Gottingen

Achilles to the image of a madman,

which would have robbed me of one of

my loveliest and most pleasing recol

lections. I did not wish to see him, for

the same reason, that I avoid looking

at a friend in his coffin, that I may re

tain in my thoughts the image of the

living only; or, as I forbear to enter

again into rooms which I formerly oc

cupied, but are now in the possession

of another, and which are arranged in

quite another manner. The Past and

the Present become confused in my im

agination in an intolerably painful

way.

I was yet lost in speculations on the

nature of human existence,—how the

same spirit which spans the space of

the universe and aspires to the highest,

becomes through the depression and

injury of the nervous system, like a

jarring and discordant instrument, to

itself and to the rest of the world an

unintelligible enigma—when the wait

er entered and called me to supper.

The table of the brilliant dining

room was crowded with guests. It

happened that a place was assigned me

in the neighborhood of some officers of

the occupying army. I naturally, as

soon as the ice wasbroken between us,

turned the conversation to my friend

Olivier. I gave the minutest descrip

tion of him, that there might be no

mistake as to his person; for it was

probable, as I believed then, that the

mad Baron of Flyeln might be some

other than my Achilles of Gottingen.

But all that I said and all that I heard,

convinced me too surely that there

was no room for mistake.

“It is indeed a sad affair, that of the

Baron,” sighed one of the officers.

“Everybody liked him; We was one of

the bravest of the regiment, in fact a

dare-devil. We saw that, during the last

campaign in France. What none of us

dared to do, he did as if in sport. He

triumphed in everything. Just think

of the affair at the battery of Belle

Alliance! We had lost;-the General

tore the very hair from his head.

Flyeln cried out, “We must try again,

or all is gone !’. We had then made

three assaults in vain. Flyeln went

out with his company once more, took

with him a whole battalion of guards,

and, by God, pressing on with the most

horrible butchery, stormed the bat

tery.”

“But it cost half of the company,”

interrupted an old Captain near me;

“I was an eye-witness. He came out,

however, as usual without a scratch.

The most monstrous luck always at

tended the man. The common soldiers

even are indebted to him for instruction

in that which pertains strictly to their

own duties.”

I heard with real transport the eu

logies passed upon the good Olivier. I

knew him again with all his virtues.

They particularly praised his benefi

cence. He was the founder and im

prover of a school for soldier's chil

dren, and had gone to great expense on

account of it. He had done much good

in secret; always led a simple and re

tired life; never gave way to the ex

travagance or dissoluteness to which
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outh, beauty, vigor and health invited

im. Yes, the officers assured me,

he had had a signal influence in

ennobling the tone of the corps, in

improving their manners as well as in

enlarging their knowledge. He him

self had read lectures upon various sub

jects, useful to the warriors, until he

was silenced.”

“And why silenced 7” asked I with

some astonishment.

“Why, even in these lectures,” an

swered one of my neighbors, “he disco

vered some symptoms of his mental

disorder. No Jacobin in the French

National Convention, ever raged so ve

hemently against our monarchical ar

rangements, and against the various

European Courts, and their politics, as

he did at times. He said, right out,

that the people would sooner or later

help themselves—themselves and the

king—against ministerial domination,

riestcraft, and pecuniary exactions.

He thought that the revolution would

spread inevitably from nation to na

tion, and that, in less than half a cen

tury, the whole political aspect of Eu

rope would be changed. But enough:

the lectures were forbidden, and very

properly and justly. Even so madly

did he declaim at times, that he as

sailed the nobility and their preroga

tives. If any one reminded him, that

he himself was a baron, he would an

swer, “You are silly to say so, I am a

plain man of sense, and have been

from the cradle no better than our

sutler there !’”

“But that was only a preliminary

symptom of his derangement,” inter

posed a young lieutenant. “The most

decided act of craziness was, when,

falling in with Lieut.-Col. Baron Won

Berkin, he saluted him with a box on

the ears, and then threw him down

stairs; afterwards, however, he did not

dare to fight him, according to chal

lenge, by which means he oilended the

whole officer-corps.”

“Yet he was always a good fighter;

one who cared little for the naked

sword,” said I.

“Until then, we knew him for such;

but, as was said, his whole nature

changed. When he went out to the

place where they were about to en

gage, he appeared without a sword,

and with only a whip in his hand, and

said to the Lieutenant-Colonel, in the

presence of all of us, “You silly fool,
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you, if I should really tear you open

with my sword, what good would it

do you ?’ And as the Colonel, no

longer able to contain his wrath, drew

his sword, the Major calmly bared his

breast, held it up to him, and said,

“Are you anxious to become an assas

sin —strike then!” We here joined

in the conversation, and wished him to

fight with the Lieutenant-Colonel as

duty and honor commanded. Then

he called us all fools together, whose

maxims of honor, he said, belonged

rather to the Mad-house or to the

House of Correction. We soon per

ceived that he was not altogether right

in his upper story. One of us insulted

him, but he took no notice of it, and

only laughed. We repaired to the

General, and frankly related to him our

whole case. The General was grieved,

and the more so, because that very day

he had received an Order for the Ma

jor from the Court. He enjoined us to

say nothing—he would settle all—the

Major must give satisfaction. The

next morning at parade, the General,

according to command, handed over

the Order, with a suitable speech to

the Major. He did not take it, but

answered in respectful words, that

“he had fought against Napoleon for

the sake of his country, and not for a

little bit of ribbon. If he deserved

any praise, he did not wish to wear it

on his breast, as a show to the eyes of

everybody.” The General was almost

frightened out of his senses. But no

prayers nor menaces could move the

Major to take the royal distinction.

Next, the officers stepped forth, and

declared that they could no longer

serve with the Major, unless he ren

dered some satisfaction. The affair

came to trial; the Major was impri

soned; and was only released by the

Court. Then his malady broke out

in its fulness. He suffered his beard

to grow like a Jew's—wore ludicrous

dresses—married, to spite his relations,

a quite ordinary, yet pretty girl—a

foundling, for whom hej already

had the affair with the Lieutenant

Colonel—thought himself, for a long

while, miserably poor—and finally, did

so many foolish things, that he was

sent by royal command, under strict

guardianship, to his own estate.”

“Where is he now 2° I asked.

“Still at his own estate, in Flyeln, in

the castle of his deceased uncle—dis
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tant, it may be, ten hours from this.

For a long year no one went to him

without permission—even the manage

ment of his business was taken away

from him. It is now restored to him,

though he must still render a yearly

account. He does not venture to stir a

step beyond his domains. . He has

solemnly excommunicated the whole

world, and does not permit relatives,

acquaintances, or friends, to come to

him. They have now, for a year and

more, heard nothing of him.”

The VISIT.

From all the tales of the officers it

was clear, that the unfortunate Olivier,

after the loss of his understanding,

would always remain a good-natured

fool; and that probably the wild spirit

of freedom, which for some years had

been the fashion in Germany, had

seized him more vehemently than it

ought, or had at least given a color to

his phantasies.

All this caused me great appre

hension. I could not get to sleep

for a long while in the night. When

I awoke in the morning, it wasalready

late; but I felt myself more active and

vigorous. The world appeared to me

in a clearer light than on the previous

evening, and I resolved to seek my

much-to-be-pitied friend in his place of

exile.

After I had casually surveyed the

lions of the place, I flung myself into

a waggon, and drove all night and the

following day, towards Flyeln, to the

neighborhood of a seaport. The vil

lage of Flyeln lay yet two miles dis

tant"from this town. The post-master,

when he heard where I wanted to go,

laughed, and reminded me that I was

going on a useless journey. The Baron

did not permit himself to be seen by

strangers. I also learned that he had

not improved in the condition of his

mind, but that the good man had

become firmly persuaded, that the

whole world during the last century

had turned crazy, and that the remedy

was to go forth from Flyeln. In this

belief—all the world holding him, and

he holding all the world, to be sense

less—he separated himself altogether

from other men. His peasants find

themselves none the less well off on

account of it, for he did much for

| ||

them. But in return they must obey

his whims in the smallest matters,

wear trousers, with long jackets and

round hats, suffer their beards to grow

long, and thou all people, espe

cially upon the grounds of Flyeln–

even the most important personages.

Aside from these crack-brained notions,

he was one of the most sensible men

in the world.

Notwithstanding the warning of the

post-master, I continued the attempt,

and went forth towards Flyeln. Why

should it trouble me, to go two miles

for nothing, when, for the sake of Oli

vier, I had already ventured so far out

of my way? Nor found I reason to

fear that I should be driven away,

since he had not suffered in his memo

ry. It was, in truth, a miserable un

travelled route, sometimes through

deep sand, sometimes through newly

dug brooks and miry ground, some

times through rough defiles; several

times my waggon was like to upset.

But, about one hour's ride from Flyeln,

the land began to rise. The fields

stood in excellent order upon a wide

plain; on the right, an oak forest

stretched in the distance, with its dark

green leaves, like an immense bower;

on the left, the endless sea, a broad

heaving mirror, with its shining clouds,

completed the panorama. . The village

of Flyeln peered out of the fruit trees,

willows, and poplars before me; on

one side, rose a large old structure,

the castle, encompassed by a wood

of wild chestnuts; behind, nearer the

water, lay the village of Lower Flyeln,

also attached to the domain of Olivier,

picturesquely relieved by rugged ranges

ofrocks, which, in woody cliffs, project

ed like little peninsulas far into the sea.

Fishermen's boats with sails swarm

ed upon the shores, and a ship was

sailing upon the ridge of the sea, with

its white sails flickering in the air.

The nearer I came to the village

and castle, the more picturesque and

cheerful grew the scenery. It pos

sessed the peculiar charms of a country

bordering the sea—those which spring

from the mingling of the beauties of

landscape with the majesty of the ocean,

retired and peaceful cottages contrasting

with the stormy life of the elements.

At any rate, the place of exile selected

by my friend had attractions enough to

induce any one to prefer it to the

privilege of living in bustling cities.
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In the fields, as well as in the gar

dens, I soon discovered the famous

Flyeln beards. Even the hotel-keeper,

before whose inn I reined up and

alighted, was profusely covered with

hair about his chin and mouth. He

returned my greeting in a friendly man

ner, and seemed to be rather astonish

ed at my arrival. “Dost thou seek

the proprietor º’ he asked me cour

teously. I permitted the somewhat

unusual thou to pass with a smile,

answering simply yes. “Then, I must

inquire concerning thy name, rank,

and dwelling-place. These must be

announced to Mr. Olivier. He does

not willingly receive travellers.”

“But me he will certainly receive.

Let him be told that one of his oldest

and best friends, in passing by, wishes

to speak with him for a little while.

Let nothing further be said to him.”

“As thou willst,” replied the host;

“but I can anticipate the answer.”

While the hotel-keeper was looking

for a messenger, I went slowly through

the village, direct towards the castle,

to which a foot-path that ran between

the houses and a fruit garden, seemed

to invite me. But it led me astray to

a building which I took for a wash

house. Sidewise, beyond a meadow,

flowed a pretty broad brook, over which

the high and dark wild chestnuts of

the ancient homestead of the Baron

flung their shadows. I determined

upon the hazard of introducing myself

to Olivier unannounced. I had pur

sely concealed my name from the

|. in order to see, when

Olivier should come to me, whether

he would recognize me. I crossed

over the meadow—found after long

seeking a bridge over the brook, and

a path that led through the underbrush

towards the wild chestnuts. These

overshadowed a spacious round plot

near the castle, ornamented with green

turf. On both sides stood fine easy

chairs under the broad branches of the

trees, and upon one of the benches sat

—I was not overcome—Olivier. He

was reading a book. At his feet a

child about three years old played in

the grass. Near }. sat a beautiful

oung woman with an infant at the

}. The group was not a common

one. I stood* half hidden by the

shrubs. None of them looked towards

me... My eyes hung only on the good

Olivier. Even the black beard which

twined about his chin, and by means

of the whiskers, connected with the

dark locks of his head, became him—

and as to his dress, though it was pe

culiar, it was not odd. On his head,

he carried a neat cap, with the shade

turned against the sun ; his breast was

open, with wide overlapping shirt col

lars; he had a green jacket, buttoned

tight before, with lappets reaching down

to his knees, loose sailor trowsers, and

half-boots. He was dressed much in

the same way as the peasants, only

more tastefully, and with finer stuffs.

His mien was quiet and thoughtful,

and he looked like a man just entering

his fortieth year. His beard gave him

an heroic aspect and bearing. He

stood before me, as I would imagine

one of the noble forms of the middle

ages.

In the meantime, the messenger of

the tavern-keeper came from the castle

to the circle of trees. The young fel

low took off his beaver, and said, “Sir,

there is a stranger on his journey who

wishes to speak with thee. He says

that he is one of thy oldest and best

friends.”

Olivier looked up and inquired,

“Journey 2 Is he on foot ”

“No, he came with the post ſ”

“What is his name 2 Who is he 7"

“That I can't say.”

“He must let me alone. I will not

see him,” cried Olivier, and made a

sign to the youth with his hand that

he must depart.

“But you must see me, Olivier,”

cried I, stepping forth, and bowing

courteously to the young woman. He,

without moving, even without return

ing my salutation, stretched his neck

towards, me, surveyed me for some

time with a sharp glance, looked

grave, threw his book down, then ap

proached me, saying, “With whom

am I speaking 2"

“What, Achilles no longer knows

his Patroclus,” replied I.

“Q roro " he exclaimed, greatly

amazed, while he spread out his arms,

“welcome, noble Patroclus, in a French

frock, and with powdered hair.” Then

he ſell upon my bosom. In spite of

his sarcastic speech both he and I were

moved, and gave way to tears. An

interval of twenty years melted away

in the embrace. We breathed again,

as we did upon the shores of the Seine,

or at Borenden.
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; Thereupon, with eyes sparkling with “It appears,” I interposed, “ you

.

º
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º
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:

joy, he led me to the charming young

mother, who modestly reddened, and

said to her, “See, this is Norbert,

thou knowest him already from many

ofmy stories!” and to me, “That is my

beloved wife.”

She smiled with the veritable smile

of an angel, and said with an air and

voice, more kind even than her words,

“Thou noble friend of Olivier, thrice

welcome ! I have long since desired

the pleasure of thy personal acquaint

ance.”

I would have said something oblig

ing in return, but I confess that the

familiar Thou which greeted me, un

accustomed to hear it spoken from such

lovely lips, and in so unrestrained a

manner, quite deprived me of self-pos

session.*

“My gracious lady,” I stammered

finally, “I have—by a roundabout way

of more than twenty miles—pur

chased cheaply,– the happiness, –

you and your husband,-my oldest

friend—

“Hallo, Norbert,” interrupted Oli

vier laughing, “only one word in the

beginning, a request,-call my wife as

thou callest thy God, simply thou.

Do not disturb the plain customs of

Flyeln with the fooleries of a German

master of ceremonies and dealer in

compliments: it makes a disagreeable

discord in our ears. Imagine to thy

self, that thou art two hundred years,

or two hundred miles, away from Ger

many and Europe, and living again in

a natural world,—somewhere, if you

please, in the good old times of the

Odyssey.”

“Well, Olivier, you have managed to

be Thou and Thou, with so worthy a

woman, that no one need be request

ed twice; and as to thee, Baroness,

then —”

“Once more hold!” cried Olivier,

laughing loudly between each word,

“thy Baroness agrees with thou, about

as well as thy French frock and shorn

beard agrees with the name of Patro

clus. My peasants are no more bond

servants but freemen; I and my wife

are no more nor less barons than they

are. Call my Amelia, as everybody

names her here, Mother—the noblest

title of a wife—or Madam.”

good people have here in the midst of

a kingdom, founded a republic and

abolished all nobility.”

“Right—all but the nobility of sen

timent,” answered Olivier, “and in that

respect thou findest us in this land

more extensively aristocratic than in

your own Germany. ... For with you

nobility of mind is of little worth, and

nobility of birth is falling into the mire

where it properly belongs.”

“Pardon me, but thou art somewhat

Jacobinically inclined,” responded. I :

“who told thee that nobility of birth

among us was sinking in public opi

nion ?”

“Oh, popoi!” he exclaimed, “must I

teach thee, then 2 I knew, some years

ago, a poor ragged Jew, that you pious

Christians would rather have had not

born than born. He chaffered so much

money together, that he soon took his

letters from the post-office with the

address of a nobleman. After some

ears he was a rich man, and the court

y Germans readily conceived that the

fellow must have sprung from some

high birth. All wrote to him from

that time forth, as a nobly-descended

Banker. But the secret of it was, that

the Banker with his ducats, helped the

finance minister and the prosperity

bringing war minister in their straits

for money. On the spot, then, the useful

Banker was addressed and designated

as the most nobly born Baron. This

illumination of the Germans—this

mockery of nobility, has spread in a

few years much further than thou

believest. But I hope as the nobility

of birth comes to be regarded among

you as void, the nobility of mind will

be much more legitimate and suffi

cient.”

The Baroness, in order to put her

infant to rest, and to prepare a cham

ber for me, left us with the children.

Olivier led me through his garden,

whose beds were filled with the choi

cest flowers. About a fountain, there

stood on high pedestals of black stone,

white marble busts with inscriptions.

I read there: Socrates, Cincinnatus,

Columbus, Luther, Bartholomew Las

Casas, Rousseau, Franklin, and Peter

the Great.

“I see thou still livest in good com

* The Germans only use thou to persons with whom they are on intimate terms.
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|..." said I. “Is there among the

iving one more worthy than thy excel

lent wife, with the two Amorettas, or

among the dead, any more honorable

than these here?”

“Didst thou, then, doubt my good

taste?”

“No, indeed, Olivier; but I heard

that thou hadst completely retired from

the world.”

“Only because I love good company,
which is nowhere more scarce than in

the assemblages of people of ton.”

“Still thou willst grant that it is

possible that good company may be

found out of Flyeln "

“Certainly, Norbert, but I will not

waste time and money in going to find

it. Let us, however, break off from this.

You Europeans have so frightfully de

parted from theº simplicity of na

ture, both in great things and small—

for more than a thousand years have

so much resembled sophisticated

brutes, that the unnatural has become

your nature, and you no longer com

prehend a plain man. You are such

corruptors of the human race, that a

healthy being must dread to be among

ſou. No, thou noble Norbert, let us

* off from it. Thou wouldst not

readily understand me if I spoke. I

value thee—I love thee—I pity thee.”

“Pity Why?”

“Since thou livest among fools, and,

against thy conscience, must remain

among them.”

From these words of Olivier's, I in

ferred that he had gone over to his

fixed idea. It was uncomfortable to

me to be with him. I wished to draw

him to some other subject, looked an

xiously around, and began, as I hap

pened to remark his beard, to praise it,

and especially as it was so becoming.

“Since when hast thou suffered it to

grow,” asked I.

“Since I returned to my senses, and

had courage enough to be reasonable.

Does it really please thee, Norbert 2

Why not wear thine own so, too?”

I drew my breath, and said, “If it

were the common custom, I would

with pleasure.” -

“That's it! While Folly is the

fashion—while Nature, with an ugly

barber's knife upon the chin, must be

rooted out with brush and razor—thou

hast not the courage to be reasonable,

even in a small matter. This orna

ment of man, mother Nature has not
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given in vain, any more than she has

the hair on the head. But man, in his

foolishness, imagines himself wiser

than the Creator, and first smears his

chin with soap, and then slicks it with

a knife. So long as the nations had

not altogether departed from Nature,

they stuck to the beard. Notwith

standing Christ and the Apostles wore

it, Pope Gregory VII. put it under

ban. And still the clergy held to it for

a long while, as do the Capucins at

this day; but when some old fools be

gan to be ashamed of their grey hairs,

they went on to destroy that on their

chins, and to confine that on their

heads in a peruke. As they had been

accustomed to belie themselves in all

things, they sought to belie their age.

Old men frisked about with blond hair

and smooth chins, like young girls, and

that made them effeminate in disposi

tion; and other men followed the ex

ample, since they had no courage for

the truth. Compare the heroic form

of an Achilles, Alexander, or Julius

Caesar, with one of our modern Field

Marshals or Lieutenants in their un

tasteful uniforms; one of our exquisites,

with his neckcloth and walking-stick,

with an Antinous; thyself, O Council

man of Norbert, with a Senator of old

Greece or Rome—must we not laugh

to split our sides over the caricatures

that we are.”

“Thou art right, Olivier!” said I,

interposing, “who will deny that the

old Roman or Greek dress is more

graceful than ours? But to us in the

North—we Europeans—a close dress

is proper and needful ; we should feel

somewhat uncomfortable in the beau

tiful flowing robes of an Oriental or a

Southron.”

“Look at me, Norbert,” said Olivier,

laughing, as he placed himself before

me, drew his cap upon one side of his

head, stuck his left arm jauntily on his

hip, and continued, “I, a Northland

er, in my close, convenient, and simple

dress, do I compare unfavorably with

an old Roman citizen? Why does

the Spanish, Italian, and German cos

tume of the middle ages'still please us?

Because it was beautiful. An Austrian

knight, in his helmet, even a hussar,

would even now catch the eye of Ju

lius Caesar. Wherefore, you stiff gen

tlemen, do you not follow after your

betters, as our women have already

begun to do, since they have cast aside
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trains and powdered toupees 2 Should

you come to be ashamed once, of being

caricatures externally, perhaps you

would then come nearer to nature in

ternally. There is some truth in the

proverb, ‘Cloth makes the man.’ And

I tell thee, Norbert, my Amelia has

found me handsomer, since Thave only

cropped my beard with the shears, and

not destroyed it; yes, I believe since

that time, her affections have grown

more ardent, as her cheeks lean no

more on a soft woman-face, but upon a

man's ; for the women ever like a man

ly man.”

As Olivier spoke, he was quite ex

cited. In fact he stood before me as a

hero of the earlier times, as if one of

the old pictures had stepped out from

its frame alive, as a being of that dif

ferent world, which we wonder at, but

Cannot restOre.

“Really, thou almost convertest me

to the noble beard,” said I to him,

“ and I should profit by it, if thou didst,

since three times every week I should

escape the torture of the barber.”

“Friend,” exclaimed Olivier, laugh

ing, “it would not stop with that.

The beard draws many things after it.

Fancy thy figure, with its crisp beard,

and the three-cornered peaked hat on

the head, like a Jew—the powdered

pate, with a ratstail in the neck—and

the French frock, with skirts that stick

out behind, like a swallow's tail

Away with the nonsense! Clothe

thyself modestly, becomingly, warmly,

comfortably, in good taste, so as to

please the eye, but not to distort the

sublime form of man. Banish all su

perfluity. For what is superfluous is

unreasonable, and what is unreason

able is against nature.”

As we continued our dispute on this

point, the Baroness sent a servant to

call us to dinner. I followed Olivier

silently, with my head full of thoughts

which I did not dare to utter. In my

whole life, it had never happened to

me to hear so philosophical a fool. I

was hardly prepared to make a reply

to his remarks on European habili

ments; for what he said seemed to be

right. The old saying is not without

use, that “Fools and children speak

truth.”

THE FEAST.

Because of Olivier's liking for the

old Romans and the Homeric Greeks

I was troubled, on my return to the

castle, as to his dinner. For to inſer

from his cap, beard, and appearance,

in other respects, I could hardly do

otherwise than expect a deportment at

table which would be highly uncom

fortable to me—that I should be

obliged to take my soup either stretch

ed out in the Roman fashion upon

couches, or tailor-wise, and in good

Oriental fashion, with my legs crossed

under each other.

The amiable Baroness met us and

conducted us into the dining-room. My

anxiety was removed as soon as I

caught sight of European tables and

chairs. . The guests soon arrived; they

were the maid, the servant, and the

secretary of the Baron. An active

young chambermaid remained without

a seat, and waited, as a Hebe, at the

feasts of the Patriarchs. The Baron,

before we sat down, briefly said grace.

Then began the work of mastication.

The food was excellently prepared,

but in a simple style. I remarked that,

except the wine, all the dainties were

specimens of their own country and of

the neighboring sea; and all the foreign

†. were wanting, even pepper, in

the place of which there were salt, cum

min, and fennel.

The conversation was quiet, but so

ciable, and related chiefly to rural

affairs, and the events of the immediate

neighborhood. The people behaved

themselves in the presence of their

master, neither bashfully nor immo

destly, but with great circumspection.

I seemed to myself among these good

looking and bearded men, with their

brotherly and respectful thou, I must

say it, somewhat odd and ludicrous,

and I sat there,with my powdered head,

stiff pigtail, French frock, and smooth

chin—there, in the midst of Europe—

as if in a strange world. It pleased me

that, as different as I was from them,

and as often as between the thows,

especially when speaking with the

Baroness, I slipped in a You, yet no one

burst into a laugh.

After a half hour the servants left

us, and we then protracted the feast,

and, under the influence of the old

golden Rhine wine, grew unreserved

in conversation.

“I perceive,” said the Baroness,

laughing, while she placed beforeme a

choice bit of pastry, “that thou missest
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in Flyeln the Hamburg or Berlin

cooking.”

“And I perceive by my amiable friend,

that the praise—so much deserved—of

Flyeln cooking, is due from me, which

I can pay, at the cost of the Berlin and

Hamburgh kitchens, without being

obliged to borrow any flattery. No,

I have learned for the first time in my

life, how luxurious a feast can be

dished up from our own domestic pro

ducts, and how easily we may dispense

with the Moluccas.”

“Add to that, friend Norbert,” said

Olivier, “and with the Moluccas, the

torture of the nerves, and those foreign

vices which spring from irritated or

exhausted nerves in a sickly body.

“Without healthy flesh and blood,

Neither mind nor heart are good.”

“The most of Europeans are at this

day self-murderers—murderers of soul

and of body—by means of cookery.

What your Rousseaus and Pestalozzis

correct, you destroy again with coffee,

tea, pepper, nutmegs, and cinnamon.

Live simply, live naturally, and two

thirds of your preachments, books of

morals, houses of correction, and apo

thecaries, might be spared.”

“I grant it,” said I, “but that was

long since settled; yet—"

“Well then,” cried he, “even in

that consists the irredeemable foolish

ness of the Europeans. They know

the better way and avoid it; they

abominate the worse and pursue it.

They poison their meats, and drink

with dear poisons, and keep doctors

and apothecaries to restore them to

health, in order to renew the poison

ing. They foster a premature ripeness

in their young men and maidens, and

afterwards mourn inconsolably over

their ungovernable impulses. They

incite, by means of laws and rewards,

to the corruption of manners, and then

punish it with the gibbet and sword.

Are they not altogether like idiots?”

“But, dear Olivier, that has been so

from the earliest times"

“Yes, Norbert, from the earliest

times—that is, as soon and as often

as men passed a single step from Na

ture towards barbarism. But we should

be warned by the sufferings ofour ances

tors, to be not only as wise, but more

wise than they. Otherwise, of what

use is knowledge? Him I regard as

the wisest man, who, to the innocence

and purity of a child of Nature, joins

the manifold knowledge and endow

ments of the age. Dost thou concede

this 2"

“Why should I not 2"

“Well, thou dost grant this; yet

thou makest not even a beginning of

improvement in thy house and inward

state.”

“That is still probable in certain

circumstances. Meanwhile, let me

tell thee, Olivier, that we artificial

men, as well as the more simple men

of Nature, are bound by the hard-to

be broken bands of custom. Our ficti

tious being becomes itself a kind of

Art-Nature, which cannot suddenly be

laid aside with impunity.”

“Formerly I thought the same Nor

bert. I have been persuaded to the

contrary by experience. It costs only

a single heavy moment—a strong

heart; the first struggle against the

frenzy of mankind will break through

all to happiness and quiet. I hesitated

long: I contended long in vain. A

mere accident decided, and that decided

my own fortune and the fortune of my

chosen friends.”

“And that accident, tell it to me

quick,” said I, for I was curious to

learn what had worked so powerfully

upon the determination and under

standing of my friend as to draw him

over to such odd caprices, and such

fanciful life and conduct.

He stood up and left us.

“Not so, friend Norbert,” said the

Baroness, while she looked at me si

lently for some time; and there lay in

the soft smile of her eyes a question

that went to my heart, “Thou feelest

pity for my husband?”

“Only for the unfortunate, and not

for the happy do we have pity,”
answered I with an evasion.

“Perhaps thou knowest, he is aban

doned by his relatives, scorned by his

acquaintances, and regarded by all the

world as a crazy man.”

“Amiable friend, perhaps subtract

ing somewhat that appears an exagge

ration to me, which with more pru

dent circumspection might be avoided,

in order not to give offence—subtract

ing this, I find nothing in Olivier which

is worth condemnation or disdain.

Yet I know much too little of him.”

“Dear friend,” she continued, “and

dost thou not regard public opinion?”
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“Not at least so far as it concerns

Olivier,” replied I, “for I know how

public opinion once condemned the In

nocent One to the cross: that public

opinion calls the destroyers of the peo

ple, great; that it holds wisdom, as

foolishness; and adorns the high priest

of folly and wickedness with the sur

name of Most Holy.”

“I rejoice,” said the Baroness with

animation, “that thou wilt win the

love of Olivier; thou art a noble man,

worthy of his friendship. Believe me,

Olivier is an angel, and yet they thrust

him out of human society, as a crimi

nal or a bedlamite.”

As we thus conversed with each

other, Olivier returned to us. He car

ried in his hand a little book. He

threw himself into a chair and said,

“See here the accident, or the heaven

provided means of my restoration from

weakness, and of my awaking from

delirium, It is an unnoted book; the

composer unknown and unnamed ; it

says many common and every-day

things, but now and then you meet

with an unexpected flash of light. I

found it one day in the garrison, on the

table of an acquaintance, and took it

with me, that I might at all events

have something to read when I walked

a little on the greensward beyond the

town-gate. As I lay once in the broad

shadow of a maple, thoughtful of the

. perversities of life, the book

opened, and there fell out an extract

with this superscription:-‘‘Fragment

from the Voyage of Young Pythias to
Thule.”

“Let us hear,” said I, “what the

old Greek of Massilia can relate of us

at the North. It should be, I think,

coeval with Aristotle.” He read:—

* Fragment from the Voyage of Young

Pythias to Thule. (From the Greek.)

*—But I tell you the truth, my

friend, as incredible as it may appear.

Think, that in the rough country of the

North, Nature itself repels men by its un

genial rigor, and forces them to resort to

many contrivances to render life endura

ble. These we do not need in our coun

try, where Nature is bountiful to mortals,

and we live winter and summer in the

open air, procuring without trouble what

is useful to the prolonging and pleasure of

existence. But those, who for half the

ear groan under the severity of winter,

must consider how they may create in

their heated houses an artificial summer.

And since they are repelled by Nature,

and turned upon themselves, they are

more driven than we, to occupy their

minds with vain dreams, beautiful schemes

which they never prosecute, and the in

vestigation of whatever is remarkable.

By that means, they are full of knowledge,

and learned in all things which serve for

instruction or happiness; and they write

great books about matters that we do not

care for, and the names of which are hardly

known to us. Indeed, for that purpose

they institute schools and colleges.

“But the weather, in the northerly

parts of the world, is so ordered that heat

and cold, day and night, pass from one to

the other, without any middle state that

is tolerable to the soul or body. For in

summer they suffer under as great a heat

as they do in winter under deadly cold;

one half of the year the day is eighteen

hours long, and the other half only six.

No less undecided and dissolute are the

minds of men—as changeable as the

weather. They lack all steadfastness of

thought or purpose. From year to year

they have new fashions in dress, new

schools of poetry, and new sects of philo

sophers. Those who yesterday overthrew

tyranny—having praised the blessedness

of freedom with their lips, and tasted its

sweets in their lives—on the morrow vo

luntarily return to servitude.

“So among these barbarians, there is

the greatest inequality in all things. A

portion of the people, consisting of a few

families, possess every comfort and unlimi

ted wealth, and riot in excess; but the

majority are poor, and mostly dependent

upon the favor of the great. Thus,

too, certain individuals are in possession

of the treasures of knowledge, but the

greater part of the inhabitants live in the

darkness of ignorance. The nobility and

priests not barely tolerate such ignorance

before their eyes, but they keep the mul

titude in it, who would not incline to it,

but for their poverty and indolence.

Hence it is, that the rabble of every na

tion love the customary knowledge of

their forefathers in all usages and ar

rangements relating to the mind, while

only in affairs of corporeal gratification

are they inclined to variety. Still, they

approve any novelty be it right or wrong,

if it brings them money or household dis

tinction. For gold and ardent spirits

among barbarians, prevail over custom,

honor, and the fear of God;

“Among the inhabitants of Thule,

freedom is unknown, and so much of it

as they may have had in former times, has

been taken away from them by the force or

fraud of the great. They are governed

by kings, who give themselves out as the
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sons of God, and the kings and their

satraps are governed as much by mistress

es and sweethearts as by their counsel

lors. The people are divided into castes

as in India or Egypt. To the first class

belongs the king and his children alone.

To the second belong the great, whose

children in the army and state, as well as

around the altars of God, choose the best

offices, without regard to their own worthi

ness. What is incredible to us, is a cus

tom among these barbarians, with whom

rank or birth is more thought of than all

other qualifications. In the third class,

dwell inferior officers, mechanics, mer

chants, common soldiers, artists, learned

men and ordinary priests. In the fourth

class, are servants or slaves, who can be

sold or given away like other cattle. With

some people, who have partly thrown

off their primitive rudeness, the fourth

and last class is wanting; there are some,

also, where good princes, who recognize

the power of their nobility, make no laws

but with the concurrence of a senate, se

lected from the several classes of inhabit

ants.

The kings in the countries of Thule,

live in perpetual enmity with each other.

The weak are only safe through the mu

tual envy of the strong. But when the

strong throw aside their jealousies, they

make war upon the weaker states on the

most trivial pretences, and divide them

among themselves. Hence they cause the

title of the Righteous to be added to

them,--the Fathers of the country or he

roes, since such vain surnames are every

where, and especially among barbarians,

much esteemed. But as often as the

lower classes in any land, make use of

their proper discernment, to resist the

preposterous claims of the higher classes,

they put aside the princes and nobles for

their own contests, and unite in the es

tablishment of order upon new founda

tions, often in a disinterested manner.

Such a war is always looked upon among

barbarians as holy, since they believe

that kings and the arrangement of

ranks are disposed by God himself.

“Of the public disbursements, that for

the inaintenance of the splendor of the

court is the greatest, and next to that is

the expense of the army, even in peace

the most weighty. For the instruction of

the people, for agriculture and all that

concerns the happiness of men, the least

is given. In most of the countries of

Thule, where the working classes have the

greatest number of duties and the fewest

rights, they must by means of taxes satisfy

almost wholly the expense and necessity

of the common existence.

“As far as their religion is concerned,

they all affirm, that it is one and the

same, and all boast that their dogmas

have one and the same author. But

their modes of worship are manifold,

as well as their opinions concerning the

person of the founder of their religion.

On this account, the sects hate each other

with the most perfect hatred. They per

secute and scorn each other. Among the

whole of them there is to be found much

superstition which the priests encourage.

Of the Supreme Being they have the most

unworthy notions, for they ascribe to him

even human vices. And when kings lead

their people to war against each other,

the priests are appointed on both sides, to

call upon the Supreme Being to destroy

the enemy. After a battle has been

fought, they thank the Supreme Being, that

he has ordained their adversaries to de

struction.

“Their books of history hardly deserve

to be read; for they contain commonly no

account of the nation, only of the kings

and their advisers, of successions, wars,

and acts of violence. The names of use

ful inventors and benefactors are not re

ported, but the names of devastating gene

rals are advanced before all, as if they

were the benefactors of the human race.

The histories of these people also, inas

much as their manners differ from ours,

are hard to be understood. For with

them, there is not at all times, nor at any

particular time under all circumstances,

the same conception of honor or virtue.

In the higher classes, incontinence, adul

tery, dissipation, gaming, and the abuse

of power, are deemed praiseworthy, or

appear as amiable weaknesses, which in

the lower classes are punished, as vices

and crimes, with death and the dungeon.

Against fraud and theft, the law has or

dained its severest penalties; but if a

great man cheats the government by his

ingenuity, and enriches himself at the cost

of his prince, he is frequently advanced to

higher honors, or dismissed with marks of

favor. Like as it is in virtue and vice,

so is it in regard to honor. The members

of the higher classes require no other

honor than birth to deserve preference;

the least in the lower classes can but sel

dom, by means of virtue, equal the con

sequence of these favorites of chance.

But the honor which consists in the acci

dent of birth, can also easily be annihilat

ed by a simple abusive word. Still more

odd is the mode of making reparation.

He who has lost his honor by a word, and

he by whom it has been lost, meet in arms

after a prescribed form, like two lunatics,

and seek to wound each other. As soon

as a wound or death is brought about, no

matter to which of the two, they believe

sincerely, that there honor is again restored.

“Above all things these barbarians
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have it in common, that they are alto

gether greedy of gain, and to that end

risk both life and virtue. It is among

their singularities, that they are excited

to astonishment or laughter, if one works

for another without a remuneration, or

sacrifices his property (or goods) to the

commonwealth. They talk a great deal

of noble sentiments and magnanimous

conduct, but these are only manifested,

without being derided, on the stage. But

the inhabitants of Thule quite resemble

the actors, and they have great dexterity

in the art of making anything appear

other than it is. No one speaks freely to

another what he thinks. For that reason,

they call the knowledge of men, the most

difficult art, and prudence, the highest
wisdom.

“Meanwhile, they cannot conceal them

selves so that their knavery or awkward

ness shall not be detected. For while

they live in perpetual contradiction to hu

man reason, teaching one thing and doing

another, feeling one thing and saying

another, and often choosing the most re

pugnant means for the accomplishment of

their ends, their unskilfulness is made

manifest. In order to encourage agricul

ture, they burden the farmer with the

heaviest taxes and the greatest neglect;

to stimulate intercourse and trade, they

institute innumerable custom-houses and

prohibitions; that they may furnish and

improve fallible men, they shut them up

together in a public prison, where they

reciprocally poison each other with vices

still worse, and from which they return

accomplished rogues to the society of

men; to cherish the healths of their bo

dies, they subvert the order of life; some

are awake during the night, and others

sleep away the day; others destroy the

energy of their bodies by hot drinks and

spices, which they buy in large amounts

in the Indies, so that hardly a poor house

hold is to be found which satisfies itself

with the products of its own fields or

flocks, without adding the drinks of Ara

bia, the spices of the Indies, and the fishes

of the most distant seas.”

THE EFFECT OF THE FRAGMENT OF

PYTHIAS.

Here Olivier finished reading. He

looked towards me with inquisitive

eyes.

Laughing, I said, “One must grant,

the tone of it is well kept up. Doubt

less, one of the old wise men of Greece

would have spoken just so of the bar

barous nations of Asia in his time, if

he had sought them. Excellent

Even the noble stiffness of the style

denotes that this fragment is only a

translation. Meantime, I do not be

lieve in its authenticity. We have

nothing of Pythias, to my knowledge,

but 25

Olivier interrupted me with peals of

laughter and exclaimed, “Oh child of

the eighteenth century, who always

gropest about the shell of a thing and

forgettest the kernel, who always hast

to dowith the appearance and not with

the essence, dost thou not see and hear

that thou art thyselfa citizen ofThule?

What! Asia 2 No, a wise man of

ancient Greece would have spoken thus

of us Europeans, if he could have seen

us in his day!”

“Thou art right, Olivier; but thou

didst not suffer me to finish. I will

still add, that there is in this fragment

the manner of the Lettres Persannes,

The account relates to us. Its exquis

ite truth cannot be mistaken.”

“I grant thee but half, thou judge of

men. Not so; dost thou consider the

art of the author, whether he has hit

the truth 2 Or thinkest thou that the

truth has struck thee?”

“Both ! but thou said'st before that

it made a painful impression on thee;

thou didst lie with this book in the

shade of a maple. Tell more ſ”

“Well, there lay I. When I had

read the fragment, I threw the book

from me, reclined my head back upon

the grass, stared up into the dark blue

ofthe eternal heavens—up into the deep

of the shoreless universe, and thought

of God, the all-perfect—all imbued

with Love and Glory—of the eternity

of my being; and in this moment of

elevated conception, understood much

better many words of Christ—of him

the Revealer of the divine relations of

our spirit. “In my father's house there

are many mansions,” or, ‘unless you

become as little children,’ &c. “Who

ever will be my disciple, let him deny

the foolishness of this world, and take

up my cross willingly.” And I never

saw the divinity of Christ more clearly

than then. I thought of the degene

racy of men, who from century to cen

tury have wandered further from the

truth, shmplicity, and happiness ofNa

ture, to a brutal, sensual, foolish and

painful life. I flew back in thought

to the dawn of time, to the earliest
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eople, to the simple wisdom of the

Fº ancients. I sighed, the tears

came into my eyes. I was again in

my fancy a child of God. Wherefore

can I not feel truly, think truly, speak

truly, act truly, as did Jesus Christ 2

Can I not break the chains of custom 2

What, but stupid timidity hinders me

from being a reasonable godly man,

annong delirious and perverse barba

rians ? I said this. In my imagina

tion I was one already. I closed my

eyes. I felt an unspeakable happiness

in being free from the tormenting sen

suality of the world, again to be recon

ciled, and at one with God, Nature, the

Universe, and Eternity. So I lay a

long while; then, as I opened my eyes,

the sun had gone down, and the glow

of evening suffused and gilded all

things.”

“I recognize this holy state,” ex

claimed the Baroness.

“Then I rose up in order to return

to the city,” continued Olivier; “I dis

covered my uniform—it went through

me like a flash. Loathsome lay the

world in all its foolishness, in all its

nonsense before me; never had I seen

more clearly than in that moment, the

frightful departure of mankind from

the Eternal, the True, and the Holy.

I perceived how Socrates, had he lived

at this day, would once more have been

obliged to drink the poisoned cup; that

Christ would have found in every city

another Jerusalem—would have been

led to the cross by Christian sects un

animously, and would have been con

demned by princes as an Enemy to the

good old ways, as a Seducer of the

people, as an Enthusiast. I shudder

ed. Then I asked myself on the way,

‘Hast thou courage 2" A firm reso

lution seized me. I answered with a

loud voice, ‘I have courage. It shall

be. I will live rationally, come what

may !

“Thenext morning, after I had a brac

ing sleep, and quite forgotten all that

I had thought of the previous evening,

this book again came under my eyes.

I remembered my determination. I

saw the perilousness of my daring. I

wavered. Still I was compelled to

acknowledge the truth of my yester

day’s conviction. “Whoever would

be my disciple, must forsake all,’ &c.

I thought over my domestic and pub

lic relations. The rich young man in

the gospel, who seemed sorrowful at

the words of Christ, occurred to me.

Then I asked myself again, ‘Hast

thou courage 3’ And with a louder

voice answered, ‘I will have it.' And

so I determined from that hour to live

rationally, in the least, as well as in

the greatest things. The first step

taken, the scorn of the world is not

thought of, and each subsequent step

becomes easier.”

“I tremble for thee, thou noble en

thusiast,” cried I, grasping his hand;

“but wilt thou not tell me the issue of

thy daring 2"

“Wherefore not ? But such things

must take place in the open air, under

the broad sky, beneath the trees, in sight

of the wide waving sea,” said Olivier;

“for, dear Norbert, in a room, between

walls and partitions, many things seem

rational, which, in open Nature, where

the soul loses itself in the broad pure

all, appear quite ſanciful and dream

like. And we find outdoors, in the

resence of God's creation, where the

}. and the True stand for ever,

that many things are perfectly right,

which, between the walls of a dwelling

house full of conventionalities, or with

in the walls of a philosophical lecture

room, an audience-chamber, a dancing

saloon, or a gorgeous parlour, appear

as an extravagant silliness, an enthu

siasm, or idiotcy. Come, then, into

the open air!”

He took me by the arm. The Ba

roness went to her children. Olivier

led me through the garden to a little

hill, where we reclined in the shadow

of a wall. Above us, in the broad at

mosphere, swung the tender branches

of the birch: below us rolled the spark

ling waves of the eternal ocean.

(To be concluded in our next.)
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ALBERT BRISBANE

Is a remarkable and interesting man;

and however little he may be appreci

ated or understood by those who will

not approach him within reach of sym

pathy or comprehension, his name is

well worthy the notice we are glad of

an opportunity here to bestow upon it.

He is now somewhat extensively

known, as the leading advocate in this

country of the doctrine or system of

FourIER, which proposes a re-organiza

tion of society, on principles assumed

to be sufficient to add pleasure and

dignity to every species of industry; to

secure abundance, happiness, and har

mony to the entire mass of the human

race; to banish at least nine-tenths of

all the wretchedness, degradation, and

crime, which now everywhere afflict

the earth; and to bring forth out of the

unfathomed capabilities of the moral,

mental, and physical nature of man, a

full realization of its highest possibility

for goodness and greatness, and the

full development of the destiny for

which it was adapted and designed, by

a Creator, all-loving, all-powerful, and

all-wise.

We thus state in broad general terms

the scope and the hope of Fourierism,

that the reader may understand the

mature and the force of that peculiar

enthusiasm by which Mr. Brisbane is

characterized in a degree superior to

any individual we have ever encoun

tered,—a degree which constantly leads

some of his friends who have no faith

nor interest in his views, to impute to

him an amiable, while highly intellec

tual insanity. He is yet a young man,

about thirty-two years old, and a na

tive of Batavia, in the State of New

York; though the greater part of his

life, since the attainment of manhood,

has been spent, either in studies at the

European universities and capitals, or

in travel over almost every portion of

that continent, including Turkey, from

which his rambles extended also into

Asia Minor. He is a well and highly

educated man, of active and vigorous

mind, with a keen analytical vision,

and a large power of generalization.

With a great deal of candor, good

temper, and kindliness, he exhibits a

certain innocent simplicity of character,

and a fervor of faith in abstract convic

tions, which can rarely fail to awaken

in a high degree the confidence, in

terest, and esteem of those who are

brought into any intimacy of inter

course with him. Looking abroad

with a far ranging eye, and a heart

of large and loving sympathy, over the

boundless expanse of suffering and

wrong which may be said to constitute

the present life of the human race on

the earth, he is thoroughly imbued

with the conviction that all this need

not be—ought not to be—was not de

signed by God for ever to be, and that

the new philosophy of “Association

and Attractive Industry,” as taught by

Fourier, contains a full and perfect

remedy for it all,—if men could but be

brought to open their ears to listen to

it, their minds to understand it, and

their hearts to sympathize in it. Thus

believing, thus feeling, it will not ex

cite the surprise of any whose charac

ters are not yet wholly petrified by the

selfishness which seems the very es

sence of our present system of civilisa

tion, that he should be animated with

a deep, intense, and all-absorbing en

thusiasm in behalf of this doctrine and

cause. His whole life is devoted to it,

with an untiring industry, anunflaggings

ardor, rarely indeed accorded to any

pursuit of mere abstract truth and dis

interested philanthropy. In moderate

circumstances, though beyond the ne

cessity of labor for bread, he scorns

with a generous contempt to waste a

thought, or to raise a finger, for the

prosecution of any form of business

which, for the acquisition of a selfish

individual wealth, should divide his

time or talents with his present higher

and holier mission of usefulness to his

kind, as he regards it. To this his

whole life is devoted, his every thought,

act—we had almost said his every

word—seeming to have some reference,

more or less direct, to its leading ideas,

and to his great end and aim, that of

#. them as widely and estab

ishing them as firmly in the minds of
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men, as it may be possible to him within

his allotted reach of ability and span of

time. Yet if thus possessed with all the

zeal and singleness of purpose of a fa

naticism, he is singularly free from its

fierceness, and even from its intoler

ance. It is true that, though rather a

modest and self-distrustful man, he yet

looks down, from the assumed elevation

of his truth and his cause, with a

contempt the most ineffable on all the

minor questions, as he regards them,

which for ever divide and convulse so

ciety, in all its struggles of politics,

religion, and philosophy. But whether

it proceeds from the native tendency of

a good and kindly heart, or from that

habit of mind favored by his own per

petual preaching, which teaches him to

ascribe all that is wrong in the charac

ters and conduct of men chiefly to the

organization of their present society—

certain the result is, whether from the

one cause or the other, that he is usually

found tolerant and patient of dissent,

and even of antipathy, to a degree rarely

met with, even in men of less intense

convictions and less fervent feeling.

Fully conscious, moreover, that he is

looked upon, by all the cold and care

less “common sense” of society, as a

visionary more than half insane in

the “fond folly” of his philanthropy,

though he º, this at times oppres

sively, and even sadly, yet he never

suffers it either to dim his own faith,

to dampen his ardor, or to discourage

his labors, instant in season and out of

season, and through every mode and

channel ofaction he can find. Now, right

or wrong, there is in all this a moral

bravery, fortitude, and faith, which are

noble in themselves, and which are

entitled in a high degree to respect and

sympathy. Of the truth of the doc

trine to which he is thus devoted, we

have nothing to say—having never yet

bestowed upon its deeper metaphysics

that consideration necessary to the

formation of a judgment on a problem

at the same time so vast and so varied.

We have, indeed, not a few points of

opinion in common with it, and look

upon its discussion and its progress

with an interest proportioned to the

magnitude of the existing Evil it aims

to overthrow, and of the possible Good

it professes to be able to erect in its

stead. We have, therefore, cheerfully,

in some former Numbers, opened the

pages of this Review to Mr. Brisbane,

to enable him to lay before its readers,

over his own name, and on his own

responsibility, such an exposition as

those limits would permit of his theory

and object.” For many, these articles

have probably had but little attraction.

Others, however, we doubt not, whe

ther convinced or not by his pleading

for his cause, will have looked upon it

with some interest, as being at least

one of the most imposing of the mani

festations of the very evident tendency

of the age towards a social reconstruc

tion, on the basis of the idea of volun

tary Association. Those manifesta

tions are to be seen by the observant

eye in many directions, and in many

aspects. How many projects of this

kind do we not see brought forward,

with a most earnest confidence on the

part of their advocates, how many do

we not see applied to practice, on

limited scales, indeed, and often in

combination with false principles, ne

cessarily fatal to success; yet still gen

erally attended with a partial success,

affording great encouragement to per

severance, at the same time that it

remains easy to refer their respective

* It is proper to state that Mr. Brisbane prepared a fifth article, designed as a con

clusion to the series already published. This article, in accordance with an intima

tion given in the former ones, contained a detailed practical statement of the organiz

ation of one of the proposed Associations. But the former articles having been con

tained within the Tenth Volume, which closed with our June Number—and the fifth

one, here referred to as having been prepared, being of very inconvenient length, it

has been thought proper not to insert it, the conclusion of a past series, in the new

volume, which commenced in July with a general change of typographical style and

arrangements. Its insertion was, therefore, declined, with the assent of the author

—in justice to whom this explanation of its non-appearance is due. Mr. Brisbane

has announced in the papers his intention to issue shortly a semi-monthly Magazine,

specially devoted to this subject, in which the article in question will, of course, find

a place; and in which it shall be sent to any of the subscribers to the Democratic

Review who, having read the former ones, may signify a desire to receive it.

WOL. Xi.-NO. L.I.
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degrees of failure to those defects of

organization, which thus become use

ful warnings for avoidance in future

still progressive experiments. . . The

mind of the age, dissatisfied with the

present results of all its boasted civilis

ation, seems to be groping anxiously

forward in this direction. Fourierism

is one of these gropings, whether, it

has, as it claims, found and seized the

true clue which is to guide society up

ward again out of the present labyrin

thine gloom and perplexity, to the light

and air offreedom and happiness, it is

not for us, it is not for any, yet to pro

nounce. It is making a remarkable

rogress in the favor of public opinion

in France and England, as well as in

this country; and we are assured that

it numbers among the converts it ac

quires many entitled to high respect

in every point of view, both of intelli

gence, education, and social position.

Preparations are already far advanced

for a practical experiment of it, under

the auspices of a gentleman of great

wealth in France, Arthur Young (a

grandson of Arthur Young the agricul

turist), who has purchased for the pur

pose a large estate and spacious man

sion, called Citeaux, the ancient prince

ly residence of the Abbés of Citeaux,

built in 1772, by the architect Lenoir,

near Dijon, in the province of Burgun

dy; and who has thus far, as we are

informed, invested in the enterprise an

amount not less than about six hundred

thousand dollars. The progress and

results of this experiment we shall not

fail to observe with deep interest.

It should not be forgotten that Fou

rierism, notwithstanding the French

origin which in the minds of many

would doubtless be calculated to excite

a prejudice against it, lays claim to an

eminently Christian character. “The

Bible and the Book of Nature are

the standard of our faith. The Uni

versal Word and Work of God, and

universal unity in Christ, is our reli

gious doctrine,”—such is its own pro

fession, as we find it inscribed on the

front of its organ in England, the “Lon

don Phalanx Magazine.” Repudiating

the error of a community of property,

which (together with other defects and

vicious principles) has been the bane

of other social schemes of a similar

general object, it attaches a cardinal

importance to the idea of distinct indi

vidual property and acquisition. It

avows its reverence for the marriage

tie, and for all the precious charities

and sanctities of the domestic rela

tions; and claims to be protective,

rather than destructive, of the all

essential principle of the complete

freedom and development of the indi

vidual man. And at the same time that

it comes as a gospel of proffered tem

poral salvation and moral ameliora

tion to the poor, it addresses itself

equally to the rich, with words of in

vitation to a state of improved well

being, physical and moral, which it

declares to be totally inaccessible, even

with all their outward advantages, in

the present false and discordant state

of society. Such are its pretensions.

How well they may be founded, can

only be judged by those who may have

made themselves fully masters of its

philosophy, how well they may be

verified in practice, can only be known

by the result of experiments yet to be

tested. But it has a right, meanwhile,

at least to fair play, and a candid hear

ing, and such advocates of it as the

gentleman whose name is prefixed to

these remarks are eminently entitled

to personal respect and sympathy. It

may be all a fallacy, but it is at least

an honest and a generous one; while,

if a truth, it is the grandest, noblest,

and best that mere human intellect has

ever yet bestowed upon the world.

And when we reflect upon all the

wretchedness which now seems to

make the very atmosphere ofour globe

an atmosphere of sighs—the utter an

tagonism of the selfish spirit of our

resent civilisation to that of Christ

ianity—and the infinite distance at

which all human society now is from

anything resembling that millennial

state of good and happiness promised

by the Bible, as the destined result and

reward of its principles—when we

reflect upon all this, and then behold

any new scheme or theory of social re

organization, proffering such preten

sions as we have above ascribed to

this, we cannot but bid its disciples a

most earnest God-speed, and at least

indulge the imagination with the hope

that it may prove indeed to be a living

Truth.
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POLITICAL THEORISTS OF THE ENGLISH COMMONWEALTH.

“Great men have been among us: hands that penned

And tongues that uttered wisdom, better none:

The later Sidney, Marvel, Harrington,

Young Vane, and others who called Milton, friend.”

Of certain of these great names we

propose, in the following paper, to re

vive the memory, and attempt a char

acteristic sketch. The era of the Pro

tectorate, perhaps the most exciting

period in English history, may also be

regarded as an epoch in political writ

ing. The minds of men about that

time began to be turned, almost of ne

cessity, to examining the original of

all right, and the abstract principles of

government. Speculative philosophers

and active politicians, both exerted

their abilities, either in framing ideal

commonwealths or in advocating cer

tain political doctrines that were then

hotly discussed. From this active col

lision of minds were produced the

standard authorities of the statesman,

and the text-books of the philosopher,

—the noble popular defences and truly

democratic addresses of Milton, com

bining Homeric fire and Socratic wis

dom with the stern dignity of Stoicism:

the slighter, but not less patriotic, ap

peals of his friend Marvel: the “Dis

courses” of Algernon Sidney : the

“Oceana” of Harrington. The writ

ings of Milton are by much the best

known of these, owing, in no incon

siderable degree, to the ſame his poeti

cal genius had procured for him. It is

to be lamented, however, that they are

not still more widely known. In this

country they should be studied with

zeal by those who remember the noble

exertions made by other great English

minds and admirable authors, at the

struggle of our own Revolution–exer

tions of which we have a traditional

reverence, and a traditional remem

brance, in the speeches of Chatham

and his noble compeers, and exertions

that produced such classic works as

the great speech of Burke and the

caustic pamphlet, “Common Sense.”

MILTON is more accessible than the

other republicans we have undertaken

to invoke; and as our canvasis limited,

WoRDsworth.

we must not crowd it with unnecessa

ry circumstances. As we have a

good deal to say about Milton's asso

ciates, we must refrain from saying

more of him; and leave the name of

the noblest English patriot and great

est universal poet, after quoting one of

hisº sonnets, which contains

fine historical painting and more pro

found sagacity than some professed

statesmen would crowd into a pam

phlet :

“To THE LORD-GENERAL CRoMwell.

“Cromwell, our chief of men, who through

a cloud

Not of war only, but detractions rude,

Guided by faith, and matchless fortitude,

To peace and trust thy glorious way hath

plough'd,

And on the neck of crowned fortune proud

Hast rear'd God’s trophies, and his work

pursued,

While Darwen stream with blood of Scots

imbued,

And Dunbar field resounds thy praises

loud,

And Worcester’s laureat wreath. Yet much

remains

To conquer still; Peace hath her rictories

No less renown'd than war; new foes arise

Threat’ning to bind our souls with secular

chains:

Help us to save free conscience from the

paw

Of hireling wolves, whose gospel is their

maw.”

MARVELL was Milton's near friendand

great admirer, his fellow Latin-Secre

tary to Cromwell. He was a perfect

Aristides, equally eminent as a pa

triot, a partisan, and a politician. 1.

three characters in him naturally

merged into one. He loved his coun

try sincerely; he devotedly adhered to

the popular party; and he was con

stantly engaged in public affairs. His

poetic reputation, which sank with his

political party, has again revived. Re
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searches into the history of the civil

war and of the commonwealth, have “AN HoRATIAN opF UPON cRoMwFLL's

rescued many bright reputations and

saved not a few excellent books. But

as a poet, Marvell can hardly be said

to occupy a very exalted station,

though he has left behind him some

half-dozen choice copies of verse, fan

ciful, tender and musical; and one fine

poem, that we shall extract presently.

Most of his poetical attempts come

under the general rank of political

squibs, intended to point a rebuke or

enliven a piece of scandal; they are

local and temporary. Too much of his

rose also might be criticised in simi

i. terms, consisting of pamphlets and

addresses to his constituents. Marvell,

though an inflexible patriot, and one of

the purest of men, was no philosopher,

discovered no new principle, and has

originated no political maxim of last

ting importance.

He was more fitted for action than

for speculation. For twenty years he

represented the town of Kingston-upon

Hull, and during an active life held

several offices of importance. Mar

well first became acquainted with Mil

ton in Italy, where the bard of Para

dise was filling his mind with ideas

and images for his glorious epic. We

believe, By his influence, or at all events

through the mediation of a friend, he

was appointed tutor to Cromwell's

nephew, which was the stepping-stone

to future advancement. But this ele

gant wit owed less to patronage than

to the love of his townsmen. In Hull,

he was an universal favorite, and re

ceived many marks of public regard.

He was the last political pensioner we

read of; we mean the last politician

who received for his parliamentary

services an annual acknowledgment

after retirement from the House. Mar

vell was the friend of Harrington, and

pronounced by Rochester the Cory

haeus of court wits, a man of true wit

}. He was, also, a great favor

ite with Charles II., gaining that mo

narch's heart by his elegant manners

and lively conversation. Numerous

advances were made to him by the

royalists, but he was incorruptible. It

is unnecessary to repeat the famous

anecdote, which displays in so strong

a light both the systematic bribery of

the day, and his perfect integrity. We

take the liberty of inserting instead,

Marvell's fine ode upon Cromwell :

RETURN FROM IRELAND.

The forward youth that would appear,

Must now forsake his Muses dear;

Nor in the shadows sing

His numbers languishing.

'Tis time to leave the books in dust,

And oil the unused armor’s rust;

Removing from the wall

The corslet of the hall.

So restless Cromwell could not cease

In the inglorious arts of peace,

But through adventurous war

Urgéd his active star;

And like the three-fork’d lightning, first

Breaking the clouds wherin it nurst,

Did through his own side

His fiery way divide.

For ’tis all one to courage high,

The emulous, or enemy;

And with such to enclose

Is more than to oppose.

Then burning through the air he went,

And palaces and temples rent;

And Caesar’s head at last

Did through his laurels blast.

*Tis madness to resist or blame

The face of angry Heaven’s flame;

And, if we would speak true,

Much to the man is due,

Who from his private gardens, where

He lived reserved and austere,

(As if his highest plot

To plant the bergamot,)

Could by industrious valor climb

To ruin the great work of time,

And cast the kingdoms old

Into another mould !

Though justice against fate complain,

And plead the ancient rights in vain

But those do hold or break,

As men are strong or weak.

Nature, that hateth emptiness,

Allows of penetration less,

And therefore must make room

Where greater spirits come.

What field of all the civil war,

Where his were not the deepest scar?

And Hampton shows what part

He had ofwiser art;
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Where, twining subtle fears with hope,

He wove a net of such a scope,

That Charles himself might chase

To Carisbrook’s narrow case;

That hence the royal actor borne,

The tragic scaffold might adorn,

While round the arméd bands

Did clap their bloody hands.

He nothing common did or mean

Upon that memorable scene,

But with his keener eye

The axe's edge did try :

Nor called the gods, with vulgar spite,

To vindicate his helpless right;

But bowed his comely head,

Down, as upon a bed.

This was that memorable hour,

Which first assured the forced power;

So when they did design

The capitol’s first line,

.4 bleeding head, where they begun,

Did fright the architects to run;

And yet in that the state

Foresaw its happy fate.

And now the Irish are ashamed

To see themselves in one year tamed;

So much one man can do,

That does best act and know.

They can affirm his praises best,

And have, though overcome, confest

How good he is, how just,

And fit for highest trust.

Nor yet grown stiffer by command,

But still in the Republic’s hand,

How fit he is to sway

That can so well obey.

He to the Commons’ feet presents

A kingdom for his first year's rents,

And, what he may, forbears

His fame to make it theirs.

And has his sword and spoils ungirt,

To lay them at the public’s skirt;

So when the falcon high

Falls heavy from the sky,

She, having killed, no more does search

But on the next green bough to perch,

Where when he first does lure,

The falconer has her sure.

What may not then our isle presume,

While victory his crest does plume 2

What may not others fear,

If thus he crowns each year?

As Caesar, he, ere long, to Gaul;

To Italy an Hannibal,

And to all states not free

Shall climacteric be.

The Pict no shelter now shall find

Within his parti-contour'd mind;

But from this valor sad

Shrink underneath the plaid,

Happy iſ in the tufted brake

The English hunter him mistake,

Nor lay his hands in near

The Caledonian deer.

But thou, the war's and fortune's son,

March indefatigably on ;

And, for the last effect,

Still keep the sword erect.

Besides the force it has to fright

The spirits of the shady night,

The same arts that did gain

A power, must it maintain.”

This is a noble eulogy—equal to

Cowley's prose flattery; and so nearly

equal, that we find it difficult to settle

the point ofprecedence. When both are,

of their kind, equally good, perhaps

the diviner character of poetry should

decide the predominance. The mere

music of Marvell's ode may alone, per

haps, give it a superiority.

ARRINGTON had a natural feeling for

politics, and was a republican in his

very nature. His education refined and

courtly, his natural sympathies were all

on the side of the people. The queen

of Bohemia, a strong admirer of our

philosopher, was bred in his father's

family,–at least, there she was educat

ed during her early years, but neither

that circumstance, nor a strong personal

affection for Charles I., would allow him

to change a principle, or quench the

instinctive bias of his disposition. At

the commencement of his career, Har

rington affected a turn for poetry, but,

like many others, (Paley is an instance),

who have excelled in solid pursuits,

his genius was unfitted for the lighter

departments of composition. Of this he

was advised by an intimate friend, who

pointed out the true line of his pur

suit and urged him to adopt it. The

son of a nobleman, his first entrance

into life was in the character of cour

tier. At the age of thirty-five he was

one of the gentlemen of his Majesty's

bed-chamber. He had a sincere affec

º
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tion for the king, who loved his com

pany, but could not endure to hear of

Harrington's favorite Commonwealth.

They had, notwithstanding, many

discussions together of government,

though we may naturally expect the

arbitrary will of the monarch could ill

stomach the independent notions of his

companion. On the scaffold, Harring

ton attended the king, and grieved

greatly at his death.

The “Oceana,” which Hume, in a

long critical essay, allows to be the

most practicable of all imaginary re

publics, and which in many respects

resembles our own, is the principal

work of the author. It made man

proselytes, who formed a sort of politi

cal junto, that met regularly at a

noted coffee-house kept by one Miles.

The conversation was almost wholly

political, as might be expected from

the objects of the society, which includ

ed Cyriack Skinner and other leading

men. Representation and rotation are

the main features of Harrington's

plan ; the ballot decided all discus

sions; to remedy the evil of senators

for life, he introduced a maxim that

no magistrate should hold his office for a

longer period than three years. The

whole House was newly organized

once every nine years, a third part of

the Senators going out every three

ears. All England was mapped out

into representative districts. Altogether,

his plan was in most respects rational

and clear.

In 1660, he was confined by his

friends, having contracted a peculiar

species of madness, in which he was

generally mild and rational, but enter

tained a strange fancy, that his natural

perspiration turned into flies and bees.

In his political career, he latterly ran

into fanaticism and became a severe

censurer of Cromwell. He died, 1667.

Among his friends he numbered L’Es

trange, who became notorious about

this time by his virulent pamphlets,

and Marvell, who wrote a fine epi

taph upon him. This slight sketch of

Harrington, which we abstract from old

Aubrey's entertaining account, could

not be concluded more fitly, than by

recalling a celebrated saying of his,

full of practical wisdom. “Right Rea

son in contemplation, is virtue in ac

tion, et vice versa. Vivere secundum

naturam, is to live virtuously; the Di

vines will not have it so; and where

the Divines would have it an inch

above virtue, we fall an ell below it.”

The name of ALGERNoN SIDNEY is

one hallowed by the noblest exertions,

ending in martyrdom, in the cause of

liberty. Justly and with an honest

enthusiasm might Wordsworth ex

claim, in one of his noble sonnets dedi

cated to Liberty,

“Ungrateful country, if thou e'er forget

The sons who for thy civil rights have

bled !

How like a Roman, Sidney bowed his head.”

Sidney realizes our idea of Brutus,

whom he took for his model. The same

irascible temper, a similar devotion

to liberty, the same contempt of death

distinguish the two patriots. Though

most zealous for a commonwealth, he

must not be confounded with the de

voted adherents of Cromwell, for he

became a strong enemy of the Protec

tor on his assumption of supreme pow

er. Like the admirers of Napoleon the

First Consul, but the determined oppo

nents of Napoleon the Emperor, he

left Cromwell, when he thought he

saw his ambition predominating over

his regard to public good. From his

earliest years Sidney was imbued with

republican principles, almost romantic

in their scope and tendency; and on the

scaffold, though denying to the last the

justice of his sentence, he delighted to

suffer for the “good old cause.” Though

appointed one of the judges who con

demned Charles I., for some reason or

other he was not present, nor did he

sign the death-warrant. Shortly after,

he was appointed a captain in the

Parliamentary army ; but after the

nomination of Cromwell to the Pro

tectorate, he threw up his commission,

and would receive no employment from

him, or his son Richard. Under the

Parliament, which assumed the pow

ers of the government on the retire

ment of the Protector's successor,

Sidney was sent as a commissioner to

Sweden, to mediate in a negotiation

between that nation and Denmark.

From this he soon after returned, and on

the Restoration passed over to France.

Herehe remained until an act of obliv

ion sheltered him from the royal dis

pleasure, upon which he returned to his

native country. In England, his active

mind kept him busy in agitating politi

cal schemes and discussing points of
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policy. At Penshurst, celebrated as the

}. seat of the Sidneys, he com

posed his Discourses upon Govern

ment. Upon these his reputation as a

political writer depends. The senti

ments they contain are purely republi

can, drawn from the most enlightened

historical reflections; and as for his

style, we have the eulogium of Cole

ridge, who speaks of him as disclosing

the gentleman in every line.

His trial and execution appear with

out any sufficient ground of justice, and
must be ascribed to a desire to crush

one of the noblest spirits of his time;

and were almost as flagrant as the

trial and execution of the admirable

Lord Russell. It is possible, however,

that mistaken ardor may have led him

into intrigues, at the consequences of

which his soul would naturally have

revolted, had he seen them with a

temperate eye. His character has

been drawn by Burnet, with such ac

curacy of coloring, as to supersede

the necessity, if it did not rebuke the

presumption, of a new portrait. “He

was,” says the Bishop, “a man of

most extraordinary courage; a steady

man even to obstinacy; sincere, but of

a rough and boisterous temper that

could not bear contradiction. He

seemed to be a Christian, but in a

particular form of his own; he thought

it was to be like a divine!."

in the mind: but he was against all

ublic worship, and everything that

ooked like a church. He was stiff to

all republican principles; and such an

enemy to everything that looked like

monarchy, that he set himself in a

high opposition against Cromwell when

he was made Lord Protector. He had

studied the history of government in

all its branches, beyond any man I

ever knew.”

One author, who was of the same

cast as Sidney and Harrington, but

who, living later, can hardly be classed

as a contemporary and a common

wealth man, remains to be mentioned—

ANDREw FLETCHER of Saltoun, a Scotch

republican. He is chiefly known to

general readers, as the author of that

saying, “Give me the making of a

nation's ballads, and let who pleases

make the laws.” He was singular in

another respect, as a patriot, hating

the English as much as Dr. Johnson

did the Scotch; and warmly opposed

to the union. Hisº:

was admirable, with the exception of

great irascibility; and this appears a

defect common to all partizans, of

which all the great men we have men

tioned had a large share, unless, per

haps, Marvell be excepted. This heat

of disposition is fed by the warmth

of discussion, and invariably accom

panies that sanguine temper and ardent

genius which in the first instance in

cline a man to embrace republican

principles. -

In future, papers, we meditate an

account of the rise and history of poli

tical pamphletering in England, which

commenced with L’Estrange, and a

“catalogue raisonnée’ of the most emi

nent Poets who have been deeply occu

pied in politics. Both topics grow out

of the one we have just left, but de

serve more than a mere supplementary
notice.

WEALTH, FAME, LOVE, AND TRUTH,

“Oh, give me Wealth !”—he said, and lo!

The pebble caught the diamond's glow;

And mountain crag and valley mould

Burned with the hues of gem and gold:

He had his prayer—'twas his, the whole—

But grief sat heavy on his soul.
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“Oh, give me Fame !”—The laurel bough

Twined with the oak to wreathe his brow;

The trumpet pealed, and poet's lyre

Breathed forth his praise in words of fire:

He had his prayer—'twas his, the whole—

But grief sat heavy on his soul.

“Oh, give me Love"—Bright lips were there,

Fair brows—than Parian stone more fair;

And eyes of loveliness undreamed

With Beauty's glorious spirit beamed:

He had his prayer—'twas his, the whole—

Yet grief sat heavy on his soul.

“Oh, give me”—“Stay !”—a soft voice came,

“Wealth has been thine, and Love, and Fame;

Ask not again, but give thy youth,

Time, being, spirit—all—to Truth ;

And then, though clouds without thee roll,

Light—light shall rest upon thy soul!”

RH. S. S. ANDROs.

FAITH.

A swallow, in the Spring,

Came to our granary, and 'neath the eaves

Essayed to make a nest, and there did bring

Wet earth and straw and leaves.

Day after day she toiled,

With patient art, but ere her work was crowned,

Some sad mishap the tiny fabric spoiled,

And dashed it to the ground.

She found the ruin wrought;

Yet not cast down, forth from the place she flew,

And with her mate fresh earthºgrasses brought,

And built the nest anew.

But scarcely had she placed

The last soft feather on its ample floor,

When wicked hand, or chance, again laid waste,

And wrought the ruin o’er.

But still her heart she kept,

And toiled again;–and, last night, hearing calls,

I looked, and lo! three little swallows slept

Within the earth-made walls.

What Truth is here, O Man!

Hath Hope been smitten in its early dawn?

Have clouds o'ercast thy purpose, trust or plan 2

Have FAITH, and struggle on

New Bedford, Mass. RH. S. S. ANDRos.
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DUELLING."

SMALL as may be the number of truths

which can be regarded as settled b

the universal concurrence of mankind,

beyond possibility of question or cavil,

debating clubs are yet sometimes at a

loss for suitable questions, of evenly

balanced semblance of right and

wrong, on which to excercise their

foung powers of logic and eloquence.

We beg leave to suggest to them one

of which we can confidently affirm,

that it never can be decided to the one

side or the other—Which is the great

er in degree, after their respective

kinds, the fol// or the trickedness—the

mental stupidity or the moral crimin

ality—of the practice of Duelling 2

What a curious anomaly | What a

wonderful absurdity : What a strange

contradiction to all the fundamental

ideas of the civilisation of those por

tions of the globe in which it prevails

—so far at least, as those ideas are to

be found on the surface of all their

systems of law, religion, philosophy

or ethics! It is really one of the most

remarkable illustrations that can be

adduced, of the ineradicable tenacity

of a habit once deeply planted into

national character, in the infancy of a

new civilisation, however abhorrent it

may really be to all the principles of

that civilisation as they become after

ward developed and matured by the

progress of centuries. We owe the

institution of the Duel—for it may be

called an institution—to the barbarism

of our Germanic origin, and it has

continued ever since, in all the coun

tries of Europe which have grown up

out of the Germanic root. It has been

in vain that that holy Religion, which

has given to all that portion of the

lobe the designation of Christendom,

has denounced it as damnable and

deadly in its sinfulness. It has been

in vain that Law, whether proceeding

from despotic thrones or popular par

liaments, has decreed against it the

last and worst terrors of punishment

which it can attach to the highest of

crimes against nature and society,

stamping it on almost every statute

book as Murder. It has been in vain

that the universal reason of men has

pronounced against it, in every other

mode of expression but that of action,

as a bad, bloody, and brutal barbarism.

All in vain . There it has stood, un

destroyed, unharmed,—a great pervad

ing practical fact—a living and strong

reality, smiling at the superficial an

frothy impotence of these attempts to

put it down, much as we may sup

pose a big black rock, in the midst of

the waves, to smile in contempt upon

all the yesty fury with which they have

been for centuries lashing its base.

Would that good institutions among

men were as tenacious of their exist

ence, against the surrounding pressure

of bad influences, as vice versa we

see it of the bad, thus vainly assailed

by all the arrayed antagonism of right

reason and religion.

Nations are educated through the

course of generations and centuries, as

the individual through his little allotted

span of years. As “the child is father

to the man,” so are there impressed,

deeply and indelibly, on the latest ma

turity of the nation, the traits whose

origin is to be sought far back in the

earliest period of its barbaric youth.

Endowed with all the rude energy and

simple strength incident to that period

of savage freshness of character and

life, they not only mould to their own

shape the entire system of habits of

thought and sentiment, of the whole

mass of the people, individually and
collectively; ſº it would almost seem

that by some of the mysterious laws

yet unexplained by science, of the con

nection between the moral and physi

cal in our wonderful duality of nature,

* The History of Duelling: including Narratives of the most remarkable Per

sonal Encounters that have taken place from the Earliest Period to the Present Time.

By J. G. Millingen, M. D., F. R. S. Author of “Curiosities of Medical Expe

1jence,” &c. 2 vols. 8vo. London. Richard Bentley, New Burlington street. 1841:

VOL. XI.-No, LI. 40
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they so impress themselves upon even

the physical man, upon his brain and

nervous system, that they become a

vital and essential part of his nature,

transmitted down, link after link,

through the chain of generations, like

any of the outward characteristics of

form or feature, which mark the va

rious distinctions of race familiar to

every eye. In no other way can we

explain to our satisfaction the tenacity

with which nations are seen to cling

to particular traits, like the one which

suggests the remark, in spite of such

an immense accumulation of counter

acting causes, of a moral nature, which

ought long ago to have swept away

every trace of their existence.

We are sprung from what may be

termed peculiarly a fighting stock—

and the pulpits of the Christianity we

profess may preach peace as they

please the old leaven continues to

work too strongly up from the bottom

to be overpowered by any precepts or

principles of a moral nature, addressed

to us from without; even though they

may issue from an authority we bow

to as divine, and though they may

at the same time recommend them

selves to our conscience and reason by

demonstrative logic, the most incontes

table. All Christianity and all phi

losophy to the contrary notwithstand

ing, we have an instinctive and inex

tinguishable sympathy with the spirit

of the strife. We love the bravery of

the battle more than the highest he

roism of purely moral fortitude. No

glory, in the estimation of the great

masses of the people, can compare

with that of splendid military achieve

ment. There is no baseness we des

pise with a disgust equal to that in

spired in us by personal cowardice.

Any danger must be dared—any deed,

whether of guilt or folly, must be

done—rather than be subject to the

possibility of such a suspicion. When

men fight duels—combining in one act

the double wickedness and folly of at

tempted murder and hazarded suicide

—had we ten times as much law,

religion and morals against it, there is

a universal public opinion, or public

sentiment rather, which palliates and

pardons even when it does not wholly

justify. There is no class, no age,

profession or sex, free from the influ

ence of this tendency. And not only

are many respectable opinions to be

heard openly avowed, in all parts of the

country, in favor of the usefulness and

necessity of the Duel in certain cases;

but over the greater part of its extent,

though not the whole, the force of the

general opinion and practice in its fa

vor is so strong, that it can only be re

sisted by a moral heroism of principle

toº, few indeed are equal.

To explain a fact so utterly anoma

lous, we are thrown back upon phreno

logy. The organs of combativeness

and destructiveness, which we have

inherited, as a race, from an ancestry

with whom they were the seats of the

highest recognized virtues, have yet

such a predominance, that it is in vain

that all the other organs through which

the moral and intellectual faculties act,

struggle to counterbalance them.

Upon the mutually acting and re-act

ing effect of such a national character

upon its language and literature, we

need not do more than advert in pass

ing. How thoroughly, for example, all

these ideas of bravery and bloody bru

tality are interwoven through the

whole texture of our English literature,

will be obvious to every reader at a

glance. All its departments are more

or less pervaded by them—some almost

exclusively so, as history and poetry.

While to illustrate their effect upon

language—one of the most powerful

agents in the moulding of a nation's

character and destiny, as well as the

most expressive record of what they

have been—we need but look to the

Greek and Latin, in which the very

words that denote virtue were not only

derived from roots involving the idea

of martial prowess, but remained ever

after synonymously applied to either.

And it is a curious fact that even to

the present day, in the modern lan

guages derived from these originals,

the traces yet remain of that far ante

Homeric age when the word virtue,

areté, was derived from the name of

the god of the battle-field, Arés ; and

when the degrees of comparison of the

simplest and most common adjective in

the language, good, better, best, were

agathos, areiðn, aristos, --Or, according

to their derivative meaning, good,

braver, bravest. In our word, “aris

tocracy,” for example, intended to de

signate the “government of the best,”

appears still the mark of the old idea

of the identity of goodness with mili

tary virtue.

But it is time to pass from these

speculations to the book referred to at
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the beginning of this Article, the sub

ject of which has suggested them.

These volumes abound with a mass of

information, curious and entertaining,

though at times revolting and sickening

in the perusal. Tracing the practice

of Duelling to its first rude original, it

is exhibited through all the succeeding

stages of its history, its combination

with the ordeal; the ferocity and trea

chery which often marked its primitive

character; its modification by the in

stitution of chivalry; and the subse

quent phase it assumed in connection

with the “point of honor.” The first

volume is the one of the chief interest,

giving an account of its history in

France, (its special classic ground),

and the different countries of the conti

ment, with notices of a vast number of

the most remarkable instances of it in

the different ages and reigns through

which the narrative is carried along.

The second volume relates chiefly to

duelling in Great Britain,with a copious

enumeration of many of the principal

modern duels which have taken place

in various countries—the United States

not omitted.

Among the ancients the Duel was

unknown ; and even were there no

better refutation of the modern argu

ments we sometimes hear in its justi

fication, its absence among nations at

the same time so polished and so mili

tary, and so careless of life and blood,

as both the Greeks and Romans, would

alone suffice to prove it to be a purel

conventional and unnecessary absurd

ity. Neither blow nor insult was con

sidered among them as requiring a

“satisfaction ” of this character—even

though they possessed none of the re

straints imposed on us by the principles

of the religion we profess to believe.

Themistocles could calmly reply to the

menaced blow of Eury biades, “Strike,

but hear me!” Sophocles did not feel

bound even to prosecute at law a man

who had struck him—very sensibly re

plying to the friend who advised him

to that course, “If a donkey kicked

me, would you recommend me to go to

law º' And the Roman law expressly

stated that a blow did not dishonor—

“Ictus fustium infamiam non impor

tat,” the translation of which, we fear,

would hardly go down in our day, ex

cept with the New England “Non

Resistants,” that “there's no disgrace

in a caning.”

It was out of the depths of their

swarming forests that the Germanic

tribes which inundated all the rest of

Europe, carried with them a practice

that had grown out of the fierce mili

tary spirit—combined with a high

pride of personal independence—

which was their chief characteristic.

Among a nation of warriors, who

never assembled but in arms, a fight

was the simplest and most natural

mode of settling any difference, espe

cially in the absence of any system of

civil institutions adequate to the dis

pensation of justice. It was in direct

analogy with that custom of war be

tween nation and nation, for the settle

ment of public quarrels, which was

their chief and favorite occupation;

and as, in the one case, the state of

hostility involved all the members of

the respective communities or bodies

politic; so, in the other, the private

war between two individuals usually

embraced the whole circle of kindred

and dependents of both parties, in

feuds which often became perpetuated

through many generations. When

Christianity attacked this new society

of military barbarism—which thus

flooded over all Europe, to conquer it to

her own milder moral dominion—she

was forced, naturally as well as neces

sarily, to a certain extent, to harmonize

with and assimilate herselfto it. Had she

spoken to it only in the sweet and gen

tle tones which fell from the lips of the

Prince of Peace himself when on earth,

she might as well have addressed her

self to the wolves and bears hauntin

the same forests which pouredÉ

these same savage hordes it was

to be her mission to civilize. She, there

fore, was fain to accompany the wild

warrior whose soul she was to save,

into the midst of the scenes of carnage

from which she might not hope nor at

tempt to withhold him—ill as the bat

tle-stains of blood and dust with which

her white robe became there polluted,

befitted the meek loveliness of aspect

roperly belonging to her heavenly

irth. If she could not then—as she

is yet destined to do!—if she could

not then wrest the sword from his

hand, to beat it into a ploughshare, she

could at least hilt it with the Cross.

If she could not renew the miracle of

the great Author of the Gospel, and

say to the fierce waves of human pas

sions amidst which she had to walk,
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“Peace, be still!”—she could at least

in a degree mitigate, and sometimes

even guide their rage. She could rear

sanctuaries, and afford shelter within

the shadow of her altar, to those for

whom no other mercy remained on

earth. She could give the world at

least a periodical interval of repose, by

enacting a “Truce of God,” from

Wednesday evening to Monday morn

ing of each week, though she had to

bless the very arms which through

the rest of the time were to be

given to an eager industry of carnage

and rapine. And by leading off all the

most restless military energies of the

age to spend themselves upon the bar

barian soil of foreign continents, in

crusades for the recovery of the Holy

Sepulchre, she could at the same time

leave at least a partial tranquillity at

home, and elevate and sanctify, by a

high spirituality of motive, the pas

sions and the efforts which were else

unqualifiedly bad, base, and brutal.

And that same Christianity, acting on

the same principle and tendency, took

up the practice of private combat;

and, since she could not preventit, she

strove to moderate it. In the absence

of other and better machinery of just

ice for the government of society and

the protection of right against oppres

sion, she invoked the interference of

Heaven to bless even this, rude and

imperfect as it was, to that end; and,

taking a hint, partly from the Levitical

law of the ordeal, and partly from the

consciousness present to every heart

and arm of increased courage and

strength lent to both by a righteous

cause, she thus converted the Duel into

the Judicial Combat.

And there can be no doubt but that,

absurd as we justly regard it as a mode

of ascertaining and executing the just

ice of all controversies, the Judicial

Combat was a great deal better than

nothing—a great deal better than what

would probably have been the state of

things without it. An infirm person

was not always bound to fight in per

son. A champion could be substi

tuted—and champions were more easi

ly to be found in those days than pro

bably in the present. And when we
consider the moral influence of the

clear and the foul conscience, with the

imposing effect, in an age so supersti

tious, of all the solemnities usually

added by the Church to these occa

sions—calculated to sustain the true

heart with a spiritual strength which

might well be mistaken for supernatu

ral, and to unnerve the false one with

a corresponding terror and trembling—

we must do our rude and simple old

ancestors at least the justice of con

fessing, that there was a great deal

more of sense and reason in their Judi

cial Combat which we so much abuse,

than in our Duel which, in practice, we

so universally sustain. As in most of

Sir Walter Scott's pictures of apparent

fiction, yet designed to convey the

more vivid illustration of a valuable

historical truth, the scene of the great

warrior who went down, in the lists,

with his guilty cause, before the feeble

touch of a lance which at another

time he would have felt only as the

shock of a reed or a rush, was intend

ed to illustrate the meaning of the in

stitution thus exhibited; and to repre

sent a not unfrequent occurrence, in

those days of whose spirit he was him

self the last representative and the

last minstrel.

The institution of chivalry brought a

fresh modification to the "Duel, and

stamped upon it the character of which

it retains deep traces to the present

day. . It created the “point of honor.”

If fighting had before been necessary,

to defend the head with the hand, it

now became fashionable. While the

mock fights of tilts and tournaments

beguiled the intervals of repose, it was

equally a duty and a delight to seek or

to make all i. opportunities possible

for indulging in earnest in this the

chief honor and business of life. And

while glory for ever stimulated the

knight to fresh feats of prowess, love

was ever ready to reward them, with

the brightest smiles and tenderest de

lights that beauty could bestow on

bravery. It has been well said that

man is called a “reasoning animal”

because he has never any difficulty in

finding a reason for the indulgence of

his inclination. When ... everybody,

therefore, was perfectly willing to fight

everybody else, with or without cause

—and on the whole, probably, would

rather do so than not—nothing was

more easy or natural than the gradual

establishment of a punctilious “code

of honor,” which should furnish “rea

sons as plenty as blackberries.” For

example, it was early established as

a maxim of this “common law” of
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Honor, as it was laid down by Francis I.,

and as it prevails to this day, that

“the lie was never to be put up with,

without satisfaction, but by a base-born

fºllow !”—and for fear of possible mis

take, we are told that lies were di

vided into not less than thirty-two cate

gories, with their corresponding de

grees of satisfaction.

The following rules of the chivalric

duel, by Brantôme, curiously illustrate

the spirit of the age in several particu

lars. In the treatment which they

justified towards the conquered knight,

and the very amiable indulgence to all

offences of a too yielding tenderness

on the part of the lady, they afford a

just glimpse into the real ferocity and

licentiousness of that boasted age of

chivalry, upon which so much mawkish

nonsense of regret has been wasted in

our infinitely better modern days:

“On no account whatever let an inſidel

be brought out as a second or witness : it

is not proper that an unbeliever should

witness the shedding of Christian blood,

which would delight him; and it is more

over abominable that such a wretch

should be allowed such an honorable pas

time.

“The combatants must be carefully ex

amined and felt, to ascertain that they

have no particular drugs, witchcraft, or

charms about them. It is allowed to wear

on such occasions some relics of Our La

dy of Loretto, and other holy objects; yet

it is not clearly decided what is to be done

when both parties have not these relics,

as no advantage should be allowed to one

combatant more than to another.

“It is idle to dwell upon courtesies:

the man who steps into the field must

have made up his mind to conquer or die,

but, above all things, never to surrender;

for the conqueror may treat the vanquish

ed as he thinks proper, drag him round

the ground, hang him, burn him, keep

him a prisoner, in short, do with him

whatever he pleases. The Danes and

Lombards in this imitated Achilles, who,

afler his combat with Hector, dragged

him three times round the walls at the

tail of his triumphant car.

“Every gallant knight must maintain

the honor of the ladies, whether they may

have forfeited it or not, -if it can be said

that a gentille dame can have forfeited her

honor by kindness to her servant and her

lover. A soldier may fight his captain,

provided he has been two years upon ac

tual service, and he quits his company.

“If a father accuses a son of any crime

that may tend to dishonor him, the son

may demand satisfaction of his father;

since he has done him more injury by dis

honoring him than he had bestowed ad

vantage by giving him life.”

But it was not formerly deemed in

consistent with honor to seek any ad

vantage which could be secured in the

desperate game of blood; and the of.

fended or the challenged party who

was entitled to the choice of weapons

and mode of fighting, often used his

rivilege so as to constitute it little

|. than a butchery of his helpless

antagonist. For example, Dr. Millen

gen relates the case of an ingenious

mode of fighting which was adopted

by a young soldier, of a diminutive

stature, who had been insulted by a

tall, sturdy Gascon: he insisted that

they should both wear a steel collar

round their neck, bristled with point

ed blades as sharp as razors; and

wearing no armor, their bodies and

limbs were exposed to the swords of

each other. |. this invention the

little man could look up at his antago

nist without any danger, while the

tall fellow could not look down at his

adversary, without cutting his chin

with the acerated points of his collar;

in consequence of which he was soon

run through the body. A curious in

stance is also related of a knight who,

having been taught, as a peculiar

trick of fence, invariably to strike the

region of the heart, insisted upon

fighting in a suit of armor with an

opening in each cuirass of the breadth

of the hand over the heart; the result

of which, of course, was immediately

fatal to his antagonist.

Nor were these valiant knights, as our

author remarks, very particular as to

odds. He relates the instance of two

French gentlemen, La Villatte and the

Baron de Salligny, who fought a duel

with two Gascons of the names of Male

colom and Esparezat: when Malecolom

having speedily killed his opponent

Salligny, and perceiving that his com

panion Esparezat was a long time de

spatching Villatte, went to his assist

ance; and when Villatte, thus un

fairly pressed by two antagonists, re

monstrated against the treachery,

Malecolom very coolly replied, “I have

killed my adversary, and, if you kill

yours, there may be a chance that

you may also kill me; therefore here

goes!”
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But we have some better stories in

our own times of the advantageous use

made of the privileges of choice accord

ed by the law of the Duel to the chal

lenged party, and we suggest them to

Dr. Millengen to enrich a future edi

tion of his work.

The following is generally fathered

upon “Old Put,”—with what degree

of authenticity we will not undertake

to say. It may fairly be allowed to

ass for his, and will do no discredit to

is memory. Being once challenged b

an English officer, during the Frenc

war, he insisted on this mode of either

ensuring a common fate to both, or

subjecting their courage to a pretty

severe test;-both were to take their

seats on a keg of gunpowder, with a

lighted match inserted in it, of which

they were to watch the gradual con

sumption. Both bore bravely for a

time the sight of the shortening match.

Down went the fatal spot of fire, lower

and lower, and nearer and nearer to

the point of junction with the dark

mine beneath them, which was to

blow them into eternity—till at last

flesh and blood could stand it no longer,

and the officer sprang to his feet and

ran almost as fast as though under the

impulse of the explosion. “Stop,

stop !” was the cool exclamation of the

other, who dauntlessly retained his

place,—“you need not run so fast—it's

only onion-seed ſ”

A few years ago the captain of a

Yankee whaler, stopping at one of the

West India Islands, had a quarrel

forced upon him by a rude bully, who

happened also to be an officer in a Brit

ish regiment stationed at the island.

Accepting the challenge, he was on

the ground at the appointed hour, pro

vided with two harpoons of equal

length, which he insisted upon as the

weapon he had the right to choose for

the fight, and the only one he knew

how to wield. Forced to assent, the

officer had to station himself opposite

his now formidable antagonist, who

stood poising the long spear of his

weapon in his right hand, while his

left held the coil of rope attached to it.

Though greatly troubled, yet shame

and desperation for a while kept up his

show of courage—till the whaler cast

his coil of rope into the hands of his

second (the mate of his ship), exclaim- .

ing in a gruff but cool voice, as though

Very much a matter of course, “Stand

by, to haul the critter in "-" Aye,

aye, sir!”—the ready response ; but

before it was well uttered, the “crit

ter” was far beyond the reach of har

poon or tackle, and history does not

record that he ever again troubled a

Yankee whaler.

But the most sensible use made of

privilege which we have ever heard,

was a few years ago, by a gentleman,

a Member of the New York Legisla

ture, distinguished as well for his wit

and humor as for his talents and sound

democracy. Receiving a challenge, he

expressed his readiness to accept it,

with the privilege of the choice of

ground and weapons,—which, after

some considerable correspondence and

diplomacy, conducted with great grav

ity on his part, were conceded by his

impatient adversary. These prelimi

naries at length adjusted, he fixed the

place of encounter on the opposite

banks of a certain stream in his county

(St. Lawrence), the weapons being

broad-swords ! Anxious to accommo

date the opposite party, he expressed

himself, at the same time, willing to

use pistols, in the following manner—

the two principals to stand back to

back on the top of a certain sharp coni

cal hill indicated by him, to walk each

forward in a straight line down the

opposite descent to the bottom, and

then, at the word, to turn and fire 1

We would recommend either of these

plans of fighting as admirable models

for imitation on all similar occasions.

France, in our author's own words,

was the classic ground of the Duel.

The number of gentlemen that perish

ed in that country during the reign of

Henri IV., from 1589 to 1607, is esti

mated at not less than four thousand.

Though that monarch issued repeated

decrees of great severity against it, yet

not only was the general spirit of the

time too strongly set in its favor to be

arrested by such means, but even he

himself so far participated in it, that

he was not only ready to pardon every

"offence against his own edicts, (he

pardoned not less than 14,000 duellists,)

but we findhim on one occasion, when

sympathizing with a friend who com

plained of having been insulted, as

suring him that if he could lay aside

his quality of sovereign, and obey the

promptings of friendship alone, “you

should find me most ready to draw my

sword, and most cheerfully to expose
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Duelling.

my life.” The custom had at that

time become general, which arose dur

ing the reign of Henri III., borrowed

from the Italians, that the seconds en

gaged together at the same time with

their principals. In the succeeding

reign, that of Louis XIII., the Mar

quis de Beuvron, having been chal

lenged by François de Montmorency,

better known under the name of Bout

teville, one of the most renowned du

ellists of the day, proposed a duel

without seconds. To which Boutte

ville replied, “that he would have no

objection to this arrangement, had not

two of his friends expressed a wish to

#. the party; and that he should

ve to give them satisfaction if they

were disappointed.” The result was,

that the duel was fought on the Place

Royale, one of the most public places

in Paris, at three in the alſº one

of the seconds being killed, and ano

ther put hors de combat;-the princi

pals, having got each his dagger at the

other's throat, mutually asked for

quarter, and wound up by quietly go

ing to lunch together at a barber's

shop. But this was in the days when

Richelieu liked nothing better than a

fair excuse for cutting off the head of a

high nobleman; and the great name of

Montmorency was rather a recom

mendation for the scaffold than a

shield; so that, being arrested, Bout

teville was condemned to death, and

executed with great military pomp on

the Place de Grève. He was as anx

ious, we are told, to preserve his mus

tachoes as Sir Thomas More was to

put his beard out of the way of the

executioner's axe; and when the Bi

shop of Nantes, who attended his last

moments, observed, “Oh! my son,

you must no longer dwell on worldly

matters! Do you still think of life?”

“I only think of my mustachoes!—

the very finest in France" replied the

penitent.

It was during this reign that that

madcap of chivalry, Lord Herbert of

Cherbury, was the British ambassador

at the French court, who in his me

moirs has left many evidences of the

state of public sentiment there pre

vailing on this subject, of which the

following is the most striking:

“All things being ready for the ball,

every one being in their place, and I my

self next to the Queen, expecting when

the dancers would come in, one knocked

at the door somewhat louder than became,

I thought, a very civil person; when he

came in, I remember there was a sudden

whisper among the ladies, saying, ‘C'est

Monsieur Balaguy " . Whereupon I

also saw the§ and gentlemen, one

after another, invite him to sit near them;

and, what is more, when one lady had his

company awhile, another would say, ‘You

have enjoyed him long enough. I must

have him now.” At which bold civility

of them, though I was astonished, yet it

added to my wonder that his person could

not be thought at most but ordinary hand

some; his hair, which was cut very short,

was grey; his doublet, but of sackcloth,

cut to his skin; and his breeches only of

plain grey cloth. Informing myself by

some standers-by who he was, I was told

that he was one of the gallantest men in

the world, as having killed eight or nine

men in single fight, and that for this reason

the ladies made so much of him; it being

the manner of all French women to cher

ish gallant men, as thinking they could

not make so much of any else with the

safety of their honor.”

Lord Herbert himselfafterwards tried

to engage this redoubtable Balaguy in

a quarrel, on the chivalric question ofthe

worth of their respective lady-loves;

but the other, whose courage in this

way wasoſcourse not to be doubted, had

the good sense to understand the crack

brained quixotism of the Englishman,

and wisely declined the invitation.

As we have much yet to say on this

subject, for which in the present Num

ber no space remains at command, we

will leave it here, though ratherabrupt

ly; with the intention of resuming it

on a future occasion, when we may

add no slight degree of entertainment to

another Article, by some selections from

the inexhaustible fund of anecdote pre

sented by the volumes now before us.

The practice under review presents

indeed a moral phenomenon so singu

lar, and, in the extent to which it still

exists, an evil so sad and detestable,

that it is not unworthy of a more ex

tended consideration than we are here

able to afford it.
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MONTHLY FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL ARTICLE.

For a long period of time the state of

commercial affairs has been apparently

deteriorating. That is to say, under

the increasing abundance of the crops,

proceeding out of the increasing in

dustry of the country co-operating with

its appreciating currency, prices, not

only of produce and goods, but of pro

perty of all descriptions, have been con:

stantly falling. This fact alone would

be sufficient to account for the inacti.

vity of trade, which, by re-acting upºn
prices, has accelerated a decline. The

inertness of trade has lessened the de

mand for money, which has accumu

lated in the hands of banks and capi

talists, as old obligations matured with

out being replaced by new ones. ...The

banking institutions of New York,

which may be called the barometers

of trade, have under this process found

specie accumulating in their. vaults,

and the calls for money daily diminish

ing. This process went on until, during

the past month, the city banks, with

capital amounting to $18,000,000;

found themselves in possession of

$7,000,000 in specie. This had been

driven from the suspended districts in

all quarters. The presence of depre

ciated bank paper drove it in the na:

tural operatious of trade to the point of

indebtedness, New York, where, there

being no foreign demand for it, and

the annual calls for money for business

existing in but a very moderate degree,

it remained idle in the bank vaults,

of course reducing their profits. This

was the state of affairs down to the

fore part of the month, which has now

elapsed. At that time the first im

pulse of re-action was felt. Low prices

and the abundance of money began

then to exhibit their natural effects of

RATES OF DOMESTIC

re-animating trade. This first indica

tion of returning commerce has been

the immediate consequence of that re

turn to specie payments by the banks

of the west and south-west; the good

results of which we have in former

Numbers endeavoured to make suffi

ciently clear. The agricultural pro

ducts of the western States gather upon

the western waters, and flowing down

the Mississippi, receive contributions

in their course until the annual value

of $50,000,000 or $60,000,000 is de

livered at New Orleans. From that

point the largest exports of produce are

made. As long as the currency of that

city, which forms the medium through

which this vast amount of produce

changes hands, consisted of the paper

of suspended banks, a similar currency

would prevail throughout the whole

west, because the description of money

received for produce must necessarily

form the medium of payment in all

the sections which produced it. Spe

cie, of course, sought New York, the

point of indebtedness where specie

only was received in payment. The

heavy losses sustained at the west by

use of this depreciated currency gra

dually wrought its own cure. It de

stroyed the credit of the banks that

issued it, and have forced upon the

community a specie currency almost

in their own despite. It was in this

view that we hailed in a former num

ber the failure of the western and New

Orleans Banks as the first dawn of bet

ter times. The effects have now been

felt. Exchanges, from having ruled

high against New Orleans and in favor

of New York, are now reversed, and

are in favor of New Orleans. The ſol

lowing is a comparative table of rates:

BILLS IN NEW YORK.

1841. 1842.

April. Sept. Dec. Feb. March. | May. || July. | August.

Boston, . . —# a-;|—# a-#|—4 a-3–4 a -31–4 a -3–4 a -$|– a –Al– a–

Philadelphia, 3} a 4 || 3; a 43 53 a 6, 7 a Sł– a *:::= par a –$º: *als.
Baltimore, . . 3; a 4 — a 2 || 4, a 4}| 2 a 3 | }. a-3– a– || – a– “ a “

Richmond, . . . — a 44; 3; a 33| 64 a 6%| 9 a 12}| 8; a 9 74 a 74 3 a 3|| 23 a 2 “

N. Carolina, . — a 43, 3} a 3}| 54 a 54 54 a 5}| 4% a 5 3 a 34; 2% a 3 || 23 a 3 “

Charleston, . 13 a 2 14 a 1}| 14 a 14 14 a 1: 14 a 1; 1; a 13| 14 a 14 || 14 a 1 **

Savannah, 3; a 4 34 a 3; 24 a 3 || 24 a 3 || 2 a 24 14 a 2 1; a 13| 2 a 21 “

Mobile, . . 10 a 11 8 a 8417 a 174|12; a 12 20 a 30 15 a 16 |30 a 32 |40 a 42 “

New Orleans, . 5} a 6 4, a 6 9} a 9; 6% a 7 || 6 a 6%| 6 a 64 3 a 8 |para —4 prem.

Nashville, 15 a 16 104 a 10}|15 a 1614 a 14}|17 a 18 || 17 a 18 9 a 10 || 6 a 7 disc.

Louisville, 6 a 7 || 64 a 7 |11 a 11}| 9; a 10 | 73 a 8 || 4 a 5 2} a 23| 2, a 3 “

Cincinnati, 94 a 10 | 84 a 9 |13; a 14 15 a 16 11 a 15 8 a 9 6A a 5 44 a 5 “
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As district after district resumed, and

became purged of the depreciated pa

per, the rates fell, until at New Orleans

it is now at a premium; and the specie

which has accumulated in the New

York Banks is now setting towards

that point, and for the legitimate ob

i. of purchasing produce. This will

the medium in which all the busi

ness growing out of the new crops will

turn ; and, after a struggle of ten

years, Mr. Benton's prophecy is about

to be accomplished, and “gold is to

flow up the Mississippi.” The depre

ciation of the i. paper at New

Orleans, on the last suspension of those

institutions, was so great that it could no

longer be available at its nominal va

lue. Hence it was taken only for its

value in specie, and all sales have of

late been made on condition that the

payment should be partly made in

specie, and the balance in bills at their

specie value. This was the immediate

cause of a demand upon the banks

here for specie for that quarter, and a.

most welcome demand it is. It is ob

tained from the banks only on bond

fide business paper; and, being invest

ed in produce for export, becomes the

basis of new foreign bills of exchange,

which are the instruments used by the

banks to supply themselves with the

precious metals from abroad. This

process has been going on for the last

two or three packets. The imports

have been very small during the past

year, and there is a commercial balance

now due this country, as indicated by

the rates of bills, which are as fol

lows, as compared with the rates by

each packet for more than one year:—

rates of foreign exchange in New York Fort Each Month.

1841. London. france. Amsterdam. || Hamburgh. Bremen.

April, . . . . . . 6; a 8 f.527; a 528, a 39: a 35} a 76#

May, . . . . . . 7; a 7: 527; a 528 391 a 394 35, a 35i 76, a 77

June, . . . .

July, . . . .

August, . . .

September, .

October, . .

November, .

December, .

1842.

8; a 8:

8; a

84 a 8: 523 a 525 39; a 40

527; a 528 39, a 393 || 35; a 36, 774 a 77]

9 525 a 527; 39; a 40

94 a 98 || 518; a 520 | 40; a 40) || 364 a 36; 78, a 78i

9; a 104 || 517; a 5 184|40; a 40] 36; a 361 78; a 79

10 a 10} i 520 a 521

8; a 94 || 525 a 5264; 394 a 39; 35; a 36

35; a 36 || 77 a 774

35; a 35i 774 a 77;

40; a 40; 36, a 36; 78, a 78:

77, a 77:

January, . . . . 8 a 8* f.528; a 530 394 a 39; 35; a 35; 76; a 77

February, . . . . 8 a 84 527; a 528; 30, a 40

- - - 7; a 8+ 527; a 528}| 39; a 40

- - - 5; a 74 || 537; a 540 39 a 394 35 a 35i 75; a 76

March, .

April, . .

June, . .

July, . . -

August, . . . . .

May, . . . . . . 8 a 8; 532 a 533 394 a 39,

- - - a 7 || 540 a 541 38, a 38; 34; a 34; 75 a 75%

- a 64 || 542, a 545 38, a 38% 34, a 34} | 74; a 75%

a 6; 542; a 541 38, a 384 34; a 34; 75 a 75}

35; a 353 || 76; a 77

35; a 35; 76; a 77

35 a 35; 76 a76;

These rates of bills afford a margin

for the import of specie, and the banks,

having so large a portion of their funds

lying idle, took this mode of invest

ment, and have purchased largely,

particularly of francs, which will afford

1 1-2 aº for the import of spe

cie, including the customary premium

of 1 per mill, or about 1-8 of one per

cent. on gold in Paris, where silver is

the standard. Nearly $500,000 has

recently been received in gold from

Europe, the proceeds of bills remitted.

This operation is the reverse of

that which was going on at this
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time last year, when the rates

were 2 to 3 per cent higher than they

now are. The packets of July and

August last year carried out specie in

stead of bills, commencing that drain

which reached several millions in No

vember, and alarmed our banks, who

checked the demand by offering to sell

bills drawn against credit at reduced

rates. This being followed up by the

proceeds of the new crop, stopped fur

ther exports of coin, and the vaults of

our banks began to fill with specie

driven in upon them from the west, until

now, instead of to Europe, it is finding
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its way south and west, and putting

into the hands of the banks the means

of recovering from Europe what they

lost last year. Of the $7,000,000

.now in º vaults of the banks,

$4,000,000 came from the interior in

the payment of debts. That sum, at

least, will go back again in the pur

chase of produce, which, at the pre

sent low prices, will go freely to Eu

rope. This is the state of trade, and

the process by which the country is

obtaining its share of specie; not by

borrowing—not by issuing stocks or

paper credits of any shape, but by

earning it by selling the products of its

toil in the markets of the world at their

proper values. The trade of the Uni

ted States is now forcing its way

above the wreck of bank credits with

every prospect of obtaining so flourish

ing a position in the course of the next

three years, that none but a madman

will venture to propose to disturb it by

introducing new bank paper schemes.

In imported goods nothing has been

done because of the situation of the

revenue laws. All goods that arrive

are entered under protest, and if even

the present low duties are confirmed

by the judiciary, they will be full as

high as the markets will bear. The

prospect of the passage of the very

high tariff before Congress, had some

effectin stiffening the prices of imported

oods in the market, because it was

ooked upon as prohibitive in its cha

racter and operation. Some good

sales of imported merchandise were

made, although probably the goods

did not bring cost and charges. The
bill was vetoed on the distribution

clause, but the disposition of Congress

to pass a protective rather than a reve

nue bill, has had a serious effect upon

credits, already sufficiently shattered

by the defalcation of so many States,

more particularly Pennsylvania, of

whom better things were expected.

That State is one of the largest, rich

est, and most intelligent of the Union,

and yet has suffered her liabilities to be

dishonored without a struggle to save

them. The announcement of this fact

in Amsterdam, where a large amount

of the stock is held, caused great ex

citement; and, added to other deficien

cies, the name of American citizen is

Monthly Financial and Commercial Article. [Sept.

likely to be execrated from one end of

the world to the other. At such a mo

ment the federal executive has des

patched agents to Europe to negotiate

the balance of the loan of last session,

amounting to near $10,500,000, which

has been offered in all the markets of

the United States, wascreated with au

thority to sell it “at any price,” and no

specific funds were pledged to redeem

it. On the contrary, the ancient basis

of our former debt—the public lands—

has been given away. The only result

that can possibly be hoped for from

such a mission, is, additional disgrace.

The United States asks for 2,000,000l.,

at 6 per cent., and cannot get it, while

every bankrupt tyrant on the face of

the earth, Santa Anna included, can get

money for the asking. What an un

fortunate state of the public Treasury

does the Chief Magistrate disclose in

his late veto Message. He states that

there was in the Treasury, August 5,

1842, . - - $2,100,000

Immediate calls, including

the land distribution, 1,180,000

Balance on hand $ 970,000

Protested navy bills pre

sented, . - - . 1,414,000

Actual deficit, $ 444,000

Against this there was on hand

$100,000 of unissued Treasury Notes,

and an accruing weekly revenue of

$150,000. The average weekly ex

penditures of the government are about

$500,000. The existing deficit, it will

be seen, is protested paper. The Trea

sury Notes have been exhausted, the

loan cannot be negotiated, and the re

ceipts are scarcely one-third of the

revenue. The inevitable result must

be an accumulation of protested paper

against the Treasury until the wheels

of the government are clogged and

stopped. These are the fruits of Whig

rule, Whig banks, and Whig credits.

In order that we may understand

the.. by which these disastrous

results have been brought about in eigh

teen months of Whiggovernment, let us

turn back to what was done by former

administrations, and what has been

done since. For this purpose we will

take the following table from official

SOurceS :-
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RECEIPTS AND ExPENDITURES OF The United STATES FOR TEN YEARS.

R p C E I P T S.

internal re.

venue, di- Bank stock! Miscellaneous

Customs. rect taxes! Public lands. Loans. and divil and Chick- Total.

and post- dends. asaw fund.

age.

1832 28,465,237 18,667 2,623,381 — 659,660 99,276 31,864,561

1833,29,032,508 3,153 3,967,582 — 610,286. 334,796 || 33,908,426

1834, 16,214,957 4,316 4,857,600 — 586,619, 128,412 21,791,935

1835. 19,591,310|| 15,616 ||14,757,600 — 869,280 696,279 35,430,087

1836 23,409,940 1,110 |24,877,179 — 328,674 2,209,891 50,826,796

1837, 11,169,290 7,181 6,776,236 2,992,989 1,375,965 5,562,190 27,883,853

1838 16,158,800 2,467 3,081,919 |12,716,820 1,542,102|2,517,252 39,019,382

1839 23, 137,921 3,309 7,076,447 3,857,276 — 1,265,068 32,881,242

1810, 13,499,502 1,682 3,292,285 5,589,547 1,774,513 874,662 25,032,193

1841; 14,847,557 — 1,464,063 10,054,336|| 723,491 120,691 30,410,167
granos. -

1842, 7,974,689 — 705,000 |10,085,015 — 202,807 | 18,967,513

E x P E N D IT U R E. s.

Civil Foreign In Miscella. Military Naval public deb Total.

- tercºurse. neous. k.stablishinent awal. ublic debt.

is32 1,800,751 gºsº 7,982,877 3,955,370 17,840,309|34,335,598

1833. 1,562,758 955,395 3.jøSºi 13,096,153, 3,901,356 1,513,543 |34,257,348

1831, 2,080,601 211,5622,082.565. 10,064,428, 3,956,260 6,176,555 24,601,982
1835 1,905,551 774,750 1,519,306 9,420,313, 3,864,939 58,191, 17,373,141

1836 2.110,175 533,3822,749,721 19,667,166 5,807,718 — 30,868,164

1837, 2,357,035 4,603,905 2.932.12s 20,702,930, 6,646,914 21,822 37,265,037

lsº 2,688,708 1,215,0953,256,860, 20,537,473 6,131,580 5,605,720 39,455,438

1839 2,116,982 987,667 2,621,310 14,588,664 6,182,291 11,117,987 37,614,936

1810 2,736,769 683,278 2,575,351 12,030,626 6,113,896 || 4,086,613 28,226,533

lº 2,670,809 326,2713,199,489, 14,003,878 5,896,547 5,628,076 32,025,070ennos

1842 2,935,167 — — 3,620,347 3,039,512 7,185,297 16,803,613

This table presents the fact, at the

first glance, that both the receipts and

expenditures of the government, in the

period between the years 1834 and

1840, inclusive, were greater than ever

before. Through the operation of spec

ulation the revenue from land and cus

toms swelled to an enormous extent.

The spirit, which induced those specu

lations among the people, acting upon

Congress, induced extravagant appro

priations for extraordinary purposes, at

a moment when ordinary expenses

would have been greatly enhanced by

the very high prices borne by articles

consumed in the departments, the army

and navy, &c. By the operation of

these causes, the aggregate receipts

and expenditures during that seven

years reached the enormous sum of

$449,520,720, or an average of $63,-

360,102 per annum; the receipts for

the whole period being in excess of

the expenditures $18,250,279. During

the same period, the appropriations

made by Congress exceeded the ex

penditures $6,338,727, so that, had the

department expended all ordered by

Congress, there would still have been

a balance of about $12,000,000. All

these vast movements, it will be re

membered, were made, not only with

out the assistance of a National Bank

as a fiscal agent, but in the face of op

position so violent from the late insti

tution, that its vast means, conducted

by the vaunted “Neckar” of modern

times, perished in the struggle, and the

federal Treasury triumphed with an

untarnished reputation in that hour,

when the bank with its much lauded

financiers sank to rise no more. This
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vast sum of money was collected by

one class of officers and paid over by

another class; dispersed over a coun

try of two millions of square miles in

extent, and through the medium of

twenty-six different paper currencies,

without involving a loss of more than

one-half of one part, or about one

fourth of the proportion of loss that

took place under a National Bank. In

order to compare the extent of the fis

cal operations of the department dur

ing the seven years alluded to, with

those of the two preceding periods of

seven years each, let us look at the fol

lowing table. -

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR THREE PERIODS

OF SEVEN YEARS EACH.

Under

- 1820-26.

Receipts, - - - - - 157,710,793

Expenditures, - - 153,432,099

Total - - - - $311,142,892

Excess of receipts, - - 4,278,694

Appropriations, - - 156,609,739

Excess of app. over expend. 3,177,640

The present party in power have

contended that a National Bank, with

numerous branches and large capital,

is indispensable to the management of

the finances, and the advocates for the

re-charter of the institution in 1832,

contended that it was absolutely im

possible to perform the duties of the

department without one, to transmit

the government funds and “create a

uniform national currency.” The fig

ures here presented, however, show the

fact that, in the face of the alleged im

practicability of the thing, Mr. Wood

bury collected and disbursed 25 per

cent. more than ever had been done

before in the same space of time, and

that too, during the most unprecedent

ed difficulties, with a precision and

certainty never before equalled. The

operations under the bank rule from

1837 to 1823, were in a time of gen

eral prosperity when the seeds of evil

sown by the bank had not ripened into

the disasters which afterward took

lace. The movements under Mr.

Wºbur, embraced three periods

of commercial revulsion and two of

bank suspension, causing a fluctuation

in the value of the paper currency of

50 per cent. Through all the difficul

ties incident upon these events, Mr.

Woodbury collected and disbursed an

average of $1,250,000 per week, in

the currencies of twenty-six different

States, varying in depreciation from

par to 35 per cent. discount, and all

without suffering the smallest dis

credit or loss. This is an undeniable

proof, either that a National Bank is

a National Bank. Without a Bank.

1827–33. 1834–40.

191,742,542 233,885,489

186,398,324 215,635,231

$378,140,866 $449,520,720

5,344,218 18,250,258

196,952,111 221,673,958

10,553,787 • 6,338,729

of no sort of use, or that the highest

degree of skill and industry were ex

ercised in the keeping and transmis

sion of the government funds. The

#. in the operations was the “uni

orm national currency,” provided by

the Constitution; this, as related of.

ficially, enabled the department when

“exchanges,” that is, “Bank ex

change,” was 5 per cent. against New

Orleans and in favor of New York, to

exchange 200,000 Mexican dollars at

New Orleans at par, for specie in New

York; this little incident is illustrative

of the vigilance of the department.

Not only did the department derive no

assistance from the bank while in ope

ration, but was thwarted by it, and

its movements embarrassed and crossed

in every possible way. So much for the

fiscal operations of the department.

Thenextfeaturein the.ofreceipts

and expenditures given above, is the

apparent large expenditures, which

reached their highest points in 1838, and

were then rapidly reduced until, in 1840,

they were in a train of reduction to

their former level of 1835. The direct

cause of these large expenditures has

been hinted at above, viz.: the influ

ence upon Congress, of the great ex

pansions and extravagances which

prevailed throughout the country in the

years 1835–6. These led to extraor

dinary expenses beyond those atten

dant upon the national growth of the

country, viz., new States added to the

Union, new members to Congress, ex

tension of the federal judiciary over

the new territory, multiplying light
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houses, augmenting the army and

navy, &c. Besides these naturally in

creased expenditures, the overflowing

Treasury prompted Congress, with

great unanimity of feeling, to run into

new enterprises, such as erecting new

buildings, branch mints and bridges,

extending new roads at great expense,

freeing several States from their Indian

population, waging two expensive

frontier wars, also the cost attending

the Canadian rebellion, &c., &c., all

these movements, at a time when

Year, restimate.

18:34 18,187,4SS

1835 15,610,232

1836 19,738,933

1837 22,651,442

1838 20,523,249

1839 21,665,089

1840 1S,280,000

Here are presented the estimates and

expenditures independent of the debt.

If we now go back to the aggregate re

Gross Revenue for Seven Years

Derived from Bank Stock

Treasury Notes

Revenue from regular Sources

Gross Expenditures for Seven Years

Paid old Public Debt -

Treasury Notes -

Expense, independent of Debt

This gives a surplus, in the receipts,

of$10,963,331, which, with the surplus

in the Treasury at the commencement of

the period, constitutes the $28,000,000

deposited with the States on the condi

tion that it should be returned when

the Treasury should be in want of it.

The extraordinary expenses of the In

dian wars, computed at $30,000,000,

being deducted from the above sum,

leave $158,568,333, as the aggregate

regular expenses of the seven years,

averaging, therefore, $22,652,619 per

annum. During a season of the utmost

speculative excitement in and out of

Congress, and when, large and valu

able tracts of land were cleared of the

Indians, when the revolutionary pen

sion list was enlarged in one year to

Appropriation by Congress.

money prices of everything were ex

travagantly high, necessarily swelled

the appropriations, and compelled the

expenditure of large sums beyond the

estimates called for by the executive.

The commencement of an enterprise,

of course brought its expenses into the

estimates for the succeeding year, to be

again exceeded by the appropriation

made by Congress. The following is a

table of the estimates of each year

with the appropriation and expendi

ture :

Expenditure.

29,068,992 18,420,507

17,830,681 17,006,513

37,755,606 29,655,244

34,126,807 31,610,003

33,138,371 31,544,396

23,862,500 25,443,716

21,658,872 22,389,356

ceipts and expenditures for the seven

years under review, we shall find the

following results:

- - $233,885,489

9,197,203

- 25,156,622

— 34,353,825

- $199,531,661

- - 215,635,231

6,234,756

20,832,142

27,066,898

$188,568,333

*

$1,000,000, when dry docks were built,

navy yards improved, buildings erect

ed, and a thousand or more benefits

and improvements perfected in the

country; all this was done, and a ba

lance of $24,000,000 handed over to

the new government, in a claim of

$28,000,000 upon the States, to meet a

small floating debt of about $4,500,000

in Treasury Notes.

One feature of extraordinary diffi

culty bore upon the department with

great severity, but is not to be discov

ered in a mere examination of figures.

It is to be appreciated only º the dis

passionate inquirer, who has had some

experience in large fiscal operations.

We allude to the process of reducing

expenses after once they have been en
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larged. It was a very easy matter for

Congress to order expenses, and for the

department to disburse, a fact which

has been evident to “the meanest ca

}. ” since March, 1841. When,

owever, a series of expensive enter

prises have been entered into with a

revenue of near $51,000,000, as in

1836, and in one year, through unfore

seen accidents, that revenue falls to

$28,000,000, including $2,000,000 of

Treasury notes, or nearly 50 per cent.,

cutting the department short of its re

ceipts with all the expenditures pro

gressing, how great must have been

the vigilance, skill, judgment, and de

cision of that officer, in the control of

the department, who promptly gov

erned and curtailed the vast and com

plicated expenditures so as to make

the diminished revenue meet every

obligation of the government, fulfil all

its engagements, preserve its credit

entire, and yet keep the Treasury notes,

which he was forced to lean upon, at

a premium in a restricted money mar

ket 2 Some idea of the degree of skill

requisite for such an operation may be

approximated to when we consider

that, caught in the same revulsion, and

under the same circumstances, not a

bank in the country sustained itself,

and scarcely ten out of a hundred mer

chants in any part of the country rode

out the gale.

The first burst of the storm being

over, what sound judgment and cool

deliberation did it not require to conti

nue the reduction in all the extraordi

nary expenditures, to meet the prob

able permanent diminution in the reve

nue in a manner that the public inte

rest should not suffer? This was done,

with the assistance of Treasury notes,

gradually, as seen in the above table;

the current expenses, independent of

Mr. Woodbury's

estimate for

1841.

Expenses.

Civil, Miscellaneous, &c. $ 3,450,740

Military - - - 8,589,440

Naval - - - - 5,445,329

Additional - - - 1,764,480

Public debt interest, &c. - 149,200 .

Trust funds - - -

Treasury Notes - " - 4,500,000

23,899,189

debt, being reduced $6,000,000 in 1839,

and $3,000,000 in 1840, and were in a

train to have been reduced $4,000,000

in 1841, when the administration of

affairs unfortunately passed into other

hands, and the expenses were increased

$4,000,000, making a difference of

$8,000,000 between what should have

been and what was the case. This

was the fulfilment of the pledge of

“retrenchment,” under which the new

party came into power.

During the year 1840, when the ex

penditures were under this process of

permanent reduction, the election took

place, and the government were as

sailed from all quarters with reproach

es for extravagance, alleged frauds,

and dark hints were thrown out ofex

tensive speculation. The opposition

promised extensive reformations in all

these particulars. One of the charges

most harped upon was, that “the ad

ministration had pushed the expendi

tures, during the previous four years,

$30,000,000 beyond the revenue.” This

was reiterated in every Whig press,

and re-echoed from every log cabin.

What has been the result under the

management of these economical finan

ciers, who were horrified at an excess

of expenditure of $30,000,000 in four

. Why in 18 months only they

ave spent $24,000,000 more than the

receipts, and that during a period of low

prices, and when the customs receipts

averaged $2,000,000 per annum higher

than the average of the three years

1837–8–40. How this was brought

about we may understand better by

first taking the estimates of Mr. Wood

bury for 1841. The actual expenses of

that year, according to his successors—

for there were two of them in one short

year—were as follows:—

Actual

Movements Estimate for Six months

for 1841 1842. of 1842.

6,196,560 2,935,167

14,003,878 — , 3,620,347

5,896,547 - 3,039,512

97,080 - 164,231

- - 123,288

5,530,995 7,000,000 6,921,065

32,025,060 32,791,000 16,803,610

|
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Receipts.

Customs - - - 19,000,000 14,847,557 19,000,000 7,974,689

Lands - - - 3,500,000 1,464,063 - 705,000

Miscellaneous, &c. - - 80,000 120,691 150,000 54,145

Banks - - - 220,000 723,491 - -

Trust funds - - - - - - 148,662

Treasury notes and loans 342,618 10,054,336 50,000 10,085,016

- 23,142,618 32,025,070 19,200,000 18,967,513

Balance, January 1 - 1,580,851 917,945 deficit 627,559

24,160,855 33,012,415 18,572,440

This table, which proves Mr. Wood

bury's estimate of receipts for 1841 to

have been very nearly right, presents

also a most extraordinary method of

“retrenchment” and “reform.” The

estimated expenses of Mr. Woodbury

were based upon a perfect knowledge

of the state of all the public works—

how far each had approached comple

tion, and what was proper to continue

that salutary reduction which had

been progressing since 1838. The heads

of**. asked for by the differ

ent departments—civil, military, and

naval—amounted to $17,485,520; and

an addition of $1,764,480 was made

to cover oversights, and sufficient su

ºl. to cover the outstanding
reasury notes; º; the whole

amount to $23,899,189. The resources

to meet these were chiefly the customs

and lands, if Congress did not choose

to recall the $28,000,000 deposited

with the States. In this state of

affairs the retrenchment party, par

ercellence, came into power. What

was to have been expected from their

stern republican erpressions ofeconomy

and frugality ?—their determination

to reduce “the debt” and to relieve

“the dear people?” Was it not natu

ral to suppose that these uncompro

mising censors would have investigated

the accounts?–discovered and pruned

any useless expenses said to exist?—

reduced salaries, pay and mileage of

members—saved money by talkin

less and shortening the session; an

have pushed economy to the point of

Increase of expense in 1841 over 1840.

Permanent debt created, - - -

Land revenues given away per annum,

Tariff increased per annum, - - -

Capital subscribed for bank, vetoed -

The “retrenchment” party there

fore voted away $33,717,881 beyond

that which was necessary, and to pay

º ? All such suppositions,

owever, were the emanations of old

fashioned ideas, long since exploded.

Such is by no means the practice of

“enlightened statesmen.” The first

thing that was done—to use an Hiber

nianism—towards improving the reve

nue, was utterly to neglect advertising

the public lands, or to take any means

towards turning that valuable source of

revenue to account. No notice of sales

was given; no graduation bill hinted at;

no means taken to open land offices in

districts where surveys were open for

large sales, and which would immedi

ately have increased the receipts—Oh,

no a better plan was hit upon; it

was to give away the land, and thus

save the expense of collecting the reve

nues from it. Having astonished the

public with this brillant proposition to

improve the revenues of the Treasury,

they immediately set about saving mo

ney by calling an extra session of Con

gress. The session was called, avow

edly, on account of “sundry important

...} weighty matters growing out of

the condition of the revenue and finan

ces.” The hollowness of this pretence

we have seen. The table of the ex

penditures for 1841, given above, also

shows the result of this extra session,

called to lessen expenses, which were

swelled $10,000,000 beyond the esti

mates of the department. The lead

ing measures of that session—called to

remedy the extravagance of the former
administration—were as follows:—

- $8,217,881

12,000,000

3,500,000

5,000,000

22,000,000

it, were to borrow the $22,000,000for

a bank, also the $12,000,000 to meet

increased expenses; and they levied a
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tax of $5,000,000 upon the people to re

lieve them from the oppression of the

former administration. This was the

first year of “retrenchment” and the

restoration of confidence. During the

session, the credit of the States as in

dicated in the price of their securities

upon the market had been maintained

by the vain expectation, that the pro

mises of the party in power could, in

some measure, have been redeemed.

At the close of the session, however,

the floating debt of the government,

consisting of the much abused and vili

fied Treasury Notes, had been increased

several millions of dollars, and speedi

ly fell to 5 or 6 per cent. discount,

although prior to March, 1841, they

were always at a premium. This fact

is alone sufficient to show that the

course of the new government had

ruined its credit among practical men;

but more than that, the Secretary came

into the market with the new loan,

authorised to the extent of $12,000,000,

having no funds pledged for its re

demption. The receipts of the Trea

sury less than its expenditures, and

that bankrupt Treasury, deprived of its

land revenues, the result was of course,

that only $5,000,000 of the loan was

taken. The failure to, negotiate the

loan increased the discredit of the gov

ernment, and when Congress. again

met and extended the time and amount

of the loan, and authorised it to be

sold at any price, the Secretary, on

coming into the market, could only sell

$1,500,000 of a 6 per cent. stock at 2

per cent. discount, leaving $10,500,000

which nobody would touch. The cus

toms revenue had indeed been pledged

for this amended loan, but Congress

has sagaciously evaded that provision

by neglecting to provide any laws by

which a revenue from customs may be

collected. These stocks will be

hawked about Europe, will be derided,

scoffed at, and ridiculed, thereby injur

ing the government credit more than

all that has gone before. Under such

circumstances, how is it possible to

expect any revival of stock credits of

any description?
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NEW BOOKS OF THE MONTH.

...Animal Chemistry, or Organic Chemistry,

in its .1pplication to Physiology and Pa

thology. By Justus Liebig, M.D.,

Ph. D., F.R.S., M.R.I.A., Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Giessen.

Edited from the Author’s Manuscript,

by Willi AM GREGoRy, M.D., F.R.S.E.,

M.R.I.A., Professor of Medicine and

Chemistry in the University and King's

College, Aberdeen. New York: Wi

ley & Putnan, 161 Broadway. 12mo.

pp. 336.

DR. Lt Epig’s writings are among the

most valuable as well as original contri

butions which the age is producing, to

ward the solution of the Great Problem,

the most beautiful and elevated in physi

cal science that can engage the human in

tellect, the discovery of the laws of vi

tality. He may be said to stand at the

head of that large and powerful school of

philosophy, which is now engaged in at

tacking the abstruse mysteries of this

problem, through the avenue of access aſ

forded by the observation of the chemical

phenomena of organic being. But he at

the same time steers widely clear of the

error into which the chemical school, mis

led by the habits of their accustomed in

vestigations in the world of mineral chem

is try, have been too prone to fall—namely,

thaat of regarding the living organism as a

mere laboratory, to the phenomena of

which were to be applied the some

comparatively simple principles of chem

ical action exhibited by the same ele

ments in their binary combinations in

inorganic substances. The present vol

urne is a sequel to Liebig’s former

work on Organic Chemistry in its Ap

plications to Agriculture and Physiol

ogy, placed within the reach of the Amer

ican reader by the same publishers to

whom we owe the present one; and we

learn by the author’s dedication to the

“ British Association for the Advancement

of Science,” that he intends to follow it

with a third part, to contain an investiga

tion of the food of man and animals, the

analysis of all articles of diet, and the

study of the changes which the raw food

undergoes in its preparation. The track

of investigation pursued by the author,

the quantitative as distinguished from the

qualitative method, is one which places a

stamp of certainty and truth upon such

facts as it enables him to accumulate ; and

VOL. XI.-NO. L.I. 42

whatever new lights may hereafter be

thrown upon the nature and laws ofthe hid

den principle which lies at the bottom of

all, these results, as far as they go, must

not only remain fixed facts, capable, too, of

practical applications of the highest utility,

but they must always be regarded as hav

ing afforded most valuable aid toward the

discovery of those laws. These results

of extensive and profound observation

through patient years, many of which

are equally novel and important, are

exhibited with a clearness of development

and simplicity of statement, which, in con

nection with the nature of the subject and

its ultimate bearing, give a very fascinat

ing interest to its pages, so far as we

have yet found time for their study.

Thoughts on the present Collegiate System

in the United States. By FRANcis

WAYLAND. Boston : Gould, Kendall &

Lincoln, 59 Washington-street: 1812.

1Sino. pp. 160.

Scoh a theme as is indicated by the above

title, is far better adapted to the pen of

the learned President of Brown University,

than that on which he last appeared, with

no very becoming grace, before the pub

lic; and returning to more congenial la

bors, “Richard's himself again.” This

volume is well-timed, and will doubtless

be useful. We have long looked upon

the whole system of College Education

in this country as little better than a solemn

humbug; and President Wavland shows

very plainly that it ought to be “reformed

altogether.” He exhibits the inefficiency of

the present system of visitation or Trus

tee supervision, prevailing in all our col

leges; the tendency of the system to make

indolent professors and superficial stu

dents. Among other suggestions of in

provement, he proposes, what we have

always regarded as of primary import

ance, that the professors should have

to depend, for the chief part of their

emoluments, on the fees of their classes;

that the Procrustean system of an unvary

ing four years’ regular course, be aban

doned; that the time be extended, and the

number of subjects studied reduced, to be

made more thorough and more beneficial.

Altogether it is an excellent little volume,

telling a great deal of truth more useful

to the public than agreeable, probably, to
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the established functionaries of the exist

ing colleges in this country—one hundred

and one in number—besides thirty-nine

Theological Seminaries, ten Law Schools,

and thirty-nine Medical Schools. We

trust that some of them will promptly set

the example to the rest, of reorganizing

themselves in accordance with its sug

gestions; and Dr. Wayland the President

will have almost earned a just forgiveness

for the recent sins of Dr. Wayland the

Politician.

.4 Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and

Mines, containing a clear Exposition of

their Principles and Practice. By AN

DREw URE, M. D., F. R. S., &c., &c.

Illustrated with 1241 Engravings on

wood. From the second London Edi

tion. New York: Published by D.

Appleton & Co., 200 Broadway.

WE have received the first twelve parts

of this excellent work, which is ap

pearing from time to time from the indus

trious press of the Messrs. Appleton, in

numbers, at a price placing it within the

reach of the tens of thousands in this

country to whom it must soon become a

book of absolute necessity. Of Dr. Ure’s

eminent reputation, as a man both of high

science and extensive practical experience

in its applications, it is unnecessary to

speak. We cannot do better, to give our

readers an idea of the value of the work

we desire to make known to them, than

place before them the following quotation

from his Preface:—

“I have embodied in this work the results' of my

long experience as a Professor of Practical Science.

Since the year 1805, when I entered at an early

age upon the arduous task of conducting the schools

of chemistry and manufactures in the Andersonian

Institution, up to the present day, I have been as

siduously engaged in the study and improvement of

most of the chemical, and many of the mechanical

arts. Consulted professionally by proprietors of fac

tories, workshops, and mines of various descrip

tions, both in this country and abroad, concerning

derangements in their operations, or defects in their

products; I have enjoyed peculiar opportunities of

becoming acquainted with their minutest details,

and have frequently had the good fortune to rectify

what was amiss, or to supply what was wanting.

Of the stores of information thus acquired, I have

availed myself on the present occasion; careful,

meanwhile, to neglect no means of knowledge

which my extensive intercourse with foreign na

tions affords.

“I therefore humbly hope that this work will

prove a valuable contribution to the literature of

science, serving—

“In the first place, to instruct the Manufacturer,

Metallurgist, and Tradesman, in the principles of

their respective processes, so as to render them, in

reality, the masters of theirbusiness; and, to eman

cipate them from a state of bondage to such as are

too commonly governed by blind prejudice and a

vicious routine.

“Secondly. To afford Merchants, Brokers, Dry

salters, Druggists, and Officers of the Revenue, cha

racteristic descriptions of the commodities which

pass through their hands.

“Thirdly. By exhibiting some of the finest deve

lepments of Chemistry and Physics, to lay open an

excellent practical school to Students of these kin

dred sciences.

“Fourthly. To teach Capitalists, who may he desi

rous of placing their funds in some productive

branch of industry, to select, judiciously, among

plausible claimants

“Fifthly. To enable gentlemen of the Law to be

come well acquainted with the nature of those pa

tent schemes which are so apt to give rise to litiga

tion.

“Sixthly. To present to Legislators such a clear

exposition of the staple manufactures, as may dis.

suade them from enacting laws, which ohstruct in

dustry, or cherish one branch of it, to the injury of

many others.

“And lastly, to give the general reader, intent,

chiefly, on Intellectual Cultivation. views of many

of the noblest achievements of Science, in effecting

those grand transformations of matter to which

Great Britain and the United States owe their para

mount wealth, rank, and power, among the nations

of the earth. -

“The latest statistics of every important object of

Manufacture are given from the best, and, usually,

from official authority, at the end of each article.”

The whole work is to be completed in

twenty-one numbers, at 25 cents each,

making a large octavo volume of about

1400 pages. It will be sent, post paid, by

mail to any part of the Union, on the re

ceipt by the publishers of five dollars in

advance. The price of the second Lon

don edition from which it is reprinted is

eleven dollars. After its completion, to

ward which it is now approaching, the

publishers announce that it will not be in

their power to afford it for less than seven.

Bees, Pigeons, Rabbits, and the Canary

Bird, familiarly described: their Habits,

Propensities, and Dispositions explained;

Mode of Treatment in Health and Dis

ease plainly laid down; and the whole

adapted, as a Text-Book, for the Young

Student. By PETER Boswell, of Green

law. With an Appendix, containing

Directions for the Care of several

American Singing-Birds. New York:

Wiley and Putnam. 1842. 18mo.

pp. 164.

WE have found this an interesting little

book, though possessing neither apiary

nor aviary, dove-cote nor rabbit-hutch.

It is full of details of practical instruction,

conveyed in a simple, business sort of

way; though at times with an unconscious

poetry, derived doubtless from the inno

cent and pleasing pursuits to which the

author has evidently devoted no small

portion of his time and attention. We

should be glad if its effect should be to

lead some of our country residents to cul.

tivate more than is now done among us a

taste of this character, from which they

would find no small degree of amusement

to result, not unaccompanied with moral

benefit, and even perhaps sometimes, if

they choose, those advantages generally
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supposed to be still more acceptable to

our Yankee calculations. Many excel

lent lessons of morals and wisdom may be

learned from these humble little monitors

and exemplars, worth treasuring up. The

bees have a sort of French Revolution

every year—when the working-bees seem

to get out of patience with the drones, and

make a furious onslaught upon then,

massacreing them indiscriminately in an

annual Septembrisation. Certainly, had

our author designed to describe the no

blesse whose character and habits are to be

found stamped on the whole series of me

moirs of the eighteenth century, he could

not have done so more correctly than in

speaking of these same gentlemen-drones

who compose the court of her Majesty the

Queen-Bee—“their sole destined employ

ment being the propagation of their kind,

for which they are furnished with food

from the common stock, toward the col

lection of which they never give, nor are

expected to give, any assistance.”

Our amiable naturalist justly remarks

that the common appellation of that very

useful personage the queen-bee, is a mis

nomer, and that she ought to be called

the mother-bee-to which he does not

omit to add, with a naïveté of patriotism

which is very edifying—“ as it is the

earnest prayer of every loyal Briton that

the terms in a higher quarter may be

speedily conjoined.” We protest against

stigmatizing the form of government of

1hese industrious little “Associations of

—Attractive Industry” as a monarchy—

even in subjection to a queen. We claim

them rather as not only republican, but

decidedly democratic.

Mr. Boswell gives us many entertain

ing particulars of the private lives and

rmorals of his little friends; and the anal

ogies thus presented to human life are

often not a little striking. Of the cana

ries, he says that young married couples

sometimes “will fight very much, and the

hen strive for the mastership; but in most

cases, to the courage of the male be it

spoken, without success.” But he would

apply a much looser law of divorce than

prevails in most civilized communities—

“If they should fight too much, and will

not come to any reconciliation in the

course of one month's trial, it will be best

to part them,” &c.

Young canaries sometimes, it seems,

die of blighted affections—a very rare cir

cumstance among those larger bipeds, ac

cording to the definition of Diogenes, who

are without wings or feathers:

“These birds have their sympathies and anti

pathies, which nothing can subdue. The sympa

thy of a male has been shown by putting him

alone in an aviary, where there are many females;

in a few hours he will make choice of one, and will

not cease for an instant to show his attachment,

by feeding her. Nay, he will even choose a female

without seeinz her ; it is sufficient that he should

hear her cry, and he will not cease to call her. The

salue observation is also applicable to the ſenale,

and her being already bespoke has been known to

prove fatal ; when the new lover has died of

gricſ.”

There are natural, incurable “ old ba

chelors ” among them, as well as among

us. In some cases, we read that “all

these sources of sympathy seem to be dried

up within them, and an immediate anti

pathy, which no endeavor nor fond ca

ress can overcome, to have usurped its

place.” However, these gentry form a

much more useful and respectable class

than their corresponding anti-types we

have alluded to-ſor (being chiefly con

fined to the males) these “are generally

found to be the best singers.” These are

queer analogies, certainly; and we might

amuse ourselves with tracing out many

more, had we more space to bestow upon

them.

Cottage Residences : or, a Series of De

signs for Rural Cottages and Cottage

Villas, and their Gardens and Grounds.

.ddapted to North .dmerica. By A. J.

DowNING, author of a “Treatise on

Landscape Gardening.” Illustrated by

numerous engravings. New York and

London; Wiley & Putnam; 1842. 8vo.

pp. 187.

THE country is already under no small

degree of obligation to Mr. Downing for

his former charming book on Landscape

Gardening; and he adds to the debt by

the lessons which in the present one he

teaches to our farmers, and to the resi

dents of our thousands of country villages,

for a judicious combination of beauty, con

venience, and economy in the construction

of their houses. One of the greatest

charms that delight the eye of the Ame

rican traveller in many parts of England,

is the profusion and variety of cottage

residences of this kind, of which he is a

thousand times tempted to desire to trans

plant one, like the house of Our Lady of

Loretto, to his own country, to serve as

models for imitation. Mr. Downing’s

work marks probably the turning point

of an era among us in this respect. His

numerous pretty designs and plans can

not fail to induce many of those about to

build to adopt the suggestions of an im

proved taste which he offers; while the

fullness of his practical instructions, with

his explanations of expense, &c., will show

to everybody that he can just as easily and

as cheaply make himself the possessor of

a beautiful abode, which will be a perpe

tual pleasure to the occupant and delight
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to the eye of the stranger, as disfigure the

scenery of his native country with a huge

unsightly square white box, or pine-board

Parthenon, or shingle castle. We recom

mend to all about to build in the country

not to determine on their plan till they

have looked into this volume, of which

in our next we shall probably endeavor to

give our readers some more detailed ac

count.

The Mineral Springs of Western Virginia:

with Remarks on their Use, and the Dis

eases to which they are applicable. By

WILLIAM BURKE. “Quamvis ut hoc mal

lem de iis qui essent idonei suscipere

quam me: me quam neminem.”—CIc.

New York: Wiley and Putnam. 1842.

18mo: pp. 291.

Pictorial Guide to the Falls of Niagara : .4

Manual for Visiters, giving an Account

of this Stupendous Natural Wonder;

and all the Objects of Curiosity in its

Vicinity; with Every Historical Incident

of Interest; and also Full Directions for

Visiting the Cataract and its Neighbor

ing Scenes. Illustrated by Numerous

Maps, Charts, and Engravings, from

Original Surveys and Designs. The Il

lustrations designed and engraved by

J. W. Orr. Buffalo: Press of Salis

bury & Clapp. 1842. 18mo. pp. 232.

A couple of serviceable guide-books, to

their respective places of summer pilgrim

age—with much convenient and useful

information, and not without entertain

ment; which latter quality, in the first

named of the two, resides chiefly in the

calmly dignified magniloquence of style

corresponding to the classical stateliness

of the above title-page, and which we do

not hesitate to pronounce the me plus ultra

of guide-book eloquence. It presents a

full and elaborate account of all the nu

merous springs usually classed together as

“ the Virginia Springs,” and says that,

“ in no section of the civilized globe is

there such a variety in the same space.”

The author laments their temporary de

pression in value, as property, from the

“universal declension of prosperity; ”

but anticipates that they will become a

place of cosmopolitan resort, and of im

mense value in themselves and benefit to

Western Virginia, as soon as times re

vive, and the Legislature construct mac

adamized roads, to connect them with

each other and with the surrounding great

routes of travel. We should infer, how

ever, that he himself is rather disposed to

deprecate that, as a consummation not

devoutly to be wished, from his praises

of their present “calm repose, freedom

from restraint, and omission of conven

tional usages,” which he places in tri

umphant contrast with “the routine of

follies and absurd ceremonies which con

stitute the pleasures of a fashionable wa

tering-place.” “Whensoever,” he pro

ceeds, with a stride of style which we

shrink from attempting to follow with any

humble imitation of ours, “whensoever

the whiz of the steam-engine shall have

invaded the solitary grandeur of our

mountain defiles, then will the charms of

our scenery and society deteriorate under

the ruthless hands of a utilitarian genera

tion.”

The other ofthe two makes a very nice

and recommendable little volume. The

numerous cuts and illustrations are in

general neatly executed, and the whole

typography is in very pretty style. But

there is one of the plates against which we

protest with indignation—that of “the

Three Profiles.” They are thus des

cribed:

“From the Hog's Back, a singular phenomenon

is presented to view. It is that of three profile

figures of the human face, upon the rock under the

edge ofthe American Fall, so fully and clearly de

fined, that one can scarcely believe them to be the

work of chance, and not of the sculptor's art. They

are of gigantic size, but well proportioned, and are

situated as shown in the engraving above. The

first or upper one represents a negro; the next, a

young and well favored man, of the European race,

and the lowest, an elderly and spectacled personage

of the same descent. They appear to be of the male

sex, and the features of each are singularly well

defined. They were first observed last season, and

are now regarded with no little interest. This

Strange trio certainly exhibit a very remarkable

coincidence of casualties.”

Now, in the first place, the upper face,

as represented in the plate referred to,

does not bear the most remote resem

blance to the features of a “negro; ” and

in the second place, neither the plate nor

the description bears any much greater

resemblance to the reality. The three

are there given, as of about equal promin

ence and distinctness, the one immedi

ately under the edge of the fall—a sec

ond half-way down the rock—and a third

still lower. In the native rock the two

latter are quite insignificant, appearing

as but accidental indentations on what

would seem the drapery of the huge chest

above which frowns the dark massive

ness of the upper face—the only one

worthy of notice. This is indeed sublime;

and it is unpardonable, that all its sol

emn grandeur should be frittered away, by

one who evidently has not seen it in the

proper light, or has not understood or felt

it, if he has. This colossal face was ob

served for the first time last year, through

the occasional opening of the spray, by

the “eye ofgenius” of a very distinguished
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artist of this city, a lady, from whose

sketches, taken on the spot, we make the

present criticism. The features are won

derfully perfect, and nobly moulded into

an expression of eternal endurance,—the

brow, surmounted by the sheet of the

fall, beetling with a lowering frown over

a straight and well defined nose—the lips

compressed, but clearly and strongly chisel

led, the chin well proportioned and rounded

—and the whole outline of the face bowed

forward upon the chest of the stony giant,

as though beneath the pressure of the

awful rush of waters which he seems

planted there by some primeval doom to

sustain.

Lord Morpeth's recent lines on the

great cataract, which are prefixed to the

volume, are not unworthy of quotation:

“NIAGARA.

There's nothing great or bright, thou glorious Fall:

Thou may'st not to the fancy's sense recall–

The thunder riven cloud, the lightning's leap,

The stirring of the chambers of the deep,

Hºrtº's enerald green, and many tinted dyes,

The fleery whiteness of the upper skies,

The tread of armies, thickening as they come,

The boom oſ cannºn, and the beat of drum,

The brow of he ºuty, and the form of grace,

The passion, and the prowess of our race,

The song of Homer in its loſtest hour,

The unresisted sweep of Roman power,

Britannia's triºtent on the azure sea,

America's young shout of liberty :

Cº. may the wars that madden in thy deeps,

There spend their rage, nor climb th’ encircling

steeps :

And till the conflict of thy surges cease,

Tue Nations on thy banks repose in peace!”

Merico in 1842: ..? Description of the

Country, its Natural and Political Fea

tures ; with a Sketch of its History

brought down to the Present Year. To

which is added, an Account of Teras

and Yucatan; and of the Santa Fé Er

pedition. Illustrated with a New Map.

New York: Charles J. Folsom; Wiley

& Putnam ; Robinson, Pratt & Co.

1842. 18mo. pp. 256.

Multum in parro—a very acceptable

compendium of information little known

and much needed; in a plain and practi

cal shape; comprehensive, yet not de

ficient in dictinctness of detail, and

brought freshly down to the present day.

Handy.Andy. By SAMUEL LovER. New

York: D. Appleton & Co., 200 Broad

way: 1842.

This comical and popular story, over

which the most solemn of sages will be

apt to make himself ridiculous to himself

by immoderate laughter, is issued by the

above named publishers as fast as it ap

pears, in monthly shilling parts. The

illustrations, of which there are two to

each number, are from the pencil of the

author himself, under whose hand his own

scenes of rich and rollicking Irish fun lose

nothing of their wit or drollery. It has

reached its seventh part—and long may it

be before it reaches the last.

-

The Fortunes of Hector O'Halloran and

his Man, Mark .dntony O’Toole. By

W. H. MAxwell, author of “Stories

of Waterloo,” &c. Illustrated by Dick

Kitcat. “Faugh-a-Ballagh.” New

York: D. Appleton & Co., 200 Broad

way: 1842.

“FAUch-A-BALLAGH,” is the celebrat

ed and characteristic Irish motto, meaning

“clear the way !” It is a bold under

taking, that on which Mr. Maxwell has

ventured, of flinging down the glove of

rivalry straight at the feet of the author of

“Charles O’Malley;” but he has done so

boldly and bravely. He has brought for

ward on his stage a young Irishman, who

seems to be the full incarnation of the

wild and warm genius of his country; he

has given him a body-guard to match,

and a commission in the twenty-first Fu

sileers; and has fairly started him forth

on the world as a soldier of fortune, which

in general, as we need not to be told, signi

fies, in Ireland, as everywhere else, a sol

dier of no fortune. The first three num

bers, all that have yet appeared, promise

capitally for the sequel; and though we

took them up with a pshaw! of impa

tience at having to read them for an opinion

about them, we intend to read the ſuture

ones as fast as they come out, for their

own sake, for the fun that’s in them.

General History of Civilisation in Europe,

from the Fall of the Roman Empire to

the French Revolution. By M. Guizot,

Professor of History in the Faculty of

Literature at Paris, and Minister of

Public Instruction. Third American,

from the Second English Edition, with

occasional Notes by C. S. HENRy, D.D.,

Professor of Philosophy and History in

the University of the city of New York.

New York: D. Appleton & Company,

200 Broadway, 1842. 12mo. pp. 316.

It is a good sign of a healthy public

taste to observe the call for a third edi

tion of these admirable Lectures of Gui.
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zot within so short a period ; and we are

glad to learn that this work has been

adopted as a text-book by numerous insti

tutions of Education. It is undoubtedly,

for the period embraced within its survey,

the most perfect model of philosophical

history that has been produced. It will

long remain a monument to the memory

of the author, when the politician and his

politics shall be forgotten. Professor

Henry has added some Notes, which con

siderably enhance the utility of the vo

lume in the hands of the student, though

we think he might with advantage have

made them more numerous. Guizot pre

supposes an acquaintance with the events

of the whole European history of the

times, out of which he has himself ex

tracted all their essence of meaning, as

constituting that history of ideas, princi

ples, and institutions, which it is his object

to develope. When used as a school

book, it would be a material aid that it

should be accompanied with illustrative

facts and details, and chronological sum

maries of the various groups of events on

which the several portions of the work

are based. Professor Henry has, in gene

ral, done this so well, that we are tempted

to wish that he had taken a larger view

of the opportunity afforded to him as Edi

tor, and had carried it out to a greater

eXtent.

“Discourses on Human Life.” By OR

viLLE DEwEY, Pastor of the Church of

the Messiah, in New York. New York:

published by David Felt & Co., Sta

tioners' Hall, 245 Pearl, and 34 Wall

Streets. 1841. 12mo. pp. 300.

WITHouT any allusion to the peculiar

views of the denomination, of which Mr.

Dewey is one of the most distinguished

ministers in the United States, we may

safely commend this volume of sermons

to all sects and classes of readers, for the

high Christian philosophy and morality

with which they are replete—the com

forting views of life, the sustaining views

of death, and the generally elevating and

purifying tendency which characterize

such of them as we have yet had time to

read, within the few days that the volume

has been placed on our table. They well

sustain Mr. Dewey's reputation for elo

quence, earnestness, benignity of spirit,

and force of reasoning.

The Irving Institute—an English and Clas

sical Boarding School for Young Gentle

men, Tarrytown, Westchester County,

N. Y., WILLIAM P. Lyon, JA.M., and

CHARLEs H. Lyon, .4.M., Principals.

1842-3.

The receipt of a pamphlet prospectus

of this excellent institution affords an op

portunity we are pleased to take advan

tage of, to recommend it to the attention

of all who would desire to place a son in

a spacious and elegant establishment of

this kind, on one of the finest sites on the

unrivalled banks of the Hudson, as well in

point of salubrity of air as beauty of

scenery; and under the charge of gentle

men highly qualified for their responsible

duty, in character, talent, accomplish

ment, and experience. The numerous

and strong testimonials of approbation,

contained in letters from parents, (gentle

men of known competency to judge,)

which are appended to the prospectus,

amply confirm the opinion which, as we

have here expressed it, is founded on per

sonal acquaintance with the estimable

Principals. They speak with especial

emphasis respecting the healthy moral

influences and religious culture which,

under the conscientious care and attention

of these gentlemen, their children have

had the good fortune to enjoy. Mr.

Charles W. Lyon, formerly an instructor

in the Grammar School of Columbia Col

lege, besides various Addresses, &c., is

also the author of a volume used in the

institution, entitled “Contributions to

Academic Literature *—which has been

generally noticed with favor by the

press.

We have a number of other books on

our table, either received too late for exa

mination and notice in our present Num

ber, or necessarily deferred for want of

room, which will be suitably attended to

in our next.
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AMrerican.

The recent dearth in Literary Novelties,

is, we are happy to find, about to be re

lieved by the speedy appearance of se

veral important works of interest and

value; among these, the most promi

nent will unquestionably be, the forth

coming work of Mr. Stephens, com

prising his further Researches among

the Antiquities of Central America,

which are characterized by a far more

stupendous grandeur than those already

discovered. The author of the far

famed “Glory and Shame of England,”

has also nearly ready a new work, to

be entitled, “The Condition and Fate

of England;—a subject at the present

moment of paramount interest, when,

to the observing eye, the internal con

dition of that powerful nation presents

anomalies as conflicting as they are

ominous and alarming. These vol

umes are designed as a continuation

and summing up of the argument

commenced in his former work, “The

Glory and Shame of England,” which

created so much ado among all classes

of readers. From a hasty glance at

portions of the MS., which differs ma

terially in character and scope from the

preceding production, there is little

doubt but its appearance will awaken

great and very general interest. A

single chapter merely is devoted as a

reply to the charges alleged against

this writer by “Libertas;” the work,

therefore, is far from being of a pole

mical cast, while it is characterized by

even a more unsparing hand in its

astounding developments.

Two new works of a biographical charac

ter are also on the tapis, one, “Me

moirs of Printers and Booksellers who

became eminent Publishers, comprising

a Historical Sketch of the Publishing

Business in the United States.” It will

include much interesting statistical de

tail connected with our native litera

ture and its purveyors, cotemporary and

past. By John KEEse, Esq. The other

work alluded to, which will range with

the foregoing, is to be entitled, “Me

moirs of American Merchants distin

guished for Enterprise, Success in Busi

mess, Moral Worth, and for their Libe

rality in objects of Public Charity, &c.

By Rev. J. L. BLAKE, author of a Ge

neral Biographical Dictionary.

SHERIDAN KNowLEs is said to be engaged

on a New Drama, founded on events lin

the history of America; an Indian prin

cess constitutes the heroine of the piece.

Theodore S. Fay is sufficiently conva

lescent to admit of his resuming his

literary labors; his new novel, it is

expected, will now shortly appear.

Paulding has nearly completed a new

work of fiction. The widow of the

lamented Tyrone Power is about to

prepare for the press the collected writ

ings of that inimitable comedian and

author.

“...A Peep into the Book of Nature,” is the

title of a volume now in course of pre

paration, and to be published during

the ensuing autumn. The design of

the work is to illustrate a great variety

of the phenomena of Nature in all

her multifarious works, by appropriate

engravings, and by scientific explana

tions, expressed in a simple and per

spicuous manner, so as to be easily

comprehended by the young mind, for

which this volume is chiefly intended.

It will contain more than on E HUNDRED

ENGRAVINGs on wood, executed in the

best style of the art. We have seen a

few of them; and knowing the ability

of the author and artist to perform his

labor well, we have no hesitation in

highly commending this volume to pa

rents, not only as a rich holiday gift,

but as a valuable acquisition to the

library of any family.

renGlish.

Mr. MILFord’s “ Norway and its Lap

landers in 1841, is now published.

J. W. LEstER’s new works, “The Om

nipotence and Wisdom of Jehorah,” two

orations; and “Visit to Doredale, Der

byshire,” was announced for the 1st of

August.

The Fourth Part of the “Graphic Illus

trations of Animals,” showing their uti

lity to man in their employments during

life, and their uses after death, will

shortly be published.

Preparing for publication—“.4 Glossary

of the Symbolical Language of Christian

...Art during the Middle Ages.”

Also, a very beautiful “Chromological

Chart of British Architecture,” combin

ing, with the Genealogy of the Sove
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reigns of England, the most important

events in European history.

The Rev. Dr. WAUGHAN has in prepara

tion a new work, to be entitled, “The

...Age of Great Cities, or Modern Civilisa

tion viewed in relation to Intelligence,

Morals, and Religion.” With Notes of

a Tour through the Manufacturing Dis

tricts of Lancashire, &c., by W. CookE

TAYLoR.

A third volume of “Discourses on various

Subjects.” By the late Rev. Dr. M'ALL,

of Manchester, is in the press, and will

shortly be published. Also forming a

series, “.4 Hand-Book for Northern

Italy.”—“.4 Hand-Book for Southern

Italy.”—“.4 Hand-Book for France.”

—“.4 Hand-Book for Westminster

.Abbey, its Art, Architecture, and Associa

tions.” And “.4 Hand-Book for Lom

don, Past and Present,”—all consider

ably advanced.

A new Historical Romance, by Mrs.

HoFLAND, is nearly ready, under the

title of “ The Czarina.” A Treatise

“On the Unity of the Church.” By Rev.

E. H. MANNING. “Memoirs of the

late Francis Homer.” Dr. TRU

MAN’s new work on “Food, and its In

fluence on Health and Disease,” and

Mr. HAMILTON’s “Researches in Asia

Minor, Pontus, and Armenia,” are also

about to appear; in addition to which

we observe the following:—“ Dora

Medler, a story of Alsace. By Rev.

C. B. TAYLER, author of “Records of

a Good Man’s Life.”—“Notes and

Observations on the Ionian Islands and

Malta,” &c. Br Dr. John DAY.-A

new volume by MAUNDER, entitled, “.4

Treasury of Geography and History,”

uniform with the former series by this

useful compiler. A new novel, edit

ed by the author of “The Subaltern,”

under the title of “Self-Devotion;” but

really written by the author of “The

Only Daughter,” and a translation of

Kohl’s valuable work on Russia, which

last will be considered among the most

acceptable works of its class in modern

times.

The following have just appeared—“The

--------------------------

JArt of Conversation, with accompanying

Thoughts on Manners, Fashion, and Ad

dress. By Capt. ORLANDo SABERTASH.

—“ Belgium since the Revolution of

1830;” comprising a Topographical and

Antiquarian Description of the Coun

try, and a Review of its Political and

other Relations. “The Two Dan

gerous Diseases of England, Consump

tion and Apoplery, their Nature, Causes,

and Cure.” By Rowland EAst, Esq.,

Surgeon, &c. Now publishing, by sub

scription, in Four Quarterly Parts (each

containing Eight Views), ** Sketches

of Churches,” drawn on the spot, and

on zinc, accompanied by short descrip

tions. By H. G. RELTon. Part I. is

now ready. “Soldiers and Sailors;”

or, Anecdotes, Details, and Recollec

tions of Naval and Military Life, as re

lated to his Nephews. By an OLD OF

FIcER. The work is replete with in

teresting information, and illustrated

with more than 50 wood-cuts, from the

designs of John Gilbert.

The EARL of LEICESTER, better known as

Mr. Coke, of Norfolk, author ofseve

ral popular treatises on Agricultural

subjects, died recently in London at an

advanced age.

contLNENTAL.

Reformatoren vor der Reformation (Re

formers before the Reformation, espe

cially in the Netherlands and Germany)

is the title of a new and important

work by the celebrated Dr. ULLMAN.

The first volume, which appeared last

year, contains, besides the lives of Joh.

of Goch, Joh. of Wesel, with those of

others who were collected around them,

a most interesting Introduction, on the

Necessity of a Reformation in the

Church at large, and some ecclesiastical

conditions in particular. At a time

when distinguished members of the

Protestant church so often and so fond

ly dwell on “the crimes of the Re

formation,” a work of this sort may

serve again to dispel the false impres

sions which such writers may have pro

duced.

The city of Berlin is about to be enriched

with a collection of 845 Indian manu

scripts, almost all in the Sanscrit, and

containing the whole of the Vedas,

which M. BUNSEN has purchased from

the heirs of the late Sir R. CHAMBERs.

The whole collection cost M. BUNSEN

1,250l.
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3. Nºſtegg

To THE SUBS C R IBERs of THE “BosTON QUARTERLY.”

IN submitting the present number of the DEMocratic Review to the inspection

of the subscribers to the Boston QUARTERLY, the Publishers of the former work

beg respectfully to invite attention to some of its distinguishing characteristics.

Besides incorporating for the first time the valuable contributions of the Rev.

O. A. Brownson, which will hereafter be found to enrich its pages in regular

monthly succession, the Democratic Review also derives powerful attractions

from its extensive and highly talented list of original contributors, which in

cludes, among others, the following distinguished names, Bancroft, Everett,

Whittier, Amos Kendall, J. F. Cooper, Paulding, Gilpin, Butler, General Cass,

W. C. Bryant, J. L. Stephens, Cambreleng, Miss Sedgwick, Davezac, Hawthorn,

Godwin, Eames, &c., while the editorial charge is devolved on John L. O'Sul

livan, Esq., the originator of the work, and under whose auspices it has so

long maintained its distinguished reputation. In addition to its high literary

standard, it will be seen that the amount of its reading matter far exceeds that

of any similar periodical in the country, thus constituting it, apart from its in

trinsic character, the cheapest work of its class ever presented to the patronage

of the American public ; while its mechanical execution, no less than its

monthly series of pictorial embellishments, may confidently challenge competi

tion with the best productions on either side the Atlantic. With such claims

on the support of the friends generally of American periodical literature, it is

believed, to all who have hitherto sustained the talented work whose interests

have now become merged into those of the Democratic Review, the present

appeal will not prove unsuccessful. This, indeed, can scarcely be questioned,

since all who have appreciated the high order of talent displayed in the writ

ings of Mr. Brownson, will find, by the proposed arrangement, the strongest

additional inducements for transferring their patronage to the work with which

he has now become associated.

The New Series of the Democratic Review commenced July, 1841, and in

the firm belief that all those who have been the patrons of the Boston Quar

terly will become subscribers to the present work, the publishers have the

pleasure to announce that they will forward to all such who shall remit

(within the present month) the amount of their subscription, ($5,) for the cur

rent year, ending next July,

A conſpI.ETE set of THE DEMocratic REVIEW, FoR THE PAST YEAR, GRATUITously,

containing twelve finely executed Portraits of eminent Political and Literary

characters, and over fifteen hundred pages of varied and interesting reading

matter. They have also the satisfaction of being enabled to state that a richly

engraved

L I K E N ESS OF R. E. W. O. A. B. R O W, NS ON

is in preparation, and will accompany the present work in the course of the

current year. It is therefore particularly requested that all who may desire to
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THE CONSTITUTION_THE FRAMERS AND THE FRAMING."

second ARTICLE.

IN a preceding article (D.R., August,

1842, Article II.) we made some re

marks upon the proceedings that led

to the Federal Convention, and upon

the characters of some of the most pro

minent members. On the present oc

casion we propose to notice very briefly

the principal plans that were present

ed, and the progress of the debate, by

which they were gradually moulded

into the existing Constitution.

The evil complained of under the

preceding system—commonly called

the old Confederation—was the ineffi

ciency of the Congress, and its want of

any regular power to enforce its requi
sitions on the States. The nature of

the remedy indicated by this political

disease, was, of course, in general

terms, an extension of the authority

delegated to the Union, and a partial

sacrifice of State independence. Thus

far all were agreed—at least all whose

opinions were represented in the con

vention. But it was, of course, impos

sible that a revolution like the one in

contemplation should take place with

out great differences of opinion; and

these naturally turned upon the extent

to which the proposed increase of the

power of the Union should be carried,

and the form in which it should be

effected. The debates that grew out

of these differences revealed the exist

ence of the National and State-Rights

parties, which divided the Convention,

and which seem to constitute the per

manent party division most naturally

resulting from the political circum

stances of this country. The precise

oint on which the parties took issue

in the Convention was, whether the

Union should be continued as a con

federacy of independent States, with

such extension of the powers of Con

gress, as might be deemed expedient,

or whether the States, for the purposes

contemplated in the Union, should

surrender their independence, and form

themselves into one body politic, under

a common government.

The friends of the latter system pro

posed the establishment of a general

government, with a legislature in

* The Papers of James Madison, purchased by Order of Congress, being his Cor

respondence, and Reports of Debates during the Congress of the Confederation, and

his Reports of Debates in the Federal Convention, now published from the Original

MSS., deposited in the Department of State, by Direction of the Joint Literary Com

mittee of Congress, under the Superintendence of Henry D. Gilpin.

1841.

3

New York : J. and H. G. Langley.

WOL. XI.-NO. Lii. 4

3 vols 8vo.
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which the States, should exercise in

fluence in proportion to their popula

tion. They also proposed to give to

the General Government a negative on

the acts of the State Governments.

The State-Rights party, on the other

hand, proposed the continuance of the

existing confederacy, with some exten

sion of the powers of Congress, and the

addition of a national executive and

judiciary. After much discussion the

#. was compromised, by the estab

ishment of a general government, act

ing directly upon individuals, and not

upon States; with a legislature consist

ing of two branches, in one of which

the States were to have an equal vote,

and in the other a vote proportional to

their population. The other question

was compromised in a still more skil

ful way, by maintaining, in the first

instance, the formal validity of all the

acts of the State Governments; but,

at the same time, giving to the Consti

tutional laws of the Union a para

mount authority in the courts of just

ice, anything in the constitution and

laws of the several States to the con

trary notwithstanding. By this mas

terly device the ascendency of the

Union, which was indispensable to the

harmonious and successful conduct of

the public affairs, was fully secured,

without any offensive interference with

the formal legislation of the States, or

any danger of the collisions to which

an attempt at such interference would

have necessarily led. The adoption of

these principles fixed the basis of the

new system: the subsequent proceed

ings of the Convention were a mere

arrangement of details, not always un

attended with difficulty, but, in most

cases, of no essential importance to the

general result.

Such is the naked outline of the pro

ceedings of the Convention. At the

present time we believe it to be the

prevalent opinion that the compromise

adopted on both these points was, on

the whole, favorable to the views of

the National party. In the Convention

itself the feeling appears to have been

different. The proportional vote of

the States in both branches of the na

tional legislature, and a formal nega

tive by the General Government on the

laws of the States, were considered by

the National party as indispensable to

the success of the new scheme. They

feared, and fully believed, that an equal

representation of the States in one

branch of the Legislature, having a

complete negative on the acts of the

other, would be just as fatal to the effi:

ciency of the Government as an equal

representation in both, and would per

petuate all the vices of the old Confe

deration. This apprehension, which

appears, in fact, very plausible, and of

which nothing but experience could

have shown the futility, was enter

tained, not only by those who would

have preferred a permanent executive

and senate—in short, a constitution

substantially on the British model—but

by those who contemplated merely an

efficient republican government. We

had occasion to advert, in our preced

ing article, to the great influence exer

cised by Virginia on the establishment

of the Constitution, and to the extraor

dinary prominence of Mr. Madison as

a member of the Convention. It is,

therefore, worthy of remark in this

connection, and the fact is highly ho

norable to the character of the Conven

tion, that this influence, far from being

dictatorial, was not even on the most

important points regarded as decisive;

and that every member of the Conven

tion seems to have acted with perfect

independence upon every question that

came before the body. On both the

points alluded to above—the propor

tional vote and the formal negative on

the laws of the States—Virginia was

decided. They are the leading points

in Governor Randolph's plan, which

formed the basis of the proceedings.

Mr. Madison insisted on both, with im

movable tenacity, to the very last mo

ment that they were under discussion;

but, notwithstanding their respect for

the commanding position of Virginia

in the Union, and for the personal char

acter and talents of Mr. Madison, the

representatives of the smaller States

acted without hesitation upon what

they considered as the interest of their

constituents, and succeeded in defeat

ing the efforts of Mr. Madison and the

other statesmen of the Virginia school.

The result has shown that in practical

politics the force of circumstances is a

safer guide than any theoretical reason

ing, however plausible, or, considered

as theory, apparently incontestable.

The equal vote of the States in the

Senate has not been found in practice

to impair, in the slightest degree, the

efficiency of the General Government.
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The assignment of the duty of main

taining the ascendency of the legisla

tion of the Union over that of the

States to the judiciary department,

instead of the legislative or execu

tive, was an improvement, of which no

language can describe the importance,

and is the feature in the Government

which is now justly regarded as the

pride and beauty of the system.

This question, upon which the divi

sions in the Convention, and subse

quently in the country, were destined

chiefly to turn, presented itself for dis

cussion at the very threshold of the

proceedings. Mr. Madison tells us,

that “before the arrival of a majority

of the States, the rule by which they

ought to vote in the Convention had

been a subject of conversation among

those members present. It was pressed

by Gouverneur Morris, and favored of

Robert Morris and others from Penn

sylvania, that the large States should

unite in firmly refusing to the small

ones an equal vote in the Convention,

as unreasonable, and as enabling the

small States to negative every good

system of government, which must, in

the nature of things, be founded on a

violation of that equality. The mem

bers from Virginia, conceiving that

such an attempt might beget fatal al

tercations between the large and small

States, and that it would be easier to

prevail on the latter, in the course of

the deliberations, to give up their

equality for the sake of an effective

government, than, on taking the field

of discussion, to disarm themselves of

the right, and thereby throw them

selves on the mercy of the larger

States, discountenanced and stifled the

project.”

The want of punctuality in attend

ing to their duties, which prevailed to

so great an extent among the members

of Congress under the old Confedera

tion, was also observed at the opening

of the Convention. The day fixed for

the meeting was the fourteenth of

May, 1787, but it was not until the

twenty-fifth that seven States, forming

at that time a majority of the whole

number, were represented, and that it

was possible to proceed to business.

After the formal arrangements, which

occupied three or four days, had been

completed, Governor Randolph, of Vir

ginia, on the twenty-ninth of May, pre

sented a series of fifteen Resolutions,

embracing the principles which were

to form the basis of the proposed Con

stitution. He introduced them by a

speech of some length, explaining the
nature of the mischiefs which had been

felt under the old Confederation,-the

dangerous condition of the country,

and the character of the remedy pro

posed in the Resolves, which were

offered in the name of the Virginia de

legation. These Resolutions contain

the germ of the Constitution, as finally

adopted, and formed the text of the

debates throughout the whole proceed

ings. They are as follow:—

** MR. RANDolph’s REsolutions.

“Resolved, That the Articles of Con

federation ought to be so corrected and

enlarged as to accomplish the objects pro

posed by their institution : namely, “com

mon defence, security of liberty, and gen

eral welfare.”

“2. Resolved, That the rights of suf

frage in the national Legislature ought to

be proportioned to the quotas of the contri

bution, or to the number of free inhabitants,

as the one or the other rule may seem best in

different cases.

“3. Resolved, That the national Le

gislature ought to consist of two branches.

“4. Resolved, That the members of the

first branch of the national Legislature

ought to be elected by the people of the

several States every , for the term

of ; to be of the age of

years at least; to receive liberal stipends,

by which they may be compensated for

the devotion of their time to the public

service; to be ineligible to any office, es

tablished by a particular State, or under

the authority of the United States, except

those peculiarly belonging to the func

tions of the first branch, during their

term of service, and for the space of

after its expiration ; to be inca

pable of re-election for the space of

after the expiration of their term of ser

vice, and to be subject to recall.

“5. Resolved, That the members of the

second branch of the national Legislature

ought to be elected by those of the first

out of a proper number of persons, nomi

nated by the individual Legislatures; to

be of the age of years at least; to

hold their offices for a term sufficient to

ensure their independence; to receive

liberal stipends, by which they may be

compensated for the devotion of their

time to the public service; and to be ine

ligible to any office, established by a par

ticular State, or under the authority of the

United States, except those peculiarly
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belonging to the functions of the second

branch during the time of service, and for

the space of after the expiration

thereof.

“6. Resolved, That each branch ought

to possess the right of originating acts;

that the national Legislature ought to be

empowered to enjoy the legislative rights

vested in Congress by the confederation,

and, moreover, to legislate in all cases to

which the separate States are incompe

tent, or in which the harmony of the

United States may be interrupted by the

exercise of individual Legislatures; to

negative all laws passed by the several

States, contravening, in the opinion of the

national Legislature, the Articles of Union,

or any treaty subsisting under the authority

of the Union; and to call forth the force

of the Union against any member of the

Union failing to fulfil its duty under the

articles thereof.

“7. Resolved, That a national Execu

tive be instituted, to be chosen by the

national Legislature for the term of

; to receive punctually at stated

times, a fixed compensation for the ser

vices rendered, in which no increase nor

diminution shall be made, so as to affect

the magistracy existing at the time of in

crease or diminution, and to be ineligible a

second time; and that, besides a general

authority to execute the laws, it ought to

enjoy the executive rights vested in Con

gress by the confederation.

“8. Resolved, That the executive and a

convenient number of the national judiciary

ought to compose a council of revision,

with authority to eramine every act of

the national Legislature, before it shall

operate, and every act of a particular Leg

islature, before a negative thereon shall be

final; and that the dissent of the said

council shall amount to a rejection, unless

the act of the national Legislature be

again passed, or that of a particular Leg

islature be again negatived by

of the members of each branch.

“9. Resolved, That a national judiciary

be established, to consist of one or more

supreme tribunals, and of inferior tribu

nals to be chosen by the national Legis

lature; to hold their office during good

behavior, and to receive punctually at

stated times, a fixed compensation for

their services, in which no increase or

diminution shall be made, so as to affect

the persons actually in office at the time of

such increase or diminution. That theju

risdiction of the inferior tribunals shall

be to hear and determine, in the first in

stance, and of the supreme tribunal to

hear and determine in the dernier ressort,

all piracies and felonies on the high seas;

captures from an enemy; cases in which

foreigners, or citizens of other States,

applying to such jurisdictions, may be in

terested; or which respect the collection

of the national revenue; impeachments

of any national officers, and questions,

which may involve the national peace and

harmony.

“10. Resolved, That provision ought to

be made for the admission of States, law

fully arising within the limits of the Uni

ted States; whether from a voluntary

junction of Government and territory, or

otherwise, with the consent of a number

of voices in the national Legislature, less

than the whole. '

“11. Resolved, That a republican gov

ernment and the territory of each

state, except in the instance of a volun

tary junction of Government and terri

tory, ought to be guarantied by the Uni

ted States to each State.

“12. Resolved, That provision ought to

be made for the continuance of Congress

and their authorities and privileges, until

a given day after the reform of the arti

cles of union shall be adopted, and for the

completion of all their engagements.

“13. Resolved, That provision ought to

be made for the amendment of the arti

cles of union, whenever it shall seem ne

cessary; and that the assent of the nation

al Legislature ought not to be required

thereto.

“ 14. Resolved, That the legislative,

executive and judiciary powers within the

several States ought to be bound by oath

to support the articles of union.

“15. Resolved, That the amendments,

which shall be offered to the confedera

tion by the convention, ought, at a proper

time, or times, after the approbation of

Congress, to be submitted to an assembly

of representatives, recommended by the

several Legislatures, to be expressly

chosen by the people to consider and de

cide thereon.”

The Resolutions, as well as the ab

stract of the speech introducing them,

which is given in the Report, were

furnished to Mr. Madison by Mr. Ran

dolph himself, and are in his hand

writing in the original papers. It is

but just, however, to both the parties,

to add that the substance of the plan

is contained in a letter addressed to

Mr. Randolph by Mr. Madison from

New York, where he was in attend

ance as a member of Congress, under

date of the eighth of April, 1787. Mr.

Madison himself remarks in the Intro

duction to the Reports, that “the ear

liest sketch on paper of a constitu

tional Government for the Union (or
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ganized into the regular departments,

with physical means operating on in

dividuals), to be sanctioned by the peo

ple of the States, acting in their origi

nal and sovereign character, was con

tained in the letters of James Madison

to Thomas Jefferson of the nineteenth

of March; to Governor Randolph of

the eighth of April; and to General

Washington of the sixteenth of April,

1787.” The two former of these let

ters are published, for the first time,

in the present collection. The third

was not inserted by Mr. Madison in

this work, but is found in Sparks's

edition of the Writings of Washing

ton. The letter to Randolph of the

eighth of April, which is the one that

more immediately suggested the sub

stance of the Virginia plan, indicates

distinctly the three leading points

presented in the Resolutions, viz., the

substitution of a national Government,

organized with executive, legislative,

and judiciary departments, instead of

the existing confederation of inde

pendent States; the proportional vote

of the States in both branches of the

national Legislature, instead of the

equal vote, allowed in the Congress of

the Confederation; and the negative by

the national Government on the acts

of the States, to be exercised through

the legislative departments as well as

the judiciary.

In regard to the first and second of

these points, Mr. Madison remarks in

the letter to Randolph, above alluded

to, that “he holds it for a fundamental

point, that an individual independence

of the States is utterly irreconcilable

with the idea of an aggregate sover

eignty. “I think,” says he, “at the

same time, that a consolidation of the

States into one single republic is not

more unattainable, than it would be ex

pedient. Let it be tried then, whether

any middle ground can be taken, which

will at once support a due supremacy

of the national authority, and leave in

force the local authorities, so far as:

they can be subordinately useful. The

first step to be taken is, I think, a

change in the principle of representa

tion. According to the present form

of the Union, an equality of suffrage,

if not just towards the larger members

of it, is, at least, safe to them, as the

liberty they exercise of rejecting or ex

ecuting the acts of Congress, is un

controllable by the nominal sovereign

ty of Congress. Under a system:

which would operate without the in

tervention of the States, the case would

be materially altered. A vote from

Delaware would have the same effect

as one from Massachusetts or Virgi

nia.” “Let it have a negative,” con

tinues Mr. Madison, “in all cases what

soever, on the legislative acts of the

States, as the King of Great Britain

heretofore had. This I conceive to be

essential to the least possible abridg

ment of the State sovereignties. With

out such a defensive power, every posi

tive power, that can be given on paper,

will be unavailing. It will also give

internal stability to the States. There

has been no moment since the peace,

when the Federal assent would have

been given to paper money, &c. Let

this national supremacy be extended

also to the judiciary department. If

the judges in the last resort depend on

the§: and are bound by their oaths

to them and not the Union, the inten

tion of the law and the interests of the

nation may be defeated by the ob

. of the tribunals to the

policy or prejudices of the States. It

seems, at least, essential that an ap

eal should lie to some national tri

unals in all cases which concern

foreigners, or inhabitants of other

States.” -

In regard to the proposed negative

by the General Government upon the

acts of the State Legislatures, Mr.

Madison remarks, in the Introduction

to the Debates, that “the feature in

these letters, which vested in the gen

eral authority a negative on the laws

of the States, was suggested by the

negative in the head of the British

empire, which prevented collisions be

tween the parts and the whole, and

between the parts themselves. It was

supposed, that the substitution of an

elective and responsible authority, for

an hereditary and irresponsible one,

would avoid the appearance even of a

departure from republicanism. But,

although the subject was so viewed in

the convention, and the votes on it were

more than equally divided, it was

finally and justly abandoned, as, apart

from other objections, it was not prac

ticable among so many States, increas

ing in number, and enacting, each of

them, so many laws. Instead of the

proposed negative, the objects of it

were left as in the Constitution.”
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In the above remark, “that the

votes upon this question were more than

once equally divided,” Mr. Madison,

probably from defect of memory at

the time when the Introduction to the

Debates was written, has hardly done

justice to the favor with which the

proposal was received by the Conven

tion. The clause, as it stands in Mr.

Randolph's plan, giving authority to

the national Legislature to negative all

State laws contravening the articles of

union, was taken up for the first time

on the 31st of May, and ‘agreed to

without debate or dissent.” The vote

was afterwards reconsidered on motion

of Mr. Pinckney, with a view not to

an abridgment, but to an extension of

the power previously given; and on

the 8th of June he proposed, “that a

national Legislature should have au

thority to negative ’’ (not only such

State laws, as might, in their opinion,

contravene the articles of union and

existing treaties, but “all laws which

they should judge to be improper.”

Mr. Madison seconded, and strongly

supported the motion, which was also

supported in debate by Mr. Wilson and

Mr. Dickinson. It was lost by a vote

ofseven to three; Massachusetts, Penn

sylvania, and Virginia being in favor of

it; Delaware divided; Connecticut,

New Jersey, New York, Maryland,

North Carolina, South Carolina, and

Georgia against it. The vote, which

had been taken on the 31st of May,

was not, however, at this time altered;

and in the report made by Mr. Gor

ham on the 13th of June, of the pro

ceedings of the committee of the whole

on Mr. Randolph's resolutions, the

clause stands as originally offered, with

no other alteration than the addition,

made on motion of Dr. Franklin, when

the subject was first considered, of

“existing treaties” after “articles of

union.” We shall advert to this point

again hereafter.

On the same day on which Mr.

Randolph presented his resolutions,

Mr. Charles Pinckney proposed a plan,

in the form of a draft or projet of a

complete constitution of government.

No copy of this document was taken

by Mr. Madison, nor was the original

on file among the papers of the Con

vention, which remained in the cus

tody of Washington and were deposit

ed by him, while President of the

United States, in the department of

State. In the year 1819, the journal of

the Convention was published by order

of Congress under the direction of the

department of State, and a copy of the

missing paper was, at that time, fur

nished by Mr. Pinckney himself. It

appears, however, that some doubt

may be entertained, whether the paper

thus furnished, is a correct copy of the

one presented to the Convention. Mr.

Madison, in a note on the subject,

points out several discrepancies be

tween the suggestions made in the

plan, and the course taken in debate by

the author. The plan, for example,

provides, that the members of the

House of Representatives shall be

chosen by the people, while the author,

on the 6th of June, a few days only

after the draft was presented and after

giving previous notice, opposed that

method and recommended an election

by the Legislatures of the States.

There is an exact coincidence between

the language of the plan and that of

the Constitution,as adopted, in several

passages, in which the language of

the Constitution was the result of re

peated discussions and amendments,

and could not, of course, have been

anticipated at the commencement of

the proceedings. Mr. Madison con

jectures, we think with great probabili

ty, that the paper, communicated

to the department of State by Mr.

Pinckney, was a rough draft, on which

the author had interlined a portion of

theproceedings oftheConvention which

was subsequently confounded with the

original text. This plan was not di

rectly acted on either in committee of

thewhole, or in the Convention. It was .

referred, with the plan of Mr. Patter

son, to the “committee of detail,”

which was appointed on the 24th of

July, to report the draſt of a Constitu

tion upon the basis of the resolutions

previously adopted.

There is a general resemblance be

tween the plan proposed by Mr. Pinck

ney and the Constitution, as adopted,

which, with the direct coincidence in

language in several passages above al

luded to, would render the document

curious, if the correctness of the copy

could be depended on. The uncer

tainty that exists on this point, in a

great measure deprives it of value.

The leading, ideas are substantially

the same as thosecontained in the plan

of Mr. Randolph. It is, therefore, not
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to be regarded as the expression of any

political opinion, prevailing in the Con

vention, distinct from that represented

by Randolph's Resolutions, but merely

as another draft on substantially the

same basis. For this reason, as well

as the uncertainty in regard to the cor

rectness of the copy, we deem it unne

cessary to insert the document here.

On the 30th of May, the day after

these two plans had been offered, the

Convention went into committee of the

whole on the state of the Union, Mr.

Gorham, of Massachusetts, in the

chair; and on that day, and several

succeeding ones, took up, successively,

and acted on the whole of Mr. Ran

dolph's Resolutions. The State-Rights

|. do not appear at this time to

ave matured |. ideas sufficiently to

act upon them with much decision,

and the leading points in the Virginia

plan were agreed to with little, and, in

some cases, with no opposition. On

the first day, after a very short discus

sion, the grand principle which was

to serve as the basis for the whole re

form—the substitution of a regularly

organized national Government for the

existing confederacy—was agreed to by

a very unanimous vote; Massachu

setts, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virgi

nia, North Carolina, and South Caro

lina, being in favor of it; Connecticut

only against it; New York, divided.

On the same day the question of the

proportional vote in the national Le

gislature was taken up, and, on motion

of Mr. Madison, seconded by Gouver

neur Morris, the principle “being,” as

the Report says, “generally relished,

would have been agreed to,” had not a

postponement been moved by Mr.

Read, of Delaware, on the ground that

the delegates from that State were pro

º ºl.l

on the first day,

º
º

hibited by positive instructions from

agreeing to a change in the rule of

suffrage. The subject was accordingly

On the following day, as

as been already remarked, the third

leading principle, of a negative by the

General Government on all acts of the

States, inconsistent with the articles of

"niºn, “ was agreed to without debate

or dissent.” Thus the basis of the pro

Pºsºd reform was substantially settled
- - almost without discus

jº ºr difference of opinion; and the
debates proceeded with great unanimi

ty for seyeral days on matters of com

Paratively minor importance, until the
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10th of June, when, on motion of Mr.

Patterson, seconded by Mr. Brearley,

both of New Jersey, the subject of the

mode of suffrage in the Legislature,

which had been postponed on motion

of Mr. Read, of Delaware, was re

sumed.

It then appeared that in the interval,

which had since elapsed, the State

Rights party had matured their ideas,

and were prepared to take decided

ground. Messrs. Brearley and Patter

son both spoke at length in opposition

to the plan of a proportional vote; and

the latter took the occasion to express

himself strongly against the general

scheme of a national government, or

any material variation from the Arti

cles of the Confederation, “which

were,” as he said, “the proper basis of

all the proceedings.” “The commis

sions under which we acted,” he conti

nued, “were not only the measure of

our powers; they denoted also the sen

timents of the States on the subject of

our deliberations. We have no power

to go beyond the Federal scheme;

and if we had, the people are not ripe

for any other. We must follow the

people; the people will not follow

us.”

The discussion was continued through

the day, and resumed on the following

one. In the debate of the 11th, Mr.

Sherman, of Connecticut, suggested for

the first time the plan, which was

finally adopted at a later period of the

proceedings, though it did not now pre

vail, of a proportional vote in the House

of Representatives, and an equal vote

in the Senate. On the same day the

proportional vote on the first branch was

agreed to on motion of Mr. King, of

Massachusetts, seconded by Mr. Wil

son, of Pennsylvania, by a vote of seven

to three–Massachusetts, Connecticut,

Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Caro

lina, South Carolina, and Georgia, be

ing in favor of it; New York, New

Jersey, and Delaware, against it; and

Maryland, divided. The rule of pro

portion, as it stands in the Constitution,

was then adopted, on motion of Messrs.

Wilson and Pinckney, by the same

vote, with the difference that New

York and Maryland now voted in the

affirmative, making the numbers nine

to two. Mr. Sherman, seconded by

Mr. Ellsworth, now proposed his sug

gestion, of an equality of suffrage in the

Senate, in the form of a regular mo
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tion, which was negatived by a vote of

six to five–New York, New Jersey,

Connecticut, Delaware, and Maryland,

in the affirmative ; Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Caro

lina, South Carolina, and Georgia, in

the negative. It was finally decided,

on motion of Mr. Wilson and Mr. Ha

milton, by the same vote, that “ the

right of suffrage in the second branch,

or Senate, ought to be according to the

same rule, as in the first branch, or

House of Representatives.”. The sub

ject was thus definitely disposed of
and was not resumed till after the Re

ort of the committee of the whole on

łºś. Resolutions, where it

stands in the form just stated; viz.,

“the votes of theStates in both branches

are to be in proportion to the whole

number of white and other free citi

zens and inhabitants of every age, sex,

and condition, including those bound to

servitude for a term of years, and

three-fifths of all other persons not

comprehended in the foregoing descrip

tion, except Indians not paying taxes

in each State.”

It is curious, considering the change

in the relative importance of the seve

ral members of the Union, that has

since taken place, to find the Empire

State identifying herself in interest

with her smaller sisters, and sustain

ing their policy on this, as on most

other occasions, throughout the pro

ceedings. . Of her three delegates, Ha:

milton only was national; Yates and

Lansing, constituting the majority, and

giving in most cases the vote of the

State, were ultra State-Rights. When

the great question between a national

government and a confederacy, of

States was finally decided against their

views, the two i. seceded from the

Convention. On the 13th of June,

Mr. Gorham, from the committee of

the whole, reported nineteen resolu

tions, expressing, with various modifi

cations of minor importance, substan

tially the principles of the Virginia

all.

The State-Rights party, having now

matured their views and taken their

ground, appear to have thought the

proper time had come for testing their

strength in a formal way. On the

14th of June, the day after the pre

sentation of Mr. Gorham's Repor, Mr.

Patterson, who acted as their leader,

“observed to the Convention,” accord

ing to Mr. Madison's Report, “that it

was the wish of several deputations,

particularly that of New Jersey, that

farther time might be allowed them to

contemplate the plan reported from the

committee of the whole, and to digest

one purely federal, and contradistin

guished from the reported plan. He

said they hoped to have such an one

ready by to-morrow to be laid before

the Convention: and the Convention

adjourned that leisure might be given

for the purpose.” Accordingly, on the

following day, June 15th, Mr. Patter

son offered the project in question,

which, as the formal expression of one

of the two leading opinions which di.

vided the Convention, we copy entire:

MR. PATTERson’s REsolutrons.

“1. Resolved, That the Articles ofCon

federation ought to be so revised, correct

ed, and enlarged, as to render the Federal

Constitution adequate to the exigencies of

government and the preservation of the

Union.

“2. Resolved, That, in addition to the

powers vested in the United States in

Congress by the present existing Articles

of Confederation, they be authorized to

pass acts for raising a revenue, by levying

a duty or duties on all goods, or merchan

dise of foreign growth, or manufacture,

imported into the United States, by stamps

on paper, vellum, and parchment; and by

a postage on all letters or packages pass

ing through the general post-office, to be

applied to such federal purposes as they

shall deem proper and expedient; to make

rules and regulations for the collection

thereof; and the same, from time to time,

to alter and amend in such manner as

they shall think proper; to pass acts for

the regulation of trade and commerce, as

well with foreign nations as with each

other; provided, that all punishments,

fines, forfeitures, and penalties, to be in

curred for contravening such acts, rules,

and regulations, shall be adjudged by the

common law judiciaries of the State, in

which any offence, contrary to the true in

tent and meaning of such acts, rules, and

regulations, shall have been committed or

perpetrated, with liberty of commencing,

in the first instance, all suits and prosecu.

tions for that purpose in the superior

common law judiciary of such State; sub

ject, nevertheless, for the correction of all

; both in law and fact, in rendering

judgment, to an appeal to the - -of the United States. Judiciary

“3. Resolved, That whenever requisi.

tions shall be necessary, instead of the
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rule for making requisitions, mentioned in

the Articles of Confederation, the United

- States in Congress be authorized to make

such requisitions in proportion to the

whole number of white and other free citi

zens and inhabitants of every age, sex,

and condition, including those bound to

servitude for a term of years, and three

fifths of all persons not comprehended in

the foregoing description, except Indians

not paying taxes; that, if such requisitions

be not complied with in the time specified

... therein, to direct the collection thereof in

the non-complying States; and for that

purpose to devise and pass acts directing

and authorizing the same; provided that

none of the powers, hereby vested in the

United States, in Congress, shall be exer

cised without the consent of at least

States, and in that proportion if

the number of confederated States shall

be hereafter increased or diminished.

“4. Resolved, That the United States,

in Congress, be authorized to elect a Fe

deral Executive, to consist of per

sons, to continue in office for the term of

years; to receive punctually, at

stated times, a fixed compensation for

their services, in which no increase nor

diminution shall be made, so as to affect

the persons composing the Executive at

the time of such increase or diminution;

to be paid out of the Federal Treasury;

to be incapable of holding any other office

or appointinent during their term of ser

vice and for years thereafter; to

be ineligible a second time, and remova

ble by Congress on application by a ma

jority of the Executives of the several

States; that the Executives, besides their

general authority to execute the Federal

acts, ought to appoint all Federal officers,

not otherwise provided for, and to direct

all military operations; provided that

none of the persons composing the Fede

ral Executive, shall, on any occasion, take

command of any troops, so as personally

to conduct any military enterprise, as

General, or in any other capacity.

“5. Resolved, That a Federal Judiciary

be established, to consist of a supreme tri

bunal, the judges of which to be appointed

by the Executive; to hold their offices

during good behavior; to receive punc

tually, at stated times, a fixed compensa

tion for their services, in which no in

crease nor diminution shall be made, so as

to affect the persons actually in office at

the time of such increase or diminution.

That the Judiciary so established shall

have authority to hear and determine, in

the first instance, on all impeachments of

Federal officers; and, by way of appeal,

in the dernier ressort, in all cases touching

the rights of ambassadors; in all cases of

*

captives from an enemy; in all cases of

piracies and felonies on the high seas; in

all cases in which foreigners may be in

terested; in the construction of any treaty

or treaties, or which may arise on any of

the acts for the regulation of trade, or the

collection of the Federal revenue; that

none of the Judiciary shall be capa

ble of receiving or holding any other

office or appointment during their term of

service, and for thereafter.

“6. Resolved, That all acts of the Uni

ted States in Congress, made by virtue

and in pursuance of the powers hereby,

and by the Articles of Confederation,

vested in them, and all treaties made and

ratified under the authority of the United

States, shall be the supreme law of the

respective States, so far forth as those

acts or treaties shall relate to the said

States or their citizens, and that the Judi

ciary of the several States shall be bound

thereby in their decisions, anything in the

respective laws of the individual States to

the contrary notwithstanding; and that if

any State, or any body of men, in any

State, shall oppose or prevent the carry

ing into execution such acts or treaties,

the Federal Executive shall be authorized

to call forth the powers of the confederat

ed States, or so much thereof as may be

necessary, to enſorce and compel an obe

dience to such acts, or an observance of

such treaties.

“7. Resolved, That the rule for natu

ralization ought to be the same in every

State.

“8. Resolved, That a citizen of one

State, committing an offence in another

State of the Union, shall be deemed guilty

of the same offence, as if it had been

committed by a citizen of the State in

which the offence was committed.”

In a note upon this plan Mr. Madi

son remarks, “that it had been con

certed among the deputations, or mem

bers thereof, from Connecticut, New

York, New Jersey, Delaware, and per

haps Mr. Martin, from Maryland, who

made with them a common cause,

though on different principles. Con

necticut and New York were against a

departure from the principle of the

Confederation, wishing rather to add a

few new powers to Congress, than to

substitute a national government. The

States of New Jersey and Delaware

were opposed to a national govern

ment, because its natives considered a

proportional representation of the States

as the basis of it. The eagerness dis

played by the members opposed to a

national government from these differ
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ent motives, began now to produce se

rious anxiety for the result of the Con

vention. Mr. Dickinson said to Mr.

Madison, “You see the consequence of

pushing things too far. Some of the

members from the small States wish

for two branches in the general Legis

lature, and are friends to a good na

tional government; but we would

sooner submit to foreign power, than

submit to be deprived, in both branches

of the Legislature, of an equality of

suffrage, and thereby be thrown under

the domination of the larger States.’”

It will be observed, that this plan of

Mr. Patterson, though presented as a

continuation of the system ofa confede

racy of States, in reality contemplates

a national government, not materially

varying from the one proposed by the

Virginia Resolutions in any part, ex

cepting the equality of suffrage in the

national Legislature. The essential

distinction between a confederacy of

States, and a union of States under a

common government is, that in the

former case, the common authority acts

directly on the State governments, and

in the event of their refusal or neglect

to obey its injunctions has no regular

means of putting them in force; while

in the latter the laws of the Union act

directly upon the individual citizens,

and are enforced, if necessary, by the

usual forms of judicial process. On

this point the º of Mr. Patterson

agrees, in substance, with that of Mr.

Randolph. It establishes a national

Judiciary, acting directly upon indivi

duals, with an authority paramount to

that of the States, and a national Exe

cutive, which is empowered to call out

the military power of the States to en

force the laws in case of resistance. In

both these particulars the New Jersey

plan is just as strong as that of Virgi

nia. The only material distinction is

in the constitution of the Legislature,

which, according to the latter, consist

ed of two branches, with a proportional

vote of the States in both, while in the

former it was a single assembly, in

which every State had an equal

vote. The practical operation of the

New Jersey plan would apparently

have been to found a national govern

ment, of which the control would have

been placed in the hands of the smaller

States. The equality of votes, which

had been thought unjust under the

former system, where the States re

º

tained the powers of complying with

the acts of Congress or not, at their

discretion, and where the large States

possessed, in their superior resources,

the means of protecting themselves

against any attempt at . Oppression,

would have been intolerable under a

government acting directly upon the ci

tizens. It is accordingly remarked by

Mr. Madison, in his letter to Randolph

of April 8, 1787, above alluded to, that

“according to the present form of the

Union, an equality of suffrage, if not

just towards the larger members of it, is

at least safe to them, as the liberty they

exercise of rejecting or executing the

acts of Congress, is uncontrollable by

the nominal sovereignty of Congress.

Under a system which would operate

without the intervention of the

States, the case would be materially

altered. A vote from Delaware would

have the same effect as one from Mas.

sachusetts or Virginia.”

It was hardly to be expected that a

system, so clearly unjust, would meet

with much support in the Convention.

It was referred to the committee of

the whole to which Mr. Randolph's

Resolutions were at the same time re

committed, that the two plans might

be considered together. On the fol.

lowing day (June 17,) the subject was

taken up, and the New Jersey plan

was supported in elaborate speeches by

the mover, Mr. Patterson, and Mr.

Lansing, of New York. The grounds

chiefly relied upon were, the supposed

incompetency in the Convention to

substitute a national government for

the existing league of States, and the

probability that such a government, if

proposed, would be rejected by the

States, as an infringement on their in

dependence. The futility of both

these arguments is apparent from the

fact, that the New Jersey plan was not

less a national government than the

other, and, of course, just as much be.

yond the powers of the Convention,

and at variance with the supposed de

termination of the States to maintain

their independence; the only essen

tial difference between the two plans

being, as has just been remarked, that

the New Jersey plan placed the govern

ment under the control of the smaller

States, while that of Virginia distri

buted it among them all in proportions

corresponding with their population

and importance. The arguments of

x

}

|
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Messrs. Patterson and Lansing were

ably answered on the same day by Mr.

Wilson, of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Ran

dolph, of Virginia. On the 18th the

subject was resumed, and the whole

day was occupied by Hamilton in a

speech, to which we adverted in our

preceding article. He expressed dis

tinctly his disapprobation of both the

plans, especially that of New Jersey;

and, at the same time, his embarrass

ment in regard to a substitute that

would suit the views of the people.

“In his private opinion, he had no

scruple in declaring, that the British

government was the best in the world,

and that he doubted much whether

anything short of it would do in Ame

rica.” As the nearest approach to this

which circumstances would render

practicable, he recommended a sort of

elective monarchy, with an Executive

Magistrate and Senate holding their

laces for life. He read, at the close of

is speech, a sketch of a plan of this

kind, of which he afterwards gave to

Mr. Madison a fuller draft. Both these

papers appear in the Report, and are

among the most interesting materials

extant for the history of the time; but,

as neither was directly acted on by the

Convention, it is unnecessary to insert

them here. On the 19th the subject

was again resumed, and the debate

concluded with a long and powerful

speech by Mr. Madison, in direct reply

to the arguments that had been ad

vanced in favor of Mr. Patterson's Re

solutions. It is worthy of remark, that

one of the objections to the New Jerse

plan, chiefly relied upon by Mr. Madi

son in this speech, was the want of a

direct negative by the General Govern

ment upon the acts of the States. Af

ter the close of Mr. Madison's speech

the question was taken on the post

ponement of the first of Mr. Patter

son's Resolutions, and two States only,

New York and New Jersey, voted

in the negative. The question, whe

ther the committee should rise and re

port Mr. Randolph's plan, was taken

immediately afterwards, on motion of

Mr. King, and decided in the affirma

tive by the same vote, with the addi

tion of Delaware to the two States in

the negative.

The New Jersey plan having thus

been set aside as a subject of direct

discussion, the report from the com

mittee of the whole on that of Wir

ginia was taken up on the same day,

and a motion was made to adopt the

first resolution, which provided for the

establishment of a “national Govern

ment consisting of a supreme legisla

tive, executive and judiciary.” Mr.

Lansing moved as an amendment,

“that the powers of legislation be

vested in the United States in Con

gress ;” and the discussion was con

tinued on substantially the same

grounds as before, till i.e evening of

the 20th, when the question was taken

and decided in favor of the Virginia

resolution by a vote of six States to

four-Connecticut, New York, New

Jersey and Delaware, voting in the ne

gative, and Maryland being divided.

The other resolutions were then

taken up in their order, and several of

the next following were adopted by

nearly the same vote. The second,

providing, that the Legislature should

consist of two branches, prevailed by a

vote of seven States to three; Connec

ticut being in the affirmative. The

third, providing that the members of

the first branch of the Legislature, or

House of Representatives, should be

chosen directly by the people, passed

by a vote of six to four, -New York in

the affirmative, and South Carolina in

the negative, Mr. Pinckney, a leading

member from that State, having moved

as an amendment, that they should be

chosen by the Legislatures. The time

of their service, which had been left

blank in the original resolution and

fixed in committee of the whole at

three years, was altered, on motion of

Mr. Randolph, to two, by the usual

vote of seven States to three, Connec

ticut in the affirmative. . The fourth

resolution, providing for the choice of

the Senators by the State Legislatures,

passed after a long debate by the

strong vote of nine States to two,

Pennsylvania, and Virginia compos

ing the negative. The time of service

for the Senators, which had been fixed

in committee of the whole at seven

years, was altered to six, one third to

go out biennially, by a vote of seven

States to four; New York, New Jer

sey, South Carolina and Georgia, in

the negative. The# resolution,

providing that each branch have the

right of originating acts, passed by

unanimous vote; and on the following

day, June 27th, the consideration of

the sixth resolution was postponed for
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the purpose of taking up the seventh

and eighth, which regulated the right

of suffrage in the two branches of the

Legislature.

The debate on these resolutions was

the critical period in the proceedings

of the Convention, and occupied, in va

rious forms, the interval from June

27th to July 16th. Luther Mar

tin, one of He delegates from Mary

land, and at that time Attorney-Gen

eral of the State, took the lead as the

champion of the State-Rights party.

He employed the whole of the 27th of

June, and a part of the following day,

in a strong speech against the princi

ple of a proportional vote, adopted in

the resolutions. The sketch of this

speech given by Mr. Madison is rather

scanty, but the author, on his return to

his own State, made a formal report to

the Legislature of the doings of the

Convention, which was afterwards

printed, and which details with great

force—we may perhaps say—violence,

the views of the delegates of the small

er States. The Virginia plan is de

scribed as a “system of slavery, which

bound hand and foot ten States of the

Union, and placed them under the

most abject and servile subjection to

the other three.” After Mr. Martin

had finished his speech on the 28th,

Mr. Madison followed in a long and

powerful reply. The taking of the

question was then postponed to the fol

lowing day. It was at this time that

Dr. Franklin made his celebrated pro

position, “that in future a prayer

should be offered in the Convention

every morning before proceeding to

business.” After some opposition from

“Col Hamilton and others,” the mo

tion was silently disposed of in the

negative by adjournment. In a note,

afterwards added by himself to the

minutes of his speech on this occasion,

the Doctor significantly remarks, “that

the Convention, except three or four

persons, thought prayers unnecessa

ry " The editor of the work before

us quotes this remark in the Appen

dix, but omits the note of admiration,

which belongs to the Doctor, and, in

justice to him, should have been re

tained. It is, perhaps, on the other

hand, but just to the Convention, to al

lude to the remark made by Mr. Wil

liamson, “that the true cause of the

omission could not be mistaken. The

convention had no funds.” After this

singular little episode the subject was

resumed on the following day, and at

the close of a long and able discussion,

the seventh resolution, providing for the

proportional vote in the House of Rep

resentatives, passed by a majority of

six States to four; Connecticut, New

York, New Jersey and Delaware in the

negative, and Maryland divided. It

may be proper to remind the reader, in

reference to all these votes, that Rhode

Island was not represented at all, and

that the delegates from New Hamp

shire had not yet taken their seats, so

that the number of States represented

was regularly only eleven.

Thus far i. Virginia plan, though

opposed with firmness and constantly

increasing warmth, had been sustained

on every test question without excep

tion, and seemed to be destined to go

before the people, in all its important

oints, including the proportional vote

in both branches, and the negative on

the State laws by Congress as well as

the judiciary, as the result of the pro

ceedings of the Convention. Whether

it would have been adopted by the

people in this form, is perhaps, very

doubtful. However that may be, it

encountered, unexpectedly to its friends,

at the next stage of the discussion, a

check, which suggested the idea of a

compromise, and finally determined, as

to the great points just alluded to, the

precise form of the existing Constitu

tion. The question of the right of

suffrage in the first branch having been

decided in favor of the proportional

vote, the eighth resolution, providing

for a vote on the same principle in the

second branch, or Senate, was imme

diately taken up. It was here that the

party of the smaller States made their

last, and, as it happened, successful

stand. Judge Ellsworth of Connecti

cut, moved as an amendment, “ that

the rule of suffrage in the second branch

be the same with that established by

the articles of confederation,” and sup

ported his motion by an able speech

On the following day, the debate was

continued with great ability and more

than usual warmth by iſ. princi

pal speakers on both sides. Finally,

on the morning ofthesecond ofJuly, the

question was taken on the amendment,

and decided in the negative by an

equal vote. Connecticut, New York,

ew Jersey, Delaware and Maryland,

being in the affirmative, Massachu

setts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North

Carolina and South Carolina, in the
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negative, and Georgia divided. The

presumption arising prima facie from

this vote would, of course, be, that the

resolution, when directly put, would be

also negatived in the same way, and

that on this question, the Convention

was equally divided.

It has been said, we do not now re

collect on what authority, the habeas

corpus act, the great palladium of per

sonal liberty in England and the Uni

ted States, passed the House of Lords

by the effect of a piece of pleasantry in

one of the tellers, who counted a very

bulky peer for ten, and on making his

return forgot to correct what was in

tended at first as a mere joke. How

ever this may be, it is certain, that ac

cident, as well as argument, had its in

fluence in introducing into our Con

stitution the equality of votes in the

Senate. Maryland was habitually

divided on all questions, involving the

differences between the larger and

smaller States; but on this occasion,

Mr. Jenifer, who was in favor of the

former larger States, was accidentally
absent from the floor, and the vote was

thus thrown into the hands of Mr.

Martin, the most vigorous advocate of

the other side. Immediately after the

vote was declared, Mr. Jenifer camein,

and a motion was made by Mr. King

of Massachusetts, that the question

should be taken again, but without

success. Even with this accession to

the strength of the smaller States,

the others, had they all voted in the

usual way, would still have had a ma

jority of one; but Mr. Baldwin, one of

the members from Georgia, a State

which habitually acted with the ma

jority, had, it seems, without chang

ing his own views, become convinced,

that if satisfaction were not given to

the smaller States upon this question,

their delegates would quit the Conven

tion; and voted for the amendment. His

colleague Mr. Houston voted against

it, and the State, thus being divided,

was lost to the Virginia party, whose

vote was in consequence reduced to

five. This would still have been a ma

jority, had not the accidental absence
of Mr. Jenifer thrown Maryland into

the other scale. Such is the account

of the matter given by Mr. Martin, in

a note to his Report to the Maryland

Legislature. In the work before us,

the details are not stated.

Although the advantage which had

now been gained by the smaller States

----------- *-----2, and being partly

the effect of accident, might probably

have been lost on another trial, it was

felt at once by the opposite party, that,

where the force approached so nearly

to an equality, the question would be
best determined by compromise. A

committee of one for each State was

accordingly appointed on the same day

on motion of Mr. Pinckney, including

among its members Dr. Franklin, who

had already once or twice thrown out

in debate i. idea of compromise, with

a fair representation of both the par

ties. On the 5th of July, the com

mittee presented a report, based on

suggestions made by Dr. Franklin; b

which theº WOte Was ad

mitted in the House of Representa

tives, and the equal vote in the Senate.

It was also provided, that all bills for

raising money, or fixing the salaries of

the officers of government, should

originate in the House of Representa

tives and should not be amended in the

Senate; and that all bills appropriat

ing money should also originate in the

House. These provisions were in

tended as a sortoº: to the

large States for the concession of the

equality of votes in the Senate; but

the report was received by them with

very little satisfaction. They consi

dered an equality of suffrage in either

branch, each having a complete nega

tive on the acts of the other, as equiv

alent in practice to an equality in both;

and declared, with bitterness, that by

this unhappy arrangement the result of

the labors of the Convention would be

entirely vitiated, and the essential evils

of the old system perpetuated, with

but slight variations of form, in the

new one. A debate ensued, which

lasted several days, but finally resulted

in the adoption of the report. On the

7th of July, the clause providing for

the equality of suffrage in the Senate,

passed by a majority of six States to

three, Connecticut, New York, New

Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and

North Carolina being in the affirma

tive ; Pennsylvania, Virginia, and

South Carolina in the negative; Mas

sachusetts and Georgia divided. On

the 16th of July, the question was

at length taken on the whole report,

and decided in the affirmative by the

same vote as before, with the differ

ence, that New York was now not

represented, and that Georgia, instead

of being divided, voted in the nega
tive.

The delegates from the larger States,
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notwithstanding these repeated votes

in favor of equality in the Senate, were

not yet prepared to acquiesce in the

result. “On the morning following,”

says Mr. Madison, “before the hour of

the Convention, a number of the mem

bers from the larger States met for

the purpose of consulting on the proper

steps to be taken in consequence of the

vote in favor of an equal representa

tion in the second branch, and the ap

parent inflexibility of the smaller States

on that point. Several members from

the latter States also attended. The

time was wasted in vague conversa

tion on the subject, without any specific

proposition or agreement. It appeared,

indeed, that the opinions of the mem

bers who disliked an equality of votes

differed much as to the policy of risking

a failure of any general act of the Con

vention by inflexibly opposing it. Sev

eral of them, supposing that no good

government could or would be built on

that foundation—and that, as a division

of the Convention into two opinions

was unavoidable, it would be better,

that the side comprising the principal

States and a majority of the people of

America, should propose a scheme of

government to the States, than that a

schemeshould be proposed on the other

side—would have concurred in a firm

opposition and in a separate recom

mendation, if eventually necessary.

Others seemed inclined to yield to the

smaller States, and to concur in such

an act, however imperfect and excep

tionable, as might be agreed on by the

Convention, as a body, though decided

by a bare majority of States, and by

a minority of the people of the United

States. It is probable, that the result

of this consultation satisfied the small

er States, that they had nothing to ap

prehend from a union of the larger in

any plan whatever against the equality

of votes in the second branch.”

The next morning, Gouverneur Mor

ris moved in the Convention a recon

sideration of the vote of the preceding

day, but the motion was not seconded.

“It was probably,” says Mr. Madison,

“approved by several members, who

either despaired of success, or were a

rehensive that the attempt would

inflame the jealousies of the smaller

States.” From this time the point was

considered as settled, and was not

again called in question during the sit

tings of the Convention.

Immediately after this decision the

Sirth Resolution, which provided for a

negative by the national Legislature

upon the State laws, and which had

been passed over, in order that the suf

frage question might be disposed of,

was taken up. Although, as has been

already noticed, the principle had been

agreed to, soon after the opening of the

Convention, “without dissent or de

bate,” it was rejected, after a short dis

cussion, by a vote of seven States to

three,_Massachusetts, Virginia, and

North Carolina, being in the affirma

tive; New York not present. Mr.

Madison supported the principle, in a

strong speech; Gouverneur Morris

opposed it. The difference between

the reception now given to this propo

sition, and that which it met with be

fore in the committee of the whole,

shows very clearly the strong impres

sion which had been made in the in

terim upon the Convention by the rea

soning, eloquence, and, above all, firm

determination of the smaller States.

Thus were finally settled, on the

basis of compromise, the leading prin

ciples of the Constitution. Acceptable

as it afterwards proved to be, the plan

not only failed, while under discussion,

to give satisfaction to any one of the

parties which divided the Convention,

but was an object of positive dislike to

them all. The ultra National party,

represented by Hamilton, Morris, and

others, regarded it as originally worth

less, and incapable, while the leading

principles were retained, of any essen

tial amendment. The Virginia states

men, from whom it proceeded, consid

ered it as vitiated by the concessions

made, in the course of the discussion,

to the smaller States; and Governor

Randolph, its ostensible author, refused

to sign it as adopted. The smaller

States, , in turn—notwithstanding the

concessions which they had extorted

from the larger—were still so much ag

ieved by the preference given to the

atter in several important points, that

some of their prominent champions

seceded from the Convention, and most

of the others went home determined,

if possible, to prevent the adoption of

the plan by the Union. . It was only

after a desperate struggle in most of

the States, that its friends, though sup

ported by the immense influence of the

name of Washington, could procure by

small majorities the assent of the peo

ple. Immediately after it went into

operation it became universally popu
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lar, and has ever since been sustained,

with equal zeal, though somewhat va

riously interpreted, by all the different

parties that have successively appeared

in the country. How it happened that a

system, which, while under discussion,

seemed to please nobody, should have

been found, when adopted, to please

everybody, is a rather curious question,

which we have not room to examine

here in detail. It may be remarked,

in general, that the different parties in

the Convention probably attributed too

much importance to the particular

|. on which they differed, and too

ittle to the great idea of an effective

Union of the States, which, if realized,

was sufficient of itself to ensure the

success of the Constitution. The only

radical defect of the old Confederation

was the want of any direct action by

Congress on the individual citizen.

Almost any plan which contained this

principle would have proved, in prac

tice, a complete remedy for the exist

ing evils. The other schemes submit

ted to the Convention, all of which pro

vided for an effective national judiciary

department, acting directly upon indi

viduals, though objectionable in some

of their details, would, perhaps, have

become, if adopted, as popular as the

existing Constitution. Be that, how

ever, as it may, the Constitution, as

adopted, has justified, in its actual

working, all the praise that could well

be merited by a perfect system. It has

already secured to the country more

than half a century of a degree of

prosperity andP. unexampled

in the history of the world; and if it

were stricken to-morrow by any unex

pected event from the ...i of things

that are, the period of its existence

would be remembered for ever after as

the golden age of America.

SONNETS.

I.

THE PALACE AND THE HOWEL.

Behold yon palace, lifting up its dome

"Mid wood-grown parks, and gardens sweet with flowers,

And fresh with fountains, where the happy Hours

Pause in their flight, and Gladness dwells at home,

In perfumed bowers, and bright saloons where Wealth

#}. his high court;-and then, not distant far,

Mark the low cottage, through whose thatch, by stealth,

The morning sun peeps in, or evening star,

As if afraid with glance too bold to look

Where Want and Penury their vigils keep;-

Ay, gaze on both, and there, as in a book,

Read the world's history, and treasure dee

The sad, sad lesson—ne'er was palace made,

But the thatched hovel sprang beneath its shade.

II.

THE TWO MURDERERS.

News comes that one hath died—that Murder's hand

Hath ‘reft him of his life—and all the town

Is filled with anxious hearts, and up and down

Men hurry with flushed cheeks, or, talking, stand

By the street-corners, planning how the thief,

Who stole his blood, may not escape. The while

Revenge sits on each heart, a voice of grief

Calls from a narrow lane, where on a pile

Of filthy straw another lieth dead,

Who died of Hunger; but no tongue is there,

That speaks of punishment, though by the bed

His murderer stands, and with complacent air

Looks on the hopes, his Pride hath brought to blight,

And tearless turns away—strong-armed in legal right!

VOL. XI.-NO. LII, 45
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SCHMUCKER'S PSYCHOLOGY..*

BY O. A., BROWNSON.

Most Americans, and, we were about

to say, all Englishmen, of the present

day, who devote themselves to philo

sophic studies, take altogether too low

and contracted views of philosophy;

and seem to have no suspicion of the

real grandeurand extent of its province.

They make philosophy, even when

wishing to commend it to our love and

reverence, consist in mere speculation;

or in the mere analysis and classifica

tion of dry abstractions, or the dead

phenomena of our past lives, utterly

incapable of affording us either light or

warmth for the duties that lie before

UlS.

Rightly defined, philosophy is so

much of the religion of a given country,

or of a given epoch, as the human mind

in that country or epoch is able to under

stand and appropriate. It is the science

of life, and embraces within its view

God, Man, and Nature. Its aim is to

enlighten the mind and warm the

heart. It does not merely make dis

cursions on what is, or what has been ;

it does not seek merely to explain and

account for the past and the present,

to make us familiar with the laws of

Providence, of the universe, or of hu

manity; but it aims to disclose to men

a new and a loftier Ideal of wisdom,

beauty, and goodness; and, therefore,

to have an immediate bearing on every

day life. . It surveys the past and the

present, it is true; is erudite and ob

servant; inquires into the nature of

man and the universe, into the origin

and relations of their respective pheno

mena; but always with a view to

practical life, always with the sole

aim of making mankind wiser and bet

ter; of ameliorating their moral, in

tellectual, or physical condition, and of

inducing them to live in stricter obe

dience to the law of their being, and

the will of their Maker.

They wholly mistake the nature and

º of philosophy who define it to

e a merely speculative science. It is

not, as too many of our modern psycho

logists contend, the product of merere

flection, of what M. Cousin terms the

reflective reason. Its province is pre

cisely that of religion, of which it is

merely a special phase; it embraces

the same objects, contemplates the

same ends, uses the same means, and

relies on the same authority. The

philosopher is never a cold, dry, with

ered-up being, without heart or soul,

surveying with indifference, without

passion or sympathy, all systems, all

opinions, all beings, and all phenomena;

but he is a living man, deeply, often

terribly, in earnest, and manifesting in

its most awful energy, man's threefold

power to know, to love, and to do. He

is no amateur, no dilettante; but a full

grown man, hearty, robust, and reso

lute; meaning what he says, and do

ing what he means. He thinks, specu

lates, feels, acts, always to some end.

He has always a point to carry—a

purpose to accomplish. His philoso

phizing is never but a means to an end.

He is one who is not and cannot be

satisfied with what has already been

gained. Prevalent systems of faith

strike him as defective, false, or mis

chievous; approved practices as low,

corrupt, and corrupting; established

forms of worship as puerile, cold, and

uninspiring ; existing governments as

oppressive, tyrannical, grinding, at best

inadequate to man's wants, rights, du

ties, and destiny; and over them all,

over the whole Actual, there hovers to

his mind, a bright and kindling Ideal

of something fairer, freer, loftier,

wiser, and better; more conducive to

the glory of God, and the relief of

man. To this Ideal, seen clearly or

dimly, which forsakes him never, his

* Psychology; or, Elements of a New System of Mental Philosophy, on the Basis

of Consciousness and Common Sense. Designed for Colleges and Academies.

S. S. Schmucker, D.D., Professor of Christian Theology in the Theological Seminary,
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soul is wedded, for better or for worse,

for life or for death, time or eternity;

and he studies, toils, struggles, suffers,

lives, dies, but to realize it in the prac

tical life of his race. No man is a phi

losopher who has not an ideal Good,

as well as an ideal Truth or Beauty,

which he burns to realize, and which

he will realize, cost what it may.

Something more than reflection, then,

is necessary to make the philosopher.

He needs to be inspired, as much as

does the genuine poet, the prophet, or

the founder of a Church.

Philosophy is not merely the science

of man, of nature, or of God. It is the

science of sciences; that which brings

all the special sciences up to a common

unity, disclosing the common basis of

them all, and directing their cultiva

tion and application to a common end,

—the continued progress of mankind,

or the uninterrupted amelioration, in

the speediest manner possible, of their

. intellectual, and physical con

dition.

In this high, this religious sense, we

have no generally recognized philoso

hy among us. We have sciences,

ut no science. All is special, indivi

dual, anarchical; nothing general, ca

tholic, orderly. Thought has no unity,

either in aim or result. The special

sciences we cultivate are not subjected

to one and the same law of thought—-

are not pervaded by one and the same

living idea—and do not conspire to one

and the same social and religious end.

Theology, geology, chemistry, physio

logy, psychology, ethics, politics, are

treated as so many distinct and sepa

rate sciences; not merely as different

branches of one and the same science.

In studying one of them, we must

learn what we must unlearn in study

ing another, receive in this as true

what in that we must reject as false.

Contradiction, confusion, falsehood,

therefore, reign in our scientific world,

and science is able to do comparatively

little for the advancement of the

race.

In consequence of this anarchy, aris

ing from the individualism which pre

dominates, all the sciences, not except

ing even theology, have with us some

ºil, of an irreligious tendency. The

radical conception of religion is that

something which binds, lays under

obligation, is authoritative, has the

right to legislate, to command. Reli

gion is always authoritative, always

legislative; it imposes the law; com

mands, nay, enforces us to do our best

to realize the ideal it proposes. Of

this ideal it permits us to lose sight

never; but compels us to seek it, though

at the risk of being scorned and de

rided, though we must brave exile and

the dungeon, the scaffold, or the cross.

But none of our sciences are authorita

tive; none of them propose an ideal

and bind us, in foro conscientiae,

to realize it. They have, then, no

religious, but an irreligious character.

Their authority is lost by the fact, that

they are mere individual sciences, want

ing a common bond of unity, a vivify

ing principle, embracing, explaining,

and uniting them all in one uniform

and catholic science. They are now

weak, and mutually destructive, like a

mass of individuals thrown together,

and striving to exist together without

any power of cohesion, or principle of

social order, which is out of the ques

tion; for each is infinitely repellant of

the other, and one perpetually neutral

izes or thwarts the efforts of another.

The secret of this scientific anarch

may be found in the separation whic

has for a long time been attempted be

tween religion and philosophy. Phi

losophy is asserted to be of human ori

i. and religion to be of divine origin.

eligious people formerly condemned

philosophy as repugnant to religion;

philosophers have latterly condemned

religion as repugnant to what they

have been pleased to call philosophy.

More lately still, the rational and better

informed among religious people have

contended that God cannot teach

through nature one doctrine, and an

opposite doctrine through Revelation;

and they, therefore, have sought to

harmonize religion and philosophy, b

making the teachings of the one quad
rate with those of the other. This is

what Leibnitz attempts in his “Theo

docea.”

But these last fall into as great,

though not so obvious, an error as the

other two; and do equally separate

religion and philosophy. Philosophy

is said to be that amount of truth to

which we attain by the natural exer

cise of our faculties, without any spe

cial aid from our Maker: religion is

the truth which we are taught by su

pernatural revelation. Here are then

two systems of truth, and, if we exa
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mine their contents, we shall find them

treating precisely the same questions.

Now these two systems must needs be

either opposing systems or parallel

systems. If philosophy, acknowledged

to be of human origin, be true, what

need of divine revelation ? If divine

revelation be necessary to teach us the

truth, what is the use of philosophy Ž

Or how can philosophy, resting upon a

basis independent of revelation, pos

sibly be true? The separation of reli

gion and philosophy, then, necessarily

declares, to say the least, that one or

the other is superfluous.

But there is no separation between

religion and philosophy admissible.

We do not mean to say by this, that

the two coincide or harmonize in their

teachings; but that the two are not

two, but one. We have no original

means of arriving at the knowledge of

truth but the supernatural revela

tion of God. This revelation is the

necessary basis of all that can be re

ceived as truth, whether termed reli

gious truth or philosophical truth. Reve

lation is as necessary to furnish the

basis of philosophy, as it is to furnish

the basis of religion. Philosophy, then, is

not a system of truth built up on a se

parate foundation, independent of reli

gion, and able, and therefore having

the right, to sit in judgment on reli

gion, to overthrow it, or to explain and

verify it; but is, if it be philosophy,

identical with religion—the form which

religion necessarily assumes when sub

iected to the action of the human mind.

nstead, then, of seeking to reconcile

religion and philosophy, we should

seek their synthesis, to resolve philoso

phy into religion, and to find in divine

revelation the one solid basis for our

whole faith, whether termed religious

or philosophical.

A people believing in the Christian

religion can have, can at least tolerate,

no philosophy resting on a basis inde

pendent of Christianity, and contem

plating any Ideal but the Christian.

Christianity is the philosophy, and the

sole philosophy of Christendom. It is

with all Christian people the supreme

law of life. It has then the right to

preside over the whole moral, intellect

ual, and physical development of hu

manity. Its Ideal is the only author

ized Ideal. In Christianity, then, we

must seek the science of sciences, the

common bond, the catholic principle,

that raises up all special sciences to a

common unity, vivifies them, and

directs their application to a common

end. The anarchy and irreligious

tendency of modern sciences grow out

of the fact, that the authority of Chris

tianity in regard to them is denied, and

the principle of individual liberty, in

its most unrestricted sense, is affirmed.

This must be corrected. For after all,

we cannot get rid of Christianity, nor

of its authority, even if we would; and

our efforts to do so only confuse our

language, and render us unintelligible

each to himself, and all to one another.

Christianity has become our life; it

lies at theiºn of all our literature;

and we cannot think, feel, or act, with

out thinking, feeling, acting it. It, so

far as we have realized it, has become

human nature, natural reason, the

soul, the heart, the mind of all men.

What is needed, then, in the philo

sophical world, is the reassertion of

the legitimate authority of Christiani

ty, in all that pertains to human de

velopment. By this reassertion we

shall attain to a complete and living

synthesis of every branch of human

science; and the whole of life will be

harmonious and consistent, and society

in all its departments will be subordi

nated to the one catholic principle

of the Gospel, for the realization on

earth of the true Christian Ideal, that

is, the establishment of the reign of

God in all human affairs.

The work before us is a sincere

effort of its author to contribute his

quota towards advancing our know

ledge of ourselves; and, as such, what

ever estimate may be formed of its posi

tive merits, deserves to be cordially

welcomed, and honestly considered.

We have read the work with some

interest. We like its spirit; its

general tone and sentiment. It has

given us a favorable opinion of the

worth and ability of its author, as a

man whose personal influence on the

young men committed to his care must

e pure and elevating. . As a work on

an interesting branch of science, it dis

plays more than ordinary, capacity,

and makes us regret that the author

did not enlarge his views, adopt a more

comprehensive plan, and take in a

wider range of topics. Still, it bears

on its face, and we are able to find, af.

ter the most diligent search, no proofs
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º

that its author has any tolerable con

ceptions of philosophy in the broad,

catholic sense in which we have de

fined it. It is true that he professedly

treats only a special department of

philosophy, and it would be unjust to

demand, in a work intended to discuss

merely a particular science, all that be

longs to science in general. We do

not, therefore, complain of the book

because it treats merely a special

branch of general science, nor because

it confines itself to what properly

belongs to that special branch; but

because it does not treat that special

branch in the light of general philoso

phy. The author does not show us

its precise place in universal science;

its relation to the Christian Ideal; nor

its practical bearing on the great du

ties of every-day life.

A genuine psychology—one worth

the writing or the reading—cannot

possibly be written but in the light of

a general philosophy of God, man, and

nature. Such a work must answer the

questions of man's wants, rights, du

ties, and destiny. But these questions

are never answered by studying man

in the abstract, as isolated from na

ture, from his race, and his God; but

by studying him in the concrete, as a

living man, as existing in God, in na

ture, in humanity; that is, in his actual

relations, connexions, and dependen

cies. To study man in these rela

tions, connexions, and dependencies, is

to study him in the light of a general

philosophy. Dr. Schmucker does not

so study him, and therefore leaves all

these great questions of man's wants,

rights, duties, and destiny, not only

unanswered, but even unasked.

A psychology which leaves out these

questions, the only questions of any

ractical importance in the conduct of

}. is, to say the least, of questionable

utility, and by no means precisely the

sychology a wise man would wish to

ave studied in our colleges and aca

demies. For, after all, what is its sub

ject-matter? Man as a living being 2

a social being 2 a moral being 2 a reli

gious being : Not at all; but simply man

as an abstraction, as isolated from God,

nature, and humanity; in which sense

he has no actual existence, does not

dive at all, and is at best a mere possi

bility, or virtuality. To know man in

this isolated and abstract sense, in

which the questions of his wants, his

rights, his duties, and his destiny, find

no appropriate place, is no more to

know man in any true and worthy

sense of the term, than knowledge of

the properties of the triangle is know

ledge of that threefold energy of our

natures by which we are able to act,

to know, and to love. Dr. Schmucker

seems to us, therefore, like a great

many others, to have mistaken in the

outset the real significance of psycho

logy, and the real questions it ought to

discuss. By rejecting the concrete

man—the living man—man in his re

lations with God, with nature, and

with other men, and confining him

solely to the mere isolated and abstract

man, he has given us not psychology,

butat best a merepsycho-anatomy, bear

ing no more relation to psychology,

properly so called, than anatomy does

to physiology. It is a mere dissection

of the dead subject, an analysis and

classification of the phenomena of the

dead subject, which can throw little or

no light on the living.

But not tocavil at a term—admitting

that the work before us is rightly

named psychology, or an analysis and

classification of the phenomena of the

soul, we may still ask, what is its use,

if it leave out all religious, ethical, so

cial, and political questions ! What

does man live for 2 In relation to what

should he be instructed 2 Is a work

which throws no light, which does not

even profess to throw any light, on any

of the great practical questions of real

life, precisely the work for our young

men to study—a work that indicates

noº social, political, moral, or reli

gious Ideal on the part of the author,

and that demands no pure, deep, seri

ous purpose, no high, holy, and moral

aspirations on the part of the student?

What, again, do we live for 2 Has

life no purpose ? Was man made

merely to |. at marbles 2 If man

was made for an end more serious, high,

and solemn, what is it ! “What is

the chief end of man?” That end

once determined, should not all instruc

tion, all education, nay, all life, be di

rected to its fulfilment? Will Dr.

Schmucker tell us what relation there

is between making ourselves familiar

with these psychological abstractions,

distinct from all the great practical

questions of life, and living to fulfil the

end for which God made us, and

clothed us with the power to do, to
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know, and to love? The author who

leaves all the great moral, religious,

social, and political questions by the

way, and passes over untouched all that

concerns us in the daily conduct of life,

is infinitely removed, in our judgment,

from producing a work of practical

utility, and from the right to call him

self a philosopher, or his speculations

philosophy.

To have gone further, to have left

the abstract regions to which he for

the most part confines himself, and to

have entered upon the great concrete

questions of actual life, would, no

doubt, have compelled Dr. Schmucker

to touch upon debateable ground, per

haps to stir up long and bitter contro

versy. It would very likely have in

volved him in the party and sectarian

conflicts of the day, and have effec

tually excluded his book from colleges

and academies. But what then 2

What is the use of books or of essays

that touch no practical question, that

throw, or attempt to throw, light on

no doubtful or still unsettled point of

moral, religious, social, or political

faith? No man who speaks freely,

boldly, and honestly, on questions

". really concern us in the conduct

of life, in which men do really take an

interest, questions on which it is worth

one's while to speak at all, but must

run athwart somebody's convictions

or prejudices; but must stir up some

body's angry feeling; because there

will always be somebody indicted by

what he says. He must necessarily

tread on somebody's corns. But what

then 2 This is the risk every man

who is really in earnest to spread truth,

and ameliorate the moral, intellectual

or physical condition of his race, must

run. It is only at this price, that he

purchases the opportunity to labor for

human progress. Whoso counts this

price too high, or feels unwilling or

unable to pay it, let him hold his

peace. His silence will hardly prove

to be a public calamity.

All faith, if genuine, if deep, if ear

nest, if living, is, say what we will to

the contrary, exclusive and intolerant.

Nothing is so exclusive and intolerant

as truth, which has no patience with

error, but excludes the semblance

even of falsehood. This excessive lib

erality, about which some men take it

into their heads to talk, which regards

all opinions with equal respect, and

alike proper to be inculcated, is not

liberality but indifferency, and more to

be dreaded in Society, in Church , or

State, than the most narrow-minded

bigotry, or the most ranting fanati

cism. There is no sound morality nor

practical wisdom in the remark, “I

care not what a man's opinions are, if

his conduct be good.” Just as if a

man's opinions were not a part of his

conduct, and usually the most impor

tant part of it. The events of history

are nothing but so many experiments,

successful or unsuccessful, of the race

to embody its opinions, to realize its

faith. Men's beliefs are powers, and

the only earthly powers of which the

wise man stands in awe. A simple

geographical opinion entering and

germinating in the breast of a bold

mariner, discovers a new continent, and

changes the direction of the whole in

dustrial activity of the race. A sim

ple belief, that we should obey God,

rather than kings, parliaments, and

prelates, taking possession of a few

honest, earnest-minded men in the

western and midland counties of Eng

land, sends them on board the May

flower, lands them one cold December's

day on our bleak and rock-bound

coast, and makes them the instruments

of laying the foundation of a free re

public, of opening a new school of

social and political science for the

world, and of demonstrating what man

is and may be, when and where he has

free scope to be what his Creator de

signed him to be. Faith is everything.

There is not a single act of ordinary

and every-day life, that could be done

without faith on the part of the actor.

Every honest man does and cannot but

hold his own faith to be the true faith;

and therefore does and cannot but hold

every opposing faith to be false. To

beas willing to see that opposing faith

prevail, as to see his own prevail,

would imply on his part, as much re

spect for falsehood as for truth ; that

in his estimation, falsehood is as good

as truth, and worth as much to man

kind. A man who is as willing to

see falsehood as truth propagated, is

no true man. He may be learned, po

lite, decorous, but God, truth, right

eousness, have no greater enemy than

he, on earth, or under the earth. Such

are the men who are always in our

way. They care for none of these

things. They chill our hearts; they
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damp our zeal; they weaken our

hands. They belong to the race of

Do-nothings. Theadvancement ofman

kind owes nothing to their exertions.

Never out of their class does God raise

up prophets, sages, heroes, and mar

tyrs, by whose unwearied efforts,

generous self-immolation, and un

shrinking, obedience to a high and

living faith, the race is enabled to ad

vance towards a higher and happier

state. They are the lukewarm, the

neither-cold-nor-hot, insipid and nau

seating, whom God, in addressing the

angel of the churches, declares he will

“spew out of his mouth.” -

But happily for the cause of truth

and righteousness, the bulk of man

kind are sincere and earnest, and are

strongly attached to their faith. Their

opinions are to them serious matters,

matters to be lived for, or if need be,

died for. They do not and cannot hold

it a matter of indifference to individual

or social, to temporal or eternal well

being, what a man believes; and so

long as this is the fact, no man will be

able to put forth on practical ques

tions, new, uncommon, or unpopular

opinions, without stirring up contro

versy, without encountering serious

opposition, and most likely not with

out calling down upon his head, many

a shower of wrath and abuse. This

result is inevitable, unless mankind be

reduced to that state of perfect indif.

ferency, in which the opinions one puts

forth, whatever their character, can ex

cite no interest, command no attention.

But, once more, what then 2 If we

are to refrain from discussing in our

elementary works the great questions

of practical life, which “come home to

men's bosoms and business,” through

fear of this controversy, opposition,

wrath, abuse, what will be the advan

tage of a free press? Nay, in such

case, what will be the meaning of a

free press 2 Public opinion would con

trol it more effectually than the edicts

of tyrants, backed by an armed police,

fines, dungeons, and gibbets. A true

man will never be rash; will never

forget that his opinions are deeds, for

which he is accountable to God and to

society; but having done his best to

ascertain the truth, fully assured of

the purity and sincerity of his purpose,

and having a word pressing upon his

heart for utterance, he will go forth,

modestly, reverently, and utter it,

fearlessly and honestly, without stop

ing for one moment to confer with

esh and blood. He knows that he

º: at his own peril; but he takes

the responsibility, and asks not that it

be less. He knows the penalty he

must pay for daring to be true to his

own convictions of duty; but he is wil

ling and able to pay it. He who

shrinks from it, has no reason to ap

plaud himself for the manliness of his

soul. He may be assured, that he is

held in no high repute in the City of

God, and is by no means chosen by

Providence to be an instructor of his

race. Were he to speak, it would be

to tell us, that which can have no prac

tical bearing on life, or the truth long

since told and realized. -

Admitting, then, that Dr. Schmucker

could not have constructed a system of

mental philosophy, in the full signifi

cance of the term, without touching on

debateable ground, and giving rise to

long and even bitter controversy, we

are far from holding him excusable in

sending us forth such a work as this—

a work scrupulously avoiding the dis

cussion of the only questions for the

discussion of which philosophical works

should be written or are needed.

Thus far we have objected to this

work, on the ground that it is not a

part of a general system of philosophy;

that it is mere speculation on naked

psychological abstractions, which have

no real existence; that it leaves out of

view all the great philosophical ques

tions which relate to man's wants,

rights, duties, and destiny; and, there

fore, leaves out the only religious ob

ject for which a work on philosophy

can be written. But we do not stop

here. Passing over these grounds of

objection, taking the work as psychc

logy in the most restricted sense pos

sible, we hold it defective and false,

and were it likely to be introduced very

extensively as a text-book in colleges

and academies, we should hold it to be

not only defective and false, but mis

chievous.

The very title-page creates a pre

sumption against it. The author calls

it “The Elements of a New System of

Mental Philosophy.” A new system

of mental philosophy, if by system is

meant anything more than the order

and dress in which old doctrines are

presented, can hardly be looked for.
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Additions may be made to the old, but

nothing radically new can be obtained.

The human race is subjected to a law

of continuity, which presides over all

its development and growth, whether

considered generically or individually.

From this law human thought does

not and cannot escape. The present

was elaborated in, and evolved from

the past. The future must be—so far

as human effort is concerned—the ela

boration and evolution of the present.

The law of progress is that of continu

ous growth, which is in no case inter

rupted or disturbed, save as Providence

aids it on, by granting, at such inter

vals as seems to it good, supernatural

accessions of moral and intellectual

strength. But these special grants,

accessions, revelations, which God

makes to us from time to time, as the

conditions of our progress, do not break

the law of continuity. They are all

made in harmony with one and the

same Divine Thought, of which human

nature, as well as they, is an expres

sion. They merely swell the tide of

life; or as fine musical accompani

ments blend in with the tones of the

human voice, swell and enrich their

melody, without being in ordinary

cases distinguishable from them. Jesus

does not build on the ruins of Moses:

Christianity does not supplant Judaism;

but generalizes and fulfils it. From the

first to the last, the life of humanity is

a continuous growth, not strictly speak

ing, by development, but by assimila
tion, accretion.

According to this law, all radical

ism, that is to say, all destruction of

what was fundamental in that which

has preceded, or the creation of an

order of life, religious, social, or philo

sophical, that is new in its fundamen

tal elements, is necessarily condemned.

What is, must be always our point of

departure. This is the principle that

must govern us in relation to the race

at large, and also in relation to a par

ticular nation or country. Each re

former must connect his proposed re

forms with the past of his own church,

school, or nation; so that the continu

ity between its past and its future ma

be preserved. . If he do not, he will

labor to no end; he will fail in his pro

jects, and deservedly fail. The American

philosopher, then, must not attempt

a new system of philosophy; but must

seek to continue uninterruptedly, by

improving it, the philosophy the race

has always embraced, and as modified

by the faith and practice of his own

nation. In other words, the American

philosopher cannot transplant into his

own country the philosophy of France

or Germany, nor will it answer for him

to seek to construct a philosophy for

his countrymen from the French or

German point of view. He must con

struct it from the English point of

view, and continue English philoso

phy, as modified, as we may say, by

Jonathan Edwards, our only American

metaphysician, and by our peculiar

civil, political, social, aud religious

institutions. Our philosophy must be

English philosophy Americanized, like

the great mass of our population. We

do not, then, want, as we cannot have,

a new system of philosophy. Locke,

Reid, and Jonathan Edwards, have laid

the foundation for us, have begun the

work, which we are merely to con

tinue.

But even if a new system of philo

sophy were needed, and could be looked

for, we must assure Dr. Schmucker

that he deceives himself if he thinks

that he has furnished such a system.

Saving his terminology, in some in

stances barbarous, and rarely felicitous,

the distribution of the several parts,

for the most part immethodical ex

cept in appearance, and now and then

a statement no other philosopher would

willingly hazard, we do not recollect a

single portion of the work, either as to

its thought, reasoning, or illustration,

that can be called new. The author

is rarely up with the Seottish school of

Reid and Stewart, and is far below,

as a mere psychologist, the Eclectic

school of modern Germany and France.

Even Upham's Philosophy, superficial

and meagre, as it unquestionably is,

taken as a whole, is altogether superior

to this, which throws no new light on

a single metaphysical question, sets in

a clearer point of view not a single fact

of human nature, and adds nothing to

our knowledge of the laws of the pro

duction or association of the psycholo

gical phenomena. If the author had

spent less time in studying his own

mind, and more in making himself ac

quainted with the views of such men

as Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, Descartes,

Locke, Leibnitz, Malebranche, Reid,

and Kant, to say nothing of Schelling,

Hegel, and Cousin, he would hardly
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:

have ventured to call his crude notions

a new system of mental philosophy.

They can be new only to those who

are not at all in the habit of reading on

metaphysical subjects.

Dr. Schmucker not only tells us

that his system is new, but that it is

constructed on the basis of Conscious

ness and Common Sense. Has he any

clear and definite notion of the sense

in which he uses these terms, when he

declares them the basis of his system 2

—or has he adopted them, without re

flecting much on their import, from

Dr. Reid, in whose philosophy they

lay so conspicuous a part 2 e have

ooked through his book without find

ing any clear or exact definition of

them; and in any sense in which either

is intelligible or acceptable to us,

neither constitutes a basis of his sys

tenn.

Common Sense, as the term is used

by Dr. Reid, does not properly desig

nate, as he supposed, a distinct and se

parate faculty of human nature, but a

special degree of our general faculty

of intelligence. Man by nature, in

his very essence, is intelligent, capable

of knowing, and intelligent to the re

quisite degree for seeing, perceiving, or

knowing, in the three worlds of space,

time, and eternity. The world

which we call the world of etermity, is

sometimes called the transcendental

world, because its realities transcend

those of time and space; and also,

sometimes, the world of absolute,

universal, immutable and necessary

truth. The contents of this world,

after Plato and the Platonists, we call

IDEAs ; Reid called them constituent

elements of human nature, first princi

ples of human belief; Aristotle and

Kant term them categories of the rea

son, and in their view categories of the

reason as a faculty of human nature.

They are the first principles of all sci

ence, and of º of the sciences.

They, however, do not, as some mo

derns seem to suppose, reside in the

mind, but out of it, in what Plato and

the Greeks call the Logos (Aoyos) and

which we may call, with M. Cousin,

“the world of Reason,” ofabsolute, uni

versal, and necessary Truth. But,

though these ideas or first principles,

do not subsist in the human mind, the

human mind is constructed in accor

dance, and placed in intimate relation

WOL. XI.-NO. LII. 46

with them; so as to be always capa

ble of perceiving them, not detached,

not as mere abstractions, but so far as

they enter into, and constitute the basis

of the finite, particular, contingent,

concrete objects of time and space,

save in connexion with which we

never recognize them. The power to

perceive these ideas, or first principles

of belief, is what Dr. Reid really un

derstood by Common Sense; that is,

not merely a sense common to all men,

but a power in each man to perceive,

to entertain, or to assume certain first

principles, common and indispensable to

every act of intellectual life.

The reality of this power cannot be

questioned. Without it, as Dr. Reid

has shown over and over again, man

could have not only no firm basis for

metaphysical science, no recognition of

objects transcending time and space,

but in point of fact no science at all;

but would be incapable of a single act

of cognition whatever. But this pow

er, the reason (Vernunft) of Coleridge

and the Germans, which they seek to

distinguish from the understanding

(Verstand), is not a distinct and sepa

rate faculty of human nature, but,

as we have said, merely a spe

cial degree of the general faculty of

intelligence. To know may indeed

have various conditions and degrees,

but, as M. Cousin has well remarked,

it is always one and the same phenom

enon, whatever its sphere or degree. I

know always by virtue of one and the

same faculty of intelligence, whether

the objects of my knowledge be the

contents of space, of time, or of eter

nity; that is, whether these objects be

bodies, events, or ideas; or whether I

know mediately through external bo

dily organs, or immediately by intui

tion. Had Dr. Reid carried his analy

sis a little farther, he would have per

ceived that his “first principles’ are

objects of the mind, not laws of human

belief; and he might then have escaped

the error of calling Common Sense a

distinct and separate faculty of human

nature.

Does Dr. Schmucker understand by

Common Sense this power of human

nature to perceive ideas or objects

which transcend the worlds of space

and time? In this sense, it is the pow

er to perceive substance in the cause,

being in the phenomenon, the infinite

in the finite, the universal in the par
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ticular, the absolute in the relative, the

necessary in the contingent, the per

manent in the transient. But this

}. he denies from the beginning of

is book to the end, and admits as ob

jects of knowledge, of cognition, only

the objects of space. His pretension

then to have based his philosophy

on Common Sense, according to Dr.

Reid's use, or virtual use, of the term,

is wholly unfounded. He goes rightin

the face and eyes of Common Sense.

The only other intelligible sense of
the term, is the common or universal

assent of mankind. We have no ob

jections to using the term in this sense,

and none to making it in this sense au

thoritative. We know in matters

pertaining to politics, and morals,

matters pertaining to the race, no high

er authority, under divine revelation,

than the common assent of mankind.

But what is the exponent of this com

mon assent? Whence shall we col

lect this universal assent of the race?

Unquestionably from tradition. The

universal assent of the race, is the uni

versal tradition of the race, and the au

thority of the race is nothing else than

the authority of tradition. Tradition

taken in the true and large sense

of the term, and so as to include

not only what may be termed natural,

but supernatural, or Providential tra

dition, in all that relates to politics,

morals, and society generally, we re

cognize and hold to be authoritative.

But we do not find Dr. Schmucker ap

pealing to tradition; nay, he rejects it,

in calling his system new, and in seek

ing, as he tells us was the case with

him, to construct his system, not by

consulting the philosophical monu

ments of the race, but by refusing for ten

years to read any work on the subject,

and by devoting himself solely to the

study of his own mind. We must needs

believe, then, that he deceives himself,

when he thinks that he has made

Common Sense a basis of his system.

The author's claims to having made

Consciousness another of the bases of

his system, we apprehend, in any sense

acceptable even to himself, are no

better founded. Consciousness is not,

as Dr. Reid seems to have taught, a

distinct and separate faculty of the hu

man mind; nor is it a peculiar act of

the mind, by which it not only knows,

but takes note of the fact that it knows,

as seems to be Dr Schmucker's own

opinion. The precise fact of conscious

ness is not the mind taking cognizance

of its own operations, but of itself, in

its operations, as their subject, as the

operator. We perceive always; for

we are by nature and essence active

and percipient; and nature, sensible and

transcendental, is at all times around

us, and streaming into us with its in

fluences: but we are not always con

scious; we are conscious only in those

more vivid, more distinct perceptions,

in which we comprehend in one view,

by one simple act of the percipient

agent, both the object perceived, and

the ME as subject perceiving it. Con

sciousness is therefore simply the re

cognition by the ME of itself, in the

fact of perception, as the agent per

ceiving ; in thought as the subject

thinking ; in love as the subject low

ing ; in contradistinction from the ol

ject perceived, thought, or loved.

A system of philosophy based on

Consciousness, must be based on the

agent revealed by Consciousness, that

is to say, the ME, or subject. A system

of philosophy based on the ME must be

purely subjective, and incapable of at

taining to existence exterior to the ME.

It would be then the reduction of all our

knowledge to the sentimental affections

of the sentient subject, the last word of

the Sensual school; or the irresistible

categories of the reason, or forms of the

understanding, the last result of Kant's

Critique of Pure Reason—a rational

istic idealism; or to mere volitions or

voluntary creations of the ME itself,

with Fichte, or an Egoistic Idealism, if

the expression will be permitted us.

Is it in either of these results that Dr.

Schmucker would end ? Is his philo

sophy purely subjective 3 So far as it

is systematic, it is so, in our view ofit;

but he has not intended it to be so, for

he asserts objective reality, the inde.

pendent existence of entities out of the

ME, though by what authority he does

not inform us.

But in saying that his philosophy is

based on Consciousness, we suppose

the author intends that we should un

derstand, that in constructing it he has

had direct recourse to the facts of hu

man nature, the phenomena of his own

mind, as revealed to him by immediate

consciousness. On this point he is no

where very explicit; but we presume

that we do him no injustice, when we

say that he probably adopts what is

ſº
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called the psychological method of

studying the phenomena of the human

soul. M. Jouffroy, the pupil, friend,

and successor of M. Cousin in the de

partment of the History of Modern Phi

losophy, in the Faculty of Letters at

Paris, who, we regret, has, by his pre

mature death within the year, been

lost to philosophy, is, perhaps, the best

exponent of this method. He tells us

that there are two classes of facts;

each class alike real, each alike

open to our inspection;–facts of

the outward, material universe, and

the facts of that interior, but ne

vertheless important world which each

man carries in himself. The first class

we observe by our outward senses, the

second by means of an interior light, or

sense, called consciousness. Is this

Dr. Schmucker's method 2 And is the

adoption of this method what he means

by constructing his philosophy on the

basis of consciousness : If so, perhaps

he is not aware of all the consequences

of this method.

This method never carries us out of

the subjective; but let that pass. We

deceive ourselves, if we suppose the

light by which we see in the external

world, is different from the light by

which we are conscious, or by which

we observe in the world within. The

percipient agent is the same in both

cases; and it is by virtue of the same

faculty of intelligence that he ob

serves or knows in one world and the

other. The external senses do not ob

serve, nor are they the light by which

the man observes; the man himself ob

serves through his external organs by

means of his own inherent power of

knowing, or faculty of intelligence;

and it is by virtue of the same power of

knowing, or faculty of intelligence, that

he observes in the bosom of conscious

ness itself.

In the second place, what is called

internal observation is not, strictly

speaking, internal. If by within is

meant within the ME itself, we have no

power with which to look within. The

ME is the observer, and, therefore, must

needs be distinct from the object ob

served. It is all on the side of the sub

ject, and do the best it can, it cannot,

turn it ever so swiftly, get on the side of

the object. The object observed, be it

then what it may, must be, strictly

speaking, exterior to the ME, and, there

fore, veritably NoT-ME.

In the third place, these facts, which

are called, though improperly, internal

facts, are never observed, that is, stu

died, by immediate consciousness. The

fact of consciousness, is the recognition

of myself in the intellectual phenome

non, as the subject of the phenome

non; that is, as the subject thinking.

The moment I seize this fact, and at

tempt to examine it, it ceases to be a

fact of consciousness; for the fact of

consciousness is now myself thinking

on this fact, which I remember was a

fact of consciousness a moment ago.

It is impossible, then, to observe, ana

lyse, and classify the facts of conscious

ness.

What psychologists study for the

facts of consciousness, are the facts of

memory. They are, no doubt, an im

portant class of facts; but they are not,

and cannot be observed, studied, by

immediate consciousness. We can, no

doubt, study them by means of memo

ry; but our knowledge of them cannot

be more immediate and certain than

is our knowledge of many other things.

Memory is not always faithful. It does

not always, nay it rarely, if ever, repro

duces the fact exactly as it was, in all its

relations and connexions; and one grand

cause, perhaps the chief cause, of the

failures of psychologists, has been in

the fact that they attempt to construct

their systems with these facts alone.

If Dr. Schmucker means, then, that he

makes the facts of consciousness the

basis of his system, he deceives him

self; for, instead of observing the facts

which he studies, by immediate con

sciousness, he studies them only by

means of the memory.

But this is lingering too long on the

very title-page ofthework. It is time to

proceed at least as far as the Introduc

tion. This the author devotes to what

he calls methodology, and to the differ

ence between mathematical and meta

physical reasoning. “It has long been

a subject of remark,” says the author,

“ that while the science of mathema

tics, which discusses the properties

and relations of space and number, is

accompanied by the most conclusive

evidence, and bears conviction with it at

every step of its progress, the philoso

phy of the mind still remains enveloped
in comparative darkness and uncer

tainty, after the intellect of ages has

been expended in its investigation.
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The question arises, are not both simi

lar in their nature, and alike suscep

tible of demonstrative evidence 2'' Dr.

Schmucker, while he admits that the

two sciences may be dissimilar in their

nature, yet considers the difference of

the results obtained in the one from

those obtained in the other, as owing to

the different method of investigation

adopted in mental science, from that

pursued by mathematicians. “The

superior force of mathematical reason

ing arises,” he says, “from three

sources. First, from an intrinsic dif

ference in the nature of the subjects

discussed. Secondly, from the more

rigidly analytic method of investigation

pursued in mathematics. And, thirdly,

from a less elegant, indeed, but more

precise and perspicuous method of con

veying to others the knowledge we

have acquired.”

The first of these reasons for the su

periority of mathematics in clearness

and evidence, may have some force;

the other two, none. The third is

dwelt upon much by English philoso

phers, and it held a conspicuous rank

in the estimation of Leibnitz. But it

is a great mistake to attribute the clear

ness and evidence of mathematics to

the peculiar language adopted by ma

thematicians. Their signs, no doubt,

abridge the labor of recording their re

sults, and also the mechanical process

of obtaining them; but their science is

in no sense dependent on them, and

there is not a mathematical problem

the solution of which cannot be obtain

ed and given out in the ordinary lan

guage of reasoning. Then, again, the

adoption of a precise, exact, definite,

technical language for metaphysics,

similar in its character and office to the

algebraic signs, as Leibnitz wished,

and as some modern metaphysicians

seem to judge desirable, would avail

us very little. A sign is no sign to us,

till we know that it stands for some

thing; and it tells us nothing till we

know what that something is which it

stands for. Philosophy is not a purely

verbal science. It deals with realities,

and it is and can be intelligible no far

ther than these realities themselves are

known.

Nor do we perceive the force of the

second reason assigned for the superi

ority of mathematical reasoning. Re

ference had to the nature of the sub

ject, mathematical reasoning is not

more rigidly analytic than metaphysi

cal reasoning. The human mind is so

constituted that, whatever the subject

of its investigations, it must pursue one

and the same method, what the

Greeks call analysis and synthesis, and

we, after the Latins, observation and

induction. To hear some Englishmen

talk, we might be led to attribute the

invention of this method to Lord Ba

con; but we may as well attribute to

Lord Bacon the invention of the human

mind itself. Bacon was no doubt a

great man, and rendered important

service, if not to science, at least to the

sciences; but his merit was not pre

cisely that of the invention of a method

of philosophizing. The true method,

and the only possible method, is given

in the human mind itself. Every ope

ration performed by the mind is per

formed by virtue of this method; with

out it the mind cannot operate. It

cannot observe a fact, declare it to be

a fact, or even to appear to be a fact,

without a synthetic judgment, which

is to a greater or less extent an induc

tion; and without facts, real or sup

posed, it has no possible basis for any

synthetic or inductive operation what

ever. There has been a great deal of

learned nonsense uttered about the in

ductive method, especially by English

men and their descendant Americans—

a method always observed by the hu

man mind in all its investigations, and

as faithfully observed and as rigidly

followed, in proportion to the extent of

his ability and mental operations, by

the simplest ploughboy as by a New

ton or a Laplace.

The real cause of the difference be

tween the results of mathematics and

of metaphysics is, in the fact that ma

thematics require acquaintance with

but a small number of facts, and of

facts which are obvious to every eye,

and can be learned in a few moments;

whereas metaphysical science, dealing

with actual life, requires acquaintance

with all reality, which is infinite.

Mathematical science is merely the

science of quantities. Quantity can

differ from quantity only in more or

less. He then who has the concep

tions of more and less, has all the con

ceptions essential to mathematics; and

he who knows how to measure more

and less, in any conceivable degree,

comprehends the science of mathema

tics. All beyond this in the whole

*
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science is, as it were, identical proposi

tion piled upon identical proposition.

No wonder, then, that mathematics

were cultivated at an early day, and

soon arrived at a high degree of perfec

tion. We say high degree of perfec

tion; for the science is not yet perfect

ed, and it is far from having reached

the utmost limits of its applications.

But its farther progress, or the pro

gress of its applications, will be found

to depend in no small degree on the

progress of metaphysics.

With philosophy the case is quite

different. Here, instead of two, or at

most three ideas, which are all that

are required by mathematics, which

may be obtained by acquaintance with

a single concrete existence besides

ourselves, and from which we may

proceed by the calculus to the system of

the universe, we have an infinite variety

of complex ideas, which we can fully

master only by an actual acquaint

ance with all contingent existences.

The purpose of philosophy is not, as too

many fancy, acquaintance with the re

lations of abstract ideas, which would

give us for resultant only dead abstrac

tions, not of the least conceivable va

lue; but acquaintance with life—ac

quaintance with all that lives—to

know really and truly the nature and

law of every living being, from God
himself to the veriest monad of his

creation. A child can master all the

facts essential to the science of mathe

matics; none but God himself has or

can have the knowledge requisite for

the construction of a perfect system of

philosophy.

Philosophy, then, is and always

must be imperfect. Its subject-matter

is all Infinity, in all its unity and mul

tiplicity. Man is finite, and can have

only a finite knowledge. He can,

therefore, never take into his view the

whole subject-matter of philosophy,

the infinite reality that underlies it.

He can see this reality only on the side

turned towards him, and comprehend it

only under a single aspect. . His sys

tem, then, though woven with infinite

pains, can be at best only relatively

true. It will always be defective, in

adequate, falling short of the reality

to be comprehended. But man is,

through Providence, progressive—has

a continuous growth, and therefore

becomes able every day to enlighten a

larger portion of reality, and to com

prehend more and more of it in his

systems. Yet never will he advance

so far as to be able to construct a sys

tem of philosophy that will abide for

ever. The systems of to-day, as mere

systems, will always be absorbed by

the discoveries and necessary modifica

tions of to-morrow.

This is no doubt a sad conclusion,

well adapted to check our pride, and

presumption, and to teach us modest

and humility in our theorizing; but it

is warranted by the whole history of

the past, and is a legitimate inference

from the finiteness of all our faculties.

Saddening, then, as it may be, we must

accept it. It is not given to man to build

a tower that shall reach to heaven.

There is no escaping the floods that

will sooner or later come, in some

sense, to swallow up our old world.

There is no help for it. All that we

can ask, then, of the philosopher of to

day is, that he embrace in his system,

not absolute truth, but all the truth, in

relation to God, man, and the universe,

to which the human race has, thus

far,whether naturally or Providentially,
attained.

Passing over now the difference be

tween mathematics and philosophy,

we touch more especially what Dr.

Schmucker calls Methodology. Me

thodology / Why could he not have

used,with Descartes and all the masters

of the science, the simple term method :

Methodology, if it mean anything,

means a discourse on method; but it

was not a discourse on method, but

method itself, that Dr. Schmucker was

to consider. But what is his Method

ology, or simply, his method of philo

sophizing? No man can tell from this

Introduction, nor from reading the

whole book, or at best can only

guess it.

Method is given in the human mind

itself; that needs no discussion. What

Dr. Schmucker means by Methodology,

is doubtless what we should term the

application of method. All philoso

phers, in the strictest sense of the

term, adopt one and the same method;

they differ, however—and in this con

sists the difference of their systems—

in their mode of applying this one and

the same method. }. mode of ap

plying method to the construction of

philosophical science, is the important

matter. Descartes began in doubt, by
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doubting all existences but his own.

To follow his example, we must begin

by doubting all that can be doubted,

push doubt to its farthest limits, till we

come to that which cannot be doubted,

and then admit into our system only

whatrigidly follows from what has been

ascertained to be not doubtful. This

is well enough for all those who really

entertain the doubt recommended;

but all men do not entertain this doubt;

and we deceive ourselves whenever we

think we have assumed in our systems

a doubt which we do not in reality feel.

No man can take an artificial point of

departure. A man who believes in the

existence of God, cannot, even in

thought, divest himself of that belief,

and place himself in the position of

him who really doubts that existence.

In his arguments to prove the exist

ence of God, he invariably and inevi

tably assumes the point to be proved,

as the basis on which to rest his argu

ment. A man, do his best, cannot di

vest himself of himself. He cannot

assume, really and truly, as his logical

point of departure, what is not his real

and true point of departure; for he can

not both be and not be at the same

moment, as would necessarily be the

case were this possible,

The human race has lived a long

while, and not altogether in vain. It

has ascertained some things; settled

some truths. These, in all our philo

sophizing, we necessarily assume,whe

ther we know it or not, and have the

right to assume, as our point of depart

ure. The existence of God has be

come to the race a fact, which it is no

longer necessary to attempt to prove,

nor allowable to cali in question. Any

alleged facts which go to contradict it,

or to make it doubtful, are by that fact

proved to be no facts; for it is more

certain than any fact which can be

brought against it. The same may be

said of man's unity, personal identity,

moral freedom, and accountability.

No matter what may be alleged against

these facts, for we have for them the

highest degree of certainty that we can

have in any case whatever. Your

science, or your fact, which contradicts

them, is proved, by its contradicting

them, to be no science, no fact. All

facts of a similar nature the philoso

pher has the right to assume as so

many points settled. His business,

then, instead of seeking to create

and answer a doubt that he does not

feel, is to ascertain what the human

race has thus far established. This

has not to be established over again.

When ascertained, it is so much capi

tal in advance. Our business is merely

to add to it, and transmit it to our suc

cessors enlarged, to be transmitted by

them to their successors still more

enlarged.

The next thing with regard to me

thod—and concerning this as well as

the foregoing Dr. Schmucker is silent—

is that we confine ourselves to the

order of facts which belong to the spe

cial science we are constructing, and

not conclude to one subject from the

facts of another and a different subject.

This rule is violated by phrenologists,

who are perpetually concluding to

what must be true of man, from what

they observe, or fancy they observe, to

be true of animals, forgetting that be

tween man and animals there is a dis

tance, and that man has and can

have no animal nature. Man is not

an animal, but an animal transformed.

The great merit of Bacon, under the

head of method, consists in his having

contended earnestly for this rule. He

has been called the father of the in

ductive method, simply and solely, we

apprehend, from his having laid down,

and insisted on this rule.

This rule, all important as it may be

when rigidly understood and applied,

has been too strenuously insisted on in

English and American science. Each

special science is supposed to have a

separate and an independent foundation,

to the confusion and virtual destruction,

as we have already seen, of all ca

tholic science. This has come from a

too violent and too long continued re

action against the Scholastics. The

Scholastics were said, and to some ex

tent justly said, to subject physics

to their metaphysics, and their meta

physics to their theology. They con

cluded from their theology to their me.

taphysics, and from their metaphysics

to what must be true in nature; instead

of going forth into nature, and ascer

taining with open eyes what she con

tained. In this way they committed

some gross errors, for which, however,

science has amply avenged herself.

It was against this method of studying

nature that Bacon entered his pro
test.

In point of principle, however, the
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much decried Scholastics were by no

means so far in the wrong as the dis

ciples of Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, and

Condillac, have supposed. The uni

verse is constructed by Intelligence, in

its own image, or after one and the

same divine Idea. Man was made in

the image of God. The human soul

is the finite representative of the Infi

nite Intelligence, to which it corres

ponds in all respects; that is, so far as

the finite can correspond to the infi.

nite. The universe, outward nature,

corresponds to man, and is therefore,

as we may say, the image of the im

age of God. There is, then, one and

the same law of intelligence running

from the Infinite Reason down to the

faintest echo of it, in the simplest mo

nad God has created. All things are

created according to one and the same

law, and this law is the law of all in

telligence. We may say, then, with

the Hegelians, though not, if we un

derstand them, precisely in their sense,

that a perfect system of logic were a

complete system of the universe. The

universe, if we may so speak, is the

logic of the Creator, and a perfect sys

tein of logic would be a key to all its

mysteries, and enable us to compre

hend as thoroughly the operations of

the material universe, as the operations

of the human mind itself.

There is nothing extravagant or un

heard of in this statement. It contains

nothing not in a degree verified by Na

turalists everyday. Fulton constructs

his steamboat by his logic, before he

does by his handicraft; and Franklin

establishes by reasoning the identity of

lightning and the electric fluid, before

he draws the lightning from the cloud,

and makes it run down the silken cord

of his kite and charge his Leyden Jar.

Every scientific man, for the most part,

succeeds in his theory before he does

in his experiments. Very few import

ant scientific discoveries are made by

accident, or without having been, to

some extent, predicted. Naturalists

reason and say, “It must be so;” and

then go forth and interrogate Nature,

who answers, “It is so.” These, and

similar facts which might be indefi

nitely multiplied, prove not merely the

uniformity of nature, and that its order

does not change; but that nature has,

if we may so speak, a rational basis, is

made in the image of mind, and that

its laws are, as Plato asserted, ideas or

images of the laws or principles of In

telligence, Reason, Novs, Aoyos.

Assuming the fact, for which we

here contend, and which we hold to be

unquestionable, the Scholastics were

far from being wrong in principle. So

far as we have a true system of theo

logy we have the right to conclude

from it to metaphysics. So far as we

have a true system of metaphysics, we

have the right to conclude from it to

the facts of physical science. Meta

physical science has the right to pre

side over all mathematical and physical

science. It does and will give the law

to the mathematical and physical sci

ences, even if we try to have it other

wise, for it determines the character of

the facts on which they are founded.

We do not see the whole fact; and the

fact we see and analyze varies as varies

the metaphysical light in which we

contemplate it; as the landscape varies

as we shift the position from which we

view it. But as our metaphysics are

by no means perfect, we must never ven

ture to rely solely on conclusions from

metaphysical science to the facts of

hysical nature, till we have, to the

est of our ability, corrected or modi

fied them by actual observation and

experiment in the bosom of nature

herself.

Dr. Schmucker's error, under the

head of method, seems to us to be in

attempting to construct a science of

the human mind by confining himself

to a single class of facts, namely, the

mere facts of memory, called by our

modern psychologues, facts of con

sciousness, and which we have seen

are insufficient for his purpose. Speak

ing of himself, in his preface, he says,

“He then resolved to study exclusively

his own mind, and for ten years he

read no book on this subject. During

this period, he spent much of his time

in the examination of his own mental

phenomena, and having travelled over

the whole ground, and employed the

leisure of several additional years, to

review and mature his views, he now

presents to the public the following

outline of a system as in all its parts

the result of original, analytic induc

tion.” But it does not seem to have

occurred to him, that he might possi

bly have overlooked some one or more

of the mental phenomena, and seen

some of them but dimly, in a partial

or even a false light; that in a word
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no analysis of one's own mental phe

nomena is or can be an adequate basis

for a genuine psychology. Is there no

difference in individuals? Are the

mental phenomena of a New Hollan

der and of a Leibnitz the same? Is

Dr. Schmucker the standard-man, for

all men 2 He would have done well

to have conformed to the method of

M. Cousin, which, though on one side

too exclusively psychological, seeks

always to correct or verify the psycho

logy of the individual, by history, or

theº of the race. M. Cou

sin really does what Dr. Schmucker

professes todo,constructs his philosophy

on the basis of consciousness and com

mon sense, or what the individual can

ascertain by the study of his own

mental phenomena as presented, not

indeed really by consciousness, but by

memory, and by the study of the phe

nomena of the race, as presented in

history in general, and that of philoso

phy in particular. He is therefore pro

tected against taking the peculiarities

or idiosyncrasies of his own mind, for

universal and permanent laws ofhuman

nature. But Dr. Schmucker does not

seem to have ever heard of M. Cousin,

or his school.

In concluding our criticism, on what

Dr. Schmucker calls methodology, we

will add that, in order to construct a

true system of mental philosophy, or

a psychology at all worthy of the

name, we must, in addition to what

Dr. Schmucker calls the mental phe

nomena, study—

1. PHYSIOLOGY, and in that enlarged

sense in which it includes not only the

functions of the human body, or organ

ism, but nature in general. Man is not

body, but he is, as Bossuet has finely

expressed it, made to live in a body,

and to manifest himself through bo

dily organs. By virtue of his union

with a body, man is placed in relation

with external nature. The body has

in some way or other, not explicable

to us, an influence on the mental and

moral manifestations of the man; and

nature an influence on the body. The

relation then between the soul and bo

dy, and the body and nature, becomes

an indispensable subject of study, in

the construction of an adequate psy

chology. Climate, soil, productions,

have a decided influence on our bodies,

and therefore on our characters. There

is a marked difference between the in

habitants of mountainous districts and

those of the plains; between the

dwellers in the interior and the dwell

ers on the coast; between those

who live amid laughing landscapes,

under a sky ever serene, and those who

live in regions of perpetual storm and

mist. Under the}. of physiology,

then, we must study not only the hu

man organism, but all nature so far as

it affects that organism.

2. SocIETy. Man is not only made

to live in a body, and through that in

relation with nature; but also in rela

tion with other men, in the bosom of

society. The individual does not, and

cannot exist isolated from his race, but

has his life and being in the race, as

the race has its in God. God makes

and sustains all creatures “after their

kind,” as races, and it is only by a

knowledge of genera and species that

we can come to a knowledge of indi.

viduals. In constructing our philoso

phy of man, we must study him as a

race, or the individual as a member of

the race, in his relations to other men,

living one and the same life with

them, and as modified by friendship

and love, patriotism and philanthropy,

by the Family, the Church, and the

State.

3. HISTORY. Man, we have said, has

a progress, a continuous growth, and

therefore changes from age to age, and

that too as a race no less than as an in

dividual. He has an existence, there

fore, in time, as well as in space. The

study of physiology and society, gives

what concerns him as living in the

world of space; the study of history,

what concerns him as a being of time.

History is three-fold—individual, gen

eral, and natural. The first is what is

ordinarily termed memory, and com

prises what are usually treated as

facts of consciousness, or mental phe

nomena. General (from genus) his.

tory is the history of the race, and is

the memory of the individual enlarged

into the memory of the race, and re

cords the changes and modifications

which humanity, human nature, has

itself undergone. The law of human

life, by virtue of which human nature

is manifested, is in all ages the same;

but the actual volume of human na

ture, so to speak, is perpetually en

larging, so that we must always have

regard to chronology in what we affirm

or deny of it. Between the human
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nature of the Hottentot, and the hu

* man nature of a Newton, there is a

distance of many centuries. More

* over, nature, the outward material uni

verse, has a growth, is successively

ameliorated, so that it is ever exerting

a kindlier influence on human organ

ism, and therefore on human charac

ter. The history of these successive

ameliorations, or the history of nature,

is then essential to a complete system

of mental philosophy.

4. INspirATION. We have no confi

dence in the philosopher who believes

himself able to explain the phenome

na of human life, whether in space or

time, without assuming the special in

tervention of Providence. “There is

a spirit in man, and the inspiration of

the Almighty giveth him understand

ing.” The acorn must be quickened

and fed by foreign influences, or it

grows not into the oak ; so man must

be quickened by the spirit of God, and

fed by divine revelations. Through the

aid of Providential men, prophets, Mes

siahs, and God's Only Begotten Son,

the human soul has been quickened

into life, human nature redeemed, and

humanity advanced by the infusion

into its life, successively, of new and

higher manifestations of life. The

modifications and growth of human

nature, effected by these supernatural

communications, must be studied in

order to have a complete knowledge of

the actual, concrete, living man, as we

find him to-day, in the bosom of Chris

tian Civilisation.

Here is the vast field which he who

would give us a psychology worthy

of the name, must cultivate; and he

who has not cultivated it long and as

siduously, has no right to call him

* selfa philosopher. To become even tol

erably acquainted with this vast range

of studies will require more than ten

* years devoted exclusively to the stud

of the phenomena of one's ownº
º

• AFTER having dwelt so long on the

general method and design of this new

system of philosophy, it cannot be ne

cessary to spend much time in dispos

ing of its details. These are at best

- of moderate value, rarely new, and

- when new, just as rarely true. The

author does not appear to have suffi

- cient acquaintance with the thoughts

r of others, to be able to form any toler

, able appreciation of his own. His

ºf VOL. XI.-NO. LII. 47

reading is very far from having

brought him up to the present state

of metaphysical science, even in this

country and England, to say nothing of

France and Germany. In running

over the whole work, we have fºund

nothing worthy of special commenda

tion, unless it be a single remark re

specting what he makes the third di

vision of the mental phenomena. He

divides the mental phenomena into

three classes :

1. Cognitive Ideas;

2. Sentient Ideas;

3. Active Operations.

In this third division he includes the

unconscious, the spontaneous opera

tions of the mind, as well as the phe

nomena of the will proper, which are

operations performed with conscious

ness, and reflection, and which are all

that Upham and some of the Germans

include under the third division. Dr.

Schmucker is more correct than they ;

for I am active in as true and high a

sense in my unconscious operations, as

in what are properly called my volitions.

If this were not so, moral character

could attach only to those acts which

are performed after deliberation, which

is not true. The real moral character of

the man is determined, almost solely,

by his spontaneous operations, the un

conscious motions of his soul. So far,

then, we find Dr. Schmucker in the

right.

But we do not accept the terminolo

gy of this classification. What is the

meaning of cognitive Ideas Surely,

not ideas that know ; why not then

say simply cognitions, the only proper

word in our language for what Dr.

Schmucker probably means. Sentient

Ideas certainly are not ideas that feel.

Then they are simply sensations, sen

timents or feelings. But who before,

ever dreamed of calling a sensation,

sentiment, or feeling, an idea º Locke

uses the term idea, to express the ob

jects about which the mind in its ope

rations is immediately conversant. We

do not accept this use of the term, the

most favorable to Dr. Schmucker of

any authorized use he can find ; but

even according to this use, the feeling

is never an idea, because the moment

it becomes an object with which the

mind is conversant, it has ceased to be

a feeling, and become merely the

memory of a feeling. Then, again,

what is the use of saying active ope
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rations? Just as if there could be any

operations that were not active, or did

not imply activity on the part of their

subject, or the operator.

Again, we protest against Dr.

Schmucker's use of the word idea in

general. The terminology of a science

is not, we own, of the highest, but it is

of some importance; and it is desir

able that it should be as uniform as

possible. For ourselves, we are no

friends to neologism, either in the coin

age of new words, or new senses to

old words. It is rarely necessary, to

introduce a new term into our philo

sophical language, and the only novel

ty allowable in the use of an old term

is its restriction as much as possible to

its primitive, radical meaning. This

radical meaning, guard against it ever

so carefully, will always accompan

the use of the word, and mislead bot

writer and reader, when it is not the

exact meaning intended. The nearer

we keep to the etymological meaning

of a term, the more distinctly we ex

press that meaning, the more just and

É. will be our use of the term.

very language, too, has a genius of its

own, and certain indestructible laws,

which can never be offended or trans

gressed with impunity. There is no

wisdom in the common sneers against

a studied nicety, in the use of words;

and he who seeks to express his ideas

in terms which are, as he would say,

free, general, and familiar, will find, if

he reflects, that his objections to

this nicety arose from the very great

vagueness and loosenessof his thoughts.

The term idea was originally used

in philosophy to designate that objec

tive reality we take cognizance of in

all our mental operations, which tran

scends what are called sensible objects,

though never seen but in connexion

with them. This objective reality

was originally termed idea by Plato,

because he held it to be an image of

the Logos, or Divine Mind. Now this

conception of image goes, and always

will go, with this word idea. It is im

possible to get rid of it, because it is

the radical, the primitive sense of the

word. When, then, we call our no

tions of the objects of time and space,

ideas, as does Dr. Schmucker, we shall

always, whether we so intend or not,

teach that by idea we understand that

the mental phenomenon we so name,

is in some sort a representative or im

age, of the object concerned. Thus,

the idea of a book will be the image of

a book in the mind; the idea of a

horse will be a little picture or likeness

of a horse; the wound by a sword

will cause pain, which pain will give

us an idea, that is, a mental image, or

copy of the sword. This is precisely

Dr. Schmucker's own philosophy,

with this exception, that he does not

contend that the idea is an image or

likeness of the object, but merely a re

presentation of it.

Accept this, call our notions, repre

sentations, and then say, with Dr.

Schmucker, that the immediate objects

of the mind are not the entities them

selves, but their mental representa

tives, and you have the very idealism

which Berkely deduced from Locke's

philosophy, and which Reid spent so

much time, and not without success,

in overthrowing. Since Dr. Reid's In

quiry, it has not been allowable to talk

of mental representatives, or ideas, as

objects of the mind, separate from the

external realities themselves. The

mind does not hold communion with

the external world through the me.

dium of ideas, but converses directly

with it; and what Dr. Schmucker

calls ideas or representations of that

world, are merely the notions we ob

tain by conversing with it, the form

our thoughts assume, when we think

it. By his use of the term idea, he

revives an old error, long since explod

ed, and for which we had supposed no

new champion would ever be found.

Moreover, we object to the principle

on which Dr. Schmucker makes his

classification of the mental phenome

na. “The proper materials of this

science, doubtless are,” he says, “not

the supposed faculties, of which we

know nothing directly but the known

phenomena of the mind.” It is true

we know nothing directly of ourselves

or our faculties; but who ever con

tended that we do not know ourselves,

or our faculties, as well as the effect of

the exercise of these faculties, indi

rectly, by studying the phenomena of

life? If we can know nothing of our

faculties, what is the use of trying to

obey the injunction, “Know thyself” 3

But we do know ourselves; that is,

indirectly, so far as realized in the

phenomena of life. In every act of life,

of which we are conscious, we recog.

nize always ourselves as the subject;
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in cognition the subject that knows;

in feeling the subject that feels; in

love the subject that loves; in action,

the subject or agent that acts. In

every phenomenon we recognize, back

of the phenomenon, the subject of the

phenomenon, that which manifests it

self in the phenomenon, the being,

cause, or agency producing the pheno

menon. Thus, in every one of the men

tal phenomena, we recognize, in ad

dition, if we may so speak, to the phe

nomenon itself, the invariable, persist

ing subject of the phenomenon. This

subject is always our self, the ME. The

wer of the ME, (what I mean when

say, I am, I think, I love, &c.,) to ex

hibit, produce, or cause this phenome

non, or more accurately to manifest it

self in it, is precisely what we mean

by the term faculty.

Now, if we can know nothing of

the faculties of the ME, how can we

classify its phenomena 2 What will be

the basis of our classification ? If we

cannot know the fact that we have the

faculty of knowing, we can know

nothing at all; and then how can we

call a portion of our mental phenome

na, cognitions, or “cognitive ideas”?

When we assert that a portion of our

mental phenomena are cognitions, do

we not thereby assert that we have

the power to know, and, therefore, that

we have the faculty of intelligence?

The same questions may be asked in

reference to what Dr. Schmucker calls

“sentient ideas” and “active opera

tions; ” that is, feelings and operations.

Can a phenomenon be known to be an

operation, without the recognition of

that which is the operator? Is it not

the perception in the phenomenon of

the operator, that leads us and en

ables us to call it an operation ?

Dr. Schmucker must pardon us for

asking, if he has ever read Plato ? We

presume that he has not, and we

therefore recommend him to do it

forth with, or at least some portions of

Plato;and without referring him to any

difficult portions, we would mention

the Hippias, which is on the Beautiful.

From that he may learn that to be able

to call a particular thing beautiful, we

must needs know that by virtue of

which it is beautiful; that to be able

to say of this or that act, it is just, wise,

or virtuous, we must be º to con

ceive of justice, wisdom, and virtue.

He who knows not the general, (the

genus), cannot know the special and

the individual. We know only by as

cending from individuals to species

and genera. Thus, we know an in

dividual to be a man only by vir

tue of our ability to detect in him the

genus, the race, humanity or human

nature; for in affirming him to be a

man we affirm him to partake of this

race, that is, of humanity, human na

ture. It is only by our power of per

ceiving genera and species, what Plato

would call, and what we ought to call,

the power of perceiving ideas, that we

can know at all, that we can say of

this individual he is a man, it is a horse,

an ox, or a dog. Our modern meta

physicians who neglect the study of

the ancients, show more self-reliance

than true wisdom. In all that belongs

to pure metaphysics, so far as the sci

ence concerns or rests on abstract prin

ciples, powers, or reasoning, no ad

ditions have been made since the time

of Plato and Aristotle, unless Kant's

Critique of Pure Reason, and Cousin's

Reduction 8. the Categories, be ex

ceptions. Our advance on the an

cients is no doubt great, but it does not

consist in the fact that we surpass

them in our knowledge of the con

ditions of knowledge, of first princi

ples of science, or in the strength, sub

tlety, or soundness of our reasoning;

but in a wider range of observation, in

a richer experience, and a more thor

ough knowledge of life. Descartes in

his doctrine of Innate Ideas, or more

roperly innate capacities or faculties,

eid, in his constituent principles of

human nature, or first principles of hu

man belief, virtually, even Kant in his

Categories, and Cousin avowedly in his

Absolute Ideas, have done nothing but

reproduce, and, in ourjudgment, not in

improved forms, Plato's doctrine of

ideas, which asserts in all cases the

reality of genera, ideas, or objects

transcending time and space, and of

our power to perceive them, as the ab

solutely indispensable conditions of all

science. Against this doctrine we find

the old Epicureans, and Skeptics, the

Nominalists, among the Scholastics,

Bacon, Hobbes, Gassendi, Locke, Con

dillac, Hume, and Dr. Schmucker,

among the moderns; although this

must not be said of Bacon and Locke

without some important reservations,

owing to the fact that they were both

as men and as practical philosophers,
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broader, richer, and truer than their

official theorizing. We side with Plato,

and in fact with Aristotle, who on this

point is virtually a Platonist. All we

contend is, that we never perceive gen

era, ideas, separate, detached from the

individuals in which they are concre

ted, or actualized; but we do really

perceive them in these individuals; and

it is only by virtue of this fact, that

the individuals themselves are objects

of knowledge. But we are wandering

too far from our present purpose. We

will only add that the principle in

volved in Dr. Schmucker's assertion,

that the proper materials of mental

philosophy are the mental phenomena

themselves, considered independent of

their relation to the faculties of which

they are the manifestations, involves,

as all who are really masters of meta

physical science know full well, the

denial of all solid basis of knowledge,

the possibility of science, and there

fore plunges us, theoretically, into abso

lute Pyrrhonism, or universal skepti

cism. He takes the side taken by all

the philosophers whose speculations

have led to the denial of religion, and

the assertion of atheism. We are far

from thinking, and far from intending

even to intimate that we think, Dr.

Schmucker is aware of this fact, or

that he would not recoil from it with

horror. But he who denies man's

power to know anything in the phe

nomenon, but the phenomenon itself,

has made a denial which involves the

denial of the possibility of recognizing

in any or all of the phenomena of man,

or of the universe, the power, or even

to be made acquainted with the power,

being, agency or cause, on whom they

depend for their existence, and from

whom they receive their birth, their

reality, and their law.

But waiving even this, we are far

from adopting Dr. Schmucker's classi

fication of the mental phenomena; not,

indeed, because we hold it less correct

than the classification proposed by

others, for we really know of none that

we should be more willing to adopt;

but because we hold that no classifica

tion of the kind is admissible. There

are no mental phenomena that are

purely actions, purely cognitions, or

purely feelings. . The ME acts always

as the living and indestructible synthe
sis of all its faculties. It is in its es

sence a unity, with the threefold power

to act, to know, and to feel ; but not to

act without knowing and feeling, to

know without acting and feeling, nor to

feel without acting and knowing; but

always all three in each and every

phenomenon. The mental phenome

non, then, whatever it be, is primitively

a complex fact, at once and indivisibly

action, cognition, feeling,— complex

but not composite, nor susceptible of

being resolved into distinct and separate

elements, without ceasing to be a fact

of actual life.

We state here a fact of very great

importance, to the ignorance or neglect

of which may be attributed nearly all

the errors of psychologists. Psycholo

gists have never, or at least rarely,

been willing to accept the primitive

fact of consciousness, as the primitive

fact. What is complex or manifold,

they have supposed must needs be

composite; therefore, secondary; there.

fore, susceptible of being decomposed

and resolved into its primitive elements.

Their great study has, therefore, been

to decompose the primitive mental

henomenon, and to reduce it to a

ower denomination than the lowest.

They have been able to do this only by

assuming that the distinction of a plu

rality of faculties in the ME, is a divi

sion of the ME into a plurality of facul

ties; that is, they have been able to

decompose the phenomenon only by

dividing the ME into distinct, separate,

and in some sort independent faculties,

each able, as it were, to act independ

ently and alone. Thus, the ME may

act as pure activity, and give us pure

actions, in which nothing of cognition

or sentiment mingles; as pure intelli

gence, and give us pure cognitions, pure

intellections, in which enters nothing

of action or feeling, hence the talk

about and sometimes the condemnation

of mere intellect; and finally, as pure

sensibility, giving us mere feeling in

which there is no action, no cognition.

But having divided the ME, as it were,

into three separate mes, or sub-mes, they

have not been slow to mutilate it, by

retrenching one faculty after another,

under the pretence of resolving one into

another; and in this way, among them

all, they have retrenched the whole

ME, and left nothing remaining. The

Sensualists, of the school of Condillac,

resolve intelligence and activity into

sensibility, and, therefore, retrench all

of the ME but the sensibility; Idealists
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retrench all but the power to know ; and

the Egoists, the Fichteans, retrench all

but the activity. Every system of phi

losophy constructed in this way, on the

hypothesis that the primitive fact of

consciousness is a simple fact, the pro

duct of a single faculty of the soul, act

ing independently of the other two, is

necessarily false, for its basis is a fact,

not of life, but of death.

We cannot avoid remarking, by the

way, that we are unable to account for

the fact that M. Cousin, entitled to a

high rank among the most eminent

philosophers of any age or nation,

while he recognizes the complexity of

the primitive fact of consciousness, and

even makes it the basis of what he im

properly calls Eclecticism, should yet

countenance the division of the mental

phenomena into three classes, corre

sponding very nearly to the division

proposed by Dr. Schmucker. It is a sin

gular inconsequence, and one which has

led him and his readers into some grave

errors. No man can more distinctly

assert the primitive synthesis of the

phenomenon of actual life; nay, we

are aware of no one before him who

has stated it at all; it is of the most vital

importance in his system; and yet he

seems perpetually, when analyz

ing and classifying the mental phe

nomena, to have forgotten it. Is this

owing to the fact that from his admir

ation of Proclus, he was led, without

due reflection, to call his philosophy

Eclecticism : Has this name misled

himself, as it has others? Be this as

it may, we regret that he has ever done

himself the wrong to call his philoso

phy Eclecticism, from the Greek, signi

fying to choose or select, and, there

fore, implying that it is made up of

selections from other systems. In con

sequence of his adopting this name,

the public believe, and in spite of all

explanations will continue to believe,

this to be the actual character of his

philosophy; yet nothing is farther from

the truth. His philosophy is really

and truly synthetic, as it should be,

founded on the primitive synthesis we

have pointed out in the mental pheno

menon itself. If he had always remem

bered this, he would never, it seems to

us, have given the sanction of his au

thority to the attempted decomposition

of the primitive fact, against which,

even in his own name, we protest.

Nevertheless, if M. Cousin divides

the mental phenomena into three

classes, corresponding to the three

fundamental faculties of the soul,

activity, intelligence, and sensibility,

he takes care º: to tell us that

this division never takes place in actual

life, for the mental phenomenon is al

ways a product of |. joint and simul

taneous action of all the faculties. M.

Leroux, therefore, in his very acute,

able, ingenious, and instructive Réfu

tation de l'Eclecticisme, a work to

which we have been largely indebted

in the composition of this article, has

been wrong to accuse M. Cousin of

overlooking this primitive synthesis,

and to reason against his system as if

it were a system of mere Eclecticism.

M. Leroux is not more synthetic in

his own system than is M. Cousin. On

this point both, in fact, adopt the same

philosophy, for both belong to the nine

teenth century, which demands a syn

thetic philosophy, and requires the phi

losopher to cease “murdering to dis

sect,” to cease his fruitless efforts to

decompose what is already ultimate,

and to find out the primitive synthesis

ofactual life, and to make that the

basis of a system of science which shall

possess at once life, unity, and catho

licity.

No doubt the mental phenomena

vary among themselves. Every phe

nomenon is, indeed, the joint product

of all the faculties, acting at once in the

unity and multiplicity of the ME; but

in some of the phenomena one faculty,

without excluding the others, predomi

nates, and in others another. How this

can be, perhaps philosophy is not in a

condition to explain. Perhaps at bot

tom the power to do, the power to

know, and the power to feel, are one

and the same, and all force, in pro

portion to the quantity of being in

the subject of which it is affirmed, is

essentially sentient and percipient—

that all beings, the minutest even, in

proportion to the quantity of their be

ing, are active, percipient, and sentient

beings, as Leibnitz teaches in his

“Monadology,” and as seems to us to

be taught in the Proem to St. John's

Gospel. But be this as it may, our

phenomena differ among themselves,

and by virtue of the differing degrees

in which one or another of the faculties

predominates in their production.

Also, men themselves differ one from

another, in the same way. In some
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the faculty to act—activity, seems pre

dominant, in others the faculty to know;

in others still, the sensibility. This fact

has given rise to the St. Simonian clas

sification of mankind into three classes:

1. Men of Action—les Industriels;

2. Men of Science—les Savans;

3. Men of Art—les Artistes.

M. Leroux, in his work entitled

L'Humanité, thinks this classification

was well known to the ancients, and

that he finds it in the Bereshith of the

Hebrews, concealed in the names Cain,

Abel, and Seth, in the first series, and

Shem, Ham, and Japhet, in the second;

and it is worthy of note, that the

meaning of these names in the ori

ginal seems to afford no little sup

port to his conjecture; and, more

over, we should always expect to find

in a book given by divine inspiration,

the profoundest philosophy. But with

out assuming to decide whether M.

Leroux is correct or not, this much

we may assert, that the classification

is not without foundation. Men, if

born with equal—which is question

able—are born with different capaci

ties. No training can make every boy

a poet, a painter, a musician, a mathe

matician, an expert handicraftsman,

or a successful merchant. There is a

class who of choice would be and by

nature are fitted to be, active business

men, traders, manufacturers, mecha

mics, cultivators of the earth; another

class, whose great want is to know,

who would spend their life in investi

gating, in acquiring and communicat

ing knowledge; and still another class,

who are of a plastic nature, whose

souls are alive to the Beautiful; who

contemplate truth, goodness, holiness,

always under the aspect of beauty, of

which they become impassioned, and

which they seek to embody in song,

melody, picture, statue, column, or

dome. This distinction of men into

three general classes, should be recog

nized in all our educational provisions,

and our statesmen should be unwearied

in their efforts so to perfect our social

arrangements, as to suffer each one in

life to fall into the class to which he

maturally belongs, to pursue the calling

for which he has a natural aptitude,

and to receive according to his CAPACITY

and his works.

We would proceed further in the

examination of the details of Dr.

Schmucker's system, but it could serve

no purpose, save to give us an occasion

of expressing our own views on the

points concerned, in opposition; and this

we shall have, hereafter, a more fitting

opportunity to do, in reviewing several

other philosophical works which we

intend to bring, seriatim, to the notice

of the readers of the Democratic Re

view. We have found already as much

fault with Dr. Schmucker as we are

willing to find with any one man, and

we could do nothing but continue to

find fault were we to proceed. If his

work had been on any other subject,

we should not have felt ourselves called

upon to notice its errors; for we could

have safely trusted to the good sense of

the people at large to correct it; but

works on metaphysical science are pre

cisely the works to which the good

sense of the people is the least capable

of administering the necessary correc

tives. They must be examined and

judged by persons whose habits, tastes,

and studies have in some sort qualified

them tojudge wisely and correctly. We

have no disrespect for Dr. Schmucker,

but his work is precisely one of that

kind which seems to us, from its size,

its method, and its apparent simplicity,

likely to take with the public. We

have felt, therefore, that it was our

duty to warn our countrymen against

making it, as the author has designed

it, a text-book in our colleges and aca

demies. The author himself, ofwhom

we know nothing but what this book

tells us, we hold to be a very estimable

man; and we doubt not that if he had

written the Institutes of the Christian

Religion, instead of the Elements of a

new system of Mental Philosophy, we

should have approved his work—at

least have had no serious objections to

urge against it; for, in the preparation

of such a work he would have studied

the Bible still more than the phenome

na of his own mind; and he who stu

dies diligently and prayerfully the Bi

ble, we may add, will be as little like

ly, after all, to err in his philosophy as

in his theology. The New Testament

is the best manual of philosophy we

are acquainted with.

The space we have appropriated to

the subject of this book, and that which

we propose for some time to come to

devote to it, we cannot believe misap

plied. The taste for philosophical

studies in this country is evidently on

the increase; and we are preparing to
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º

º

:

become really a philosophical people.

“Young America,” the America of the

nineteenth century, is not fuller of life

than of thought. Thousands of young

hearts all over the country are gushing

out with love of truth and humanity.

Thousands of young minds, with a

maturity beyond their years, are buck

ling on the harness, eager to go forth

to investigate, to explore Providence,

man, and nature, and to win glorious

laurels, in their battles with darkness

and error. God's blessing on these noble

§. hearts, and brave young minds !

Something will come of their efforts.

We as a people are becoming more

thoughtful, more profound; are ac

quiring a rich and varied experience ;

and we cannot fail to create a litera

ture as much in advance of all the lite

ratures of the most admired nations of

ancient or modern times, as our politi

cal institutions are in advance of the

old world, where the millions are still

pressed to the earth by the overwhelm

ing weight of kings, hierarchies, and

nobilities. We are becoming an earn

est people, feeling that we are to live,

toil, suffer, die—if need be—for the

growth of universal humanity; that it

is ours to take the initiative in the new

school of science which is to be insti

tuted for the world, and to formula

the new thought that is to rule the

future. We are THE PEOPLE of the

FUTURE, and to us the scholars of all

nations must ere long look. This is

our high destiny. We are not, then,

warring against our destiny in seek

ing to engage our countrymen in

the study of the profoundest subjects,

and in calling upon them to grapple

with the gravest problems of science.

There is for us no time to trille, and

we have no thought to waste on what

is frivolous and ephemeral. We must

be great, grand, solemn. We rejoice

in this increased attention to philoso

phical subjects; in all these new

works on philosophy issuing from our

teeming press; in the philosophical

essays which are beginning to make

so large a part of our periodical lite

rature. All augurs well, and is sig

nificant of good. We are evidently

preparing ourselves for the high mis

sion which God has given us as a

people, and unless we strive hard to

fail, we shall ere long be found in the

front rank of the nations, our faces

and our step onward, and still onward

towards the True, the Beautiful, and

the Good.

In conclusion, dropping the official

“we,” the writer must be allowed to

say a word or two directly to the readers

of this Journal, for his relation to them,

which commences with this article, is

to be somewhat peculiar. It is neither

that of editor, nor yet of an ordinary

contributor. Through the generous

confidence of the Editor, I am permit

ted to speak in these pages as freely as

if they were my own, on my own re

sponsibility, exempt from the usual edi

torial revision and control. Nobody,

then, but myself is to be implicated,

should I be so unfortunate, or so fortu

nate, as to advance notions the public

may agree to denounce as heretical.

My own name will be annexed to my

contributions, and what I write must

be taken precisely as if it had appeared

in the Journal which I have myself

conducted for the last five years.

I must also be permitted to say, that

in this article I have wished to do

something more than criticize Dr.

Schmucker's work. I have designed

my essay as a general introduction to

... I may hereafter contribute to

these pages, and also as a not inappro

priate introduction to philosophical

studies in general, and the nature,

method, design, and leading principles

of what should be understood by the

term philosophy. I have crowded the

article more than I could wish, and

have been quite too dogmatical; for

here, as elsewhere, I appear always

under the disadvantage of being pre

sumed to be heretical on all points on

which I am silent, or on which I do

not expressly avow orthodox doctrines;

and I have wished to give my views in

advance on as many points as possible,

that the public might see at once the

general spirit and direction of my phi

osophy. This was necessary, so that

I might enter on this new field of labor

with as little prejudice, from presumed

past delinquencies, as possible. Here

after I shall conceal myself behind my

subject; yet I hope not so effectually

but that a strong personal interest may

grow up between the writer and his

readers, to be shaken by no adverse

winds, but to outlast all the controver

sies of the day, and to bloom eternally
in the heavens.
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WRITTEN ON READING SEVERAL PAMPHLETS PUBLISHED BY CLERGYMEN AGAINST

THE ABOLITION OF THE GALLOWS.

BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

I.

Trre suns of eighteen centuries have shone

Since the Redeemer walked with man, and made

The fisher's boat, the cavern's floor of stone,

And mountain moss, a pillow for his head;

And He, who wandered with the peasant Jew,

And broke with publicans the bread of shame,

And drank, with blessings in His Father's name,

The water which Samaria's outcast drew,

Hath now His temples upon every shore,

Altar and shrine and priest,-and incense dim

Evermore rising, with low prayer and hymn,

From lips which press the temple's marble floor,

Or kiss the gilded sign of the dread Cross He bore '

II.

Yet as of old, when, meekly “doing good,”

He fed a blind and selfish multitude,

And even the poor companions of His lot

With their dim earthly vision knew Him not,

How ill are His high teachings understood

Where He hath spoken Liberty, the priest
At His own altar binds the chain anew ; i

Where he hath bidden to Life's equal feast,

The starvingº wait upon the few ;

Where He hath spoken Peace, His name hath been

The loudest war-cry of contending men;

Priests, pale with vigils, in His name have blessed

The unsheathed sword, and laid the spear in rest,

Wet the war-banner with their sacred wine,

And crossed its blazon with the holy sign;

Yea, in His name who bade the erring live,

And daily taught His lesson—to forgive —

Twisted the cord and edged the murderous steel;

And, with His words of mercy on their lips,

Hung gloating o'er the pincer's burning grips,

And the grim horror of the straining wheel;

Fed the slow flame which gnawed the victim's limb,

Who saw before his searing eye-balls swim

The image of their Christ, in cruel zeal,

Through the black torment-smoke, held mockingly to him f

III.

The blood which mingled with the desert sand, -

And beaded with its red and ghastly dew

The vines and olives of the Holy Land—

The shrieking curses of the hunted Jew—

The white-sown bones of heretics where'er

They sank beneath the Crusade's holy spear—

Goa's dark dungeons—Malta's sea-washed cell,

Where with the hymns the ghostly fathers sung

Mingled the groans by subtle torture wrung,

Heaven's anthem blending with the shriek of Hell!—
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The midnight of Bartholomew—the stake

Of Smithfield, and that thrice-accursed flame

Which Calvin kindled by Geneva's lake—

New England's scaffold, and the priestly sneer

Which mocked its victims in that hour of fear,

When guilt itself a human tear might claim,

Bear witness, O Thou wronged and merciful One'

That Earth's most hateful crimes have in Thy name been done!

IV.

Thank God! that I have lived to see the time

When the great truth begins at last to find

An utterance from the deep heart of mankind,

Earnest and clear, that ALL REvenGE is CRIME '

That Man is holier than a creed,—that all

Restraint upon him must consult his good,

Hope's sunshine linger on his prison wall,

And Love look in upon his solitude.

The beautiful lesson which our Saviour taught

Through long, dark centuries, its way hath wrought

Into the common mind and popular thought;

And words, to which by Galilee's lake shore

The humble fishers listened with hushed oar,

Have found an echo in the general heart,

And of the public faith become a living part.

W.

Who shall arrest this tendency?–Bring back

The cells of Venice and the bigot's rack 2

Harden the softening human heart again,

To cold indifference to a brother's pain

Ye most unhappy men'—who, turn'd away

From the mild sunshine of the Gospel day,

Grope in the shadows of Man's twilight time,

What mean ye, that with ghowl-like zest ye brood

O'er those foul altars streaming with warm blood,

Permitted in another age and clime?

Why cite that law with which the bigot Jew

Rebuked the pagan's mercy, when he knew

No evil in the Just One 2—Wherefore turn

To the dark cruel past?–Can ye not learn

From the pure Teacher's life, how mildly free

Is the great Gospel of Humanity ?

The Flamen's knife is bloodless, and no more

Mexitli's altars soak with human gore,

No more the ghastly sacrifices smoke

Through the green arches of the Druid's oak ;

And ye of milder faith, with your high claim

Of prophet-utterance in the Holiest name,

W; ye become the Druids of our time !

Set up your scaffold-altars in our land,

And, consecrators of Law's darkest crime,

Urge to its loathsome work the Hangman's hand?

Beware—lest human nature, roused at last,

From its peeled shoulder your incumbrance cast,

And, sick to loathing of your cry for blood,

Rank ye with those who led their victims round

The Celt's red altar and the Indian's mound,

Abhorred of Earth and Heaven—a pagan brotherhood'

vol. x1.-No. LII. 48
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POLITICAL PAMPHLETEERING.

THE period of the Civil War in Eng

land has been styled by D'Israeli, in

an essay on pamphlets, “The Age of

Pamphlets,” an expression hehad bor

rowed, perhaps unconsciously, from

Johnson. Previously to that era, con

troversialists had, in the time of Eliza

beth, commenced their fire of paper

bullets and all the horrors of literary

warfare; and indeed, from the begin

ning of letters, controversy must have

had some existence, though in Eng

land it had not become a recognized

department of popular literature be

fore the epoch of which we have spok

en. The reasons for its rapid growth

about this time are sufficiently ob

vious and may be easily recounted.

There was in the minds of a majority

of the people of England an unsettling

of old opinions, chiefly, with respect

to government, though the discussion of

religious opinions soon came to be so

closely mingled with debates, that ori

ginally were devoted to political dis

quisition, that a man's politics became

a fair test of his religious opinions, and

vice versa. An Independent was, of

course, a fifth-monarchy man; a roy

alist was equally of course a high

churchman; a moderate republican,

then as now, was scouted by both par

ties as a time-server and trimmer.

Church and State were indissolubly

connected. The divine institution of

Episcopacy and the divine right of

kings went hand in hand. At an ear

lier and at a later period matters were

carried still farther. A devoted loyal

ist in the reign of Henry VII., must

have been a Roman Catholic, if he

would preserve consistency; upon the

same grounds that would have made

a Scotch whig a Presbyterian, in the

middle of the last century.

But we are not going into the early

history of the Pamphlet, a form of writ

ing that bears the same relation to

political treatises, in speculative in

quiries or practical, suggestions, that

the song or ballad does to the classi

cal epic. The one is alluded to with

respect, if seldom read; the other

stowed into the pocket and read by

everybody at his leisure. Locke and

Sydney wrote for scholars, Defoe and

Tom Paine wrote for the people. The

treatise is for the student of abstract

rinciples; the tract, for those who

ook to a practical application of them.

In a previous paper we noticed the

principal political writers of the com

monwealth; there were numberless

writers of minor consequence. We

said nothing, as we wish to say noth

ing, of the endless theoretical battles of

the disputants of the same era; an

era of the narrowest bigotry of doc

trine and the fiercest contest for vic

tory; an era which we rejoice is past,

and trust may never return.

We intend to commence our present

sketch with a notice of Sir Roger

L’Estrange. This literary knight-er

rant and political hack, is said to have

been the first political writer in Eng

land who regularly adhered to a par

ty, from which he received remunera

tion for his services; or, in brief, the

first regular party-writer who was

taken into pay. We select this re

doubtable partisan, as the first of a few

º instances of professional po

itical writers, by no means aiming at

a scrutinizing criticism of all the po

litical pamphleteers that might be

found in the meagerest bookseller's

catalogue; and also requesting the

reader to consider this, like the preced

ing ºl. of a similar cast, and such

of a like character as may succeed the

present, as by no means pretending to

exhaust topics of which they pretend

to little more than a clear and faithful

general view.

Roger L'Estrange was born in 1616,

the son of a zealous royalist, whose

doctrines he retained and ardently de

fended through a long and varied ca

reer. At an early age, twenty-two, he

became a personal attendant about the

person of Charles I., whom he accom

§. on his fatal expedition into

Scotland. But the commencement of

his advancement and his misfortunes

was simultaneous; he was detected by

the partisans of the Parliament with

the King'scommission in his pocket, and

was taken as a spy and thrust into

prison. Here he remained for four
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years, in a most perplexing state of un

certainty, ignorant of the issue of his

captivity, when he escaped through

the connivance of his gaoler to the

continent. At the Restoration, his poli

tics, his devotion, and his talents

brought him into favorable notice, and

he received the lucrative appointment

of Licenser.

Shortly after this he set up a Lon

don gazette, wholly devoted to the

Court interest, the Observator: and we

may give this praise, at least,to the po

litical course of L’Estrange, that it was

consistent and firm, through a variety

of fortune, which, in his depressed cir

cumstances, often held out baits that a

merely avaricious spirit could never

have resisted. Of the political writ

ings of L'Estrange we may give only

a traditional opinion, as, after a dili

gent search, we have been unable to

meet with a single tract. Our public

libraries are singularly deficient in the

rarer works of the elder English litera

ture: the catalogue of our City Libra

ry furnishes the title of one book of

L’Estrange, but “The Holy Cheat” has

vanished into the collection of some

individual unknown,who has, perhaps,

a horror of treating religious hypocrisy

with too much levity, and in conse

quence keeps an exposition of it out of

the way. L'Estrange is said to be

abusive and libellous in his matter,

and careless and slovenly in his man

ner. Yet he was very popular, and

several writers are thought to have

formed their styles upon him. We

innagine him to have been a sort of

educated Cobbett: a gentleman by

birth and breeding, but, although a

high-toned royalist, writing like the

prince of the radicals. To general

scholars he is known best by his trans

lations of books, which every man of

education reads, and some of which

are universally studied. The style of

these translations is congenial and idio

matic in a high degree: fresh, easy,

and thoroughly English. AEsop's Fa

bles is perhaps the most ſºlº. but

hardly less so than the Visions of Que

vedo; Seneca's Morals, with an after

thought, fall into fewer hands; and

so with his Offices of Cicero. Of the

translation of Josephus we know

nothing.

Sir William Petty and Sir William

Davenant are names referred to in tracts

written just before our Revolution, but

we now believe they are now quite

forgotten. Goldsmith gives Davenant,

for manliness and clearness of style, a

place even above Dean Swift; a criti

cism hardly, we should suspect, the

fruit of judgment and reflection.

The reigns of Queen Anne and of

George III. were almost equal in

fruitfulness of political writers of the

foremost ability. The first era in

cludes the names of Swift, Bolingbroke,

Addison, and Defoe: the second may

claim the brighter glory of having pro

duced Johnson, Burke, the author of

Junius, and Thomas Paine. We have

by no means arranged these names

with any design of classification, but

shall write of them, as they now

stand, especially as they appear casu

ally to have fallen into a natural order.

Of the Queen Anne writers, the first

two were high Tories: the last two, no

less determined Whigs. And here any

fancied resemblance ends; for each

had a decidedly individual character

and style of his own. Swift and Bo

lingbroke were personal friends and mu

tual admirers, yet no two writers differ

more. Swift is plain, strong, pungent,

and saturnine: Bolingbroke, vehement

and oratorical. The Dean appears to

address a meeting of mechanics: the

Lord seems to be speaking to a political

assembly. Their defects, too, grow

out of opposite good qualities. The

pithiness of Swift descends into coarse

ness, while the declamation of Bo

lingbroke runs into the merest verbo

sity. In personal appearance there

could not have been wider contrasts:

the uncouth, rough manner and plain

|. of the Irish priest, and the bril

iant air and elocution, the handsome

person, and courtly address of Henry

St. John. They had their gifts and

knew their power; well distributed,

their talents might have formed an ir

resistible union of grace and vigor.

Swift should only have written for arti

zans, and Bolingbroke for men of fa

shion. The one mistook his walk

when he attempted philosophy; and

the other when he imagined the high

est ecclesiastical office in the gift of

the Queen was to be compared with

his home reputation and the admira
tion of his friends. We hear more of

the effects of Swift's tracts, but Bo

lingbroke is oftener quoted by later

writers. “The Conduct of the Allies”

had a vast influence on contemporary
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politics, yet “The Patriot King” is

called a master-piece by those who

speak of Swift with an undue modera

tion of eulogium. For our own part

we are inclined to prefer Swift's plain

sense and plain writing to the facti

tious splendor and shallow declama

tion of Bolingbroke. Blair, after all,

seems to have hit the literary charac

ter of this modern Alcibiades correctly,

when he spoke of his writings as the

least valuable of any English author of

equal reputation.* Yet we are apt to

think Swift a little too plain, with too

strong a love of facts and details: per

haps deficient in the philosophy of po

litics; somewhat dry and tedious; cer

tainly no poet and orator.

Addison and Defoe were strenuous

Whigs; and with many points in com

mon; yet in points of essential import

ance as authors, they possess individual

peculiarities. They were both men of

a naturally religious tone of character,

great sticklers for a comprehensive yet

strict Christian morality, and uphold

ing the principles and practice of pure

piety in all their writings. Each writer

had humor, but what a difference be

tween the bare simplicity of Defoe and

the elegant finish of Addison . A prin

cipal feature of their humor, too, was

grave irony, yet how unlike is the lite

ral seriousness of the author of “Ro

binson Crusoe’” to the half jesting, so

lemn quiz of the “Spectator.” As

writers, simplicity might be predicated

as the chief characteristic of both: the

simplicity of the one is to the simpli

city of the other, however, as cotton is

to silk. Defoe's is good homespun

wear: Addison's is of the richest tex

ture. As politicians they were equally

sincere, sensible, and consistent; ad

vancing and upholding by their writ

ings the cause of the Whig party and

the Hanoverian succession, with a tact

and ability more than a match, we are

prone to think, for their opponents of

the Tory sect.

Defoe was born in 1663, and inherited

from his father a regard for the prin

ciples of dissent, in which he was assi

duously bred, and for which he battled

manfully during a long and extremely

active literary and political life. Our

author's religious doctrine is not to be

ascribed merely to education or preju

dice, but to rational inquiry: he was a

* For a fuller expansion of these views,

dissenter on reflection, and from a natu

ral bias to Independency. Constitu

tionally a man of cautious, moderate

principles, he was no fit convert to the

High Church party; neither was he one

on whose conscience Popery could im

pose any fictitious terrors, or captivate

his imagination by its gorgeous shows.

At the age º twenty-one he pub

lished his first effort, a treatise against

the Turks, who up to that age had

been looked upon as the common

enemy of Christendom. ... We now

hear less of them than of any other

continental power. At the age of

twenty-three he made his debut as

a soldier, fighting for the Duke of Mon

mouth. He doubtless acquitted him

self as fearlessly in this character, as

afterwards in that of author. . From

the very first, at the Revolution, he

sided with the Prince of Orange, whom

as King William (the hero of his

“True-born Englishman,”) he idolized,

as a pattern of military and regal

greatness. Nor were his idolatry and

zeal ill-placed: the king became his

patron and friend.

During this period, and for some

time later, Defoe had been carrying on

his trade of hosier, in which his impru

dence, his attention to public affairs,

and, doubtless, his literary undertak

ings, were effectual bars to permanent

success. Yet he soon regained what

ever he lost, and was scrupulously

honest in every transaction. A story

is told much to the credit of Defoe's

mercantile character. Having brought

bankruptcy on himself, he was offered

by all his creditors a composition, and

that on his single bond. Most men

would have considered themselves en

tirely free from further claims, but not

so thought our author; after a lapse of

time, having retrieved his affairs, and

actually growing rich, (he might have

left a princely fortune had he narrowed

his soul to nothing but money-getting),

he hears of the distress of certain of his

old creditors, visits them, and tenders

the remainder of his whole former debt

to each one. This wasa man whosepam

phlets on banking might be trusted : too

many ofour modern financiers act upon

a contrary principle, and build up their

credit systems on a foundation of moral

corruption. Until the accession of

George I., through the striking period

see Arcturus, 2d vol. Art. Bolingbroke.
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of Queen Anne's reign, Defoe ceased

not in his exertions for the two great

objects of public interest that lay near

est his heart, the permanent establish

ment of the house of Hanover, and the

cause of dissent, or rather of toleration.

A third point, of almost equal import

ance with our author, was the settle

ment of the union between Scotland

and England, toward which his writ

ings, no less than his personal negotia

tions, contributed in no inconsiderable

degree. But his very zeal, more than

the most flagrant indifference, was of

material injury even to the political

character of our author. In most of

his tracts he adopted a line of argu

ment that continually assumed the air

of solemn irony, a figure of all others

the most easily misapprehended, and

to his use of which he owed his ill

fortune, and even imprisonment. His

“Shortest Way with the Dissenters,”

while it was, at first, read as a

grave proposal by the Tories, elicited

their warmest praise, which was

changed into bitter reproaches when

they discovered the jest. It was burnt

at Newgate by the common hangman,

and its author incarcerated. This unjust

sentence produced among other fruitful

runnings of invention, the famous

“Hymn to the Pillory.” Defoe was

released by the urgent solicitations of

Harley, whom he ever after regarded

as his kindest patron, and who, with

the Queen, shared his sincere grati

tude. Our author's tracts on behalf of

the dissenters, also, were couched in

similar ambiguities of phrase, and his

real attachment continually suspected.

Some of his pieces, designed to forward

Whig principles, were stigmatized as

libels on the administration in favor of

the Pretender. The style of the poli

tical tracts, like that of the rest of

Defoe's writings, is perfectly plain and

copious. It is much of the same cast

with the ordinary tone of discussion in

newspapers and political debates, with

out any peculiar beauty of its own,

though a lucid mirror of the thoughts

of its author.

The Review was a journal started

to maintain the favorite doctrines of its

editor, in the field of political theory,

but it embraced another department

which served as the original of a more

celebrated work—the Spectator. This

was the narrative of the conversations

of a scandal club which discussed

questions on divinity, morals, trade,

war, love and marriage, language and

poetry, drunkenness and gaming, simi

lar to the famous club of Addison.

On the accession of George I., De

foe relinquished politics and devoted

himself to literary composition. He

is so much better known as a miscel

laneous than as a political author, that

we cannot omit, after a brief survey of

his political character, some notice of

his remarkable essays in the class of

prose fiction. As a political writer,

Defoe is characterized by directness,

candor, perspicuity, and a mastery of

his subject. The matter of fact char

acter of his mind is clearly stamped on

his writings. They are occupied with

the three principal topics we have

lately adverted to, and the more gen

eral subjects of trade and commerce,

banking and credit. The Essay on

Projects, which Franklin averred had

determined the direction of his pur

suits, disappointed us much several

years ago, when we first looked into it;

and perhaps may be taken as the va

gary of a great man, who had a right

to speak a little at random. In this,

as in the other departments of litera

ture which he illustrated by so many ex

cellent works, he was remarkably co

pious; a genius fertile almost beyond

recedent, yet clear and fresh to the

ast. Much of his argument is com

aratively useless, now that the max

ims he attempted to establish are

thoroughly settled; but they had their

weight and just influence in his own

day. The tenets of the author of Ro

binson Crusoe are of a mixed nature,

owing to the spirit of eclecticism in his

character and his wide toleration. He

was a species of republican monarchist

and loyal citizen at the same time;

writing against the divine right of

kings, and yet a staunch advocate of

the House of Hanover, a hater of Ca

tholic tyranny, and friend to dissent.

Practically, a preacher of proper sub

ordination, yet an independent think

er; a moderate reformer and a warm

patriot; a sensible, ingenious, sincere

speculatist, and a truly honest man.

Robinson Crusoe has cast too much

in the shade the other admirable works

of the same author. Of two divisions

of prose fiction, Defoe may justly be

styled the father, in England. The

origin of Scott's historical novels may

be traced to the Memoirs of a Cava
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lier, so highly prized by Lord Chat

ham, and the History of the Great

Plague. These productions are so

faithful, so accurate, so naturally con

trived, and so ingeniously executed, as

to have deceived some of the best cri

tics. Chatham, it is said, took the

first novel to be a genuine biographical

fragment of the times of the Civil

War, and thought it the fairest narra

tive of those times. The celebrated

Dr. Mead read the History as a verita

ble relation. Both of these eminent

men might well be mistaken, as the

vraisemblance is complete.

Defoe introduced the picaresco novel

into England, in his Colonel Jack, as

spirited a thing as Lazarillo de Tormes

or Guzman d’Alfarache: in fact, the

whole of low life was at the command

of his pen, and he wanted only incli

nation, not power, to write us an Eng

lish Gil Blas.

In a wide field, and in important

scenes of life, Defoe was a prose

Shakspeare. A long experience of

life, great natural quickness, and the

utmost tenacity of facts, furnished him

with abundant material for a pen rea

dy, strong and ingenious. To these

gifts he added lively sympathies with

the world around him, and a domestic

imagination, creative of pictures from

real life. He died at an advanced age,

having lived, thought, acted, and writ

ten like a manly spirit, or as he would

love to have been called, (a synony

mous term, in his eyes), a true-born

Englishman.

To the general reader, the transition

may very likely appear violent from

Defoe to Addison; but the political

student must acknowledge its natural

mess and propriety.

The Freeholder, contained in fifty-five

numbers, from Dec. 23, 1715, to June

29, 1716, is the work of Addison's we

shall examine. Its object may be ea

sily determined from the title: to en

gage the landed interest on the side of

King George, and to battle with the

adherents of the Pretender. In order

to attain these ends, as in his moral

essays to subserve the cause of virtue,

polished ridicule is substituted for tedi

ous processes of argument, sentiment is

opposed to prejudice, and a graceful

style is read in place of the too fre

quent violence of political disquisition

and political controversy. The Free

holder is, in effect, the Spectator turn

ed politician. There is the same fine

sense and elegant humor, the same ele

vation of sentiment and satiric wit,

the same classicality and finished style.

Similar forms of writing are employed,

not only the essay, but the letter and

fictitious biography. The ladies are

not neglected; their influence is soli

cited and obtained, exhibited often in a

sufficiently singular manner. We care

less to write of the work itself, how

ever, than to give a fair idea of it. To do

this, we must select a few specimens.

The editor (and also sole contributor)

thus pleasantly sets forth the advanta

ges of property, in the introductory

section of his first paper:—

“The arguments of an author lose a

great deal of their weight, when we are

persuaded that he only writes for argu

ment’s sake, and has no real concern in

the cause which he espouses. This is

the case of one who draws his pen in the

defence of property without having any;

except, perhaps, in the copy of a libel, or

a ballad. One is apt to suspect, that the

passion for liberty, which appears in a

Grub street Patriot, arises only from his

apprehensions of a gaol; and that, what

ever he may pretend, he does not write to

secure, but to get something of his own.

Should the government be overturned, he

has nothing to lose but an old standish.

“I question not but the reader will

conceive a respect for the author of this

paper from the title of it; since he may

be sure, I am so considerable a man, that

I cannot have less than forty shillings a

year.

“I have rather chosen this title than

any other, because it is what I most glory

in, and what most effectually calls to my

mind the happiness of that government

under which I live. As a British free

holder, I should not scruple taking place

of a French Marquis; and when I see

one of my countrymen amusing himself

in his little cabbage-garden, I naturally

look upon him as a greater person than

the owner of the richest vineyard in

Champagne.”

In a paper on party-lies, occurs the

following striking portrait of William

III., accompanied with the observa

tions of a clear-sighted freeholder:—

“But the most glorious of his Majes

ty’s predecessors was treated after the

same manner. Upon that Prince’s first

arrival, the inconsiderable party, who

then labored to make him odious to the
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:

people, gave out, that he brought with

him twenty thousand Laplanders, clothed

in the skins of bears, all of their own kill

ing; and that they mutinied because they

had not been regaled with a bloody battle

within two days after their landing. He

was no sooner on the throne, than those,

who had contributed to place him there,

finding that he had made some changes at

Court which were not to their humor, en

deavored to render him unpopular by mis

representations of his person, his charac

ter, and his actions. They found that his

nose had a resemblance to that of Oliver

Cromwell, and clapt him on a huge pair

of mustachoes to frighten his people with :

His mercy was fear; his justice was cru

elty; his temperance, economy, prudent

behaviour, and application to business,

were Dutch virtues; and such as we had

not been used to in our English kings.

He did not fight a battle, in which the

Tories did not slay double that number of

what he had lost in the field, nor ever

raised a siege, or gained a victory, which

did not cost more than it was worth. In

short, he was contriving the ruin of his

kingdom ; and in order to it advanced

Dr. Tillotson to the highest station of the

Church, my Lord Sommers of the Law,

Mr. Mountague of the Treasury, and the

Admiral at la Hogue of the Fleet. Such

were the calumnies of the party in those

times, which we see so faithfully copied

out by men of the same principles under

the reign of his present Majesty.”

In the same paper are these just ani

madversions on the conduct and con

versation of those who pretend a vast

interest for the welfare of religion;

making that a cloak for political ambi

tion :-

“But the most fruitful source of false

hood and calumny is that which, one

would think, should be the least apt to

produce them; I mean a pretended con

cern for the safety of our established reli

gion. Were these people as anxious for

the doctrines which are essential to the

Church of England, as they are for the

nominal distinction adhering to its inter

ests, they would know, that the sincere

observation of public oaths, allegiance to

their king, submission to the bishops,

zeal against popery, and abhorrence of

rebellion, are the great points that adorn

the character of the Church of England,

and in which the authors of the reformed

religion in this nation have always gloried.

We justly reproach the Jesuits, who have

adapted all Christianity to temporal and

political views, for maintaining a position

so repugnant to the laws of nature, mo

rality, and religion, that an evil may be

committed for the sake of good, which may

arise from it. But we cannot suppose

even this principle, (as bad a one as it is),

should influence those persons who, by so

many absurd and monstrous falsehoods,

endeavor to delude men into a belief ofthe

danger of the Church. If there be any

relying on the solemn declarations of a

prince, famed for keeping his word, con

stant in the public exercises of our reli

gion, and determined in the maintenance

of our laws, we have all the assurances

that can be given us, for the security of

the established Church under his govern

ment. When a leading man, therefore,

begins to grow apprehensive for the

Church, you may be sure that he is either

in danger of losing a place, or in despair

of getting one. It is pleasant on these

occasions, to see a notorious profligate

seized with a concern for his religion, and

converting his spleen into zeal. These

narrow and selfish views have so great an

influence in this city, that, among those

who call themselves the Landed-interest,

there are several of my fellow freeholders,

who always fancy the Church in danger

upon the rising of bank stock. But the

standing absurdities, without the belief of

which no man is reckoned a stanch

Churchman, are, that there is a Calves'-

head Club; for which (by the way) some

pious Tory has made suitable hymns and

devotions: That there is a confederacy

among the greatest part of the prelates to

destroy episcopacy; and that all who talk

against popery are Presbyterians in their

hearts. The emissaries of the party are

so diligent in spreading ridiculous fictions

of this kind, that at present, if we may

credit common report, there are several

remote parts of the nation in which it is

firmly believed, that all the churches in

London are shut up; and that if any cler

gyman walks the streets in his habit, it is

ten to one but he is knocked down by

some sturdy schismatic.”

The table of contents to this Whig

journal is varied enough, one would

suppose, to suit almost any taste: mo

ral essays on patriotism and perjury,

the laughable memoirs of a Preston

rebel, letters from and to the Female

Association, political homilies, por

traits of public men, general maxims of

state and current suggestions, as the

advertisers of cheap goods always add,

to suit the times. Most of the scenes

described in this work, and the ques

tions debated, have become, by the

lapse of time, of historical importance,

and give it the value and weight of one
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of the most important contemporary

sources of history for the year of the

first “turning out,” 1715. As a model

of fine writing also it is deserving of at

tention, to see how lightly this delicate

artist handled the deepest topics. He

made them even agreeable to the la

dies. We cannot leave this pleasant

book without extracting some of his

gallant comicalities. He makes it ap

pear that the ladies formed a female

association, and gives the results of

their deliberations in his habitual

happy manner:—

“I have heard that several ladies of

distinction, upon the reading of my fourth

paper, are studying methods how to make

themselves useful to the public. One has

a design of keeping an open tea-table,

where every man shall be welcome that is

a friend to King George. Another is for

setting up an assembly for Basset, where

none shall be admitted to punt, that have

not taken the oaths. A third is upon an

invention ofa dress which will put every

Tory lady out of countenance: I am not

informed of the particulars, but am told in

general, that she has contrived to show

her principles by the setting of her Com

mode; so that it will be impossible for any

woman, that is disaffected, to be in the

fashion. Some of them are of opinion

that the fan may be made use of with

good success, against popery, by exhibit

ing the corruptions of the Church of

Rome in various figures; and that their

abhorrence of the superstitious use of

beads may be very aptly expressed in the

make of a pearl necklace. As for the

civil part of our constitution, it is unani

mously agreed among the leaders of the

sex, that there is no glory in making a

man their slave, who has not naturally a

passion for liberty; and to disallow of all

professions of passive obedience, but from

a lover to his mistress.”

And further on, he thusgossips with

the happiest air:-

“As an instance of this cheerfulness in

our fair fellow subjects, to oppose the de

signs of the Pretender, I did but suggest

in one of my former papers, “That the

fan might be made use of with good suc

cess against popery, by exhibiting the cor

ruptions of the church of Rome in vari

ous figures;’ when immediately they took

the hint, and have since had frequent con

sultations upon several ways and methods

* to make the fan useful.” They have

unanimously agreed upon the following

resolutions, which are indeed very suita

ble to ladies who are at the same time the

most beautiful and the most loyal of their

sex. To hide their faces behind the fan,

when they observe a Tory gazing upon

them. Never to peep through it, but in

order to pick out men, whose principles

make them worth the conquest. To re

turn no other answer to a Tory’s ad

dresses, than by counting the sticks of it

all the while he is talking to them. To

avoid dropping it in the neighborhood of

a malecontent, that he may not have an

opportunity of taking it up. To show

their disbelief of any Jacobite story by a

flirt of it. To fall a fanning themselves

when a Tory comes into one of their as

semblies, as being disordered at the sight
of him.

“These are the uses by which every

fan may in the hands of a fine woman be.

come serviceable to the Public. But they

have at present under consideration cer.

tain fans of a Protestant make, that they

may have a more extensive influence, and

raise an abhorrence of popery in a whole

crowd of beholders; for they intend to let

the world see what party they are of, by

figures and designs upon these fans; as

the Knights-errant used to distinguish

themselves by devices on their shields.

“There are several sketches of pictures

which have been already presented to the

ladies for their approbation, and out of

which several have made their choice. A

pretty young lady will very soon appear

with a fan, which has on it a nunnery of

lively black-eyed vestals, who are endea

voring to creep out at the grates. Ano

ther has a fan mounted with a fine paper,

on which is represented a group of people

upon their knees very devoutly worship

ping an old ten-penny nail. A certain

lady ofgreat learning has chosen for her

device the council of Trent; and another,

who has a good satirical turn, has filled

her fan with the figure of a huge taudry

Woman, representing the whore of Baby.

lon; which she is resolved to spread full in

the face of any sister-disputant, whose ar.

guments have a tendency to popery. The

following designs are already executed on

several mountings. The ceremony of the

holy Pontiff opening the mouth of a Car.

dinal in a full consistory. An old gentle.

man with a triple crown upon his head,

and big with child, being the portrait of

Pope Joan. Bishop Bonner purchasing

great quantities of faggots and brushwood

for the conversion of heretics. A figure

reaching at a sceptre with one hand, and
holding a chaplet of beads in the other;

with a distant view of Smithfield.”

We have been uncommonly full in

our quotations from the Freeholder, as
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º

it is a work seldom read at the present

day, though, independent of its value

as a party production, it affords good

reading to all who cherish the fame,

and have been (as who has not t) de

lighted with the grave irony and gay

pleasantry of the painter of Sir Roger

de Coverly.

Johnson, in English literature, fol

lows Addison, critically considered, as

Juvenal follows Horace, more magis

terial in his air and imposing in his

manner. A Tory from constitutional

lº. by no means made such

y his pension, we cannot help respect

ing Johnson, in spite of his prejudices;

and among them, none was more bot

tomless, irrational, and palpably ab

surd, than the view he took of the

American Revolution. His own defer

ence to authority and love of power,

impelled him to write in advocacy of

a high-toned government. Himself a

literary despot, he too much inclined

to favor arbitrary principles; yet the

magnanimous nature of the old Tory

sometimes got the better of his sophis

tications, and at heart he was the

lover of liberty and hater of oppres

sion. Boswell once extorted a memor

able confession from him; after press

ing his inquiries as to how far a people

should bear the exacting claims, often

falsely urged, of its rulers, he is report

ed to have answered, that driven to

a certain point, human nature could

bear no more, and must vindicate its

inherent rights by turning upon its

oppressors. This was a brave speech

for so contracted a politician. The

tract, “Taxation no Tyranny,” is alto

gether framed to suit the views of his

party; and although Johnson was a

strong Tory before he received a pen

sion, (given, as stated, for no future

litical services, which were neverthe

* less expected as a matter of gratitude,

if not as a matter of course, in a busi

ness point of view), yet we cannot

help thinking that unpensioned he had

º

-

º

º

º

never written that odious plea for ty

ranny, and eulogy upon oppression.

Johnson the moralist, does not appear

here, but Johnson the bigoted parti

san; the violent assailant of tolerant

Whigs and enthusiastic republicans;

and not the friend of liberty and hu

manity.

His great friend Burke, in his better

days, did the good cause honorable
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service by an eloquence and brilliancy

unsurpassed in political oratory and

political writing. It were idle, at this

epoch, to recriticize those sterling ef

forts that have delighted and instructed

thousands for the space of more than

half a century. But to allude to two

only of his masterly attempts; Ameri

cans should never forget their advocate,

whose noble speech is not to be paral

leled in the records of ancient elo

uence; nor can the political writer

i. anywhere a nobler model for the

very highest species of political writ

ing, than the admirable Letter to a

Noble Lord.

Junius is, to use a homelyº:
Burke cut down, razeed into a spark

ling letter-writer; in place of the mag

nificence and grandeur of the orator,

we have the cutting sneer and polished

sarcasm of the refined gentleman and

scholastic wit. We conceive it al

most an impossibility that Burke could

have been the author of the “Letters.”

His power of imitation, to be sure,

was great; but then his original must

have been more after his own manner.

Bolingbroke's style he easily adopt

ed, since there existed a previous simi

larity, in their copiousness, vigor, and

harmony of composition. But Burke

and Junius had little in common.

Burke was of a generous spirit; Junius,

malignant as a fiend;—Burke's invec

tive was almost poetic; Junius was

very sarcastic, very bitter; but these

are the talents of a small though an

acute mind. Compared with the rich

ness of Burke, Junius shrinks into a

writer of epigrams. The one had a

fertile imagination; the other a trained

fancy. Burke is an author for the

world; Junius for the most exclusive

and insignificant portion of it. The

former latterly “narrowed his mind; ”

the latter could never boast of any

great comprehensiveness. With Ju

nius ends the race of pamphleteers who

have in England obtained any perma

nent reputation. Clever men write,

are read, and speedily forgotten. One

political writer of the present day, we

shall notice presently. But for the

next great political writer, and for the

rest of whom we shall speak, with

one exception, we must come home.

And here we meet at the commence

ment of our glorious struggle, the

name of Thomas Paine.
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Perhaps no writings are more disre

garded, or more often ignorantly con

demned, than the political writings of

Thomas Paine. Of these capital

pieces we take the liberty to include
a criticism written some time since,

by the author of the present paper,

and published in a volume of limited cir

culation. The matter will probably be

new to the reader.”

“It is a fact not a little singular, in the

history of literature, that political writing

which relates to matters of great practi

cal importance, and which is sure—when

well done—of meeting with vast popu

larity, is generally the worst executed of

any species of composition. In general,

slovenly and carelessly written, it is pure

ly ephemeral—seldom containing truths

of sufficient importance to endure, in the

meagre shape in which they are envel

oped. The truth is, however, that poli

tics, rightly viewed, is a noble study, and

the inquiries tending to it of great value,

both speculative and practical. It is a

theme of some dignity, perhaps of the

greatest. No employment of the facul

ties can be greater than the government of

men. Most political pieces are expected

to be, however, of a current nature mere

ly. Occasionally men arise who discuss

the questions more important than any

to the human race, after the truths of

religion, in a manner so as to impress du

rability on their productions. Sometimes

the politician is a philosopher and a poet:

and then, his works are appealed to as

standards of foresight and wisdom.

“Political writers may be divided into

three classes:

“I. Those who write to and for states

men and philosophers;

“II. They who write for those of the

educated classes who are neither; and,

“III. Those who write for that “many

headed monster,’ the people.

“Among English writers, Burke is the

finest specimen of the first subdivision,

Junius of the second, and Paine of the

third—each admirable in his way, but

wholly different from his rivals. The char

acteristics of Burke are brilliancy and

profundity; and he, together with Bacon,

Milton, and a very few others, is a rare

instance of the union of these most op

posite qualities. The second possessed

pointed sarcasm, and a keen, polished

style. The third was shrewd, admirably

clear, pithy and caustic. Burke was less

practical and more romantic than Paine;

his imagination was smitten with the love

of chivalry, of antiquity, of fallen gran

deur. This tendency of his imagination

led him on to aristocracy; while the ab

sence of it in Paine, probably, strength

ened his democratic tone of character.

“Paine had more every-day shrewdness

and smartness—far less, however, of

Burke's comprehensive sagacity and gor

geous fancy. Junius was more cutting

and vexatious, fuller of glittering points,

and altogether a greater master of sar

casm. That was his chief weapon; but

he wanted the fulness and coloring of

Burke, and the fine declamation of Paine.

Both Burke and Paine were metaphysical

in their cast of mind; but Burke saw

farther in his moral views, and extended

his perceptions over a greater range of

speculation. Coleridge used to compare

Berkley and Paine, by likening the acute

ness of the first to that of a philosopher,

and the shrewdness of the second to the

cunning of a shopboy. This parallel is

deformed by extravagance and distorted

by prejudice. Nevertheless, Paine’s range

was lower and narrower, though not to

such a degree as the comparison implied.

He has, notwithstanding, very great and

distinct merits, wholly undeniable; and

the services he has rendered this country

by his pen are too great to account (ex

cept on one ground) for the declension

and comparative obscurity of his reputa

tion. It is allowed by all liberal judges

that, in his ‘Common Sense,” and papers

entitled ‘The Crisis,” he strengthened

in the American mind its aspirations

after liberty; gave them the right direc

tion; manfully exhorted them in their

wavering hour, and acted the part of a

freeman and an active friend to humanity.

In the face of all this, he is now become

odious, and his name passes for a by-word

of contempt. He is ranked with Wright,

Trollope, and a similar band, and despised

as a mere flaming Democrat. He passes

for a thorough-going Radical, whereas he

was the firmest of Democrats. The rea

sons of this we believe to have originated

chiefly from his religious blasphemies—

which have rendered that part of his char.

acter justly contemptible—and the popu

lar cast of his style and address. The

first of these causes is indefensible; we

will not pretend to palliate it. We writé

and speak now only of Paine the politi

cian—with his religion we have nothing to

do. It is to be observed, however, that in

his political writings published previously

to the “Age of Reason,” he never al

ludes to the Deity but with the most reve.

* The Analyst, p. 104.—Art. W. “The Political Writings of Thomas Paine.”

|
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rential mention. The only other cause

for his obscurity seems to result from his

style. Though a master of composition,

and an acute thinker, he was the people’s

writer—expressing their views, as well as

his own, but then better than any other

man could. Clear, plain, explicit, close,

compact, he could be understood by all;

and he further possessed a most desirable

faculty in a certain off-hand, dashing man

ner, which carried off everything.

“He is always full of sense, perfectly

clear, and admirably concise. He i

whenever he attempts it, as brilliant a

declaimer as Burke, with almost equal

fancy, and without any of his verbosity.

His glowing tirade on titles in the “Rights

of Man,” and frequent passages in the

“Crisis,” are perfect specimens. His

second “Crisis,” addressed to Lord Howe,

is equal, for sarcastic point and cutting

sneers, to anything in Junius. What

wit he had grew out of strong sense,

sharpened by a satirical spirit and a con

tempt of imposture, however successful,

He is not a wandering, episodical writer,

like Cobbett, but direct and straight-for

ward, perhaps a little too formal, and

with as few digressions as any English

writer.

“He has none of the common faults of

political writers: he is never wordy—ne

ver clumsy and round-about in his expres

sions—never dull and tedious in his

arguments. He has no pointless anec

dotes—no heavy familiarity—no puerile

rhetoric—no labored bombast. His

sentences are clear and shapely—he is

closely logical, and his arguments are

connected as by a fine net-work. What

ever style he undertook, whether of ex

postulation or defence, narrative or logi

cal, declamatory or moral, ironical or ear

nest, it always was perfectly perspicuous

and admirably appropriate. “Hazlitt,” says

he, “is excellent at summing up and giv.

ing conclusions, but that he lacks the ſa

culty of giving his ideas as they rise fresh

in his mind.” He prefers Cobbett for this

progressive exhibition of the course of his

thoughts.

“There is a pungency in his manner

of uttering the simplest truths, which

gives his pieces the air of a collection of

aphorisms. He gives point to everything

he touches, and is never dull and spirit

less. He abounds in original sayings, and

always concludes his pieces with a smart

sentence: ‘An army of principles can

penetrate where an army of men cannot,’

is one of a thousand instances.

“Paine is said to have been little of a

reader—to have purposely excluded his

mind from the acquisition of particular

kinds of knowledge, in order to concen

trate it fully on politics. What he did

read, however, was choice literature; and

his few quotations are exceedingly apt.

He composed by paragraphs—which ac

counts for the extreme finish of his style;

for, though a very plain style in general,

yet this could be perfected only by elabor

ation and study. His plain manner and

simple ground-work set off his wit, his

illustrations, his occasional flights, and

his metaphysics, to great advantage, and

besides contributed largely to his popular

ity. During his lifetime he enjoyed a

great and most deserved reputation, which

nothing could have destroyed but his reli

gious dereliction and consequent debase

ment of character.”

The American Revolution regarded

primarily the rights of the people, not

of the rulers only but the ruled, not of

the freeholder solely, but the humblest

laborer. It embraced, in its views of

Liberty and of Government, every citi

zen ; and so with the writers of the

Revolution. Before the time of Paine,

one had sought to strengthen the regal

power; one to defend the commercial

—one, the landed interest: here was

the defender of the artizan or manufac

turer; but the mass of laboring poor

were without a representative. That

class, since the Revolution, have now

become the most important body in the

state at large: and their wants and

interests are studied by the most phi

losophic statesmen and philanthro

pists.

At the present day, however much

ofiº, may exist in the social

condition of our citizens, we justly as

sume as a first principle their political

equality. This has greatly changed the

character of political composition and

the estimation of political writers. Po

litics are a popular study, and the

journalist takes rank with the states

man and orator. Newspaper writing

has become quite a different thing from

what it was half a century ago. It im

proves yearly. Fonblanque in London,

and Bryant in New York, are classical

writers in their way. Leggett's vigor

ous pen entitles him to rank with

these, and his generous spirit, strength

ened by a love of truth and justice,

would have raised him had he lived,

and gone on improving in style, to per-.

haps a higher rank than that of the

first writer. The pure poetry of Bryant

places him above competition: and we

cannot close this slight review of an

important department of literature
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more to our taste than by transcribing And quenched his bold and friendly eye,

these choice lines upon his friend and His spirit did not all depart.

associate, which indeed originally ap- - -

peared in the pages of this Review: “The words of fire that from his pen
Were flung upon the lucid.

* The earth may ring, from shore to shore Still move, still shake the hearts of men,

With echoes of a gorious name, * Amid a cold and coward age.

But he, whose loss our tears deplore,

Has left behind him more than fame. “His love of truth, too warm, too strong

For Hope or Fear to chain or chill,

“For when the death-frost came to lie His hate of tyranny and wrong

On Leggett’s warm and mighty heart, Burn in the breasts they kindled still.”

THE SABBATH.

Oh, blessed day! kindly as the sweet dew

Falls on the earth at midnight's silent hour,

Restoring Nature's weariness anew,

And raising softly up each blade and flower,

Whose drooping beauty 'neath the balmy shower

Smiles forth again in richer colors set;

Dost thou revive, with gently soothing power,

Earth's hapless millions, whose bent brows are wet

Thro' the long weary week with toil's unresting sweat.

In many a sadden’d bosom, where the low

Sweet voice of Hope is stifled by the press

Of more than life's full share of daily woe,

And fears of future evil and distress,

As silently as twilight's shadowy dress

Is blended into evening's quiet grey,

Thy calm and cheering influence finds access,

And softly as the sighing zephyrs play

With summer leaves, bends every feeling to its gentlesway.

'Till from its aching birth-place, where 'mid sighs

And gloomy doubts, to giant strength it grew,

Despondency assailed, reluctant flies;

And Hope returning like the dove that flew

Far o'er the sunny waste, presents to view

The distant future, in fair colors drest,

And back on the dark present sheds the hue

Of its ideal brightness in the breast,

Revivingº to meet all ills tho’sorely press'd,

And here thine influence, blessed Sabbath day !

Is sweetly lost in Faith, whose heavenly light

Points the enraptured soul from this dull clay,

To those ethereal mansions where the blight

Of Death's cold hand falls not to disunite

The kindred spirits, that, in feeling one,

Together fought the Saviour's glorious fight

With steady faith, till life's last sand was run,

Then upward soared, to meet that Saviour's blest “well done!”

T. WATERBURY ELLls.

New York, September, 1842.
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A FOOL OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.”

FROM THE GERMAN OF ZSCHöKKE.

olivier's NARRATIVE.

“FATE favored me very much even at

º first coming to reason. My father,

whose property had been scattered by

prodigal expenditure, left me on his

death a scanty inheritance. But I had

a prospect, after the decease of my

uncle, of becoming a goodly owner of

wealth. This was known to every

body. On that account, I had been

betrothed to the Baroness of Mooser,

the daughter of the President of the

Exchequer. She was one of the most

eligible matches in the country, as they

used to say, being very pretty, very

rich, and the niece of the War-Minister.

The marriage having been concerted

by my relations and old uncle, I was

compelled, according to custom, to

agree to it. But the sickness of my

uncle, who stood to me in place of a

father, caused the ceremony to be post

poned. I was already major, and by the

next promotion would become lieuten

ant-colonel. In a few years a regiment

would not have been wanting to me.

“So stood matters at that time; and

I soon found, after my recovery of rea

son, that they were not the most agree

able. It was an uncomfortable thought,

that I, a free man, should, through my

relatives, couple myself to a girl, for

the sake of money, rank, and protec

tion, without knowing her peculiari

ties, views, faults, and inclinations.

The Baroness was, it must be con

fessed, pretty and good, but nothing

more than any young lady might be

under the same training ; well-disposed

by nature, but, through an artificial

education, vain, pleasure-loving, trivial,

|." of herº her rank, and

er beauty, and witty at the ex

ense of the best people in the world;

in all things more French than Ger

man. Whether she truly loved me or

not, I did not know; but that I cared

no more for her than for any other well

formed and pretty woman, I did

ow.

“A letter, by a messenger, bade me

go to my sick uncle. I got permission

from the General, took leave of my

betrothed and her parents, and rode

off. When I arrived, my uncle was

already dead and buried. An old

steward handed over to me the keys

of the closets, and the will. I counted

off the little legacies to the servants, let

the steward into my secret, and openly

declared myself poor, all the means of

my uncle being covered with debts.

“So I returned to the garrison, and

made known my story. I did it to try

the disposition of my betrothed, whe

ther she had the courage to remain by

my side in the world, and become what

I was. To make the story more strik

ing, I sold what I did not want, to pay

my own debts in the city, of which,

old and new, there was a small

amount. My companions laughed at

me, andº when I gave out

that I intended to be an honest man.

Even the President of the Exchequer

and his spouse dissuaded me; I must

not excite éclat—I would blamire my

self and them—I would make myself

and them a ridicule, &c.

“I stuck to my notion: honor is

more than appearance, and poverty is

no disgrace. He who can want much is

rich. These saws, as they were term

ed, pleased the Baroness least of all.

Her parents gave me to understand

that their child had been accustomed

to certain aisances, and that they were

not rich enough during their lifetime

to give me and their daughter an out

fit. Finally, after a few days, they

trusted implicitly in . tenderness,

that I would willingly release the con

tract. I did not hesitate to do it, and

to declare that I thought I got off

cheaply, since no mutual choice of

hearts, but only an agreement and mo

ney reckoning among relatives had

taken place.

“My assumed poverty had other

effects of a good kind—namely, that

old friends and jolly comrades did not

look after me so much. Still it pleas

ed me, that some continued to hold

me in esteem. But the most became

cold and distant; for, with my money,

I had lost, in their eyes, my highest

attractions. “So much the better,”

thought 1; ‘thou canst act and speak

more sincerely.”

* Concluded from the last Number, p. 301.
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“But I was no more fortunate with

truth—and this was foreseen—than

men who have preceded me. For

some winters I had been accustomed

to deliver lectures to the officers on

scientific subjects. I continued the

occupation, and uttered my sentiments

freely. But when I came to lay down

the following propositions—That every

war which was not undertaken for the

independence and safety of our country

against foreign invaders, but for the

personal whims of a prince, intrigues

of ministers, the ambition of the court,

in order to conquer, to mix in the

affairs of another people, or for the

sake of revenge, was unjust ; that

standing armies were the plague of the

land, the ruin of the finances, the ready

slaves of despotism, when the prince

would become a despot; that the sol

dier should be a citizen; that a here

ditary or created nobility was, now-a-

days, nonsense, which could only be

tolerated among savages and barba

rians; that I hoped to live to see the

time when all the kings of Europe

would agree by concordat to disband

their immense standing armies, and on

the other hand make their soldiers of all

citizens capable of bearing arms; that

duels belonged to the house of correc

tion or the insane asylum: when, I

say, I introduced these propositions,

and others like them, and defended

their correctness, of which no same

human understanding could doubt, the

lectures were prohibited, and the Ge

neral gave me a severe reprimand. I

answered back again, and was put un

der arrest.

“That did not disturb me, for I all

along expected it. Above all things I

performed my duty. Since I had fallen

out of the favor of the General even

the best officers began to withdraw

from me. They laughed and jested at

my expense. Some of the wittiest in

sisted that I was crazy, and thought

it a consequence of the shock I must

have received from my hopes being

disappointed as to a large inheritance.

I was soon so much-neglected that

even my former servants would remain

with me no longer, because I supported

them and myself upon slender means,

rejected coffee, seldom took wine, and,

instead of their former rich liveries,

caused them to wear a simple, neat

garb, such as fortunately thou seest
me in now.

“On the other hand, about the same

time I received a letter which made

amends for all. I had, some time ago,

found a poor beggar girl weeping

near the barn of a farm-house. In the

barn her ragged mother lay dying upon

the hay. I learned from the dying

woman, who was still young, that she

was from Southern Germany, of poor,

but respectable parents, had been in the

service of a rich lord, where she was

seduced by the son of the house, who

gave her a piece of money and sent

her away; that, after her delivery, she

had sought employment, but, on ac

count of her child, she could procure

it nowhere for any length of time, was

always distressed, had lately lived

upon alms, and could now only pray

for her daughter. Iran into the pea

sant's house, to buy her some refresh

ments, for the peasant himself would

hardly allow her a resting-place in his

barn. When I came back she already

lay lifeless upon the hay, and the little

girl was mourning bitterly over the

corpse of her mother. I comforted her

as well as I could; discharged the ex

penses of interment, and sent the

orphan, who did not know the family

name of her mother, to a female board

ing-school at Rastrow. She was

called Amelia, and I gave her, out of

charity, the surname of Barn, after the

place in which she was found.

“Well, then, when all had deserted

me, I received from this Amelia Barn

a letter, which is still secured among

my treasures. Thou shalt read it. At

that time it moved me to tears. The

contents were, in effect, that she had

heard of my misfortune, and thought

that she must no longer be a burden to

her father, as she was accustomed to

call me. She would seek, as a govern

ess in some good family, or by means

of embroidery, dressmaking, instruction

on the pianoforte, or in some other

way, to earn her own support. I must

not be troubled about her; but now it

came to her turn to be troubled about

me. Thou must read the letter thy

self, with its beautiful outburst of gra

titude. It is the very mirror of a pious

and pure heart. She asked for per

mission to see, only for once, her bene

factor, whose image was traced on her

memory since the day of her mother's

death. I wrote back, praising her

good sense, but advising her that she

had no occasion to be in a hurry; I
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would take care of her until she had a

suitable place.

“One day as I had returned from pa

rade, there was a knock at the door of

my chamber. An unknown young

lady entered, with a most lovely coun

tenance. The lilies and plum-blossoms

do not mingle their colors more beau

tifully in a bouquet than they were

º on her face, under the full

locks of hair. She asked, blushingly,

and with a tender voice, after me, then

fell down, melting into tears, embraced

my knees, and when I, astonished,

would have raised her up, covered my

hands with her kisses. What I sus

pected was confirmed by her cry of

'O my father, my father; O my

guardian angel!' I besought her to

stand up. She asked me to allow her

to remain in the position, saying, “Ah,

I am so happy, that my heart is like

to break.”

“It was a long while before she let

me go, and stood up. Then I clasped

her to my breast, impressed a kiss upon

her pure white forehead, and requested

her to consider me as a father, and to

call me thou. She listened. But the

fatherly kiss had somewhat confounded

my thoughts. She was taken to the ho

tel, where she remained some days;

but these days were enough to under

mine my peace of mind. When Amelia

journeyed back to the institution, I

counselled her to remain in the house

of some respectable citizen, and take

in embroidery for support. It was hard

for me to tear myself from her; yet I

did not betray to her that I was rich.

I wished to try her; I hired a chamber

for her, engaged a maid for her service,

supplied her with harpsichord, harp,

books, and, after a few days, also the

roceeds of the sale of her embroidery,

reely, at her own price, under the

retence that they came from a strange

}. I visited her only once or twice

a week, to avoid observation and evil

construction.

“Every visit was a feast. Thou canst

think how sweet it was to know

that there was one being under the

sun, who was all innocence, who be.

longed to no one in the world, who

was entirely dependent upon my care,

and that this being, of all that nature

had made beautiful, pious, and noble,

was the most exquisite. The beauty

and humble condition of Amelia was

soon no secret in the town. She drew

all eyes upon her. They spoke to me

about her, and I did not dissemble that

I was her foster-father, and that she

was a poor child of dishonorable birth.

Work after work was brought to her,

so that I advised her to go to some

other and unknown house. Young

ladies came to her, less for the sake of

her embroidery, than to see one who

was so much praised by the whole

neighborhood.

“One day when I was visiting Ame

lia, as I stood before the door of her

chamber, I heard her in hot dispute

with some man. I recognized the voice

of my lieutenant-colonel. Just as I

opened the door, he was stealing a kiss

from her. I upbraided him for his

disgraceful conduct, and when he

found the opportunity, he flew under

my hands out of the door, and down

the steps. He fancied that I had tar

nished his honor, and challenged me

to fight a duel. I would have nothing

to do with his nonsense. The corps of

officers threatened that they would not

serve under me, if I was a coward.

That I was not, and so went out to the

usual battle-ground weaponless, saying

to the fool that if he was ambitious of

assassination, I would give him per

mission to try on me. He and the

officers then became vulgar. They

believed, according to their barbarous

conceptions, that my honor would sus

tain a deadly wound, although the

dishonored themselves by their irº.

ity. I asked them whether the black

guards who covered a respectable man

passing in the streets with mud, be

came themselves respectable thereby,

or whether, on the other hand, the re

spectable man became a blackguard.

“At the parade the next morning,

the General delivered to me, with a

suitable speech, an Order just received

from the court. This was one of the

late fruits of my former connexion with

the Baroness Won Mooser, and the

work of her uncle, the War-Minister.

I could not, according to my notions of

my services, receive the little ribbon.

Had I really performed a service to the

state, I would have been ashamed to

drag the reward of it vaingloriously

about with me all day. My steadfast

refusal to take the lappet, with a little

star on it, was a thing unheard of in

the annals of the monarchy. My

idea was that duty and virtue did not

permit themselves to be rewarded, but
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only recognized; that the man of honor

did not do his duty in order to be re

cognized; that least of all should he

suffer himself to be constrained to play

the great man before other people,

particularly those whom he has aided;

these notions went for so much Jacobin

ism and nonsense. The General was

angered. The officers then stepped

forward in behalf of their wounded

honor. I became hated, and after

some weeks left the regiment.

“I was well satisfied. I clad myself

citizen fashion, as I wished; not after

the present uncouth mode, but mo

destly, neatly, and naturally, as thou

now seest us all here in Flyeln. The

people opened their eyes, and regarded

me as a crazy man, and the more so

when it transpired that I was not only

not poor, but one of the most wealthy

men in the land. Amelia wished to

know why I behaved so. I commu

nicated to her my opinions of the

world, as well as my own principles.

She, a child of nature, simple and in

tellectual, approved my notions, and

lived quite according to them. I could

not but be proud of Amy'sjudgment, for

it was my own. She thought, she felt

nothing but what I did; her being was

lost in mine. Her reverential, daugh

terly love had been changed into the

purest, most modest, and deepest that

a young woman knows, and Iappeared,

even to myself, somewhat too young

to play the part of a father.

“One day when I told her that I

thought of returning to my posses

sions, she asked whether she might

follow me; she would be happy to

serve me as a maid. And when I hesi

tated, saying, that I had some notion

of getting married, she dropped her

head and said, “All the better, thy

wife will not find a more trusty ser

vant than I.” “But,” said I, ‘my

future wife has not now as excellent

an opinion of thee as thou deservest.”

“What have I done to her ?’ she an

swered with the lofty expression and

ride of an innocent. “Show me thy

§. and I will win her affection and

esteem.’ I led Amy to the looking

glass which hung in the chamber,

pointed to it, and said stammeringly,

“There thou seest her '' She started

with fright, grew pale as she turned

her large blue eyes towards me, and

saying, with trembling voice, ‘It

must not be me!’ sank death-like up

on the floor. I called the maid; I

was palsied by the sudden fright.

“As Amelia recovered, and, after her

swoon, the color came into her cheeks,

she opened her eyes, and smiled gentl

at me, wondering at the anxiety ofi

myself and the maid. By degrees,

her recollection returned; she believed

that she had been asleep. I hardly

ventured to speak to her of what had

passed. As soon as we were alone

again, I said, ‘Amelia, why wert thou

so frightened before the glass 2 Where

fore durst thou not become my wife?

Speak freely, I am prepared to hear

all.” She blushed, and was a long

while silent, with her eyes fixed on

the floor. “Wherefore dost thou not

dare ?' asked I once more. Here she

sighed and looked towards Heaven.

‘Dare, oh God, dare! What else dare

I not to do, if thou wishest it? Can I

be happy, can I live without thee!

Whether thy maid, or thy wife, all is

the same, for I have but one love for

thee.”

“Whilst Ithus lived in the very portal

of Heaven, the whole town was quite

run mad with astonishment; my rela

tions, on both father's and mother's side,

were in terror and desperation, when I

informed them of my approaching nup

tials with Amelia. One of them, of

an old and noble family, whose ances

tors in the service of the king were

covered with the highest dignities—

a knight and baron, intermarried with

the chieffamilies of the land—took the

wicked mis-alliance in high dudgeon.

Only think, to marry not with one of

the created nobility, not even with the

citizen class, nor yet with the daugh

ter of a respectable mechanic, but with

a beggar-girl of disreputable birth :

My relations wrote me threatening

letters. They came all too late, for in

about fourteen days Amelia and I were

formally married.

“Why should Itell thee of the foolish

things, which men infected with preju

dices began to do, as soon as I deter

mined to live as an honest, natural

man, strictly according to truth, banish

ing all duplicity, , all dancing-master

politeness, all foreign airs, all the so

called etiquette of conduct, with

out, on the other hand, depriving men

of the sight of a respectful and intelli

gent deportment 2 My simple Thou,

with which I began to accost them,

and to cause them to accost me, fright
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ened many away from me, as though I

were smitten with plague-spots. My

beard became an object of wit; my

friendly salutation, without ceremo

niously taking off the hat in the streets,

was called rudeness. I did not suffer

myself to be put out. At some time

or other the ice must be broken. I

wished to see, whether one would be

allowed in the nineteenth century, in

a European city, to live, throwing

away all humbugs, and all the pre

scribed notions of honor, manners, just

ice and respectability. So far from

offending any one by an ill-habit, or

from making their prejudices, or whims,

or moral peculiarities a reproach,

I was more complaisant towards them;

I sought out men, from whom I dif

ſered as much externally as I did al

ready in my inmost being, in order to

conciliate them by goodness and kind

neSS.

“I betook myself to my estate here in

Flyeln; I found delight on it, in be

coming known and served by my de

pendants. They were then half wild;

they were slaves. They cringed in

the most slavish manner before their

master. None of them could read or

write; they were lazy and indecent.

To be idle, to guzzle, to fight, seemed

to be their heaven. Superstition was

their religion, a deadly, godless sancti

mony their observance of it, and de

ceit and falsehood their prudence. I

determined to make men out of these

brutes. I caused the prisons to be im

roved, and a great school-house to be

{. I and Amelia visited every hut;

they were mere mud stalls. I com

manded, under heavy punishments, the

strictest purity. hoever did not

obey, was put into gaol; on the other

hand, to the obedient I gave, by way of

encouragement, tables, glasses, chairs,

and other household furniture. Soon

everything in the houses was well ar

ranged and neat. I forbade card-playing,

brandy, coffee, wrestling, cursing, and

swearing, &c., &c. Whoever failed

was chastised, and those that obeyed,

and for one month gave no cause for

censure, I suffered to become bond

servants. I gave the old pastor an

annuity; chose a young, learned, and

excellent clergyman, who soon entered

into my plans, in place of the former :

appointed a person skilled in Warious

knowledge, and educated in Switzer

land by Pestalozzi, as schoolmaster,
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with a good salary; and with the help

of both these perfected the reformation.

I myself kept a school twice a week,

composed of the larger boys and young

men; Amelia took the girls; and the

wife of the pastor the matrons. I

caused all the children to be clothed at

my expense, as thou seest them now.

At our expense also, Amelia changed

the ill-shaped dresses of the maidens.

The school and prison worked well.

The young men, at my solicitation,

suffered their beards to grow. I for

bade it to the slaves—only the free being

allowed to wear beards; slaves must

go shorn. I opened the door to free

dom. Whoever, after my directions,

cultivated his field the best, received it

at the end of the year for a small but

easily redeemed ground-rent, as his

own, and therewith certain privileges.

Whoever for two years was the most

frugal, diligent, and skilful, obtained

his freedom, his own house, an outfit

in money, an honorable dress, modelled

after my own, and might suffer his

beard to grow. Before the end of the

first year, I had occasion, nay was un

der obligation, to free a great many

families; these had begun to improve

before my arrival. They awakened

the envy of some, but the strife of emu

lation among others, the more so,

when on judgment-day I placed the

freemen beside me to decide the cases

of those who had erred. The assessor

of the judgment was chosen by the
freemen themselves from out of their

own number.

“Whilst I was here troubling myself

very little about the outward world,

the world troubled itself the more

about me. Quite unexpectedly there

appeared one day, by ministerial com

mand, brought about by my relations,

an extraordinary commission, to in

quire into the state of my health and

roperty. They had reported me to

e crazy, and that I squandered my

roperty in the most frantic methods.

he gentlemen of the commission be

haved very well for several months.

What report they rendered I don't

know, but probably, as I forgot to put

money into their hands, not the most

favorable. For, without regard to my

trouble or my threats of vengeance,

they treated me as a lunatic, and de

prived me of my possessions. An ad

ministrator of my estate was sent

down, who was at the same time to

-#:
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watch my conduct, and to prevent the

intrusions of visitors. Fortunately, the

administrator was an honest, well in

formed man, so that we speedily be

came friends. When he had looked

through my accounts, the good man

was astonished at my rigid economy,

and was of opinion, that by means of

this, and the redemption money paid

º the bond-servants and slaves, I

should gain more than I lost. For a

long while, he assisted me in the at

tempt to humanize my slaves. It sug

gested one good thing to him, viz.: that

the emancipated for the space of five

years should render an account of

their receipts and expenditures, in order

to assure themselves that they were

not growing worse or becoming more

indolent. The good man, in the end,

was quite enamored with our Flyeln

household, since he saw that, under

well-directed management, nothing

was done in vain. Since the two years

of my being there, the peasants of our

community had distinguished them

selves above the whole neighborhood,

for thrift, knowledge, and respectabili

§ They called us, in other places,

the Moravian brethren, and even to

this day, in the neighboring villages,

they believe that we have adopted a

new religion.

“The administrator and guardian

found my notions of the world, in the

main, uncommonly correct. He even

went so far as to wish that people gen

erally would return to greater simpli

city and truthfulness in manners, con

duct and life. But he could not stand

the beard; he stuck for life and death

to the cue in the neck and the powder

on the hair; the Thou was quite of.

fensive to him, and he could not, to

Amelia and me, in spite of all his ef

forts, bring it over his lips. Mean

while, his report about me, after the

administration of one year, and after he

had made to the government the most

favorable disclosures as to my sound

management ofmy property,+had the

happy effect of restoring me to the

control of my own affairs, under a con

dition, however, that I should render a

yearly account of them. This was the

doing of my relatives. They would

not be persuaded that I had not lost

a good deal of sound human under

standing, although my former guar

dian at the worst had made me out

only a wonderfully queer fellow. So,

on that account, and that I might give

offence to no one by means of my new

error, namely, my free utterance of

whatevernature and reason sanctioned,

I was forbidden, without special per

mission, from going out of the bounda

ries of my estate, i. e. from visiting

the great European lunatic asylum, and

allowed to know of it only from the

newspapers. That could profit me little.

“It is now five years I have dwelt

here in my blessed solitude. Go out,

consider my fields, and the fields of our

farmers, our forests, our flocks, and our

dwelling places! Thou shalt see a

blooming, though before unknown,

prosperity. All my slaves are free.

Only a single drunkard, and another

lazy rough churl, seemed to be unim

proved. The drunkard starved. The

other could not be corrected either by

rewards or punishments. But as all

Flyeln wore beards, and he and the

pastor alone were clear-chinned, it

wrought a most wonderful effect upon

the fellow; for the pastor was moved

to let his beard grow, so that the slave

became the only shorn one of the lot.

He couldn’t endure that, and so im

proved himself, that he might be re

spected among respectable people.

“The beard of the good pastor gave

great offence to the consistory. Al

though he proved that beard was not

against the true faith; although he

called to mind the holy men of both

the Old and New Testament; although

he showed that he, by making him

self like his equals, could do more

good, and that he by means of it had

changed one deemed utterly irreclaim

able, the beard gave offence to the con

sistorial body. After my pastor ad

duced the evidence of a physician, that

the toothache, under which he had al

ways suffered, was put a stop to by

means of the beard, he was allowed

to provide for his own health, and that

only within bounds.

“I not only instituted courts among

my freeº but gave them the

right to choose an overseer or governor

immediately from themselves, as they

pleased. From time to time the more

noted among them ate at my table,

with their wives. I was their equal.

Similarity of dress begat confidence,

without diminishing respect. Chil.

dren were required to stand up before

older people, and uncover their heads,

but not to uncover before their equals.
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Every manifestation of deceit was

ranked as a crime, no less than theft.

The people judged themselves more

strictly than I had formerly done. I

had often to moderate their decisions.

Our schools are flourishing. The apter

boys learn the history of the world, a

knowledge of the earth, with its coun

tries and people, geometry, and some

thing of architecture. In the churches

we have already choral hymning and

worship.

“But, dear Norbert, better that thou

stayest one week with us, and see for

thyself ; canst thou while away a

week 2"

THE CONVERSATION ON The HEIGHTS of

FLYELN.

Such was the narration of Olivier.

I do not conceal it, that all that he

had said to me, and all I had seen in

Flyeln, made a great impression upon

me. I wondered at his perseverance,

and his benevolent invention, but re

gretted that his lot was such as it

was.

But neither the persuasions of my

friend, nor the seductive flattery of the

requests of the baroness, were necessa

ry to induce me to prolong my stay in

this lordly oasis. Yes, I must call

Flyeln an oasis, a blooming island in

the waste of the surrounding country.

For here, as soon as you reach the spot,

if you have travelled through the

sometimes sandy, and sometimes bog

gy lands of the vicinity, or through the

pine forests, and the poor, muddy, or

dinary villages, with their barracks

and neglected inhabitants, the ground

seems suddenly greener, and the peo

ple more humane. Here, too, there

were once barracks, but they have be

come neat cottages, which I visited,

with Amelia, with pleasure. Here

also there had been morasses, as might

be learned from the long ditches and

excavations, filled up with stones and

covered with earth, made to draw off

the water; here, too, had been slaves,

who had been accustomed to tremble

before the overseers and officers, but

to cheat them behind their backs. Now

they had the upright and bold bearing

of freemen, who looked upon the Baron

as an equal,—but with what childlike

reverence and love they clung to him

and his ' This transformation, within

the space of the half of ten years,

would have been a veritable wonder, if

we did not know how prudently and

surely Olivier went to work; how gra

dually he passed from the character of

an imperious master to that of, first, a

teacher, and then a father; how his

peasants, moved only by the fear of

the lash, had been allured and subdued

by means of their rude self-respect;

how he counted neither upon their

thankfulness nor their understanding,

nor their moral or religious feeling, but

from the outset, disciplined rather than

instructed them, relying chiefly upon

their old established customs, and the

rising generation. Thence, he and the

baroness, the pastor and the school

teacher, undertook the instruction of

all; thence, also, it came that the as

sessors of the judgment, that the over

seers of the community were mostly

young persons from five-and-twenty to

thirty years of age; at least I saw none

of the older peasants among them.
But all this does not concern us here.

I will describe the success of my friend,

and not the art and method by which

he tamed his dependants, and made a

sterile place blooming.

As Olivier exhibited his account

books, and showed irrefutably that, so

far from having lost by the reforma

tion, he had gained more than his de

ceased uncle or any of his ancestors, he

said to me laughingly, “Now thou

seest, Norbert, where folly is at home,

whether at Flyeln or in i. royal resi

dence . While I was actually gaining

I was treated as a spendthrift, and

compelled every year to suffer stran

gers, whom they sent here to investi

gate my accounts, to look into the inti

macies of my household.”

“Wherefore hast thou not com

plained of this? It is an injustice—it

is an outrage.”

“My complaint would be in vain.

No justice, but the mere command of

the cabinet, sent forth by the ministry,

condemned me to this position. The

matter is not easily remedied; for the

ministry will take no back step by

which to declare themselves to have

been in fault. The annual committee

of investigation would not advise it, be

cause they would lose the delights of

their annual pleasure-visit and the pro

fit of their daily pay. That I have

been confined here, in the estate of my

forefathers, is the most endurable thing
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about it. Now, Norbert, what think

est thou of all this?”

“I confess, Olivier, I came with pre

judice and sorrow to thee; I shall

quit thee with the most pleasurable

remembrances. They have every

where given thee out as a lunatic.

I do not think thou art, but I concur

with thy former guardian, that thou

art a wonderfully queer fellow.”

“Queer fellow ! truly, that is the

proper name for all those who do not

succumb to the common-place and

confusion of the age. Diogenes of Si

mope was regarded as a fool; Cato

the Censor was considered by the Ro

mans a pedant; Columbus was pointed

at as a crazy man in the streets of Ma

drid; Olavides was condemned to the

Inquisition; Rousseau driven from his

asylum among the Bernese; and Pes

talozzi, held by his countrymen as

more than half a fool, because he as

sociated with beggars and dirty chil

dren rather than with the be-powdered

and be-queued world. And that I should

be called a queer fellow—I, that pre

sume only to speak, to think, and to

act, naturally , and intelligently—ac

cording to my right derived from God—

is it not rather a reproach to you your

selves 2"

“No, Olivier, neither a reproach

against the world nor against you. No

one prevents thee from acting or think

ing naturally or reasonably; but thou

must also respect the right of others to

think, to speak, and to act, according

to their opinions, customs, and even

prejudices, until they or their children

grow wiser. All men can't be philoso

phers.”

“Have I not paid them proper re

spect? Have I trespassed upon them 7"

“Certainly, friend, if you will allow

me to say so. While thou opposest thy

own customs to the general customs of

the world, thou breakest the peace with

thoseamong whom thou livest, and ac

complishest only half thegood that thou

mightest do, if indeed the half. Christ

received the customs of Judea, let

himself down even to Judea's prejudi

ces, in order to work the more power

fully. What is the object of thy lu

dicrous address? What matters it

whether we wear a stiff cue or shorn

ate, a beard or a smooth chin? Thou

owest the meaning of sie in German,

and of vous in French; well, I grant, it

is silly to speak of a single person in

the plural number, but what harm is

it, after all? Did not the old Greeks

and Romans address each other in the

plural number 2 Thou knowest the

meaning of you and thou. Dost thou

not, then, take the offensive part,

when rejecting common innocent cus.

toms, and, without regard to former

notions of civility, force Thou upon

every body ? Whoever fights with

the world must have the world fight

ing with him. Canst thou wonder at it

then º’’

“I do by no means wonder at what

I expect. But do not adduce the ex

ample of Christ, after the manner of

those who conceal deceit and villainy,

with a pious countenance, behind some

distorted version of the Bible. The

God-like One had a higher mission

among his contemporaries than I have,

and forbore speaking of smaller follies;

but I have to do with these alone; and

I will not suffer myself to be con

strained to praise, excuse, or practise

barbarisms. There is reason enough

still among the inhabitants of earth,

to permit one to make use of his own

poor understanding.”

“Friend, as it appears to me, they

have not even made that right ques.

tionable; but that right, by the indis

creet communication of your senti

ments, especially if they are at war

with existing arrangements, is likely

to occasion confusion. . Thou thyself

at the outset in Flyeln, played the

part of a severe task-master to thy

slaves, and gradually not suddenly en

franchised them, after they were pre

pared for freedom. Thou knowest how

dangerous it is to put in the unprac.

tised hands of children, a knife, which

yet in skilful hands is a useful instru.

ment. What wouldst thou have said,

if one of thy slaves had suddenly

spoken the truth to his companions

concerning the fundamental principles

of human nature, the barbarism and

profligacy of the feudal relation, and

the naturalº of men 2 Would

not the reformer have broken up all

thy projects 3"

“Certainly, Norbert; but the exam.

F. does not go against me for what I

ave done. I have never spoken

against the existing order, even when

it was bad, though I have rendered

unto God the things which were God's,

and unto Caesar the things which were

Caesar's. I have spoken only against
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existing fooleries and prejudices;

against your foreign airs, against your

masquerades and hypocritical compli

ments, against your unnatural indul

gences, against your effeminate disſi

guration of yourselves by foreign fash

ions, against your conceptions of honor

and shame, of worth and reward, and

only in the way of a defence for my

person, when you Europeans would

urge me to abandon my return to rea

son, and would force me to be pleased

with your perversity, to desert nature.”

“But, friend Olivier, your notions of

standing armies, of hereditary nobility,

of the rights of subjugated nations, of

the—”

“Ah, ha! Norbert, these sentiments

are generally recognized in Europe as

dead truths. They are spoken of in

essays and theories, but not in practice.

I have nothing against those that do

it. I myself, were I a prince or minis

ter, unless I had a philosophical peo

ple, would take great care how I at

tempted to organize a Plato's Repub

lic. I have only uttered my senti

ments in the company of my friends

and equals, and not preached them to

the multitude to raise a revolution. I

have done what millions are doing at

this time both in writing and oral con

versation. You must cut off half the

heads of populous Europe if you

would prevent such matters from being

thought of and talked about.”

“Let us leave that ;-understand me,

I wish to reconcile you to the world.

A little sacrifice from thee, a little com

pliance with unimportant externals,

and believe me, they would forgive thy

opinions, and even thy paradoxes.”

“Thou requirest a little sacrifice

from me; thou askest as a small mat

ter, nothing less than that I should

sacrifice my convictions, my principles,

and all the consequent duties. But if I

sacrifice my convictions and principles,

that is, my whole being, what am I

fit for in the world ! How shall I do

good *"

“In many ways. See other wise

men—they accomplish unspeakable

good without falling out with the

world. Wherefore canst not thou ?

What canst thou do now, by thy single

example, standing all alone, when all

thy neighbors are convinced and be

lieve, that thy understanding is a little

shattered?”

“The question deserves an answer,

for of all thy questions it is the most

important. First, consider my right as

a man, that I dare, within my own

house, on my own grounds, according

to my own better convictions, eat,

drink, dress, speak and act as I please,

if I trespass upon no other's right.

Then again, I find the follies, the im

pertinences, the artifices, and affecta

tions of modern European human na

ture, which has been culled out of the

refuse of ancient barbarism, ludicrous,

shameful, unnatural and mean,—wh

should I, with all my inclinations, wit

my vocation, with my obligations to

truth and justice, not make use of my

right? Should the sailor, whom the

wild Indians should set down to a

banquet of human flesh, overcome his

horror and adopt the terrible custom,

lest the Indians should laugh at him ;

So much, Norbert, as to what imme

diately and only concerns myself.”

Here Olivier remained silent as if

awaiting an answer, but soon conti

nued. “Besides, Norbert, recall the

Fragment from the Voyage of Pythias,

and thy own confession as to the truth

which strikes, and that which does not

strike. Thou thyself hast granted,

that human society has departed very

far from the dictates of nature. You

all acknowledge, that there is infinitely

too much to endure; for the violations

of the eternal laws of God carry with

them the punishment of the transgres

sor. , None of you will deny, that your

whole civil and domestic state, your

constitution, customs, and manner of

life, are at best but a persevering re

sistance to nature. But which of you

has heroism of understanding enough

to return to the simple, eternal order of

God? In this you fail; but to me, it

is nothing new. It is good, that some

individual, undisturbed by the opi

nions and laughter of the great horde,

should bring back an example of good

ness and justice. It is good, that some

individual, who will not capitulate or

make terms with the follies of the

age, should stand out, not to minister

to your intercourse, but to make open

war upon it. For, by means of the

simple teaching of the church, the ca

thedral, and the theatre, by means of

simple philosophy, by the eulogy of

naturalness and truth, nothing is done.

For talk, philosophize, and write for

ever, and your teachers remain for ever

the same, and your scholars do not be
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come anything else. . Therefore it is

good, that some individual should step

forth as a model for the improvement

of the realities of life. True, in the

beginning they rate him as a crazy

man, and abuse and mock him ; but

gradually the eyes of his contempo

raries are accustomed to the strange

appearance. Bye and bye, it is said:
“but the man is not so far out of the

way.” And at last, the boldest begin

shyly to follow after him in particular

things. Ah! Norbert, whoever can

bring back humanity, or a small part

of humanity, one single step toward

nature, has done as much as the fleet

ness of life permits. And so, dear

friend, let me admonish you, that many

are accustomed to decry one who does

right, because he has, and they have

not, the courage to do right. Because

I eat and drink, without luxury, ban

ishing all foreign mixtures; because I

dress myself in a way at once comfort

able and pleasing to the eye; because

I suffer the manly beard to regain its

honor; because I withstand the privi

leges and prejudices of my class, and

would pass for no more than I am

worth; because I believe that I have

not stained myself by marriage with a

maiden of lower and unhonorable de

scent; because I will not establish my

honor by a duel, or bear about the in

signia of real or feigned services, as a

show upon my breast; because I make

my slaves my free companions and

friends; because I forswear deceit, and

assert the truth without fear; therefore

am I treated in the NINETEENTH CEN

TURY as a Fool. Here, Norbert, thou

hast my answer to thy question.

Now let us cease this parley.”

He broke off; I embraced the noble

but strange man, and laughingly said,

‘We have had an old-fashioned talk—'

but the sharp makes notches.”

After some days I left him ; the re

membrance of Flyeln came to belong

to the most agreeable of my life. Nor

will I conceal, that if the whole world

should fall into the phrenzy of my

Olivier, I should be the first among the

frantic. We have since then resumed

our correspondence, and I have vowed,

from time to time, to go on a pilgrim

age to happy Flyeln.

AUTHOR-BOOKSELLERS.

AN oMITTED CHAPTER OF D'ISRAELI.

BY ONE OF THE CRAFT.

IT is not a little remarkable that the

great literary chronicler, D'Israeli, in

his numerous anecdotical records of

authorcraft, should have been so silent

respecting that peculiar class referred

to by the title of the present Article.

However much it may be regretted

that a subject so interesting has not

been treated by such a pen, still it is

undoubtedly deserving of investigation.

It has not unfrequently been alleged

against Booksellers as a class, that they

have ever been characterized no less

by their deficiency of critical acumen,

than by their mercenary spirit, and

want of sympathy with literary men

and literary pursuits. But this charge,

however widely it may have obtained,

partakes more of the character of as

persion than of truth; and moved by

an honest zeal for rescuing the reputa

tionof the Craft from such reproach,we

subjoin the result of our investigations

on the subject, which it is hoped may

furnish a chapter in the general history

of literature, not altogether uninterest

ing to the reader. If to the Author

be assigned the more arduous process

of mental incubation, it must be ad

mitted that the Publisher has at least

a somewhat onerous task to perform

in ushering forth the new creation into

tangible and visible existence. Both,

then, enact their part conjointly in the

literary arena, and each prefers his

respective claims to notice and appro
bation.

Booksellers being, in a certain sense,

the public purveyors of literature, it

would be perfectly natural to expect

to find among them the indications of

a literary taste. An affinity in this re

spect would become the almost neces.

sary consequence of their constant
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commerce with books, even if in many

cases some instinctive partiality for

books may not have been their uncon

scious incentive to such pursuits.

A living evidence of the truth of our

assertion may be cited in the instance

of one Hughes, a patten-maker of St.

Martin's-le-Grand, London. This sin

gular individual, after quietly follow

ing for several years the worthy pur

suit which contemplates as its object

the elevation of the female understand

ing, as well as the conservation of the

health of the fair sex, from his seden

tary and retired avocations at length

imbibed a love of literary and scientific

pursuits, and the result has proved him

to haveº become eminently

proficient in several of the departments

of literature, and particularly in mathe

matics. His establishment used to

present a curious combination of pat

tens and books; and although in later

times he has become more absorbed in

these abstruse matters, yet he may be

seen, nevertheless, laboriously occupied

in the manipulation of those favorite

objects of his first love, with all the

energy and ardor of an undivided heart;

while at the same moment, perchance,

he is mentally solving aºl.
of Euclid. e cannot say on which

side his patronage predominates, his

books or |. pattens; but it is certain

that he has proved himself, at any rate,

a bookseller con amore.

The remark, we believe, of Lacking

ton on this point, though without

much pretension to elegance, is cer

tainly true. He says, “among all the

schools where a knowledge of mankind

is to be acquired, I know of none equal

to that of a bookseller's shop, where,

if he have any taste for literature, he

may be said to feed his mind, as cooks'

and butchers' wives get fat by the

smell of meat.”

Numerous instances attest that a

natural and intimate connexion subsists

between printing and knowledge, and

that printers have themselves contri

buted by their acknowledged abilities

to adorn the literary annals of their

age; rising from the servile labors of

the press to the most eminent distinc

tion, and diffusing, by these means, the

light of science even in the darkest

times of superstition and ignorance.

Bayle speaks of one who actuall

composed and printed a work simul

taneously, setting up the types by his

hands as fast as his brain indited his

sentences, without the intervention of

manuscript corrections. Sir William

Blackstone, the eminent jurist and

commentator on English law, was ori

ginally a printer; as well as many

others scarcely less distinguished in

the world of letters, whom it does not

ſall within the scope of our present de

sign to enumerate.

As it is our purpose, primarily, to

regard the development of character

among the bibliographic fraternity,

simply as we find it, we shall have

mainly to do with recorded facts, re

serving to the close of our desulto

sketches whatever may suggest itse

on the subject, of a more discursive

character.

Perhaps the most curious instance

that ever occurred of an author-pub

lisher, if we may venture so to style

him, was that of an individual well

known some years since in the streets

of London, who was no less remark

able for the novel method he adopted

for displaying his productions before

the world, even without the aid of the

press, than as presenting the singular

anomaly of writer and publisher com

bined, giving to the public his labors

anonymously. How , often have we

seen him in our boyish peregrinations,

and lingered to gaze on his ingenious

º so profusely spread out

efore us. The “mammoth sheets” of

our own day, stupendous as they are,

shrink into a paltry insignificance as

we trace out in mental vision the broad

superficies of the former. Nor was

the literary department the only ſea
ture that exhibited the skill of this lu

minous writer; he united within himself

the combined abilities of the artist also,

equally excelling in design, engraving,

and chirography. A black's head,.

a ring through his nose, and a group of

fish, were portrayed upon the pave

ment with inimitable fidelity. This

singular genius, who used to establish

his location wherever the pavement

was remarkably smooth and even, was

a cripple, and it was amusing to ob

serve if among the admiring crowd

any inquisitive little urchin happened

to encroach too closely on his pre

scribed limits, the implement which

supplied to him the lack of limbs, was

made the summary instrument to visit

upon the shins of the offender the pe

nalty of his trespass. His writing was
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exceedingly well executed, and his

oetic lucubrations were generally no

}. admirably pointed;—we regret that

our recollection at the present moment

supplies us with no more than the fol

lowing specimen:

* Let no rude footsteps on this pavement

tread,

For know these very flags to me are

bread l—

Oh, spare a penny, or indeed 'tis plain,

The very stones themselves cry out in

vain l’”

This hapless votary of the muse has

passed away; and though unchronicled

in any “Curiosities of Literature,” we

trust we have said enough to rescue

his memory—non omnis moriar!—from

utter annihilation.

Craving indulgence for the digres

sion into which the recurrence of an

early association has beguiled us, we

retrace our steps while we solicit the

reader to accompany us adown the

stream of time a few centuries back.

In the olden time, prior to the era of

printing, the MSS. of authors were

obliged to be subjected to the ordeal of

critical censorship, previous to their

being allowed public perusal; their

works being required to be read over

before the Universities for three suc

cessive days, or by appointed judges;

when, if approved, copies were allow

ed to be executed by the monks,

scribes, and illuminators.

Even in the classic days of Greece

and Rome, we find a trade carried on

in books; those works most in demand

being multiplied by the scribes and co

yists. An exclusive traffic in the

Fº of those days seems to have been

carried on along the shores of the Me

diterranean, and the Greek Colonies of

the Euxine.

During the middle ages the booksel

lers were styled Stationarii at the

Universities of Paris and Bologna ;

they used to sell and loan MSS. This

was the commencement of the book

selling business. A species of literary

censorship, it appears, was first esta

blished at Paris in 1342, when a li

cense from the University was requi

site previously to engaging in such

business. The booksellers were, in

fact, regularly matriculated by entr

on its roll, and considered as its.

cers; the prices of all books were also

fixed according to the tariff of four

sworn booksellers, by the institution; a

fine wasimposed for selling an imperfect

copy of a work, and a catalogue, with

the prices annexed, was further re

quired to be always kept in the shops.

This censorship was afterwards invest.

ed in the person of Berthold, Archbi

shop of Mentz, in 1486, and again re.

newed with greater vigor, with respect

to books, by the Council of Trent in

1546, being subsequently enforced by

the popes down to 1563, by whom se.

!. Indices Librorum Prohibitorum,

were issued. In France the censorship

was vested in the Chancellor; in Eng

land it was exercised by the well

known Star-Chamber; and, after the

abolition of that Court, by Parliament

itself. It was abolished in England

about 1694, although it still continues

in force, we believe, in several of the

Continental States.

The first bookseller, so called, on

record was Faustus. He is said to

have carried his books for sale to the

monasteries in France and elsewhere;

and the first bookseller who purchased

MSS. for publication, without possess

ing a press of his own, was John Otto,

of Nuremberg, (1516).

In 1472 Anthony Koburger was a

person eminent for his learning as well

as for his elegance and correctness in

printing. He was styled the prince of

printers, and was likewise a very ex

tensive bookseller. Besides a spacious

printing house at Lyons, he had agents

in every considerable city in Christen

dom, and kept sixteen open shops,

with a vast number of warehouses.

He printed thirteen editions of the Bi

ble in folio, which are esteemed as ex

tremely beautiful specimens of the art;

but his chef-d'aºuvre was the German

Bible, printed in 1483, folio, the most

splendid of all the ancient German

Bibles, being embellished with many

curious wood cuts, &c.

Were we to commence our sketch

with the illustrious name of Caxton,

who died at the age of 81, in 1491,

and who, in addition to having had the

honor of introducing into England the

“divine art,” we should not need a

more eminent instance of the success.

ful cultivation of letters, combined

with mechanical pursuits. Amidst

the onerous charge of an extensive

printing-office in one of the chapelries

of Westminster Abbey, containing

twenty-four presses, with about a hun
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dred workmen, this indefatigable man

actually gave to the world no fewer

than five thousand closely printed folio

pages from his own pen, consisting

chiefly of translations from the French,

or the stock of his own vernacular lite

rature. Several of his works have

subsequently passed through successive

editions, and one or two have even

reached our own day. His just esti

mate of Chaucer, which he first print

ed, evinces his uncommon critical acu

men. On more accounts than one,

therefore, may Caxton be fitly styled

the father of the English press. The

well known names of Pynson, who died

1529, Wynkin de Worde, 1534, and R.

Wyer, 1542, although justly celebrat

ed for the improvements they effected

in the typographic art, the former hav

ing first constructed and introduced into

use the Roman letter, scarcely claim a

further notice. Among the productions

of the latter we find a curious satire

upon the gentler sex, with the follow

ing title, “Here begynneth a lyttle

boke, named the scole hourse, wherein

erery man may rede a goodly prayer ſ
the cond ycyons of women;” in whic

the following rather severe lines

occur :—

Trewly some men there be

That lyue alwayes in great horroure,

And say it goth by destenye;

To hang or wed, both hath one houre,

And whether it be, I am well sure,

Hangynge is better of the twayne,

Sooner done, and shorter payne.

We should doubtless weary the pa

tience of the reader were we to at

tempt a detailed enumeration of all

the worthy names of those who have

sustained the two-fold character de

scribed by our title; but as authors

during the first two centuries from the

discovery of the art of printing were

generally obliged to become printers of

their own works, we shall necessarily

have to content ourselves with merely

a passing allusion to the more conspi

cuous of the class. -

About the year 1547 we find honor

able mention made of the name of Ro

bert Copland, formerly engaged in

Caxton's office; he was a stationer,

rinter, author, and translator. The

!". in Fleet-street, was his

well-known residence. Anthony Sco

loker was another, who translated se

veral works which he printed, one of

which, affording no unequivocal proof,

however, of his prophetic skill, was in

tituled, “A Juste Reckenlynge, or Ac

compte of the Whole Number of the

Yeares, from the Begynnynge of the

World unto the Present Yeare of

1547; a Certayne and Sure Declaracion

that the Worlde is at an Ende.” We

commend it to the notice of the Miller

ites of our own day. Robert Stephens,

the renowned Parisian printer and

scholar, was a contemporary of these ;

his transcendant erudition in classical

studies, no less than as a critic and

etymologist, is sufficiently evinced by

his great work, “Dictionarium seu

Latinae Lingua Thesauras.” De Thou,

the historian, passed the following me

rited eulogium upon this distinguished

scholar, “Not only France, but the

whole Christian world, owes more to

him than to the greatest warrior that

ever extended the possessions of his

country; and greater glory has re

dounded to Francis I. by the indust

alone of Robert Stephens than from all

the illustrious, warlike, and pacific

undertakings in which he was engaged.

His son and successor was also of great

classical attainments, and wrote many

learned works.” We next come in the

order of date to the name of John Day,

the equally prolific printer and parent,

—having introduced into the world

two hundred and forty-five books, and

twenty-seven children | He lived in

the neighborhood of Holborn Con

duit.*

* A singular instance of infatuated loyalty on the one part, and unfeeling cruelty

on the other, is related as having occurred about this time (1579), which we shall be

excused for here introducing. Shortly after the incognito visit to England ofthe Duke

of Anjou, a tract, considered seditious, appeared under the title of “The Discovery of

the gaping Gulph, wherein England is like to be swallowed by a French Marriage, if the

Lorde forbid not the Bands, by letting her Majestye (Queen Elizabeth,) see the Sin and

Punishment thereof.” &c. The author of which, John Stubbes, together with his

publisher, William Page, and Hugh Singleton, the printer, were each apprehended,

tried, and sentenced to have their right hands cut off by a butcher's knife and mallet:

WOL. XI.-NO. LII.
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Although, we believe, not ostensibly

an author, yet so eminent a printer

was Christopher Plantin, of Antwerp,

who lived in the latter part of the six

teenth century, that we cannot refrain

from alluding briefly to him in this

place. “I am well aware,” says his

biographer, “that many illustrious

men have flourished as printers, such

as the Alduses of Italy, the Frobens

from Germany, and the Stephenses

from France; but these were all

eclipsed in the single name of Plantin:

if these,” he continues, “were the stars

of their own hemispheres, he was the

Sun, not of Antwerp merely, nor Bel

gium, but the world !” His offices at

Antwerp, Germany, and France seem

to have been established upon the most

magnificent scale, and like one of his

great predecessors, Stephens, he in

dulged himself in the luxury of silver

types. At one time he is reported to

have paid to his proof-readers and com

positors no less than one hundred

golden crowns per diem, no equivocal

evidence of the extent of his operations.

He also retained, not only in his friend

ship but in his employ, a host of the

literary men of his day, among the

number the renowned De Thou. His

chef-d'oeuvre, and which has been

styled the eighth wonder of the world,

was his Biblia Polyglotta, in eight

folio volumes, a copy of which is still

in existence, and produced at its last

sale the enormous sum of one thousand

pounds!

Then we have the no less illustrious

names of Francis Raphelengius, the

celebrated scholar, and printer to the

University of Leyden, and Louis Elze

vir, of the same place (temp. 1595–

1616), the founder of the most learned

family of printers that ever adorned the

republic of letters; who is said to have

been the first who observed the distinc

tion between the use of the consonant v,

and the vowel u (which had been re

commended by Ramus and other writ

ers long before, but never regarded), as

also the vowel i from the consonant j.

Aldus Manutius, with whom termi

nated a family of printers scarcely less

distinguished in the literary history of

their times, extending to upwards of a

century, was grandson to the celebrated

Aldus; his extraordinary precocity was

displayed by the successful publication

of a production from his own pen in

his eleventh year; and his great work,

De Veterum Notarum, Eaplanatione,

has not only immortalized his name, but

has been long since acknowledged as

a standard for reference by the learned.

In the reign of the second Charles we

find the name of John Ogilby, geogra

phical printer to the Court, and noted

as having written some books, includ

ing a pompous account of the corona

tion of that monarch, which he was

appointed to conduct, in 1661. He also

published a magnificent Bible, with

illustrations; for which he was remu

nerated by the British Parliament.

Toward the close of the seventeenth

century, Palliot, the historiographer,

printer, and bookseller to the King of

France,wasalso highly distinguishedas

a genealogist; as a proof of his untir

ing perseverance and industry, it is re

corded that he left at his decease thir

teen volumes of MSS., in addition to

the five folios which he had already

º: the plates of which were

ikewise executed by his own hands.

Contemporary with him, lived Roths.

choltz, the bookseller, of Nuremberg,

whose name is distinguished in the

world of letters by his great work, in

two volumes quarto, intituled “A

Short Essay towards an Ancient and

Modern History of Booksellers;” and

also the renowned Swedish bookseller,

Olaus Rudbeck, the author of “Atlan

tica,” &c.

the last, however, was reprieved. On being brought to the scaffold, the former, after

delivering himself in a dolorous address to the people, suffered the painful execution

of his sentence, immediately after which, waiving his hat with his left hand, he

exclaimed, “God save the Queen,” when he fell down and swooned. Page next

ascended the scaffold, and also spoke to the crowd, entreating their commiseration

and pity, and laying his hand upon the block, besought the executioner to perform

his office as quickly as possible, who at two blows severed his hand from his arm;

whereat, liſting up the stump, he cried out, “I have left there a true Englishman's

hand!” and so went forth from the disgraceful spot stoutly, and with great courage.

He was the man for us! This abomination was perpetrated, be it remembered, in
the “glorious days of good Queen Bess!” -

**m-.
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º

Dunton, who lived 1659–1733, was an

eccentric bookseller and author; his

judgment wasnot greatly at fault at any

rate, for it is said, that out of the six

hundred works which he published, he

had occasion to repent of his measures

only in seven instances. He wrote

at nineteen, and printed many produc

tions of his own pen, among others,

his “Life and Errors, Including Notices

of One Thousand Literary Characters

of Eminence, &c.” Chiswell, styled

for pre-eminence the metropolitan

bookseller of England, and whose

shrewdness and wit stood the test so

admirably, that he is reported never to

have issued a bad book, was also at

about the same period an author of

some consideration. Contemporary with

him, we find the name of the learned

linguist and bibliopolist Samuel Smith,

the appointed bookseller to the Royal

Society; and Thomas Guy, the found

er of “Guy's Hospital,” whose mu

nificence and philanthropy have im

mortalised his name and often invoked

the blessing of suffering humanity,

was originally, it will be remembered,

a bookseller.

John Bagford, an industrious anti

quarian bookseller who lived to the

early part of the seventeenth century,

was |. author of the “Collectanea,”

bearing his name, contained in the Har

leian MSS. of the British Museum.

Then again, there is our own illustri

ous, Franklin, the Bacon of the new

world,—a tria juncta in uno, printer,

author, and one of the great fathers of

modern science; and who has been

thus technically described by one of the

fraternity, “the “ of his profession, the

type of honesty, the of all, and al

though the ICſ of death has put a .

to his existence, every of his life is

without a ||.”* But we are passing by

a host of worthy bibliopoles, whose

names at least, if not their works, de

serve a passing notice; such as Lintot,

Pope's publisher as well as his own,

who was also a member of the Mid

dle Temple; the famous Tonson, a no

inconsiderable editor; not to speak of

Miller, Evans, Griesson, Benj. Motte,

&c. And again, such as Ruddiman,

a man of profound attainments as a

grammarian and critic; or Richardson,

the celebrated author of “Sir Charles

Grandison " and other popular works,

which have procured for him the title

of the English Rousseau;-and Alexan

der Cruden, the renowned compiler of

the “Concordance to the Sacred Scrip

tures,” whose stupendous labors turned

him mad. A curious anecdote is re

lated of him; one evening having pre

pared an excellent supper for some

friends, whom he had invited to par

take of a favorite dish of roast turkey,

no sooner had Mr. Cruden arrived and

made his appearance in the room,

heated with walking, than before the

covers could be removed, while his

guests were eagerly anticipating their

pleasurable repast, up walked the dis

tinguished host, and advancing to the

smoking joint in question, sans

ceremonie pushed back his wig, and

with both hands plunged in the gravy,

began to wash his head and face over

the bird, to the horror and dismay of

the astonished group !

John Buckley, who lived to about

1746, was a learned linguist; and Pat

erson his contemporary, was also author

of many works as well as the publish

er of many more; he was indeed one

of the most prominent bibliopolists of

his age.

About the same date, we meet with

the name of Ephraim Chambers, ori

ginally apprenticed to a bookseller, Mr.

Senex, himself also an F.R.S., the au

thor of the “Cyclopædia " bearing his

name, ºriginalſ, called “Lericon

Technicum,” and which was subse

* An anecdote characteristic of the improvidence of printers, is related by Frank

lin, which we give for warning rather than for example. One of his workmen, al

though of great skill in his profession, never would make his appearance at the office

till the middle of the week. “Francis,” said Franklin one day to him, “surely you

do not think of the future ? If you worked more diligently, you might lay up some

thirig against old age.” The workman replied, “I have made my calculation. I

have an uncle, a druggist in Cheapside, who has just set up in business with the reso

lution to work twenty years, till he has saved £4000, after which he intends to live

like a gentleman; he thinks to make himself a wholesale gentleman; I will be one

by retail. I had rather be so, and do nothing for half the week during twenty years,

than be so for the whole week twenty years hence.”
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quently made the basis of Dr. Rees’

voluminous work, which extended to

forty volumes, quarto. This celebrat

ed work was styled “the pride of

booksellers, and the honor of the Eng

lish nation.” He is represented as a

man equally indefatigable, perspica

cious, and observant. He was a qua

ker, a member of Gray's Inn, and at

his demise, which occurred at Canon

bury House, Islington, one of the resi

dences of “good Queen Bess,” he was

interred in the cloisters of Westmin

ster Abbey.

A remarkable story is related of one

John Barber, (whose father also re

joiced in the profession of that name),

who verified that

“Honor and shame from no condition
-

>>

rise,

by not only attaining to the distinction

of Lord Mayor of London, but also by

his long intimacy with Swift, Pope,

and Bolingbroke, to , whom he be

queathed at his death jointly the sum

of £600. On one occasion, his dex

terity in his profession was severely

brought to the test; being threatened

with a prosecution by the House of

Lords, for an offensive paragraph in a

pamphlet which he had printed, and

being warned of his danger by LordBo

lingbroke, he called in all the copies

from the booksellers, cancelled the leaf

which contained the obnoxious pas

sage, and immediately inserted an

amendment, so that when the pamphlet

was produced before the House of

Lords, and the supposed passage was

referred to, it was found unexceptiona

ble.

In later times we have a record of

names no less luminous, such as Wil

liam Hutton of Birmingham, who has

been not inaptly styled the English

Franklin, who from the very depths of

obscurity and squalid poverty, neglect

and abandonment, fought his way sin

gle-handed to wealth and literary em

inence. His“History of Birmingham ”

was followed by other productions, in

cluding his interesting auto-biography.

His literary labors were concluded in

1811, by a “Trip to Coatham,” a water

ing-place in Yorkshire, written in his

eighty-sixth year, in which he thus

takes leave of his readers: “As it

is perhaps the last time I shall appear

before the world as an author, I may

be allowed the liberty of exhibiting

my performances in that character.

I took up my pen, and that with fear

and trembling, at the advanced age of

fifty-six, a period when most would lay

it down. I drove the quill thirty years,

during which time I wrote and pub

lished fourteen books.”

We might also dwell upon Rushton

of Liverpool, M'Creery, Debrett, Allan

Ramsay the celebrated poet, Luke

Hansard, Bulmer, Boydell, Griffiths,

Harrison, and many others we must

not stay to enumerate. John Worrall

of Bell Yard, who died 1771, was a

well known author-bookseller, as well

as the eccentric Andrew Brice of Exe

ter, and Sir James Hodges, who lived

at the Sign of the Looking-Glass, 00

London Bridge. The names should not

be omitted of Faulkner, Gent, Goad

by, and also Smellie, the first edition of

whose work on philosophy yielded him

1000 guineas, and a greater amount of

fame. Thomas Osborne, of Gray’s Inn,

was also a very eminent bookseller,

although, if we are to decide with Dr.

Dibdin, not eminent in philological at

tainments. Boswell relates an amus

ing circumstance connected with the

º career of this worthy bib

iopole, who, it is said, was inclined to

assume an authoritative air in his

business intercourse. One day Dr.

Johnson happening to encounter a sim

ilar exhibition of temper, the Dr.

became so exasperated, that he actually

knocked Osbornedown in his shop with

a folio, and put his foot upon his neck;

and when remonstrated with on such

summary proceeding, he coolly replied,

“Sir, he was impertinent to me, and I

beat him.”

Paternoster Row, the present great

literary emporium of the world, did not

assume any consequence till the

reign of Queen Anne, when the book.

sellers began to forsake the former

principal mart, Little Britain; and

which may be said to have become the

resort of all the bibliopoles about the

time of the renowned John Day,

terminating with the equally celebrated

Ballard, (themselves both author

booksellers); during which period,

those of our category appear to have

been singularly conspicuous. In ear.

lier times Paternoster Row seems to

have been more noted for mercers,

lacemen and haberdashers and a news.

paper periodical of 1707, adds to the
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list, “the sempstresses of Paternoster

Row.” We find, however, the record

of a solitary member of the craft, one

Denham, who lived then at the sign of

the Star, as early as 1564, and whose

significant motto ran as follows:

“Os hominisublime dedit.”

There dwelt also turners of beads,

and they were called Paternoster mak

ers, from which, of course, this noted

lace originally derived its name. It

is also worthy of notice, that the parish

of St. Bride has been, from the days

of Pynson, in 1500, down to the days of

Strahan, and even to the present time,

the location of the “King's Printer;”

while the number of those carrying on

the profession in this vicinity are sin

gularly numerous, and far beyond the

average of any other parish in Eng

land, or perhaps the world; the site

seems to have become, from its first

introduction, the Alma Mater of the

rinters. Alex. Hogg, called the king of

uffers, the Colburn of his day, was

moreover reputed a man of considera

ble learning. He published numerous

standard works in the serial form, and

was the first to introduce that conve

nient, and, for the spread of literature,

important mode of publication. He

seems to have exhausted the vocabu

, laries of superlatives, to express the

:

*

beauty, elegance, and magnificence of

his editions. He also was reputed to

possess singular tact in revivifying a

dull book by re-christening it, and

otherwise metamorphosing its contents

when its sale, under its original condi

tion, had ceased.

On this side the Atlantic we might

mention with no slight honor, the name

of John Foster, who, in 1676, published

the first book ever printed in New

England—a man of great literary at

tainments, a graduate at Harvard Uni

versity, and, it is believed, himself an

author. William Bradford, in 1693,

the first printer and publisher in Phila

delphia and New York, was also trans

lator of several works. At a later date

we have good old Matthew Carey, and

his son and successor Henry Carey,

both of whom have recorded their

names in the literary annals of their

country, not toomit the livingillustrious

name of an author-bookseller, Peter

Parley, (Goodrich), whose works

*

are alike appreciated in both hemi

spheres.

Again, to return to England, we find

still remaining a rich galaxy of names

yet untold, the simple enunciation of

which is all we can venture to attempt,

such as the following:—Davies, Baker,

King, Pole of Exeter, Denton of

Yorkshire, Johnson, Towers, Bing

ley, Woodfall, Graham, and Morse

the learned mathematician, as well

as another of the fraternity who

rejoiced in the patronymic since

made so glorious, of Andrew Jack

son, who indulged his propensity

for reading and writing, too, amidst the

dust and cobwebs of a dingy shop in

Clare Court, every corner of which

was choked up with piles of learned

lumber.

We regret that we are unable to re

fer to many names of this date, justly

distinguished, if not for their author

ship, at least for their general intelli

gence and prominence in business; we

cannot, however, omit to notice the

amusing and very laconic item of epis

tolary correspondence, which passed

between Johnson and Andrew Millar,

his patron and publisher. It appears

that the laborious lexicographer hav

ing wearied the expectation of the trade

for his long promised work, and no less

the patience of his publisher, who had

already advanced him, in various sums,

the amount of £1500, was induced, on

receipt of the concluding sheet of his

Dictionary, to send to the doctor the

following:–“A. Millar sends his com

pliments to Mr. Samuel Johnson, with

money for the last sheet of copy of

Dictionary, and thanks God he has

done with him.” To which our au

thor replied, “Samuel Johnson returns

compliments to Mr. Andrew Millar,

and is very glad to find, (as he does

by his note), that Mr. A. M. has the

grace to thank God for anything.”

Even James Montgomery deserves

to be classed among our number, for

he gave to the world the maiden ef

forts ofhis muse through the medium of

the newspaper which he himself print

ed and published—the “Sheffield

Iris.”

The French and Germans, who are

generally admitted to excel in the

cultivation of this department of learn

ing, boast many distinguished names

among the profession. The author of

the “Death of Abel,” Gesner, was a

bookseller at Zurich, and studied the

arts of painting and engraving. He
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received many distinguished tokens of

esteem; among others a gold medal

from Catherine of Russia. Francis de

Bure, a bookseller at Paris, wrote,

among others, a work of great research

and skill, “A Treatise on scarce and

curious books,” in seven large volumes.

The originator of the great work,

“Encyclopédie Méthodique,” which has

º to 150 volumes, was M.

Panckoucke, also a Parisian bookseller.

Peter Vander, of Leyden, who died

1730, was another eminent instance of

an author-bookseller, as his singular

work, “Galerie du Monde,” in 66

folios, sufficiently attests: and Lascaile,

of Holland, was no less celebrated as

poet and publisher, having been ho

nored with the poetic crown by the

Emperor Leopold; and even his daugh

ter so largely inherited her father's ge

nius, that she was styled the Dutch

Sappho, or tenth muse.

Both Horace Walpole and Queen

Charlotte may be said to have been pri

vate printers—that is to say, the former

established a press at Strawberry Hill,

at which many curious works were

printed; and at Frogmore there was

another, at which an edition, consisting

only of five copies, was struck off, of an

histotorical and chronological work,

which the queen had translated for the

use of her daughters. Honorable men

tion also should be made, for its class, of

a name which has never, perhaps, been

eclipsed in the annals ..]"books. We

refer to that of Nicholls, whose Litera

ry Anecdotes, as well as his numerous

other works, will link his memory to

many a distant year, and whose other

wise immense industry and labors, as

printer, compiler, and publisher, would

scarce require the aid of “Sylvanus

Urban” to immortalize his name. The

mantle of the sire has also descended

upon the son—John B. Nicholls, his

successor, who has published several

historical works, and among others, an

“Account of the Guild Hall, Lon

don,” historical notices of “Font

hill Abbey,” &c. Among the more re

cently deceased we mayallude toWm.

Sotheby, the celebrated book-auc

tioneer ofLondon,whose establishment,

originally founded by Barker, (his

great uncle), in 1744, was the first of

the kind that ever existed in London.

He was a man of extensive learning

and literary acquirements, and had

been many years occupied in collecting

materials for an elaborate work on the

“Early History of Printing,” about

150 plates for which, comprising early

specimens ofthe art, have been already

executed, but the completion of which

is for a time intercepted. He is also

favorably known to the literary, world

by his interesting work, in folio, on

the “Handwriting of Melancthon and

Luther.” Davy of Devonshire, ano
ther author-bookseller of eminence,

was distinguished by many high enco:
miums for his attainments in biblical

literature, and will be long remem.

bered by his voluminous “System of
Divinity in a series of Sermons,” com:

prising 26 vols., 8vo. John Gough, of

Dublin, bookseller, was also author of

“A Tour in Ireland,” “History of

Quakers,” and other works of note.

William Harrod was a worthy but ec

centric bookseller, whose pen produced

several topographical works. Samuel

Rosseau, who, when an apprentice to

Nicholls, used to collect old epitaphs,

&c., it is said actually taught himself

in the intervals of business, Latin,

Greek, Hebrew, Syriac, Persian, Ara

bic, as well as two or three othermo

dern languages; besides having edited

in after life several useful and popular

works on elementary education. To

name Robert Dodsley, would prove

almost his sufficient eulogy: his valu

able series of “Annual Registers,”

collected edition of“Old Plays,” twelve

vols., and other literary performances,

form alone an enduring monument to

his memory. George Nicolson, of

Worcester, is another member of the

profession of bookselling, who has add

ed to the stores of literature ; and

the names of Archibald Constable, of

Edinburgh, whose amenity of manners,

and great bibliographical knowledge,

independently of his having been the

originator of the Edinburgh Review,

sufficiently entitle him to be noticed

among the class. Ballantyne, the pub

lisher and confidant of Sir Walter

Scott, who was the sprightly author of

the “Widow’s Lodgings,” and other

works in the department of elegant

literature, in addition to his vast

fund of ludicrous anecdote, is equal.

ly entitled to such distinction; as

well as William Blackwood, for seven

teen years the editor of the inimitable

periodical that still retains his name.

But our recitals are growing weari.

some, and yet we have done but very
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imperfect justice to the subject. There

is one other name, we must be allowed

to introduce—that of James Lacking

ton, the well known London book

seller, who may be said to have esta

blished his claim to our notice from the

publication of his “Auto-biography.”

From the humbled shades of obscurity,

he was indebted to thriftiness and parsi

… mony, no less than the accidents of ad

" ventitious fortune, for his ultimate dis

tinction. Although we may not as

sign to his character any evidences of

literary eminence, his career was at

* least marked by singular eccentricity;

º
his spacious establishment in Finsbury

Square, around which, it was his

boast, that he actually drove a coach

and four, contained an immense collec

tion of books. Among his many expe

dients to excite notoriety, was the pub

lication of an advertisement, stating

* that his coach-house in Old-street had

*

been robbed of 10,000 volumes, con

sisting chiefly of Dr. Watts’ “Psalms

and Hymns,” a manoeuvre that an

swered the two-fold purpose of letting

the world know that he kept a coach,

and that even so large a quantity of

books could not be missed from his

collection. He also had the vanity to

hoist a flag at the top of his house as

a signal, whenever he arrived from his

country seat at Merton. His vanity

was certainly very amusing, and excus

able when we consider the disadvan

tages of his humble origin. At ten

years old he commenced crying half

penny apple pies in the streets, so that,

as he himself intimates, he soon began

to make a noise in the world. His suc

cess in this his first essay, induced

speedily the exchange of tarts for

books; thus he commenced his busi

ness as a bookseller, which one year

yielded him a profit of £5000. , Here

we might mention the name of John

* Trusler, who was distinguished as

*

L.L.D.—a doctor, parson, bookseller,

and author; having fabricated many

useful books, and amongst others, an

“Essay on the Rights of Literary

Property”—a subject, even at the pre

sent day, we regret to find, so very im

* perfectly understood among the mass

of those to whose enjoyments it is

made to yield so large a contribution.

* Also, one Wm. Davis, who in 1817

compiled and published several amus

ºis, ºf Bib
ing bibliographic works, one entitled,

lº and Literary

Anecdote and Memoranda,” &c., and

another, “A Life of Garrick,” which

went through several editions. Rich

ard Beatniſſe, bookseller, of Norwich,

wrote a “ Tour through Norfolk” and

other works. J. Parkhurst, of Twirton,

was of distinguished reputation, and

occupied many years in preparing a

Talmudic Lexicon | Upham, of Exe

ter, also translated several books of the

Buddhists and on Mohammedanism.

Dr. William Russell, who died at the

close of the last century, the well

known author of the “History of Mo

dern Europe,” was originally appren

ticed to a bookseller, in a few years af.

ter which he was engaged as a cor

rector of the press, and subsequently

was enabled to devote himself to au

thorship. His first essay was a series

of “Sentimental Tales,” “Fables,”

&c. His historical works were the

product of his maturer years. Whis

ton, the celebrated translator of “Jo

sephus,” was also in his early days a

bookseller. The same might be re

marked of the renowned naturalist,

Smellie, equally celebrated as having

produced the best edition of Terence,

which has been reputed as immacu

late in its text. He was, moreover,

the antagonist of Hume, the refuta

tion of whose atheistical opinions be

came the theme of his pen. Again,

about this time, we might allude to one

Walwyn as a bard-bookseller of emi

nence, “a worthy associate of Dry

den;” also, Thomas Watton, who

kept a shop near St. Dunstan's many

years, and published and compiled se

veral excellent works—among them

the earliest history we possess of Ba

ronets, occupying 5 vols. 8vo. Then,

there is that extraordinary writer,

Godwin, whose “Caleb Williams”

alone is sufficient to preserve his name

from oblivion; he was for a considera

ble time a bookseller in Skinner street,

and ushered many books of value into

tangible existence. Dr. Olinthus Gre

gory also was once a bookseller at

Cambridge, and a teacher of mathema

tics at the same time.

John Lander, who, with his brother

Richard, discovered the source of the

Niger, was originally a bookseller.

Devoting his leisure to literary pur

suits, and his mind being inspired with

a love of enterprise, he not only ren

dered important services to physical

science, by the discovery of a problem
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which had long baffled the literati of

Europe, and which has placed hisname

among the proudest in the annals of

science, but bequeathed to the world

one of the most delightful and interest

ing narratives of travel in the English

language. Two more names, and we

complete our posthumous notices,<

first, that of Sir Richard Phillips, of

whose elementary writings, which we

need not stay to specify, it is enough

commendation toremark that they were

sufficiently productive to become the

adequate support of his declining years;

and ofwhose character it is sufficient to

mention that he was not only the first

publisher to introduce a reduction in

the price of books, but the originator

of a fund for oppressed debtors—two

things that go to his glory; the other

name we would allude to is that of

John Booth, of Duke-street, London,

who died about two years since. His

profound knowledge of books, critical,

not titulary, rendered him eminently

distinguished, and his collection was

exceedingly rare and extensive. His

literary capabilities were so far re

spected by Malone, the commentator

of Shakspeare, that he consigned to

him the onerous task of editing and

arranging the annotations and remarks

for his edition of that great poet. He

also edited and compiled several docu

ments for his “ Account of the Battle

of Waterloo,” two volumes quarto,

which went through the unprecedented

number of nine editions in less than

two years.

We now approach our living con

temporaries, and it is satisfactory to ob

serve that the race of author-booksel

lers, far from being extinct, is no less

flourishing at the present day than

it has been at any former period :

while the numbers are not a few who

are emulous of the classic honors of

their sires, and whose genius and la

bors will supply a worthy sequel to

the past, and add a new lustre to the

bibliographic history of the nineteenth

century. We will commence with

noticing the son of the senior member

of one of the most distinguished book

selling houses in the British metropolis,

—we refer to the Longmans. William

Longman, although young in years,

bids fair to become a distinguished

proficient in the science of entomology,

a subject that has already successfully

engaged his pen. Mr. Rees, of the

same firm, is also a gentleman of great

literary attainments—the grace of the

establishment. William Wood, F.R.S.,

the natural history bookseller, is un

doubtedly deserving a place among the

leading writers of the day on that

branch of knowledge, which his es

teemed work, “Zoography, or the

Beauties of Nature Displayed,” three

large volumes, sufficiently attests. He

is, however, author of some four or five

other important works, as well as

editor of the beautiful edition, greatly

enlarged, of Buffon, in twenty volumes

Octavo, and contributor of several inter

esting papers to the “Philosophical

Transactions.” But even here again

the numbers increase upon us so

fast that to attempt a detailed account

would carry us far beyond our pre

scribed limits, and in most instances a

bare recital of names must suffice for

our purpose. John Ebers, the well

known bookseller of Bond-street, pub

lished an octavo of considerable inter

est, upon the Italian Opera, entitled

“Seven Years of the King's Theatre,”

—Charles Ollier wrote and published

“Ferrers,” a clever novel; Thomas

Dodd, edited “The Connoisseur’s Re

pertory;” and Arnett, a bookbinder,

published a curious volume, under

the title “Bibliopegia, or the Art of

Bookbinding,” and another somewhat

similarwork. Then, again, we remem

ber our early and esteemed friend

Moxon, who, when a clerk at Long

man's, published “ Christmas,” a

poem, and a volume of “Sonnets,”

which were so favorably noticed by

Rogers, the poet, that a friendship en

sued, which has ever since ripened with

its growth, and contributed very mate.

rially to the success of this enterprising

and accomplished publisher. To the

classical reader, we need only mention

the name of A. J. Valpy, whose edi

tion of the “Variorum ” Classics, ex

tending to 161 vols., 8vo., with notes

from his own pen, formsa lasting monu

mentof his learning and skill. M'Cray,

also, has translated and published

some beautiful Lyrics from the Ger

man; William Clarke, originally a

bookseller, gave to the antiquary an

exceedingly curious and interesting

account of libraries, under the name of

“Repertorium Bibliographicum;” and

Rodd is the translator of several vo

lumes from the Spanish. One of the

very best bibliographers of the present

day is R. H. Evans, the great auc

tioneer and bookseller of Pall-Mall;
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he has had to officiate more than once

as editor, as in the instance of Aikin's

, Essays; Dolby gave to the critical

... public a work of great thought and

labor, “The Shakspearian Dictionary;”

and Christie, the auctioneer, has also

given birth to four abstruse works on

the taste and literature of the ancient

Greeks, which he compiled during the

intervals of his business occupation;

* Griffith, the bookseller, wrote a labori

ous work on ancient and modern
- - - - - - -

poetry, entitled “Bibliographia Anglo

Poetica;” and Dr. Koller and Mr. Bach

were both translators and German cri

tics, as well as booksellers. Another

conspicuous member of our class was

" John George Cochrane, for some time

an eminent bookseller and auctioneer,

the able and discriminating editor of

the “Foreign Quarterly Review” for

seven years. He was also selected by

the trustees to draw up the catalogue

* of Sir Walter Scott's library and ar

ticles of rartu at Abbotsford—a most

* delightful labor of love; and on the
* formation of the London Library, was,

* among a host of candidates, unani

* mously elected to the offices of librarian

and secretary.

* We might also mention Stewart, the

eminent linguist, and known as the

skilful compiler of the celebrated cata

3 logue of Miss Carver's library, which

* he embellished by drawings from his

own pencil: or Straker, who may be

ranked among the very first class of

Oriental linguists; or Madden, also an

• eminent Oriental scholar, both of

whom deserve a much more extended

- notice than we can here give them.

- Again, there are such names as the

- following:—Arrowsmith, formerly the

celebrated map publisher, and author

- of “Ancient and Modern Geography,”

as well as several elementary works in

eography, some of which, with the

former, are used as text-books at Ox

... ford, Cambridge, and Eton; J. Wilson,

, editor of the “Bibliographical and Re

, trospective Miscellany,” “Shakspe

riana,” &c.; and Robert Tyas, the

well-known publisher of the “Illus

...trated Shakspeare,” and other similarly

embellished works, who, besides being

... the author of his many excellent

“ Handbooks for the Million,” is also

the author of that superbly embellished

work, “The Sentiment of Flowers,”

the mainth edition of which has recently
º appeared. James Atkinson, of Glas
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gow, possessed, perhaps, the greatest

acquaintance with “Medical Biblio

graphy” of any person in ancient or

modern times, as his curious and

unique work under that title fully

proves. We have before us a notice

of it by one of the leading medical

journals of Europe, in which it is char

acterized as “one of the most remark

able books ever seen—uniting the Ger

man research of a Plouquet, with the

ravings of a Rabelais, the humor of

Sterne with the satire of Democritus,

the learning of Burton with the wit of

Pindar,” &c. It is to be regretted the

ingenious author did not live to com

plete the whole design.

Ainsworth, the popular historical no

velist, was originally a bookseller with

John Ebers, of Bond-street, to whom

he afterwards became related by mar

riage.

Nor should the name of John Mur

ray—the friend and publisher of Byron

—be omitted in this place. It is not

our province to remark on the splendor

and distinguished eminence of this

gentleman as a publisher, although in

this respect he may unquestionably

be entitled to take the highest rank;

but his well-known literary abilities

and severe critical taste equally render

him conspicuous, as evinced in the im

mense collection of valuable works

which have issued from his establish

ment. And it is a fact little known

that the series of “Hand-books" now

in course of publication by Mr. Murray,

and which are considered super-excel

lent in their way, and .."
immensely popular in England, are all

executed from actual survey, and are

the unavowed productions of his son,

whose very superior scholastic and

literary acquirements are doubtless

destined still more to do honor to his

father's high and well-deserved repu

tation.

The name of Talboys will long be

remembered by his admirable transla

tions of Adelung’s “Historical Sketch

of Sanscrit Literature,” to which he

appended copious bibliographical no

tices. He was, moreover, the transla

tor of the very erudite volumes of Pro

fessor Heeren, of which he is also the

publisher: his “Bibliotheca Classica”

and “Theologica” likewise deserve

honorable mention for their complete

ness and excellent scientific arrange

ment. But we find many more whom

s
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we mustgroup together, who, although

less prominently before the world, are

yet deserving ofa passing tribute, such

as E. M. Browne, author of “Evro,” a

romantic poem of considerable merit;

T. C. Hansard, the printer, who wrote

“Typographia,” and another similar

work, and who has been also a contri

butor to the “Encyclopædia Britan

nica;” West, the author of “Fifty

Years' Recollections of a Bookseller,”

&c., who still lives. Then there is

Goodhugh, the author of the “English

Gentleman's Library Manual ;” Jas.

D. Haas, who translated Dr. Krum

macher’s “Elisha,” and Zschökke's

“History of Switzerland;” George

Dubourg, an occasional contributor to

the “Literary Gazette,” and author of

“The Violin and its Professors;” and

the late Samuel Bagster, the author

of an enthusiastic and exceedingly

clever work on the “Management of

Bees,” &c. John Russell Smith, of

Compton-street, formerly an errand

boy, and now one of the most rising of

the London booksellers, has rendered

himself justly distinguished by his al

most unprecedented industry and ap

plication, as well as natural genius;

his work on the antiquities of Kent,

“Bibliotheca Cantiana,” as well as his

“Bibliographical List of all Works

which have been published towards

illustrating the Provinces and Districts

of England,” evince both his untiring

antiquarian research and literary zeal.

We come next to a name that has be

come almost a synonym with antiqua

rian anecdote—William Hone, from

the sale of whose “Every Day Book

and Year Book,” (who has not read

them 2), during the first year of its pub

lication, Tegg cleared £500. He was

originally a bookseller,-his collected

works would probably fill ten or twelve

octavos. His political satires had a

prodigious run, upwards of 70,000 co

pies being disposed of in a short space

of time. His infidel publications, for

which he was imprisoned, he lived to

recant publicly, in a subsequent vo

lume, entitled his “Early Life and

Conversion.” Henry G. Bohn deserves

to be classed among our list; his cata

logue, containing a critical description

of 300,000 volumes, in all the lan

guages dear to literature, may be

ranked among the most remarkable

productions of the press of any nation:

it contains 2,106 pages, and cost its in
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defatigable compiler two thousand gui

neas to publish, and an almost incre

dible amount of labor. William and

Robert Chambers, of Edinburgh, the

editors of the able and valuable weekly

“Journal " that bears their name, pre

sent another noble instance of genius

rising superior to all opposing circum

stances;–they were originally to be

seen, we understand, perambulating

the streets of Glasgow, as hawkers of

a few pamphlets and books. Their

essays are among the choicest of the

periodicalliterature of the age. There

is still another name we cannot, in

justice, omit to notice: we allude to

that of C. H. Timperley, whose “En

cyclopædia of Literary Anecdote” dis

covers immense labor and research;

and to whose interesting and valuable

statistics we confess an indebtedness to

no small extent in the prosecution of

our subject. Such a volume will form

of itself an enduring monument of the

industry and bibliographical know

ledge of the writer, and if it were the

sole production of a lifetime, it might

yet stand in successful competition

with many of those whose effusions

are of even much greater extent.

We cannot, however, close our al

ready too extended sketch, without

a passing allusion to one or two names,

justly entitled to such distinction in our

own day, and nearer home:–par ex

emple, the senior partner of one of the

leading publishing establishments of

Philadelphia (Lea and Blanchard's),

enjoys no less celebrity as a contributor

of numerous scientific papers in the

“Philosophical Transactions,” than he

does as being the liberal publisher of

the worksof two of America's proudest

writers——Irving and Cooper. ToHen

ry Carey, late of this firm, we have

already made allusion; he has contri

buted repeatedly to the fugitive litera

ture of the day, and is author of a work

on Banking, &c. In the east, we find

Cummings, formerly of the firm of

Cummings and Hilliard, author of an

elementary book on Spelling and Geo

graphy, &c.; Wilkins (of Wilkins and

Carter) is author of a work on Astro

nomy; Isaiah Thomas has written

and published a “History of Printing,”

a work of considerable reputation; Sa

muel G. Drake, the antiquarian book

seller of Boston, is, besides being a

member of several learned societies,

author of the “Book of the Indians,”

º
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“Tragedies of the Wilderness,” &c.;

Joel Barlow, author of the great Anne

rican epic, “The Columbiad,” was also

formerly a bookseller at New Haven;

nor should we omit to mention the

name of James T. Fields, a yºung

man already favorably known to fame,

—he has also been distinguished by

being appointed to deliver a poem be

fore the societies of Brown University;

and is, moreover, a poet of considerable

pretensions. In our own city, as well

as in thºse we have referred to, there

are many minor members of the

author-bookseller fraternity, who are

mºdestly moving along the bye-paths

of literature, and whom we regret not

being at liberty to signalize, since they

have done nºhing ostensibly in the

way of authorship; but there are some

exceptions, and we refer with pleasure

to those of George P. Putnam, whose

“Tourist in Europe,” and other vo

lumes, justly entitle him to notice;

Casserley, of this city, a very re

spectable Greek scholar, and, lastly,

thºugh not least, we will name John

Reese, whose beautifully embellished

wºrks of the American poets, and recent

Publication of the “Poetical Remains

of Lucy Hooper,” no less than his

active intelligence and literary abili

ties, render him deserving of our full

quota of praise: indeed he deserves

the thanks of his brethren for his

Pºmpt and manly reply, some time

**, to an illiberal attack made

*gainst them as a class, in one of the
leading Journals of this city, in which

they were represented as knºwing
very little about the thing they sell;

* dispose of a bºok as they wºuld ºf
* ºt, and that their relation to an

author was that of a wig-maker to a

*master-one learned ºn the out.

*" and the other within,” &c. in his

"'ſ to this Mr. K. states "that me

# *, nº valuable treatises iºd
º the American press, owe their

b ºn to the talent and learning of

º and that, mºreover, Anne
rature is studded with many

i. ſºm the amateur pens of book.

i. * the way this worthy bib

leted a wº, we learn, nearly com

!. occupiediº he has long
snatched fromº: e ºrieſ intervals

ºf business, which i..
prise much A will dºubtless com:

curious, bibliographical
anecdote respecting those amongst us

who follow the “gentle craft,” as well

as the more prominent members

of the bookselling fraternity in the

United States. It is to be styled

“Memoirs of Printers and Booksellers

who have become Eminent Publishers."

Such a work from Mr. Keese's ani

mated and not inelegant pen, cannot

fail of proving a highly acceptable con

tribution to our native literature; nor

can it be questioned that it will be

destined to occupy a niche in most

libraries, along with Mr. Griswold's

furthcoming “ Curiosities of American

Literature," and the dº lightful miscel

lanies of the inimitable D'Israeli. "And

as attording the latest specimen of our

class, we may mention the name of

Mr. Norman, of New Orleans, who

has just returned from a tour in Central

America, the results of which will

speedily be given to the world through

e press of one of our publishers in the

fºrm of an elegantly illustrated and

deeply interesting volume on the An

cient Ruins of that mysterious and in

tere-ting section of our continent.

We cºnclude our nºtices of the

author-booksellers with the fºllºwing;

First, Charles hinight, the well knºwn

publisher and editor of the “Pictorial

shakspeare,”—the most valuable as it

is the nºt elegant editiºn ever given

to the world, and who is alsº the con

ductor and editor ºf the other admira

ble publicatiºns issued from his esta

blishment; including “London," a

work, which is ºf itself alone suſhcient

to entitle him to the thanks of the

literary world. Secondly, Thomas

Miller of Newgate-street, fºrmerly a

basket-maker, now an honored member

of the boºk-ºlling fraternity, a poet,

novelist, and essayist, and whose wºrks,

comprising abºut fifteen volumes, have

been too great favorites with the Pºlº

lic to require naming in this place.

And lastly, William Howitt, a writer

we need not stav to eulogise, who was

originally one of the honored fraternity,

complete, the gloriºus triº-names

which may justly be considered as

forming the triple corºnal of the book

sellers of the nineteenth century.

Thus, then, we think we have fully

established the point we originally prº
posed to make ºut, namely, that book

fellers, so far from meriting the repu

tation which has been fastened upon

them by the jealous complaints of dis
satisfied and irritated authors, present
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more numerous instances of men of

genius and literary eminence among

them, than perhaps any other class

among the community. At least, if

we have not made this evident to

others, we are satisfactorily convinced

of its verity ourselves, and shall there

fore very contentedly, in conclusion,

simply subjoin a few stray characteris

tic allusions, touching some of the pe

culiarities that seem almost indigenous

to the craft. One great procuring cause

for so much literary eminence among

this class, doubtlessarises from the sub

divisions of the London trade, an ar

rangement which not only allows full

scope for improvement in its several de

partments, but which superadds power

ful incentives to exertion and diligence.

The admirable system of issuing cata

logues so universally adopted by the

London booksellers, affords satisfactory

evidence that their acquaintance with

their stock is not merely titulary;

most of these catalogues containing

analytical notices, which are admirably

done. This pervading bibliographic

intelligence among “the trade,” reacts

with double advantage to themselves,

and the public are scarcely less profit

ed, for there is scarcely a book in the

world that may be obtained, however

scarce, but may be heard of in the great

Londonopolis. The largest catalogue

we believe ever constructed, was the

“Bibliotheca Thottiana,” Copenhagen,

1789; which comprised works in the

several departments of literature, and

occupied twelve ponderous tomes.

And after all that Mr. D'Israeli and

others have insinuated to the contrary,

Campbell once at a literary banquet,

being asked to name a friend to litera

ture, toasted Bonaparte. The company

expressed their surprise, and inquired

why heranked him among its support

Author-Booksellers.
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ers, when he replied, “He shot a

bookseller, (Palm), and had he done

more in that way, poets and writers

would turn printers themselves, as for

merly, and speedily fill their purses.”

But pray is not this all poetry, Mr.

Campbell? Whoamong the early au

thor-printers acquired such prodigious

wealth 2 Besides, Goldsmith and John

son were of a different opinion; nor do

we learn that they possessed more in

clination than ability for embarking in

the enterprise of paper and printing.

D.I. Johnson, indeed, was so conscious of

this, that he asserted, booksellers were

the best Maccenases. The author's best

friends are the booksellers and publish

ers; they mediate with the public and

do for him what he could not achieve

himself, namely, obtain a ready pay

ment for his manuscripts. There are

abundant instances on record, of sur

prising liberality in this respect on the

part of publishers; take, for example,

the case of Andrew Millar, in early

times, who, unquestionably one of

the best patrons of literature, not only

paid Fielding one thousand guineas for

his “Amelia,” notwithstanding our

author had continued to decline in the

popularity of his works from “ Tom

Jones,” but even at his death, without

solicitation, the worthy bibliopole can

celled a loan against the novelist of

f2,500. How many similar instances

might be quoted. Look at the enor

mous copyrights given to Scott, Byron,

and Moore, and many others, could we

stay to refer to them.* We will, how

ever, give one case in point, and for

the authenticity of which there needs

no voucher, as wereceived it directfrom

the distinguished author himself.

Washington Irving, when he first com

pleted his inimitable volumes of the

“Sketch Book,” offered the MSS.

* An amusing and well-known anecdote we must here introduce, of the celebrated

Peter Pindar, (Dr. Walcot,) who, from the prodigious success of his earlier pieces,

became a desirable object of bookselling speculation, and about the year 1795, Ro

binson and Walker entered into a treaty to grant him an annuity for his published

works, and, on certain conditions, for his unpublished ones. While this was pending,

Peter had an attack of asthma, which he did not conceal nor palliate, but at meetings

of the parties, his asthma always interrupted the business; a fatal result was of course

anticipated, and instead of a sum of money, an annuity of £250 per annum was pre

ferred. Soon after the bond was signed, Peter called on Walker, the manager for the

parties, who, surveying him with a scrutinizing eye, asked him how he did. “Much

better, thank you,” said Peter, “I have taken measure of my asthma, the fellow is

troublesome, but I know his strength and am his master.” “Oh ſ* said Walker,
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without success to most of the book

sellers, when finally he discovered the

only chance of its publication wºuld

be to engage in shares with Millar;

this was at length agreed upºn, but

during the progress of printing, Millar

became embarrassed, and the business

having been transferred to John Mur

ray, the friend of Byron, and of envia

ble reputation, his successor was so

licited to become the purcha-er of the

work by a friend of the author, (who

under these untoward circumstances

would gladly have accepted £10 fºr

it, which was also agreed between the

parties upºn payment ºf £101. The

work appeared. and no bººk peria ps

toºk in ºre rapidly with the public.

edition after editiºn, till it became the

all-engrossing theme of cºnversation.

Such instantaneºus and unloºked-for

success proved too much fºr the

health of the astonished author, and

he repaired to Paris for a change ºf

scene. While here and when making

the tour of the Italian States, Murray,

with a liberality hardly equalled but

in his own subsequent dealings, sent to

Mr. Irving, unsºlicited by him, in three

or four repeated instances, the add

tional sum ºf one hundred guineas.

Now, those who attach to publish

ers and booksellers the charge of mer

cenary dealing after this, must, we

think, look at thia.<s thrºugh a strange

mental obliquity. They imagine, we

suppºse, because Andrew Strahan died

worth half a minion stering. Luke

Hansard tº º, or Edward Inſiv

nearly £100,000, who left it to chari

ties, and was indulgent and f -'ering

tº many untledged authors of his time;

Tºns ºn and Diaº, similar an unts:

that this must have been the fruit ºf

illiberality to author- ; whereas the

reverse of this is rendered more than

probable. Some booksellers have ac

quired wealth through adventitious

“auses. (ºne Thompsºn, of Long Lane,

Snithfield, we remember, had actually

amassed at his death, in 1--6, £70, tºº,

all out of ballads and the cºarsely co

lored pictures! Thomas Tegg, who,

by the way, is himself somewhat of

an authºr, having written “The Young

Man's Book of Knowledge," and oth

ers, is said to be the richest member

of the bºokselling profession at the

present day. His establishment used

to be technically called the “Bºok

burying-grºund," ſtom the circuin

stance of his staple commºdity in busi

ne-s cºnsisting in the purchase of re

mainders of editions cºnsidered dead,

the original demand for them having

ceased. Tecº performed the othee of

* \tºn and re-urrection-t, and after

the revivifying price-s had been ad

mini-tered, he -s nt thern on the wings

ui iue wind to all quarters ºf the globe,

even the antipºdes. By the way, this

same gentle man, seven years since,

perpetrated something ºf a cºmic ex

travaganza, de-cribed by the following

title, “Sº irit of Election Wit, or Mid

dºser Fun Bor opened, by Thomas

Tº cº, the Books, 11, r, 1-11." The

wealthy occupant of the splendid man

sion in Rezent's Park, and the exten

sive warehºuses ºf Whittington-house

in Cheap-ide, may pºstuly have for

gotten his early bantling in the multi

pi, ºnly and magnitude of his sub-e-

quent enzazement-, but we feel con

vınced that we shall receive his thanks

for thus revivifying the departed. Ne

wer having enjºyed the privil ge of pe

ru-ºº: this remarkable ºtiu-jon, we

cannot gratify our readers with a de

scriptiºn of its characteristic features;

nor are we able either to detect the

pºsibility of placiºn by a later
writer of eminence who has, with ini

mºable elect, eveited the risibilities

of his numer ºn- readers by his de lecta

ble pictures ºf an E. ection squabble in

the two well knºwn contests of the

“Buffs and Blues” in “Pickwick.”

Mr. Teg.: cºmmenced his career as

bººk-auctioneer on the smallest possi

ble scale, in a shop in Cheapside ºf the

smallest pºssible size, with a merchan

dize of the smallest p -- ble reputa

tion; and now he is prºbably the larg

gravely, and turned into an adjoining room, where Mrs. Walker, a prudent woman,

had been listening to the conversation. Peer, aware of the feeling, paid a keen at

tention to the husband and wife, and heard the latter exclaim, “ There now, didn't I

tell you he wouldn't die Fool that you've been I knew he wouldn't die.” Peter

enjoyed the joke, and outlived both the parties, receiving the annuity for twenty-four
wears!
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est dealer, as he is the wealthiest of

the entire trade, if we except simply

the Longmans.

While on this point we cannot re

frain from a recollection or two of a

somewhat similar character; we refer

to two members of the brotherhood,

both since consigned to that dreamless

repose which no personal allusion of

ours may disturb. One was named

Nunn ; he kept an old book establish

ment in Great Queen street, and al

though a singularly large and corpu

lent personage, was scarcely less re

markable for his activity in early life,

than for his austerity and moroseness

in its later stages. By his parsimony

and patient application to business, he

became ultimately possessed of con

siderable wealth; and although this

was no secret, yet his two daughters,

who were (if one may hazard gallantry

for truth) remarkably ugly, lived in

single blessedness to the very autumn

of life; but, strange to add, immedi

ately after the demise of their venera

ble parent at the advanced age of

eighty, they each entered into matri

monial alliances. Old Nunn possessed

many peculiarities, and although not

particularly remarkable for indulging

any “sudorous brain-toils” of his own,

he yet never appeared so contented as

when immersed among the musty

tomes of those who have left us in no

condition of doubt as to that matter.

We well remember, too, his curious

custom of cramming his capacious

coat-pockets, which on one occasion

actually yielded four-and-twenty large

octavo volumes before their contents

were exhausted. Another, of the

name of D'Arcey, also a dealer in

second-hand and black-letter books in

Holborn, rendered himself conspicu

ous, among other eccentricities, for the

whim of having female attendants in

his establishment, some of whom were

decidedly pretty; and what is certainly

not less singular, he regulated their re

muneration according to the ratio of

their personal attractions. We have

often been surprised how any stipula

tion could tempt the fair bibliopoles to

the dry drudgery of his dingy shop

and dusty books; or consent to the

surveillance of a miserly old bachelor,

as dirty and as dingy, too, as the ob

jects of his vocation. He died wealthy,

like his eccentric contemporary above

alluded to. Luke White, of Dublin,

who died in 1824 in great affluence,

was also originally a pennyless itine

rant hawker of pamphlets in the streets

of Belfast. By energy and application

he at length opened a shop, and, aided

by successful speculations in the lotte

ries, he ultimately became possessor of

nearly half a million sterling.

Booksellers, moreover, evince an

affinity of feeling in Inore instances

than one with the “genus irritabile.”

We remember an incident, among

many others, to this effect, and with it

we close our desultory chapter. Gold

Smith, who was originally poor and

unknown, after the publication of the

Traveller became of much greater

consequence; and one day, on learning

that a scandalous attack had appeared

against him in a paper published by

Evans, he called at the shop of the

offending bibliopolist, and announcing

his errand, proceeded to administer

summary chastisement. The pugi

listic encounter, however, proved ulti

mately to the overwhelming disadvan

tage of the worthy “Vicar,” who

got well beaten himself and rolled

upon the floor, to the amusement of the

real offender, the author of the offens

ive article, who complaisantly stood

by as bottle-holder on the occasion.

A propos of which excellent example,

we conclude our agreeable task of the

vindication of this honorable fraternity,

by avowing our own determination, as

“One of the Craft,” to perform, or at

least attempt, the same feat on the per

son of the first individual, especially if

he be an author, who in our presence,

after all the contrary evidence we have

herein above accumulated, shall so far

cease to have the fear of God before

his eyes, as ever again to repeat the

old and abusive slanders, of which we

have so long been the innocent and

unresisting victims'
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IN our last number we found ourselves

compelled by the pressure of our lim

its, to break off rather abruptly in the

midst of a paper which we had pre

pared for the instruction and delecta

tion of our readers, on this barbarous

though interesting subject, a propos of

the entertaining history of the practice

recently published in England, by Dr.

Millingen, of which, by the way, it

is some matter of surprise that in this

duelling country, it has not yet ſound

an American republisher.

We have befºre shºwn the origin

and rise of this detestable absurdity.—

how it grew out of the blººdy brutali

ty of the old Germanic barbarism.—

how it became consecrated by Re

ligion into the Judicial Combat, and

how Chivalry supervened to give it a

modified direction, by adding to it the

new and powerful element of the

“ point of hºnor;" and, in harmony

with the fishting spirit which was the

chief characteristic of the civilisatiºn

of the age, (such as it was), to make

it fashionable and honorable. Foul

and nºxious growth as it was, it throve

rankly in the congenial soil of the so

ciety where it was planted. In an

age which placed theº virtue in

the greatest boldness and skill in the

art of butchering—when the whole

feudal organization of sºciety was at

the same time military and individual

—when the contempt fºr the arts of

industry and commerce, which was the

inheritance of all gentle blood, threw

these fighting gentry of necessity into

the arms of idleness, the proverbial

mother of mischief, the sanguinary

game of the Duel rose to a frequency

of indulgence, and a respectability of

credit, that set all law and religion at

equal defiance. France, as we have

before stated, was its classic ground;

and in French history the reign of the

great Henri Quatre was the period in

which it reached its highest luxuriance.

The number of gentlemen slain in

duels within that period, about eight

een years, was about four thousand,

while the number of pardons granted

by the King for this offence, was not

less than fourteen thousand. The case

of Balaguy was befºre referred to,

spºken of in the Memoirs of Lord

Herbert of Cherbury, upon whom

every favor and the mºst assiduous at

tentions were lavished by all the ladies

of the court, for no other merit than

that of having killed eight or nine

men in duels. The tendency of such

a state of things to generate a most

insºlent and brutal ruſhanism of char

acter and depºrtment, need not be

dwelt upon. No mistake is greater

that that which ascribes to the re

straint of the duel the forbearing cour

tesy of manners which is so essential

to existence in society. The more fre

quent duels are, the mºre frequent are

th-e abºminations. Ruſhans of the

nºt sanguinary dispositiºn became

nºted and respected under this pºpular

Henri IV. Says our author:

“One of them named Lagarde Valois, was

celebrated for lis brutal deeds; another

quarrel-ome rutian, named Bazanez, was

determined to have a trial of skill with him,

and for this purpose sent him a hat, orna.

mented with feathers, and accompanied

with a message, stating that he would

wear it at the peril of his life. Lagarde

immediately put the hat upon his head,

and set out in quest of Bazanez, who was

also looking for him in every direction.

Having at last met, after an exchange of

mutual civilities the combat began. La

garde inflicted a wound on the forehead

of his antagonist; but, the head being

harder than his steel, his sword was bent

on the skull; he was more fortunate in

his next lounge, which penetrated his an

tagonist's body, when he exclaimed,. This

is for the hat." Another thrust was

equally successful, when he added, “And

here is for the feathers.” This purchase

he did not deem sufficient, and he there

fore gave him a third wound, exclaiming,

‘And this is for the loop " During this pol

lite conversation, seeing the blood of his

opponent streaming from his several

wonnds, he complimented him on the

elevant fit of his hat, when Bazanez

infuriated, rushed upon him, breaking

through his guard, and, throwing him

down, stabbed him in the throat with his

dagger, and repeated his desperate blows

--- - - * * - - 1 - --
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fourteen times in his neck, chest, and

stomach ; while at each stab, as the

wretched man roared out for mercy, the

other replied at every reiterated thrust,

“No 1 no no l’ However, during this

conflict, the prostrate Lagarde was not

altogether idle; he bit off a portion of his

adversary’s chin, fractured his skull with

the pommel of his sword, and ‘only lost

his courage with his life.” During this

scene, the seconds were amusing them

selves also in fencing, until one of them

was laid dead on the field of honor. This

Lagarde, it appears was as concise in his

epistolary style as in his colloquial elo

quence during a fight: the following is

a copy of one of his letters to a man whom

he was determined to despatch. “I have

reduced your home to ashes; I have dis

honored your wife, and hanged your chil

dren; and I now have the honor to be

your mortal enemy, LAGARDE.’”

Louis XIV. made the most stren

uous efforts, so far as regards procla

mations and decrees, for the suppres

sion of the practice; which, during

the violent agitations of the Fronde,

had recovered from the slight tempo

rary check imposed upon it by the en

ergetic and vindictive severity of the

administration of Richelieu, under, or

rather over Louis XIII. During that

period, even De Retz had fought two

duels in person, though he had not

only to lay aside the robe of a priest,

but to doff the hat of a cardinal for the

purpose. And he could refer to a suf.

ficiently recent precedent for his justi

fication, in the Cardinal de Guise, in

the days of the League, who was

ever equally ready to wield the sword

and the crucifix. The following gives

us a comprehensive glimpse of the

manners and the morals of this pe

riod:—

“It was during this reign that arose

the celebrated quarrel between the beau

tiful Duchesse de Longueville, sister ofthe

great Condé, and the Duchesse de Mont

bazon, the mother-in-law of Madame de

Chevreuse; these three ladies being con

cerned in all the intrigues of the busy

court of Anne of Austria, then Regent of

the kingdom.

“The subject ofthis dispute arose from

a love-letter, in a woman’s hand-writing,

having been found, which was supposed

to have been dropped by the Comte de

Coligny as he was leaving the apartments

of Madame de Longueville, and which

contained various reports unfavorable to

the reputation of Madame de Montbazon.

This letter was attributed to Madame de

Longueville, who insisted that Coligny,

her acknowledged lover, should call out

De Guise, the favorite of Madame de

Montbazon. The parties met in open day in

the Place Royale, where Coligny received

a mortal wound; while the two seconds,

D’Estrade and De Bridieu, were fighting,

and the latter was severely wounded.

This duel is worthy of record, from the

singular fatality which attended it. Ad

miral de Coligny, the illustrious victim of

the massacre of St. Barthélemi, was mur

dered by the orders of the Duke de

Guise; and, seventy years after, the

grandson of the admiral was killed by the

grandson of the Duke l’’

And the following is every way char

acteristic of its amiable hero, espe

cially in the bonhommie of its finale:–

“It was during this reign that a curious

meeting took place between La Fontaine,

the fabulist, whose meekness and apathy

had acquired him the name of ‘the Good,”

and an officer. Although generally blind

to the irregularities of his wife, he once

took it into his head to become jealous of

a captain of dragoons, of the name of

Poignant. La Fontaine had not himself

observed the intimacy with his wife, but

some kind friends had drawn his attention

to its impropriety, telling him that it was

incumbent on him to demand satisfaction.

La Fontaine, reluctantly persuaded, con

trary to his usual habits, got up early one

morning, took his sword, and went out to

meet his antagonist. When the parties

were in presence, the worthy poet said,

‘My dear sir, I must fight you, since I

am assured that it is absolutely neces

sary.” He then proceeded to acquaint

him with the reasons that induced him to

call him out, and drew his pacific sword.

The dragoon, thus obliged to defend him

self, whipped the weapon out of the inex

perienced hand of the fabulist, and having

disarmed him, proceeded quietly to point

out to him the absurdity of the reports

circulated in regard to his wife, and the

folly of his having thus exposed his valu

able life; adding, that since his visits had

occasioned scandal, he would from that

hour cease to call at his house. Le Bon

La Fontaine was so affected by this sin

cere explanation, that he not only insisted

that the captain should pay more frequent

visits than ever, but swore that he would

fight him over again if he discontinued

them.”

The softening manners of the time,

far more than the ten successive edicts

º

M

:
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against the practice, issued during the

long reign of Louis XIV., produced a

sensible effect within that period, in

diminishing the number of duels

fought, and in mitigating the ferocity

of the prevailing public sentiment in

relation to then. Many disputes

which at a former period must have

led to bloodshed, were settled in other

modes. Such, fºr instance, was the

quarrel of the Dukes de Luxembourg

and Richelieu about precedence; when,

after a long and angry correspondence,

Richelieu meeting Luxembourg in the

palace, where he was captain of the

guard, went up to him, and told him

that he dared him on foot and on

horseback, him or his followers, either

at court or in city, or even in the

army, should he proceed to it, or, in

short, in any part of the world; not

withstanding which provocatiºn, an

apology was *...* suſhcient. A

“court of honor" was instituted, com

posed of the constable and the marshals

of France—or rather it was revived,

with a regular code of penalties and

satisfaction, a similar enactment having

taken place in 1566 in the reign of

Charles IX., and having also been con

tained in the edict of Blois, in 192, by

Henri IV. A regular cºde was framed

for the jurisdiction of these courts. A

lawyer who insulted another was sub

jected to very severe penalties; giving

the lie, striking with hand or stick,

were acts that subjected the offender

to imprisonment, with the obligation

of making ample apology to the ottend

ed party on release; and not unfre

quently the latter was allowed to inflict

a castigation similar to the one he had

received. In addition to the penalties

of incarceration, fine, or banishment,

such satisfaction was ordered by the

judges as the case might require, ac

cording to the nature of the provoca

tion; and in various instances guards

were sent to the houses of the offenders

guilty of a contempt of court, who

were obliged for a considerable length

of time to maintain their own domestic

gaolers. However, it may be doubted

whether much good proceeded from

this court, which not only consisted of

members who were themselves fight

ing men, but was also rarely willing

to extend its jurisdiction beyond the

cases of parties of high birth or distin

guished rank. An instance of this,

- WOL. x 1.-No. Lii. 53

which occurred under the regency of

the Duke of Orleans, is thus related:–

“An abbé of the name of D'Aydie had

fought with a clerk in the provincial de

partment, at an opera-dancer's house, and

wounded him. The Duchesse de Berry,

daughter of the Regent, immediately or

der-1 that the Abbº d’Aydie should be

deprived of his preferrent, and obliged to

becºme a knºht of Malta. The scribe,

on recovering from his wound, was con

stantly seeking his antagonist, who was

compelled to fight him four times, until

the duchess brought the parties before the

court of honor, presided over by Marshal

de Chamily, who, upon hearing of the

condition of one of the parties, exclaim

ed, “What the deuce does he come here

for—a fellow who calls himself Bouton–

do you presume to think that we can be

yºur judges 1–dary ou take us for bishops

or keepers of the sals t-and the fellow,

too, dares to call us my lords. "

“To understand these punctilious feel

ings, it must be remembered that the

marshals of France were only called my

lord, by the nobility, being consult red the

judges of the higher orders; and such an

appellation from a roturier was deemed an

affront.

“This D'A; die, it should also be

known, was the lover of the Duchesse de

Berry, who naturally feared that the low

bred clerk might deprive her of her para

mour by an untimely end. The tribunal

recommended the Regent to imprison the

lover of his daughter, as a punishment for

having fought a low-born ſellow, who, on

account of his ignoble condition, was dis

charged as beneath their notice. The

duchess, however, did not approve of this

finding of the court; but, after procuring

the liberation of her favorite, pursued the

unfortunate clerk with such rancor that

she at last got him hanged; thereby ex

citing, according to Madame de Crequi,

• the horror and animadversion of all

Paris.’ Strange to say, this despicable

princess died a month after, on the very

same day that the clerk was hanged : the

execution took place on the 19th of June,

and she breathed her last on the 19th of

July 1”

An honorable effort of a different

character, to discourage the practice,

took place in this reign, which is thus

related:—

“The inefficacy of the various edicts to

restrain duels was at last acknowledged,

and various means were adopted to en
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force them. In the year 1651, a clergy

man of the name of Olier, founder of the

congregation of St. Sulpice, conceived a

plan of supplying the inefficiency of the

law, by putting honor in opposition to it

self. With this view he projected an as

sociation of gentlemen of tried valor,

who, by subscribing an engagement, to

which the solemnity of an oath was to be

added, obliged themselves never to send

or accept a challenge, and never to serve

as seconds in a duel. In this project he

engaged the Marquis de Fenelon, a noble

man respected for the frankness of his

disposition and the austerity of his prin

ciples, as well as for his well-known cou

rage, when that quality had been called

upon in the service of his country; since

it was of him that the great Condé had

said, that he was equally qualified for

conversation, for the field, or for the cabi

net. It was to this nobleman that the

justly-celebrated Archbishop of Cambray

owed his education and his rise in the

church.

“The Marquis de Fenelon having

placed himself at the head of this associa

tion,-into which no one was admitted

unless he had distinguished himself in the

service,—on the Sunday of the Pentecost,

the members assembled in the church of

St. Sulpice, and placed in the hands of

M. Olier a solemn instrument, express

ing their firm and unalterable resolution,

never to be principals or seconds in a

duel, and moreover to discourage the

baneful practice to the utmost of their

power. The great Condé was so struck

with the proceeding, that he said to the

marquis, that a person must have the

opinion which he himself entertained of

his valor, not to be alarmed at seeing him

the first to break the ice on such an oc

casion.”

Under the Regency and the dissolute

reign of Louis XV., the frequency of

duels again increased. The life of

licentious intrigue, which was the

chief occupation of all the world of

fashion and nobility, could not but

generate constant occasions calling for

this mode of adjustment. One, for

instance, is told in which the rank of

the Regent alone protected him from

that necessity. When the Count de

Horn, a Belgian nobleman of distin

guished family, was found by his high

ness with one of his favorites, the

Countess de Parabère, “Sortez, Mon

sieur !” was the duke's disdainful

command to him; to which the other

retorted, “Your ancestors, sir, would

have said, Sortons !” This is alleged by

Madame de Crequi (a relation ofHorn)

as the reason of the implacable obduracy

of the Regent, when Horn was con

demned to death for a most atrocious

murder, and when the most powerful

efforts were exhausted in vain to obtain

from him the slightest relaxation of

either the severity or the ignominy of

the punishment.* The great Law of

Lauriston, the canonized patron-saint

of modern credit-system financiering,

commenced his meteor career by seve

ral duels. But the prince of duellists

in these despicable times was the cele

brated profligate the Duke de Riche

lieu, who was as willing and ready to

murder a husband as to seduce a wife,

—for whom, by the way, a pistol-rmeet

ing took place between the Marquise

de Nesle and the Countess Polignac.

St. Evremont and St. Foix are also the

names of two noted duellists who flou

rished amid the noxious rankness of

this period. Another is chronicled by

our author in the following manner:—

“Amongst the other fashionable roués

of the day was Du Wighan, from Xaint

onges, whose handsome appearance was

so fascinating, that hackney-coachmen

are said to have driven him without a

fare, for the mere pleasure of serving such

a joli garçon. Another anecdote is re

lated, of a tailor’s wife, who called upon

him for the payment of four hundred

francs, due to her husband; but his attrac

tions were such, that she left behind her

a bill for three hundred. Although of

middling birth, he sought to attract the

notice of the King, who granted him let

ters of nobility on his appearance. This

fortunate youth was constantly involved

in law-suits, wherein he always contrived

to win his cause. So: successful was he

in all his undertakings that the Arch

bishop of Paris called him “the serpent

of the terrestrial Paradise.” The name

he was usually known by was Le Char

mant; and Madame de Crequiwas obliged

to acknowledge that she only mentions

him qu’à son corps défendant.

“ It was of course of the utmost neces

sity that such a charming gentleman

should be constantly engaged in some

duel; and his fascinations seemed to ope

rate as powerfully on the marshals of

France, constituting the court of honor,

* See Democratic Review for July, 1842, p. 19.

:
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as on the hearts of the ladies of the court,

for he was invariably acquitted.

“ His sword, however, was not always

as successful as his features and manners,

for he received foun the Count de Meu

lan a severe wound, that endangered his

precious life. On his recovery he had the

presumption to pay his addresses to Ma

demoiselle de Soissons, a young princess

of great beauty, who became so enamored

of her admirer that her aunt was oblized

to shut her up in a convent at Montmartre,

under the surrenllance of one of the pro

vost's officers. But bars and locks could

not keep out such a Lothario; and a letter

and a rope-ladder having been discovered,

the lady's family applied to the Baron

d'U geon, one of their relatives and an ex

pert swordsman, to bring the youth to

reason. The challenge was sent and ac

cepted; but the meeting did not take

place, in consequence of the fatal malady

of the King, upon whom Du Vighnn at

tended to the last.

“The monarch dead, Du Vizhnn lost

no time in seeking his adversary, who in

flicted two dangerous wounds in his right

side. Notwithstanding the severity of

the injury, he contrived to scale the walls

of the abbey of Montmartre to see his be

loved princess; but he was obliged to

spend the night under the arches of the

cloisters, the young lady having been shut

up. During this painful vigil, his wounds

broke out afresh; and the hemorrhage

was so profuse, that he was found there a

corpse the following morning. The bºdy

was carried home, and a report spread

abroad that he had died of the small-pox,

caught from the King, during his attend

ance on the royal sufferer. Although the

princess grieved pretty nearly unto death,

yet she at length consoled herself by mar

rying the Prince de Cobourg.”

Under the succeeding reign, of

Louis XVI., a duel took place be

tween the Comte d'Artois (afterwards

Charles X.) and the IJuke de Bourbon,

growing out of some highly ungentle

manly rudeness on the part of the fºr

mer, at a masked ball, toward the

Duchesse de Bourbon. It was termi

nated, after a short encounter, without

bloodshed, on the interposition of the

seconds.

The father of this Duke de Bourbon,

the Prince de Condé, though a prince

of the blood, had also fought a duel

with a young Captain of the Guards,

the Vicomte d'Agout, who challenged

him for a gross injury and insult,

growing out of a licentious intrigue of

the Prince. After the Prince had re

ceived a slight wound the combatants

were separated; and shortly afterward

D'Agºut, who had resigned his cºrn

mix-ton, which was held under Condé,

was re-tored by the latter to the corps

of the Guards, with prºmotion to a

majºrity. In this reign flourished the

noted Chevalier d'Eon, the mºst expert

fencer and duellist of the time, of

whº in it was reserved only for a post

Inºrtein ºthcial declaration, to settle

the doubts existing as to his sex—a

cºnsiderable part of his life having

been passed in female attire; while a

tumor in the breast, growing out of a

wound received in fencing, contributed

to the mystification which, for reasons

never fully explained, he saw fit to

practise on this singular subject. His

only rival in skill, and equally in fa

shionable popularity, was the Cheva

lier St. Geºrge, who was a mulatto,

and, in spite of swart features and

woolly head, a great favorite among

the ladies. He was appºinted Equerry

to Madame de Montessºn, whom the

Iluke of Orleans had privately married,

and then Captain in the Guards of his

sºn, the IDuke of Chartres, the present

King of the French. He is thus de

scribed:—

“He was an excellent musician, amia

ble and polished in his manners, and of a

Inost agreeable conversation; his humani

ty and charitable di-po-ition were univer

sally acknowledged; and, although en

gazed in many duels, he had generally

be in the in-ulted party, and was never

known to avail himself of his reputation

to insult any one less skilled in the sci

ence of destruction.”

It was during this reign that the

celebrated impºstor Cagliostro, being

called out by a physician whom he

had called a quack, proposed, on the

plea that a medical question should be

settled medicinally, that the parties

should swallow two pills, the one poi

sonous and the other innocuous.

The following is certainly the sub

lime of French bravado:—

“Such were the reckless feelings of

the time, that a certain Marquis de Ten

teniac, from Brittany, actually challenged

the pit of a theatre. Being behind the

scenes, he had appeared so forward in

one of the wings, that the public rebuked

him; when he immediately stepped for

ward to the ſootlights, and addressing the
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audience, said, ‘Ladies and gentlemen,

with your permission a piece will be per

formed to-morrow, called “The Insolence

of the Pit chastised,” in as many acts as

may be desired, by the Marquis de Ten

teniac l’ This impudent address was re

ceived with great applause, and no one

individual thought proper to resent a gene

ral insult.”

It is not worth while to dwell upon

the period of convulsion that succeeded

this reign, in connexion with the his

tory of the Duel. With the earlier

orators and leaders of the Republic it

was rather the fashion to detest and

despise it as , one of the discarded

things of the old régime. . In the par

lance of the day the duel was “ the

argument of an assassin.” . Occasional

duels were, however, fought. A few

months after delivering a very eloquent

speech against the practice, Barnave

fought with Cazales. The National

Assembly, after having, at first, adopt

ed a severe law against it, at last ab

rogated all former laws prohibiting

single combat, and passed an amnesty

in favor of those transgressors who had

been prosecuted agreeably to their

enactments. Under the Directory and

the Consulate the practicerevived; and

amidst the prevailing military ardor,

the recklessness of life, the general so

cial agitation, and the unsettled confu

sion of classes, it became fashionable

and frequent. In the army it was con

stantly resorted to, both by officers and

soldiers; scarcely a day passed without

a meeting in #. Bois de Boulogne,

while garrison towns were continually

disturbed by desperate duellists. Pis

tols were now adopted by civilians, af.

ter the English fashion, and the sabre,

rarely the small-sword, became the

arm of the military. Napoleon was

very stern in discountenancing it.

Although he knew, from the character

of his officers and soldiers, that it was

impossible to prevent it, yet he visited

with his displeasure all the superior

officers who transcended the regula

tions on this subject. He was fre

quently heard to say, that he never

could place any dependence upon a du

ellist in battle, and that Latour Mau

bourg, the bravest of the brave, had

never drawn his sword in a private

quarrel. His own reply to the mad

challenge of Gustavus IV., of Sweden,

is well known, “that he would order

a fencing-master to attend him as a

plenipotentiary;” and that to Sir Sid

ney Smith's equal absurdity does not

need an allusion.

After the Restoration of the Bour

bons, the level of comparative social

tranquillity which had been maintained

by the superincumbent weight of the

imperial throne, and him that sat there

on, was all broken up again. The

political agitations which prevailed,

and the bad blood between the par

tisans of the old and of the new or

der of things, again sought fre

quent vent at the point of the sword

or the muzzle of the pistol. Within

this period the Press arose in freedom

and great power, and out of its unac

customed licentiousness grew a vast

number of duels involving its conduc

tors and others. Literary duels became

frequent, especially on account of po

litical and historical works. Critics

occasionally found a weapon sharper

and more merciless even than the pen

of their vocation, with which to

assail an unfortunate author’s mis

takes of fact or reasoning. Two en

thusiastic novel writers fought in de

fence of the classical and romantic

schools of literature. A Neapolitan

colonel of the name ofPépé, challenged

the author of a work in which Italy

was reproached for its pusillanimity,

and refuted the slander by wounding

the author. While the Count de Ségur,

author of the “Campaign of Russia,”

had to meet General Gourgaud, one of

Napoleon's aide-de-camp, bywhom he

was also visited critically with a cor

rective wound.

Since the Revolution of July, duels

of the press and of politics have been

most absurdly frequent. A pistol-case

has been at times an almost indispen

sable article of furniture to the editor's

cabinet. The legitimist editors of Le

Revenant challenged those of their

editorial confrères whohad not implicit

faith in the virtue of the Duchesse de

Berry, and both Laborie, of that paper,

and Carrel ofthe National were wound

ed. The eventual fate of the latter in a

similar encounter with Emile de Gi

rardin is well known. Similar oc

currences took place in all the princi

pal cities. The mania spread through

all classes. Paragraphs can be quoted

from French papers of this period, re

lating three or four duels in a morn

ing, growing chiefly out of political

differences. In the present more tran

:
º

|
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quil time they are of course less fre

quent ; but there is no country, not even

our own South-west, where the duel is

more thoroughly established in public

opinion and as a practical resort than

France. That is, in fact, the only

country in which a regular code of

rules exists, for the government of the

practice. This is given at length by

Dr. Millingen, embracing eighty-four

articles, as having been sanctioned by

twenty-five general officers, eleven

peers of France, and fifty officers of

rank. The Minister of War, who could

not consistently with his public dutits

affix his signature to the document,

gave his approbation in an official letter,

and the majority of the Prefects equally

sanctioned the regulation.

A considerable number of duels are

on record as having been fought by

women in France, sometimes with the

pistol and at others with the sword,

sometimes with each other for jea

lousy, and at others with their lovers.

The actress Maupin, of the opera, in

the time of Louis XIV., was a famous

duellist. Having once at a ball be

haved in a very rude manner to a

lady, she was requested to leave the

room, which she did on the condition

that those gentlemen who had warmly

espoused the lady's cause should ac

company her. After a hard combat

with them in succession, she killed

them all, and quietly returned to the

ball-room. And so late as 1827, a lady

of Châteauroux, whose husband had

received a slap in the face without

resenting the insult, called out the

offender, and in a duel with swords

severely wounded him.

In Italy during the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries, the press teemed

with works on “the noble nature of

the science of duelling.” More ela

borate works have been written on

duels, satisfaction of wounded honor,

and the various qualifications of mur

der, by Italians, than by the natives of

any other country. Among these may

be named Antonio Massa, Pomponio

Torelli, Pigna, Dario Attendolo, Suzio

de la Mirandole, Fausto de Longiano,

Possevino, Rinaldo Corsa, Fabio Al

bergoti, Maffei. Most of the celebrat

ed fencing-masters who gave instruc

tion to the duellists of other countries

were Italians. In Italy first originated

the practice of bringing in seconds and

witnesses, who were to share the dan

gers of the principals. Brantôme makes

the following remarks on the subject:

“I have heard much talk on this matter,

and have been informed by great Italian

captains, that they were the founders of

these fights, and their punctilios, which

were well known theoretically and pract

cally. The Spaniards resemble the n, but

are nºt so prºficient in the art, which now

a-days our Frenchmen practise in perfec

tion. The Italians are a little more cool

and davised in this business than we are,

and “onewhat more cruel. They have giv

en as an instruction to those who ſeel ºils

posed to grant or to spare their adversa

ry's life, the glorious opportunity of show

ing their generosity, by maiming their

fallen toe, both in his legs and arms,

and moreover giving him a desperate cut

across the nose and face, to reund him of

their condescension and humanity.”

And he farther relates, that when he

was at Milan he toºk fencing lessons

for a month under a celebrated

master named Trappe; and during

this period not a day passed, but he

witnessed at least twenty quadrules

of persons fishting in the streets, and

leaving the dead bodies of their adver

saries on the pavement. There were

numerous braves who let themselves

out for hire, to fight for those who did

not feel disposed to risk their own lives.

The same practice prevailed in Spain.

This mode of fighting constituted

the famed Vendetta; and the hired

combatants were called Bandeſert.

Upon the extent to which the practice

degenerated—if indeed it shºuld be

called a degeneration—into that of

secret or hired assassination, in the

avenging of wrongs or the indulgence

of passion, it is not necessary to speak.

n Spain duels in a former day had

a similar frequency to that which we

have observed to have grown out of

the military chivalry of the age, in the

other countries of Europe. During the

period of the Moorish wars, single

combats between the warriors of the

different faiths were of constant occur

rence. At a later day we find the

founder of the order of the Jesuits,

Loyola, offering to fight a Moor who

denied the Divinity of the Saviour.

But in modern times, both in Spain

and Portugal, duels are very uncom

mon, though in both the stiletto has

almost become a national weapon.

In Germany and Northern Europe,
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duels, although formerly not unfre

quent, are now rare—throwing out of

view the ridiculous student duels of

the Universities. By an ancient law

ofSweden, writes Dr. Millingen,_

“If a man told another that he was in

ferior to any other man, or had not the

heart of a man, and the other replied,

* I am as good a man as yourself,” a meet

ing was to follow. If the aggressor came

to the ground, but did not find the offend

ed, the latter was to be considered disho

nored, and held unfit to give testimony in

any cause, and deprived moreover of the

power to make a will. But if, on the

other hand, the insulted party came for

ward, and the offending party did not

make his appearance, the former was to

call him aloud by name three times, and,

if he did not appear, make a mark upon

the ground, when the offender would be

held as infamous and false. When both

parties met, and the offended was killed,

his antagonist had to pay a half compen

sation for his death; but, if the aggressor

succumbed, his fate was to be attributed

to temerity and an unguarded expression,

therefore his death called for no compen

sation. In Norway, any gentleman who

refused satisfaction to another was said to

have lost his law, and could not be admit

ted as evidence upon oath. According to

the Danish laws, it was held that force is

a better arbiter in contestations than

words; and in the judicial combats,

which frequently arose on the slightest

provocation, no champion was allowed to

fight in the cause of another, however

feeble or unskilled in arms he might be:

women were not even allowed a proxy to

defend them, but were obliged to defend

their honor personally. In such cases, to

afford the woman a better chance, the

man who had offended her was obliged to

get into a pit up to his waist, by which

means his Amazonian opponent could

wheel round him and strike him on the

head with a sling or leather thong to

which was suspended a heavy stone; the

male combatant was armed with a club,

and if he missed her three times, or

struck the ground instead of her, he was

declared to be vanquished.”

The story of Gustavus Adolphus is

generally known,who, after striking one

of his officers, Colonel Seaton, accepted

his resignation of his commission, and

then, following him across the frontier,

offered him satisfaction for his wound

ed honor on equal terms—which of

course resulted in reconciliation, and

the return of the officer to favor and

promotion. Gustavus II., a contem

porary of Louis XIII., hearing of a me

ditated duel between two officers, was

first on the ground, where he had a

gallows erected; pointing to which and

to the hangman at its foot, as await

ing the survivor, he coolly told them,

“Now, gentlemen, you may proceed.”

In the Austrian and Prussian states,

and in most of the countries of Ger

many, duelling is rigidly punished with

various terms of imprisonment. The

offence is of rare occurrence, though

not entirely unknown. In 1834, the

German papers gave an account of a

duel of a most romantic nature:

“A Baron Trautmansdorf was paying

courtship to the widow of a Polish gene

ral, the young Countess Lodoiska R ;

he only awaited an appointment to an

embassy to marry her. In the mean time

a Baron de Ropp courted the lady, and in

a sonnet turned his more successful rival

into ridicule. The baron immediately

sent him a message, which Ropp accept

ed; but on the ground proposed a cham

pion, who espoused his cause, when

Trautmansdorf fell. His second, indig

nant at this act of treachery, insisted that

Ropp should give him satisfaction. The

second was also mortally wounded, when

it was found out that Lodoiska herself

had accompanied her betrothed in male

attire. Ropp, having recognized her

when she fell, felt so deeply the turpitude

of his conduct, that he threw himself on

his own sword, and expired near the bo

dies of Lodoiska and her lover.”

Duels are rare in Russia, but less so

among the Poles. Two singular Rus

sian duels are mentioned. A dispute

and challenge having taken place be

tween Prince Dolgoroucki and an old

general officer, Zass, and at that mo

ment the Swedish artillery being

heard, and intelligence being brought

that the enemy were attacking a re

doubt, the two engaged in their duel

at once by standing together in an em

brasure of the redoubt till the one or

the other should be struck. The

Prince was cut in two by a cannon

ball, when the general withdrew—

this desperate resolve having been wit

nessed by the whole army. The

other was between a noted duellist,

the Count de Tolstoy, and a naval cap

tain. The latter, refusing other wea

pons, insisted upon what he called a

naval manner of fighting, which was,

g

s
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to seize each other and jump into the

water, the victory being awarded to

the party escaping drowninº. The

Count demurred on the ground that he

could not swim, when the other,

taunting him with cowardice, rushed

upon him, and threw hun-elſ, with

him, into the sea. Bºth were, how

ever, drawn out; but the naval otheer

was so much injured, that he died a

few days after.

Dueiling is not an Oriental barbarism.

It is emphatically a practice of the

Western Civilisation and Christianity.

In Japan, however, we see mentiºned

a singular form of duel, which might

be commended to the imitatiºn of

thºse among us who are still silly and

wicked enough to engage in this game

of bloºd and murder. The parties

º their valor by being the first to

ill, not each other, but themselves.

Under such a regulation, it may be

easily imagined, as Dr. Millingen drily

remarks, that duels are rare in Japan,

and quarrels not frequent.

There is nothing peculiar in the early

history of Duelling in England to claim

our special attention. The practice exist

ed to similar extent, and based on simi

lar principles, as wehave seen in France.

There are a great many narratives re

corded of individual duels, remarkable

either for the rank of the parties, or the

attendant circumstances. We mi2ht

quote some of these, if permitted by

our limits. Some were of a most

desperate character—such as that be

tween two noblemen in the time of

Henry VIII., the Duke of B

and Lord B , who fought till

both were streaming with gore; when

at last the one ran the other through

the body, so as not to be able to with

draw his sword; in which position, he

was in turn run through by the sword

of his opponent, after vain attempts to

parry the blows with his hand,-fron

which position both fell dead, the one

upon the other. During the civil wars

of the Parliament and the Protector

ate, the practice was rare. Under the

reaction of political and social profi

gacy which succeeded, it again be

came very frequent. The duel of the

Duke of Buckingham with the Earl of

Shrewsbury was of a very revolting

character. The licentious Duke had

seduced the wife of the latter, for

which he gave him the satisfaction of

running him through the body. It is

added that Lady Shrewsbury, in a

page's attire, according to the general

repºrt and belief, was hºlding Bucking

hain's hºrse in a neighbºring thicket,

to facilitate his escape in the event of

his killing her husband.-with a still

darker feature of reckless protºcacy

and guilt, marking the ensuing nºht,

befºre her paramºur had laid a-ide his

blººdy shirt, which disgust refuse to re

cord on this page. It was after this, that

when Buckingham took the Cºuntess

of Shrewsbury openly to live with him

in his hºuse, on his Duchess expostulat

ing with him on such a line of con

duct, adding that it was out of the

question that she and his mistress

should live under the same roof, he

quietly replied, “that is also my opi

nºn, Madam, and I have therefºre

ordered yºur cºach to carry you to

yºur father.” Add-ºn, in the Specta

tor, mentiºns a club of duellists, in the

reign of Charles II., in which none was

to be admitted who had nºt fºught.

The president of it was said to have

killed half-a-dozen in single combat,

while the other members toºk their

seat-according to the number they had

slain.-a side table being provided for

such as had ºnly drawn blººd. He adds

that, “This club, which consisted ºnly

of men of honor, did not continue long,

most of the members being put to the

sword, or hanged, a little after the in

stitution."

The practice continued very frequent

and... thrºugh the whole of

the past century. I he well known

duel between ºrd Byrºn and Mr.

Chaworth was in 1765. That between

John Wilkes and Lord Talbot was in

1702, growing out of an article by the

foriner in the North Briton, of which

he was the disguised editor. In

the year following, he fought another

with Mr. Martin, Secretary to the

Treasury, growing out of the same

cause. Sheridan fought a severe duel

in 1772, with Mr. Matthews, in defence

of the character of the beautiful singer,

Miss Linley, who rewarded with her

hand his championship of her honor.

Fox fought with Mr. Adam in 1779,

on a challenge by the latter, growing

out of a parliamentary debate. In

1789, the Duke of York accepted a

challenge from Colonel Lennox, in

consequence of some disparaging words

from the former respecting the latter.

The meeting took place at Wimbledon
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Common—the Duke receiving Col.

Lennox's fire, but not firing himself;

the ball from Col. Lennox's pistol

grazed his prince's curl. Curran fought

a political duel with Major Hobart in

1790. In 1792, John Kemble fought

a theatrical one with a Mr. Aiken of

Drury Lane. Mr. Pitt's meeting with

Mr. Tierney was in 1798. That of

Canning and Lord Castlereagh was in

1809, in which Canning was wounded

in the left thigh. hat in which

O'Connell killed Mr. D'Esterre, was in

1815; on which occasion, it is known

that he made the vow to which he has

since adhered, never again to engage

in a similar affair. The Dukes of Bed

ford and Buckingham met in 1822.

The late Earl of Durham, when Mr.

Lambton, had a duel with Mr. Beau

mont, in 1826, growing out of an in

sult on the hustings. The Duke of

Wellington challenged and met Lord

Winchelsea in 1829, for a political of.

fence. The latter received the fire of

the Duke of Wellington, but threw

away his own. Lord Powerscourt

fought with Mr. Roebuck in 1839, not

withstanding the prominent place oc

cupied by the former in questions and

affairs of the Church, as a professing

religious man. The last duel in Eng

land of particular consequence, is that

between Lord Cardigan and Lieut.

Tuckett, on the 12th of Sept., 1840;

on the occasion of which, Lord

Cardigan claimed his privilege of being

tried by the House of Lords. Before

that body the case was managed so as

to go off on a side question of techni.

cality in the indictment. This whole

proceeding afforded a remarkable evi

dence to show the ascendency of that

public opinion which sustains the

Duel, above all the power of the law

which declares it murder. Even in

addressing the House of Lords against

the Earl, the public prosecuting offi

cer, the Attorney-General, could use

such an expression as this, “that he

was glad that nothing of moral turpi

tude had occurred in this cause,”—an

expression, against which Lord Eldon

and the Bishop of London felt bound

indeed on another occasion to protest.

It is ridiculous to read the accounts of

the frequent trials had in England for

the violation of the laws against duel

ling—a farce which is never omitted

when a fatal issue has resulted, and

the parties remain within reach of the

law. It is only in case of unfairness

in the fight, that convictions are ever

had. It may be said, that the object

of the trial is little more than to in

vestigate that fact. The judge with

stereotyped uniformity lays down the

law dead and strong against the priso

ner, as he is fairly forced to do, at the

same time that the whole tone and

spirit of his charge convey to the minds

of the jury the assurance, that this is

all by universal consent to be under

stood as mere official “gammon.”

With the same stereotyped uniformity

the foreman of the jury comes into

court, and in the face of law and evi

dence enough to hang fifty petty thieves,

delivers the verdict of “Not Guilty,”

and the “unfortunate gentleman at the

bar is discharged amid the warm con

gratulations of his friends; ” to which

are very commonly added those of the

† and jury, who have thus vio

ated their oaths to save him from the

disproportionate penalty of the law.

Of the extent of the prevalence of

duelling in some parts of the United

States, it is unnecessary for us to

speak. The fact is unhappily notori

ous. It is, however, equally certain

that in other sections it is so rare

that the practice may be almost said

to be extinct. With few exceptions it

is confined to the Southern and West

ern States, the population of which re

main under the influence of peculiar

causes, to keep it alive, from which

those of the Northern and Eastern

States are exempt. In New England,

duels are almost entirely forgotten. In

the central States, in no other portions

are they ever heard of than perhaps

occasionally among the moral scum of

population, composed of the most mix

ed materials, floating on the surface of

the large cities, particularly New York.

The assembling of representatives

from all sections of the Union at

Washington, under political excite

ments which have of late years

partaken of a most violent and embit

tered character, has given rise to a con

siderable number of duels in Congress,

of which one in particular—that be

tween Mr. Cilley and Mr. Graves—

inflicted on the moral sense of all the

better portion of the community, a

shock which pained and agitated the

public heart to its inmost depths. Of

this duel, by the way, Dr. Millingen

gives an account totally inaccurate, in

º

.
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a point which, injustice to the memory

of poor Cilley, we feel bound to cor

rect. He says that, on the receptiºn of

Colºnel Webb's challenge thrºugh the

hands of Mr. Graves, “Mr. Culey said

he would not fight such a blackguard

as Webb, but was ready to accept a

challenge from Mr. Graves.” Mr.

Cilley made no such grºss imputation

azainst anybºdy; he made no imputa

tion in terms at all against Col. Webb.

He simply declined to accept his chal

lenge, without the statement of any

reason. There was nothing to preclude

the presumption, if the other party had

chºsen to make it, that it was on the

ground of his parliamentary privilege.

Mr. Graves insisted upon an express

disclaimer of any persºnal objection to

Col. Webb, this Mr. Cºlley refused to

make. An issue of veracity arose also

between then, Mr. Graves asserting

that, in an unwitnessed oral conversa

tion, the other had made such a dis

claimer, and Mr. Cilley on the other

hand denying it. Fº party at the

time made his representation of the

conversation according to these oppo

site versions, which is doubtless to be

explained on the ground of a misunder

standing by Mr. Graves of some verbal

remark falling from Mr. Cilley. But

so far was Mr. Cilley from prºffering

the rude and bloody bravado implied in

the above statement, as an invitatiºn

or defiance of Mr. Graves to take the

place of Col. Webb, that he made the

most emphatic assurances of personal

rezard and kindness towards that gen

tleman. It was a had business, and

we will not disturb the buried embers

of an exhausted fire; but we cannot

permit, in a “History of Duelling,” the

just censure due to the needless and

wanton provocation of the encounter

which had so unhappy a result, to be

transferred from the side of guilty sur

viving friends, to that of persecuted

and unfortunate innocence, which had

to pay the penalty of its own folly and

another's crime.

A few words before closing this Ar

ticle, on the merits of the practice it

self, of which we have sought to di

gest, from the materials of Dr. Millin

gen's interesting work, a succinct his

torical account. We shall not dwell

WOL. Xi.-NO. Lii. 54

upºn the truism of the combined ab

surdity and atrºcity of the practice,

almost universally admitted as it is in

theºry. It is certainly about the very

silliest as well as wickedest sight the

sun looks down upon in his diurnal

“girdle round the earth," to behold two

grown men, endowed by nature with

reasºn and a mºral sense, standing face

to face with each other, aiming at each

other's heart or brain, and blending

into one act the double guilt of murder

and suicide. If it proceed from those

deep and dark passiºns which make it

an encºunter of hate, the “pirit which

animates and characterizes it is one

fresh and hot from heil. If destitute

of that character, as a duel of punc

tilio, of presumed sºcial obligation, it is

clearly the purest idiotism that ever

issued from the “Paradise of Fools.”

And so it is now pretty generally un

derstoºd throughout the portion of the

Union in which these remarks are writ

ten. No one is here under any obliga

tion to accept a challenge. The pub

lic opinion will not only fully justify

and sustain a noble and conscientious

refusal in such a case, but it has little

else than contempt, as well as severe

censure, for the opposite course. It is

true that we do not find the laws en

forced against it which make it mur

der, and as such punishable with the

death penalty which is applied to as

sassination; but this is due, not so

much to a dispºsitiºn of toleration for

the offence, as to a just and natural ab

horrence of the not less sanguinary and

detestable punishment. A mitigation

of the penalty, to a term of imprison

ment, would operate far more ethcient

ly for every purpose of restraint and

preventiºn. And this course may be

particularly commended to the legisla

tors of those States in which the prac

tice is yet frequent; for it is, and will

long continue to be, vain to ask a jury,

representing the population of those

States, by their verdict to place on the

same level of crime and disgrace the

brutal or treacherous murderer, and

the duellist who, detestable as his act

may be, has at least faced his antago

nist fairly, with an equal risk of him

self incurring the same death it may

have been his lot to inflict.
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TO THE RIVER SCHUYLE.ILL.

I sit by thy side as thy waters glide

Away, away, in their gurgling tide,

River, oh sportive River!

Sparkling and whirling, with nothing to stay,

Save when a rock crosses thy silvery way,

Onward, still on, with their froth and foam,

As thou boundest away from thy mountain home,

Far in the sunshine to quiver.

Through pathway made 'mid the forest shade,

Through craggy glen and through grassy glade,

River, oh joyous River!

Through frowning pass and through smiling vale,

Thou flowest with many a murmuring tale,

Or thou dashest along with a cataract shock,

Like a leaping steed, o'er the rugged rock,

Where a thousand eddies quiver.

Now swift as the glow of light dost thou flow,

And the gazer would hardly thy dark face know,

River, oh rushing River!

For the gentle and slender and glittering rill

That danced down the side of the pine-robed hill,

While onward, still on, in thy might and grace,

Thou hurriest ever thy darksome race,

Far from thy birth-place to quiver.

By the dense haunts rife with death and with life, .

Through their wo and joy, through their love and strife,

River, oh glorious River !

Still onward flows thy unpausing tide,

And o'er its broad bosom rich navies ride,

Till it finds the embrace of the waiting sea,

And thy waters for ever are lost to me,

Where far 'mid the billows they quiver.

How like to the heart of man thou art,

With thy winsome grace in thy joyous start,

River, oh lovely River!

How like to thy sparkling and murmuring purl,

Doth the youthful spirit in pleasure whirl,

While so often the light of its glancing flow

Shines on the surface but not below,

Where the heart in sadness doth quiver.

And how like thy tide to manhood's pride,

Where it hurrieth on so deep and wide,

River, oh mighty River!

Still onward, it knoweth nor pause nor stay,

For flower or rock by its rushing way;

Till as sinks thy stream in the ocean wave,

To that weary heart is the waiting grave,

Where its pulse will forget to quiver!

CHARLEs PERRY.

Philadelphia.
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the anjutaxxtent.

Coxgress has at last done one goºd

thing—it has adjourned. On the night

of the 3d of March next it will do a yet

better—it will dissolve. Meanwhile,

let the country be grateful for at least

the little interinis-i ºn of repºse aflºrd

edit for three months, in the interval

between the two sessions. It is true

that we are to under-ſo yet one mºre

infliction of a Whig majºrity session;

but, thanks to the immutable laws

which will bring rºund the 4th of March

in the due procession of the seasons, it

will be short, if we may not hºpe

it to be sweet. Let us, in the mean

time, seize the hour, and reap the en

joyment of its brief repºse. Like the

ass in the fable, under the lºad of its

double panniers, the one on the right

side and the other on the left, the coun

try is indeed heavily and -adly burthen

ed. under two such bºdies as the two

Whig houses of Congress; but while

the panniers are laid a-ide for a brief

halt in the iniddle of the journey, let

it not, like the foolish beast, fret its

poor and patient soul, as it browses by

their side, with the anticipation of their

resumption. If we cannot rejºice that

the Lord gave then, let us be thankſul

that he has taken them away—for a

season at least. But the shame

and the sorrow of witne-sing such a le

gislature and such legislation pre-iding

even temporarily over the destinies of

our country, rebuke the tone of levity,

suggested by the ridiculousness which

is combined with so many worse fea

tures in the character and conduct of

this memorable “ Hard-ſider Con

ress.”

What a scene of moral retribution—

of political, if not pºetical justice—is

presented to us by all the convulsive

writhings and ravings of that bad fac

tion in possession of the Capitol. Th

remind us of the accounts by travel

lers of the mode in which the Eastern

snake-chariners catch and force into

obedience the noxious things which it

is their hideous trade to deal with.

Seizing the creature by the end of the

tail, with a firm clutch of the hand,

the man holds it out at arm's length

thus suspended downward by its own

tail; in which situation it will continue

for a long time darting its head around

in every direction, vainly striving, with

the quivering fury of its tongue, to

reach the master who grasps it with a

strºng and unyielding hand; tıll at

length, exhausted and subdued, it sur

renders the vain contest, hangs straight

and quiet, is disarmed of its sung, and

shut up in a bºx, where it afterwards

will dance to its conqueror's music,

whatever tune he may please to pipe

to it. The -nake—the “hooded snake"

—is the Whig factiºn; the chariner,

the conqueror, is Mr. Tyler,-and very

effectually has he dºne the business,

and shut them up, after all their in

potent twº-ting- and strugºlinºs, in a

very “bad box."

“So per-hall traitors!" is the excla

mation with which the solemn cere

mony is concluded, after the execu

tioner has dºne his dºom of law on the

particidal guilt to which that name is

due. So peri-il all corrupt factions,

placed by impo-ture in pºssession of

the power which they afterwards seek

to abuse, for the attainment of objects

which they dared not before avow, to

the generºus peºple whose confidence

they ensnared '-is the sincere excla

matiºn with which we hold up to the

public gaze the lamentable spectacle

of the “ be-headed " Whig Congress.

Viewed on every side, it is complete

and perfect, as a specimen of that kind

of Providential retribution which so

overrules the machinations of the wick

ed as to defeat their aims, not merely

by the intervention of any new or ex

ternal agencies, but by the very action

and reaction of their own cunning con

trivances. What is it that has now

revented the consummation of the

topes of these great Whig politicians

in the very instant of seeming fruition ?

—“Like Dead Sea fruits that tempt the

eye,

But turn to ashes on the lips"

John Tyler. Who gave John Tyler
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the power to do all this? . The great

Whig politicians. And why did they

put him in the position to have that

power? Because they could hope for

success in their scheming only by put

ting some man of that political birth

and school on their ticket with their

amiable old President; and since Mr.

Tyler had continued with them through

so much and so long, they thought

that his principles, as he had learned

them in that school, were as loose as

their own, and like his gloves, though

put on for cover and show out of doors,

could easily be pulled off and cast aside

as soon as they should all get “in.”

What was the first effect of their con

cealment of their true designs from

the people, and the heterogeneous va

riety of professions and pretensions

which they made to suit the different

geographical and political latitudes in

the country 2 To succeed in the elec

tion. What is its ultimate effect?

Not only to cause the President of

their own making to be the very

means of paralyzing those plans they

would have him the means of execut

ing, but also to justify him most con

clusively out of their own lips in doing

so. What was the first effect of the

system of tumult and crowd and ex

citement and clamor, which was

adopted by them in the canvass, as a

substitute for truth, proof, and argu

ment? It contributed largely to elect

General Harrison. What was its fur

ther effect 2 It wore the poor old gen

tleman out, so that he could not stand

more than a month's persecution by

the same office-seekers who had stirred

up the whole, and he died on their

hands, and it may be said under their

hands. And what is the upshot and

moral of the whole 2 That in politics,

as in everything else, Honesty is af.

ter all the best Policy.

There has certainly never been a

Congress since the foundation of the go

vernment, in which the prevailing ma

jority has been so gross, soundisguised,

so unscrupulous, in the character of a

mere faction—legislating on every im

portant measure only by the abomina

ble and corrupt system of extra-legisla

tive caucussing—controlling the inde

pendence of their own friends by “iron

rules” of dictatorial discipline, of so

tight and heavy a pressure as to extort

complaints even on the public floor of

the Senate—adapting their action to

objects of the pettiest personal spite or

partisan policy, in laws framed by them

with the unconcealed view of eliciting

Executive vetoes—and, in the pursuit

of these objects, and the indulgence of

these passions, sacrificing alike the

principles of the Constitution, the

rights of common fairness and justice,

and the proprieties of official decorum.

We content ourselves with a brief re

ference to the action of the House of

Representatives on the President's last

Veto. On its reception, we see them

disregarding the plain mandate of

the Constitution, which required them

to proceed to the reconsideration of the

vote on its passage—for the sole pur

pose of making an opportunity to lay

before the public, in the form of a

report from a committee, a counter

blast of criticism upon the reasoning of

the Veto, the cogency of which might

not with safety be allowed to pass un

answered. For this purpose they laid

the Bill upon the table, from which

there could be no other assurance

that it would ever be taken up again,

than perhaps an uncertain intention in

the individual minds of members to do

so, at some uncertain future day—then

to obey the plain requisition of the

Constitution for its reconsideration,

which ought to have been the first ac

tion of the House on the reception of the

vetoed Bill. And the Report of this

Committee did as little credit to

its veteran author—(why does he

seem so determined to deny the world

the power to say, the venerated or ven

erable?)—did as little credit to its

veteran author, we repeat, as to the

Committee which consented to it, and

the House which received and adopt

ed it. Like bad punch, Mr. Adams's

report was at once very hot and very

weak. It was a document of the

merest partizan attack and abuse

against the President. Forgetful that

the occasion limited alike the duty and

the right of the Committee to the con

sideration of the reasons of the Veto,

the greater part of the Report is de

voted to a general review of the Presi

dent's former course on totally distinct

occasions; the whole being a general

philippic of party abuse, as intem

perate and bitter in spirit as it was un

suitable, both to a former President of

the United States, its author, and to the

actual incumbent of that dignity, its

object.

-
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It must be confessed, however, that

in his retort, by a “Protest” which he

asked to have recorded on the Journals

of the House, Mr. Tyler very airly

brought down the laugh upºn his own

head—in a manner for which our re

collection of a few years ago, when he

stood, rice versa, himself as a member

of Congress in the Senate, fºrbids any

yery deep sympathy with his plight.

It was an excellent legislative jºke—

coming in just the nick of time to

rescue Mr. Botts from the ridicule

of his unperformed bºast—that Mr.

Tyler's Protest to the House shºuld be

reected in the identical terms in which

Mr. Tyler had himself, as a Senatºr,

voted for a similar rejection of a sitat

lar Protest by General Jacksºn. The

case of the latter was indeed a much

stronger one than that of Mr. Tyler.

The Senate being the court for the

trial of the Pre-idential impeachment,

he had a far higher right to protest

against a declared pre-judgment by

that body, on a point which might

issibly be brought again judicially

fore them, than Mr. Tyler cºuld

have in relation simply to the Hºuse ºf

Representatives.—in which bºdy the

course protested again-t might pºst

bly prove merely preliminary to the

exercise of their right ºf impeachment.

How on earth came Mr. Tyler, with

the memory of the former occurrence

yet recent and fresh,_

“ Q is lue ipse miserrima widi,

Et quorum pars magna ful "-

how on earth came he to do so*

absurd a thing : As a sort of small

by-play to the more important events

in the extraordinary drama of politics

now in progress, the occurrence sug

gests at least a passing allusiºn, which

wecannot withhold, to the politicaljust

ice of which Mr. Tyler has received this

slight taste, as a drop from the very

chalice he had himself helped to drug

for other lips.

One word upon the receptions to the

returning members of this memorable

body, which we have seen “got up "

with so unuch effort of enthusiasm, b

way of salvo to the mortification whic

could scarcely ſail to mark their first

greetings with their friends and parti

zans at home—elaborate demonstra

tions of committees, steamboats, ora

tors, processions, and bands of music.

We have not heard whether any of

these occasions, rescued from being

ridiculºus only by being so lugubrious,

were enlivened by the usual air of

“See, the conquering hero comes"—

on the trand instruments alone appro

priate to such an ovation. Had it been

attempted, it is much to be feared, that

the nºtes wºuld in-en-1bly have flowed,

in spite of the musicians' effºrts to the

cºntrary, into thºse of a not less fa

miliar March,--which we would name,

but for the tear that some of our friends

among the unfortunate individuals thus

hºnored, nicht not prºperly appreciate

the distinctiºn intended between per

sºnal and pºlitical “Rºgue-,” in hint

ing at the succe-tiºn. The truth is,

that they go home very satisfactorily

beaten and baffled; and worse, far

worse – with the consciou-nº-> which

many ºf them cannot whºlly shut out

of view, that they have very richly de

served it. To do an act of di-honesty

and treachery, in politics as in the other

atfairs of life, must be a very uncomfor

table thing at best, “per se," even

when consºled by all the sºftest solace of

succe-- ; but to attempt it, to no better

end than to be defeated, detected, and

derided, must be indeed unpleasant to

nice moral -ºn-ºblities. In the issue

between them and the President, they

cannot entirely blind either the peºple

or then-elves to the truth, that the con

sistency and the pºlitical hºnesty are

all on his side;—that it is they who

have striven hard to carry out to its

ractical fruits the most abºminable

raud ever perpetrº d' upon the flat

tered and betrayed confidence of a

nation, by fastening upºn it measures

of a mºst obnºxious character, not

only unavowed, but disavowed, before

the election; and that it is he who

has earned a meed of praise honorable in

the present generation, and destined to

brighten thrºugh future ones, by prov

ing himself, in a time of no slight trial,

not false to then, but true to himself

and his own honor; not false to party,

but true to patriotism; not false to an

public interest, but true to the Consti

tution, to the will of the people, and

to the general gºod of the coininon

country of all.

All this, these unfortunate gentle

men must know and feel, with more

or less distinctness, as they may be the

more or less able to look calinly forth

on the real merits and relations of the
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case, through the bewilderment and

excitement of their own exasperated

passions. All this, too, they must be

gin to perceive that the people like

wise know and feel, from the throng

ing evidences already afforded in quick

succession, in so many of the State

elections of the summer—evidences

which we doubt not are yet so to ac

cumulate upon them, before the period

of their next re-assembling, that not

a peg will be left then, on which to

hang either a doubt as to the past, or

a hope as to the future.

A “PRESIDENT witHouT A PARTY.”

The present is the first time under

our government that the phenomenon

denoted by the above phrase has been

witnessed. Nor is it easy to imagine

any possible combination of circumstan

ces which would be likely ever again

to reproduce it—at least in a manner

so remarkable as exists in the case of

Mr. Tyler. That which has produced

it in the present instance is peculiar,

and indeed “passing strange.” In the

first place, we see a heterogeneous

arty of opposition gradually accumu

ating against an administration in the

possession of power through three

Presidential terms; absorbing every

fragment from time to time detached

from the latter; and reflecting every

new phase of local or partial discon

tent, naturally growing out of the infi

nite complexity of the operations of

such a government. We see the cen

tral and chief body of this party com

posed of a political school odious to the

great majority of the people, and hos

tile to the genius of its system of

institutions, which is democratic, pro

gressive, and reformatory, yet for the

ecessary purpose of getting into power

. the popular suffrage, forced to dis

semble this character, and abstain from

any avowal of any positive system of

principles or intended measures;–as

well. the impossibility of uniting

their own loose and incoherent mass

upon any such definite platform, as

from the fact that the measures lying

really in the thought of their leaders,

and probably of the majority of their

popular members, are such as they

dare not avow—such as in some sec

tions of the Union they are forced even

to disclaim and repudiate. We see

this body, in the selection of their

ticket for the Presidential canvass,

casting aside the man whom they have

themselves since designated as “the

life, the soul, the embodiment " , of

their principles, and taking up for Pre

sident an old “military chieftain,” of

great amiability of character and per

sonal popularity, but of no particular

political character at all ; selected as a

sort of “nose of wax,” easily, as was

supposed, to be turned and twisted to .

any shape or any direction that might

be found desirable by the true Presi

dent who was meant to preside over

the President. We see them adding

to his name, as candidate for the Vice

Presidency, that of one identified by all

the ties of birth, breeding, and un

recanted professions, with the prin

ciples of a school the very opposite to

that of the greater part of their own

leaders. By these means, aided by

exertions unprecedented alike in kind

and in degree, and favored by the uni

versal embarrassment of the times to

which they held out vague but flatter

ing hopes of immediate relief, we see

them triumphant in their first main

object, the Election,--when suddenly

all this skilful scheming is baffled in

the very hour of success! The President

is removed by a death which should

scarcely indeed be termed accidental,

since it was directly produced by the

very causes which had mainly contri

buted to place him there'; and the

individual who was designed only as a

serviceable candidate for the Vice

Presidency—an element of political

strength necessary indeed to success,

yet designed only for show and not for

use—assumes that higher seat of office

and power which he soon shows him

self determined to fill in his own right

and person, and not as the mere vicari

ous puppet of another's pleasure... We

next see realized the impossibility

always predicted by ourselves, of any

union of such a party upon any practi

cal system of measures; and the Pre

sident happening to represent that por

tion of it whose original political char

acter, yet unforgotten and unobliterated,

was the farthest removed from that

of the interests now dominant in the

party councils, becomes personally the

s

º
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pivot on which the unavoidable dis
sension must turn. Bills are sent to

him, which he cannot choose but veto,

unless prepared to go down to pºrterity

under a cloud of infamy, as a particidal

traitor to the memory ºf the great

fathers and fºunders ºf his pºlities

faith. To this cause of severance is

added that of the jealous resentment

and hatred soon manifested by the

great head and leader of the party, ºn

perceiving symptoms ºf an intended

competition with himself fºr the gºt

tering prize of the Succes-lºn; under

the influence of which the breach

widºns rapidly day after day, in ºpte

of efforts on his part to prºpitiate the

gathering wrath, so strenuºus, so

humble, we had almºst said.-as

scarcely to be consistent with a very

high dignity of cºnduct or manliness

of self-respect. Unrelenting, unrelax

ing abuse and denunciation, however,

cºntinue to be heaped upºn the head

of the offending chief-ma-i-trate and

the dreaded rival. A vehement ºppº

sitiºn to his administratiºn is actively

conducted, both in the Senate, where

stands the curule chair of the erraced

dictator, and in the other branch of

Congress, where his partizanº faith

fully represent alike his policy and his

passions;– the Democratic party natur

ally, meanwhile, standing alºf, frankly

supporting those acts of the per-cut d

President which harmºnize with the ºr

own principles'; but neither gºing any

farther, nor evincing any dispºsitiºn to

go farther. And thus is gradually

evolved out of all the complex series

of circumstances here rapidly reviewed,

this singular political phenomenon

above adverted to, of a “President

without a Party.”

Now, thus produced, this may be a

sition honorable in itself, and afford

ing to its incumbent a fine ground for

the exercise of a patriotism wºrthy of

a nobler ambition than that of a mere

re-election to his office—were such an

event possible. If Mr. Tyler's motives

of action are as pure and lofty as we

are desirous of believing them to be,

he will pursue the line of conduct

appropriate to the position he has him

self described in this phrase; and will

both render an ºlº. service to

his country, and earn for himself a

high historic name. If otherwise, he

will utterly fail in whatever interested

aspirations he may indulge, and the

next as well as the present generatiºn

will write his name in very small let

ters ºn his cºuntry's antials. Let the

“Prº-ident withºut a Party" remain so.

Let him nºt seek to make a “party.”

fºr himself. The patrºnage ºf this

gºvernment ran cºrrupt a party–

can destrºy it--but cannºt hº ºne.

The idea has gºne abrºad – we know

nºt whether frºm authºrity, or because,

with thºse whº have prºpagated it,

the wish was fºr her to the the u:ht–

that a general “we p of the the - in

the gift ºf the gºvernment is cºntem

plated. We have seen of late nume

rººs very ºf inz dº nºn-tratiºns of

enthu-na-ºn tºward the potent hand

that hºlds this cornu, op.a of public pa

trºnage, which set nº just abºut to tilt

over to put its rich fruits into the ex

pectant mºuth- tº lºw. Whether, in a

greater or less number of instances,

there is mºre ºr less of relatiºn be

twen these two things, as cause and

effºrt, no ºne can do mºre than pri

vately surmise. But at any rate we

wºuld warn Mr. Tyler against mi

taking these hungry shuts fºr the

trum.p of fame. We trust that he will

do nº such thing as he is said to con

template, and as so many “ in so dis

interes: d!y de-irº us that he shºuld do.

It is bad enºugh when we see Presi

dents tº ºth Parties, fºrced by the irre

si-tible pressure ºf influence upon

them, carrying ºut this system ºf po

litical prºscriptiºn which treats the

public ºffices as the lawful “spºils" of

a sºrt ºf bloºdless civil war. F. hea

ven's sake, let us not have to witness

the same spectacle gratuitously vo

lunteered fºr the purpºse of making a

Party. We trust that Mr. Tyler will

adhere to the rule of his own circular

addressed to the hºlders of office on

his first inductiºn into his own. So

lºng as they abstain frºm an improper

kind or degree of interference in elec

tions, the simple reason that they may

prefer to adhere to their party, instead

of accºmpanying Mr., Tyler in the se
ce-sion from it into which he has been

forced, will constitute no justification

for their removal. We refer, of course,

to those offices whose duties are not of

a nature to make it material, for their

efficient and satisfactory performance,

whether the politics of the incumbents

are or are not in accordance with

those of their Executive head. An

indecent violence of language against
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the Administration on whose favor they

are dependent, might fairly indeed pro

voke some degree of personal displea

sure, and the penalty of removal; but

it is not to be presumed that any con

siderable number can take particular

pleasure in thus quarrelling with their

own bread and butter; while the mere

declaration of their adhesion to Mr.

Clay, and consequent disapproval of

the course of Mr. Tyler, ought not to

come within the scope of this ground

for removal. No–let them stay;

and while the sighs are yet scarcely

out of our ears, of so many hundreds,

not to say thousands, of families cast

off upon destitution by the last turn of

the political wheel, let us not have

another repetition of the same process

of wholesale decapitation upon another

set, for the mere reason that their hus

bands, brothers, or sons, entertain such

and such opinions on the party topics

and men of the day. If this threat

ened sweep with the broad besom of

the Executive displeasure, of which

we have heard so much, is really to be

carried into effect, Mr. Tyler will find

that, without adding any real effective

strength to his government, he will

have greatly impaired the moral dig

nity with which his present peculiar

position may be surrounded. The

public will then believe the charge

urged against him by his foes, that it

is a selfish personal ambition which

has actuated his recent course, prompt

ing him to seek to make a party for

himself by means of the machinery of

the Federal patronage, or to recom

mend himself to the Democratic Party

by reopening it to them. Now, the

positive injury that would result from

this course to what may be termed the

party morals of the country, together

with the loss of the beneficial effect

that might be produced upon them by

a different course, would be such that,

even though such a course of argument

may seem to be in hostility to the in

terests of our own political friends, we

would most earnestly deprecate it, and

caution Mr. Tyler against its adoption.

Let him go on and be true to our prin

ciples, because our principles are those

of his own political parentage and

breeding—though for so many a year,

and especially in his reputed strong ad

vocacy of Mr. Clay in the Harrisburg

Convention, he has been sadly untrue

to them in his party associations and

conduct. But let him place his mo

tives beyond assault, beyond suspicion.

If he hopes to make a party for him

self, that will be the best mode of

effecting it. If he wants to win the

Democratic Party to his support, they

will come far more readily and warmly,

of their own generous accord to sus

tain an administration thus deserving

it “per se,” than they could be induced

to come by any prospect or hope held

out of the paltry “spoils of office.”

In the appointments that he may legi

timately have to make, free as he is

from party trammels or ties, let none

but men of distinguished character, ta

lent, and public service be selected, so

far as such can be found. Let him re

pay the hollow adulation of personal

and political devotion which may be

clamored into his ears by servile place

men and more servile place-seekers,

with a manly and just contempt. We

should sincerely rejoice, for his own

sake, to see him lay before the country

some demonstration of not holding

himself as a candidate for a second

term of his elevated office. Let him

pursue the course indicated in the pre

ceding remarks. He would extort the

respect and applause of no inconsider

able portion of the Whigs; he will be

honored and supported by the Demo

cratic Party in a manner which he can

never attain by an equivocal and sus

picious course, shadowed over with

doubts of its disinterestedness; while

the general moral influence of his acts

and plans with the country and the

world at large will be immeasurably in

creased; and, at the close of his term,

he may with a proud and noble dignity

lay down the capacity which accident

may have conferred, but which merit

will have adorned, of a “President

without a Party.”
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AN INCIDENT IN A RAIL-Road CAR.

by J. R. Low LL.

**poke of Burns: men rude and rough

Pressed round to hear the praise ºf one

Whose breast was made ºf manly simple stuff,

As home-pun as their own.

And, when he read, they forward leaned

And heard, with eager hearts and cars,

His birdlike sºngs whºm glºry never weaned

From humble similes and tears.

Slowly there grew a tender awe,

Sunlike o'er faces brown and hard,

As it in him who read they iſ and ºw
Some presence of the bard.

It was a sight for sin and wrong,

And slavish tyranny to see.

A sight to make ºur faith more pure and strong

In high Humanity.

thºught, these men will carry hence
Promptings their fºrmer life above,

And something of a finer revºrnº,

For beauty, truth, and love.

God scatter love on every side,

Freely annong his children all,

And always hearts are lying ºpen wide

Wherein some grain. may fall.

There is no wind but sows some seeds

(ºf a more true and open life,

Which burst unlooked fºr into high-souled deeds

With wayside beauty riſe.

We find within these souls of ours

Some wild germs of a higher birth,

Which in the poet's tropic heart bear flºwers

Whose fragrance fills the earth.

Within the hearts of all men lie

These promises of wider bliss,

Which blossom into hopes that cannot die,

In sunny hours like this.

All that hath been majestical

In life or death since time began,

Is native in the simple heart of all,

The angel heart of Man.

And thus among the untaught poor

Great deeds and feelings find a home

Which casts in shadow all the golden lore

Of classic Greece or Rome.

WOL. XI, No. LII. 55
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Oh! mighty brother-soul of Man,

Where'er thou art, in low or high,

Thy skyey arches with exulting span

O'er-roof infinity'

All thoughts that mould the age begin

Deep down within the primitive soul,

And, from the Many, slowly upward win

To One who grasps the whole.

In his broad breast, the feeling deep

Which struggled on the Many’s tongue,

Swells to a tide of Thought whose surges leap

O'er the weak throne of Wrong.

Never did poesy appear

So full of Heav'n to me as when

I saw how it would pierce through pride and fear,

To lives of coarsest men.

It may be glorious to write

Thoughts that shall glad the two or three

High souls like those far stars that come in sight

Once in a century.

But better far it is to speak

One simple word which now and then

Shall waken their free nature in the weak

And friendless sons of men;

To write some earnest verse or line

Which, seeking not the praise of Art,

Shall make a clearer faith and manhood shine

In the unlearned heart.

* Boston, April, 1842.

THE STAR.

At evening on the shadowy shore,

In sad and lonely mood I stand,

And list the billows' moaning roar,

That curl along the rocky land.

No distant light the landscape cheers,

And darkness broods o'er earth and heaven,

Save where yon lonely Star appears,

Piercing the silent shade of even.

By grief surrounded, thus contends

The generous spirit with its doom,

And shining through the storm, ascends,

The brighter for the darkening gloom.

WINCENT E. BARON.

New Haven, Sept., 1842.
*
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Six.cf. our last publication, mºst unex

pectedly the tanti bul, which had been

vetoed on accºunt of the clause repeal

ing the condition on which the distri

bution act of last year was passed, has

become a law, with that objectiºnable

section stricken out. The pre-ent law,

although it bears, if we take into cºn

sideratiºn the peculiar state ºf the cur

rency, more of a protective ºr prºhi

bitive character than any which has

zºne before it, produced tempºrarily ºn

its passage a generally better tº “ing.

It is of such a nature as to be highly

popular with the manufacturers ºf

thºse domestic gººds which have here

tº fºre been supposed to suffer mºst

frºm the competitiºn of impºrted

goºd-, and, with the present extremely

lºw rate of raw material, prºduce, and

labor, the prº-pect of extendinº the

markets for dome-tic goºds and wares

at higher rates has given an impetus

tº the novements of the manufacturers.

The dealers in impºrted gººds, many

of which are prohibited under the new

law, and of which fair stºck- are held,

were encouraged with the prºspect of

ºbtaining better prices after the ten

dency had been so lºng downward

The people at large have also been

inclined to hºpe that the tariff, by - ºne

111agic influence, would impart a de

gree of activity to trade, to which it

has long been a stranger.

The people have been tºo much in

clined to look to the government fºr

a-sistance in their daily transactiºns.

There is, perhaps, no subject on which

such a number of ill-1, unded pºpular

prejudices exist. The number ºf idle

tales spread about by the industry of

faction, and by the zeal ºff lish gººd

intention, and gre dily devºur, d by the

maliznant credulity of nankind, tend

infinitely to aggravate prejudices which

in themselves are sufficiently strºng.

In that state of affairs, and of the public

in relation to them, the first thing that

the government owes to the peºple is

information. To provide for us in ourne

cessities is not in the power of govern

ment. It would be vain presumptiºn in

statesmen to think they can do it. The

people maintain thein, and not they

the peºple. It is in the power of gov

eminent to prevent much evil; it can

do very little gººd in this, or perhaps

in anything e-e. Of the government

measure ºf relief, the only actual re

sults thus far appear to be the advance

in price ºf - me few articles of fºreign

gººds, which can no longer be in

P rºd. Buyers do nºt, hºwever, seen

included to submit to this advance, and

they purchase very sparingly. There

has been no advance, nºr increased

activity in dºme-tie gººd-, nºr is there

likely tº be. The stºcks of goºds are

large, and if any di-pºrtiºn to improve

were apparent in prices it would only

have the effect of increasing the sup

pilº, by tempting new capital and

new operatºrs into the trade. The

ºnly re-ult upºn business which is

likely tº be filt this fail frºm the tariff

may be to check the downward ten

deºry ºf prices.

The want ºf a tariff has nºt been

an ug the causes ºf the depressiºn in

trade. The -tarmatiºn which has

tº en -o lºng felt “the to have arisen

frºm far othercauses. The country is full

ºf prºduce at exceedingly low prices.

The cities have been tºld with gººds,

fºreign and dºmestic, off ring at prices

at which they can nºther be produced

nºr impºrted. The want of a tariff

cºuld have had no agency in prevent

ins an interchange of these commºdi

tºº. The dith, ulty seems rather to

have arisen frºm the fact that a great

revºlutiºn has been and is gºing on,

not ºnly in the manner of doing busi

n >, but in the directiºn of that busi

nºs. Until within a very few years

all the business of the Union has been

dºne ºn a system ºf bank credits; both

the purchase ºf prºduce and the sale

of merchardize. The local banks,

operatin: under the supervision and

cºntrol ºf the Natiºnal Bank and

branches, became the agents of credit,

by which cºnstantly accumulating

quantities ºf gººds were brºught into

the country and sold and cºnsumed on

credit. The natural tendency of that

system was to concentrate trade at the

mºney centre, New York, where about

60 per cent. of all the foreign goods
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imported into the United States are

entered, the proportion having increas

ed from about 35 per cent. in 1826,

when the United States Bank was first

regularly in operation, to 60 per cent.

at the present time. Under that sys

tem dealers from all quarters of the

Union came to New York, and being

in fair standing, could purchase goods at

four to eight months, giving their notes

payable at their own local banks. A dis

count of these notes could always be

readily procured, either through the

banks or the large monied houses in

Wall street. These notes were very

generally lodged with the National

Bank at the place of payment, and at

their maturity were always paid in the

notes of the local banks. By these

means a balance was constantly accu

mulating in favor of the branch against

the local banks where it was situated,

and this balance was the instrument by

which it held them in perfect control.

If any one bank extended itself too

freely it was instantly checked by the

balance accumulating against it at the

branch. The proceeds of the notes,

thus collected, were transmitted freely

from one branch to another, all com

municating with the mother bank, and

forming a machine by which col

lections were facilitated, at the same

time that the paper currency was ren

dered uniform, by confining each bank

within its proper sphere of business,

according to its capital and means.

This restriction and control was a fre

quent cause of complaint on the part

of the local banks, who complained of

“the tyranny” of the National Bank.

Holding this general command over the

banks of the Union, it is evident that

no universal inflation of the currency

could take place, unless the controlling

power or National Bank itself expand

ed. That institution was subject to

no check itself, except that which al

ways arose from a foreign demand for

specie when the currency became too

full. As long, therefore, as no unusual

influence was brought to bear upon the

foreign exchanges, they were a true

index of the state of the currency,

whether full or otherwise. The high

tariff of 1828 was undoubtedly the

first of a series of events which pro

duced a derangement of the currency,

by operating artificially upon the fo–

reign exchanges. The effect of that

tariff was to cause the imports in the

years 1829–1830 to average each year

$13,000,000 less than the average of

the five preceding years, making

$26,000,000 less of foreign goods to

pay for in those two years. This, of

course, had a powerful influence in

keeping specie in the country, and re

moved the only check upon the move

ments of the National Bank. The

effect of this was magical, and is seen

in the following table of the loans, spe

cie circulation, and deposits of that

institution for five years:

MovKMENT of THE UNITED STATES BANK For FIVE YEARs SUBSEQUENT TO THE

-

1928. 1829.

Loans, 33,682,905 39,219,602

Circulation, 9,855,677 11,901,656

Deposits, 14,497,330 17,061,918

Specie, 6,170,045 6,098,138

Here was an enormous accumulation

of specie in its vaults, and the check

upon it being removed by the action of

the tariff, its loans and liabilities in

creased immensely. This expansion

was followed of course by a relaxation

of the control upon the local banks,

which accordingly largely increased

their liabilities. In order to trace the

1829

Local Banks.

TARIFF of 1828.

1830. 1831. 1832.

40,663,805 44,032,057 66,293,707

12,924,145 16,251,267 21,355,724

16,045,782 17,297,041 22,761,434

7,608,676 10,808,047 7,038,023

extent of this movement, we must first

consider that the profits of banks be

yond the interests on their own capi

tals, consist in the difference between

the aggregate of their circulation and

deposits and the specie that they may

have on hand. With this proviso

we may make the following compari

SOn :

1832.

U. S. Bank. Ilocal Banks. U. S. Bank.

Circulation and Deposits, $71,706,077 28,963,678 189,506,556 44,117,158

Deduct Specie, - - - - 11,989,643 6,098,138 25,340,270 7,038,023

Difference, - - - - - 59,716,434 22,865,540 164,166,286 37,079,135

Capital, - - - - - - 95,003,557 35,000,000 180,005,944 35,000,000

º
º

º
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This calculation presents, as ac

curately as the imperfect returns of

the local Banks for 1-32 will admit,

the enormous expan-ton which tººk

place. The credit means of the Uni

ted States Bank, rose from 61 per

cent of its capital in 1-29, to 10.5 per

cent. in 1832, and thºse of the lºcal

banks rose 50 per cent., or from ºl in

1-29, to 91 in 1-32. The consequence

of this vast inflation, was, that the un

ports became greater than ever, and

the demand for specie being renewed

from abroad led to the revulsion of

1-34. At that time a new influence

began to be exerted on the foretºn ex

changes, which was the system of

open credits, by which the long dated

paper of American importers was dis

counted for the purchase of Lanca

shire goods, by the London hºuses,

backed by the Bank of England. This

revented the natural check upºn the

, viz. the foreign demand for spe

ºie, from ºperating upºn the currency
here, until the Bank of England, in the

summer of 1-36, broke through thºse

creditº, and brºught the accumulated

demand for cºin upºn the New York

markets, giving the banking system

here a shºck frºm which it has never

recovered. In 1-3-9, again, a new

agent influenced the foreign exchanges.

This was State Stºcks, large amounts

of which being sºld abrºad, the pro

ceeds were returned in gººds, and

specie, again causing the bank- to in

flate. The failure of this new agent

of credit through excess of issue, was

not fºllowed by an accumulated de

mand for cºin, because the stocks, being

the immediate means of payment for

the gºd- do not mature for years to

come. In illustration of that which we

have here set furth, we may give the

fºllowing table from oticial sources,

showing

THE Forrig N Goons coxstºw ºn in the rNirº p ºr arrs, the rw roars or nontratic

MAN cracrunks, the 1.x as or tº roar on rx roar or sprotr Ix rath year, with

the Loans or the National saxx run a re-atºry or rºw sixty y-aas.

foreign* errºr: *o-

rast * -- - -

1821 41.2° 3,236 2.07.2,6-1

1-22 60.953.30 + 3, 121,030

1x23 50.0.33, 15 3.1.3%. ,”

1-24 55,211.800 4.- : 1.3×3

1-25 63,719, 132 5,72 .. 7

1<2*; 60, 131,805 5, 15, 10

1-27 56,0-1,932 5,036,031

1828 66,914,-07 5.0 °.3.) I

1829 57,831,019 6, 112,320

1830 56, 189, 161 5,320.9-0

1831 83,157,508 5.0-0,-4)

1832 75,989,793 5,000.633

1833 88,215.57 6.737, ºn

1834 103.208,521 6,217, -93

1835 120,291,247 7,591,073

1836 16-,233,675 6, 107,52*

1837 1 19, 131,200 7, 136,”

1838 101.264,-01 8,397.0, 8

1839 140,201,550 6,05.3, 429

1840 88,951,207 6.-29,21

1841 116,110,001 7, 130,000

In 1828, the high tariff went into

operation, and continued until 1832,

when the compromise bill passed, pro

viding for biennial reductions of the

duty thereafter. It appears then that,

during that high tariff, which was

shºrt it.

****** ºf re-ress of tºn -e-, -ates

unspºrt. e - rt * * rº

2, 113,169 30, nº,199

7, 10, 3.31 2*, *, 1,169

1,273,031 31.7.3t. 132

1,365,283 33, 1.32.6.3 |

2,646,290 31,812, 17

2.7-2.2×8. 33,021,631

1,179,-25 30,937,ºt;

753,735 33,0-2,05

2,479,502 39.21%. 02

7,914,311 40,653,805

1,708,986 44,032,057

350,961 66,2,3,707

4.<2\,...ºrº 61.695,913

16,235,374 54." | 1.461

6,653,672 51,-0°,739

9,075,515 59,232, 15

5.-28.0-4 57.5%:3,209

14,239,070 4.3.2. º.º. 1

3,201,180 41,618,637

465,794 36,839,593

5,111,562

about 10 per cent. higher in average

rates than the present one, the follow

ing result was produced, as compared

with a period of five years before the

tariff. -

Average foreign nºmestir bank

gº-º-º- ºr 4. gº - . . tºrted. it anº.

Five years before the tariff, - 57,000,000 4,800,000 22,000,000

“ “ during the tariff, - 68,000,000 5,200,000 44,000,000

Excess during the tariff $11,000,000 $400,000 $22,000,000
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These figures show the indisputable

fact, that the volume of the currency

was doubled during the existence of

the high tariff, and that it caused, not

withstanding that tariff, an aggregate

increase of 20 per cent. in the consump

tion of foreign goods, including the

decline in imports during the first two

ears. . We may now, in the follow

ing table, observe what effect the high

duties and increased imports had upon

the customs.

customs, REVENUE of THE UNITED STATES FoR Twenty-onE YEARs.

1821 13,004,447 1828

1822 17,589,761 1829

1823 19,088,433 1830

1824 17,878,325 1831

1825 20,098,713 1832

1826 23,341,331 1833

1827 19,712,283 1834

This table gives the fact, that the

revenue was increased during the five

years of high tariff 20 per cent., as

compared with the previous five years,

showing that the increased duties gave

no increased revenue, but that the

revenue improved precisely in the

same proportion that the quantity of

imports increased and the currency ex

panded. The same fact is visible in

the following years. In 1834, a year

of revulsion, the customs were but

two-thirds of the amount of 1836,

when a reduction had taken place of

‘3 of the duties under the com

promise act. In the following year,

1837, the customs were lower than

they had been at any period since the

war, and yet two years after, when

a further reduction of 3 making

-6 had taken place in the rates of

duties, the customs ran very nearly

as high as the average during

the five years of the high tariff of

1828, but not quite so high as dur

ing the year of speculation, 1825–6,

before the high tariff. All these facts

lead to the inevitable conclusion, that

the customs cannot be increased by a

rate of duties higher than the tariff of

1824, which yielded $17,000,000 to

$20,000,000. All the revenue thathas

since been derived over that amount,

has been got, by increasing the

quantity of goods imported through

the operation of the banking sys

23,205,523 1835 19,991,310

22,681,965 1836 23,409,940

21,922,391 1837 11,169,290

24,224,441 1838 16,158,800

28,465,237 1839 23,137,924

29,032,508 1840 13,499,502

16,214,957 1841 14,847,557

tem, a fictitious and dangerous re

SOUrce.

This brings us to the present condi

tion of that system, as compared with

that which was the case when the tariff

of 1828 went into operation. At that

time the United States Bank was in

full and successful operation. The

whole circle of paper credits emanat

ing from the local banks revolved about

it, as on a centre, in perfect harmon

and in sound credit. The effect of the

tariff was then easily and noiselessly

roduced, as is a frigate floated from

|. cradle in a dock by the graduall

rising tide. The United States |...}.

relaxed the rigor of its control. The

branches increased their loans, and

swelled the measure of their liabilities,

giving wider scope to the operations of

the local banks. These eagerly put forth

their energies, increasing their business

and its profits, tempting new men and

new capital to compete for that business.

The result was, that the bank capital of

the Union, which, in the ten years

from 1820 to 1830, had increased

but $7,000,000, extended itself from

$145,000,000 in 1830, to $231,250,000,

in 1835,-an increase of $86,250,000,

or $17,000,000 per annum, and their

loans in the same time increased

$165,000,000. This impulse continued

until the ten years ending in 1840 pre

sented the following comparison with

the ten years ending in 1820:—

FLUCTUATION OF BANKING IN THE UNITED STATES.

No. of Banks. Bank Capital. Bank Loans Circul. & Deposits.

From 1820 to 1830 - 28 8,081,657 7,350,000 36,069,112

44 1830 to 1840 - 392 211,250,424 262,445,309 65,781,503

Decrease1840 to 1842 - 102 120,980,000 210,000,000 53,130,240

º

º

s:
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This presents a pretty accurate cºn

densed view of the great rever-e

which has not only taken place, but is

yet in prºgress. The reductiºn frºm

1-1 to 1-12 is made out fr in actual

enumeration of the banks that have

failed. This prºcess of curtallment,

failure and liquidation, is the effect of

the utter prº-tratiºn of cºnfidence in

paper credits of all kinds, public and

private, state, city, cºrpºrate and indi

vidual. It grows out ºf inability to pay

originally, engendering want ºf will in

many cases, and is in no wise depend

ent upon either high or low duties. It

must continue until increased wealth

inaparts ability and will to submit to

suicient taxation frºm which to dis

charge the debts. Therefºre, no in

crease of impºrtatiºns can gr w either

out of the imprºved state of the paper

currency at home or restºred credit

abrºad. The imports will be ºnly to

an extent which can be paid fºr. The

means of paying will be diminished by

the necessity of paying interest and

principal of former debts out of the ex

pºrts before returns can be expected.

We have gºne thus particularly into

details of that which we apprehend to

be the effect of the tariff, because that

has been a leading question with the

mercantile community during the

month which has elapsed since the

date of our last number.

During the last few weeks a better

business has been dºing, being the first

indications of the fall trade. This

arises, however, not from legislative

action, but from those general causes ºf

increased national wealth, lower prices

andabundanceof money,which we have

ever supposed would inevitably bring

about a reaction. The season has now

arrived for the various crops to move

forward to market. Thus far the in

dications are that the product of all

descriptions will be larger than ever

before, and, with a specie currency,

prices must rule very low. Flour is

now selling in this market at $1 50

per bbl., and that is generally looked

forward to as the average rate through

the coming winter in the New York

market. Probably it will not average

more than $3 75 throughout the

United States. The manner of con

ducting the business growing out of all

the crops is undergoing an immense

change. Formerly the commission

houses in New York generally came

under acceptances to western farmers

and dealers fºr prºduce to cºme fºr

ward. Many hºuses wºuld accept

frºm mulers drafts, which wºuld be

discºunted by the we-ºrn banks, and

the prºceeds a pled to the purchase of

wheat, frºm which to manufacture the

tº ºr already accepted fºr. This sys

tein is nºw changed. Few or nºne of

the New York hºuses accept any drafts

unless the gºd- are in hand, and then

generally fºr three-fºurths of the mar

ket rate ºnly. Very many ºf the west

ern farine r- and dealers do not draw

against prºduce until it is actually:

ºld. This fºrms a healthy cash busi

nº -- giving rise to very tritling bank

ing ºperati ºns.

At New rleans and the other great

cºtt in markets, a “muar change has

been undergºne. The old manner of

buying cºtt, n was fºr the agents of

fºreign dealers to draw upºn hºuses in

New Yºrk, at tº days, which bills

were discºunted by the banks, and the

prºceeds applied to the purchase of

cºtton, which, in mºst cases, wºuld

be shipped to Liverpººl, and drawn

agains: trºm New Yºrk at tº days, to

meet the inland tall at maturity. This

rºcess, by rºturing no actual funds,

ſº merely bank credits, greatly facili

tated the purchase in the hands ofspec

ulators, and kept the southern mar

kets always half to one cent per lb.

in advance of the Liverpºol mar

ket, leading to reclamatiºns and heavy

losses. This system has itself been

destrºyed by the failure of the banks

which it has ruined. Cotton-factors

now very generally demand specie in

payment for cottºn. This, of course,

must keep prices very low for the pre

sent; but the business will be healthy,

filling the channels of circulation with

a sºund currency; and the business will

ultimately improve as the foreign mar

kets of consumption get over their

present embarrassments.

The demand for money for mercan

tile purposes has not materially im

proved. There is as yet not sufficient

encouragement for the sale of goods to

induce operators to go into the markets,

notwithstanding the low prices. The

late accounts from England give pros

‘cts of a plentecus harvest, without

aving recourse to very large imports

of foreign corn. This diminishes the

hope of a greatly improved market for

American produce in that quarter;
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while the manufacturing districts are

in so disturbed a state, arising from

the distresses of the operatives, that it

casts a temporary gloom over the

cotton market.

Notwithstanding this want of em

ployment for money there is no dispo

sition to invest it in State stocks or

paper securities of any kind, if we ex

cept some of the choicest, say New

York State and city, for which there

is some demand. The failure of the

State of Pennsylvania had, at the

date of our last, cast an additional

gloom over the condition of American

credit abroad. Pennsylvania has, how

ever, made the first movement towards

compromising her debts by adver

tising for sale all the public works, for

the construction of which those debts

were contracted. These works cost

about $33,000,000, but have hitherto

not yielded sufficient to pay the repairs

and expenses independently of the in

terest of their cost. The stock debt of

Pennsylvania is about $37,000,000,

mostly 5 per cent., and the market

price is 40 per cent. This stock the

State proposes to receive at par for the

works, at such prices as may be agreed

upon. On these terms, ºthe works

realized cost in stock at par, the whole

could be purchased for about $15,000,-

000 cash, and the State would not only

be out of debt but relieved from a

heavy expense. None other of the

States have yet taken any steps to

wards redeeming their credit. An un

accountable apathy seems to prevail

upon that subject. In Illinois the Le

gislature, which is biennial, meets in

December next, and strong hopes are

entertained that, under its democratic

rulers, some compromise will be effect

ed by means of the large tracts, near

500,000 acres of valuable lands, of

which she stands possessed, with her

creditors.

The agents of the federal govern

ment having failed entirely in effecting

the negotiation of any portion of the

loan. Congress has passed a law re

pealing the disgraceful provision in the

act authorizing the loan, to the effect

that it might be sold at any price, and

has again resorted to the§ and well

tried plan of Treasury notes, of which

$6,000,000 additional are to be issued

in lieu of so much of the loan unsold.

These notes are to be issued in pay

ment of debts due by the government,

which are nearly equal to the amount

authorized. They are mostly payable

to contractors and others, who are not

disposed to retain them, and will there

fore put them immediately upon the

market. These notes form a favorite

mode of investment, and are much held

by capitalists, which is evident from

the fact, that although upwards of

$8,000,000 are now outstanding, they

are at a discount of 1-8 to 1-4 per cent.

only, while at this time last year, with

a less amount outstanding, they fell to

from 5 to 6 per cent. discount. There are

orders to some extent for the notes al

ready, for investment, principally on

bank account, but the large supply will

probably cause them to fall.
Two failures have occurred in the

commercial circles, one being the Bank

of Lyons, a safety fund bank of the

State of New York. This concern

was tainted with old speculative trans

actions, and has long been in a weak

condition. The other was a more im

portant failure, being that of the Ame

rican Fur Company, with a capital of

$3,000,000. The general causes of this

failure were losses on furs during the

past few years, through the successful

competition of private dealers.

The general prospect now before the

mercantile community is that which in

variably results from the elements now

operating to produce it, viz. great na

tional wealth, low prices, and abun

dance of money. A return of commer

cial activity has been retarded hi

therto by the apprehensions and panic

engendered by constant explosions of

mismanaged banks and monied corpo

rations. These have now nearly passed

away, and confidence is returning on

the broad basis of abundant products of

industry and cash payments.

i
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Elements of Chemistry. By Ronkar

KANE, M.D., M.R.I.A., Professor of

Natural Philosophy to the Royal Dub

lin Society, &c., &c. An American

edition, with A4 litions and Corrections,

and arranged for the Use of the Uni

versities, Colleges, Academies, and

Medical Schools of the United States,

by John W. Dr. Art R. M. D., Professor

of Chemistry in the University of New

York, &c. New York: Harper &

Brothers. 1842. 8vo. p. 704.

THE design of the author in this work,

is to present to the stu eat an account of

the general princi, les an I facts ºf Chem

istry, and of its applicatiºns to Pharmacy,

to Medicine, and to the i setul Arts. The

author has adopted the plan ºf fully de

scribing all the general principl. s and

laws of chemical action, before ‘ntering

on the description of the chrºical sub

stances in detail,-a plan which has ob

vious advantage- over that of entering

in the commenceſ, ent on the description

of individual sub-tances, ina-innch as re

ference to the principles of athnity and

the laws of constitution is continually

necessary, in order that the re-actions of

these bodies may be understoºd. As

Chemistry is itself but a deſ artment

of natural philosophy, and so intº at ly

connected with the other branches ºf

physics, that a knowledge of at least their

general principles is nº cº-sary for the

proper understanding of the nature of

chemical phenomena, the author has ac

cordingly embraced within the design of

the present work, a description of the

physical properties of bººes, so far as

they serve to complete their chemical hi

tory, or intiuence their chemical relations;

thus, on the one hand, supplying charac

ters by which chemical substances may

be recognized, and on the other, mºdity

ing the affinities by which the action of

chemical substances upon each other is

determined.

The chapters on Cohesion, Light, Heat,

and Electricity, are admirably drawn up,

and acquaint us fully with the existing

state of knowledge on these subjects.

After treating of the general laws of chem

ical combination, we are presented with

an account of the mode of preparation and

properties of all inorganic substances of

Wol. xl.-no. LII. 56

interest to science, to medicine, or to the

arts. Matters of curiosity merely, having

little or no relation to practical utility, are

either omitted, or slightly noticed ; while

everything bearing upon general princi

ples or existing theories, or connected

with pharmacy, medicine, or employment

in the arts or in ordinary hie, is fully dis

cussed and its applicatiºn pointed out.

In addition to all this, the relations of

chemical action to the functions of orga

nized matter, the applications of chemis

try to physiºlogy and pathology, are treat

ed of as fully as present knowledge ex

tends; and, in conclusion, we are present

ed with a very full and accurate descrip

tion of the mºde of analysis of organic and

it.organic bodies.

Such is a brief sketch of the nature and

design of the present work. We believe

it superior to any work of the kind hith

erto published, and especially adapted as

a text-bººk for the use of universi'ies, col

le”, academies, and medical schools, as

wººl as the man of science and the gen

erºl reader.

In preparing this work for the use of

American students, Dr. Draper has made

such alterations in it, as the systern of in

strict ºn pursued in the United States

seeins to require. Nºt that he has taken

the inproper editorial liberty of altering

or omitting any part of the text of his au

thor; but by putting in smailer type such

portions as treat of comparatively unin

portant details, valuable to the advanced

proficient, but unsuitable to the ractical

purposes of instruction, within the short

periºd of time usually allowed in our

schools and colleges. His own additions

are distinguished by bracket-, which per

mit their introduction withºut disfizure

ment to the typographical symmetry of the

page.

In Europe, the reputation of Professor

Kane was well established even before

the appearance of this work; and now,

since he has made this important contri

bution to the noble science in which he has

been such a successful laborer, he cannot

fail to be soon properly estimated through

out the scientific world. Its republica

tion in this country will doubtless meet,

under the favorable auspices of its erudite

editor and enterprising publishers, with a

fortunate reception. As it is undoubtedly
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the best text-book extant in the English

language, representing the present con

dition of chemical science, we recommend

it to the favorable attention of all public

teachers.

Sophocles' Greek Grammar. Fifti, Edi

tion. Greek Exercises, by the same.

Second Edition. RomaicGrammar, ac

companied by a Chrestomathy, with a

Vocabulary, by the same. Felton’s

Greek Reader, adapted particularly to

Sophocles' Grammar. Second Edition

Revised. All published by H. Hunting

ton, Jun. Hartford. 1842.

THE extensive popularity of the above

enumerated elementary books, supersedes

the necessity for particular examination of

them on our part, to point out their mer

its or observe their features of difference

from others. It is sufficient to notice their

appearance, and to direct the attention

of teachers to the strong recommendations

from high authorities which accompany

them. Into the Grammar of the Modern

Greek we have looked with a somewhat

closer interest. Such a publication was

very much desired, if not wanted. With

it every Greek scholar can acquire at least

a reading acquaintance with the Romaic,

in a short time and with light labor. The

pages given to extracts from a number of

Modern Greek writers and poets, easily

as the greater part of them, with the aid

of an accompanying vocabulary, are legi

ble to every eye not unfamiliar with the

ancient language, willhave a particularin

terest to those who have had no other op

portunity ofaccess to them. Some ofthese

fine spirited Klephtic songs are somewhat

tempting to translation. The rhythm of

the Romaic verse is entirely by the accents

and cadences, and not by quantity, and

the greater part of them are in rhyme.

Professor Sophocles avoids encumbering

his Grammar with comparisons between

the ancient and the modern forms, which

in other Romaic Grammars are only use

less to one portion of their students and

embarrassing to the other. He states that

the ancient name of “EXXmveg,” which

has been restored by the revolution of

1821, is used only by the inhabitants of

Bavarian Greece, who perhaps do not con

stitute more than a fourth of the Greek

nation, so that it may safely be said that

the most of the people still call themselves

and their language Romaic. The lan

guage is the legitimate offspring of the

Byzantine Greek, the last stage of the

Arabic—bearing a similar relation to the

latter that modern Italian bears to Latin.

The first author of whom any decided ac

counts exist is Theodore Ptochoprodomus,

who flourished about the middle of the

12th century, under the Emperor Manuel

Commenus.

The History of the Reformation of the

Church of England. By GILBERT BUR

NET, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Salis

bury. With the Collection of Records,

and a copious Index. Revised and cor

rected, with additional Notes, and a

Preface, calculated to remove certain

difficulties attending the perusal of this

important history, by the Rev. E.

NAREs, D.D., Regius Professor of Mo

dern History in the University of Ox

ford; and Rector of Biddenden and

Newchurch, Kent. With a frontispiece,

and twenty-two portraits. In four vol

umes. New York. D. Appleton &

Co., 200 Broadway. 1842. 8vo., pp.

592,652, 543,622.

ONE after another the rapid increase,

both of our numerical population, and of

our circle of cultivated readers and col

lectors of libraries, leads to the republi

cation of American editions of those stan

dard works of the classic literature of the

language, which were before accessible to

us, on this side of the Atlantic, only at

rare intervals and wide distances, in the

public libraries of the large cities, or in

the private collections of the small num

ber of persons who could afford the ex

pensive forms of the original English edi

tions. This is one of the class we refer

to ; and in the handsome and cheap form

in which the liberal publishers offer it to

the American market, reproduced from the

stereotype plates of the last English edi

tion, it can scarcely fail, we presume, to

justify abundantly the intelligent and well

directed enterprise of the Messrs. Apple

ton. Dr. Nares’s edition is well known as

having antiquated, and to some extent,

superseded, all former ones; by reason of

the valuable directions which he supplies

in his Preface as to the mode and the order

in which its different parts should be read,

as well as ofthe correctionsmade,through

out the body of the work, of the nume

rous errors well known to disfigure the

text. Of the merits of such a work, it

would of course be absurd for the current

criticism of the day to speak. Without'

adverting to those Catholic complaints

against it which an English Bishop could

scarcely fail to excite, yet the Protestant

world have so long looked upon it as the

most complete and valuable work existing

on the subject, that our recommendation

hiſ

º
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of it, even iſ not impertinent, could not

be other than superfluous. One only fur

ther remark we will make upon it—we re

fer to the seasonableness of its present

publication. There is no doubt that the

present is a very critical period to Protest

antism—we mean the Protestanti-in es

tablished and left by the Reformation. It

is in a state of unrest, of agitation and

di-sension, which betokens the working of

e ements whose eventual resuits it is not

ea-y to foresee. We will advance no

epinions of our own on a subject of this

nature, on an ºccasion all ording no oppºor

tunity of developing or defending the in.

Yet it is certain that many at least see in

the present aspect of the Christian world a

great silent Protº-t in progress, of the

human reason and heart, against Protest

anti-in, according to the general accept

ation of the term. They see it a house

divited against itself, in countless factions,

between which prevails a mutual animos

ity, little in harmony with the essential

spirit of the R. livion countnon to all.

Standing milway as it does between Cath

olicism and Rational:-in, they see in its

wavering mass a double movement—back

ward and forward. Backward, to rest the

aching weariness of doubt on the great

pillar of authority, as maintained by Catho

licism. Forward, to seek, iſ possibly it

may be found, a more steady poise on the

self-sustaining centre of the individual

reason and conscience, interpreting the

great Charter of Faith, the Bibie, with a

more bold and free philosophy of criticism,

which repudiates the fetters of cree-i-, and

the hafnpering machinery of ch'urch or

ganizations. With these two influences at

work against it in opposite directiºns, Pro

testant Orthodoxy—however it may de

nounce the one as popish superstition, and

the other as disguised infidelity—has its

hands full to hold its own. A most fit and

seasonable period is it, therefore, for the

publication, in this country, of such a

work as Bishop Burnet's great History of

the Reformation, which should be well

studied by all the various opinions, and

tendencies of opinion, now so deeply ſer

menting on the subject throuzhout the

Christian world.

Man a Soul; or, the Intrard and the Erpe

rimental Evidences of Christianity. By

the Rev. A. B. Muzzly. Boston :

William Crosby and Co., 118 Wash

ington-street. 1812. 16mo. pp. 157.

This little volume consists of the sub

stance of some conversations between the

author and a young man who came within

the sphere of his ministerial labors; and

who, while conscious that he was dying

from a hereditary consumption, and though

educated in a sounewhat strict schoºl of

ordinary Christian doctrine, was distress

ed by his own want of comprehension of,

wind faith in, the great spiritual truths and

mysteries of Christianity. Abandoning

the ground of disputable and un-at-tac

tory dogunas respecting total de pravity,

grace, &c., the author states, that by turn

ing his eyes ºnward to the conten plation

of the de athless nature of the Sºul, and

flung his thoughts on the Iºward Man,

he ſuily succeeded in the object of bring

ing pea, e, ii.ht and laith, into the moral

chaos of the mind on which these pious

labors were devoted. To have rendered

this service to one fellow human be ing,

is to have lived enough. His dying lan

guage was “of the urinness of his faith,

of his calm trust, of his sublime anticipa

tions, and his hºpe in Heaven.” Without

having been able to cºminand the requi

site unie to read the bººk through, we

have gathered from such of its pages as

we have been able to turn over, a favor

able impression of the ability with which

the author has executed a task evºlently

prompted by the highest motives and ani

mated by the pure-t spirit. The follow

ing are the concluding words in his in

troduction:

* The ease ºf this yºung tran re-ree nts, be.

lieve ºr at ºf tº any trians era. In the tº ,-e ºf

ºne a *...*** * * * * * * * * *, art ºf ea ºg all

wºº tuay real tº eve hapº tº tº as a stri -> * r ite

fºunt at ºne ºf the t t tº et an Faith have tº unit.

tº tº ºr -- ite-tº-taº e ºf ºvera. e. nº ea.

tº tº i na wºn tº at is ºr “utºr is ºvºia. I he

fºrm in a tes it is dº the tº ºx tº is an at stratt to

its ere at t = * * * ** * * * * pha

ra, u tº -k ºut this “tº tº k. I am sure he

whº ºr at ºr its as a ºf ºut. ii., as but,

** h as it is, I tº tº º 1, it tº tº e º hat.ty of Iny

fellºw turn, and to the Bessing of wººd."

The Characters of Schilier. By Mrs. E:-

1. r. New York : John Allen. Boston :

Otis, Broaders, and Colupany. 1812.

12ino. p. 2 it.

Wr are pleased to see a second issue of

a volume which, in its first edition, pub

lished a few years ago, found as many ad

mirers as readers—a circle which will

doubtless at the present day be much

widened, from the cultivation which has

of late been given to the German lan

guage and literature in this country.

Those who have made themselves ac

quainted, in the original, with those noble

creations in which Schiller expresses and

manifests the lofty loveliness of his own

soul, will be glad to compare their own

unpressions ºf them with those of a critic
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who brings to the task so rare a degree

of matural as well as cultivated accom

plishment for its performance, as the fair

and youthful author of this volume. While

to those who do not enjoy that advantage,

it will afford an opportunity that should

not be lost, of beholding at least a reflec

tion of the glory of the great Poet's ge

nius, in a skilful analysis of his plays and

characters, illustrated by numerous passa

ges of fine translation. But Mrs. Ellet

scarcely deserves at our hands the praise

which justice extorts;—for the re-appear

ance of this volume, after the long inter

val during which she has altogether with

held from the public, a name once so great

a favorite, suggests an expression of dis

content thereat, in which many will con

cur. Mrs. Ellet’s youthful promise—yes,

and youthful performancetoo—were such

as to excite and to justify expectations of

her continued devotion to the fine labors

of literature, which she has no right, in

the absence of any reason, to disappoint.

If there is anything in the southern air of

her present residence adverse to the exer

tions once so easy and natural, we trust

that Professor Ellet will speedily retire

from the chair (Chemistry and Natural

Philosophy) which he fills with so much

ability and distinction in Columbia Col

lege, South Carolina, and return to the

more congenial though sterner climate of

the North ; since it is far better that a few

students in that institution should lose

the benefit of his labors, than that a

whole “public * should be defrauded of

its rightful claim upon hers. -

Remains of the Rev. Joshua Wells Downing,

.A.M., late of the New England Confer

ence of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

With a Brief Memoir, edited by ELIJAH

H. Downing, A.M. New York: Pub

lished by G. Lane and P. P. Sandford,

for the Protestant Episcopal Church

at the Conference Office, 200 Mulberry

street. 1842. 12mo. pp. 329.

THIs volume consists of sermons, notes

of sermons, and some letters, by a young

man, who seems to have left behind him so

sweet an odor of memory in the hearts of

his friends, and those who had listened to

his preaching, as to induce his brother to

embody this record of him, as not useless

in itself, and as a gratification to many

having a particular interest in its subject.

These productions, without aspiring to

any remarkable intellectual rank, seem

yet characterized by a fervent piety, which

is in itself recommendation enough. Of

the genuineness of this spirit, a beautiful

death of peace and joy, as described by

his biographer, was at once the sign and

the seal.

Models of English Literature for the Use of

Colleges and Academies. Baltimore :

John Murphy, 146, Market-street.

1842. 12mo. pp. 372.

A school-Book collection of “pieces **

for reading and declamation, pretty co

pious and varied, and, being the last,

doubtless as good for the purpose for

which designed as any other collection of

the kind,-perhaps a little better, for we

do not believe that any other contains

Dickens’s inimitable scene of the exami

nation of Sam Weller, by Serjeant Buz

fuz, in the great cause of Bardell vs.

Pickwick.

A number of other books on our table

are necessarily deferred till our Next, the

space at our present command being here

exhausted,
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Ma. NonMax, a traveller, recently re

turned from Yucatan, Mexico, having

extended his researches in a direction

not previously visited by other tourists,

where he has discovered many stupen

Athenarum,) there can be no doubt of

the success of its successor.

We are cratified to learn, that Mr. Kº N

pain, of the Picayune, intends to pub

li-h the journal of his Santa Fe expedi

tion in a volume. It will be a very in

teresting and valuable bºok.

dous and highly interesting vestiges of James Monroe & Cº., Boston, have in

antinuity, is enzazed in preparing for

the press, the result of his investiza

tions, which will be embellished by a

series of illustrations from drawings

made on the spot. (J. & H. G. Lang

ley are to be the publishers.)

Mr. Lºstºn's new work, “The Condition

and Fate of England,” is rapidly pass

ing through the press, and may be ex

pected to appear in the course of this

month. It is to be embelli-hed by de

signs from the magic pencil of Chapinan.

General Monnis is about to publish, for

the holidays, a beautifully illustrated

edition of his lyrical effusions.

A volume of “Cºllected Poems,” by Al

FREI, B. Srºkº.T., is in press. Hooker,

of Philadelphia, has in preparation,

“The Smm.…ler's son, with at ºr Tales

and Sketch, ,” by a Lady of T. nnessee.

We observe that Professor Tonky is

preparing for the pre-s, the “ Sr., ºfic

and Miscellaneous Writings ºf the lute

President Marsh.” Mr. (, at x 1", the

well known American author, has in

press a work on the “Present State and

Prospects ºf Germany.”

A new work by Mr. St. Ans, is to be pub

lished this month, in one handsome oc

tavo, with 500 plates, entitled, “The

foliº, ºr tº ſºft in Nºrt, in
and Mind.” The subject of this work

is of unrersal interest, and in the hands

of the industrious editor it cannot fail

of proving a most desirable contribu

tion to the domestic libraries of the

land. It will be perfectly unique in its

binding decorations, presenting one of

the richest specimens ever attempted.

We are happy to learn that Dr. Foray,

author of the recent valuable work on

“The Climate of the United States,” has

nearly completed for publication, by

the Harpers, a new production, to be

entitled, “The Physical Geography of

the Earth, and its R. lutions to Organic

Structure,” &c. From the deserved

success of his former work, which we

observe has received the most unequivo

cal commendation from two of the se

verest critical Journals of England,

(The London Literary Gazette, and the

preparation, for the holiday season, a

new volume, by Mrs. Sºot as 1.x, of a

descriptive character, designed as a gift

book.

Lea & Blanchard are about to issue an

American edition of “ Muller's Physio

logy,” in one vol. 8vo. ; “-1 System of

Therapeutics and Muteria Medica,” by

Dr. Du No. 1 isow ; and “...in -itlas of

Plates,” illustrative of the principal

operations of Surgery, with descriptive

letter press, embracing an account of

the latest of ºrations, &c.

A new work of important historical inte

rest is, we observe, announced for the

press, comprising the “Journal and Cor

respºn.ience of an -ime, ºn Refugee,”

Sawt 1. Curwº N, E-1., a Judge of Ad

miralty in Massachusetts, before the

Rev, latiºn, who toºk refuge in Eng

land during that war. High-minded and

honorable, he unfortunatºly e-pºused

the wrong side of the politics of the

day; his journals and Letters are re

plete with zoºl sense, taste and discrim

ination, and cannot tail of awakening

strong and lively interest. These curl

ous documents, in the possession of Mr.

George A. Ward, of this city, are now

passing under e.t. tal revision and ar

rangement, for speed, publication.

rxglish.

Mn, Dickºxs' new work is to be entitled

“...ime, ran No!es for General Circula

twm;”—a title, as far as it concerns this

country, not inaptly chosen, as it will

doubtless immediately on its appear

ance, become the staple commodity of all

the newspaper press throughout the land.

A new novel, by Capt. Mariyat, is just

published, entitled “Pºrciral Keene.”

On the 1st of July was cºmmenced a New

Edition of the “Chronicles of Sir John

Fronºurt,” to be completed in Thirty

two Numbers, price one shilling each–

embellished with one hundred and six

teen wood engravings. In the first

number will be given a colored ſac

simile of one of the drawings in the il

luminated copy of Froissart at the Bri
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tish Museum, from which most of the

engravings are copied.

Preparing for publication, “Illustrations

of Froissart ;” being a series of colored

fac-similes from the drawings contained

in the illuminated copies in the British

Museum, and elsewhere. To be pub

lished in monthly parts, super royal

8vo., size to correspond with the re

cent edition of Froissart in two vol

umes.

Just appeared, “..An Historical Out

line of the Book of Psalms,” by the late

John MAsoN Good, M.D., F. R. S.,

author of “A New Translation of the

Book of Job,” &c., &c. Edited by the

Rev. John MAsoN NEALE, B. A.—

“Cardinal Allen’s Admonition to the

Nobility and People of England and Ire

land,” &c. A. D. 1538. Reprinted,

with a Preface by EUPATOR, in fac

simile, and with the Cardinal’s Arms.

The third edition of the “French Orthoto

ger,” by Mons. L. A. J. MoRDAcque,

French Master at the Manchester Free

Grammar School, is in the press, and

will shortly make its appearance. The

last edition of this most complete

course of theory and practice of the

French language, was published in

1832, and has remained out of print for

several years, owing to the author's

professional engagements.

A new Novel is announced to appear im

mediately, under the title of “ Dr.

Hookwell, the Puseyite Vicar.”

“Decided Preference, by an Old Spinster,”

is the title of another new Novel.

“Characteristics of Painters,” is the name

of a new work, by HENRY REEve, the

translator of De Tocqueville's great

work on “Democracy in America.”

Firman Didot, Frères, et Cie. (printers to

the Institut de France), have just issued

their general Catalogue, which shows

a degree of enterprise in Paris that we

might in vain look for in nearly all the

publishing trade of London.

We also see announced for publication,

“The Principles and the Practice of

.Art,” by J. D. HARDING, author of

“Elementary Art;” a work which gives

ample promise of a valuable sequel.

We observe that the late Dr. ARNoLD, at

the time of his decease, had just com

pleted the third volume of his “History

of Rome,” and that his friend, Arch

deacon HARE, will superintend its pro

gress through the press. Dr. Arnold’s

executors also announce a new volume

of his “Sermons,” and a “Memoir of

his Life, with Selections from his exten

sive Correspondence.”

Now ready, “Dickinson's Rustic Figures,”

chiefly executed with the brush in litho

tint, the author’s fac-similes of his

Sketches. There are 24 plates, printed

on 4to.

“The Grasses of Scotland,” containing

a scientific description of each species,

remarks on their use in agriculture, &c.

By RicharD PARNELL, M. D., F. R. S.

E. Illustrated with a figure of each

species, and several varieties, amount

ing to 130; drawn and engraved by the

author. “J.ectures on Female Prosti

tution º’ its Nature, Extent, Effects,

Guilt, Causes, and Remedy. By RALPH

WARDLAw, D. D.

We observe Mrs. JAMEsox announces a

“Hand-Book to the Private Picture Gal

leries of England;” a companion volume

to that on “The Public Galleries.”—

“Life in the West, or Back Wood

Leaves, and Prairie Flowers,” is the title

of another novelty; also, “Evelyn, or

Mistaken Policy,” a domestic tale, by a

Lady; “The Sepulchre of Lazarus,” a

Poem; “Sketches from a Travelling

Journal,” by Wiscountess St. JEAN, em

bellished with a series of beautiful

drawings, by her own pencil.

A work, by Lady WAVAsour, to be called,

“My Last Tour and my First Book,” is

just ready.

The Shakspeare Society will in a few days

issue their ninth publication. “ The

First Sketch of Shakspeare’s Merry

Wives of Windsor,” printed in 1602,

4to., which has never been reprinted.

To which will be added, a collection of

early Tales, upon which the Play is

supposed to be founded. Edited, with

an introduction and notes, by J. O. HAL

LowELL, Esq., F. R. S., F. S. A., &c.

We observe the announcement of a work,

entitled, “Travels in the Interior of

North America,” in the years 1832, 3,

°4, by MAXIMILIAN, Prince of Wied, in

one volume, royal quarto, accompanied

by eighty-one elaborately colored plates,

imperial folio, numerous engravings on

wood, and a large map, translated from

the German, by H. Evans LLoyd, to

which we beg to direct the attention of

those of our readers who are interested

in works of this description.

Also, very shortly, a new edition of

“Stow's Survey of London.” Reprinted

from the two editions published by Stow

himself. With Notes, a Memoir, and

copious Index. By WILLIAM J. THOMs,

Esq., F. S. A., Secretary of the Cam

den Society, &c. This will be uniform

with their Popular Library, and, conse

quently, at a very moderate price.

Also, “Memoirs of Claude Browston, Doc

tor of Laws,” &c., who was broken on

the wheel at Montpelier, A. D. 1698.

By H. S. BAYNEs.
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A Society has lately been established,

i

Lond Francis Ecrºrex, Pre-sient,

called the AELraic Socºrry, for the il

lustration of Anglo-Saxon and Early

English History and Philolor. The

object of the Society is the publication

of those Anglo-Saxon and other literary

monuments, both civil and ecclesia

tical, tending to illustrate the early

state of England, which have either

not yet been given to the world, or of

which a more correct and convenient

edition may be deemed desirable. The

works to be published in uniform octa

vo volumes, containing the Anglº

Saxon originals, and a translation. It

is proposed to commence the series

with the Hoxntrºls of the Awºlo

Saxox Chrarº, of which a consºlera

ble portion (whether translations or

orizinals) are ascribed to the learned

prelate by whose name the Sºciety is

distinguished; to be followed by The

Livis of the Axe, lº-Saxo~ Sarx rº,

The Axalo-Saxox Cunoxic 1 1,

The Works or King Alºnsº,

viz.:-his Version of Beda's Hºrrlesias

tical History, of Gregorius de Cura

Pastorali, and of Orº-tus; together

with such other early remains as the

Society may deem worthy of publica

tion

Fºr cº-pustise is, we observe, the all

engrossing subject of speculation in

London at the present time, among art

ists. The Royal Commissioners of Fine

Arts have given notice that three pre

miums of 300 each, three premiums of

2001 each, and five premiums of 1001

each, will be given to the artists who

Mºte. 4 : ,

shall furt ºn cartººns which al...all r-.

spectively be dermed worthy of one ºr

other of the said premiums, and Mr.

Barry has submitted his plans with ret

erence to the dererations of the New

Hºuses ºf Parliament. Some half-dºzen

works have al-o recently appeared on

this all-ºut-obsolete branch ºf art, and

the public attention seems to be already

favourably enlisted on the subject.

Severn, Parris, and Haydºn, are among

its more prºminent advocates. The

beautiful art of Lithºtint is to be seen

exhibited in all tº brilliancy and effect

in a recent volute just published. The

posthumºus works ºf Sir David Wilkie,

an.ounting to ºr hunt ºrd and ºrty

rººt, and cºmprº-ing a splendii series

ºf his pºrtures frºm, his earliest efforts

down to the natured prºductiºns of his

later day-, have just been ºld by auc

tiºn, and have brºught, in Inost instan

ce-, immense prices. There should be

an effort nºte in this cºuntry to e--

tablish an-frt-Union on the plan of the

London Art- tº ºn, for the encourage

ment ºf the Fine Arts—its establish

ment would be comparatively easy,

with a viz, rous pre-1 ent at its head,

and it wºuld prºve ºf incalculable ben

efit to the prºfessiºn. The sixth an

nual distribution which recently oc

curred in Lºndon, awarded about £10,-

(**) as prizes for the purchase of pic

tures and tº for bronze and plaster

rasts. A nºrty of such munificence

here would doubtless spredily bring to

livht much of the latent courage of our

neglecte- and depressed artists.

NOTE.

The Portrait embellishment of the present Number, is an engraving from an ex

cellent miniature by Blanchard, of the able and distinguished Senator Walken of

Mississippi. The biographical sketch intended to accompany it, has failed to reach

our hands in proper season, from those of the author to whom its preparation was

entrusted, a gentleman in Mississippi. It will be given in our next. -

Several other miniatures from the same artist are only awaiting the opportunity for

their insertion. They are of Brixton, Waight and Calhorn—all very recent and

all admirable productions. The last named is the only truly good likeness we are

acquainted with of the great Southerner. We refer to them for the purpose of re

commending the artist to that public patronage which he eminently merits, and which

he will well repay.
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IT is doubtless due to propriety, as well as to the kind friendliness of the no small

number of the subscribers to this Review who have continued attached to its

lists from its original establishment, that we should announce and record in its

pages the recent death of MR. LANGTREE, on the 8th of September, who, up

to the period of the commencement of the New Series published in New York,

was associated both in its proprietorship and editorship, and who at one period

had the sole charge of its publication. With this view, in preference to in

truding on our readers any of those terms of personal notice, which often on

such occasions proceed with but an ill grace from the partial pen ofprivate re

lationship, we confine ourselves to the quotation of the following from the New

York Commercial Advertiser of September 17th, 1842:

“We regret to announce the decease, at Bacon's Castle, Surry county, Va.,

of S. D. Langtree, Esq., one of the original editors and proprietors of the Demo

cratic Review, aged 31 years. The deceased was a native of Ireland. He was

educated to the medical profession, and came to the United States in 1832, as

physician of an English ship, in compliance with the directions of the govern

ment, that a physician should be sent out with every passenger-ship during the

prevalence of that fearful pestilence, the cholera. His tastes, however, were

decidedly literary, and averse from his profession. His reading was very ex

tensive for a man of his years, and he wrote with facility and energy. For a

season he was an assistant in the office of this paper, and the readiness with

which he acquired knowledge of every description, especially of books, was re

markable. We mourn his loss as of an able and estimable friend, of fine talents,

of generous impulses, and truly benevolent feelings. For the last sixteen months

Mr. Langtree had had no connexion with the Democratic Review, which has

been under the sole conduct of his brother-in-law, Mr. O'Sullivan. He had re

tired to Virginia with the view of leading the life of a planter, in which occu

pation he was extensively engaged. The fatal disease was congestive bilious

fever.”
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CLIMATOLOGY OF THE UNITED STATES.”

The excellent work to which reſer

ence is made at the fºot of this page

has one merit which is of primary un

portance—it is as valuable for the au

thenticity as for the originality of its

materials. In its preparatiºn, its la

borious and judicious authºr has accu

mulated a mass of facts for which

alone he is eminently entitled to the

thanks, not only of the scientific world,

but in a peculiar degree, of his cºun

trymen at large—data which have re

quired years to collect, and years to

collate and digest. Inlike all other

treatises on the same subject, which

are generally loosely written and inade

up of the most vague and general

statements, the deductions of this vol

ume are based upon precise instrumen

tal observations. “The design of this

work,” in Dr. Forry's own language,

“is to exhibit a connected view of the

leading phenomena of our climate,

both physical and medical, comprising

a condensation of all the author's ob

servations on the subject.” It is based

chiefly on the “Army Meteorºlºgical

Register,” and the “ Statistical Report

on the Sickness and Mortality in the

Army of the United States,” embrac

ing a period of twenty years (1-19 to

1839), both of which are the result of

the labors of the same author, who

has now derived from them their

pre-ent useful and interesting applica

un. Having pre-ented in Part First

a classificatiºn of the principal phe

nºmena of ºur climate, physically cºn

sidered, I’r. Forry traces ºut, in Part

Secºnd, the medical relatiºns of these

laws, thus e-tablishing in bºth a cla-i-

ficatiºn ºf climates, having fºr its basis

observation; and having extended his

researches thrºugh a lºng series of

years, and over vast masses of indi

viduals, he has disclosed many impor

tant relatiºns having reference to the

health and disease of our wide-spread

borders.

Climatºlºgy, although of the high

est interest to man in every cºnceivable

relation of his earthly existence, yet

has been, strange to say, wonderfully

neglected so far as regards the climate

of our own country. Indeed, so little

effort has been made to keep pace with

the prºgress of kindred branches of

science, that the work of M. Volney

on the climate of the United States,

written more than forty years ago,

when this French sarant made a

flying visit through our country, is

still quoted by every writer on this

topic. So barren of precise data, in

truth, is this work, that the author's

only instrumental observations consist

• The Climate of the United States and its Endemic Influences : based chiefly on

the Records of the Medical Department and Adjutant General's Office, United States

Army. By Samuel Forry, M. D. New York: J. & H. G. Langley. 1842. 8vo.

pp. 380.

Wol. xl.-NO. Lili. 57
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of a few thermometrical results ob

tained from a literary gentleman in

New York, for which even he made no

acknowledgment. Prior to the appear

ance of Dr. Forry's work, we possessed

no treatise founded on facts in regard

to the climate of the region that we

inhabit. It is, therefore, with particu

lar pleasure that we hail the volume

before us, in which the author has de

termined the relations to one another

of the isolated facts collected in refer

ence to our climate, and in which, as

regards the general laws of climate,

he has demonstrated their harmony

throughout the globe.

The merit ofBeing the first to estab

lish, on an extensive scale, a system of

meteorological observations, with a

view to the elucidation of the laws of

climate throughout the United States,

is due to the late Surgeon-General of the

United States Army, Dr. Joseph Lov

ell, who in 1819 issued instructions to

the medical officers of the different

posts to keep regular records of the

weather and to transmit them quar

terly to the Medical Bureau at Wash

ington. In 1820 and 1821, he published

the general results of each year, and

in 1826, the connected results of the

observations for the preceding four

ears. The first State that followed

in this laudable measure was New

York, whose academies and other

schools, established under legislative

patronage, have been bound, for many

ears past, to keep meteorological reg

isters, and make reports of the results

to the regents. In 1836, a liberal ap

propriation for similar purposes was

made by the Legislature of Pennsyl

vania, thus supplying each county in

the State with a set of meteorological

instruments; and the observations thus

made have been reported monthly to a

special committee of the Franklin In

stitute, where they are at all times

open for consultation. As Ohio has

come, within the last year, into a simi

lar measure, we have now a very ex

tensive district of country dotted, as it

were, with points of instrumental me

teorological observation. When to

these efforts of individual States and

those of the medical department of our

army, we add the observations made

under the direction of the British au

thorities in their extensive possessions,

as well as those of private individuals

throughout the continent of North

America, it is cheering to those en

gaged in solving the intricacies of me

teorological phenomena to look for

ward to the prospects of the future.

In this general view of the existing

state of climatology in our country, we

must not forget the present head of the

Medical Department of the United

States Army, Dr. Thomas Lawson.

To him the volume before us is appro

º dedicated, inasmuch as it was

under his official direction that the in

vestigation of the subject was first un

dertaken by Dr. Forry in the “Army

Meteorological Register,” and the

“Statistical Report on the Sickness and

Mortality of the Army of the United

States.”

“In the investigation of the laws of

climate,” observes Dr. Forry, “a range

of subjects so multifarious as to com

prise almost *. branch of natural

philosophy, is embraced ; but its true

province is properly restricted to a gen

eral view of these subjects, which, if

based on legitimate deductions of ob

served phenomena, should enable us to

reduce the infinite variety of appear

ances presented to us in nature, to a

few general principles. It is by means

of this generalization that the subject

will be elevated to the dignity of a

science.

“Climate embraces not only the

temperature of the atmosphere, but all

those modifications of it which produce

a sensible effect on the physical and

moral state of man, as well as on all

other organic structures, such as its

serenity, humidity, changes of electric

tension, variations of barometric press

ure, its tranquillity as respects both

horizontal and vertical currents, and

the admixture of terrestrial emana

tions dissolved in its moisture. Climate,

in a word, constitutes the aggregate of

all the external physical circumstances

appertaining to each locality in its re

lation to organic nature.”

Considering the vast importance of

this subject to human welfare, it is

lamentable to contemplate its meager

ness in the advanced state of know

ledge in the nineteenth century. Even

at the present day, one writer regards

climate as differing only with the dis

tance of parallel zones from the equa

tor or the poles; another, as dependent

on the internal heat of the globe; a

third, as merely a tabular arrange

ment of the course of winds, of the "

º
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quantity of rain, and of thermometric,

hygrometric, and barometric degrees;

whilst a fºurth, suppºsing himself in

advance of the age, refuses to admit

that climate is materially modified by

any causes other than latitude and

local elevation.

The prosecutiºn of this subject, as

pointed out by Iºr. Forry, promises to

confer up in mankind benefits of the

most intere-ting and valuable nature.

The general law of the decrease of

heat for each parallel, from the equa

tor to the pole, subject as it is to modi

fication from local causes, may be as

certained, as well as that for each ver

tical height in propºrtiºn to its eleva

tion above the level of the sea. We

may determine the bounds of each

ies of vegetatiºn, and draw around

j. series of curves, that is, lines

of equal annual temperature, or so

thermal lines, lines of equal summer

temperature, or isotheral curves, and

lines of equal winter temperature, or

isochermal curves. It is plea-ing to

contemplate such a division of the

earth, each of the e belts repre-enting

a zone, in which we may trace the

causes of the existing similarity or

diversity in animal and vegetable pro

ductions. To determine the influence

of these zones re-pectively upºn the

animal economy in health, and the

agency exercised in the causation of

disease, has afforded investigations still

more useful and interesting. As cli

mate not only affects the health, but

modifies the whole physical organiza

tion of man, and consequently influ

ences the progress of civilisation, a

comparison of these systeins of cli

mate, as distinguished into constant

and variable climes, or mild and ex

treme ones, in connection with the in

fluence of the noxious exhalations

which arise from the earth, will reveal

to the medical philosopher much that

is now unknown, and to the political

economist many of the circumstances

that control the destinies of a people.

The complete development of the men

tal, moral, and physical attributes of

man, even when nature has bestowed

a perfect organization, is made to de

pend upon the physical agents, which
influence those functions. For full

mental and corporeal development,

the due succession of the seasons is re

quisite. Those countries which have

a marked spring, suummer, autumn,

and winter, are best adapted, by this

agreeable and favorable vici-situde, fºr

develºping the m-t active pºwers of

man. It is, arrording to Malte-Brun,

between the 40th and ºth degrees of

north latitude, that we find the nations

mºst distinguished for knowledge and

civilisatiºn, and the display of courage

by sea and by land. This limitatiºn.

however, is inapplicable to the United

States, in cºnsequence of a feature in

ºur climate to be described hereafter.

With us the 32d and the 46th paral

lels would form a reasºnable bºundary.

In general, in cºuntries which have no

sunninet, the inhabitants are destitute

of taste and genius; whilst in the re

gºons unfavored by winter, true valor,

loyalty, and patriotism, are almost un

knºwn. As in the cºrpºreal structure,

different effects result #. the dry and

restless air of the mountain, compared

with thºse evidenced in the mºst and

sluggish atmºsphere of the valley, so,

as regards the mental manifestations,

the observatiºn of the poet Gray is

philosophically correct:

“An iron race the mountain cliffs main

taun,

Foes to the gentler manners of the

plain.”

Our author has taken for his motto

the remark of Malte-Brun, that “the

best obserrations upon climate often

lose half their ralue for the trant of an

eract description of the surface of the

country;" and accordingſy he has

given a bold outline of the physical

features of the vast region stretching

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean,

and from the Gulf of Mexico to the in

land seas on our northern border.

The Atlantic Plain, extending from

the Hudson to the Mississippi, is de

scribed as slightly elevated above the

sea, gradually widening from a few

miles in the North to upwards of one

hundred and fifty miles in the South.

Among the physical features which

characterize this alluvial zone, which

slopes gently down to the ocean, are

extensive morasses and swamps, slug

gish streams, and wide arms of the sea

penetrating far inland. It is com

posed, in a great measure, of tertiary

and secondary cretaceous deposits, con

sisting of alternating beds of sand and

clay, and sometimes marl, all abound

ing in marine fossil shells. As the al
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luvion brought down by the mighty

rivers into this tide-water region is of

a humid nature, abounding in organic

remains, effluvia or miasmata, noxious

to man, are here copiously generat

ed. The western limits of this

tract are very distinctly marked by

a ledge of primary rocks,” over which

the rivers fall, and to which, in the

northern section, the tide penetrates.

Along this line are found Trenton,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Georgetown,

Fredericksburg, Richmond, Smithville,

Camden, Augusta, Milledgeville, and

Columbus. The fact that nearly all

the principal cities of the Atlantic

States have arisen upon this boundary,

from the obvious motive of seeking

the head of navigation, affords a strik

ing example of the influence of geolo

gical causes in distributing population,

and thus determining political rela

tions.

The territory of the United States is

traversed by two great systems of

mountains, ły which the country is

distinctly marked into three natural

divisions, viz., the Pacific region, the

Mississippi Valley, and the Plain just

described. The Alleghany or Apala

chian system, bounding the Atlantic

Plain, has a mean altitude above the

sea of about two thousand five hundred

feet; of which not more than one-half

consists of the height of the mountain

ridges above their bases, the adjacent

country having an equal elevation

above the ocean. Several of the most

elevated summits, however, as Black

Mountain and Mount Washington, at

tain an altitude of nearly six thousand

five hundred feet. The more lofty

and extensive mountain-chain in the

western part of the continent, which

is known under the various names of

Rocky, Oregon, and Chippewyan, is a

prolongation of the Andes or Mexican

Cordilleras, extending to the Arctic

Sea. Rising from a common base of

about three thousand feet above the

level of the sea, the average height of

the summits above the base is estimat

ed at five thousand feet, some of the

crests being not less than eight

or ten thousand feet above the

adjacent country. . This mountain

from the Pacific. Farther west is the

range of the Pacific coast mountains,

which stretch northward from Califor

nia into the Peninsula of Russian

America. They are from seventy to

eighty miles distant from the coast, and

have peaks rising even above the most

elevated of the Rocky Mountains, some

being estimated at from ten to

eighteen thousand feet above the level

of the sea. These summits, like those

of the Rocky Mountains, are covered

with snow, and ascend far into the re

gion of perpetual congelation.

It is geographical features such as

these that produce modifications of cli

mate, and as climatic laws are also

influenced by the character of the sur

face, theº general description

by our author will not be out of

place:—

“From the shores of the Atlantic to

the Mississippi, there is presented an im

mense natural forest, interspersed with

open and naked plains, called prairies,

which are numerous west of the Allegha

nies, but very rare on the Atlantic side.

The country west of the Mississippi is

comparatively lightly wooded; and in the

arid and desert plains, occupying a

breadth of three or four hundred miles,

only a few trees are seen along the

margins of the rivers. In that portion of

the United States which is inhabited, the

land cleared and cultivated does not pro

bably exceed one-tenth part of its sur

face.”

But one of the most striking charac

teristics of the physical geography of

the United States, and which, it will

be seen, induces the most remarkable

modifications of climate, is the exist

ence of those great inland basins of

water which lie on our northern fron

tier. Of so vast an extent are these

ocean-lakes, , which we shall bring

more particularly under notice hereaf.

ter, that one of them (Lake Superior)

has a circuit, following the sinuosi.

ties of the coast, of one thousand se

ven hundred and fifty miles. The phy

sical features of America gº;

have been cast in large forms. Her

rivers are amongst those grand natural

features in which she claims the most

decided pre-eminence over the otherchain is five or six hundred miles

* The term Atlantic Slope ought to be applied to the region which, commencing

with this abrupt limit of the Atlantic Plain, extends gently upwards to the base of the

mountains.
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quarters of the globe. In the immense

basin of the Missouri-Mississippi, we

find a system of rivers, reaching from

the Alleghanies to the Rocky Moun

tains, which is not equalled in extent

even by that of the Amazon, and ri

valled by none in the world in regard

to the benefits destined to be derived

from it as a medium of commercial

intercourse. The Missi-sippi and Mis

souri, which stretch their hundred

f. arms over all that innunen-e tract

tween the Rocky and Allezhany

Mountains, constituting the sºuthern

slope of the vast central plan to be

described below, are the michtiest of

these rivers. The Mi-sºuri has its

origin in the Oregon Mountains, not

more than a mile from sºme of the

sources of the Columbia. Its extreme

length to the Gulf of Mexico is fºur

thousand five hundred miles, of which

three thousand eight hundred are navi

gable. It is the main stream, not

withstanding a capriciºus nomencla

ture which cannot alter the relatious of

nature.

Although the influence of climate on

vegetation will be more particularly

dwelt upon in the sequel, yet we can

not refrain from now surveying, in the

language of our author, the grandeur

of our own country as regards the ve

getable kingdom:-

“The great plain which extends

through the centre of the continent from

the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic sea,

bounded on the west by the Rocky Moun

tains, and on the southern portion of the

east by the Atlantic system, is comprised

only in part within the United States.

This section, however, constitutes the

most fertile and valuable portion of this

vast central plain, which, including the

valley of the St. Lawrence, embraces an

area estimated to contain three millions

two hundred and fifty thousand square

miles. On its northern borders, where

winter holds perpetual sway, vegetable

life expires, or survives only in some spe

cies of mosses and lichens. South of

these dreary wastes, stunted trees begin

to appear, forming gloomy and desolate

forests; and it is not until we reach the

fiftieth parallel, that the eye is cheered

with the vegetation known in the temper

ate zone. Proceeding still farther south,

we ultimately discover, in the Valley of

the Mississippi, the palms and the splen

did foliage of the tropics—a land already

peopled by millions, and one destined, as

a necessary consequence springing from

natural adaptation, to nourish upºn its

fertile boºm multitudes as countiews as

on the tremung plains ºf India and ( hina.

A characteristic feature of this ºn

mense basin of the Mississippi and Mis

souri, is the vastness of its level surface,

covered with primeval forests or spread

ing in vast savannahs, unless where en

crºached upon by the rapidly advancing

tºle of human colºnizatiºn. Its tracts of

fertile lands, with its great and navigable

nvers trrminating in one main trunk,

open to it prospects of opulence and po

pulousness to an extent incalculatile. In

this reliºn, man is every where occupied

in opening new lands, in building houses,

in ſounding cities, and in subjugating

nature.”

That this immense plain is destined

to becºme the seat ºf a muchty empire,

is a result that will inevitably follow,

unless sºme cºnvulsiºn ºf nature, as

has been suzz-ted, may cause the

ocean-lakes ºn our anadian frºntier to

overwhelm it with a catastrºphe mºre

fºrmidable than the deluxe of Deuca

liºn. The pºssibility ºf this event is

sufficiently ºbviºus, when we cºnsider

that Lakes Superiºr. Hurºn, and Mi

chigan, have a mean depth of one

thºusand feet, and that the surface of

the-e internor-eas tº elevated more than

three hundred feet abºve the level of

the Mi----.ppi basin. Nºw, shºuld this

intervening º suffer disruption

from volcanic agency, (of which force

there are not untrequent indications in

the Valley of the Mississippi,) the de

va-tatiºn that wºuld sweep these

º would find no parallel in the

mistory of our globe since the Noachian

deluge.

The first cºnsideration of obvious

importance which presents itself on the

threshold of this subject is, that of the

laws which govern the superficial tem

perature of the earth. These consist

of two classes of causes, viz., those re

sulting from celestial relation, and

those depending on geographical posi

tion. The former, which may be

called the primary constituents of cli

mate, result from the globular figure

of the earth, its diurnal motion upon

its axis, and the obliquity of its motion

in an elliptical orbit in regard to the

plane of the equator. The secondary

constituents are, the position of the

place on the surface of the earth, as

regards elevation above and distance

-
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from the sea. Now, if the phenomena

of terrestrial temperature depended

solely on the former class of causes,

climates might be classified with ma

thematical precision; but the effects

produced by solar heat are so much

modified by local causes, that the cli

matic features of any region can be de

termined only by observation. It is a

general law, for instance, that the

mean temperature of the earth's sur

face gradually increases from the poles

to the equator, but this law is greatly

modified by the agency of physical geo

; Amongst these local causes,

the following are regarded as the prin

cipal:—1. The action of the sun upon

the surface of the earth; 2. The vici

nity of great seas and their relative po

sition; 3. The elevation of the place

above the level of the sea; 4. The

prevalent winds; 5. The form of lands,

their mass, their prolongation toward

the poles, their temperature and re

flection in summer, and the quantity of

snow which covers them in winter; 6.

The position of mountains relatively to

the cardinal points, whether favoring

the play of descending currents or

affording shelter against particular

winds; 7. The color, chemical nature,

and radiating power of soil, and the

evaporation from its surface; 8. The

degree of cultivation and the density of

population; 9. Fields of ice, which

form, as it were, circumpolar conti

ments, or drift into low latitudes.

It is these causes that determine the

deviations of the isothermal, isocheimal,

and isotheral lines from the same paral

lels of latitude. The isothermal curves

represent lines drawn upon a map

through all the places on the globe

having the same mean annual temper

ature; and these lines are by no means,

as might be expected, regular. Were

two travellers, for example, to set out,

the one from London and the other

from Paris, visiting all the places hav

ing the same mean annual tempera

tures, it would be found that the lines

of their routes would not only deviate

from the parallels of latitude, but

would not be parallel to each other.

Thus, the isothermal line or mean an

nual temperature of Edinburgh, Scot

land, strikes the Atlantic coast of North

America twelve degrees farther south.

Hence the former division of the sur

face of the earth into five zones, as re

gards its temperature, has been super

seded in scientific inquiries, by a more

recise arrangement. As the places

aving the same mean annual temper

ature are connected by isothermal

lines, the spaces between them are

called isothermal zones. Whilst in

this arrangement are classed together

the mean temperature of the whole

year, the application of the same prin

ciple to any portion of the year, as the

mean winter and summer temperatures,

is equally obvious. Thus lines drawn

through places having the same sum

mer temperatures are denominated

isotheral, and those through points

having the same winter temperatures,

isocheimal curves. The importance of

this classification, more especially as

places having the same mean annual

temperature often exhibit great diver

sities in this respect, will be strikingly

apparent when we come to consider

the climatic character of a particular

country.

Before proceeding to special exami

nation of the climate of the United

States, it will be well to take a glance

at the general laws of climate, as il

lustrative of their harmony, throughout

the globe. It is an important general

law in reference to both continents,

that a striking analogy exists, on the

one hand, in the climatic features of

the western coasts, and, on the other

hand, in those of the eastern shores.

Thus, in tracing the same isothermal

line around the northern hemisphere

beyond the tropic, it presents on the

east side of both continents, concave,

and on the west side, conver summits.

Following the mean annual tempera

ture of 55°40' Fahr. around the whole

globe, we find it passes on the eastern

coast of the Old World near Pekin,

and on the eastern coast of the New

World at Philadelphia, both places

being in the latitude of about 40°; and

on the western coasts, the same iso

thermal line passes inEurope near Bor

deaux, and in America at Cape Foul

weather, south of the mouth of the

Columbia, both points being about six

degrees farther south than the corres

ponding mean annual temperatures on

the eastern coasts. On comparing the

two systems, the concave and convex

summits of the same isothermal line,

“we find,” says Baron Humboldt, “at

New York, the summer of Rome and

the winter of Copenhagen; and at

Quebec, the summer of Paris and the

winter of Petersburg. In China, at

Pekin, for example, where the mean
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temperature of the year is that of the

cºast of Brittany, the sc rhing heats

of summer are greater than at aire,

and the winters are as rigºrºus as at

Upsal.”

Connected with this branch ºf the

subject, there are many inter sºng re

latºrs, the con-ide ration of whº h is

precluded by want of space. Reference

may, however, be made to several

pºints. It is only within the terrºr

ate zone, from abºut ºr- to ºr ºf

nºrth latitude, that the year exhibits

the grateful virus-itules of the ſºur

sea- ins—the varied charinº ºf “prinº;

and autumn, the tempº re-l ſures ºf -um

mer, and the healthful nº ºr ºf win

ter. Wi-dem de-ires nºt that “eternal

spring "the want ºf which pºrts afleet

to deplore. At the equatºr the re is no

difference between the mean tempera

ture of summer and winter, but it in

creases, as a general rule, with the lati

tude. In the United States, fºr exam

le, the cºntrast in the “ as ºs, tr. in

F. to Canada, inºr a-e- in pr; r

tion as the unean annual temperature

decreas, s, a general law ºu','ºt to

m dificatiºn ºn every para!!! in a º rul

ance with the varieties in physical gº

phy. This is strikingly illustrated

in tracing the same - therinal hae

arºund the glºbe. Thus, in foliº wing

the mean annual temperature ºf 51°,

we find the mean tempºra tire ºf win

ter in the mud liºnate ºf England as

high as Gº- ; in Hungary, whº his the

interiºr ºf a continent, it sink- to 3.- :

in China, in the austere clituate ºf the

eastern cºast of a cºntinent, it -inks

still lower, bein: ? - ; having reached

the unifºrm climate ºf the western

cºast of America, it rises suddenly to

41 - ; and a prºaching the rigºrºus

climate of ºur eastern shºrt -, it is

once more seen to sink, at Cºuncil

Lluis on the Mi-sºuri, as lºw as in

China; and reaching our eastern shºres

at Fort Wołe tt, where the tempera

ture is modified by the ºcean, the mean

winter temperature a-ſain n-e- to 32°.

In regard to the mean temperature of

summer, the law is rever-ed, each cli

Inate having a summer tenuinerature

hi-th in prºportion as that of winter is

low. In England, the mean tº mpera

ture of summer is 6.3- ; in Hungary,

70°: in China, 79- ; on the western

coast of America, 65-; at Council

Bluffs, 76°; and at Fort Wolcott, R. I.,

69*. Hence it is demonstrated that

WOL. XI.-No. Lili. 58

the climate is rººt unifºrm ºn the

western c. *** * : 1 urºpe at d America,

and least sº ºn the a “eºn •), re- ºf

A-1a a.d. A tº riva that in Lur. He at

ºr w w tº re nº rºus, in prº ºrth n as

the ea-'ºrn i-art is a prº as 1. d, and

that in ca-'ºrn Ai. i., a , the interiºr,

remºte tº in larce tº dº - water, is

m re aust, re than the r < n ºf the

Atlantic. The e re-u's tid a ready

explanatiºn in phy -ical cau-ºs. Be

twºrn ºur c. a-t and the w -t, rn cºast

ſ Lur, pe. 1, r exat...ple, the difference

ſcuinate is so unawa, d. that Fºrt Sul

livan, ºn the cºast ºf Maui.e. nºtwith

**as tº it is tº re than 11 - sº uth ºf

Łºutºut ºn. Sº ºaud, ºh” its a man

annual tº intº raºuie ºf 3 - lºwer; and

1 tº aux, ºnce, whº his parallel

with Fºrt Sº...an, has an annual tº ru

perature ºf lº hi-her. nº quantly,

we find that ilur, ſº is - parated frº in

the ſº lar circle by an º-, au, whilst

ea-' in Atººrica -treet. - nºrthward

at least tº the tºcºnd de

gree ºf la'ºude. I he tº ruler,

intº rººted by * as which tº in

per the rºmate, nº is rating alike the

evº -- . 1 he at and cºld, may be cºn

* red a mºre ºr lºat, n ºf the

ea-'ern cºntrºnt; whºst the nºrthern

lands ºf the latºr, ei, at ºf tra in three

to tºe tº usand ſet, tº cºme a great

re-ºrv, ºr ºf ice and sº w, which di

mºnº-h the tº mp rature ºf adjºining

rººt *. Thºse tº ul’s gave rise to the

ºf ºil ºn that the lic utinent is warm

er than the nºw, until in re recent ºb

servaº is -l, wed that the western

cºasts ºf tº thcºntinents have a higher

tº unre', 'ure than the castern in cor

re-º ºur latitude~.

I he rationale of these law finds an

explanati n in a grand natural phe

tº un, i. ºn, which may be dº-iºnated

the ºr it atºes" ºr ºr ºr ulation. As

the nºumulatº I he at ºf the “un in the

trºpical zºne rarities the air, it ascends

into the hi-her re-i nº ºf the atmºs

phere, and it, we oil tºwards the nºrth

and - uth; and, on the other hand, to

maintain that atºn ºf hºrse equilibrium

which the bar, meter infºrms us always

sub ists thrºuzhºut the glºbe, lower

currents ºf heavier air frºm the north

ward and sºuthward sweep into the

trºpical regiºns. These pºlar and tropi

cal currents do not ſlow directly north

and sºuth. The fºrmer, as the veloci

ty of every point of the carth's surface

increases from the poles to the equator,
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andasthe particlesof these currentscan

not at once acquire a velocity equal to

the continually accelerating velocity of

the parts of the earth's surface over

which they pass, will gradually seem to

acquire a motion in anopposite direction

to that of the rotation of the earth. Thus,

the polar currents will assume in the

northern hemisphere the character of a

north-east, and in the southern, of a

south-east wind, both becoming more

easterly as the equator is approached,

and constituting the Trade Winds. The

winds without the tropics, on the other

hand, have a prevailing direction from

the west—a fact which affords a solu

tion of the problem that in extra-tropi

cal latitudes, countries lying to the

eastward of seas or other great bodies

of water, have milder climates than

those situated on the eastern portions

of a continent. As large bodies of

water never become so cold in winter

or so warm in summer as the earth,

the winds that sweep from them

have a constant tendency to establish

an equilibrium of temperature. Land

winds, on the contrary, must necessari

ly bear with them the greater or less

degree of cold induced by congelation,

whilst in summer they will convey

the accumulated heat absorbed by the

earth; and thus is produced, in a great

measure, those extremes of the seasons

which characterize extra-tropical lati

tudes on the eastern coasts of contin

entS.

In either hemisphere above the lati

tude of 30°, a westerly breeze of con

siderable force and regularity prevails.

These winds cross the Atlantic from

Newfoundland to Cornwall, and trav

erse the southern Ocean from the Plata

to the Cape of Good Hope, and thence

to New Holland. Any wind which

blows from the south of west, comes

really from the equatorial region, and

is therefore relatively warm. Accord

ing to observations made by John Ham

ilton, during twenty-six voyages be

tween Philadelphia and Liverpool,

from 1799 to 1817, the winds were

more than half the time from the

west. Thus, out of 2029 days, the

wind prevailed:

208 days from northward,

167 “ “ southward,

361 “ “ eastward,

1101 “ “ westward,

192 & Variable.

2029

The same fact is established by the

average period of the passage between

these two points, the mean from west

to east being 23 days, and from east to

west 40 days.

There are, however, many other

causes in operation, a few of which

will be here noticed. Philadelphia and

Pekin, each on the eastern coast of its

respective continent, and nearly in lati

tude 40°, have the same mean annual

temperature; whilst on the western

coast of the Old and the New World,

the same annual temperature is found

about the 48th parallel. Continuing

this comparison, it will be seen that

the climate of the New World, viewed

in its general features, is, contrary to

common opinion, more mild and uni

form than that of the Old. As this is

proved by thermometrical observations,

the fallacy of the opinion which as

cribes the mild climate of Europe to

the influence of agricultural improve

ment, becomes at once apparent; for the

region of Oregon, lying west of the

Rocky Mountains, which continues in

a state of nature, has a climate less

contrasted than that of Europe in simi

lar latitudes; and it is consequently, in

a proportionate degree, milder than the

climate of our own region, in which the

labors of man, in a few ages, have al

most wrought miracles, as well as that

of the eastern coast of Asia, which has

been under cultivation for several thou

sand years. Another cause of the

higher temperature of Europe is, that

the surface of the earth, between the

40th parallel and the equator, absorbs

a large quantity of caloric, which is

diffused by radiation into the atmos

phere. Thus, Africa, as Malte-Brun

observes, “like an immense furnace,

distributes its heat to Arabia, to Tur

key in Asia, and to Europe.” On the

contrary, the north-eastern extremity

of Asia, which extends between the

60th and 70th parallels, and is bounded

on the south by water, experiences ex

treme cold in corresponding latitudes.

Still another cause contributing to the

same effect is the Gulf-Stream, which

stretches across the Atlantic between

Cape Hatteras and the Azores, form

ing, nearly in the middle of the north

ern Atlantic, a lake of warm water,

which, according to Rennell, is not in

ferior to the Mediterranean in extent.

Whilst a cold polar stream sweeping

immense masses of ice into lower lati

tudes, is directed upon the coast of
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North America, the warm air of this

sea within an ocean, in cºnsequence ºf

the westerly wind- just described, is

wafted over the whºle of the cºasts ºf

western Eurºpe, frºm Cape Fini-terre

to Nºrth Cape. But as the Gulf

Stream apprºaches much nearer to the

cºast of North America than that of

Eurºpe, and as the temperature of its

waters is also highest near the fºrmer,

it may be objected that the efict here

described applies rather to the New

than to the tº.d Wºrld. This ºcean cur

rent, however, alºng the cºast of Anne

rica, is of cºmparatively incºnsiderable

width, being oppºsite Charle- an tºy

abºut tº miles acrºss. At ape Hat

teras, it turns to the east; and ºppºsite

the great bank ºf Nºw!, undland, after

a cºurse ºf 13tº iniies, its waters have

lºst only 5-, the temperature being

S-–1 - abºve that of the adjacent

seas. It is in these cºlder regiºns that

the mºst marked influence ºf the

Guiſ-Stream upºn temperature is man

fested; and when we cºnsider that

here westerly winds prevail, it fºllºws

that by far the greater pºrt, ºn ºf the

warin air arising frºm this sºurce uu-t

be waſted to cºuntries lying to the

leeward of these winds.

The western cºasts of the nºrthern

hemisphere, it appears, resemble each

other only to a certain pºint, that of

America being like that of Eurºpe, ac

cording to Humbºldt, as far as ºr or

52- of latitude. In attempting to ac

count for the extraordinary di-sunli

tude in the climate of our own two

cºasts, we observe ºn the eastern -ide

an unascertained prºlºnization of the

continent towards the pºle, and an
oceanic current sweeping immense

masses of ice southwardly; whilst ºn

the western side, the great range of

Rocky Mountains shelters (regºn frºm

the polar winds, and the prºjecting

mass of Russian America protects it

from the polar ice. Reference has

already been made to the westerly

winds which transport the tempered

atmosphere of the Pacific over the

land; and conversely the same winds,

in traversing the cºntinent, bear upon

their wings the accumulating cold to

wards our eastern shores.

We come now to an examination of

the climatic features peculiar to the

region of the United States. To fa

cilitate description as well as to ex

press the operation of general laws, our

author considers the facts presented un

der the three divisiºns ºf the Northern,

the Mºtºr, and the Sºuthern. The

N. rhºm is characterized by the pre

dºminance of a lºw tº imperature; in

the Sºuthern, a high temperature pre

vaul-, whilst the Middle exhibits phe

nºnetia vibrating to both extremes.

Łach ºf these general divisiºns is sub

divided into well marked classes or

systeins. The Nºrthern Invisiºn, ex

tº nding as far sºuth as the harbºr of

Nºw . . tº has three claw-es; the first

embracit.; the cºast ºf New England;

the secºnd, the districts in the proximi

ty ºf the Nºrthern Lakes; and the

tº d, lº-al::ies aſ: we re in te frºm the

“an and inland seas. The Middle

In tº ºn has two systems ºf climate,

the nºt cºmprising the Atlantic cºast

frºm 1's law are pay to Savannah; and

the second, interiºr statiºns. The

Sºuthern Invisiºn has alsº two classes,

the first in iuding the re-ºn of the

Lºwer Mussº-ºp. ; and the second,

the panº-uta ºf Łast Flºrida.

1. As the Nºrth, rn Invisiºn pre

sents the greatest diversity of physical

character, sº it exhibits the mºst mark

ed variety of climate ºn the same pa

rallels ºf latitude. The mºst striking

character-tie in it-physical geºgraphy

is tº chain ºf va-tºla--- ºr iniand seas,

winch cºntain an area ºf 93.” -quare

miles, the influence ºf which upºn

climate is no mºre a dºubtful questiºn.

T he•e ºcean-lak - have been estimated

to cºntain 11.3, 4 cubic muſes ºf water

—a quantity suppºsed to exceed more

than half of all the tre+h water ºn the

face ºf the gl le. The deep--t cha-ins

on the surface ºf , ther continent are

presented perhaps by the depre-sion of

the-e lake-, fºr the u-rh elevated near

tº feet abºve the ºcean, the bottom of

sººne is as far beneath its surface.

Lakes Huron and Michigan, which

have the deepest chasms, have been

sºunded to the amazing depth of 1-10

feet without discovering bottom. Let

not the reader be surprised at our fre

quent reference to physical geography,

ºr these are the great causes which

mºdify climate on the same parallels of

latitude. The remark of Malte-Brun,

selected by our author as his motto, is

so much to the pºint that it is worth

while here to recall it to the recollection

of our readers:–“The best observa

tions upon climate often lose half their

value for the want of an exact descrip

tion of the surface of the country.”

“In accordance with the diversity in

-
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the physical geography,” says Dr. For

ry, “we find that on the sea-coast of

New England, the influence of the

ocean modifies the range of the ther

mometer and the mean temperature of

the seasons. Advancing into the inte

rior, the extreme range of temperature

increases, and the seasons are violently

contrasted. Having come within the

influence of the lakes, a climate like

that of the sea-board is found; and

proceeding into the region beyond the

modifying agency of these inland seas,

an excessive climate is again exhibited.

The variations of the isotheral and iso

cheimal curves—the lines of equal sum

mer and of equal winter temperature,as

illustrated in the map facing the title

page—thus afford a happy illustration

of the equalizing tendency of large

bodies of water.”

Here are, then, four striking peculi

arities of climate on the same paral

lels, within a comparatively limited

space—that of the ocean and the lakes

being characterized as uniform, and

that of the intervening tract and the

region beyond the lakes, as eacessive

or rigorous, climates. As in positions

remote from large bodies of water the

winters are colder and the summers

hotter than in the opposite localities in

the same latitude it is obvious that a

classification of climates having for its

basis mere latitude, is wholly inadmis

sible; for, although there may be no

difference in the mean annual tempera

ture, yet the distribution of heat among

the seasons may be widely unequal.

Did our limits permit, many other pe

Fort Wolcott, Newport, R.I., s -

Fort Trumbull, New London, Conn., .

Council Bluffs, near the confluence of

Platte and Missouri,

Fort Armstrong, Rock Island, Ill., -

The meteorological phenomena of

Canada, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

and Newfoundland, according to the

data furnished by the British arm

statistics, are in perfect harmony.

the laws of climate developed in the

United States.

“As Nova Scotia,” says Dr. Forry,

“is perfectly insular, with the excep

tion of a neck of land eight miles wide,

and is so much intersected by lakes

and bays, that nearly one-third of its

surface is under water, the mercury

culiarities in these systems of climate

might be profitably introduced. A

marked distinguishing feature, for ex

ample, between the climates peculiar

to these large bodies of water and those

in opposite circumstances, is the differ

ence between the mean temperature of

winter and spring, which, on the ocean

and lakes, is only 17°, whilst in the op

posite localities it is as high as 31° on

the same parallel of latitude. This

peculiarity in the increase of the tem

perature of spring, as manifested in the

vegetable kingdom, constitutes a fea

ture which strongly characterizes ex

cessive climates; for, as Humboldt re

marks, “a summer of uniform heat ex

cites less the force of vegetation, than a

great heat preceded by a cold season.”

Accordingly we find that in these ex

cessive climates, (unlike the uniform

ones on the ocean and lakes, in which

the air is moist and the changes of the

seasons slow and uncertain), Summer

succeeds winter so rapidly that there is

scarcely any spring, and vernal vegeta

tion is developed with remarkable sud

denness.

Another feature which characterizes

these two systems of climate is the

mean annual range of the thermome

ter. The law regulating the extremes

of temperature is beautifully illustrated

in the results of the four following

posts, which are all nearly on the same

parallel of 41° 30', the first two being

on the ocean, and the last two far in

the interior, remote from large bodies

of water:

Highest. Lowest. Annual range.

. 85 2 83

. 87 9 78

; . 104 —16 120

. 96 —10 106

seldom rises above 88° in summer, or

sinks lower than 6° or 8° below zero in

winter. . . . . Its climate conse

quently exhibits a marked contrast to

that of Lower Canada on the same

parallels. In Newfoundland, the cli

mate is similar to that of Nova Scotia;

but the summers, owing to the melting

of the icebergs on the coast, are less

warm, of shorter duration, and subject

to more sudden vicissitudes. In Cana

da, remote from the lakes, the climate

is of the most excessive character.
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At Quebec, when walking ºl ºng the

streets, the sº et and ºut w tºurnt.)

freeze in striking against the are: and

here,tºo.:healt rºat, is ºf temperature

are sº sus, ten, tº at the tº rury has

been knºwn to tº 7 ºr in the cºurse ºf

twelve he ºr-. tº id wea::, ºr **** in

as early as Nºv. . . ºr, 1... tº the twº ºf

which in ºth till M.ay the ºr u..d re

inai,is cºvered with -a w, tº the “ ºth

of three of fur fººt. W. .ºn the wº:-

blºw with viºlence frº in the nº rºh-ta-t,

the c. d bec, ºne----, ex-e--iv- w it.” “e,

that the mercury cºt. … iſ a tie ::... r

Inºtheter serves nº lºt.ºr tº its “ate

the reductiºn ºf te.” tºre. \\ ite

and even and at “...a lºc, tº cº

zealed into a “º . 1.nºw ºf re;

and -as the cººl st

foliº wº- tº :

:... ºute, thºre

feat, h ºf the trº, , whº h

occasiº naiy burst fr in tº later:

expan-ºn, with trewººd º nºt

Iuring win’s r, the gºne sal ratize

frºm the freezing print to ºr tº w

zerº. The sea- 1.5 tº n :, as in ºre

temperate re nº. , chie tºp trºpºi ºy

into each ot... r. In June, juiv. and

An ºn-t, the hat, whº h ten attains

95 of Fahr. tº 1: ºntº as tº ºr º

sive as in the \\ – Indº-.”

2. The Middle lºw 1-1 n, as it is trº

versed by the Ali, ºany ra' ºr ºf

mºuntain-, runº: parasºl wºn the

Atlantic i lan, a. is at ºlant ºf r

tudiºs ºf determiºn: the iſ ºr '1'.g.

questiºn ºf the nºu are of c' a' ºn

at, we the sea upºn cºin.ate. Tº has

been dºne, nºt aly by mºns ºf ther

mºmetrial data, ºut by ºers ºf the

diversitie-in vegetable gº ºra; my ºn

the same para!! -. The general laws

develºped in the Nºrthern liviº u are

here cºrr bºrated. The ict that the

climate of the retiºn of the lakes ºn

our nºrthern frºntier is not mºre c n

trasted in the seasºns than that ºf l'hi

ladelphia, will appear strange at first

view; but this intereºce was 1. nº -inee

deduced from observing that similar

vegetable prºductions are fºund in

each, whilst the same plan's will nºt

flºuri-h in the interiºr of New York,

Vermont, and New Hampshire.

“The regiºn of Pennsylvania,” says

our author, “as though it were the

battle-ground on which Boreas and

Auster struggle fºr mastery, experien

ces, indeed, the extremes of heat and

cold. But proceeding south along

the Atlantic Plain, climate soon under

goes a striking unodification, of which

the P. tº mac River ſ runs the line of

dº mark at a. ii re the dº tºain ºf

snºw termitates. Bºy, tid this pºint

the ***.* is nº in re ºn in the tann

er's lau-yard. T i.e. tabie-lands of

hºnºus Ay and 1 ºn “e, ºn the ºther

hard, carry ºveral dº “rees farther

* * *, a nºd and tº nº rate ºriue.

A::1. u_ºn tº w theni, in rural ºbserva

tº nº have been made upºn the table

lº: A 1-g it. the eatre ºf the mºdule

divº n, ºr upºn the nº ºv, f.ich crºst

this 1 tº ºtºau, thus rei.d. tº g it

utilitar'. . .e. tº de' i.iite fully the

un't re ºut 2 quºi in ºf their 11.1:us ince

u;- n tº ºperature, yet we are enabled

tº ºuſ y ti.1- d. ency, in sº use in a

sure, by 1 -ervatiºns made upºn the

d.º. r. 1.e. s in wºº tºº.c gº ºral hy.

T -u- in Virº.a. as the hunts ºf the

S: tº ºx's tº quite acrºs the creat

A:…rº in chaºs, fºur natural divi

* tº are prº- tº d, viz., 1. The Atlan

tur I am, ºr tide-water rººm, n, belºw

the tºlls ºf the river- ; 2. The middle

rººt ºn between the falls and the lºue

R. .” - 3. The Great V a... y, between

the is us fºr and the Al... chany

M untain- ; and, 4. The Trai.--Alle

giany tº * *, west ºf that chain. In

was h ºf tic-e the len mºna ºf vege

ta:: n are tº it. d in are rºar.ce with

th. ºne tº autº-. ºn the Atlantic

Plata, tº have is the Irincipal staple;

in the ºr at \ a, , , it is cultivated ºnly

in the “tººl. ºn tº tº a , and tº youd

the A1*.*..any culture is unknºwn.

In the tist tºy is c. tº n cultivated,

ard in 1:- -, *.*.*, ºn Fºrt quite exten

* v. In N. rh Car, ina, the Atlan

tº ºn wººds frºm ºvty to seventy

nºes frºm the c act, whilst the middle

rººt ºn cºrrespºndi...; tº that dº -cribed

in \ºma, ºradually merges into the

mºuntainºus reºus farther west. As

th-e table-laids are elevat, d frºm

ºne thºu and to twelve hundred fºet

at ºve the “a, upºn which rise many

high ºr -t-. ºne ºf which biack Moun

tain' tº the lichest summit ºf the Alle

ghary system, the diver-ity of climate

on the same parallel causes a corre

spºnding difference in the vegetable

prºductiºns. Whilst the lowlands

yield cottºn, rice, and indigo, the west

ern high country produces wheat,

hemp, tº bacco, and Indian corn. In

South Carºlina three strongly marked

regions are also presented; but as the

temperature increases, as a general

law, in proportion as we approach the
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equator, cotton is cultivated through

out the State generally. Georgia,

Alabama, and Mississippi, like the

Carolinas, are divided into three well

defined belts, exhibiting similar diver

sities in vegetable geography. Cotton

and rice, more especially the former,

are the great agricultural staples; and

on the Atlantic Plain of these three

States, as well as its continuation into

Florida and Louisiana (which last two

will be more particularly adverted to

in the southern division), sugar may

be advantageously cultivated. In

North Carolina and Virginia, the At

lantic Plain forms, as it were, a chaos

of land and water, consisting of vast

swamps, traversed by sluggish streams,

expanding frequently into broad basins,

with argillaceous bottoms. Through

out its whole extent, as already re

marked, it is characterized by similar

features, besides being furrowed with

deep ravines, in which the streams

wind their devious way. The hot and

sultry atmosphere of these low-lands,

in which malarial diseases in every

form are dominant, contrasts strongly

with the mild and salubrious climate

of the mountain regions—results that

will be developed more fully in the

investigation of endemic influences.”

3. The Southern Division.—On ap

proaching our southern coast, climate

experiences a most remarkable modi

fication. The seasons glide imper

ceptibly into each other, exhibiting no

great extremes. This is strikingly

illustrated on comparing the difference

between the mean temperature of

summer and winter at Fort Snelling,

Iowa, and at Key West, at the south

ern point of Florida, the former being

560 60', and the latter only 110 34ſ.

Compared with the other regions of

the United States, the peninsula of

Florida has a climate wholly peculiar.

“The lime, the orange, and the fig,”

says our author, “find there a genial

temperature; the course of vegetable

life is unceasing; culinary vegetables

are cultivated, and wild flowers spring

up and flourish in the month of Janu

ary; and so little is the temperature of

the lakes and rivers diminished during

the winter months, that one may al

most at any time bathe in their waters.

The climate is so exceedingly mild

and uniform, that besides the vegetable

productions of the Southern States

generally, many of a tropical character

are produced. The palmetto, or cab

bage-palm, the live oak, the deciduous

cypress, and some varieties of the pine,

are common farther north; but the

lignumvitae, logwood, mahogany, man

grove, cocoa-nut, &c., are found only in

the southern portion of the peninsula.

In contemplating the scenery of East

Florida in the month of January, the

northern man is apt to forget that it is

a winter landscape. To him all na

ture is changed; even the birds of the

air—the pelican and flamingo—indi

cate to him a climate entirely new.

The author being attached, in January,

1838, to a boat expedition, the double

object of which was to operate against

the Seminoles and to explore the

sources of the St. John's, found, in the

midst of winter, the high cane-grass,

which covers its banks, intertwined

with a variety of blooming morning

glory (convolvulus), The thermometer

at midday, in the shade, stood at 84°

Fahr., and in the sun rose to 100°; and

at night we pitched no tents, but lay

beneath the canopy of heaven, with a

screen, perhaps, over the face, as a

protection against the heavy dews.

Notwithstanding the day attains such

a high temperature, the mercury just

before day-light often sinks to 45°,

causing a very uncomfortable sensa

tion of cold. Along the south-eastern

coast, at Key Biscayno, for example,

frost is never known, nor is it ever so

cold as to require the use of fire. In

this system of climate, the rigors of

winter are unknown, and a smiling ver

dure never ceases to reign.”

The climate of Pensacola and ofNew

Orleans, in consequence of the agency

of the Gulf of Mexico, and in regard

to the latter the additional influence

of large lakes, is nearly as much modi

fied as similar parallels in East Flori

da. In summer, the mercury rises

higher in most parts of the United

States, and even in Canada, than it

does along the coast of Florida. In

six years’ observations at Key West, it

was never known to rise above 90°.

There is little difference between the

thermometrical phenomena presented

at Key West and at Havana. In the

West India Islands, the mean annual

temperature near the sea is only about

80°. At Barbadoes, the mean temper

ature of the seasons is as follows: win

ter 76°, spring 79°, summer 81°, and

autumn 80°. The temperature is re
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markably unifºrm; fºr the mean an

nual range of the the run incter, even

in the mºst exce-sive ºf the island-, *,

accºrdinº to the British army stati-tºº-,

only 13-, and in * ºne nºt us te than

4-. Contrast this with Hancºck

Barracks, Maine, which give- an an

nual average rance ºf 11 - . Fºrt

Snelling, Iowa. 11 - ; and Fºrt H, wº

ard. Wiscºn-in, 1 tº ' 'I he pºuliar

character ºf the ciunate ºf Łast ri

da, as di-tumºur-hed ºr ºn that ºf ºur

mºre nºrthern latitude-, cºn-...-: a lº

in the mean annual te:...:*rature, than

in the Inanner ºf its distributiºn an ug

the sea-ins. Thus, the u:h the winter

at F, rt Snelling, I wºn, 1- ?? - 1.1 c. ..!ºr

than at Key West, yet the in an tº in

perature ºf summer at the latter is

cºlly -- tº hiº.er. In like manner,

although the time an arºual ten, ſº ta

ture of Petite Cºqui.e. Lºui-iana, is

nearly 2 lºwer, that ºf Auru-ta Arse

nal. Geºrca, neariv > 1 wer, and that

of Fort (, liºn, Arkan-a-, ui ward- ºf

1 - lºwer, than that ºf Fºrt Brººke,

Flºrida; yet, at all, the mean -uintus r

temperature is hi-her. We thus per

ceive the truth of the remark made by

Humbº idt, that the civiliate of the

trºpics is characteriz, d much tº re by

the duratiºn ºf heat than its lºt neity.

“A cºmparis in ºf the chu.a'e ºf

East Flºrida,” say - Ir. Fºrry, “with

the mºst favºr ºl ºua's nº ºn the cºn

tinent ºf Eurºpe, and the 1-, and hºld

in hishºst estauratiºn fºr natiºn. -- and

equability ºf temperature, in rºarº to

the mean tº up rature ºf whº r and

summer, that of the warrae- and

coldest months, and that ºf succe-ºve

in nths and sº us, re-º- gºnerally

in favor of the fºrmer. Thus it is de

monstrated that invalids requiring a

mild winter re-idence have g .e. to

fºreign lands in search ºf what mucht

have been fund at hºme, viz.: an

er, rºr, ºn land in trººch u ºſal floºr, rs

nºr r cºas, to unfold tº ºr rºta’s.”

Having thus cºmpleted ºur nºice ºf

Dr. Fºrry's sp. cal examin it n ºf the

several -v sens of climate pºrtatiºnſ:

to our wide domain, we will bring un

der notice several farther subjects of a

general character.

In regard to the extremes of heat

and cold in the United States, it wºuld

be natural to expect that the sever, ºt

cold would be registered at the mºst

northern, and the greatest heat at the

most southern posts. It is now, how

ever, Prºd by exact instrumental ºb

servatiºns that this is nºt the case.

as these are -ituated on large b-shes of

water ; but that the western statiºn.

F tº Snº lºng, ºb- ºn, and Council

B. ud-. f. in te frºm it.i.and sea-, are

tº markat-e tº r exºr, ºne- ºf tempera

ture. The high at tº ºperature in the

shade nºt d at ºur variºus p-i-, was

at Fºrt (sub-n, Arkansas, on the 15th

tº Auriºt, i < * j, when twº, the run ºne

ter-, ºbserved by lºr. Wricht ºf the

arºv, r-e in the shade, carefully ex

cluded frºm reflected or radiated heat,

the ºne to 11, , and the other to 117°

Fahrenheit. Alth a "h the mean an

nºal tº ºn; ratu.e., in prº cºins frºm

the ºatºr tº wards the p-le-, grad

us.'s dºmini-hº, wet the therm: meter

ºrarcely n, untº 1...the at the equinº

tral lure than under the pºlar circle.

It has tº ºn remarked that ºn the cºast

of Sºme 'al the human tº dy-unjº rºs

a hat which cau-----jºrite of wine to

be il, and that in the nºrth-east of

Asia, it re-º-'s a cºld which raiders

mºrrury - ind and malleable.

Much diversity ºf ºpiniºn has exist

ed, in regard to the mºnth that ex

prº **** the nearest equivalent to the

mean annual temperature. Whilst

Hutnº lºſt maintains that it is the

m ºn ºf ºctºber, hirwan shºws by

tabular “at ments, that April is better

entitled to the characteristic. As the

laws ºf nature are universal, these

phen in na, like all other-, must be

*u-epºe ºf sy-tematic arran:vement.

It has been re-rved fºr Ir. I ºrry to

devide this lºn: cºntested questiºn, a

means of cºmpan-n dºubtle-s hereto

fºre unequal's d be ºng affºrd d by the

divºrce sy-terms ºf climate pre-ented in

the inited States, more especially ºn

the same parallel- in the nºrthern di

vº-º n. (ºut authºr “hºw- that in er

tº ºr climates, the nean temperature

ºf April is generally as high as that of

the year, whilst that of Octºber 1-con

siderably hi-her; and in rerard to mod

it, ºf cºunt -, he demºnstrates that the

fºrmer is generally as much lower as

the latter is higher. Now this rela

tiºn is precisely what might have been

anticipated, because the vernal increase

of temperature is always much great

er in rigorous than in uniform cli

mates. Hence it follows that in the

former class of climates, April express

e- a nearer equivalent, whilst in the

latter, October gives an approxiuation
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equally close—a decision of this long

mooted question which illustrates the

ancient axiom that truth is rarely found

in extremes.

One of the principal causes which

modify the distribution of heat is ele

vation above the level of the sea. It

is computed by meteorologists that the

temperature of the atmosphere sinks at

the rate of 1° Fahr. for every hundred

yards of altitude above tide-water.

Consequently wheneverland rises high

above the common level, a change of

climate similar in its effects to increase

of latitude, as regards the distribution

of temperature and the consequent dis

tribution of plants, is induced. But

these effects differ greatly in different

latitudes. Thus, under the equator,

perpetual snow exists generally at

an altitude of fifteen or sixteen

thousand feet, whilst in the 70th de

gree of north latitude, it is found at

the height of three thousand three

hundred feet. Receding from the equa

tor, these phenomena assume a more

irregular character. The difference be

tween the limits of perpetual snow on

the northern and southern sides of the

Himmaleh Mountains is not less than

four thousand feet; and whilst these

limits are at the equator nearly 3°

above, they are in the frigid zone more

than 10° below, the freezing point.

In reference to the effects resulting

from the diminution of temperature

attending the elevation of land, the

following observations are made by our

author:

“Whilst the flowers of spring are un

folding their petals on the plains of nor

thern France, winter continues his icy

reign upon the Alps and Pyrenees. By

this beneficent appointment of nature, the

torrid zone presents many habitable cli

mates. On the great table-plain of Mexi

eo and Guatemala, a tropical is converted

into a temperate clime. As the vernal

valley of Quito lies in the same latitude

as the destructive coasts of French Guia

na, so the interior of Africa may possess

many localities gifted with the same ad

vantages. In our own country, reference

has already been made to the marked con

trºst between the Atlantic Plain and the

parallel mountain ridges; but it is in the

geographical features of Columbia, in

South America, that we find most strik

ingly displayed the physical phenomenon

of height producing the effect of latitude—

a change of climate with all the conse

quent revolutions of animal and vegetable

life, induced by local position. It is on

the mountain slopes of from three

to seven thousand feet, beyond the

influence of the noxious miasmata, that

man dwells in perpetual summer amid the

richest vegetable productions ofnature. In

the mountains of Jamaica, at the height of

four thousand, two hundred feet, the vege

tation of the tropics gives place to that of

temperate regions; and here, while thou

sands are cut off annually along the coast

by yellow fever, a complete exemption

exists. In these elevated regions, the in

habitants exhibit the ruddy glow of health

which tinges the countenance in northern

climes, forming a striking contrast to the

pallid and sickly aspect of those that

dwell below. In ascending a lofty moun

tain of the torrid zone, the greatest varie

ty in vegetation is displayed. At its foot,

under the burning sun, ananas and plan

tains flourish; the region of limes and

oranges succeeds; then follow fields of

maize and luxuriant wheat; and still

higher, the series of plants known in the

temperate zone. The mountains of tem

perate regions exhibit perhaps less varie

ty, but the change is equally striking. In

the ascent of the Alps, having once

passed the vine-clad belt, we traverse in

succession those of oaks, sweet chestnuts,

and beeches, till we gain the region of the

more hardy pines and stunted birches.

Beyond the elevation of six thousand feet,

no tree appears. Immense tracts are

then covered with herbaceous vegetation,

the variety in which ultimately dwindles

down to mosses and lichens, which strug

gle up to the barrier of eternal snow. In

the United States proper, we have at least

two summits, the rocky pinnacles of which

shoot up to the altitude penhaps of six

thousand five hundred feet. Of these,

Mount Washington, in New Hampshire,

is one. Encircling the base is a heavy

forest—then succeeds a belt of stunted

firs—next a growth of low bushes—and

still further up only moss or lichens, or

lastly a naked surface, the summits of

which are covered, during ten months of

the year, with snow. Of the snow-capt

peaks of Oregon, we possess no precise

knowledge.”

The causes upon which this dimin

ished temperature in the higher re

gions depends are—first, the perfect

permeability of the atmosphere to the

solar rays; and secondly, its increased

capacity for caloric in proportion as it

becomes more rare. As the solar rays

radiate through the atmosphere almost

without affecting its temperature, it

º
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follows that the temperature of its

lower regiºns is derived mºre immed

ately from the earth Alth, ush the

atmºspheric straturn innumediately in

cumbent on the surface of the earth,

owing to this rarefactiºn, naturally

ascends, yet, as its capacity fºr calºric

at the same time increases, it loses ra

pidly its sensible heat. Hence, as we

ascend into the atmºsphere, its tem

perature diminishes precisely in the

ratio that its latent heat, that is, tº ra

city fºr calºric, as prºduced by rare

#. increases. To explain the diſai

nuti n of temperature ºn the eurºtºn's

of hi-h mºuntains, no lºacer the re

fore presents any difficulºs to natural

philºphers. As the airn ºf here is

rare and diaphanºus, but a small P. r

tion of the heat ºf the sº lar raw s which

traverse it, is retained, and as the

mºre dense inferior strata, heated by

the surface of the earth, expand, rise

up, and grow cºld frºm the circum

stance alºne of their rare factiºn, they

encounter these summits, and rºb thein

of their caloric, which pas-ºs into a la

tent state.

It is ºnly, however, when lands are

cºnsiderably and suddenly elevated,

and expºsed to the act n ºf the atmº

phere laterally, that this rapid cºndur

tiºn of heat and rarefactiºn of the at

mºsphere can take place. When lar:e

tracts of country rise gradually, the

decline of 1° ºf temperature fºr every
three hundred feet of elevation, as de

termined either by a ball ºn ascensiºn

or by sealing the sides of isºlated and

precipitous nountain-, dºes not by any

means take place. The regiºn ºf our

great lakes, !. example, nºt withstand

ing it is elevated tº sº feet abºve

the level of the sca, so far from caus

ing a diminution of annual tempera

ture, produces, in consequence no dºubt

of the great accumulation ºf summer

heat by the soil, an augmentatiºn. A

most striking illustratiºn of an analo

gous fact is offered by the ridzes and

valleys of the great Hinmaleh mºun

tains of Southern Asia, where immense

tracts, which theory would consign to

the dreariness of perpetual congela

tion, are found richly clothed in vege

tation and abounding in animal life.

At the village of Zonching, fourteen

thousand seven hundred feet above the

level of the sea, in lat. 31°36' N., Mr.

Colebrook found flocks of sheep brows

ing on verdant hills; and at the village
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of Pui, at abºut the same elevatiºn.

there are prºduced, aerºrºº: to Cap

tain Gerard, the in-t luxuriant crºp

ºf bar', y, wheat, and turnº, whist a

little lower the ºr und is cºvered with

vºyards, ºr ves ºf apricºts, and many

ar. tuatic ſº, an:-.

In cº-ed, ring the laws relative to

the d-tributiºn ºf plan's and animals

over the glºbe, we tººd that they are

chi, ºy resºlated by the temperature of

the atm -ph, re. The circumstance

nºt in tºp-ratºre is the nature of

- il, which has re-u'', 1 frºm the ºra

du ºl aºri', ºn ºf the lid materials

tº inje -º-; the crust ºf the cl be; but

as recards the very exis', nºr ºf all

anitºu-, at last ºf 'he la: ), and all ve

get..'... *, we tº this “ratum ºf rººm

minu's dinº ral ºu', 'ances an rºanic

reº viºs as 'u'ly ºpen-tº le.

It is a triº ºf rºu.tries al. i.e., he

tº a"h a vertical sun, that v. 3, at n

d-ºry - its uº-t g!, ry and magniti

cºt, e. It is the re, at... -: * 'ernal -un

mer, that we find ºr wº ever verdant,

b - m... ', a 4 ºr -'uctive. Advancing

tº the in th ºr - uh, we -- a discºver

f rººts, which, dº ºd ºf the ºr leaves,

as-ude dº hiſ the year the º:

paratice ºf death; and sº apºt ach

in: the P-lºº, we nº et v. ºfable life

under a var., ty ºf “unº dº rºs, which

are ultimately ºut tº ded by a few

cºarse gra--- and in hºns.

“The influence ºf tº nº era:ure ºn

the gº craphy ºf plants," says I’r.

Fºrry, “ is abºy p * 4 ºut by M. de

Cand ºle. In cº- is ring its relation

with the organic life ºf plants, it is

necessary to keep in view three ºb

jects: 1. The mean tempºrature of the

year; 2. The extreme ºf temperature

*h in regard to heat and c id; 3.

The d-ºributiºn ºf temperature amºng

the different mºnths ºf the year. The

last is the mºst impºrtant; but in the

inve-ºcatiºn of vegetable geºraphy,

it is requisite to estimate the simulta

neºus influence of all physical cause--

sºil, heat, hºht, and the state of the at

mº-phere, a- regards its humidity, se

renity, and variable pressure. Each

lant has generally a particular climate

in which it thrives best, and beyond

certain limits it ceases to exist. Hence,

having seen the great variations of

summer and winter temperature on

the same isotherinal line, the absurdity

of limiting a vegetable productiºn to a

certain latitude or mean annual ten
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perature, is apparent. To say that the

vine, the olive, and the coffee-tree, re

quire, in order to be productive, annual

temperatures of 53°.60, 60°.80, and

64°.40, is true only of the same system

of climate. As the annual quantity of

heat which any point of the globe re

ceives, varies very little during a long

series of years, the variable product of

our harvests depends less on changes

in the mean annual temperature, than

in its distribution throughout the year.

Thus climates in regard to vegetable

productions, are strongly characterized

by the variations which the tempera

ture ofmonths and seasons experience.”

Reference has already been made to

the contrast in the climate of Western

Europe and Eastern America, the ſor

mer producing the olive and the orange

in latitudes which with us are produc

tive of ice and snow. Scarcely does a

winter elapse that the Hudson river

is not frozen over even in the vicinity

of the city of New York; whilst Phila

delphia and even Baltimore, lying on

the same parallels on which flourish in

Europe the olive and the orange, have

their commerce often interrupted from

the same cause. The Delaware, which

is in the latitude of Madrid and Na

ples, is generally frozen over five or

six weeks each winter. Even the Po

tomac becomes so much obstructed

by ice, that all communication with

the District of Columbia by this means,

is suspended for weeks. Further north,

we find the mouth ofthe St. Lawrence

shut up by ice during five months of

the year; and Hudson's Bay, notwith

the date, palm, and sweet orange,

grow in Louisiana only to latitude 30°.

That these plants would succeed, how

ever, on the Pacific coast of our terri

tory, on parallels corresponding to

Europe, is an opinion that has for its

basis the fundamental truth, that the

laws of nature never vary. It has, in

deed, been recently stated, on the au

thority of travellers, that even as high as

the forty-fifth degree, the fig, citron, or

ange, lemon, pomegranate, and cotton

plant, flourish. This, in truth, is con

firmed by thermometrical observations

made by Mr. Ball, ofNew York, at Fort

Vancouver, in latitude 45°37', situated

on the Columbia River, about seventy

miles in a direct line from the Pacific

Ocean. During a year's observations,

the lowest point is 17° of Fahr., and

the whole number of days below, the

freezing point is only nine, all of which

are noted in January. The seasons are

even less contrasted than at Pensacola

or New Orleans. The mean tempera

ture of spring, summer, and autumn,

are about the sameas at Fort Wolcott,

R. I., whilst the winter resembles that

of Fort Gibson, Arkansas, “Though

the latitude is nearly that of Montre

al,” he says, “mowing and curing hay

are unnecessary; for cattle graze on

fresh growing grass through the win

ter. . . . Winters on the Colum

bia River are remarkably mild, there

being no snow, and the river being ob

structed by ice but a few days during

the first part of January.” Here the

seasons, notwithstanding five degrees

farther north than the city of New

standing it is in the same latitude as 'York, are so mild and uniform, that the

the Baltic Sea, and of thrice the ex

tent, is so much obstructed by ice, even

in the summer months, as to be com

paratively of little value as a naviga
ble basin.

Accordingly we find, that whilst the

sugar-cane is cultivated in Europe as

far north as latitude 36°, in a mean

annual temperature of about 679, its

cultivation in the United States, on ac

count of the low winter temperature,

is prevented beyond latitude 31°. In

Europe, the olive ranges between lati

tude 36° and 44°, that is, in a mean

annual temperature of 668 down to

58°, provided the mean temperature of

Summer is not below 71°, nor that of

the coldest month below 42°, which

last excludes the United States beyond

"atitude 35°. For the same reason,

difference between the mean tempera

ture of winter and summer is only

239.67—a mean which is less than

that of Italy or southern France, and

only about two-fifths of that of Fort

Snelling, Iowa, which is 56°.60, not

withstanding the latter is nearly one

degree further south.

Dr. Forry also points out the influ

ence produced upon vegetable geogra

phy by the unequal distribution of heat

among the seasons, as illustrated in the

four systems of climate demonstrated

on the same parallels in the northern

division of the United States; and if we

extend the comparison to the Pacific

coast, a fifth system, as has just been

seen, may be enumerated on the same

latitude. Taking the coast of New

England, the region of the great lakes,

:
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and the Pacific coast, the difference be

tween the mean temperature of winter

and spring, varies from 0-67 to

lsº.42; whilst in the excessive cli

mates of the regions west of the lakes,

and intermediate to them and the

Atlantic, this difference ranges frºnn

1--.S2 to 30°.-3; and accºrdingly we

find, as already explained, that spring

and summer are confounded with each

other, and that the sudden exce-s of

heat renders the prºgress of vegeta

tion almost perceptible. Not only is

the vernal increase greater in exce--ave

climates; but, as it supervenes upºn a

lower winter temperature, the elect

prºduced upºn the develºpment of

vegetation is in an inverse ratio. The

vernal increase of 31-.53, fºr example,

at Fort Snelling, Iowa, cºmes upºn a

mean winter temperature ºf 15°.º.

whilst at Fort Sullivan, on the cºast ºf

Maine, on the same parallel, the in

crease of only 17.16 fºllows a winter

temperature as high as 2.2-43.

As regards the effects of diversity ºf

climate on the distributiºn of animals,

our limits will not allow us to enlarge.

Tropical regions, as in the vegetable

creation, display animate nature in its

ndest developments. Both on the

and and in the sea, animals attain not

only the mºst enormºus maºnitude.

but exhibit the most extraordinary and

diversified forms and colors in nature.

Where else than amidst the prºfusiºn

of vegetable exuberance teeming with

animal life exhibited within the trºp

ics, could the elephant and rhinºcerº,

the ostrich and cassowary, the bºa and

crocºdile, exist? And in illustratiºn of

the design evidenced on every hand.

where but in countries so prºductive of

animal life should we discover the

ferocity of the tiger and the pºisºn of

the serpent, as wise checks upon ex

cessive increase ?

One of the most interesting problems

in history is, the geographical distribu

tion of the human family; but this

subject would of itself occupy a vol

ume. Man alone can be truly re

garded as a cosmopolite. Although

more readily assimilated with particu

lar climates than any other animal,.
the inhabitants of the middle latitudes,

like other animals as well as plants,

in consequence of their habitual ex

posure to extremes of temperature and

consequent greater vital energy, mani

fest, in the highest degree, that plia

bility of functiºns by which organized

structures arrºnn, date then-eives to

a chance ºf phy -ical circumstances.

“In surveying the different regiºns

of the earth," says ºur author, “as it

were with a coup-d'ºril, the mental eye

is equally struck with the dissemblan

res and the analºgies which appear.

Each climatic zºne has a peculiar as

pect... the physical circumstances of

which mould everything with a plas

tic hand. Even n.au, eud wed with

thºse functiºns which cºnstitute him a

cº-in ſº inte, becºme-, in apprºpriating

to his wants the bººts whº h sur

rºund him, assimilated in nature. Our

ld, a ºf a “jºual climate, then, shºuld

embrace all the chiraetºn-tics in the

animal, vºctable, and mineral king

dº nº, by which nature has distinguish

ed ºne lºcality frº in anºther."

Frºm remote ages, it is well known

that the inhabitants ºf every extended

lºcality have been mark, d by certain

hysical, moral, and intellectual pecu

ſº * rving no less than particu

larity ºf language, to distinguish them

frºm all other peºple; but hºw far

this re-ult ºucht justly to be ascribed to

the agency of the climate is still an un

determined pºint. But the influence

ºf climate u: n man's ºrganizatiºn has

tº ºn ºf f in the ºrcºrds

ºf medicine. This pºwerful influence

is apparent at ºnce in surveying the ex

ternal charactºrs ºf the ditle rent na

tiºns ºf any quarter ºf the earth. In

casting ºne's eye ºver ºur natiºnal

legislature, the same diver-ity of phy

sº ºnomy is apparent. The general

cºuntenance ºf each State's delega

tiºn is and d a pretty -ure criteriºn to

jud-e ºf its cºmparative salubrity.

\. can at ºnce distinguish the ruddy

inhabitant ºf that mºuntain chain,

where health and lºngevity walk hand

in hand, where Jeffersºn and Madison

inhal. d its cheerful and invizºrating

breezes, from the blanched resident of

our “ºuthern lowlands—thºse fair and

inviting plains whose fragrant zephyrs

are laden with pºison, and the dews of

who-e summer evenings are replete

with the seeds of mortality. As in the

smiling but malarial plains of Italy,

“In florid beauty, groves and fields

appear,

Man seems the only growth that dwin

dles here.”

“Death here," says Macculloch,
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speaking of malaria in Italy, “walks

hand in hand with the sources of life,

sparing none; the laborer reaps his

harvest but to die; or he wanders amid

the luxuriance of vegetation and

wealth, the ghost of a man, a sufferer

from his cradle to his impending

grave; aged even in childhood, and

ſaying down in misery that life which

was but one disease. He is even driven

from some of the richest portions of this

fertile yet unhappy country; and the

traveller contemplates at a distance

deserts, but deserts ofvegetable wealth,

which man dares not approach,-or he

dies.”

Macculloch gives a deplorable pic

ture of the degeneracy produced in man

by a residence of successive genera

tions in some of the malarial districts

of Italy. Young women, before the

age of twenty, have often the aspect

of that of fifty, while in men, the age

of forty is equivalent to sixty in health

ier climates. Not only does the stature

become reduced, but deformities are

frequent. In our own country, along

the frontiers of Florida and the south

ern borders of Georgia, as witnessed

by our author, as well as in the low

lands of our southern States generally,

may be seen deplorable examples of the

physical, as well as mental and mo

ral deterioration induced by malaria.

In the Pontine marshes of Italy, the

residents have the appearance of walk

ing spectres. The moral and intellec

tual faculties become degraded. In

the Maremma of Tuscany, absolute

idiotism is common. The picture

drawn by Monfalcon of the moral con

dition of the people in some of these

pernicious districts, is truly frightful.

In the catalogue of their vices, he

names universal libertinism, abortion,

infanticide, drunkenness, a disregard of

religion, and whilst their murders are

common, a large proportion are those

of premeditated assassination. ... It is

also worthy of remark, that whilst the

deaths are increased and the mean du

ration of life diminished, the ratios of

marriages and births are augmented,

it being not uncommon for one woman

to have had three, four, or even five

husbands.

At the same time, it is manifest that

political institutions and social organi

zation often struggle successfully

against climatic agency; for heroes,

men of genius, and philosophers, have

arisen both in Egypt, under the tropic,

and in Scandinavia, under the polar

circle.

Our author propounds the two fol

lowing questions—Does the climate of

a locality, in a series of years, undergo

any permanent changes 2 Does the

climate of our north-western frontier

resemble that of the Eastern States on

their first settlement 2

It has been much debated, whether

the temperature of the crust of the

earth or of the incumbent atmosphere,

has undergone any perceptible changes

since the earliest records, either from

the efforts of man in clearing away

forests, draining marshes, and cultivat

ing the ground, or from other causes.

As the earth is continually receiving

heat from the sun, it follows that, if no

caloric is thrown off into surrounding

space, its mean temperature must be

continually augmenting. . It has ac

cordingly been inferred that the in

crease of temperature is at the rate of

19 in eighty years; and thus the

changes of climate alleged to have

gradually supervened during successive

ages in many countries, and particu

larly in the west of Europe, are at

tempted to be explained. But many

geologists, on the other hand, main

tain the doctrine, (on the supposition

that the surface of the earth had a

higher temperature at the period of the

formation of the older rocks), of a de

creasing superficial temperature as the

result of radiation. It has been satis

factorily demonstrated by La Place,

however, that since the days of Hip

parchus, an astronomer of the Alex

andrian school, who flourished about

two thousand years ago, the tempera

ture of the earth cannot have increased

or decreased a single degree, as other

wise the sidereal day must have be

come either lengthened or shortened,

—which is not the case.

In regard to the former and present

temperature of the earth, M. Arago

arrives at the conclusion, that in Eu

rope in general, and in France in par

ticular, the winters were, in former

ages, at least as cold as at present,

an opinion founded upon the alleged

fact of the congelation of rivers and

seas at a very ancient period. He thinks

that the conquests of agriculture, such

as the opening of forests and the drain

ing of marshes, as well as the confine

ment of water-courses to their chan

º
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nels, have caused a sensible elevation

of the mean annual temperature.

But after all M. Arago loºks to Ameri

ca for the data necessary to settle this

pºint definitely.

“Ancient France," he remarks,

“cºntracted with what France nºw is,

pre-ented an incºmparably greater ex

tent ºf forests; mºuntains annºt en

tirely covered with wººd, lakes and

p-nd-, and mora-seº, withºut uumber;

rivers withºut any artificial embank

ment to prevent their overtlºw, and

immense districts, which the hands ºf

the husbandman had never tºuched.

Accºrdingly, the clearing away of the

vast f rests, and the tº ning ºf exten

save glades in thºse that remain; the

nearly complete removal of all stag

nant water-, and the cºil ºvatiºn ºf ex

tensive plains, which thus are made to

resemble the stºpp's of Asia and Ameri

ca—these are amºng the principal

mºdifications to which the fair face ºf

France has been subjected, in an inter

val of sºme hundreds ºf years. But

there is another country which is un

der: ing these same mºdificatiºns at

the pre-ent day. I nº y are there prº

gre--ing under the ºbservatiºn ºf an

enlightened pºpulatiºn; they are ad

vancing with aston-hing rapidity; and

they ought, in sºme degree, suddenly

to prºduce the meteºrºlºgical altera

tions which many age- have scarcely

rendered apparent in ºur old cºntinent.

This country is Nºrth America. Let

u- see, then, how clearing the cºui.’ry

affects the climate there. The results

may evidently be applied to the ancient

conditiºn of our own countries, and we

shall find that we may thus di-, ense

with a prior cºnsideratiºns, which, in

a subject so complicated, wºuld proba

bly have mi-led us."

As much impºrtance has been at

tached by sºme to thºse cla--c recºrds

which go to prove that the climate of

Eurºpe two thºusand years ago was

much more rigorous than now, our au

thor has been at considerable pains to

collect historical facts bearing upºn

this question up to the pre-ent time.

He arrives at the following conclu

sion :-

“In regard to the opinion generally en

tertained, that the clinate of Europe has

been very much meliorated since the days

of Julius Caesar, it is then clearly appa

reat, from the foregoing facts, that it is far

from being sustained by evidence suffi.

carnt to enterce cºuw ºrtiºn.”

In viewing the cºntradictºry state

ments made in reference to the climate

ºf particular cºuntries in early periºds,

it unust be tºrne in unit.d that the ther

mºuet r is cºmparatiº (ly a mºdern

in-trun nt, invent d by the celebrated

Sanctºriº, in lºº; but still lºſt so in

*rººt, that it was nºt till 1721 that

!. succeeded in improving it

suthriently to warrant a cºmpari-ºn of

º “ervatº sº. The want of exact in

strumental obºervatiºus prior to the

cºnneurº mºnt ºf agri, ultural in

prºvemen's, there!, re, renders it un

practº abie to determine, with any de

gree of previsiºn, what changes may

have been ºthertº d thrºuch these

causes, in the mean annual tempera

ture ºr in that ºf particular sea-ts.

The fºwing tº marks of Iºr. Fºrry

and the factº adduced in their support,

carry with then great fºrce :-

“I)rnºr for “tº and all growing vege

table- dºubtiºns tend run-uierably to di

11.11.1-h the tº u.p. rature ºf ºut...ther, by

afiºr-lanº evaſ- ratiºn ºr in the auriace of

the ºr is ºve-, and prºver-ting the raises liac

ra: • frºm reas ºne the rºund. It is a

fact “º wº il known that snow lies

lonºr in or -t- than on iºns, becau-e

in the toº rººt; it is lº - ºxpºsed to

the artiºn ºf the -un; and he ince the

winter" in ſº tº a • Lay have been

lººr and nºt utiºn in. As the clear

in: away of the twº -t causes the waters

to evapºrate and the * 1 to be coule dry,

some increase in the nº an unner tem.

perature, dº trically cºntrary to the

tººn ºf J. iſ ºn and otherº, neces-a-

rais tº low-. It is tº mark, d by I intre

ville that at Hudsºn's Bay the wround in

open plar-- thaw - to the depth of four

fert, and in the woºds to the depth only

of two. Mºr ºver, it has been deter

rained by the inometrical experiments that

the tempº rature of the forest, at the di

tance of twelve inch - below the surface

of the earth, is, compared with an adjacent

open fºll, at least 10" lower during the

summer months; whilst no difierence is

observable during the season of winter.

It may ther fore be assumed that al

though cultivation of the soil may not be

prºductive of a sensible change in the

mean annual temperature, yet such a mo

dutication in the distribution of heat

among the seasons may be induced as will

greatly influence vegetation.”

Changes of climate in the New
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World are also alleged to have super

vened. Jefferson, Volney, Rush, and

Williams, the historian of Vermont,

maintain this opinion. It has been

further asserted, after the usual loose

manner, that on comparing the results

of recent observations on our frontier

with the best authenticated accounts

we have of the climate of the Eastern

States in their early settlement, a close

similitude is found. The winters, it is

said, have grown less cold and the

summers less warm—consequences

which are ascribed to the clearing of

the forest and the cultivation of the

soil. That the climate of the great

lakes resembles that of the sea-coast,

is very apparent; but that the region

intermediate or the one beyond, ever

maintained such a relation, is an as

sumption contrary to the laws of

nature.

The following quotation expresses

the views of our learned and able au

thor on this subject:-

“The opinion that the climate of the

States bordering the Atlantic on their first

settlement, resembled that now exhibited

by Fort Snelling and Council Bluffs, [the

former at the confluence of the St. Peter’s

and the Mississippi, and the latter near

the junction of the Platte and Missouri],

has been shown, it is believed, to be

wholly gratuitous and unsustained by

facts. Although the mean annual tem

peratures, as has been ascertained, vary

from one another irregularly, either a few

degrees above or below the absolute mean

temperature of the place; yet no accurate

thermometrical observations made in any

part of the world, warrant the conclusion

that the temperature of a locality under

goes changes in any ratio of progression;

but conversely, as all facts tend to esta

blish the position that climates are stable,

we are led to believe that the changes or

perturbations of temperature to which a

locality is subject, are produced by some

regular oscillations, the periods of which

are to us unknown. That climates are

susceptible of melioration by the exten

sive changes produced on the surface of

the earth by the labors of man, has been

pointed out already; but these effects are

extremely subordinate, compared with the

modification induced by the striking fea

tures of physical geography—the ocean,

lakes, mountains, the opposite coasts of

continents, and their prolongation and

enlargement towards the poles.

“But even Malte-Brun has ventured

the assertion, that “France, Germany, and

England, not more than twenty centuries

ago, resembled Canada and Chinese Tar

tary—countries situated, as well as our

Europe, at a mean distance between the

equator and the pole.” This illustration

is certainly very unhappy; for, rejecting

the pretended antiquity of the Chinese—

the fables in relation to Fohi and Hoang

Ti, the former of whom, we are told,

founded the empire of China about five

thousand years ago—wemust, with Malte

Brun, date its origin at least eight or nine

centuries before Christ. China should,

therefore, possess a milder climate than

Europe, inasmuch as agriculture is repre

sented to have been always in the most

flourishing condition. As the practice of

fallowing is unknown, almost the whole

arable land is constantly tilled, and even

the steepest mountains, cut into terraces,

are brought under cultivation. Now, as

this country presents a climate as austere

as that of Canada in the same latitudes,

the conclusion is irresistible, that in pro

portion as the leading physical characters

of a region are immutable, does error

pervade the remark of Malte-Brun—

* That vanquished nature yields its empire

to man, who thus creates a country for

himself.’”

A partial view of this question, in

deed, not unfrequently leads to the

most unwarranted conclusions. Any

changes in the climate of the United

States as yet perceived, are very far

from justifying the sanguine calcula

tions indulged in, a few years ago, by

a writer* whose observations upon

many other points are very valuable.

“But there will doubtless be,” he

says, “an amelioration in this particu

lar, when Canada and the United

States shall become thickly º:
and generally cultivated. In this lati

tude, then, like the same parallels in

Europe at present, snow and ice will

become rare phenomena, and the orange,

the olive, and other vegetables of the

same class, now strangers to the soil,

will become objects of the labor and so

1icitude % the agriculturist.”

The fallacy of the opinion which

ascribes the mild climate of Europe to

the influence of agricultural improve

* Remarks on the Climate and Vegetation of the fortieth degree of North Latitude.

By Richard Sexton, M.D., in Wol. W., American Journal of Medical Sciences.
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ment, becomes at once apparent, when

it is considered that the regiºn of Ore

gon, lying west of the Rocky Moun

tains, which continues in a state of

primitive nature, has a climate even

milder than that of highly cultivated

Europe in similar latitudes: and again,

China, situated like the United States

on the eastern coast of a cºntinent,

though subjected to cultivation fºr seve

ral thousand years, pºse--es a climate

not less, and some assert even more ri

gorous, than that of the United States

on similar parallels.

Connected with this subject is the

question often agitated-upºn which

we have before slightly touched -whe

ther the Old Continent is warmer than

the New. Vºlney and others have

attempted its solutiºn by a comparisºn

of the mean annual temperatures of

different places on both sides of the

Atlantic; but to this mºde of deter

mining it, the objection at once pre

sents itself, that the points of cºmpari

son represent oppºsite extremes in the

climate of each cºntinent. Indeed, the

uestion in itself involves an absurdity;

or, as the laws of nature are unvary

ing in their operation, and as similar

physical conditiºns obtain in corre

sponding parallels of both continents,

e same meteorological phenomena

will be induced. It shows in lively

colors the truth of the remark, that

every physical science bears the impress

of the place at which it received its ear

liest cultivation. In geolºgy, for exam

ple, all volcanic phenomena were long

referred to those of Italy; and in me

teorology, the climate of Europe has

been assumed as the type by which to

estimate that of all corresponding lati

tudes. In making a cºmparisºn of the

two continents, it is, therefore, neces

sary that both points have the same

relative position. Pekin and Philadel

phia, for instance, are legitimate points

of comparison; but this is not the case

in reference to the United States and

Western Europe, or the latter com

pared with China. The climatic differ

ence between the former has just been

pointed out; and as regards the latter,

the following extract from Traill's

“Physical Geography” is to the

point:–

“At Pekin, in lat. 40° N., and long.

116° 30' E., the mean temperature of sum

mer is 780 8, and of winter 23"-a difier

enre of not less than 55.8, which rives

riºr to fro-tº of several months' duration

in that part of China; yet Pekin is under

the “aur parallel as the southern extremi

ty of Naples, where frost is unknown, and

of the central provinces of Spain, in

which, thºugh at an elevation of two

thºusand tº et abºve the sea, ice is an ex

tº usely rare occurrence.”

In every work prºf-a-ing to treat of

the climate of the United States, the

opiniºn ºf Jeffersºn and Volney, that,

in regard to the temperature of the re

gºals lying east and west of the Alle

ghanies. “ there is a general and uni

fºrm difference equivalent to 3° of lati

tude in favor of the basin of the Ohio

and Mi----.ppl." is quoted as an es

tablished fact. Mr. Jetier-ºne-timated

the difference equivalent to 3- of lati

tude, as similar vegetable productiºns

are fºund so many degrees farther

north. These phenomena M. Volney
ascribed to the influence ºf the south

west winds, which carry the warm air

of the Gulf of Mexico up the valley of

the M1--is-ippi. As North America

has two mºuntain chains, extending

froin north-east to sºuth-west, and from

north-west to sºuth-east, nearly paral

lel to the coasts and forming almºst

equal angles with the meridian, Huin

bºldt endeavored to explain the migra

tiºn of vegetables towards the north,

by the fºrm and direction of this great

valley which opens from the north to

the sºuth; whilst the Atlantic coast

presents valleys of a transverse direc

tiºn, which ºppºse great obstacles to

the passage of plants from one valley

to another. #. tropical current or

trade-wind, it is said, deflected by the

Mexican elevatiºns, enters the great

basin of the Mississippi and sweeps

over the extensive country lying east

of the Rocky Mountains; and that

when this current cºntinues for some

days, such extraordinary heat prevails

even through the basin of the St. Law

rence, that the thermometer at Mon

treal sometimes rises to 98° of Fahr.

In winter, on the contrary, when the

locality of this great circuit is changed

to more southern latitudes, succeeded

by the cold winds which sweep across

the continent from the Rocky Moun

tains or descend from high latitudes,

this region becomes subject to all the

rigors of a Siberian winter.

The fallacy of these views is ably
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pointed out by Dr. Forry. “As a

traveller,” says Volney, “I can con

firm and enlarge upon the assertion of

Mr. Jefferson;” and in regard to the

temperature of the regions lying east

and west of the Alleghanies, he con

curs in the opinion, “that there is a

general and uniform difference equi

valent to three degrees of latitude in

favor of the basin of the Ohio and Mis

sissippi.” This conclusion, which is

not deduced from instrumental observ

ations, rests, it will be observed, upon

the phenomena of temperature and ve

getation exhibited in the region of the

great lakes. “Even as high up as

Niagara,” he continues, “it is still so

temperate that the cold does not con

tinue with any severity more than two

months, though this is the most ele

vated point of the great platform—a

circumstance totally inconsistent with

the law of elevations.” He proceeds

to say that this climate does not cor

respond with similar parallels in New

Hampshire and Vermont, “but rather

with the climate of Philadelphia, three

degrees farther south. . . . . At

Albany, no month of the year is

exempt from frost, and neither peaches

nor cherries will ripen.” The pheno

mena observed by Volney are truly

facts; but as the influence of physical

geography on climate was then little

known, the theory in regard to the dif.

ference of temperature east and west

of the Alleghanies was naturally sug

gested. Instead of deducing general

laws from universal facts, it is thus seen

that the theory of Wolney and Jefferson

was a premature deduction—the result

of hasty and partial generalization.

It is a good rule in philosophy to

ascertain the truth of a fact before

attempting its explanation—a truism,

the observance of which would have

saved M.Volney the labor of construct

ing his complex theory of the winds.

It is a law that in proportion as we

recede from the ocean or inland seas,

the climate grows more excessive;

and that the meteorological pheno

mena of the great lakes do not arise

from the agency of tropical winds, is

apparent from the single fact, that

the winters are several degrees warm

er, and the summers at least ten de

grees cooler, as regards the mean tempe

rature of these seasons, than at positions

one hundred miles distant, notwith

standing they are on the same parallel

or even directly south, and consequently

equally exposed to the current from

the Gulf of Mexico. Volney's theory,

in truth, bears a contradiction upon its

own face; for, whilst he ascribes the

modified climate of the lakes to the

agency of tropical winds, he admits

that the intermediate country traversed

by these winds has a much more rigor

ous climate. Now had Volney and

Jefferson chanced to observe the vege

tation, by way of comparison, along

the coast of Rhode Island or Connec

ticut, and on the same parallels in Illi

nois or farther westward, instead of

the Lakes and Albany, the world

would have been edified with an oppo

site theory, viz., that the Atlantic side

of the Alleghanies is milder by three

degrees of latitude than the tramontane

region. Whilst at Fort Trumbull,

Connecticut, the mean winter temper

ature is 399.33, at Council Bluffs, near

the junction of the Platte and Missouri,

it is as low as 240.47. Hence plants

sensible to a low temperature, which

flourish in the climate of the former,

will perish in the latter; for, whilst

the mean temperature of the coldest

month at Fort Trumbull is only 340.50,

at Council Bluffs it is as low as 220.61.

This is also demonstrated by the aver

age minimum temperature, that of the

former being nine degrees above, and

that of the latter sixteen degrees

below zero; and equally so by the mi

nimum temperature of the winter

months, that of December, January,

and February, being at Fort Trumbull,

respectively, 200, 109, and 16°, and at

Council Bluffs, 4°, −139, and –11°.

On the other hand, it will be found

that the vegetables which can endure

the rigorous climate of Council Bluffs

will flourish more vigorously than in

the region of Connecticut; for at the

former, the vernal increase is 270.47,

at the latter only 119.67. Moreover

the latter increase is added to a winter

temperature of 390.33; whilst the for

mer, added to 240.47, more than

doubles itself. It thus appears that

the error of Volney and Jefferson arose

from the fact demonstrated by Dr.

Forry, that the United States present

on the same parallels different systems

of climate, produced by the unequal

distribution of heat among the seasons

—causes upon which the geographical

distribution of plants greatly depends.

We have thus brought under notice
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the portion of the volume before us,

pertaining to climate proper; and

though we have endeavored to fllºw

our author through the main cºurse of

his investigation, yet there are many

points considered which it would have

given us pleasure to have noticed mºre

particularly. Indeed we do not fel

at liberty to make any further requi-º-

tion upon these pazes, ina-much as we

may have already, perhaps, intrºnged

upon the law of cºpyright. As this

Review speaks for itself, we deem it

unnecessary to do more than merly

advert to the severe mental toll de

manded of the author of this excellent

and impartial work, and to the circum

stance that the facts and views he pre

sents are in a great measure original.

The work has been already mºst ta

vorably noticed not only thrºughºut

the United States, but in England, Ire

land, France, and Germany. Witness

the following tribute to its ments frºm

the London Literary Gazette, with

which, as a distinguished fºreign en

dººr-ement of the praise we have be

stowed ºn the prºductiºn of our able

andº cºuntry man, we con

clude the present article:--

* This is an irportant subject, treated

in a comprehensive, able, and scientific

nanner. . . . . . . Considering

what few data existed previous to the

author's labºrs, it is a nºt complete and

sati-factory perfºrmance. It has further

the advantage of being treated in a scien

tutºr manner, and up to the present state

of knowiedze on the subject. . . . .

The highest praise that we can award to

this great labor—for so it may be truly

designated—ts, that the older country,

with all its industrious intelligence, has

nothing of the kind: mºst of the contri

butions in local medical topography that

adorn the pages of the Transactions of

the Provincial Medical Association will

nºt bear cºmperiºn; and it reflects alto

ºrther the high at credit on the medical

literature of the United States.”

THE Fl"NERAL (JF (; ).THE.”

* a o at the g º ºr at a x tº r + a n n or it a n a 1 x c.

nºt all-wax tºrn it, rv ini rºt.

1.

Steer well beneath thy lordly funeral stole,

While envying lords are crowding rºund thy hearse,

Bard of the lofty rhyme and little soul!

Thou star-bedrzened, courtly King of verse'

Subline and sweet, I own, was every line

That ever flowed frºm thy prºlific pen;

But never did one German thought of thine,

In the long course of thy mºst varied strain,

E'er reach the Gerlnau hearts of thy true countrymen.

* The Poem of which a translation is here presented, exhibits one of the various

lights under which the character of Goethe has been viewed by his countrymen and

the literary world. It is curious to eontra-t the extreme bitterness of the censure

here expressed, with the tone of admiration—I may almost say, adoration, with

which he has been held up by Carlyle, not merely as the first poet of his day, but as

the great moral and religious regenerator of modern times. There is a downright,

straightforward, business-like air in these stanzas, which gives a favorable impres

sion in regard to the author's sincerity, though the excessive acrimony of the satire

may throw some doubts upon his discretion. It is not to be denied, however, that the

friends of improvement and liberty in Germany have no small ground for complaint in

the total indifference shown by their favorite poet to the fortunes of his country at

the most trying moment of her history.

vo L. X-1.-No. 1,111 60
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II.

In all thy works,—the more than fifty tomes,

I seek in vain to find a single place

Wherein a word of kindly counsel comes

In earnest love to thy own German race.

The people hung upon º lips:—they took

With eager, open mouth whatever came ;

But thou, poor, selfish soul! would'st never look

Beyond thyself. It was a sin and shame

#. thy own Fatherland for thee was but a name.

III.

God gave the gifted bard his breathing thought

And burning word, for what?—that he might raise

The people to his level,-upward brought,

Electrified, by his inspiring lays.

His lofty aim should soar beyond, above,

The present time, to higher, holier things;

His verse a sword of truth, a charm of love,

To cut the root of Falsehood's fatal stings, -

To thrill with ravishing tones the multitude's heart-strings.

IV.

But thou!—what hast thou done with all the powers

Which lavish Nature wasted on thy soul ?

What object hadst thou in thy happiest hours

Of inspiration, but the paltry goal,

Thyself?—What hast thou brought to pass for truth,

For man's improvement, country, liberty 2

Did thy cold bosom, from thy earliest youth,

Through all thy long career of eighty-three

Long years, bestow one throb on suffering Germany ?

V.

Thou boastedst thou couldst understand the ways

Of God himself;-say, didst thou understand

What God had wrought beneath thy ºper gaze

Miraculously in that neighboring land 4

When Falsehood throned was put to open shame,

Didst thou approve or hold º peace 2 Ah no

Thou spak'dst of that most holy cause with blame;

Thou call’dst it, “insurrection of the low,”

And “lawful government's unlawful overthrow.”

Vl.

What was it? Was it not the grand affair,

At which three centuries our Germany

Had wrought with heart and hand? The holy war

Of Truth with Lies—of Man with Mockery 2

Didst thou as such regard it, thou, whose eye

For everything beside was passing bright 3

Alas! amidst his courtly mummery

What cares a rhyming, courtly Parasite,

Though millions all around are bleeding for the right !
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wit.

A word from thee, and Germany had caught

Some glimpses of what Germany shºuld be:

A word from thee had freed the people's thought

To ecstasy—to madness; Germany,

Storm-shatter'd, blasted by oppression's blow,

Poor Germany perhaps had now been free.

That saving word thou didst not speak:—but know

To whom much has been trusted, much shall be

From him requr'd again:-'tis God's declared decree.

will.

And much to thee was trusted: Nature's care

Mºst bounteously her rarest gifts allºwed,

Dispensing to thee for thy -ingle share

'hat ten well-gifted minds had well endºwed.

But thou these matchless powers didst basely hide,

And thy young heart's incounted treasure sell

For worthless tºys, intent ºn wºrldly pride

And sensual pleasure ºnly, to the weal

Of country, human kind, through life insensible.

IX.

Thy busy thought explored all sciences

And arts;–thy busy pen explained the whºle,

Save one:–one only that mºst searching gaze

Passed unobserved,-the science of the sºul.

Thou, to whom nothing else remained unknown,

Wert still a stranger to the better part

Of thy own nature;—never breath'd-t a tone,

With all thy mastery in thy minstrel art,

That told of Love to Man, deep-rooted in thy heart.

German in this alone, iſ naught beside,

It was thy ruling passion to possess

The gift, at once our natiºn's curse and pride,-

The bºasted, fatal Manysidedness.

The German rºams with satchel in his hand,

And brings in pºmp laborious nothings home

From every field of learning, while the land

He calls his own is crushed beneath the doºm

Of thirty tyrannies, the scorn of Christendom.

XI.

Germans like thee know all things thoroughly,

Excepting this, that they are German born:

Heroic with pen in hand, they calmly see

Their native Germany to fragments torn,

And never stir a finger:-poorly vain

of useless lore, they want the generous glow

of the true spirit, and with fºnd disdain .
View from their fancied heights, as quite below

Their notice, the great scene of human weal and woe.
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xII.

So great and yet so little!—Born a king,

-> In Mind's unbounded empire, thou must be

A minister at Weimar!—born to fling

The fetters of thy mighty minstrelsy

O'er charméd Europe, thou must condescend

To play the menial;-never satisfied

That thou wert noble, till thy august friend,

His Most Transparent Highness,” certified

The fact, and round thy neck two yards of ribbon tied.

XIII.

Then rest in peace beneath thy princely pall,

And Germany shall weep beside the bier;

Aye! weep for what thou hast been, and for all

Thou might'st have been, with many a scalding tear.

Thou wert the Croesus of the realm of mind,

º Who wouldst not to thy suffering land allow

º A mite:—for this the Germans leave behind

-- Their kindly homes, and as they wandering go

To climes afar, on thee the bitter curse bestow.

XIV.i
1. * For this I hold thee up to public scorn

. . ; - Before the world in all thy littleness,

: i , Greater than thee, however lowly born,

* : : In that I feel, in joy and in distress,

i My brotherhood with man. With cheerful heart

" . I own thy genius, own the potent charm

So of thrown o'er me by thy minstrel art;

: . But neither Rank nor Glory shall disarm

The steadfast voice of Truth, whome'er it may alarm.

xy.

Therefore it is, all-gifted as thou wert

With God's best gifts of genius and of grace,

That I pronounce thee recreant at heart,

False to thyself, thy country and thy race.

Alike to me the lordly and the low,

I view them by the same impartial light;

- But one unflinching rule for all I know,

Content that others should to me requite

What I mete out to them—the honest Rule of Right.

- - * The barbarous term, Durchlaucht, which is used in Germany as the official

style of the reigning princes of the Ducal order, and which is commonly translated

Most Serene Highness, means literally Transparency. I have accordingly rendered it

- - Most Transparent Highness. This is one of the worst specimens of the wretched taste

for unmeaning titles which prevails in Europe—and to some extent in this country.
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AMERICAN NAMI.S.-

We have taken up this work, which,

by the way, is a most valuable abridg

ment, not for the purpose of discu-sung

its merits, but for the purpose of select

ing one or two passages, and making
them the occasion of some remarks

upon NAMEs ox oth Coxrix, wr.t

On pages 1015 and 1016, referring to

the United States, M. Balbi thus re

Inarks:—

“One of the roºt disting-lished reogra

phers of the Union, Mr. Tanner, correctly

remarks that this confederation otters the

geographical anomaly of an unmenae

country, without a proper name. In fact

we find United States' in Europe, in

the Ionian Islands—' United States' in

North America, in the confederations of

Mexico and Central America— United

States’ in South America, in the ri-derant

vice-royalty of Rio de la Plata, and we

are on the point of seeing others spring

up, by the division of the republic of Co

lombia. We had made the same remark

long ago; and after some years we have

propºsed the names of Anglo-American

Confederation, and Anglo-Americans, to

designate the soil and the inhabitants of

this important part of the new world.

These denominations, based principally

upon the origin of the great mass of the

inhabitants, have been already adopted in

many works of merit, and we think we

can, without inconvenience, use them

provisionally, until it shall please Con

gress to give thern a convenient name.

After the example of Hun,boldt and other

celebrated suranº, we have used as syno

nymous the terms Union and lºited States,

but only in circumstances which did not

admit of the least misunderstanding. So,

then, this confederation is found de-ig

nated by the four names of .fuglo--frner

can Cººderation, which appears to us

the least improper, because it cannot

apply to any other federative state; I nºt

ed States ºf North -dimerica , t num, r as

1 * ( , t t + x t r , and Inited States, properly

so called. This last is the otheral name,

and is used in political transactions.”

This is a subject which deserves

mºre cºnsideratiºn than it has yet re

c. ºved. Hitherto we have barely got

alºng,by using the word America,when

ever we were u want of a single name,

and by taking at other times dºuble

word- or phrases. In all ºtheral trans

actiºns we style our cºuntry TheUnited

States of America. Besides being open

to the objectiºn that this is a name

which several other cºuntries may lay

claim to, it adults of no adjective.

At home the incºnvenience is not so

great. When we have occasiºn to

speak of ºurselves we can say, “our

country," or “this cºuntry," but the

mºnent our intercºurse with other

natiºn" begins we find ourselves em

barrassed. When our traveller in Eu

rºpe is asked what cºuntry he comes

frºn, he answers, withºut hesitation,

frºm America. He takes it fºr granted,

that everybºdy will understand by it

that he comes from our United States.

Very likely he is then asked some

questiºn about Canada or Rio Janeiro,

which shows him that the idea he has

given is nºt of this country in particu

lar, but of the cºntinent. The Texan,

* Abrégé de Géographie, rédiº sur un Nouveau Plan, d'après les Derniers Traités

de Paix, et les Découvertes les plus Recentes. Par Adrien Balbi. Paris, chez

Jules Renouard. 1831.

f “Upon pages 1015 and 1016, we call the reader's attention to the singular

geographical anomaly which the United States present, of being still without a proper

name, and we have given our reasons for the denominations employed by us in the

course of this work. Having consulted on this point our learned friend M. Constan

cio, he has signified to us how much he would be flattered if he could have the honor

of being the godfather of this confederation, which has become too powerful to pass

under a special denomination. The name which he proposes is that of Pleiadelphia.

It contains the following ideas—a Northern and Western Fraternal Union of Maritime

States, being composed of Adelphia and Pleias or Pleiades. The northern constella

tion, named Hesperides or Atlantides by the ancients, was regarded as the protectress

of navigators. The flag of the Union being composed of stars, of which each repre

sents a State, presents in effect to the eye a real constellation.” Introduction, page

101.-The reader will smile at M. Constancio's fanciful name.
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the Mexican, the West Indian, the Pe

ruvian, claim to be Americans also, and

our traveller soon finds, what he had

scarcely thought of at home, that his

country has no name.

Will it be said that this is a matter

of no importance? A name may be

of importance. It is impossible to

generalize without giving names to

general ideas. The complex idea of a

nation, of one distinct political commu

nity among the nations of the world,

must be represented by words, whe

ther it be a single name or a phrase.

A phrase is inconvenient, harsh to the

ear, and incapable of expressing the

relations which the derivatives from a

single name express. Every nation

that has been glorious and powerful

before us has had one word for its name.

Rome, France, England, Spain, are

names which represent nations. They

have a spell in them, to bind together

their inhabitants, and to concen

trate and exalt their nationality.

What a crowd of associations at

tend upon the name of Rome—the

Senate and the Consuls— the Fo

rum — the People—the conquering

eagles.

We may indeed continue one people,

if we have no name. We shall multi

ply, and spread, and become more pow

erful, nevertheless. But this is not the

question. It is, whether an appropriate

name may not materially promote our

convenience, strengthen our union,

make our associations with our country

still more agreeable to us, and, by gra

tifying the imagination, increase ourna

tionality and our love of country. If it

were a mere matter of taste, that

would be much, for matters of taste

have often, as in this very case, a great

deal to do with character. A name is

a bond of union. It is a sign, a watch

word. Who can tell how much it

may affect the sentiment of national

pride and honor. While we have one

country, and are one people, let us be

called by one name.

Our practice of calling ourselves

Americans no doubt prevents our being

sensible of many of the inconveniences

of the want of a single name. Let

us try to imagine, how we should get

along without it—without any name.

We may then perhaps reflect, that this

name is, at present, a very imperfect

designation; and that whatever reason

there may be for having any, exists for

having one that is really appropriate to

the country.

It is much to be regretted, that the

revolution was suffered to pass without

giving a name to the new country.

That was the most fit time. It seemed

a natural consequence of the revolu

tion. Possibly the Congress of the

Confederation, when it called the

States the United States of America,

intended that America should be the

name of the country. At that time

we were the only nation on the conti

nent; the provinces to the south of us

had no political importance, separate

from the mother country. The name

of the continent, it might be thought,

could be easily appropriated by our

selves, the only nation upon it.

But since that day the face of the

world has changed. Spain has fallen

in pieces. The old provinces have be

come nations, all calling themselves

American. We are no longer alone

upon the continent, and we cannot con

tinue to appropriate to ourselves its

Ilanne,

One who has not thought much of it

is scarcely aware how often the word

is used in two different senses. In all

geographies, and whenever either the

continent of the north or the south is

mentioned, America is of course the

name given. At the same time the

more restricted sense of our particular

country is so often used, that we al

most forget its having any other.

Take, for example, the messages of

the Presidents. They speak of Ame

rica, the American people, American

institutions, as if this country were

the continent. In State papers, in

diplomatic notes, in court circulars, we

see everywhere America taken to sig

nify our country. Nor is this practice

confined to ourselves. In England, our

minister is styled the American minis

ter. In France, l’Amérique often signi

fies the United States. In Canada, they

talk to you of the American and the

Canadian shore of the St. Lawrence

and the Lakes. In the new republics

of our Southern Continent they vary

the phrase and call us, “Americanos

del Norte.”

Here we have the same word used

indiscriminately for the whole conti

ment and for our own country. The

inconvenience of this practice, and the

other reasons which we have men

tioned, make it necessary now to
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change it. We must get another

name for ourselves or fºr the continent.

It appears to us that the latter alter

native is the preferable one. We think

it is quite practicable even now, and if

practicable nºt proper, to give the

name of Columbus to the cºntinent,

and to retain America fºr ourselves.

The great navigator was robbed of

the honor which was his due. What

ever antiquaries may saw of the vºya

ges of the Northmen, and of the tradi

tions of their discoveries which lay

scattered about Eurºpe, to Cºlumbus

belongs the unquestionable ment of

having first reasºned hitn-elſ into the

firm belief that an undiscovered conti

nent lay in the west; of having

cherished that belief thrºugh many

years of disappointment and dº-tress; of

aving persevered in his efiºrts to ful

fil the dream of his life, till he actually

set his fººt upon a new hemº-phere.

If the name of any man shºuld have

been given to these shores, it was his.

He discovered a new world, and it was

his right to give it a name. By a singu

lar mischance, which his cºntempºra

ries lamented less indeed than the ºr

pºsterity, his own name was lºst, and

the name uſ anºther, a mere adventurer,

who followed long after, fell upºn the

land.

Is it now too late to repair the

wrong 2 Is the Christian name of

Vespucci so finely imbedded in the

soil, that it cannot be tº rm out, to

make room for the worthier name of the

great discoverer? It may have been re

served for the inhabitants of the New

World to do him the justice which the

Old denied. There was a strange apa

thy in those times respecting the merits

and the wrongs of Columbus. Per

haps the rivalry between the different

nations prevented that unanimity

which might otherwise haveº

And there was wanting a public senti

ment, extending and working through

out Christendoin, such as there is in

our days.

We are aware of the reluc

tance with which men make great

changes, and the difficulty they find in

adapting themselves to them. We

have not overlooked the obstacles

which must first be overcome; and yet

we are satisfied that the change can be

made, and that nothing more is neces

sary for it than the concurrence of our

own people.

The world is accustomed to great

changes in the names of places.

There is nothing less permanent

than ge, graphy. What mutatiºns in

the names ºf places have been cºn

stantly gºing ºn Ancient and mºdern

geºgraphy seem hardly to describe the

same wºrld. Cities, provinces, and

kingd, ºne have charged. The map of

mºdern Eurºpe have to be renewed

every quarter ºf a century, such are the

changes perpetually occurring in that

m -t civilized and stable quarter ºf the

world. Every new general treaty of

peace re-arranges the cºntinent.

What has happened almºst within

tºur own recºllectiºn P. land has

been contracted, extended, blotted ºut,

and replaced. The Batavian, Helvetic,

and Cisalpine Republics were cºnstruct

ed, and fell in pieces in a few years.

The kingdºn of Westphalia appeared

a shºrt time in the hºt of cºntinental

states, and then vanished. Within the

last fifteen years a new kinº in has

arisen at the mºuths of the Rhine, and

taken the old name of Belgium. All

the maps ºf Eurºpe that we studied

in ºur boyhººd made the Dºn its east

ern boundary. Under the direction of

Russian geºgraphy, the limit is now

pushed fºrward to the Volga, and

an immense tract separated from

Asia.

()n ºur side of the ºcean, the great

island of Hispaniºla has changed its

name ºnce to St. Iºmingo, and a second

time to Havti. The peninsula on our

eastern border was fºrmerly known

as Acadia, till it fell into the do

miniºn of the Stuarts, and got a new

name from the country which gave its

origin to that house.

Within twenty years the continent

which bounds the Indian ocean on the

east was everywhere known as New

Holland; it is now Australia. Many

of the objections which may be urged

against the change of name of our

continent, might have been made

against that. It had been known by that

name mºre than two hundred years;

geographers had designated it so in

every sectiºn of Christendom ; histori

ans had written of it; large settle

ments had been formed on its coasts;

yet no difficulty was found in making

the change. Besides this change, a

new nomenclature has been adopted

for the islands of the South Seas.

Otaheite and Owyhee havedisappeared

:
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from the maps, and Tahiti and Hawaihi

written in. places.

These considerations may satisfy

us that custom does not interpose an

insurmountable obstacle. The change

will make no confusion after a few

years; no sooner is it resolved upon

than it is accomplished. Ce n'est le pre

mier pas qui coute is as true here as it

ever was. Many will make mistakes

at first perhaps, as they do when they

begin a new year, writing the old a

few times when they should have

written the new, but in a short time

the new name becomes the most na

tural.

Other obstacles there are none;

the change opposes no interests; it

disturbs no balance of power; inter

feres with no international arrange

ments; changes the relations of no

state; it proposes simply to substitute

one word for another; to write Co

LUMBIA instead of AMERICA. We

should then have North and South

Columbia, instead of North and South

America.

Our own country fortunately stands

at the head of the New World; we

lead the mind as we control the poli

tics of the hemisphere; what we re

solve upon, we have the means of ac

complishing In this matter, our in

fluence would be as certain as any

thing could be. If Congress were once

to authorize the change, it would

spread with unexampled rapidity. But

whether done by resolution of Con

gress, or even by the agreement of our

learned bodies, our writers, geogra

hers, and all ourº would in a

ew years forget that they had ever

known any other designation.

One edition of a new geography,

with the new names, extensively cir

culated and used in the sehools, would

soon accustom our people to the change,

and once adopted in this country the

new name would become general in

the rest of the world. The change in

the calendar from the old to the new

style was a very formidable undertak

ing. The calendar was in daily, hourly

use ; the change was sudden and com

plete. Every person had at first to make

an effort to bear it in mind. There

was an instantaneous and total revolu

tion in every calculation of time and in

the date of every document and every

letter. The old engrafted prejudices

respecting the changes of seasons and

their times had to be overcome. Every

body, no doubt, began to write the date

in the old style, recollected himself,

drew the pen through what he had

written, and wrote it again in the new.

So it would be in this case. At first

everybody might begin to write Ame

rica, then draw the pen through the

word, and finish by writing Columbia,

and in a little time the hand would

cease to write America in the accus

tomed places, and the change would be

perfect.

Fortunately the name of Columbia

is still unappropriated, for we lay out

of view the republic that once arose in

the south, and took that name for a

few years. That has broken in pieces

and disappeared ; the name no longer

appears in maps or geographies. Nor

dower egard the circumstance, that, in

poetry, Columbia has sometimes been

used to signify this‘. In ordinary

language the name is unknown. The

way is therefore clear for our restoring

to Columbus the lost honors which

were the right of the Discoverer.

It has been sometimes proposed to

call this country after Columbus. And

if it were not possible to pay his name

the more appropriate tribute of calling

the whole continent after it, we should

think the suggestion worthy of a great

deal of consideration. But it appears

to us not more difficult to give his name

to the continent than to this particular

portion of it. And if the two things

are equally easy, certainly the conti

nent should take the name.

Compare the difficulties of the two

changes, America has now two

significations. It signifies a great

country, and a great continent. We

are obliged to choose between them.

It is easiest to discontinue the use of

that signification, which is least fre

quent. A continent is less often

mentioned than a great country, one

of the leading powers of the world.

In nine cases out of ten, whenever

this country is named, it is named as

America. Let any one look into the

newspapers, public acts, familiar trea

tises, not grave histories and precise

state papers, and he will soon satisfy

himself how much oftener the word

America is used in reference to this

country, than to the continent of

which it is the leading State. As a

question, therefore, of comparative fa

cility, we should be led to choose the
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discontinuance of the present name of
the continent.

Nor must we fºrget, even in this

view of practicability, the influence of

the impºrtant consideratiºn, that by

changing the name of the continent

we shall be dºing a long de ferred act

of justice to Columbus. We shall do

more readily what we know to be just.

It is fit that the name of Columbus

shºuld be engraven up ºn the shºres ºf

both the continents. We wºuld call

the whºle hemi-phere Cºlumbia, that

the voyager frºm the ºld world,

whenever, on his voyage hither, he

descries the land, may be reminded

of him to whºm it owes its disco

very. We wºuld call it Cºlumbia, that

the name of the great discoverer may

be on men's lips, whenever they

speak of the new world, that he land

open to the old. We would call it Cº

lumbia, as an everlasting testimºnial

to heroic virtue, as a memento to the

child, to the schºlar, to every man, of

the reward which the world finally be

stows on ºreatness.

The balance of difficulties, then, is

in favor of dºing now that justice to

Columbus, which his contempºraries

denied, and which Europe has been too

tardy in making gººd. If the difficul

ties even were only equal, the ºppºr

tunity of dºing this justice shºuld de

termine our choice. But, fºrtunately,

they are not so. We are in the infancy

of our existence as a natiºn. We have

already placed ourselves in power by

the side of the oldest and strongest

nations. But we have a literature to

create, tastes to form. In this grow

ing state we receive impressions rea

dily. This is the time, if ever, to ac

complish so great, so noble a purpºse.

The occasion is urgent. We cannot

remain as we are; we must chºse ;

we must take a new name for the

United States, or a new name for the

continents of North and South America.

Which is easier? Which is better 2

We have tried to answer. The work

is already half done. It requires but

little effort to perfect it.

In connection with this subject, we

have something to say of proper names

generally in this country. If one were

to judge us by the names he sees upon

our maps, he would be apt to think

that the Americans had no originality,

and no taste. Instead of the old Indian

uames, which had a signification relat

WOL. XI.-NO. Lili. 61

ing to the places, instead of new

names, apprºpriate to the places they

are given to, we have the names of the

tºwns ºf the ºld wºrld, thrown at ran

dºn, without the least regard to their

real -ºnticatiºn, or their apprºpriate

neºs to the new place-,-and what is

worse, the names of classical herºes

sprinkled, as if by chance, upºn the

maps. The prºcess of settlement is

gºing ºn so fast in this cºuntry that it

is very natural the settlers shºuld be

•ºmetimes puzzled to get names for

their new town-hºs: and when the

matter happens to fall into the hands of

incºmpet, nt per-ºns, it need not sur

prº-e us that they shºuld make mis

takes ºf taste. But there is something

so barbar us and ridiculºus in giving

the natue of sºme old capital or

hero to a certain number of square

miles in the wilderness, that no per

sºn, however ignorant, is excusable

fºr it.

Sºmebºdy has said that the military

tract, in New Yºrk, must have been

named by a drunken peda: gue. Cer

tainly no per-n of taste cºuld have

had anything to do with it. There

names mar one ºf the riche-t portiºns

of the State. Beautiful scenery glad

dens the valley*, and is reflected from

the lakes of the district. But the

name frightens away, by its striking

unfitness, all pºetical ideas. Who

can have agreeable assºciations with

town-hips that have stolen such names

as Pºmpey, Lysander, Manlius, and

Cicero

Nºt so ridiculºus and uncºuth, but

still nºt inappropriate are the names

of places in the old world. In the

place of their origin they have a

meaning. Take, for in-tance, Fal

mouth—that is, the mouth of the river

Fal. A town is settled in Ame

rica, not at the mouth ºf a river Fal,

nor of any river, but in the interior,

•rhaps, beyond the mountains, and it

is called Falmºuth. Here the name

has no signification. It betrays poverty
of inventiºn and want of taste, and it

leads to confusion. If the new Fal

mouth should by any chance become

a place of consequence, the two towns

might often be confounded. Boston

in America is a place of greater im

rtance, and, therefore, more known

in the world than Boston in England.

What a pity that our beautiful Massa

chusetts capital had not retained its
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original name of Tremont, or taken can do nothing with them, but thrust

some other appropriate name. them forthwith out of the country.

What makes the matter still worse We can do it, and we must do it. In

is the prefix Nºw, before so many of this our season of rejoicing youth, of

the old names. ‘This ilways makes a unhesitating spirit, accustomed to

name harsh, which before might have effort and to change, we can do it,

been only inappropriate. New York— with a single effort.

what a name for the mart of the New It will be our own fault if our asso

World, the Queen of American cities, ciations with any part of this most

the maritime capital of both the conti- beautiful of lands should be made dis

nents! Compare it with the name of the agreeable from any such cause. We

Indian,—barbarian, as we call him, have committed two faults which

Manhattan, or Manahatta. Is there a it is not too late to repair. We

resident of this city who would not have too often dropped the Indian

wish to restore this euphonious name names, and we have substituted for

of the original inhabitants' them the names of places in the old

There is not a country on the face of countries. We must repair the evil

the earth disfigured by so many harsh by undoing what we have done.

and inappropriate names as this. Eng- We must restore the Indian names

land, France, Holland, have names whenever we can. They must not be

peculiar to their own soil, engrafted on lost. They are both euphonious and

their language, and bearing analogous appropriate. It would be a most

terminations. In Italy and Spain the beautiful memento of the Indian races,

names, call up associations of immortal who are soon about to perish from Our

renown or old romance. Germany sight, if their names were left on our

and Switzerland have names which hills and rivers,

seem to have been made for their

green valleys and their wild mountain

passes. Denmark and Sweden owe

theirs—soft and musical they are— Who can think of these red men of

to the Goths and Vandals. And Rus- the forest, melting away like dew be

sia, Poland, Bohemia, harsh as many fore the heat of advancing civilisation,

of their names appear to us, have at without wishing that their musical

least such as are significant to the languages had ſeſ more traces upon

Sclavonic races. But here, what an the land over which they roamed ?

admixture of English, French, Italian, It will not be difficult to find the In

Sclavonic, and Gothic—a piebald map dian name for almost every town. But

—a confused jumble of J. and new, as the Aborigines lived in small com

Saxon and Frank, Arab and Mongol; as munities, and gave no names to large

if there were nothing native, nothing territorial divisions, we shall have to

that became the soil, nothing that dis- take the names of some of the most

tinguished the mass of human beings prominent natural objects, such as

who are spreading themselves, with mountains, rivers, or lakes. We would

the rapidity of the prairie fires, from change the name of the city of New

sea to sea. The vast, tempestuous York to MANHATTAN, and of the State

lakes, the almost interminable rivers, to ONTARIO. We would banish every

the wild mountain scenery, the dim, classical name from the military dis

lonely forests, the beautiful, most trict, and search out the names of the

beautiful alternation of hill and valley, Oneidas, one of the most poetical and

the pure, elastic atmosphere, fit this eloquent of the Indian tribes.

land of ours for the home of poetry and When no Indian name can be found,

romance, not less than of wealth and belonging to the place, or to some na

power,Ha dream-land, and a land of tural object in the neighborhood, we

song. But what can we do with the would invent one rather than borrow

strange name, with which careless- from Europe. Compound words might

ness or a depraved taste is marring be found significant of places. If we

this beauty, and poisoning the foun- found any difficulty in inventing a name

tains of romance and song? What appropriate to the place, we would

can we make of the Syracuses, the take some other Indian word, or invent

Pompeys, the Memphises, New Hamp- a word without meaning. This, if it

shire, New York, New Orleans? We should become necessary, might easily

“Their baptism on our shore.”
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be done. Lists of Indian names might

be made out from ºld maps, frºm the

early cºlºnial annals, the hi-tºries ºf

the southern and western triºt -, and

from the treaties which are yearly

made with the Indians. It nº lºng

else wºuld do, unmeaning c ºr unu

might be fºrmed a tºu-and uſines bet

ter than any impºrted name. Frºm a

few euphºnºus syllabººs an endi, sº

coubination of words mucht be made.

as any one will see who will take the

trouble to try. Take any knºwn

names, and vary their terminatiºn- ; ºr

any three or fºur-yllables and cºmmºne

them indefinitely. For example, ºr in

Oneida uniºlat be fºrmed ºn tº ºn, ºne

dana. Oneidanland; and the ult, e -yl

lables, War, Ran, Ca, wºuld make in

countanation. Warranea. Warvaran.

Hanwarra, Rancawar, Cawarran; or

Lin, Ga., Den, wºuld make I.iſ ºa

den. Lindenza, Gaiuden, Gadenau,

19enlinga, Denºalun. It mºnt nº ver

be necessary to make any -uch wºrds.

In luºst cases a natue could be obtained

BR001.

frºm the Indian lancuacºs, ºr sº mena

tural º! ; ºt wºuld suº 'º -t ºne ; but if

nº ºther, then it w tº.d be better to

usake ºne, withºut a “ºn-tratiºn, than

ºne whºse sºnºratiºn wºuld mi-lºad,

and * * * *t cºmpan-º- with very

did rºut ºr -, ºr air at gººd taste.

better tº c. in any wºrds fºr the ºcca

* ºn than to plant such wºrd- a- ("airº,

>1 tºº. Sena; 4.11-, ºr any of the

like. In the American tº re-ºs.

American lit, rature - at “...ºne ſuture

and nºt very distant day, we trust, to

break fºrth, like the earth in “pring.

terming with life, with fragrance, and

tº auty Let u- hºpe that “we it wºrds

in v be ºratºred ºn aii her hill- and

* ... . . . ; that a- ºur assºciati al- with

l'ary are in re intº re-º-; and pºetical,

bºau-e ºf the beautiful names with

whº h that fair land is studd, d, so ºur

own America may biºd ºur harts to

hºr. tº st ºnly by the lºve of hºne and

the lºve ºf cºuntry, but the nº-cha

tº n of pica-aat uaines with pleasant

*** ***.

FARM.

a Y a. a. is a to w x * to x.

THE subjoined Letter from a highly

esteemed friend and distinguished lite

rary lady, giving some notice of Brººk

Farm, or the Community at West Rox

bury, Mass., was addressed to me

while Editor of the B ºn Quarterly

Review, and would have appeared in

the last number of that jºurnal, but for

the want of room. This will explain

its personal address and aliu-ins. It

is laid before the read, rs ºf the 10cino

cratic Review, because its details can

hardly fall to interest them, and be

cause it gives me an oppºrtunity to

offer some additional remarks ºn the

importance of establishments like that

of Brook Farin, in working out the

moral, intellectual, and physical ame

lioration of mankind, especially of the

rest and inºst numerous class.

That there is something defective in

our social organisms, that mankind are

susceptible of a far higher degree of

i." and physical well-being, than

they have ever yet attained to, has be

cºme a very gº nº ral cºnvictiºn, and is

every day tº cºming wider and deeper.

The spread ºf Christian principles, the

great dºctrines ºf the unity of the race,

human brºtherhººd, and demºcratic

equality, has ºnlarged men's hºpes,

and made quite apparent the glaring

disprºportiºn there is every where be

tween the actual and the pºssible cou

dºwn ºf mankind. Every where do

men feel that they have not reached

that “cial state, which they are bound

in reliºn and in morals to labor to

realize. Every where is the question

raised. How shall the actual condition

of mankind be made to correspºnd to

the Christian Ideal How shall be

introduced that equality of moral and

physical well-bein: which is the ex

ressiºn of the equality of all men be

}. God and the State 2

This has becºme, in fact, the one

great, all-absorbiug question of the
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age. Every man who has the least

moral life, in some form or other asks

it in deep earnest, and with an anxious

heart; and whenever it is once raised

by an individual or a community, it

will not down at the bidding. We

may seek to hush the matter up ; we

may denounce those who boldly chal

lenge its discussion; but it has taken

so strong a hold on the more ad

vanced nations of Christendom, that it

is useless for us to attempt to blink the

question; nothing remains for us but

to meet it, seriously, solemnly, in a "

spirit corresponding to its importance,

and to give it such answer as best we

may. . The present social condition of

mankind cannot last for ever; some

thing better is reserved for man on

earth, than he ever yet has found.

How shall he obtain it? Warious an

swers have been given, from time to

time, which it may be well in passing

briefly to notice.

1. }. first of these answers worthy

of our attention is the CLERICAL an

swer, usually given in the words of

Jesus, “Seek first the kingdom of

heaven and its righteousness, and all

these things shall be added unto you.”

This answer is true from the point of

view from which it was originally

given; but as commonly interpreted

in these days, it is not sufficiently

ractical. What is the “kingdom of

eaven?” What is it to “seek " it 2

Where and how is it to be sought?

In what consists its righteousness?

How is that righteousness to be ob

tained ? Unquestionably we are to

seek the kingdom of heaven, and its

righteousness; but is there any differ

ence between doing this, and seeking

the moral and physical well-being of

mankind on earth 2 That we are also

to seek the kingdom of heaven by

seeking to make all men obey the new

commandment which Jesus gave us,

namely, that we love one another as he

loved us, is unquestionably true; but

how are we to make all men love one

another, and be willing to die for one

another, as Jesus did for us? The

Clerical answer is rather an exhortation

to seek an answer to the question

raised, than the answer itself.

2. A second answer may be termed

the ETHICAL, insisted upon mainly by

moralists, philanthropists, and espe

cially by those who follow theories

rather than experience. It is variously

given, but in our times most frequently

in the words self-trust, self-reliance,

self-control, SELF-culture. Its essen

tial feature is man's sufficiency for him

self, and, therefore, that he must work

out, by his own isolated, unaided

efforts, his own salvation, whether

temporal or eternal. It implies Ideal

ism in philosophy, Egoism in morals,

Individualism in politics, and Natural

ism in religion ; and is, therefore, neces

sarily atheistical in its spirit and ten

dency. But man is not sufficient for

himself. He cannot perform any act,

even the slightest, external or internal,

save in conjunction with what is not

himself. He is the subject that acts,

and, therefore, cannot be the object on

which he acts. He that cultivates

must be other than he who is culti

vated. We never cultivate ourselves

by direct efforts at self-culture; we

cultivate one another, ourselves only

in seeking to cultivate others. This is

what is implied in the fact that we are

social beings; that we can live and

grow only in the bosom of society.

The whole of this answer proceeds

on a false assumption. We form only

to a limited extent our own characters.

They are in a great measure the re

sult of circumstances over which, as

isolated individuals, we have and can

have no control. Much depends on

who were our parents and ancestors;

on the community in which we are

born, and brought up; , on the early

training we receive; the early bias

given to our minds and affections; and

the habits we are suffered to contract

before we are old enough to reflect and

judge for ourselves. Evil communica

tions corrupt good manners; and good

communications purify corrupt man

ners. When so much depends on that

overwhich we can exerciseatbest only a

feeble control, and in general no control

at all, what is the use of talking about

self-culture? We are all members of

one body; the whole body must suffer

with each of its members, and each

member with the body. In this isola

tion, presupposed by the doctrine of

self-culture, no man lives or can live.

The lot of each man is, for time and

eternity, bound up with that of all

men.

The advocates of self-culture, as the

medium of social regeneration, proceed

on the hypothesis that the evils man

kind endure are merely an aggregate

º

i

k

º
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of individual evils, the result, in all

cases, of individual gnºrance and vice.

But this hypºthesis, in the -en-e they

affirm it, is with ºut any fundatiºn.

Mankind is not a mere avºr ºatiºn ºf

individuals. I he race is ºlder than

individuals, and is the parent of indu

viduals: for individuals are nothing

but the variºus phenºmena thrºugh

which, or by means of which, the race

manife-t- itself. Sºciety al-o is ºler

than individuals, and by virtue ºf the

one life which runs thrºugh all men,

making them all one in the unity of

the race, has its unity, and a sºrt of

entity of its own, by which it is supe

rior to individuals, and does and can

survive them. There are very few

evils that -pring frºm the depravity of

isºlated wii-, or that mere private inº

railty, stopping truth the isolated infº

vidual, can cure. What we cºmplain

of in the actual cºnditiºn of mankind

is the result of no ºne cause; has been

prºduced by nºbody in particular; but

is the growth of ages, the prºduct

of causes as old and as wide as

the race, and as diver-tied as its

members. It is idle, them. to sup

pºse that any one individual can,

even in his own individual case,

throw off the burthen which all hu

manity has been thrºugh all its exist

ence engaged in placing upºn his

shoulders. individuals, be they never

so enlightened and virtuºus, must suſ

fer, the world being as it is. The

wickedness of one man carries mourn

ing and de-lation to hundreds, nay,

thousands of hearts. A single bad law,

touching social and political economies,

enforced by the supreme authority of

the state, makes the great mass of the

people poor and wretched for hundreds

of generations. Who can estimate the

amount of public and private wrºng,

individual vice, crime, poverty, and

suffering, occasioned by the coin' ined

influence of our banking and so-called

protective systems Ages will not

undo the mischief they have dºne.

Their deteriorating effects will be felt

on this country, and, therefore, on the

whole human race, in a degree, as long

as we are a people. Private virtues

are no doubt the great matter, the one

thing needful; but it is only when they

are directed to the removal of the de

ravities of the social state that they

E. efficient agents in the amelior

ation of mankind.

Another mistake is involved in this

theºry of *u-culture. Its advocates

all ge that knºwledze is power, and

inter that a man can always take care

ºf hºrn-ri if he only be enlightened.

This is ºy anºther phase of the same

nºtiºn, that all the causes of evil are

pur. iv individual, and may be ca-ily

r mºved by each individual, so far as

himself is cºncerned. Knowledge is

nº dºubt pºwer; and I, if I ain the

ºnly enlºhtened man in the cºmmuni

ty. can make all the rest labºr for me; it

is pºwer al-o, it all the community are

enli.htened and direct their effºrts to

orºa.tr annell, ratiºn. But knºwledge

cannºt prevent a man frºm being hun

gry, frºm having the heart-ache, nor

his cºat frºm becºming rusty or thread

bore. Supp ºr all yºur operatives in

Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester, and

Lowell, -h uld become as knowing as

Lººke ºr Newtºn, the factory system

remaining all the time unchanged, and

they cºatinuing to be ºperatives still,

hºw much wºuld their material cºn

dutiºn be imprºved Their sufferings

wºuld be increased a hundred-fºld.

The nearer the condition of brutes you

can keep men and wºmen, ºf the w are

to be treat, d as brutes, the greater the

service you do them. Individuals un

dºubtedly rise by means of knowledge

frºm a very lºw estate; but it is usually

uniy by making their knowledge the

means ºf laying under contribution the

labºrs of others.

Nor is this all. It is impossible to

practise, however enlightened or well

du-jº-ed we may be, all the Christian

virtues in society as it is now organ

ized. Cºnsider two men about to make

a bargain, endeavoring to do by each

as each would be done by, while each

is dºing his best to observe the max

inn, buy cheap and sell dear, with

out which, trade on which so much

now depends could nºt prosper
at all! 100 I observe the Christian law

of love, and treat a man as I would be

treated, treat him as my brother, when

I make him my servant, my hired

servant if you will,—my drudge, whom

I must needs consider unfit to sit with

me at my table, or mingle with my

friends in the drawing-room 3 Yet

I can live in sºciety as it is, only on

condition that I so treat him. There

is not a luxury I enjoy, scarcely a ne

cessary of life I obtain, but has cost

the tears, the groans, the agony, the
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blood, or—which is worse—the bru

talization, of some brother for whom

Christ died,who was made with a rich

undying nature. Think of this, ye who

recline on your soft couches, tread the

rich carpets of Turkey, and receive the

light through purple silks of India

After all, our main inquiry is as to

the means of ameliorating the condition

of the poorest and most numerous

class. These have no time nor oppor

tunity for self-culture, even admitting

self-culture to be all its advocates as

sume. I know what they who have al

ways had leisure, and have always

been in easy circumstances, may al

lege; but I know also, how extremely

difficult it is for a man to work twelve

or fourteen hours out of twenty-four,

or even ten, and have any power for

intellectual pursuits.

one may do the labor and study too;

system, are rapidly reproducing Old

England ; and thus far experience

proves that the more extended the

suffrage, the greater will be the influ

ence and the more certain the triumph

of wealth, or rather of the business

classes. The great mass of our ope

ratives are every day losing somewhat

of their independence, and sinking into

the servile condition of the operatives

of the old world. Every day does

something to prepare them to be the

mere tools of those who have the dis

position and the skill to use them. We

may deny this; we may flatter the

people; talk of their intelligence, vir

rtue, firmness, and incorruptibleness;

i but we shall do well to remember the

3 election of 1840,-an election which

i is a lucid commentary on many popu

Here and there lar theories, full of instruction to those

who are not past learning. That elec

but in most cases, only by the loss of , tion demonstrates this much, that

health and almost of reason itself. when the leading business interests of

Tired nature demands rest, and the º, the country unite, though for purposes

working-man, when his work for the

day is over, especially when he works

with as much intensity as he does in

most Protestant countries, must lie

down and sleep, or keep himself awake

by artificial stimulants. The history

of the laboring classes in all ages and

all countries, proves this beyond all

question. Cultivation to any consid

erable extent is compatible only with

leisure and easy circumstances. In

stead, then, of enjoining culture as the

means of social amelioration, we

should effect the amelioration as the

condition of the culture.

3. The third answer worth consid

ering, is that of the PoliticiaNs. This

implies in this country the complete

establishment of what may be termed

democracy, or more definitely, political

democracy. This consists in making

every man, who has not by crime or

misdemeanor forfeited his manhood,

an equal member of the state or body

olitic;-that is to say, in the estab

ishment of universal suffrage and eli

gibility. But these we already have es

tablished so far as they can practically

affect the question under considera

tion; yet they do not prove to be the

sovereign remedy it was hoped they

would. The evils complained of ex

ist here as well as in Europe, and

every day become more wide-spread

and intense. New England and the

northern Middle States, in their factory

glaringly selfish and base, the result at

the polls is never problematical.

Some have seen this; nay, the

friends of the people very generally see

this, and deplore it. They seek to

remedy it by UNIVERSAL EDUCATION.

The people, say they, are honest, but

they are deceived; they mean right,

but they are misled by ambitious and

designing politicians, by corrupt and

selfish men of business. We must en

lighten them. We must educate them,

so that they shall know what are their

rights and their interests. Well, and

what then 2 Do you suppose that the

evil lies no deeper than the people's

ignorance of their rights and interests?

The people are as a mass no doubt

tolerably honest and well-meaning;

but they are not free to act according

to their own convictions. The result

of an election is rarely determined by

the wisdom, the virtue, or the intelli

gence of the great mass of the electors.

It is time for us to cease this mischiev

ous nonsense we have been for so long

a time in the habit of uttering about

the wisdom, virtue, and intelligence,

of the people. Were we in Europe,

and did we understand by the people,

tle unprivileged many, in distinction

from the privileged few, there would

be some meaning in what we say ; for

it would imply that these unprivileged

many are as competent to the manage

ment of their own affairs, as the few
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are to manare their affairs fºr them and

better tº: ; which is unque-tº-nºy a

truth. But here, where there are nº

privileged ºrder-, where the term prº

* mean-, nºt as in Eurºe, the ſº

£º. but the whºle mass ºf the pºp

ulation, whether r h or pººr, learned

or unlearned, ratiºned ºr u.re in J,

the-e prai-es ºf the peºple are w tºe

than idle. The re-ult ºf an elºt ºn

here, I think I in my say, is invaria iv

determined by the necessities which

grºw out ºf the cºnditiºn and r at ºn

of the mass ºf the eiº rº, a.... w u..i

be the same, the pºsiti al and dº ºne

tic ecºnomies renaining unclatººd,

whatever the extent tº when Y. u

sh uid carry the educatiºn ºf the peºple.

Formerly, tº tºre the banatº a d

protective systems had d -r, wººd

our old syst in ºf ii ºne Industry, the

mass ºf our peºple were nº ſºut;

because there rarely interver: I any in

terest between the interest ºf the cº

sumner and that of the prºducer; the

cºnsumer was the erup; ver, and cº

sumpt, ºn and prºduct, ºn re-ui lººd

each other, in each ºnlines, are net in

borhººd, withºut be nº dº ºl, nº ºn

the general “ate ºf trade tºur, u-hºut

the world. Now, the cºn-unner a-e-

in a great nea-ure tº tie the direct

emplºyer. The emp! wer is nºw a

middle inan, capital-t, -ſºula', r, ac

tº r, or, as the French call hiºn, i', ntre

prºnºur, who cºn- between the prº

ducer and the cºn-unner. I will nºt

say that this change is unfavºra º to

the actual in rease ºf wealth in a na

tion. In the lºht ºf what 1- c.

litial ecºnºmy, wººl, inter

in the que -tiºn of the prº-inº ºf

wealth, rather than in the hºppin -s ºf

the peºple, I will n tsay tºut this

sh u'd be regarded as a pººr. -- ; yet

tºuching the in ºpen-jºnce ºf the ſº -

ple, it mºkes all the dºtterence in the

world. Say, I am a shºw rºarer. I u

der the old-y-ten I made -a -s fºr the

consumer, and received in ex-hun-ſe

such articles as he prºduced, wºn 1

needed fºr the suppºrt of my ºf and

family; I was as independ ºut as he,

because if he did not enº y me he

must go without shºes; and he a- in

dependent as I, because if I would nºt

make his shoes I must want the means

of subsistence. Now I am emploved

to makesh les, not because my emplºy

er must have then or go barefºot, but

because he would derive a profit frolu

my labºr. Cºn-ºnently, whenever he

can tº rive nº ºr at it, in my labºr, he

wu rease tº unºlº y une. Cº-unuers

* * * **a*.* they nºd them, and

1...”-t'ºuv the tº whº i.ºr they buy the in

cheap ºr lear; tıut use *h, *-dealer will

c. *t ºr the making ºf shºe- ºnly

wºn he van - i. ºr 1...as a rºa-ºlabie

jºr - ºr ºf ~...tº the in at an advance.

He tº ºvº - that tº ºt.ablº him to do

th-, the tº ºvernººnt unu-tai pº what

tº ra... d the prºtective jºy. I must

* r this p n v. ºf the P. ºry u.at

** * **u tº dº rive a prºut lºtu iny

late tº as a “hº era.k r, ºr ice he unust

***** tº “intº y me, and then hºw an

1 tº hºi tº the au- - -u -i-tence ºr

*** if, tº wife, a.d chºir u : Here

1- the tº u-ty. The tuply ºr ºf the

ºf rative, and the purs nasºr ºf the

*ur u- ºr -jute ºf the laruer, what I

rail the 'i, ºness ºn ºn, may be an en

lºº tº 1, hºst and i.e.tv lent indi

* : *... tºut he cannºt dº bu-in, sº un

ls -- he ca: dº rive a ºr it 11 m it. The

nºw relat, as created by the Lankai.

and fºr tº time sy-tºus have however

r. nº red hºn atº ºt, v 1.dº-ps usable

bºth tº the prºver- and the ºpera

tive -- i.e. ure the nºre--ity unpºsed

uſ-ºn bºth prºducers and ºperative- to

* iſ pºrt * ----- |- sº y wº-h will table

* to dº rive a pi at irº in emplºying

the later ºf the ... , and irºn buying

the ſºrº.uce of the ºther. B. :h of

th: -e a--, - tº a very cºnsiderable ex

tent be rue dº ſº nº at ºn the busi

nº -- * *-*. Nºw, yºu may educate

a- an in a yºu p. 1-e, but so lºng as

tº:- i. i* is is ºver, in uns, yºur electiºns

wººl have virtually but one tº runna

tº a. i be "ºu-ºº. -- men, nºt thrºugh

ti. It was a dº nºt through their in

tº: - e--, fºr the bºistuºs

class is as cº-ºwned, a liberal, and

as hi h-innati d as any class of the

peºple.- but thrºuch law- which even

in v caut, it cºntrºl, becºme the actual

rtiºrs ºf the cºntinunity. It is useless

tº c. attai against the in. True wis

doin cºnsists, not in endeavoring politi

cally to wrest the pºwer frºm their

grº-p, but in -º cºn-tituting the state,

that ºne branch of business is always

a'ºe tº interp se an eliectual veto on

the ºf ºrts ºf another to obtain any

exclusive privilege or undue advantage.

I am far non intending in these re

mark- to undervalue the infºrtance ºf

a well-ºrdered coininonwealth, or to

speak lightly of universal sulirage or

-º:
-
*
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universal education, for both of which

I have contended when to do so was

less popular than it is now. Every

man, who can substantiate his claim to

be a man, should be admitted an equal

member of the body-politic under

the dominion of which he was born;

and that community which neglects

to bestow the best education in its

power on all its children, of what

ever condition, and of both sexes, for

feits its right to punish the offender.

What I mean is simply that universal

suffrage, and universal education, do

not give us the power we need to in

troduce the moral and physical equal

ity demanded. We must change our

political and domestic economies be

fore they can effect anything; and

they who suppose universal suffrage

and education able to effect the change

needed in these economies, overlook the

laws, which grow out of them, and

which override all the other laws of

the commonwealth, and in a majority

of cases of individual action. These

economies must be changed by other

agents than suffrage and education.

4. The fourth answer is that of the

PoliticAL ECONOMISTs, and is some

times expressed by the term FREE

TRADE. So far as it concerns trade in

its strict technical sense, I certainly

am an advocate for its entire freedom.

Nothing can exceed the absurdity, un

less it be the wickedness, of the so

called protective or American system.

But the principle of free trade is some

times extended beyond the province of

trade proper, to man's whole inter

course with man. Its advocates con

tend that government is a necessary

evil, and therefore the less of it the

better. Its sole province is to main

tain an open field and fair play to indi

vidual enterprise. This is the laissez

faire doctrine, and was maintained

with great force and consistency by the

lamented William Leggett. It pre

supposes that in all the concerns of life

FREE comiPETITION between individuals

will regulate everything, produce just

ice, harmony, universal well-being.

To the Gospel principle of LovE, it op

poses the principle of CoMPETITION, and

bids each look out for himself. If all

men were born with equal powers and

capacities, moral, intellectual, and phy

sical, and could all, from the first mo

ment of existence, be placed in circum

stances precisely equal, so that no one

should have any natural or artificial

advantage over another, this doctrine

would have some degree of plausibility,

although even then it would be fatal to

all social as to all political order; but

diverse and unequal as men are by na

ture and condition, no greater calamity

could befall a people than the serious

attempt to carry it out in practice. It

is nothing but the doctrine of pure In

dividualism, which is the principle of

anarchy, confusion, war. Government

is not a necessary evil, finding its ex

cuse only in man's depravity; but is a

great good, and a necessary organ of

society for the maintenance of its own

rights, and the performance of its own

duties. It has more to do than merely

to protect individuals; it has a positive

work to perform for the common weal.

The saying that “the world has been

governed too much,” I am far from ac

cepting. There has not been too much

, government, but wrong government,

government falsely instituted, and mal

administered. Freedom does not con

sist in the absence of government, but

in the presence of a government that

ordains and secures it. Liberty is al

ways the result of authority, the crea

ture of civil society, and impossible

without it. No doubt much should be

left to the individual; but all true gov

ernment consists in such a constitution

of society as leaves each individual to

move on freely without obstruction so

long as he keeps in the right line of

duty, but compels him to feel, the mo

ment he attempts to depart from that

line, that the way is hedged up, and

that he cannot proceed a single step.

But without insisting on these views of

government, which are not precisely

those of any party in this country, the

doctrine of free trade, meaning thereby

anything beyond the opposite of the

restrictive and monopoly system,--the

doctrine, as it is sometimes called, offree

competition,--we mustalladmit cannot

introduce or preserve the equality we

are in pursuit of, unless we can secure

to all equal chances. Equal chances

imply equal starting points. Dowe all

start equal 2 Has he who is born to no

inheritance but the gutter, an equal

chance with him who is born to a good

education, an honorable name, and a

competent estate?

5. The fifth answer is that of the

SocIALISTs. This is subdivided into

the agrarian, the no-property, and
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the communits, dºctrines. Of the

agrarians we have in this cºuntry very

few, if any. The prºtect of intrºducing

a better state of sºciety by an equal

division of prºperty, finds with us no

advocates. Thºmas Skidmºre, since

deceased, sºme years agº, in his

“Richts of Man to Prºperty," a wºrk

of very cºnsiderable ability, makes

sºmething of an apprºach to it; but

my own scheme, which made so much

noise in 1-10, and which was called

agrariani-in, was nºthin: like it; for

it cºncerned merely the reapprºpria

tiºn to individuals of that which had

ceased to be prºperty, thrºugh default

of owner-hip, and was merely a prº

ject to mºdify or change our prºbate

laws. The arrarian “heme wºuld

are unºlt-h nºthing, even were it just ;

because were prºperty made elu iſ to

day, with the existin: inequality in

men's power- and capacities, it wºuld

sººn become as unequal again as ever.

Mºreover the right to prºperty is sa

cred, and the Legislature has no right to

disturb it. The Legislature has dis

cretionary pºwer only over that

pºrtiºn of prºperty which becomes va

cant through default of ownership,

whether by the death or aband nment

of the prºprietºr. It may saw how

that shall be reapprºpriated. But this

at any one time is but a very small

portion of the whole prºperty of any

community.

The no-property dºctrine has but

few advocates. It is sometimes set

fºrth by philanthropists who are deeply

impressed with the dºctrine of ( htts

tian beneficence. Fron the fact that

my neighbºr, who has the ability, is

bºund in Christian love to administer

to my necessities, it has been interred

that therefore I have a right to that

portion of his property which I need

more than he. Justice, says Godwin,

is reciprºcal. What it is just for my

neighbor to give ine, it is unjust for

him to withhºld; and what it is unjust

for him to withhold from me, I have a

right to claim as my due. But this

would banish from the world all such

virtues as genero-ity, charity, and gra

titude. I have the right, if I have the

means, to be generous, and I am no

doubt guilty if I do not relieve the

wants of my brother, as far as I have

the ability; but I am not accountable to

him. If I do not, I am not to be con

demned as unjust; but as ungenerous,

vo L. xl.-No. Litt. 62

unfeeling, inhuman. Mºreºver, admit

that he who has the greatest need

has the best rºht of prºperty in what

I p-r-e-, who shall be the judge ºf

this greater need If he, then nose

curity fºr prºperty; then no industry;

then no prºductiºn; and then all must

starve tºether. If I am the judge, it

amounts to acknowledºing in me the

ri.ht of prºperty.

The co-nºnunit w dºctrine is also sub

divided. We have, first, the answer as

given by Owen and his follºwers, se

cºndiy, as given by Fourier and his disch

ples; and thirdºv, as given ºn the experi

ment at Brººk Farm. Owen's system

was dººdant. In all matters except

prºperty, it was a system of pure indi

vidual-in ; in prºperty it was the de

nial ºf all individual -m. individual

isin cannot cº-exist with a cºmmunity of

prºperty. Either individual-in will

triumph and dissºlve the community,

or the cºmmunity will triumph and

a's ºrb the individual. The first was

the actual re-ult of Mr. Owen's experi

ment at New Harmºny ; the last

wºuld have been the re-ult had he suc

ceeded in fairly intrºducing his sy

tem. Mr. Owen also overloºked the

necessity of marriage laws to re-train

the passiºns and preserve the family;

and of religiºn to kindle holy aspira

tiºns, to exalt the sentiments, and pro

duce a community of feeting. The ex

ºrience of the race may be said to

ave demonstrated, that no scheme of

sºcial organization will succeed which

dºes not recºmize as its basis, indivi

dual prºperty; civil law, or the State;

and religion, or the Church.

of Fºurier I must speak with some

dithdence, not having as yet been able

to submit to the drudgery of fully mas

tering his system. He seems, however,

to have taken juster views of man and

society than \!. Owen; but his meta

physics, thºugh broad and comprehen
sive, are often unsound; and his theo

dicea, or theodicy, is, if we understand

it, nothing but material pantheism, a

polite name for athei-in. He denies,

at least according to his able and inde

fatigable American interpreter, Mr.

Brisbane, the progress of humanity,

and proceeds on the assumption of

that greatest of all absurdities, the per

ſection of nature. The only progress

he admits for man, is simply a pro

gress in his power over external nature.

This progress may be completed in
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time; the race then will be thrown

out of work, come to a stand-still,

which is only another name for its

death. Moreover, his scheme is too

mechanical, making of the phalanx

not a living organism, but a huge ma

chine. It is withal too complicated,

and too difficult to be introduced, to

meet the wants of our people. Its de

tails are not always satisfactory. Its

operations will fail to diminish inequal

ity in wealth or condition. Too much

goes to capital, not enough to labor.

How obtain equality or anything ap

proaching it, when capital draws four

twelfths, skill three twelfths, and labor

only five twelfths? ...Then again how

measure skill ? Skill has various de

rees. How determine these several

egrees? And shall every degree of

skill be rewarded alike 2 If we make

skill one of the bases of the distribu

tion of the fruits of industry, what shall

prevent the perpetuation of the very

evils we are seeking to redress 2 Skill,

which comes under the head of spirit

ual superiority, belongs to the commu

nity. "If God has made me with ta

lent and capacity superior to my bro

ther, it is not that he would confer on

me a personal advantage, and enable

me to lay his labor under contribution;

but that he would impose upon me the

duty of performing more valuable ser

vices to the community of which we

are both members. Nor am I quite

satisfied with the rank assigned to wo

man in the Phalanx. In every reor

ganization of society, which shall be

an advance on society as it now is, the

equality of the sexes must be recog

nized, and male and female labor re

ceive the same compensation. I say

equality of the sexes, without intend

ing to deny that the talents of the

sexes as well as their appropriate

spheres in life are different. Equality

does not exclude diversity. Woman

should not handle the spade and mat

tock, nor man the distaff; nor would

there be wisdom in shutting up man

in the nursery and sending woman to

the legislature. Each sex has its pe

culiar talents and virtues, and its ap

ropriate sphere of duty; but yet there

is no reason why one should be placed

above or below the other, or receive a

higher or a lower rate of compensation

for its labors.

For my part, I am disposed to regard

with altogether more favor the estab

lishment at Brook Farm, which seems

to me to escape all the objections we

have raised against Owen and Fourier.

It is simple, unpretending, and pre

sents itself by no means as a grand

scheme of world reform, or of social

organization. Its founder, and I speak

from personal knowledge, for it has

been my happiness to enjoy for years

his friendship and instruction,--is a

man of rare attainments, one of our

best scholars, and as a metaphysician

second to no one in the country. No

man amongst us is better acquainted

with the various plans of world-reform

which have been projected, from Pla

to's Republic to Fourier's Phalanx;

but this establishment seems to be

the result, not of his theorizing, but

of the simple wants of his soul as a

man and a Christian. He felt himself

unable, in the existing social organiza

tion, to practise always according to

his conceptions of Christianity. He

could not maintain with his brethren

those relations of love and equality

which he felt were also needful to him

for his own intellectual and moral

growth and well-being. Moved by

this feeling, he sought to create around

him the circumstances which would

respond to it, enable him to worship

God and love his brother, and to live

with his brother in a truly Christian

manner. A few men and women, of

like views and feelings, grouped them

selves around him, not as their master,

but as their friend and brother, and the

community at Brook Farm was insti

tuted.

The views, feelings, and wants of

these men and women are those of the

great mass of all Christian communi

ties; and the manner in which this

establishment at Brook Farm responds

to them, suggests and points out the

method in which they may be respond

ed to everywhere. The mode of intro

ducing such an establishment is ex

ceedingly natural and simple. The

theory to be comprehended is the Gos

pel LAw of LovE, and the rule to be

observed is HoNor ALL MEN, and treat

each man as a brother, whatever his

occupation. In other words, the com

munity is an attempt to realize the

Christian Ideal, and to do this by esta

blishing truly Christian relations be

tween the members and the commu

i. and between member and mem

€I,
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To make this experiment requires

no rupture with sºciety as it is ; in

pºses no necessity of protesºng a rainst

any existing organ in. Men and wº.

men may engage in it withºut tºre.”-

ing any ºf the relatiºns they already

hold with sºciety. This is a great re

commendatiºn. Owen and Fourier

are tºo radical. They prºpºre, with

“malice afºrethought,” the reºrgan

ization of society. This countnunity

rºpºse no such thing. They do nºt

º the law of continuity. The

transitiºn frºm what is to what they

are attempting is easy and natural.

A cºmmunity on the plan ºf Fºurier

or of Owen anºns to be a little wºrld in

itself, and to be a cºrºl, te -º-º-tºute

for the larger a-- rat us ºf the State

and the Uhurch. cºmmunities like this

at West Rºxbury leave the State and

Church standing in all their nece--ity

and fºrce. They are mere a- "re-a-

tiºns ºf families, a- a family is an aſ:-

exatiºn of individuals; as the family

is more than an agºregatiºn, as it is in

sºme degree an organism, having its

own life rad unity, sº, al-, - the

community mºre than an aggregat, n

of families, it is a ºne bºy, has life

and unity of i's own ; but is, after all,

like the family. a member of a larger

whole. It enlarges the -phere of the

family, or rather seeks not to super-sºde

the ties of blood, but to extend the fa

mily feeling and relations, if I may so

speak, bevond these ties. It ex-en

tially breaks the family caste, while it

preserves the family inviºlate. This

is a consumination much to be wished.

The family is and should be sacred:

but the family caste, to bºrrow the

expression of M. Leroux, is one ºf the

scourges of humanity.

The community feeling is intro

duced, but withºut destroying the in

dividual. Individual property is recog

nized and secured. But by making

time, not skill nor intensity, the ba-is

according to which the compensation

of labor is determined, and by eating

at a common table, and labºring in

common and sharing in common the

advantages of the individual excellence

there may be in the community,

the individual feeling is subdued, and

while suffered to remain as a “pring

to industry, it is shorn of its power to

encroach on the social body. So far

as I can judge there will be in this

establishment rarely any clashing be

tween individuals and the commu

in twº.

£-tablishments like this are easily

intrºduced. Owen and Fourier require

inmen-e outlays fºr the cºmmence

ment of the ºr schemes. A Phalanx

cannºt well gº intº ºperation without

a capital ºf half a milliºn. A simple

establishinent like the one at Broºk

Farin has gºne into operatiºn with less

than five thºusand dºllars, and would

be able to dº well with ten or twenty

thºusand. This is a very great cºnsi

deration. Fºurten-in is obliged to

enlist in its scheme heavy capitalists,

and in ºrder to enlist them, is obliged

to make the investment of capital in

the Phalanx desirable as a business

º “ratiºn; which can be dºne ºnly at

the expense ºf labºr. But the most

de-rable thing is nºt to find out a-pro

fitable invº-ument fºr capital, but a

ready means by which they who have

no cºpital can place themselves in such

relatiºns that by their mutual labor

and suppºrt, they can secure all the

real cºnveniences and advantages ºf

the hºhl -t civil-a’iºn. This may be

dºne on the plan of Brºok Farm. An

ºutlay of fifteen ºr twenty thºusand

dºllars will enable sºme twenty or

thirty families to assºciate, and by their

industry to sustain themselves in com

petence and u dependence, 'and to se

cure to their children the advantages

of the chºicest education, and thern

selves all the pleasures and enjoyments

of the mºst refuſed sºciety.

It is prºper, however, to remark,

that Broºk Farin is not an establish

ment fºr the indolent, nor for those

who are in need of charity. It

is an I ºveral Al Estanti-nue NT. In

dustry is its basis and its object. It is

e-tabli-hed on the principle that man

mu-t obtain his bread by the sweat of

his face. This must be borne in mind

in attempting like establishments. The

founder of this establishinent very justly

remarks: “Every communityº

have its leading purpose, some one

main object to which it directs its ener

gies. We are a company of teachers.

The branch of industry which we pur

sue as our primary object, and chief

means of support, is teaching. Others

may be companies of manufacturers or of

agriculturisis; or may engage in some

particular branch of manufacture or of

agriculture. Whatever the branch of

industry agreed upon, it will be neces
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sary to make that the principal object

of pursuit, as the only way in which

unity and efficiency can be secured to

the labors of the community.”

Of the advantages of associated and

attractive industry there is no occasion

to speak. They are well known, and

have been ably presented by Mr. Bris

bane, in the pages of this Journal and

elsewhere. The common merit, and

the chief merit of the schemes of

Owen and Fourier, is in their propos

ing associated and attractive industry.

These Mr. Ripley secures at Brook

Farm, without their complicated ma

chinery, and multiplicity of details, of

details often frivolous; at any rate for

eign to the habits, tastes, and convic

tions of the American people, Fami

lies of moderate means associating in

this way, by their union and coöpera

tion may obtain an industrial and pe

cuniary independence to which they

cannot aspire under existing social re

lations. What we most want, is

such an arrangement as shall secure

to every man a competence as the re

ward of his industry, and which shall

render industry in any, or all of its

branches compatible with the highest

moral and intellectual culture, and the

greatest delicacy and refinement of

manners. This we cannot have as

things are; but this by means of as

sociation on the principles of the Brook

Farm establishment we may have.

And when once this is obtained, when

I am once sure that by the labor of my

hands I can earn an honest and an hon

orable livelihood, and without being

obliged to forego any of the real ad

vantages, pleasures, and refinements of

society and social intercourse, I shall

no longer feel that I was cursed by my

Maker, when he commanded me to

“eat my bread in the sweat of my

face.”

There is another point of view in

which I should like to consider com

munities of this kind, had I the time

and the room at my command. I mean

in their relation not only to industry,

and to domestic and social economies,

but to the CHURCH. . The day is com

ing when we shall learn that we wor

ship God only by serving man, and that

the Church, instead of being a company

of teachers and exhorters, organized

merely to teach men their duty and to

exhort them to do it, will be a com

pany of men and women associating

for the express purpose of doing their

duty; of worshipping God not in types

and shadows, through symbols, but in

spirit and in truth, by organizing all

the relations of life in harmony with

his will. These communities are mo

dels of what must hereafter be the

social elements of the Christian

Church. It is only by adopting, as

was in some degree attempted origi

nally by the monastic orders, the de

mocracy of the Church, industry as a

branch, if I may so speak, of the tem

ple service, and thus writing “holiness

to Lord ” on all things, as the prophet

says, even on “the bells of the horses,”

that a truly Christian state of society

will be realized. In this way we may

have a true Catholic Church; a really

republican state; a wise political econo

my; an intelligent, virtuous, refined,

and happy people,

“.August, 1842.

“My DEAR SIR : I have made my

visit to the Community, as it is called,

at West Roxbury, and find that it more

than answers the expectation held out

in that account of it, which appeared

in the Dial last January. I mean that

the degree of success already attained,

is greater than it was there intimated

it could be, for many years to come.

In a pecuniary point of view it is not

ſailing, and that is success, considering

the great embarrassments under which

they began. There are seventeen as
sociates. Had each of these been able

to contribute one thousand dollars

a-piece, they would be at this moment

under no embarrassment at all, but in

stead of that, not one third of the sum

was contributed. For the cost of their

farm, as I understood it, they are pay

ing interest; but by means of the farm

and the school, they are able to pay

this interest and to feed themselves;

although there are seventy people al

ready there, and the number will be

one hundred in the course of the win

ter. The joining of a few associates

or even one with some money, would

render them quite independent. But

they feel they have gained so much

morally and intellectually, by having

been so poor, as to have had none

join but those to whom the accom

plishment of the Idea appears worth

working and suffering for, that it is no
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lºnger to be feared, that they will be

tenupted to receive amºng them any, of

whoin mºney is the chief recominen

datiºn. They prefer to sacrifice many

cºnvenience-, to endange ring the sºcial

and ideal character their cºmpany.

Several mechanies who have be ºn

hired to do jºbs up n the place, I mean

carpenters, black-mºths, she enake rº,

tailors, have at first expre-sºl them

seives amazed, that pºpe shºuld go

tºgether, of such apparent inequality,

and make a cºuinºn cau-e, and -hate

the fruits of their labºrs equaliy an ºng

themselves; but after set in the ºpe

ratiºn for weeks, they have dº-ired to

join. and to forego some of the incºme

they were already receiving ºr in their

trades, in order to have the enjºy tº ut,

the moral advantage, and the intº tiec

tual improvement, ºf a sºcial life ºn

principles so cºin-i-tently dº in cratic

and Christian ; and more e-ºe-tally, in

order to have all the ºr children have

every advantage of educatiºn tº which

their abunties can do justice. I speak

of facts. The assºciatiºn has arºua...y

under conside ratiºn such prºp -it-ºn

Also, one of the farmers, the m at

thriving one, whºse farm jºins the irº,

has for the sake of his children inade

them the offer, if they can met hitn

half way, of throwing in his farm and

becºming one. He would be richer in

dollars and cents to remain as he i-, but

this additiºnal mºney could nºt buy fºr

him that educatiºn of all his children,

which he must receive in this cºmmu

nity, if he is one of them; to say

nothing of his own enjºyment and ul

provement. To me, it is an in-pring

thought, that they have already shºwed

to the agricultural populatiºn arºund

them, that with the cultivatiºn ºf the

earth may be cºmbined an intellec

tual and tasteful life, and that the true

democratic equality may be obtained

by le rºlling up, ºf of lºt ºng

dourn.

Butlet me speak of the educatiºn in

detail, and show that the children ºf

the actual assºciates have even greater

advantages than those sent there,

though for the latter, it is, I think, the

best school I ever saw. I will begin

with the a-b-c-d-arians. There is one

lady among the associates, who loves

to keep a regular sc.ool on the old

fashioned plan, with a kind but eth

cient discipline of rules and les

sons. She has as many of the younger

schºlars as the parents wish. But

**ue fºr nts ºr fºr a differ, at syst ın,

- in which ti, ºr children are ºnly cºn

fined a very shºrt time, while thy can
be indivº attended to by the

tº ach, r. And the re are an is the

yºunº wº nºt n. *ev ral was take two or

thrº e at , i.ee -making ºne little cars,

and emist thºr undivided, unwavering

att tº a fºr an hºur, ºr an hºur and a

halt, and then let the in play all the

rººt ºf the day. The -e children, in

tº wav, gºt mºre instructiºn and do

1. ºre intº lºtual wºrk, than in ºrdi

nary “h - 1-, and yet have nºte ºf the

wearinº -- and lºad physical and in ral

*:I rt ºf cºntine... nº. 1 hey are never

tººd to “it stui and do nºthing; nºr

dº they in this lian become trºuble

sºme to others. There is so much

rº- ºn, they can spread rºund, and and

inaulte amuseuºut on the place. I

never “aw chu:ren at ºnce so happy

and sº liº e in the way ºf other ſº

Jºe. There ** ind to be great !".

fºr the little thinº-, in all the men and

bºys, as well as the wºmen; and I b

* r * that wien the yºung men went

to wºrk in the wººi-, ºr at, ut any

ºut-t-dººr ºu;-º n, they wºuld let

two ºr three chºreu go tºº, and keep

their eye uſe n tº ºn, and -or neve the

in ther- and make the children happy,

and this withºut trºubing themselves

either. ‘ hidrºn frºm the ages ºf nine

or ten up to thirteen and tºurteen, go

to the schºol of a cent, inau who has

been a very su cº-sºul teacher fºr

many year-, and u: dº rºtands the drill

inz prºcesses. But of this class also,

if there are any, whºse parentº, on ac

cºunt of their health, or peculiar genius,

or sex, wish to receive - parate atten

tiºn, there are fºund thºse who will

attend to them in the dº-irable way.

Then there is a very line teacher of

Greek, and another of Latin, and an

o'her ºf Mathematics, amºng the gen

tlemen as“ lates. Several teach Ger- *

man, French, Italian and Spanish, and

I do nºt know hºw many other things.

(ºne lady has cla--- in History, Moral

Phil - phy, variºus branches of ele

gant literature, and with all her cares,

(ºne of which is the care of a house

of fourteen rooms), she told me she had

not for mºre than a year set aside two

recitatiºns ! This will show what

real method lies under the graceful ex

terior, where not mathematical lines,

but valy the curves of beauty appear,
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This lady told me, too, that never in

her life had she had so much leisure

and enjoyment of herself, for hours to

gether, and never had the occupations

of life been so little fatiguing to her.

I would have you observe that

grown up persons, as well as children,

are members of these various classes.

The workmen in the field partake just

as much as they please, of these means

of education. One man, who does as

much hard work, if not more than any

one on the place, and who never learnt

any language, and is forty years old,

a husband and father, having been

engaged in a mechanical trade

all his life, studied German last

winter, on Ollendorf's method, with

the greatest perseverance. They had

eighty recitations a week, last win

ter. All have access also to all the

books owned by any of the members,

the most of them being collected in a

charming room, designated as the

“Library,” of which aiſare free, young

and old.

In another common parlor there is a

piano-ſorte, and there, in the evening,

the lovers of music congregate, and

hear fine music from some of their

number, sometimes songs, and some

times psalms, and sometimes the deep

music of Beethoven. Mr. J. S. D.

superintends the musical department of

the teaching. The very little children

have to sing by rote; those who are

old enough, are taught by the Manual

of the Academy of Music. Instru

mental music is also taught to all who

have the ability and desire to learn.

It struck me how beautiful it would be,

if some of those noble Italian exiles

should go and join their number, who

could throw in their music and their

beautiful language, and receive in re

turn the realization of the dreams of

their youth; but all this will come in

good time.

To go back to the children. The

greatest advantage is, that the life isso

natural, it makes a discipline without

the ugly forms. Every body works

and studies, and so the children work

and study from imitation and in spirit.

I never saw such habits of disinterest

edness—so little personal selfishness.

Children were requested by all parties

to do all sorts of things; and if one

had refused, another would have been

called upon, as the only rebuke. The

punishment of appearing selfish, and

not being in the general spirit, pre

cludes all others. Of course, I do not

mean to imply that any circumstances

of social arrangement will destroy all

moral evil. I know there are those

which originate in the constitution of

every finite creature, and which are

only to be set aside in their principles

and consequences, by a deep internal

struggle, where there is no witness but

God, by whose sovereign mercy alone

is the great victory accomplished, and

each individual introduced into “the

company of the first born.” But there

are innumerable social vices, and de

formities of character, which are exas

perated, if not produced, by the un

sanctified conventions of our common

life, and which here do not appear;

and there is no telling how much more

those who are good have the advan

tage of their goodness, and those who

are morally inferior are assisted, by liv

ing where there is such a general spi

rit and such habits among the adults.

Country employments and country sce

nery, too, has an immeasurable effect

upon children's tempers. I would re

peat, that I am not one of those who

believe that the issues of the human

constitution, under any earthly circum

stances, can be perfect goodness;–that

finite creatures can ever be other than

pensioners of the Love revealed in

Jesus Christ; but I do believe that in

fancy and youth would shine with mo

ral beauty, as a general rule, if society

and education did their part. Some

people seem to be dreadfully afraid that

God will not have anything to forgive,

and so the doctrine of forgiveness be

proved unnecessary, if we admit that

children can grow up, unselfish in their

habits and lovely in their general cha

racters. Such persons have, it seems

to me, very little appreciation of the

depth, and extent, and excellence of

that Law, the violation of which is

sin; for it seems to me that we may

be very high in the scale of excellence,

in the eyes of our fellow creatures; our

faults may be not even perceptible to

them; and yet we may be so far below

that Ideal, which shines into us from

God, that we shall yet require all the

comfort of St. Paul's doctrine ofjustifi

cation by faith. I see less self-righte

ousness likely to be generated, under

the views and habits of this commu

nity, than ordinarily; and to stand a

better chance of being corrected.
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Should man, in the progress of wisdºm

and love, be elevated abºve all sºcial

crime and wrong, there will yet, as I

think, be sun prº-ible to him, great

enough to have hit., teel the whº he ºp

pºsition between the law ºf finite na

tures, and that Law of the Intinue

Gºd, which Christ us -teriºu-ly reveals

to him, as a glºry to be had.

This is rather an eſº-, de in my letter,

dear sir, but I must needs dwell a little

upon the subject, because the majºrity

of people I hear talk, seen tº be in one ºf

two extremes, equally errºneºus. One

set of people make nº evil but sºcial

evil, and seem to think that if wars and

fightings, murders and drunkeune-s,

theft and deceptiºn, are driven frºm the

earth, the whºle hºlin -s and glºry ºf

humanity is attained, even up to the

measure of thrist Jº-us; while others

think, that be cause the Bible and the

Spirit of Gºd within us teach that

man, even when pure as the haven ºf

heavens, is nºt clean nº ºr Gon, he

must necessarily unfºld, in the prºcess

of his devel pºnent, all the crimes to

which he can be degraded; and that a

systematical effºrt to prevent this, by

removing occasiºns ai.d exasperating

causes of crime, is “tº ring the sy

tem of Providence, and practically de

nying the philºsºphy of thri-tſanity.

I have heard it gravely urg, d against

this little community, that it anned at

a state of enjºyment and general ex

cellence, whi. h would result, if it suc

ceeded, in a state cºntrary to what the

Bible declares to be the general cha

racter of human nature. I dispute the

fact. I believe human nature may at

tain to a state of excellence that shall

seem to realize Isaiah's viºus of the

millenium, and still the inhabitants ºf

the earth will be even mºre di-pº-ed

to use, with respect to themselves, the

deepest language of cºntrition and hu

mility which the Bible contains; for

then they shall see God, by reason of

their purity, so much mºre, that they

shall still more earnestly feel the

prayer,

“Forrive our rirtues too—

Those lesser faults—half converts to the

right.”

It is because I think thus, that I do not

condemn utterly that other class of er

rorists, who suppose evil so very super

ficial; and that if we could eschew

bad organizatiºns of society, and act

ºut ºur un-tinct-, we should be as per

ſect, as human beings, as the animal

creatiºn is perfect in its way, and the

vegetable creatiºn in tis way. In their

farh in the bºtter issues ºf human in

*:Incts under fav rable circumstances,

they gº upºn a fact. Human nature

is capable of ºr at excellºnce, beauty,

and purity, when it draws ºnly upºn

the ºn-lial cuts of the gººd &" of

nature, commºn to all men; and there

is a - rt ºf blaspherny to me, in “peak

inz irreverently ºf the virtues of ºil n

and Aristides, Anaxa: ras, and I lato,

and Sºcrates; ºf Rºculu-, and Brutus,

and the Antºines; and even ºf many

a beautiful child and adult of the pre

sent day, althºugh he has not yet entered

into aim the depths ºf the un-earchable

riches hrist. To be arrested at the

p ºut ºf attainment ºf any of these

per-ºn-, wºuld nº ed he to he damned,

(11 I may use ºl-fu-hººned bra-e-lo

gy.) Such mind- we may call a sort

of he are n, but I think these prºns

wºuld say, that to be cºndemned to an

everlasting sell-develºpment in that

same heaven, and receive nothing frºm

with ut, or frºm the deeper within

which is a tº thout to the individual; in

shºrt, to have no mºre grace ºf Gºd,

wºuld make it to them a hell. In

deed, the Swedenbº rºman hells are

neither mºre nor is “s than fºr the indi

vidual to be given up to his individu

ality; and sº "...". nb :g says the

damned are ºf:en not without their en

jºyments; which whole system shows

}. deeply he lººked into things.

But what is such enjºyment to the ac

tion upºn an infinite gºod The joy

of immortality, and the only doctrine

of immortality which is not a misno

mer, consists in believing that man

never is absorbed in the Infinite, but is

ox-riot -Ly R.I.Ative for ever and

ever. This is, if I read it aright, your

own dºctrine ºf life, as you have stated

it in yºur letter to Dr. Channing,

which I believe people do not under

stand, because yºu have cºuched it so

nuch in theological formulas, that they

do not see it to be something they

have not thought.

At Brook Farm there may be more

inclination to the error of believin

that self-development, on theºi

stock of human nature, is the true way,

than to the equal errºr of supposing it

necessary to undervalue and be unfaith
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ful to this original stock, which prevails

in the world. But there are those

there, who are the predominating life

and strength of the place, who trans

cend both errors; and there is nothing

in the plan of their life which favors

either.

But I will leave moralising and theo

logising, and return to an account of

what I saw in my visit.

With respect to the labor, which is

the material wealth of the establish

ment, and the body of its life, they in

tend to have all trades and occupations

which contribute to necessities and

healthy elegancies, within their own

borders, so as not to buy them from

without, which is too expensive; but at

present their labor is agriculture, and

the simplest housekeeping. They have

above a dozen cows that they take care

of, and sell all their milk at the door ;

they cultivate vegetables extensively,

and sell them in the markets of Rox

bury and Boston, and this branch of

their industry may be almost indefi

nitely extended. They cultivate grass

also, and sell hay very profitably. I

do not know about their grain, not be

ing wise enough in those matters to

understand what I saw. The farm is

not wholly under cultivation, because

they have not yet force enough to do

all they wish. Fifty more men might

be profitably employed on it. Teach

ers, scholars, and all, work. Their

Greek teacher spends several hours a

day in taking care of the fruit, which

hereafter, they think, will constitute a

great part of their wealth. Every one

prescribes his own hours of labor, con

trolled only by his conscience, and the

spirit of the place, which tends to great

industry, and almost to too much exer

tion. A drone would soon find himself

isolated and neglected, and could not

live there. The new comers, especially

if they come from the city, have to be

gin gradually, but soon learn to increase

the labor of one hour a day in the field,

to six or seven hours, and some work

all day long; but there can be no drud

gery where there is no constraint. As

all eat together, they change their

dress for their meals; and so after tea

they are all ready for grouping, in the

parlors of the ladies, or in the library,

or in the music-room, or they can go

to their private rooms, or into the

woods, or anywhere. They visit a

good deal; and when they have busi

ness out of the community, nothing

seems more easy than for them to ar

range with others of their own num

ber, to take their work or teaching for

the time being ; so that while they

may work more than people out of the

community, none seem such prisoners

of their duties. The association of

labor makes distribution according to

taste and ability easy, and this takes

the sting out of fatigue. Then I believe

bodily labor does not fatigue so much,

when the mind is active and elevated

by noble sentiments; and certainly, in

telligence and the spirit of improve

ment, give the advantage of saving

themselves drudgery, by all the devices

of our mechanical age. Perhaps they

might go into vagaries in labor-saving

expedients, but that their narrow pecu

niary means checks all freakishness of

mind in this respect. They put their

hands to the plough in good earnest,

and do their work by main strength,

and not by stratagem. As the pupils

work more or less, it makes the school

a most desirable one for farmers' chil

dren; and I hope many a young man

will be saved to the healthy pursuits

of agricultural life, by this establish

ment, whose laudable desire for intel

lectual improvement and for bettering

his condition in life, would drive him

into our crowded professions and city

warehouses.

For the women, there is, besides ma

ny branches of teaching, washing and

ironing, housekeeping, sewing for the

other sex, and for the children, and con

ducting all the social life. They have

to hire one washerwoman now, but

hope, bye and bye, to do all the wash

ing within themselves. By the wide

distribution of these labors, no one has

any great weight of any one thing.

They iron every forenoon but one; but

they take turns, and each irons as long

as she thinks right. The care of the

houses is also distributed among those

who are most active, in a way mu

tually satisfactory. And, so of the

cooking. In nothing did they seem to

feel so immediate a desirableness of

improvement, as in the kitchen depart

ment, and the eating rooms. These

are all in the old house, and not at all

convenient. Their next building is to

be a kitchen establishment, and conve

nient dining hall, which will enable

them to appear much more to advan

tage; besides leaving the old house,

.
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which they call “the Hirº," to be en

tirely used for sleeping rººms and par

lors. A more spaciºus and cºnvenient

dining-hall will enable them to be less

confused and mºre el cant at table,

than which nothing is more inpºrtant

for the general tone of manners. There

is no vulgarity now, because all the

peºple have the sentin nt and desire

of improvernent; but many have not

been in society, and these need to have

things so arranged that the table man

ners of the mºre educated and best

bred should have a chance to be ºb

served, and do their work of refine

ment. The manners of the children

also can then be mºre easily attended

to ; and when this is brºught abºut it

seems to me that in the article of ele

gance they will not fall behind the rest

of the world. Withºut any wearisome

etiquette there would be the beauty

that naturally hovers round “plain lºv

ing and high thinking;" and of which

nothing now hinders the full develºp

ment, but their crowded and inconve

nient eating apartments. I ought to say

that though a commºns table is preſer

able to mºst, yet any individual family,

by taking the trouble on themselves, can

have some or all of their meals at their

own rooms; and now any individua's

who wish, on account of ill health or for

any other reason, to take a meal alone,

can easily do so; and constantly there

are those who are thus favored. You

would hardly imagine that so many in

dividuals should have their own way

so constantly without clashing. For a

time they did not have any regular

housekeeper, but this office passed

from one to the other; for they were

afraid that the pride and tyranny of

office might interfere with the freedºm

of individuals, and they preferred the

inconveniences of frequent change, to

the evil of that fixed vexation. But

at last a housekeeper appeared, so fit,

that they created for her the othee!

This woman went out to sew for thern

a week as a sempstress, during which

time she used her eyes and cars and

mind to such purpose that at the end

of the week she wanted to join. The

associates proposed that she should re

main two months, without committing

herself; and then, if she continued in

the same mind, she should be consi

dered to have joined from the first.

During these two months she employed

herself variously, and showed so much

Wol. xi.-No. LIII. 63

delicacy and tact, as well as ability and

hºusekeeping talent, that they all

agreed -he shºuld be queen in that de

partment, and they wºuld obey. I do

not knºw what measures they would

take to dethrºne her if she shºuld grow

nau,<hty, but at present she retiºns by

the greatest ºf King Alfred's titles, the

divine right of mucht and virtue.

I do not seen to myself to have told

ºn a mºrty ºf the gººd which I saw;

have ºnly indicated - me of it. But

is it not enºugh to justify me in saying

they have ºcceed, d ?. It seems to me,

if their highest ºbjects were appre

cated, they wºuld challenge sº Ine of

that devºte-iness which makes the Sis

ters ºf Charity throw large fºrtunes into

their institutiºn, and cive themselves,

bºdy and sºul, to its duties. It is

truly a mºst religiºus life, and does it

not realize in unmature that 'identit

of church and state which you º

is the deepest idea of our American

government It seems to me that this

community, point by pºint, corresponds

with the great community of the Re

public, whºe divine lineaments are so

much obscured by the rubbish of in

pºrted abuses (that, however, only lie

on the surface, and may be shaken

off, “ like dewdrops from the lion's

mane;") and whºse divine proportiºns

are now lºt to our sight by the majes

tic grandeur with which they tower

beyºnd the apprehension of our time

bºund senses. For the theory of our

government also proposes education

(the freest development of the indivi

dual, according to the law of God) as

its main end; an equal distribution of

the results of labor among the laborers,

as its means; and a mutual respect of

each man by his neighbor as the basis.

Only in America, I think, could such a

community have so succeeded as I

have described, composed of persons

coming by chance, as it were, !. all

circumstances of life, and united only

by a common idea and plan of life.

They have succeeded, because they

are the children of a government the

ideal of which is the same as their

own, although, as a mass, we are un

conscious of it; so little do we under

stand our high vocation, and act up to

it. But these miniatures of the great

original shall educate us to the appre

hen-ion and realization of it, as a

nation. -

Some people make objection to this
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community, because it has no chapel

in it. But I think this is an excellent

feature of it. There are churches all

round it, to which any can go as they

please; and there has been a ser

vice within it, which such might at

tend as were not pleased with any

neighboring church; and this might be

resumed if there were not seen to be

a general preference in the church

goers to go out. The children are ga

thered on Sundays spontaneously, to

sing hymns, the natural devotion of

children, and to be read to by those

who wish to do so; and there is per

fect freedom to do anything for social

religious worship, that is felt desirable

by any, provided only nothing is pre

scribed to one another authoritatively.

I meant to have asked you in some

detail whether it would not be possible

for this community system to be intro

duced into our cities by persons of dif

ferent employments *i; were willin

to associate, and throw in their smal

capitals, combining and living together

in some large hotel, or block of houses,

agreeably situated, and perhaps having

a country house attached ? P. no

head to make arrangements, but I

should like much to have such a thing

planned out. What do ſº think 2

I am truly your friend,

&c., &c.

ſ

THE FORSAKEN.

BY THE AUTHOR OF “TECUMSEH.”

To argue of affections crushed, of hearts

Made utterly a wreck, of blighted hopes

Wherewith the spirit pines, in cureless grief

And Voiceless melancholy, is with all

A task most idle. Some seem coldly born,

And live insensate, like the torpid toad

That dwells for ages in the hollow rock,

Scarce animate; and such in wounded souls

Can nourish no belief; while, callous grown

By the dull usages of daily life,

And long observance of unmeaning mirth,

And tears where no grief is, there are who deem

The annals of deep love a muse-rid fable,

And laugh at mention of a broken heart.

For such my words are not. And if there be

That better know the mystery of our being,

And read in their own breasts how nearly love

May be akin to madness, they can need
No voice of argument, but in their souls,

So listening to a sad and simple tale,

Shall hear their own thoughts’ utterance respond

To the soft touch of sorrow. Not in vain.'

For wisdom dwells in human sympathy.

From the grey Kaaterskills, and smooth Champlain,

To loud Niagara, and those northern seas

That bound our empire with their watery reign,

It was the wildERNEss. Dark forests clothed

The solemn mountains; hushed in stirless shade,
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High ridze, and hollow vale, and plains, were dim

With Nature's awful presence; streams were lºst

In unknown depth of woºds; and still, blue lakes

Slept in a solitude so deep and lone,

That if a sound awoke, scarce Echo dared

Repeat th' obtrusive voice. Yet in the midst

Of this green world was seen a space or two,

New broken, where the woºdinan's busy axe

Had made a humble clearing; and afar,

Frºm distant hill, the wºnd ring savage saw,

With jealous gaze, prophetic of his fate,

At morn or tranquil eve, the wreathing smºke

Ascending slow abºve the fºrest tºp-.

And there was Helen's home. Her sire had been

A dweller once beside th' Atlantic wave;

But, by the ebb of inost un-table fºrtune

His living swept away, he did go forth

In the full confidence of steadfast faith,

An early pioneer, with thºse he loved,

Into the western wild, and hewed a home,

And reared his cabin on the marly shore

Of silver Seneca. Few years had passed

Upon the gentle girl, when thus she left

Her sweet delights of early habitude,

To tread the unpathed wilderness, and be

Constrained to want and hard-hip. But she held

A sunny heart, which could all things invest

With its own light, and gave their rude lite charms

To steal away the thoughts of childhººd hours.

Now, though alar from schoºl-day intimates,

And seldoºn looking on a friendly face—

So wide apart were thºse ...? settlements,

Though deemed, in boundless woods, near neighborhood)–

Found she no objects where to rest her love

And hold sweet converse 3 (ºn the silent hills,

In moss-green dells oft wandering, or alone

Her light bark wafting by the lake's still side,

She grew familiar with all natural fºrus,

Became a sister to the wild-blown ruse,

And spake the accents of her tenderness

To the frail wood-vine, and the running brooks,

That murinured of her presence. Naught was there

So clothed in strange and mºst unmeet disguise,

Rude rock, or shapeless tree, or rag-ed burr,

But it had power to touch her untaught soul;

And by almichty love her life became

Continuous worship. Thus she did grow up

The child of Nature; and what wonder, then,

If bright with unitnagined loveliness,

Like her own dear companions of the wild,

That had no more than sunlight and the dew

To make then lovely ' Yet she knew it not,

Though oft she saw her beaming countenance,

In fount, or liquid lake, or shadowy stream,

Even as the flowers beside her feet the while

Bent their fair faces to the crystal wave

Unconscious of their beauty. None could meet

The glad young creature springing in their path,

A wood-nymph in the silent loneliness,

Nor feel delight gush through their startled hearts.

Pensive she was at times, but not with sadness,
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And silent oft, but in that revery

Of pleased new thought, when now the girl puts on

Sweet womanhood, though yet no form has grown

Dear to her soul; and still in cheerfulness

She bore their life, which little promise gave

For youthful sports, or maiden's budding hopes,

And in her weakness she became a strength

To her worn parents, as the evening star

To weary husbandmen that pause and hail

The solitary brightness.

Ah! that Love

Should triumph most such unschooled hearts to win,

Nor always schemeth in the throngs of life,

Wandering from populous cities to the depths
Of Nature's most removed and wild domains !

A youthful hunter in the woodland paths

Met her at morning hour. And what was there

In form or feature that she started so?

Or, being startled, wherefore stood she still,

And gazed upon him 2 On his broad fair brow

The clustering curls were glorious; in his eye

There lived attractive light; and all his frame

Seemed wrought in complement of manliest mould.

The wondering girl had never yet beheld

Such shape of beauty: with her lips she spake not,

But her admiring face was eloquent;-

And who could read it with so quick a ken

As the keen hunter?—“Art thou,” said the youth,

Resting his rifle on the leafy ground,

“A dweller in yon cabin by the lake,

That glimmers through the branches 2"—“”Tis the house

My father built,” replied the artless maid,

Changing her hue with every syllable.

—“’Tisjoy that I have seen thee, gentle one !

And wilt thou *..." he added, bending low,

And plucking a pale violet at her feet,

“This humble token till I come again?”

He placed the meek flower in her flowing hair,

Pressed his warm lips upon her crimsoned cheek,

Then sought the hill-side shadows, Tremblingly

Returned the girl, and in her Bible laid

The stainless gift, so given; and if that night,

As rose her thoughts to Heaven, another form

Seemed standing with the angels by the throne,

Ye will not chide, fair maids, such erring heart.

The hunter came again: he could not choose

But wish again to see the lovely vision.

They met as two that, once acquainted long,

Had long been parted,—ev'n with trembling words,

And smiles unconscious, and the gathering tear

That only falls not; and ere many days

They were so wrapt and confident in joy,

As who had met at last to part no more.

Yet in the hunter's breast there seemed at times

A struggling with remembrance, and arose

Strange shadows o'er his face; but he would turn,

And in the heaven of her fair countenance,

Drown the unwelcome thought that spake within,

While tenderer grew the gaze of his dark eyes,
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And sweeter yet the music of his voice.

The dewy moments stole on wings of light,

Nor aught to her was all the wºrld beside.

They wandered forth alºng the fºrest walks;

They troºd the winding shºre; they sat then down

Where rills ran brawling through the guaried roots

Of huge, old trees, or with a quiet Jºy

Sweet fountains murmured in the mºsy shade;

And all the while by lake, or “had wy spring,

Or brawling brººk, into her charned ear,

By many a sºft low tone and earnest word,

Was breathed love's language. Fears she knew not of ;

She asked no vows; but all her innocent soul,

With every thought, and hºpe, and yºung desire,

Was yielded up, und ubting, undºused.

The lºng brixht days ºf sunny June tiew by,

And still he lungered—while more frequent still

Sºme image frºm the last appeared to hun,

Wherewith his spirit was di-quieted.

The days flew by, his dºg basked in the sun,

And idly hung his rifle on the wall,—

When suddenly ºne mºrn, frºm sleepless rest,

He started up, and spake of prºmised tºil.

And jºurney inz, with a cºmrade ºf the hills.

“I will not long be gºne," he said, and kissed

The tears from her pale cheek; “nay. Helen, cease!

I will persuade him to release my faith

Ere many weeks; so when returns again

The golden autumn, and the red leaves fall,

I too return.”–And Helen watched him go,

Till clºsed the dense ºr ºn forest : tranquilly

She turned her then to hope, and household cares,

And long expectance.

Summer wore away

"Mid manifºld regard of plants and flowers—

Thºugh less her wºrship now; and o'er the face

Of Nature near and far began to steal

The noiseless change. Thºu loºked the maiden forth

Each day while first the rank, dark verdure grew

Rusted and stained, if yet her lover thence

Appeared to greet her: but she looked in vain.

“It is not time,” she murmured to her heart;

“The red leaves are not falling. Would they were !"

And now the Spirit of the Frost came down,

And the wide forest, like an orient scarf,

Put on a thousand colors. All throughout

There lived a slumbrous light; the birds grew hush;

By hill, and lake, and plain, the woodland boughs

Cast off their ripened fruits, and every where

Fountain and rill and lazy-wandering stream,

Where they had sat and talked of love, were strewn

With the pale foliage. “Wherefore comes he not?'

Sighed the fair girl, as 'mid their gathered stoups

She helped her father husk the yellow corn:

“Why comes he not ? Butº I know he will,

Ere aſ the leaves be fallen!"

Silently

The melancholy Indian summer passed,

And all the smoky sky grew thin and clear

With cold November, as the northern wind
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Shook the last trembler on the topmost spray—

And still he came not. Wintry skies grew dark,

Deep fell the snows o'er all the wilderness,

And rocked the bare trees, creaking to the blast—

But still he came not. Then the anxious maid

Waxed wan and pensive: few the words she spake,

But those were sorrow's utterance, and their tone

More mournful than her silence. Yet her heart

Feared only that some ill had fallen to him:

She would not wrong him with a doubting thought.

Now lay midwinter heavy on the earth.

A traveller, worn with journeying, chanced to reach

Their humble dwelling. Hospitably there,

His weariness was welcomed; and he told

Beside their evening fire, how he had been

In that proud city throned on triple waves,

Where the strong Hudson wrestles with the sea;

Then gave from thence a herald of the news,

Grown old, yet news to them so far removed

From the great world,—And what, as if her eyes

Some Gorgon power therewith had turned to stone,

Fixed Helen's gaze 3—She read and read again,

Yet there it was, that in the autumn time

Had Henry Erlston to the altar led -

A young and beauteous bride,--that as he stood

Even before the solemn priest, his frame

Was strangely shook; and, when the oath was given,

His words were wild, as if his wandering thoughts

Were far away.—No sigh the maiden breathed,

But in her sinking soul died all but love;

And, slowly drooping, pale and still she lay,

Like the cold snow-wreath wrought beside their door,

So dear—and faithless " This it was that struck

The arrow to her heart!

That faintness passed,

But not to ease her aching bosom came

Or tears or language; and, in rapid change,

Her pallid form was flushed, her torpid brain

Grew crazed and fiery. Then the passion-depths

Were broken up; yet no reproach was there,

Nor changed regard, nor voice of injured love,

But, in wild utterance, accents of young hope,

And soft-entwining trust, and sweet, low tones

Of undisguised affection—for her thoughts

Were not amid the present;-then, anon,

Heart-piercing notes of wo, as gleamed, perchance,

Into her soul a ray of consciousness,

Ev’n as a sunbeam to the prisoned wretch,

That only shows his house of dark despair.

From chambers of the South stole forth fair Spring,
Sowing the earth with violets. In the air

All influences of new life were born,

And the vast wilderness, with smiles of Heaven,

Vocal with birds and desert-bees, resumed

Its glorious beauty. But to her returned

No glow of health, nor smiles, nor cheerful voice,

Nor light of reason. Won from death at last,

She glided round their dwelling like a spirit,

Listless, or sadly muttering toiji.
Or bending o'er that faded violet,

Long cherished in her Bible, where was told
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The mournful story of the Crucifixiºn,

She gazed on it with tears, and spake to it,

And ki-ed with clinging lips the hueless leaves;

(ºr, sitting, childlike, at her mother's feet,

She talked ºf childhººd hºurs, and early scenes,

And a-ked, bewildered, when they wºuld go back

To the blue ocean. Oft, again, she bore–

For none her wayward fancies wºuld re-train–

Uncertain foºtstep-thrºugh familar walks,

Pausing at times, the while, by many a fºunt

And stream—tº well remembered '--then anºn

Plucking wild flºwers, to which he wºuld address

The sorrowing language of a brºken heart.

At last again advanced with visible steps

September thrºugh the woºd-, and wind- began

To cast their changing honors to the earth.

“See see "the maiden cried, “the red leaves fall,

And he will now return ' I will go furth

And meet his cºming"—Strange it was to see

Crazed Helen start so joyfully, and trip

Into the sounding forest!

Twilight closed

With stars and “hadows—but the mºther's eye

Loºked vainly fºr her unreturning child.

All night the anxiºus father rained the hills

And shouted for his daughter; but the mºrn

Shºne on him des, late. Three days and nights

Was urged the fruitless search; then suddenly

They fºund her fallen within a little dell,

Where a small spring, frºm out the mºsy bank,

Ran winnpling to the lake-side. She had gº ne

Sºme miles with wandering steps to meet her love,

Till, overborne with weariness, she sank

In solitude and stillness. Rºund her rºse

Tall trees of noble kind and varied change,

Purpureal maple and the yellºw ash,

That, shaken with the breath of morning air,

Had almost covered her with their bright leaves.

The early sun looked thrºugh the mºurning bºughs;

The dews were on her cheek; upºn her breast

The long, dark hair was wreathed; and in her hand

She held some withered plants, that “till revealed

Their circlets of red berries, and with these

A flower or two, of such as latest bloom

And longest linger in the waning year.

So pale, so sorrowful, unmoved and cºld

In death she lay, but passing beautiful,

As if the hand of Nature formed her there

Embodied loveliness unanimate.

O traveller' if thy steps shall ever stray

To a low mound, within a narrow dell,

By Seneca's blue wave, remember thou,

That strange and fearful is the human heart,

Nor ever guiltless can he be that wins,

In sweet, sweet trifling with its secret strings,

To unrequited, hopeless constancy,

The music of its love.
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POLITICAL PORTRAITS WITH PEN AND PENCIL.

No. XXXIV.

J O H in T y L E R .

(With a fine Engraving On Steel.)

THE invaluable practical services re

cently rendered by Mr. Tyler to the

cause of those principles which have

always been advocated by this Review,

and sustained by its political friends,

have attached to his position an inter

est which necessarily extends in no

slight degree to his person also. There

are probably very few among our read

ers, who have any idea of the counte

ance and appearance of a man, who

not only fills the most exalted official

station in their country, but whose

name, for the past year and a half,

from the direction of events, has been

doubtless more frequently on their lips

than that of any other individual. #.

portraits of Mr. Tyler which have

i. abroad into a very limited circu

ation, are in general the veriest daubs

of caricature. A remarkably fine da

guerreotype likeness having fallen in

our way, we have therefore deemed

that an acceptable service would be

rendered to our subscribers and the

ublic, by causing it to be engraved for

insertion in the series of portraits of

which it now constitutes the thirty

fourth Number. A “counterfeit present

ment’ of any human countenance,

prince or peasant, executed by the un

flattering fidelity of this process—a

process of art which “nothing exten

uates nor sets down aught in malice,”

—needsno endorsement to its accuracy

of resemblance. We trust that our

Whig friends will be duly grateful for

the introduction in the Democratic

Review, of a portrait of the Chief

Magistrate of their own choice and

election; and spare in future the re

proaches that have heretofore been

sometimes made, against the exclu

siveness with which the selection of

the subjects of this series has been con

fined to the prominent men of our own

party. We hope that they will appre

ciate the delicacy of the intended com

pliment paid to them, in the fact, that,

in taking one of their great men for

this purpose, we have selected the par

ticular one whom they themselves took

such very extraordinary pains to place

in the position from which we did our

best to keephim out. And when we add,

that this kind and liberal desire to grati

fy our political opponents, by presenting

i. the first accurate likeness of their

own chosen President, received no in

considerable stimulus from the cir

cumstance of the patriotic enthusiasm

for him and his office, manifested at a

recent celebrated dinner to an English

lord, we are sure we shall have com

pleted our title to their most grateful

acknowledgments.

The following sketch of Mr. Tyler,

we feel bound to say, was written by a

warm friend of that gentleman, to ac

company the portrait, at his own ear

nest desire to be permitted to do so.

We have preferred, on the whole, to

let it pass unmodified by any of those

alterations of the editorial pen, which,

if begun, might perhaps run some

what further than might be agreeable

to the author. We have heretofore ex

pressed so distinctly our own impres

sions in relation to him, his position and

course, that we deem it unnecessary to

state here more particularly how far

we may agree to, and how far dissent

from the views urged by the writer,

with the zeal of political and personal

attachment. For Mr. Tyler's recent

important vetoes we sincerely thank

and honor him—at the same time that

we feel bound to say, that the general

course of his administration in other

respects has by no means been what

we hoped at the outset it might possi

bly be. He leaves us yet in no slight

degree of doubt, as to the spirit in

which his course has had its origin and

stimulus. Confidence is a plant of

slow growth sometimes in other, also,
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than aged bººs ms. If Mr. Tyler has

now d he well fºr one year, he had

bef red ºne very ill fºr ten. If his re

cent deserts have been great, great also

was all he had to atºne for. An an

cient sace wºuld prºnºunce no man

happy in his life, till death had set his

sal up ºn his mºrtal tate and career.

Sº tº dº we await a further devel p

ment ºf Mr. Tyler's administratiºn,

befºre deciding ºn the judgment which

sh u'd be recºrd, d tºp ºute to his

name, in the annals ºf the great the

in; sed up in him, by that same fatalº

ty ºf accident which seems to have at

tººd d his whºle p intical career.—En.

D. R.

It has fallen to the lºt of but few

individuals to exercise so pºtent an in

fluence on the destinies ºf their cºun

try, as the subject of this sketch. But

recently elevated to the othee of

Vice President ºf the natiºn, a pºet

which has heretºf ºre been cºnsidered

of far less than secºndary impºrtance

to that of the Chief Magistrate, Mr.

Tyler by a sºlemn dispensatiºn of

Providence became invested with the

attributes of Executive pºwer on the

very threshºld of his ſticial career.

The death of President Harri-n, and

his accessiºn thereby to the statiºn ºf

Chief Magistrate, are events of tºo

recent ºccurrence to require mºre than

a passing notice. The lunu's a-siºned

to this sketch will not print an ela

b rate review of the earlier incidents

of his life, and we shall therefºre but

briefly glance over the more prominent

features of his histºry, and prºceed to

the discussiºn of thºse great measures

of public pºlicy which have been agi

tated since his elevatiºn to the Pre-1-

dency, and over many of which he has

exercised so salutary a cºntrol.

John Tyler was born in tº harles City

County, Virginia, on the ºth of April,

1790, and is now in the fifty-third year

of his age. His father for a considera

ble period held the otlice of Governor

of that ancient Commonwealth, and

enjoyed the friendship and esteem of

the distinguished statesmen of his day.

A neighbor and intimate friend of

Thomas Jefferson, he possessed the

unreserved confidence of that eminent

apostle of Democracy, which continued

uninterrupted to the close of his ex

istence. The friendship of the father
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was continued to the sºn, and accord

inclv, at Mr. Jeffersºn's demi-e, the

su'ºt ºf our sketch was called ºn to

deliver a eulºgy on the departed pa

triºt; a task to the perfºrmance of

which he brought the whºle energies

of a cultivated mind, and an ardent ad

miratiºn ºf the character of the de

cºa ed statesman. This eulºgy was

dº invered at Richmºnd, and evinces a

deep-seated cºnvictiºn of the impºr

tace ºf Mr. Jeffersºn's pºlitical prin

rujºles, and an enthusiastic appreciatiºn

º the erminent services he rendered to

his cºuntry. At the early age ºf twen

ty-ºne years, Mr. Tyler was elected to

the Legislature of Virginia, and five

years thereafter was placed in Con

grº •s. In lºº, he was elevated to the

distinguished statiºn of Governor of

the State ºf Virginia, the duties of

which he di-charged fºr abºut one

year and a half, when the Legislature

selected him to fill a vacancy in the

Senate of the United States. Having

served in that capacity during one

terrn, he was re-elected, and continued

in that thee until a difference of opi

niºn arise between General Jackson and

himself, on sºme measures of public

licy, when, being instructed by the

legislature of Virginia to vote in their

favor, he re-igned his seat and went

into vºluntary retirement. In the va

riºus statiºns thus briefly alluded to,

Mr. Tyler's talents and judgment were

called into frequent exercise, and his

speeches and written addresses are

marked by forcible and briiliant con

ceptiºns clºthed in language of great

beauty and purity.

The Whig Cºnvention which as

sembled at Harrisburg, in the State of

Pennsylvania, selected him as their

candidate for Vice President, to which

ſhºe he was elected in the autumn of

1-40. Up to this period the influence

of Mr. Tyler's views was necessarily

limited to a comparatively circum

scribed sphere of action, but the de

mise of General Harrison at once

placed him on an eminence where the

exercise of the legitimate functions of

his station involved the most momen

tous consequences to the well-being

of the whole nation.

Flushed with success, the Whig

party anticipated no obstacle to the

complete triumph of those favorite

schemes, which, however veiled from

the public eye during the presidential
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canvass, were not the less cherished by

the Federal phalanx throughout all the

hases of their ever-shifting career.

ushing to the possession of place and

power with an appetite whetted by

the protracted struggle which had pre

ceded victory, the wire-pullers found

themselves unexpectedly checked by

the decision and firmness of an individ

ual elevated by themselves. And here

it becomes us to pause and review the

position of the Executive at this im

portant crisis.

Having for a long period occupied

stations of public trust, which ren

dered necessary the promulgation of

his sentiments on the most grave and

weighty subjects connected with our

political institutions, he found himself

surrounded by influences the most hos

tile to his pre-conceived and frequentl

declared principles, and was left the al

ternative of abandoning the convictions

of a long life and falsifying his charac

ter for consistency, or of firmly main

taining his fidelity at the cost of en

countering the embittered assaults of

those who were instrumental in his

elevation. Foremost among those im

portant measures of national policy,

the question of establishing a moneyed

corporation by the General Govern

ment stood forth, broad, massive, and

overshadowing.

On numerous occasions—in the Se

nate of the United States—on the hust

ings in Virginia—in communications to

individuals and public bodies, and in

casual and private conversations, Mr.

Tyler had steadily denied the constitu

tional right of Congress to charter such

an institution.

To fortify this settled conviction, the

President found that the evils which

the framers of the Constitution had,

with far-seeing eye, anticipated from

the existence of such a monopoly,

were more than verified by the blister

ing developments that were unfolded

in the management of the United

States Bank of Pennsylvania, with its

admitted “odor of nationality;” and

he wisely determined to stand by his

principles without calculating the cost

or inconvenience to himself personally.

The result is before the country, and

we intend briefly to glance at the

effects, past, present, and prospective,

which have followed and may be ex
pected to follow from his official acts.

We are aware, indeed, that Mr. Tyler

has been accused of treachery by a

large portion of his Whig allies, but

we find the burden of testimony deci

dedly opposed to such a conclusion.

Certain it is, that the settled policy of

that party at the late presidential cam

paign caused them to openly disavow

the imputation attempted to be fastened

on them by their opponents, that they

were the advocates ofa National Bank;

and accordingly we find even Henry

Clay declaring at a public meeting at

Taylorville, Hanover county, Virginia,

on the 27th June, 1840, that the ques

tion of chartering a National Institu

tion “should be left to the arbitrament

of an enlightened public opinion.”

From a published communication

of Mr. Henry A. Wise, recently, ad

dressed to his constituents in Virginia,

the fact is directly asserted, that during

the time which elapsed between the

nominations at Harrisburg and the

election, and while Congress was in

session, it was considered necessary

that the views of Mr. Tyler upon a

National Bank should be obtained.

For this purpose Mr. Wise was select

ed to address Mr. Tyler on that subject,

who, in his reply, stated distinctly that

his views in relation to such an insti

tution remained unchanged, and that

were he the President he could never

sign a charter for any such incorpora

tion while the Constitution remained in

its present form.

his he plainly and unequivocally

stated, that his views might be sub

mitted to the Whigs in Congress, and,

through them, to the nation.

This letter was shown by Mr. Wise

to Mr. Biddle, of Pittsburgh, and other

leading Whig members of Congress at

that time, and it was left for them to

say whether the letter should be pub

lished or not. They decided that Mr.

Tyler's letter should not go before the

public! The above explicit declara

tion of the honorable member of Con

gress appears abundantly conclusive,

and we are therefore justified in the

conclusion that he was selected as the

candidate of the Whigs in 1840 for his

availability, without regarding the cohe

sion of his views withtheir own, or de

manding the abandonment or modifica

tion of his cherished convictions. Thus,

by a Providential dispensation, neither

usual nor uninstructive, the temporary

ascendency of a deceptive course of

policy was overthrown, and the high

|

|

!
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l

l
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priests of Error were stricken with a

singular but merited retributiºn while

administering the sacrificial nus at the

very altar of their triumph.

On the threshold of his administra

tion the President was brought into

official communication with advisers

selected by his predecessor, and, nerv

ing himself for the mighty struggle

which he foresaw was apprºaching, he

permitted some minor measures to pass

without opposition, which under other

circumstances he might have oppºsed.

The passage of the bill to incºrporate

a Bank of the United States signalized

the great crisis, and demanded the ex

ercise of his utmost firinness.

We learn from an eye-witness the

extraordinary measures which were

adopted at this period to overthrow the

President's settled purpose.

Committees of Congress were in

constant attendance at his roºms, as

sailing him with earnest appeals to his

feelings and his interests on the one

hand, while on the other the phals of

federal wrath were denounced if he

continued obdurate. Even the privacy

of his bed-chamber was ...] at un

seasonable hours by individuals in

high station, and the extraordinary ex

|. was resorted to, of summoning

is intimate personal friends from his

native State to beseech him to give his

sanction to the bill of abominations.

To crown the machinations of the fede

ral politicians in and out of Congress,

the members of the President's Cabi

net, with an indelicacy and violation of

duty unparalleled in the history of our

Government, held a secret meeting at

the Treasury Department, apart from

the President, and without his know

ledge, to devise plans to coerce him into

submission. While these extraordi

nary and persevering efforts were in

progress, the Democratic members of

Congress were naturally suspiciºus of

the fidelity to principle ºf one who had

been elevated to office by the Federal

forces, and they consequently declined

any interference in the matter. The

result was, that Mr. Tyler was left

single-handed and alone to combat the

powerful influences which were assail

ing his integrity, and was compelled

to rely on the sustaining power of his

Maker, and the approving voice of his

own conscience.

Fortunately for the country, he

planted his foot on the rock of principle,

and on the 16th September, 1841,

laced his with al veto on the odious

|. To prºperly estimate the value

of Mr. Tyler's firmnes-, we must re

view the pºsition of the Demºcratic

party at this eventful crisis. Defeated

at aſ points, and overwhelmed by the

force of the political tornado which

had swept over the land, they saw

before them but a successiºn of aristo

cratic usurpations, whºse effects would

shake the very ſºundatiºns of our va

lued institutiºns. The firinness ºf Mr.

Tyler dispelled the gathering glºom,

and the need of apprºval awarded him

by the patriºt at the Hermitage met

with a waiiang respºnse from the Ile

mºcracy of the whºle I'mon, until its

echºes were lºst in the caverns of the

Rºcky Mountains.

The defeat of their darling object

induced the Whig party in Congress,

and their allies in the Cabinet, to at

tempt to destroy Mr. Tyler's influence

if they cºuld not bend hutu to their

purpºse.

To accompli-h this they plied him

with artful queries as to the kind of

Government Bank or agency he would

sanctiºn, noted all his reinarks, and hus

banded every isºlated expression with

the intentiºn of in-tituting a question

of veracity between themselves and

him. His veto of the second Bank

Bail was fºllowed by the resignatiºn

of all his Cabinet ministers except the

Secretary of State, who, with a lack of

delicacy which cannot be too highly

censured, issued addresses to the pub

lic criminating the President, and ac

cusing him of deceptiºn and in-incerity.

Their statements, however, being in

consistent with each other, failed to

effect the object intended, and their

manifestoes and themselves are con

signed to merited obscurity; or if re

membered, live alone in the contempt

of the community.

During the recess between the ad

journment of Congress, at its special

session, and the countnencement of its

regular meeting in December last, the

impoverished state of the National

Treasury induced the President to re

commend the repeal of that section of

the act to distribute the proceeds of

the public lands among the States

which authorizes such distribution

whenever the duties on imports did not

exceed twenty per centum on their

value.
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This recommendation, although evi

dently justified by the exigencies of the

Government, was assailed with great

bitterness by the Whig leaders in Con

gress, and met with prompt rejection

by the federal majority of that body.

The breach between the President

and his quondam allies had now evi

dently become irreparable, and we find

the remainder of the session of Con

gress wasted in fruitless endeavors to

place the Executive in a false position.

The first movement to effect this ob

ject was made by that arch-leader of

the Federal forces, Henry Clay, who

signalized his withdrawal from the

Senate of the United States by an as

sault on t'e veto power, in which he

advocated such a change in the Consti

tution as would annul or materially

weaken this salutary check on con

gressional usurpation. His followers

in Congress were not, however, exactly

prepared to adopt so revolutionary a

suggestion, and the resolutions of Mr.

Clay quietly repose on the table of the

United States Senate, an enduring

monument of the folly of which their

distinguished author could be capable.

The next scheme to coerce the Presi

dent, was an attempt to reduce him to

a compliance with the wishes of the

Whig party, by virtually threatening

to cut off the supplies. On the last

day of July, the duties on all imported

goods were reduced, by the terms of the

compromise act, to twenty per cent.,

but the provisions of the law were

couched in language so ambiguous,

that doubts were entertained of the

power to enforce the collection of the

revenue. The passage of “the little

Tariff Bill” legalized the provisions of

the compromise act, but provided at

the same time for the suspension, for

thirty days, of that portion of the dis

tribution law which prevented the di

vision of the proceeds of the public

lands when the duties on imports ex

cceded twenty per cent. To sanction

this law would have convicted Mr.

Tyler of gross inconsistency, while its

rejection involved embarrassment to

the national finances, and endangered

the public credit.

The President promptly vetoed the

bill (the veto message was sent to

Congress on the 29th of June) having

wisely decided that the invasion of a

high moral principle is irreparable,

while the inconvenience created by a

rigid adherence to right is susceptible

of removal or modification. The pas

sage of the second tariff bill, embody

ing the same unacceptable features as

its predecessors, again elicited a presi

dential veto, and the Federal majority

were left the unpleasant alternative of

abandoning the ground they had so

vauntingly occupied, or of encounter

ing the opposition of the manufac

turers, who were clamoring at the doors

of the capitol, demanding legislative

protection. The indignant rebukes of

the people at the reckless conduct of

the congressional majority during a

session of nearly nine months’ duration,

at length forced an unwilling action on

the tariff question, which resulted in

the passage of the present law. The

bill thus enacted in hot haste at the

close of the session, although odious

in many of its leading provisions, was

necessarily approved by the Executive,

and became a law. The views of Mr.

Tyler, on the subject of revenue, ap

pear, from his published declarations,

to be consonant with sound policy,

while the principle of indirect taxation

continues to be adhered to by our

Government. The recent indications

of returning sanity on the part of the

British Government, in relation to the

inexpediency of levying prohibitory

duties, warrants the hope, that the day

is not far distant when the principles of

free-trade will be more generally un

derstood and recognised, and govern

ments will learn that unloosing the

shackles of commerce is the most cer

tain method of attaining the highest

state of national prosperity. The

odious appendage to the apportionment

law, which was adopted at the close of

the session, and the repeal of the salu

tary provision of the distribution law

before alluded to—followed by the im

mediate adjournment of Congress,

gave the President an opportunity of

withholding his sanction to those bills,

and thus defeating them without the

necessity of formal vetoes. A brief

glance at the tendency of the more

important measures adopted by the

Whig majority of Congress, and which

were disapproved by Mr. Tyler, will

not be here out of place.

The country was passing through a

financial crisis of unparalleled severity;

and to the social and political evils

connected with the establishment of a

Bank of the United States, would have

*

:
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been added a return of that undue ex

n-iºn of the currency, which, in its

inevitable re-action, has carried general

prostrati ºn and run to the tradin: pºr

tion of the community. Hºut * annº

far above all other cºnsiderati nº in its

influence on the wellare ºf the peºple,

is the moral pºstilence which pervades

the atmosphere of a gigantic mºneyed

institutiºn, underminut.g., as it de-, the

very fºundatiºn ºf pºlic and private

cºnsidence and integrity, and enzender

in-2 evils which are entali, d ºn “ue

ceeding generatiºn-. With a steady

currency based on the precu us metal-,

of uniform value, and nºt subº ºt to

sudden expansiºns and cºntractiºns,

we may contidently anticipate a slºw

but certain return to a state of perina

nent prº-perity.

Like the law to establish a Govern

ment Bank, that which authºrizes the

distributiºn of the prºceed- ºf the pub

lic domain is frau:ht with evils of no

cºmmon majnitude. It is, indeed, an

embºdiment of that vicious principle

in legislatiºn—the distºrted child ºf

Federal parentage—which creates gi

gantic schemes of nati nal extrava

gance with the view of dazzling the

ople with the sº inblance of prº-per

ity, the better to ſleeve them of their

honest earnings.

Thus, the explºded schemes of in

ternal improvement to be carried ºn by

the General Government were attempt

ed to be revived through the agency of

the States, and the m ney ºf the peºple

was to be squandered indir, tºw on

those objects against which the Ilemo

cracy of the cºuntry have declared an

eterual hºstility. The demoralizatiºn

and deba-ement which have ever fºll

lowed in the track of similar expe

dients in all age- and countries shºuld

warn the American peºple of their

danger. That systern of duties on in

ports, which operates as a bºunty to

one class of individuals at the cost of

the remainder, is equally exceptiºnable

in principle, and scarcely less injurious

in practice. Having fºr its basis the

false theory of coercing foreign nations

into becoming the tributaries of our

own, through a system of prohibitory

duties levied on the products and ma

nufactures of thºse States, it results in

chaining down the energies of indivi

dual enterprise, accºrding a premium

to the uncut trader at the expense of

the hºnest merchant, and compelling

the cºn-unner to pay an unequal tax

to beucht a few wealthy manufac

turers.

This state of things creates the ne

ce--ity fºr an army of otheral spies to

neutralize the effºrts of the ingeniºus

evaders of governmental re-trictiºns,

there by increa-ing the burthens of the

prºducing classes, and withdrawing

frºm the vitals of the community, in a

cºvert manner, the aliment which feeds

and pampers a host of greedy stipend

large---

Thus, step by step, the Federal part

were inarching onward in their [at

of ener, achment ºn the liberties of the

Jº ple, when the unsustained firmness

of Jºhn Tyler planted an insurmount

able barrier tº their prºgress. In the

prº tript appreciatiºn of purity of pur

pºe and patriºtic adherence to right,

the 10, in cracy ºf the cºuntry are ever

true to their generºus impulses. To

errºrs ºf mºre pºlicy they are lenient,

while the grºund ºf principle is firmly

maintained. They justly appreciate

the value of inte-ºrity in hº statiºn,

and are mindful that the day may not

be lar distant when a new combination

of untoward events may again require

the exercise ºf similar firmness to avert

the like calamities. Mr. Tyler is now

* parated trººn the Federal party by an

impa--able gulf. To secure the conti

nued apprºbatiºn of the Republican

marty his measures must be essentially

Memºcratic, holding no cºmpromise

with the enemies of pºpular rights.

The talents and educatiºn of Mr. Tyler

have qualified him for the proper dis

charge of the duties of the high trust

he has assumed, and hi- annual and

special messages are marked by vigor

of thºught and felicity of expression.

As a debater he pºssesses easy fluency

and a graceful delivery, and his con

versatiºnal powers are of a high order.

To a pleasing but dignified demeanor

he unites the frankness and gallant

bearing of a Virginia gentleman, and

his ºpinions on all subjects are given

with freedom and candor. In person

he is tall and rather slightly formed,

with prominent features, whose expres

sion is decidedly intellectual.
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HARRY BILAKE,

A STORY OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE, FoundED on FACT.

BY JOHN QU o D, E S Q.

CHAPTER I.

SoMEWHERE about the time when the ill

feeling, which had long been gathering

strength and venom, between England

and her American colonies,was ripen

ing into a rebellion, there stood on the

road between Albany and Schenectady

a fantastic old building, whose style

had been hatched in the foggy brain,

and whose walls had been reared by

the sturdy hand, of some Dutch archi

tect. It was a substantial, antiquated

house, time-worn, grey, but not dila

pidated; half smothered in trees, with

odd-looking wings stretching out in

every imaginable direction, with little

reference to uniformity or regularity.

Sharp gables, with steps to the tops of

them, jutted up among the green

branches of the trees; crooked chim

neys, forked for the benefit of storks,

which never came there, and of all

possible forms, were perched on the

roof; some of them stiff and upright,

like stark warriors on guard, and others

twisting and bending, like so many

inquisitive old fellows, endeavoring to

peep into the narrow little windows

which garnished the second story. But

everything about it was solid, strong,

and old. The very barns had a gener

ous look. They were low, roomy, and

extensive, with broad, wide doors and

windows, and had a comfortable, libe

ral air, not unlike some sturdy, short

legged fellow, with a large stomach

and ample breeches pockets.

From the lowest branch of a large

sycamore, in front of this house, hung

a sign-board, ornamented with the

figure of a horse, of a deep blue color

—a variety of that animal possibly

common in those days, but at present

extinct—indicating that it was a place

of public entertainment. Such an in

timation, however, was little needed

in its own immediate neighborhood,

for the Blue Horse was a place noted

throughout the whole country round

for its good ale, its warm fireside, and

its jolly, jovial old landlord, who told a

story, drank his ale, and smoked his

pipe, with any man in the country;

and so he could but get a crony at his

bar-room fire, he cared little whether

the fellow had an empty pocket or not,

or whether the ale which was making

him mellow was ever to be paid for. It

is no wonder, then, that the Blue Horse

became the delight of the men, and the

horror of their wives, who wondered

that their husbands would wander off

of nights to old Garret Quackenboss’s

house, and listen to his roystering sto

ries, when they could be so much more

usefully employed in splitting wood or

rocking the babies to sleep at home.

Rumors of their venom reached the

ears of old Garret; but he smoked

his pipe, closed his eyes, and forgot

them. His customers did the same,

and, in spite of conjugal opposition, the

bar-room of the Blue Horse was rarely

empty.

This bar-room was a large barn-like

chamber, with a wide, gaping fireplace,

and great sturdy fire-dogs squatting in

front of it, with huge logs of wood

resting on and warming their hinder

parts, by the way, an application to
warmth in a direction which has lat

terly become quite common, not only

to fire-dogs, but to all frequenters of

bar-rooms. Heavy rafters, blackened

by time and smoke, crossed the top of

the room, and from them projected

hooks on which hung hams, hind

quarters of smoked beef, baskets, ket

tles, and various articles of culinary

use. Over the chimney were several

guns, covered with dust and cobwebs,

and which probably had never been

used since the Handlord was a boy; but

on which he now occasionally cast an

anxious eye, as rumors of war and

strife reached him from the more east

ern colonies. Wooden chairs, wooden

tables, a wooden dresser, garnished

with pewter plates, shining like so

many mirrors, and a huge arm-chair

in the chimney corner, with Garret
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Quackenboss's fat body and jolly face

in the midst of it, completed the furni

ture of the room.

It was about five o'clock in the after

noon of a fine bright day in autumn,

and in this very roºm, and in the undst

of a group of half-a-dºzen men, with

the face of the landlord of the Blue

Horse shining out, like a red sun, fruin

among them, that we open our narra

tive. They were all men of the same

class as Garret-plain, sturdy, substan

tial—mostly farmers of the neighbºr

hood, who had lottered in to pick up

the gossip of the day; or thºse who,

on their way from Albany or Schenec

tady, had dropped in to have a talk

with old Garret, befºre indulging in

that same pleasure with their better

halves at home.

The subject, however, which now

engrossed them was far from a plea

sant one. It seemed so even to the

landlord, for he was -llent, and turned

a deaf ear to all that was going ºn ; it

being a fixed rule of his, to interfere in

no man's difficulties but his ºwn. And

as this, which was a hot dialogue be

tween two of the party, was evidently

fast verzing into a quarrel, after eyeing

the parties steadily for soune une, he

thrust his hands into his pºckets, and

quietly left the room. Before cl -ing

the door, he turned and lºoked so

lemnly at the disputants, to let them

see that, owing to their mi-cºnduct.

they were about being deprived of the

light of his countenance, and then

shaking his head, and emitting from

his throat a grumbling indication of

supreme discontent, he shut the door

and went out.

* Come, come—stop this,Wickluſe,"

said an old man, one of the party, on

whom at least Garret's look had pro

duced an effect. “I)on't you see you've

driven Garret off? This dispute is

mere nonsense.”

The person whom he addressed was

a short, square-built man, with a dark

sallow face, with a scar on the nose,

and one crossing both his lips, as if he

had been slashed there with a knife;

a dark black eye, that at times kindled

and glowed, until it seemed a red hot

ball set in its socket ; a low wrinkled

forehead, and lips that worked and

twitched, baring and showing his teeth

like a mastiff preparing to bite. And

as he sat there, with his fingers work

ing with anger, and his lips writhing,

he was about as ugly a loºking ſellow

as one would wish to see.

He turned slowly to the old man who

spºke to him, and snapping his fingers

in his face, said, “I) – n old Garret !

Let huiu go, let him; and as for this

di-pute with that boy, it's my affair,

not yºur-, so dºn't meddle with what

dºn't cºucern yºu."

The old man drew back aba-hed.

But theº ºnent of Wickuffe, a yºung

fºllow ºf three or four and twenty,

whºse frank, handsºme countenance,

and glad eye, seemed a warrant of an

ºpen, ºner us dispºsition, now put in.

* Weil. Wickintie," said he, “if you

will quarrel, I won't. I didn't want to

drive Garret out of his own bar-room,

and you know he never trul sta

where there's quarrelling. So d.

yºur ale, and we'll say no more about

this matter."

“But I will say more about it,” re

tºrted the nuan, half rising frºm his

seat, and at the saine time shaking his

fist at him, “I trill say more; and

who'll hunder me, I'd like to know

that And as for you. Mr. Harry

Blake. I trill say too, that in spite of

yºur big carcase, you have no more

spirit than a woman. That is what

l'ii say.”

“Well, well, say it, if you please.”

replied Blake, going to the fire and

seating himself on a bench, in front of

it, “I'm sure I don't care.”

As he spºke, he laughed; and lean

ing forward, picked up a chip which

lay on the hearth, and commenced

stirring the fire with it, at the same

time whi-tling, and paying no attention

to what his ºppºnent said, other than

by an occasional langh at his evident

anzer at being thus foiled. At last,

however, Wickiiffe, turning to a man

who sat next to him, muttered some

thing between his teeth, which drew

the cry of “Shame! shame!" from

thºse around him, and of which Blake

caught but the words, “Mary Lin

cºin.”—But they brought him to his

feet.

“What's that you say about Mary

Lincoln 7" said he, advancing towards

the man who was looking at him with

a grin of satisfaction at having at last

aroused him.

“Nothing, nothing," replied several,

at the same time rising and placing

themselves between him and Wick

lilie. “Don’t mind him Harry;” don't
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mind him. He's in a passion, and

doesn’t mean what he says.”

“But I do mean it,” shouted Wick

liffe. “I do mean it; and I repeat it,

Mary Lincoln is—”

“What?” demanded Blake quickly,

his eyes glowing with anger.

Wickliffe eyed him for a moment

with a fixed dogged stare; and it

might have been shame, or it might

have been a feeling of trepidation, at

having at length aroused him, and at

seeing the powerful frame of Blake,

with every muscle strung, ready to leap

upon him, that deterred him; for he

turned away his head and said—

“No matter what. I’ve said it

once, and that's enough. They all

heard it.”

Harry Blake's face, from a deep

scarlet, became deadly pale, as he an

swered : “Wickliffe, I did not hear

what you said, but I dare you to

repeat it. If you do, and there is one

word in it that should not be, this hour

will be the bitterest of your whole life.

I'm not the man to make a threat and

not act up to it.”

He stood for a moment, waiting for

him to repeat his remark, and then

turned on his heel and walked to the

furthest end of the room; and as he did

so, it was remarked by several who

thought nothing of it at the time, but

who remembered it long after, when

every word then uttered, and every

action done, became important, that he

ground his teeth together, and seizing

a large knife which lay on the table,

with his teeth still set, drove it into the

table, and left it sticking there.

Still his adversary did not seem dis

posed to give up a dispute which, it

was evident, had already been carried

too far; for he demanded in an impa

tient tone—

“What's Mary, Lincoln to you, my

young fellow, that you bristle up so at

the very mention of her name 2 "What

is she to you,” continued he, becoming

still more excited, “be she pure as

snow—or-or-or what I will not name !

G—d! One would think you were a

sweetheart. A glorious pair you'd

make ' Your red hot temper would

be finely balanced against her sweet

face and disposition. Sweet—very

sweet—and so d—d yielding—and

dovelike—that she cannot resist im

łº. however improper—ha! ha!

t makes me laugh.”

His laugh, however, was a short

one; for before the words were fairly

out of his mouth, Blake was upon him.

Exerting his great strength, now dou

bly increased by fury, he fairly swung

the speaker from his feet, and flung

him across the room, and against the

opposite wall; striking which, he fell

at full length on the floor. For a mo

ment, Wickliffe lay stunned; but re

covering himself, he sprang up, and

shaking his hand at Blake, and saying

“My boy, you may take your measure

for a coffin after this; for you’ll need

one,” darted from the room. A speedy

opportunity might have been afforded

to him to have put his threat into exe

cution, had not several persons sprang

forward and seized Blake, as he was

following, and held him back by main

force.

“Don’t stop me,” exclaimed he,

struggling to get loose, and dragging

the strong men who held him, across

the room. “Let loose your hold, Dick

Wells, let loose your grip, I say,” ex

claimed he to one who held him by the

shoulders with a strength nearly equal

to his own. “Let me go, or I’ll strike

you.”

“No, you won’t, Harry,” replied the

other. “But even if you do, I'll not

let you go on a fool's errand. So there's

no use scuffling in that way.”

Blake saw that nothing was to be

gained by a struggle with so many,

and so he said, “Let me go. I’ll pro

mise not to follow him. But mark

me,” said he, as they relinquished their

hold, “you have this night heard this

scoundrel defame one of the purest

girls that ever lived, because he had a

grudge against me, and knew that she

was to be my wife. He shall pay for

it, if it cost me my life.”

“Come, come, Harry; don't be a

boy,” said the old man, who had before

interfered with Wickliffe. “The man

was half drunk and quarrelsome, and

saw that you couldn't stomach what

he was saying, and so he said it. No

one cares for him or his words. We

all know that Mary Lincoln hasn't her

equal in these parts. God bless her

I only wish she was my own child.

Not but what my poor little Kate is a

good girl; and kind and affectionate

too, poor little Kate is; but yet she's

not Mary Lincoln ; but Kate is a good

girl, though ; a very good girl.” And

the old man shook his head, reproach
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fully, as if there were a small voice

whispering at his heart, that he should

not have placed his own pºor little Kate

next with Mary Lincoln.

Harry Blake's fine face brightened,

as he looked at the old man; and he

took his hand and shook it warmly.

“You’re right, Adams—you're right.

Mary needs no one to speak up for her.

I see it. God bless you all fºr your

kind feelings towards her. And nºw I

think of it, Adams, tell Kate that Mary

may not be Mary Lincoln lºng, and

may soon want her to stand up with

her.”

“I will do that, Harry, I will," said

the old farmer, rubbing his hands tº

gether, “and right glad I am to hear

it ; but, Harry, you'll not carry this

quarrel further-promise me—I can

trust you, I know."

Blake, however, laughed, and shoºk

his head. “I’ll think of it,” said he.

“‘Beware of rash proin-e-, was what

I learnt from my cºpy-book. Hut now

I must go. Five miles are between

me and my home.” As he spºke, he

turned from them and left the rººm,

and in a short time was heard gall p

ing down the rºad.

Harry Blake had not been gºne

many minutes, when ºne of the cºrn

pany, an old man, dre-ed in a suit ºf

grey home-pun, who had been sitting

at the fire, an inactive spectatºr of the

altercation, got up, and, turning to a

man who was leaning carelessly

against the oppºsite -ide of the fire

lace, said, “Come, Walton, let's fºll

ow Harry's example. Our paths are

the same, and we'll go in company;

and as you are the youngest you can

get the horses.”

The person thus addressed seemed

to agree to the propºsal, for, after

yawning and stretching himself, he

went out, and in a few minutes was

heard calling from without that the

horses were ready.

The road which they pursued was

the same already taken by Wickliffe

and Blake; and as they had far to go,

and it was late, they struck into a brisk

trot, so as to pass a dreary portion of it,

which ran through waste and forest,

before the night set in. Part of it was

sad and solitary enough, shrouded with

tall trees, covered with long weeping

moss, trailing from the branches to the

earth, and resembling locks blanched

by age. Dense and tangled bushes
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with giant dead trees, stretching out

their leafless branches over them, with

here and there a sºlitary crow, plum

ing its feathers on them, crowded up

to the very path; and in other parts

there were innes of pines and cedars,

shooting up amid sumachs and dwarf

bu-hes.

They had passed that portion of the

rºad, which had been here and there

enlivened by farms and orchards, and

were trotting bri-kly between two

green walls of swamp and forest—a

dreary “pºt—when suddenly, a sharp,

shrill cry rºse in the air. It seemed to

proceed frºm the wººd, a shºrt dis

tance in frºnt ºf thern.

They were bºth bºld men; but their

cheeks grew white, and they instinct

lvely drew in their hºrses.

“Was that a shout or a scream "

said Graysºn, in-tinctively turning his

heavy whip in his hand, so as to have

its lºaded handle ready for a blow.

“ it smacked ºf bºth,” replied Wal

tºn. “Hark,” said old Caleb Graysºn,

“there it is again."

Again the same piercing cry shot

thrºuch the air, and went echºing

thrºugh the woºd-, until it seemed to

die away in a low wall.

“There's ſºul play there," shºuted

Walton, and striking his hºrse a heavy

blow with his whip, the animal

sprang forward at a full gallºp.

“There it is again. By God! It's

sºme one begging fºr mercy.”

“Stºp, Walton,” said old Caleb

Gray-ºu, suddenly reining in his horse.

“ ind you hear the name '"

“No."

“I did, and it was Harry. Can

Ha Blake he settling scores with

that braggart Wick liſte f"

“God of Heaven ' I hope not "ex

claimed Walton. “There was bad

bloºd enough between them to lead to

a dºzen murders. Go it, Jack,” said

he, again striking his horse, “we'll be

on them at the next turn of the road—

the bushes hide them now."

A dozen leaps of their horses brought

them round the con-e of trees, which

had shut out a sight that made then

shudder. Within twenty yards of

them, extended on his back on the

ground, lay Wickliffe, stone dead.

Bending over him was Blake, graspin

a knife, which was driven to the haft

in his bosom.

“Good God Harry Blake taken
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red-handed in a murder '' exclaimed

Grayson, seeing Blake endeavoring to

pull the knife from the wound. “Don’t

stab him again. Oh ! Harry, Harry,

what have you done !”

Blake let loose his hold on the

knife, and started up as they advanced.

He looked hastily about him; made

one or two irresolute steps; but before

he could make up his mind whether to

fly or not, Walton sprang from his

horse, and flung himself upon him.

“Harry Blake, I charge you with mur

der I’”

Blake stared at him.

murder? Are you mad?

didn’t kill him.”

“It won't do, Harry; it won’t do,”

said Walton bitterly, “I saw you with

the knife in your grasp—in his bosom

—and him dead. Oh! Harry ! This

is a sad ending of this afternoon’s

quarrel.”

“Will you hear me?” said Blake

earnestly, “and you, Caleb—you are

older than Walton, and less impetuous,

listen to me. I came here but a mo

ment before yourself. I heard a person

calling for help ; and galloping up,

found Wickliffe dead, with this knife

driven in his heart; and was endeav

oring to pull it out when you came up.

This is truth, so help me God! Don’t

you believe me, Caleb”

Grayson shook his head, as he re

lied: “Would that I could, Harry;

ut as I hope to be saved, I saw you

stab him, I did.”

Harry clasped his hands together, as

he asked, “And do you intend to swear

to that? and to charge me with this

deed 2’”

“There is no help for it as I see,”

said Grayson. “The man is murdered.

If you didn’t murder him, who did 2

Answer me that.”

As he spoke, he proceeded to exam

ine the body, to see if it retained any

signs of life; but it was rigid and mo

tionless, with its open eyes staring at

the sky, and the teeth hard set, as if

the spirit had gone, in agony. The

knife had been driven so truly, that it

must have passed directly through the

heart, and the blood which had gushed

from the wound, had already saturated

the clothes through and through, and

formed a small pool in the road.

“Harry Blake,” said the old man, as

he drew the knife from the wound,

“Me with

Why, I

“this is a fearful deed, and the punish

ment is equally dreadful. You know

that I am a magistrate, and must dis

charge my duty.”

“And will you send me to prison on

such a charge as this 2’ repeated Blake

bitterly.

The old man was silent.

“Did you ever know me to lie, Ca

leb!” said he.

“Never, Harry, never !”

“And do you think I’d lie now?”

“I don’t know,” replied Grayson,

“I never before saw you when there

was so great a risk hanging over you.

Oh! Harry, Harry !” continued he,

clasping his hands together and look

ing at the young man, with an expres

sion in which terror and sorrow were

strongly blended,—“I had rather met

any man than you, here. It will make

many a sad heart in this neighborhood.

Why did you not promise what Adams

asked or, rather, why did you leave us

then "

Blake shook his head, as he an

swered: “Caleb, what can I say more

than I have If I repeat what I have

just told you, you will not believe me.

I was coming along this road; heard

the screams of this man; galloped to

the spot, and found him dead with a

knife in his breast. I got off my

horse to see what could be done for

him, and was drawing out the knife

when you came up. Had you been

two minutes sooner, and I one minute

later, I should have made the same

charge against you, which you now

make against me.”

“But the cry—the words: “Mercy,

mercy, Harry '' He uttered your

name.”

“He did indeed,” replied Blake, “he

did, indeed; I heard it myself. But he

did not say Harry Blake, Harry,

you know, is not an unusual name.”

“It may be—it may be,” said Gray

son, “but still we must deliver you up ;

and if you are innocent, God grant

that you may prove yourself so; but

unless my eyes deceive me, I saw you

stab that man.”

“If that is your belief, God help

me!” said Blake solemnly, “for you

must be a witness against me. If I

am charged with murder, such a fact

sworn to would hang me. But you

have not even looked for another mur

derer than me. He may be hid some

T
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where about here. Search in the

bushes, and yºu may find him yet.—

I'll not stir."

With a strange reliance on the wºrd

of the man, whom they would not be

lieve, when he asserted his innºcence,

they left him, and commenced a search

alºng the rºad. And there stººd the

culprit motiºnless—making no attempt

at escape, and watching them with an

earnestne-s, only accounted for by the

fact that on the ºr success his lite de

pended. At a short distance frºm the

spºt, and in a part ºf the bank, on the

roadside, where Blake said that he had

not been, there was a fºot-print. It

was industinct, but as far as cºuld be

judzed, when compared with blake's

fºot, it coincided in size and fºrm. A

little further on, was another, and also

the marks of a struggle in the rºad.

Here, too, were the same fºot-prints;

and these, tºo, in dunen-i nº, corres

ponded with the fºot of Biake.

“It's singularly like mine," said

Blake, placing his fºot ºn the track.

“It had ought to be,” said Walton

gravely; “unless yºur foot has alter

ed its shape, within the last five ini

nutes.”

Blake made no reply to this in-inua

tion, but stoºd loºking with an expres

sion of deep trouble at the first-print.

In the meantine, the others cºntinued

their search up and down the rºad,

and in the bushes. The marks of the

struggle were numerous; but there

no was trace of a murderer, other than

Harry Liake. At last they both came

out and stººd in the rºad.

“100 you find nothing 2" inquired

Blake earnestly.

Graysºn shººk his head, as he said:

“I didn't expect to; but you wished

me to lººk. Harry, and I had a hard

duty to perfºrm; and ºn I thºught I'd

humºr yºu first. I knºw it was use

less."

“Well, well," said Blake; “every.

thing gºes sadly against me. Yºu

must do your duty. I ain your pri
satiser.

“But," said he, seeing them moving

to where the hºrses were, “what do

yºu intend to do with that f" And he

pointed to the dead bºdy.

“ Catch me a-tºuching it!" said

Waltºn. “Caleb chºse to pull the

knife ºut of him. I wºuldn't ha" dºne

it. It's the crºwner's business, that is.

We'll send him here. Come, Harry.

It isn't ºur fault—but you must cºme,

yºu knºw."

Blake, without further remark,

mºunted his horse; and waiting until

they were alsº ºn theirs, they rºde ºff

in company, taking the direction to the

re-ide tice ºf the nearest magistrate,

where, in due fºrm, Harry Blake was

delivered over to the mercy of the

law, and arrangements were made

fºr the remºval of the body of Wick

life.

ºn apºtra tº.

Aport five miles from the tavernmen

tiºned in the last chapter, “tººd a spa

cious brick house, one story high, with

low eaves extending within reach of

the ground, and tall pointed windows,

perched along its rooſ, as a substitute

for second story lights. It was a ve

nerable, grey, old house, which seemed

to have dºzed away, and the great

shadowy trees which crowded about

it, becoming hºary and antiquated,

yet retaining an air of substantial coun

fort. Creeping vines, of various kinds,

clambered about the windows, and in

fissures of the walls, forming a green

mat over much of the rºof, and steal

ing up the trunks of the old trees;

which formed the home of many a

bird, who peeped into the narrow win

dows, or mounted on one of the top

mºst branches, which towered so high

alºft, that its voice, as it poured forth

its sºng, seemed carºlling midway be

tween earth and sky. A sequestered

lane, crowded with trees, that drºped

almºst to a mounted horseman's head,

led from the house to the highway,

which was at least half a mile distant.

Altogether, it was a rural, snug,

dreamy old house; and in it was one

of the snuggest rooms, fitted up with

little knºck-knacks rare in those days

—with snowy windows and bed cur

tains, and a bed as white and sno

as the curtains, fit only to be occuº
as it was, by the most beautiful little

fairy of a girl that one's eyes had ever

rested on, and that was Mary Lin

coln.

At about eight o'clock, on the morn
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ing of the day succeeding that in which

occurred the incidents narrated in the

last chapter, and in the small room just

mentioned, sat a very beautiful girl,

with glossy golden hair, engaged in

sewing; though it must be confessed

that her eye was more often wandering

through the window, and along that

deep vista-like lane, down which her

window looked, than fixed upon her

work; for it was nearly the hour at

which Harry Blake usually contrived,

on some pretext or other, to find his

way to the house, to see how she was,

and ask a few questions, and make a

few remarks, the nature of which was

best known to herself. That day, how

ever, he was behind his time; but still

she felt sure he would come. He had

said nothing about it; but she expected

him as much as if he had ; and was

endeavoring to select one out of half

a-dozen slightly coquettish ways of

receiving him, which just then pre

sented themselves to her mind. At

first she thought that she would keep

him waiting for her—a very little time

—just enough to make him more glad

to see her, when she came ; but then,

she should be as much a sufferer as

he ; for, impatient as he might be be

low, she would be equally so above;

so she abandoned that. Then she

thought of taking her sewing in the wide

hall, and of stationing herself on one

of the old settees which garnished its

sides, and that she would be there very

leisurely at work, and, of course, would

not see him until he came up and spoke

to her; or, perhaps, might accidentally

go out just as he was coming in. That,

too, she abandoned; and then she fan

cied that she would stroll out and meet

him in the lane; and, it must be con

fessed, that she inclined more towards

this plan than either of the others; for

she had accidentally met him in this

way before; and on these occasions

Harry always tied his horse to a tree,

and walked with her to the house;

and although the distance was short,

they sometimes consumed a great deal

of time in going it, and he had an op

portunity of saying much which not

unfrequently he was unable to say at

the house; for her father was almost

as fond of Harry as his daughter, and

had so much to tell him about his

crops, and about this thing and that,

and so much to ask him, that he some

times infringed upon time which Mary

thought belonged exclusively to her;

and although she endeavored to bear

it cheerfully, yet at times she could

not help thinking how snug and happy

and comfortable the old gentleman

would look if he were only snoring

away in the easy arm-chair whieh

stood in the chimney corner, although

it was but eight o'clock in the morn

109ſ.

Šhe threw aside her work, and was

rising for the purpose of adopting this

last plan, when she heard the dashing

of hoofs in the lane. “It’s too late,”

thought she, “but I’ll keep him wait

ing,” and down she sat, out of sight of

the window, so that she could not see

the new comer, for she did not wish

Harry should know that she had been

watching for him. The noise of the

hoofs increased ; and the horseman

dashed at full gallop to the door. This

was not like Harry. He generally

came fast enough along the road, but

he did not gallop to the door like a

madman. It was not respectful, and

she would tell him so; still, he might

be in a hurry. It argued a strong de

sire to see her, and that was some pal

liation. There was evidently a stir be

low, in front of the house, and she

even heard his name mentioned.

What could be going on there 2 She

was dying to know. There was no

way of learning, unless she went to

the window, so as to look over the

projecting eaves of the house; and

then she could be seen. No, no ; she

would not do that. Still the stir in

creased, and she caught the sound

of voices in earnest conversation;

but Harry's voice was not among

them. She could hold out no longer.

She drew a chair near the window.

and stood on it, at some distance

from the glass; but still the envious

eaves projected so as to shut . Out

all view of what was going on below.

It was too bad —but see she must.

She then went close to the window.

But even there, nothing was visible;

'for the speakers were close under the

house, and not even the smallest tip

end of the coat skirt of one of them

was visible. Poor Mary ! she stood on

tiptoe, and even on the chair, but still

those unlucky eaves thrust themselves

between her and the object of her

wishes. She went back to her chair,

and sat herself down, wondering why

they built such ungainly old eaves and
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cornices, which were fit only to annoy

people, and wondering why no one

came to tell her that Harry was there

and wanted her. He was uncºmmºnly

patient that day—provokingly so. Five

—ten-tifeen minutes elapsed. There

was somethiaz like a tear in her eye;

for she certainly was very ill used.

She threw her wºrk frºm her, and de

termined to go down to him, but to

make him pay up fºr his backward

ness. ºpening the doºr, she went to

the head ºf the stairs, and assuming as

careless an air as if there were nº Harry

Blake in the wºrld, was gºing dºwn

then, when the vºice of her father,

who was standing tº w, arres'. I her.

“Don't come down here, Mary,”

said he.

There was something in the tºne of

his voice, and in his manner, and even

in this injunctiºn, that caused Mary to

stºp, as if -he did not understand him.

“Go to yºur own rºº ºn, my child:

we are very busy here." -

Mary half turned to go, fºr she saw

that he was much agitated; but as “he

did so, the name of Harry escaped her

lips.

“He is not here," “aid her father.

“Has anything happened to him 1"

asked she, in a faint vºice.

* Yes, yes,” replied the old man.

“He’s in trouble; but he is well. Go

to your room, and I will be with you

in a few nº ments.”

Mary got to her room, she scarcely

knew how, and threw herself on her

bed, drowned in tears. “He’s well –

thank Gºd fºr that,” sºbbed “he. “I

an sure I'm very grateful that he's

not ill—very grateful-poºr Harry

—in trouble, too, and I, like a gººd-for

nothing minx as I was, have been

thinking all the morning of nºthing but

teasing him. He was too goºd fºr me.

They all told me so—so patient, so

kind, so good-hundred–and I – I'll

never forgive myself –I never will—

never!” She buried her face in her

pillow, and sobbed there, until the dºor

opened, and she felt her father's arm

around her.

He raised her, folded her tenderly to

his bosom, and placed her in a chair.

“Courage, A. courage, my little

girl,” said he, in a tone which certainly

was not a model of what he recom

mended. “Show yourself to be a wo

man.”

“Yes, yes, father, I will, I will,"

said she, and by way of verifying her

words, she threw her arms about his

neck, and wept more bitterly than

bef re.

“Cºme, come, my dear little girl,”

said he, in a tremulº us vºice; “ -it

dºwn, and hear what I have to tell

you."

As he spºke, he afrain placed her in

the chair, and tººk her hand.

“If yºu are not abie to listen to me

now, I will deter what I have to say to

anºther time," said he.

He prºbably cºuld not have hit upon

a better methºd of recalling his dauch

ter, who had no -mail-pice of curio-ity

in her nature, and who just thenº
lected that -he knew nºthing definite

ºf the evil which threatened Harry

Blake.

“I can hear it nºw, father,” said

she eagerly. “Tell me at ºnce, what

has happened to him, and where he is.”

“He has been arre-ted, and is in

|. n," “aid the old man, watching

er pale face, as she sat with her eyes

fastened ºn his, and the tears still on

her cheeks.

“ I” that all 7" said she in a half

whisper. “Tell me all—why is he

the re. "

“He has been arrested on a very se

riºus charge," said the ºld man slowly,

and by hi- manner endeavºring to pre

pare her for the communicatiºn heº
to inake.

* Will it affect his life 7" demanded

she, at ºnce catching at the heaviest

punishment of the law. “Will it

aff, ct his life º Tell me that."

“If it is proved, it will,” replied the

old man.

“What is it 2 what is it !” said the

girl, ri-ing and grasping his arm. “ Fa

ther, tell me, I charge you, and on

yºur word, tell me truly."

Her father put his arms around her,

and strained her to his boss m, and

loºked in her face without speaking,

until she repeated her question. Then

he said, in a scarcely audible voice,

“He stands accused of murder.”

“Murder!" ejaculated she faintly,

whilst her hands fell to her side.

“Charged with murder! Why, Harry

Blake would not harm a worm.”

She extricated herself from him,

made something like a step, and had

not her father caught her, would have

fallen. She had fainted.

The old man hugged her to his bo
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som again and again, kissed her lips

and cheeks, and called her by name.

“I knew it would kill her " I said

it would kill her! My own dear, dar

ling little girl. Mary, Mary, speak to

your old father: "She's dead; she's
dead ſ”

Fortunately the noise made by Mr.

Lincoln reached some of the females of

the house, who better understood the

mode of administering to her illness.

But it was not until he saw her eyes

open, and the faint color once more in

her cheek, that Mr. Lincoln could be

induced to quit the room.

When she recovered, Mary was wil

ful, for once in her life. In spite of all

that they could say, she insisted that

her father should have the horses har

nessed to the waggon, and drive her

to the prison where Harry was. They

argued and entreated; they spoke of

her ill health, of the danger to herself;

but it was idle. She said that they

were all against Harry; that he was

innocent; that he declared himself so;

that she believed him, and that go she

would, if she went on her bare feet,

that he might see that she at least was

still true to him.

At last they yielded to her importu

nity, and she took her seat at her fa

ther's side. How unlike the light

hearted girl she had been but a few

hours before. During the whole drive

she spoke not a word, but appeared so

calm, and comparatively so cheerful,

that her father kept equally silent, un

til they stopped in front of the gloomy

old building in which the prisoner was

confined.

As she entered his room, and caught

sight of him, she sprang forward, and

clasping her arms about his neck, wept

like a child; and he, throwing his

powerful arms about her, and clasping

her to his bosom, kissed her cheeks

and lips in a strange passion ofjoy and

grief.

“I am come, Harry, I am come,”

said she at last. “I have not deserted

you.”

“Dearest Mary, you, at least, be

lieve me innocent 2" said he, in a low

earnest voice, holding her off from

him, so that he could look in her face;

but without relaxing his hold on her

waist.

“Yes, yes, I do, I do! I never doubted

it for a moment. But O' Harry, this is

very dreadful—very dreadful. What

will become of your poor little

Mary, if any harm should befall you?

But we won't talk of that,” said she

quickly, for she observed that her

words sent a sort of spasmodic shiver

ing over him. “We won't talk of it,

nor think of it. I’ll come to see you

every day, Harry, and will spend all

the time I can with you, and we’ll be

quite merry and cheerful here; and I

can fix up your room, and do many lit

tle things to make everything neat

and comfortable here; and I’ll tell you

the news, and will read and sing to

you—Harry,” said she, placing her

hands on his shoulders, and looking up

in his face, “I’ll sing the song you

asked for yesterday, when I was vexed,

and refused. I’ll sing it for you now,

dear Harry—I will—I’ll never refuse it

again. Shall I sing it, Harry 2 Shall

I, dear Harry 2” A painful sickly

smile flickered across her face; a sin

gle feeble word, the first of the song,

like the faint warbling of a dying bird,

escaped her lips, and she sank sense

less on his breast.

“Take her away ! Take her away !”

exclaimed Blake franticly, holding

her out in his arms towards her father.

“ Unless you would drive me mad,

take her away !”

The old man seemed stupefied, but

he mechanically reached out his arms

toward her; but Blake again caught

her to his bosom, and kissed her neck,

face, hands, and even the long tresses

that fell across his face; and then

reaching to her father, said, “There,

go, go; don’t stop another instant.”

Mr. Lincoln took the frail form of

his child in his arms, and moved to the

door.

“One word, Mr. Lincoln,” said

Harry; “one word before we part.

Whatever the result of this accusation

may be, even though it end in my—

death—I am innocent. The time will

come when I am proved so: and O' I

beseech, if I lose my life, that you will

protect my memory with Mary.”

The next instant he was alone; and

throwing himself upon a chair, he sat,

with his face buried between his

hands, until aroused by the entrance of

the lawyer who had been retained by

his friends; and who now came to

consult with him as to the steps re

quisite for the management of his

defence.
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* h anºtra lit.

WHEN Harry Blake was first impri

soned, he bore stoutly up against his

fate. But stone walls, and clºse, pºnt

up chambers, with their stifling stag

nant air, and their murky twilight, are

glorious inventiºns fºr mildewing the

heart, and breaking down strength and

hope; and they sºon began to tell

up, n him. It might have been the

loss of his accustomed exercise in the

open air, or the want of the sizht ºf the

blue sky, and of his old hºme, or a

dread of the fate which mºht becºme

his, or, and there were many who

believed this,-it might have been the

workings of his own evil conscience,

that were making such wild work with

him. But certain it is, that althºugh

when he was first cºnfined he seemed

right glad as the day apprºached, in

which he would have the chance of

meeting the charges against him in

open court; yet as the turne drew near,

his spirits drºped; and it was observ

ed, that the more often he cºnversed

with his lawyer, the mºre glºomy he

became ; and that the very mention of

the trial drove the blººd frºm his

cheek. It was observed, too, that after

these interviews he walked mºdily up

and down the roºm, with his arius

folded, and muttering to himself, as

those do who have heavy burdens on

their hearts, and that his face was

pale and wasted, and his loºk trºubled.

At other times he remained for hours

with his arms crossed on the table, and

his forehead resting upºn then, in such

deep thought that he did not move

when persºns came in. There were

many annong his friends who attributed

his changed appearance to his cºntine

ment, and mental anxiety as to the re

sult of his trial, and still persisted in

their belief of his innocence: but then

there were thºse who thought other

wise, and who fancied that remorse

had begun its work, and that as the day

of retribution approached, Harry's

bold heart, which i. hitherto borne

him up, was failing him. They said it

was an evil omen to see him sinking

thus, and giving up as if he were al

ready a doomed man; they did not like

it—it seemed a harbinger of a darker

fate.

Neither hope nor dread can hasten

or protract the steady march of time;

and in due time the day of trial ar

rived. It was a bright day in the au

tumn when skies are clºudless, and the

fields and trees were clad in rainbow

liveries. It was an idle time, tºo, in

the cºuntry, and from far and near the

inhabitants of town and hamlet ga

thered ºn to see the sight. A man

with his life at stake, and struggling

and battling for it, with so mighty and

shrewd an adversary as Lawr. It was

indeed a great sight. It was wºrth

going miles to witness. Nor was it the

less exciting that they knew the vic

tim, and that many ºf them had

hitherto admired his nºble and upright

character, and loved the man. Hut he

had shed blood, and must pay the

forfeit.

The cºurt-hºuse was a venerable,

old stºne building, standing by itself, in

the mid-t of a green lawn; and at some

distance frºm any hºuse. But its solitude

was now brºken by the hunn of vºices;

for from every quarter people were

pºuring in ; ºld and yºung, females, and

even children were there. Sº me were

speaking ºn indifferent subjects; of the

times; of the diſhculties with England;

of the state ºf the crºps; and ºne old

man, broken-down and tottermſ, of his

field* -ºf what he intended to plant in

them ºn the fºllºwing year; and of

young trees which he had set out; of

the pleasure he anticipated, in sitting

under their shade when they should

become great, and tall, and overshad

owed his house. “They were saplings

now ; but they would grow fast; and

in a few years, would be quite shady;”

and the old fellow laughed, and shook

his head, and rubbed his hands, as he

thought of it. In three weeks the soil

was on his coffin; and when those trees

were grown, they had passed into the

pºse-siºn of strangers; and the hands

that planted them were dust.

Some were talking of the murder;

and of Wickliffe; and of what a pest

he had been to the country round, so

quarrelsome; and what a pity it was

that a fine young fellow like Ha

Blake should have to die for having

slain a man like him. Then they spoke

of Mary Lincoln; and one of them .
ered his voice, and said, that he heard
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that this was killing her. He had seen

the doctor, who had been at Mr. Lin

coln's twice a day, since Harry Blake's

imprisonment, and he had said, that he

was afraid it would go hard with her;

she was very ill. Then the conversa

tion was interrupted by the arrival of

more new comers. In another part of

the lawn, an old man was leaning on a

cane, addressing a crony, who seemed

as old and time-worn as himself.

“Ah! neighbor Williams,” said he,

“this is a very sad business—a very

sad business. I knew his father before

him; and I have known Harry since

he was a mere baby—who'd 'a thought

it ofhim?—who'd 'a thought it 7”

Neighbor Williams shook his head;

as much as to say, that nobody would

have thought it; but seemed to think

further expression of opinion unneces

sary, for he said nothing.

“He was a warm-hearted little boy;

and a very likely man—a very likely

man,” continued the first speaker. “It

grieves me to see him here. It does,

indeed, neighbor Williams.”

Again neighbor Williams shook his

head; probably to intimate, that it

grieved him too; but as before he re

mained silent.

It is a matter of some uncertainty,

how long neighbor Williams might

have been thus entertained by his com

panion, had not their conversation been

interrupted by a general buzz of “Here

he comes!” The next moment, Har

Blake walked through the crowd, wit

an officer on each side of him. He

was exceedingly pale; but his face

was full of calm determination, and his

step firm and strong. He looked nei

ther to the right nor left; and, appa

rently without noticing a soul, entered

the court-house. The crowd gathered

closely at his heels; and the next in

stant were striving and struggling and

fighting, to obtain a good position in

the court-room.

Harry Blake seemed quite collected;

and the crowd felt somewhat disap

pointed, that a man who had commit

ted a murder should look like other

men. Some whispered that he was a

hardened reprobate, not to show some

remorse; and others said, that none

but an innocent man could appear so

calm and composed. There was a

great deal of whispering and talking

among them, whilst the jury were get

ing empannelled; but when the coun

sel for the prosecution rose to open his

cause, they were so silent, that they

seemed not even to breathe.

He dwelt briefly, but clearly, on the

facts which are already known. He

stated that he should prove that, on the

day of the murder, the prisoner and

Wickliffe had been together at a ta

vern, not far from Schenectady; that a

quarrel had arisen between them,

and blows had passed; that the pri

soner had knocked Wickliffe to the

floor; that Wickliffe had fled, and that

the prisoner had only been detained

from following him by force, and had

then called all there present to witness

that he would be revenged on that man

for the wrong done him, if it cost him

his life; that he had finally been re

leased by those who held him, on pro

mising not to follow Wickliffe, but that

he had positively refused to promise

that the quarrel should drop there.

That shortly afterwards he left, the

house alone, taking the path which

Wickliffe had already taken; that two

of the persons whohad been at the tav

ern with him shortly afterwards left the

inn and took the same road which he

had taken; that on arriving at a very

lonely part of it they were alarmed by

the cries of a person in distress, and

uttering the words, “Mercy, mercy,

Harry '' That these persons galloped

to the spot from which the sound seem

ed to proceed, and found a man kneel

ing at the side of another just murder

ed, and grasping in his hand a knife

which was driven to the haft in the

breast of his victim; that the murdered

man was Hiram Wickliffe, the person

with whom the prisoner had just quar

relled, and on whom he had sworn to

be avenged, and that the person kneel

ing at his side was Harry Blake, the

prisoner. There were footprints about

the road, where there had evidently

been a struggle, and these footprints

had been examined and compared with

the foot of the prisoner, and were found

to coincide in size.

He stated his case concisely, yet

clearly, and seemed to think the facts

sufficiently strong, to require but little

exertion of eloquence or ingenuity on

his part. It is needless to linger on

the detail of the testimony confirming

the case, which the lawyer had stated

in opening. It was most clearly proved,

although every effort was made, by a

severe and strict cross-examination, to
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embarrass and cºnfuse the witnesses.

It had been observed, when Waltºn

and Graysºn were called, that the prº

sºner became exceedingly pale; and

when Grav ºn swºre that he saw him

stab Wickittie, he compre-“d his lips,

as if a sudden pain had shot thrºugh

him, and clenched his fingers tºge

ther, and bent his head dºwn; nºr

did he lººk up until Gray - a had left

the stand. The old man was terribly

agitated, and his testimºny was drawn

from him by piecemeal. He tottered

as he left the stand; and as he passed

where Blake sat, he muttered in a low

tone :

“I couldn't help it, Harry— indeed I

couldn't: fºr it was the truth."

Blake loºked painfully at him, but

made no reply.

He had little or no defence to make.

He could not contradict the facts. An

rnarºri.

When Mary Lincºln came to herself,

she would have gºne back to Harry

Blake's cell; but her father was afraid

that it would prove tº nunch fºr her

strength, and he persuaded her to de

fer it until the in trow, promising that

if she were then well he would accººn

pany her. She made but feeble ºbjec

tion, for she felt heavy-hearted and

almºst reckless. Her father led her

down the steps, and placed her in his

wagon, and they drove off. It was a

gay sunshiny day; and parts of the

road which they had to pass were

thickly settled, and there were peºple

scattered alºng it, and in the fields.

The news of the murder, and of Harry

Blake's arrest, had already got wind.

and as they passed, thºse who knew

them stopped to look at then, and

shook their heads, and said, “that this

day would be a sad one to some of old

George Lincoln's fºlks; that it was a

pity so heavy a blow should fall on

one so young as she wa--she was a

mere child–God bless her "

Mary Lincoln sat quietly by her fa

ther's side, not noticing thºse whom

they met, nor speaking until she reach

ed her home. Her father lifted her

out of the wagon in his arms, and ac

companying her up stairs, told her to

be of good heart, and left her to herself.

What a chaos of bewildering thoughts

was in that young girl's brain as she

vol. xl.-No. LIII. 06.

effºrt was made by his lawyer to prove

his general gººd character, his amiable

drºp-itiºn, and the little prºbability ºf

his tº in: guilty of a crime like this.

He felt a strong inclinatiºn to admit

the innrºet, and to attribute it to a

blºw struck in the heat of anger in a

renewal ºf the quarrel which had been

interrupted at the tavern; but Blake

had ſººtively fºrbidden a defence of

that nature, declaring that it was

false; and that it he attempted to as

sert what was untrine, he would cºin

tradict him in the open cºurt. And

after a lºng and labºred and hopeless

speech, the lawyer at down.

The reply ºf the counsel fºr the pro

secutiºn, and the charge of the judge,

were both cºnclusive against him; and

withºut leaving their seats the jury

returned a verdict of “Guilty" of

Murder.

a 17.

threw herself upºn her bed! how busy

that little head was how it teen

ed with hopes, and fears, and plans,

and “herºes to aid Blake' how cºnti

dent she was ºf his innºcence, and that

he wºuld be acquitted, withºut a sha

dow upºn his name! Hour after hºur

passed while she lay there. Once or

twice the door opened, and her father,

or one of the females of the family,

loºked in, and -eeing her so quiet, sup

pºred that she slept, and closing the

doºr gently, went out.

Sleep came at last; but it was trou

bled and brºken; and when morning

dawned, she fºund a woman watching

at her bed-ide, and learned that she

was in a high fever. Sull she made

light of it, and got up; and although

she felt sharp pains shooting through

her limbs, .."her head swimming,

she cºntrived to dress herselſ, and to

go down stairs. In vain the nurse re

monstrated. She replied that she had

promised to go to Harry Blake that

day, and that she would keep her pro

mise; but when she reached the hall,

she tottered so, that she was compelled

to abandon her intention, for the pri

son was a long way off, and to admit

that her strength was gone. Well, if

she could not see him, she could write;

and going to her own room and lock

ing the door, she wrote a long letter.

It was a very cheerful one, full of hope
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and gay anticipations, and of plans and

projects to be carried into effect when

he should be once more free. And she

had so much to show him, and so much

for him to do then. She begged him

to keep up his spirits, for he was sure

to be acquitted. She felt very san

guine of that ; and excepting that she

could not see him every day, she felt

no uneasiness as to the result, and was

happy—quite happy. She folded the

letter, sealed and directed it; and with

her own hands gave it to the person

who was waiting for it. She bade

him, in a cheerful tone and with a

bright smile, give it to Harry him

self—to say that she was well—quite

well, and in good spirits; that she had

been unable to go to the prison that

day, but would come to him to-mor

row. She waved her hand gaily to

the man as he galloped off. Who

would have thought that the poor lit

tle heart of her who was keeping up

so brave a face was breaking, and that

in a minute from that time, she was

locked in her own room, with her face

buried in her hands, shedding the bit

terest tears she had ever wept in her

life 2 What sad and dreary thoughts

came over her then—fears like sha

dows, which she could not define nor

grasp, seemed flitting around her, hem

ming her in on every side, until she

felt that there was no hope left; and

that he and she were parted for ever.

Oh! how forlorn and helpless she

would be if he were gone ! How lone

ly the world would be, to live on, day

after day, week after week, and months

and years, and never see him again,

nor hear his voice; and to know that

he was in his grave; that as long as

she lived, though hundreds might be

about her, and love her, and do all that

they could to make her happy, still

that he would never be among them

again. No, no it could not be—it

could not be. She felt that it would

kill her.

The day passed heavily, and as night

was closing in, an answer came from

Blake; but it came to one whom it

could not comfort, for Mary Lincoln

was delirious.

Several weeks passed, and still she

balanced between life and death; but

one morning, the physician came down

stairs from her, with a smile on his

IIarry Blake, [Nov.

face. He said that his patient was de

cidedly better; she had little fever and

was rational; only keep her quiet and

calm, and she would do well.

It was a morning of great excitement

to Mr. Lincoln, however, for it was

that of Blake's trial. He had concealed

this from his daughter, and had en

deavored to encourage her hopes, but

there was something in his subdued

manner and his attempts at cheerful

ness, as he spoke that morning of

herself and Harry, and put aside the

curtain of her bed and pressed his lips

to her sunken forehead, and whispered

her to keep up her spirits and all would

be well, which made her feel more dis

pirited than ever.

It was late in the afternoon, that

George Lincoln was sitting in the hall,

when he heard a horseman galloping

in hot haste up the lane. He had not

dared to leave his daughter that day;

but a friend who attended the trial had

promised to send him immediate word

of the verdict, so that, whatever it was,

he might divulge it carefully to his

daughter. He started up and hurried

to the door; as he did so, the horse

man dashed into the yard, and at the

top of his voice bawled out:-

“They've found Harry Blake guilty

of murder, by God!”

The old man shook his hand at him,

and made signs for him to be quiet; and

fearful that his words might have

reached his daughter, without waiting

to hear the particulars, hurried up to

her room; and there he saw what made

him through life a sadder man than he

had ever been before ; for, stretched

on the floor, directly under the win

dow, to which she had evidently becn

attracted by the arrival of the horse

man, his daughter lay. A thin stream

of blood was trickling from her mouth,

and her eyes were closed. He caught

her in his arms—a faint struggling

breath escaped her lips. He thought,

too, that she murmured the name of

Harry Blake; but it might have been

fancy, for her breath ceased, and when

the loud cries of her father had brought

to his assistance other members of the

household, there was nothing to be

done, but to lay on the bed the lifeless

body of her who had been the pride of

that old man's heart!
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triar-rrn v.

Ox the nizht preceding the execution,

in the bar-room of the Blue Horse,

were a-sembled half-a-dºzen men,

mºst of whºm had been there at the

time of Blake's quarrel with Wick

life. A dull and melanchºly grºup

they were. It might have been the

absence of the jºlly face and merry

voice of old Garret Quackenbºs, who

was gºne to Albany, to lay in a stºck ºf

sub-tantials, to keep up the well-knºwn

gastrºnºmic character of the Blue

Horse; or it might have been the great

size of the bar-rººm, with its murky

cºrners, whºse darkness was scarcely

relieved by the dim lisht which ſhek

ered up frºm a dying fire, aided ºnly

by the sickly flame of a single candle;

or it might have been the apprºaching

end of one who had so lately been

an ºng then, that had this chilling eſ:

feet on their spirits. But certain it is,

that rarely had the bar-rººm ºf the

Blue Hºrse contained so dull a party.

Sºmehow or other, they had grad

ually drawn close to the fire, and as

the night had clº-ed in, and the wind

railed abºut the old hºuse, their run

ver-at, ºn had assurned a sºmbre char

acter, and they whi-pered in each

others' ears, *trange stories ºf robber

ies, murders. midni.ht a-sa-sinatiºns,

and even of ghosts; and on this -ubject

one of thern was pºsitive, having ſº

a private ghost in his own family for

years—an aunt in the fourth degree, by

the mother's side, who haunted a hen

house on his father's place; and what

was remarkable, after her last

visitation, ten egºs, and the old game

cock, the patriarch of the barn-yard,

were missing ; showing that ghosts

were partial to eggs, and not particu

lar as to the age of poultry. Another of

them mentioned in a cºnfidential*

to the whºle company, that his grand

father had walked a mile, in a dark

wood, one very stormy night, in corn

pany with a ghost, which behaved in a

very civil and gentlemanlike manner;

so much so, that the old gentleman up

to the day of his death asserted, that

ghosts were a very ill-used class of

beings, and that, for his part, he wished

that many people who pretended to be

their betters only were as good as

they were. From this topic the con

versatiºn gradually wandered off to

Harry Blake and his trial, and his ap

pr achinº death.

“ I” nºt yºu think they might pardºn

him " tºured Caleb Gray-n, who

was ºne of the party, and who had

been -itting amºng then, withºut tak

inc any part or shºwing any intº rest

in their cºnversat n, until it touched

up ºn the ºut,ect ºf Blake's executiºn;

but then he seen d keenly alive to it,

and with his features wºrking with

intense anxiety, he repeated his ques

tiºn: “ I” n't yºu think they might 2

I wish they wºuld. 1), tºll me, some

ºne. What do yºu think tº

“I heard that Mary Lincoln's father

did his best fºr him, but it was of no

use," replied ºne of thºse addressed.

“But yºu must not grieve abºut it so.

a-'an-'t him. Even Harry said so hin

** 11."

Yºu cºulºn't help being a witness

The ºld man's face brightened, and

some thing like a smile passed over it,

as he said: “I'd Harry say ºf Well,

I'm glad ºf that, I'm glad ºf that ; for

it makes ºne very sad when I think

that it was I and Waltºn who put hun

whº re he i-- inded it dºes."

* It was no fault of yºurs,” said the

man, “ and yºu mu-ºn't let it trouble

yºu. I'm sure I shºuld have done as

yºu did. Ah! here comes some one.”

The last wºrds were called forth by

the sºund ºf a hºrse clattering up to

the hºuse. Then the lºud vºice of a

man was heard bawling out fºr some

one to take his hºrse; and in a few mi

nutes a tall man, unknºwn to then all,

enter, d the rºom, with a shºrt whip in

his hand. There was little in his ſea

tures, or the appearance of his person,

to encºurage familiarity; fºr his con

lexion was swarthy and sallow, and

his expression anything but prepossess

in: ; and his dress was cºarse and

sºiled, as iſ from hard travel.

He paused a moment, and looked

abºut him as he entered the room; and

then striding across it, drew a chair di

rectly in front of the fire, in the midst

of the astonished grºup, and held his

feet to the blaze.

“A threatening night, friends,” said

he at length, addressing them.

There was something in the stern
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sinister eye of the man, and his hag

gard, repulsive face, which gave a mo

mentary check to the conversation, and

no one answered him, but he went

On,

“Go on, don't let me stop talk. On

with you. I want to break in on no

man's humor. I’ve an odd humor of

my own; for I've heard that there's a

man to be hanged to-morrow, and I’ve

come fifty miles to see it. I was at

the trial, and now I’m come to see if

he'll wear the same bold face when he

dies that he did then.”

“So you were at the trial?” said Ca

leb Grayson, who was leaning with his

elbow on the table, and his cheek rest

ing on the palm of his hand, and look

ing gloomily in the fire.

“Ay, I was, my man,” said the

stranger bluntly; “and I saw you

there. You were the witness who

swore that you saw him stab Wick

liffe. I was at your elbow at the

time. Your testimony did for him.”

The old man half started from his

seat, and turned exceedingly pale, at

the same time pressing his hand across

his eyes. At last he said, in a low agi

tated voice:

“What could a man do? I was

forced to go, and my answer was on

oath. I did see him stab him—I’m

sure I did.”

“Then, of course, it was all right.

For my part, I’m glad he's to hang. I

shall be glad when he is out of the

way. Had I been on the jury, and

known only what you stated, I would

have brought in the same verdict.”

The old man looked at him sharply,

as he asked: “What do you mean :

What else do you know 3"

“Know !”, repeated the stranger,

looking carelessly up, and drumming

with his whip upon his boot. “No

thing. What could I know? You

saw him murder the man, didn't you ?

You swore to that. I should think there

was little more to be discovered.”

“True, true,” replied the other.

“Yet this is a strange story of Harry's,

and even now he persists in it, and in

asserting his innocence. Poor fellow !

I always loved that boy as my own

child.—I, I who have brought him to

this end. Poor little Mary Lincoln, too!

it has killed her. Thank God, she is

in her grave. It's better for her.”

“Of course he’ll insist to the last

that he is not guilty,” said the stran

ger. “There's always two ways ofdy

ing. Some confess, and throw them

selves on the mercy of the law. Others

keep their mouths tight, and accuse it

of injustice to the last. The first hope

for pardon, through its clemency. The

last hope it, through the fear which

every man has of shedding innocent

blood. He's one of the last. He bears

it boldly, I'm told.”

“Harry Blake is no coward,” replied

Grayson. “He says he's ready to die;
but that he is innocent. The love of

life must be strong in him, for until

now I never thought that he would

lie, even to save his life. But he is not

innocent—no—no, he is not; for I saw

him do it—I saw him. The love of

life is very strong. It must be, or Har

ry Blake would not lie.”

A slight, sneering smile flitted across

the face of the stranger, as he turned

from the speaker, and looked among

the dull embers of the fire, without

speaking. It was a dim, dreary room,

and its distant corners were lost in

darkness; and the frame of the stran

ger, as he sat between the andirons,

threw a gigantic, spectral shadow on

the wall, that seemed to have some

thing'ominous about it, and taken in con

nection with the gloomy nature of the

conversation, and the cold indifference

of the stranger, and his wild, forbidding

air, seemed to have thrown a chill on

all about him. For as he sat there,

buried in deep thought, with his eye

brows knit, and his lips working, as

with suppressed emotion, those who

had hitherto hugged the fire began

slowly to widen the distance between

themselves and their ill-omened visit

er; to scan his person, as if there were

more in it than met the eye, and to

watch his tall shadow on the wall, as

if there were something about it more

than appertained to shadows in gen

eral. Still they spoke not, until the

object of their solicitude, as if conclud

ing a long mental discussion, drew a

heavy breath, and rising, said:

“Well, let him die. It's as well.

Others have died in the same way.”

Turning to a sort of under-barkeeper,

who officiated in the absence of Gar

ret, he said: “See to my horse, will

you? And now show me to my room,

and wake me at sunrise. I shall not

breakfast here.”

Those collected about the fire

watched him as he followed the at

tendant out of the room, and shut the

door after them.
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“What do you think of that man,

Mr. Tompkins :" said ºne of them to a

small man in an ample vest and con

tracted snall-clothes.

“Come, come, none of that," said

the small man, with an air of suspi

cious stubbornness. “Dºn’t be trying

to make ine commit myself by asking

questions.” As he spoke he tixed his

eyes obstinately on his own finger

nails—not that they were particularly

clean or ornamental.

“Can't you speak yºur own mind,

man " said the other pett-hly.

Still the small man ogled his nails.

“Well then," said his companiºn,

“I’ll tell yºu what I think. I think.”

said he, sinking his voice, and placing

the back of his hand to the cºrner of

his mºuth, by way of indicating the

extreme of confidence, “I think he

won't be drowned."

“Ah!" said the small man, “if

that's all, I think so myself.”

And having settled this matter to

their mutual satisfaction, they rose to

go, a motion in which they were fºll

lowed by all except Cal. 5 Graysºn,

who, long after they were gºne, and

the room was silent and de-erted, sat

there, with a heavy heart, at the part

which the law had forced him to take

in the legal murder which was to take

place on the morrºw. At last he

started up as if a sudden thºught had

struck him, and finding his way to the

stable, saddled his horse and rºle ºff.

It was a dark night. Back clouds

were drifting acrºss the sky, obscuring

it, and together with the tall trees

and forests which in places overhung

the rºad, rendering it pitchy dark. In

defiance of the threatening loºk of the

sky and the obscurity of the road, the

old man kept steadily on for several

hours, neither using to re-t his

beast nor to refresh himself, until it

was broad daylight, when he arrived

at a large wooden building. Stopping

for the first time, he fastened his

horse to the gate, and crossing a small

yard, ascended a flight of steps and

entered the hall.

A guard was pacing up and down

there; and near him, on a woºden

bench, sat an old man reading a worn

out Bible.

“Can I see Blake 3"

Grayson of the old man.

“Yes, yes, I suppose you can,” re

plied he, putting aside his book: “I’ve

orders to admit his friends—a sad busi

demanded

ness—a sad business—and he the

flower of the country round. Ah,

neighbºr Graysºn, who would have

thou.ht it !”

Caleb Gray-ºn made no reply to the

remarks in which the old man indulg

ed, until he ºpened the dººr of the

rºº in or cell, and pºinted to Blake,

seated at a small wººden table within.

Blake r <e as the ºld inan entered,

and extended his hand to hun.

“T his is kind, tale b,” said he, “I

was afraid that you alºne, of all my

friend", wºuld not call to see me; for

I knºw what yºu think of me.”

“Ah! that's the reasºn, Harry, that I

cºuld nºt come," replied the other

sadly. “I knew that I had brºught

yºu to this, and I cºuld not bear to

corne and loºk at my work."

“Well, well, it's all past, and

Gºd knºws I've little to live for now.—

poor Mary—she's gºne—no matter, no

matter; the worst is over—and

yºu must'nt lay it to heart, Caleb.-you

acted for the best, and we'll not talk

of it."

“But we must talk of it, we must,”

exclaimed he old man. “In spite of

all that I felt, it's what I came for. If

I wºuld die easy, I must know the

truth; and I have come here, Harry, to

bec, to cºnſure yºu to tell it."

“You have heard it already," said

Harry, sadly.

“No, no, Harry, I have not ; I know

I have not," said he, “but you will

tell it to me now."

Harry Bake turned his head away,

and was ºnt.

“Harry, my dear boy,” said the old

man, crºuching at his feet, and pre-sing

his fºrehead against his knee-, “In

own dear boy, do cºnfess to me. It

will render more happy a life that is

nearly spent to have my statement con

firmed frºm yºur own lips. Don't be

afraid of me, Harry; fºr here I swear,

in the pre-ence of the God who made

us both. that I will not reveal what

ou tell me. Indeed I will not. Come,

Iarry, cºme."

“ (“aleb," said Blake, passing his

hand kindly over the old man's head,

“from my soul I puty you; but I can

not lie.”

“You pity me!" said the old man,

rising. “Am I the one to be pitied ?

No, no, not quite so bad as that; not

quite so bad as that. I'll not believe it,
say what you will. With my own

eyes, Harry, I saw you commit that
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murder. Indeed I did — indeed I

did I’”

Blake shook his head; “You think

so, I know you think so; I'll do you

that justice. But your eyes deceived

you. It's useless to dwell on this now.

You have done what the law made

your duty, in telling what you believed

to be truth. I should have had to do the

same myself; and 1 freely forgive

you.”

“No, no, Harry,” said Grayson, with

childish querulousness, “this will not

do. Why will you not tell the truth ?

You cannot be saved now. All hope

is past. Come, there's a good fellow.

You met—you quarrelled—wordsgrew

high—he attacked you,-and finally

you—you—stabbed him. Ha 4 ha

that was the way of it, wasn’t it 2 A

man will do many things when his

blood's up, which he wouldn’t at ano

ther time. Your hot blood couldn't

bear all that he said. It was natural,

and I think pardonable; indeed I do.”

He placed his hands on Blake's shoul

ders, and looking imploringly in his

face, whilst his voice changed from its

assumed tone of vivacity to one of the

deepest sadness. “Harry, wasn't it

so 2 Tell me, my own dear boy,

wasn't it so? You know you quar

relled with him at the tavern.”

“I did, indeed,” said Harry, gloomily,

“God forgive me for it.”

“And you swore that you would

have revenge if it cost you your life.”

“It was an impious speech P’ re

plied Blake in a grave tone, “and fear

fully has it been visited upon me.”

“You left the tavern,” continued

Grayson eagerly, “took the same road

which he had taken; came up with

him—”

“And found him dead!” said Blake.

“I’ll not believe it! It's not true,”

exclaimed the old man, striding up and

down the room with his hands clasped

together. “It’s not true. Oh! Harry,

it's horrible to go to the grave persist

ing in a lie.”

“Hark!” said Blake, as the voices

of persons approaching the door, were

heard. “It’s the hour, and they are

coming for me! Good bye ’’

“One word, Harry !” exclaimed the

old man, “are you guilty 2”

“No ſ” replied Blake, with an ear

nest emphasis.

The next moment the door was

opened, and Blake was summoned to

go forth.

CHAPTER VI.

By day-break the country around was

astir; men singly, and squads of three

or four—women and children, old and

young, the hale, the sick, the decrepit,

were all in motion, and drifting, like a

sluggish current, towards the scene of

execution.

It was a large field, in a retired, out

of-the-way spot, hemmed in by trees;

a place whose silence and solitude

were rarely disturbed; yet now it

hummed with life. Fences, rocks, and

every little eminence of ground, were

packed with people. The trees were

crowded with masses of human

beings, who hung like bees from their

branches, and near the foot of the gal

lows, the earth was black with them,

crammed and wedged together, not a

foot—not an inch to spare. There was

a great sea of faces, turned up at one

time to the tall frame-work above

them ; at another, towards where the

far distant road wound among the

hills. Occasionally there was a scuf

fle, and the mass rocked to and fro,

like a forest waving before the wind;

and then came curses and execrations

from the writhing multitude; but by

degrees, the tumult subsided, and they

were quiet again. Then they looked

at the sun, and wondered how soon

Harry would come—they were weary

with waiting. Some spoke of him as

of an old friend. He was a fine fel

low—they had known him from child

hood. “Has he confessed yet?” in

quired one, “No, no, not he,” was the

reply, “He’ll not give up till the last;

it's thought he'll do it then. I heard

some one say, that old Caleb Grayson

was all last night in his cell, trying to

pump it out of him; but he was game.

Caleb could get nothing from him.”

“Come, I like that,” said the other,

rubbing his hands together. “That’s

so like Harry; I'll bet ten to one, he’ll

not show the white feather at the last.

Ha! who's that ?”

As he spoke, he pointed to a tall,

swarthy man, who came forcing his

way through the crowd, jostling them

hither and thither, heeding not the

grumblings and cursings which fol

lowed him, as he dragged himself on ;

once or twice, as some fellow more

sturdy than the rest withstood him, he

turned and glanced at him, with a look
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of such savage and hitter anger, that

the man was glad to let hun pass.

Thus on he went, until he reached the

very fºot of the gallows; and there he

fixed himself, taking notice of no one,

and regardless that even in that dense

crowd a small circle was fºrmed

around him, as if there were contami

nation in his touch. Above him, frºm

the crºss-piece of the gallºws, the

cord swung to and fro in the wind; and

at times, as he rat-ed his eve to it, a

smile crº-ed his face, giving to it a

stranzely wild expression, that was

lºng remembered by thºse who saw

hin there.

“There'll soon be sºmething to tight

en that string,” said he, to a tall, burly

man who stººd nearest to him, wit

his goºd-natured eve running frºm the

speaker to the cºrd, as if it struck him,

that the weight inº-t fitting for that

purpºse were nearer than he imagined.

“Yes, there will, mºre's the pity.”

said the man, in reply to the remark,

after pausing for some time, as it in

dºubt whether it mented one, “I for

one am sorry for it."

“Would you have the murderer es

cape?" demanded the stranger.

“Let him hang when he's fºund,

say I," replied the man, “but Harry

Blake denies that he did it, and I be

lieve him.”

Again that strange smile passed

across the stranger's face, as he said,

“Twelve sworn men, all of whom

knew and liked Blake, heard the testi

m inv, and said he did it. What mºre

would you want "

“I want Harry Blake's own conſes.

siºn, and we would have it, if he was

guilty. That's what I want. I wish

to Heaven, I had found him with

the murdered man, I would have soon

known the truth. I went to the spot

the next day, but it was too late."

“What do you mean?" inquired the

stranger with some interest.

The man moved a little a-ide, and

showed the head of a large dog, who

was seated near him, with his nose

thrust forward, almost tºuching the

stranger. “I went with that dog to

the spot, and I put his nose to the

track. He went round and round, and

over the ground for more than a quar

ter of a mile. In the woods he found

an old hat, which he tore to rags. I

believe it belºnged to the true inur

derer, (he was smelling that hat this

very morning, for I took it with me,)—

but he lºst the scent. Then I carried

him to Harry Blake; but he wºuld not

touch him."

“A strange dº.

“I)amme, sir!" said the man earn

estlv. “Do yon know that he's been

sºuthng abºut you fºr the last ten

minutes. Curse me if I havn't my

suspiciºns of yºu: d=d if I havn't." '

The stranger's ever fairly glºwed as

he returned his loºk; and then he burst

intº a lºud lauch, and turned to thºse

arºund :

“Hear him ' He says I inurdered

Wickliffe, because his dºg sinells at

my knee. Ha! haſ ha' Why don't

yºu arrest me !" demanded he, turning

to the man.

The man, evidently abashed at this

abrupt questiºn, shººk his head, mut

º - mething between his teeth, and

remained silent; and the stranger, after

eyeing him for several moments, see

ing that he was not disposed for further

cºnversatiºn, and apparently not raring

to be the ºbject of attention to all eyes,

as he evidently then was, moved off

amºng the crowd, and stationed him

* If on the opposite side of the gal

lows.

The time lagged heavily. The crowd

grew restless and uneasy; and here

and there, one ºr two, irritated beyond

their patience, cºminenced a quarrel,

which came to blows. This created a

temporary excitement, but it was soon

over, and by degrees they grew wea

ried again. They stamped their feet

on the grºund, to keep thern warin.

The fariners talked of their harvest

and of their stºck. Sºme of thern

gaped and yawned, and fell sºund

asleep as they stoºd there. Young

girls flirted with and ogled their sweet

heart-, and there was many a pretty

face in that crowd, whose owner had

been induced to cºme ºnly for the -ake

of him who was to e-cort her there,

and who was thinking more of the

yºung fellow who stºod at her side, in

his best apparel, than of poor Harry

Blake. These, and the troops of liber

ated schoºlboys, to whom a holiday

was a great thing, even though bought

by the life of a fellow-being, were the

only persons unwearied.

But the time came at last, and a loud

cry arose in the distance, and swept

along through that multitude, becom

ing louder and louder, until it reached

the foot of the gallows; and the whole

mass swayed backward and forward,

--
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and rushed and crowded together, as

in the distance the prisoner was seen

approaching. With a slow, steady

pace the soldiers which escorted him

came, forcing open the throng, and

keeping an open space around the cart

which conveyed him. Harry Blake

was exceedingly pale, but his manner

was composed, and his eye calm and

bright as in his best days; and many a lip

as he passed, muttered a God bless him.

He spoke to no one; although his

face once or twice faintly lighted with a

look of recognition as he saw a familiar

face. When he reached the foot of the

scaffold his eye for a moment rested on

Caleb Grayson, looking imploringly

toward him. The old man caught his

glance, and exclaimed, as he ascended

the steps:

“Now, Harry, now confess: do,

Harry—for God's sake!”

Blake shook his head. “No, Caleb,

I cannot, for I am innocent.”

These were his last words; for in a

few minutes the drop fell, and poor

Blake's earthly career was ended.

“Ha! haſ” exclaimed the same

swarthy man who had stood during

the whole time at the foot of the gal

lows, and whom Grayson recognized

as the person that he had met at

the inn the night previous. “That

business is over. That's law '" And,

without noticing the startled looks of

those about him, with the same reck

lessness which he had displayed in

coming, he forced his way through the

crowd, and disappeared.

CHAPTER VII.

ABOUT three months after the execu

tion of Blake, the judge who presided

at the trial received a note from a pri

soner under sentence of death, request

ing to see him without delay, as his

sentence was to be carried into effect

on the day following. On his way

thither, he overtook an old man, walk

ing slowly along the road, on accosting

whom he recognized him to be Caleb

Grayson, who had been a witness at

Blake's trial. The old man had re

ceived a note similar to his own; and

was going to the same place, though

he was equally at a loss to know the

meaning of the summons. They both

entered the cell together.

The prisoner was seated at a wooden

table, with a small lamp in front of

him, his forehead leaning on his hand,

which shaded his eyes from the light.

He was a tall, gaunt man, with dark

sunken eyes, and unshorn beard, and

hollow cheeks. He looked like one

worn down by suffering and disease;

yet one whom neither disease nor suf

fering could conquer, and to whom re

morse was unknown. He did not

move when his visiters entered, other

wise than to raise his head. As he did

so Grayson recognized at a glance the

stranger whom he had seen at the

tavern the night before Blake's execu

tion, and at the gallows.

“Well, judge,” said he, as soon as he

saw who they were, “I sent for you,

to see if you can't get me out of this

scrape. Must I hang to-morrow?”

The judge shook his head. “It’s

idle to hope,” said he; “nothing can

prevent your execution.”

“An application might be made to

the higher authorities,” said the pri

soner. “Pardons have come, you

know, even on the scaffold.”

“None will come in your case,” re

plied the magistrate. “It is needless

for me to dwell on your offence now ;

but it was one that had no palliation,

and you may rest assured that what

ever may have occurred in other cases,

nopardon will come in yours. In fact,

I understand that an application has

been made for one, by your counsel,

and has been refused.”

The features of the prisoner under

went no change; nor did the expres

sion of his face alter in the least. But

after a moment's pause, he said: “Is

this true, judge—upon your honor 3”

“It is,” replied the judge.

“Then I know the worst,” replied

the criminal coldly, “and will now

tell, what I have to communicate,

which I would not have done, while

there was a hope of escape. You,”

said he, turning to the judge, “pre

sided at the trial of young Henry Blake,

who was accused of murder, and sen

tenced him to death.”

“I did.”

“And you,” said he, turning to

Grayson, “were one of the witnesses

against him. You swore that yousaw

him stab Wickliffe. On your testimony,

principally, he was hung.”

“I was,” replied the old man; “I

saw him with my own eyes.”
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The prisoner uttered a low sneering

laugh, as he said, turning to the judº:

“You, sir, sentenced an innºcent

man."

“And you," said he, turning to the

other, “swore to a falsehoºd. Harry

Blake did not kill Wickliſie. He was

as innocent of the sin of murder as yºu

were—nore innocent than you are

now."

The old man staggered as if he had

been struck, and leaned against the ta

ble to support hun-elſ, whilst the con

demned tel, a stºod oppºsite hurn, loºk

ing at him with a cºld indifferent air.

“Yes, old man,” said he sternºy,

“you have bloºd and perjury ºn yºur

soul, for I. I.” said he, stepping for

ward, so that the light of the lamp fell

strongly upºn his savage features, “I

murdered William Wicklide! I did

it ! Thank God, I did it, fºr I had a

long score to settle with him. But

Blake had no hand in it. I met Wick

liffe on that atternººn, alºne—with

none to interfere between us. I told

him of the injuries he had done me, and

I told him that the time was cºme for

redress. He endeavored to escape; but

I followed him up: I grappled with

hirn, and stabbed him. As I di 1 ºn, I

heard the clatter of a horse's hººf,

and I leaped into a clump of bu-hes

which grew at the road-side. At that

moment Blake came up, and found

Wickiiffe lying dead in the road. You

know the rest. The tale he told was

as true as the Gospel. He was only

attempting to draw the knife from the

man's breast when you came up and

charged him with the murder '"

“Good Gºd! Can this be possible!"

ejaculated the old man. “It cannot :

Villain, you are a liar!"

“ Pshaw "" inuttered the

“What could I gain by a lie?

morrow I die.”

“I don't believe it! I don't believe

it !” exclaimed Grayson, pacing the

cell, and wringing his hands, “God in

mercy grant that it may be false!—

that this dreadful sin may not be

upon me!”

The prisoner sat down, and looked at

the judge and the witness with a calm

ness which had something almost

fiendish in it, when contrasted with the

extreme agitation of the one, and the

mental agony of the other.

At last the old man stopped in front

of him ; and with a calmness so sud

Vol. xl.-No. li. ii. 67
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tnan.

To

denly assumed in the midst of his

paroxysm of r mºre, that it even

overawed the criminal, said: “Yºu

are ºne whº life has been a tissue of

falsehººd and crime. Yºu must prove

what yºu have said, or I'll nºt beileve

it."

“Be it so," replied the prisoner.

“I saw the w". transactiºn, and

heard all yºur testimony at the trial;

fºr I was there tºº. I'll nºw tell you

what ºr urred at the spºt ºf the mur

der, which you did nºt mºntºn, but

which I saw. When yºu rºde up, the

man with y u jumped oil his horse

and *, *d islake by the cºllar; your

hat ſell ºf ºn the pºmmel ºf your-ad

die, but yºu caucht it befºre it reached

the ground. Yºu then sprang off

yºur horse, and whilst Walton held

Blake, yºu examined the bºdy. You

attempted to pull the knife frºm his

breast, but it was cºvered with blººd,

and slipped frºm yºur fingers. Yºu

rubbed yºur hand on the grºund, and,

gºinº to a bush on the rºad-side, brºke

oil - ºne leaves and wiped your hands

up ºn them, and afterwards the handle

of the knife. You then drew it out,

and washed it in a small puddle of wa

ter at the fººt of a surnach hu-h. As

yºu did so, yºu lººked rºund at Blake,

who was standing with his arms folded,

and who said, 1) n't be uneasy about

me, ('aleb ; I didn't kill Wickliſle and

don't intend to escape." At one time

yºu were within six feet of where I

was. It's lucky yºu did not find ine,

fºr I was ready at that mºment to send

yºu to keep company with Wicklife;

but I saw all, even when yºu stum

bled and drºpped your gloves as you

mounted your hºrse.”

“Gºd have mercy on me!" cacu

la'ed Grayson. “ This is all true!

But one word mºre. I heard Wick

litie, as we rode up, shriek out, ‘Mer

cy, mercy, Harry!”

“He was begging for his life—

My first name is Harry '"

The old man clasped his hands

across his face, and fell senseless on

the floor.

It is needless to go into the details

of the prisoner's confession, which was

so full and clear, that it left no doubt

on the mind of the judge that he was

guilty of Wickliffe's murder, and that

Harry Blake was another of those who

had gone to swell the list of victims to

Circuinstantial Evidence.
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ENDYMION'S PRAYER.

I.

“OH ! give me youth and sleep!

Youth, with the zest of its delicious dreaming—

Sleep, with the sense of Cynthia's soft beaming—

I only wake to weep.

II.

“I have cast off the crown,

Why should its grosser grandeur vex me now Ż

A heavenly halo has embraced my brow,

More soft than down.

III.

“Oh! suffer me to sleep!

All beauty dies in Day's destructive light;

The sweet and solemn stillness of the Night

Makes my heart leap,

IV.

“And then till dawn I wake,

Wake when on Latmos lights the first pale beam

That makes my glory. Oh! delicious dream!

Why should it ever break!

W.

“Life's throbbings pain my soul:

It has no sympathy with common things,

And only lives when its imaginings

Cast off their brute control.

WI.

“The world is full of hate,

And dark distrust of those who understand

A nearer portal to the Spirit Land

Than Death's relentless gate.

VII.

“Grant, Jove, that I may sleep,

Forgetting that I am not still above,

And floating in that silvery light I love

To close my eyes and keep.”

# # * # # + *

O Earth ! thou still hast those

Whose life to men a useless riddle seems,

But who aspire and reach to more in dreams

Than soaring Science knows!

F. W. C.

Albany, Oct., 1842.

:

:
-

:
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RAMBLES IN YUCATAN."

According to the cyclical theory of his

torical interpretation, which was for

merly very fashionable, and which

prevails extensively even in our day,

the history of nations is nothing but a

record of successive revolutions. They

move in their appointed courses like

the heavenly i.". through the seve

ral phases of rise, progress, and decline,

—their morning, noon, and night:-

with this difference, however, from

their type, that the nation is suppºsed

to disappear at night, and its º: to

be. in the horizon by a new

#. and a new civilisation. The

riends of this doctrine of course reject

the theory of progress entirely. They

see in the increased experience of na

tions, in the multiplied experiments in

government and in life, which are trea

sured up in history and in the memo

ries of men, no enlarged capabilities for

happiness, nor any new sources of en

i. inent which are not counterbalanced

y a corresponding increase of suscep

tibility to the “slings and arrows of

outrageous fortune.” To such this life

offers no future. They anticipate for

their form of civilisation no immunit

from the disastrous fate with º
elder nations have been visited.

We need not say that we entertain no

sympathy with this mode ºf interpret

ing the history of the past. We are will

ing to admit that the prºgress of civil

isation has been revolutionary ; but

not that its advance, like the moon's,

has been “but its progress to decay."

We venture to believe that the forms of

organized society may have died out,-

their constitutions, their laws, their so

cial and political customs may have

perished, or have undergone complete

transmutation—but the important prin

ciple which it had been the mission of

each nation to evolve, has been preserv

ed and bequeathed to the world. Nay,

we believe, farther, that a careful stu

dent ofº may measure and prove

the value of the bequests by comparing

the colonial civilisations with the pa

rent, throughout the ancient world.

It is our firin persuasion that the his

tory of no nation or people that has

been preserved cºnflicts with the cor

rectness of the progressive theory of

man, to which we have so frequently

avowed our allegiance.

Having thus renewed our profession

of faith, we wish to add that in our

opiniºn by far the most serious and

formidable difficulty that the inge

nuity of man has yet been able to

array against our favorite view of this

subject is to be found, not in the decayed

and ruined institutions of what writers

have been pleased to call the Old

World,—not that Thebes and Pal

myra, and Antiºch and Petrºra should

be in ruins, and that wild Arabs should

lie down at night with their cannels in

the deserted halls which once blazed

with the magnificence of mighty kings.

We know for what those cities have

been exchanged. They have left their

sign upon the Institutions of posterity.

We can now look over the earth and

behold the heirs of all that ancient

glory, might, majesty, and dominion.

History shows us the processes, too, of

its transmission, and assures us that

nothing material was lºst in the de

scent. But what has become of the

multitudinous races of men who once

inhabited the American continent, the

only memorials of whose existence

now remaining were written upon the

surface of the earth probably more

than three thousand years ...} What

has become of the builders and inha

bitants of those stupendous ruins

which perchance were antiquities

when the shepherd's hut of Faustulus

was the only habitation of man to be

seen over all those seven hills which

were one day to sustain upon their

ample shoulders the great city of the

Caesars? Ruins of temples which may

have been historical when Solomon

was laying the foundations of the first

* Rambles in Yucatan; including a Visit to the Remarkable Ruins of Chi-Chen,

Kabah, Zayi, and Uxmal. By a Modern Antiquary. New York : J. and H. G.

Langley. 1842.
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temple ever raised by the hand of man

to the honor and glory of the true God.

Ruins of palaces in which Phidias and

Praxiteles might have gone to study

ancient masters; solemn sepulchres of

the dead, now made more solemn by

their desolation, which were reared to

receive the remains of those who per

haps could have told us

“How the world looked when it was

fresh and young,

And the great deluge still had left it

green.”

What, we ask again, has become of

all that life, that power, that skill, that

genius, which must have presided over

the civilisation of ANCIENT AMERICA,

and which the earth alone has been

able to remember 2 We look in vain

among the present aborigines of this

continent for any trace of a forming

and progressive civilisation. On the

contrary, centuries of spontaneous

growth and development, if unassisted

by the instruction of foreign nations,

must elapse before the Indian of North

or South America can approach in cul

tivation and refinement those whom

we are compelled to consider his pro

genitors on this continent. Where, we

ask, or to whom has their wisdom been

bequeathed ? If their national life and

decease was but preparatory to a new

and more extended civilisation, where

is the final result 2 We confess that

these questions are not free from em

barrassment to the doctrine of progress.

We can only answer that it is more

probable that the theory should be

correct with all the facts in its favor

but one, and that the exception should

be apparent only, than that its incon

sistency with all the facts but one

should be only apparent, and that it

should ultimately prove to be altoge
ther erroneous.

We have been led into this train of

thought by the perusal of a work, the

title of which we have placed at the

head of this article. Thé author, with

a very becoming though quite unneces

sary modesty, has concealed his name

under the nom-de-guerre of “A Mod

ern Antiquary.” The merit of his

work is such, that we should notproba

bly have hesitated to invade the sanc

tity of the author's baptismal privi

leges, so far as to announce his name

to the world, had we no other justifi

cation; but the public having been

already made acquainted with Mr.

Norman through other channels, we

feel no hesitation now in speaking of

himself and his valuable book with as

much freedom, as if his name appeared

in the title page.

Mr. Norman tells us, that he sailed

from New Orleans in the month of

November, 1841, with the intention of

passing the winterin the warm climate

of some of the Central American

Islands. In the progress of his travels,

he is induced to change his destina

tion for Yucatan. He arrives at Sisal,

a seaport town, on the western coast of

that province, on the twentieth of

December. He passes four months

travelling about in the interior of the

country, and the sights which his

eyes there saw, and the wonders of

which his ears there heard, are the

burden of the book before us. We

feel that we can do no more accepta

ble service to our readers, few ofwhom

can yet have had access to this very inter

esting book, than to give a digest of its

contents, among which will be found de

tails scarcely less extraordinary than

the startling revelations of Belzoni

himself.

To gather some idea of the spirit

with which Mr. Norman started upon

his excursion, we extract the follow

ing paragraph from his opening chap

ter:

“The prospect of leaving one’s coun

try for a season, affects different people in

very different ways. To some, it sug

gests only the loss of friends, and the want

of the conveniences which habit may have

made to them the necessaries of life. By

their formidable equipments, their groan

ing trunks, and systematic leave-takings,

they intimate a foregone conclusion, that

every nation except their own is peopled

with Ishmaelites, whose hands are ever

raised against the rest ofmankind. There

is another class, who have faith in man

wherever he exists, and who rely upon the

permanence of the laws of Nature; who

do not imagine that a man is necessarily

a cannibal or a troglodyte because born

in a different degree of latitude, nor that

water will refuse to run down hill at a

foreigner’s request. Through their con

fidence in the uniformity ofNature’s laws,

they feel it unnecessary to equip themselves

for a campaign into chaos when they

leave their native land, always presuming

every corner of this planet, however re

mote from the illuminating centres of civi
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lisation, to be possessed of some of the

elements of existence, such as aur, fire, wa

ter, &c., which a traveller may spare him

self the trouble of bringing from home in

his trunk. With the latter class, kind

reader, the author of the following notes

deserves to be associated. He would re

quire nothing but a valise to contain his

outfit for a circumnavigation of the globe,

and would include the moon in his cur

cuit, if practicable, without ulaterially en

larging his equipage, except, perhaps, by

some device that would diminish the in

conveniences of a rarelied atmosphere.

This faith in the future, this trust in the

re-ources which a und of ordinary intel

licence can always command under any

sun and in any cline, sustaine! the writ

er in his determination, last Iail, to visit

some of the islands of the West India seas,

almost without notice, and with scarcely

more preparation than a dou-tie inan

would derin essential for an absence

from home of a single week. The cork

legged merchant of Rotterdam did not

commence his journey ingº nore unex

pectedly to himself, nor less formidably

panopiled against the emergencies of his

adventurous tour. To the writer's unpre

paredness, a term which, in such races,

usually signifies freedom from anxiety, he,

feels indebted for mºst of the pleasure

which this excur-lon has afford, d him;

and he has only cause to regret the want

of more elaborate preparation, inasmuch

as it may have deprived these pazes of a

Portion of their interest and value.”

Sisal, the place at which Mr. Nºr

man disembarked, is the secºnd port

of the province, and during the preva

lence of the nºrtherly winds unsafe.

It has about one thºusand inhabitants,

compounded of Indians and Mexicans.

He left the second day after his arri

val for Merida, the capital of the coun

try, and thirty-six miles from Sisal. Of

Merida he thus discourses:

“Merida, the capital of Yucatan, is

situated avout the twenty-first degree of

north latitude, and is elevated some

twenty-five feet above the level of the

sea. The thermometer ranges at about

eighty of Fahrenheit, and the maximum

length of the days is nearly thirteen hours.

The city was built upon the ruins of an

Indian town, which was destroyed by the

Spaniards in their superstitious zeal, so

madly manifested in the destruction of

everything throughout Mexico that was

found belonging to the people whom they

had conquered. The present population

is calculated at twenty thousand, the Ina

jority of whom are Indians and half

breeds.

* I he city was ſounded in 1542. From

the few scattered tacts which have been

handed down to us by history, we gather

that, prior to the Spanish conquest, there

existed in Y. uratan a people of an origin

remote and unknown, who were under

the subjection of rulers, with fixed prin

riples of law and order; had passed

through the ordinary vici-situdes of na

tions, and finished their career by losing,

at once, their liberty and their dominions.

The triumphant forces of the Spaniards

having obtained full possession of the

country, the church came in to execute

its part; and their language, manners,

customs, and religion, were disseminated

by the steady and persevering arm of

Catholic power and management. To

couplete the work, everything that had

a tendency to remind the vanquished of

the past, was obliterated, in accordance

with the grow riung policy or the blind

fanaturi-in that marked the times. An

cleut pictorial and hieroglyphical manu

scripts were burnt; their idols, images,

and planispheres, were destroyed, and

their temples and eities were razed to the

ground. It is melancholy to reflect that

a cha-in has thus been made in the early

history of the country, which the hi-to

rian must despair of ever seeing hiled up.

“Mºrnia, since it was rebuilt, has not

rendered itsell in any wise historical. Its

remote and isolated position has prevented

its participation, to any extent, in the

political struggles which have marked the

hi-tory of the city of Mexico; and the in

habitants appear to have availed thein

seives of their peace and political con

posure by a cultivation of letters, and

general mental cultivation, to an extent

certainly unsurpassed in any province of

Mexico.”

The author then speaks of the streets,

the square-, which throughout the pro

vınce are sadly neglected; the markets,

the trade, i. climate, the public

buildings, &c. &c. Upon the subject

of trade throughout Yucatan, he seems

to have but one opiniºn, that it is

trifling, and under the influence of the

Yucatan climate and government, must

continue trilling.

He illustrates the business activity

of Merida, by stating that he has fre

quently in crossing the great public

square, disturbed the buzzard and kill

deer at noon day. The trades and pro

fessions are mostly filled by half-breeds

and Indians; and whenever an article

is to be made to order, a portion—about
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one half—of the purchase money must

be paid in advance, that the contractor

may be in funds to purchase stock.

Men do the millinery and mantua

making work for the other sex, and

ladies’ dresses are suspended upon the

door-ways of the houses, to attract a

kind of custom which with us is wholly

engrossed by the fairer sex. Manu

factories are nowhere to be seen; the

clatter of the loom, or the noise of the

hammer, never disturbs the streets of

Merida.

“Commercial transactions are limited

to the supply of retail dealers in the city

and country. The principal articles of

trade are dry goods, imported from Eng

land and France, by the way of the Balize

and Havana. The exportation of the

products of the country is conducted

through the same channel; but owing to

the poverty of the soil, and the supine

ness of the people, it is likewise very cir

cumscribed. On the whole, so far as my

personal observation has yet extended,

the land presents a barrenness of appear

ance which offers few of those induce

ments that have been held out for emigra

tion, either to the husbandman or the

mechanic.

“The agricultural products of Yucatan

are numerous. Corn, resembling that of

New England, which constitutes one of

the principal articles of food, and from

which tortillas are prepared, is raised

here in great abundance. Also black

beans, so well known to travellers by the

name of frejoles, constitute an agricultural

staple of the country. Heniken is culti

vated, and prepared for exportation, to a

considerable extent. It is known in the

United States as “Sisal hemp,” and takes

its name from the port whence it is ship

ped. It is indigenous, and grows upon a

rocky and apparently barren soil to the

height of about twelve feet, from a short

rough trunk. It is cut at a certain pe

riod, and the fibres drawn out and dried,

after which it is prepared and put up for

the market. Sugar and cotton are raised

in some ofthe eastern districts; but very

little attention is paid to their cultivation

beyond the small demand for the home

consumption. Hats, from the leaf of the

palm, are manufactured in the interior in

large quantities for exportation, and are

shipped at Campeachy. They are known

in our market as the ‘Campeachy hat.”

“Some idea of the wealth or poverty of

a country may be formed from an ac

quaintance with its currency. Silver is

the basis of the circulation of Yucatan, of

which the Spanish sixpence is the small

est. A fractional sort of change, how

ever, is represented by the seeds of the

cacao, two hundred and fifty grains of

which are considered equal to sixpence.

Of these, five grains constitute the small

est amount ever received in trade. In

some of the provinces of the Mexican con

federacy, pieces of soap pass as a circu

lating medium, and lose none of their esti

mated value for a few washings, provided

the balance of exchange should not be

such as to carry it out of the district

where it is known. The great scarcity of

money tends to reduce everything else in

an equal ratio. Servants’ wages are from

three to five dollars a month, and those of

mechanics are at a proportionate rate.

Rents are almost a nominal charge. This

is partially produced by the number ofun

tenanted buildings that are decaying with

out occupants.”

Speaking of the church of Jesus,

which is attached to a monastery of

Jesuits, our traveller takes occasion to

describe one of the ceremonies which

is, we believe, peculiar to the church

at Merida, but which might by some

be thought worth propagating. It

was at vespers; the congregation being

composed mostly of Indians:

“After the usual ceremonies were con

cluded, a large Indian prostrated himself

upon the floor before the altar, carefully

adjusted his limbs, and laid himself out, as

if he were preparing for burial. Men,

with coils of rope about their heads, re

presenting crowns of thorns, dressed in

loose garments, and bending under the

weight of a heavy cross, then entered and

tottered up the aisles. A cross and skull

were then passed around; the bearer re

peating in Latin as they were handed to

be kissed, “This is the death, and this is

the judgment l’ When this form had

been concluded, we were all supplied with

whips, (I declined to avail myself of their

politeness), the lights were extinguished,

and all was darkness. Nothing was vi

sible but the gigantic windows, and the

outlines of the stupendous arches and

fretted walls above us. The chamber of

death was never more silent than was

that church for the moment. While I was

speculating upon what would probably

occur next in the order of exercises, my

meditations were suddenly interrupted by

the sounds of stripes rising and echoing

through every part of the vast edifice.

That there was whipping going on, I had

no doubt; but whether each did his own

whipping, or had it done by his neighbors,

I was, for some time, unable to satisfy
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myself; but I soon discovered that the for

mer was the case, upon the presumption,

doubtless, that each one knew how much

his case required better than any one else.

This penitential ceremony continued for

the space of fifteen minutes, at least, with

out intermission. When it ceased, which

was at the tinkling of a bell, the candies

were relighted, and the assemblaze slowly

left the church, apparently perſectly satis

fied that they had received no more than

they deserved.”

The Indians constitute the larger

portion of the population of Yucatan,

and to those who associate them with

the architects of the ruins which are

soon destined to make the plains of

Chi-Chen, of Uxmal, and of Zayi clas

sic ground, are by far the mºst inter

esting. The interest is, however, of a

melancholy kind. Few of the linea

ments of face or character remain

which must have marked the aborigi

nal inhabitant of Yucatan. Mr. Nºr

man seems to have partaken of the in

terest which all must feel in this un

fortunate people, and thus anticipates

our inquiries:

“A stranger, on his first arrival in this

country, is at a loss where to place the

Indian in the scale of social life. He sees

him clean and well dressed, minºling with

the whites, and without distinction. To

have Indian blood is no reproach, and fa

mily groups, in many cases, show this nost

palpably. It is not unusual to hear ino

thers threaten to send their children home

to their respective fathers, whenever their

rudeness requires chiding. The Indian,

however, performs the menial labor of

the country—and there is an appearance

of apathy in his looks and actions, which

seems to carry with it the signs of a brok

en, or at least a subdued spirit—resting

upon him like a melancholy vision, a

dreamy remembrance, of better days. For,

say what we please of him, he is the hum

ble descendant of a once grent and power

ful people—the ‘children of the Ann," who

were lords of that soil on which their off

spring are now held in humiliating vassal

age. Though they wear the outside show

of freedom, they have not even as much

liberty as 'the most abject vassal of the

middle ages. They are literally degraded

to the position of serfs. They are always

in debt, and are, consequently, at the

mercy of their creditors, who, by the law

of the country, have a lien upon their ser

vices until their debts are cancelled. This,

together with the absence of nearly all the

ordinary encouragements to exertion, coun

mon in a colder climate, and among a more

progressive people, conspires to keep the

Indian Yucatecos in a state of listless

bondaze, which they endure without a

murmur, and we may add, from our own

observation, without Inuch of any pºsitive

suffering. Legalized slavery, as it is well

known, does not exist in any part of

Mexico.

“The dress of the Indian is of the most

simple kind. His food principally consists

of corn; which is prepared by parboiling,

and crushing on a stone by means of a

roller. When ready, it is made into balls;

and, after being inized with water, it is

deemed fit to be eaten. Corn is broken

in the same way, and made into rakes

called tortullas, which is the favorite food

of all classes of society in this province.

The wares for In lian service is from one

to four dollars per month; the largest por

tion of which, in very many cases, is ex

pended for candles and other offerings to

their chosen saint. They are an extreme

ly mild and inoffensive people. Drinking

is their most decided vice; but even this,

as we have already remarked, cannot be

called a prevailing one. They are a list

less rather than indolent race, and never

“think for the morrow.” They have quite

an amiable expression in their countenan

ces, and their mode of conversation is

plensing. Their features remind one of

those of the Asiatic more than of any

other. Their stature is short, and thick

set, leaving but little re-etnblance to that

of the North American Indian. We

looked in vain for their pastitues—they

have none, except those connected with

the church. They seldom dance or sing.

They are wholly under the surveillance of

the priests, and are the most zealous de

votees to their rites and ceremonies. Their

hours of leisure are passed in their han

mocks, or else in silently squatting about

the corners of the streets.”

But we are doing our readers injus

tice in detaining them upon matters

which in comparison with the rest of

this work are of altogether secondary

interest. We hasten with our author

therefore to the Ruins. After a month's

stay at Merida, Mr. Norman makes pre

parations for visiting the ruins of Chi

Chen, of which he accidentally heard

while staying at Merida. He passes

through Ticoxo, Calcachen, Tuncax,

Sitax, and Walladolid, which places he

describes with all the minuteness

which they appear to have deserved.

He tells us, that he was the first visi

tor to the ruins of Chi-Chen, who has

left the world any record of the visit.
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He thus describes his sensations, when

he for the first time finds himself in

the presence of these time-defying me

morials of antiquity:

“It was on the morning of the 10th of

February, that I directed my steps, for the

first time, toward the ruins of the ancient

city of Chi-Chen. On arriving in the im

mediate neighborhood, I was compelled to

cut my way through an almost impermea

ble thicket of under-brush, interlaced and

bound together with strong tendrils and

vines; in which labor I was assisted by

my diligent aid and companion, José. I

was finally enabled to effect a passage;

and, in the course of a few hours, found

myself in the presence of the ruins which

I sought. For five days did I wander up

and down among these crumbling monu

ments of a city which, I hazard little in

saying, must have been one of the largest

the world has ever seen. I beheld before

me, for a circuit of many miles in diame

ter, the walls of palaces and temples, and

pyramids, more or less dilapidated. The

earth was strewed, as far as the eye could

distinguish, with columns, some broken

and some nearly perfect, which seemed to

have been planted there by the genius of

desolation which presided over this awful

solitude. Amid these solemn memorials

of departed generations, who have died

and left no marks but these, there were no

indications of animated existence save

from the bats, the lizards, and the reptiles

which now and then emerged from the

crevices of the tottering walls and crum

bling stones that were strewed upon the

ground at their base. No marks of hu

man footsteps, no signs of previous visi

tors, were discernible; nor is there good

reason to believe that any person, whose

testimony ofthe fact has been given to the

world, had ever before broken the silence

which reigns over these sacred tombs of

a departed civilisation. As I looked about

me and indulged in these reflections, I felt

awed into perfect silence. To speak them,

had been profane. A revelation from

heaven could not have impressed me more

profoundly with the solemnity of its com

munication, than I was now impressed on

finding myself the first, probably, of the

present generation of civilized men walk

ing the streets of this once mighty city,

and amid

“Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous,

Of which the very ruins are tremendous.”

For a long time I was so distracted with

the multitude of objects which crowded

upon my mind, that I could take no note

of them in detail. It was not until some

hours had elapsed, that my curiosity was

sufficiently under control to enable me to

examine them with any minuteness. The

Indians for many leagues around, hearing

of my arrival, came to visit me daily; but

the object of my toil was quite beyond

their comprehension. They watched my

every motion, occasionally looking up to

each other with an air of unfeigned aston

ishment; but whether to gather an ex

planation from the faces of their neigh

bors, or to express their contempt for my

proceedings, I have permitted myself to

remain in doubt up to this day. Of the

builders or occupants of these edifices

which were in ruins about them, they had

not the slightest idea; nor did the ques

tion seem to have ever occurred to them

before. After the most careful search, I

could discover no traditions, no supersti

tions, nor legends of any kind. Time and

foreign oppression had paralyzed, among

this unfortunate people, those organs

whichhave been ordained by theGod ofna

tions to transmute history into tradition.

All communication with the past here

seems to have been cut off. Nor did any

allusion to their ancestry, or to the former

occupants of these mighty palaces and

monumental temples, produce the slightest

thrill through the memories of even the

oldest Indians in the vicinity. Defeated

in my anticipations from this quarter, I

addressed myself at once to the only

course of procedure which was likely to

give me any solution of the solemn myste

ry. I determined to devote myselfto a care

ful examination of these ruins in detail.

Mr. Norman first visits the temple,

of which only broken walls and i.
are now standing. It must have been

originally about four hundred and fifty

feet long, and built of carefully hewn

stone. . Within this building was a

room fourteen feet kong and six wide.

The parts of it yet remaining “are

finished with sculptured blocks of stone

of about one foot square, representing

Indian figures, with feather head

dresses, armed with bows and arrows,

their noses ornamented with rings; car

rying in one hand bows and arrows, and

in the other a musical instrument, simi

lar to those that are now used by the In

dians of the country. These figures were

interspersed with animals resembling

the crocodile. “Near this room,” he

says, “I found a square pillar, only five

feet of which remained above the ruins.

It was carved on all sides with Indian

figures, as large as life, and apparently

in warlike attitudes. Fragments of a

similar kind were scattered about in

the vicinity.” A few rods to the south
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stands a pyramid, measuring five hun

dred and fifty feet at its base, gradually

drawing in towards the summit, which

presents a large platform, upºn which

is erected a square building, abºut

twenty feet in height, making the

whole of the structure ºne hundred and

twenty ſeet hi-h. This pyramid cºn

tained rooms, curiºusly constructed.

and ornamented with rare carvings and

architectural device-, which are de

tailed by our author with great uni

nuteness.

Abºut the centre of the city of Chi

Chen is the Dome, a structure of beau

tiful prºpºrtiºns, thouzh partially in

ruins. “It rests upon a finished fºund

ation, the internor of which cºntains

three conic structures, ºne within the

other, a space of six feet intervening;

each cone communicating with the

others by dº-ºr-ways, the inner one

forming the shaft. At the hencht of

about ten feet the cºnes are united by

means of transoms of zuporte. Arºund

these cºnes are evidences of spiral

stairs, leading to the summit.”

But by far the mºst extraºrdinary

ruin, as we judze from the authºr's

description, that has yet been discover

ed in Central America, is the “H. tise

of the Caciques,” a front view of which,

through the kindness of the author, we

have been permitted to present to our
readers. The engraving repre-ents

merely the front of a pºrtion of the

main building. A view of the rest of

this stupendous edifice, which may be

found in the work, gives one the nost

exalted idea of the skill and wealth of

its unknown architects. We do not

hesitate to present Mr. Norman's de

scription of these ruins at length:—

“Situated about three rods south-west

of the ruins of the Dome, are those of the

House of the Caciques. I cut my way

through the thick growth of sinnll wood

to this subline pile, and by the aid of my

compass was enabled to reach the east

front of the building. Here I fellº! the

trees that hid it, and the whole front was

opened to my view, presenting the most

strange and incomprehensible pile of ar

chitecture that my eyes ever beheld—ela

borate, elegant, stupendous, yet belong

ing to no order now known to us. The

front of this wonderful edifice measures

thirty-two feet, and its height twenty, ex

tending to the main building fifty feet.

Over the door-way, which favors the

Egyptian style of architecture, is a heavy

WOL. Xia-NO. Liii.

lintel of stone, containing two double

rows of hºrrºwly phic-, with a sculptured

ornament interveninº. Abºve these are

the remains of tºok a carved in stone, with

rat-i lines of diapery running thrº ºh

thern, which, apparently, have been brºk

en oti by the failing of the heavy fºur-hung

from the top of the building, over which,

*urrºun led by a variety of chaste and

beautifully executed borders, encircled

within a wreath, tº a female figure in a

sittin: pºttire, in ha-º-rº llevo, having a

heal-tre-- of feather-, cºrds, and ta----,

an i thrnrººk ornamented. The ancies of

this building are tastefully curved. The

ornaments contrinue arºund the sides,

which are divided ºnto two compartments,

different in their arrangement, thou.”h not

in style. Attached to the angles are larce

projecting hooks, skilfully worked, and

perfect rosettes and -tars, with spears re

ver-ed, are put together with the uttºost

precº-tºn.

* The ornaments are cºmpºsed of small

snºare blºcks of stone, cut to the depth of

abºut one to ºne an a half inches, ap

parently with the mºst delicate instru

mºntº, and in-erted by a shaft in the wall.

The wall is made of large and unuoruly

*\narr blocks of limestone, set in a mor

tar which appears to be as durable as the

stone rºself. In the ornamental borders

of this but lºng I could discºver but little

analogy with those known to me. The

mºst striking were thºse of the cornice

and rntabiature, chrrron and the ruble

moulianz, which mºre characteristic of the

Norman architecture.

* The arºles have three dºor-wave, each

opening into sºnall apartments, which are

finished with smººth wºuare blocks of

stone: the floors of the same material,

but have been covered with cement,

which is now broken. The apartments

are small, owing to the massive walls en

closing then, and the acute-angled arch,

forming the ceiling. The working and

laving of the stone are as perfect as they

could have been under the directrons of a

mºdern architect.

“Contiguous to this front are two irre

gular buildings, as represented in the

plan. The one on the right, situated

some twenty-five feet from it, (about two

feet off the right line), has a front of

about thirty-five feet, its sides ten wide,

and its he ight twenty feet, containing one

room similar in its finish to those before

described. The front of this building is

elaborately sculptured with rosettes and

borders, and ornamental lines; the rear

is formed of finely cut stone, now much

broken. Near by are numerous heaps of

hewn and broken stones, sculptured work

and pillars.
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“The other building on the left is about

eight feet from the principal front, mea

suring twenty-two feet in length, thirteen

in width, and thirty-six in height. The

top is quite broken, and has the appear

ance of having been much higher. The

agave Americana was growing thriftily

upon its level roof. On all sides of this

building are carved figures, broken ima

ges, in sitting postures; rosettes and or

namental borders, laid off in compart

ments; each compartment having three

carved hooks on each side and angle.

This building contains but one room,

similar to that on the right. A soil has

collected on the tops or roofs of these

structures to the depth of three or four

feet, in which trees and other vegetation

are flourishing.

“From these portions of the ruins I

worked my way through the wild thicket,

by which they are surrounded, to the

north side of the main building, in the

centre of which I found a flight of small

stone steps, overgrown with bushes and

vines, which I cut away, and made an

ascent by pulling myself up to the summit,

a distance of forty feet. This platform

is an oblong square, one hundred by se

venty-five feet. Here a range of rooms

were found, occupying about two-thirds

of the area; the residue of the space pro

bably formed a promenade, which is now

filled up with crumbling ruins, covered

with trees and grass. These rooms varied

in size; the smallest of which measured

six by ten, and the largest six by twenty

two feet.

“The most of these rooms were plaster

ed, or covered with a fine white cement,

some of which was still quite perfect. By

washing them, I discovered fresco paint

ings; but they were much obliterated.

The subjects could not be distinguished.

On the eastern end of these rooms is a

hall running transversely, four feet wide,

(having the high angular ceiling), one

side of which is filled with a variety of

sculptured work, principally rosettes and

borders, with rows of small pilasters;

having three square recesses, and a small

room on either side. Over the doorways

of each are stone lintels, three feet square,

carved with hieroglyphics both on the

front and under side. The western end

of these rooms is in almost total ruins.

The northern side has a flight of stone

steps, but much dilapidated, leading to

the top; which, probably, was a look-out

place, but is now almost in total ruins.

The southern range of rooms is much

broken; the outside of which yet shows

the elaborate work with which the whole

building was finished.

“I vainly endeavored to find access to
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the interior of the main building. I dis

covered two breaches, caused, probably,

by the enormous weight of the pile, and

in these apertures I made excavations;

but could not discover anything like apart

ments of any description. It seemed to

be one vast body of stone and mortar,

kept together by the great solidity of the

outer wall, which was built in a masterly

manner, of well-formed materials. The

angles were finished off with circular

blocks of stones, of a large and uniform
size.”

Mr. Norman subsequently visited

the ruins of Ichmul, of Kahbah, Zayi,

Nohcacab, Uxmal, and Campeachy—

all of which are described with great

fidelity. They are all more or less

striking and indicative. We present

to our readers a view of the ruins of

Zayi, taken by our author, with his

own description of them :

“The Ruins of Zayi are situated in the

midst of a succession of beautiful hills,

forming around them, on every side, an

enchanting landscape.

“The principal one is composed of a

single structure, an immense pile, facing

the South, and standing upon a slight na

tural elevation. The first foundation is

now so broken that its original form can

not be fully determined; but it probably

was that of a parallelogram. Its front

wall shows the remains of rooms and ceil

ings, with occasional pillars, which, no

doubt, supported the corridors. The

height of this wall is about twenty feet,

and, as near as I was able to measure

around its base, (owing to the accumula

tion of ruins), it was two hundred and

sixty-eight feet long, and one hundred

and sixteen wide.

“In the centre of this foundation

stands the main building, the western half

only remaining, with a portion of the

steps, outside, leading to the top. This

part shows a succession of corridors, oc

cupying the whole front, each supported

by two pillars, with plain square caps

and plinths, and intervening spaces, filled

with rows of small ornamented pillars.

In the rear of these corridors are rooms

of small dimensions and angular ceilings,

without any light except that which the

front affords. Over these corridors, or

pillars, is a fine moulding finish, its angle

ornamented with a hook similar to those of

Chi-Chen.”

Mr. Norman devotes a separate chap

ter at the conclusion of his detail of

the ruins to answering the three ques
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tions, by whom, for what purpose, and

when were these ruined cities built.

To the two first he professes to have

no very definite opinions, but relies

chiefly upon the authority of Waldeck,

DeSolis, Morton,Wirt, Priest, Ledyard,

Bradford, and others who have specu

lated upon this subject. Upon the last

question of their date he differs entirely

from Mr. Stephens, and we presume

from the current of opinion,-though

we think for very plausible reasons,—

in attributing to them as much as

three thousand years of age. The ruins

of Chi-Chen Mr. Norman thinks by far

the oldest ruins that have yet been

seen in Central America, and he bases

his dissent principally upon his observ

ations there. How far other travellers

may be disposed to concur with him

when they have visited Chi-Chen, and

how far Mr. Stephens, who, we under

stand, subsequently went to these

ruins, will see fit to modify his own

previous impressions upon this subject,

remains to be seen. So far as Mr.

Stephens is concerned we are happy to

add (en parenthese) that this detention

will not probably be long.

Which shall eventually prove the

true theory we do not yet presume even

to have an opinion. We have great

respect for Mr. Norman's candor and

fidelity. We grieve, however, for all

that, that these people could not have.

left us something to mark time

with—something the age of which

we know, that we might have com

pared these ruins with it. As it is,

we can only conjecture. We never

before appreciated so fully the import

ance and extent of the poet's mission.

There were more brave men than Ho

race ever thought of who lived before

the time of Agamemnon,

“Sed omnes illachrymabiles

Urgentur ignotique longa

Nocte, carent quia vate sacro.”

Mr. Norman appears to have but

one opinion about the unfavorableness

of the Yucatan climate to longevity.

Nor does he recommend it to valetu

dinarians, under any circumstances.

We regret that he had not extended

his researches in this direction, for we

think he might have found more un

mistakable proof of the absurdity quite

prevalent with us of looking to cli

mates of uniform temperature for good

health. That such cannot be the case

might, we think, be proved a priori,

without a single experiment—that

such is not the case has already been

pretty clearly demonstrated by the in

flexible logic of facts. The city of

Guatimala is situated about five thou

sand feet above the level of the sea, and

presents the unvarying temperature of

spring from one year's end to another.

The temperature is said never to oscil

late more than eight or ten degrees.

Add to this the country is visited by no

fevers, or epidemics, or pestilential dis

eases; yet the people, says Dunn, a

very intelligent traveller in that coun

try—the people are almost uniformly

enervated both in body and in mind,

and the average mortality is about one

thirtieth annually.

The situation of the city of Lima has

also been distinguished for the uniform

temperature of its climate. Dr. Archi

bald Smith, who resided for a long pe

riod in that country, and published the

result of his experience, in a book en

titled “Peru as it is,” tells us that

the effect of this equability of tempe

rature was “to enervate and degrade.”

Indeed the inhabitants of Lima seem

to pride themselves upon the subjugat

ing influence of their climate, claiming

its influence as a part of their national

discipline. A writer in “Blackwood,”

.. on this subject, says that

when a European arrives among them

in what is vulgarly called rude health

—and rude it does certainly appear to

the effeminate Limeno—they survey

him with a smile, and a “Dejale;

luego caerá,” which may be Englished

in the words of the old song,

“Never mind him, let him be—

By and by he’ll follow thee.”

When that ferocious and truculent

old Viceroy Amat arrived in Lima, the

following pasquinade was put up in

the public square, “Aquí se amansan

leones,” “Lions tamed here,” and it is

said that they one day brought the

matter to the test by throwing a line

across the street where his carriage was

waiting at the palace gates so as to

stop his way. But how tame and how

patient was the lion become! He

merely ordered his coachman to turn

around, and take the opposite direction.

In the city of Lima, says Mr. Smith,

one twentieth of the population die

annually—a most alarming average.
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It is very rare that one encounters

an aged native of any climate of an

equable temperature. It is to be re

gretted that statistics upon this subject

are at present so deficient.

In the second place, we have no

doubt that such a climatic condition is

equally adverse to the activity of the

mental forces. For a glaring illustra

tion of this, observe the population of

the uniformly hot climates of Southern

Asia and Central Africa, and unless

they live upon islands, or near the sea,

where the temperature undergoes va

riation, they are scarcely more intelli

gent than brutes. Or take the people

residing in the polar regions, where the

climate is uniformly cold. We look in

vain in either of these quarters of the

world for great thinkers, for invention,

or for discovery. The reasons are so

obvious that we could foretell the fact

if it had not already passed into his

tory. To say nothing of the debilitat

ing effects of an unchanging tempera

ture upon the physical energies, and

thus indirectly upon the mind, making

it indisposed to labor—the same variety

of sensations, and therefore the same

amount of experience, is not acquired

by the inhabitant of such a climate

as of one like ours, subject to fre

quent and severe changes. He does

not acquire as much of that untaught

knowledge which constitutes by far the

largest portion of man's real learning.

Every change should give us a new

idea ; but to remain for a long time

before one class of objects, and subject

to a single class of impressions, will

inevitably debilitate some other facul

ties which are not provoked to activity.

“Adeo sentire semper idem, et non sen

tire, ad idem recidunt,” says Hobbes.

It is a familiar fact to the physiologist,

that keeping a limb for a long time in

one position will end in paralysing it.

It is precisely, thus with the mind:

unless the subjects of its activity are

frequently changed it will become pa

ralysed. Who shall pretend to mea

sure the influence wrought upon our

judgment, our tastes, our moral char

acter, our wills, &c., by the frequent

changes and annoyances of our uneven

climate 2 One should be a very close

student of the phenomena of his own

nature that could detect any percep

tible accretion to the volume of his

character from any single change of

this kind, or who could attribute any

new sensation, impression, or capabi

lity, to any such external accident in

particular; but when we reflect how

incessantly these influences are operat

ing upon us by night and by day, at

our labors or our amusements, sitting

or walking, consciously and uncon

sciously to ourselves, it will be very

obvious that these educational influen

ces cannot be spared, and that their

absence should be looked upon as a

calamity.

The plates, of which there are some

thirty or forty in this volume, do great

credit to Mr. Norman, who sketched

them himself upon the spot. The

represent all the important ruins whic

the author visited—the city of Cam

peachy from the water—the port of

Sisal, “ the Dome * and “the Pyra

mid,” at Chi-Chen, “the Governor’s

House,” “the Pyramid,” “the Pigeon

Houses,” at Uxmal, &c.

In referring to the plates we are re

minded of one of the most interesting

and valuable features of the work,

which had nearly escaped us. While

in Yucatan Mr. Norman informs us

that he found a collection of twelve or

fourteen idols, which he supposes to

have been worshipped by the original

inhabitants of this country. They

were found among the ruins which he

visited. They are composed of clay,

apparently hardened by fire, and re

semble the pottery of the present day.

They are hollow, and contain i.

balls, about the size of a pea, which

are supposed to have been formed of

the ashes of victims sacrificed to the

god they inhabit. Careful copies of

these idols have been made, and will

be found among the other engravings

with which this work is illustrated.

We regret that we have no more

space to devote to this very interesting

work; but no adequate idea of the

extent and magnificence of these ruins

can be presented within the limited

range of a magazine. It is a book

which all will desire to read, and we

should do injustice, both to the author

and his readers, by dissipating the

enjoyment which may be anticipated

from a careful perusal of the “Rambles

in Yucatan.”
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PASSAGES FROM A POLITICJAN'S NOTE-BOOK.

“THE PALACE of THE PRESIDENT.”

WoRDs are indeed things; and forms

and shows are often most serious and

substantive realities. A word recently

escaped from an incautious pen, so

pregnant with a true, though rarely

confessed meaning, which has often

been the subject of our reflections, that

it at once arrested our eye, and shall

constitute the a propos for discoursing

briefly a few perhaps somewhat novel

notions to which we have long felt de

sirous to invite the attention of our

readers.

“Death in the Palace of the Presi

dent!”—was the caption to an article

in which the recognized newspaper

organ of the present administration at

Washington announced an event to

which we cannot allude without an

Tes, it is indeed a “palace”;

an little fitting do we think so

stately and ostentatious a pile for the

abode of the elected chief magistrate

and representative of such a nation,

the head of such a system of institu

tions, that we are half tempted to wish

the British would come back again, so

far as that building is concerned, and

repeat and complete the demolition

which they but partially effected in

1814. At any rate, if it should be

thought too Websterian to speak so

complacently of the enemy “thundering

at the gates of the Capitol,” we wish

that the Slave of the Lamp would

carry it off, on any dark night, and de

osit it in the middle of Sahara—or, if

#. think proper, drop it on the way

into the middle of the Atlantic.

What do we want of a “palace”

for our plain republican Presidents —

simple citizens as they are of the great

people before being honored with that

noblest of public trusts—simple citizens

when they lay it down—and simple

citizens, too, after all, during the pe

riod of bearing its honor and its toil.

“Palaces” are the dwellings of kings,

and the homes of courts; they are

wholly misplaced on the soil of a de

mocratic republic. It may be meet

and right to rear for a monarch's resi

dence a pile of architecture, adapted in

extent to the hosts of personal attend

ants composing the necessary drama

tis personae to the great farce of ma

jesty. That in stately pride of art it

should also be correspondingly distin

guished from the dwellings propor

tioned to the far inferior condition of

the highest of his subjects, is only in

suitable harmony with the general po

litical theory of which it is one of the

expressions. But our Presidents are

unencumbered by any other retinue

than that ordinary private attendance

for which their ordinary private resi

dence fully suffices. The principles of

our government forbid the idea of any

such social elevation or distinction at

taching to their persons and their fa

milies, as should require, for the sake .

of fitness or convenience, such a semi

regal residence, presenting a corre

sponding contrast of splendor and space

to the usual style of residence of re

spectable American gentlemen. Why

then, we repeat, why are our eyes and

ears to be displeased by thus seeing

and hearing of “the Palace of the Pre

sident"?

The fact is, that the foundations of

this most inconsistent of structures

were laid in a generation yet strongly

imbued with the spirit of past things.

Ideas of a suitable state and show, ofa

roper pomp and parade, from the ha

|. of thinking derived from time im

memorial, were associated with that

of high official position; and these ex

ternal trappings of decoration were

deemed the necessary concomitants

and expressions of its dignity. The

chief magistrates of other countries

and other forms of government dwelt

in palaces, and it was most erroneously

deemed that ours should present to the

world an exterior of a somewhat si

milar state. It is a well-known fact

of history—nor need we in our day
blush to remember it—that the mon

archical spirit was present with a very

powerful influence in the counsels

which organized our system of govern

ment. The result finally adopted was
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a compromise between it and the an- not a few of the minor kingdoms of

tagonist spirit of democratic equality Europe. We have never heard the

and liberty;-and even this latter in question proposed before, but it is well

that day felt compelled to restrain even worth asking and answering. In truth

the assertion of itself within such cau- our State governments are far more

tious and timid limits, that no party in important pieces of political machinery

the Convention of 1787 was willing to than that of the Federal Union. The

bear the imputation, which all now legislation of the former is in general

affect to glory in, of the name of demo- of a much higher and more interesting

cratic. This influence, although de- character than that of the latter.

feated in the full extent of its efforts, While the one deals with the few sub

yet succeeded in investing the Presi- jects of its action, having reference to

dency with a degree of political power, the national character and External re

and of a certain semi-regal splendor, lations of the country, the Appropria

which afforded at least a tolerable ap- tion Bills constituting the main bulk of

proximation towards the character it its business, the other works the

would have preferred. The length of whole machinery of government, in all

its official tenure, doubled by re-eligi- its immediate bearing, through ten

bility—the vast patronage involved in thousand ramifications, upon the whole

the power of nomination to, and re-fabric of society. The government of

moval from, all the important employ- the country—nine-tenths of it at least

ments of honor and profit in the public —resides within the States. To any

service—together with the prerogative person who may entertain a higher

of the Veto, invaluable as a conserva- ambition of usefulness and honor in a

tive popular check upon legislative career of statesmanship, than the mere

abuse, yet still conferring on the office petty pursuit of the prizes of partizan

a vast amount of weight and force— ship, a seat in the halls of the State

have undoubtedly gone pretty far to legislation affords a far wider and a far

create a result which the Hamiltonian nobler field of action than is to be

school at its earlier period could found on the floors of Congress, even

scarcely have indulged themselves in were that body all that it ought to be,

even hoping for. And when to these instead of all that it so unhappily has

substantial solids of political power, as of late come to be. And even in the

secured by the Constitution,were added case of the respective Executives, we

by legislation, under the pressure of insist that as a magistrate, as a servant

the same influence, all this exterior of of the people, entrusted by them with

comparative social elevation, as in- high public duties and powers, the

volved in a “palace " of fourfold Governor of one of the great States

greater size and style than any private occupies an official position which

residence in the land, and in a salary ought not to be regarded as , in any

fourfold greater than that of all the sense inferior, in a just view of dignity

highest of the public officers stationed and rank, to that of a President. And

around him—we shall not be charged yet the Governor of New York resides

with an exaggeration of democratic in ordinary style ofcomfort and respect

severity when we avow a profound ability, in a decent dwelling, which

discontent with the present constitu- pretends to no superiority of style over

tion of this department of our govern- a hundred neighbors; nor does the

ment; and a determination to make at dignity of his high function suffer on

least a strenuous effort to awaken the the support of a salary not over one

public mind to a sense of the growing sixth of that deemed necessary to the

necessity for a reform in those features intenance of a President.

in it of which we complain. he only show of reason that can

"Why should there be so wide a dist be put forward in support of the object

tance, in point ofrecognized dignity and bf our present criticism, is that the

rank, between an Executive of the na- President is the representative of the

tional sovereignty of the Union, and an collective Union, in its relations and in

Executive of one of the several State tercourse with foreign governments,

sovereignties of which it is composed ? and that therefore he ought to appear,

—of the great State in which we to their resident ministers or agents, in

write, for instance; itself entitled by a style worthy of the national great

population to rank as a nation above ness he represents, and corresponding
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somewhat to the social habits of those

classes at home from which these per

sonages of the “diplomatic corps "are

usually chosen. A similar argument is

derived from the idea of making a

suitable show to the eyes of the for

eign travellers who are naturally at

tracted to the federal centre, where

they seek their first, and often, their

last and only impressions, respecting

the political syste nius of tiel

country. Now it is precisely from this
consideration, that we derive one of

our strongest objections to this “pa

lace,” in which these classes of per

sons are taken to see the Chief Magis

trate and Representative of the great

American Union of Republics. No

thing can be more absurd than this

meagre and miserable attempt to ape

a little, a humble little, of that style

and state with which, under political

systems pervaded by a spirit i. very

antagonist to ours, it is deemed neces

sary to invest the highest functionaries

of government. The external appara

tus of government ought not to be out

of harmony and proportion with the

principles of which its various parts

are the instruments, and ought to be

the illustrations. One of the leading

words of our theory is equality. It

discountenances all other distinctions

of man above man, than those of na

ture's own discrimination, based on

the right indeed divine of moral and

mental aristocracy. It refuses, alike to

wealth, to office, and even to meri

torious public service, any species of

title or badge tending to create a clas

sification of rank it is hostile to all

ostentatious display, or to any strong

ly marked assumption of superiority

above the ordinary social average,

growing out of the general popular dif

fusion of the wealth of the country, and

the natural simplicity of republican

habits. While it attaches a general

honor to the proper performance ofduty,

in all or any of the thousand depart

ments of public service, it does not ele

vate any of the functionaries by whom

they are filled, a single hair's-breadth

above the plain, common level of equal

citizenship, and equal manhood, with

the humblest of those unon whom

their official action may be exerted.

The externals of the presidential office,

with its “palace,” and meager stock of

tinsel furniture, and its fourfold mea

sure of salary, presumed to be applied

to those rich displays of social enter

tainment adapted to the style of high

aristocratic habits, -the externals of

the presidential office, we repeat, are

surely far, very far from being in har

mony with the theory of that political

system of which it stands as the crown

ing apex. -

ow much more suitable to the |
haracter of our people, how much

worthier of our real national greatness,

would be the spectacle presented to

the eye of the foreigner, who, on in

quiring for the Chief Magistrate of this

great confederacy of democracies,

should be pointed to a simple citizen,

affecting no difference in his style of

life from that surrounding him on all

sides, content with the moral dignity

of his glorious position, and aiming to

be a real and perfect representative of

his country and countrymen, in a social

and domestic point of view, as well as

in his official political capacity' How

eloquent such a rebuke, silent and sim

ple as it would be, to all those ideas of

royal or aristocratic magnificence, of

whose essential absurdity that specta

cle would make the transatlantic be

holder for the first time fully conscious !

But, it may be objected, the building

is there—to what other purpose shall

it be applied? And though it may have

been a folly originally to erect it for the

purpose, yet there it must stand, and

nothing would now be gained by aban

doning it to the owls and bats. To

this we would reply, in the first place,

that our criticism of “the Palace of

the President,” has nothing to do with

the dollar-and-cent aspect of the ques

tion. To put an end to the bad in

fluence it is apt to exert on the mind of

its inmate himself, as well as on the

political and general society about him,

—to contribute thus far toward the re

form now become so necessary to less

en the importance and diminish the at

tractive splendors of the presidential

office,—to restore it to that harmony

with the general theory of our system

and the genius of our people, upon

which it now presents an incongruity

which we wish were merely useless,

would well justify, we doubt not, the

expense of carting its demolished ma

terials down to the middle of the broad

river which flows beneath its windows.

But there occurs at this very period

another appropriation which may be

made of it, to which it is admirably

* -

—-
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adapted, and for which it is urgently

needed. Let it be applied to the use of

the Smithsonian Institute. It will con

stitute a noble contribution on the part

of our Government, toward the design

of that noble bequest. Let the resi

dence of the President be transferred

to a more modest mansion, which may

be made ample in space for all proper

purposes, and which need not exhibit

any externals of superiority, over those

which should be also provided for the

official residences of his chief cabinet

officers. Let the salary of the office be

somewhat more nearly equalized with

those of the latter, either by lowering

it to their level, or by distributing over

them its present disproportionate ex

cess. The present affords a favorable

moment for such a change, not likely

soon again to recur. The Smithsonian

Institute wants precisely such a struc

ture, while the healthy purity of our

system of government would be in no

slight degree benefited by getting rid

of it. The question is yet in suspense,

who may be the next incumbent to

whom the application of the proposed

change would of course be made.

Once practically attempted, it would

be greeted with an all but unanimous

public approval; and the only wonder

would soon come to be, how in this

country we could so long have tolerated

to see and hear of “the Palace of the

President.”

THE COUP-DE-GRACE,

HAs the reader ever seen a Spanish

bull-fight 2 Probably not, and he

therefore will need some explanation

to understand the name and duty

of the matador, a functionary who

comes in at the heel of the entertain

ment, to perform a part generally

greeted with the loudest applause

awarded to any of the performers in

that brave though brutal pastime.

The matador, then, is the person who,

after the bull has afforded sufficient

diversion to the spectators, in his en

counters with the lances of the pica

dores, and the scarfs and fire-crackers

and manifold torments wielded by the

bandilleros, walks coolly into the are

na, with a small red flag in one hand,

and in the other the long shining steel

of a sword of finest temper, which it

is his office to plunge up to the hilt

into the huge beast, as he encounters

his charge in full career. The bull is

always pretty well spent with his toils

and wounds before he receives this

compliment from a new acquaintance,

which generally serves as a “finisher,”

bringing him down lumbering and bel

lowing to the ground. Mr. Webster

makes a capital matador.

It was, indeed, the coup-de-grace,

the late Faneuil Hall speech. When

a post-mortem examination shall be

had of the dead body of the Whig

Party, right through the ulcerated and

corrupt mass which ought to be the

heart will be found, we doubt not, the

path of this last wound, struck home

with steady aim and no feeble hand.

We have always known that there

was very little love lost between Web

ster and Clay; nor have we ever

doubted that if fortune should bring

round an opportunity to the former to

i. his remembrance of all the over

earing arrogance on the part of the

latter, under which he has more than

once had to quail on the floor of the

Senate, he would show the world that

there was at least one species of debt

which he both could and would pay.

Mr. Clay may now give him a receipt

in full.

In the great case at issue between

the Whig Party and Mr. Tyler, Mr.

Webster has come up as a witness for

the defence; and his testimony as

against the prosecution is decisive and

crushing. He is a witness who cannot

be either disregarded or discredited by

the Whigs. He has too long in their

ranks, almost shared with Mr. Clay

himself the post of primus inter primos.

He has too recently been the object of

a devotion and homage on their part

which could scarce be content to see

him in any secondary post of honor

within their gift. He is too fresh with

the stamp of General Harrison's adop

tion and the universal Whig applause

and delight. All these facts place it

altogether out of the question for even

the most violent fury of Clayism to

attempt to break the force ofMr.Web

ster's testimony, by impeachment of

his character as a witness in the case.

Mr.Webster stands by the President.

He interposes all the seven thicknesses
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of his Telamonian shield between him

and the storm of abuse raining upon

him from his quondam party. So far

from regarding him as that monster of

treachery and ingratitude which Clay

ism so fiercely execrates, Mr. Webster

sees nothing in the past to forfeit for

Mr. Tyler his high respect and warm

gratitude and attachment. He is over

come almost to tears of tenderness at

one passage in his reminiscences of

their official intercourse. He virtually

contradicts all the statements of the

retiring Cabinet, respecting the bad

faith imputed to the President in the

business of the Bank bills. He throws

upon the factiousambition and violence

p the Clay dictatorship the responsi

bility of the dissensions which have so

convulsed and destroyed the party
which it was determined to rule or

ruin. The war between the President

and the Party has now reached a point

at which the one or the other must

fall, disgracefully and irretrievably.

The one or the other must be outrage

ously, unpardonably wrong. Their

second man—in the estimation of ma

ny their first—an authority beyond

challenge by themselves—now de

clares for the President and against

the Party. We accept his testimony,

the public accepts it, as good and de

cisive of at least that issue.

It is clear that the game is now all

up with the Whigs, proper and impro

per. . The elections of the summer

and fall have turned directly upon the

main point on which they have staked

their last cast, their whole organized

existence—Clay. We cannot see a

chance, a hope—a chance of a chance,

or a hope of a hope—now left to them.

Since the Ohio election we have been

reminded of the contingent nature of

Mr. Clay's acceptance of their nomina

tion; and when the further evidence

reaehes him from New York of its

utter desperation, it is difficult to ima

gine that he will continue much longer

a struggle himself must feel to be

worse than vain. And yet if Clay

abandons them—as he might well say

that they deserved for their abandon

ment of him in 1840—who is there to

constitute any rallying point of leader

ship to their disorganized and dissolving

masses 2 Webster stands now out of

the question, after all the violence of

feeling wrought up and brought out

into every form of language and action

WOL. XI.-NO. LIII. 69

against the administration of which he

has been a member, and of which he

continues an adherent. Not till a bridge

shall span the broad Atlantic, can pos

sibility re-unite the still widening and

deepening chasm which yawns be

tween them and Tyler. Old Adams

might serve again as a last resort of

despair, but for the irreconcilable rela

tions which the past few years have

created between him and the united

South. Can they hope to find any un

worthy member of the Democratic

Party available as an instrument of at

tempted division in our ranks! There

is none such within our range of vision,

of importance sufficient to be formid

able, combined with laxity of principle

to be within the reach of possible sus

|..}} and whoever should hazard the

ad folly of such a treachery would

quickly find his power for evil to perish

on his hands in the very first act of using

it. No; Clay can alone keep them toge

ther even as a minority Party; yet

what the use of that attempt, even if

he should be willing thus to sacrifice

the lingering remnant of his old age for

nothing—for so much worse than no

thing!

Now we have a certain kind of sin

cere regard for the Whig Party. We

are most unaffectedly anxious that they

should hold together a year or two

longer, if any process of art can rally

the exhausted powers of nature. If we

may borrow a pugilistic illustration,we

would pick them up and hold them u

on their feet a little while longer till

they can be knocked down again, never

again to attempt to rise. When the

day at last comes when we shall have

no common foe left standing in the field,

as a point of union to the ponderous

masses of our forces, we fear that ele

ments enough of trouble exist within

the very camp of victory, in the com

peting ambitions of so many worthy of

its highest honors, we have no desire

to anticipate the arrival of that day.

We, therefore, watch with some soli

citude the course of these events, and

should be glad to give the Whigs a

world of good advice, if they would but

believe in the sincerity of its kindness.

Meanwhile, where is Mr. Webster

to go? He has himself asked that

question,-and like Brutus he appears

to “pause for a reply.” Probably in

our next, certainly in a very early Num

ber, the answer will be given, which
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it would not be difficult to anticipate.

There can be no doubt that, so far as

Mr.Tyler's administration is concerned,

the farther he goes the better, though

we suppose we must be content with

a distance of about three thousand

miles.

THE NEXT SESSION OF CONGRESS.

We hope the Whigs will behave them

selves quietly and sensibly at the ap

roaching session,-that the last linger

ing hours of their ill-gotten power will

be spent in decent repose, and penitent

meditation on their fast approaching

latter end. If the convulsions of par

tizan passion exhibited by them at the

two past sessions of the same Congress

were then revolting, the repetition of

them now would be only ridiculous.

The rage of struggling and threatening

strength, so long as a certain degree of

doubt may hang over the issue of a

mighty strife, may be sublime; but

the writhing spite of defeated and des

perate impotence, even if it rise above

the contemptible, can scarcely reach

the level of the pitiable. We hope,

therefore, that we shall see them sub

mit with resignation, if not with a

cheerful grace, to the inevitable decree

of fate; and give the concluding three

months of their existence, as a Con

gressional majority, to the quiet de

spatch of the necessary public business,

and to a dutiful acquiescence in the will

of the People, as expressed beyond

misunderstanding in the general course

of the elections of the year. No great

party measure appears likely to arise,

except the settlement of the fiscal sys

tem of the government. This it is to

be hoped they will now be willing to

leave in the hands of the Democratic

Party in Congress, whom they must

admit to constitute the true represent

ation of the People. And in whatever

measures may prove necessary to fur

nish the supplies of government and

sustain its credit, we trust they will

withhold any factious persecution of

the administration, and leave to its

friends the power, with the responsibi

lity, of this branch of the legislation of

the session. The Senate too, in the per

formance of its coördinate executive

duties, is bound to yield to the recent

emphatic utterance of the popular ver

dict, and to desist from the system pur

sued at the last session, of harassing

and thwarting the President at every

step through his nominations. As for

the tariff, that, we suppose, must be

suffered to lie over undisturbed in its

practical operation, till the assembling

of the next Democratic Congress. By

that time, it will have fully demonstra

ted the futility of the excuses alleged

for it as a revenue measure. Its true

prohibitory-protective character will

stand confessed to the eyes of the

blindest partizanship; and violently as

its repeal will be contested, by some of

the privileged classes for whose bloat

ed benefit it is to tax and burthen the

general interests of the country, a thor

ough revision of the bill will undoubted

ly bemade by the next Congress, which,

we trust and doubt not, will bring it

back to the legitimate standard of an

honest and bond fide revenue bill.

One word of advice to Mr. Tyler re

specting the fiscal system he may re

commend at the opening of this ap

proaching session. The influence of the

Democratic reaction apparent over the

whole extent of the country, ought not

to be lost on him either. Let him accord

ingly harmonize his policy still more

decidedly with this strong demon

stration of the popular will. Let us

hear nothing more of Banks of the

United States in disguise; that is to

say, of local banks for the District ofCo

lumbia nationalized by indirection, and

legitimatized by the assent, or by the

absence of prohibition, of the different

States within their respective limits.

This idea which he once strove so

earnestly to press into service, with a

view to avert the gathering feud with

Clay and Clayism, was one of the most

unstatesmanlike evasions of a great

principle ever put forward by a public

man, in a high crisis of public affairs.

Mr. Tyler will consultin vain the great

“fathers of the Republican party,’” to

learn how even the express consent of

a State—still less, the omission of its

negation—can infuse into an act

of the federal government a constitu

tionality wanting to it “per se.” It is

a question of simple and very plain

English, and hisº does not at all

mend his case. Congress has no right
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—in a just and proper sense it has no

power—so to use an admitted power,

as to extend its reach to an unlawful

end. If it cannot create a National

Bank in the prºper sense of the ex

pression, it cannot, under the pretext of

that lºcal jurisdiction which it is bound

to coafine to lºcal purpºses, elect the

same practical ºbject by means ºf a

District of Columbia charter, with a

capital of natiºnal prºportiºns and de

sºned to be applied to natiºnal pur

pses. Mr. Tyler did himself no credit

in the eyes ºf the Republican schoºl,

either for hºnesty or ability, by that

pºttest piece of cºnstitutional quib

bling. We trust he will teach us to

fºr ſet it, by for:etting it him-elf.

It is to be hºped, tºº, that Mr. Web

ster's declarations at Faneuil Hall are

not to be taken as an indication that

the awkward and dang, rºus scheme—

with its insidiºus capabilities of abuse

—which was brought before the coun

try at the commencement of the last

sessiºn, as Mr. Ewing's Exchequer, is

a-tain to be urged on Congress as the

inea-ure of the Administration. The

march ºf events -ince that day, the de

velopment of opiniºn, and the more dis

tinct relative arrangement of parties,

nºw not only justify but demand at

Mr. Tyler's hands a measure mºre

satisfactory than that bill, to the De

mocracy whºse earnest preference is

yet the Independent Treasury. We

care comparatively little, either for the

name of for the details of fºrm, which

may be deerned mºst suitable to recon

cile yet unsati-tied prejudices, though

it would be no easy task to attempt to

improve upºn the work ºf the great

minds which elaborated the admirable

bill we refer to. All that the Demo

cratic Party care fºr. is the security of

those lead.ng principles in it, of which

few now cºntinue seriously to dispute

the wisdon and the truth. This they

have a right to expect, and without

this Mr. Tyler can have but ittle right

to expect from them much of their

confidence or support.

There is one measure which we feel

unwilling to ounit the occasion of ad

verting to, as one which now most im

peratively claims the prompt and ear

nest attention of Congress, the or

ganization of the Smithsonian Insti

tute. It is already a shame and a

scandal in the eyes of the civilized

wºrld, that we have so lºng neglect

ed a duty, as interesting in itself as

sacred in the nature and origin of its

obligatiºn. A basis of material al

ready exists at Washington, on which,

with the additiºn ºf the large pecu

nuary means affºrded by this fund, a

structure might easily i. reared, the

noblest boast of our cºuntry and time.

The proceeds of the labors of the Ex

oloring Expedition will cºnstitute a

Museum of Natural Hi-tºry, which,

annually enriched with the peaceful

spºil- to be harvested by our navy over

the whºle surface of the glºbe, will

ere long become one ºf the nºt splen

did in the world. On another page a

suggestion has been thrown ºut of a

suitable building which should be de

voted to it, withºut the heavy drain

which wºuld be made upºn the fund

by the erectiºn ºf another. And why

might not the hitherto unsurgested

feature be added, of a grand national

schoºl of art –an applicatiºn of a

pºrtiºn of the fund perfectly within

the scope of the true “pirit ºf the be

quest. At comparatively trifling cost

a must ºloriºus gallery could easily

be established, both of casts of all the

great sculptures existing in the wºrld,

and ºf cºpies of all the great paintings

whºse values are beyond the reach of

expressiºn in figures. By a cºmpe

tition held out or the best of such

cºpies, not only would prºductions se

cond only to the actual originals be se

cured; but al-o great numbers ofothers,

of cºmpeting ment, would be intro

duced into the cºuntry and soon scat

tered over its whole extent—every

where fruitful seeds of all those

elevating unoral influences, insepara

ble from the cultivation of the spirit of

the Beautiful, the want of which is one

of the nºst serious evils now sadly ap

parent in our national character. The

galleries thus erected should be open

to the world as a great free school of

Art. On a future occasion this sug

gestion shall be developed with greater

ſulness; and we most devoutly trust

that such an opportunity will not be

suffered to pass unimproved, to secure

one of the highest and inost useful na

tional treasures which could enrich

the country and adorn its capital.
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A DAY DREAM.

By A BACHELOR."

I HAVE a picture in my mental eye,

A cherished sketch of self-taught phantasy,

Which often, when the gloomy hour comes on,

And the chilled heart mourns hope's departing sun,

Has cheered the sadness of a midnight task,

And given my spirit a strength which it could ask

From nothing human else; and oft it seems

That the same power that brings distempered dreams

Upon the guilty soul, and to the cell

Of the condemned wretch the shapes of hell,

Will, to the patient heart and toiling mind,

Be a most gentle guide, and helpmate ever kind.

Methinks I see the hearth's dear blaze illume

The modest ceiling of a quiet room,

Whose closely curtained windows on the sight

Reflect the radiance of the cheerful light;

And with the flickering flames, upon the wall

The dancing shadows, glimmering, rise and fall.

The book-strewn table and the cushioned chair

Tell comfort and the mind's best riches there;

While every slight adornment, sweetly placed,

Betrays the guardian hand of love and taste,

And to the eye and heart, though dumb, will speak

All that the heart can wish, the eye can seek.

Before that cheerful hearth, whose blaze by fits

Shoots up in flashes o'er his form, there sits

A thoughtful man, of high but furrowed brow,

Which tells of cares long felt, nor idle now ;

For he, all day, has trod the busy street,

And mingled in the crowd, where all that meet

Are bound on selfish errand; he has wrought

With hard stern natures, and perhaps has bought

For generous act unjust return; or lost

A hope which he had toiled for; or been tost

On the mad waves of popular tumult high,

While every storm-flash showed the breaker nigh;

Yet quailed he not, for far, through cloud and foam,

One guiding lamp beamed high, his pharos-light of home.

* Every duty of gallantry commands the insertion of such a tableau-vivant, drawn

and offered by so fair a hand, as that which here vainly seeks a disguise under the

style and title of “..A. Bachelor.” But as no one likes even to appear to be success

fully imposed upon, we feel bound to accompany it with this intimation of the failure

of the attempt in the present instance.—ED. D. R
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A lovely boy, upon his father's knee,

Climbs with the licensed will of infancy

His wonted seat, and there, with stammering tongue,

Essays the word he lisped the whole day long ;

A fawn-like girl, his first-born joy and pride,

Creeps fondly up, and nestles at his side,

And folds her slender arm about his neck,

And softly lays to his her dimpled cheek.

That touch—that gentle pressure—it is felt

Through every heart-rill, and the Man must melt

To be the Father;-see, upon his breast,

With quickened throb the tender treasure pressed!

With gentle touch he parts the clustered hair,

And prints a kiss upon that forehead fair;

The father's kiss—how much of heaven above

Dwells in that pledge of more than earthly love!

And one there is, the mother of the twain,

Who knows that sweetest joy unmarred by pain,

Thejoy that sees affection stronger prove

By the sweet links that stretch the chain of love.

In those soft lineaments the eye may trace

The maiden's beauty in the matron's grace,

The woman's tender heart, the lofty mind,

The chastened temper, and the taste refined,

And love, that, vine-like, round its object grown,

Clings to one being, and to only one.

'Tis she whose cheerful tones are first to greet

His late return with welcome chidings sweet,

Who soothes each care and anxious doubt away

That soured his bosom through the busy day,

Prevents the wish before the eye can º,

And shares, and aids, and lightens, every task.

And now, when by the hearth she sees the pair,

The playful teaser and the daughter fair,

Beguile the sadness from their father's breast,

And knows the anxious cares of day at rest,

With mild delight she views each childish wile,

And meets his fond look with endearing smile.

When gathering clouds his hope's blue skies deform,

That smile is still his rainbow through the storm.

Such are the lines deep graved by fancy's art

Upon the tablet of my secret heart.

Through much of sorrow, and through much of care,

Unchanged, unfaded, still the tints are there ;

And aye my compass, wheresoe’er I roam,

Points this dear haven of a blessed home.

Philadelphia, July, 1842.
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MONTHLY FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL ARTICLE.

THE abundance of money now lying

unemployed is very large, perhaps

greater than ever before at this season

of the year, which is, in New York,

usually the most busy period. Not

withstanding the low prices of almost

all merchantable articles there seems

no disposition to embark in commercial

enterprise; and the state of public

opinion, in regard to most descriptions

of paper securities, forbids any exten

sive investments in stocks. The fede

ral government has yet been unable to

obtain any money on its six per cent.

stock, and has been able to continue

along only by the assistance of small

issues ofTreasury notes to meet themost

urgent claims upon it, leaving large

debts unsatisfied. Although no dispo

sition has been manifest to invest in

the 6 per cent. stock, the Treasury

notes bearing that rate of interest have

been greatly in demand, and have

commanded a small premium. They,

by recent enactments, draw interest

i.e. their maturity, if not paid.

Hence they partake of the nature of

loans for an indefinite period, payable

at the will, or rather, at the ability of

the government. They form the most

desirable means of investing money

temporarily, or “at call,” and have

been freely purchased by banks and

capitalists for that purpose. There is

so little business doing which creates a

demand for money, that the large

houses in Wall street have had no in

ducement to receive money “at call,”

at 5 per cent., at which rate it has been

offered in preference to stock invest

ments at this juncture. In State

stocks there has been but little doing;

a small loan of $250,000 New York 7

per cent., was taken rather slowly at

par, the disposition being to wait the

result of the coming election, for the

reason that the State credit being so

precariously situated, pivoted as it were

on the mill tax of the last session,

which the Whig party threaten to re

peal should they obtain power, capital

ists chose rather that their money

should lie idle than to risk being in

volved in the utter ruin which must

overtake holders of stock should the

election possibly result in favor of that

party pledged to repeal the tax and in

crease the State debt. Discredit in

New York would involve that of all

other States to a greater degree than

now exists. Many of the banks are

large holders of the stocks, hence they

are involved in the risk. This ope

rates as a bar to the employment of

money in that direction.

In commercial pursuits there is so

little doing, and cash operations at

low prices require so little money, that

they offer but little opportunity for the

employment of capital. The import

business would of course be very small

in such a state of things under any

circumstances, but under the weight of

the new tariff it is crushed. Packet

ships now bring home freights scarcely

10 per cent. of those of former years.

The import being thus small the exist

ing demand for foreign bills of ex

change, of course, is moderate. The

prices touched their highest rates dur

ing the first week in October, when the

heaviest remittances were made. Ster

ling bills then sold at 8 a 83 pre

mium, and are now dull at 5 a 6

per cent. premium, city endorsement.

The supply has been somewhat in

creased by Canada bills drawn against

the new colonial loan guaranteed by

the Imperial Parliament. In all the

ports of the South, bills are under par.

At New Orleans the rate is par a 2 no

minal discount, which is really a dis

count of 9 a 10 per cent., consequentl

specie flows into that port from ji

quarters. On the 5th inst. $50,000 in

specie arrived there from Liverpool

for the purchase of cotton, and was

followed by larger sums; probably

$2,000,000 have reached there within

a few weeks from all quarters, an ope

ration by which 3 cent. per lb. is saved

instead of drawing bills. Inland bills,

partaking ofthisgeneral character, have

fallen to very low rates, and give

symptoms of turning in favor of the

points of production rather than that

of sale, New York bills being now

actually at a discount of 5 a 6 per

cent. in New Orleans. There seems

to be little hope of a generally

increased activity of trade until the

country becomes replete with the con
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stitutional currency, an event which

the present state of things will shortly

bring about.

The decennial portion of the nine

teenth century, which expired with

the year 1840, was marked with the

most violent and extraordinary changes

in the financial and commercial world,

chiefly affecting the three great nations

of France, the United States, and the

Empire of Great Britain. The period

alluded to commenced under circum

stances calculated to produce the hap

piest effects in promoting the commer

cial and social intercourse of the na

tions of the earth, on a basis productive

of mutual benefit. These circum

stances, taking their rise at the general

cessation of hostilities in 1815, had de

veloped the commercial principle in

legislation, which gained strength in a

period of fifteen years of profound

peace, until in 1830 it exercised a pow

erful influence upon the governments

of the respective nations. No country

had made such rapid advances as

France in the prosecution of the peace
ful arts. Its results were seen in the

revolution of 1830, which placed the

“citizen king” upon the throne, and

paved the way to liberal principles in

commercial legislation. In the United

States a revolution of a less violent

character had taken place, and the de

mocratic ascendency in the Federal

government had justly began, to exert

its influence upon commercial regula

tions. The effect was speedily seen in

the enactment of the compromise law,

providing for a gradual return to unre

stricted trade from the high protective

tariff of 1828. In England a similar

change had taken place, and the party

avowing the most liberal doctrines on

the subject of commercial intercourse

had come into power. Thus it hap

pened, that in the three leading nations

of the earth, the progress of events had

placed in power, simultaneously, the

parties in each most inclined to favor

national intercourse on the broad basis

of mutual advantage. It was natural

to suppose that such a combination of

powerful leading causes should have

produced effects extraordinary in them

selves and of the greatest consequences

to commerce at large. These results

were only to be dreaded from the fact

that the combined movement of all

three countries in connection with that

of the commercial world, revolved

round and pivoted upon the paper sys

tem of England;—a system which,

vicious in itself, was originated in a

period of the world when the com

merce of mankind was not only very
much inferior to what it now is, but

was restricted and confined to compa

ratively small circles, by slowness of

intercourse, by the barbarous restric

tions imposed upon trade, and, above

all, by the almost continual hostilities

of the leading nations against each

other. This system, which, on the res

toration of peace in 1815, was revived

and placed upon as good footing as

possible, was yet so precarious in its

nature that Mr. Huskisson stated at the

time, that “the government did not

contemplate the possibility of the Bank

continuing to pay specie during a con

tinuous large import of foreign corn.”

Such was the uncertain foundation for

the extended operations of trade under

the new order of things. This Bank

was the centre of that system whose

prosperity was speculation and extra

vagance, and whose reverse was ruin

and want. Knowing no medium, it

converted England and the commercial

world into a species of stock exchange,

where gambling establishes its empire
with all its train of factitious emotions

and excitements, and sudden rises and

falls.

During the period subsequent to

the great revulsion of 1825, the

operations of the Bank in England,
like that of the National Bank in the

United States, continued remarkably

steady. Undisturbed by violent fluctu

ations in the movements of the banks,

the commercial classes in both coun

tries were unusually prosperous. In

1830 the violent change in the French

government caused a momentary loss

of confidence and stagnation in busi

ness, which exhibited itself in an ex

cess of the currency of England as

compared with that of France. The

consequence of that derangement was

a continued diminution of the bullion

held by the Bank of England from

July, 1830, to the spring of 1832, when

the gradual restoration of credit on the

continent gave a favorable turn to the

exchanges, which continued until 1833,

when the Bank held £11,000,000 in bul

lion. At the time that the exchanges

became favorable to England began

the general extension of paper credits

in all these countries. After the great
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revulsion of 1825 in England, the Bank banks were established, and one hun

of England, at the suggestion of Lord dred and thirteen private banks were

Liverpool, then at the head of the gov- turned into joint stock concerns. In

ernment, established branches in differ- France there were many new banks

ent parts of England, as it was said, to established, principally under the in

control the issues of the private banks. fluence of Lafitte, and the Bank of

At the same time provision was made France established seven branches in

by Parliament for the establishment of different departments. In the United

joint stock banks. During the season States the banking mania was still

of steady prosperity which succeeded, more apparent, and over three hundred

up to 1832, however, that liberty was new banks were established. The

not much availed of, not more than progress of these bank credits in the

twenty banks having been established. United States and England, where

In 1832, however, seven banks went they were carried to the greatest

into operation, and up to 1837, one height, may be seen in the following

hundred and two new joint stock table:—

BANKING MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

Securities Circulation Joint Stock U. S. Bank Loans

Bank of England. | Joint Stock Banks. | Banks established. | Loans. | Banks in U. S.

1828 22:300,000 987,000 6 33,682,905,200,451,214

1833 24,200,000 1,315,301 47 61,695,913

1834 28,691,000 1,787,689 57 54,911,461.324,119,499

1835 29,269,000 2,799,551 68 51,808,739,365,163,834

1836 32,857,000 4,258,197. 123 59,232,445,457,506,080

1837 32,098,000 4,540,230 130 57,393,709,525,115,702

1838 23,838,000 4,956,238 131 45,256.5.1485,631,687

1839 25,936,000 4,665,000 | 108 41,618,637.492.278,015

1840 22,722,000 4,792,013 108 36,829,593462,896,523

Here was an immense inflation of the The rise in England is exhibited in the

currency of the two countries. In following table, which comprises the

England, the National Bank expanded price of exchange on Paris, and on

in eight years, from 1828 to 1836, fifty Hamburg, and the comparative price of

per cent., or near $60,000,000. The wheat, in England as compared with

National Bank of the United States, in fifty other articles promiscuously taken.

the five years from 1828 to 1833, ex- For instance in 1833, the price ofwheat

tended itself $28,000,000, and other and the other articles are considered

banks pushed out their loans $257,- equal, and are represented by unity, 1.

000,000, from 1833 to 1836. The ef. The variation from that figure shows

fect of this, was a gradual and im- the progressive rise or fall per cent. in

mense rise of prices in both countries. each, as follows:

PRICES IN LONDON AND BULLION IN BANK.

- |TBallion in Exchange on Exchange | Comparative T Fifty other

Bank. Hamburg. on Paris. price of Wheat. Articles.

January, 1833 £8,983,000 13,14 25,95 1,000 1,000

August, “ 11,078,000 13,13? 25,75 1,020 1,073

January, 1834 8,948,000 13,10} 25,40 0,916 1,109

August, “ 8,598,000 13,11 25,32 0,899 1,110

January, 1835 6,741,000 || 13,10; 25,40 0,760 1,150

August, “ 6,283,000 13,144 25,60 0,785 1,169

January, 1836 7,076,000 13,14 25,65 0,666 1,255

August, “ 6,325,000 13,12 25,40 0,938 1,346

January, 1837 4,287,000 13,12 25,55 1,095 1,268

August, “ 5,754,000 13,14 25,55 1,116 1,133

This table gives a singular fluctua- January, 1833, to August, 1836, to the

tion in exchanges and a gradual rise in enormous extent of 34 per cent. The

the prices of fifty leading articles, from figures show that, simultaneously with
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this rise in prices, exchange on the

continent fell 2 per cent., and that the

bank lost $25,000,000 in specie, which

went to the continent in payment for

goods imported directly into England,

and also into the United States, and

PRICES OF LEADING ARTICLES

paid for by bills drawn on American ac

count, against open credits in London.

The imports into the United States

were accelerated by a similar increase

of prices arising from the same causes,

as seen in the following table.

IN THE NEW YORK MARKET, FoR october of

EACH YEAR.

——º 1833. ******* 1-3°. 1839. 1840, 1841. 1842

Hides, Rio i 10 | ; 13| || 13||13, 14|| || || 15||13

£ºpper, Pig 16, 16 16 ; ; ; ; ; ; is 17, 17;
Iron, “ 41 40 40 42 60 40 38', 40 35 34° 23

#nglish, Annealed Iron | 71 ſo 70 70 g; sº so | | | | | | | };
Tea, Hyson 91| 71 || 64 §§ ; 75 75 62 65 71 || 75

§. A 13 # ; 14 12, 11 10 | 11 || 9 || 10 || 8,
ool, Buenos Ayres 10| 9 || 10 12 15 9. 10 | 10 || 9 || 9 || 10

Indigo, Bengal 1,351,451,401.331,601,502,00 (2,20 1,62 1,40 |1,44

Cotton Bagging, Hemp 13, 17 | 16, 22, 21 23, 18 ||18 || 17 || 2 || '17;

Brandy, Otard 1,621.55 1,301,622,001,701,62 |1,70 | 1,00 31 1,75

Molasses, Havana 27 33 23, 32 37 32 34 28 1,65 1,55 15

Sugar, Cuba Brown 8| 8 || 8 9, 9 9| 8 8 20; 171| 6

“ “ White !º 11 || || 12, 13 12 11s 12 7 6|| 8 |

isiºn 49.47 ... 33.36, 42. 41 50 | 40 || 8 || 8 || 28
alsins, Uasks 8,005,75 3,507,508,003,125.25 4,12 3 28 4.12

Hºp Russia ; !!!Igºr, 3.303.5', 3% ºft
6,255,50 5,255,509,508,758,50 6.25 2,05 |235 4,50

Wheat - 1,141,10 1,051.252,00i.º.o.) ſº ſº. 3., "go
> >

Aggregate rise 30, 29 15 4,50 1,30

“ fall 16 | 25 22 || 0 |" | 8

Showing an aggregate advance of 59

per cent., in the years 1835 to 1836,

and a nett advance of 49 per cent.,

from 1834 to 1839.

The movement in the commerce of

each country causedby this rise in prices

up to 1837, is seen in the following table

ofthe exports ofeach, with the customs

revenue of each for the period under

consideration.

EXPORTS AND CUSTOMS REVENUE OF FRANCE, ENGLAND, AND THE UNITED STATEs.

| ENGLAND. | FrtANCE. t UNITED STATES.

| Customs. Exports. | customs. |TExports. Customs. Exports.

1830 fº,184,707 £37,927,561 $28,923,514 $107,362,500 $21,922,391 || $73,849,508

1831 32,810 296 36,839,738 28,088,971 115,893,750 24,224,441 81,310,583

1832 33,406,029 36,133,098 29,942,548 || 130,537,500 28,465,237 87,176,943

1833 32,752,652 39,331.413 30,225,105 143,681,250 29,032,508 90.140,433

1834 33,294,552 41,288,526 29,428,720 134,006,250 16,214,957 104,336,973

1835 33,615,273 47,020,658 30,440,946 156,450,000 19,591,310 | 121,693,577

1836 36,042,885 53,368,572 31,085,751 180.225,000 23,409,940 | 128,663,040

1837 34,560,064 42,136,840 31,490,663 142,148,750 11 169,290 117,419,376

1838 34,844,044 50,198,270 32,531,520 179,231,250 16,158,800 108,486,616

1839 36.424,196 53,840,230 31,600.114 188,118,750 23,137,924 121,028,416

1840 34,656,025 51,130,350 33,446,791 189,525,000 13,499,502 132,085,946

Such was the extension of trade by

the three leading nations of the earth,

for the period embraced in the table.

The vast increase of bank credits, the

consequent inflation of prices, promot

ing such extraordinary movements in

commerce, all depended upon the winds

and the weather of England, as they

were favorable or otherwise, to the

growth of grain. The fictitiousprosperi

ty brougbt about by these means had

rapidly increased the consumers of

corn, and reduced the number of pro

ducers, both in England and the Uni

ted States; a circumstance which

greatly increased the danger to be ap

VOL. XI.-NO. LIII.

rehended from a failure of the crops

in England, inasmuch as it would
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make thedeficiency to be supplied from

abroad greater. However, from 1832

to 1838, no deficiency occurred, and in

all that time the bubble rolled onwards.

Although a revulsion occurred in the

United States, in 1836–7, nothing

transpired to shake the commerce of

all three countries, until the failure of

the harvest of England in 1833.

The following table will show the

import of wheat into England, and

the import and export of grain into

and from France and the United States,

in each year.

IMPORT AND EXPORT OF GRAIN IN FRANCE, ENGLAND, AND THE UNITED STATES.

| | ENGLAND. | FRANCE. | UNITED STATES.

TBuiſſon in T impor. wheat IT imported T Exported TImported T Exported T
| Bank. Bushels. Bushels ãº" | Bushels. | Büshels.

1829 - 13,806,268 5,771,428 628,301 - 3,760,503

1830 - 13,306,104 || 6,614,285 658,371 - 5,246,500

1831 - 18,479,760 5,700,000 | 1,142,892 - 8,418,500

1832 - 3,757,216 || 13,528,571 1,471,476 - 4,114,570

1833 11,078,000 2,380,520 642,857 | 1,014,321 - 4,162,500

1834 8,598,000 1,410,568 528,571 | 1,059,450 1,225 4,176,760

1835 6,283,000 535,240 525,784 || 4,114,273 278,769 || 3,896.980

1836 7,076,000 | 1,933,944 4,571,428 3,913,574 583,898 || 2,527,000

1837 4,287,000 4,479,536 2,257,870 2,117,542 3,921,259 1,593,595

1838 10,126,000 | 19,975,656 2,284,326 3,098,000 894,536 2,440,805

1839 2,522,000 || 23,004,840 6,714,296 || 4,814,782 32,884 4,615,755

1840 || 4,318,000 | 19,462,120 7,785,717 | 2,779,546 593 9,487,505

1841 4,290,000 20,968,000 - - 632 7,579,085

1842 || 8,883,000 | 19,700,338 - - - -

In this table, in order the more easily

to compare results, we have reduced

the French litres and the English quar

ters to bushels, and given the equiva

lent in bushels of wheat for the Ame

rican flour exported. This movement

of wheat, then, was the key of not only

all the commercial movements of

nearly the whole world, but on it de

pended the wealth and prosperity of

every man in Great Britain and the

United States. In the years of full

harvest in England, viz., from 1831 to

1838, the paper bubble in both hemi

spheres was immensely inflated. The

concussion which took place in this

country, consequent upon the with

drawal of the London credits in 1836–7,

caused by the alarm of the Bank of

England, growing out of the immense

diminution of its bullion, which, as

seen in the table, fell from £11,000,000,

in 1833 to about £4,287,000 in 1837,

would not have been serious had the

harvest in the following year continued

good. For we find in the table that the

bank succeeded, by cutting off Ameri

can credits, in getting back its bullion

in the following year, when it again

reached £10,126,000. The harvest was

then, however, deficient, and 23,000,000

bushels of wheat were imported—an

enormous quantity, equal to one fourth

of the whole produce of the United

States in that year, according to the

late census. The result is evident in

the decrease of bullion held by the

bank, which fell to £2,522,000 during

the year 1839, and the stoppage of

the bank in the fall of that year was

averted only by the loan of £4,000,000

obtained from the Bank of France.

Since then, until , the present year,

England has not had a sufficient harvest.

The consequence has been that the

Bank of England with the utmost ex

ertion, could scarcely retain its bullion,

even at the expense of the trade of the

É. The large purchases of corn

from abroad had enriched the continent,

and furnished the means more actively

to compete with the manufactures of

England, and therefore to reduce the

demand for them. Thus, simultane

ously with high rates for food, the de

mand for labor was decreased, until

the manufacturing districts of England

were reduced to insurrection and anar

chy. The whole country is enduring

the penalties of its own excesses. It is

infatuated with the idea that it is to

manufacture for all the world, and,

with glutted markets and prices for

goods too low to pay, it continues to

grind down the wages of its workmen,

and to accelerate the ceaseless whirl of

its machines, whose motive power are

paper banks and joint-stock compa
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nies. Under the stimulus of their in

stitution in 1835–6, it was estimated

that the capital employed in manufac

turing machinery in Lancashire was

doubled, and a similar result was pro

duced in all other sections. he

whirlwind of a paper revulsion has

now passed over it, and that descrip

tion of property is comparatively va

lueless. . . Cotton-spinning establish

ments which were valued at £100,000,

or $500,000, have recently been com

promised at one fourth that valuation,

or £25,000. It is recorded in the Lon

don papers, as an instance of the value

of machinery, that the stock in trade

of a hand-loom weaver, which cost

£20, was sold for 8s. for firewood. The

decay of trade in the great iron district

of South Staffordshire is represented in

the following figures, showing the

number of furnaces in blast at different

periods:—

In 1839 there were in blast 120 furnaces, yielding pig iron, tons 8,400

January 1842 <& &c. 74 4. << &- 5,680

Sept. 1842 &: << 32 … ** << 2,240

Sept. 24, 1842 4. << 17 << -4 … 1,321

Here was a branch of industry re

duced to about 12 per cent. of its former

magnitude, throwing hundreds and

thousands of people out of the means

of bread, by the compressing power of

the Bank, joined to the scantiness of

the harvest and the foreign com

petition in manufactures. In the

United States the same cause has

bankrupted individuals, destroyed a

great proportion of the banks, and left

many of the States indelibly stained

with the disgrace of repudiation. In

France there had been less paper ex

pansion, and consequently less depres

sion. The continent became enriched by

the money extracted from the United

States and England during the inflation,

and therefore prepared more successful

ly to compete with the latter in future.

We have seen that the period of ten

years—1830 to 1840—commenced un

der the happiest prospects and ended

with the direst reverse. We have now

entered upon a fresh term with a dif.

ferent order of things. In England,

although the late ministry professed

liberal principles of trade, they did

nothing during the long period of ap

parent prosperity to change the exist

ing regulations. A new ministry are

now in power, and have been obliged

by the prevailing distress to carry out

the principles professed by their oppo

ments, and have made bold strides to

wards free trade by the amelioration of

the tariff. In the United States the

reverse has taken place: the distresses

here wrought a temporary change in

the Federal government, and the op

portunity has been seized upon by the

party in power to restore the oppressive

tariff rates of former years. The

credit system is, however, so far crip

pled by the effects of its own excesses

as to be incapable of a speedy renova

tion. The aggregate real wealth of

the country is however very great, and

nothing seems to prevent a return of

trade but faulty legislation. We have

a large surplus of produce which, to be

available, must find its way abroad,

and the state of affairs in England is

such as to lead to the hope that a large

market will yet be found there. It has

been an old policy with the govern

ment of England, whenever, by finan

cial revulsion, the distresses of the

people have driven them to insur

rection, to call in the assistance of the

Bank, which, by rendering money arti

ficially abundant, gave a temporary

relief and averted the storm. Neverin

the history of England has its danger

from this cause been so great, deep

seated and wide-spread as now, and

revolution seems to have been averted

only by the chance of a good harvest

giving the Bank power to make

money lavishly abundant, a power

which she has not been slack in using

during the past few weeks. The fºſ.

lowing is a table of that which consti

tutes the basis of the currency of Eng

land, viz. the circulation and bullion of

the Bank at different periods:
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MovemENT of the BANK of ENGLAND FROM JANUARY to october, 1842, witH

THE CURRENT RATE of INTEREST IN THE LoNDoN MARKET.

| January. March. May. July. | September.

Bullion 4,799,000 || 5,687,000 || 7,032,000 || 7,818,000 || 9,177,000

Circulation 16,632,000 | 16,769,000 17,586,000 18,279,000 | 19,714,000

Deposites 7,948,000 || 8,954,000 || 8,045,000 8,565,000 || 9,833,000

Total £29,379,000 || 31,410,000 || 32,663,000 || 34,662,000 || 38,724,000

Rate of in't. jº 4 3, 3| 2}

These figures present an augmenta

tion of about 31 per cent. of that which

constitutes the foundation of the Eng

lish credit system, and an immense

fall in the rate of interest. The best

of bills were taken very cautiously in

the London discount market in January

at 5% to 6 per cent., and now move

briskly at 2 a 2% per cent. This is

an artificial abundance of money that

could not have arisen from the mere

operations of trade. The exchanges

are still in favor of England, arising

from the fact that prices of produce

are yet too low to tempt large imports.

The credits of most foreign govern

ments, including the United States, are

too bad to allow of their borrowing;

and France and other nations, yet in

good credit, have such an abundance

of money at home as to make an ap

peal to the English market unneces

sary. Hence there is every probabilit

that there will be no immediate chec

to the present flow of money in Eng

land. Under the new regulations it is

estimated that corn will average 10s.

per quarter lower than formerly, which,

on Mr. Gladstone's estimate of a con

sumption of 22,000,000 quarters, will

release £11,000,000 to be applied to

other uses, and a similar amount will be

liberated from other articles of food,

making £22,000,000 in favor of trade.

Hence the home markets of England

may be expected to revive, should the

general government succeed in keeping

down the people for the present. This

briskness may afford an outlet to the

produce of the United States, which,

ſº its abundance, is likely to be very

OW.

THE DEATH OF CHANNING.

BY CORNELIUS MATHEWS.

I HEAR a sound—but not of ebbing seas;

A wailing voice—but not of autumn woods:

No Alleghany bows his aged knees

In the Great Spirit's temple-solitudes.

Manhood than these hath more and mightier moods;

Reports its sorrows wider than them all.

Listen —Earth, fear-struck, shudders with the fall !

Look ' Look! How yawns the desert air, for He

Who shouldered with a mountain constancy

Th’ illimitable sky of calmest Truth—

Who propped the sphere where sits in changeless youth

The God-like Right:-the pillared majesty

Of Peace, and Firm Intent, and large Humanity,

Is fallen, and moulders, CHANNING ! in the grave with Thee!

Oct. 5, 1842.
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MONTHLY LITERARY BULLETIN.

AMERICAN.

The Literary World, in both hemispheres,

seems, at the present time, to be in a

perfectly quiescent state : the principal

forthcoming novelties will, undoubtedly,

include the following publications from

the press of our own publishers.

MR. NorMAN’s beautiful volume on the

“...Antiquities of Yucatan,” copiously il

lustrated in a novel and striking man

ner, forming one handsome octavo vo

lume. This work being elsewhere no

ticed in our pages, it only remains for us

to announce its immediate publication.

MR. C. Edward LEstER’s new work

“The Condition and Fate of England,”

is also just issued in two elegant vo

lumes, illustrated by two exquisite en

gravings on steel from the designs of

Chapman.

Another literary project, and an exceed

ingly useful one, is a new “School Dic

tionary,” by Theo. Dwight, Jun., con

structed on an ingenious and novel plan,

which is designed to aid children in trac

ing the origin of words. By the method

proposed, a knowledge may be acquired

of numerous roots in the Latin and

Greek, from which most of our English

originals are derived, without addition

al labor; at the same time it imparts the

primitive and etymological sense of a

term by the easiest process imaginable.

Any child by becoming acquainted

with the original root, may, by the use

of the ordinary prefixes and affixes, ac

quire the science of our language, with

out passing through the ordinary rou

tine of studying its foreign sources. We

regret our limits forbid a more detailed

account, which shall, however, be ren

dered to the industry and ingenuity ofthe

editor on the appearance of his work.

A new and beautifully executed volume

is just about to appear, entitled “The

Scripture Floral Album;” the object of

which is to express, both by pictorial

embellishment, and the all-but-vocal

language of Flowers, incidents of Scrip

ture history. These plates are exceed

ingly choice, and the ladies will doubt

less highly applaud the immaculate

taste of the publisher, (J. C. Riker, of

this city.)

The same publisher is about to issue a

new volume of Poetry for schools, en

tirely American, edited by MR. GR1s

wold, whose critical skill, the beautiful

—

collection, “The Poetry and Poets of

.America,” sufficiently attest.

J. S. REDFIELD has in press a curious

work, translated from the French, en

titled “The Criminal History of the

English Government, from the Massacre

of the Irish to the Poisoning of the Chi

mese,” in one volume 12mo. A title of

itself sufficient to awaken public curi

osity. “..A Pictorial History of Vir

ginia,” by a distinguished literary gen

tleman of that state; with a large num

ber of elegant engravings from designs

by J. G. Chapman, Esq., one volume

octavo. We have seen a number of the

illustrations for this work, and they are

really beautiful.

Mr. TuckerMAN has, we hear, a Volume

of Poems in press; his last “Rambles

and Reveries” made a most delightful

volume, with a strong spice of Hazlitt

in them.

We give the following only as an on dit,

and regret we cannot learn the full par

ticulars; we refer to the projected publi

cation of a beautifully illustrated work

on the “Mammoth Cave of Kentucky.”

We observe Mr. BiRDsALL has issued a

prospectus for publishing “.4 History

of the Loco-foco, or Equal Rights Party,”

with sketches of its prominent men, &c.

1 vol. 12mo.

The following are just out, — “The

Conversion and Sufferings of Sarah

Dogherty, illustrative of Popery in Ire

land,” &c. A new abridged edition of

“For’s Book of Martyrs,” with plates,

12mo. Also a new edition of a valua

ble medical work, by M. RicoRD, “..A

Practical Treatise on Venereal, and more

especially on the History and Treatment

of Canchre, &c.” 1 vol. 8vo.

RADDE has just issued Hufeland’s Manual

of Practical Medicine, entitled, “En

chiridion Medicum.” 1 vol. 12mo.; and

DR. HULL’s edition of EveREST’s “Pop

ular View of Homaeopathy, &c.”

We have also on our table, a copy of

Swett’s edition improved of“Murray’s

English Grammar,” comprehending

the principles and rules of the language,

illustrated by appropriate exercises.

This work proposes several essential

points of improvement in the original

compilation by Murray, and as far as

we have had leisure to inspect it, the

volume is deserving of the attention of

those concerned in the education of

youth.
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The Library Companion and Guide to

Knowledge.—Under this title a work is

about to appear, of a very useful and

comprehensive character, well calcu

lated to supply a deficiency which every

reader and purchaser of books must

have frequently experienced. The con

tents of the work will be as follows:—

1. A brief sketch of the general nature

and advantages of a systematic plan of

study. 2. A classification of the vari

ous branches of human knowledge,

each of them preceded by a view of its

objects and relative value. 3. Copious

and carefully selected lists of the most

useful and important works in every

branch of study, with critical opinions

of their merits from respected authori

ties; accompanied also by suggestions

as to the order in which the various sub

jects, and the works treating of them,

should be studied, so that the object of

inquiry, whether general or particular,

may be attained in the readiest and

surest manner. 4. A copious Literary

Chronology, showing the progress of

literature from the earliest to the pre

sent time, and so arranged as to exhibit

the contemporaneous state of literature

in the various nations of the world.

There will also be appended, the ne

cessary Indexes, together with the plan

of an improved Common-Place Book,

and several other features of great

utility. From the peculiar resources of

the Author, who has for many years

devoted himself to the task, it is confi

dently anticipated that this work will

fully accomplish the purpose contem

plated, viz. that of supplying the stu

dent and general reader with a guide in

their inquiries on which they may

safely rely; and of enabling heads of

families, schools, public libraries, lyce

ums, literary associations, &c., to make

judicious selections in the formation of

their libraries, whereby a large portion

of the funds now wasted in the indis

criminate purchase of books may be

appropriated to those of an enduring

character, and whose value can never

depreciate. For such a guide as this

will doubtless prove, there daily be

comes a more imperious necessity, from

the multitude of books that are con

stantly issuing from the press; and

from the consequent deterioration of

taste in the neglect of those productions

of by-gone times that have made Eng

lish literature the pride and glory of the

whole world.

This will be a work of infinite importance

to the bookselling fraternity, as well as

buyers of books, and possessors of

private libraries.

A new Almanac, published by BUTLER,

Philadelphia, entitled “The United

States.dlmanac for 1843,” comprising a

prodigious amount of useful informa

tion, including the New Census, and

other numerous statistics, &c.

John S. TAYLoR & Co. have in press

“ Line upon Line.” A Series of the

Earliest Religious Instruction the in

fant mind is capable of receiving. By

the author ofThe Peep of Day. 1 vol.

18mo., pp. 250. Illustrated. “Tales

and Illustrations.” Designed for the

young. By CHARLottE ELIZABETH.

1 vol. 18mo., pp. 228. Illustrated.

“Self Cultivation.” By TRyon ED

wARDs. Pocket edition. 32mo. “The

Christian’s Pocket Companion.” Se

lected from the works of PRESIDENT

Edwards, John RogFRs, DAVID

BRAINERD, and others. 32mo.

MRs. BRookEs, better known by her po

etic signature, Maria del Occidente, has

in press a new Poem, entitled “Idomen,

or the Vale of Yumuri.” The works of

the celebrated Jonathan Edwards, com

plete in 4 vols. 8vo., are about to appear

for the first time in an American guise.

“The Life and Adventures of Col. Lei

tensdorfer” is also in press at St. Louis.

The new publication by Mr. SEARs,

entitled “Wonders of the World,” illus

trated by about 500 plates, including an

exceedingly beautiful title-page, de

signed by Chapman, has just appeared.

This work is about the cheapest speci

men of bibliography yet produced, and

it has even the more important addi

tional recommendation in its favor—

that of being an exceedingly useful and

amusing book. No one who catches a

glance of its brilliant exterior will deny

himself the possession of a copy—and

he cannot, forsooth, do a wiser thing

than secure the prize.

ENGLISH.

The following are among the English

Literary novelties, as we learn by our

files, per the Britannia:—

A new work on the “ Natural Principles

and Analogy of the Harmony of Form.”

By D. B. Day.

Dr. W. P. Allison’s “Outlines of Pa

thology and Practice of Medicine,”
Part I.

“ Notes of a Traveller on the Social and

Political State of France, Prussia, Swit

zerland, Italy, &c.” By S. Laing, au

thor of a “ Tour in Norway,” &c.

Captain Marryat’s “Masterman Ready,”

Part Third, will be published at Christ

mas.
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* The Letters of Mary, Queen of Scots,”

are just ready for publication, also

“...A Narrative of the Expedition to China

from the Commencement of the War

to the Present Time.” By J. E. Bing

ham, 2 vols., plates.—“Memoirs of the

House of Commons from the Convention

Parliament in 1688 to the Passing of the

Reform Bill.” By W. C. Townsend.

—Lord Londonderry’s “Letter on the

Mines and Collieries.”—“The Literary

Ladies of England.” By Mrs. Elwood.

—“Self-Devotion.” By the author of

the “Only Daughter.”—“ Nimrod

.4broad.” By C. J. Apperley—and the

Second Volume of Kohl’s excellent

work on “Russia and the Russians.”

MADAME D’ARBLAY's DiARy.—The fifth

volume of this delightful work, now in

the press, will contain the completion of

Miss Burney’s Journal of her Residence

at the Court of George the Third, and

a portion of her Correspondence with

a variety of distinguished personages

with whom she was on habits of inti

macy. It will be embellished with a

portrait of General D’Arblay.

“Handley Cross; or, the Spa Hunt,” by

the author of “Jorrocks, Jonets, and

Jollities,” will be published shortly.

It will be illustrated by Phiz.

The Part necessary to complete the Sixth

and Seventh Editions of “ Turner’s

Chemistry,” edited by Professors Lie

big and Gregory,was to have been pub

lished early in October.

The Shakspeare Society are about to issue

a fourth publication for this year’s

subscription, “.4 Nest of Ninnies, sim

ply without Compounds.” By Robert

Armin, the celebrated Actor in Shak

speare’s Plays. From the only known

edition of 1608. With an Introduction,

&c., by J. Payne Collier, Esq. This

work contains anecdotes, in verse and

prose, of various celebrated Fools and

Jesters.

Bentley announces as now ready, a new

book of travel, by Mrs. Trollope, “.4

Visit to Italy in 1841.” Also two works

of fiction; “William Langshawe, the

Cotton Lord,” a story of Manchester in

the present day. By Mrs. Stone; and

“Richard Savage,” a romance of real

life. By Charles Whitehead, with

plates; which latter originally ap

peared in Bentley’s Miscellany.

“The Eastern and Western States of

JAmerica.” By J. S. Buckingham, Esq.

3 handsome 8vo. volumes, with 15 En

gravings on Steel.

Rev. C. B. Tayler, author of “Records of

.4 Good Man's Life,” has just ready

“Dora Medler, a Story of Alsace,” a

translation.

A new work is announced from the pen

of Capt. Medwin. “ Lyrics for Leisure

Hours,” by Florence Wilson, and “The

Miser's Daughter,” complete, are to ap

pear immediately. “The Elliston Pa

pers,” comprising his Correspondence

and Facetiae, will be commenced in

Ainsworth's Magazine immediately.

A beautiful little volume with 240 plates,

has just been published from the pen

of Lady Callcott, entitled “.4 Scripture

Herbal,” &c., and another little bijou

similarly embellished, called “Popular

Conchology.”

A new work has been commenced in

monthly parts, on “..Ancient and Modern

:4rchitecture,” with fine plates, edited

by M. Gailhabaud.

“Lays of Ancient Rome,” by the Right

Hon. T. B. Macauley; “Pereira’s Trea

tise on Food and Diet ; ” “Louisa, or the

Bride,” by J. H. Newman.

Another cheap serial, likely to prove very

acceptable to the scientific man, is

called, “..Annals of Chemistry and Prac

tical Pharmacy.”

Another work on Architecture is also just

published by Longman, entitled “..An

Encyclopædia of Jirchitecture, Histori

cal, Theoretical and Practical.” By

Joseph Gwilt. 1 large octavo, with

1000 wood cuts.

Parts I. to III. are out of the “History of

Frederic the Great,” from the German of

Kugler, with fine illustrations. Also,

“The Gardener and Practical Florist,”

Part I., and “Work and Wages,”

another new juvenile. By Mary

Howitt.

A new work on Engineering, by Professor

Mosely. 1 Vol. ; Mr. Strutt’s “ Do

mestic Residence in Switzerland,” with

colored plates; Mr. A. J. Strutt’s “ Pe

destrian Tour through Calabria and

Sicily,” with plates; “The Parent’s

Hand Book ; or Guide to the Choice of

Professions, &c.; ” and a new novel by

Miss Burdon, entitled “The Pope and

the Actor.”

THE NAvAL CLUB.—Under this promis

ing title the “Old Sailor” has in pre

paration a new work, the publication

of which was expected in October.

GERMAN.

“ Geschichte der Letzen 25 Jahre’—a

continuation of Rotteck’s Universal

History. By K. H. Hermes. 2 vols. "

“ Der Deutsche Oberrhein.” By C. de la

Roche.

“ Der Freie Deutsche Rhein.” By H. B.

Oppenheim,

–
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A small volume on the “Law of Libel in RECENT DEATHs.—One of the great mas

England * has recently appeared in

Germany, which well deserves trans

lating.

The following are in press:–“..Antisthe

nis Fragmenta.” Zum ersten mal

herausgegeben von A. G. Winklemann.

—Ennemoser, Dr. J., Geschichte des

Thierischen Magnetismus.” 2te au

flage, 8vo.—König, H., Deutsches Leben

in Novellen.

MiSCELLANEous.

AMERICAN ATHEN EUM AT PARIs.-A

new Literary Institution has lately been

opened at Paris under the auspices of

M. Wattemare, the American Consul,

and other scientific gentlemen, which

bids fair not only to become an orna

ment to the French capital, but which

must eventually prove invaluable to

the American tourist and resident in

France. All persons disposed to be

friend a plan so admirably adapted to

cement the amicable relations of the

Old World with the New, by dona

tions of books, magazines, newspapers,

specimens of American art, &c. (all of

which would be gratefully and advan

tageously appropriated), are respect

fully requested to forward their com

munications addressed to the care of

Mr. W. B. Draper, 51 Beaver-street,

New York. There is to be a similar

society established at Cairo, for the use

of European travellers.

ter spirits of the age, has, we regret to

record, passed beyond the confines of

time, and deprived the world of the be

nefits of a great and active intellect en

dowed with the most comprehensive

benevolence and an ardor of feeling

overtasking a form enfeebled by long in

disposition. We allude to the demise of

Dr. Channing, which occurred at Ben

nington, Vt., on the 2d October, in the

sixty-third year of his age.—Baron

Larrey, the far-famed surgeon of Na

poleon, and highly celebrated both in

the practical and theoretical knowledge

of the science he professed, died re

cently at Lyons, on his return from a

medical inspection in Algeria.-Let

ters from Copenhagen announce the

sudden death, in that city, by apoplexy,

at the age of sixty-one, of the learned

Danish archaeologist, M. Broendsted,

the author of many well-known works,

most of them written in French, and

published in Paris, where the author

resided for the greatest portion of his

life.—Dr. Ireland, Dean of Westmin

ster, who died last September, aged

eighty-one, was the author of several

works, and a contributor to the “Quar

terly.” He has left 20,000l. to learned

societies.—The death of Sir William

Ouseley, the laborious Oriental scholar

and voluminous writer, has, we regret

to observe, also recently occurred, add

ing another illustrious name to our re

cords of mortality among the learned

men of the age.

NOTE

TO ARTICLE No. VI.

The reader will note the following correction of errors and omissions in the Sketch

of Mr. Tyler, which came to the knowledge of the author after the article had passed

through the press.

He was born on the 29th of March, 1790—instead of the 29th of April, as stated at

age 503.p In page 504, it is stated that Mr. Wise addressed the President on the subject of

a National Bank. The letter by the President thus alluded to was addressed to some

citizens of Alleghany County, Pennsylvania, in reply to a communication received

from them, but was forwarded to Mr. Wise in the manner, and for the object, stated

in the sketch.

In page 503, it should be added that the father of Mr. Tyler entered most zealously

into our revolutionary struggle; early in the contest was elected to the General

Assembly, over which body he presided as its Speaker for several years; and enjoyed

a close association with Patrick Henry and other distinguished Statesmen of that day.

He was the intimate friend of Thomas Jefferson—but not, as stated, his near

neighbor.

In page 504, it should have been remarked that the President voted against the

renewal of the Charter of the United States in 1832, and afterwards voted in support

of General Jackson’s veto of the Bill which had passed Congress.
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THE DEATH OF DR. CHANNING."

Of the Discourse from the perusal of

which we have just risen, more cannot

be said, and less ought not to be said,

than that it is well worthy both of its

occasion and theme, and of the rising

and rapidly maturing promise of its

accomplished author. Mr. Bellows

speaks evidently from a mind deeply

imbued with a sympathetic compre

hension of what it was his noble

though mournful task to describe.

Earnest and conscientious, his sole aim

seems to be to utter the true thought

and the true feeling with which mind

and heart are filled in the contempla

tion of the memory of the great dead,

in an unaffected and unembellished

manner, a manner in harmony with

the spirit of his subject, simple while

solemn, strong while subdued, and

alike free from ambition of eloquence

and exaggeration of excited enthu

siasm. If he glows, he does not seek

to glitter. If he satisfies the reason,

and calls out a full flow of the sympa

thies of his hearer or reader, he makes

no attempt to charm his fancy or court

his admiration. Or if ever his step

betrays a tendency to stray from the

line of a severer simplicity of style by

which he evidently strives to walk, he

promptly checks and recalls it, seem

ing to remember that the ground he

treads upon is holy. If ever he indul

ges for a moment any rhetorical tempt

ation, as when he exclaims—

“City of the Pilgrims' Eye and heart

of New England how art thou spoiled of

thy beauty . As on one of thy battle

crowned hills rises at length to its capital

that proud column of freedom, which gives

the traveller and the sun their earliest

welcome and their last farewell, from an

other of thy heights suddenly falls a nobler

and more costly pillar of thy glory and thy

strength—visible beyond oceans, and a

Pharos to the world !”—

—he is quick to perceive that his

heightened voice is out of accord with

the more subdued and sober tone of

language and of mind appropriate to

the occasion; and remarking that “this

is not the way in which he would be

spoken of,” he invites us to proceed

with him to “more calmly contem

plate the character of this great and

good man.”

Dr. Channing passed from the pre

sent mode of existence on the after

noon of the second of October, of a

typhus fever—at the same hour at

which the calm glory of an unclouded

Sabbath sunset seemed to be a reflec

tion of that higher sublimity which it

looked upon, in the departure from the

earth of a still mightier, a still diviner

light. In our present notice of this event

wedesire that no reader willconnectour

remarks with any reference to such

opinions with which Dr. Channing

stood identified, as are foreign to the

general scope of this Review; and es

pecially is it proper for us to disclaim

allusion to the peculiar theology of

which he was forº years the head

and representative in this country. We

refer to him as a great moralist, re

former, philanthropist, and Democrat.

“Acalamity,” says Mr. Bellows, “has

befallen our faith, our country, the

* A Discourse occasioned by the Death of William Ellery Channing, D.D., pro

nounced before the Unitarian Societies of New York and Brooklyn, in the Church of

the Messiah, October 13th, 1842.

WOL. XI.-NO. LiV.

By Henry W. Bellows.

New York: Charles S. Francis and Company.

Published by request.

1842.
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church, and the world.” A calamity,

we add, has befallen the cause of those

great moral principles of freedom, pro

gress, love, and truth, to which this

Review has always declared its devo

tion; and which, more or less truly

and efficiently, through all the move

ment and machinery of the politics of

the times, it has always aimed to pur

sue. It is fitting and right, therefore,

that we should not allow such an

event to pass—the event of the year

—without at least a brief record in

these pages, and a brief tribute of the

grateful and affectionate reverence due

to the memory of such a man, from

every friend of the high and holy truths

which he wrote, wrought, lived, and

was in a future Number we will en

deavor to give our readers an engraved

portrait of Dr. Channing, believing that

there will be found few among them,

however widely separated from him on

any particular points of opinion, for

whom it will not possess an interest

and value, to contemplate and preserve,

second to none other within the whole

range of contemporaneous selection.

More than any other individual

writer, speaker, or actor of the age, Dr.

Channing may, we think, be regarded

as the highest embodiment, the most

complete expression and organ, of its

spirit, we mean that spirit of a free,

bold, hopeful, and progressive Human

ity, which is now beginning to manifest

itself, at the same time so deeply and

so widely, in the new and growing ci

vilisation of the epoch, the Christian

Democratic. We shall not attempt

the impossible calculation of how far

he ought to be regarded as an active

influence and power in the creation of

this young school of a new political

and religious philosophy, whose im

press is already to be seen marking

itself so deeply upon the mould of the

times; or how far rather himself a re

sult and effect of the existence of

its spirit, already widely distributed

through the mass of the moral intelli

gence of the age, and working strongly

upward, though scarcely yet to any

great extent apparent on the surface

until itj and uttered itself in

him. We are not of those who are

prone to exaggerate the relative power

of individual minds over the collective

mind of their time. Few among the

“great men” of any epoch are, after

alſ,much in advance of their age. If

the mountain summit is the first to

catch the direct ray, there is already,

even then, considerable light diffusing

itself, through a common and all-per

vading atmosphere, over the humblest

depth of the valley, and presently the

full flood of the heavenly radiance will

be equally poured over all alike. The

diadem that crowns the crest of the

hill does not bring the light, though it

may be the earliest manifestation and

reflection of it, flaming across the

plain, to the upturned eyes of men, as

a signal of its coming, of its arrival al

ready come. So, therefore, we do not

agree with some whose enthusiasm

would elevate Dr. Channing to a posi

tion above his rightful claim, as a crea

tor and cause of that of which he was

so glorious an effect and example. Had

he not risen up in the midst of our as

semblage, with his sweet voice of

apostolic fervor and power, the same

spirit that kindled its tones as with a

coal from the altar, would have poured

out the necessary, the irrepressible ut

terance of itself through other lips,

the cloven tongue of fire would have

descended upon another head, and

there were many, doubtless, ripe and

ready for its reception, and for the mis

sion which Providence made his. So,

too, do we differ from those whose sor

row exaggerates the importance of the

loss we have sustained in him. He

had spoken and acted himself out, with

a completeness not often, it seems to

us, to be declared of other men. He

had done his work; all that he was

allotted to do—all, probably, that he

could do; and he has laid himself be

side it to rest, in a venerable maturity

of years. He had a word given him to

speak, and he has spoken it over and

over again; in many variations and

applications. He might perhaps have

continued to repeat it in other modes,

and on fresh occasions as they might

arise, but it would have been still the

same thing. While in his writings

his voice yet speaks to his age, as sweet

and as strong as though it still issued

from his living tongue.

That we should protest against being

understood, in these remarks, in any

sense at all depreciating to Dr. Chan

ning's real power and influence, cannot

be necessary. It is precisely because

they were so great that many persons

are apt now to run into the error of an

exaggeration in their estimate of them.
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We only desire to reduce it within the

just bounds of reason and truth. He

most undoubtedly did exert a vast

though quiet power. He spoke the great

ideas of the age so persuasively and

so powerfully that men could not con

tinue insensible to them; he illustrated

them so beautifully in his own daily

walk of life that we could not refuse

to them our admiration and love; he

exhibited in himself so pure and per

fect a model of what d; could and

ought to make a man, that none who

witnessed it could fail to become alike

wiser and better by the contemplation

of such example, and cheered by it to

a more hopeful striving forward and

upward along the shining track of his

footsteps. Upon the rising generation

particularly, the young men, just now

in the act of coming forward upon the

broad stage of life, did this moral in

fluence exerted by his life and writings

operate most strongly. In his hopeful

ness, in his enthusiasm, in his faith in

good and in God, he was as one of them.

His word went direct to the deepest seat

of all their best sympathies and noblest

aspirations. Many such a one has he

rescued from the spiritual perdition of

doubt and despair. From before many

a young eye has his hand rolled away

the cloud of darkness which had begun

to settle as a death-pall upon the har

mony and grandeur of the moral crea

tion around it. And many a young

man, we doubt not, has been at once

stimulated and strengthened by him to

record the vow, at the inmost and ho

liest shrine of his own soul, to be, to

make himself, a true man—not utterly

unworthy of the glorious possibility of

his own better semi-angelic nature;

to cast from him with a noble scorn

the fetters of selfishness and sensuality

with which a false and bad society so

basely enslaves us, and to devote him

self, even though it yield him no other

reward than the happiness of the mar

tyr, to good, toi. to liberty, and to

love. Who, who, we repeat, can num

ber the young souls, scattered through

the length and breadth of the land,

—already perhaps unconsciously and

vaguely stirred with an undeveloped

tendency toward this direction, derived

from the spreading influence of the

spirit of the age—which have been thus

quickened and brought forth by him

into the light of a new moral life, for

which they ever after will recognize

an obligation due to him, as a spiritual

parent, far outweighing the natural

debt of gratitude for the mere boon of

common existence 2

But we wrong our readers in with

holding from them such extracts as

our limits permit, from Mr. Bellows's

fine analysis of Dr. Channing's moral

and mental character and life. Al

though it is not easy to make satisfac

tory selections from a production which

we would strongly recommend in its

entireness to the perusal of all within

whose reach it may fall, we gladly

enrich our pages—in preference to

giving them to the reflections throng

ing on our own mind in association

with the luminous name at their

head—with all for which we are at

resent able to make room. The fol

owing present a comprehensive por

traiture of his personal history and

private life, in which no others will

see an exaggeration of coloring, but

those who have not enjoyed the oppor

tunity of seeing and knowing person

ally, that of which the recollection

remains like one of the most precious

of memories in the hearts of his

friends:

“Of his personal history, there is little

to be said. He is known to the world

not by the variety of ways in which he

has appeared upon the stage, not by

having provoked incessant attention, or

having acted upon many points, or pub

lished many books. He has neither run

the usual career of a great preacher nor

a great author, nor a great philanthropist.

He has done what he has done, in the

process of a calm, common, and unevent

ful life. He has been chiefly instrumental

in great changes in public sentiment,

without leading any party. He is the

acknowledged head of a religious denomi

nation, without ever having heartily co

operated with any organized sect. He

has set thousands of minds into excited

activity without a particle of bustle in his

own life. For thirty years the unpre

tending pastor of a church in Boston, he

devoted himself without any other inter

mission than feeble health demanded, to

the teaching of Christian truth as he felt

and knew it in his own heart, to the cor

rection of erroneous theological views

and opinions, which conflicted with the

spiritual growth of his own people.

Preaching rarely anywhere but at home,

not seeking motoriety, nor anxious to

widen, so he might deepen his influence,

using no tricks of oratory to attract the

–
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popular attention, and producing at no

time any outward excitement, he led as

retired and unassuming a career as his

humbler brethren. His talents did not

dazzle, his eloquence intoxicate, his pecu

liarities attract. His church, though

usually full, was never thronged. There

was nothing there to please the common

ear, nor excite the popular passions. His

ministry was not attended by showy re

sults; his people as a people, were not

specially spiritual, his society by no means

the pattern society of the place. And yet

at this very time, and on these unmarked

occasions, and in this quiet way, he was

saying that which went down deeper into

the hearts open to his influence, than any

word that had been uttered from the

pulpit for centuries. In the patient and

painful thoughtfulness of his secluded

life, he was in high and close communion

with God and his truth. And it was the

light and life that were in his discourse

that vivified and illuminated the best

minds that approached him. He did not

move or enlighten masses in his earlier

life, but he mightily moved, and, as it

were, recreated a few. . . . It

is by the instruments he has created,

that the palpable influence of Dr. Chan

ning must be measured. He stands

alone in the reverence and gratitude of

many men, equal among themselves in

ability and usefulness, and none of them

second to any but him. He is a class by

himself, both in the mode and the kind of

his influence. It is of a higher order, and

a more profound depth. It is nearer the

centre of moral motion. It is this which

accounts for the nature of his reputation,

which is as great abroad as at home, and

no greater, if as great in his own city,

than wherever the English language is

known. His influence is not diminished

by distance, because its seat is the mind

and soul of those who receive his spirit.

There is no more enthusiasm about him,

felt by those who know him, than by

those who intelligently read him, because

his greatness resides in the grandeur of

the truth he embodies alike in his writings

and his character. You do not need to

see that he is what he preaches or writes.

For the truths he reveals, the emotions he

awakens, attest their own genuineness,

and leave you not only without suspicion,

but without thought of him. His pre

sence neither disappoints nor heightens

your idea of him. You expect to see a

man of uniform elevation of mind, and

dignified simplicity of manners, and such

he is found. He converses about things

always with reference to principles, and

the same principles. His conversation is

as great as his writings, and as if a part

of them. Both are simple, grand, and

inspiring,

“Dr. Channing’s public character was

his private character. He knew no dis

tinction between public and private mo

rality. As you saw him abroad, such he

was at home, conducting the smallest

details of his life upon the broadest and

loftiest principles. His natural temper

must have been sweet, for I cannot learn

that it ever improved, and no one saw

that it was capable of improvement. An

undisturbed serenity reigned over his

soul. He would not allow himself to

read or hear the attacks that were some

times made upon him, abroad and at

home. He carried on public controversy

with the same angelic temper with which

he managed private and friendly discus

sions.

“His stature was small, and his frame

slight. There seemed only enough body

to anchor his soul among us. His health

was extremely feeble, and he had led the

life of an invalid for thirty years. This

doubtless made him more contemplative

than he might otherwise have been. It

narrowed his activity in one kind only to

widen it in another. Had he been better

able to labor as a parochial minister, he

might have been less a philanthropist and

philosopher, and the world have lost what

his people gained. The slenderness and

debility of his frame gave an increased

expressiveness to his character and dis

course. His head was so full and finely

turned, that no sense of diminutiveness

disturbed you, and least of all in the pul

pit. His countenance was surpassingly

beautiful. Heavenly-mindedness, truth,

compassion, love, and peace, reposed in

his features. His voice, tremulous always,

was melodious and melting beyond any

parallel; and his articulation distinct and

elegant, but simple, slow, and slightly

delayed, had the effect of those notes in

music which reluctantly give way to each

other. His eloquence was persuasive,

but not he, but truth and love took you

captive. He had no peculiarities of

manner. There was nothing oratorical

in his discourses; for they read as well as

they sounded, which can never be true of

artificial eloquence. His gesture you

neither minded nor missed. He left you

full of the subject and not of himself.

And if an occasional hearer only, you

went from his discourse with a feeling

that it was an era in your moral life. He

was rarely heard by any aspiring mind

without the inward thought, ‘I could not

have done without that help, and it is by

the special providence of God that I am
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here, and that this is the topic of dis

course.’”

Of his literary character Mr. Bel

lows thus speaks:

“I have said that he did not run the

common career of an author. Except an

occasional sermon or review, he published

nothing until a very few years, and not

until after his general reputation was

established. His literary fame grew out

of a few essays, published at intervals in

the Christian Examiner, which attracted

the attention of the world. This is a

remarkable instance of the immediate and

wide recognition of intellectual greatness

and entireness, in a few disconnected

papers, neither addressed to fame, nor

widely circulated. But the plain reason

is, that everything this man writes is full

of him; full of the great and glorious

principles, with which he is now identi

fied. He writes nothing that does not

develope, enforce, or sustain the neglected

and fundamental truths, which it is his

mission to revive or freshen in the human

heart. It matters not how secular his

theme may be, he is never false to his own

sacred views; never inconsistent with

them; never even momentarily forgetful

of them; nay, all that he has written in

the way of criticism, biography, or poli

tics, has been only in application of his

religious or spiritual principles to the

different phases of life. . . . There

are few great writers, from whom so

few splendid passages could be selected.

His writings press rather than strike;

they are pervaded by gravity, rather than

charged with the electric fluid. His style

is so transparent, and the writer himself

so carefully withdrawn, that nothing but

the naked truth appears in what he says.

You think almost as little of the literary

execution of his works, as in the case of

the sacred writings. It is only when your

attention is drawn to the subject, that you

notice how faultless they are in this

respect. It is impossible not to feel that

the love of fame has not given birth to

these productions. You see that it is

not the literary world which is addressed.

He does not enter into competition with

other aspirants for reputation, before the

tribunal of critics. He addresses man,

and every man. He appeals to his

brethren throughout the world. It is

neither for money, nor reputation, nor

amusement; for the sake of combatting

this theory or that opinion; but to teach

the world; to say what ought to be said

upon a vital subject. He is not a literary

man. He is a public teacher. He is not

a scholar; he is a moral censor and guide.

He does not devote his hiſe to books, or to

authorship, but to doing good. He is a

constant and laborious observer of the

world, for the world’s sake; a hearty and

deep sympathiser in all human concerns;

an anxious and earnest friend of man.

His life and fortunes are identified with

humanity; as that lives, so he lives. He

is a writer only so far as he is a public

thinker, and a guardian of the common

weal. To correct public sentiment, to

enlighten public ignorance, to arouse

public insensibility, this is the sole object,

and this is the measure of his writings.

His works, therefore, are a part of his

life; they are acts. He writes nothing

abstract, nothing systematic, nothing

learned, nothing merely tasteful, nothing

for posterity. His writings are a part of

the movement of the age in which he

lives. They are for and to the present;

they are all purely moral and spiritual,

and relate to man's highest, immediate,

and eternal welfare. They concern the

right and wrong of practical opinions,

institutions, judgments, actions. Based

upon everlasting truths, or the exhibition

of those truths themselves, they have

nothing abstract in them. They concern

every man in his practical views and con

duct. Such are his writings. Have I

not rightly said that he has not run the

common career of an author º’”

With the following, relating to the

political character of this great teacher

and moralist, we find ourselves com

pelled to conclude:

“The greatness of human nature,

resulting from man’s likeness to God,

inspired Dr. Channing with a strong faith

in human progress. There is enough to

be evolved in man,—there is material

enough in him, for God is in him. There

is no obscurity in the law of his progress.

He is made to know God and to love him.

All his sufferings come of his alienation

from God. There is nothing to prevent

a vast increase of happiness, a quite mil

lennial beauty and excellence in society,

but the ignorance, and sensuality, and

selfishness of men; and from this there is

a susceptibility of recovery in man, and

means of grace in the gospel, which leaves

no man as full of moral power and Chris

tian experience, as he was, room to doubt

of the certain triumph of human nature

over its own weakness. All his hope for

society, confident as it was, was placed

upon Christianity operating through the

individual souls of men, with its enlight

ening and sanctifying power. He had a

boundless faith in the efficaey of truth,

because it addressed a nature made after
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that of truth’s Author. His faith in God

and in man were co-extensive. Human

history and God’s providence are synony

mous expressions. Because God reigns,

man shall not always be trampled under

the foot of his brother, or beneath his own

brutal passions. Earnest and prompt as

his exertions were against, and strong as

was his sense of, the evils of society, he

was undismayed by them. He was not

amazed and confounded by the sinfulness

of the world, because he saw the sources

of it, and knew that they were finite; be

cause, too, he saw the remedy, and knew

that it was infinite. Christianity enforc

ing reason and conscience against the ani

mal and selfish passions of man, is like

Michael wrestling with Satan—an invul

nerable angel contending with a mortal

enemy—the undying spirit against the

doomed flesh.”

“There is one word that covers every

cause, to which Channing devoted his

talents and his heart, and that word is

Freedom. Liberty is the key of his reli

gious, his political, his philanthropic prin

ciples. Free the slave, free the serf, free

the ignorant, free the sinful. Let there

be no chains upon the conscience, the

intellect, the pursuits, or the persons of

men. Free agency is the prime distinc

tion and privilege of humanity. It is the

first necessity of a moral being. Extin

guish freedom, and you extinguish huma

nity. Tyranny is spiritual murder, as Sin

is moral suicide. All infringements of

liberty are to be regarded as belonging to

the same class. Political oppression,

restrictions upon education, religious

thraldom, domestic slavery, the tyranny of

public opinion, the rule of fashion and

wealth, the domination of a strong mind

over weak ones; all these he dreaded, and

for the same reason. Therefore, he la

bored for no special sort of freedom. He

was as eloquent a defender of free political

institutions, as of religious liberty; of

popular education, as of negro emancipa

tion. So he denounced associations for

their tyrannical influence. His whole

religious teachings are directed towards

freeing men from servitude to their pas

sions, and appetites, and impulses. He

would make every soul master of itself.

The individual is weakened by depend

ence; he is enslaved by authority. Let

him be his own master; act upon his own

judgment and responsibility, and so have

that root in himself, which alone gives

worth toman. It was upon this principle,

that Dr. Channing strove to dignify hum

ble pursuits in the eyes of their followers.

He would not have a man think meanly of

himself, or his occupation. He would

exalt toil by the spirit of independence

carried into it, and by the native dignity.

of the being it tasks. He frowned upon

the silly pride which disdains labor.

Without decrying or undervaluing social

distinctions, he insisted most earnestly

upon essential equality, and mutual re

spect. He would lift up the head of false

abasement, and make the menial walk

erect in the presence of the master; he

would teach the lowly to respect nothing

but worth, virtue, intelligence in their

social superiors, and the proud to recog

nize goodness and enlightenment in the

humblest walks of life. Few know how

much this man has done to raise into self

respect and happiness, the mechanics and

laborers of our country, who felt them

selves ground down in spirit, under the

assumptions and pride ascribed to the more

privileged classes. I have seen the influ

ence ofthat single tract of Dr. Channing’s,

styled ‘Self Culture.” It has reconciled

thousands to manual labor, satisfied them

with their condition, by substituting their

own respect, and the respect of God, for

the condescension of riches and fashion,

and taught them to look down upon igno

rance and folly, even clothed in purple

and fine linen, and faring sumptuously

every day. And what is more, he taught

social equality without Jacobinism and

Agrarianism. The poor and humble were

no better, but only as good as the rich and

the proud. A man was a man in rags,

but also a man in purple; the soiled hand

of labor was still human, and so was the

gloved hand of luxury. Toil needed to be

taught what was respectable in affluence,

as well as affluence what was venerable

in toil. If there was pride, reserve, and

contempt, in the high, there was envy,

jealousy, and hatred, in the low. There

fore, if the rich respect the poor, the poor

shall respect the rich. The less favored

are bound to honor and submit to the con

stitution of society, if the more favored are

bound to correet and adjust inequalities to

the advantage of the unprivileged. In

Dr. Channing’s writings, attention is not

fixed so much upon what is different, as

upon what is the same in all men; mutual

respect and love are based upon our com

mon nature and destiny, upon our brother

hood and filial relation to one God and

Father. Most radical as his spirit is in

‘respect ofhuman equality, there is nothing

disorganizing in his writings. In this he

imitates and resembles the spirit of the

gospel, which, without violence or revolu- .

tion, saps the strength of all abuses and

errors, and by taking a higher or a deeper

ground than existing institutions, obtains

room and play for its own principles,

without immediately or passionately dis

placing the customs or order which it yet

dooms and finally destroys.”
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SYNTHETIC

BY O. A.

PHILOSOPHY.

BR.ownson.

I.

The SUBJECT AND THE OBJECT.

PHILosophy is the science of Life. Its

problem is to find the Ultimate from

which we may explain the origin of

man and nature, determine the laws of

their growth, obtain a presentiment of

their destiny, and become inspired with

a pure and noble zeal to live and die

for the glory of God, and the progress
of mankind.

There is and can be no higher pro

blem than this.-none more worthy to
engage the whole force of our minds

and our hearts. It is the problem of

problems; it includes all other pro

blems; and on its solution depend all

other problems for theirs. We have

answered no question, whether of man

or nature, of society, religion, or morals,

till we have traced it to the Ultimate,

beyond which there is no question to

be asked, or to be answered.

But the Ultimate for ever escapesus.

It recedes always in proportion as we

advance; and is never seized save in

a finite and relative form. The com

plete solution, therefore, transcends,

and for ever must transcend, the reach

of our powers. All that we can do,

and all that we should attempt, is to

obtain the solution that shall meet the

wants and satisfy the heart of our own

epoch. This solution, though it must

one day needs be outgrown, as we out

grow the garments of our childhood,

will, nevertheless, bring us a measure

of peace, become the point of departure

for new inquirers, and pave the way

for new and more adequate solu

tions.

Philosophy is the creation of the hu

man understanding, naturally or super

naturally enlarged and enlightened.

All begins and ends with Thought, our

only medium of knowledge, whatever

its sphere or its degree. Thought is,

for us, always ultimate. We cannot

go before nor behind Thought ; for

WOL. XI.-No. LIV. 72

we have nothing but thought with

which to go before or behind it. What,

then, is Thought 2 What is its reach 2

What are its conditions 2 “For I

thought,” says Locke, “that the first

step towards satisfying certain inquiries

the mind of man was very apt to run

into, was to take a survey of our own

understandings, examine our powers,

and see to what things they were

adapted.”

Thought implies both Subject and

Object, that ". thinks and that

which is thought. What, then, is the

Subject? What is the Object 2

The SUBJECT is the me, that which

I call myself, and express by the pro
noun I in the phrases I am, I .. I

will, I love; or by the pronoun me,

when I say of some particular thing, it

pleases me, grieves me, injures me,

does me good.

I do not know myself by direct

immediate knowledge; I come to a

knowledge of myselfonly in the pheno

menon, in which I see myself reflected

as in a glass. I am never my own im

mediate object. “The understanding,”

Locke very properly remarks, “like the

eye, whilst it makes us, see and per

ceive all other things, takes no notice

of itself; and it requires art and pains

to set it at a distance, and make it its

own object.” . This, if we substitute no

direct notice for “no notice,” is as true

when affirmed of me, as when affirmed

of my understanding. I never stand

face to face with myself, looking into

my own eyes. The Seer and the Seen,

the Subject and the Object, are as dis

tinct in psychology as they are in logic;

and they are distinct in logic, because

they are distinct in the nature of things.

Yet some modern psychologists, mis

apprehending the fact of consciousness,

have questioned this statement, and
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contended that the Subject may be its

own object, and that I may know my

self by direct, immediate knowledge.

But if this were so, I could know at

once, and prior to experience, all that

I am, and all that I can do or become.

I could know myself active without

having acted; thinking without having

thought; sentient without having felt.

I should know beforehand the nature

and the reach of the passions;–love

without having ever loved; hatred

without having ever hated; grief with

out having ever grieved. I should

know at once all that I ever can know,

whether of myself or of that which is

not myself. But it is only God who can

know himself by direct immediate

knowledge; for only that which is in

dependent, self-existent, and self-living,

can contain in itself its own object.

No man knows thoroughly himself,

or can say, till enlightened by expe

rience, what he is able to do, or to be

come. Even they who best obey the

injunction, “Know thyself,” are but

slight proficients in self-knowledge.

The bulk of mankind are grossly igno

rant of themselves. Moreover, we ad

vance in the knowledge of ourselves.

Every day reveals us to ourselves under

some new aspect. The older we grow,

the more varied our experience, Severe

our struggles, and trying the vicissi

tudes of life, the better do we come to

know and comprehend ourselves. But

did we know ourselves by direct, im

mediate knowledge, what room would

there be for this progress 2 and how

could this varied experience, and these

struggles, trials, and vicissitudes, be

come the medium of advancing us in

the knowledge of ourselves?

But, though I know not myself by

direct, immediate knowledge, yet I

know myself mediately, indirectly,

through the medium of my acts.

Whenever I think, I find myselfas one

of the elements of the thought. Inever

think without knowing that it is I and

not another that thinks. This is the

meaning of the “Cogito, ergo sum ” of

Descartes, “I think, therefore I am.”

Descartes did not offer in this, nor pre

tend to offer, as he himself expressly

tells us, an argument for his existence;

but merely stated the fact in which he

found it. Not being able to see or to

recognize myself in myself, to see, as

it were, my own eye, I should be to

myself as if I were not, did I not think.

When I do not think, I do not exist to

my own apprehension. How know I

then that I exist at all ? I cannot

prove my existence; but I have no need

to prove it, for whenever I think, I

always find myself in the thought as

THAT-which-THINKs. As certain as it

is that I think, so certain is it then

that I am ; for I always think myself

as the subject of the thought.

I do not infer my existence from the

fact of thinking. } . not infer it at

all ; but in the act of thinking I find it.

My existence is never an inference, and

logic has nothing to do with establish

ing it. I cannot prove my existence,

neither can I deny it, nor doubt it. To

doubt is to think. But I never think

without finding myself as the one who

thinks. Consequently, in doubting my

existence I should find it. I cannot

deny my own existence; not only be

cause in denying it. I should logically

affirm it, by affirming the existence of

the denier, but I should be conscious

of myself, in the act of denying, as the

one who makes the denial.

This finding of myself in the pheno

menon, or as the one who thinks, is

precisely what is meant by the term

consciousNESs. Consciousness is not a

faculty, nor even an act of a peculiar

sort. It is simply a higher degree of

what philosophers call perception. As

its name implies, cum scientid, it is

something that goes along with know

ledge, or something in addition to sim

ple perception,-ad-perceptio, apper

ception,-and is easily comprehended.

I think a rose. This is a simple phe

nomenon, or rather a single act of the

mind; but, in addition to the perception

of the rose, the object of the thought, I

recognize, but as an integral part of the

same phenomenon, myself as the agent

thinking, or the one who perceives the

rose. This recognition of myself is

the consciousness. All acts in which

I so recognize myself as actor or

thinker, are called by Leibnitz APPER

CEPTIONs. All thoughts are properly

apperceptions, for they all include in

the view of the thinker, both the sub

ject thinking and the object thought.

But according to this, consciousness

is not, as is sometimes supposed, the
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immediate perception of myself in my
self. I am conscious of myself only in

the phenomenon, and even then only

under the relation of its subject. I can

speak, I can think, or even conceive of

myself only as the subject of an act.

I can define myself only by referring to

my acts. I express myself, indeed, by

the personal pronoun, but never with

out joining it to the verb. I, me, taken

alone, without a verb, expressed or un

derstood, means nothing. It must be

always I am, I do, I think, I will, I

love, or I hate. In my essence, save

so far as my being is revealed in my

doing, I never know or apprehend my

self. I find myself never as pure es

sence, but always as cause, and as be

ing only so far forth as cause; that is

to say, I find myself, exist to myself,

only in my efforts, productions, or phe

nomena. I am conscious, therefore, of
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myself only under the relation of sub

ject or cause ; and, therefore, it is only

under this relation of subject or cause,

only as projected into the phenomenon,

that I can be my own object, that I can

study myself, and learn what I am and

of what I am capable.

But the phenomenon is never the

sole product of the subject. There is

and can be no thought with a single

term. It is impossible to think with

out thinking an OBJECT as well as a

subject. I never think without en

countering an object, and only in con

currence with the object. But in the

act of thinking where I find myself, and

where only I find myself, I always find

myself as subject, never as OBJECT. I

find the OBJECT always, invariably op

posed to the subject, and, therefore,

never as me, but ALways As Not ME,

II.

REALITY OF

I REcognize myself, am conscious of

my own existence, am able to affirm

that I am, only in the act of thinking.

But I can think only on condition of

encountering in the phenomenon an

object which, as opposed to the subject

or me, must needs be not me. Then I

can never find myself without finding

at the same time, and in the same phe

nomenon, that which is not myself.

But I do find myself in every thought.

It follows, then, that both myself and

that which is not myself, the me and

the not me, are given in each and

every thought, in the first and simplest,

as well as in the last and most com

plex.

The highest degree of certainty I

ever have or can aspire to, is that of

my own existence. This is merely the

certainty I have that in thinking I re

cognize myself as the subject of the

thought. But the certainty I have,

that in thinking I encounter an object,

which is not me, is precisely equal to

this. Consequently, the certainty I

have of the existence of the Object, in

all cases as not me, is precisely, object

ively and subjectively, the certainty I

have of my own existence, that is, my

highest degree of certainty.

This conclusion is of immense reach

THE OBJECT.

in philosophy. It settles the question

so long agitated concerning the object

ive validity of human knowledge, and

puts an end at once and for ever to all

IDEALISM, and to all SKEPTICISM. The

object is no creature of the subject;

for it is as essential to the production

of the phenomenon we term thought,

as is the subject itself. Where there is

no subject, of course there is no

thought; where no object, equally no

thought. Since the object precedes

thought as one of its conditions, it can

not be a product of thought ; since its

existence is essential to the activity or

to the manifestation of the subject, it

must be independent of the subject,

and therefore not me. If not me, it

must be what I find it in the pheno

menon; that is to say, it must be in

itself what I think it, or what it

enters for into the thought as one of its

elements. For, if it were not what I

think it; if it entered into the pheno

menon for what it is not in itself, it

would not be not me, but me; and

therefore not object but subject, which

were a contradiction in terms. Every

thought contains an object; and this ob

ject, whatever it be, is therefore not

me, but exists really out of me, and in.

dependent of me. The object I think

then really is; and is, not because I

A
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think it, but I think it because it is, and

could not think it, if it were not. What

ever then I think exists, and independ

ent of me. If I think an external

world, then is there an external world;

the finite, then is there the finite; the

infinite, then is there the infinite; God,

then God is.

This is no forced result. It is as

serted when we assert that every

thought contains an object, and that

the object is in all cases not me. But

if we accept this result, we are saved

no little labor. The passage from the

subjective to the objective ceases to be

that long, circuitous way commonly

imagined, and the great problem

which has vexed philosophers in all

ages, is found to be no problem at all.

The great problem with philosophers

has always been to establish the ob

jective validity of our knowledge; that

is, the existence of the not me. We

are conscious of our own feelings, be

liefs, and convictions; but is there any

thing out of us, and independent of us,

to respond to these subjective affec

tions? How know I that God and na

ture are not mere modes or affections of

my subjective life 2 How know I that

aught exists beside this subject which

I call myself? and how know I that

the outward universe, with all its won

drous beauty and variety, is anything

more than myself projected, or taken

as my own object 2

Here is the problem which has

always in some form or other torment

ed the metaphysicians; and yet this is

a problem that cannot be solved.

There is no passage possible between

the subjective and the objective. There

is no possible equation between me

and not me, by which one may be ob

tained from the other. It is impossible

to conclude from my own existence to

that of another. There is here no

room for logic. Logic can operate

only on data previously assumed or

established ; and it never does and

never can operate with only a single

factor. Unity multiplied by unity gives

unity, and nothing more, is as true in

logic as in arithmetic, which is only a

special application of logic. With the

me alone, or with the not me alone,

logic can obtain no result. God, man,

and nature, instead of being results lo

gically obtained, are in fact the neces

sary bases of logic, and must be found,

or assumed, before logic can commence

its process of demonstrating them.

Nevertheless, the human race has

contrived, some way or other, to open

relations with the objective world.

From the first day of its conscious ex

istence, it has not ceased to believe it

self in strict relation with a world out

and independent of itself. God and na

ture have been and are realities to it,

as much so as its own existence.

Strange' The human race, the savage

in his forest, the shepherd on his hill

side, the rustic following his plough,

all believing what the metaphysicians

have hitherto been unable to demon

strate, and what the more sober-minded

among them contend cannot be demon

strated . This fact should have induced

them to inquire, if, after all, they have

not erred in assuming any demonstra

tion to be necessary.

When Dr. Johnson was asked what

answer he would use against those

who denied the reality of the external

universe, he replied by striking his foot

against a stone. This reply was not

logical, but it was philosophical and

just. It recognized this fundamental

fact, namely, that I find myself only in

opposition to that which is not myself;

and directed the inquirer to the simple

fact in which originates all faith in ex

ternal realities. In striking his foot

against the stone, Dr. Johnson had as

positive evidence that the stone was

not himself, and therefore that it was

in relation to him, an external reality,

as he had that it was he and not

another who performed the act of

striking his foot against it; or that the

act of striking his foot against it was

followed by an affection of his sensi

bility,

The cause of this error of the meta

physicians, in seeking a passage where

none can be found, and where none is

possible or needed, must be looked for

in their assumption of a false point of

departure of philosophy. They have

supposed that philosophy must begin

either with the subject, that is, with

the me; or with the object, that is,

with the not me. But when we begin

with the subject we can never get to

the object, as Hume and all the skep
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tical philosophers but too easily demon

strate. When we so begin we ne

cessarily end in Idealism. When we

*::::: with the object, the not me,

taking our point of sight in God, as do

the larger part of theologians, we ne

cessarily end in Pantheism, with Spi

noza; or taking our point of sight in

nature, the effect, we end necessaril

in Atheism with Evhemere and D'Hol

bach; for it is as impossible to go from

the object to the subject, as from the

subject to the object.

The true point of departure of phi

losophy is never in BEING, in the Esse,

DAs REINE SEYN of the Hegelians,

whether of the subject or of the object;

but in LIFE, which is the manifestation

of Being. And in LIFE, according to

what we have established, THE SUB

JECT AND OBJECT, MIE AND NOT ME, ARE

ONE AND INDISSOLUBLE.

To make this still plainer: Kant, in

his Critique, has with masterly skill

and wonderful exactness, drawn up a

complete list of the categories of Rea

son. His analysis of Reason ma

be regarded as complete and final.

Cousin hasfollowed him, and, with true

metaphysical sagacity, reduced these

categories to two, -the category of

suBSTANCE, and that of CAUSE ; or, as I

prefer to say, the category of BEING

and that of PHENOMENON. Whatever

we conceive of, we must conceive of it

existing either as being or as phe

nomenon. Being or substance, in it

self, transcends the reach of the human

mind: we can know it, can conceive

of it, only in the phenomenon; or, as

M. Cousin would say, only under the

category, or relation of cause. I find

myself, as we have already seen, only

as the subject of the phenomenon;

that is, only so far as I do something.

In like manner do we know or con

ceive of nature never only under the

relation of cause, only as it manifests,

and therefore as that-which-manifests

itself, in the phenomenon, as the ob

ject which opposes or resists the sub

ject. God is never seen or conceived of

in himself. He is to us only in his

DoING, only as cause, or creator ;

though as wise, holy, good, and all

powerful Cause or Creator. The cate

gory of substance is then conceivable

only in the category of cause: that is,

we know being only as cause, and only

sofar forth as it is a cause. We seize it

only in the phenomenon, the manifes

tation, not in itself.

The manifestation of being, that is,

being putting itself forth in the pheno

menon, is what I term LIFE; and when

this life is so intense that the subject

recognizes itself as well as that

which is not itself, I term the pheno

menon, THought, or apperception.

Now Thought, and, as we shall here

after see, all Life, is the Joint PRODUCT

of both subject and object. I know

myself indeed as subject or cause; but

never as able to cause or produce

without the concURRENCE of that which

is not myself. In other words, the

subject, as we have seen, cannot mani

fest itself without an object; and the

object cannot manifest itself without a

subject, which, of course, relatively to

it will be object. Now, as the pheno

menon is single and indissoluble, and

yet the joint product of both subject

and object, it follows that both subject

and object are, though distinct, one

and inseparable in the phenomenon or

fact of life. Here, in the phenomenal,

in the fact of Life, where only we are

able to seize either the subjective

world or the objective world, the sub

ject and object are given, not as sepa

rate, not one to be obtained from the

other, but in an INDISSOLUBLE SYNTHE

sis. This is wherefore I call philoso

phy not the science of BEING, but the

science of LIFE; and also wherefore I

add to it the epithet, SYNTHETIC.

If metaphysicians had begun in the

fact of life, instead of trying to begin

with pure being, the Esse, the REINE

SEYN, they would have found, as data

already furnished to their hands, both

the objective and the subjective; and

finding them both in the indestructible

synthesis of thought, they would

never have conceived the problem—

The one being given, how to obtain the

other? In point of fact, this problem

is really inconceivable, and philoso

phers have been for ages asking, not so

much an unanswerable, as, if we may

so speak, an unaskable question; for

the one term is never found without

the other, or conceived of, save in con

junction with the other. This is what

we must mean when we say that we

never find ourselves but as the subject

of the phenomenon, and never as sub
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ject without finding ourselves in con

junction with that which is not our

selves, as object.

There has been no error in asserting

the existence of God, man, and nature.

We are not to arraign the faith of

mankind in this three-fold existence,

because philosophers have been unable

to legitimate it. It needs no legitimat

ing; and we have erred only in at

tempting to legitimate it. Mankind

believe in God, in themselves, and in

nature, for the best of all possible rea

sons, BECAUSE THEY THINK THEM, AND

CANNOT THINK WITHOUT THINKING

THEM. Here is the whole mystery of

the matter. The profoundest philoso

phy can add nothing to this, and take

nothing from it. All that philosophy

is called upon to do in relation to it, is

simply by reflection to place the fact

that the me alone is incapable of gen

erating a single phenomenon, in a light

so clear that none can mistake it.

Taking this view, there ceases to be

any discrepancy between philosophy

and what is called common sense.

Humanity is never a skeptic. Even

the skeptical philosophers themselves,

are practically no skeptics. Hume,

notwithstanding his philosophical

doubts, believes as firmly in God, na

ture, and the necessary connection be

tween cause and effect, as his great

opponent, Dr. Reid himself. Both ad

mitted that the reality of this connec

tion, and that of an external world,

could not be demonstrated ; both also

contended that neither could be disbe

lieved. The only difference there was

between the skeptic Hume, and the

realist Reed, was that the former

thought the demonstration in question

essential to a scientific belief, while the

latter stoutly maintained, but without

showing any great reason for so main

taining, that it was not.

There is much misconception about

this matter of proving or demonstrat

ing. Nothing is more absurd than to con

clude that whatever cannot be proved

true, must therefore be regarded as

false. That which is less evident, is

proved by that which is more evi

dent. But when the fact alleged is

of itself of the highest degree of evi

dence we can have, it is incapable of

proof. What is more evident than the

circular appearance of the sun ? Yet

how can I prove to myself or to

another, that the sun appears to me

of a circular form 2 But facts of this

kind need no proof. EveRY FACT Is

INCAPABLE OF PRoof JUST IN PROPOR

TION To Its CERTAINTy. A proposition

is demonstrated by being resolved into

another proposition more ultimate, or

by being shown to be involved in

another proposition held to be true.

But when the proposition is it

self ultimate, when there is no proposi

tion more ultimate into which it can

be resolved, or from which it can be

obtained, it is, and must needs be, inca

pable of demonstration. But then

it needs no demonstration. It is cer

tain of itself, and one of the grounds

of certainty in regard to other propo

sitions. Now, the ground we assume

is that both the me and the not me are

ultimate, and both being found in the

same phenomenon as the essential con

ditions of its production, are incapa

ble of demonstration or of proof, but

are sufficiently evident without either.

III.

RELATION OF SUBJECT AND OBJECT.

THE subject and object cannot meet

in the fact of life without generating a

result. Their shock one against the

other cannot take place without an

echo. This echo adds another to the

elements of thought. Thought may

therefore be defined to be a phenome

non with three indestructible elements,

all equally essential to its production;

no one of which can be abstracted

without destroying thought and the

possibility of thought.

These three elements are, 1. SUB

JECT; 2. OBJECT; 3. ForM. The Sub

ject is always ME; the Object always

NOT ME; the Form is the NoTION, or

what the subject notes, in the act of

thinking, of both subject and object.

Subject and object are the bases of

thought, and necessarily precede the

henomenon. . The subject must exist

efore it can think, the object before it

can be thought. Neither then is pro
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duced by thought. Both do and must

remain in themselves what they are,

be the notion the mind takes of them,

or the Form of the thought, what it

may. The subject generates neither,

nor determines the office of either in

the generation of thought, for it can

not think without including both as

the necessary conditions on which it

thinks.

But with the ForM of the thought,

or Notion, it is altogether different.

This is the product of the subject; not

indeed of the subject alone, as free,

voluntary cause; but of the subject

acting in conjunction with the object.

It is the view which the subject takes

of both itself and the object, and ac

cording to the conditions of thought can

not be produced without the presence,

and so to speak, coöperation of the ob

ject or not me. But the intelligence

that notes, views, or perceives, is the

subject exclusively. The conjunction

of subject and object can generate

thought only on condition that the sub

ject is intelligent. In thought there is

always intelligence; as we have seen,

always direct perception of the object,

and a reflected perception of the sub

ject. . This intelligence is the subject.

The form of the thought, being the no

tion which the subject takes of both

subject and object, is therefore the pro

duct of the intelligence of the subject,

only of the subject displaying i. in

conjunction with the object.

The subject taking note of both sub

ject and object, in the fact of life,

is called the fact of consciousness.

Consciousness is myself perceiving that

which is not myself, and recognizing

myself as the agent perceiving. It is

not one thing to perceive, and another

to be conscious. It is not correct to say

that I am conscious of my perceptions.

Consciousness is not a phenomenon

separate or even distinguishable from

erception, unless it be in the fact that

it marks a certain degree or intenseness

of perception. Both perception and

consciousness are the subject display

ing itself in conjunction with the ob

ject; both are maifestations of one and

the same intelligent subject. In every

fact of consciousness I perceive;

though I am not conscious in every fact

of perception. But those perceptions

in which I am not conscious, differ from

those in which I am, that is, from my

thoughts or apperceptions, only in be

ing feebler, more confused, less marked

or distinct. They, in like manner as

thought, imply both subject and object,

but in them the subject perceives the

object, without any reflected percep

tion of itself as the percipient agent.

Not seeing itself in those perceptions,

the subject is unable to give them

form, or to note distinctly what they

reveal of either subject or object. Add

another degree of perception, render

the perception sufficiently vivid and

distinct to be what I . thought or

apperception, and it is instantly clothed

with a form ; the mind notes, marks or

distinguishes both itself and the object.

It follows from this that the Form or

Notion is merely that higher degree of

intelligence which includes in one view

both subject and object, and therefore

is identical with the fact of conscious

neSS.

The Form of the thought, or notion,

is often taken for the whole of the

phenomenon. Thought is indeed im

possible without form, and where there
is no notion of either subject or object,

or of both, there is no thought; but if

the form, or the notion, were the whole

phenomenon, thought would be a mere

empty form, a notion where nothing is

noted. Locke called the form of the

thought or notion, Idea, which would

have been well enough, if he had not

made ideas a sort of intermediary be

tween the subject and the object.

Locke does not teach that we perceive

the object, but an idea or notion of the

object. This was his fundamental

error. We perceive the object itself,

never a notion of it, for the notion, in

stead of being the immediate object of

the perception, is simply what, in per

ceiving, we note of the subject and the

object of perception, the form which by

virtue of our intelligence we are able

to give to the perception.

In the fact of consciousness, or under

the form of the thought, are always, as

has been said over and over again, both

me and not me. Then under the form

of every thought, even the simplest,

the feeblest, lies always absolute truth.

Me and not me, these two certainly

embrace all reality. These both are

essential to the production of the least

conceivable thought. All reality lies
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then under every motion as its con

ditions. God, man, and nature, all three

conspire to produce each one of our

thoughts, and each one of our thoughts

reflects them all three. Without the

combined activity of them all, no

thought, nor even possibility ofthought.

How wonderful a creation then is

thought ! Of what inconceivable

grandeur ! Before it the wise stand in

awe, or bow down and revere as be

fore the transparent symbol of the Al

mighty.

But, if absolute truth enters into

every thought as its basis, is essential

to its production, yet no more of this

truth is expressed by the form of the

thought than comes within the scope

of the intelligence of the subject. This

intelligence, in the case of all beings

but One, is and must be limited. Man

is an intelligence, or else he could not

think; but he is a finite intelligence.

His light is a true light, as far as it is

bright; but it is feeble and dim. It

shines only a little way into the dark

ness, and even that little way merely

as a sudden flash, permitting us to see

that there are objects there, but van

ishing too soon to enable us to see

what they are. It cannot enlighten all

reality. It can enlighten only that side

of reality which is turned towards us;

that turned from us it throws into

shade. The smaller body can never

illumine at once all sides of the larger

body. Man, therefore, cannot com

prehend the infinity which lies at the

bottom of his thoughts. Always then

must his NoTIONs, or views of that in

finity, partake of his own feebleness,

and be inadequate, dim, and partial.

With these dim, inadequate, partial,

one-sided views, man constructs, and

must construct, his systems of religion,

morals, and politics. Compelled by

the necessities of his nature, to con

clude from the luminous to the dark,

from the known to the unknown, the

certain to the uncertain, error is the in

evitable consequence, and his systems

reared with honestest intention, and

infinite pains, can be, even while they

stand, little else than monuments to the

wide disparity there is, and ever must

be, between his ambition and his

strength.

But this, while it may well humble

pride, and check theoretic presump

tion, need not alarm or dishearten the

inquirer. Thought, owing to the

finiteness of the human intelligence, is

always inadequate, and therefore has

and must have its face of error; but

since it necessarily includes under its

form both the ME and NoT ME, and

therefore the infinite, the absolute, it

must also have always its face of

truth.

Man, moreover, as will hereafter be

demonstrated, is a progressive being.

He stands indeed on the borders of a

universe of darkness, hoping, trem

bling, half-longing, half-fearing to

plunge in; and never will that universe

wholly disappear; but it shall ever re

coil from his glance, and leave a larger

and a larger space within the circum

ference of his vision. Nature as a

whole, and in its parts, is in a state of

uninterrupted progress. Man goes on

with it, and by its aid. His faculties

are continually enlarging, by the suc

cessive growth of ages, and his whole

being becomes elevated and expanded,

enabling him to penetrate farther and

yet farther into the darkness, to en

lighten a larger and a larger portion of

the infinite, and to give to his thoughts

clearer and more adequate forms. The

face of truth is thus ever becoming

broader and more radiant, while that of

error is continually diminishing.

IV.

FoRMULA OF THE ME, OR SUBJECT.

I AM revealed to myself only as the

subject of an act; that is, as agent or

actor. We find ourselves only in act

ing, and only so far forth as we act. To

act is to cause, create, or produce. The

ME, then, since it acts, must be a cause,

a creative or productive Force.

If a cause, it must be a real, substan

tive being. That which is not, cannot

act. In order to do, it is necessary to

be. Being necessarily precedes Doing;

but it is only in Doing that Being is

made known. In recognizing myself

to be active, I necessarily recognize
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myself to be a real existence—a limit

ed, relative substance, no doubt; but

still a substance capable of supporting

accidents or phenomena; and, there

fore, not myself a phenomenon, nor a

collection of phenomena, whether of

matter or of spirit.

The substantiality of the me affirms

its UNITY. If I am substantial, I am

one substance; for two substances

would be two mes, instead of one.

Moreover, I am always revealed to

myself as one. My phenomena may

vary, but I do not vary with them.

They may pass away, but I survive.

We never confound ourselves with our

phenomena. We think, but are not

the thought; are pleased, but are not

the pleasure; are pained, but are not

the pain; nor do we become it when

pained. There is always unity of con

sciousness. The me that wills, knows,

feels, is always one and the same me.

The me, then, is a unity; that is, a

simple substance, being, cause, or

force.

But I am not a mere naked sub

stance; that is, a mere abstraction. I

am a living substance, clothed with

attributes. I find myself in the act of

thinking. But to think is to perceive,

no less than to act. An unintelligent

actor would not be a thinking actor.

No being but an intelligent being can

think. The ME, then, since it thinks,

must be INTELLIGENT.

I am also capable of feeling. The

naked conception of substance does not

necessarily involve the power to feel;

nor does it imply that of intelligence.

The fact that I am intelligent is learn

ed by experience, not deduced from the

nature of being or substance, considered

apart from its manifestations. There

is no particular substance, or being

whose attributes or properties can be

known, a priori. The naked idea of

being—the reine Seyn of Hegel—is
simply the idea of something which is,

and does not necessarily suppose the

being to possess any other quality; pro

perty, or attribute, than that of being

able simply to be. From this idea,some

philosophers have, indeed, attempted

to deduce, logically, the universe, with

all its infinite variety of phenomena.

But from being, nothing but being can

be obtained; and the universe con

WOL, xi.-NO. LIV, 73

structed with this simple idea would

be the veriest abstraction, and in the

last analysis identical with no universe

at all. The faculties of the particular

being in question must always be

learned empirically, and be taken as

facts of experience, and not as facts of

reasoning. It would not be difficult to

conceive of beings created with the

simple Force orpower of acting without

thinking or feeling. But such a being is

not man. We may add to force intelli

gence, and conceive of a being capable

of acting and knowing, and yet inca

pable of feeling. Such a being is very

conceivable; there may be, for aught

we know, many such beings; but man

is not one of them. He is capable of

feeling. The sentiments, love, joy,

grief, hope, pleasure, pain, are among

those phenomena which nobody ques

tions, for they are facts of every one's

experience. Man, then, is not only a

substance, but an intelligent and sen

tient substance,—a being that ACTs,

KNows, and FEELs.

From this it follows that man has

three faculties, which may be named,

1. Activity,

2. Intelligence,

3. Sensibility.

Activity is the power of acting ; in

telligence the power of knowing ; sen

sibility the power of feeling. There
may, for aught we know, be beings

endowed with more than these three

faculties; but these are all that we

have found ourselves to possess, and

all that we can conceive it possible for

us or for any other being to possess.

But the me has already been shown

to be a UNITY, one and indivisible.

This distinction of faculties, then, im

plies no division in its essence. There

is not one part of it that acts, another

part that knows, and still another part

that feels. It is all and entire in each

one of its faculties, a simple sub

stance, with the threefold power ofact

ing, knowing, and feeling. It must

then act in knowing and feeling; know

in feeling and acting; feelin acting and

knowing. This follows inevitably

from the fact that I am in myself a

cause. I find myself always as a

cause, and never under any other char

acter. I find myself in all my pheno

mena, in those of intelligence and sen

–
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sibility, no less than in those of acti

vity. Then I find myself in them all

as a cause. Then I am active in them.

Since I am a unity, and therefore must

act ever as a whole, in all my integrity,

I must act in them all with my three

fold power of acting, knowing, and

feeling.

According to the Formula now ob

tained, man is a being that acts, knows,

and feels, and ALL THESE IN THE SAME

PHENOMENON, AND IN ALL HIS PHENO

MENA. He is then a TRINITY, a living

type of that sublime doctrine which
lies at the bottom of all Christian theo

logy, and not only the type, but in some

sort the origin and basis.

Two facts here must never be lost

sight of, the UNITY and TRIPLICITY of

the me. Man acts always as a unity,

but with a threefold power of activity,

or rather with a capacity of giving to

his activity a threefold direction. We

can discover in his nature the distinc

tion of faculties, but no division of es

sence. There is a broad distinction

between an action and a cognition, be

tween a cognition and a feeling, and

between a feeling and an action; but

in actual life there is no separation.

The faculties designated are essentially

the ME, and the activity displayed in

them is the activity ofthe one invariable

and indivisible subject. We cannot say

that activity acts, intelligence knows,

and sensibility feels; for this would be

to separate the faculties from the me,

and to give them in some sort an inde

pendent existence. The intellectual

phenomenon is always the product of

the ME displaying itself in its unity

and triplicity; therefore of the simul

taneous and joint action—so to speak
—of all the faculties.

This fact is important. Neglect of

it has generated much confusion, and

no little false philosophy. Psycholo

gists have mistaken the facts of MEMO

ry for the facts of consciousNEss. The

facts of memory may be dissected, de

composed, and distributed into sepa

rate classes. As the soul has three fa

culties, and each of these faculties per

forms an office in generating the phe

nomena, we may detect the part of

each, and distribute the phenomena

into classes corresponding to the dis

tinction of faculties. In the analysis

of these facts, activity will be found to

give us actions, intelligence cognitions,

and sensibility sentiments or feelings.

We may distribute them, then, into

actions or volitions, cognitions or ideas,

and sentiments or feelings. But this

distribution, however true it may be to

me as studied in the products of my

past life, will not be true to the me of

actual life. In actual life all go toge

ther. There is no action which is not

at the same time a cognition and a

sentiment; no cognition not at the

same time a sentiment and an action ;

no sentiment not at the same time an

action and a cognition.

But, losing sight of this fact, psycho

logists not unfrequently transfer to

actual life the classifications they ob

tain by studying our past life, and there

fore destroy the me, by resolving it

into its attributes. In the facts of me

mory there is no living unity. That

living unity has left them behind, has

º on, and is now merely looking

ack upon them. That living unity is

the ME itself, and being no longer in

them, but merely contemplating them,

as it were, at a distance, cannot, of

course, find itself in them. They are

to it what the dead body is to the liv

ing. There being, in fact, no unity in

them, reflection cannot find it, any

more than anatomy finds in dissecting

the dead body the one vital principle

which controlled all the functions and

gave a common direction to all the acti.

vities of the living body. The me ob

tained by studying these facts exclu

sively is necessarily multiple and not

simple. Taken, then, for the ME of

actual life, it gives to the me of actual

life no unity, separates it into parts,

into independent beings, and, instead of

a me that at once, by virtue of its own

nature, acts, knows, and feels, gives us

three separate, and in some sort inde

pendent mes, a me that acts, another

me that knows, and still another that

feels, displaying themselves sometimes

in concert, sometimes one after ano

ther, and sometimes, as it were, one in

opposition to another. But the facul

ties do not exist independent of the

me. There is not a me and by its

side a power to act, a power to know,

or a power to feel. The threefold

power is the me, and the me is it.

Activity does not act, I act because

I am in my essence active; intelligence
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does not know, I know because I am

by my nature intelligent; sensibility

does not feel, I feel because I am in

myself sentient.

In consequence of transferring to the

living subject the classifications we

have obtained by studying the dead

subject, or facts of memory, we have

supposed that we could perform actions

or generateº which should

not necessarily imply all our faculties.

Thought, which expresses the highest

activity of the soul, has been regarded

as a purely intellectual act, and intel

lect has been defined to be the thinking

faculty, as distinct from activity or sen

sibility. Thought is looked upon as

something dry and cold; and a “man

of thought” would designate a man

without soul, without heart, destitute

of love or sentiment, living only in ab

stractions. But there are no abstrac

tions in actual life. A purely intellec

tual being may, as has been said, be

conceived of, but such a being man is

not. . Such a being might indeed think,

that is, know, but thinking and know

ing in such a being could not and

would not be what they are in us.

Man is in his essence sentient. He

cannot divest himself of his sensibility,

for he cannot divest himself of himself.

Always and everywhere, then, must he

feel. When he acts, act where or to

what end he will, he must feel. He

can perform no dry, cold, intellectual

act. Even the metaphysician, poring

over his abstractions, withered and dry

as he may seem, is still a man, and has

a heart; and when, after days, weeks,

months, and years of painful watch

ing and laborious study, truth at last

dawns on his soul, and he grasps the

solution of the problem which had tor

tured his heart, he too is moved, and in

a sort of rapture exclaims, “I have

found it, I have found it!”

The me never acts as naked cause,

as pure intelligence, nor as pure feel

ing. It acts as it is, and for what it is.

Thought, then, since it implies the ac

tivity of the me, implies the me with

all its essential attributes. It implies

sentiment as well as cognition. The

me, it has been shown, enters into

every thought as subject. It enters
then as a whole, for it cannot leave

one half of itself behind, and go forth

and act with the other half. #:

then covers the whole phenomenon of

actual life, and instead of being the

product of pure intelligence, it is simul

taneously and vitally action-cognition
Sentiment.

The various distinctions introduced

into the phenomena of actual life by

psychologists, or rather psycho-anato

mists, of facts of activity, facts of in

telligence, facts of sensibility, facts of

reason, facts of understanding, of a

higher nature and a lower, of a moral

nature and a religious, however conve

nient they may be for certain purposes,

are really inadmissible, and while they

recognize the multiplicity of the me,

tend to make us lose sight of its unity.

It is always the self-same me that acts,

whatever the sphere of its activity, or

tendency of its action. It has but one

nature, and it is always by virtue of

that one nature it does whatever it

does. If a man be base and grovelling

in his propensities, worthlessor vicious

in his #. it is not a lower nature that

is at work within him, that is at fault,

but the man himself misdirecting his

activity; if he aspire to the generous

and the heroic, to the pure and upright,

it is not a higher nature, nor a nobler

faculty of his nature displaying itself,

but the man himself conducting with

greater propriety and in stricter con

formity to the will of his Maker.

All these distinctions go to destroy

the unity of the soul, to Fº'. and

mislead our judgments. The distinc

tion which has latterly been contended

for between the moral nature and the

religious is unfounded. Man is not

moral by virtue of one set of faculties,

and religious by virtue of another set of

faculties. The same faculties are ac

tive in both cases, and the only differ

ence there is or can be between religion

and morality is in the direction

man gives to his activity. , Nor is

there any distinction between the facul

ty by which man knows what some

call the truths of the reason, and what

are termed truths of the understand

ing. There is not a reason taking cog

nizance of one class of objects, and an

understanding, taking cognizance of

another. To know may indeed have

various conditions, but it is always one

and the same phenomenon, and by

virtue of one and the same intellectual

power. The whole me acts in know
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ing, let it know wherever it will. In

knowing material objects it uses mate

rial organs, but the faculty by virtue of

which I know through these organs is,

as will hereafter beshown, the same as

that by virtue of which I know in the

bosom of consciousness itself. The

Fº that sensibility is the faculty

y which we know material objects,

and reason the faculty by virtue of

which we know spiritual objects, is ar

bitrary and without any just foundation

in actual life. Without reason, our

senses would be as the telescope with

out a seeing eye to look through it;

without sensibility, we never do, if

we ever could know, even spiritual

truths. To raise men to a perception

of what are called the higher truths,

it is always necessary to purify and

exalt sentiment. Beethoven carries

us nearer to God, than Kant or Hegel.

Without love man cannot soar; and

without that exaltation, that enthu

siasm which goes by the name of In

spiration, there are few truths of an

elevated nature that are discoverable.

Man acts ever with all his faculties, in

the least as well as in the greatest of

his actions.

RAPHAEL.*

BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

I shall, not soon forget that sight:

The glow of Autumn's westering day,

A hazy warmth, a dreamy light,

On Raphael's picture lay.

It was a simple print Isaw,

The fair face of a musing boy;

Yet while I gazed a sense of awe

Was mingling with my joy.

A simple print:-the graceful flow

Of boyhood's soft and wavy hair,

And fresh young lip and cheek, and brow

Unmarked and clear, were there.

Yet through its sweet and calm repose

I saw the inward spirit shine;

It was as if before me rose

The white veil of a shrine.

As if, as Gothland's sage has told,

The hidden life, the man within,

Dissevered from its frame and mould,

By mortal eye were seen.

Was it the lifting of that eye,

The waving of that pictured hand?

Loose as a cloud-wreath on the sky,

I saw the walls expand.

The narrow room had vanished,—space

Broad, luminous, remained alone,

Through which all hues and shapes of grace

And beauty looked or shone.

* Suggested by a portrait of Raphael at the age of fifteen, in the possession of

Thomas Tracy, of Newburyport.
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Around the mighty master came

The marvels which his pencil wrought,

Those miracles of power whose fame

Is wide as human thought.

There drooped thy more than mortal face,

Oh Mother, beautiful and mild !

Enfolding in one dear embrace

Thy Saviour and thy Child !

The rapt brow of the Desert John;

The awful glory of that day

When all the Father's brightness shone

Through manhood's veil of clay.

And, midst grey prophet forms, and wild

Dark visions of the days of old,

How sweetly woman's beauty smiled

Through locks of brown and gold !

There Fornarina's fair young face

Once more upon her lover shone,

Whose model of an angel's grace

He borrowed from her own.

Slow passed that vision from my view,

But not the lesson which it taught;

The soft, calm shadows which it threw

Still rested on my thought.

The truth, that painter, bard and sage,

Even in Earth's cold and changeful clime,

Plant for their deathless heritage

The fruits and flowers of time.

We shape ourselves the joy or fear
Of which the coming #. is made,

And fill our Future's atmosphere

With sunshine or with shade.

The tissue of the Life to be

We weave with colors all our own,

And in the field of Destiny

We reap as we have sown.

Still shall the soul around it call

The shadows which it gathered here,

And painted on the eternal wall

The Past shall reappear.

Think ye the notes of holy song

On Milton's tuneful ear have died ?

Think ye that Raphael's angel throng

Has vanished from his side 2

Oh no!—We live our life again;

Or warmly touched or coldly dim

The pictures of the Past remain,_

Man's works shall follow him

—
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POOR MARGARET.

T R A N S L A T E D F R O M T H E G E R M A n.

BY NATHANIEL GREENE.

It was the regular custom of our fa

mily to repair every year, onWhitsun

eve, to a charming villa situated at a

distance of two hours' ride from our

city residence. Our father was, in

deed, usually detained in the city by

official affairs, which on week days

seldom allowed him to make us a fly

ing visit of an hour or two; but he

came regularly every Saturday even

ing, remaining with us until Monday,

and usually bringing with him as ma

ny guests as the vacant chambers of

our fine old large house could accom

modate. When our father was pre

sent, we children were compelled to be

dressed in our best clothes, and put

upon our best behavior: romping in

the garden, the meadow, or the wood,

was entirely out of the question. For

which reason we were always right

glad to see the long line of carriages

roll away from the courtyard every

Monday morning. We were then

again at liberty to pursue our some

what boisterous pastimes, and exult in

the free use of our limbs in the open

alr.

Enjoying thus heartily the pleasures

of country life, it is not strange that we

desired above all others the arrival of

the day which annually restored them

to us, and counted Whitsun-eve among

the most cherished of our festivals.

The general commotion which came

with the day, the hurrying to and fro,

the packing and unpacking, gave us

especial pleasure; and we made our

j. as busy in all these affairs as

though we children were the persons

principally concerned.

The day had come and gone, with

all its hurry and bustle, all its plea

sures and fatigues. We had safely ar

rived at our summer residence, all our

play-things were unpacked and placed

in order, we had run through the toler

ably extensive garden, with its shady

walks and terraces, announced our

happy arrival to each of our favorite

trees and play-grounds, and were now

idly considering what was best next to

be done. Our mother, however, had

yet many preparations to make for the

next day's festival.

“Go and amuse yourselves out of

doors a while, children; the evening is

beautifully fair,” said she, perceiving

in our countenances the lassitude which

naturally follows long-continued and

unusual exertion. We did not wait

for a repetition of such pleasant advice.

Matilda and myself took the little six

years' old Alexis between us, and pro

ceeded merrily down the hill, away

across the meadow, to the beautiful

natural grove on whose borders we

always delighted to seek for May

flowers. We had no fear in venturing

thus far, for I was already eleven years

old, and my sister Matilda only one

year younger than myself. My mo

ther, moreover, was quite willing that

we should play in the grove; for, with

the aid of a large spy-glass placed in

the hall, she could from time to time

observe our movements, and thus keep

us, as it were, under her eyes.

“What is that? Be not alarmed,

Alexis!” suddenly exclaimed Matilda,

just as we were entering the grove. I

ad at the moment turned aside to ga

ther some forget-me-nots to present to

my mother on our return. Turning

my head, I saw a tall white figure

arise from the turf-bank which had

been elevated for us near the grove,

and begin to advance slowly towards

us. It was a woman, rather old, as I

then thought, at least as old as my

mother, whose two-and-thirtieth birth

day we were next to celebrate. She

did not appear to be exactly a lady,

neither could she be a peasant, and

was altogether so strangely dressed in

white, that I could hardly tell what to

make of her. Her face was as white

asher dress, her large dark blue eyes

smiled sadly upon us, and altogether

she wore a mingled expression of sor

row and kindness. All that our old

nurse had ever told me of elves and
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fairies passed in a moment through my

mind; and with Matilda it was not

much better, as I learned by a few

words she whispered to me over the

shoulder of Alexis. I made, however,

an effort to bear myself in a manner

worthy of my position as the eldest of

our party. “Nonsense!” I answered,

“you know it is a long time since

there have been any fairies; and even

if there were any now, it would still

be much better to meet them boldly

and kindly than to appear afraid of

them.” Upon which I bravely, though

with some trepidation, advanced to

ward the singular being who, when

near, appeared far less fearful, and

much handsomer, than at a distance.

I gave her my hand, begged of her to

sit down again, seated myself beside

her, and motioned my sister to do the

Same.

The stranger glanced somewhat ti

midly at us, but spoke no word. She

turned her face sideways, towards a

brook that flowed near us, and followed

it with her eyes to where it disappear

ed between two hills. Then, looking

toward the heavens, she greeted with

a smile the little rose-and-violet-colored

summer clouds which, with golden

fringes, gently followed the stream;

she moved her lips, as if speaking to

them, but I heard no sound. We child

ren were at first very much intimi

dated by the singular deportment of

the strange woman; but at length, as

she seemed quiet and harmless, we

gradually became accustomed to her

manner, and began to amuse ourselves

as usual by twining garlands of the

yellow and white star-flowers which

grew profusely in the grove. Before

we were aware of it the woman was

engaged in the same employment, and

proved herselfmuch more capable than

ourselves, besides having the skill to

find in our immediate vicinity much

fairer flowers than any we had been

able to collect. She also spoke to us

occasionally, and her voice sounded

soft and sweet as my mother's, when

she used to sing to us under the lindens

before our house door. She became

constantly more and more gracious

and communicative, and at last re

peated little tales and histories, which

we had never heard before, of the

flowers, and the brook, and the wild

waterfall in the mountain, and of the

clouds which float about in the heavens.

While she was speaking, it sometimes

seemed as ifthey were all living beings,

and again at last they became only

flowers, and cloud, and brook and wa

terfall.

We listened so attentively to her

singular yet beautiful narrations, that

we never thought of the lateness of the

hour, until we were reminded of it by

the full moon, hanging directly over

the stream. “We must go, we must

go,” I hastily cried; “mother will be

very anxious about us.” And now lit

tle Alexis began to weep, complained

that he was tired and cold, and insisted

on being carried home. But I could

not venture to carry him, as mother

had often forbade it. I became greatly

embarrassed, and knew not what to

do, until at length the strange woman

took the boy in her arms. “Come,

my dear child,” said she, “thou art

yet young, and must not be confided to

feeble arms; the time full soon will

come, when thou wilt have to make

thy own path over pebble, rock, and

mountain stream.”

We were much alarmed at her

speech and manner, and kept fast hold

of her garments, one on either side,

while she rapidly proceeded across the

meadow with little Alexis. “The fox

is bathing himself, as the people say,”

observed she, referring to a thick mist

consequent upon the great heat of the

departing day. “The people say so,

but do not believe it, children: I know

who there spreads out her fine veil to

bleach in the moonbeams; I know her

well, but I must not name her.” With

these words she increased her pace, and

we soon reached the little lattice gate

at the foot of the hill of which our

house crowned the crest. She care

fully placed Alexis upon the ground.

“Farther I may not go,” said she,

“not to the splendid house: in the dark

wood, where night prevails and the

owl cries, there is my place, with the

wild woodbird. You, however, will

greet the red light. May God guard

you.” She turned and disappeared in

the twilight.

Mother descended the hill to meet

us; and with her came the aged

Bridget, my mother's old nurse, who

had taken care of her when she was

yet a child, and who now remained,

summer and winter, at our country

residence. “You have remained long

out, dear children,” said she, “do not

—
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so again. We should have become

alarmed about you had I not, through

the spy-glass, seen you quietly sitting

on the turf-seat. Who was the woman

that sat with you, and afterwards bore

Alexis in her arms?”

“We do not know her name,” I

quickly answered, “but she is good

and kind, has played with us, told us

pretty tales, and wove us splendid gar

lands,-only see, how beautiful!”

“It must have been the sister of

the new gamekeeper who came since

Easter to reside there in the wood,”

observed Bridget: “she sits ever

evening until sunset upon that turf

seat. I know nothing more about her,

for the gamekeeper's family come not

much out of the wood, and people like

us have not time to trouble ourselves

about others; but she must have come

from some far distant place, for she

wears a singular dress, such as is never

seen hereabouts. They seem, how

ever, to be respectable people, and

even this sister sits the whole day long

at her bone-lace weaving cushion, as

I hear. The lace she weaves is une

qualled for beauty. And it must be

good for such an industrious person to

take the air a little, after having la

bored all day.”

My father came on the following

day, and brought with him a large

number of invited guests. In those

times they used to continue the cele

bration of Whitsuntide three days,

during which all the guests remained

with us, and we had to remain up

stairs with the children whom many

of them brought with them. During

all this time we had no opportunity to

visit our favorite grove; but, taking a

look at it through the spy-glass one

evening, I plainly discovered our un

known friend, sitting in the accustomed

place, and I could not help thinking

that she looked around her with a sad

inquiring eye, as if in hope that we

would come.

At length the guests departed, and

we hastened to the grove as soon as

evening came, congratulating ourselves

in advance upon the beautiful garlands

we should obtain, and the new stories

we hoped to hear. . But the seat was

vacant; and we waited long in vain,

not only on this but also on many ſol

lowing evenings: the strange woman

was not to be seen. Next followed

several rainy days, during which we

were not permitted to cross the damp

meadow ; then came Sunday again,

on which day we must keep at home;

at length we established a new play

ground near the house, and almost for

got the grove and our stranger friend.

One afternoon, however, while the

sun was yet tolerably high in the hea

vens, I happened to direct the glass

towards the grove, and there to my

great surprise and joy sat the stranger,

in the old place. I instantly commu

nicated the welcome intelligence to

Matilda, and at once we hastened

down the hill and over the meadow

to the grove. Even Alexis we again

took with us, for he promised tobehave

well, this time, and not make trouble

as he did before.

We made all the haste we could, for

we feared the woman might not stop

long at that early hour; but it seemed

that she thought not ofgoingaway;she

was very pale, and so feeble that she

could not rise from her seat to meet

us; she indicated her pleasure at our

coming, however, by a friendly saluta

tion long before we reached her.

“I cannot gather flowers for you to

day, dear children,” said she, “I am

very weary, and have a long way be

fore me—long long !” She said this

with a heavenly smile, but yet it

sounded so sadly that we could not

help weeping. We fell upon her neck

and begged of her not to go away; we

promised to come to the place ofmeet

ing every evening, to twine garlands,

listen to her stories, and love her

dearly.

“Love me!” she repeated, shaking

her head with a melancholy smile.

“Yes, that is it! therefore must I

forth to my beautiful, high, golden

house, which is far more light and

lofty than yours. There poor Marga

ret will no longer remain in the dark

shade, and there also will she beloved.”

While thus speaking she looked with

her wonder-clear, radiant eyes, stead

fastly towards the heavens, and at the

conclusion became suddenly motionless,

as if she had suddenly forgotten that

we were there. Our anxiety and sym

athy were excited to a degree which

it is impossible to express. “We will

bring the flowers to you, for we now

know where they grow,” I said at

length, soothingly, “ and you can

weave them to-day, and tell us stories

also, can you not?”
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“Bring flowers, bring flowers, be

fore they wither—it is time! go, go,

bring flowers for the garland,” said

she, with unusual vehemence.

Running to the wood, we soon re

turned to her with an abundance of the

fairest flowers. I, especially, had

found some in a hitherto undiscovered

recess, that were wholly unknown to

me, small delicate tufts with white,

yellow, and slightly red flowerets, of

* I brought my straw hat quite

ull.

“Thou hast plucked beautiful flow

ers, my child,” said she, affectionately,

“they never wither, they never change,

they are the flowers of eternal truth.

Give them to me for a wreath—I want

such a wreath—and while I am twin

ing it I will tell you the beautiful his

tory of the Woodbird.”

I gave her all the flowers, which, as

I afterwards learned, are called Immor

tals, and then, seating ourselves by

her, we prepared to listen to the tale

of the Woodbird.

“In a deep-shaded wood lay many

solitary huts,” she began,—“poor peo

ple, colliers, wood-cutters, &c., dwelt

in the dark green forest, scattered

abroad in the neighborhood of poor

Margaret's house. They were honest

people, and lived happily in their

eaceful poverty. Ah, it was a happy,

§. life, that we led in the dark

green wood | Never shakl we see the

ike again

“Abroad, however, just beyond the

skirts of the wood, stood a tall, spa

cious mansion, with an hundred win

dows which glowed as brilliantly as

the sun itself, when the latter sank in

the west. And when night came in

her starry mantle, then from those win

dows the light of an hundred lamps

shone far away over the land, piercing

through the green branches even to

our humble dwellings. The father of

the wonderfully beautiful boy lived in

the tall mansion, in pride and luxury,

for he was great and powerful.

“The old people in the forest would

shake their heads, from time to time,

when the graceful boy so wildly and

daringly leaped the ravines and moun

tain streams, or recklessly followed the

chamois from rock to rock; but we

younger ones took great pleasure in

witnessing his daring activity, and as

far as possible followed all his move

ments, and above all, poor Margaret.

WOL., XI.-NO. LIV. 74

How often did the first ray of morning

light find her waiting for him —he,

however, was always anywhere but

where he was most expected. Oft

when at eve he seemed to have van

ished, when no anxious cry could reach

him, no eye discover him, would poor

Margaret weep herself almost blind,

for fear that he had fallen from the

rocks into some one of the fathomless

ravines. But when the dawn again

awakened the birds in the forest, then

would she discover the beautiful boy

sitting on the highest branches of the

beech trees, or rocking himself in the

tops of the loftiest pines, singing in

emulation of the morning carols of the

woodbirds. We children named him,

therefore, the Woodbird, a name which

he long bore, and in which he seemed

to take great pleasure. Surely the

name was appropriate; he had wings

like a bird, although we could not see

them,--or rather like the angels, who

have wings, it is said.

“His figure was delicate as a dream,

his eye was a clear star, and all his

movements were pleasant and grace

ful. His imploring word penetrated

softly, yet powerfully to the heart,

and oh, yet more powerfully when his

lips were closed, and his eye only

spoke ; then the true life in him

seemed to burst forth, then was he,

wordless, more eloquent than others

could be with a thousand tongues. Once,

when he was sitting by poor Margaret

in a quiet wood, she ventured to beg

of him not to wander so far and so

wildly, endangering a life that was

not his alone, but hers also. But he

told her of the terrific waterfall in the

deep valley of cleft rocks, of its gigan

tic human head covered with floating

snow-white curls, and how he loved

this waterfall, and how in its vicinity

always a name was ringing in his

ears, which he could not understand,

and how he was then irresistibly im

pelled to ascend higher and higher

among the rocks, that he might avoid

hearing the name, which, however,

never ceased to follow him, and allure

him over the blue waters of the lake,

across the hills, to the borders of the

forest which the sum loves so well,—

and around which he hangs his royal

purple mantle in the cool autumnal

months, further, always further, with

out rest.

“Years passed, we grew older.
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No more did he scale the high rocks,

or ascend the tall trees;–he was more

quiet, but also more friendly towards

all.

“From afar would poor Margaret

often see the dear form lose itself

among the dark shadows, and, follow

ing, she would find him sitting by the

mountain stream, whispering to its

waves, speaking to the evening breeze,

awakening echoes. When, at night,

he wandered through the forest, a

beautiful star moved by his side. Yet

poor Margaret never dared approach

when the dazzling light waswith him.

Once she begged, with tears, that he

would tell her the name of that beau

teous light;-she felt that she must

know it, or her heart would break. AL

MA, he whispered with a smile. A cold

misty veil spread itself over Margaret's

eyes, and when it rolled, away he had

disappeared.

“On her way home she saw him at

a distance, sitting in the grass on the

borders of the blue lake: he was lis

tening to the little golden bees, and

laughing with the dragon-flies that

swarmed around, bringing him news

of his star, of his Alma.”

Here the speaker suddenly broke off

her narrative, and became still and

earnest. The sun sank deeper, light

ing only the little hill on which we

sat;—the countless yellow star-flow

ers, strewn among the grass, began to

stir with the evening breeze, gently

waving back and forth on their almost

invisibly fine stems, as if they had be

come living beings, and were joyfully

dancing in the evening sunbeams.

“See you that ? See you that ?”

again began the stranger, “the lights

are kindled, the festival begins, the

elves are coming. Thus was it wont

to be. The boy had, even at the time

when we used to call him the wood

bird, fallen into the elf kingdom. For,

mark it well, children, only the fleet

ing is beautiful. To the soldier, life

blooms much fairer from the fact that

he daily puts it at risk, daily takes

leave of it. The rose is fairer, because

we know that the west wind will soon

scatter its delicate leaves in every di

rection. The rainbow, stretching down

to the blooming earth, gives joy to the

angels, because its lightly suspended

arch endures only for a moment, and

then, with all its brilliant colors, disap

pears. And echo loves the sound, be

cause it can scarcely be repeated before

it dies away. Therefore, also, do the

elves love the children of men, because

their short lives, in the view of immor

tal spirits, pass like the flight of a but

terfly in the immeasurable blue of the

heavens. And the boy yielded with

gladness to the fairy's love, forgetting

all else that he had ever loved on earth

as if he had never been.

“Alma was the daughter of the first

vernal sunbeam ;-the elf king was

her grandfather, but her mother was a

mortal, of humble condition like poor

Margaret. Therefore did the fair

child of the sun love poor weak mor

tals, and often came down into the

dusky vallies with her father and

helped him kiss the flowers awake.

On one of these occasions she found

the beautiful boy, whom we called the

woodbird, asleep in the grass ; and,

mistaking him for a flower, awoke his

heart with a kiss. And for this rea

son, long before she became visible to

him, mingled her name, which then he

knew not to pronounce, in all his

dreams, continually calling to him

and alluring him from rock to rock,

from waterfall to waterfall, through

the dark green forest; and thus was he

compelled always to seek what was to

him as yet unknown. Fear of her

severe grandfather deterred Alma from

making himself visible to the dear

boy, as yet. But she often concealed

herself between the tiny waves, her

layfellows, which danced upon the

ake; sometimes she would hide in

the deep calyx of the lily, or between

the wings of a passing butterfly. She

commanded all her servants to keep

him in view, and all the messengers of

spring brought her news of him. The

buzzing bee, the slender dragon-fly,

the little birds of the forest, all buzzed

and whispered and sang her name to

him; the May-flower repeated it in the

vale, the auricula, the primrose, the

star-flower, greeted him with rays from

her eyes. Long before he saw, he

knew her, and followed her footsteps

with unextinguishable love. So grew

the boy among his poor and humble

playmates in the forest, until he

became a tall youth, yet continuing

kind and gentle to all, even to poor

Margaret.

“He was at length fully grown, and

roamed about at pleasure; but the

waves were silent, the air washushed,
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the bees had nothing more to say to

him, and the singing of the forest birds

was no longer understood. His heart

was unspeakably sad, and he felt as if

it would break with longing, when,

suddenly, the long-sought form stood

before him in the soft moonlight. He

had never seen her; his heart, which

had whispered her name to him, he

did not understand, and he therefore

asked her by what name he should call

her. “I am called Alma,’ said the

fair child of the sunbeam; and now he

recognized the name and the sweet

voice which, his whole life through,

had led him over valley and mountain.

He now knew that it was of Alma

that wave and breeze, flower and bird,

bee and butterfly, had always been

whispering to him. When Alma's

voice had resounded in his heart, it had

taught him to understand the voice of

nature, which also loved him because

the daughter of the sunbeam was his

friend; which for her sake had always

held him fast enclosed in her arms,

that he might suffer no injury in his

boyish adventures,--that his steps

might be guided with safety when he

followed from rock to rock the danger

ous leaps of the timid fawn. Nature

gave him power over the wild beasts

of the forests, over the tall oaks, over

the waves of the lake, and also, alas,

over the heart of poor Margaret.

“Alma now came and went without

interruption, and his heart was always

with her. When she tripped over the

green grass by his side, the golden

star-flowers on either hand would nod

their little heads to her by way of

greeting. He called her his forest star,

and was happy. Every evening she

wandered by his side through the

vaulted halls of the green forest; when

night wrapped her dark mantle around

both dear forms, then shone Alma's

yellow straw hat like a bright meteor

through the darkness, surrounding her

with a halo of light wherever she

went. Poor Margaret saw this every

night, from the little window of her

chamber, in which she no longer sought

for sleep. But she wept no more, the

beauteous pair were so happy; and

though her heart sometimes stood still,

as if it were too weary to beat any

longer, of what consequence was

that ?

“The vernal season had now passed

away, and Alma must follow her

stern grandfather to his distant and va

porous realm; but on the last and fair

est day of that lovely season she con

trived to escape from him, and was

concealed, by her beloved, in a cave of

the dark forest.

“Resigning all her fairy power,

Alma became, and loved, like a mortal

maiden,_for love is the mightiest of

magicians, conquering all others, and

Alma's heart was his throne. Ah,

those were happy days, beauteous,

golden days, that they then passed

together! Poor Margaret often thought

that her heart must break for joy, the

loving couple were so happy!

“Summer followed, and autumn drew

on apace. The waning power of the

sunbeams warned the happy pair that

they would soon be obscured by the

rain-cloud, as love by sorrow; but they

heeded it not. Ever more seldom,

ever more dimly, ever later, returned

the golden rays, and ever for a shorter

time. The lovers noticed it not, nor

did they see the constantly increasing

intenseness of the mist. At length the

forest became hoisterous, the sturdy

oaks crashed, the tops of the tall pines

bowed themselves to the ground, the

rimeval beeches shivered in all their

É. the earth trembled, and the

mighty king came in his dark cloud

car drawn by eight white steeds. The

rocks heaved to their hoof-strokes, and,

far and wide, the whole land was

covered with the white flakes shaken

from their feet;-the lovers must part.

“‘Part 1' commanded the angry king.

He hated the youth who had won from

him his grand-daughter, but he loved

his own race, and would willingly have

recovered and pardoned the fair child

of the sunbeam. ‘Leave him " com

manded he, “and follow me to my

distant realms. Obey me, or remain

for ever excluded from my wide do

mains, to wander poor and miserable,

like other mortals, upon the dusky

earth;-to lose all resemblance to thy

undying race;—to give | thy, eternal

youth, thy companions, thy friends;–

for none of all these will follow thee

into the desolate waste to which thou

wilt be banished, and only one fleeting

spring wilt thou be permitted to live

through.” -

“‘Ānd he 7' asked Alma, with a

sigh.

“He dies with thee!' answered the

austere judge.
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“‘And if I leave him, and go with

you ?’ asked the trembling daughter of

the sunbeam.

“‘Ask not "resounded from above.

“‘Wo, ah, wo is me!’ sighed Alma.

“Our destiny is decided. What could

the earth give to requite him for the

loss of me? So break, then, thou last

band that has bound me to the realms

of higher beings, I go with thee, be

loved, a mortal woman. Let my doom

be pronounced. Thou, ever beloved,

shalt die no painful death; my kiss

awoke thee to a higher life, my kiss

shall lull thee to that sleep from which

there will be no awaking on earth.”

“Fearfully rolled the thunder, black

clouds obscured the sun, a howling

storm announced to the lovers from

afar the anger of the hastening king.

But, once more, in unspeakable love

liness descended the spring again upon

earth. When the first sunbeam an

nounced its coming, Alma kissed her

beloved, and a gentle blissful sadness

filled her heart.

“Then wept poor Margaret, but not

alone,—tears glistened in the eyes of

every flower.

“With the violets and the lily-bells,

withered the life of the loving pair, as

the vernal season approached its close.

With its last day were they to cease

to be.

“But no, no! they did not die!”

cried Margaret in an elevated voice,

rising with great vivacity from her

seat: “no, they did not die; they are

not with the dead! The people tried

to make poor Margaret believe so, be

cause they were no longer seen walk

ing in the forest, after the storm. But

Alma's pure love-offering appeased the

air-spirit; her relatives, the sunbeams,

interceded for the affectionate pair.

Down, through the storm they sent

their cloud messenger, who, wrapping

the lovers in his broad gold-bordered

mantle, bore them upward to the

realms of eternal light. Nobody will

believe poor Margaret, but she often

sees them there above, peacefully float

ing in the ample folds of her beautiful

veil, with the golden borders. When

evening comes, and the sun takes leave

of earth, they follow the undying light.

Even now, see you not ?—there, in the

west, beyond the forest, see you not

Alma's gold and purple veil waving on

high 2 See, there! there !”

Exhausted by her emotions, she

sank back upon her turf seat, but still

continued pointing with her dazzlingly

white trembling hand towards a little

golden summer cloud which was float

ing just above the western horizon. At

length her eyes closed as if in sleep,

and we remained standing around her,

in great embarrassment, not knowing

what to do.

“Dear sister, dear Margaret !” spoke

a manly voice near us; and imme

diately a tall, good-looking person, in

a hunting dress, emerged from the fo

rest and approached us. “Poor, dear

sister P’ he continued, carefully endea

voring to raise the sufferer, “we ought

not to let you have your own way, to

wander abroad, to come here;—but

who can withstand your entreaties?—

I cannot. Come, dearest Margaret,

come into the house before the dew

falls.”

Margaret slowly opened her eyes,

and, with a look of tenderness and gra

titude towards her brother, she sought

the assistance of his friendly arm to

rise; but her strength was gone, her

knees smote together, and she sank

again on the turf seat. “Poor, poor

sister " sighed the forester, and then

remained some time lost in thought.

“My dear young ladies,” said he at

length, “remain a short time with my

sister, I beg of you. My house lies

but a few hundred steps from here, in

the wood; I will hasten for assistance,

and be back again in a few moments.”

He instantly disappeared among the

bushes, while we remained standing

with folded hands near the poor inva

lid. Pale, but beautiful as an angel,

lay she there, her beaming eyes raised

to the little clouds which, with increas

ed brilliancy, still continued floating in

the heavens. We were strangely aſ

fected with a feeling of mingled joy,

sadness, and awe.

The forester now returned with two

of his people, bearing a convenient,

large arm-chair, into which poor Mar

garet was carefully raised and borne

away. -

Her eyes continued fixed upon the

clouds; the wreath of immortals,which

she had twined, was firmly clasped in

her hand; but, just as she was borne

into the wood, she gave us a parting

look, smiled sweetly upon us, and

waved the wreath as if in token of

farewell.

Sad and silent returned we towards
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the house. Mother and Bridget again

came to meet us at the foot of the hill.

Our unusual seriousness attracted at

tention, and my mother inquired if any

thing of an unpleasant nature had oc

curred. . I answered that poor Marga

ret, with whom we had been sitting,

and who had related to us a most

beautiful...story, had been suddenly

taken so ill that she was obliged to be

carried home.

“I have been long thinking of sug

gesting to your ladyship whether it

would not be better to forbid the young

ladies associating so much with Miss

Margaret,” said Bridget. “I have tak

en pains to inform myselfrespecting the

gamekeeper's people. They are honest,

gentle, and mannerly—that cannot be

denied; perhaps they are a little too

genteel for their condition,-they read

much in books, yet that is too much

the way of all the world now-a-days.

But this Miss Margaret is not only

sickly, the poor woman is not exactly

in her right mind: that is the opinion

of all who know her. She often speaks

incomprehensibly, and she dresses so

strangely that it may be seen at once

that she is crazy. She may always

have been as gentle and inoffensive as

a lamb; but I always say that such

poor disturbed beings are not to be

trusted. Who can tell beforehand

what she may do when suffering under

an access of delirium ?”

“Bridget, how can you talk so like

the most stupid of the people 2" cried

I, with anger. “They who express

such opinions either do not know Mar

garet, or are not themselves in their

right minds. Certainly neither of

them, nor even you, Bridget, could

have told so beautiful a story as Mar

garet did to us this evening. She is

very ill; that, alas, is too true—but not

crazy. So soon as we are in the house,

I will repeat to my mother the story

which I have this night heard from

oor Margaret, and she may judge for

}. : it is all fresh in my memory.”

My proposal was accepted, and as

soon as we had, according to our usual

custom, arranged ourselves around our

mother's chair, I addressed myself to

the fulfilment ofmy promise. My me

mory, which in my youth was some

what remarkable, rendered me most

excellent service on this occasion: not

the most trifling circumstance was for

gotten, and I succeeded in repeating,

—mſ—

almost word for word, and wholly in

Margaret's manner, what I had re

ceived from her lips. My mother lis

tened with great attention, and more

than once I thought I saw tear-drops

in her dear eyes. Bridget, who sat

knitting in a corner, listened for a

while, and then began to nod; Matil

da, also, and Alexis, became sleepy,

and were carried to bed; so that my

mother and myself remained alone

ith the sleeping Bridget.

As I proceeded with the narration,

my mother's tears increased to such a

degree that they could no longer be

concealed. This disturbed me so much

that I would have discontinued the re

cital, but she would not suffer it. She

insisted on my continuing, until I came

to the place where the cloud-messen

ger bore the lovely pair up to heaven
in his broad mantle. “No more, no

more!” now cried my mother, “it is

enough, Francesca; stop, my child.”

Pressing me to her bosom, she wept

long and bitterly.

“You have narrated well, my daugh

ter,” said she at length, wiping her

eyes, “nor need you be alarmed be

cause the tale has made me weep; it

has awakened in me remembrances of

times and occurrences long since past,

of which you yet know nothing, but of

which it is now time you were in

formed. Margaret, however, we must

visit early in the morning, for I have

great reason to hope I shall find in her

one of the friends of my youth. Bridget,

do you remember Huber, theold game

keeper at Lichtenhaus, and his two

children, Anton and Margaret?”

Bridget, thus aroused from her slum

ber, picked up her knitting-work which

had fallen from her lap, and after some

reflection, came to the conclusion that

the young gamekeeper and his sister

Margaret could be no other than the

children of the old gamekeeper at Lich

tenhaus.

“How forgetful people do grow in

their old age, to be sure,” said she.

“Who would have supposed that I,

who was reared in the old Castle of

Lichtenhaus from the day of my bap

tism, could have forgotten old Huber,

or that I should not immediately have

recognized his son Anton 3 Ah, my

young lady Francesca, you should have

seen the noble lord your grandfather's

castle. That was a sight worth see

ing. It stood upon the brow of the
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mountain, and its windows commanded

the finest views in the country for

miles around. Below, from the foot

of the mountain, stretched a noble and

extensive forest, in which was a small

hamlet, where Huber dwelt. Hun

dreds of times have I run down the

rocky steep, to ask the gamekeeper's

people for intelligence of young Theo

dore, when he remained out in the fo

rest late at night. Ah, how much

anxiety did he cause me in those days!

He was truly a wild boy, but heavenly

good and kind, and fair as an angel:

and then to be taken from us so soon |

But I will say no more about him, it

grieves my lady.” -

“Heavenly good and kind, and fair

as an angel,” repeated my mother;

“yes, so was he, so was my dear bro

ther. Nor must you think, good Bridg

et, that I am unwilling to hear you

speak of him. I often think of him

when all is still, and would not forget

him if I could. I have sufficient cause

to honor his memory, and for that rea

son will I lose no time in visiting poor

Margaret; I will receive her as a sis

ter, for dearly did she love my brother,

as he, also, did her. I will do all in

my power to soothe and heal her poor

wounded heart, and, with God's help,

to restore her wandering mind. I

should long since have sought her out,

had it been possible to ascertain the

place of her retreat. But she is now

found, and I rejoice at it from the bot

tom of my heart. Good night, my

dear Francesca, early in the morning

will we both go on our errand of love

to poor Margaret.”

The sun had hardly risen when I

awoke my mother, on the following

day. As, arm in arm, we passed down

the hill, she began to communicate to

me the history of my uncle Theodore,

which, she said, would teach me to

distinguish the real from the imagina

tive world, although both were more

nearly related than was generally sup

posed.

“My father's castle, Lichtenhaus,”

said she, “where I was born, and

where the good Bridget bore me in her

arms from the first day of my exist

ence, was very much as Bridget last

evening described it to you,-and Mar

garet, in her story, which in many re

spects is no fable, when she spoke of

the tall house with many windows, in

which the boy dwelt, could have al

luded to none other than our castle.

My brother was a year younger than

myself, and of the same age with Mar

garet, the forester's daughter; her

brother Anton, however, was six or

seven years older, and was therefore

less intimate with Theodore. Our

father had early destined my brother to

the huntsman's life, for he was himself

passionately devoted to the chase, and

thoroughly experienced in the affairs of

the forest; he moreover considered the

fresh free life in the green wood, as

the happiest on earth. For this reason

he never left the country, as was cus

tomary with others of his rank, during

any part of the year; we dwelt in win

ter, as in summer, at Lichtenhaus cas

tle. My brother passed the greater

§. of his childhood in freely ram

ling about the woods, by , which

means the naturally delicate boy be

came strong and vigorous, and ac

quired such command and use of his

limbs as was necessary for his intended

profession. All times of day were

alike to him, morning and evening, day

and night. My father never evinced

the least anxiety when he came home

late, nor even when he remained out

all night: he knew that all the people,

far and near, loved his son, and

watched to preserve him from harm.

But more especially were all the child

ren of the poor little forest hamlet at

tached to him, and always accompa

nied him in his ramblings. Thegame

keeper's daughter, Margaret, followed

him, in all his excursions, like his sha

dow, even in cases where the boldest

of the boys dared not to follow, and

was his favorite among them all. She

was a beautiful, but singular child,

and quite early distinguished herself

by a certain sincerity and earnestness

of character. Her judicious and intelli

gent father cultivated her remarkable

intellectual faculties to a grade of im

provement seldom met with in people

of their condition; and Theodore,

with proper deductions for her marvel

lous coloring, was very correctly de

scribed by Margaret. And I now re

member that the children of the forest

hamlet were in the habit of calling

him the Woodbird, from his fondness

for carolling forth his favorite songs

from the tops of the tallest trees.

“As he became older, his way of

life, indeed, took a more serious turn;

he was provided with teachers, and
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confined to study; he could no longer

spend the whole day in wandering

through the forest, as had been his

wont. Margaret continued to be his

favorite, but she also grew apace, and

became a young maiden of singular, I

may say, of affecting beauty; her

whole being bore the impress of a pen

sive dreaminess, which imparted a

deep and sad interest to her appear

ance,—but all her former cheerfulness

and gaiety had disappeared.

“I was now eighteen years of age,

was married, and removed with your

father to this, to me, wholly unknown

part of the country, far from my dear

relatives. I heard from them but sel

dom; Theodore, indeed, wrote to me

from time to time, yet much in his

letters seemed singularly obscure, as if

some heavy and unaccountable secret

weighed upon his heart. This con

tinued a couple of years, and at length

I became extremely anxious to obtain

some more satisfactory information.

An indescribable desire to see my rela

tions, an inexplicable home-sickness,

seized me, and threatened the prostra

tion of my health. Under these cir

cumstances, your good father thought

it advisable to convey me to Lichten

haus, that I might become convinced

by personal observations, that all was

well with my dear friends. The pleas

ant season was well nigh over, and

winter was approaching with rapid

strides, but the disquiet of my heart

would not allow me to await the com

ing of another spring. As soon as my

husband's permission was obtained, I

instantly set out, totally unmindful of

storm or cold.

“As might, perhaps, have been ex

pected, I was overtaken by a storm of

unusual severity, the day before my

arrival at Lichtenhaus. The sturdiest

trees were uprooted by its violence—

it snowed and rained at the same mo

ment—whilst the interlacing streams

of lightning, which rent the heavy

clouds, seemed to threaten the destruc

tion of all created things. I was im

pressed with a deep conviction of ap

proaching evil, of which I deemed this

uproar of the elements an omen. How

throbbed my foreboding heart when I

entered the castle ! Yet how different

did I find everything there, from what

my excited imagination had antici

pated .

“My father met me with an appear

ance of unusual health and cheerful

ness, Theodore's countenance beamed

with heartfelt happiness, my sisters

ressed around me with shouts of joy.

n this loved circle of well remembered

faces I also discovered another, which

was to me unknown; a being of such

unearthly fairness, a form so winningly

delicate, a face with such an expres

sion of heavenly purity and goodness,

had never before met my gaze. Theo

dore led her to me, laid her to my

heart, and, begging of me to receive

her as a sister, named her his Amelia,

his betrothed bride. I was almost

overwhelmed with the happiness which

pressed in upon me from every

side.

“I had never before seen my bro

ther's bride; she belonged to a famil

with which we had no intercourse, al

though their castle lay in a beautiful

vale only two hours’ ride from ours.

Amelia's mother had received it as a

present from the Crown Prince at the

time of his marriage. Amelia was

the daughter of the Prince, and much

evil was spoken of her mother's man

ner of life, so that all reputable people

scrupulously avoided visiting at her

house.

“The daughter, who possessed a

noble nature, suffered sadly for her

mother's errors. She grieved that she

could not honor her with that filial

respect which a child's heart so will

ingly pays. As she grew up, she found

herself compelled to withdraw from

the society which usually frequented

her mother's house, and at length took

refuge in a distant wing of the build

ing, where she lived in the deepest

solitude. Sad and solitary walks in

the adjacent forest, were her daily and

only recreation. There had she and

Theodore encountered each other, and

from that time hardly a day passed in

which they did not meet. No one

knew the secret of these meetings but

poor Margaret, and she kept it sacredly

confined to her own breast; yet what

her feelings were, can be known only

to God, who counted her tears.

“My poor brother was not answera

ble for those tears. Entertaining for

her, from first to last, the purest and

tenderest fraternal regard, he never

suspected the nature of her feelings

towards him. But it was a very differ

ent love that he entertained for his

Amelia—he loved her as his eyes, as

T
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his life, as his hopes of heaven, as

poor Margaret loved him.

“The life led by Amelia's mother

had become so dissolute that the pure

minded daughter could endure it no

longer. She not only suffered daily

taunts and reproaches, but she also

found herself beset with dangers of

which your innocence, Francesca, inca

pacitates you from forming an idea.

On one occasion. Theodore found her in

tears, and almost in despair. She in

formed him that she had determined

to escape and flee as far as her limbs

would bear her, and that she would

sooner die than return to that abode of

vice, in which there was no longer any

safety for her. Theodore at once lifted

her upon his horse, and conveyed her

by circuitous routes, unseen by any

eye, directly to his father's house. The

castle was spacious, and contained

several suites of unoccupied rooms. In

one of these could Theodore have easily

kept her concealed for weeks and even

for months; no one of the servants,

whose assistance he might have need

ed, would have betrayed him to my

father, attached to him as they were

by unlimited affection. And such was

his first intention; he wanted to gain

time that he might gradually make his

father acquainted with his position in

regard to Amelia, and obtain his appro

bation of his love. But Amelia re

jected this plan. She had the strong

est repugnance to all clandestine pro

ceedings, and had already suffered

enough in her mind, from being com

pelled by her unhappy situation to see

my brother only in secret. She there

fore insisted on being conducted imme

diately to my father, that she might

implore his protection. My father was

angry at first:-he said the step she

had taken was inconsiderate and im

proper; but her touching beauty, her

charming ingenuousness, her humble

but earnest entreaties that he would

not cast her off, disarmed him. He

romised her his protection, gave her

in charge to my aunt, who from the

time of my mother's early death had

acted a mother's part by myself and

sisters, and took prompt measures to

obtain information of Amelia's mother

and her way of life. What he learned

respecting her, soon convinced him that

Amelia had but too much reason for

seeking refuge and safety, and he has

tened to inform the Crown Prince, with

whom he was well acquainted, of all

the circumstances in the case, and to

ask directions to guide him in his fu

ture course with regard to her.

“Amelia's princely father, occupied

by other connexions and pursuits, had

almost entirely forgotten the existence

of his former mistress and his daugh

ter; he was now first, for a long time,

reminded of the latter, and in a way

that excited a lively interest. He im

mediately ordered a great hunt in the

forest of which my father was the

royal keeper, and made that a pre

tence, under color of which he might

visit Lichtenhaus, and become ac

quainted with a daughter whom he had

scarcely ever seen. Amid the storm

which had overtaken me on my way,

and which was indeed of far more hor

rible portent than I could have antici

pated, came the prince to Lichtenhaus.

What farther shall I say, my daugh

ter? Theodore's pure and warm at

tachment, the meek resignation with

which Amelia submitted the decision

of her future destiny to the paternal

will, prevailed over the many consider

ations which at first rendered both fa

thers adverse to their union. Theo

dore and Amelia were solemnly be

trothed, measures were taken to place

Amelia beyond the reach of her in

censed mother's pursuit, and the Crown

Prince, followed by his children's bless

ings, had left the house a few hours

before my arrival.

“Blessed, blissful times followed

now. Oh God, how unspeakably happy

were we all ! How free were our con

tented, joyful hearts, from any pre

sentiment of impending evil'

“My brother's marriage was ap

inted for St. John's Day, on which

e would complete his one-and-twen

tieth year. My husband gave me per

mission to remain with my beloved

friends until that time, that I might be

resent at its celebration,-and at

ength the long-desired day arrived.

In conformity with an old family

usage the nuptial ceremony was to

take place at midnight. Tents were

erected in a large open space in the

forest for the accommodation of our

selves and friends, when it was intend

ed to hold a festival in honor of the

joyful event. The sun was intensely

ot, the air was sultry, and the bridal

pair walked forth to enjoy the cool

shade of the trees, leaving their assem
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bled friends in the tents. Suddenly a

storm, which had long threatened in

the distance, was by a change of wind

brought directly over our heads. The

rain poured; flash upon flash, peal on

peal, followed. All at once the world

seemed to become one entire sheet of

flame, which almost paralyzed the

trembling guests with terror. Then

all was #. quite still. “The woods

are on fire " cried one of the hunts

men. The men, rushing out of the

tents, immediately discovered that the

lightning had struck one of the oldest

and tallest oaks of the forest—alas, and

more yet, far more than the noble

tree'. The young and beauteous bridal

§ lay arm in arm at its foot. They

ad been stricken down in the bright

est bloom of their happiness, and God

had taken them to himself.”

My mother said no more; she en

deavored to dry the tears which had

been slowly rolling down her cheeks,

and silently continued her walk a few

steps in advance of me. I clearly saw

her efforts to suppress the painful re

collections that were rising in her

mind, and should have refrained from

disturbing her with any remark of my

own, had it been in my power. But

the truth is, that I could not have

spoken a word had I attempted it; sad

ness and awe deprived me ofthe power

of utterance. In this manner we con

tinued until we reached the game

keeper's dwelling, a neat little cottage

with green blinds, surrounded and

partly covered with grape-vines, roses,

and honeysuckles.

The gamekeeper, who was sitting

before the door, respectfully rose to

welcome us on our approach. My

mother scanned his features a moment,

and then, advancing, gave him her

hand.

“Anton Huber,” said she, “do you

no longer recollect Clara and Lichten

haus?”

“O my God, yes!” cried Anton with

much feeling, “you are she, noble

lady, you are herself, gracious and kind

as you always were. Immediately on

hearing you named I thought you

must be our formerly loved and ho

nored Miss Clara. More than twenty

times I was on the point of calling

upon you, but it was not so to be.

And now you come yourself!—and to

day, too !” he added, with a half sup

pressed sigh.
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My mother sat down upon the bench

before the house, and motioned the

gamekeeper to seat himself beside her.

She begged him to tell her something

of Margaret, of her mode of life, and

present situation, before she went in

to see her. “My children,” said she,

“have already made her acquaintance,

and, probably from a hereditary feel

ing, have become much attached to

her. I hear that she was ill yesterday,

how is she to-day !”

“Well; very well !” answered the

gamekeeper with earnestness. Then,

after a short pause, he added: “Her

history, since that dreadful day, may

be comprised in few words. Your

ladyship may, perhaps, remember that

for some time previous to that event

Margaret was very pale and thin, a

mere shadow of her former self, and

finally became unable to leave her

chamber, but without complaining of

any particular illness. People said that

her disease was in her mind; what

they meant I do not precisely know,

but from that time there seemed to be

a deeper sense in all she said and did;

and I am certain that she always re

mained gentle and good, although she

was more melancholy, and occasionally

said things that all did not understand.

But I always understood her.

“That she should have been entirely

prostrated by that most terrible event

is no wonder. It almost cost my poor

old father his life; he was a long time

in recovering from the dreadful shock.

You yourselſ, lady, were rendered so

ill that fears were entertained for your

life; and when we considered the me

lancholy situation of every one at the

castle, we could not, after all, but

think ourselves fortunate. From these

circumstances it was quite natural that

no one should have time to think of

poor Margaret, who, meanwhile, lay

motionless and helpless on her bed,

wavering between life and death.

After some months she recovered so

far as to be able to go about the house,

to oversee her little affairs, and resume

her favorite employment of lace-net

ting; but no prayer, no question, no

remonstrance could win a word from

her lips. Deep-drawn sighs and glan

ces expressive of inward wretchedness,

remained her only utterance, while the

deathlike pallor which overspread her

countenance when first she learned

the terrible result, never departed from

-
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her face. Never since that day have

I seen the least trace of that blooming

color which formerly tinged her cheeks.

“That I might remove my sister

from a place where every stone, every

tree, must awaken in her the most

melancholy recollections, I sought a

situation as gamekeeper in another dis

trict. It was obtained, and my good

Margaret followed me with the same

willingness she has invariably shown

whenever I have made a request. In

my new place of residence, I married,

—and my kind-hearted wife, who

deeply sympathized with poor, Marga

ret, relieved her of all household cares.

God blessed our union with two fine

children to enliven our small domestic

circle, and their attractions, together

with a change of scene, operated so

favorably upon my poor sister

that she again began to speak and

manifest some interest in passing

events. It is true that what she said

sounded for the most part somewhat

strangely. People who did not know

her intimately, often said that she was

not in her right mind; but I could easi

ly understand her conversation, which

indeed was not so confused as it seemed

to those who did not, like myself,

know her heart and the circumstances

of her sad history. She ofted talked

with the birds of the forest, and yet

oftener with inanimate things, with

the flowers and the clouds. That,

however, she had always done from

her childhood; for all nature seemed

to her to be endowed with life, and she

was in the habit of watching the

growth of each flower, talking to it

and loving it as a confidential friend.

But this could not be understood by

only general observers. For the rest,

she was generally tranquil and I may

say cheerful; but when a storm arose

she would become wild with uncon

trollable anguish. On these occasions

her conduct was liable to misconstruc

tion. I was offered the situation of

forester here, where I could live a

more solitary life, and I accepted it for

the purpose of withdrawing her from

curious eyes and unfeeling remarks. I

thought also that a warmer climate

and fairer scenes than those to which

she had been accustomed, might ben

efit poor Margaret's health, which was

visibly suffering. But I little dreamed

that by this movement we were to be

brought so near your ladyship's resi

dence.”

“Enough, good Anton, hasten to

your sister and prepare her for an in

terview with me,” begged my mother;

“I am impatient to see her again, but

it may not be well to take her by sur

prise. I will weep with her, console

her; I will love and cherish her as a

sister.”

“Your ladyship is very good,” an

swered the forester with emotion.

“You can see her, for that no pre

paration is now needed,” he slowly

and tremulously added. ... “But, dear

lady, you can never console poor Mar

garet more, God has already consoled

her, she died at midnight.”

He opened the door, and my mother

with silent steps followed him into the

house.—There lay Margaret, upon her

snow-white bed, clothed as I had al

ways seen her, with folded hands and

closed eyes, with a heavenly smile

upon her face, and beautiful as never

before. The wreath of immortals,

which she had twined the preceding

evening, adorned her brow.

I wept aloud, and would have thrown

myself upon the lifeless form, but An

ton restrained me.

“Disturb not the sacred rest of the

dead,” said he. My mother drew me

to her side, weº down by the bed,

Anton also sank upon his knee, and

thus prayed for the departed.

My mother caused a simple cross of

white marble to be erected upon the

turf-bank, her favorite resort, to Mar

garet's memory. It stands there now;

—I often sit there of a summer even

ing, observe the light clouds floating

above the forest, and think of poor

Margaret, of my dear pious mother,

and of the many loved ones who have

preceded me to the tomb.
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THE FUTURE.

BY W. H. ALLEN BUTLER.

“IIavras Pāv p \ret, rat āriextral Avôpi irágro.”—Odyss.

OH Life! the lessons of thine endless truth

Wake in each breath, in every look are taught,

From thy calm lips—sage in eternal youth—

Flows their deep meaning to our inmost thought.

Mysterious Power the spirit knows thy voice,

And bends in stillness its high words to hear;

Now—each low whisper murmureth “Rejoice,”

Now—at thy bidding, starts the bitter tear;

For not the being of this hour alone,

In its quick throbbing through the eager heart,

But every moment that the soul hath known,

Or that shall be, lies in thy hidden art.

Now the low music of the solemn Past

Calls up bright scenes of long-forgotten days,

Now wakes Remembrance with its trumpet blast,

Rousing dark phantoms to the shuddering gaze.

As came Alceste from the unquiet tomb,

So start these spectral shapes in Memory's dreams,

Clad in the vestments of our final doom,

While, yet in death, the cold existence beams,

As through the Parian stone the fitful torchlight gleams,

Something of life—for they were once of Earth—

But more of death—for they have slumbered long;

That wasted cheek has lost its glow of mirth,

And those pale lips, the melody of song,

But yet “Thrice Welcome” shall their greeting be,

And pure the answer of the silent kiss,

As the dim forms of those we loved to see,

Come in their grace from that far land of bliss

Breathing the lessons of their purity.

And when we see their fading forms no more,

We miss their presence in the silent soul;

We stand in grief upon the solemn shore,

And gaze far out where Death's dark billows roll;

And on the stillness of that midnight air,

O'er the wide sea, to where, in doubt, we stand,

Floats the kind answer to our earnest prayer,

Like softest music from the Spirit Land—

Wakes in our souls the harmony of Life,

Paints brighter pictures for the tearful eyes;

Nerves with new strength to bear the present strife,

And points our faith to where the FUTURE lies!

Yes—o'er this gloom of doubt, this night of grief,

Breathes the calm spirit of a high relief;

In fearful gladness turns the trusting eye,

Down the dark pathway of our Destiny—

Timid in sight, yet strong in faith it turns

To where the Altar of the Future burns.

Far through the shadows of the restless Night

It sees the dawning of the promised light,

Sees the fair shrine in cloud-wrapt beauty rise,

From the deep ocean to the deeper skies.

—m-
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From her high resting-place,—her sunshine home—

See the bright Angel of the Future come,

Her lovely form, half dawning on the sight,

Half veiled in shadows of the cloudy light,

Moves in its stillness through the soul's dark deep,

And wakes high thoughts from their inglorious sleep;

Wipes from the brow the dampness of despair,

Tinges with life the pallor of the cheek;

From the shut eyes lifts the cold weight of care,

And bids the lips with new-born rapture speak.

As from the Ocean halls fair Thetis came,

Goddess and Mother joined in fondest One,

Bearing the armor, bright from Etna's flame,

To gird the valor of her matchless son—

So comes the Future through the world's harsh din,

Her sandals covered with its envious dust,

Through the dark night in beauty glideth in,

And brings the armor of our deathless Trust'

Thus comes the Future—her soft step is heard,

And Joy leaps up to catch her first bright word;

Through the long day how oft her presence breathes,

High words of Hope, and kindest greeting showers;

With dallying fingers, now, she gently wreathes

Fresh tinted chaplets for the rosy Hours;

Wakes her pure smile in Morning's earliest blush,

Falls her warm whisper in the Noontide flush;

Her silver fires outwatch the Evening sun,

And shine unclouded when the day is done;

But, most of all, when the calm Night comes up,

Breaks o'er the heart the starlit beam of Hope;

Chaldean-like we search the million rays,

And cast the horoscope of coming days;

So climbed Endymion that Carian height,

Seeking for Truth, that he might learn to live;

So stooped to him the gentle Queen of Night,

With better teachings than those stars could give,

Oh when we strive to read that burning scroll,

Ofttimes how bright its joyous lessons prove,

Waking anew within the§. soul,

The earnest radiance of its quenchless Love!

And yet again the Future comes, in visions bright and high,

When buried in the arms of Sleep, all ºi; we lie;

Wrapped in their garments pure and white they pass the Ivory gate,

Those gentle Dreams—so calm and still—dim messengers of Fate;

They chase the doubts that hover thick around the restless soul,

And o'er the silent sands of sleep the waves of joy they roll.

Come when thou wilt—Oh Future!—Come, for ever thou art blest,

But most of all I pray thee, come, when lost in sleep I rest,

For then no more my spirit feels the heavy hand of Night,

And when I wake—though thou art fled, } wake to morning light.

Oh tell me not this world is dark, nor say

That cheerless Night waits on the gloomy day—

Cold hours there are—deep conflicts—bitter strife,

The stern realities that sadden Life;

For Crime walks often through the crowded street,

Hand linked in hand with Innocence and Hope;

While Want and Plenty—Mirth and Misery meet—

And drink together of Life's mingled cup.
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Ofttimes cold answers chill the rising prayer,

High hopes how oft with cruel doubts have strove;

Instead of joy we reap long days of care,

And meet with scorn where most we looked for love.

But though the Past be gloom—the Present fear,

The Future yet shall wipe away the tear.

Long lies the soul in darkness and in doubt,

Bears heavily the day of deepening gloom;

And in the night time sadly gazes out,

And only wishes that the morn were come.

Watch on, Oh Spirit, in the darkest night,

With prayers of faith thy trembling hopes revive;

From out the darkness comes a gleam of light

Lit by the Future, and she bids thee live.

Whatãº the breakers round thee roar 2

She heareth well thy fainting cry;

“Not far beyond this desert shore,

The peaceful meadows lie”—

What though the sea be wild and dark,

Far through the gath'ring mist look up,

And from thy tempest-beaten bark,

Send forth the messenger of Hope.

Alas! in clouds her way is lost,

Still on the wave thy life is tost,

The waters do not cease—

Sent once again, on drooping wings

Speeds her lone flight, but see, she brings

The Olive branch of Peace—

Once more—and lo! in forests blest

She finds with joy her happy rest,

To thee no more shall come;

But see the bow of promise there

Floats a bright banner in the air,

And smiles thy welcome home !

What though thy gloomy pathway lies,

Through scenes of darkness and of fear;

Though stern the rugged mountains rise,

And cold the barren wastes appear 2

The Future shall thy hopes inspire;

Her cloudlike presence through the day,

And in the night, her beacon fire

Shall chase the dangers of the way.

From the mild Past a cheering brightness comes,

The glorious deeds of those who slumber now,

Speaking in wisdom from their spirit homes,

To us who linger in the world below;

The works they did—the thrilling words they spoke,

Death strove to hide, but all his power was vain;

From the cold ground in giant might they broke,

And walk in freshness on the Earth again.

O'er our dark souls shall flash these holy rays—

These upward gleamings from the grave's cold sod,

And in our breasts light up the glowing blaze,

In which we read the hidden things of God.

These kindred flames, both blended into one,

Seek their fit union with the world above,

And point our faith up to the living throne,

Whence flows the radiance of Eternal love.

º
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Oh not alone we tread these paths of gloom,

In trusting faith our brother's hand we clasp;

Together journey to the silent tomb,

More dark the way—more firm our friendly grasp;

And Truth, that slumbers in the soul so still,

Our search shall find, though long, in doubt, 'tis sought;

Then with its crystal waters shall we fill

The golden cup of Thought.

Its sparkling drops with eager thirst we drink,

They give new strength to bear the toil and strife;

Deep in the soul the silver streams shall sink,

And flow for ever—healthful springs of Life.

The journey in the wilderness,

Is ended now, thy toil is o'er;

Already do thy footsteps press,

romised shore.The threshold of the

Faith opens wide the golden gate,

That bars thee from thy joyful fate,

And from its dimness echoes out,

To still the world's tumultuous din,

The answer of the welcome shout,

“Io Triumphe ' Enter in "

ORESTES.

“I AM THy son " were the fearful

words thundered in the ear of Clytem

nestra, as, pierced by Orestes' sword,

she sank expiring to the ground. The

chorus broke in with their cry of hor

ror, and a sympathetic shudder ran

through the audience in the Opera

house.

The curtain fell, and the burst of

applause was tremendous. Innume

rable shouts summoned the success

ful composer, whose new work hadjust

been performed for the first time, that

he might receive in person the con

gratulations and applause of the spec

tators. But he did not appear; and

after several repetitions of the call,

the Impresario directed one of the ac

tors to go on the stage and announce,

that “# compositore” had already

left the theatre. When this announce

ment had been delivered, with a mul

titude of obeisances, the house became

quiet, and the audience broke up; each

party, as they returned to their homes,

occupied in discussing the merits of

the new opera and exchanging conjec

tures as to the composer, of whom

nothing more was known than that he

was a very young man, and a stranger

in the city.

“A fair good even, gentlemen!”

cried Domenico Paravesi—a celebrated

Italian restaurateur, whose house was

the resort of all the wit and talent of

the capital—to three young men just

entering. “Well,—how has it fallen

out 2 Grand applause, eh? Magnifi

cent success—plenty of money—rings

and wreaths, eh?”

“Not so fast—good Domenico!”inter

rupted the eldest of the three. “Our

distinguished companion has indeed

met with great success, nor has ap

º been wanting. But he is not

ikely to reap great store of gold, for

he has just given orders to the Im

presario, not to repeat the perform

ance of his opera. So you mustgive us

fat cheer on the credit of the fame and

not the money.”

Domenico lifted up his hands and

eyes, at hearing of the strange reso

lution of the composer, but not ven

turing just then on remonstrance,

busied himself preparing supper; and

the three were presently seated at a

well furnished table, crowned with the

Italian's best Burgundy.

“If it be true, Florestan,” said an

other of the three, “that good cheer

may not always be commanded by ap
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plause merely, the appetite of the artist

is thereby increased to do justice to it.”

“It is what he never despises, be he

misanthropic as he may; or as our

friend Theodore,” with a glance at the

young composer. “Artists are men;

and the best and most gifted of them

thrive upon the nourishment of praise.

It is the ambrosia without which the

loftiest heights of Olympus were tire

some places ! I have a right to know,

for I am a poet, and as sensitive and

praise-loving as any of them. Let

our Theodore say what he will, the

same inspiration belongs to him.”

“An instinct, rather,” replied Flores

tan, who was court physician; “and

remarkable in all the inferior animals

as well as man. It is universal nature,

as well as human nature.”

“True, philosopher,” said Lothaire,

“and Theodore, malgré his misanthro

py, is not above being a man. But

now, friend, let me ask you, how you

liked my text?

“How did you like the music 2"

answered Theodore, slightly coloring.

“That is a strange question, after its

unprecedented success! For me, it has

opened a new world, full of myste

rious delight. With the delight, how

ever, mingles something wild, gloomy,

nay, terrible—I know not how to de

fine it, which pervaded every fibre of my

frame. Where did you get that ?”

“From your libretto, I suppose,”

answered Theodore, indifferently.

“Nay,” interrupted Florestan, “I

must withstand you there! Lothaire's

text was good sense, but it had ºi";

wild; that belongs wholly to you.

was sensible of it myself throughout

the piece.”

“And at the close,” resumed Lo

thaire, “when Orestes cries to Clytem

nestra, as she is dying—”

A sudden look from Theodore pre

vented his friend from completing his

sentence, but more than a minute

elapsed before he spoke. “You are

right, it belongs to me; every artist

has an ideal before him, which he

strives to embody, sometimes vainly,

in each work he produces. This ideal

is with me; it has long haunted me;

it appears in this opera, and will in my

subsequent works, supposing I ever

write any more.”

“What a supposition" exclaimed

Florestan. “Could you stop now, at

the very beginning of your career of

fame! Now, when your first work

has brought you such triumphant
meed '"

Theodore sighed, but did not reply.

“It were indeed a pity,” observed

Lothaire, “should you stop now, or
turn back—”

“Turn back " repeated Theodore,

in a suddenly elevated voice, while his

eyes flashed fire. “No! forward—for

ward! You are right, the way is open

before me; perhaps another way than

you dream of, but forward! I will

never turn back l’’

His two friends looked at one anoth

er, as if startled at this sudden out

break. Theodore filled his glass, and

held it up, inviting them to join him.

“You are in a strange humor this

evening,” said Dothaire, and Florestan

took his hand to feel his pulse.

“I am not indisposed,” said Theo

dore, with a forced smile. “Drink, I

beseech you, and dismiss your grave

thoughts.”

“Ay, drink, and be merry !” echoed

old Domenico. “Here I have stood by

half an hour, and small pleasure has

your discourse given me. Where is

the jovial laugh—where are the gems

of wit, with which my saloon is wont

to sparkle? I expect a host of other

guests presently, and look to you for

their good ensample. , Corpo, I see

the cause of all ! 'tis the heavy Bur

gundy Champagne is the thing for

you.”

“Bring it along, then,” cried Lo

thaire; and the sparkling beverage

was soon placed on the table.

“I am always merry over a glass of

Champagne !” exclaimed Lothaire,

“for it fills my head and heart with

pleasant images. Let us pledge beau

ty; Viva Angela, say Il She merits

her name, for she is truly an angel.

There is no imagination in all the

verses I have composed in her praise.”

“What Angela do you mean?”

asked Theodore.

“Whom, but the daughter of the

Baroness of Wellan 2"

“The Baroness—the mistress of the

Duke 2”

“You must not speak so loud;

those are highpºse—"
“It is true, then 7°

“It has been said, not openly, how

ever, that there is a left-handed mar

riage. His Highness is very popular,

but severe in what concerns his honor
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before the people; and the Baroness is

haughty and vindictive. No more of

them; Angela is an angel, and to you,

I will whisper it, not insensible to the

poet's love.”

Here more guests came in; and

while they made room for them, a

page in a rich livery entered, and pre

sented a note to Florestan.

“From the Baroness,” he said in a

low voice to his two companions;

“She is indisposed, and summons my

attendance,” and giving Theodore his

hand in adieu, he departed.

The composer also rose. “Stay

with me, it is early '" remonstrated

Lothaire, but saying that he had an

engagement, and would see him to

morrow, Theodore left the house.

“All the world is grown melancho

ly, methinks!” cried the light-hearted

poet. “All, except me and thee, Dome

nic. Allons, keep me company at this

flask '''

“Si, signore.”

“And tell me stories of your own

fair land, where the citron blooms, and

the macaroni grows—the laud of the

dolce far niente /

“Si, signore.”

The physician, Florestan, entered a

richly furnished apartment, where re

clined on a luxurious sofa the Baroness

of Wellan, in an elegant undress of

white silk. At his approach, she half

rose, and languidly extending towards

him her small white hand, said: “It is

nothing serious, doctor; only a slight

attack of nervousness and low spirits.

But I wished to see you—”

She hesitated, Florestan waited some

minutes for her ladyship to speak, but

as she remained silent, ventured to ask

what were her gracious commands.

The Baroness pressed her white

handkerchief to her eyes, and spoke

in a low and hesitating voice:—

“The new opera is a strange, but

admirable work. I am told you are

acquainted with the composer; how

long haveyou known him?”

“From the day it was first an

nounced for rehearsal,” replied Flores

tan, “Our mad poet, Lothaire, intro

duced me to him.”

“Then Lothaire has known him

longer than you?” asked the Baroness,

earnestly.

“By a few weeks only. He fur

nished him with the text for his music,

and that caused an intimacy between

them ; I do not think he has any other

friends in the city besides us two.”

“He seems to be of a melancholy

humor, to judge from his looks; I saw

him on the stage.”

“He is something of a misanthrope,

I fear.”

“And wherefore? It is not usual,

so young, to be disgusted with the

world.”

“I know not, as he has not honored

me with his confidence. He is a mas

ter in music; that appears from his

work; whence he comes, I know not ;

who are his parents, no one can tell ;

he gave no account of himself to the

Impresario. My own opinion is, that

he is an enthusiast, and must be suf

fered to go on his own way, though in

the end something great may be ex

pected of him.”

The Baroness drooped her head on

her hand, and seemed lost in thought.

“How strange,” she murmured, “the

likeness—that smile of his ſ” Then

turning to the physician, she said :

“Florestan, I am interested in your

young friend. Bring him hither to

morrow, at an early hour; I wish to

be acquainted with him.”

Florestan bowed acquiescence, and

having left a prescription for the lady’s

nervousness, withdrew. He repaired

immediately to the lodgings of Theo

dore, whom he found pacing his cham

ber, and informed him, he was next

morning to have the honor of being

presented to the Baroness.

The physician supposed Theodore

would seek to decline an introduction,

but to his surprise he seemed highly

pleased, and promised without fail to

be ready at the appointed hour. Flo

restan expressed his thoughts, and ral

lied the artist on his apparent desire

for court favor.

“You doubtless depend much on her

ladyship's influence to build up your

fortunes,” said he, “and you are not far

wrong ; only be discreet, and presume

not on favor shown. She is the most

capricious and wilful of dames. You

are acquainted with her history !”

“I am not, but have heard it is a

common one.”

“No-in truth.”

“What is it, then 2”

“It can be told in few words, and

we are safe here. The lady Julia was
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the wife of a distinguished person in

office, and had the best of husbands

and two lovely children. Her chil

dren's tutor was in the Duke's inter

est; he is now High Chamberlain, the

Baron von Hilson. The Duke, he was

then young and thoughtless, became

enamored of Julia. Suffice it to say,

that influenced by the persuasions of

von Hilson, she abandoned her husband

and children, and fled to his castle

some miles from the city, where she

received the visits of the young prince.

This happened seventeen years since.

Her husband was killed, some say, by

the contrivance of Von Hilson, in bat

tle, and what became of the children

was never known. It is supposed they

are dead.”

“After all, a common history,” said

Theodore, with a laugh of unutterable

scorn. “Good night; I shall be ready

to accompany you to-morrow.”

It was known ere long, both at

court and among the lovers of music,

that the unknown composer stood high

in the favor of the Baroness von Wel

lan. This was a pledge of his rising

fortune; and while some professed to

condemn him for his willingness to

avail himself of the patronage of such

a woman, others paid court to him as

one destined to the possession of

wealth and renown. But whatseemed

unaccountable, he shunned society,

and repulsed the advances of many

whose acquaintance was worth se

curing; stranger than all, he had not

been, nor seemed to wish to be, pre

sented to the Duke. With Lothaire he

was very intimate; spent a part of al

most every day with him, and mani

fested much interest in the progress of

the love affair which the young poet

had confided to him. Florestan was

always excluded in these confidential

interviews.

“I am come,” said Lothaire one day,

as he entered his friend's apartment,

“to ask both your congratulations and

advice. Read this note.” And he

handed him a note from Angela.

“It is a beautiful hand,” said Theo

dore, examining it critically,

“Aye, and how delightful her words!

She consents to be mine, can we either

elude her mother, or win her consent.”

“Have you attempted the last !”

“No, nor shall I do so. What

VOI. XIz-NO. LIV. 76

would the Baroness of Wellan say to

the proposal of an obscure poet, pos

sessed only of his genius and a compe

tence, to marry her daughter?”

“She might do worse,” said Theo

dore gloomily.

“You, whom she has admitted to

her intimacy, know well of her design

to marry Angela to the nephew of the

Grand Forester.”

“And Angela loves you?”

“She prefers me to every man. She

cares not for wealth or station.”

“Who should 3 You shall wed

Angela, Lothaire.”

“Will you assist me?”

“I will; you shall carry her off. I

will aid you, and myself stand the
brunt of her mother's indignation.”

“Nay, Theodore, she is the most vin

dictive of women. You shall accom

pany us in our flight.”

“No, I stay behind.

for me.”

“Perhaps you know how to per

suade her—”

Here Florestan joined them. “I

come on the part of the Impresario—

aye, and of half the city, Theodore, to

ask for a second performance of your

Opera. In truth, it was a mere ca

price of yours to withdraw it.”

“Perhaps I wanted to alter the

music.”

“How could you better it? Or per

haps it did not please your noble pa

troness.”

“Would not that be reason enough

for withholding it from the public

But you shall have it again.”

“When 2”

“Whenever you please. You can tell

the Impresario to announce it.”

Theodore then took leave of Flores

tan, and walked out with Lothaire.

The plan was speedily arranged be

tween them, and they succeeded be

yond even the hopes of the ardent Lo

thaire. Angela eloped with him; they

were married; and having witnessed

the ceremony, and bade adieu to the

two whom he had made happy, Theo

dore returned to the Baroness, whom

he found, after the news of her daugh

ter's marriage, in a state bordering on

frenzy. Angela was her darling, her

only hope; the being in whom she had

garnered up all that remained to her

of pure and noble feeling. She had

educated her at a distance from her

self; for her conscience told her there

Fear nothing
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should be no communion between the

guilty mother and the innocent daugh

ter. Angela seemed to her the seraph

whose smile was to win for her admis

sion into the heaven her crimes had

forfeited. She had longed for the hour

to come when their intercourse could

be more frequent; for in her she hoped

to recall the long gone days of virtue

and happiness.

Disappointed in these hopes, and

baffled in the schemes of ambition she

had for years been forming, the in

censed Baroness now ardently desired

revenge; and she resolved to make the

young and unknown stranger her in

Strument.

“He is your friend; he can be easily

induced to reveal to vou the secret of

his retreat,” cried she to Theodore,

with flushed cheek and flashing eye.

“Before this flight is blown abroad, he

must die—and by your hand.”

Theodore stood silent, as if wait

ing the commands of his patron

eSS.

“You hear me—you understand

me!” exclaimed she quickly. “Wealth,

unbounded wealth, shall be yours. I

will secure it to you the instant you

bring me news that—”

“I cannot play the assassin,” mut

tered Theodore.

“Who asks it of you? But your

arm is strong; for what do you wear a

sword 3 Challenge him as my cham

pion—defend the honor of my child

whom he has basely allured, or, per

haps, forced to accompany him. I look

to you to avenge me!”

“I will do it!” cried Theodore wild

ly, and rushed from the room.

The Baroness was walkingbackwards

and forwards in her garden. The night

had already fallen, and she was await

ing with impatience the issue of the

duel she had so hastily commanded.

She began to repent having urged the

young stranger, whom she already re

arded with something like affection,

into the hazard of his life. But in

whom else could she confide? How

else should she re-obtain her Angela

before the disgraceſul news of her

elopement should have spread over the

ºhe Baroness looked, all beautiful as

she was, more like a woman distraught

than the lofty lady. Her cheeks were

crimsoned with excitement; a dark

fire was in her eyes; her hair was dis

ordered. If she stood still for a mo

ment, the violent beating of her heart,

and trembling of her limbs, were appa

rent. She heard the gate open; then

a rustling among the foliage; and her

figure became suddenly rigid, and her

face blanched to deadly paleness.

Theodore strode towards her; in the

dim light she saw he was dreadfully

agitated. He flung his bloody sword

at her feet.

“Is he dealt upon?” asked she,

ſaintly. “And Angela 22

“Angela is safe.”

“Where is she 3 where

child 2’’

“With Lothaire her husband, whom

she loves above all the world; for

whom she has willingly resigned her

proud though hapless station. They

must be by this time beyond the fron
tier.”

“How ! you have not fought with

Lothaire 2 You did not kill him 3’”

“I am his friend. I aided him to

carry off his bride.”

4 &You—”

“Yet more—I counselled him to the

act.”

“Ungrateful wretch ! base impostor!

And you hope to escape my ven

geance"

“Another vengeance than yours is

about to overtake me. But hear me

et a word. Seventeen years ago you

§ another daughter, fair as Angela

You had a husband—you had a son!

Answer me—Where is your husband?

Where are your children? Where is

Emilie 2’’

Not a word came from the heart

stricken Baroness.

Theodore went on:—

“You cannot answer—you are

speechless. But I can tell you! Your

husband perished by treachery. Left

to struggle unaided against his ene

mies—betrayed by one he had once es

teemed his friend Poor Emilie died

in a hospital, the victim of want—hav

ing endured privations innumerable,

yet happy in that she was taken in in

nocent childhood She died—yes,

is my

while her guilty mother revelled in

luxury and princely pomp ! Fernan

do—

A piercing shriek from themiserable

woman interrupted him; but not yet
was his awful mission fulfilled.
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“Fernando saw his father expire;

and after years of suffering is come to

avenge his death ! ... Not upon you,

lady; for you it may be shame and an

guish enough to know that I am your

son ''

The tramp of feet and the sound of

loud voices broke in upon the scene;

the next moment Theodore was laid

hold of by several officers, who arrest

ed him in the Duke's name.

“For what?” gasped the Baroness.

“For the murder of the Lord High

Chamberlain.” The Baroness sank

lifeless on the ground. The officers, as

they led the prisoner out, summoned

the servants to attend their mistress.

Three days afterwards, the prisoner

was executed. He had refused to

apply for the Duke's mercy. The same

evening was announced for perform

ance at the Theatre—

ORESTEs,

A Tragic Opera in five acts.

THE LOST CHURCH.

FROM THE GERMAN OF UHLAND.

IN yonder wood, at twilight hour,

Asº an ancient legend tells,

oFrom the st Minster's hoary tower,

A peal of solemn music swells.

From age to age those sounds are heard

Borne on the breeze atº hour;

From age to age no foot hath
ound

A pathway to the Minster's tower!

Late, wandering in that ancient wood,

As onward through the gloom I trod,

From all the woes and wrongs of earth

My soul ascended to its God.

When, lo! in that hushed wilderness

I heard, far off, the Minster's bell ;

Still heavenward as my spirit soared,

Wilder and sweeter rang the knell.

My brain all reeling with the sound,

I seemed from this dark world withdrawn,

And while in tranced slumber bound,

High through the silent heavens upborne.

Methought a thousand years had passed

While thus in solemn dream I lay,

When suddenly the parting clouds

Seemed opening wide and far away.

No mid-day sun its glory shed,

The stars were shrouded from my sight,

Yet, lo! majestic o'er my head,

A Minster shone in solemn light.

High through the lurid heavens it seemed

Aloft on cloudy wings to rise,

Till all its pointed turrets gleamed , ,

Far flaming through the vaulted skies.
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The bell, with full, resounding peal,

Rang booming through the rocking tower,

No hand had stirred its iron tongue,

Slow swaying to the storm-wind's power!

My bosom, beating like a bark

%. by the surging ocean's foam,

I trod with faltering, fearful joy,

The mazes of the mighty dome.

A soft light through the oriel streamed,

Like summer moonlight's golden gloom,

Far through the dusky arches gleamed,

And filled with glory all the room.

Pale sculptures of the sainted dead

Seemed waking from their icy thrall,

And many a glory-circled head

Smiled sadly from the storied wall,

Oppressed with wonder and with awe,

I kneeled low by the altar stone,

While, blazoned on the vaulted roof,

All heaven's fiercest glories shone.

Yet when I raised my eyes once more

The blazoned vault itself was gone,

Wide open was heaven's lofty door,

And every cloudy veil withdrawn .

What visions burst upon my soul .

What joys unutterable there

In waves on waves for ever roll,

Like music through the pulseless air :

These never mortal tongue may tell;

Let him who ſain would prove their power,
Pause when he hears that solemn bell

At twilight from the Minster's tower.

SARAH H. WHITMAN.

LOWE'S PENALTY.

OFT in the summer morning's balmy prime,

When rosy mist-wreaths on the hills uncoil,

When lily bells ring out their matin chime,

Calling the laboring wild bees to their toil,

I learn a moral lesson from the flowers,

In dewy wood-paths and dim garden bowers.

All passion-pale they stand, their patient eyes,

That wept night long the absence of the sun,

Raised through their dew-bent lashes to the skies,

To seek the glance they soon may sadly shun.

Perchance ere noon-tide fainting 'neath his rays,

Parched with the fires to which they fondly turned;
Like fabled Semelé in the fierce blaze

Of her god-lover's fatal glories burned.

Yet, madly, still we love—still through life's gloom,

Court the fierce ray which flashes to consume!

SARAH H. WHITMAN.
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ORIGINAND CHARACTERISTICS OFTHE AMERICAN ABORIGINES.*

As Americans, no part of Anthropolo

gy, or the Natural History of Man,

can be more interesting to us than that

of our Aborigines. From time imme

morial, the vast theatre of the western

hemisphere has been thronged by num

berless inhabitants. Whilst many

tribes of these people have lived and

died without leaving a trace of their

sojourn on the face of the earth; oth

ers, as in tropical America, at the pe

riod of its Spanish discovery, were a

olished and cultivated race, living in

arge and flourishing cities. There is

a third class of Aboriginals, still more

ancient and more civilized, known only

by their monumental antiquities, scat

tered over the United States, South

America, and the intermediate region

The recent investigations of Stephens,

Norman, and others, among the ruined

cities of the southern states of North

America, have revealed the monu

ments of a people, who constitute now

perhaps the most interesting enigma in

the history of the world.

In regard to the origin of the Ameri

can nations, many theories have been

advanced. In the present inquiry,

however, the object of our author is

not to trace their genealogy to Malays

or Mongolians, to Jews, Hindoos, or

Egyptians; but to prove from the most

characteristic traits of this people,

that, with the exception of the Esqui

maux, they “are of one race, and that

this race is peculiar, and distinct from

all others.”

As any remarks on this topic by the

author of “Crania Americana,” with

whom our readers have a prior ac

quaintance, cannot be without value,

we propose to review somewhat in de

tail his five principal considerations,

viz., the organic, moral, and intellectual

characters of the American Indians,

their mode of interment, and their

maritime enterprise ; together with

such definite conclusions as our author

deduces from these premises.

1. Physical Characteristics.-Upon

this point, Dr. Morton sums up in the

following language:—

“Thus it is that the American Indian,

from the southern extremity of the conti

nent to the northern limit of his range, is

the same exterior man. With somewhat

variable stature and complexion, his dis

tinctive features, though variously modi

fied, are never effaced; and he stands iso

lated from the rest of mankind, identified

at a glance in every locality, and under

every variety of circumstances; and even

his desiccated remains which have with

stood the destroying hand of time, pre

serve the primeval type of his race, ex

cepting only when art has interposed to

pervert it.”

In our Number for August last, (Art.

I.,) we attempted to show that all the

diverse races of man have descended

from a single stock. In elucidation of

the subject, we brought to our aid com

parative physiology; and, on the pre

sumption that the great diversity and

the dispersion of the human race are

regulated by some general plan, analo

gous to that observed among plants

and inferior animals, the laws of the

distribution and migration of the latter

were also investigated.

In order to show that there is no

thing in the relative position of Ame

rica that forbids the supposition of an

exotic origin of its Aborigines, we will

here present at the outset the known

facts in relation to the geographical

distribution of man. The probable

birth-place of mankind—the centre

from which the tide of migration ori

ginally proceeded—has always been,

on the assumption that the whole hu

man race has descended from a single

pair, a matter of speculation with

many; and that this birth-place was

situated in a region characterized by

the reign of perpetual summer, and

the consequent spontaneous production,

throughout the year, of vegetable ali

ment adapted to the wants of man, has

always been a favorite conjecture.

From this point, with the progress of

* An Inquiry into the Distinctive Characteristics of the Aboriginal Race of Ame

rica. Read at the annual meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History, Wed

nesday, April 27, 1842. By Samuel George Morton, M. D., 8vo., pp. 37.
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human population, men would natu

rally diffuse themselves over the adja

cent regions of the temperate zone;

and in proportion as new difficulties

were thus encountered, the spirit of in

vention was gradually called into suc

cessful action. In the early stage of

society—the hunter period—mankind

from necessity spreads with the great

est rapidity; for 800 acres of hunting

ground, it has been calculated, do not

produce more food than half an acre of

arable land. Thus, even at a very

early period, the least fertile parts of

the earth may have become inhabited;

and when, upon the partial exhaustion

of game, the state of pasturage suc

ceeded, mankind, already scattered in

hunter tribes, may soon have multi

plied to the extent compatible with the

pastoral condition. In this manner

may a continuous continent, in a com

paratively short period, have become

F. but even the smallestislands,

owever remote from continents, have,

with very few exceptions, as for in

stance St. Helena, been invariably found

inhabited by man,—a phenomenon sus

ceptible of satisfactory explanation.

The often observed circumstance of

the drifting of canoes to vast distances,

affords without doubt an adequate ex

planation of the fact, (on the supposi

tion that the human family has had

one common source), that of the multi

tude of islets of coral and volcanic ori

gin in the vast Pacific, capable of sus

taining a few families of men, very

few have been found untenanted. As

navigators have often picked up frail

boats in the ocean, containing people

who had been driven five hundred, one

thousand, and even one thousand five

hundred miles from their homes, there

is nothing in the geographical position

of America that precludes the supposi

tion of a trans-Atlantic or trans-Paci

fic origin of its aborigines. A number

of such instances are related by Lyell,

on the authority of Cook, Forster,

Kotzebue, and Beechey. A Japanese

junk, even so late as the year 1833,

was wrecked on the northwest of Ame

rica, at Cape Flattery, and several

of the crew reached the shore safely.

Numberless instances of this kind

might be cited. In 1799, a smallboat

containing three men, which was

driven out to sea by stress of weather

from St. Helena, reached the coast of

South America in a month—one of the

men having perished on the voyage.

In 1797, twelve negroes escaping from

a slave ship on the coast of Africa,

who took to a boat, were drifted, after

having been the sport of wind and

wave for five weeks, ashore at Barba

does. Three natives of Ulea reached

one of the coral isles of Radack, having

been driven, during a boisterous voy

age of eight months, to the amazing

distance of one thousand five hundred

miles. The native missionaries travel

ling among the different Pacific insular

groups, often meet their countrymen,

who have been drifted in like manner.

“The space traversed in some of

these instances,” says Lyell, “was so

great, that similar accidents might

suffice to transport canoes from various

parts of Africa to the shores of South

America, or from Spain to the Azores,

and thence to North America; so that

man, even in a rude state of society, is

liable to be scattered involuntarily by

the winds and waves over the globe,

in a manner singularly analogous to

that in which many plants and ani

mals are diffused. We ought not,

then, to wonder, that during the ages

required for some tribes of the human

race to attain that advanced stage of

civilisation which empowers the navi

gator to cross the ocean in all direc

tions with security, the whole earth

should have become the abode of rude

tribes of hunters and fishers. Were

the whole of mankind now cut off,

with the exception of one family, in

habiting the old or new continent, or

Australia, or even some coral islet of

the Pacific, we might expect their de

scendants, though they should never

become more enlightened than the

South Sea Islanders or Esquimaux, to

spread in the course of ages over the

whole earth, diffused partly by the

tendency of population to increase, in a

limited district, beyond the means of

subsistence, and partly by the acci

dental drifting of canoes by tides and

currents to distant shores.”

Thus has the earth been widely

peopled in the earliest periods of so

ciety; and in later times, as some na

tions became maritime, important dis

coveries were made by accident. In

the year 862, Iceland was discovered

by some mariners bound for the Feroe

Islands, who had been thrown out of

their course by tempests. The disco

very of America by the Northmen
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was accidental, and so was the disco

very of Brazil, in the year 1500, by a

Portuguese fleet, which in its route to

the East Indies departed so far from

the African coast, in order to avoid

certain winds, as to encounter the

western continent.

But let us return to the opinion of

Morton, relative to the physical char

acteristics of the American Indian.

That he “stands isolated from the rest

of mankind,” is an opinion contrary to

the whole tenor of our former remarks,

in the Article above referred to, show

ing that the typical peculiarities of all

races are so blended that an absolute

line of demarcation among them is

wholly impracticable. There is, in

truth, a striking physiognomical resem

blance between our aboriginals and the

people of Eastern Asia, as has been

frequently observed by the most com

petent judges. The Tunisian envoy to

the United States in 1804, for example,

on seeing the deputies of the Chero

kees, Osages, and Miamis, assembled

at Washington, was instantly struck

with the strong resemblance icº.

their physical characteristics and that

of the Asiatic Tatars, with whose ap

pearance he was familiar.

Let us, however, view this part of

the subject somewhat more in detail.

In the general classification of man

kind it is seldom that two writers co

incide. Thus, whilst Cuvier makes

the distinction of three races, Malte

Brun has no less than sixteen. The

division of Blumenbach, consisting of

five varieties, is the one mosti.

adopted, the distinguishing characters

of which were presented in our August

Number. Although in the typical ex

amples of these five primary divisions,

a very marked difference is observable,

yet we find them all running into each

other by such nice and imperceptible

gradations, that it is often impractica

ble to determine, independent of the

individual's locality, to what family of

the human race he belongs. The

Caucasian, the Mongolian, and the

Ethiopian, may be considered the lead

ing types of mankind, that is, they are

merely typical examples of extreme

diversity; and hence the American and

Malay can be regarded as only inter

vening shades, the former holding a

middle point between the Caucasian

and Mongolian, and the latter main

taining a similar relation to the Cau

casian and Ethiopian. This gradation,

but in a less perceptible degree, is, in

deed, evidenced in every quarter of the

globe. Comparing, for instance, the

inhabitants of New Zealand with the

neighboring black Malayan tribes, a

striking difference is presented, the su

perior castes of the former being tall,

active, and well made, with a brown

complexion and long black hair, some

times straight and sometimes curling;

and accompanying these advantages of

person, there is a corresponding degree

of intellect, a relation which, as was

satisfactorily shown, as we conceive,

in our Number for August, is a perma

nent law of the human organization.

The natives of the Friendly Islandsare

a still much superior race. Generally

of the ordinary European stature, some

are above six feet high ; their color,

like that of the New Zealanders, is a

deep brown, verging in the better

classes on a light olive; and their fea

tures, in some respects, approximate to

those of the European. As a proof of

their progress in civilisation and in in

tellectual development, it is only ne

cessary to mention that they have

terms to express numbers up to one

hundred thousand. Among the Ota

heitans, who have been long celebrated

for their personal beauty, although the

same brown tint pervades among the

lower orders, yet it becomes so gra

dually lost in dºe of a superior caste

that the skin in the higher ranks is

nearly white, or at least but slightly

tinged with brown: on the cheek of

the women a blush may be readily ob

served. The usual color of the hair is

black, but it is of a fine texture, and

not unfrequently brown, flaxen, and

even red. Of the natives of the Mar

quesas, it has been said that, “in form

they are, perhaps, the finest in the

world,” and that their skin is naturally

“very fair;” whilst in the color of

their hair all the various shades found

in the different tribes of the Caucasian

race are exhibited.

It is thus seen that the white skin,

the red cheek, and the color and tex

ture of the hair, are merely typical

characteristics of the Caucasian race,

—a subject that we elucidated at con

siderable length in our former Article al

ready referred to. Even among Cauca

sians ofundoubtedly pure race, there are

nations ofa. black complexion.

As regards the hue of the skin, the same
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diversities exist among the American

variety. The usual designation of

“copper-colored,” is considered by Dr.

McCulloch as wholly inapplicable to

them as a race; and he proposes the

term “cinnamon-colored.” Dr. Mor

ton, however, thinks that, taken collec

tively, they would be most correctly

designated as the “brown race.” “Al

though the Americans,” he says, “pos

sess a pervading and characteristic

complexion, there are occasional and

very remarkable deviations, including

all the tints from a decided white to an

unequivocally black skin.” Hence it

is obvious that all typical peculiarities

become so modified, altered and evan

escent, that to draw an absolute line of

demarcation among five, or any other

number of varieties of the human fami

ly, is totally impossible.

This, the physical consideration, is

one of the premises upon which Dr.

Morton bases his conclusion, that “the

American race is essentially separate

and peculiar,” and that “there are no

direct or obvious links between the peo

ple of the old world and the new. The

only distinctive physical characteristic

established by Dr. Morton, as pertain

ing to the American Indian, is, in our

opinion, a “peculiar physiognomy;”

but as this peculiarity belongs equally

to every other nation, as the German,

French, and English, of the Caucasian

variety, or even to the various tribes

composing the American variety, and,

indeed, to the remote subdivisions of

every people constituting families, we

cannot yield to the opinion that, on

this account, our Indian constitutes a

race “essentially separate and peculiar.”

Whilst on the subject of the physical

characteristics of our Indian, reference

may here be made to the sugar-loaf

formation of the ancient Mexican

and Peruvian skulls, a conformation

which led many to believe that these

people constituted a race of mortals

sui generis. That this cranial config

uration is natural, was maintained by

Gall, Cuvier, Morton, and other nat

uralists and anatomists, on the ground

that the skulls do not present the late

ral expansion found among other tribes

who have this artificial formation,-an

opinion that we earnestly combated in

our previous article. And we now re

fer to it only to express our gratifica

tion, in seeing lately a renunciation by

Dr. Morton, of the opinion that these

heads afford no evidence of mechanical

compression. This frankness on the

art of Dr. Morton does him infinite

onor, proving that he is a philosopher

in the true sense of the word.

“I was at one time,” says Dr. Mor

ton, “inclined to the opinion, that the

ancient Peruvians, who inhabited the

islands and confines of the Lake Titi

caca, presented a congenital form of the

head entirely different from that which

characterizes the great American race ;

nor could I at first bring myself to be

lieve that their wonderfully narrow and

elongated crania resulted solely from

artificial compression applied to the

rounded head of the Indian. That

such, however, is the fact, has been in

disputably proved by the recent investi

gations of M. D’Orbigny. This distin

guished naturalist passed many months

on the table-land of the Andes, which

embraces the region of these extraor

dinary people, and examined the desic

cated remains of hundreds of individ

uals in the tombs where they have lain

for centuries. M. D’Orbigny remarked,

that while many of the heads were de

formed in the manner to which we

have adverted, others differed in noth

ing from the usual conformation. It

was also observed that the flattened

skulls were uniformly those of men,

whilst those of the women remained

unaltered; and again, that the most

elongated heads were preserved in the

largest and finest tombs, showing that

this cranial deformity was a mark of

distinction. . But to do away with any

remaining doubt on this subject, M.

D'Orbigny ascertained that the descen

dants of these ancient Peruvians yet in

habit the land of their ancestors, and

bear the name of Aymaras, which may

have been their primitive designation;

and lastly, the modern Aymaras re

semble the common Quichua or Peru

vian Indians in everything that relates

to physical conformation, not even ex

cepting the head, which, however,

they have ceased to mould artificially.”

As the mode of flattening headspur

sued at the present day by the Indian

tribes termed Flat Heads, inhabiting

the lower part of the Columbia River,

cannot but be interesting to the reader,

the following description by Catlin, not

however remarkable for perspicuity of

language, is presented. The subject

is a Chinook woman, with her infant

in her arms undergoing the process of
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flattening, “which is done by placing

its back on a board or thick plank, to

which it is lashed with thongs to a

position from which it cannot escape,

and the back of the head supported by

a sort of pillow, made of moss or rab

bit skins, with an inclined piece, as

is seen in the drawing, resting on the

forehead of the child; being every day

drawn down a little tighter by

means of a cord, which holds it in its

place, until it at length touches the

nose; thus forming a straight linefrom

the crown of the head to the end of the

nose.”

Another modedescribed by the same

observer consists in placing the child

in a sort of cradle, “dug out of a log

of wood, with a cavity just large

.#. to admit the body of'. child,

and the head also, giving it room to ex

pand in width; while from the head of

the cradle there is a sort of lever, with

an elastic spring to it, that comes down

on the forehead of the child, and pro

duces the same effects as the one I

have just described. The child is

wrapt up in rabbits' skins, and placed

in this little coffin-like looking cradle,

from which it is not, in some instances,

taken out for several weeks. The ban

dages over and about the lower limbs,

and as high up as the breast, are loose,

and ... taken off in the same

day, as the§ may require cleans

ing; but the head and shoulders are

kept strictly in the same position, and

the breast given to the child by holding

it up in the cradle, loosing the outer

end of the lever that comes over the

nose, and raising it up or turning it

aside so as to allow the child to come

at the breast, without moving its head.

The length of time that the infants are

generally carried in these cradles, is

three, five, or eight weeks, until the

bones are so formed as to keep their

shapes, and preserve this singular ap

pearance through life.””

An interesting description of the in

strument and process by , which the

same tribes compress the skull, is also

given by Morton. “Besides the de

pression of the head,” he remarks,

“the face is widened and projected for

ward by the process, , so , as ma

terially to diminish the facial angle;

the breadth between the parietal bones

is greatly augmented, and a striking ir

regularity of the two sides ofthecranium

almost invariably follows; yet the ab

solute internal capacity of the skull is

not diminished, and, strange as it may

seem, the intellectual faculties suffer

nothing. The latter fact is proved b

the concurrent testimony of all travel

lers who have written on the subject.”

An analogous fact may be afforded by

the spine in case of hump-back; for,

although distorted, it yet retains its

functions.

2. Moral Traits. Upon this point

the following extracts will convey a

correct idea of our author's views:

“Among the most prominent of this

series of mental operations is a sleepless

caution, an untiring vigilance, which pre

sides over every action and masks every

motive. . . . The love of war is so

general, so characteristic, that it scarcely

calls for a comment or an illustration.

One nation is in almost perpetual hostili

ty with another, tribe against tribe, man

against man; and with this ruling passion

are linked a merciless revenge and an

unsparing destructiveness. . . . If

we turn now to the demi-civilized nations,

we find the dawn of refinement coupled

with those barbarous usages which char

acterize the Indian in his savage state.

We see the Mexicans, like the later Ro

mans, encouraging the most bloody and

cruel rites, and these too in the name of

religion, in order to inculcate the hatred

of their enemies, familiarity with danger

and contempt of death; and the moral ef

fect of this system is manifest in their val

orous though unsuccessful resistance to

their Spanish conquerors. Among the

Peruvians, however, the case was differ

ent. The inhabitants had been subjugat

ed to the Incas by a combined moral and

physical influence. . . After the

Inca power was destroyed, however, the

dormant spirit of the people was again

aroused in all the moral vehemence oftheir

race, and the gentle and unoffending Peru

vian was transformed into the wily and

merciless savage.”

Our author thus endeavors “to show

that the same moral traits characterize

all the aboriginal nations of this con

tinent, from the humanized Peruvian to

therudest savage of theBrazilianforest.”

As regards the moral traits of “a

merciless revenge and an unsparing

* Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Condition of the North Ameri

ean Indians, Wol. II., p. 110.

WOL. x I.-NO. LIV. 7
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destructiveness,” these characteristics

can be considered merely as the ex

treme of passions common to all man

kind, not only in the savage state, but,

under certain circumstances, in the

condition of the highest civilisation.

Without referring to the barbarous ex

cesses of nations equally uncivilized,

behold Rome, even in her most palmy

day, when she was wont to drag in

chains her barbarian captives from the

remotest frontier to swell the triumphal

pomp of a successful general Britain

and Thrace thus yielded up their no

blest spirits, that spurned the yoke in

vain, to die for the amusement of Ro

man ladies' Compelled to enter the

amphitheatre of wild beasts and the

arena of the gladiator, the captives

Were—

“Butchered to make a Roman holiday.”

Behold next the historic page of

not only civilized but Christianized

man. Look at the bloody horrors of

Murat's Spanish campaigns, or of the

guerilla war in the same country, un

der Marshal Soult. The Frenchman

crucifies the Spaniard by nailing him

to a tree, and the Spaniard retaliates

by nailing a Frenchman to the same

tree, the dying groans of the one

being the prelude to the fierce agonies

of the other | Prisoners that fell into

the hands of the French were subjected

to military execution,--a measure re

taliated by the Spanish with much

barbarity. Villages that made oppo

sition to the French were delivered up

to the licentious fury of the soldiery,

who spared neither age nor sex. It

may be safely asserted that some of

the wanton cruelties of modern civilis

ation are unparalleled by all the out

rages on humanity ever committed b

our children of the forest. The canni

bal of the French Revolution not only

tears asunder the limbs of his innocent

fellow-citizen, but drinks the blood and

eats the heart of his victim | Look at

the bloody “massacres of September,”

during the Reign of Terror. Can it be

believed that the same people of our

own enlightened age,_men who pre

tended to wisdom and philosophy,

roasted alive, in heated ovens, the wo

men and children of the Wendean in

surgents; that they instituted modes

of wholesale murder, termed “repub

lican baptism,” and “republican mar

riage;” and that they subjected the

Lyonnese to indiscriminate slaughter,

until the very steel of the guillotine

was blunted '

These moral convulsions, which tear

up the elements of society, throw a

fearful light on the ferocity of human

nature, hidden under the arts and pleas

ures of civilized nations. They are like

the convulsions of physical nature,

which disclose volcanic fires beneath

fertile and flowery fields.

But let us pursue this subject a little

further. The most refined states among

the ancients regarded strangers and

enemies as nearly synonymous. The

fleet of Athens was exceedingly ad

dicted to piratical excursions. Among

Greeks and Romans it was long held

that prisoners taken in war had no

rights, and might lawfully be put to

death, or sold into perpetual slavery,

with their wives and children. A purer

system of public morals in regard to

international law finally gained ground.

The cruelties of Marius in the Jugur

thine war, for example, are reprobated

by Sallust as contra jus belli. In the

latter ages of the Grecian and Roman

empires, the law of nations became

highly cultivated and adorned by phi

losophy and science; but the irruption

of the northern tribes of Scythia and

Germany swept away all sense of na

tional obligation, and threw back so

ciety into that condition in which a

stranger and an enemy are regarded as

not dissimilar, destroying all commer

cial intercourse, and fostering eternal

enmity among nations. The annals of

Europe were again deformed by piracy,

the murder of hostages, the custom of

considering slavery a legitimate con

sequence of captivity, and selling ship

wrecked strangers into bondage. As

the great powers of Europe became

gradually allied by similar institutions,

manners, laws, and religion, the code

of international law progressively im

proved, until Grotius finally reduced it

to the certainty and precision of a re

gular science. Even after his time it

was considered lawful by Christian

powers to invade and subdue Mahomet

an and other pagan countries, merely

for the propagation of the Christian

faith, without other cause of hostility.

It is thus seen, contrary to the opi

nion of Morton, that the cruelty of our

Indian is not without a parallel,-a re

mark that applies equally to his love

of vengeance. A Scotch Highlander,
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wronged by an individual of another

clan, for example, retaliated on the

first of the same tribe that fell into his

power. The feuds of the Corsican be

come hereditary: vengeance is taken

by one family upon another, the actors

in which may have been unborn at the

period of the original quarrel.

3. Intellectual Faculties.—“I ven

ture here to repeat,” says Morton, “my

matured conviction that, as a race, they

[the American variety] are decidedly

inferior to the Mongolian stock. They

are not only averse to the restraints of

education, but seem for the most part

incapable of a continued process of rea

soning on abstract subjects. Their

minds seize with avidity on simple

truths, while they reject whatever re

quires investigation or analysis. Their

proximity for more than two centuries

to European communities has scarcely

effected an appreciable change in their

manner of life; and as to their social

condition, they are, probably, in most

respects the same as at the primitive

epoch of their existence. . . . . Such

is the intellectual poverty of the bar

barous tribes; but, contrasted with

these, like an oasis in the desert, are

the demi-civilized nations of the new

world; a people whose attainments in

the arts and sciences are a riddle in the

history of the human mind. The Pe

ruvians in the south, the Mexicans in

the north, and the Muyscas of Bogota,

between the two, formed these con

temporary centres of civilisation, each

independent of the other, and each

equally skirted by wild and savage

hordes. The mind dwells with sur

prise and admiration on their Cyclo

pean structures, which often rival those

of Egypt in magnitude;—on their

temples, which embrace almost every

principle in architecture except the

arch alone;—and on their statues and

bas-reliefs, which, notwithstanding

some conventional imperfections, are

far above the rudimentary state of the

arts.”

As regards the Intellectual Faculties

of our aboriginal race, the opinion of

Morton partakes also of an ultra na

ture. The general inaptitude of In

dian character to conform to new laws

and customs, it has been shown by ex

perience, presents no insuperable bar

rier to their gradual civilisation. The

Choctaws and Cherokees, and the

Creeks to a considerable extent, aban

doning the venatic life, have become an

agricultural people. Advancing in the

useful arts, the acquisition of know

ledge and property has gone hand in

hand; and in proportion as mental

cultivation has taught them the value

of salutary and uniform laws, they

have become capable of enjoying the

blessings of free government. The

Cherokees live under written laws, one

feature of which is the trial by jury.

The Choctaws are rapidly advancing in

civilisation. In an agricultural point

of view, their country resembles the

new frontier of white settlements.

They understand the value of money,

and possess the comforts of domestic

life, such as the common luxuries of

tea, coffee, and sugar. They cultivate

Indian corn and cotton, have large

stocks of cattle, and have cotton-gins

and mills of different kinds, as well as

mechanical shops. In these three

tribes, likewise, the rising generation

have the advantage of schools, a por

tion of the annuity received from our

government being appropriated to that

purpose.

That the American aboriginal is sus

ceptible of civilisation is proved by the

single fact that three contemporary

centres of civilisation, each independ

ent of the other, existed in the tropical

regions of our continent. The circum

stance of each being skirted by wild

and savage hordes, notwithstanding all

are derived from a common stock, is

not without ample analogies, as ad

duced by Morton himself, among the

inhabitants of the old world. “No

stronger example,” he says, “need be

adduced than that which presents itself

in the great Arabian family; for the

Saracens who established their king

dom in Spain, whose history is replete

with romance and refinement, whose

colleges were the centres of genius and

learning for several centuries, and

whose arts and sciences have been

blended with those of every subse

quent age;—these very Saracens be

long not only to the race but to the

same family with the Bedouins of the

desert; those intractable barbarians

who scorn all restraints which are not

imposed by their own chief, and whose

immemorial laws forbid them to sow

corn, to plant fruit trees or to build

houses, in order that nothing may con

flict with those roving and predatory

habits which havecontinued unaltered
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through a period of three thousand

years.” -

As regards this extraordinary intel

lectual disparity, and as farther proof

that the American aboriginal race is

susceptible of civilisation, it may be

mentioned that the three American

civilized states did not stand isolated

from their barbarous neighbors; on the

contrary, the two extremes gradually

merge into each other, some nations in

this gradation holding a place so com

pletely intermediate as to render it dif

ficult to classify them with either divi

sion. In this relation stood the Arau

canians to the Peruvians; the Aztec

rulers of Mexico at the period of the

Spanish invasion, to the less fierce Tol

tecas, whose arts they had usurped ;

and still later, the Natchez tribes of

the Mississippi exhibited, even among

many of the rudest traits of savage

life, some traces of the refinement of

their Mexican progenitors. To what

degree of civilisation the Mexicans and

Peruvians would have attained, had

America remained unknown to Eu

rope, it is of course impossible to de

termine; but even had Mexico and

Peru undergone intellectual degrada

tion and gradual extinction from in

trinsic causes, there would not be

wanting analogous events in the his

tory of the old world. Look upon the

present state of Italy and Greece, and

contrast them with the people who

gave glory to the age of Augustus and

Pericles . This state of things did in

reality exist in America at the period

of its discovery, as is proved by the three

great groups of monumental antiqui

ties in the United States, New Spain,

and South America. Many of the an

cient and cultivated nations had be

come extinct, or subjugated by the in

roads of barbarous or semi-civilized

tribes; and even in Mexico and Peru,

the civilisation of earlier ages seems to

have sunk into a state of decadence.

The Araucanians,just adverted to, are

the most celebrated and powerful of

the Chilian tribes. They are repre

sented by Morton as highly susceptible

of mental culture, but despising the

restraints of civilisation. “Their vigi

lance,” he says, “soon detected the

value of the military discipline of the

Spaniards, and especially the great im

portance of cavalry in an army; and

they lost no time in adopting both

these resources, to the dismay and dis

Thus, incomfiture of their enemies.

seventeen years after their first encoun

ter with Europeans, they possessed

several strong squadrons of horse, con

ducted their operations in military

order, and, unlike the Americans gene

rally, met their enemies in the open

field.”

Of all parts of America, the tropical

ortions are best adapted for awaken

ing the savage man to a sense of his

intellectual powers. That the civilisa

tion of countries is greatly influenced

by climate, physical features, and the

relation of the interior to the coast, we

endeavored to point out in our August

Number. We there remarked that the

cradles or nurseries of the first nations

of which we have any historical re

cords—the people in which the intel

lectual faculties were first awakened

from the brutal sloth of savage life—

appear to have been extensive plains or

valleys, irrigated by fertilizing streams,

and blessed with a mild climate. As

the means of sustenance are in such

localities easily obtained, the human

mind, if man in this primitive state

will reflect at all, is most apt to receive

that impulse which leads to the culti

vation and development of his nature.

It is in such regions that we discover

the most ancient centres of population;

as, for example, the simple habits of

wandering shepherds were exchanged

by the Semitic nations for the splendor

and luxury of Nineveh and Babylon;

and in the fertile valley watered by the

Nile, we also find the first foundation

of cities, and the earliest establishment

of political institutions; and here, too,

were invented hieroglyphic literature

and those arts which embellish human

life. Thus has it, likewise, been in

America; for the elevated lands within

the tropics afford a delightful climate,

the heats of summer and the rigors of

winter being alike moderated ; and

here the earth yields its fruits almost

spontaneously. Hence it was in this

region that the American aboriginal

first received the impulse of social im

provement; here were laid the first

foundation of cities; and here, too, as

was just remarked of Egypt, “were

invented hieroglyphic literature and

those arts which embellish human life.”

The subject of American antiquities

has of late years received much atten

tion ; and from these researches, the

following conclusions are, we think,

fairly warranted?

The first seats of civilisation were
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in tropical America, whence it was

gradually diffused through both hemi

spheres. In the history of the civilized

nations, two distinct epochs are ob

servable, the first and most ancient

having existed in unbroken tranquillity

for a long and indeterminate period;

the second being characterized by na

tional changes brought about chief

by the inroads of barbarous or semi

civilized tribes. The style and cha

racter peculiar to the monumental an

tiquities of the New World, prove that

all have proceeded from branches of

the same human family.

The relics and monuments found in

the United States, which point for their

origin towards Mexico, show that the

ancient inhabitants had arrived at a

considerable degree of civilisation,--

that they were an agricultural people,

lived in extensive cities, and under re

gular forms of government, that they

possessed a knowledge of the use of

many metals, were skilled in the art of

fortification, and werenot unacquainted

with astronomy and geometry; the last

two, as well as a decided system of re

ligion, being in the hands of the priest

hood. At the period of the discovery
of America these ancient and culti

vated nations had become extinct

within the present limits of the United

States, with the exception of the Nat

chez tribes of the Mississippi, who still

retained some traces of the civilisation

of their Mexican progenitors. These

extinct tribes followed but in the foot

steps, if they did not precede them, of

the ancient Egyptians and Phenicians,

the latter being a branch of that widely

extended race known by the common

appellation ofSemitic,which comprised

the Hebrews and the Arabians, as well

as the inhabitants of the wide plain

between the northern waters of the

Euphrates and Tigris. With the an

cient inhabitants of the portion of North

America lying south of the United

States, we are better acquainted. Un

like the latter region, in which the

prior existence of civilized communities

became a question of inquiry to the an

tiquary, the former affords the most

decisive evidence of having been occu

pied for many ages by civilized nations.

Mexico, Guatemala, and Yucatan were

found by the Spanish invaders occupied

by populous nations, distributed in re

gularly organized states, partaking of

the monarchical, aristocratical, and

republican forms of government. Here

were immense cities, rivalling in the

magnificence of their temples and edi

fices those of the old world,—a remark

equally applicable to roads, aqueducts,

and other public works. It has been

well remarked that, as regards civilis

ation, these people were decidedly su

perior to the Spaniards themselves on

their first intercourse with the Pheni

cians, or that of the Gauls when first

known to the Greeks, or that of the

Germans and Britons in their earliest

communication with the Romans. In

deed, in the knowledge of some of the

sciences, these aboriginal Americans

equalled, if they did not surpass, that

of their conquerors. They seem to

have had a mental constitution ad

apted to scientific investigation. Their

knowledge of arithmetic and astrono

my was both extensive and accurate.

In architecture and sculpture they had

made great advances. The remains of

aqueducts and canals for irrigation yet

exist. They knew how to extract me

tals from ores; how to form images of

gold and silver, hollow within; how to

cut the hardest precious stones with

the greatest nicety; how to dye cotton

and wool, and to manufacture them

into figured stuffs.

A description of the ancient cities

and other ruins of the southern regions

of North America would of itself fill a

volume. Clavigero, who has collected

much important testimony upon this

subject, asserts, upon the authority of

Cortez, that not only were their cities

numerous, but that some of them con

tained from thirty to sixty thousand

houses, and so populous were they in

the vicinity of these towns, that “not a

foot of the soil was left uncultivated.”

The recent researches of Mr. Stephens

among these ruined cities are an honor

to that gentleman and to his country.

He examined the gigantic remains of

eight ruined cities, scattered over an

extent of nearly three thousand miles;

and these antiquities he represents as

“strange in design, excellent in sculp

ture, rich in ornament, different from

the works of any other people, their

uses and purposes, their whole histo

ry, so entirely unknown, with hiero

glyphics explaining all, but perfectly

unintelligible.” At Copan, Palenque,

and Uxmal, and doubtless at a score of

other lost cities, the remains possess a

most extraordinary character. Speak

ing of Uxmal, in Yucatan, Mr. Ste

phens remarks as follows:—“There
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is no rudeness or barbarity in the de

signs or proportions; on the contrary,

the whole wears an architectural air of

symmetry and grandeur; and as the

stranger ascends the steps and casts a

bewildered eye along its open desolate

doors, it is hard to believe that he sees

before him the work of a race in whose

epitaph, as written by historians, they

are called ignorant of art, and said to

have perished in the rudeness ofsavage

life. If it stood at this day on its

grand artificial terrace, in Hyde Park

or the Garden of the Tuileries, it would

form a new order, I do not say equal

ling, but not unworthy to stand side by

side with the remains of Egyptian,

Grecian, and Roman art.”

In the recent work of Mr. Norman,

entitled, “Rambles in Yucatan,” the

author, speaking of the ancient ciº of

Chi-Chen, uses the following lan

guage:–

“For five days did I wander up and

down among these crumbling monuments

of a city which, I hazard little in saying,

must have been one of the largest the

world has ever seen. I beheld before me,

for a circuit of many miles in diameter,

the walls of palaces and temples, and

pyramids, more or less dilapidated. The

earth was strewed, as far as the eye could

distinguish, with columns, some broken

and some nearly perfect, which seemed to

have been planted there by the genius of

desolation which presided over this awful

solitude. Amid these solemn memorials

of departed generations, who have died

and left no marks but these, there were no

indications of animated existence, save

from the bats, the lizards, and the rep

tiles, which now and then emerged from

the crevices of the tottering walls, and

crumbling stones that were strewed upon

the ground at their base. No marks of

human footsteps, no signs of previous visi

tors, were discernible; nor is there good

reason to believe that any person, whose

testimony of the fact has been given to

the world, had ever before broke the si

lence which reigns over these sacred

tombs of a departed civilisation. As I

looked about me and indulged in these

reflections, I felt awed into perfect si

lence. To speak then, had been profane.

A revelation from heaven could not have

impressed me more profoundly with the

solemnity of its communication, than I

was now impressed on finding myself the

first, probably, of the present generation

of civilized men walking the streets of

this once mighty city, and amid

“Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous,

Of which the very ruins are tremendous.”

The stupendous pyramids, constitut

ing the temples of our aboriginal race,

are perhaps their most extraordinary

monuments. The number of these in

the Mexican empire, according to the

estimate of Torquemada, is forty thou

sand, but Clavigero thinks the number

was far greater. We have before us

descriptions of many of these enormous

structures. The ruins of the celebrated

pyramid, sacred to Quetzalcoatl, the

“God of the Air,” supposed to have been

the largest in all Mexico, still stand to

the east of the holy city of Cholula.

The area covered by its base is twice

as great as that of the Egyptian pyra

mid of Cheops, having a length of one

thousand four hundred and twenty

three feet, and its altitude, which is

one hundred and seventy-seven feet, is

ten feet greater than that of the pyra

mid of Mycerimus. . Whilst some are

formed of alternate layers of clay and

unburnt brick, others are constructed

of enormous masses of basalt, regularly

cut and beautifully polished. Upon the

elevated plain ofCuernavaca,at the alti

tude of nearly six thousand feet above

the level of the sea, is situated Xochi

calco, or the “House ofFlowers.” This

pyramid was originally a hill, nearly

three miles in circuit, cut into this ar

tificial shape by human labor, the

sides, which correspond with the car

dinal points, being divided into four

terraces. The slopes intermediate

have bastions, platforms, rectangular

elevations, &c., one above the other, all

faced with large porphyry stones, cut

with great precision, but united without

cement. The perpendicular height is

about three hundred and sixty feet.

Here are to be seen many figures sculp

tured in relief, some representing hiero

glyphics, some human figures seated

cross-legged in the Asiatic manner, and

others crocodiles spouting water.

Were it deemed necessary, a multi

tude of other facts equally extraordi

nary might be here presented, in illus

tration of the high degree of civilisa

tion attained by this people. The

reader may find many of these facts

collected in Bradford's recent work on

“American Antiquities.”

Notwithstanding all these ruins are

completely deserted, it is not probable

that they are the relics of a people

now extinct. By the Spanish conquer

ors the temples were found still de

voted to their original sacred uses, and
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the magnificent palaces were not with

out their princes. The finest temple

of the city of Mexico was erected but

a short period before the landing of

Cortez; and this great “Teocalli,” we

are informed, was constructed after the

model of the pyramids built by the

Toltecs, a people who preceded those

found by the Spaniards, and to whom

were ascribed by the Mexicans them

selves all edifices of great antiquity.

When the Europeans first arrived it is

very probable that many cities, in con

sequence of the revolutions to which

every government is subject, had al

ready been deserted, perhaps for cen

turies. It is, however, true beyond

doubt that the ancestors of the present

Indians occupying that region were the

authors of many of the existing anti

quities indicative of a comparatively

high state of civilisation. In view of

these facts, the relics and monuments

scattered over the United States, in

connection with the uncivilized condi

tion of its inhabitants when first disco

vered by Europeans, will the less ex

cite our surprise. Like the “middle

ages” of the old world, the new has

had its still darker ones.

It yet remains to advert to the an

cient monuments of South America.

These also indicate a high degree of

civilisation, which was not wholly

confined to Peru. The tombs contain

ing the preserved bodies of the ancient

Peruvians of the upper provinces,weare

told by Mr. Pentland, “are monuments

of a grand species of design and archi

tecture, resembling Cyclopean remains,

and not unworthy of the arts of ancient

Greece or Rome.” By this people and

some of the neighboring nations, culti

vation of the soil was carried to a high

state of perfection. Even the sides of

the steepest mountains were converted,

by the aid of stone walls and canals of

irrigation, into productive fields. “Up

on the sides of some of the mountains,”

says Mr. Temple, “were the remains

of walls built in regular stages round

them, from their base to their summits,

forming terraces on which, or between

which, the Indians, in days of yore,

cultivated their crops.” In many pla

ces, both in Peru and Chile, are still to

be seen aqueducts often of great mag

nificence, constructed of earth and

stone, and carried along the most pre

cipitous mountains, with great labor

and ingenuity, frequently to the dis

tance of fifteen or twenty leagues——

aqueducts that rival the boasted water

works of our own city. A striking re

semblance to the aqueducts of Mexico

is apparent in the circumstance that

they consisted of two conduits runnin

parallel, the larger being for genera

use, and the smaller to supply, whilst

the other was being cleansed, the ac

tual wants of the inhabitants. Many

of these aqueducts were subterranean,

there being at Lanasca a fountain sup

plied by such conduits, the source of

which has never been traced. The

very magnificence of some of these

great works, the pipes being made of

gold, was the cause of their destruction

by the Spaniards, whose avaricious cu

pidity was thus excited. . Many public

works were constructed for the encou

ragement of agriculture. In the vici

nity of Santiago, in Chile, for example,

an artificial aqueduct, in order to irri

gate the soil of the lower plain, was

formed so as to draw off a portion of

the waters of the river Mapocho.

“They cut channels,” says Graham in

his “Chile,” “through the granite

rock from the Mapocho to the edge of

the precipice, and made use of the na

tural fall of the ground to throw a con

siderable stream from the river into

the vale below. This is divided into

numerous channels, as is required, and

the land so watered is some of the

most productive in the neighborhood of

the city.” But many of these lands,

thus maintained. and productive,

are now sandy and arid wastes, scarcely

capable of supporting the most scanty

population.

Much might be said in regard to the

ruins of ancient cities, fortresses, and

edifices in South America, as well as

the remains of baths and works of

sculpture; but we must content our

selves with one or two extracts in refer

ence to their great public roads, which,

by no means confined to Peru, still re

veal their vestiges in remote regions

far beyond the domain of the Inca

power. “We were surprised,” says

Humboldt, in his journey across the

plains of Assuary, “to find in this

place, and at heights which greatly

surpass the top of the Peak of Tene

riffe, the magnificent remains of a road

constructed by the Incas of Peru. This

causeway, lined with freestone, may be

compared to the finest Roman roads I

have seen in Italy, France, or Spain.
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It is perfectly straight, and keeps the

same direction for six or eight thous

and metres. We observed the con

tinuation of this road near Caxamarca,

one hundred and twenty leagues to the

south of Assuary, and it is believed in

the country that it led as far as the

city of Cuzco.” Another writer,

(Long, Polynesian Nation, p. 78,) re

marks, that “at a time when a public

highway was either a relic of Roman

greatness, or a sort of nonentity in Eng

land, there were roads fifteen hun

dred miles in length in the empire of

Peru. The feudal system was as firm

ly established in these transatlantic

kingdoms as in France. The Peru

vians were ignorant of the art of form

ing an arch, but they had constructed

suspension bridges over frightful ra

vines; they had no implements of iron,

but their forefathers could move blocks

of stone as huge as the Sphinxes and

Memnons of Egypt.”

In this region, as in Mexico, the an

cient monuments indicate two epochs

of the arts, one of remote antiquity,

and the other of a more modern period.

The sacred lake of Titicaca constitutes

gº the most ancient locality of

outh American civilisation; but to

suppose that all the civilized tribes

were comprised within the limits of the

Peruvian empire, were an error of no

small magnitude. The enterprise and

ingenuity of the Peruvian sovereigns,

when they established their extensive

empire, were always ready to adopt,

and reproduce on an enlarged scale, the

inventions they found existing, as, for

instance, the ancient structures of Tia

huanaco, which were, according to

their own admission, the models of

those erected by them in their own do

minions.

From the foregoing facts, then, it

would seem to follow conclusively,

that the American native is susceptible

of civilisation. It has been a disputed

point, whether the ancient Mexicans

or Peruvians possessed the knowledge

of hieroglyphic writing; but this

question, as regards the advancement

of their mental powers, is no longer of

much importance; for even within the

present age, in a tribe recently the

most uncultivated, a second Cadmus

has arisen in the person of an unedu

cated Cherokee, ignorant of every lan

uage but his own. The name of this

ndian who invented a system of “talk

ing Cherokee upon paper,” is Se-qua

yah, or George Guess; and as we had

the pleasure, during the removal of that

tribe west of the Mississippi, in 1838,”

to become acquainted with a son of this

Cadmus the Second, who was in the

public service as a “lingster” or inter

preter, we are enabled to state the

circumstances which gave rise to this

important discovery, as repeatedly

related to us by the son. The

thoughts of Guess were first directed

into this channel by observing his

nephew, who had just returned from

a distant school, spelling some words,

whereupon he immediately exclaimed

that he could effect the same in his

vernacular tongue. Building a hut in

a retired spot, and thus secluding him

self in a great measure from his peo

ple, he devoted himself exclusively

to this great labor. His fellow-coun

trymen, superstitious by education,

grew suspicious of his object, as they

viewed him in his solitary study sur

rounded by his cabalistic figures. Be

lieving that he was engaged in the art

of eonjuration, peradventure in concoct

ing some diabolical plan to blow up

the nation, the populace succeeded

in drawing him from his hermitage,

when they burned up the cabin, hiero

glyphics and all. But our second Cad

mus returned to his supposed black

art; and he was soon fortunate enough

to exhibit to his people one of the

greatest wonders of modern times.

Thus having, after two years' labor,

completed his system, and instructed

his daughter in the signification of

the characters used, he invited his old

friends, the head men and warriors of

the nation, to assemble at his house

to witness the result. Having ex

plained to them the principles of his

system, he then wrote down whatever

was suggested by any of the visitors;

and now calling in his daughter, she

read it off unhesitatingly to the wonder

stricken assembly. His old friends,

after repeating this several times to

* Attached to the medical staff of the army, the author of this Article spent up

wards of two years among the Cherokees, Creeks, and Seminoles; and during twelve

months of this period, whilst serving in the interior of East Florida, never saw a

house, (save a block-house), or a white woman.
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guard against imposition, were seized

with mingled feelings of terror and

amazement. One called him “Skia

gusta,” (God, or a very greatº:
another, “Unantaha,” (God Almig

ty); and a third, “Agagheha,” (Jesus

Christ). -

Like Pallas from the brain of Jove,

the system sprang at once before the

world j. in all its parts. A

newspaper in the Cherokee language

was soon published, and the greater

º of the New Testament and

Watts' Hymns was translated and

printed; and had not the Georgians, in

a spirit of Vandalism, destroyed their

printing establishment, the whole Bible

might for years past have been read in

the Cherokee tongue.

The elements of this written lan

guage consist of eighty-five charac

ters, six of which represent vowels and

the rest syllables. The language is not,

like the ancient Egyptian, idiographic,

that is, conveying ideas to the mind by

pictures and resemblances, or meta

phorical figures; nor is it, like the

Chinese, learigraphic, that is, repre

senting the words of the language;

but it consists of vowels and syllables,

the various combinations of which

have been found to embrace every

word in the tongue. For a native to

learn to read requires no longer a pe

riod, than the time requisite to |.

come acquainted with the charac

ters. The word Cherokee, for exam

ple, pronounced by the natives Tselo

gé, is represente by three characters,

equivalent to tse, lo, and ge. This

may be considered a syllabic alphabet,

being intermediate to the European and

Chinese languages, the characters of

the former expressing elementary

sounds, and those of the latter designat

ing elementary objects, that is, ex

ressing those ideas required in the in

ancy of knowledge, a combination of

these forming additional words.

George Guess now resides with his

nation west of the Mississippi, little

distinguished above his neighbors, for

acuteness of intellect. His mind at

least was not, in the language of our

author, “incapable of a continued pro

cess of reasoning on abstract subjects,

nor did it reject whatever requires in

vestigation or analysis.” . Although a

stranger to the honors of the world, the

name of George Guess is destined for

immortality. * –a

WOL. XI.-NO. R.I.V. 78

Continuing the consideration of Dr.

Morton's distinctive characteristics of

our aboriginal race, the next subject

1S—

4. Maritime Enterprise.—“One of

the most characteristic traits of all

civilized and many barbarous commu

nities,” says Morton, “is the progress

of maritime adventure. The Cauca

sian nations of every age present a

striking illustration of this fact: their

sails are spread on every ocean, and

the fabled voyage of the Argonauts is

but a type of their achievements from

remote antiquity to the present time.

Hence their undisputed dominion of

the sea, and their successful coloniza

tion of every quarter of the globe.”

This aptitude for the ocean is evinced

in a much less degree by the Malay,

the Mongolian, and the Ethiopian;

“ and far behind all these,” says Mor

ton, “is the man of America.” He

refers in illustration to a curious fact

mentioned by De Azara, who says that

when the Rio de la Plata was discov

ered by his countrymen, its shores

were found inhabited by two distinct

Indian nations, between whom, not

withstanding the restless nature of this

people, no communication had ever

taken place, simply because they had

neither boats nor canoes. Even those

causes which are calculated to deve

lope any latent nautical propensity, as

in the case of Cuba, which is the cen

tre of a great archipelago, seem tohave

excited no maritime enterprise among

our Aborigines. “When Cortez ap

proached in his ships in the Mexican har

bor of Tobasco,” says Morton, “he was

astonished to find even there, the sea

port, as it were, of a mighty empire, the

same primitive model in the many ves

sels that skimmed the sea before him.

Let us follow this conqueror to the

imperial city itself, surrounded by

lakes, and possessed of warlike de

fences superior to those of any other

American people. The Spanish com

mander, foreseeing that to possess the

lake would be to hold the keys of the

city, had fifteen brigantines built at

Tlascala; and these being subsequent

ly taken to pieces, were borne on men's

i. to the lake of Mexico, and

there re-constructed and launched.

The war thus commenced as a naval

contest; and the Spanish historians,

while they eulogize the valor of the

Mexicans, are constrained to admit the
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utter futility of their aquatic defences;

for although the subjects of Montezu

ma, knowing and anticipating the na

ture of the attack, came forth from the

city in several thousand boats, these

were so feebly constructed, and man

aged with so little dexterity, that in a

few hours they were all destroyed, dis

persed, or taken by the enemy.”

In surveying the nations of the globe,

this inaptitude for nautical enterprise

evinced by the American Indian, can

scarcely be regarded as a “ distinctive

characteristic.” The naval contest

between the Mexicans and Spaniards

finds a parallel case in the present war

fare between the British and Chinese;

and this latter people, who date back

a national existence for thousands of

years, have evennow, in the nineteenth

century, no flag in a foreign port. The

fact that the navigation of the Ameri

can aboriginal, since his long contact

with European arts, has not been ex

tended beyond rivers and lakes, finds

an explanation in his natural inapti

tude to conform to new customs and

habits, as well as in his deficiency in

mechanical invention. Even the Chi

nese, with advantages incalculably

greater, are now in precisely the same

condition; nor have they, at any time,

evinced more nautical skill than did the

persevering Incas, who, with log ca

noes and rafts of reeds, subdued the

fierce islanders of Titicaca.

5. Manner of Interment.—“Vene

ration for the dead,” says Morton, “is

a sentiment natural to man, whether

civilized or savage: but the manners of

expressing it, and performing the rites

of sepulture, differ widely in different

nations. No offence excites greater

exasperation in the breast of an Indian

than the violation of the graves of his

people; and he has even been known

to disinter the bones of his ancestors,

and bear them with him to a great dis

tance, when circumstances have com

pelled him to make a permanent

change of residence.”

On the other hand, the Indian,

obeying the dictates of his vindictive

spirit, never loses an opportunity of

exhuming the body of an enemy. So

frequently did this occur in the recent

Florida contest, as we several times

ourselves witnessed, that the whites

finally adopted the practice either of

building large fires over graves, or

running the wagon-train over them, as

a means of concealment.

But the manner of inhumation prac

tised among the American natives, that

is, placing the dead in a sitting posture,

seems wholly peculiar. The legs are

flexed upon the abdomen, and the chin

is supported on the palms of the hands.
To this conventional rite, all the Ame

rican tribes, including the ancient Pe

ruvians and Mexicans, with occasional

exceptions, conform. The Peruvians,

however, did not inhume their dead,

but placed them in a sitting posture,

sowed up in sacks, on the floors of

their tombs. But a most extraordinary

exception to the custom in question

has prevailed among various tribes

throughout the whole extent of the

two Americas, the body being dis

sected before interment, and the

bones alone being deposited in the

earth; but even in these instances, the

custom of the sitting attitude, as the

bones are often held together by their

natural connections, may be still main

tained. . This practice, however, has

been observed by some navigators

among the Polynesian islands.

Having considered the leading cha

racteristics of the American race, Dr.

Morton next inquires whether they de

note an exotic origin, or warrant the

conclusion that this race is as strictly

aboriginal to America, as the Mongo

lian is to Asia, or the Negro to Africa.

After adverting to the various theories

in regard to the origin of our Indian

population, which generally trace them

to an Asiatic source, he thus states

his own conclusion:—

“In fine, our own conclusion, long ago

deduced from a partial examination of

the facts thus briefly and inadequately

stated, is, that the American race is es

sentially separate and peculiar, whether

we regard it in its physical, its moral, or

its intellectual relations. To us there are

no director obvious links between the peo

ple ofthe old world and the new ; for, even

admitting the seeming analogies to which

we have alluded, these are so few in num

ber, and evidently so casual, as not to in

validate the main position: and even

should it be hereafter shown, that the

arts, sciences, and religion of America,

can be traced to an exotic source, I main

tain that the organic characters of the

people themselves, through all their end

less ramifications of tribes and nations,
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prove them to belong to one and the same

race, and that this race is distinct from all

others.”

The Esquimaux, however, in ac

cordance with general opinion, are ex

cluded, as belonging to the Mongolian

race. They “obviously belong,” says

Morton, “to the Polar family of Asia,

pass insensibly into the American race,

and thus form the connecting link be

tween the two.” On the western coast

of America, in consequence of its prox

imity to Asia, the Esquimaux are

much more numerous, and extend

much farther south than on the east

ern coast. “A redundant population,”

says our author, “has even forced

some of them back to the parent hive,

whither they have carried a dialect

derived from the cognate tribes of

America. Such are the Tsutchchi,

who thus form a link between the po

lar nations of the two continents.”

These Indians of Mongolian origin

have become more or less blended with

what are more strictly aboriginal

tribes.

Morton shows very satisfactorily that

the peopling of America cannot be re

ferred to regular emigration from

Asia, whether, , as some suppose,

the Mongols arrived in large ships

with all the appliances of war, or, in

the opinion of others, that the whole

population of America has been de

rived from the northwest angle, on the

supposition of a continued chain of co

lonies during a long succession of ages,

extending from Prince William's Sound

to the extremity of Terra del Fuego, a

distance of eight thousand miles. That

civilized nations should have found

their way from Central Asia to Central

America through the cold and remote

regions of Behring's Straits, whoseaus

tere climate has reduced its inhabitants

to the lowest, stage of humanity,

seems beyond the range of all proba

bility. Equally untenable is the Jew

ish theory, (strongly advocated by the

late Lord Kingsborough, author of

Merican Antiquities), which refers the

entire native American population to

the ten lost tribes of Israel carried

away by Salmanazar, King of Assyria.

The difference of physical organiza

tion alone is, however, sufficient to set

this question at rest for ever; but, inde

pendent of this, can it be supposed

that the Jews, who, notwithstanding

scattered over every region of the

globe, have ever remained a people so

peculiar as to need no argument to

rove their lineage, should, after hav

ing wandered into the new world, have

lost every memorial of their history,

language, laws, and religion? The

hypothesis is too absurd to merit a se

rious examination. Besides, it has

been recently announced to the world

that the remains of the lost tribes have

been discovered still existing in Asia.

It does not, however, hence follow

that our aboriginal race is indigenous

to the soil. On the contrary, it was

shown, when on the subject of the geo

graphical distribution of man, that,

like plants and inferior animals, he be

comes naturally diffused over the sur

face of the earth. It is well remarked

by Lyell, whose language is previously

quoted, that if all mankind were now

cut off, with the exception of one fa

mily, we might expect their descend

ants, let this family be placed in the

old or the new world, or even on a

coral islet of the Pacific, to spread, not

withstanding they should never be

come more enlightened than the Es

quimaux, over the whole earth in the

course of ages. Experience, indeed,

proves that whole families might drift

on our northwest coast from Asia, or

upon the shores of South America

from Africa, or from Spain to the

Azores and thence to North America.

“The general prevalence of easterly

winds,” says Morton, “is adverse to

the colonization of America from the

islands of the Pacific;” but this observ

ation is not borne out by facts, as on

the western coast of Mexico, between

the eighth and twenty-second degrees

of north latitude, there is a complete

inversion of the trade-wind. Here,

where we should expect a prevalent

easterly wind, we find an almost per

manent westerly current.

“To us,” says Morton, as just quot

ed, “there are no direct or obvious

links between the people of the old

world and the new.” Are we, then,

to conclude that man has had distinct

centres or foci of creation ? This we

presume is not the opinion of our au

thor, but merely that the American

Indian is as strictly aboriginal to the

soil as the Mongolian is to Asia, or the

Negro to Africa. But as there is no

difficulty in explaining the geographical

distribution of man from a single point,
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and as all ethnographic researches, as

we attempted to show in our August

Number, prove the various races of

man to constitute a single species, the

position advanced above is the merest

postulate. “Once for all, I repeat my

conviction,” says Morton, “that the

study of physical conformation alone

excludes every branch of the Caucasian

race from an obvious participation in

the peopling of this continent.” Now

if the principles developed in the Ar

ticle just adverted to, are ſounded in

nature, viz., that there is an intimate

connection between physical features

and moral and intellectual character,

both of which are influenced by local

causes, then does this last conclusion

prove an utter fallacy. Time was,

no doubt, when the present distinc

tion of races did not obtain; and hence,

at the period when man, in his gra

dual diffusion, reached America, the

Caucasian race may scarcely have been

known as a distinct variety.

The following extract from the “Li

brary of Useful Knowledge” coincides,

so far as accidental varieties in man

are concerned, with our own views:–

“The peculiarities which arose in the

human species at a remote and unknown

period, have become the characteristic

marks of large nations; whereas those

which have made their appearance in

later times have, in general, extended

very little beyond the individuals in

whom they first showed themselves, and

certainly have never attained to anything

like a prevalence throughout whole com

munities. But this is a circumstance

which it does not seem difficult to ex

plain; if we consider that ever since the

population of the world has been of large

amount, the possessors of any peculiar

organization have borne such a very

small numerical proportion to the nation

to which they belonged, that it is no ways

surprising that they should soon have

been lost in the general mass; still less

that they should have failed to impress it

with their own peculiar characters. In

the early period of the world, when man

kind, few in numbers, were beginning to

disperse themselves in detached bodies

over the face of the earth, the case was

altogether different; and we can easily

understand how, if any varieties of color,

form, or structure, then originated in the

human race, they would naturally, as so

ciety multiplied, become the characteris

tics of a whole nation.”

“This idea [the American race be

Is our Indian indigenous to the Soil 2 (Dec.

ing essentially separate and peculiar]

may, at first view,” says Morton,

“seem incompatible with the history

of man, as recorded in the Sacred

Writings. Such, however, is not the

fact. Where others can see nothing but

chance, we can perceive a wise and ob

vious design displayed in the original

adaptation of the several races ofmen to

those varied circumstances of climate

and locality, which, while congenial

to the one, are destructive to the

other.” Much research and erudition

have been employed by anthropologi

cal writers to establish the unity of

the human family; but as difficulties,

regarded as insuperable, have been

encountered in tracing back the diverse

varieties of mankind to the same sin

gle pair, some have cut the Gordian

knot by calling in the aid of superna

tural agency. Thus Morton, like others

before him, thinks it, as expressed in

his Crania Americana, “consistent

with the known government of the

universe to suppose that the same om

nipotence that created man would

adapt him at once to the physical as

well as to the moral circumstances in

which he was to dwell upon the

earth.” Now this supposed miracle

did not, ofcourse, occur until the disper

sion of Babel; and, inasmuch as man

is endowed with a pliability of func

tions, by which he is rendered a cos

mopolite, a faculty possessed in the

highest degree by the inhabitants of

the middle latitudes, there is not the

slightest ground for the belief that it

ever did occur, simply because no such

special adaptation was demanded.

The chief characteristics which distin

guish the several varieties of man,

viz., the comparative development of

the moral feelings and intellectual

powers, require no particular adapta

tion to external causes. Least of all,

could the American race have been en

dowed with an “original adaptation,”

“ to the varied circumstances of cli

mate and locality,” inasmuch as the

region inhabited by them embraces

every zone of the earth through a dis

tance of one hundred and fifty degrees

of latitude.

It is thus seen that the attempt to

obviate the difficulties encountered in

the endeavor to trace back to the same

Adam and Eve, the Caucasian and the

Ethiopian races, by the assertion that

“each race was adapted from he be
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ginning (by an all-wise Providence) to

its peculiar destination,” is the merest

postulate, and unsustained by the sha

dow of proof. The opinion of Morton,

however, seems, at first view, to derive

some support from the following state

ment by Dr. Caldwell:—“According

to accredited dates, it is four thousand

one hundred and seventy-nine years

since Noah and his family came out of

the ark. They are believed to have been

of the Caucasian race; and the cor

rectness of the belief there is no ground

to question. . . . . Three

thousand four hundred and forty

five years ago, a nation of Ethiop

ians is known to have existed. Their

skins of course were dark, and they

differed widely from Caucasians in

º other particulars. They migrat

ed from a remote country, and took

up their residence in the neighborhood

of Egypt. Supposing that people to

have been of the stock ofN. the

change must have been completed, and

a new race formed in seven hundred

and thirty-three years, and probably in

a much shorter period.”" Than this

kind of reasoning none can be more il

logical. The whole rests on the be

!ief that Noah and his family, consist

ing of “his sons and his wife, and his

sons' wives,” belonged to the Caucas

ian race; but as there are in reality no

distinct races, the five varieties, gen

erally admitted, being merely typical

examples of extreme diversity, the va

riations of which run imperceptibly

into each other, it follows that, as re

gards the physical features of Noah,

our knowledge is extremely limited.

But admitting that Noah and his sons

had features resembling the present

Caucasian variety, another insuperable

objection still remains; for as the Cau

casian and the Ethiopian were in close

proximity more than three thousand

years ago in Egypt, the existence of

different varieties of the human race

at the era of the flood is no ways im

probable. Now as one of the three

sons of Noah, Ham for example, ma

have had, on entering the ark, a wife

belonging to a variety of mankind

even further removed from him than

the difference now existing between

the Caucasian and the Ethiopian, it

follows that their descendants may be

the present negro race of Africa, which,
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by the way, are generally attributed to

this source. We are, however, no be

lievers in this theory, but merely ad

duce it to show that those who seek

for a solution of this question in Holy

Writ, must go back to the time ofAdam.

In view of the preceding facts, and

of a host of others, did our space per

mit their introduction, it follows as an

irresistible conclusion that all our abo

rigines, with the exception of the Es

quimaux, have the same descent and

origin. The monumental antiquities

extending from Canada to the southern

part of Chile, present, in their style

and character, indications of having

proceeded from branches of the same

primitive family. This conclusion is

also confirmed by the uniformity of

their mental, moral, and physical char

acteristics, under every variety of cir

cumstances, and from universal analo

gies in their language, religion, meth

ods of interring the dead, and certain

other arbitrary customs. The emi

gration of the Esquimaux tribes from

Asia is of a comparatively recent date,

as is evidenced by their Mongolian fea

tures, whilst the period of the arrival

of what are considered our aboriginal

race dates back to the earliest ages of

mankind. This inference was long

since drawn by Mr. Gallatin, who has

bestowed great learning and research

upon the Indian languages. “Whilst

the unity of structure and of grammati

cal forms,” he says, “proves a com

mon origin, it may be inferred from

this, combined with the great diversity

and entire difference in the words of

the several languages of America, that
this continent received its first inhabit

ants at a very remote period, proba

bly not much posterior to that of the

dispersion of mankind.” A further

confirmation is afforded in the little af

finity between the four hundred dia

lects of America and the various lan

guages of the old world. The entire

number of common words is said to

be one hundred and eighty-seven, of

which one hundred and four are com

mon to the languages of Asia and

Australia, forty-three to those of Eu

rope, and forty to those of Africa. At

the same time, some of these analo

gies may be reasonably explained on

the ground of mere coincidences; and

others, as well as any sameness in arts

* Thoughts on the Unity of the Human Species. Philadelphia: 1830.
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and usages, may be fairly ascribed, in

some degree, to the casual appearance

of shipwrecked strangers. These scan

ty analogies, however, look towards

Asia as the point of migration of our

aborigines.

But, notwithstanding the very re

mote period at which man, in his grad

ual diffusion, reached our continent,

his eastern origin is sufficiently appar

ent in his physical characteristics. Al

though this point has been already

adverted to, yet we will here adduce

the evidence of several competent

judges. “The American race,” says

Humboldt, “hasa striking resemblance

to the Mongol nations, which include

those formerly called Huns, Kulans,

and Kalmucks.”—“We observed,” says

Barrow, speaking of the Brazilian In

dians, “the Tartar or Chinese features,

particularly the eye, strongly marked
in the countenances of these Indians.”

Of the Chiriguanos, a Peruvian tribe,

Mr. Temple speaks thus:– “Had I

seen them in Europe, I should have

supposed them to be Chinese, so close

ly do they resemble those people in

their features.” . The testimony of

many others equally decisive might be

presented, but we will content our

selves with one more, viz., Mr. Led

yard, who speaks from extensive per

sonal knowledge. Writing from Si

beria to Mr. Jefferson, he says, “I

shall never be able, without seeing you

in person, and perhaps not then, to in

form you how universally and circum

stantially the Tartars resemble the ab

origines of America. They are the

same people—the most ancient and the

most numerous of any other; and had

not a small sea divided them, they

would all have been still known by the

same name.”

A primitive branch of the human

family, the American aboriginal race

cannot be said to be derived from any na

tion now earisting ; but they are assimi

lated by so many analogies to the most

ancient types of civilisation in the

eastern hemisphere, that the character

of their civilisation cannot be regarded

as wholly indigenous. This uniformi

ty is apparent in the monuments of

these nations, whose temples were py

ramids, and whose traditions are in

terwoven with cosmogonical fables, re

taining the relics of primitive history.

It thus appears that the same arts, cus

toms, religion, and institutions, carried,

in the earliest ages of man's diffusion,

into various parts of the globe, as for

instance Egypt, China, Hindostan, and

America, were subsequently so modi

fied in each under the influence of

causes the most diverse, that we can

now discover only an approximation in

their general features; and to the agen

cy of these same local causes is to be

ascribed, in a great degree, the modifi

cation of physical features and of moral

and intellectual character, by which

the leading varieties of mankind are

distinguished.

The civilisation of the American na

tions may be considered as truly indi

genous as that of Egypt. The ruined

cities of Copan, Uxmal, “Palenque,

&c., point to an epoch that may be

regarded as the primal seat , of

American civilisation; and from this

centre, the march of mental culture

extended south as far as Chile, and

north to the borders of Canada, as indi

cated by the moundsand mural remains

found in the region of the United

States. These civilized nations, as al

ready shown, were rich, populous, and

agricultural; they were skilled in the

arts of pottery, of dying cotton and

wool, and manufacturing them into

figured stuffs, and in the more refined

knowledge of metallurgy and of sculp

ture. Their constructive talent is con

spicuous in their extensive cities and

fortifications; in their pyramids and

temples, which are not exceeded by

those of Egypt; and in their roads and

aqueducts, which rival those of the

Romans. They had a mental constitu

tion adapted to scientific investigation,

as indicated by their extensive and ac

curate mathematical and astronomical

knowledge; and they were associated

under regular forms of government,

with a national religion under the di

rection of a priesthood.

Although American civilisation sur

vived that of ancient Egypt, Phoenicia,

and other Semitic nations, as illustrat

ed in the splendor and luxury of Nine

veh and Babylon; yet, like them, the

day of its glory is no more. Through

out nature, the law of change is every

where apparent. Even nations appear

to have a period of growth, acmé, and

decay. In this ceaseless mutation, the

time would seem to have arrived,

when the aboriginal of the American
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soil is destined to be supplanted by a

different variety of the human race,—

one which exceeds all others in its ap

titude to accommodate itself to the

most extraordinary diversity of circum

stances. It is melancholy to reflect

that, judging from the past, no future

event seems more certain than the

speedy disappearance of the American

aboriginal race, when these now brok

en, scattered, and degraded remnants of

a primitive and once cultivated branch

of the human family, will be scarcely

remembered, save in poetry and tra

dition.

We have thus ventured to criticize

the writings of Dr. Morton in a spirit

of freedom; but our differences, it will

be observed, refer merely to opinions

and inferences. The industrious re

search bestowed upon this subject by

our author, has completely identified

his name with it, a fame which will

be as undying as the history of anthro

pological science itself.

POLITICAL SATIRE AND SATIRISTS.

THE most marked trait in the finest

political writing is its personality. It

is very plausible to reiterate the hack

neyed maxim,. not men,”

but it is next to impossible to separate

the two. An intimate connection ne

cessarily subsists between principles

and those who hold them, as between

a man and his dress, a book and its au

thor. Certain abstract philosophers

(a very small class) may be enabled by

long practice and dint of study, to disa

buse their minds of favorite prejudices,

and set up a species of claim to impar

tiality and fairness; yet such thinkers

are seldom actors on the great stage,

but rather spectators of the stirring con

tests in the actual arena of politics.

They may write philosophical treatises

on Government, the Wealth of Nations,

or the Spirit of Laws, but they make

inefficient “working-members.” Even

Burke was a partisan, and such have

the ablest and honestest politicians of

all ages been. There is unquestiona

bly truth mingled with error in every

party; yet a man of decided character

will find more truth and less error on

one side, than on the other. Many par

tisans have been hypocrites, but by no

manner of means all. It is rather (un

less there exist natural suspicions of

interested motives or palpable deficien

cy) an argument in a man's favor that

he is a zealous partisan; for in its in

tegrity, such a character supposes

vigor, earnestness, and fidelity, the

three manly qualities by pre-eminence.

Among the many reasons that incline

a man tojoin this party or that, may be

enumerated,—hereditary tendencies,

peculiarities, of mental or moral con

stitution, personal gratitude, the influ

ence of a superior mind, chance, or

prejudice. We are apt to consider that

this last cause is much more defensible

than is generally supposed. Viewed

in a certain light, some of the noblest

virtues are no more than prejudices.

Compared with the universal spirit of

philanthropy, patriotism shrinks into a

narrow passion; the worthy father

makes by no means so distinguished a

figure, as the humane citizen of the

world. Religion, too, in its most im

rtant article, impresses arefined self

ishness at the same time that it teach

es charity and general benevolence.

For we must be most solicitous for our

own souls; no man can stand in our

place, nor can we become the substi

tute for another. So in the field of

politics, a nobler contest than that of

the “tented field,” a man must take

his side, and stand or fall with it.

Middle men become indifferent, if ori

ginally honest and well-meaning, or

mere trimmers, if the reverse; and it is

difficult to determine which is themore

despicable character. Imperceptibly,

too, a man's principles become identi

fied with himself, and by a natural con

sequence, if we have faith in the one,

we learn to love the other. In the

wisest men, we see every day the force

of political attachments, which some

times exhibit a devotion almost he

roical. And this is right. One who
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hazards all for a great principle, a mas

ter-doctrine, should be strongly sup

ported. A politician needs his backers

as well as a pugilist, to give him heart

and constancy. We never could under

stand the separation, upon which many

insist, between the characters of the

statesman and the private individual.

Wecannot distinguish the two different

characters of the same person. A single

mind impresses an unity of design

upon all its performances, and an up

right man should be governed by the

same law of right and sense of duty,

in his official position, that control his

domestic and familiar actions. If we

admire ability and trust to the un

biassed exercise of it, if we believe in

the same creed and favor the same

principles, how can we refrain from

embracing the possessor of such tal

ents, and the advocate of such doc

trines, as a personal friend?

To come back to our text. Person

ality we affirm to be the most strikin

trait of the most brilliant politica

writing. Party spirit begets political

satire. Along with its evident advan

tages, partisanship includes a spirit of

bigotry that displays its worst features.

“Party spirit incites people to attack

with rashness, and to defend without

sincerity. Violent partisans are apt

to treat a political opponent in such a

manner, when they argue with him, as

to make the question quite personal, as

if he had been present as it were, and a

chief agent in all the crimes which

they attribute to his party. Nor does

the accused hesitate to take the matter

upon himself, and in fancied self-de

fence, to justify things which other

wise he would not hesitate, for one

moment, to condemn.” Exact state

ments and precise deductions can

hardly be expected when a man is

making the most of his materials, and

defending what he believes to be the

true view, though it may have weak

spots. From an article that has ap

peared elsewhere, we quote a few sen

tences that we are not sure could be

better rewritten at present. “It is

true that satirists have sometimes

transcended the proper limits of truth

and discretion ; have calumniated

where they should have calmly cen

sured, and have written a libel instead

Political Satire and Satirists.
[Dec.

of a criticism. The most piquant sa

tire is necessarily one-sided, and car

ried to the extreme verge of truth; at

times overpassing it. Epigrams lose

in point where they approach the truth.

A moderate thinker is rarely to be

found among professed wits. For,

when a man comes to ponder and

weigh opposite qualities and conflict

ing statements, to admit this excuse

and allow that apology, when circum

stance and occasion are considered, and,

in a word, when we endeavor to strike

a just balance of the actions and cha

racters of men, he rarely can escape a

trite conclusion or a mediocrity of ar

gument. . . It is only where a

point is driven home with force, when,

to paint one trait vividly, the rest of

the features are thrown into the shade,

that brilliancy is attained at the ex

pense of fidelity and a liberal construc

tion.”

In politics, as in most things, the

most striking arguments are those ad

hominem and ad absurdum. Ridicule

serves too often for a test of truth; and

though this delicate instrument .

be perverted to great injury, yet we all

know very well how many people can

be laughed out of notions which could

not be removed by the fairest and most

conclusive argumentation. A laugh is

the best logic for these. How many

subjects, too, of no little detriment to

a cause, though in themselves of di

minutive importance, cannot be appro

riately treated except in the way of

jesting and raillery. The littleness of

some men is far beneath aught but the

levity of a squib or a pun; whereas

the specific gravity (or, in plain terms,

stolid presumption) of others, requires

merely a superficial exposition, to

make them ridiculous for ever.

There are other considerations that

tend to confirm the usefulness of politi

cal satire. Much may be done indi

rectly that we cannot openly face and

attack. An allegorical narrative may

include real characters, which it might

be imprudent to depict in express lan

guage. Bold, bad men, in power, may

be scourged with impunity and poetic

justice, by the dramatistand novel writ

er, when a faithful picture of them by

a chronicler of the times would, in

other days and lands than our own,

* From an admirable Essay on Party Spirit, vide “Essays written in the intervals

of business.”—Pickering, London.
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send him into duress. Existing public

abuses which, from their intangible

and irresponsible character, cannot al

ways be publicly met, may still be so

described in a work of fiction, as in

time to effect a thorough popular re

formation of them. Thus much at

present for the value of the argument

ad absurdum, of which we shall have

something in the way of illustration

to furnish before we conclude.

The argument ad hominem affects a

man's interest, and appeals to his pride

or excites his indignation, and moves

his feelings. It is the most effective

argument to be used with the majority

of men, and when enlivened by comic

ridicule, or exaggerated into something

ºpº eloquence by the pre

sence of a Juvenal tone of sarcastic

rebuke, it displays the perfection of

political satire, and such as we find it

in the most eminent instances.

The finest and most permanent sa

tire, whether religious or political, has

been conveyed in works of imagina

tion, which, falling into the hands of

the greatest number of readers, have

consequently at the same time obtained

universal reputation, and exercised the

widest influence. Of this nature, espe

cially, are the immortal works of

Swift, “Gulliver's Travels,” and “The

Tale of a Tub,” the most admirable

union of exquisite satire and allegory.

Theseº be most appropriately styled

allegorical satires, to which may be

added Arbuthnot's “John Bull,” and

our Paulding's imitation of it. The

extravagance of unmitigated burlesque,

however, does not in all respects be

come the true character of able politi

cal writing, which, when it does admit

of satire, invariably demands that the

wit be based on vigorous sense and lo

ic, and that it appear rather in the

orm of great intellectual acuteness,

sharpened by exercise, than in the

guise of pure pleasantry or jesting

without an aim. And here we may

remark, that not a single political writ

er is to be mentioned, of any eminence,

and who has a reputation for wit or

humor, whose wit and humor is not

founded upon great strength of under

standing, shrewdness, and knowledge

of mankind. Political wit admits of

little play of fancy, and few or no ima

ginative excursions. In fact, it is only

a livelier mode of stating an argument.

WOL. XI.-Nſ). LiW. 79

It is reasoning by pointed analogies or

happy illustrations, a species of epi

mmatic logic. This is the wit of

unius, of Horne Tooke, of Tom Paine,

and of William Hazlitt. They sought

to reach the reductio ad absurdum by

the argument ad hominem. The accu

mulation of ridiculous traits of charac

ter made up a comic picture, and de

monstrated practical absurdities in con

duct at the same time. On the other

hand, by a process of exhaustive ana

lysis, they precipitated (as a chemist

would say) the ludicrous points of a

subject. Cobbett's wit, consisted in

calling nicknames with an original

air. Satire is a prosaical talent, yet it

has been exercised by some of the

first poets in the second class of great

poets, the most distinguished of whom
we will refer to soon. It handles to

pics essentially unpoetical, and in a

way that would deprive them of what

poetical qualities they might possess.
For satire tends to diminish and de

grade, whereas true poetry aims to ex

alt and refine. Satire deals with the

vices, the crimes of the worst part of

mankind, or the levities and follies of

the most insignificant. Much political

satire exaggerates both, but that is the

original sin and inherent defect of all
satire. The value of satire in a practi.

cal point of view is great: it is the

only curb upon many, and no ineffect

ual check upon the best. Next to re

ligion, it exerts a happier and a wider

influence than anything else, whether

law, custom, or policy. Such is forci

ble and well-directed satire in the wor

thiest hands. It is a true manly style

of writing, but it admits of wide aber

rations from this standard, and may

become hurtful and dangerous. It ex

poses hypocrisy and encourages an

open, frank, fearless spirit; yet this

very openness (in base natures) will

run into recklessness and a contempt of

authority, a neglect of propriety, and a

rash avowal of lawless and foul doc

trines. It may convert liberty into

licentiousness. Then, again, satire is

often unfair, morally unjust, or histo

rically false. . The acute perception of

Butler, which, aided by his learned

wit and matchless versification, saw

with exactness, and has transmitted to

us with picturesque fidelity, the mere

canting, controversial, corrupt Presby

terians of his day, failed to recognize

-Imr
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the sturdy vigor of the Independent,

and the sublime fanaticism of even the

wildest of the Fifth Monarchy men.

Even Scott, though he came much

closer to the truth in his pictures, un

consciously distorted and caricatured

some of the noblest features of the Pu

ritans. That stern race of robust men

has hardly yet met with its true histo

rian.

A too frequent consequence of suc

cessful satire, we have left for our last

objection to its usefulness. It tends to

beget a spirit of indifference. Men,

looking on the excesses of either side

with an eye of philosophic temperance,

are too apt to conclude that there is

nothing worth contending for; they

become disgusted with what they (in

their short-sightedness) esteem fruit

less struggles, and give over all desire

of victory. They become indifferent

spectators of a stirring scene, and

might as well, for all good purposes,

be altogether removed from it.

In a former paper we promised to

lay before the reader a catalogue rai

sonné of those poets who had been

deeply concerned in contemporary poli

tics, and whose writings had given an

impulse to the parties they had respect

ively espoused. At present we can

offer to occupy but a slight portion of

this very wide general subject. Of this

portion, even, we can present but a sort

of profile sketch, a mere outline. Here

after we hope to enlarge our plan and

enter more into detail.

From the time of Chaucer, English

Poetry has been the firm friend and

fast ally of Freedom. “The Mountain

Nymph, Sweet Liberty,” has inhaled

the melodious airs and caught the mu

sical breezes that float on “Parnassus”

hill, and Truth has become the associ

ate of Fancy. But it is only at a com

paratively late period that an eminent

example occurred of a partizan poet, of

a political pamphleteer in verse. Per

haps Dryden may be placed at the head

of this class, in point of time as well as

in degree of excellence. Butler's mock

heroic had more the tone of a general

satire, though “of the court, courtly,”

the text book of the witty king and his

lively courtiers. “ Glorious John,”

however, was the first poetical special

pleader and rhyming controversialist

we can refer to, who was a master in

his department. In Church or State,

he was almost equally at home.” His

most celebrated satire, Absalom and

Achitophel, is a masterpiece, and con

tains ;. characters, Absalom, (the

Duke of Monmouth), Achitophel (the

Earl of Shaftesbury), and Zimri, (the

Duke of Buckingham), superior to the

classic portraits of Pope.f It includes,

besides these, vigorous reasoning, oc

casional fanciful imagery, pointed re

* Wide, Absalom and Achitophel, and the Hind and Panther.

f We transcribe the two last:—

“Of these the false Achitophet was first;

A name to all succeeding ages curst:

For close designs and crooked counsels fit,

Sagacious, bold, and turbulent of wit:

Restless, unfixed in principles and place;

In power unpleas'.3, impatient of disgrace;

A fiery soul, which working out its way,

Fretted the pigmy body to decay,

And o'er-inform'd the tenement of clay.

A daring pilot in eatremity:

Pleas'd with the danger when the waves went high,

He sought the storms; but for a calm unfit,

Would steer too near the sand to show his wit.”

Buckingham has been drawn, and painted by a variety of hands, and by master

limners. Yet in Dryden we find united his Reynolds and Vandyke; a painter, whose

expressive skill was marked by the elegance and vivacity of the first Master, with

“ the soft precision of the clear Vandyke.” Pope, in his third Epistle on the Use of

Riches, had afterwards sketched with admirable fidelity and brilliancy—

“That life of reason, and that soul of whim!

Gallant and gay in Cliefden's proud alcove,

The bower of wanton Shrewsbury and love;

Qr just as gay, at council, in a ring

Of mimic statesmen, and their merry king"—

the brilliant, thoughtless, inconstant, acute, imprudent, intriguing, prodigal, Villiers,
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flections, and a style completely adapt

ed to the subject, full, rich, varied, suf

ficiently harmonious to give a gusto

to the finest thoughts, and so musical

and dignified as to exalt even common

place conceptions to the rank of heroic

sentiment.

The poem just alluded to was the

most popular of the day; and Dr.

Johnson informs us, in his Life of Dry

den, of the fact obtained on his father's

authority, that more copies were sold

of it than of any new book except

Sacheverell's Trial.

Dryden comprised a school in him

self. His imitators were so vastly in

ferior to him as to have sunk beneath

general regard. He is the English Ju

venal, (in his satires), as Pope was the

English Horace, and exhibits the man

ly indignation and eloquent invective

of the first writer without any of the

ease and sprightliness of the second.

Saturnine and silent as he has de

scribed himself, he could ill let himself

down from his position of censor and

critic, into the light gaiety of a fami

liar companion. He is in earnest, and

wants humor to trifle with profound

meaning like Swift, or Sterne, or

Charles Lamb. A sage and serious

moralist, he has little or nothing of the

wit about him, and in this respect is

totally unlike all the later political ver

sifiers in English that we can recol

lect.

Swift's best satire was directed

against pretenders of all sorts, in the

Tale of a Tub (a satire on ecclesias

tical abuses, in its primary intention,)

and in his Gulliver, against government

and politics. His most decidedly po

litical tracts, the Conduct of the Al

lies, and the Drapier's Letters, we never

could relish as we ought, though they

both are still highly admired, and at

the time of their first publication pro

duced very palpable effects. In the

Dean's verse almost every political al

lusion is handled by way of badinage,

and expressive of no decided bias or

{...}. feeling. The copy of verses by

wift that contains the nearest ap

proach to poetry, (of which few read

ers can accuse the witty Dean of La

racor of often committing), and which

also conveys an impression of his poli

tical preference, is his address

“To THE EARL of PETERBoRow,

“Who commanded the British Forces

Spain.

in

“Mordanto fills the trump of fame,

The Christian world his deeds proclaim,

And prints are crowded with his name.

“In journeys he outrides the post,

Sits up till midnight with his host,

Talks politics, and gives the toast;

“Knows every prince in Europe's face,

Flies like a squib from place to place,

And travels not, but runs a race.

“From Paris, gazette à-la-main,

This day arrived, without his train,

Mordanto in a week from Spain.

“A messenger comes all a-reek,

Mordanto at Madrid to seek;

He left the town above a week.

Duke of Buckingham. But he had been described by Dryden before, in that inimita

ble picture, which later writers may envy, yet despair of ever equalling:—

“in the first rank of these did Zimri stand:

A man so various, that he seem'd to be

Not one, but all mankind's epitome:

Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong,

Was everything by starts, and nothing long;

But in the course of one revolving moon

Was chemist, fiddler, statesman and buffoon:

Then all for women,}. rhyming, drinking,

Besides ten thousan freaks that died in thinking.

Blest madman, who could every hour employ,

With something new to wish, or to enjoy!

Railing and praising were his usual themes,

And both, to show his judgment, in extremes.

So over violent, or over civil,

That every man with him was God or Devil.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art,

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

Beggar'd by fools, whom still he found too late,

He had his jest, and they had his estate.

He laughed himself from court; then sought relief

By forming parties, but could ne'er be chief;

For spite of him the weight of husiness fell

On Absalom and wise Achitophel : -

Thus wicked hut in will, of means bereft,

He left not faction, but of that was left.”
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“Next day the post-boy winds his horn,

And rides through Dover in the morn:

Mordanto’s landed from Leghorn,

“Mordanto gallops on alone;

The roads are with his followers strewn;

This breaks a girth, and that a bone.

“His body active as his mind,

Returning sound in limb and wind,

Except some leather lost behind.

“A skeleton in outward figure,

His meagre corpse, though full of vigor,

Would halt behind him were it bigger.

“So wonderful his expedition,

When you have not the least suspicion,

He’s with you like an apparition.

“Shines in all climates like a star,

In senates bold, and fierce in war,

A land commander and a tar.

“Heroic actions early bred in,

Ne'er to be matched in modern reading

But by his name-sake Charles ofSweden.”

This was that Earl of Peterborough,

the friend of Pope, (who left his watch

to the poet as a daily remembrancer of

him), and associate of the Tory, wits,

one of the most gallant, accomplished,

romantic, and eccentric characters of

his time. It was he of whom Spencer

relates, that being in the company of

Fenelon, with whose sweet, attractive

races he was charmed, the skeptical

i. exclaimed, that he was “so de

licious a creature, that he must get

away from him, else he would convert

him.”

We committed an error, when we

said above, that Dryden's imitators

were beneath regard ; we forgot

Churchill. Churchill is now little bet

ter than a name; a past notoriety, a

once fashionable satirist. Byron's

brilliant lines upon him, have strength

ened this general impression (with the

majority of readers a true impression),

of his present obscurity. But the au

thor of the Rosciad, the first pupil in

the school of Dryden, the model of

Cowper, the friend of Colman and

Lloyd, and Bonnell Thornton, and the

staunch associate of the notorious John

Wilkes, cannot be so easily forgotten,

in a list of the truly classic reputations

of English Literature. In Southey's

late life of Cowper, we find the most

impartial account of Churchill, whose

errors, and in some instances, whose

yices grew out of imprudence and of a

Churchill. [Dec.

reckless scorn, induced by the tempo

rary oblivion of the claims of conscience

jº “The comet of a sea

son,” the star of Churchill's glory set

in melancholy and gloom. At war

with the world, he beamed restless

and dissatisfied with himself; and this

mental anxiety, added to a cutting

sense of disgrace and moral despera

tion, hurried him into the hasty execu

tion of poems, that, polished by study

and refined by art, might have stood

the test of ages, instead of being

thrown as lumber into Time's recepta

cle for vigorous curiosities and unfin

ished poetical studies. Churchill had

two qualities which he never lost

sight of, nor omitted to exercise, manli

ness and generosity. He was direct,

open, unwavering, and sincere. A ha

ter and severe lasher of hypocrisy, his

defects lav rather in an excess of free

dom; and though just and generous to

an extraordinary degree, he was not al

ways delicate and fastidious enough for

the refinement ofmodern days. Hazlitt

has drawn his portrait in a line:—

“Churchill is a fine, rough satirist;

he had wit, eloquence, and honesty.”

Except his Rosciad, all his satirical po

ems, and he wrote nothing but satire,

are directed to political subjects.

The Prophecy of Famine (one of the

finest), contains some capital hits at

the Scotch; which the author of Table

Talk must have relished hugely. He

was a firm adherent of Wilkes, and

thought him the purest of patriots, as

he used to speak of Churchill as the

noblest of poets. There was, un

questionably, a strong natural sympa

thy between them. Cowper, who is

thought to have taken Churchill for

his model in moral satire, entertained

an equally exalted opinion of the poet’s

abilities. “It is a great thing,” writes

the former, “to be indeed a poet, and

does not happen to more than one man

in a century; but Churchill, the great

Churchill, deserves that name.” This

is a noble eulogium from the puritani

cal Cowper, of the impetuous Churchill.

With anecdotes, both of Churchill's

generosity and manliness, we might

worthily fill a page or two, but

the dark side of the picture we feel no

desire to exhibit, and content ourselves

with a reference to the work just men

tioned. His verse is characterized by

spirit, indignant fire, vigorous sense,

and a masculine melody peculiar to
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himself. He had much of Dryden's

talent for portrait and impassioned de

clamation, with a more dashing man

ner, and defects, arising from careless

ness and haste. Perhaps Churchill's

best production, after all, was his Ros

ciad, a purely theatrical criticism in

verse. This may be considered the

metrical pendant or corollary to Cib

ber's Autobiography, which contains

the theatrical portraits of the age of

Pope; as this, of the age of Johnson.

We quote these faithful daguerreotypes

of Foote and Miss Pope,

“By turns transform'd into all kind of

shapes,

Constant to none, Foote laughs, cries,

struts, and scrapes;

Now in the centre, now in van or rear,

The Proteus shifts, band, parson, auc

tioneer.

His strokes of humor, and his bursts of

sport,

Are all contain’d in this one word, dis

torte.

With all the native vigor of sixteen,

Among the merry troup conspicuous seen,

See lively Pope advance on jig and trip,

Corinna, Cherry, Honeycomb and Snip.

Not without art, but yet to Nature true,

She charms the town with humor just, yet

new.

Cheer’d by her promise, we the less de

plore

The fatal time when Clive shall be no

more.”

Pope might have written these lines,

and would by no means have disdained

the reputation of them. Churchill is

in the main just, yet rather hard upon

the author of The Mayor of Garratt.

His predictions as to Miss Pope were

entirely verified. This lady and fine

performer, afterwards attracted the re

gard of the author of Elia, (the most

delicate of theatrical critics), who

writes of her, in one of his admirable

essays, “charming, natural Miss Pope,

the perfect gentlewoman, as distin

guished from the fine lady of comedy.”

As we descend to our own days, we

find the bitter personality of political

satire has left verse, in a great measure,

for the public speech and the editorials

of the newspaper. Modern satire is

gay and trifling, instead of being weigh

ty and severe. Tom Moore and Peter

Pindar are the cleverest in their pecu

liar style, we remember; Moore the

parlor wit, and Wolcott, the wit of the

alehouse. Genteel badinage and ele

º-ºº-ºº-ººº
ººº-ºº:

gant raillery, is the forte of the first ;

as a certain coarse vigor and copious

humor is of the last. We give the

dictum of the finest poetical critic of the

age, on these writers. Of Moore, “he

has wit at will, and of the first quali

ty. His satirical and burlesque poe

try is his best—it is first-rate.

His Two-penny Post-bag is a perfect

“nest of spicery;’ where the Cay

enne is not spared. The politician

here sharpens the poet's pen. In this,

too, our bard resembles the bee;

he has its honey and its sting.”

As this lively jeu-d'esprit is not so

much read now as formerly, and least

of all amongst us, we have thought

our readers might not be disinclined to

a reference to a few of the cleverest

passages.

Here is a choice morpeau from an

imaginary Letter of Y. R., to the

o ; written the day

after a dinner, given by the M

of H–d—t.

“We missed you last night at the ‘hoary

old sinner’s,

Who gave us, as usual, the cream of good

dinners ;

His soups scientific—his fishes quite

prime—

His patés superb—and his cutlets sub

lime !

In short, 'twas the snug sort of dinner to

stir a

Stomachic orgasm in my Lord E gh,

Who set to, to be sure, with miraculous

force,

And exclaimed, between mouthfuls, “A

He-cook, of course !

While you live—(what’s there, under that

cover, pray look,)

While you live—(I'll just taste it), -ne'er

keep a she-cook.

'Tis a sound Salic law—(a small bit of

that toast),

Which ordains that a female shall ne'er

rule the roast;

For cookery's a secret—(this turtle’s un

common)—

Like masonry, never found out by a

woman l’”

A certain Countess Dowager, on the

eve of issuing five hundred cards “for

a snug little rout,” writes thus to a

lady intimate, in her zeal to catch a

Lion for the evening display :-

“But in short, my dear, names like

Wintztschitstopshinzoudstroff,

Are the only things now make an ev’ning

go smooth off—
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So get me a Russian—’till death I'm your

debtor—

If he brings the whole alphabet, so much

the better;

And—Lord l if he would but in charac

ter sup

Off his fish-oil and candles, he’d quite set

me up !

..?u revoir, my sweet girl—I must leave

you in haste—

Little Gunter has brought me the liqueurs

to taste.

** PostSCRIPT.

“By-the-bye, have you found any friend

that can construe

That Latin account t'other day of a

Monster 2

If we can’t get a Russian, and that thing

in Latin

Be not too improper, I think I’ll bring that

in.”

Among other capital things is a Let

ter of a fashionable publishing house,

to an author, enclosing his rejected

manuscripts:

“Per Post, Sir, we send your manuscript,

—look’d it thro’—

Very sorry—but can’t undertake—'twould

not do.

Clever work, sir! would get up prodi

giously well,

Its only defect is—it never would sell !

And though statesmen may glory in being

wnbought,

In an author, we think, sir, that’s rather

a fault.

Hard times, sir, most books are too dear

to be read,

Though the gold of good sense and wit’s

“small change are fled,

Yet the paper we publishers pass in their

stead,

Rises higher each day, and ('tis frightful

to think it,)

Not even such names as F-tzg—r—d’s

can sink it.

However, sir, if you are for trying again,

And at something that’s readable—we are

your men.”

With professional courtesy the writer

ventures to point out more vendible

somethings, in the way of authorship,

as Travels, Tracts against the Catho

lics, East India Pamphlets, Reviews,

and finally hits upon a master thought

of its kind:—

“Should you feel any touch of poetical

glow,

We’ve a scheme to suggest—Mr. Sc—tt,

you must know,

(Who, we’re sorry to say it, now works

for the Row,”)

Having quitted the borders to seek new

renown,

Is coming by long quarto stages, to town ;

And beginning with Rokeby (the job’s

sure to pay),

Means to do all the gentlemen’s seats on

the way.

Now the scheme is (though some of our

hackneys can beat him)

To start a fresh Poet through Highgate to

meet him,

Who, by means of quick proofs—no re

vises—long coaches—

May do a few villas, before Sc—tt ap

proaches.

Indeed, if our Pegasus be not curst shabby,

He'll reach without found'ring, at least

Woburn Abbey.

Such, Sir, is our plan—if you’re up to the

freak,

'Tis a match and we’ll put you in train

ing next week;

At present no more—in reply to this let

ter, a

Line will oblige very much

“Yours, et cetera.

“Temple of the Muses.”

Nothing can surpass, for exquisite

pleasantry, sharp satire, and the finest

wit, this brilliant gem; unless it be

the following letter, which will be re

lished vastly by those who are familiar

with the domestic history of the then

Prince Regent, afterwards George IV.,

with which we must conclude our ex

tracts, though there is more than as

much again, of equal lustre.

** EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF A PO

LITICIAN.

“ Wednesday.

“Through M-nch—st—r-square took

a canter just now—

Met the old yellow chariot, and made a

low bow,

This I did, of course, thinking’twas loyal

and civil,

But got such a look—oh, 'twas black as

the devil'

How unlucky —incog, he was trav’lling

about,

And I, like a noodle, must go find him out!

Mem.—When next by the old yellow cha

riot I ride,

To remember there is nothing Princely

inside.

“Thursday.

“At levee to-day made another sad

blunder—

whº,can be come over me lately, I won

er

* Paternoster-row.
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The P−e was as cheerful as if, all his

life,

He had never been troubled with friends

or a wife.

* Fine weather,’ says he—to which I, who

must prate,

Answered, ‘Yes, sir, but changeable rather

of late.”

He took it, I fear, for he look’d somewhat

gruff,

And handled his new pair of whiskers so

rough,

That before all the courtiers I fear’d

they’d come off,

And then, Lord, how Geramb would tri

umphantly scoff 1

Mem.—To buy for son Dicky some un

guent or lotion

To nourish his whiskers, sure road to

promotion.

“Saturday.

“Last night a Concert—vastly gay—

Given by Lady C–stl—r—gh.

My Lord loves music, and, we know,

Has two strings always to his bow.

In choosing songs, the R–g—t nam'd

“Had I a heart for falsehood fram’d.”

While gentle H–rtf—d begg’d and pray'd

For ‘Yours I am, and sore afraid.’”

“Peter Pindar,” says the writer from

whom we have already quoted in refer

ence toMoore, “the historian of Sir Jo

seph Banks and the Emperor of Mo

rocco, of the Pilgrims and the Peas, of

the Royal Academy, and of Mr. Whit

bread's brewing vat, the bard in whom

the nation and the king delighted, is old

and blind,” but still merry and wise;

—remembering how he has made the

world laugh in his time, and not re

penting of the mirth he hasgiven; with

an involuntary smile lighted up at the

mad pranks of his Muse, and the lucky

hits of his pen—“faint picture of those

flashes of his spirit, that were wont to

set the table in a roar;' like his own

Expiring Taper, bright and fitful to the

last; tagging a rhyme or conning his

own epitaph; and waiting for the last

summons, grateful and contented ſ”

Previous to the period when these

authors flourished, and during the era

of our great national struggle, appeared

our first essays at the union of politics

and poetry, chiefly in the form of poli

tical satire. Trumbull's Hudibrastic

poem is a spirited copy of the admir

able original. A Frenchman, of more

politeness than critical sagacity, wrote

of it as superior (!) to Hudibras: but

such praise was hyper-Hudibrastic in

itself. Our epic poet Barlow is said to

be the best known abroad (or rather

was the best known) of our national

bards, a fact that tends to injure the

true poetical fame of our genuine sons

of song. As a burlesque writer, Barlow

deserves considerable praise. Dwight,

Humphreys, Hopkins, Freneau, T.

Paine, and a few of equal rank and

ability, have long since been forgotten.

It is a little singular that our earliest

writers of verse should have been fol

lowers of Pope, and destitute of any

spirit of intellectual independence.

With Bryant and Dana, true pupils of

Wordsworth and nature, commences

our poetical history. Bryant is, both

in point of time and genius, our first

poet, and a devoted advocate of free

dom. One of his latest effusions, “The

Antiquity of Freedom,” is a noble

poem, worthy of the author of “The

Seasons,” and not unworthy of the

author of “The Excursion.” The spi

rited ode has been revived by Drake #

and Holmes,f who have written, per

haps, our two finest national lyrics.

The Pindarie odes, by Croaker and

Co., are piquant satires, well known to

the readers of the Evening Post in the

year 1819.

In England we recollect nothing of

the Anti-Jacobin wits superior to the

Croaker effusions. Canning, the best of

the writers, was neat and elegant in

his verse as in his oratory, and rarely

rose above a classical correctness and

gentlemanly smartness.

The last satirical jeu d'esprit in Eng

land that time has made classical,

(upon which we can at present lay our

hands), was a joint production of Cole

ridge and Southey, that appeared in

the Morning Post some years ago.

Since that time epigrams and verses

numberless have, doubtless, been pro

duced, but nothing comparable to the

following, with which we shall bring

our rambling lucubrations to a close:

“THE DEvil's Thoughts.

“From his brimstone bed, at break of

day,

A walking the Devil is gone,

To visit his little snug farm of the earth,

And see how his stock went on.

“Over the hill and over the dale,

And he went over the plain,

* This was written previous to his death.

f The American Flag. # The Constitution.
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And backwards and forwards he swish’d

his long tail,

As a gentleman swishes his cane.

“And how then was the Devil drest ?

Oh! he was in his Sunday’s best,

His jacket was red and his breeches were

blue

And there was a hole where his tail came

through.

“He saw a lawyer killing a viper,

On a dung-heap beside his stable,

And the Devil smiled, for it put him in

mind

Of Cain and his brother Abel.

“A 'pothecary on a white horse

Rode by on his vocations,

And the Devil thought of his old Friend,

Death in the Revelations.

“He saw a cottage with a double coach

house,

A cottage of gentility

And the Devil did grin, for his darling sin

Is the pride that apes humility.

“He went into a rich bookseller’s shop,

Quoth he, “We are both of one college;

For I myself sat like a cormorant once,

Fast by the tree of knowledge.”

“Down the river there plied with wind

and tide,

A pig with vast celerity;

And the Devil looked wise as he saw how

the while,

It cut its own throat.

he with a smile,

* Goes “England’s commercial pros

perity.””

• There !’ quoth

“As he went through Cold-Bath-Fields

he saw,

A solitary cell,

And the Devil was pleased, for it gave

him a hint

For improving his prisons in hell.

“ General ’s burning face

He saw with consternation,

And back to hell his way did he take,

For the Devil thought, by a slight mis

take,

It was general conflagration.”

TECUMSEH.*

THIS volume is entitled to a higher de

gree of attention than fortune seems to

have yet awarded to it, at the hands of

the public criticism of the country. Its

publishers, we believe, have little rea

son to complain, the first edition hav

ing “gone off” at a very satisfactory

rate, scattered from their shelves to

take a welcome place on a thousand

drawing-room tables. But for the

poet—the young poet, an author for

the first time—though that testimony

to the merits of his production which

is borne by the ledger of his bookseller,

is by no means an immaterial point,

yet to his ardent and aspiring soul,

athirst for praise, forsympathy and love,

there is but small satisfaction in such

reward, if the higher meed toward

which he has chiefly aimed, is with

held, or unkindly and ungraciously

stinted.

The appearance of an American

poem in nine cantos, forming a volume

of about three hundred pages, is not

such an every-day phenomenon, as to

be entitled to no more notice than the

passing recognition of the fact, among

the fifty others to which each hour

gives birth, and of which the ephe

meral thought does not outlive the day.

And especially a work so peculiarl

national in its character, and the evi

dent product of so gallant an ambition

and enthusiasm on the part of its au

thor, deserves and demands at least a

* The history of the above production is interesting, and is related at length in the

late London edition of Southey’s Poetical Works. It appears the authorship was

quite a matter of discussion—Porson, the famous Greek scholar, being named among

other claimants. In point of fact, however, whatever merit the piece possesses is

chiefly due to Southey, who contributed the longer and livelier portion. In the edi

tion of Coleridge, from which we extracted it, the poem is no longer than we have

given: but later editions present it tripled in length, though hardly in piquancy.

* Tecumseh, or the West Thirty Years Since. A Poem. By George H. Colton.

New York: Wiley and Putnam. 1842.
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more respectful attention, if not a more

generous reward of praise and encour

agement, than Mr. Colton’s “Tecum

seh” has yet received. We take some

fault to ourselves, as well as imputing

it to others, for what may have seemed

a cold and chilling neglect of a meri

torious contribution to our national lit

erature; and, determined not to allow

procrastination to cross the turnin

point of a new year and volume, shal

proceed to impart to our readers some

acquaintance with its contents and

character.

“Tecumseh” is a tale in verse, of

forest life and adventure, at the period

of the war of 1812, with a dramatis

persona divided between Indians and

whites. The main thread of narra

tive along which all the incidents ar

range themselves, relates to the for

tunes of two lovers, of the latter race,

—the maiden being in the possession

of her Indian captors, while her be

trothed roams the wilds of the west,

far and wide, in quest of her. Its action

embraces two years, and besides the

personal adventures of the characters

of the poem, some of the most promi

ment public events of the period are de

scribed at great extent, such as the

efforts made by the great aboriginal

hero who gives name to the work, to

effect a general Indian league of ex

termination against the whites, the

battle of the Wabash, Perry's victory

on Lake Erie, and the battle of the

Thames.

The scene opens thus, on an autum

nal day, on the banks of the Ohio:

“A few years gone, the western star

On his lone evening watch surveyed

Through all his silent reign afar

But one interminable shade,

From precipice and mountain brown

And tangled forest darkling thrown;

Save where, the blue lakes, inland seas,

Kissed lightly by the creeping breeze,

His beams, beyond unnumbered isles,

Glanced quivering o'er their dimpling

smiles;

Or where, no tree or summit seen,

Unbrokenly a sea of green,

That wild, low shores eternal laved,

The Prairie's billowy verdure waved.

Nor ever might a sound be heard,

Save warbling of the wild-wood bird,

Or some lone streamlet’s sullen dash

In the deep forest, or the crash

Of ruined rock, chance-hurled from high,

Or swarthy Indian’s battle cry,
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Whooped for revenge and victory.

And through the wilderness of green,

Low banks or beetling rock between,

Through rough and smooth, through fair

and wild,

The still strange scenery of a dream,

By its enchanting power beguiled,

Birth of the rock, the mountain’s child,

Th’ Ohio rolled his sleepless stream,

From morn till evening, day by day,

Urging his solitary way.

No nobler stream did ever glide

From fountain head to Ocean’s tide.

Between the banks that face to face

Gaze on each other’s brows for ever,

And hold within their deep embrace

A lengthened reach of that broad river,

The autumn sun’s last lingering rays,

Shot long and low, did trembling rest

Level upon its watery breast.

Beneath those burnished arrows rolled,

The waters seemed like molten gold,

Unless some jutting rock from high,

Or tree, hung midway in the air,

Catching them ere they quivered by,

Its dark form threw distinctly there;

Or light, through frost-changed foliage

streaming,

As to the eyes of childhood dreaming,

A mingling of all colors made,

From morning’s flush to twilight’s shade.

Upon a broad stone, which the flood,

With ceaseless murmurings, softly laved,

While high o'er head gray rocks uprose,

And green trees mid their ruins waved,

Like granite statue in repose,

Unmoved and stern a warrior stood.

Not his the arms, the garb, the mien,

That in chivalric days were seen,

When rushed from hall and lady’s bower

Gay knights with spear and shield,

To reap in one tempestuous hour

Glory on Death’s own field.

Yet were his form and features high

Of Nature’s own nobility;

And though upon his face of stone

No ray of quick expression shone,

Within his keenly glancing eye

Gleamed the fierce light of victory.

The beaded moccasins he wore

Were redder dyed in crimson gore;

The eagle’s feather in his hair—

Drops of the bloody rain were there;

And on his wanpum belt arrayed

Three scalps, sad trophies were dis

played :

An aged man's—the shrivelled skin

Still showed a few locks white and thin;

A woman’s next—the tresses gray

Upon his thigh dishevelled lay;

And third, of all the saddest sight,

A child’s fair curls in amber light

Hung trembling to the breeze of night.
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The soft wind shakes their dewy

wreath—

Alas ! 'tis not a mother’s breath !

A beam of light upon them lies—

It is not from a mother's eyes 1’’

The Indian thus introduced, fresh

from the murder of a settler's family,

is an Ottawa, named Ken-hat-ta-wa.

He is accompanied by his younger

brother, a young maiden, the daugh

ter of the massacred prisoner, whom

he is bearing off captive,-and an Eng

lish white man, the great villain of the

story, named De Vere, who had insti

gated the act, and whose motive had

been a double one, hatred against the

father of the maiden, and love of Ma

ry herself. We learn from an episode

introduced shortly after this tableau vi

vant of the solitary Indian figure, that

she had formerly dwelt on the banks

of the Connecticut, where she had be

stowed her love upon a youth named

Moray, and had spurned De Vere, who

had there sought to possess himself dis

honorably of her ãº. The latter

vowing vengeance upon her and hers,

had reduced her father by his arts to

poverty, and had then sought to buy

the daughter for his bride, with offers

which were rejected with scorn. The

ruined family had then migrated west

ward.

“And in her home a thousand miles

From that which won her infant smiles,

And charmed her childhood into tears,

And fed with thought her growing years,

Fair Mary dwelt 'mid scenes, might well

Beguile with their Elysian spell

The dreams of her loved native dell.

Where dark Miami’s rushing stream

Through willows wild did dimly gleam,

Their simple, lowly cottage rose,

Bosomed in Eden’s sweet repose.

At distance from the rest removed,

It was by her the better loved.

Before it swept the voiceful river,

Communing with the winds for ever;

Behind a gentle slope displayed

Some scattered trees of friendly shade,

In Nature’s negligence arrayed;

And near, a fount, with slumbrous sound,

Diffused a dewy coolness round.

The wild-rose bloomed beside the door,

The wild-vine wreathed the windows o'er,

And thousand flowers all lonely grew,

Ne'er blushing to the human view

Till Mary came with fairer hue,

Nor wooed but by the wild-wood bird

Till Mary came with softer word.

And ever as the Sabbath sun

On those rude dwellings calmly shone,

Though no cathedral towards the sky

Its gloomy turrets lifted high,

Yet echoed with the voice of prayer

The many-pillared temple there—

The dim, the still, the solemn wood—

For rightly deemed that pilgrim band,

HE was the God of solitude,

As of a peopled land '''

But they are ere long pursued there

both by love and hate. De Were pos

sesses himself of the person of Mary in

the mode already mentioned; and

Moray, her lover, following their mi

gration, reaches their cottage by the

Miami only in time to witness the de

solation just made there.

“At last one autumn morn he stood,

Within the hoar, unbreathing wood,

Above her home. His soul became

So feeble as a dying flame:—

Suspense in bosoms stout and brave

Will make the stillness of the gravel

Through faded leaves the early sun

Upon the cottage coldly shone.

All there was silent.—Did they sleep?—

He felt life’s curdling currents creep

Back to his heart with shuddering chill;

He hurried down—but all was still,

Except the dog’s low plaintive whine,

Or wind that sighed through rustling vine.

He knocked—he paused in doubt and

dread—

He saw the threshold stained and red–-

He burst the door—O God! the sight

Had seared a seraph’s eyes of light !

All pale and scalpless on the floor,

With eyes from which the soul was

own,

Stilled pulse, and hearts that beat no

more,

Lay mother, sire, and gentle son,

Whom few brief years had smiled upon.

Death had been there—and in their blood

The faithful dog beside them stood,

Moaning to them most piteously—

It was a fearful sight to see Pº

He plunges into the forest in pursuit

of the murderers, and for the rescue of

their captive. The narrative returns to

the latter party dropping down the

Ohio in the chieftain's canoe, under the

cover of the night; when, as the

young and gentler brother of Ken-hāt

ta-wa is chaunting a song of Indian

tenderness over the exhausted and

sleeping girl, the pale “lily-of-the-wa

ter,” a shot rings from Moray's rifle,

and its bullet is sped on a mistaken er

rand to the bosom of the youth, who

promised to become a very respectable
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character if he had lived. The chief is

dissuaded by DeVere from his first im

pulse to add his prisoner's scalp to the

three already at his belt; and the canoe

passing beyond shot to the other bank

of the river, pursues its rapid and si

lent way:

“Through the dim stillness on they sped,

Like fabled spirits of the dead,

In shadow borne, and silence lone,

Along the lake of Acheron.”

The Second Canto thus introduces

the great chieftain who is the hero of

the poem, in conference with his bro

ther, well known to history as “the

Prophet:”

“It was an Autumn morn: the sun

Wearily rose his race to run—

He came but late, as an aged one;

The cold, gray mists, like flags unfurled,

Around the sleeping earth were curled;

On prairie, river, lake and wood,

Lay the deep dream of solitude.

Lone rising, in the midst was seen

One mighty mound, with mosses green—

Save where, by winds of autumn blown,

The pale and withered leaves were strown,

A huge rude pile, built up of old

By hands long since forgot and cold.

Time spares their tombs alone:—what

name

Their darkly mouldering dust can claim!

And as the mists were rolled away,

Before, outspread the eye beneath,

A prairie’s boundless prospect lay

Like solemn Ocean, as the breath

Of morning swept its surface o'er,

With long, slow waves, from shore to

shore—

There only rose not Ocean's roar;

While all behind it stretched a range

Of varied forest, fading sere,

Touched with the spirit of a change,

That falleth with the changing year;

And there, by swell or grassy glade,

Unscared the antlered wild-deer strayed,

Or fed along the prairie's verge

Wast herds, that never felt the scourge,

Or dashed o'er valley, plain and hill,

Lords of their own unbounded will,

As ocean billows shoreward press,

The proud steeds of the wilderness.

“Upon that mound's most silent height,

Ere dewless fell the morning’s light,

With step the hare had scarcely heard,

Two warriors of the wood appeared.

By his broad brow of care and thought,

By his most regal mien and tread,

By robes with richest wanpum wrought,

And eagle’s plume upon his head,

The one should be a chief of power,

And ruler of the battle’s hour;

Nor e'er did eye a form behold

At once more finished, firm and bold.

Of larger mould and loftier mien

Than oft in hall or bower is seen,

And with a browner hue than seems

To pale maid fair, or lights her dreams,

He yet revealed a symmetry

Had charmed the Grecian sculptor's eye,

A massive brow, a kindled face,

Limbs chiselled to a faultless grace,

Beauty and strength in every feature,

While in his eyes there lived the light

Of a great soul’s transcendent might—

Hereditary lord by nature :

As stood he there, the stern, unmoved,

Except his eagle glance that roved,

And darkly limned against the sky

Upon that mound so lone and high,

He looked the sculptured God of Wars,

Great Odin, or Egyptian Mars,

By crafty hand, from dusky stone,

Immortal wrought in ages gone,

And on some silent desert cast,

Memorial of the mighty Past !

And yet, though firm, though proud his

glance,

There was in his countenance

That settled shade, which oft in life

Mounts upward from the spirit's strife,

As if upon his soul there lay

Some grief which would not pass away.

“The other’s lineaments and air

Revealed him plainly brother born

Of him, who on that summit bare

So sad, yet proudly, met the morn:

But, lighter built, his slender frame

Far less of grace, as strength, could

claim;

And, with an eye that, sharp and

fierce,

Would seem the gazer's breast to

pierce,

And low'ring visage, aye the while,

Inwrought of subtlety and guile,

Whose every glance, that darkly stole,

Bespoke the crafty, cruel soul,

There was from all his presence shed

A power, a chill, mysterious dread,

Which made him of those beings seem,

That shake us in the midnight dream.

Yet were his features, too, o'ercast

With mournfulness, as if the past

Had been one vigil, painful, deep and

long.

Of hushed Revenge still brooding over

wrong.”

In this conference, brooding fiercely

over the wrongs of their race, Tecum

seh announces to the Prophet his de

sign of forming a general Indian

league for the expulsion of the pale
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faces from the continent, and leaves it

in charge with him to prevent any out

break, or betrayal of this purpose, till

his return from the mission on which

he proposes immediately to depart.

The scene is transferred to an Indian

camp, distant from the mound of this

meeting, where the Ottowa band is

awaiting the return of their chief Ken

hat-ta-wa—together with a band of the

Shawnee tribe, to which Tecumseh

and the Prophet belonged:

“A motley scene the camp displayed.

Their simple wigwams, loosely made

Of skins and bark, and rudely graced

With sylvan honors of the chase,

At scattered intervals were placed

Beneath majestic trees—the race

Of other years; while, statelier reared,

Alone and in their midst appeared

The lodge of council, honored most,

Yet unadorned with care or cost.

Their beaded leggins closely bound,

Their blankets wreathed their loins

around,

Whence rose each neck and brawny

breast

Like bust of bronze with tufted crest,

Around, the forest-lords were seen—

Some, old, with grave and guarded

mlen

High converse holding in the shade—

Some idly on the green turf laid,

Or, girt with arms of varied name,

Repairing them for strife or game;

Their dusky wives, from birth the while

Inured to care and silent toil,

Prepared the venison’s savory food

And yellow corn, in sullen mood,

Or sweetly to their infants sung,

So light in wicker-cradles swung

Upon the breeze-rocked boughs; in play

Lithe urchins did their skill essay,

Beneath some chief’s approving eye,

To launch the feathered arrow high,

The hatchet hurl, or through the air

Send the shrill whoop; half robed or

bare,

The youth would act war’s mimic game,

Or strove their wild-born steeds to

tame—

Perchance their captives scarce a day—

Themselves untamed and wild as they:

While sat beneath the green leaves

fading

Young maids, their chequered baskets

braiding,

Whose merry laugh or silvery call

Oft rang most sweet and musical,

Whose glancing black eyes often stole

To view the worshipped of their soul:

And ever in th’ invisible breeze

Waved solemnly those tall old trees,

And fleecy clouds, above the prairies
ying,

Led the light shadows, chasing, chased

and dying.”

Mary, refusing her life on the condi

tion of accepting the love of De Vere, is

on the point of being put to death, when

another prisoner is brought in, and

Ken-hat-ta-wa exults to learn that the

slayer of his brother, whose death an

inferior victim was about to expiate,

has fallen into his hands. Moray and

Mary rush into each other's arms, with

so much pleasure, that the reader can

not but regret the very unpleasant cir

cumstances which attend their meet

ing. They are, of course, very soon

brought back to “a sense of their situ

ation;” and the maiden having fainted,

the Indians speedily prepare an ordeal

through which the youth would have

found some difficulty to pass in safety:

“Those words received th” excited crowd,

With frantic gestures—shoutings loud;

And seizing in their tawny hands

Knives, hatchets, clubs, or

brands,

They ranged in two long lines, to greet

With death the captive’s faltering feet,

As tortured demons, grim and fell,

Conduct a lost soul down to hell.”

smoking

However, he has no idea of indulging

their benevolent intentions; and, with

a most unreasonable perverseness, as

soon as he is released and posted to

begin the sport, he snatches a toma

hawk from a huge warrior at his side,

cleaves his brain at a blow, and is off

at right angles, amidst a shower of

spears and arrows, the whole legion of

red devils streaming after him across

the plain. His practised powers of

limb come here into good play. The

chase is described with much vigor and

spirit. He dashes into the high prairie

grass, where, after a toilsome mile of

progress had been made, a still more

formidable foe comes to face him in

front, in the form of a prairie fire . This

passage was quoted on a different oc

casion in our pages, in illustration of a

corresponding one of Catlin's prose,

(Dem. Review for July, 1842), to

which the reader is referred. Moray

escapes from the pursuit in his rear—

the Indians being driven back by the

still fiercer element, and the spear of

their chief alone singing past him as he

plunges into the advancing flame.
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After staggering on among the burning

roots and glowing coals, he falls into

safety and a deep pit, which the author

has most opportunely dug there for his

rescue,

“Wherein the greener grass that grew,

And reeds, yet moist with rain or dew,

Were scathed not by the fiery scourge,

That rolled above its rapid surge.”

By the time the baffled warriors re

turn from this chace, their other captive

has recovered from her swoon. She

continues to spurn the suit of De Vere;

is tied to a tree; and after being for

some time the mark on which the red

wretches practise their dexterity in

grazing her cheek and bosom with

their spears and tomahawks, Ken-hat

ta-wa is about to despatch her with his

club, just swung back for the blow,

when in bounds Tecumseh-reproaches

their cowardly ferocity—and deprecat

ing any act of this kind, calculated to

provoke a premature collision with the

whites, cuts the captive's bonds, and

delivers her to the kinder cares of his

Shawnee maidens, with the intention

of eventually having her sent back to

the white settlements. And so ends

the Second Canto.

The Third, after introducing Tecum

seh, by the side of his father's grave,

in a lonely spot on the banks of the

Mississippi, describes his tour, lasting

from autumn till spring, among the

Indian tribes westward of that river

and along the Gulf. He first visits all

the tribes along the Missouri and its

tributaries as far as the Platte; thence

turns southward, and again reaching

the Mississippi, crosses it, and traverses

the region of the Gulf and the rivers

flowing into it; returns and crosses the

eat Father of Waters again at a still

ower point; pushes up along the base

of the Rocky Mountains and among

the Black Hills; again recrosses the

Mississippi, this time near its source,

and reaches Lake Superior in the

spring. This is, in our opinion, the

best part of the poem. Mr. Colton is

very felicitous in his treatment of the

names and geography of the countless

tribes through which he carries his

magnificent hero. We can afford room

for only the following specimens:

“And all along Missouri’s shores,

Till Konzas his dark tribute pours,

And farther yet, where Platte still brings

Wide offering from his thousand springs,

And—countless reared from varied base,

Memorials of a vanished race—

Old mounds arise, dwelt, fiery-souled,

Brave tribes, as Nature uncontrolled.

'Twas theirs to go and come at will,

Chance fruits to eat, and drink the rill,

To chase the game through pathless

wood

Or track the flying feet of blood,

To shift, so slight their rude abodes,

From place to place their household gods,

To live and die in tameless pride,

Ev’n as their fathers lived and died :

For they not yet, so far removed,

The stranger’s fatal giſts had proved,

That, from his nobler nature weaned,

But make the savage all a fiend.

“Tecumseh in their midst appeared

And by their council-fires was heard.

Sioux of fierce, forbidding gaze,

Saucs, Foxes, restless I-o-ways,

O-toes and roving O-ma-has,

And Weas, and wild Peorias,

Were thrilled through utmost soul and

sense,

As, with a mournful eloquence,

He told of mighty tribes that reared

Their wigwams once by eastern waves,

But now, where they had disappeared,

Remained but violated graves—

Then, with a voice of clarion, bade

Themselves in battle be arrayed ;

For better, crushed by trampling Fate,

Than exiled, scorned and desolate.

He paused—but still their souls were

stirred,

As hearing still each earnest word,

And armed its might each warrior hand,

To strive for their belovéd land.

“No rest was his. With tireless pace

Towards the far south he turned his face,

To pass by woods and prairies wild,

With their own solitude beguiled;

By plains, where, since the birth of things,

Gray Time hath waved his weary wings

Through silence vast; by lonely streams

More mighty than of old the themes

Of mightiest bards—Euphrates, held

Most ancient of the floods of Eld,

By primal Eden–Nilus hoar,

Far honored with his mystic lore—

Hydaspes of the fabled shore—

Indus, that barred the conquering bands,

Or Ganges of the golden sands.

No compass with its quivering ray

Was guide upon his pathless way;

But journeying sun, and moving stars,

Seen glimmering through the forest spars,

Or green and gray moss, ages grown

On rock or tree or boulder stone,
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Declared his course, by day and night,

Directer than the arrow’s ſlight.”

“So crossed he nameless streams, that

bear

Their breasts through scenery stern or fair,

To meet Missouri’s deep embrace.

The wandering Kick-a-poe-an race,

The Shew-an-nas by Konzas' tide,

The Osages, that dwell beside

Arkansas' mountain-fostered pride,

Qua-paws, of spirit fierce and wild,

As ever fired the Desert’s child—

To these he told the same sad story

Of present woes—of ancient glory.

They heard : strange thoughts their souls

possessed,

A fire was kindled in each breast,

And often in their troubled rest

Dark dreams of vengeance came :

They heard the yell and battle-cry,

Saw knives and hatchets gleaming high,

And maidens pale and women fly

From dwellings wrapped in flame;

And in the chace they wandered o'er

The grounds their kindred roamed of yore.

“Through hoary woods and solemn

wastes,

Hoarse-dashing, aye unwearied hastes

The great Arkansas—gloomy river,

Borne on in wildered dream for ever !

Along its course Tecumseh passed.

Whether he toils through lowlands,

massed

With vegetation rank and vast,

Whereof th’ enormous trees are wound,

O'er trunk and limb, around and round,

With monstrous vines, whose serpent-folds

Strangle their giant life; or holds

A rapid course, with freer feet,

Where elk and wild deer bounded fleet,

O'er open plains; or ruined steep

Ascending, sees the landscape sleep,

Stream, prairie, hill and forest deep,

In beauty of a thousand lights;

Or from the loftier azure heights

Of Ozark’s mountain range, surveys

The whole strange world beneath his

gaze—

Still on his silent way he pressed,

With thoughts, as steps, that would not

rest.”

In the meantime a great force from

varied tribes had gathered about the

Prophet; who, in accordance with the

injunctions of Tecumseh, labors to re

strain them from their impatient desire

to attack the friendly troops of Harri

son, then in their near vicinity. A

Huron chief, named Oneirah, scoffs at

the Prophet's supernatural pretensions,

and our old friend the Ottowa, Ken

hat-ta-wa, now at feud with the absent

Tecumseh, is determined not to be re

strained. The Prophet induces the

Indians to burn Oneirah for a false and

malign wizard, but he cannot restrain

the fierce thirst of his followers for the

fight, and he accordingly promises

them, on the strength of his spells,

safety from the enemy's weapons. De

Vere reappears on the scene, and bribes

the Prophet to make him the escort of

the captive white maiden whom Te

cumseh's commands required to be sent

back ; but the Ottowa chieftain steps

in, and wrests her from his hands, re

fusing to allow the captive who had

been torn from him to be now sold by

another, and determines to carry off
“the bruised and faded flower—

“To share in peace, by Huron's water,

The wigwam of the Ottowa's daughter;

That never he, while suns shall set,

Tecumseh and revenge forget.”

The Fourth Canto is devoted chiefly

to the battle of the Wabash. Moray,

on recovering from his swoon at the

bottom of the pit where we last left

him, departs to seek the means of res

cuing or avenging his mistress, whom

he had parted from, it must be con

fessed, rather unceremoniously. Find

ing that Harrison's army had set out

for the Indian country, he follows on

its track. Before overtaking it, the

adventure occurs to him of meeting an

old squaw, and a young Indian boy,

her son, who is dying of wounds and

the exhaustion of a long flight from

pursuit. He was the son of the Huron

chieftain roasted so recently by Elsk

watáwa, the Prophet, at whom he

had, at the moment of his father's fate,

hurled a weapon, which drew upon

himself a hot pursuit. Moray revives

him, bearing him to a fountain, and

thence for about a league to his mo

ther's wigwam, which his failing feet

had been unable to reach. Owaola is

the name of the youth whose life his

kindness thus saves, and from whom

he entitles himself to a gratitude never

withheld by the Indian, and very ser

viceable in the subsequent course of

the story. He afterwards joins Harri

son's army, which is surprised by night

in its encampment; and in a hand to

hand encounter with De Vere, his im

petuous fury causes him to fall before

the deadlier coolness of the latter, so

that he is left there for dead among

the heaps that strewed that fatal field.
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At the opening of the Fifth Canto

Moray lies a prisoner on a couch of

fever, from his wounds, in the hut of

an old woodman who had picked him

up while engaged in looking for the

bodies of three of his own sons who had

fallen in the same disaster. The win

ter passes, and it is not till the spring

that his strength returns with the re

awakening life of the season. He is

then joined by Owaola, the Huron

youth whose life he had saved and

they set out on an expedition to the

Ottowa country, in quest of Mary.

On the same day which thus wit

messes their departure from the cabin

of the old woodman by the banks of

the Wabash, the reader is thus afforded

a glimpse of the distant spot, in the

Ottowa country, in the northern part

of Michigan, which is to be the

goal of a long and arduous wandering

on their part:

“’Twas on the same bright day in

spring,

Where Huron’s billows slowly swing,

To meet the lifted wave that falls

Round Mackinaw’s primeval walls,

Beside a brook, that wound along

Green trees and flowery knolls among,

A maiden of the forest stood.

Oft on the smoothly gliding flood,

While twining wreaths of blossoms wild,

She bent her beaming eyes, and smiled

To see her face, so soft and fair,

With answering beauty imaged there;

Save when a sadness o'er her stole,

As pouring forth a sorrowing soul,

With broken notes, yet sweet and clear,

She heard her comrade singing near,

Whose form was hid by foliage green—

Though through the waving boughs 'twas

seen,

By glimpses of her pallid face,

She was not of the red man’s race.

“What though a daughter of the Sun,

And rather of the twilight born

Than of the flushed and rosy morn,

That maid with dusk complexion shone;

Yet was its hue as purely clear

As heaven, when first the stars appear;

And all her form had Nature’s art

So moulded light, that every part

From Naiad foot to chiselled face,

Seemed conscious of a perfect grace;

While her untaught, untainted soul,

Informed, inspired, illumed the whole,

And flowed through eyes as darkly bright,

As e'er were lit with heavenly light

At Beauty’s triumph, Love’s fond hour,

In court or cottage, hall or bower.

And well her simple Indian dress

Became that airy loveliness.

The fawn-skin frock, so softly dressed,

Close folded o'er her swelling breast,

And gently bound her waist about,

By belt with purple wanpum wrought,

Thence falling short, in graceful ease,

Like Highland kirtle, to her knees;

And, well the rounded limb that graced,

Her crimson-broidered leggins, laced

The beaded moccasins to meet

Upon those fairy-fashioned feet—

These soothly of a youth had told,

Of delicate and maiden mould,

But that the smooth and raven tresses,

Descending low in soft caresses,

And rising breast, howe'er concealed,

That form a maiden true revealed.

As on her arm there hung a bow,

Of polished length and ebon glow,

She might have seemed, that forest child,

An Indian Dian, chaste and wild !”

And here we recover the long lost

trail of the properhero of the poem, who

has just reached the waters of Superior,

on his return from his western tour.

Coming suddenly upon the beautiful

Omeena, who is the daughter of our

old Ottawa friend, he falls in love with

her at sight; and introducing himself

as the great Tecumseh, a very few min

utes suffice for his wooing and winning,

—her answer, after very brief parley,

being in the following pretty style of

figurative consent:

“‘Chieftain ſº cxclaimed she, pointing

high,

* See yonder cloud climb up the sky.

And hark the song birds will not sing:

They cower in fear each shivering wing.

But lo! yon eagle’s rising form 1

He hastens alone to meet the storm.

He cares not for his eyrie past,

So he may ride the rolling blast.

Go, warrior; when the sky is clear

The Ottowa maid will meet him here.

Go—when the pale-face dwells no more

By Wabash tide or Huron’s shore,

Then to her mother’s grave she’ll bring

Young flowers, her last sweet offering,

And in the eagle’s eyrie sing !’”

But it is not alone among civilized

Christians, that private arrangements

of this nature are sometimes very pro

vokingly interfered with by objections

on the part of the family. Ken-hat-ta
wa suddenly stands before them, with

out considering how entirely de trop

his presence is at the moment. We

are sadly afraid he has condescended, as

other papas have done before him, to
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play the part of an eavesdropper. He

orders Omeena home, and his deport

ment to Tecumseh is decidedly deficient

in politeness. The latter, however,

will not, at present at least, quarrel

with him, but after some high words,

with a running accompaniment of

thunder and lightning from the hea

vens, he takes his leave.

We then return to Moray and his

grateful and devoted guide. Owaola

picks up a rusty tomahawk on the field

of the Wabash fight.

“Thence crossed they many a forest

stream,

Lone wandering in its shadowy dream—

And passed full many a fount and rill,

In Nature’s ear that murmurs still—

And saw in many a glassy lake

Their glancing forms dark shadows make.

But none of these fed Moray’s sight

With wonder, and his soul with light,

Like those fair plains of varied dress,

The gardens of the wilderness

From old, the true Hesperian named,

And lovelier than the ancient famed—

The boundless prairies. Far and nigh

Wast rolling carpets met his eye,

Of vernal verdure wrought with flowers

More gay than bloom in eastern bowers—

The jessamine and desert-rose,

Sweet honey-suckles’ urn-like blows,

The wild pink and the golden-rod,

And nameless more, of gentle hue,

That from their tremulous bells of dew

Breathed ceaseless incense up to God.

Oft rose into the silent air

Those ancient mounds, so still and bare,

That seemed as ever brooding o'er

The annals of a race no more;

While here and there were single trees,

Conversing with the voiceful breeze,

That through departed centuries

Had guarded, with their sceptres green,

The regal realms that lay between,

And in their gay dominion seen

The wild beasts come and pass away,

And wilder tribes of men decay;

And all throughout were living things

On nimble feet or glittering wings—

The wild bull, with his shaggy hide,

The mining gopher, seldom spied,

The humming-bird on opening flower,

The eagle high of kingly power.”

Passing by the St. Joseph, the Kala

mazoo, the Grande, the Shiawasse,

the Saganaw, they reach the shores of

Lake Huron. Here they visit an

ancient Huron tomb, two centuries old;

and while there, themselves concealed,

witness the meeting of Tecumseh and

the Prophet. The former very prop

erly asks, “is Elskwatáwa well ?”—

though he afterwards reproaches him

severely for his mismanagement during

his absence. The young Huron fore

goes this opportunity of avenging his

father's murder on the Prophet, only

because the impulse is repressed by the

spell of the noble presence of Tecum

seh, “whom all the red men's minds

revere.” They reach the country of

the Ottawas, but only to learn, as

they do through the inquiries of Owa

ola, that the chief had conveyed his

daughter and his captive much further

north and westward to the shores of

Superior, for the alleged purpose of

security in the coming war, but in

reality to remove the former from the

love of Tecumseh. On, of course.

The Sixth Canto relates their con

tinued wandering on their quest. Mo

ray's Indian guide proves himself a

dexterous ship-builder, two days suf

ficing for the completion of the labor

thus described:

“Within a green secluded vale,

That opened out upon the deep,

By rippling lake and breathing gale

And rustling foliage lulled to sleep,

To bear them o'er the waters blue,

The Huron built his light canoe

With hatchet, ever borne for use,

He hewed him bending roots of spruce;

Around their smooth, opposing bows,

In graceful curvature that rose,

Long, slender rods he lightly drew,

Of cedar red and springy yew ;

From many a trunk, left white and stark,

Peeled wide and thin the birchen bark,

Which lapped and folded close around

The jointed frame, and firmly bound

In plaited edges o'er the rim,

He sewed with fibrous wattap slim,

And pitched, along each seem and line,

With resin of the gummy pine; .

Then, last, adorned with skilful eye

Its sides, and endings curving high,

With chequered quills and varied paint,

In all devices queer and quaint—

Bright snakes, and birds of many a hue,

And forms that Fancy’s fingers drew.”

In the conveyance thus extempo

rized, they embark on the waters of the

Lake, (Huron), at Saganaw Bay, we

presume, for their voyage up to Supe

rior. The glorious scenery through

which their adventurous route lay, is

described with so much spirit by Mr.

Colton, that we cannot omit to quote

some passages. The first important

object on their way is Mackinaw :
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“And now their feet the waters lave,

Now o'er the brightly lifted wave

Their birchen vessel lightly flies,

As o'er the deep the sea-mew hies,

That only cleaves, with gleaming breast,

—The white foam of each billow’s crest.

Now rising out the way they saw

The morn-kissed cliffs of Mackinaw,

With chalky crags, and fortress white,

And green-wood crowning every height,

Bathed in the day-burst’s dewy light,

While many a mile upon the deep

Their dark, broad shadows lay asleep;

And now they eastward glanced around

Below the very walls that frowned,

Sheer thrice a hundred feet in air,

With beetling brows and bosom bare;

And now they see the island grow

Faint in the distance dim—and now

The farewell gaze is backward cast,

St. Martin’s Isles are quickly passed,

And all the day, while round them lie

All glorious things 'twixt earth and sky,

Gleams on the bark from swell to swell,

As doth the nautilus' pearly shell,

Till loud along the broken shore

They hear the northern billows roar,

And, gliding round, encamp secure

Beyond the cape of wild Detour.”

They sweep on through the St.

Mary's along the British coast, and at

length greet the celebrated opening

view of the great inland ocean:

“And thus along St. Mary's river—

That, darkly flowing, hastes for ever,

Nor lingers, though a hundred isles

Entice to stay with tears and smiles,

Hearing afar the call of ocean—

They made their way with ceaseless

motion,

Glanced by St. Joseph’s sombre shore,

Low De-la-Crosse, with countless more,

Till, where the windings first unclose,

The rushing Rapids whitening rose,

With loveliest isles in green repose

Amid their snowy foam;

Where, isle or shore, the forests seem

The strange commingling of a dream—

The elm, the ash, the pine supreme,

The willow bending to the stream,

Mixed with the maple's changeful

gleam,

And hemlock’s living gloom;

While, slumbering in their dreamy hue,

The distant mountains catch the view.

Such vision to the wanderer's eyes

Around the world may rarely rise!

“Again sweet Morn awakes. The

world

Yet sleeps beneath her flag unfurled,

And ere in glowing life it shines,

WOL. XI.-NO. LIV. 81

Passed is the sable Point of Pines,

At every stroke some fairer scene

Appearing than before had been,

Till, when all boundless falls the sheen,

Where steep, high headlands frown

apart,

They glide, and—hush thy voice, thy

heart,

Thou gazer! to thine eye is given

The mirror of eternal heaven I

No more they moved: their being grew

A part of that abiding view,

Which in the moveless heavens’ em

brace

Seemed to absorb all time and space.

Stern guardians of the entrance wide,

Like Titans rose on either side

Le Gros and pine-shagged Iroquois,

Aye brooding o'er their gloomy joys;

Thence northward, far along the coast,

Their giant forms a mountain host

Fraternal reared, enrobed in blue

Of wave beneath and heaven on high,

Till in the distance lost to view,

Where melted lake and bending sky

Into each other; westward stood

A kindred rocky brotherhood,

That stretch afar, unmoved sublime,

Dim with the shadows of all time:

And, guarded thus, between them lay,

Clear, limitless, as realms of day

Spread over them in blue expanse,

The waters in their mighty trance;

While over all—the heavens, the height

Of the far mountains, and upon

Th’ eternal deep, the early sun

Flung the broad splendor of his living

light

Illuming there Earth's purest heaven-lit

glass,

Wherein great Nature views her glorious

face 12”

Turning westward they skim along

the southern shore of the Lake. This

brings them to the Pictured Rocks:

“On, on they fled. At last a scene

Rose lovelier than in dreams hath been,

Where many a mile, from wave to skies,

Sublime the Pictured Rocks arise,

And gain from years of sun and storms

But added glories, brighter forms.

Oh! idle all are words to tell

How fair, as sunset on them fell!

At first a lower range appeared,

With gray breast o'er the waters reared,

And many a cave deep, dark, and rounded,

Wherein the eternal billows sounded,

That with the roll and thunder-shock

In terror quaked th’ eternal rock.

Thence towering rose they, cleft and

veined, -

Until the very clouds were gained;

While on their surface, smooth or rent,

In thousand shapes were brightly blent
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The thousand hues of earth and air,

Through varied pictures, rich and rare,

Structure and landscape, flame and smoke,

As painted by the pencil’s stroke,

And forms which Fancy draws at will

With all her fair, capricious skill.

“Amidst all these so strangely given,

Long worn by waves, or seamed and riven

By time and tempest, from the rock

Stood forth all shapes the eye to mock.

Old fortresses and castles towered,

Whose battlements and bastions lower

Dilapidated, desolate,

Where Ruin holds his regal state;

Wide grottoes, smoothly scooped, far down

Beneath the lucid waters shone;

And, reared in majesty alone,

Columnar rising from the wave,

Or sunk below with polished pave,

Where eddies aye with gurgling sound

Circle the chiselled shafts around,

Were solemn temples, simply grand,

Hewn not by any mortal hand.

Hark! through their ancient aisles and

dim,

And sounding nave, the choral hymn

Goes up to Jove —Nay! 'tis the roar

Of waters rolling evermore

Among the massy pillars there,

With anthems and the voice of prayer,

That, rising to His far abode,

For ever fill the ear of God |

And still beside them, deep and low,

Pierced darkly, whither none may know,

Yawn mighty caverns, wherein go

The smothered billows, to and fro;

While over all, in sullen frown,

Huge precipices darken down,

With trees on all their winding verge,

Green waving o'er the foamy surge.

Chaos of splendors . It would seem

As Nature, known in skill supreme,

Had chosen, at some idle hour,

To mock vain man’s mimetic power,

And on that solitary shore,

Ere broke its wave the Indian’s oar,

Displayed with her almighty hand

The mortal works of every land,

And o'er the whole assemblage strown,

Strange lovely fancies all her own l’”

On the eighth day, while in the act

of crossing a broad bay,they are over

taken by a terrific tempest, by which

their frail bark is wrecked, though

they are castup by the billows insafety,

; if not dry, on the shore. Making

their way through the woods, they

soon light upon the beautiful Indian

maiden Omeena, in a situation of ex

treme peril, whom Moray rescues from

the rage of a cataract with great gal

lantry. She takes him to see a cap

tive white maiden, in whom we of

course expect to find the object of our

long wandering by forest and flood,

but behold, the provoking poet is only

tantalizing both his heroand his reader.

It is, after all, another person, in

whom he discovers a Scottish maiden,

broken-hearted for the death of a kins

man of his own, who had fallen in

battle in France. The coincidence is

certainly a very extraordinary one, but

we fear that all the pathos attached by

the author to her case is lost upon the

reader in his disappointment at her

unwelcome intrusion into another's

more proper place. All we can learn

about the latter individual is the fol

lowing:

“‘What speak'st thou of another maid?

There was with us,” Omeena said,

* Long since, most sorrowful and fair,

Like this a moon-lit form of air.

But she one night was stole away!?”

If this is not treating a confiding and

sympathizing public in a very aggra

vating manner, we should like toknow

what would have been better entitled to

the designation. But there is scant time

afforded for complaint. The father of

Omeena re-appears. Moray's gallantry

in saving the life of the daughter now
saves him from the immediate ven

geance of the Ottawa. The latter

gives him and his Huron friend a day's

start in flight, together with a couple

of bows and supply of arrows. The

last thin thread that bound the Scot

tish maiden to life snaps with his de

parture. They celebrate her simple

obsequies, Omeena singing her lament

over the vanished “foam of the

waters”—the melted “snow-wreath of

winter”—the departed “cloudlet of

summer.”

The Seventh Canto carries our friends

still further off into the far savagery of

the wild. They fall into the hands

of another tribe of Indians—Chippe

was; between whom and the pursuing

Ottowas a fierce conflict takes place,

resulting in the escape of a small num

ber, including Moray and Owaola, in a

canoe on the lake. His new captors

strike across the lake, and his journey

ings end only on the shores of the Lake

of Storms, where his life is spared only

on the condition of his adoption into

the tribe, as the son of a worthy old

Sachem named Nidi-Wyan. During
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the ensuing summer and winter, he

hunts with his tribe over the whole

range of wilderness from the Lake of

the Woods to the head waters of the

Missouri. At last Tecumseh re-appears,

to bind again the ligaments of his great

league; and a vow of exterminating

war against the whites being circulated

among all the warriors of the tribe,

Moray's refusal to unite in it would

have cost him his life, but that his

adopted father effects his discharge

from the tribe and safe departure

homeward. They again see Omeena

on their way; and learn from her that

Mary had been heard of as dwelling

on the eastern shore of Superior,

among the Mississagues, during the

absence of De Vere, by whom she had

been stolen off by night, the latter

being on a mission as a bearer of Bri

tish presents through distant tribes.

She#. him a guide to her, and,

as a passport of protection, she gives

him a shell which she had received as

a pledge of memory from Tecumseh.

He is quickly conducted to her, and as

quickly carries her off, and “all is

merry as a marriage bell,”—of which

we half fancy that we hear the distant

sound; when, behold, pursuit appears

in their rear—a chace down the river

St. Mary's, the fugitives in one canoe,

and De Were and a hostile band in

another—a plunge into the Rapids—a

backward shot by Moray which misses

its chief aim, and only tumbles one of

De Vere's companions into the water—

a shock of the canoe against a hidden

rock—a triumphant whoop of his pur

suers—a last glimpse of Mary “borne

down amid the foam and whirl”—and

there certainly seems a final end to our

unlucky friend at last! But he is saved

from drowning, to find himself in the

hands of De Were and the British

troops, to whom the former denounces

him as a hostile agent long engaged in

tampering with the British tribes be

yond Superior. Being in.ormed, how

ever, that his mistress was drowned, of

course he cares now very little what

may become of himself.

But in this belief he was very much

mistaken, as we learn from the Eighth

Canto, Mary being confined in another

apartment of the same fort, but equally

supposing her lover to have perished be

neath the wave of St. Mary’s Rapids.

Moray contrives to convey his shell to

Tecumseh, who thereupon rescues him

from his confinement, and conducts

him to Perry's fleet lying on the De

troit river, opposite to Malden,_for the

relief of which place he had overheard

that the British fleet was about to pro

ceed. But our author has no idea yet

of letting him off so easily. A boat is

lying off apparently for his reception;

but as they approach the shore, behold

from behind a prostrate tree starts up

a band of hostile Indians,—under his

old persecutor the Ottowa chief, of

course. Tecumseh and Ken-hat-ta-wa

engage in a fierce grapple, during

which Moray and Owaola dash

through the interception before them,

and plunging into the water, reach the

boat in safety, though through a rain

of bullets from the baffled ambuscade.

The struggle between the two Indian

chieftains is thus vigorously painted:

“But fearful now became the strife

Those chieftains urged for death and

life,

With fiercer might and vaster frame

Ken-hat-ta-wa to conflict came;

But, if more grace around them clung,

Tecumseh’s every limb was strung

With tireless nerves, and calmness

gave

More lasting strength than wrath can

have.

Wreathing their corded arms com

pressed

Around each painted slippery breast,

And striving, hand and teeth, to tear

And throttle neck and bosom bare,

The while their bony knees to bring

And crush beneath the vital spring,

In serpent coilings, fold in fold,

They rose and struggled, writhed and

rolled,

Till from their mouths and nostrils wide,

Gushed the dark blood in mingled tide,

And each strained sinew seemed from flesh

to part,

And each wild eye-ball from its socket

Start.

“Yet neither might the advantage gain,

And fainter grew their desperate strain,

When, where their slippery blood was

shed,

Tecumseh fell, with struggling tread,

Beneath the giant Ottowa borne;

Who then in triumph, rage, and scorn,

Shook from his eyes the clotted hair,

And raised his glittering knife in air,

And grimly frowned Hate's darkest frown,

As came his arm in vengeance down.

That blow had sent the hero’s soul

Fast fleeting from its mortal goal,
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But that, with motion as of thought,

A youthful savage sprang and caught

Th’ uplifted hand :—the keen blade found

Its deep sheath in th’ insensate ground.

By quick and desperate effort turned,

His baffled foe the Shawnee spurned,

And burst away : in madness’ might,

That foe, like whirlwind of the night,

Pursued, o’ertook, the sudden flight.

Upon the river's crumbling brink

Again in deadly close they sink;

And now beneath the Ottowa fell,

And now the dusky frown of Hell

A moment on Tecumseh’s brow

Lowered storm-like, and a mortal blow

He lifted high—why strikes he not 7

There passed his soul some flash of

thought—

Perchance, ofthat great cause, which then

That blow would wound—perchance,

again,

Of her, a father’s mourning daughter.

In wordless scorn upon the water

He hurled the chief, and, rushing past,

Himself into its billows cast,

And breasted high their swelling flood,

Till on an isle’s green verge he stood.”

Next follows an account of the battle

of Lake Erie, with so much nautical

detail, that we even hear Perry's orders

on boarding the Niagara:

“‘ Back with your topsails Up helm,

ho!

Yon trysail closely brail!

Square yards, and fast upon the foe

Bear down before the gale!”

And when he had got the ship into

E.; in the midst of the broken

nglish line:

“‘Now, cried Perry, “fire P’’

From on board one of the English

ships, the Charlotte, we presume, a

maiden's voice is heard through all the

din of the fight, calling to her country

men to “do or die,”—an incident

Which Mr. Cooper has overlooked in

his Naval History, and Moray catches

a glimpse of his Mary's form through

the smoke. But it is of no use. He

sees her fall; and at the opening ofthe

Ninth Canto we learn that a light

canoe had been seen to leave the yield

ing ship,

* A maiden’s form into it thrown,

While two beside her spring, and ply

Swift oars, as who from perii fly:

And when at last, the conflict o'er,

Their shroud enwrapped the wrecks no

more,

A boat far out, with hasty sweep,

Seemed pressing shoreward o'er the deep,

Unknown, nor seen to reach the coast,

So soon through deepening distance lost.”

After the battle he and his trusty

fidus Achates follow in its direction—

find the abandoned boat and the trail of

the fugitives,

“Which then they traced as sure and

fleet

As bloodhounds track the murderer’s

feet.”

An Indian encampment—a council

respecting war or peace with the

United States, in which the eloquence

of Tecumseh for war sweeps the pas

sions of the wild assemblage with him

—the entrance of a white captive found

near, Moray of course—a fierce demand

for his death and torture by De Were

and Ken-hat-ta-wa, overpowering Te

cumseh’s influence in his favor—and

our persecuted friend is bound to the

stake, and the blue wreaths of the

smoke begin to ascend round him

Suddenly—

“Lo ! like the moon through midnight

cloud, -

There struggled through that dusky crowd

A pale, fair girl. Her wildered gaze

Beheld him bound. Through smoke and

blaze

She sprang before those daggers bare,

And stood beside the victim there,

As if an angel from above

Should come to save her martyred love 1°

Tecumseh bounds in like a tempest

—scatters the brands—releases the

victims—and, before the tormentors

around can recover from their astonish

ment, has borne them off, in some un

explained way, to safety.

The scene changes then to the banks

of the Thames. Omeena appears, and

a parting interview takes place be

tween her and Tecumseh before the

battle about to be fought. In this en

gagementall thecharacters of the story,

except our two lovers, are disposed of.

The battle being lost, Ken-hat-ta-wa

aims a blow at Tecumseh, which,

missing him, despatches old Nidi

Wyan. Tecumseh thereupon plunges
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his knife up to the hilt in the bosom of

the Ottowa, and then himself falls by

the pistol of Colonel Johnson, and thus

parent on the surface, to supersede any

necessity of our attempting to point

them out. It contains many passages

is settled, not only the hero, but a long which abundantly prove its youthful

disputed point of history. What is

left of life in him is despatched by the

last effort of the blade of Ken-hat-ta-wa.

De Were, somehow or other, seizes

Mary, and, flinging her on horseback

with him, is about to bear her off

again, when she is rescued by Moray;

and the fate of that worthy individual

is, that, after receiving one or two blows

from Moray, he is dashed to pieces by

the maddened flight of the horse, his

foot clinging to the stirrup, and his

head trailed very uncomfortably along

the ground. Owaola falls in the battle.

9meena, after singing a lament over

her father and lover, follows them to

the Spirit Land, by plunging into her

own heart the knife which had wreaked

the vengeance of the former on the lat

ter, and the poem thus closes, at the

tomb of the great Indian hero:

“By Thames's darkly wandering
Wave

There is a rude and humble grave.

In place of mausoleum high,

The hoar trees arch their canopy;

Instead of storied marble shining,
Are loose gray stones, in moss reclin

1ng,

And, ages laid along its side

One chieftain oak in all its pride.

No evil thing, 'tis said, hath birth,

Qr grows, within that lowly earth,

Or, if they may, with reverent love

Do Indian hands the harm remove;

But there the wild vine greenly

wreathes,

And there the wild rose sweetly

breathes,

And willows in eternal gloom,

Are mourning round the lonely tomb.

And oft, at morn or evening gray,

As fondly Indian legends say,

Nor such be theme for scorn,

Slow arching round on dusky wing,

Or on that huge oak hovering,

With plumage stained and torn,

A solitary eagle there appears,

Watching that silent tomb, as pass the

cloudy years.”

We have thus rendered Mr. Colton's

poem the most satisfactory justice in

our, power, by presenting a detailed

analysis of its narrative, illustrated by

copious and favorable specimens of the

Verse in which it is clothed. Its merits

as well as its faults lie sufficiently ap

author capable of something much be

yond itself. The descriptionsof scenery

are always good, sometimes exquisite;

and the delineations of sentiment and

ssion afford not a few passages of a

igh degree of beauty and vigor; while

in general the narration flows smoothly

and gracefully. Our praise will find a

sufficient proof and illustration in the

liberal extracts which we have made

for the purpose. On the other hand,

the merits of the poem as a whole are

sadly weakened by expansion,-the

Castalian drops too much diluted with

commoner admixture. The “fatal fa

cility" of his measure, combined with

the exuberance of a young fancy, and

a rich copiousness of language, un

checked by that calm, reflective seve

rity of self-judgment and taste, which is

a faculty yet to be cultivated by our

author, has led him into a flight of

greater length, and perhaps bolder

soaring, than the unpractised strength

of his pinion could adequately sustain.

His volume is evidently the production

of a few months’ rapid and easy writ

ing; and, forgetful of the Horatian pre

cept, he has been in too great a hurry

to print it, too impatient to awake one

morning, like Byron, and find himself

famous. When Scott was asked by a

sagacious friend, why he had not writ

ten his Life of Napoleon in three vo

lumes, instead of nine, his answer con

veyed a literary moral which, with an

affectionate kindness, we commend to

our young poet's pondering—“I had

not time.” Tecumseh would have

been a more valuable and a more va

lued contribution to that national litera

ture which Mr. Colton exhibits so pa

triotic an ardor to adorn, if he had be

stowed thrice the time it has cost him,

upon the process of reducing it to one

third of its present length. The old

sibyl who asked of Tarquin the same

price for three of her books as she had

demanded for the original nine, under

stood the philosophy of this thing; and

only committed one mistake, in not

asking more than at first. -

We desire to speak encouragingly

with a view to the future efforts of our

author, though perhaps the sensitive

ness natural to the poetic temperament

may feel an unwelcome severity in the
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general whole of our criticism upon the

present one. Mr. Colton has the Poet

in him, and he can yet make all the

world confess the divine presence. Let

him persevere. Let him labor—write,

re-write, condense, polish, and above all

freely blot and burn. Let him forget

Scott, if he can, and sign a total absti

nence pledge against the octosyllabic.

Let him think for himself—as hard as

he can—and forswear the old common

places of modern poetasting. Let him

choose, moreover, themes in truer har

mony with the genius of his age, as it

is beginning more and more sensibly to

make itself manifest. The trump of

martial glory has long lost the power it

once possessed to rouse and thrill our

spirits with its splendid rage, and the

true poetry of the age has virtually

cast it aside, as no longer a fit instru

ment for the utterance of its nobler

breathings; let him not take it up, to

attempt to sound upon it again a note

to which no sympathy will respond.

And it may yet perhaps be legitimate

in the literature of college compositions

to inflate and embellish up to the dig

nity of the heroic the barren and brutal

barbarism of savage character and life,

but Mr. Colton has made a mistake

which we hope he will not repeat, in

regarding it as a suitable theme for

poetry to move the heart or satisfy the

mind of the grown world of civilisa

tion. Let Mr. Colton choose a better

theme for his main basis of interest,

and write in a spirit more akin to the

young progressive and aspiring spirit

of his time, and above all let him

write with a deeper concentration of

thought and labor within less limits of

space and larger limits of time, and

we are greatly mistaken in his present

tokens of promise, if he is not destined

yet to take a high place in the Pan

theon of the literature of his country.

A THOUGHT BY THE SEA-SHORE.

BY MISS ANNE C. LYNCH.

BURy me by the sea,

When on my heart the hand of death is pressed

If the soul lingereth ere she join the blest,

And haunts awhile her clay,

Then 'mid the forest shades I would not lie,

For the green leaves like me would droop and die.

Nor 'mid the homes of men,

The haunts of busy life, would I be laid ;

There ever was I lone, and my vexed shade

Would sleep unquiet then;

The surging tide of life might overwhelm

The shadowy boundaries of the silent realm.

No sculptured marble pile

To bear my name be reared upon my breast,

Beneath its weight my free soul would not rest;

But let the blue sky smile,

The changeless stars look lovingly on me,

And let me sleep beside this sounding Seal

This ever-beating heart

Of the great universe. Here would the soul

Plume her soiled pinions for her final goal,

Ere she should thence depart;

Here would she fit her for the high abode;

Here, by the Sea, she would be nearer God.

T
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Providence, R. I.

I feel his presence now,

Thou mightiest of his vassals, as I stand

And watch beside thee, on the sparkling sand,

Thy crested billows bow;-

And as thy solemn chaunt swells through the air,

My spirit bows and joins thy ceaseless prayer.

Life's fitful fever o'er,

Here, then, would I repose, majestic Sea;

E’en now faint glimpses of Eternity

Come o'er me on thy shore;

My thoughts from thee to highest themes are given,

As thy deep, distant blue is lost in heaven.

LINES,

to onE who wishED To READ some LINES I HAD writTEN.

BY MISS ANNE C. LYNCH.

NAy, read it not, thou wouldst not know

What lives within my heart;

For from that fount it dares not flow,

'Tis but the voice of Art.

I ne'er could bid my proud heart speak

Before the idle throng;

Rather in silence would it break

With its full tide of song.

Yes, rather would it break, than bare

To cold and careless eyes,

The hallowed dreams that linger there,

The tears and agonies.

My lyre is skilful to repress

Each deep, impassioned tone;

Its gushing springs of tenderness

Would flow for one alone.

The rock that to the parching sand

Would yield no dewy drop,

Touched by the pilgrim prophet's hand,

Gave all its treasures up.

My heart then is my only lyre;

The Prophet hath not spoken,

Or warmed it with celestial fire,

So let its chords be broken.

I would not thou should'st hear those lays,

Though harsh they might not be, -

Though thou perchance might'st hear and praise,

They would not speak of me.
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A PROTEST

OF FourIERISM AGAINST THE DEMOCRATIC REVIEw.

To THE EDIToR of THE DEMocratic RE

view" :-In the article on Brook Farm,

in the last Number of the Democratic

Review, Mr. Brownson has preferred

charges against Fourier's doctrine of

Association, which are not only unjust

and ungenerous, but which, coming

from the able and distinguished source

they do, and being widely spread

through the columns of a work so influ

ential and respectable, are calculated to

excite the most unjust and injurious

rejudices against Fourier and his sub
É. discoverv. As Mr. Brownson

confesses that he “has not as yet been

able to submit to the drudgery of fully

mastering the system of Fourier,” I

might feel justified in simply remark

ing, in the place of argument, that it

is then highly unfair on the part of

any writer to undertake to criticise

facts of which he avows the defi

ciency of his own knowledge. Indeed,

I shall not take this opportunity of

proving to Mr. Brownson the unfair

ness and utter groundlessness of his

charges against Fourier: I shall do so

in a work on Swedenborg and Fourier,

which I intend to publish in a short

time, in which the attempt will be

made to demonstrate to all the de

famers of Fourier's great System of

Association,that “Fourierism,” instead

of being “practical atheism,” is living

Christianity. For the present I must

content myself with giving Mr. Brown

son's and all similar charges against

Fourier's doctrine of Association a full

and unqualified denial. What, sir, is

it possible that misguided brilliancy of

intellect should err so far as to accuse

of atheism a man who, solitary and

alone, has dared to proclaim to hs dis

tracted and wretched fellow men, that

God's providence rules all things, even

the minutest particulars of man's do

mestic affairs? Has it come to this,

that the man whose life has been a life

of the noblest charity, and of intense

communion with the Spirit of Truth

and Holiness, that the man who glo

ried in his discovery of the only true

doctrine of Association, for no other

reason but because he knew and felt

that the ultimate result of its realisa

tion will be “love to God and charity

to man,”—is it possible, I, ask, that

such a martyr of true Christianity

should be thus branded with atheism

by men who advance a claim, exten

sively recognized by the higher intelli

gence of the day, as philosophers and

philanthropists? I am unwilling to

speak of the injustice of which I com

plain, in terms equivalent to my own

strong and earnest sense of it. If Mr.

Brownson errs in regard to the scien

tific portion of Fourier's system,--if,

after a careful investigation of the facts

of the system, Mr. Brownson feels au

thorized to consider it in a different

light from the disciples of Fourier,

they will be prepared to meet him, or

any opponent of kindred worth and

powers, in fair and legitimate argu

ment. If, from the little acquaintance

he seems to possess with Fourier's sys

tem, Mr. Brownson feels authorized to

infer that Fourier denies the progress

of humanity, I take much pleasure in

assuring him, and every reader influ

enced by his statement, that he is en

tirely mistaken. Fourier and his dis

ciples show with mathematical preci

sion that without the moral and intel

lectual development of humanity, such

* Although contrary to a rule rarely if ever departed from, of not making the pages

of this Review a mere arena for the controversies of antagonist theories, strangers

to its editorial control, yet, under the peculiar circumstances in which the justice is

requested at our hands ofpublishing this Protest, or remonstrance against incorrectim

putations, proceeding from a respectable school of opinion, feeling itselfaggrieved and

injured, we have not felt at liberty to decline its insertion. We deem it unnecessary

to point out the particulars in which the writer misapprehends the proper meaning

and scope of the remarks of which he complains, as our readers are in full possession

of all the means ofjudgment for themselves.—ED. D. R
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as has taken place, and is taking place

p to the present moment, the doctrine

of Association could not have been dis

covered, and could still less be realized.

If Mr. Brownson understands by Pro

gress a continuation of our present in

coherent and complicated system of

society, he is perfectly right in assert

ing that Fourier and his disciples deny

that Progress. If, however, he under

stands by Progress a movement onward

towards the realisation of universal

education, justice, liberty, and truth—

in one word, of universal and practical

Christianity—he and Fourier agree per

fectly in their ideas; and all that the

disciples of the latter pretend is no

thing more nor less than that the doc

trine of Association teaches, in a posi

tive and scientific manner, how that

only true Progress can be realized.

As to the perfection of human nature,

Fourier simply pretends to have dis

covered (and at a future period I hope

to prove to Mr. Brownson's satisfaction

the correctness of that discovery) that

every human soul is a passional or

ganism, a complex of twelve impulses

which Fourier terms Passions; of the

five Sensitive Passions—the five senses;

the four Affective Passions—Love,

Friendship, Ambition, and Paternity;

and of the three Regulating Passions—

Alternation, Emulation, and Enthu

siasm; all of which Passions are rami

fications of one common Pivot, called

Unityism or Religion. According to

Fourier those twelve passions are con

stantly stimulating man to action, and

will sooner or later arrange the social

world harmoniously to their natures

and their relations to each other. Un

til this result is accomplished, the iso

lated development of a single passion

will lead man to material and spiritual

disorder. Religion, without the cheer

ing influence of Love, Friendship, and

Ambition, will degenerate into cold

and despicable egotism; Ambition,

without Religion and Love, will en

gender the selfish desire of dominion;

Love and Friendship, without Ambi

tion, will lead to the petty spirit of the

family caste. Alternation, or the desire

of change, will lead to fickleness; iso

lated Enthusiasm will engender fana

ticism and rash and violent deeds; and

Emulation, without her sister passions,

will realize that competitive spirit of

Civilisation which is the warfare of

satanic spirits upon earth. But by

WOL., XI.-NO. LIV. -

the collective and simultaneous devel

opment of those seven divine tenden

cies, which constitute the Essential life

of the soul, the passions would be equi

librated among themselves, and the

excessive expansion of each would be

checked, as it were, by a mutual agree

ment, and without infringing upon the

absolute liberty of any. The harmo

nious and continual development of the

twelve passions constitutes the true,

the essential freedom of man. Bossuet

has given an analysis of the passions,

but it is incomplete on the face of it; T

Fourier's analysis is true; it dethrones

all metaphysical sophisms and the

fawning and lying bel esprit of Civil

isation. Does Mr. Brownson identify

Progress with the hollow metaphysics

of the established schools, the shallow

speeches of politicians, and the exube

rant verbiage and high-sounding non

sense of the hired and fawning orators

of the day ?

As to Mr.Brownson's remarks on wo

man, they only prove so entire a want

of acquaintance with Fourier's views of

her nature and true position in society,

that I can only commend, both him and

the readers of the Democratic Review,

to the sources in which they can easily

possess themselves of the information

necessary to form a judgment entitled

to either his own confidence or that of

the public.

And what signify those questions in

regard to determining and compensat

ing the degrees of skill in a “Pha

lanx 4” Does Mr. Brownson mean to

argue against facts by pleading igno

rant of them? I would repeat the re

commendation to study the works of

Fourier and his disciples, and all these

questions will be found categorically

answered. It will there also be learned

that Fourier justifies the use of supe

rior skill on the part of any man only
so far as he uses it for the benefit of his

fellow-creatures; and that, on their

part, , it is perfectly just and natural

that they should consider the man who

devotes his skill to bettering their con

dition and increasing their moral com

forts, as a messenger from heaven, and

that they should love and respect him

more than they love and respect them

selves.

One more remark and I have done.

If Fourier presents his system as a

“scheme of world-reform and of social

organization,” he does it for good and
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substantial reasons. If one single Pha

lanx exist somewhere on this globe, it

will be universally imitated with ra

pidity and success. Either will the

necessity of realizing economies or of

procuring good investments for capital,

compel men to form Associations; or

men will be induced to form similar

combined households by the desire of

enjoying as much happiness as the

members of that first Association; or

if such an Association launch upon the

market of a city its fourfold increased

produce, of the highest beauty, and at

twofold reduced prices, the mechanics

and cultivators in and around that city

will be induced to enter into such asso

ciations, by the superior advantages of

such an immensely productive power,

and the work of reform will go on

peaceably, joyfully, and to the univer

sal satisfaction of humanity.

As to the mode in which the 3ransi

tion from Civilisation to Association is

to be best effected, the disciples of

Fourier, at the same time that they
entertain no doubt of the truth of his

discovery, yet do not all agree. And

while we most respectfully, though

not without some feeling of regret and

indignation, protest against the unjust

treatment here complained of,we invite

Mr. Brownson to bring his bold, free,

and noble intellect to aid us in discuss

ing this first step towards a realisation

of our doctrine; to investigate with us

the means best calculated to secure the

final triumph of the magnificent and

universal#iaºy which, however

feebly and unworthily, we do our best

to advocate and promote.

C. J. H.

New York, Nov. 10, 1842.

TO A MOUNTAIN TORRENT.

BY MIR.S. C. M. SAWYER.

FAIR stream of the mountain! with musical flow,

On, on to the ocean thy bright waters go

Through dark mountain rift, and through evergreen glade,

Now smiling in sunshine, now singing in shade,

Ever foaming and rushing and leaping along,

Thou fillest the glens with thy echoing song !

Ah, well do I love, when some mild autumn day

Invites me along by thy borders to stray,

To seek the green depths of these wilderness shades,

Whose dreamy repose no intruder invades,

Save when some lone bird cometh hither to perch

On the dark waving alders or whispering birch,

Then startle the glen with her long piercing cry,

As she wheels in slow circles far up in the sky!

Here, forgetting the world and its cares and its toil,

Its jarring pursuits and its busy turmoil,

How of have I lingered long hours by thy side,

To hear the deep voice of thy murmuring tide,

And watch the wild flowers that I flung on thy wave,

Till they vanished, engulphed in that watery grave;

While I thought, “Thus the hopes of ouryouth's sunny day

By the dark waves of time are swept coldly away !”

Wild, beautiful torrent the shadows that rest,

In tremulous shapes, on thy turbulent breast,

Are cast by the same nd, old primeval wood,

That ages ago on thy lone bosom stood;—
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Ere thy course by the white man was traced, or among

These forests the axe of the emigrant rung !

Yet their boughs are still green, and their trunks are as sound,

As firmly their roots are enchained to the ground,

As in those vanished days when the Indian maid

Beneath their broad arms with her wild lover strayed,—

When the bold, dauntless red man, unconquered and free,

Was lord of these lands from the mount to the sea!

But, alas, for that race —we now seek them in vain,

In their favorite haunts by the stream and the plain,

They are gone—they are lost—and from mountain to shore,

The track of their footsteps will meet us no more

But, ha! what strange vision is this I behold !

Methinks from mine eyes a dark curtain hath rolled !

A thin, wavy mist, an impalpable cloud,

Steals over the glen like a tremulous shroud;

And, lo the pale dead of long centuries, seem

To rise on Iny sight like the shapes of a dream |

They come from their beds by the stream and the fount,

From the dark waving forest, and wild craggy mount;

They come, the dusk maiden with long raven hair,

And childhood whose breast is a stranger to care :

Yet sad is the brow, and reproachful the eye,

I meet as each shade glideth silently by '

But who are those grim, frowning phantoms, that stand

Glaring on me with upraised and menacing hand 2

I know them —stern sons of that race swept away,

Whose bones the rude ploughman turns up to the day !

They have come back, wild unquiet spirits, once more

To gaze on the fields where they hunted of yore!

They seek their old homes 'mid the wilderness shade,

Where their glad, laughing children in infancy played;

They look for the smoke curling over the wood,

Which told where their wigwams in quietude stood,

Where the dusky wife toiled her rude feast to prepare,

And dress for her hunter the haunch of the bear!

But the wigwam hath vanished, the children no more

Are found in the haunts where they gambolled of yore,

And e'en on the site of their forefathers' graves,

Springs the tall, tasseled broom, and the yellow corn waves!

They turn—their eyes burning with wrath and despair,

And pale, gleaming tomahawks flashing in air,

A yell—a swift bound—they are circling my head,

I shriek—I implore—and the vision is fled !

Where am I?—how strangely yon pine branches wave'

Methought I had passed the cold bounds of the grave'

Away !—let me fly from this fearful ravine,

Where visions so dread, so appalling are seen

Away! lest yon steeps, that far up in the skies

Like giants embattled, on either hand rise,

Close o'er me, and leave me a prey to the wrath

Of the spirits of vengeance that circle my path !

Swift —swift'—I am free! I emerge from the dell !

Farewell, thou wild torrent for ever farewell !
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No. XXXV.

JAMES B UchANAN,

of PENNsylvania,

(With a fine Engraving on Steel.)

DisappoINTED in our expectation of

receiving the necessary materials for a

biographical memoir of the great Penn

sylvanian statesman and senator, we

are compelled to give the engraved

ortrait which constitutes the embel

ishment of the present Number

without that usual accompaniment.

An acquaintance with the features and

countenance of one so eminent, alike

for his commanding powers, and for

the valuable services they have yielded

on a thousand fields of political strug

gle, cannot fail to be highly acceptable

to all of our Democratic readers; while

even those among our subscribers,

whose partisan loyalty requires them

in general to skip our politics, will

not be displeased to be introduced to

the personal appearance of a foe so

able, so courteous, and so warmly

esteemed and respected on both sides

of that high legislative hall, of which

all recognize in him one of the most

distinguished ornaments.

The portrait from which the present

engraving is derived, was painted just

before Mr. Buchanan's departure for

his mission to Russia. The years

which have elapsed since that period,

have not impaired the fidelity of its

resemblance, and all who have either

enjoyed the opportunity of private ac

quaintance, or seen him in his public

place in the Senate, will be struck with

its characteristic truth. In that body,

Mr. Buchanan has always held, and

well maintained, a place among the

very front few to whom general con

sent always assigns the first rank, as

primos inter pares—fitly representing

a State, which occupies in the confed

eracy so high a prominence in popula

tion and power, as Pennsylvania, long

established as the “Keystone” of the

democratic arch. We have indeed

frankly to confess, that there is one

subject upon which we should rejoice

to recognize a closer identity, between

the views of Mr. Buchanan and those

which we are accustomed to regard as

one of the most essential doctrines of

our own political faith and character,

it is scarcely necessary to say, that we

refer to the great question of Free

Trade. Pennsylvania is less, ripe and

right in public opinion on this subject,

than any other of the Democratic

States; and Mr. Buchanan, dutifully

and necessarily, doubtless—and at the

late session of Congress under instruc

tions from its Legislature, has there

fore had to maintain by his votes a

corresponding position. Mr. Buchanan's

attachment, however, to the State

Rights theory of our political system,

is so decided and enlightened,—some

of his speeches having presented ex

positions of its truth and wisdom

second to none in ability,+as to afford

a safe guarantee against any danger

of his being found, when not under an

imperative duty imposed by the in

structions of his State, in opposition to

what we regard as the pervading and

growing sentiment of the Democracy

of the Union, on this subject.

Mr. Buchanan is a remarkably prudent

and practical man; and if perhaps more

prone to moderate viewsand measures,

and less averse to bold ultraisms, in

anticipation of existing maturity of

º: opinion, than always, weconfess,

armonizes exactly with the inclina

tion of our own mind, yet he is un:
doubtedly one of the most useful and

reliable in counsel, as he is one of the

most strenuous and powerful in action,

of all our leading political chiefs. He

stands steady and strong in his positiºn

in public life, as the object of an intelli
gent confidence and respect on the
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part of the great body of the Demo

cracy of the country, of which the last

crowning evidence is no less surely

destined to bebrought round by the due

course of time, than it is certain that

the staunch integrity of his character,

and the eminent value of his services

in their cause, will most ripely and

richly merit it. To the unjust and

absurd prejudices which may continue

to cling to the minds of some, from

the fact that the accidents of cir

cumstance threw Mr. Buchanan in his

youth on the Federal tide of the party

division of the time, it is scarcely

necessary for us to refer. Promptly

breaking loose from the trammels of

those early influences, as soon as his

mind had attained its full stature and

the independence of matured yearsand

judgment, he has ever since been as

true and consistent, as one of the

foremost supporters and champions of

the Republican party, as we are well as

sured he will always continue to prove

himself. And we are by no means

certain that this circumstance ought

not rather to constitute an additional

ground of confidence, both in the

strength of his natural democratic bias

of character, and in the enlightened

clearness and soundness of his prin

ciples, even as it is only through the

stumbling portal of early doubt, that

the inner temple of the highest and

firmest faith is to be reached.

As a speaker, Mr. Buchanan is one

of the most effective in the Senate.

Calm, clear, and strong in argument,

as he is chaste and elegant in rhetori

cal style, and courteous in all personal

deportment, he is always listened to

with the greatest attention and respect;

and in every debate in which he takes

part, his speech never fails to deal one

of the most ponderous blows brought

to bear upon the question from his side

of the discussion. And few have con

tributed so much as this distinguished

statesman, to guide aright the public

opinion of the country, during the great

struggle of parties and principles of the

past ten or twelve years, towards that

matured consummation of judgment

upon which, after a brief vacillation, it

is now seen to be fast settling down.

COLT'S CASE.

THE annals of criminal jurisprudence

present few cases involving a combina

tion of circumstances so tragic and so

thrilling, as have marked this sad

business from its bloody commence

ment to its bloody close. The deed—

the place and the hour—the great tide

of humanity flooding round the awful

spot, almost within sound of the crash

of the blows—the lonely horrors of the

ensuing night—the circumstances of

discovery—the long protracted trial—

that hideous resurrection of the dead

in the midst of the dense throng of

shuddering life—the successive snap

ping of all the several cords of hope to

which agonizing instinct yet clings—

theslow, cold relentlessness with which

vengeance day after day tightens more

and more crushingly its tremendous

grasp around its writhing victim—the

solemn protestations of innocence, un

wavering and consistent from the first

moment to the last, equally in the

confidence of the relation between

counsel and client, and of that between

F. and penitent—the agonies of

uman affections concentrated into

those intense moments of last farewell

—that ghastly bridal which is to know

no nuptial couch but the bloody bier of

suicide—the lurid writhing of the

flames which break out almost at the

very moment, towering high above the

massive and frowning horrors of that

dread abode of crime and wretched

ness, conspicuous to the countless

thousands whose gaze centres there in

a spell-bound intensity of various ex

citement, against that calm and cloud

less blue, from which looks down like

an Eye the large white ray of one

single star, long, as it seemed, in

advance of its wonted hour—where,

where is to be found recorded, where

imagined, a case which can parallel,
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in all its parts, the fearful features

which must for ever stamp this one so

deeply on the memories ofall who have

been witnesses to its course and its

consummation ?

Well, it is now all over. The social

vengeance has been glutted to the full.

For that act of a mad moment—even

if it were not one of justifiable self

defence—the soul of its wretched au

thor has been wrung with long tortures,

a thousand-fold keener than all the

physical pangs which make the de

moniac ecstasy of the Indian sacrifice.

He has been gradually hemmed in—

pressed closer and closer up to the very

verge of the eternal and immeasurable

chasm, and has at last been plunged

off into that dread darkness from which

nor ray nor echo returns to reveal to us

the perhaps infinite consequences of our

awful act. All this has been done, and

it is to be hoped that those whose

doing it has been are now satisfied—

satisfied in the vindictive spirit which

has animated the proceedings whose

result has been thus consummated;

satisfied in that moral sense of justice

which requires the most clear and

unwavering conviction of the guilt,

whose punishment is at once so fearful

and so irremediable.

But does this satisfaction exist?

Most unequivocally, No!

“Ah, gentlemen,” is the language

of Beranger, in the French Chamber of

Deputies, in 1831, “what a day of

mourning that, when a simple sus

picion arises respecting the guilt of a

man who has perished by this last fatal

doom! What sense of horror seizes

the mass of society What remorse!

What eternal regrets fill the soul ofthe

judges! What uncertainty is for a long

time cast upon the decisions of the

public justice, upon the respect due to

them, upon the confidence which it

is necessary that they should inspire

The heart cannot harden itself against

such a calamity—it pierces to the core

—the mistake is irreparable !”

Now, not only does this “simple

suspicion” exist, but the belief is very

widely prevalent—according to our

observation is decidedly preponderant

among the most enlightened classes—

that he certainly did not commit that

degree of crime to which even this

bloody law awards the sentence of

which he was the victim; to say noth

ing of the vast numbers whose con

Colt’s Case. [Dec.

science and reason alike revolt against

the useless, the worse than useless

barbarity of that law itself. It is very

certain, that the opinion of the main

body of the Bar is, and has throughout

been, adverse to the verdict of the jury.

Few have ventured to differ from the

universal remark which was to be

heard during the pendency of the long

uncertainty as to his fate, that on a

new trial there would not exist, on the

same evidence, the least chance of the

same verdict. In every direction we

see men of the highest authority of

character and judgment emphatic in

their disapproval—even among those

who, after the judicial determination

of the case, justify the unyielding stern

ness with which the execution of the

law was carried out by all connected

with itsdread duties. And this is inde

pendent of the subsequent rays of

probable light which have been cast

upon the transaction—to which it may

still not be useless here to advert.

In the first place, is the offered

testimony of a witness of unimpeacha

ble respectability, going to sustain

Colt's statement on a point on which

it was contradicted, and which became

one of not immaterial moment during

the course of the trial, although its

importance was not perceived in its

earlier stage, by the counsel who re

jected it as unnecessary, and thus

caused the witness to absent himself

from the city. Colt's version of the

affair ascribed the bruised marks on

his neck, to Adams's throttling clutch

; their º: ; and he denied

aving personally assisted in carryin

down º .# the box ...;

heavy with those hideous contents.

The prosecution ascribed those marks

to the latter cause; and not only justi

fied the presumption, but at the same

time, ...; impeached the ve

racity of his whole story, and thus

deeply darkened the whole aspect of

the case against him, by contradicting

this statement by the testimony of the

man employed about the premises, to

the effect that Colt did himself carry it

down. Now, not only did that un

happy man himself, in all his assur

ances to his counsel, relatives, and

friends, insist upon the mistake commit

ted by this witness on that point, and up

on the truth of his own statement, but

he is fully sustained in doing so, by tes

timony subsequently appearing, which
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laces the matter beyond all doubt.

he materiality of the point in question

may be a matter for difference of opi

nion. It is certain that, directly or

indirectly, it told very hard against him

at the time of the trial.

In the second place, a very remark

able document was laid before the Gov

ernor, prepared by a physician of great

respectability and intelligence, and con

firmed and endorsed by a number of

others entitled to very high considera

tion. This document (published in the

New York Sun of Nov. 14) analyzes

the situation and direction of all the

wounds on the head of the least *'''.

tunate of the two men who now sleep

with equal soundness in their bloody

repose. We could not, without the

quotation of the whole, give an idea of

the close and keen minuteness of de

monstration by which it establishes

the inference, as at least a very strong

probability, that the blows causing

them must have been given in the

relative postures and circumstances

stated in Colt's version of the matter,

and in a manner irreconcilable with

the idea of murder, in the proper sense

of the term. It is well worthy of an

attentive perusal, and we have yet to

hear a justification of the entire disre

gard with which all mention of it is

omitted, in the published documents

emanating from the Executive, in de

fence of his refusal either to change the

punishment or to allow the chance of

the order of a new trial by the court of

last resort.

In the third place, we refer to the

steady uniformity with which he in

sisted upon the version he gave, from

the hour of his arrest to that of his

death, and under all the circumstances

of confidence calculated to afford the

strongest guarantees of truth. So was

it to his counsel—whose prohibition

alone restrained the strong desire ex

pressed by himself of making a full

public statement. And from the ac

count published since his death by the

reverend gentleman who ministered

to his last hours—an account replete

with most interesting evidence of an

earnest religious spirit awakened under

the pressure of the horrors of his posi

tion—we extract the following pas

sages, of which the perusal can scarcely

fail to strike a chill through the blood

of the sternest and the hardest of heart

of those who have urged through this

wretched affair. In the third inter

view of Dr. Anthon with Mr. Colt, on

the day but one before the last: -

“After some farther conversation on

these topics, I turned it to a point on which

I was aware the community felt, as I did

myself, a deep interest, and where they

had a right for information if it could be

obtained.

“The Episcopal Church, in the office

for the ‘Visitation of Prisoners,” requires

her ministers, after an examination of the

individual concerning his faith and repent

ance, to exhort him to a particular confes

sion of the sin for which he is condemned.

I called Mr. Colt’s attention to the rubric

on this subject, and found that he was

aware of its requirements. Reminding

him then of the circumstances under which

we had first met, and the character and

results of our interview, I appealed to him

in the strongest and kindest terms I was

master of, for the manifestation, on his

part, of farther confidence. He met the

appeal as it was meant. He solemnly de

clared that he committed the act in self

defence.

“‘I have said so,” said he, ‘again and

again, but where is the use ! They will

not believe it, they will not believe it.”

His face was covered with his handker

chief, and he wept bitterly. His manner

and words affected me deeply. I asked

him after a pause several questions.

Among others this:—‘Will you carry this

as your confession to the bar of God f'

He assured me solemnly that he was pre

pared so to do, and not to die with a lie

upon his lips. I inquired of him, ‘Taking

your own account then to be the truth, do

you think God has dealt harshly with you,

under present circumstances * * No;’

said he, “God has not done it. Man has

done it.’ I inquired of him farther: “You

declare that you acted in self-defence.

Still must you not feel deep sorrow and

distress for having hurried a fellow crea

ture without a moment’s preparation into

the presence of his God, and brought such

woe upon his family 7” He assented with

much emotion. I told him that I was

constrained to believe he spoke the truth.”

On the next day:

“Before I reached his cell he had been

informed by some friends of the Governor’s

renewed refusal to interfere. He grasped

my hand as I entered, and we were both

too much overcome to say a word. I

prayed at his side for some time, both

audibly and silently, and he remained on

his knees for some minutes after I had

concluded. His acknowledgments of his

—=

f
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sinfulness and of his hope that he would

find mercy at his Heavenly Father’s hand

for his Saviour’s sake, came unprompted,

and were humble and fervent. . . . . Inex

pressibly painful as this interview was,

before it closed I implored him and adjured

him as well as I was able, to tell me once

more whether he would stand by his ac

knowledgments of yesterday touching the

sad act for which he was to suffer, as the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth. ‘O, yes—yes,” was his reply.

“Can you, my dear sir,” I asked, ‘throw

any more light upon what passed ? If so,

confide in me. I will do what I can to

have justice done to your memory.” “No,’

said he, “I have nothing more to add to

what these letters contain,” handing me at

the same time a printed copy, in an enve

lope, of a paper, called, “Extra Tattler,

Oct. 23, 1842.’ When the sheriff and an

other gentleman (I believe Mr. Hart’s

brother) entered the cell to announce, as

it was their painful duty, his approaching

end, “O Mr. Hart, may God forgive you,”

I think was the exclamation of the unfor

tunate man, as he threw himself upon his

face on his bed and wept.”

And again on the following day—

that whose sunset he knew he was not

to be allowed to behold:

“One of the first I struck upon was the

15th of St. Luke. I dwelt for a time

upon the first seven verses—the joy in

Heaven over a repenting sinner. I tried

him again here; and I distinctly recollect,

in the course of my remarks, touching

upon the situation of one in his terrible

circumstances, having a conscience clear

from wilful blood-guiltiness, and asking

him again (as I was sitting directly in

front of him,) if it was so with himself;

his protestations were the same as they

had been.”

When we view all these points in

their connexion together; when we

add to them the absence of motive,

and the fact of the unexpected occa

sion of Adams's visit; the evidence suf.

ficiently adduced of the irritating and

insulting deportment habitual to the

latter under such circumstances; and

the extreme improbability of the wil

ful commission of such an act by such

a man as Colt at a place and time so

insanely dangerous—we do not see how

the conclusion can be resisted, if not of

the decidedly probable truth of his

whole version, yet at least of the de

cidedly certain absence of any sufficient

—T-T-

evidence of “wilful murder” to justify

the infliction of such a penalty.

But the verdict of the jury, we are

gravely told, is to be taken as conclu

sive on this point, beyond further ques

tion or criticism. Not so, indeed.

Nothing is more uncertain than the ac

tion of juries. In the present case, the

defence had unfortunately been con

ducted with so much fatal error ofjudg

ment, that at its close a sensible preju

dice and irritation against the prisoner

was its necessary consequence. Instead

of from the outset directing its efforts

to give to the act the milder character

of manslaughter, the fact of the homi

cide was for several days stubbornly

contested by the defence,—so that the

main question engaging men's minds

was, not whether the act was a wilful

murder, or a passionate and possibly

excusable manslaughter, but whether

the prisoner was or was not guilty of

the murder, the hideous horrors of

which from day to day were painted

by the testimony in still deepening

shades of color to the imagination.

And when at the close, the impossibil- .

ity of any longer denying the fact ex

torted from the counsel the impromptu

expedient of laying before the jury the

confession which had been in their pos

session throughout the whole weary

week of trial, the natural impulse of

indignation, on the part of the jury,

at the mode in which their time, feel

ings and the public justice had been

thus trifled with, must have deprived

their advocacy of all moral weight, and

have very seriously injured the prison

er's chances. And again, it should be

borne in mind that under the present

fatally mistaken system of Capital Pun

ishment, the action of juries is usually

thus irregular and unjust. After a long

course of extreme leniency, growing

out of repugnance to the nature of the

punishment, the pendulum is seen to

oscillate back in one or two instances

to the opposite extreme. Alarmed by

the occurrence of some dreadful case,

which is ascribed to the long prevail

ing impunity, the excited public resent

ment and panic, of which the jury par

take with the community at large,

demand a victim, who is very likely to

be sacrificed on evidence which may

be very far from satisfactory, as in this

instance, to a just and proper discrimi

nation. Soon again the oscillating reac
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tion in the other direction will doubtless

in to make itself apparent again.

A fatality of misfortune seemsto have

attended the case from the commence

ment. All the subsequent deportment

of the prisoner has been judged from

the point of view of his assumed guilt,

and not from that of his own version of

the unhappy encounter, with which it

has been entirely in harmony, down to

the last solemn moment of his parting

assurances of the truth he had spoken.

It has thus ministered to a feeling of

vindictive indignation against him, of

which the influence is very apparent

in the later proceedings of the case. In

the strong predisposition against him

existing in the public mind, the subse

quent disposal of the body of the fallen

man has been made to sustain infer

ences of his probable guilt of the worst

form of the homicide, altogether un

sustained by justice,—to put all consid

eration of human charity out of view.

There were obviously abundant reasons

existing to lead a man of his character

to strain every nerve to bury in eternal

secresy the awful fact. His explana

tion of his motive and promptings

is so perfectly natural and probable,

that we look in vain for any of those

self-betraying flaws which falsehood

never can avoid leaving open to the

searching penetration of justice. . It

was unfortunate for him, too, that im

mediately prior to his application for

some degree of judicial or executive in

dulgence, had been published an ar

ticle in a ſoreign Review, to which

great attention was attracted; and, in

which, amidst much general abuse of

America and American institutions,

the alleged impunity of crime was

strongly criticised, and the very pend

ing case of Colt referred to in illustra

tion of the certainty with which in

fluence and exertion could rescue the

most atrocious guilt from punishment.

It is not going further than a respectful

intimation that the high public func

tionaries referred to were simply hu

man, to suggest that this cause was not
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without some degree of effect in knit

ting more fixedly the firmness of that

official frownº was bent so unre

lentingly on all their efforts, whether

for a writ of error, commutation or

respite.

We regret sincerely the mode of

his death, though it is impossible to

see in it, under the circumstances, any

ground for harsh severity of condemna

tion. In its proper sense, of the guilty

abbreviation of the natural term of life,

the word suicide is scarcely, perhaps,

applicable to the act. It was adopted

by him only at the last moment, when

the last shadow of a shade of chance

had departed, and when it was a sim

ple choice of modes of death; and for

obvious reasons, with reference to the

future feelings of a child, as well as of

other relations, the presence of which

on a mind surrounded by all the strug

gling agonies of his position might well

excusea departure from that higher rec

titude of moral vision andjudgment, as

well as of religious duty, which would

have arrested the hand that did its fear

ful work so fearfully well. Had he

submitted, however, to the last injus

tice of the law, against which this act

was his final protest, the sentiment

which the whole dreadful tragedy

would have aided to strengthen against

the bloody and bad barbarity of the

Gallows, in the midst of a Christian

civilisation, would have been much

stronger than even now it already mani

festly is. At any rate, thank God! it

cannot stand much longer; and even

though he may have perished unde

servedly—as he certainly has on no

sufficient and satisfactory evidence of

the guilt imputed to him—the fate of

this unhappy man will probably ere

long be recognized to have rendered

indirectly in this mode a far greater

amount of benefit to the society to

whose wrath he was a victim, than

his original act inflicted of injury, or

than any length of years would have

enabled him to render of good.

|
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MONTHLY FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL ARTICLE.

IN our last number, we remarked upon

the abundance of money then apparent

in the market, and also upon the pro

gress of that movement of specie from

this city to New Orleans, and thence

throughout the western country, the

commencement of which we recorded

in our article of September. The

latter movement has now in some

degree changed the first feature. That

is to say, the activity of specie has

caused the banks to renew that caution

in their investments, which the accu

mulation of specie in their vaults had

begun to lull into security. Large

sums of specie have been received into

the city of New York, and still larger

sums have sought, in pursuance of the

RATES OF DOMIESTIC

laws of trade, those channels of circu

lation vacated by the winding up of

broken and discredited banks. The

specie of the New York banks was so

large a few weeks since, as to be bur

densome, and has been diminished

by this process of shipment nearly

$2,000,000. The rates of the inland

exchanges are very low, and generally

in favor of the leading points of the

south and west. At Cincinnati, sales

of sight bills on New York were made

at one-half per cent. discount. At the

same time, the foreign exchanges are

greally in favor of all the ports of the

United States. The following is a

table of the leading rates of domestic

bills, as compared with former dates:

BILLS IN NEW YORK.

1841. 1842

April Sept. Dec. March. May. | August. Sept. | Now,

Boston, .. †††† –4 a -il–4 a -i – a -i-, a par a # par a #

Philadelphia, 3% a 4 3} a 43 53 a 6 — a 4 par a – par a A dis. “ a #| || “ a #
Baltimore, | 34 a 4 — a 2 || 4 a 44; 3, a -3– a –4 “ a it. “ a # a #

Richmond, 1– a 4}| 33 a 33| 64 a 63| 8, a 9 74 a 7#| 2; a 2 “ 14 a 1%l 14 a 14

N. Carolina, - a 43. 34 a 3%|5; a 5}| 4, a 5 || 3 a 34 24 a 3 “ 1; a 1: 14 a 2

Charleston, 13 a 2 #: 1}| 14 a 14|| 14 a 13||1} a 13, 14 a 1. “ 1% a 13| 14 a 1%

Savannah, 3% a 4 34 a 3}| 24 a 3 a 24.1; a 2',3' a 24 : l; a 1; 13 a 14

Mobile, 10, a 11 || 8 a 83|17, a 17320 a 3015 a 16.40 a 42, “ .28 a 30 | 18, a 20

N. Orleans, 54 a 6 4, a 6 a 9; 6 a 6%| 6 a 64 par a –4 prem. par a #| # a 1 pr.

Nashville, 15 a 16 |104 a 10%|15 a 16"|17 a 18 17 a 18 6, a 7 disc. 5 a 6 || 4 a 5 dis.

Louisville, | 6, a 7 64 a 7"|11 a 11}| 74 a 8 || 4 a 5 2} a 3 “ 2 a 23] 2 a 24

Cincinnati, 9% a 10 84 a 9 134 a 14! 11 a 15 8 a 4% a “ 3 a 4 2 a 24

This table presents a continuation of

that amelioration and equalisation of

exchanges, which in a former number

we pointed out, as the result of the

progressive appreciation of the cur

rency in all sections of the union, as

the insolvent and suspended banks

were swept away, and their depreciated

bills ceased to be available as a cur

rency. The following table shows the

reduction in banking, which has taken

place in eight of the leading agricul

tural States since January, 1841:

CURRENCY OF THE SOUTHWESTERN AND WESTERN BANKS.

| January. 1841. 1842.

| Capital. | circulation IT Capital. | Circulation.

Illinois, . . 4,044,025 3,105,415 -

Louisiana, . 41,711,214 6,443,785 5,852,015 250,000

Mississippi, . 30,379,403 15,100,000 1,780,000 225,000

Michigan, . 1,000,000 568,177 500,000 225,000

Ohio, . . . 8,103,243 3,584,341 1,000,000 300,000

Arkansas, . 3,532,706 905,905 1,502,706 340,000

Florida, . . 4,040,775 476,706 - -

Total, . . . . sp2811,366 sºotsa,329 slo,634,721 Tº sº,340,000
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The two banks of Illinois no longer

furnish a currency. Two or three of

those of Louisiana suspended, may

resume, but they now furnish but

a small part of the currency. In

Michigan, the two banks furnish but

very little towards the immense agri

cultural wealth with which that

prolific state abounds. In Ohio, the

circulation has fallen off from near

$10,000,000 in 1836, to about 1,174,000

now, and the charters of nearly all the

banks which issue that small amount

expire in a few months; hence we have

inserted only the capital and circula

tion of those which will remain. In

EXPORTS OF LEADING ARTICLES FROM

Arkansas one bank is in liquidation,

and the bills of the remaining one are

so depreciated, that they scarcely

answer the purposes of a circulating

medium. In Florida the banks have

ceased to exist. The reduction of

circulation in other sections where the

banking institutions still go on, isprob

ably as much more. At the same time,

the quantity of exchangeable values

was never so great as now. The fol

lowing is a table of the quantities of

the leading articles of produce, export

ed from New Orleans, in 1836–7, and

in 1842:

New orLEANs, IN 1836, AND 1842.

Bank Circula-i Cotton Sugar Molasses

tion. | Bales. Tobacco. Hinds. Hhds.

1836–7, . . 7,909,788 490,495 35,821 25,168 6,256

1842, ‘. . . . . isſºs | 735.357 55,058 25.33, 9,314

Increase, - - 257,772 | 32,237 4,166 3,058

Decrease, . . . Sºso | - - - -

This gives a singular discrepancy

between the supply of currency and

the volume of products, the inter

change of which, it is in its province to

effect. The same features are presented

between the quantity of the products

of the Western States and the valley

of the Mississippi, arriving at New Or

leans, and the currency of the states

producing them. The following table

shows the paper circulation of Missis

3. Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and

Ohio, in 1836–7, and in 1842, also the

quantity of their products arriving at

New Orleans:

1836-7. 1842. Value in 1842. In, in quantity

per cent.

Western Circulation. . . . $22,324,128 3,125,000

Cotton, bales - 605,813 740,155 $24,425,115 23 p’c’t.

Flour, bbls. . . . 253,500 439,688 2,198,440, 73 “

Lard, kegs . . . 203,825 366,394 916,735, 80 “

Lead, pigs . . . 260,223 472,556 1,039,623. 80 “

Oats, bbls. . . . 32,180 63,281 337,669, 82 “

Pork, bbls. - - 115,580 244,442 1,422,252 111 “

Tobacco, hbds. . . . ,501 66,855 3,636,645 135 “

Whiskey, bbls. . . . . 44,790 63,345 360,979 41 “

Wheat, bbls. & sacks . 6,422 134,886 337,215.2,100 “

Bagging, pieces . . . 30,477 60,307 783,991, 96 “

Bale rope, coils . . . 21,256 63,308 443,149, 197 “

Other articles, . . . . - - 9,815,141 —

Total value 1842. . . . - — | $45,716,045 —

Showing an average increase in the

whole quantity of receipts of 368 per

cent., at the same time the currency

decreased 85 per cent. in the producing

states, and 87 º: cent. at the point of

receipts. Such a state of affairs could
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not fail to produce the present state of

affairs as exhibited in a stagnation of

trade, and exceedingly low prices, disa

bling the agricultural classes from pur

chasing goods, as well from the absence

ofprofit on their sales, as from the want

of that circulating medium, which

idly filled the vaults of the Atlantic

banks, while irredeemable paper was

tolerated as a currency, and is now

finding its way into the channels of

RATES OF STerping BILLS. In
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circulation. The quantities of produce

to come forward the ensuing year, will

greatly exceed those of the past; and

as the specie of the Atlantic cities is

seeking the interior in exchange for

the produce, so are the precious metals

of Europe finding their way here for its

purchase. The following is a table of

sterling bills at all the Atlantic ports,

as compared with the same period last

year.

THE UNITED STATEs, Nov. 15.

November 15, 1841. November, 1842.

5, a 6 p.m., or $4.68 a 4.71 the £.New York 10; a 10% per ct., or 4.90 a 4.91

N. Orleans 13 a 13+ gº 5.02 a 5.03 1, a 2 dis. “ 4.38 a 4.36 “

Mobile 16 a 17 &c. 5.15 a 5.19 |14 a 144 pm., “ 5.06 a 5.08 “

Savannah 8; a 8, &g 4.81 a 4.82 3; a 4 “ “ 4.60 a 4.62 “

Charleston 8; a 9} &c. 4.83 a 4.86 44 a 5 “ “ 4.64 a 4.66 “

Baltimore 12, a 13 &c. 5.50 a 5.02 5% a 6; “ “ 4.68 a 4.72 “

Philadelphia | 14 a 15 cg 5.06 a 5.01 || 53 a 6 “ “ 4.70 a 4.71 “

Boston 10 a 10} &c. 4.88 a 4.91 53 a 6 “ “ 4.70 a 4.71 “

Most of the quotations in 1841 were

in the depreciated paper of the banks

then suspended. Such is the case this

§ at Mobile only, where sterling

eing at 14 premium and specie 16 for

Average rates of sterling bills, Nov. 1841,
º Ge. << &c. 1842,

Difference,

The average rate now being 8 per

cent. less than par, gives more than 4

per cent. in favor of importing specie.

The present low rates of bills are the

effect of great supply and the absence of

demand. This latter circumstance is

likely to continue for many reasons, prin

cipally the absence of credit in effect

ing sales of imported goods and the

low prices of the produce leaving little

or no surplus wherewith to make cash

purchases of goods, and the operation

of the late tariff, which prohibits the

import of the most valuable goods,

even if circumstances would favor their

sale. Hence the importing merchants

have no occasion to remit. At the same

time many of the States, banks, and

companies, which formerly remitted

large sums as dividends to foreign

stockholders, have become delinquent,

and have no longer anything to remit.

This last item probably amounts to

$5,000,000. The imports of foreign

currency, gives an actual exchange of 2

discount. The comparison produces the

following results, in the average rates

of bills in the United States in 1841

and in 1842:—

PAR.

$4.96% $4.85 2 per cent. advance.

4.51 4.85 8 per cent. dis.

0.45% cts. the £, or 10 per cent.

goods may be reduced $40,000,000, all

of which will constitute a sum equal

to $45,000,000, to the extent of which

the demand for foreign bills will be

diminished, simultaneous with the in

creased supply. . When the rate falls

to a figure admitting of the import of

specie, a new demand is created from

the importers of coin, which is now the

case to some extent, both here and at

New Orleans, where this new demand

has raised the rate of sterling from 2

dis. to 1 prem.

The demand for money for business

purposes will of course lessen the dis
position to invest in stocks, or confine

it to the choicest descriptions. Since

the favorable result of the New York

elections quite a demand has sprung

up for the State Fives, Sixes, and Se

vens, the former have improved 2; a

3 per cent., and the latter 1 a 13 per

cent., already... In other stocks there

has been but little change, with the

–s

—m—
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ſºil

exception of Ohio Sixes, which have

improved 3 per cent. New York city

Seven per cents. have been in demand

at 4 a 5 prem. The Six per cent. stock

of the Federal Government has been

entirely neglected, and the movement

of specie having restricted the invest

ments of the banks, Treasury notes

have fallen to par, at which a large

amount could not be disposed of. The

voice of the people of New York

through the ballot-boxes, proclaiming

their determination to adhere to the

mill tax of last session, and to discoun

tenance any further increase of the

State, cannot but exert the best in

fluence not only upon State credit but
upon that of the whole United States.

The New York election is the first in

stance where contending parties have

gone to the people on the direct ques

tion of taxation to discharge debts.

The Whig party, on the one hand, used

every possible art to tempt the cupidity

of the people by endeavoring to show

the uselessness of the imposition, and

to convince the people that, independ

ent of that tax, the resources of the

State were ample not only to meet

present claims, but to admit of a fur

ther considerable increase of the debt.

Governor Seward, in his message of Ja

nuary last, intimated that $17,000,000

of additional debt might all be dis

charged before 1855. The Democratic

party, relying solely on the intelligence

and integrity of the people, have been

supported by a response more clear,

distinct, and unanimous than ever

came from a free people. The influence

of this result, not only upon the market

value of the stock of New York, but

upon the motions of the delinquent

States, is already perceptible. Illinois,

which was one of the first to repudiate,

from alleged inability to pay, is, under
her new Democratic rulers, already

making active exertions towards a set

tlement. The precise amount of her
...; liabilities cannot be clearly

ascertained; but, after cancelling the

bank bonds, will not be far from

$10,000,000, which has been expended

for public improvements. Those im

provements are in an unfinished state;

consequently, yield no revenue. The

Illinois canal, it has been estimat

ed, will require about $1,500,000 to

complete it, when it is thought

that it will yield sufficient to meet

the annual liabilities of the State.

Some of the influential citizens of that

State have recently been in New York,

and procured the subscriptions of some

of the leading capitalists to a sum

nearly sufficient to put the canal in

working order, on the condition that

the Legislature, about to meet, will

levy a tax of three mills on every dol

lar of valuation, to be appropriated to

wards paying the interest on the debt.

The revenues of the canal, when in

order, to be placed in the hands of

trustees, for the benefit of the bond

holders, provided some compromise

can be made with them. This is the

first step towards renovating the credit

of the Western States, and it is to be

hoped that it will be carried out—al

ways with the understanding that there

is to be no more borrowing.

The regular session of Congress is

now rapidly approaching, and, during

its continuance, many measures of the

highest importance to the commercial

and financial world will be discussed,

and perhaps perfected. Among them

the most prominent are the Exchequer

projects, the warehousing system, as

connected with the tariff, and the ex

isting commercial treaties withº
nations. Of these different topics the

Exchequer is the most interesting, be

cause it involves the most important

consequences. Some recognized sys

tem for the government finances is un

doubtedly necessary, yet none has been

in existence since, at the extra session

of Congress, the party in power abo

lished the Sub-Treasury plan before any

new scheme was adopted. The de

struction of that system may have been

one cause for the present disgraceful

condition of the government finances;

but, bad as they now are, they are in

much better plight than would have

been the case had the monstrous scheme

roposed as its successor been adopted.
§. then the contending factions have

been unable to agree upon any F.".
The state ofpublic opinion, created by

the experience of the past four years,

renders a National Bank of the old

stamp entirely out of the question, and,

although a large number of commercial

men of both parties cling to the idea

that some facility may be given to the

movement of exchanges, or more par

ticularly to the settlement of the ba

lances between different sections by
governmental interference; yet it seems

to be pretty generally admitted that
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that object is desirable only if unac

companied by a paper or expansive

currency. Taking advantage of this

vague idea floating abroad, in relation

to the facilitating of the exchanges,

º, and designing men have

rought forward many schemes pro

fessing either honestly or ignorantly

to obtain the desired result without

any feature of expansion or borrow

ing. Of this class were the three

projects submitted to Congress last

winter — one by the Secretary of

the Treasury, and one each by the

chairman of the Senate and House

committees. These projects we com

mented on in our April Number, and

it will be remembered that the Hon.

C. Cushing addressed a letter, which

appeared in the May Number, in answer

to our strictures on his bill, denying

that it contained any feature of expan

sion, and yet that bill contained per

mission to purchase the bills of indi

viduals with government paper, to a

restricted amount it is true, but it was

not the less an interchange of credits

between the government and indivi

duals. Furthermore, it allowed of the

emission of two sets of paper on the

same amount of specie. º: Was to

receive specie on deposit from indivi

duals, and to issue certificates therefor,

and it might also pay out certificates

or specie to government creditors at

their option;–the certificates so issued

not to exceed the specie on hand. So,

if $10,000,000 were paid in by indivi

duals, and they received certificates

therefor, the department could issue

to the creditors a like amount of

$10,000,000. Thus there would be

$20,000,000 of paper outstanding for

$10,000,000 specie in hand, and the

proportion of paper might be increased

through the receipts of coin for bills

of exchange sold. Again, if the gov

ernment creditor did not choose to

take paper, there is nothing in the bill

to prevent the department from paying

to him the specie received on indivi

dual deposit, leaving nothing to repre

sent the certificates issued in exchange

for it. There are many other incon

gruities in that bill, but we refer to

those features now only to illustrate

the manner in which the expansive

feature is concealed under an appear

ance of utter hostility to it. The bill of

the Senate's committee was less dis

guised in its expansive policy, and ad
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mitted a very dangerous inflation of

the currency. The plan of the Secre

tary was of the ultra paper school, so

much as to call §§ general disap

probation, and was so promptly con

demned by public opinion as to meet

with but lº discussion. That plan

has, however, of late, received addi

tional importance in consequence of

the declarations of the Hon. Daniel

Webster in his recent speech at Bos

ton, wherein he not only asserted that

that plan had obtained the unanimous

sanction of the cabinet, but that it is

his own favorite measure; and on the

successful working of which he pledges

his own financial reputation. Such

being the position of the bill, it ma

be worth while to enumerate its lead

ing features. . The bill loosely provides

for the receiving, safe-keeping, and dis

bursing of the public money in the

hands of the exchequer as the fiscal

agent of the government. In these

particulars it is infinitely inferior to the

abused sub-Treasury. It does not ad

mit of discounting notes, but it pro

poses the establishment of a national

paper currency of denominations from

$5 to $1,000 on the credit of the gov

ernment. The basis of the issues is

one-third of the amount in specie, de

rived from the revenue of the govern

ment and the deposits of individuals,

Besides these notes, two other kinds of

paper may be issued, viz., certificates

of deposits and bills of exchange, all

of which may be issued to an amount

each equal to the specie forming the

basis of the notes issued in the pro

portion of one to three. Thus, if

$5,000,000 in specie are paid in from

the revenues, $2,500,000 from indivi

dual deposits, and $2,500,000 derived

from the sale of bills, there will then

be $10,000,000 in the Treasury, for

which $30,000,000 of notes may be

issued, $2,500,000 of certificates, and

$2,500,000 of inland bills, making

$35,000,000 of paper based on specie,

one-half of which may be withdrawn

at any moment. It is true the issues

of notes are limited to $15,000,000, at

the discretion of Congress, but would

doubtless be enlarged at the first cry of

distress. The bill also authorizes the

employment of banks as agents when

ever deemed expedient. The certifi

cates to be issued at a charge not ex

ceeding half per cent., and the bills to

be sold at not more than 2 percent, pre

|
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mium : the Treasury notes to be paid

out to the government creditors and in

the purchase of bills of exchange

drawn on places more than five hun

dred miles distant in another State.

These features of the bill are sufficient

to make the deposit part of it utter

ly impracticable, because depositors

would not place their specie in the

charge of the department, knowing

that it would immediately become the

basis of general issues in the propor

tion of one to three. The great fea

ture of this bill is that it authorizes

the issue of a large amount of paper

money on the credit of the government.

The exchange features are nothing

more than the means of getting that

paper into circulation. The object of

the bill seems to be political altogether.

Its financial operation is so palpably at

war with the best interests of com

merce, that it leads to the conviction

that it is designed, first, to supply the

pressing and immediate wants of a

government, whose credit is unequal

to the borrowing of a few millions on

a six per cent. stock, by giving it the

power of paying out 40 to $50,000,000

of paper money to its creditors, with

out the means of redeeming it; and,

second, to give a temporary éclat to the

party in power by stimulating a sud

den speculation in business and a rise

in prices, accompanied by a short-lived

prosperity, to be succeeded by revul

sion, disaster, and national disgrace in

the bankruptcy of the Federal govern

ment.

In our last article we adverted to

the policy of the English government,

in connection with the Bank of Eng

land, which averted present political

embarrassments, growing out of gene

ral distress, by stimulating business

through an artificial abundance of

paper money. Something akin to this

policy seems to be that which urges

in this country the emission of paper

money in unlimited amounts.

We have not thus gone into the

merits of the proposed scheme because

we imagine that there is any danger

of its adoption, but merely to indicate

the plans for expanding the currency at

the will of individuals, which are built

upon the desideratum of effecting the

settlement of balances by some process

more easy, safe, and cheap, than

the removal of cumbrous masses of

specie on individual account, for this is

all that commercial men mean by

“facilitating the exchanges.” The

value of commodities which change

hands in the course of a year in the

United States, may be estimated at not

short of $2,000,000,000. This immense

amount of transactions is effected by the

use of individual bills almost altogether,

and will ever continue to be so effected.

Bills are drawn and redrawn from one

end of the Union to the other with the

utmost facility, and without risk of loss

when the medium in which the bills

are payable is uniformly specie. It is

only toward the close of the agricul

tural year, when actual balances are

to be paid according to the excess of

sale or purchase, that inconvenience is

experienced. A process similar to this

is now going on in the shipment of

specie from this city to New Orleans,

in the manner indicated in our Sep

tember number. This flow of specie

is now, not a settlement of balances,

but the process by which the country

is becoming filled with a specie me

dium of circulation to supply the place

of the bank bills withdrawn; but the

movement will serve to explain the

difficulty which is sought to be over

come. It is estimated that there is

now on the way to New Orleans,

$750,000 in specie. The actual

expense in sending specie to New

3. is about 3 per cent., and the

delay thirty days, with the risk, through

shipwreck, of a total loss to the world

of the whole amount. This risk is so

great that the insurance officers on

a recent occasion refused to take any

further risks until part had arrived out.

Now, we will suppose that the country

has received its full supply of the pre

cious metals, and, business being in

steady operation, a balance falls due at

New Orleans. This is indicated, first,

by a fall in bills there and a rise here,

which continues until the rate slightly

exceeds the cost of sending the specie,

which then goes forward. The advice

of the fall in bills comes through in

seven days, but it will take thirty days

for the coin to arrive out; in all which

time the market is in an uncertain

state. The shipment of the specie at

New York depletes the market here,

but the currency at New Orleans is not

augmented until thirty days afterwards.

This depletion of the market at the

indebted point, and repleting it at the

point of indebtedness, is the settlement
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of balances by which the exchanges

become restored, in the healthy

course of trade. The operation of the

United States Bank was always di

rectly the reverse of this. If, for in

stance, bills on New Orleans become

scarce and high in New York, the

branch here would draw any amount

against the credit of the bank there,

and would discount notes to the same

amount, by which process no necessary

depletion ever took place at the in

debted point. Now, to obtain the de

sideratum of settling the balance with

out the risk, delay, and expense of

transmitting the specie, it has been

§. on the restoration of the

ub-Treasury law, to engraft upon it a

system by which the desired end may

be obtained. The provisions in rela

tion to receiving, safe-keeping, and

distribution of the public moneys, are

sufficiently well; but it is proposed to

establish in the same buildings distinct

sets of books and officers, with a sepa

rate vault. These shall be empowered

to receive from individuals any amount

of gold and silver for which they may

draw or accept bills of exchange to the

same amount, on any other Treasury

office, at a charge of say half per cent.,

the specie in the vault invariably to

correspond with the amount of bills

drawn. It is supposed that in the regu

lar course of trade the quantity of

specie on hand at each office would

regulate itself, so that it would seldom

be necessary to move it. By this pro

cess the specie now going to New

Orleans would be deposited in the vault

at New York, depleting the currency

to the same extent, and the bills drawn

for an equivalent, arriving there in the

course of mail, would release the same

sum from the New Orleans office, and

throw it into the market. The settle

ment of the balance would thus be

effected in seven days instead of thirty,

at a charge of half per cent. instead of

three per cent., and the exchanges

restored to their equilibrium. In the

revolution of a few months the process

would be reversed, and the specie
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restored to the vaults of New Orleans
and released at New York. This

would require a far less amount of

specie to lie idle in the Treasury

vaults than is now locked up in those

of the banks. It would be a constant

check upon the price of bills as well as

upon bank issues, while it precludes all

borrowing or lending, expansion or

inflation of any kind. The only trust

would be, that the specie would remain

in the vaults where placed until drawnin

the regular course of business, and ſor

this the faith of the government would

be pledged.

We have thus gone into the various

projects which are likely to engage the

attention of Congress and the public

during the ensuing few months, be

cause it is a matter of the highest im

portance to the future welfare of the

whole country, as well as of the com

mercial classes. Should a system be

adopted by which the door will be

opened to borrowing and inflation on

the credit of the Federal government,

the bubble will be great, wide-spread,

and may involve in its inevitable

explosion the liberties as well as the

fortunes of the people.

We trust that our Democratic friends

in Congress, at the coming session, will

adhere firmly to the principles of the

Independent-Treasury policy, and will

not for a moment tolerate the idea of

any falling short of them. They have

the country with them; and, as it is

extremely unlikely that any considera

ble number of the Whigs can be

induced to go for any of the Tylerisms

in finance which may be proposed,

there is no probability of the Exchequer

scheme being forced on them against

their consent. The existing state of

the law will work tolerably enough for

a year longer if necessary, after which

the vessel of state will once more be in

deep water and plain sailing—not soon

again, we are very sure, likely to get

itself entangled amidst the treacherous

quicksands and the hidden rocks of

Whig ascendency.
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NEW BOOKS OF THE MONTH.

Journal and Letters of the late Samuel the accustomed quiet of existing author

Curwen, Judge of .ddmiralty, &c., an ity, in a vague dread of taking the first

.4merican Refugee in England, from step in a path of innovation which may

1775 to 1784, comprising Remarks on end they know not where, this class of

the prominent Men and Measures of that persons, the uniform conservatives of

Period. To which are added Biographi- every successive stage of progress, the

cal Notices of many .dmerican Loyalists constant drag upon every revolution of

ºn-ºn- and other eminent Persons. By GEoRGE the wheel of movement, would have been

ºriº ATKINson WARD, Member of the New found in the class of which this volume

ºwº. A York Historical Society. New York: exhibits to us one of the most respectable

C. S. Francis and Co., 252 Broadway; specimens. Far be it from us to pass any

Boston : J. H. Francis, 128 Washing- harsh judgment against the class of minds

ton-street. 1842. 8vo. pp. 550. we refer to. They do their duty, and

fulfil their proper function in society, as

This is the second contribution of a those of a different instinct and mission

most interesting and valuable character perform theirs. The one are perhaps as

made within a few months to our Revo- useful and necessary as the other. The

lutionary history—the former being the centripetal is as essential as the centrifu

Memoirs of Peter Van Schaack, also gal force to the harmony of the universe.

an eminent loyalist during that period, We are well aware that we may offer this

who sought refuge in England from the candid tribute of respect to the spirit of

republican excitement prevailing at home, conservatism, without the least danger of

and who afterwards returned, to close a being suspected of too strong a tendency

tranquil old age, amidst the esteem and in that direction ourselves, as we certainly

respect of former and still continued can do so with entire truth and sincerity.

friends—under the shadow of the new Judge Curwen, the subject of this Me

institutions established in the country moir, was already far advanced in years

they had never ceased to love, at the same at the time of the breaking out of the

time that they had deplored and opposed troubles between the colonies and the

a rebellion, whose mission they had not mother-country, having been born in 1715.

understood, and whose glorious success He had also long held such an official rela

they had not foreseen. The popular re- tion with the existing government, as

sentment raged very strongly against this would be likely naturally to incline the bias

class of men at that period; and it is not of his mind in the direction of loyalty to

to be denied that on some occasions it ran its authority, having been for thirty years

into an unjust harshness of persecution, in the commission of the peace, and at the

scarcely in harmony with the principles time of the breaking out of the Revolu

of freedom in whose name it acted. The tion a Judge of Admiralty, in which office

ashes of those old animosities have long he was succeeded by Timothy Pickering,

since become cold; and there is no diffi- the patriot, who afterwards so ably filled

culty now in looking back with a generous distinguished offices in the army, in the

and respectful appreciation of the motives cabinet of Washington, and the councils

of men, who then followed in one direction of our country. As an honest man, in

the sincere promptings of their sense of obedience to his convictions, Judge Cur

right, as the greater and higher spirits of wen made so open and manly a manifesta

the time obeyed the truer duty which led tion of his opposition to the incipient revo

them in the opposite. The spirit out of lution, that he could not have remained in

| which proceeded that opposition to the his native place, Salem, otherwise than as

scheme and movement of the Revolution, an object of such reproach and unpopu

is rife enough still among us, in many larity as he could not suffer without much

persons and classes eminently entitled to personal pain; and he accordingly retired

our personal respect. Those among us before the impending storm, and embarked

who now are seen to look with so much for England in May, 1775. The feelings

weak and senile dread upon every new with which he never ceased to regard his

step of progress made by the great Prin- country, even during an exile of so pain

ciple of Democracy; who see the ap- ful a character, are sufficiently shown in

proaching dissolution of the whole system the following extract from a letter to a

of social order, in every successive relaxa- friend remaining at home, written from

tion of the fetters of tight restraining Bristol, Jan. 10, 1780, which is taken as

§overnment upon the giant limbs of the a motto to the title-page of the volume:—

People; who are always eager to cling to “ For my native country I feel a filial

WOL. XI.-No. LIV. 84

*— - -
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fondness; her follies I lament; her mis

fortunes I pity; her good I ardently wish,

and to be restored to her embraces is the

warmest of my desires.” Judge Curwen

returned after the close of the war, in

September, 1784, his pecuniary affairs,

indeed, sunk in irretrievable ruin, yet to

have the gratification of being able to

write to a friend in England, that “not

a man, woman, or child, but expressed a

satisfaction at seeing me, and welcomed

me back.” He lived in his native place

till his death in the year 1802.

The Editor of this volume deserves well

the reward which he can scarcely fail to

receive from the public satisfaction with

his intelligent and useful labors. The

documents with which he has enriched it

add a valuable illustration to the history

of the time, as well as to the personal

memoir of its subject; while the bio

graphical notices of so large a number of

respectable individuals, chiefly loyalists,

closely connected with existing families,

especially in New England, constitute a

feature alone meriting praise for the in

dustry which has collected them, and

thanks for the pains taken thus to embody

and preserve them. Its typographical

execution also is fully worthy of the place

to which its contents so well entitle it in

the American library.

The Hand-Book of Needlework. By Miss

LAMBERT. With Numerous Illustra

tions engraved by J. J. Butler. New

York: Wiley & Putnam, 161 Broad

way. 1842. 8vo. pp. 263.

Far from us the presumption of pretend

ing to pass a critical judgment upon

anything in this beautiful volume, beyond

the faultless elegance of its externals |

We have ventured with timid and rever

ential hand to turn over a few of its pages;

and at the same time that we perceive

that it is none of our business, it is equally

apparent that it leaves little to be added,

on the subject of which it treats, for

those whose gentle ministry presides over

that very important department of human

affairs. Dedicated by the publishers to

“The Ladies of the United States,” the

offering will, we doubt not, receive at

their hands a most gracious and liberal

welcome, alike for its richness and beauty

as an ornament to the drawing-room, and

for its substantial utility as a companion

to the work-table. In the history of the

art it is profoundly learned, going back to

the times of Moses and the Egyptians, as

well as of the Greeks and Romans, and the

more modern antiquities of the middle

ages. It appears to include a full account

of every species of work to which “the

little shining steel' is, or ever has been,
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applied,—except only that of steering ships

across oceans, though whole clouds of

canvass for other purposes figure largely

through its pages. Interspersing a cer

tain dash of poetry, even through all

the practical details of the art to which

it is devoted, the volume reminds us of

one of the many fair owners who will soon

doubtless, during the approaching season

of such gifts, rejoice in its possession,

singing over the graceful industry of her

useful though modest labors; and in

proceeding to the necessary duty of no

ticing the remaining books on our table,

we pass from the one with something of

the reluctance with which we should part

from the other.

Natural History of New York. By Au

thority. New York: D. Appleton &

Co., and Wiley & Putnam. Boston:

Gould, Kendall & Lincoln. Albany:

Thurlow Weed, Printer to the State.

1840.

This is the first volume of the Report

of the great “ Geological Survey,” which

has been in progress for a number of years

in the State, under the superintendence of

a board of gentlemen of eminent scientific

qualifications for the duty. The publica

tion of the whole Report will not probably

be completed in less than ten volumes of

similar size to the present ample and beau

tifully printed quarto; in which is given

only the first part of the Zoology of the

State, or the New York Fauna, by James

E. De Kay, under whose charge was that

department of the general work. The

department of Botany is under that of Dr.

Torrey; that of Mineralogy under that of

Professor Lewis C. Beck; and that of

Geology and Palaeontology under that of

Messrs. Mather, Emmons, Vanuxem, and

Hall. When completed, this will constitute

the most splendid and liberal work of this

nature published by the authority of any

country, and a just subject of pride to the

great State under whose auspices it is is

sued. It is illustrated by between thirty

and forty plates, representing the various

animals described, which are generally

spirited in drawing and beautiful in exe

cution. Of Dr. De Kay’s Report itself,

we shall omit to speak more particularly,

until the publication of the whole of that

section of the work is completed, the pre

sent portion being confined to the class

Mammalia.

The Governor has prefixed to the Re

port an Introduction of nearly a couple 0

hundred pages; which certainly, under the

circumstances attending its preparation,

entitles him to the thanks of the people of

his State in particular, and to great credit

for the activity, zeal and ability which
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have alone enabled him to effect it. Hav

ing conceived the idea, only a few weeks

before the meeting of the Legislature be

fore which the work was to be laid in

printed form, of accompanying it with a

general review of the advance of civilisa

tion and refinement within the State, Gov.

Seward devoted himself to the voluntary

task with that energetic industry which

finds in difficulties only new subjects for

triumph. Addressing himself for mate

rials and aid to a number of gentlemen in

various parts ofthe State, he has succeeded

in amassing a large accumulation of facts,

for the most part of a most interesting and

valuable character, relating to education,

the press, the theological, medical, and

legal professions, political history and

jurisprudence, agriculture, horticulture,

antiquities, Indian history, literature, sci

ence, arts, internal improvements, &c.

An account of the rise and condition of the

celebrated Penitentiary system, which the

example of this State is diffusing over the

civilized nations of the globe, is added as

a Note to the Introduction—having appa

rently been received too late for insertion

in another place. Of the contributions

thus furnished from various quarters, some

are adopted by Governor Seward substan

tially in the form in which received from

their authors, little labor, as he states,

having been bestowed upon them beyond

that of compilation. There is necessarily

of course a certain degree of want of sym

metry and proportion in the arrangement

of so heterogeneous a mass of materials

thus hastily thrown together, which under

the circumstances alluded to ought scarce

ly to be regarded as justly amenable to

criticism. On the whole its execution is

so able, as its design was bold and its

results are valuable, that we wish we

could accord equal praise to all the other

public acts of Governor Seward, as to that

to which he has so handsomely entitled

himself in this.

The Condition and Fate of England. By

the author of “The Glory and Shame

of England.” In 2 vols. 12mo. New

York : J. & H. G. Langley, 57 Chat

ham street. 1843.

This is a most thrilling and harrowing

book, and cannot but make a deep im

pression on the public mind. It is a better

one than Mr. Lester’s former work,

which, however, itself contained such fea

tures of merit, as more than countervailed

the defects apparent on its surface. It

developes, with a hand of strong vigor,

prompted by a heart swelling with earnest

feeling, a fearful account of all the suf

ferings and oppressions which have been

inflicted upon England, and upon Ireland,

by the political system with which those

countries have been and yet are cursed.

If other readers, in perusing the still

darkening pages of the sad record it

presents, can always restrain the convul

sive burst of feeling, of sympathy and

indignation, to which it must give rise,

such an exercise of self-command is more

than we have been able to perform.

One feature in this work claims par

ticular notice; we refer to the accumula

tion of evidence, which Mr. Lester is in

general anxious to quota-from English

authorities themselves, , ipport ofall his

strong statements—statements otherwise,

probably, scarcely likely to be believed

as possible. Altogether, it is a very re

markable book, and we shall take an early

occasion to bestow upon its contents a

more elaborate notice than here is in our

power. It is very neatly printed, and is

illustrated by two beautiful engraved

title-pages by Dick, from designs by Chap

man—the one in the first volume repre

senting a gallant ship, in the full glory of

its pride and power, careering over the

deep under the flag of England; the

second, exhibiting the same ship a shat

tered wreck, in the act of going down

beneath the waves over which it rode so

magnificently. The meaning of the two

it is unnecessary for us to point out,

The Wing-and-Wing, or Le Feu-Follet;

a Tale, by the Author of the “Pilot,”

“Red Rover,” “Two Admirals,”

“Homeward Bound,” &c., &c. In 2

vols. 12mo, Philadelphia: Lea and

Blanchard. 1842.

This is another of Cooper’s sea stories,

and a capital one. The scene being

thrown upon seas and shores unvisited

before by any of his imaginary sails, an

air of variety and novelty is given to it, as

though it were not the seventh progeny of

the same prolific source. The Feu-Follet

(French for the Jack o’ Lantern) is a pri

vateer lugger in the commission of the

French Republic, about the year 1798 or

’9, possessing wondrous powers of nauti

cal performance, and commanded by one

of Cooper’s thorough-bred impersonations

of the naval hero. The scene is about

the Island of Elba and the Bay of Naples,

and the main thread of the story relates to

the various efforts made by an English

frigate, officered by a fine set of fellows,

to capture the tantalizing little wasp of a

corsair and her splendid young commander.

Raoul Yvard’s chief business on the coast,

about which he hovers with the persever.

ance of the moth around the candle, is to

urge his love-suit to a beautiful young

Italian, between whom and her infidel

lover religion alone draws an impassable

ºf
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line. Ghita is a very lovely creature,

though, like all our author’s female cha

racters, drawn in rather dim outline and

watery coloring. A specimen of Yankee

ism in one of its least amiable forms figures

largely in the story, in the person of Ithuel

Bolt, who, having served formerly as an

impressedseaman on board the Proserpine,

affords a pretty good illustration of the

spirit which stimulated our late war with

England. Two ludicrous characters are

afforded in the persons of the civic digni

taries of a 1:... [T tian town; while a dash

of the highes' ...lity of history is thrown

in, in that of Nelson. A powerful picture

is incidentally presented of the celebrated

execution of Caraccioli. These materials

afford an abundant wherewithal to our

great naval novelist to construct one of

the most successful and interesting of all

his fictions,—which he intersperses by the

way occasionally with a few sly hits that

look to other objects than the immediate

ones ofhis plot, such as the following at our

present amiable and distinguished Minis

ter at the court of Madrid :

“It is very seldom that a man of mere letters is

qualified for public life; and yet there is an affec

tation, in all governments, most especially in those

which care so little for literature in general as to

render some professions of respect for it necessary

to their own characters, of protecting it; and thus it

is, that among ourselves, where the laws are so

indifferent as to the rights and interests of men of

this class, as to subject them to costs and penalties,

in the prosecution of their ordinary labors, that no

other Christian nation dreams of exacting, we hear

high-sounding pretensions to this; of libe

rality; although the system of rewards and punish

ments that prevails, usually requires that its bene

ficiary should first rat, in order to prove his adapta

tion to the duty.”

This is the first time that one of Cooper's

novels has been published in the present

mode, at only fifty cents for the two vol

umes, and is a very good consequence of

the new system of cheap publications

recently come into vogue. This price

permits it to be printed with a satisfactory

degree of neatness for a work of this de

scription, and we doubt not that a larger

return of profit, to both publisher and

author, is to be reaped from that mode of

publication, than from the old fashion of

thrice or four times the present price.

The Career of Puffer Hopkins. By CoR

NELIUS MATHEws, author of “The

Motley Book,” “Behemoth,” “Wakon

dah,” &c. New-York: D. Appleton

& Co. 1842.

We have here the completion of the

serial story begun with much vivacity in

the excellent Magazine, Arcturus, of

which its author was one of the editors,

and which was discontinued to the no
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small regret of its readers. “Puffer Hop

kins” is the creation of a pen capable of

much better things than itself. It has

not a few passages and points of high

merit, though a large part of the work

is in a vein in which we do not think

that Mr. Mathews's forte resides, we

refer to that style of serio-comic carica

ture, and of witty burlesque, sarcastic

while kindly, and humorous while pa

thetic, of which Dickens has set the ex

ample, unconsciously in the eye of the

author of “Puffer Hopkins.” But there

are some capital scenes, and the poor tai

lor, Fob, would redeem more faults than

this book has to answ.er for. There is

also a certain manliness of spirit about

it, and a just and kindly tone of sentiment,

which go far to attach the sympathies of

the reader to the author; and, combined

with the power of his pen as displayed in

a somewhat disjointed and fragmentary

manner in his pages, to make us hope for

a further and better acquaintance with

him.

The Complete Poetical Works of William

Cowper, Esq., &c., &c., with a Memoir of

the Author. By the REv. H. STEBBING,

A. M. In 2 vols. 12mo. pp. 416, 405.

New York: D. Appleton & Co. Phil

adelphia: George S. Appleton. 1843.

The Complete Works of Robert Burns, with

Earplanatory and Glossarial Notes, and

a Life of the Author. By JAMEs CUR

RIE, M. D., abridged. The first com

plete American Edition. New York:

D. Appleton & Co. 1842. 1 vol.

12mo, pp. 575.

There are other editions of Burns in

the American market, though none, like

this, complete. Of Cowper there are

none to our knowledge; and the pub

lishers have rendered a welcome ser

vice to true taste in poetry, and true

sentiment in morals and religion, in

supplying the deficiency with the present

neat and compact volumes. Of course

there can be no occasion for us to do

more than direct attention to the fact of

their publication. Burns never grows

old—any more than does ever nature or

love; and though there have been so

many before, a cheap and pretty edition

of his complete poetical works, like the

present one, is always secure of liberal

sale. And though the melancholy mo

ralist may be less of a favorite than the

immortal peasant poet, yet he too, thus

agreeably presented, cannot fail to find

an audience which, though fit, will not

be few. ſ" tº .
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